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Introduction
This document contains the original comment and the project editor’s proposed disposition for each of
the comments submitted during the 5-month ballot of ISO/IEC DIS 29500. Recognizing that numerous
comments were similar, the 3,522 original comments were consolidated into 1,027 distinct comments.
(For example, 115 comments concerned characters vs. octets, 80 comments concerned the definition of
“field value”, 70 concerned the printer settings part, and 57 concerned support for dates prior to 1900.)
Selecting any comment ID entry in the table of contents leads to a table of corresponding consolidated
comments, all of which have the proposed disposition that follows that table. Each table and
subsequent proposed disposition has the following format:

Response xxxx [one of 1–1027]
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

[Text from the original comment form,
column 5]

[Text from the original comment
form, column 6]

…

…

„

…

…

US-0099

…

…

[Text from the original comment form,
column 5]

[Text from the original comment
form, column 6]

BR-0008
Clause: [column 2]
Paragraph:
[column 3]

CL-0094
Clause: …
Paragraph: …

Clause: …
Paragraph: …

ZA-0011
Clause: …
Paragraph: …

Proposed Disposition
[Text of proposed disposition; inserted text is blue with underline, deleted text is red with strikethrough]
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Response 1
Comment ID

AU-0007
Clause: Part 1. 2
Paragraph: Para
2

DE-0042
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.
Paragraph: page
1, line 6

DK-0076
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Conformance and requirements as drafted are unacceptable.
This can be corrected.
The important word ―shall‖ is defined in Part 1 in a way that
accords with ISO Directives Part 1. However, the word ―shall‖
is not used in this specification according to this definition,
especially in Part 4. In multiple cases, ―shall‖ is used for
optional or even deprecated functionality. For example, in Part
4, s2.15.3 Compatability Settings and its subclauses.
Furthermore, Part 1 s2.4 and s2.5 specify that conformance is
purely syntactic, which contradicts the definition of ―shall‖ in
part 1.2 which speaks of ‗behave‘.
Some reviewers found the conformance issues unclear, for
example with regard to Part 1 s2.15.3 and subclauses.
To encourage maintenance, we strongly urge option 1) is
adopted. However, we are aware that this requires review of
over six thousand uses of ―shall‖, consequently we suggest
that adopting options 2) and 3) should be adopted even if
option 1) is not adopted.

1.

Check and correct all uses of
―shall‖ in the standard,
especially Part 4, so that all
―shall‖, ―should‖ etc are used
in accordance to ISO
Directives Part 2,

2.

Correct all uses of ―shall‖ in
Part 4 s2.15.3 and subclauses.

3.

Correct the sentence and
conformance semantic to ―Use
of the word ‗shall‘ indicates a
requirement when used of
syntax, and the typical
behaviour otherwise.‖

The definition for the use of 'shall' in the OOXML text is
specific to the OOXML proposition. Its relationship to the use
of 'shall' as defined in ISO/IEC
Directives, Part 2 - Rules for the structure and drafting of
International Standards - Fifth edition, 2004, Annex H, should
be clarified and documented in the text. Our understanding is
that the OOXML definition is compatible with the ISO one, but
the latter is more precise and any ambiguity on this point
should be removed. Moreover, its use in the OOXML text
should be aligned with the ISO requirements wherever this is
possible.

Clarify the relationship between Open
XML and ISO definitions for the use of
'shall' and review the text by using a
unique definition

According to ISO Directives part 2, fifth Edition 2004, Annex H
page 65, it is not recommended to use ―must‖ as an alternative
to ―shall‖. A text search an inspection of part 4 reveals 370
instance, where the specification have used ―must‖ as an
alternative to ―shall‖
This evaluation should also be conducted on the remaining
parts of the specification. The initial investigation shows, that
only part 5 seems to error-pruned for the word ―must‖

I recommend a thorough review of the
whole text, and to ensure, that the text
is in line with ISO/EIC recommendation
and requirements, as described in
ISO/EIC Directives Part 2, fifth Edition
2004, Annex H page 65

While this could be perceived as a minor error it indicates the
lack of basic prof-reading of the specification, and add to the
overall impression of an unfinished document, which have
been submitted before basic editorial work was conducted on
the specification. While we understand the time-pressure, in
which the ECMA TC-45 have finished a document in such
large proportion we find it unacceptable that the review-period
is used to identify such minor but important error-correction.
One would expect a professional organisation like ECMA to
conduct a more rigid quality-review before submitting
specification to ISO/EIC fasttrack processing, but it appears
that this is not the case with the ECMA-376 specification.

ECMA-0018
Clause: All parts

Change all occurrences of "may" to "can", "might", "should", or
"shall", as appropriate.

1
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

GB-0014
Clause: Part 1,
General
Paragraph: -

JP-0006
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

The word "will" is used inappropriately throughout all Parts of
the standard. It generally should be used only for an event at
some indeterminate future time.

Proposed change: Replace the use of
"will" with the correct present definite
tense. For example, "The numbering
definition part will contain the definition
for..." should become "The numbering
definition part contains the definition
for..." and "This simple type specifies
that its contents will contain ..." should
become "This simple type specifies that
its contents contain ..."

Behaviours of application programs are often described using
―shall‖ or ―must‖. However, application conformance is defined
to be purely syntactical in Section 2.4 of Part 1.

Use ―shall‖ only for describing
constraints on documents or data. Do
not use ―shall‖ for describing
behaviours of application programs. It
might be necessary to use ―shall‖ for
describing the behaviours of OPC
engines, which should not be confused
with application programs.

From the 6367 occurrences of the word "shall" in Part 4, here
we quote some examples of inappropriate use.
- Line 2, Page 27, Part 4, "This background shall be displayed
on all 3 pages of the document, behind all other document
content".
- The third para in the description for "themeColor", Page 28,
Part 4: "its value shall be ignored"
- Line 34, Page 34, Part 4: "This element specifies whether the
right indent shall be automatically adjusted".

Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Often ―must‖ is used as an alternative for ―shall‖. For example,
in Part 4 Clause 2.15.3.6, "To faithfully replicate this
behaviour, applications must imitate the behaviour of that
application…"

Do not use this word. See Annex H of
ISO/IEC directives Part 2. Moreover,
do not mechanically replace ―must‖ with
―shall‖. Se JP6.

JP-0008

Sometimes "may not" is used to express a prohibition.

Do not use this phrase. See Annex H
of ISO/IEC directives Part 2.

JP-0007

Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; some uses of “shall,” “may,” and so on, are inconsistent. Rather than enumerate all places that need
changes in this response, general comments on such usage will be addressed in an editorial pass over all parts.
This editorial pass will address the comments as follows:
The word shall will be used to indicate requirements even if a feature is optional. As a deprecated feature is not
optional, the use of shall in such a context makes sense.
The word may will be replaced by can or might, as appropriate. The use of may is especially problematic in the
negative; does may not mean cannot or might not? These instances will be carefully reviewed and changed.
The word must will only be used in informative contexts, never instead of shall.
Regarding the use of will and an alternate tense usage, this change will be made.
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Response 2
Comment ID

AT-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

GR-0002
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

IT-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Austria approves ISO/IEC DIS 29500. However, in order to
address the requirement for applications to conform with this
standard, we suggest to include a specification for
conformance testing in the standard as soon as possible. For
instance, test suites for both valid and invalid files could be
provided, supported by a specification of events and actions.
In particular, such test files will help to resolve issues with
spread-sheets like interdependencies of embedded formulas
and the order of computation.
How has the verification of conformity to OOXML standard
proposed to be done and has it been done till today by an
independent third party?

Proposal for a task force to define and develop a
reference software and conformance testing for DIS 29500
If a standard is to serve the purpose of enabling independent
implementations to successfully interoperate then Italy
believes that DIS 29500 is too complex a standard to achieve
the goal at the speed required by today‘s market place. The
current standard expressed in natural language must be
complemented by
4.
A reference implementation with the following
features
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Demonstrably equivalent to the text
standard (in functional terms) and with the
same normative status as the standard
expressed in natural language
Any misalignment between the two
expressions of the standard should be
handled by the normal corrigendum process
The reference implementation should be
available to initiate the approval process in a
short period of time (e.g. 6 months)
The reference implementation should
contain, as a minimum:
1.
A ―creator/writer‖ of DIS 29500
conforming files
2.
A ―reader/viewer‖ of DIS 29500
conforming files
The set of functionalities supported by the
said creator/writer and reader/viewer should
be designed to test the critical features of
the standard, not to emulate a product
The reference implementation should be an
integral part of DIS 29500 (i.e. an
Amendment) or could be an independent
standard (e.g. ISO/IEC 29501)
The reference implementation should be
available free of charge from the ITTF web
site and should have a licence enabling
implementers to
1.

Utilise the code for commercial
implementations of ISO/IEC 29500

4

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

2.

5.

Modify the code with the constraint
of retaining conformance to
ISO/IEC 29500.
Procedures and test suites with the following features
1.

2.

The procedures and test suites should
enable implementers to test that
1.
Files created by a product with file
creation capabilities conform to the
appropriate sections of ISO/IEC
29500
2.
Products
with
file
viewing
capabilities
conform
to
the
appropriate sections of ISO/IEC
29500
The procedures and test suites should be an
integral part of DIS 29500 (i.e. an
Amendment) or could be an independent
standard (e.g. ISO/IEC 29502).

A number of Italian companies have declared their intention
to contribute to the development of the reference software
implementation and the procedures and test suites.
We note that ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29 WG11, as a rule, requires
the availability of reference implementations of its standards
with a normative status.
We suggest that the work on the reference implementation, if
the proposal is formally submitted to JTC1 and approved, is
assigned to SC34.

Proposed Disposition
The development of an Office Open XML specification conformance test suite for interoperability is an excellent
suggestion. The usefulness of a reference implementation is clear from the work of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 11.
The majority of ISO, IEC and JTC 1 standards exist without conformance test suites or reference
implementations, and these topics are not covered in the JTC 1 Directives; however we agree that the creation
of a test suite would be a useful follow-up activity.
Although no reference implementation or interoperability test suite is available at this time, a growing number
of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard,
iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008
Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager), Intergen,
OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm OS,
MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server), Datawatch
(Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007) and those
under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and
others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows,

5
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and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile). If there were a common forum for these
implementers to share their test suites, the community as a whole would benefit.
If the requirement for an interoperability test suite or reference implementation is established and shared by
National Bodies, SC 34 might initiate appropriate activities as suggested by this comment.
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Response 3
Comment ID

AU-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

BG-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

CH-0004
Clause: Entire
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

ISO and IEC need to ensure all appropriate intellectual
property declarations are followed and that any material
referenced in the document is appropriately available to users
of the document.
To be ensured/guaranteed non-alignment and independence
of ISO/IEC 29500 from the corporative patents and licenses

There is at least legal uncertainty about whether Micro-soft's
―Open Specification Promise‖ is compatible with the GNU
LGPL license under which OpenOffice,
Rejected as JTC1 Directives do not require GNU LGPL
compatibility.
Not admissible: Licensing compliance is not in UK14's
authority, but only in ITTF's. Contradictions regarding licencing must be addressed in the review period and are no
longer admissible during the 5-month ballot.
which is currently the primary competitor to Microsoft's office
software, is licensed. Richard Stallman, the au-thor of the GPL
and LGPL licenses, has publicly stated that relying on
Microsoft's promise (this presumes ac-cepting Microsoft's
patents as valid) would violate the GPL
(see http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1759,1829728,00.asp ).

Microsoft should, in addition to the
―open specifi-cation promise‖, make
any relevant patents it controls
available under a license which is
clearly compatible with GPL and LGPL.

Stallman's remarks apply equally to the LGPL, the relevant
provisions of which are identical to those in the GPL.
Microsoft's website addresses the question of the GPL
compatibility of the ―Open Specifi-cation Promise‖ by refusing
to take position on this question, stating only that the GPL ―is
not universally in-terpreted the same way by everyone‖ and
―based on feedback from the open source community we
believe that a broad audience of developers can implement
the specification(s).‖ While it is certainly true that free software and open source licenses exist which are compati-ble
with Microsoft's promise, the primary question is whether DIS
29500 can be implemented in derivative works of the LGPLlicensed OpenOffice software. It is not fair if only Microsoft can
implement the standard di-rectly in their office software while
competitors have to use a different format internally and must
rely on docu-ment format conversion utilities.

CH-0019
Clause: Paragraph: -

Der vorliegende Standard ist teilweise von Patenten be-troffen.
Eine Implementation ist daher stets mit Kosten für die
Lizensierung der Patente ver-bunden und macht eine freie
Implementation. des Standards unmöglich. Dies ist nicht im
Interesse unserer Kunden.
Wir bedanken uns für diese Gelegenheit, unsere Mei-nung zur
ISOStandardisierung von Microsoft.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: The given standard is partly protected by IPs. An
implementation causes higher costs because of the Licensing
fees and provides free implementations of the specification.
That is not on behalf of our customers.]]
see above

GR-0001

While Microsoft has promised not to sue implementors of
the specification, a large fraction of it is nevertheless covered
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of code infringing on the affected
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Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

Comment ID

by patents owned by Microsoft. Since Microsoft still holds
these patents and has not done anything to make them legally
invalid for Open Source use, it is unclear whether this promise
is trustworthy. It is at least not trustworthy enough to build a
business on.

patents, or even their entire OOXML
implementation, under a free reusable
license, such as the Lesser GPL
(LGPL). This gives Open Source and
other implementors the irrevokable right
to implement the OOXML specification.
As an alternative, Microsoft should offer
another patent promise, that
unambigously permits open source
use, and unambiguously covers all
future versions of OOXML.

GR-0015

The MS-OOXML spec contains patented elements in a way
not conforming the "ISO/IEC Directives (part 1, section 2.14).
Using patents is compatible with ISO procedures, but must
follow the ISO/IEC directives (Part1, section 2.14), and this
does not happen: because some patented funtionalities are
outside the OOXML specification, some optional funtionalities
not covered by the OOXML specification have also patents,
and, finally, the statment about patents in OOXML
specification is so vague than it has no legal security for
companies implementing eventually OOXML specification

Follow ISO/IEC Directives (part1,
section 2.14) for patents issue.

Need more clarity on the Open Specification Promise of
Microsoft which claims it wont assert patent claims against
those implementing OOXML.

Microsoft to give explicit assurance that
it will not assert patent/IPR claim for
Microsoft reference necessary to
implement OOXML

The MS-OOXML spec contains patented elements in a way
not conforming the "ISO/IEC Directives (part 1, section 2.14 ) .
Using patents is compatible with ISO procedures, but must
follow the ISO/IEC directives (Part1, section 2.14), and this
does not happen: because some patented funtionalities are
outside the OOXML specification, some optional funtionalities
not covered by the OOXML specification have also patents,
and, finally, the statment about patents in OOXML
specification is so vague than it has no legal security for
companies implementing eventually OOXML specification.

Follow ISO/IEC Directives (part1,
section 2.14) for patents issue. The
OSP explictly applies to the Ecma 376
version of OOXML, not to the JTC1 DIS
29500 version, or to a version edited at
the Ballot Resolution Meeting, or to an
ISO version, if approved.

Although Microsoft has promised not to sue those who
implement the specification over patents, but still a large
fraction of it is covered by patents owned by Microsoft and this
corporation has not done anything to make them legally invalid
for Open Source use. So according to law, the trustworthiness
of the promise is unclear.

Microsoft should be required to gives
Open Source and others who
implement the specification the
irrevocable right to implement the
OOXML specification. Also, Microsoft
can publish an implementation of code
with patents, or even their entire
OOXML implementation, under a free
reusable license such as Lesser GPL
(LGPL).

Microsoft has given an ―Open Specification Promise‖,4
promising not to sue third parties that use the Ecma
specification for patent infringement. However, there are
several issues with this promise:

The Open Specification Promise should
extend not only to the required parts in
the std but also to allow a complete
implementation of the std including
non-mandatory specifications and
backward compatibility tags.

Clause: All the
document
Paragraph: -

IN-0006
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IN-0070
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IR-0057
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

KE-0074
Clause: Paragraph: -

The promise only relates to ―Microsoft Necessary Claims‖,
which are ―[t]hose claims of Microsoft- owned or Microsoftcontrolled patents that are necessary to implement only the
required portions of the Covered Specification that are
described in detail and not merely referenced in such

8
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Specification.‖

KE-0075
Clause: Paragraph: -

NZ-0010
Clause: Paragraph: -

The promise does not relate to copyrights but only to
patents and leaves significant scope for legal uncertainty for
third party developers.

The Open Specification Promise should
be extended to cover copyrights.

Intellectual Property
The term Intellectual Property is not a specific thing but an
umbrella term for Copyright, Patents, Trademarks, etc.

All issues relating to IP, patents and
access shall be examined in depth and
irrevocable agreement obtained from
Microsoft that all required access to
information will be provided without
monetary consideration, potential treat
of legal action or issues relating to
copyright. The provision of such
information shall not be delayed or
withheld.

It is crucial that a developer is able to access and use all or
any information necessary to implement this DIS, without
having to pay license fees, face patent issues, and not have
information withheld, in accordance with the normal concepts
of open source development over the life of the Standard

Copyright
The clip art mentioned in sections 2.18.4, 5.1.12.56 and
5.1.12.76 should be checked for copyright issues.

Patents
The Microsoft Open Specification Promise has this line about
patent grant... which does grant "Microsoft-owned or
Microsoft-controlled patents that are necessary to implement
only the
required portions of the Covered Specification that are
described in detail and not merely referenced in such
Specification."

The Covenant not to Sue has similar
wording to do with a required subset of
features, "Microsoft irrevocably
covenants that it will not seek to enforce
any of its patent claims necessary to
conform to the technical specifications
[...]".
NZ-0054
Clause: Paragraph: -

Microsoft has given the 'Open Specification Promise',
promising not to sue 3rd parties that use the Ecma
specification for patent infringement. There are several issues
outstanding with this:
(a) The Promise only relates to 'Microsoft Necessary Claims'
which are "those claims of Microsoft-owned or Microsoftcontrolled patents that are necessary to implement only
required portions of the Covered Specification that are
described in detail and not merely referenced in such
specification"
Firstly the boundaries of what is permitted and what is not are
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All issues relating to IP, patents and
access shall be examined in depth and
irrevocable agreement obtained from
Microsoft that all required access to
information will be provided without
monetary consideration, potential treat
of legal action, issues relating to
copyright, nor shall access to required
information be denied or delayed.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

not clear.
Secondly, it is not determinable if the license is sufficient. If
what Microsoft calls 'reference' equals the binary sections that
refer back to Windows architecture, the promise does not give
significant comfort given the large parts of binary XML sections
rd
in the Specification that are however needed to make a 3
party solution interoperable with Microsoft's software.
Thirdly, the promise does not prevent Microsoft from
obstructing third party implementations.
Fourthly, there are severe limitations for embedded formats.
Microsoft is said to have a wide range of IP in all sorts of
proprietary content which would be embedded in an OOXML
doc, all of which would not be considered 'required' under the
promise.
Finally it appears that the promise does not relate to
copyrights but only to patents and leaves significant scope for
legal uncertainty for 3rd party developers

PT-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

PT-0003
Clause: No
clause. This is
the question.
Paragraph: -

PT-0004
Clause: No
clause. This is
the question
Paragraph: -

US-0003
Clause: Paragraph: -

ZA-0008
Clause: Part 4,
pp5-1854,
WordProcessing
ML Reference
Mater

The document does not conform to the ISO/IEC Directives
Part1, 2.14

RAND access must be mentioned in
the introduction.

Based currently on the implementation of ECMA specification
376, Microsoft makes it possible for implementers to choose
between either a CNS (Covenant Not to Sue) or an OSP
(Open Specification Promise) as (currently) mentioned at
http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx
Considering that external references tend to be of a volatile
nature, it is crucial to include at the beginning of the
specification whatever advantages/legal protection
mechanisms that the implementer has to ensure his ongoing
compliance.
To further ensure the implementer's security, the specification
should state the non-applicability of copyrights, patents or
royalties.

Include at beginning of specification a
list of all Microsoft and non-Microsoft
CNS's or OSP's that might help
clarifying the legal background for
implementing the specification and that
will help ensuring full protection for the
implementer, mentioning any issues
regarding patents, royalties and
copyrights whenever necessary.
Consider replacing the promise-not-tosue approach by a patent grant, which
translates better to the existing
legislation.

As pointed out in the previous item, and as per the MOSP
(Microsoft Open Specification Promise), only the
Specifications included in that promise (Covered
Specifications) are covered. It is therefore of the essence to
add after the previous item that any future revisions of the
original specification are equally included in that promise.

Include at beginning of specification
and after the previous item all and any
Promises or similar references that will
ensure the future continuity of the initial
Promise for the implementer.

The use of proprietary file formats within the Office Open XML
standard appears to cause potential intellectual property
ownership concerns.
Implementation of this subject matter may depend on licensing
essential claims of patents issued by the South African
Companies and Intellectual Property Registration Office to
Microsoft Corporation, for example ZA200303346 ―Wordprocessing document stored in a single XML file that may be
manipulated by applications that understand XML‖. The
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The patent holder should be
encouraged to disclose, and explicitly
licence or surrender such IP or patents
that may pose a risk to implementation
of the standard.
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Comment ID
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

committee was also of the view that there have been sufficient
concerns raised about the robustness of the Microsoft 'Open
Specification Promise' and the Microsoft 'Covenant not to sue'
as to warrant caution.

Proposed Disposition
DIS29500 fully complies with the Ecma and ISO/IEC/ITU IPR policies.
ISO and IEC have received the appropriate IP declarations related to DIS29500 -- these are on file in their
database and ISO/IEC may be queried about them. All IPR matters should be referred to ITTF, as prescribed in
the JTC 1 Directives for the Fast-Track process. National Bodies are respectfully encouraged to review the
existing ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy, as requests to implement changes or extensions to this IPR Policy
should happen through normal ISO/IEC processes and not through the DIS29500 BRM or vote. As to copyrights,
please see JTC 1 Directives Section 10.2, which assigns DIS copyright to ISO and IEC.
ISO and IEC representatives have repeatedly stated that they believe there are no IPR issues that would cause
concern with the ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy or the adoption of DIS 29500, as explained in item 4.1 of
the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 34 FAQ on DIS 29500 (which is publicly available at
http://www.jtc1sc34.org/repository/0932.htm):
4.1 Will IPR issues be discussed at the BRM?
No. IPR issues in this process are the exclusive preserve of the ITTF. IPR decisions have previously been
delegated by all the ISO and IEC members (NBs) to the CEOs of IEC and ISO, and they in turn have
examined them and found no outstanding problems. NBs seeking reassurance in such matters must
pursue them through other avenues than the BRM.
Ecma has the following comments:







Contributions to Ecma were made under the Ecma Code of Conduct in Patent Matters, which we believe
to be in line with ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy.
As a member of Ecma, Microsoft has made information available to Ecma regarding any essential patent
claims Microsoft may have in connection with ECMA-376, and this declaration was provided to JTC 1
together with the Fast-Track document.
Ecma has been informed by ISO that Microsoft has also submitted to the ISO Central Secretariat a Patent
Declaration Form related to licensing of any of its essential patent claims that are necessary to
implement DIS 29500.
Pursuant to such Patent Declaration Form, Microsoft has provided assurances to ITTF that any such
essential claims vis-à-vis DIS 29500 will be available for full or partial implementations under three
different approaches (from which an implementer can select). These options include Microsoft’s Open
Specification Promise (see http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx), Microsoft’s Covenant
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/products/HA102134631033.aspx) and a royalty-free Reasonable And
Non-Discriminatory (RAND-Z) license.
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The OSP enables both open source and commercial software to implement DIS 29500. See
http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx#EZCAC for statements from the open source community.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
Due to ISO/IEC’s position on IPR issues as they have explained above, no changes to DIS 29500 are proposed.
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Response 4
Comment ID

AU-0006
Clause: All Parts
Paragraph: -

DK-0042
Clause: Various
– see proposed
change for detail.
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The treatment and completeness of references in the draft is
unacceptable, This can be corrected.
Furthermore, it appears that several times there are numbers
or codes used without explanation of their provenance.

Check all parts for references.

Missing Normative
References: We expects to at least see XML
1.0, XML Schema (parts 1, 2 and 3), and .Zip File
Format Specification in the normative references.
Furthermore the version of Zip needs to be defined as per
JTC1 directives (the current informative

These are the references from each
part's bibliography that need to be
defined in the relevant Normative
References. All ISO references and
W3C and Unicode Consortium
references can be directly moved the later two coming from Approved
Referencing Organizations (ARO) In
addition, RER descriptions should
be prepared for

reference effectively points to "the latest version" which can
change.) Under JTC1 directives, any normative references
that are not International standards, must either come from an
Approved Referencing Organization (ARO), or must be
accompanied by a Referencing Explanatory Report (RER).
Note that as of January 2007, W3C is an
ARO.

specifications originated by IANA,
IETF and Dublin Core and they
should be moved to Normative
References. Similarly, specifications
such as PANOSE by Hewlett
Packard, ZIP format by PKWARE, Inc
are one of the few vendor-dependant
specifications. These are necessary
in terms of OOXML implementation
and should be included in Normative
References with RER description.
Not included are wmf and emf, which
would be needed as Normative
References should VML remain.

ECMA-0035
Clause: Part 1,
Annex A
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0043
Clause: Part 1, 3
Paragraph: -

GB-0052
Clause: Part 2,
Page 2
Normative
References
Paragraph: -

GB-0454
Clause: Part 4,
Annexes
Paragraph: -

JP-0009
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Make annex normative and look at which, if any, entries
can/should be moved to the "Normative References" clause.

Make this change.

A complete list of normative references according to
international rules (referring to Approved Referencing
Organization (ARO) or accompanied by a Referencing
Explanatory Report (RER)) is expected.

Provide a complete list of normative
references.

The normative references listed here include only ISO and
ISO/IEC standards, while the normative body of the text
makes reference to many other specifications, such as
RFC3986, RFC2616, XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes, ZIP
specification, XML-Signature Syntax & Processing (most of the
bibliography entries could be moved to normative references).

All normative standards should be
referenced as such (whether ISO/IEC
standards or not)

Overall - must check that these bibliographic references are to
permanent pages with a guaranteed lifetime; can the proposer
assure us that this has been arranged?

Revise the text to address this
comment

Mandatory specifications such as XML, namespaces, Dublin
Core Element Set, and RFCs for URIs and IRIs are only
shown in the bibliography.

They should be added in the list of
normative references. Note that
ISO/IEC 15836:2003 Information and
documentation -- The Dublin Core
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
metadata element set is equivalent to
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set
V1.1.

The access to the proprietary references is restricted.

PE-0008
Clause: Paragraph: -

Include references that do not have
proprietary restrictions

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; NBs submitted 107 comments relating to references to approved or de facto standards. 98 of those
comments are addressed by other responses, as shown in the following table:
Reference Topic

NB Comments pertaining to that Topic

ANSI character set

CL-0142, CO-0093, FR-0418, GB-0210, GR-0101, and US-0171

ASCII

CA-0006, DE-0003, DK-0098, FR-0008, GB-0035, KE-0016, PT-0026,
and US-0030

Audio content type

GB-0451

BARCODE/POSTNET/FIM

CL-0112 and GB-0251

IPR/binaries

PE-0005

ISO/IEC 10646

US-0287

NVDL

JP-0082

Panose-1 font classification

CA-0035, DE-0098, FR-0332, FR-0361, GB-0286, GB-0312, IR-0036,
PT-0075, PT-0100, US-0114, US-0147, VE-0049, and VE-0065

Printer settings part

GB-0452

QuickTime

BR-0053, CA-0057, CL-0205, CO-0220, CZ-0034, DE-0110, FR-0358,
GB-0309, GB-0453, GR-0086, KE-0063. PT-0105, and US-0151

RFC 4234 (Augmented BNF
for Syntax Specifications)

GB-0465

RFC References

GB-0448, GB-0455, GB-0456, GB-0457, GB-0458, GB-0459, GB-0460,
GB-0464, GB-0466, and GB-0468

Unicode

CA-0005, DE-0001, DK-0097, FR-0001, GB-0025, GB-0461, GB-0467,
JP-0023, KE-0012, PT-0019, and US-0028

XML

GB-0462

XML Path/XSLT

CA-0025, CL-0120, CO-0121, DE-0107, DK-0124, DK-0125, DK-0126,
FR-0255, GB-0262, GR-0048, KE-0028, PT-0062, US-0106, and VE0025

.ZIP File Format
Specification

CA-0004, CH-0005, CL-0038, CZ-0005, DE-0011, DK-0003, FR-0021,
GB-0049, GB-, 463, IN-0051, KE-0002, PT-0007, US-0039, and ZA0005

The remaining nine comments are addressed by this response.
14
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Many of the references reported as missing from one or more Normative References clauses were, in fact, listed
in a Bibliographic annex.
Most, if not all, Bibliography entries will be moved to the Normative Reference clause for the corresponding
part, based on the final resolution of the (separate) comments regarding whether/how the specification will be
converted to a multi-part standard. (Each part of a multi-part standard has its own Normative References and
Bibliography clauses.)
As part of the resolution to other comments, missing entries will be added to the Normative References clauses,
as appropriate, as will new references needed to support proposed dispositions (such as ISO/IEC 14977:1996,
“Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”).
Any Bibliographic annexes that remain will be made normative instead of informative.
Wherever possible, references to proprietary sources will be replaced with references to equivalent standards.
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Response 5
Comment ID

AU-0004
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Where there are multiple standards in the same space, they
should clearly indicate their different application area. Some
reviewers report the name causes confusion.
Some reviewers report that it is important not to differentiate
the goals, development method and scope of DIS 29500
Office Open XML with that of IS 26300 ODF in particular.
The current name ―Office Open XML‖ is confusing, with ISO
Open Document Format (ODF), ISO Office Document
Architecture (ODA) and the many various products, notable
―Open Office‖. Public usage has evolved into ―OOXML‖ and
―Open XML‖ as shorthands.

Proposed change by the MB
Change the name of the standard to
―Information technology – Productderived document format Office Open
XML‖

Furthermore, the name may appear to indicate a (nonstandard) dialect of XML rather than a use of XML, which
would be regrettable.
However, because ―Office Open XML‖ is the title of Ecma 376
and in products, it is not suitable to change the name of the
technology. A change in the name of the proposed Standard
will suffice.

CA-0003
Clause: Part 0
Paragraph:
Throughout

CL-0216
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

GB-0001
Clause:
Overview,
Throughout
Paragraph: -

IN-0069
Clause:
Throughout the
document

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called 'Open
Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice project
which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and
blogs. Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6
years, Ecma should choose a new name, less apt to continue
this confusion.

Change the name of Office Open XML
to a name which is not easily confused
with OpenOffice.

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called 'Open
Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice project
which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and blogs.
Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6 years,
Ecma should choose a new name, less apt to continue this
confusion.

Change the name of Office Open XML
to a name which is not confused with
OpenOffice.

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called 'Open
Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice project
which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and blogs.
Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6 years,
ECMA should choose a new name, less apt to continue this
confusion.

Proposed change: Change the name
of Office Open XML to a name which is
not confused with OpenOffice. SC34
standards usually end with 'DL'
(description langage) 'SL' (schema
language), etc. For DIS 29500 a
suitable name is ODDL (Office
Document Description Language),
which would remedy the fault noted.
The standard must refer to its proper
name throughout (or ―this international
standard‖) rather than sometimes
adopting ad hoc alternative forms (e.g.
―Open XML‖ in the present DIS).

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called 'Open
Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice project
which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and blogs.

Change the name of Office Open XML
to a name which is not confused with
OpenOffice.
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Comment ID
Paragraph: -

IR-0055
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

KE-0070
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

US-0167
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

US-0270
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

ZA-0002
Clause: General
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6 years,
Ecma should choose a new name, less apt to continue this
confusion.
The name for the standard – "Office Open XML" – is often
confused with with "Open Office" and results to user
confusion.

The ECMA should consider a different
name which is less easily confused with
the name another product.

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called
'Open Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice
project which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and blogs.
Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6 years,
Ecma should choose a new name, less apt to continue this
confusion.

We suggest that the name Office Open
XML be changed

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called 'Open
Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice project
which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and blogs.
Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6 years,
Ecma should choose a new name, less apt to continue this
confusion.

Change the name of Office Open XML
to a name which is not confused with
OpenOffice.

Naming DIS 29500: The current name of DIS 29500, Office
Open XML is seriously misleading in several respects. First, it
is not a document format based on XML but rather an XML
representation of a legacy document format with particular
processing semantics. Second, reference should not be made
to commercial products and clearly ―Office‖ in the title of this
proposal is meant as a reference to Microsoft Office. Lastly,
the proposal is no more or less open than any other ISO
proposal and so ―Open‖ is meaningless in this context.

It is suggested that a new name be
chosen for the proposal that reflects its
goal of representing and continuing a
legacy document format as represented
in XML. Such a name should not carry
an implied reference to a Microsoft
product nor should it use the term
―open.‖ One possible name would be:
Legacy Document Formats
Represented in XML. The principles
developed from this effort might well
prove effective for other legacy
document formats that should be
represented in XML.

The name "Office Open XML" is often mistakenly called 'Open
Office XML‖ implying a connection to the OpenOffice project
which does not exist. This naming confusion has been
documented and has occurred numerous times, including by
analysts and even in Microsoft press releases and blogs.
Since ―Open Office‖ is the pre-existing name, by 6 years,
Ecma should choose a new name, less apt to continue this
confusion.

Change the name of Office Open XML
to a name which is not confused with
OpenOffice.

Proposed Disposition
Based on the wide industry support of DIS 29500 (see list of implementations below) and the volume of public
discussion which references “OOXML” or “Open XML”, we believe there is no confusion regarding what “Ecma
Office Open XML file format” identifies, nor is there confusion that “Ecma Office Open XML File Format”
overlaps with the existing product “OpenOffice.org.” Further, “Office Open XML” or “OOXML” accurately convey
several aspects of DIS 29500. The use of the word “Office” acknowledges DIS 29500’s role as a format designed
to represent a large corpus of existing “Office documents”, the word “Open” conveys that this format is an open
17
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standard to be used by multiple tools and on multiple platforms, and the word “XML” indicates accurately that
DIS 29500 is an XML-based document format. We acknowledge that there may have been some confusion earlyon in the process, but, more importantly, that the industry and user community is now largely using
“OpenDocument”, “ODF”, “OOXML” or “Open XML” to refer, without confusion, to specific formats.
For these reasons, we believe the name “Ecma Office Open XML File Formats” (or “IS 29500:2008 Information
technology -- Office Open XML File Formats v1.0” if the standard was to be approved) is appropriate and should
not be changed.
A growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those released by Apple
(Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office
2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager),
Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm
OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server),
Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007)
and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire,
Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the
Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile).
Note that our response to comments DK-0055 and FR-0034 is to agree to change occurrences of “Open XML” to
“Office Open XML”.
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Response 6
Comment ID

AU-0005
Clause: All Parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Some reviewers found the size and organization of the draft
difficult. It would be burdensome for maintenance for the
current organization to continue.
To encourage maintenance, a split standard would make it
easier for working groups and task forces of experts in each
field.
DIS 29500 is too large, especially part 4, and it contains too
much tutorial material. While this material is useful for users, it
is burdensome for adequate review, printing and maintenance.

The FDIS should be split into 9 parts,
each being capable of being
considered complete standards. This
largely mirrors the current chapter
arrangement of Part 1 and Part 4, and
would not seem be difficult editorially.
The TOC of each should contain
entries for each clause and sub-clause
at any level.

VML is deprecated in the DIS and should be removed to its
own part or annex.
The large size of Part 4 will be difficult for paper versions of
the standard, but also makes the electronic version difficult
(the PDF links from the TOC do not have sufficient grain to
locate clauses.)
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Open Packaging Conventions.



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 9



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge Part 2 OPC



WordProcessingML



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 11



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS Part 4 s1.1 and s4



SpreadsheetML



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 12



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS Part 4 s1.2 and s4



PresentationML,



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 13



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS Part 4 s1.3 and s5



DrawingML,



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 14



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS Part 4 s1.4 and s 6



VML



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 15.2.7



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS Part 4 s7



Shared



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 15
(except 15.2.7)



DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS s1.5 and s8



Extensibililty



DIS Part 1 clauses 1-7, 10
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB


DIS Part 1 clause 8 moved to
s2 Scope



Merge DIS Part 5



Schemas



XML Schemas



RELAX NG Schemas


NVDL Schemas
Note that Part 3 is removed entirely, as
it is informative. The normative parts of
Part 1 are put with their appropriate
specifications. The general introductory
pages are repeated; this follows the
pattern of IS 19757 in which all parts
have the same introduction or scope
material.
Part 4 Annex C should be split up.
Each part should indicate
dependencies on other parts.
The Schemas should be available in
their own part, as well as being
available in file form. Publicationdependent formatting, such as line
numbering is not appropriate. However,
a clear index to the page number of
each global declaration (complex type,
element, etc) is important.

CL-0039
Clause: Part 1,
Forward
Paragraph: line 2

CZ-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

DE-0120
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: line 2

DK-0059
Clause: Part 1
―Fundamentals‖
Paragraph:
―Foreword‖ p Vii,
line 2

DK-0060
Clause: Part 2
―Open Packaging

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards, the individual "parts" do not today have individual
conformance clauses, etc.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500.

The standard has great extent and not all applications have to
implement support for all document types. The standard split
to several smaller and more standalone parts would be more
usable.

Create separate parts for
WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML,
PresentationML and shared
vocabularies.

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards.
Additonal Comment: DIS 29500 document is divided into 5
parts; each individual part defines specifications for a
particular scope. These parts can be used individually or
collectively, based on the different requirements. The
terminology is correct: DIS 29500 is a multi-part Standard, and
no claim is made that it is composed of multiple "Standards" in
the JTC sense.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500, if it's
nessary.

The sentence specify, that this is a ―Multi-part Standard.‖ This
is not correct it is a Multi-part document.. The individual parts
is not specified as a standard.
This is also repeated in the introduction ―Foreword‖ to several
other parts of the specification.

Correct the mis-understanding of
terminology to correctly reflect the
actual nature of the ECMA-376
Specification.

The sentence specify, that this is a Multi-part Standard. This is
not correct it is a Multi-part document.. The individual parts is
not specified as a standard.

Correct the mis-understanding of
terminology to correctly reflect the
actual nature of the ECMA-376
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Concentions‖
Paragraph:
―Foreword‖ p Vii,
line 2

This is also repeated in the introduction ―Foreword‖ to several
other parts of the specification.

Specification.

DK-0061

The sentence specify, that this is a Multi-part Standard. This is
not correct it is a Multi-part document.. The individual parts is
not specified as a standard.
This is also repeated in the introduction ―Foreword‖ to several
other parts of the specification.

Correct the mis-understanding of
terminology to correctly reflect the
actual nature of the ECMA-376
Specification.

The sentence specify, that this is a Multi-part Standard. This is
not correct it is a Multi-part document.. The individual parts is
not specified as a standard.
This is also repeated in the introduction ―Foreword‖ to several
other parts of the specification.

Correct the mis-understanding of
terminology to correctly reflect the
actual nature of the ECMA-376
Specification.

The sentence specify, that this is a Multi-part Standard. This is
not correct it is a Multi-part document. The individual parts is
not specified as a standard.
This is also repeated in the introduction ―Foreword‖ to several
other parts of the specification.

Correct the mis-understanding of
terminology to correctly reflect the
actual nature of the ECMA-376
Specification.

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards. Either correct the terminology to reflect that it is a
multipart document, or turn it into a true multipart standard.

The project editor is open to NB
suggestions on the final structure of the
standard w.r.t to multipart document vs.
multipart standard. In any event, it
should be made one or the other,
according to the JTC 1 Directives.

The future maintenance of the proposed standard could
possibly be easier if it was divided into multi-part standard.

Divide standard to multi-part standard

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500.

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500.

Since OPC is technically independent from
WordprocessingML, PresentationML, SpreadsheetML, VML,
DrawingML, and Shared MLs, it should become an
independent standard.

Publish OPC as an independent
standard.

Since Markup Compatibility is technically independent from the
rest of OOXML, it should become an independent standard.

Publish Markup Compatibility as an
independent standard.

Clause: Part 3
―Primer‖
Paragraph:
―Foreword‖ p Vii,
line 2

DK-0062
Clause: Part 4
―Markup
Language
Reference‖
Paragraph:
―Foreword‖ p Vii,
line 2

DK-0063
Clause: Part 5
―Markup
Compatibility and
Extensibility‖
Paragraph:
―Foreword‖ p Vii,
line 2

ECMA-0037
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

FI-0003
Clause: All
documents
Paragraph: -

IN-0052
Clause: Part 1,
Foreword
Paragraph: -

IN-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Foreword
Paragraph: page
vi, line 2

JP-0039
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

JP-0079
Clause: Part 5
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

KE-0003
Clause: Part 1,
Foreword
Paragraph: -

NO-0002
Clause: [ALL]
Paragraph: -

NO-0007
Clause: [Part 1]
9.1 [Part 2]
Paragraph: -

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part
Standard, i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not
themselves standards.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500.

Summary:
Rework into a multi-part standard.
Justification:
As currently drafted, DIS 29500 covers many areas that are
not directly related to one another. This makes it difficult to
review by National Body experts, difficult to implement, and
difficult to assess compatibility.

Rework into an ISO-style multi-part
standard along the following lines:
1. Introduction

Summary:
OPC should be a separate standard
Justification:
The Open Packaging Conventions could support a much
broader range of applications than OOXML. It should therefore
be a standard in its own right that can be referenced in
isolation by other ISO standards, such as ISO 26300.

Remove OPC from 29500 and propose
it as a separate standard, or commit to
doing so at a later stage.

2. Common/Core components and
metadata
3. WordprocessingML
4. SpreadsheetML
5. PresentationML
6. Extensibility
Each part should have its own Scope
and Conformance clause. This would
allow different parts of the standard to
be used independently of each other.
The Primer is informative and should
be published as a Technical Report.

PT-0008
Clause: Part 1,
Forward
Paragraph: line 2

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards.

PT-0033

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500.

Document should be restructured as a multi-part document. It
appears that one can claim conformity, independently, to some
of the parts. Part 3 should be a technical report, the other
parts should be an international standard.

Call the parts 29500-1, 29500-2, etc.

DIS 29500 is a multi-part document, not a multi-part Standard,
i.e., the individual parts of this Standard are not themselves
standards.

Correct the terminology to correctly
reflect the status of DIS 29500.

The OPC is not dependent on other parts of Office Open XML.
The specification clearly has applicability outside the confines
of OOXML. Indeed the same OPC is used by the Microsoft
XML Paper Specification (XPS) which is also being developed
by ECMA

The Open Packaging Convention
(OPC) should be separated from the,
already bulky, DIS29500 and presented
for consideration as a separate
standard. There is a significant need
for an international standard in this

Clause: Part 4,
Foreword
Paragraph: page
vi, line 2

US-0021
Clause: general
Paragraph: -

US-0253
Clause: Part 1,
Forward
Paragraph: line 2

ZA-0006
Clause: Part 2,
Open Packaging
Convention
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
area.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. DIS 29500 has two parts that lend themselves to use by other standards: Part 2 (Open Packaging
Conventions) and Part 5 (Markup Compatibility and Extensibility). In order to allow for normative references to
those parts from other standards, we will make DIS 29500 a multi-part standard, as described below.
DIS 29500 will be restructured to consist of the following three parts:





DIS 29500-1, which contains the existing Part 1 (Fundamentals), Part 4 (Markup Language Reference),
and Part 3 (Primer), the latter being moved to an informative annex. (Note: the disposition for
comment JP-0030 moves deprecated features [such as VML] from within these three parts to a new
annex of DIS 29500-1.)
DIS 29500-2, which contains the existing Part 2 (Open Packaging Convention).
DIS 29500-3, which contains the existing Part 5 (Markup Compatibility and Extensibility).

The conformance clause for each of these three parts will be structured as follows:





DIS 29500-1 will have a variation of the existing conformance clause in Part 1, with the concept of
conformance classes introduced, and defined for each of the document types: WordprocessingML,
SpreadsheetML, and PresentationML. (See the disposition for comments JP-0027, JP-0028, and JP0029.)
DIS 29500-2 will use the existing conformance clause in Part 2.
DIS 29500-3 will use a new conformance clause. (See the disposition for comment JP-0080.)
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Response 7
Comment ID

AU-0008
Clause: Part 1, s
8.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
DIS 29500 currently allows applications to arbitrarily move and
rename parts, providing the correct relationships are kept.
However, this works against documents which are OPCcompliant and also contain data formats that do not use the
OPC relationships system but hardcode locations.
For example, an OPC file that contains various JPEG images
together with an HTML file that uses those images and the
equivalent Open XML file. If the Open XML application
renames the images, the HTML file will be out-of-date.

Proposed change by the MB


Add paragraph to DIS Part 1
s8.2 ―A tool that acts both as a
consumer and producer
should not rename media files,
at user option, unless the
package has no unknown
relationships.‖



Change any text relating to
arbitrary renaming to make it
strictly a user option, not the
user default.

Proposed Disposition
One of the core concepts of the Open Packaging Convention is the use of relationships to specify references
between parts, as described in Part 2, §8.2 ("Part Addressing"). The name of each part, however, is not defined
and may be modified by consumers and producers.
This allows for implementation of DIS29500 on a variety of software and hardware platforms, including
environments that do not share identical support for filename conventions. For example, a consumer/producer
running on an older operating system that is limited to 8-character filenames might extract parts and store them
on disk, which would require that the names of those parts be truncated or otherwise modified. Because
DIS29500 allows applications to rename parts, this would not be a problem and the consumer/producer could
create a new document from these parts stored in the file system.
Similarly, some environments do not support concepts such as subfolders. Again, this would not be a problem,
because DIS29500 would allow a consumer/producer in that environment to move all parts into a single logical
folder if necessary.
These examples demonstrate how the lack of constraints on part names and locations serve to enable broad
interoperability for DIS29500. As the commenter notes, such a lack of constraints "works against documents
which are OPC-compliant and also contain data formats that do not use the OPC relationships system,";
however enabling these types of scenarios is outside the stated goals and scope of DIS29500.
No changes to DIS29500 are proposed.
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Response 8
Comment ID

AU-0011

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The syntax of formulas is inadequately described.

Specify the syntax using ISO BNF or
similar notation that allows a parser or
validator to be constructed.

The syntax of constants is defined using an unspecified
notation, which appears to borrow some characteristics of
Backus-Naur Form for grammar productions, some notations
from popular ways of specifying command line applications
options, etc., all without formally defining the notation used.
Note that other parts of the syntax for formulas similarly lack a
proper format definition. The reference to the ―constants‖
section is one example.
The syntax of contants is defined using an unspecified notation,
that appears to borrow some characteristics of Backus-Naur
form for grammar productions, some notations from popular
ways of specifying command line applications options, etc., all
without the needed rectitude to define the notation used. In any
case, the notation used should at least be referenced without
ambiguity, and the proposed definitions should be reviewed for
conformance to the said notation.
Note that other parts of the syntax for formulas are similarly
afflicted from a lack of a proper grammar notation, but that the
fragment presented for constants has been seen as prototypical
of the issue.

Either adopt a formal lexical-syntactic
notation by reference (for example ISO
14977:1996 EBNF), or explicitly define
your own.

Clause: S3.17.2
Paragraph: -

CA-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.02.01
Paragraph: -

FR-0436
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2.1
Constants
Paragraph: page
2509, line 24 to
page 2510, line
20

GB-0361
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.2.1
[p2509,
Constants ]
Paragraph: -

US-0245
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2.1
Paragraph:
Constants

Proposed change by the MB

Provide a proper lexico-syntactic
notation, either in extenso or by
reference, and apply it to the syntax
definition of formulas and their parts.

The syntax of constants is defined using an unspecified
notation, that appears to borrow some characteristics of
Backus-Naur Form for grammar productions, some notations
from popular ways of specifying command line applications
options, etc., all without formally defining the notation used.
Note that other parts of the syntax for formulas similarly lack a
proper format definition. The reference to the ―constants‖
section is one example.

Proposed change: Either adopt a
formal lexical-syntactic notation by
reference (for example ISO 14977:1996
EBNF), or explicitly define one.

The syntax of constants is defined using an unspecified
notation, that appears to borrow some characteristics of
Backus-Naur Form for grammar productions, some notations
from popular ways of specifying command line applications
options, etc., all without formally defining the notation used.

Either adopt a formal lexical-syntactic
notation by reference (for example ISO
14977:1996 EBNF), or explicitly define
your own.

Note that other parts of the syntax for formulas similarly lack a
proper format definition. The reference to the ―constants‖
section is one example.

Proposed Disposition
The grammar for SpreadsheetML formulas has been completely rewritten using the notation defined by ISO/IEC
14977:1996, “Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”.
The following series of changes (which do not incorporate changes resulting from responses to other comments
covering these subclauses) will be made to the designated subclauses in Part 4, §3.17:
Part 4, §3.17.2, page 2,508, lines 3–17:
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3.17.2 Syntax
The syntax rules in this subclause follow the system shown in ISO/IEC 14977: literal text is surrounded by
double-quotes (or by apostrophes); the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end
of an option; the left-curly-bracket and right-curly-bracket designate the start and end of an sequence of one-ormore items; the vertical-line indicates an alternative; and each rule ends with a semicolon. Whenever hyphen is
used as the exception-symbol (as per ISO/IEC 14977), it is surrounded by white space, and further clarified by a
comment.
The syntax rules below are modified by the context-sensitive rules stated in other subclauses of §3.17.*, as
indicated by an EBNF comment of the form “(* see semantic rules at 3.17… *)”. *Note: Thus, in order to produce
an automated verifier, the context-sensitive rules in subclauses 3.17.* must all be considered. The context-free
syntax rules shown in this subclause provide an overview to assist comprehension by the reader, but do not
represent the entirety of the context-sensitive rules. end note]
The general syntax of a formula is as follows:
formula:
expression
expression:
( expression )
constant
prefix-operator expression
expression infix-operator expression
expression postfix-operator
cell-reference
function-call
name

formula=
expression ;
expression=
"(", expression, ")" |
constant |
prefix-operator, expression |
expression, infix-operator, expression |
expression, postfix-operator |
cell-reference |
function-call |
name ;
where expression is an arbitrarily complex expression involving constants (§3.17.2.1), operators (§03.17.2.2), cell
references (§3.17.2.3), calls to functions (§3.17.2.4), and names (§3.17.2.5).
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Part 4, §3.17.2.1, page 2,509, lines 21 through page 2,510, line 34:
3.17.2.1

Constants

A constant is a predefined value that is not calculated, and, therefore, does not change. A constant has the
following form:
constant:
error-constant
logical-constant
numerical-constant
string-constant
array-constant
error-constant:
#DIV/0! | #N/A | #NAME? | #NULL! | #NUM! | #REF! | #VALUE!
logical-constant:
FALSE
TRUE

numerical-constant:
whole-number-part [ . ] [ exponent-part ]
. fractional-part [ exponent-part ]
whole-number-part . fractional-part [ exponent-part ]
whole-number-part:
digit-sequence
fractional-part:
digit-sequence
exponent-part:
e [ sign ] digit-sequence
E [ sign ] digit-sequence
sign:
+
-

digit-sequence:
a series of one or more decimal digits
string-constant:
" [ string-chars ] "
string-chars
string-char
string-chars string-char
string-char
""

any character except "
constant=
error-constant |
logical-constant |
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numerical-constant |
string-constant |
array-constant ;
error-constant=
"#DIV/0! " | "#N/A" | "#NAME? " | "#NULL! " |
"#NUM! " | "#REF! " | "#VALUE! " ;
logical-constant=
"FALSE" | "TRUE" ;
numerical-constant=
whole-number-part, [full-stop], [exponent-part] |
full-stop, fractional-part, [exponent-part] |
whole-number-part, full-stop, fractional-part [exponent-part] ;
full-stop=
"." ; (* also known as “period” *)
whole-number-part=
digit-sequence ;
fractional-part=
digit-sequence ;
exponent-part=
"e" [ sign ] digit-sequence |
"E" [ sign ] digit-sequence ;
sign=
"+" |
"-" ;
digit-sequence=
decimal-digit, {decimal-digit} ;
decimal-digit=
"0" | "1" | "2” | "3" | "4" |
"5” | "6" | "7" | "8” | "9" ;
string-constant=
double-quote, [string-chars], double-quote ;
double-quote=
' " ' ; (* one double-quote character*)
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string-chars=
string-char, {string-char} ;
string-char=
' "" ' | (* consecutive double-quotes, with no space between them *)
character - double-quote ; (* any character except double-quote *)
character=
as defined by the production Char in the XML 1.0 specification, §2.2.
To include a double-quote character (") in string-chars, precede it with another double-quote character.
[Example: "ab""cd" contains the characters ab"cd, and """abcd""" contains the characters "abcd". end
example]
An array constant is a list of one or more constants organized in one or two dimensions, and delimited by
braces. An array constant has the following form:
array-constant:
{ constant-list-rows }
constant-list-rows:
constant-list-row
constant-list-rows ; constant-list-row
constant-list-row:
constant
constant-list-row , constant
array-constant=
"{", constant-list-rows, "}" ;
constant-list-rows=
constant-list-row, { semicolon, constant-list-row } ;
semicolon=
";" ;
constant-list-row=
constant, { comma, constant } ;
An array-constant shall not contain

Part 4, §3.17.2.2 page 2,511, lines 15–24:
3.17.2.2

Operators

An operator is a symbol that specifies the type of operation to perform on one or more operands. There are
arithmetic, comparison, text, and reference operators.
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infix-operator:
: | , | space | ^ | * | / | + | - | & | = | <> | < | <= | > | >=
postfix-operator:
%

prefix-operator:
-

operator=
":" | comma | space | "^" | "*" | "/" | "+" | "-" |
"&" | "=" | "<>" | "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" | “%” ;
infix-operator=
":" | comma | space | "^" | "*" | "/" | "+" | "-" | "&" | "=" | "<>" | "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" ;
postfix-operator=
"%" ;
prefix-operator=
"-" ;
The operators permitted in expression are:

Part 4, §3.17.2.3, page 2,513, lines 15–27:
3.17.2.3

Cell References

Each set of horizontal cells in a worksheet is a row, and each set of vertical cells is a column. A cell's row and
column combination designates the location of that cell. [Guidance An implementation is encouraged to not
unnecessarily limit the number of rows and columns in a worksheet. end guidance]
A cell reference designates one or more cells on the same worksheet. Using references, one can:




Use data contained in different parts of the same worksheet in a single formula.
Use the value from a single cell in several formulas.
Refer to cells on other sheets in the same workbook, and even to other workbooks. (References to cells
in other workbooks are called links.)

A cell reference has the following form:
cell-reference:
name
[ [ [ [ [ workbook-name ] ] [ sheet-name
[ [ [ [ [ workbook-name ] ] [ sheet-name
A1-reference : A1-reference
[ [ [ [ [ workbook-name ] ] [ sheet-name
[ [ [ [ [ workbook-name ] ] [ sheet-name
R1C1-reference : R1C1-reference
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workbook-name:
book-name-start-character [ book-name-characters ]
book-name-start-character:
any character except ', *, [, ], :, and ?
book-name-characters:
book-name-characters book-name-character
book-name-character:
any character except *, [, ], :, and ?
sheet-name:
sheet-name-start-character [ sheet-name-characters ]
sheet-name-start-character:
any character except ', *, [, ], \, :, /, and ?
sheet-name-characters:
sheet-name-characters sheet-name-character
sheet-name-character:
any character except *, [, ], \, :, /, and ?
cell-reference=
name
|
[work-sheet-prefix]
[work-sheet-prefix]
[work-sheet-prefix]
[work-sheet-prefix]

A1-reference |
A1-reference, ":", A1-reference |
R1C1-reference |
R1C1-reference, ":", R1C1-reference ;

work-sheet-prefix=
work-sheet-prefix-special |
sheet-name, "!" |
sheet-name, ":", sheet-name, "!" |
"[", workbook-name, "]", sheet-name, ":", sheet-name, "!" ;
work-sheet-prefix-special=
apostrophe, sheet-name-special, apostrophe, "!" |
apostrophe, sheet-name-special, ":", sheet-name-special, apostrophe, "!" |
apostrophe, "[", workbook-name-special, "]",
sheet-name-special, apostrophe, "!" ;
apostrophe, "[", workbook-name-special, "]",
sheet-name-special, ":", sheet-name-special, apostrophe, "!" ;
workbook-name=
book-name-characters ;
book-name-characters=
book-name-character, {book-name-character} ;
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book-name-character=
character – (operator | apostrophe | "[" | "]" | "?") ;
(* any character except operator or ', [, ], or ? *)
apostrophe=
" ' " ; (* one apostrophe character *)
sheet-name=
sheet-name-characters ;
sheet-name-character=
character – (operator | apostrophe | "[" | "]" | "\" | "?") ;
(* any character except operator or ', [, ], \, or ? *)
sheet-name-characters=
sheet-name-character, {sheet-name-character} ;
workbook-name-special=
book-name-start-character-special,
[ book-name-characters-special ];
book-name-start-character-special=
character – (apostrophe | "*" | "[" | "]" | ":" | "?") ;
(* any character, including operator, except ', *, [, ], :, or ? *)
book-name-characters-special=
book-name-character-special, {book-name-character-special} ;
book-name-character-special=
apostrophe, apostrophe |
character – (apostrophe | "*" | "[" | "]" | ":" | "?") ;
(* any character, including operator, except ', *, [, ], :, or ? *)
sheet-name-special=
sheet-name-start-character-special,
[ [sheet-name-characters-special], sheet-name-end-character-special] ;
sheet-name-start-character-special=
character – (apostrophe | "*" | "[" | "]" | "\" | ":" | "/" | "?") ;
(* any character, including operator, except ', *, [, ], \, :, /, or ? *)
sheet-name-end-character-special=
sheet-name-start-character-special ;
sheet-name-characters-special=
sheet-name-character-special, {sheet-name-character-special} ;
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sheet-name-character-special=
apostrophe, apostrophe |
character – (apostrophe | "*" | "[" | "]" | "\" | ":" | "/" | "?") ;
(* any character, including operator, except ‘ *, *, +, \, :, /, or ? *)
A relative cell reference is based on the relative position of the cell that contains the formula and the cell to
which the reference refers. If the position of the cell that contains the formula changes, the reference is changed
along with it.

Part 4, §3.17.2.3.1, page 2,515, lines 9–32:
3.17.2.3.1 A1-Style Cell References
A cell reference using the A1 reference style has the following form:
A1-reference:
A1-column
A1-row
A1-column A1-row
A1-column:
A1-relative-column
A1-absolute-column
A1-relative-column:
A Latin letter A–Z
The Latin letters AA–AZ, BA–BZ, …, ZA–ZZ, AAA-AAZ, ABA–ABZ, …, and so on
A1-absolute-column:
$ A1-relative-column
A1-row:
A1-relative-row
A1-absolute-row
A1-relative-row:
A positive decimal number
A1-absolute-row:
$ relative-row
A1-reference=
A1-column, ":", A1-column |
A1-row, ":", A1-row |
A1-column, A1-row ;
A1-column=
A1-relative-column |
A1-absolute-column ;
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A1-relative-column=
letter, {letter} ; (* see semantic rules at 3.17.2.3.1 *)
letter=
"a"|"b"|"c"|"d"|"e"|"f"|"g"|"h"|"i"|"j"|"k"|"l"|"m"|
"n"|"o"|"p"|"q"|"r"|"s"|"t"|"u"|"v"|"w"|"x"|"y"|"z"|
"A"|"B"|"C"|"D"|"E"|"F"|"G"|"H"|"I"|"J"|"K"|"L"|"M"|
"N"|"O"|"P"|"Q"|"R"|"S"|"T"|"U"|"V"|"W"|"X"|"Y"|"Z" ;
A1-absolute-column=
"$", A1-relative-column ;
A1-row=
A1-relative-row |
A1-absolute-row ;
A1-relative-row=
digit-sequence ; (* must be non-zero; see 3.17.2.3.1 *)
A1-absolute-row=
“$”, A1-relative-row ;
In this style, each row has a numeric heading numbered sequentially from the top down, starting at 1. Each
column has an alphabetic heading named sequentially from left-to-right, A–Z, then AA–AZ, BA–BZ, …, ZA–ZZ,
AAA–AAZ, ABA–ABZ, and so on. Column letters are not case-sensitive.

Part 4, §3.17.2.3.2, page 2,516, lines 4–31:
3.17.2.3.2 R1C1-Style Cell Reference
A cell reference using the R1C1 reference style has the following form:
R1C1-reference:
R1C1-row
R1C1-column
R1C1-row R1C1-column
R1C1-row:
R1C1-relative-row
R1C1-absolute-row
R1C1-relative-row:
R [ R1C1-relative-number ]
R1C1-absolute-row:
R
R R1C1-absolute-number
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R1C1-column:
R1C1-relative-column
R1C1-absolute-column
R1C1-relative-column:
C [ R1C1-relative-number ]
R1C1-absolute-column:
C
C R1C1-absolute-number

R1C1-relative-number:
An optionally signed decimal number
R1C1-absolute-number:
A positive decimal number
R1C1-reference=
R1C1-row-only |
R1C1-column-only |
R1C1-row, R1C1-column ;
R1C1-row-only=
"R", R1C1-absolute-number, |
"R[", R1C1-relative-number, "]" ;
R1C1-row=
R1C1-relative-row |
R1C1-absolute-row ;
R1C1-relative-row=
"R[", R1C1-relative-number, "]" ;
R1C1-absolute-row=
"R" |
"R", R1C1-absolute-number ;
R1C1-column-only=
"C", R1C1-abolute-number |
"C[", R1C1-relative-number, "]" ;
R1C1-column=
R1C1-relative-column |
R1C1-absolute-column ;
R1C1-relative-column=
"C[", R1C1-relative-number, "]" ;
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R1C1-absolute-column=
"C" |
"C", R1C1-absolute-number ;
R1C1-relative-number=
["-"], digit-sequence ;
R1C1-absolute-number=
digit-sequence ; (* must be non-zero; see 3.17.2.3.2 *)
In this style, each row has a numeric heading numbered sequentially from the top down, starting at 1. Each
column has a numeric heading numbered sequentially from left-to-right, starting at 1.

Part 4, §3.17.2.4, page 2,517, lines 2–27:
3.17.2.4

Functions

A function is a named formula that takes zero or more arguments, performs an operation, and, optionally,
returns a result. A function call has the following form:
function-call:
function-name ( [ argument-list ] )
function-name:
predefined-function-name
user-defined-function-name
predefined-function-name:
ABS | ACOS | ACOSH | any of the other functions defined in §3.17.7
user-defined-function-name:
letter [ user-defined-name-characters ]
user-defined-name-characters:
user-defined-name-characters user-defined-name-character
user-defined-name-character:
letter
any decimal digit 0–9
.

letter:
any Latin letter A–Z, a–z
argument-list:
argument
argument-list , argument
argument:
expression
function-call=
function-name, "(", [argument-list], ")" ;
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function-name=
predefined-function-name |
user-defined-function-name ;
predefined-function-name=
"ABS" | "ACOS" |
"ACOSH" | ( any of the other functions defined in §3.17.7 ) ;
user-defined-function-name=
letter, [ user-defined-name-characters ] ;
user-defined-name-characters=
user-defined-name-character, {user-defined-name-character} ;
user-defined-name-character=
letter | decimal-digit | full-stop ;
argument-list=
argument, { comma, argument } ;
comma=
"," ;
argument=
expression ;
predefined-function-names and user-defined-function-names are not case-sensitive.

Part 4, §3.17.2.5, page 2,518, line 19 through page 2,519, line 1:
3.17.2.5

Names

A name is an alias for a constant, a cell reference, or a formula. [Note: A name in a formula can make it easier to
understand the purpose of that formula. For example, the formula SUM(FirstQuarterSales) is easier to
identify than SUM(C20:C30). end note]
Here is the syntax for name:
name:
[ workbook-name ! ] name-start-character [ name-characters ]
name-start-character:
letter
_
\

name-characters:
name-characters name-character
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name-character:
letter
any decimal digit 0–9
_
.

name=
[ workbook-name, "!" ], name-start-character, [ name-characters ] ;
name-start-character=
letter | underscore | backslash ;
underscore=
"_" ;
backslash=
"\" ;
name-characters=
name-character, {name-character} ;
name-character=
letter | decimal-digit | underscore | full-stop ;
names are not case-sensitive.

Part 4, §3.17.7, page 2,530, lines 6–9:
3.17.7 Predefined Function Definitions
Each of the subclauses below this subclause describes a separate function, and each description contains a
section marked Syntax. That section contains pieces of the function grammar as they pertain to that specific
function. These pieces are presented in a slightly simpler form to aid in the understanding of the description. In
those sections, the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end of an option, as
used in ISO/IEC 14977. However, the function-name, the open-parenthesis and the close-parenthesis designate
actual literal text, as does each comma. [Note: Therefore, in a strict presentation according to ISO/IEC 14977,
each would appear with double-quotes surrounding each instance. end note]
The Syntax entry section for each function defined in this subclause corresponds to a call to that function.
Except for argument-list, Tthe names in any Syntax entry section typeset as in number and string-1, are
parameter names for that function, and are local to that function definition's description. argument-list is the
name of a production in the grammar, and, as defined in §3.17.2.4, permits a comma-separated list of
arguments.
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Response 9
Comment ID

AU-0012
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The repetition of complex type declarations in Part 4 increases
the size of the specification unnecessarily.
Furthermore, though well-intentioned, its usefulness for
reducing the work in reading the specification is dubious
because many of the complex type declarations themselves
reference other complex type declarations which are not
present.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove all complex type declarations
and replace them with a single
sentence that references the
appropriate section, either in the
proposed Part 9 (i.e. the printed
schemas) or in another section in a
similar fashion to the the way simple
types are currently handled.

Proposed Disposition
The complex type declarations in Part 4 are provided as an aid to implementers, to allow them access to the
definition of complex types without the need to refer to a separate document. Although the proposed change
would reduce the overall size of the specification, we believe it would increase the time required for an
implementer to understand a subclause, due to the need to switch back and forth between multiple documents.
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Response 10
Comment ID

AU-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Australia abstains from this ballot, however wishes to provide
the following comments as a contribution.
We have abstained from voting as a result of a lack of clear
consensus in Australia on this issue, and the lack of a
nationally representative technical committee in this area.

CH-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Results of the Comments Resolution Meeting (2 August
2007)
Version 0.1 of 3 August 2007
The following table displays the results of the comments
resolution meeting for the DIS 29500 ballot held on 2 August
2007.
The document has been derived from the notes taken during
the meeting, and contained in original form in document
CRM_Outcome.pdf, posted on Livelink in UK14 folder 02
(DIS29500 CRM sub-folder).
Colored type is used as follows:


Text for submission to ISO in black type (quotes " ": Text for
inclusion into the DIS 29500).

 Original text as submitted by the member but not for
submission to ISO in gray type. This may occur either
because the comment was rejected, or another text was
deemed preferable.
 Conclusions not for submission to ISO in red type
 Text to be replaced in the next document version in green
type
Text for submission to ISO has been worded suitably.
Conclusions have been worded and enhanced to be
understandable by those not at-tending the meeting.
Hereby, the aim was not to change the meaning. Those who
did attend the meeting are kindly asked to compare this
document with the orig-inal text in CRM_Outcome.pdf and to
advise me of any perceived change of meaning or any
inconsistency with that document. Corrections and proposals
for improvement of the wording are as well welcome.
Conclusions are of the following types:
 Justified by JTC1 directives: It is justifiable by the JTC1
directives to issue the comment to ISO.
 Not admissible: JTC1 directives forbid the issuance of this
comment to ISO.
 Established: A claim has been established by the claimant,
and the proof has been accepted in the meeting.
 Rejected: A claim has been rejected in the meeting.
 Accepted: A comment has been accepted.
 Acknowledged: A comment has been accepted that a
comment has some truth, though the comment was not
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
formally accepted as a whole and as worded.
 Withdrawn: The submitter withdraw the comment.

CZ-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

If you accept our comments, we will change our
disapproval to approval
Proposed standard DIS29500 has big functional overlap with
existing standard ISO/IEC 26300:2006 (ODF) which has been
approved in the last year. However we think that office
applications users will benefit from having Office Open XML
standardized as DIS29500 if below mentioned comments are
incorporated into the final version of standard. This is mainly
because DIS29500 has features for representing common
document elements which are not yet supported by ODF
standard and it will took several years before those features
are incorporated also into standardized ODF format. Another
reason is OOXML's ability to represent large corpus of existing
documents (previously stored usually in proprietary binary
formats) in an open and easy to process format. For each
standard it is also important to gain mass adoption, otherwise
its benefits are diminished. It seems that majority of office
applications (in terms of market share) will support DIS29500
which is not yet case of ODF.
Coexistence of two very similar international standards such
as ODF and OOXML is undesirable in a long term perspective.
Therefore we ask JTC1 to start work on a progressive
harmonization of both formats in cooperation with OASIS and
ECMA organizations which are originators of these document
formats.
There are many possible approaches for harmonization. For
example, as the first step both formats could start to use the
same unified packaging system based on OPC (as described
in Part 2 of DIS29500). Moreover, OPC could be extended to
support storage of alternative representations of a single
object—single file then could contain one document stored in
several variants (e.g. ODF, OOXML and XHTML). Applications
will be then free to choose format which best fits their needs
and capabilities.
In a long term it is recommended to carefully study both
formats and then create unified abstract document model.
ODF and OOXML formats will then serve just as alternative
serializations of this data model. If experience will disclose
weaknesses of both ODF and OOXML formats, it is possible to
start thinking about creating completely new document data
model serialization.

DK-0001
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

Danish Standards will support the publication of ISO/IEC DIS
29500 OOXML as an ISO standard provided that our
comments DK 01 to DK 41 are fully addressed and the
proposed changes implemented. Our comments will of course
be amplified at the BRGM meeting which is scheduled to take
place 25-29th February 2008 in Geneva.
Danish Standards appreciates the fact that other NBs have
proposed other solutions for the same elements, and we are
prepared to consider an implementation of these solutions
instead.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Danish Standards wishes all other Danish comments, DK 42
to DK102, to be considered at the BRGM meeting.
This means that we will change our vote to a vote of approval
if the above conditions are met.

FI-0001
Clause: All
documents
Paragraph: -

Finland is very supportive for the standardisation of the
Microsoft Office XML file format and thinks it is a great step
forward for interoperable documents.

GH-0001

6.

Clause: 8.3
Paragraph: -

7.

8.

9.

IT-0001

OOXML will enable backward compatibility with
volumes of archived documents
The extensive nature of the proposed standard will
accommodate a wide range of languages and
cultures

Incorporate technical issues raised by
other stakeholders so as to enrich the
standard.

Governments and businesses will both benefit from
the standard itself, as well as from the range of new
products that implement the standard.
Many Standards can co-exist

Abstention due to lack of consensus at national level.

Clause: Paragraph: -

US-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

The US National Body would like to note that, in accordance
with the JTC 1 fast track process, any National Body voting on
the DIS 29500 fast track ballot will have the option of
reaffirming or changing their vote based upon the final text for
DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
Your comment is appreciated. We have made every effort to address your comments, and we hope that you find
our proposed resolutions acceptable. Thank you for your participation in the standardization process for DIS
29500.
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Response 11
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
The DIS standard be considered by
JTC 1 committee for publication as a
Type 2 Technical report.

NZ-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
According to the ISO/IEC JTC 1 Directives, •16.2.2, “Type 2 Technical Report”, “When the subject in question is
still under technical development or where for any other reason there is the possibility of an agreement at some
time in the future, JTC 1 may decide that the publication of a TR would be more appropriate.”
We disagree that the specification for Office Open XML is still under technical development. Office Open XML,
i.e. Ecma-376, is a standard, which has been developed and approved in Ecma under an open, thorough and
rigorous standard process. This process was fully documented in the status reports that Ecma made public on
www.ecma-international.org since the inception of the project, i.e. December 2005. The standard is complete,
and is presented for fast-track as an International Standard, not as a Technical Report. Our view is supported by
the fact that there are a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 (DIS 29500) becoming available,
including those released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office
2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search /
Preview), Mindjet (MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge),
Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy),
MarkLogic (XML Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian),
Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, and Windows
Mobile).
Any standard can be improved. In response to the comments we received from National Bodies, we have made
many corrections, clarifications and improvements to the specification. We hope that DIS 29500 will be adopted
as an ISO/IEC International Standard for the benefit of the IT community worldwide.
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Response 12
Comment ID

AU-0009
Clause: Part 2,
s8.1.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is a security issue that the OPC relationships
mechanism allows a kind of obfuscation that can hide virus or
malware or unexpected objects from casual view and
detection..
In particular, this is where objects with a .bin extension can be
renamed to any other extension, such as .jpg or .txt, and
potentially passed through a production process undetected.
However, DIS29600 does not specify a macro mechanism or
Active X controls. Consequently it is difficult to add extra
protection.

Add text to such as the following:
―It is a requirement of this standard that
dynamic extension mechanisms such
as scripting languages and macro
mechanisms must use, for the
executable parts and their ―file
extension‖, the application/ content type
tree, and must not use any of the
application/ content types defined in
this standard or file extensions
belonging to other content types.‖

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; while the file extension itself has no relevance in and OPC package without the content type being
declared, it is useful to state that parts added must declare the correct content type. The following text will be
added to Part 1, §9.1.9, page 17, after line 26:
It is a requirement of this standard that dynamic extension mechanisms, such as scripting languages and macro
mechanisms, shall use, for the executable parts, the correct content types, and shall not use any of the content
types already defined in this standard.
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Response 13
Comment ID

AU-0010
Clause: Part 2,
s8.3.5
Paragraph: Para
2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The meaning of para 2 is unclear. What is ―ignored content‖ in
this context.
It is strongly desired that any requirements in the specification
which causes renaming and removal of parts be made userand application- optional.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify para 2. No concrete suggestion
is possible in the absence of a clear
understanding of the behaviour.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text should not suggest that this information should not be preserved. The following changes will be
made:
Part 2, §8.3.5, page 21, lines 34–37:
Consumers shall process relationship markup in a manner that conforms to Part 5: “Markup Compatibility and
Extensibility”. Producers editing relationships based on this version of the relationship markup specification shall
not preserve any ignored content, regardless of the presence of any preservation attributes as defined in Part 5:
“Markup Compatibility and Extensibility”. [M1.31]
Part 2, §H.1, page 95, row M1.31:
M1.31

Consumers shall process
relationship markup in a
manner that conforms to
Part 5: “Markup Compatibility
and Extensibility”. Producers
editing relationships based on
this version of the relationship
markup specification shall not
preserve any ignored content,
regardless of the presence of
any preservation attributes as
defined in Part 5: “Markup
Compatibility and Extensibility”.

8.3.5

×
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Response 14
Comment ID

AU-0013
Clause: Part 4,
s2.8 Fonts
Paragraph: -

CA-0011
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.02.12
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Through this clause and its sub-clauses, the relationship with
ISO/IEC 9541-4: Information technology - Font information
interchange - Part 4: Open Font Format (dual numbered as IS
14496-22) is not adequately clear. Presumably this is because
IS 14496-22 was not published until after Ecma 376 was
complete.
In particular this concerns IS 9541-1 s4.1.7 OS/2 – Global
Font Information Table.
Some reviewers missed that the hexadecimal values in
2.8.2.16 were standard values, and had unnecessary
concerns about the use of hexadecimal numbers, in this case.
There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications.

Proposed change by the MB


DIS Part 4 S2.8 Fonts should
contain a normative reference
to IS 9541-4: or 14496-22



S2.8.2.14 should clarify that
Panose is used to conform
with IS 9541-4: or 14496-22.



S2.8.2.16 should clarify that
the values for the attributes of
the <sig> element are
standard values from IS 95414: or 14496-22

Canada recommends that
the references for OpenType and
TrueType might be drawn from the
following:
HYPERLINK
"http://www.microsoft.com/typography/s
pecs/default.htm"http://www.microsoft.c
om/typography/specs/default.htm

If TrueType and OpenType differ, then there should be
different ways to refer to them, rather than calling them both
―application/x-font-ttf‖

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications.

CL-0043
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: -

CL-0048
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: -

Or
HYPERLINK
"http://www.adobe.com/type/opentype/"
http://www.adobe.com/type/opentype/
Perhaps a note that will draw attention
to it may be sufficient.

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer
to them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

Provide an external normative
reference to intended specifications for
TrueType and OpenType. If they are
ISO standards, then give the ISO
standard number, else provide a
reference according to JTC1 Directives,
Annex N, "The Normative Referencing
of Specifications other than
International Standards in JTC 1 [[The
project editor moved the remainder of
the text in this column from column 7.]]
International Standards"

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer
to them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0043.]]
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
of Specifications other than
International Standards in JTC 1 [[The
project editor moved the remainder of
the text in this column from column 7.]]
International Standards"

CL-0053
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: -

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer
to them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0043.]]
Provide an external normative
reference to intended specifications for
TrueType and OpenType. If they are
ISO standards, then give the ISO
standard number, else provide a
reference according to JTC1 Directives,
Annex N, "The Normative Referencing
of Specifications other than
International Standards in JTC 1
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] International
Standards"

DE-0009
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: -

DK-0105
Clause: Part 1
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: Page
154 line 12

FR-0018
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: -

GB-0046
Clause: Part 1,
15.2.12 [p154]
Paragraph: -

US-0036
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.12
Paragraph: -

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer
to them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

Provide reference to intended
specifications for TrueType and
OpenType

The specification for application/x-font-ttf expect either a
TrueType or Opentype format, but lack a precise indication of
which specification of TrueType or OpenType format is
expected. This could lead to confusion, if it is expected to
support all version or a specific version of these specification
of both TrueType or OpenType font's

Provide a precise definition.

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer to
them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

Provide reference to intended
specifications for TrueType and
OpenType

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer
to them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

Proposed change: Provide reference
to intended specifications for TrueType
and OpenType

There is no reference made to a particular dated version of
TrueType or OpenType specifications. And if TrueType and
OpenType differ, then there should be different ways to refer
to them, rather than calling them both ―application/x-font-ttf‖

Provide reference to intended
specifications for TrueType and
OpenType
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; instead of referencing the non-standard “OpenType” and “TrueType”, the text should reference the
(now) appropriate ISO standard; the following changes will be made to rectify this:
To Part 1, §3, page 5:
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font Format.
To Part 1, §15.2.12, page 154, line 12:


application/x-font-ttf specifies that the font shall be stored in the TrueType or OpenTypea format

conforming to ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007 format.
To Part 4, §2.8.2.13, page 756, lines 6–7:
This element specifies the Panose-1 classification number for the current font using the PANOSE Classification
Guide, Version 1.2mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
To Part 4, §2.8.2.16, page 758, lines 16–17:
This element specifies information identifying the code pages and Unicode subranges for which the parent font
provides glyphs using the mechanism defined in §4.2.7.18 and §4.2.7.28 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
To Part 4, §2.8.2.16, pages 759–763, Attribute table:
Attributes

Description

csb0 (Lower 32 Bits
of Code Page Bit
Field)

Specifies a four digit hexadecimal encoding of the first 32 bits of the 64-bit code-page bit
field that identifies which specific character sets or code pages are supported by the
parent font using the format defined by ulCodePageRange1 in §4.2.7.28 of ISO/IEC
14496-22:2007.
Each bit in this 32 bits represents the following code page:
Bit
Description
0

Latin 1

1

Latin 2: Eastern Europe

2

Cyrillic

3

Greek

4

Turkish

5

Hebrew

6

Arabic

7

Windows Baltic

8 to 16

Reserved for Alternate ANSI

17

Thai
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Attributes

Description
18

JIS/Japan

19

Chinese (Simplified)

20

Korean Wansung

21

Chinese (Traditional)

22 to 29

Reserved for Alternate ANSI and OEM

30

Macintosh Character Set (Standard Roman)

31

Symbol Character Set

[Example: Consider font information specified as follows:
<w:font w:name="Lucida Console">
<w:sig w:csb0="0000001F" … />
…
</w:font>
The csb0 attribute value of 0000001F specifies that the following code pages are
supported by this font:
 Latin 1
 Latin 2: Eastern Europe
 Cyrillic
 Greek
 Turkish
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).
csb1 (Upper 32 Bits
of Code Page Bit
Field)

Specifies a four digit hexadecimal encoding of the upper 32 bits of the 64-bit code-page
bit field that identifies which specific character sets or code pages are supported by the
parent font using the format defined by ulCodePageRange2 in §4.2.7.28 of ISO/IEC
14496-22:2007.
Each bit in this 32 bits represents the following code page:
Bit
Description
0 to 15

Reserved for OEM

16

IBM Greek

17

MS-DOS Russian

18

MS-DOS Nordic

19

Arabic

20

MS-DOS Canadian French
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Attributes

Description
21

Hebrew

22

MS-DOS Icelandic

23

MS-DOS Portuguese

24

IBM Turkish

25

IBM Cyrillic

26

Latin 2

27

MS-DOS Baltic

28

Greek (former 437G)

29

Arabic (AMSO 708)

30

WE/Latin 1

31

US

[Example: Consider font information specified as follows:
<w:font w:name="Lucida Console">
<w:sig w:csb1="00000000" … />
…
</w:font>
The csb1 attribute value of 00000000 specifies that none of the specified code pages are
supported by this font. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).
usb0 (First 32 Bits
of Unicode Subset
Bitfield)

Specifies the first 32 bits of the 128-bit Unicode subset bit field (USB). Subranges are
ordered in accordance with the ISO 10646 standard as defined by ulUnicodeRange1 of
§4.2.7.18 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
[Example: Consider font information specified as follows:
<w:font w:name="Times New Roman">
<w:sig w:usb0="20002A87" … />
…
</w:font>
The usb0 attribute value of 20002A87 specifies that the first 32 bits of the bitfield are
00100000000000000010101010000111, which corresponds to:
 Basic Latin
 Latin-1 Supplement
 Latin Extended-A
 Basic Greek
 Cyrillic
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Attributes

Description




Basic Hebrew
Basic Arabic
Latin Extended Additional

end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).
usb1 (Second 32
Bits of Unicode
Subset Bitfield)

Specifies the second 32 bits of the 128-bit Unicode subset bit field (USB) as defined by
ulUnicodeRange2 of §4.2.7.18 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007. Subranges are ordered in
accordance with the ISO 10646 standard.
[Example: Consider font information specified as follows:
<w:font w:name="Times New Roman">
<w:sig w:usb1="80000000" … />
…
</w:font>
The usb0 attribute value of 80000000 specifies that the first 32 bits of the bitfield are
10000000000000000000000000000000, which corresponds to:
 Arabic Presentation Forms-A
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).

usb2 (Third 32 Bits
of Unicode Subset
Bitfield)

Specifies the third 32 bits of the 128-bit Unicode subset bit field (USB) as defined by
ulUnicodeRange3 of §4.2.7.18 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007. Subranges are ordered in
accordance with the ISO 10646 standard.
[Example: Consider font information specified as follows:
<w:font w:name="Times New Roman">
<w:sig w:usb2="00000008" … />
…
</w:font>
The usb0 attribute value of 80000000 specifies that the first 32 bits of the bitfield are
00000000000000000000000000001000, which corresponds to:
 Arabic Presentation Forms-B
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
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Attributes

Description
type (§2.18.57).

usb3 (Fourth 32 Bits
of Unicode Subset
Bitfield)

Specifies the fourth 32 bits of the 128-bit Unicode subset bit field (USB). Subranges are
ordered in accordance with the ISO 10646 standard as defined by ulUnicodeRange4 of
§4.2.7.18 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
[Example: Consider font information specified as follows:
<w:font w:name="Times New Roman">
<w:sig w:usb3="00000000" … />
…
</w:font>
The usb3 attribute value of 00000000 specifies that the first 32 bits of the bitfield are
00000000000000000000000000000000, which corresponds to no subranges. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).

To Part 4, §5.4.3.1.10, page 2965, table row “panose”:
panose (Panose Setting)
Namespace:
.../drawingml/2006/main

Specifies the Panose-1 classification number for the current font using the
mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007Specifies the panose
standard setting that will be used to determine the closest matching font by any
generating application that employs this method.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Panose simple type
(§5.1.12.37).
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Response 15
Comment ID

AU-0014
Clause: Part 4,
s2.8.2.2 charset
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The relationship between Part 4 s2.8.2.2 and other standards
should be clarified.
Furthermore, IS 29300 matches fonts based on their IANA
name, as may be more suited for non-Open Font fonts, such
as fonts on Linux.
Some reviewers made general comments on the desirability of
removing any platform dependencies. Even though Open Font
is a standard and Open Type is available on all major
platforms, there are some systems, such as Linux systems,
where many fonts may use pre-Unicode conventions such as
the name of the charset.

CL-0141
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph:
―0xEE‖

CO-0092
Clause: Part 4,
2.8.2.2
Paragraph:
―0xEE‖739(746)

DK-0113
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph: Page
739

FR-0417
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
charset
(Character Set
Sup
Paragraph: page
740, line 0

GB-0209
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.8.2.2 [p740,
0xEE]
Paragraph: -

GR-0100
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph:
―0xEE‖

IN-0072

Proposed change by the MB
The mapping from values in IS 9541-4
or other standards should be clarified.
If there is no specific mapping, then the
definition of s2.8.2.2 should be
broadened to also allow characters
identified by any string: such as an
IANA font name.

This value is said to signify ―an Eastern European character
set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is not
unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

Explain what is meant by, ―an Eastern
European character set‖.

This value is said to signify ―an Eastern European character
set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is not
unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

Explain what is meant by, ―an Eastern
European character set‖.

The definition of charset and the description appears
ambiguously, as there are adoption a free language form
instead of a specific notation.
E.g the specification like ANSI, could cover several version
and ―Eastern Europe..‖ could mean several different things
altos from a local point of view a ―Nordic language‖ could be
considered, which should cover both Scandinavian Icelandic
and Faero island specific character set

Provide a nominative specification of
the intended coverage of the individual
setting

The '0xEE' value is said to signify ―an Eastern European
Explain what is meant by, ―an Eastern
character set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is European character set‖.
not unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

This value is said to signify ―an Eastern European character
set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is not
unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

Proposed change: Explain what is
meant by ―an Eastern European
character set‖.

This value is said to signify ―an Eastern European character
set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is not
unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

Explain what is meant by, ―an Eastern
European character set‖.

This value is said to signify ―an Eastern European character
set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is not

Explain what is meant by, ―an Eastern
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: 2.8.2.2
Paragraph: -

unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

European character set‖.

US-0170

This value is said to signify ―an Eastern European character
set‖. There is no such thing. First, ―Eastern Europe‖ is not
unambiguously delineated. Second, this region uses many
character scripts, including Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Armenian,
etc.

Explain what is meant by, ―an Eastern
European character set‖.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph:
―0xEE‖

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; all of the values here require additional description. Although IS 14496-22:2007 defines each of the
values used here, one of the comments also suggests that using the name of the corresponding IANA character
set would be preferable for interoperability with other document interchange standards. Accordingly, the
following changes will be made to improve the interoperability of all items in this list:
In Part 4, §2.8.2.2, page 739, line 11:
Value

Description

0x00

Specifies the ANSI character set. (IANA name iso-8859-1)

0x01

Specifies the default character set.

0x02

Specifies the Symbol character set. This value specifies that the characters in
the Unicode private use area (U+FF00 to U+FFFF) of the font should be used to
display characters in the range U+0000 to U+00FF.

0x4D

Specifies a Macintosh (Standard Roman) character set. (IANA name
macintosh)

0x80

Specifies the JIS character set. (IANA name shift_jis)

0x81

Specifies the Hangul character set. (IANA name ks_c_5601-1987)

0x82

Specifies a Johab character set. (IANA name KS C-5601-1992)

0x86

Specifies the GB-2312 character set. (IANA name GBK)

0x88

Specifies the Chinese Big Five character set. (IANA name Big5)

0xA1

Specifies a Greek character set. (IANA name windows-1253)

0xA2

Specifies a Turkish character set. (IANA name iso-8859-9)

0xA3

Specifies a Vietnamese character set. (IANA name windows-1258)

0xB1

Specifies a Hebrew character set. (IANA name windows-1255)

0xB2

Specifies an Arabic character set. (IANA name windows-1256)

0xBA

Specifies a Baltic character set. (IANA name windows-1257)

0xCC

Specifies a Russian character set. (IANA name windows-1251)

0xDE

Specifies a Thai character set. (IANA name windows-874)

0xEE

Specifies an Eastern European character set. (IANA name windows-1250)

0xFF

Specifies an OEM character set not defined by this Office Open XML Standard.
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Value
Any other value

Description
Application-defined, may be ignored.

In Part 4, §2.8.2.2, page 740, attribute table:
characterSet
(IANA Name of
Character Set)

Name of the character set associated with the font. The values allowed by this attribute are
defined by the names and aliases listed in the IANA registration table (IANA n.d.). If this value
is specified, the value of the val attribute is ignored.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

To the normative references:
IANA. CHARACTER SETS. http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.

Finally, the val attribute will be deprecated. Accordingly, we will remove it from its current location in the
specification (Part 4, §2.8.2.2, page 740, attribute table), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 16
Comment ID

AU-0015
Clause: Part 4
s2.18.52
ST_LangCode
Paragraph: -

CA-0030
Clause: Part 4,
Section02.18.51
Paragraph: -

CH-0011
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.52
Paragraph: -

CL-0010
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.18.51
Paragraph:
Element
'ST_Lang'

CL-0011
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.18.51
Paragraph:
Element
'ST_LangCode'

CO-0129
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.52
Paragraph:
1748(1755)

CO-0130
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.52

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This data type does not accord with the ISO standard for
languages, or with common practise for interchange formats.

Proposed change by the MB


The mapping between the
codes and the ISO language
and country codes should be
specified.



The definition of s2.18.52
should be broadened to also
allow standard country/locale
pairs as well as the digits.
Because these are lexically
distinct, this should pose no
trouble to parsers or
datatyping.



A normative reference to the
appropriate ISO or IANA
standards should be made.

There does not seem to be any language encoded by
ST_LangCode that is not also encoded by ISO 639-1. So no
purpose is served by having both. In fact, it burdens
implementers with supporting both with no increase in
expressivity.

Drop the use of the redundant
ST_LangCode

Having two different language representation systems, one
based on ISO standards and one with arbitrary hex-codes for
a subset of the languages makes no sense. Applications
which use arbitrarily-chosen numeric val-ues to represent
some languages can convert from the standard language
representation system to the codes they use internally, and
vice versa.
Withdrawn, but underlying problem acknowledged.
DIS 29500 defines two language codings.

Delete all references to ST_Langcode.
Add the following text MS to specify
the text posi-tion: "Implementors are
encouraged to use the ISO-compatible
coding."

Element 'ST_Lang' is defined as a union of two incompatible
descriptions of languages: ISO 639 language codes, and a list
of prefixed language codes, duplicating definitions. This
should be avoided.

To redefine element referencing just
one source with ISO language codes,
as ISO 639, ISO 3166 or a coherent
combination of both.

Element 'ST_LangCode' describes a list of prefixed language
codes that contradicts and duplicates ISO 639 language
codes. This should not be accepted in an ISO Standard.

To eliminate the element and their
references.

The use of a new set of language codes, apart from ISO 639
and ISO 639-2, adds no value and only increases the work
required of any application that would process an OOXML
document.
Applications which use their own values to represent
languages can easily convert from the standard language
representation system to the codes they use internally, and
vice versa.

Drop the use of the redundant
ST_LangCode

The type ―ST_LangCode‖is defined as containing, a two digit
hexadecimal language code‖. It is fruther stated that, ―This
simple type's contents must have a length of exactly 2

Refine the definition of this function,
especially with respect to pre-metric
measures so as to remove ambiguity.
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Comment ID
Paragraph:
1748(1755)

CZ-0006
Clause: Part
4/2.18.51
Paragraph: p.
1747/l. 18

DE-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: page
1747, line 18

DE-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: page
1747, line 19

DK-0024
Clause: Part 4
section 2.18.52
Paragraph: Page
1748

DK-0127
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.35
Paragraph: Page
1540

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

characters‖. However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and
the values enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.
Only language codes defined in ISO 639, ISO 3166 and ISO
15924 should be used for language identification. If there is no
corresponding ISO code for some combination of language,
region and script it is possible to use newer language
identification mechanism defined in RFC 4646 (BCP 47).

Definition of ST_Lang type should use
language identifiers as defined in BCP
47. ST_LangCode type should be
completely removed and for languages
which cannot be represented using
BCP 47 new language and country
code should be added into ISO 639 and
ISO 3166, for example utilizing space
reserved for local codes.

The use of an union for the ST_Lang type only brings extra
costs and confusion, and should be replaced by a single
representation that leverages the appropriate standards.

In the case of language tags and other
such closed lists, DIS29500 should be
extended to replace closed lists with
open lists that can accept values of
existing standards (e.g. ST_Lang
should reference BCP47 for language
tags). Other closed lists should also be
studied to consider opening their values
to existing standards.

OOXML relies upon ISO 639-1 for languages description. ODF
1.0, ISO/IEC 26300:2006 relies upon ISO 639, which is more
complete (aka chy) for the same purpose. The use of ISO
3166 only brings a country code, which is not enough to map
all existing entries of ISO 639-2 upon ISO 639-1. Moreover,
ISO 639-3 was adopted as an ISO standard since 2007-02-05,
making an explicit reference to ISO 639-2 problematic.
"Contradictions to existing standards, particularly in relation to
ISO 216 (paper size) and ISO 639 (language identifiers)."
Additional: Numeric enumerations for language/country (p.
1748ff) or paper sizes (p. 1988ff) make interoperability
unnecessarily complicated because all consuming applications
(at least) must know these OOXML-specific numeric
constants. The comment might be addressed by suggesting
that the specification should only use the alphabetic codes
(ISO639/3166) and drop the hexcodes completely or, for paper
sizes, use "speaking" alphnumeric codes (like "A4") instead of
"cryptic" numerical constants (like "9").

In the case of language tags and other
such closed lists, DIS29500 should be
extended to replace closed lists with
open lists that can accept values of
existing standards (e.g. ST_Lang
should reference BCP47 for language
tags). Other closed lists should also be
studied to consider opening their values
to existing standards.

The introduction of the ST_LangCode type seems
unnecessary since it is just a abbreviated form of what can
already be deducted from the definition of ST_Lang type. The
proposed effect achieved with the ST_LangCode type could
be easier achieved by redefining the ST_Lang type to include
all of ISO 639 specification instead of only the ISO 639-1
elements
it appear that the type have been introduced to have a place
holder for the initial application developers own language
description, which is different from the language description as
they appear in the ISO 639 standard.

Should add a normative comment that
ST Lang (2.18.51) is the preferred
language code representation.
The reference to ST_LANGCODE in
the z-switch in 2.16.5.35 should be
changed to references to language
code - i.e. 2.18.51.

The adoption of the ST_LangCode as the argument to the \z
field-swich-argument will limit the possible language settings of
an INDEX to include only those language available in the
definition of ST_LangCode part 4 section 2.16.52 page 1748
this would limit the international af the specification, since it
seems to only allow language setting af INDEX based on the
limited languages-set as defined in the ST_LangCode

Should add a normative comment that
ST Lang (2.18.51) is the preferred
language code representation.
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This considers as well to the
expression of papersize

The reference to ST_LANGCODE in
the z-switch in 2.16.5.35 should be
changed to references to language
code - i.e. 2.18.51.
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Comment ID

DK-0142
Clause: Part 4
2.18.52
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Ecma 376 uses confusing and inconsistent definitions of
values with hexadecimal numbers.
For example, ST_LangCode, is defined on the text as a "two
digit hexadecimal code". But the values given cannot be
represented by only two hexadecimal digits, but needs four.
One possible interpretation is that by "digit" the spec
sometimes means "octet" (i.e., a byte). An octet/byte is
equivalent to two hexadecimal digits. If this interpretation is
correct, then the specification clearly needs repair, since this is
very likely to cause serious confusion in developers trying to
implement Ecma 376.
However, in other places (such as the definition for
ST_LongHexNumber), it notes that 4 octets can store 8
hexadecimal digits (which is correct), so it is not simply a
matter of defining "digit" oddly. This problem also suggests a
lack of review, since clearly 4-digit values cannot fit in fields
where only 2 digits are permitted.
More examples:

Attribute

Proposed change by the MB
Should add a normative comment that
ST Lang (2.18.51) is the preferred
language code representation.
The reference to ST_LANGCODE in
the z-switch in 2.16.5.35 should be
changed to references to language
code - i.e. 2.18.51.
Suggest to clarify LangCode and
ST_LongHexNumber.

Spec says

ST_ShortHexNumbe "two octet hexadecimal
r
number"
ST_LongHexNumbe "four octet (eight digit)
r
hexadecimal number"
ST_LangCode
DK-0167
Clause: Part 4
3.2
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0034
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.51, 2.18.52,
5.1.12.72
Paragraph: -

FI-0011
Clause: Part 4:
2.18.51
Paragraph: -

FR-0174
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
ST_Lang
(Language

"two digit hexadecimal code"

ISO 639 (Names and languages) is violated by OOXML by
inventing new codes.

Should add a normative comment that
ST Lang (2.18.51) is the preferred
language code representation.
The reference to ST_LANGCODE in
the z-switch in 2.16.5.35 should be
changed to references to language
code - i.e. 2.18.51.

As discussed in a letter from the Linguistic Society of America
to ANSI (https://lsadc.org/info/lsa-ansi-letter.cfm), ST_Lang,
ST_LangCode, and ST_TextLanguageID do not reference
IETF BCP 47.

ST_Lang and ST_TextLanguageID
should be changed to specify that the
conventions defined in IETF BCP 47
(http://www.rfceditor.org/rfc/bcp/bcp47.txt) are to be
used. In addition, ST_LangCode should
be removed.

The proposed standard requires the use of a fixed list of
numeric language codes in Part 4 (2.18.51 ST_Lang). One
can use the ISO 639 standard but it is restricted only to two
letter codes. Even though the use of ISO 639-1 is possible,
conforming implementation must support also the proprietary
numeric language list.

Allow only the use of ISO 639-1 and
ISO 639-2 for language codes with ISO
3166-1 alpha-2 letter code for
refinement. Move backwards
compatibly elements to the informative
part.

The use of an union for the ST_Lang type only brings extra
costs and confusion, and should be replaced by a single
representation that leverages the appropriate standards.

Remove ST_LangCode and all
references to it.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OOXML relies upon ISO 639-1 for languages description. ODF
1.0, ISO/IEC 26300:2006 relies upon ISO 639, which is more
complete (aka chy) for the same purpose. The use of ISO 3166
only brings a country code, which is not enough to map all
existing entries of ISO 639-2 upon ISO 639-1. Moreover, ISO
639-3 was adopted as an ISO standard since 2007-02-05,
making an explicit reference to ISO 639-2 problematic.

Replace/complete ISO 639-1 by ISO 639
(as a whole). Would accept two and
three letters language codes (instead of
two letters code only so far).

The use of 255 enumerated language codes, in addition to
ISO 639-1 codes, adds no expressive value and only
increases the work required of any application that would
process an OOXML document.

Proposed change: Drop the use of the
redundant ST_LangCode

Language specification: OOXML is ignoring ISO 639 and
639-2, and instead is using Microsoft Locale ID page

Accept using ISO 639 , 639-2
specifications

The use of 255 enumerated language codes, in addition to
ISO 639-1 codes, adds no expressive value and only
increases the work required of any application that would
process an OOXML document.

Drop the use of the redundant
ST_LangCode

Having two different language representation systems, one
based on ISO standards and one with arbitrary hexcodes for a
subset of the languages makes no sense. Applications which
use arbitrarily-chosen numeric values to represent some
languages can convert from the standard language
representation system to the codes they use internally, and
vice versa.

Delete all references to ST_Langcode.

The ST_Lang (Language Reference) type allows language to
be specified by either a hexadecimal language code
(ST_LangCode) or by an ISO 639-1 letter code.

The editor should consider adding a
note in the specification deprecating
ST_LangCode.

While two-letter ISO 639-1 language codes are allowed, threeletter ISO 639-2 language codes are disallowed.

Use RFC 4646 for defining language
codes.

The use of 255 enumerated language codes, in addition to
ISO 639-1 codes, adds no expressive value and only
increases the work required of any application that would
process an OOXML document.

Drop the use of the redundant
ST_LangCode

ST_LangCode : it conflicts with ISO 639

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

The Section is titled ―ST_LangCode (Two Digit Hexadecimal
Language Code)‖

Either rename the Section or change
the codes to hex.

Referenc
Paragraph: page
1747, line 18

FR-0175
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
ST_Lang
(Language
Referenc
Paragraph: page
1747, line 19

GB-0275
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.51
[p1747]
Paragraph: -

GR-0016
Clause: Page
1754
Paragraph: line 1

GR-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: -

GR-0018
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.52
Paragraph: -

IE-0004
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: -

JP-0072
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.51,
etc.
Paragraph: -

KE-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: -

KR-0020
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.52
Paragraph: -

MY-0009
Clause: Part 4,
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Comment ID
Section 2.18.52
―ST_LangCode‖
Paragraph: Page
1748 (1754)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The codes however, are neither ―Two Digits‖ nor are they
Hexadecimal. They are enumerated in plain decimal and
range between 4 digits to 5 digits.

―ST_LangCode (Four digit Hexadecimal
Language Code)‖ or ―ST_LangCode
(Decimal Language Code)‖

If they are enumerated in hexadecimal, it will be Four
hexadecimal characters:

Preferably we suggest to remove the
restrictive and obscure enumeration
types with proper ISO 639 Language
codes.

―Two digit‖ Hex = ―E40C‖
Decimal = ―58389‖ which maps to ―French – North Africa‖

US-0110
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: -

UY-0004
Clause: section
2.18.52 page
2531
Paragraph: -

VE-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
ST_Lang
(Language
Referenc
Paragraph: page
1747, line 19,

VE-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: -

VE-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
ST_LangCode
(Two Digit H
Paragraph:
pages 1748-1754

Proposed change by the MB

The use of 255 enumerated language codes, in addition to
ISO 639-1 codes, adds no expressive value and only
increases the work required of any application that would
process an OOXML document.

Drop the use of the redundant
ST_LangCode

The standard indicates that it should be used a fixed list of
hexadecimal codes of language instead of ISO 639. The
section at issue ST_LangCode (section 2.18.52) lists
approximately 225 values for different languages, and it is not
used directly in the structure, but referenced by compatibility
with the ST_Lang type, defined in 2.18.51.
St_Lang is defined by string ISO 639-1 and if the application
does not understand the ISO language code, it can make a
fallback to one of the 225 codes of language mappings with
the ISO codes.

It is requested to give an example of
how implement fallback to one of the
225 codes of language established in
the document, has backwards
compatibility

OOXML relies upon ISO 639-1:2002 for languages
description. ODF 1.0, ISO/IEC 26300:2006 relies upon ISO
639, which is more complete (aka chy) for the same purpose.
The use of ISO 3166 only brings a country code, which is not
enough to map all existing entries of ISO 639-2:1998 upon
ISO 639-1:2002. Moreover, ISO 639-3:2007 was adopted as
an ISO standard since 2007-02-05, making an explicit
reference to ISO 639-2:1998 problematic.

Replace/complete ISO 639-1:2002 by
ISO 639 (as a whole). Would accept
two and three letters language codes
(instead of two letters code only so far).

The use of 255 enumerated language codes, in addition to
ISO 639-1 codes, adds no expressive value and only
increases the work required of any application that would
process an OOXML document.

Drop the use of the redundant
ST_LangCode

A lot of language codes are missing and representation is in
contrast with ISO:639. OOXML precludes as a matter of
principle the representation of the majority of the world's
languages in document metadata.

Use ISO:639 and ISO:3166 for
language code.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; based on the suggestion of several national bodies, the use of RFC 4646/BCP 47 will be used to identify
languages throughout the standard by default, and the ST_LangCode simple type will be removed from the
standard. The following changes will be made:
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To (a new) Part 4, §2.16.3.6:
2.16.3.6 Legacy language references
Whenever a field requires a language identifier as one of its field-switches, that language identifier should be
provided using the syntax defined by the ST_Lang simple type (§2.18.51). However, there exists a legacy
mechanism by which language identifiers may be stored. The following table lists those language codes and their
corresponding languages [Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with documents containing these
values, and the use of these identifiers is discouraged. end rationale]:
<<The legacy list from §2.18.52 will go here.>>
To Part 4, §2.18.51, page 1747, lines 17–27:
This simple type specifies that its contents will contain one of the following: a language identifier as defined by
RFC 4646/BCP 47.



A hexadecimal language code (ST_LangCode)
An ISO 639-1 letter code plus a dash plus an ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 letter code (ST_String)

The contents of this language are interpreted based on the context of the parent XML element.
[Example: Consider a language code defined as follows :
<w:lang w:val=”en-CA” />
This language is therefore specified as English (en) and Canada (CA), resulting in use of the English (Canada)
language setting. end example]
This simple type is a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype. defined as a union of the following types:



TheST_LangCode simple type (§2.18.52).
The ST_String simple type (§2.18.89).

To Part 4, §2.3.3.14, page 257, 2nd table; §2.5.2.19, page 559, 2nd table; §2.4.17, page 1,078, 2nd table:
Attributes
val (Language Code)

Description
Specifies an ISO 639-1 letter code or 4 digit hexadecimal codeidentifier for a specific
language.
This code is interpreted in the context of the parent XML element.
[Example: Consider an object which shall specify the English(Canada) language. That
object would use the ISO 639-1 letter codean identifier of en-CA to specify this language.
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Lang simple type (§2.18.51).
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Specifically for §2.16 (fields) a new §2.16.3.6 will be added and contain the legacy representation of languages
previously contained within ST_LangCode. This is due to the existing corpus of binary documents that already
contain field text with the legacy language codes entered by the document authors. The preferred use within
fields will follow BCP 47 as defined in ST_Lang. The following changes will be made to §2.16:
To Part 4, §2.16.5.1, page 1509, within the second table:
\l field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID used to format
the address. The default is to use the language ID of the first character of the
document. This language ID can be specified in either of the following
formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in
§2.16.3.6 [Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with
documents containing these values, and the use of these identifiers
is discouraged. end rationale]

To Part 4, §2.16.5.11, within the table:
\l field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID locale that shall
be used in to format the bibliographic sources in the document that do not
specify a locale using the LCID (§7.6.2.39) element. This language ID can be
specified in either of the following formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in §2.16.3.6
[Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with documents
containing these values, and the use of these identifiers is discouraged.
end rationale]

\f field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID locale that shall
be used to filter the bibliographic data to only the sources in the document that
use that language. that have a value matching field-argument in the LCID
(§7.6.2.39) element. This language ID can be specified in either of the following
formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in §2.16.3.6
[Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with documents
containing these values, and the use of these identifiers is discouraged.
end rationale]

\m field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies that only the source with a Tag
(§7.6.2.65) element value matching field-argument shall be displayed in the
bibliography.

To Part 4, §2.16.5.13, within the table:
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\l field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID locale which
shall be used in conjunction with the specified bibliographic style to format the
citation in the document. This language ID can be specified in either of the
following formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in §2.16.3.6
[Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with documents
containing these values, and the use of these identifiers is discouraged.
end rationale]

To Part 4, §2.16.5.30, within the table:
\l field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID used to
format the name. it defaults to the language ID of the first character of the
document. This language ID can be specified in either of the following
formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in
§2.16.3.6 [Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with
documents containing these values, and the use of these identifiers
is discouraged. end rationale]

To Part 4, §2.16.5.35, page 1540, within the first table:
\z fieldargument

The text in this switch's field-argument is specifies the language ID used to generate the index.
as defined in the ST_LangCode (§2.18.52) simple type. This language ID can be specified in
either of the following formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in §2.16.3.6 [Rationale: This
list is maintained for compatibility with documents containing these values, and the
use of these identifiers is discouraged. end rationale]

To Part 4, §2.18.51, page 1747, lines 28–31:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_Lang">
<union memberTypes="ST_LangCode ST_String"/>
<restriction base=”xsd:string”/>
</simpleType>

To Part 4, §2.18.52:
Section deleted.
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To Part 4, §7.6.2.39:
7.6.2.39

LCID (Locale ID)

This element specifies the locale ID of a source, representing the source's language. The set of locale IDs shall be
as specified in §2.18.512. [Example:
…
<b:RefOrder>2</b:RefOrder>
<b:Guid>{EE06CBFE-1989-4533-A274-D81DFA436D79}</b:Guid>
<b:LCID>ja-JP0</b:LCID>
</b:Source>
end example]
The possible values for this element are defined by the ST_LangString255 simple type (§2.18.517.6.3.2).
To wml.xsd:
Simple type ST_LangCode deleted; simple type ST_Lang redefined as described above.
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Response 17
Comment ID

CH-0008
Clause: Part 3,
3.16.9.1–
3.16.9.3 Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

CL-0012
Clause: Part 3,
section 3.16.9.1
Part 4, section
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: 'Date
representation'

CZ-0008
Clause: Part
4/3.2.28
Paragraph: p.
1912

FR-0179
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 14-18

GB-0302

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Having two different date systems with different base dates
side-by-side in the same standard document for-mat makes no
sense. Rather, it is appropriate to fix a single base date.
Applications which use a different base date can convert from
the date representation used in the standard document format
to the applica-tion's preferred date representation, and vice
versa.
Acknowledged.
Established: The two base dates pose problems.
Established: Conversions must 1-t bidirectional conver-sion.
The coexistence of the two baseline systems causes some
problems.

Delete all references to the ―1904 base
date sys-tem‖.
Add the following text MS to specify
the text posi-tion: "Implementors are
encouraged to use the 1904 baseline
system avoiding the 1900 baseline
system's leap year bug. "

OOXML has two different bases for date representation. This
is unjustified, and should be avoided, as it shall produce
unnecesary confusion in implementation.

To integrate bases and keep just one of
them, flexible enough to allow actually
used date values.

The default date system should be ―1904‖ because it does not
suffer leap year bug of ―1900‖ system in which year 1900 is
wrongly considered to be leap. All newly created documents
should use ―1904‖ date system, ―1900‖ based system should
be allowed only for representation of already existing
documents.

―date1904‖ attribute should be
mandatory so it is always explicitly
known which date system is used. Text
of the standard should recommend
usage of ―1904‖ date system. Standard
should allow usage of the ―1900‖ date
system only in documents that were
converted from legacy formats.

The text proposes a dual date base system. There is no clear
Choose and keep a single date system.
advantage to having two slightly different systems, and this
brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the need
to specify a default base system, etc.

The text proposes a dual date base system. There is no clear
advantage to having two slightly different systems, and this
brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the
need to specify a default base system, etc.

Proposed change: Choose and keep
a single date system.

Having two different date systems with different base dates
side-by-side in the same standard document format makes no
sense. Rather, it is appropriate to fix a single base date.
Applications which use a different base date can convert from
the date representation used in the standard document format
to the application's preferred date representation, and vice
versa.

Delete all references to the ―1904 base
date system‖.

Choose and keep a single date system.

Clause: 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

The text proposes a dual date base system. There is no clear
advantage to having two slightly different systems, and this
brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the
need to specify a default base system, etc.

US-0132

The text proposes a dual date base system. There is no clear

Choose and keep a single date system.

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.4.1
[p2522, 14-18]
Paragraph: -

GR-0008
Clause: Part 3,
3.16.9.1 –
3.16.9.3Part 4,
3.17.4.1 3.17.6
Paragraph: -

IN-0059
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Comment ID
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 14-18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

advantage to having two slightly different systems, and this
brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the
need to specify a default base system, etc.

Proposed Disposition
Most of the concerns raised by this comment have been addressed in our single response to the following NB
comments: CH-0006, CH-0017, CO-0035, CO-0154, CZ-0009, DE-0031, FI-0013, FR-0182, FR-0351, GB-0300, GB0304, GB-0363, GR-0003, GR-0006, IE-0002, IN-0007, IN-0057, IN-0061, IN-0080, IR-0001, KE-0054, MX-0005,
MY-0003, PE-0002, PT-0085, US-0130, UY-0003, VE-0011, and VE-0060.
Regarding the requests that we adopt a single date base, we do not see this as a viable option given the corpus
of existing binary documents requiring support for the existing 1900 and 1904 date bases. Additionally, we
believe that our single response noted above creates a better default date base, allowing a larger range of dates
than the existing 1900 or 1904 date base and better compatibility with the existing corpus of binary documents.
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Response 18
Comment ID

AU-0017
Clause: Part 4
s3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

CA-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.04.01
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 14-18

CH-0009
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.2 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

CL-0014
Clause: Part 3,
section 3.16.9.1
Part 4, section
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: 'Date
representation',
first date base.

CL-0145
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2522

CO-0157
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.2,
3.17.4.3, 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This data type does not accord with the ISO standard for
languages, or with common practise for interchange formats.

The definition of s3.17.6.7 should be
broadened to also allow standard ISO
8601 dates, in particular, the XSD Date
simple type, as well as the digits.
Because these are lexically distinct, this
should pose no trouble to parsers or
datatyping.

The text proposes a dual date base system. There is no clear
advantage to having two slightly different systems, and this
brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the
need to specify a default base system, etc.

Allow the use of an ISO date format
and include a flag such that
applications would know if date based
calculations are done in a special way.
One could use ISO date format and
include a flag such that applications
would know if they need to treat date
based calculations in a peculiar way.

In the internet age, it is inappropriate to represent times simply
as a numeric value without timezone information.
Acknowledged
In OOXML, time values in cells are represented in UTC not by
default.

Specify that when stored in OOXML
files, dates and times are always
expressed in terms of UTC. Add a
mechanism for storing in the file
informa-tion on what timezone should
be used to repre-sent the time in
human-readable form.
In OOXML, UTC is default for
metadata, serial time for cell data. UTC
strings can also be placed in cells, or
created using string manipulation functions on other cells. Request to
illustrate this with some informative
examples.
Illustrate by some informative examples
the placement of UTC strings in cells,
or their crea-tion from other cell data

First base described for date representation replicates an old
problem of MS Excel systems, considering 1900 as a leap
year. This is done just for back compatibility with MS Excel,
and introduces complex and unuseful date transformations
when implementing this feature.
It is also against an accepted ISO standard (ISO 8601).
Both previous facts are unacceptable in an ISO standard.

To replace proposed date
representation with another that
conforms to ISO 8601.

The proposed date and time system makes no reference to
ISO 8601, and is markedly different from it. This is supported
by no explicit and acceptable reason. Introducing brand new
conventions where established standards exist is costly and
brings no value to the public. Moreover, it brings confusion,
and compels application implementors to add converters.

Replace the proposed date and time
system by ISO 8601.

It is insufficient to represent times simply as a numeric value
without timezone information.

Specify that when stored in OOXML
files, dates and times are always
expressed in terms of UTC. Add a
mechanism for storing in the file
information on what timezone should
be used to represent the time in
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
human-readable form.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Paragraph: page
2522

The proposed date and time system makes no reference to
ISO 8601, and is markedly different from it. This is supported
by no explicit and acceptable reason. Introducing brand new
conventions where established standards exist is costly and
brings no value to the public. Moreover, it brings confusion,
and compels application implementors to add converters.

Replace the proposed date and time
system by ISO 8601.
Proposed resolution: DIS 29500
should be augmented by the possibility
to enter other dates and introduce a
Boolean variable that indicates how to
treat the leap year calculation (Excel
already provides this function as a
consumer)

DK-0166

The OOXML violates ISO 8601 (dates and times)

Ref. to relevant date representation
Part 4 3.17.4.1

ISO 8601 is the ISO standard for date and time
representations. Part 4 (3.17.4.1 Date Representation) of the
proposed standard defines that dates must be represented as
numeric codes counting from 1900 or 1904 which is defined in
ISO 8601 as duration. The proposed standard also incorrectly
define the year 1900 as a leap year.

Use dates as defined in the ISO 8601
standard, do not use ISO 8601 duration
format. Move backwards compatibly
elements to the informative part.

DE-0028

Clause: Part 4
3.1
Paragraph: -

FI-0012
Clause: Part 4:
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

FR-0176
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2522

GB-0368
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.6.7 [284]
Paragraph: -

GR-0023
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.2
3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

IE-0003
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4,
Section 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

IN-0074
Clause: 3.17.4.2
3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

The proposed date and time system makes no reference to ISO Replace the proposed date and time
8601, and is markedly different from it. This is supported by no system by ISO 8601.
explicit and acceptable reason. Introducing brand new
conventions where established standards exist is costly and
brings no value to the public. Moreover, it brings confusion, and
compels application implementors to add converters.
Dates as stored in SpreadsheetML are not processible by
other applications of XML as they are not defined using the
standard XML datetime datatype. It would be an easy matter
to add an extra attribute, ISO8601datetime, to the
representation that would allow a processible form of the date
to be associated with the XML record of each SpreadsheetML
specific date.

Revise the text to address this
comment

In the internet age, it is inappropriate to represent times
simply as a numeric value without timezone information.

Specify that when stored in OOXML
files, dates and times are always
expressed in terms of UTC. Add a
mechanism for storing in the file
information on what timezone should
be used to represent the time in
human-readable form.

The DIS provides for two schemes to represent dates (the
1900 and 1904 date base systems), both based on an integer
serial value. The Irish NB believes that allowing ISO 8601
dates to have the same standing as the integer date format.
(i.e. strongly typed) may be useful.

The editor should consider changing
the specification to allow ISO 8601
dates have the same standing as the
integer date format.

In the internet age, it is inappropriate to represent times simply
as a numeric value without timezone information.

Specify that when stored in OOXML
files, dates and times are always
expressed in terms of UTC. Add a
mechanism for storing in the file
information on what timezone should
be used to represent the time in
human-readable form.
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Comment ID

KR-0019

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Date Representation : it conflicts with ISO 8601

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

The format for time representation does not allow for timezone
and ‗Daylight Savings Time‘ information.

The inclusion of timezone information,
or specification that all times are in
GMT/UTC, or the use of ISO8601 for
date representation should be
considered.

Proposed standard explicitly declares not to provide a
coherent mechanism to determine date base system. This will
originate wrong date translations along different computer
systems.

Define an explicit mechanism to settle
which date base system must be
applied by the computer system to
carry on the right and original date and
time.

Calculation for 1900 as a leap year with this date system is an
unnecessarily burden to implementers of this proposed
standard

Adopt ISO 8601 for date encoding to
avoid legacy application level issues

The definition of the 2 date ranges (1900-9999 and 19041999) is unnecessarily restrictive. Dates prior to 1900 (or
1904) will be considered ―ill-formed‖ and therefore not valid.
Historical dates should not be disregarded.

Adopt ISO 8601 which sufficiently
caters for a wider historical range of
dates

Ecma 376 has two different methods of representing dates in
the system (eg in Part 4, Section 3.17.4.1). Ecma 376 should
be reviewed to standardize on a method for date
representation.

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
standardize on a method for date
representation.

―OpenXML provides a file format that allows numbers to be
formatted as dates, including ISO 8601 date formats, as well
as allowing those numbers to be used in both date and other
numeric formulas as is normal for spreadsheets.‖

Adopt ISO 8601 to remove any
ambiguity

Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

MT-0002
Clause: Part 4,
Sections
3.17.4.2, 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

MX-0004
Clause: Part 3
3.16.9.1
Paragraph:
Entire sub clause

MY-0002
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph:
Section 3.17.4.1
Page 2522
(2528)

MY-0003
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Page
2522 (2528)

MY-0004
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

MY-0005
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1,
[Ecma Response
– Secti
Paragraph:
Ecma Response
Page 11 (15) Line
1-3

Proposed change by the MB

Although MS Office 2003 XML formats uses ISO 8601 to
represent dates, OOXML reverts to the numerics.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that it is important for SpreadsheetML to support ISO 8601, and we propose the following changes to
allow dates in the ISO 8601 format. These changes update the description of date and time representation
within SpreadsheetML. They also add the necessary schema to support the added format, and they provide
examples of using ISO 8601 dates in SpreadsheetML.
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Additionally, there was a request to remove one of the existing serial date base systems, but in order to
maintain compatibility with the existing corpus of binary documents, those date bases will remain in the
specification and will be discussed in more detail in the response to dispositions CL-0014, CL-0015, CL-0172, CO0155, CZ-0008, DE-0030, DE-0032, DE-0072, DE-0073, DK-0136, FR-0183, FR-0352, GB-0301, GB-0305, GR-0004,
GR-0005, GR-0007, IN-0058, IN-0062, IR-0002, KE-0055, PE-0003, PH-0005, SG-0002, US-0131, US-0134, ZA0014.
Changes to Part 4, §3.17.4, page 2,522, lines 5–11:
3.17.4 Dates and Times
Each unique instant in SpreadsheetML time is represented as either:



an ISO 8601 formatted string, which is made up of a date component, time component, and timezone
component.
a distinct non-negative numeric serial value, which is made up of an integer date component and a
fractional time component. As dates and times are numeric values, they can take part in arithmetic
operations.

[Note: For readability of SpreadsheetML, it is recommended that the ISO 8601 format be used for
representation of dates and times. end note]
Numerous functions take as arguments one or more serial values or strings representing dates and/or times.
Functions that care only about the date shall ignore any time information that is provided. Functions that care
only about the time shall ignore any date information that is provided. Dates and times can take part in
arithmetic operations.
[Example: The date 22 November 1976 at exactly 08:30 Pacific Standard Time (+08:00 UTC) could be
represented in the following ways within SpreadsheetML. Note that this is not an exhaustive list of the
representations:
1976-11-22T08:30:00,000+08:00
1976-11-22T16:30Z
28086.68750...
end example]

Changes to Part 4, §3.17.4.1, page 2,522, line 12:
3.17.4.1

Date Representation for Serial Values

Changes to Part 4, §3.17.4.2, page 2,523, line 21:
3.17.4.2

Time Representation for Serial Values

Changes to Part 4, §3.17.4.3, page 2,523, line 35:
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3.17.4.3

Combined Date and Time Representation for Serial Values

Changes to Part 4, §3.17.6.7, page 2,529, line 27 through page 2,530, line 5:
3.17.6.7

Dates and Times

As a date and/or time can be is represented by either an ISO 8601 string or a number, a date/time serial value
shall be stored in XML as either



the ISO 8601 string
the unformatted serial value form of that number, as accurately as possible.

All dates and times shall be stored relative to UTC and shall be assumed as UTC dates and times unless specified
by inclusion of timezone information as designated by ISO 8601. The date base system is recorded in the
Workbook part's XML by the presence or absence of the date1904 attribute of the workbookPr element. A
value of 1 for this attribute indicates 1904.
[Example:
1900: <workbookPr showObjects="all"/>
1904: <workbookPr date1904="1" showObjects="all"/>
end example]

Changes to Part 4, §3.3.1.3, page 2,038, lines 9–21:
3.3.1.93 v (Cell Value)
This element expresses the value contained in a cell. If the cell contains a string, then this value is an index into
the shared string table, pointing to the actual string value. Otherwise, the value of the cell is expressed directly
in this element. Cells containing formulas express the last calculated result of the formula in this element.
For applications not wanting to implement the shared string table, an 'inline string' may be expressed in an <is>
element under <c> (instead of a <v> element under <c>),in the same way a string would be expressed in the
shared string table. See <is> for an example.
[Example: In this example cell B4 contains the number "360" and C4 contains the UTC date 22 November 1976,
08:30.
<c r="B4">
<v>360</v>
</c>
<c r="C4" t="d">
<v>1976-11-22T08:30Z</v>
</c>
end example]
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The possible values for this element are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type (§3.18.96).
Parent Elements
c (§3.3.1.3); cell (§3.14.1); nc (§3.11.1.3); oc (§3.11.1.5); tp (§3.15.3)

Changes to Part 4, §3.18.12, page 2,840, line 19 through page 2,841, line 0:
3.18.12 ST_CellType (Cell Type)
Indicates the cell's data type.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

b (Boolean)

Cell containing a boolean.

d (Date)

Cell contains a date in the ISO 8601 format

e (Error)

Cell containing an error.

inlineStr (Inline String)

Cell containing an (inline) rich string, i.e., one not in
the shared string table. If this cell type is used, then
the cell value is in the is element rather than the v
element in the cell (c element).

n (Number)

Cell containing a number.

s (Shared String)

Cell containing a shared string.

str (String)

Cell containing a formula string.

Changes to Part 4 §3.3.2.5, page 2,047, line 11 through page 2,048, line 6:
3.3.2.5

dynamicFilter (Dynamic Filter)

This collection specifies dynamic filter criteria. These criteria are considered dynamic because they can change,
either with the data itself (e.g., "above average") or with the current system date (e.g., show values for "today").
For any cells whose values do not meet the specified criteria, the corresponding rows shall be hidden from view
when the fitler is applied.
[Example:
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<filterColumn colId="0">
<dynamicFilter type="today"/>
</filterColumn>
end example]
Parent Elements
filterColumn (§3.3.2.7)

Attributes

Description

maxVal (Max Value)

A maximum value for dynamic filter. It maxVal/maxValIso shall be required for today,
yesterday, tomorrow, nextWeek, thisWeek, lastWeek, nextMonth, thisMonth, lastMonth,
nextQuarter, thisQuarter, lastQuarter, nextYear, thisYear, lastYear, and yearToDate.
The above criteria are based on a value range. For example, if today's date is September
22nd, then the range for thisWeek is the values greater than or equal to September 17
and less than September 24. In the thisWeek range, the lower value is expressed using
val or valIso. The higher value is expressed using maxVal or maxValIso.
These dynamic filter shall not require val/valIso /or maxVal/maxValIso:
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4,
M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11 and M12.
The above criteria shall not specify the range using val/valIso and maxVal/maxValIso
because Q1 always starts from M1 to M3, and M1 is always January.
These types of dynamic filters shall use val/valIso and shall not use maxVal/maxValIso:
aboveAverage and belowAverage
If maxValIso and maxVal are both present, maxValIso shall take precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema double datatype.

maxValIso (Max
ISO Value)

A maximum value for dynamic filter. maxVal/maxValIso shall be required for today,
yesterday, tomorrow, nextWeek, thisWeek, lastWeek, nextMonth, thisMonth, lastMonth,
nextQuarter, thisQuarter, lastQuarter, nextYear, thisYear, lastYear, and yearToDate.
The above criteria are based on a value range; that is, if today's date is September 22nd,
then the range for thisWeek is the values greater than or equal to September 17 and less
than September 24. In the thisWeek range, the lower value is expressed using val or
valIso. The higher value is expressed using maxVal of maxValIso.
These dynamic filters shall not require val/valIso or maxVal/maxValIso:
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11 and M12.
The above criteria shall not specify the range using val/valIso and maxVal/maxValIso
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Attributes

Description
because Q1 always starts from M1 to M3, and M1 is always January.
These types of dynamic filters shall use val/valIso and shall not use maxVal/maxValIso:
aboveAverage and belowAverage
If maxValIso and maxVal are both present, maxValIso shall take precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema dateTime datatype.

type (Dynamic filter
type)

Dynamic filter type, e.g., “today” or “nextWeek”.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DynamicFilterType simple
type (§3.18.27).

val (Value)

A minimum value for dynamic filter. See description of maxVal/maxValIso to
understand when val is required.
If valIso and val are both present, valIso shall take precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema double datatype.

valIso (ISO Value)

A minimum value for dynamic filter. (See description of maxVal/maxValIso to
understand when valIso is required.)
If valIso and val are both present, valIso shall take precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema dateTime datatype.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType
<attribute
<attribute
<attribute
<attribute
<attribute

name="CT_DynamicFilter">
name="type" type="ST_DynamicFilterType" use="required"/>
name="val" type="xsd:double" use="optional"/>
name="valIso" type="xsd:dateTime" use="optional"/>
name="maxVal" type="xsd:double" use="optional"/>
name="maxValIso" type="xsd:dateTime" use="optional"/>

</complexType>

Changes to Part 4 §3.10.1.67, page 2,323, line 8 through 2,328, line 34:
3.10.1.67 pivotCacheDefinition (PivotCache Definition)
Represents the pivotCacheDefinition part. This part defines each field in the source data, including the name,
the string resources of the instance data (for shared items), and information about the type of data that appears
in the field.
[Example:
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<pivotCacheDefinition xmlns="…" xmlns:r="…" r:id="rId1" refreshedBy="AnonUser"
refreshedDate="2006-05-22T10:07:16Z" createdVersion="3" refreshedVersion="3"
minRefreshableVersion="3" recordCount="182">
<cacheSource type="worksheet">
<worksheetSource name="Table1"/>
</cacheSource>
<cacheFields count="28">
<cacheField name="Customer Name" numFmtId="0">
<cacheField name="Postal Code" numFmtId="0">
<sharedItems/>
</cacheField>
<cacheField name="Product Category" numFmtId="0">
<sharedItems count="1">
<s v="Bikes"/>
</sharedItems>
</cacheField>
<cacheField name="Year" numFmtId="0">
<sharedItems count="1">
<s v="2001"/>
</sharedItems>
</cacheField>
<cacheField name="Quarter" numFmtId="0">
<sharedItems containsSemiMixedTypes="0" containsString="0"
containsNumber="1" containsInteger="1" minValue="3" maxValue="3"
count="1">
<n v="3"/>
</sharedItems>
</cacheField>
</cacheFields>
</pivotCacheDefinition>
end example]
Parent Elements
Root element of SpreadsheetML Pivot Table Cache Definition part

Child Elements

Subclause

cacheFields (PivotCache Fields)

§3.10.1.4

cacheHierarchies (PivotCache Hierarchies)

§3.10.1.5

cacheSource (PivotCache Source Description)

§3.10.1.7

calculatedItems (Calculated Items)

§3.10.1.9
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Child Elements

Subclause

calculatedMembers (Calculated Members)

§3.10.1.11

dimensions (OLAP Dimensions)

§3.10.1.25

extLst (Future Feature Data Storage Area)

§3.2.10

kpis (OLAP KPIs)

§3.10.1.48

maps (OLAP Measure Group)

§3.10.1.52

measureGroups (OLAP Measure Groups)

§3.10.1.54

tupleCache (Tuple Cache)

§3.10.1.94

Attributes
backgroundQuery (Background Query)

Description
Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the application
should query and retrieve records asynchronously from the cache.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the application will retrieve records
asynchronously from the cache.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the application will retrieve
records synchronously.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

createdVersion (PivotCache Created
Version)

Specifies the version of the application that created the cache. This
attribute is application-dependent.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
unsignedByte datatype.

enableRefresh (Enable PivotCache
Refresh)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the end-user can
refresh the cache. This attribute depends on whether the application
exposes a method for allowing end-users control over refreshing the
cache via the user interface.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the end-user can refresh the cache.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the end-user cannot refresh the
cache.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

id (Relationship Identifier)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument/2006/relationships

Specifies the unique identifier that corresponds to the related
pivotCacheRecords part. See (§3.10.1.68) for more information.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the
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Attributes

Description
ST_RelationshipId simple type (§7.8.2.1).

invalid (Invalid Cache)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the cache is invalid
and needs to be refreshed.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the cache is invalid and needs to be
refreshed.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the cache does not need to be
refreshed.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

minRefreshableVersion (Minimum
Version Required for Refresh)

Specifies the earliest version of the application that is required to
refresh the cache. This attribute is application-dependent.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
unsignedByte datatype.

missingItemsLimit (Missing Items
Limit)

Specifies the number of unused items to allow before discarding
unused items. This attribute is application-dependent. The
application must specify a threshold for unused items.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
unsignedInt datatype.

optimizeMemory (Optimize Cache for
Memory)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the application will
apply optimizations to the cache to reduce memory usage. This
attribute is application-dependent. This application must define its
own cache optimization methods. The application must also decide
whether to expose cache optimization status via the user interface or
an object model.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the application will apply
optimizations to the cache.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the application will not apply
optimizations to the cache.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

recordCount (PivotCache Record
Count)

Specifies the number of records in the cache.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
unsignedInt datatype.

refreshedBy (Last Refreshed By)

Specifies the name of the end-user who last refreshed the cache. This
attribute is application-dependent and is specified by applications
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Attributes

Description
that track and store the identity of the current user. This attribute
also depends on whether the application exposes mechanisms via
the user interface whereby the end-user can refresh the cache.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring
simple type (§3.18.96).

refreshedDate (PivotCache Last
Refreshed Date)

Specifies the date when the cache was last refreshed. This attribute
depends on whether the application exposes mechanisms via the
user interface whereby the end-user can refresh the cache.
If refreshedDateIso and refreshedDate are both present,
refreshedDateIso shall take precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
double datatype.

refreshedDateIso (PivotCache Last
Refreshed Date ISO)

Specifies the date when the cache was last refreshed. This attribute
depends on whether the application exposes mechanisms via the
user interface whereby the end-user can refresh the cache.
If refreshedDateIso and refreshedDate are both present,
refreshedDateIso shall take precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
dateTime datatype.

refreshedVersion (PivotCache Last
Refreshed Version)

Specifies the version of the application that last refreshed the cache.
This attribute depends on whether the application exposes
mechanisms via the user interface whereby the end-user can refresh
the cache.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
unsignedByte datatype.

refreshOnLoad (Refresh On Load)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the application will
refresh the cache when the workbook has been opened.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates that application will refresh the
cache when the workbook is loaded.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the application will not
automatically refresh cached data. The end user must trigger refresh
of the cache manually via the application user interface.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

saveData (Save Pivot Records)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the pivot records
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Attributes

Description
are saved with the cache.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates pivot records are saved in the
cache.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates are not saved in the cache.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

supportAdvancedDrill (Supports
Attribute Drilldown)

Specifies whether the cache's data source supports attribute
drilldown.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

supportSubquery (Supports
Subqueries)

Specifies whether the cache's data source supports subqueries.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

tupleCache (Stores Cache for OLAP
Functions)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the PivotCache is
used store information for OLAP sheet data functions.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates information about OLAP sheet data
functions are stored in the cache.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the PivotCache does not contain
information about OLAP sheet data functions.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.

upgradeOnRefresh (Upgrade
PivotCache on Refresh)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the cache is
scheduled for version upgrade. This attribute depends on whether
the application exposes mechanisms via the user interface whereby
the cache may be upgraded.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the cache is scheduled for upgrade.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the cache is not scheduled for
upgrade.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
boolean datatype.
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_PivotCacheDefinition">
<sequence>
<element name="cacheSource" type="CT_CacheSource" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="cacheFields" type="CT_CacheFields" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="cacheHierarchies" minOccurs="0" type="CT_CacheHierarchies"/>
<element name="kpis" minOccurs="0" type="CT_PCDKPIs"/>
<element name="tupleCache" minOccurs="0" type="CT_TupleCache"/>
<element name="calculatedItems" minOccurs="0" type="CT_CalculatedItems"/>
<element name="calculatedMembers" type="CT_CalculatedMembers" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="dimensions" type="CT_Dimensions" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="measureGroups" type="CT_MeasureGroups" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="maps" type="CT_MeasureDimensionMaps" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="extLst" minOccurs="0" type="CT_ExtensionList"/>
</sequence>
<attribute ref="r:id" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="invalid" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="saveData" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="refreshOnLoad" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="optimizeMemory" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="enableRefresh" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="refreshedBy" type="ST_Xstring" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="refreshedDate" type="xsd:double" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="refreshedDateIso" type="xsd:dateTime" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="backgroundQuery" type="xsd:boolean" default="false"/>
<attribute name="missingItemsLimit" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="createdVersion" type="xsd:unsignedByte" use="optional" default="0"/>
<attribute name="refreshedVersion" type="xsd:unsignedByte" use="optional" default="0"/>
<attribute name="minRefreshableVersion" type="xsd:unsignedByte" use="optional" default="0"/>
<attribute name="recordCount" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="upgradeOnRefresh" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="tupleCache" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="supportSubquery" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="supportAdvancedDrill" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>
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Response 19
Comment ID

AU-0018
Clause: Part 4,
S5 (throughout)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The use of a fixed coordinate system that allows exact integer
division of inches and centimetres is long established practise
in typesetting systems. For example, gruff and PostScript. The
English Metric Units of DrawingML is an example of this.
However, it is inappropriate that common dimensions cannot
be used, and adds an unnecessary burden on the user (i.e.
the developer).

Throughout s5, wherever English
Metric Units are currently allowed, the
type should be broadened to also allow
standard measurements such as
inches and centimetres. Because these
are lexically distinct, having unit
suffixes, this should pose no trouble to
parsers.
The datatype will have to be adjusted
accordingly, presumably to a regular
expression pattern. As well all types
that use EMU must be adjusted.

Proposed Disposition
As the commenter has pointed out, the use of EMUs allows for exact integer division of inches and centimeters,
so conversion from common units to EMUs is a straightforward and simple process.
We agree that units of measurement are treated in a few different ways in the specification. We believe that
this is an appropriate approach given the goals of the standard and the different ways in which measurements
are used. Each unit of measure was selected based on the granularity allowed within legacy binary documents
for a specific context.
We could provide implementers further control over the units of measurement, but we believe that has the
possibility of adding additional complexity As an example of how further control over the unit of measure could
be implemented, consider the following possible extension to the font-size element (Part 4, §2.3.2.6):
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:unit="points" w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
As another example, consider the following possible extension to the page-size element (Part 4, §2.6.13):
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:unit="inches" w:w="8.5" w:h="11" />
…
</w:sectPr>
These could also be accomplished as follows:
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<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:val="32pt" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>

<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="8.5in" w:h="11in" />
…
</w:sectPr>
Each of these approaches has merits and disadvantages. As such, we believe that the suggestion to add an
additional attribute for specifying the units of measurement must be very carefully considered, as the wrong
approach could add complexity for both producers and consumers. For this reason, we do not believe this
should occur in the current version of the standard. A proper study of this would be undertaken as a
maintenance activity, where the proper amount of time and discussion could be devoted to this subject – for
example, the issues regarding defaults, supported units, and other details can be appropriately researched and
decided.
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Response 20
Comment ID

AU-0020
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3
Paragraph:
Bullet list 2
starting
―Compatability
settings‖

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The usage of ―ignorable‖ in Part 4, s2.15.3 is problematic,
since it suggests some unexplained hierarchy: presumably it
means that these elements are ignored by Office 2007 or that
some typical Word Processor would not be expected to
implement them

Proposed change by the MB
Change to ―intended for use by
specialist applications not typical
applications.‖

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 4, §2.15.3, page 1,368, lines 25–30:
It is important to note that all compatibility settings are optional in nature - applications may freely ignore all
behaviors described within this section and these settings should not be added unless compatibility is
specifically needed in one or more cases. The compatibility settings are provided for backward compatibility
with documents created in legacy applications. As such, a number of the settings reference specific applications
and specific versions of those applications. This is solely for backward compatibility reasons, and any of those
settings are not intended for use by typical applicationsignorable.
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Response 21
Comment ID

AU-0021
Clause: Part 4
s2.18.4
Paragraph: -

CA-0028
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.04
Paragraph: -

CL-0127
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

CZ-0030
Clause: Part
4/2.18.4
Paragraph: -

DE-0095
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

FI-0006
Clause: Part 4:
2.18.4
Paragraph: -

FR-0320
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
ST_Border
(Border Styles)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is inappropriate to have a fixed list of values, both because it
is unnecessarily product-specific and because it creates a
maintenance problem.
Furthermore, there appears to be a conflict between the
schemas, which specific a closed (enumerated) list, and the
text which mentions ―possible enumerated values‖. So it
seems that the intent may have been to have an open list. In
other similar cases in the same Part, string types are used
rather than an enumeration, so this seems to be a mistake.
Furthermore, it is appropriate for information of this kind to be
separated into an annex.

Alter the schema so that ST_Border
uses the XSD token type.
Move DIS Part 4 s2.18.4 into a
separate normative Annex: ―Basic
Border Types‖. Rephrase the annex to
say ―The following border names are
reserved by this standard.‖

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided.
Since the specified art borders are heavily Western-oriented, it
would be good to provide a way for an application to
supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavour.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.
The set of clipart used in border styles is something best left to
the discretion of the vendor, a vendor who may be targetting a
specific geographic market. We would like to see the current
closed list of clipart be made extensible. One way to do this
would be to include the actual graphic of the border in the
document as a binary part.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

The standard does not allow to use custom graphics for artistic
borders.

Allow artistic borders based on any
image provided or completely remove
artistic borders from the standard.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

WordProcessingML specifies border styles in Part 4 "2.18.4
ST_Border" with a list of graphical borders which can be used
as borders in objects. The list is restricted to the enumeration
values shown and the actual content of each style is
presented in example images. Restricted list is not culturally
neutral and the content (images) is insufficiently defined.

Allow other values in the list. Define the
content with better precision.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is provided.
Since the specified art borders are heavily Western-oriented, it
would be good to provide a way for an application to
supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.
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Comment ID

GB-0272
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.4
[p1631...]
Paragraph: -

GR-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

IN-0041
Clause: 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

IR-0033
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

IR-0034
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

KE-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

US-0109
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

VE-0032
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Proposed change: Provide an
interoperable extensibility mechanism
for a document author or application to
specify their own art border graphics.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

Part 4, Section 2.18.4 - No mechanism for expanding the set
of art borders is provided. Since the specified art borders are
heavily Western-oriented, it would be good to provide a way
for an application to supplement these styles with graphics that
provide more regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

The mechanism for extending the set of art borders is not
defined.

An interface or extension mechanism
should be provided for authors and
application developers to specify their
own art borders.

The majority of presented art borders have very western
oriented patterns.

Include art borders with patterns
obtained from a reasonable variety of
cultures.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

No mechanism for expanding the set of art borders is
provided. Since the specified art borders are heavily Westernoriented, it would be good to provide a way for an application
to supplement these styles with graphics that provide more
regional flavor.

Provide an interoperable extensibility
mechanism for a document author or
application to specify their own art
border graphics.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we should provide a mechanism to allow users to specify their own custom defined border. The
following changes will be made:
In Part 4, §2.18.4, page 1,646, add a new enumeration value to ST_Border:
Enumeration Value

Description

custom (Custom Defined Art Border)

Specifies a custom art border using the parent
element’s attributes to reference one or more custom
art border images.
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In Part 4, §2.6.2, page 597, after line 17, modify the bottom element definition in the following manner:
When a document has a bottom border that is relative to the text (using the offsetFrom attribute on
pgBorders), it shall span only the necessary width to satisfy the requirement of spanning the width of the text.
When a document has custom border art specified by the bottomLeft, bottomRight, and/or id attributes, it
shall use the corresponding relationship part item as an image for the bottom left corner, bottom right corner,
and/or bottom border, respectively. If the corresponding relationship part item cannot be located, the
consumer shall use the border specified by the value of the val attribute. If the corresponding value of the val
attribute cannot be resolved no bottom left corner, bottom right corner, or bottom border is present when the
page is displayed.
When a document has a custom border art specified by the id attribute without specifying the bottomRight
and/or bottomLeft attributes, the bottom border as resolved by the corresponding relationship part item of the
id attribute shall span to the corners not specified by bottomRight and/or bottomLeft attributes.
In Part 4, §2.6.2, page 598, add the following attributes to element bottom:
Attributes

Description

id (Custom Defined
Border Relationship
Reference)

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom border image
for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a separate part within
the WordprocessingML package.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom border shall be used when the parent element
is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom bottom
border in a document:
<w:bottom w:val="custom" r:id="rIdCustomBottomBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomBottomBorder shall contain the custom bottom border
image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

bottomLeft
(Custom Defined
Bottom Left Border

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom bottom left
border image for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a
separate part within the WordprocessingML package.
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Attributes
Relationship
Reference)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

Description
The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom bottom left border shall be used when the
parent element is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom bottom left
border in a document:
<w:bottom w:val="custom" r:bottomLeft="rIdCustomBottomLeftBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomBottomLeftBorder shall contain the custom bottom left
border image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

bottomRight
(Custom Defined
Bottom Right
Border Relationship
Reference)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom bottom right
border image for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a
separate part within the WordprocessingML package.
The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom bottom left border shall be used when the
parent element is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom bottom right
border in a document:
<w:bottom w:val="custom" r:bottomRight="rIdCustomBottomRightBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomBottomRightBorder shall contain the custom bottom
right border image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

In Part 4, §2.6.2, page 603, line 2, element bottom is modified to use complex type CT_BottomPageBorder
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_BottomPageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_PageBorder">
<attribute ref="r:bottomLeft" use="optional"/>
<attribute ref="r:bottomRight" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

In Part 4, §2.6.7, page 612, after line 20, modify the left element definition in the following manner:
When a document has a left border that is relative to the text (using the offsetFrom attribute value of text on
pgBorders), it shall span only the necessary width to satisfy the requirement of spanning the width of the text.
When a document has custom border art specified by the id attribute, it shall use the corresponding relationship
part item as an image for the left border. If the corresponding relationship part item cannot be located, the
consumer shall use the border specified by the value of the val attribute. If the corresponding value of the val
attribute cannot be resolved, no left border is present when the page is displayed.

In Part 4, §2.6.7, page 613, add the following attribute to element left:
Attributes

Description

id (Custom Defined
Border Relationship
Reference)

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom border image
for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a separate part within
the WordprocessingML package.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom border shall be used when the parent element
is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom bottom
border in a document:
<w:bottom w:val="custom" r:id="rIdCustomBottomBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomBottomBorder shall contain the custom bottom border
image for the document. end example]
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

In Part 4, §2.6.7, page 618, line 2, element left is modified to use complex type CT_PageBorder:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_PageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_Border">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

In Part 4, §2.6.15, page 634, line 4, modify the right element definition in the following manner:
When a document has a right border that is relative to the text (using the offsetFrom attribute value of text on
pgBorders), it shall only span the necessary width to satisfy the requirement of spanning the width of the text.
When a document has custom border art specified by the id attribute, it shall use the corresponding relationship
part item as an image for the right border. If the corresponding relationship part item cannot be located, the
consumer shall use the border specified by the value of the val attribute. If the corresponding value of the val
attribute cannot be resolved, no right border is present when the page is displayed.
In Part 4, §2.6.15, page 635, add the following attribute to element right:
Attributes

Description

id (Custom Defined
Border Relationship
Reference)

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom border image
for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a separate part within
the WordprocessingML package.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom border shall be used when the parent element
is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom bottom
border in a document:
<w:bottom w:val="custom" r:id="rIdCustomBottomBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
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Attributes

Description
with relationship ID rIdCustomBottomBorder shall contain the custom bottom border
image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

In Part 4, §2.6.15, page 640, line 2, element right is modified to use CT_PageBorder:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_PageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_Border">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

In Part 4, §2.6.21, page 652, after line 6, modify the top element definition in the following manner:
When a document has a top border that is relative to the text (using the offsetFrom attribute value of text on
pgBorders), it shall only span the necessary width to satisfy the requirement of spanning the width of the text.
When a document has custom border art specified by attributes topLeft, topRight, and/or id, it shall use the
corresponding relationship part item as an image for the top left corner, top right corner, and/or top border,
respectively. If the corresponding relationship part item cannot be resolved the consumer shall use the border
specified by the value of the val attribute. If the corresponding value of the val attribute cannot be resolved no
top left corner, top right corner, or top border is present when the page is displayed.
When a document has a custom border art specified by attribute id without specifying either attributes
topRight and/or topLeft, the top border as resolved by the corresponding relationship part item of attribute id
shall span to the corners not specified by topRight and/or topLeft attributes.

In Part 4, §2.6.21, page 653, add the following attributes to element top:
Attributes

Description

id (Custom Defined
Border Relationship
Reference)

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom border image
for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a separate part within
the WordprocessingML package.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument

The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
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Attributes
/2006/relationship
s

Description
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom border shall be used when the parent element
is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom bottom
border in a document:
<w:bottom w:val="custom" r:id="rIdCustomBottomBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomBottomBorder shall contain the custom bottom border
image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

topLeft (Custom
Defined Top Left
Border Relationship
Reference)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom top left
border image for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a
separate part within the WordprocessingML package.
The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom top left border shall be used when the parent
element is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom top left border
in a document:
<w:top w:val="custom" r:topLeft="rIdCustomTopLeftBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomTopLeftBorder shall contain the custom top left border
image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

topRight (Custom
Defined Top Right
Border Relationship
Reference)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument

Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the custom top right
border image for the parent element. This custom border image is contained in a
separate part within the WordprocessingML package.
The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/image or
the document shall be considered non-conformant.
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Attributes
/2006/relationship
s

Description
If this attribute is omitted, then no custom top left border shall be used when the parent
element is instantiated.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for a custom top right
border in a document:
<w:top w:val="custom" r:topRight="rIdCustomTopRightBorder" .../>
The id attribute in the relationship reference namespace specifies that the relationship
with relationship ID rIdCustomTopRightBorder shall contain the custom top right
border image for the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

In Part 4, §2.6.21, page 657, line 2, element top is modified to use complex type CT_TopPageBorder:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_TopPageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_PageBorder">
<attribute ref="r:topLeft" use="optional"/>
<attribute ref="r:topRight" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

Updates to wml.xsd:
Add a new complex type CT_PageBorder:
<complexType name="CT_PageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_Border">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

We will add a new complex type CT_TopPageBorder:
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<complexType name="CT_TopPageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_PageBorder">
<attribute ref="r:topLeft" use="optional"/>
<attribute ref="r:topRight" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

We will add a new complex type CT_BottomPageBorder:
<complexType name="CT_BottomPageBorder">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_PageBorder">
<attribute ref="r:bottomLeft" use="optional"/>
<attribute ref="r:bottomRight" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

Updates to orel.xsd, the following top-level attributes are added:
<xsd:attribute
<xsd:attribute
<xsd:attribute
<xsd:attribute

name="topLeft" type="ST_RelationshipId" />
name="topRight" type="ST_RelationshipId" />
name="bottomLeft" type="ST_RelationshipId" />
name="bottomRight" type="ST_RelationshipId" />
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Response 22
Comment ID

AU-0022
Clause: Part 4
s3.8.40 Table
Styles
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The phrasing of this section is unclear, and there appears to
be conformance requirements that go against the ―purely
syntactic‖ requirement of Part 1.
Furthermore, it is appropriate for information of this kind to be
separated into an annex.

Proposed change by the MB
The meaning of the first paragraph is
entirely unclear and needs to be
rephrased.
Move all the built-in style definitions
DIS Part 4 3.8.40 into a separate
normative Annex ―Basic Table Styles‖.
Rephrase the annex to say ―The
following style names are reserved by
this standard.‖

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the first paragraph in Part 4, §3.8.40, page 2,148, lines 18–21 could be worded more clearly. This
subclause would also benefit from having the table of built-in styles moved to Part 4, §D. (It was also determined
that Part 4, §3.8.7 should be updated in a similar way.) The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.8.40, page 2,148
This element represents a single table style definition. The built-in table styles are written in the tableStyle
element by name, but the corresponding tableStyleElement elements are assumed rather than explicitly
written. Following is a listing of each of the built-in table style definitions, whose normative definition is in
Annex D.
Any of the built-in tables styles, along with any additional table styles explicitly defined shall be supported by
applications implementing table styles.
This element represents a single table style definition that indicates how a spreadsheet application should
format and display a table.
Each of the tableStyle elements contains a collection of tableStyleElement elements that define formatting for
a particular region of the table.
Annex D contains a listing of table styles whose tableStyleElement elements are implied rather than explicitly
saved in the file. In this case a name attribute is written on the tableStyle record, but no corresponding
tableStyleElement elements are written.
All of the built-in, named table styles defined in Annex D shall be supported by applications implementing table
styles.
[Note: Each of the table styles is made up of a collection of formatting definitions, each of which corresponds to
a particular structured region of the table. An application can decide to support these built-in types, and can also
decide to define more styles, each with their own definitions. An application can also decide whether the user
will be allowed to customize or further define additional table styles. end note]
Part 4, §3.8.40
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The Table Style and PivotTable Style tables currently shown in §3.8.40 of the specification will be moved to
Annex D.
Part 4, §3.8.7, page 2,101
This element expresses represents the name and related formatting records for a named cell style in this
workbook.
The built-in cell styles are written here by name, but the corresponding formatting records are assumed rather
than explicitly written. Following is a listing of each of the built-in cell style definitions, whose normative
definition is in Annex D. Also following is a table mapping the builtinId value to the cell style name.
Annex D contains a listing of cellStyles whose corresponding formatting records are implied rather than explicitly
saved in the file. In this case, a builtinID attribute is written on the cellStyle record, but no corresponding
formatting records are written.
For all built-in cell styles, the builtinId determines the style, not the name. For all cell styles, Normal is applied
by default.
Part 4, §3.8.7
The Cell Style table currently shown in §3.8.7 of the specification will be moved to Annex D.
Part 4, §Annex D, page 5,206, after line 8
<<The revisions in this Annex will incorporate the related material provided in electronic format.>>

Built-in Table Styles
Following is a table of the built-in table style names and informative example of formatting. These style names
shall be supported by applications implementing table styles.
<<The Table Style table currently shown in §3.8.40 of the specification will be inserted here. The built-in cell
styles will go before the built-in table styles to match the order they have in the bullets in Annex D>>
<<The PivotTable Style table currently shown in §3.8.40 of the specification will be inserted here.>>

Built-in Cell Styles
Following is a listing of the built-in cell style names, corresponding builtinId value and informative example of
formatting.
<<The Cell Style table currently shown in §3.8.40 of the specification will be inserted here.>>
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Response 23
Comment ID

AU-0023
Clause: Part 4
s3.18.96
ST_Xstring
(Escaped String)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This datatype allows characters that are not allowed in XML
markup to be represented. These primarily include are control
characters.
While this might be a reasonable technique for encoding
binary data, as an alternative to XML Schema‘s Bin16 and
Bin64 encodings, an examination of the elements which are
defined using this datatype shows many if not all are simple
strings, such as author name.
As a consequence, this datatype is highly undesirable and bad
practise.
In the particular case where a data field is basically textual
however it may be generated by a system that does not follow
XML conventions, then this data type may be used.

In almost all cases in s3.18.96 and
associated schema components,
change the type to reference xsd:String
instead of ST_Xstring. The normal XML
restrictions will then apply. This must
be done for all uses in names, titles,
ids, numbers, formats, captions, etc.
(Where a data field is basically textual
however it may be generated by a
system that does not follow XML
conventions, then this data type may be
used.)

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the use of this data type should be limited as much as possible. The reason it exists is because
there are characters that are valid in SpreadsheetML content, but are not valid according to the XML string data
type (for instance, the Unicode character 8 [BACKSPACE] is invalid in an XML 1.0 document). (Such characters
can be entered via the CHAR function.) We have reviewed the usage of the ST_Xstring type and confirmed
that its usage is limited to only those places where the content cannot be controlled by the file format (i.e., user
strings, data from external data sources, etc.). No change will be made.
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Response 24
Comment ID

DK-0165
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Minor editorial comments to the following formulas, all found
on
http://www.xmlopen.org/ooxmlwiki/index.php/3._Spreadsheet
ML_Reference_Material#3.17.7.17_.5Bp2546.2C_AVEDEV_a
rgument-list.5D
1. CELL
2. CHAR
3. CHIINV 15
4. CHITEST 15
5. CHIINV 15
6. CHANGE 15
7. CORREL
8. COVAR
9. CUBEKPIMEMBER
10. CUBEKPIMEMBER
11. CUBEMEMBER
12. DATE
13. DATEVALUE
14. DAVERAGE
15. DAY
16. DEVSQ
17. DISC
18. DOLLARDE
19. DOLLARFR
20. DURATION
21. EXACT
22. FIND
23. FINDB
24. FINV
25. FIXED
26. FORCAST
27. GAMMAINV
28. HOUR
29. HYPERLINK
30. INTERCEPT
31. IRR
32. KURT
33. LINEST
34. LOWER
35. MDURATION
36. MEDIAN
37. NORMINV
38. NORMSINV
39. OR
40. PEARSON
41. PI
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Proposed change by the MB

RSQ
SEARCH/SEARCHB
SLOPE
STDEV
STDEVA
STDEVP
STDEVPA
STEYX
VAR
VARA
VARP
VARPA
WORKDAY
YEARFRAC

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the formulas subclause of the SpreadsheetML clause is very important, and we have done our
best to ensure that it is both accurate and complete. Specific inaccuracies that have been found and raised –
such as those listed at the provided URL, http://www.xmlopen.org/ooxmlwiki/index.php/3._SpreadsheetML_Reference_Material - are being addressed.
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Response 25
Comment ID

AU-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
multiple clauses
Paragraph: -

CA-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.12
Paragraph: ASIN

CL-0017
Clause: Part 4,
section
3.17.7.287
Paragraph: Sin()
function

CL-0018
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.17.7.50
Paragraph:
Cos() function

CL-0019
Clause: Part 4,
section
3.17.7.313
Paragraph: Tan()
function

CL-0020
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.17.7.12
Paragraph:
Asin() function

CL-0021
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.17.7.4
Paragraph:
Acos() function

CL-0022
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.17.7.14
Paragraph:
Atan() function

CL-0023
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.17.7.15
Paragraph:
Atan2() function

CL-0159

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Trigonometric function which fails to specify which units are
used for angles (degrees or radians)

Specify correct units as required

It is not indicated whether the argument shall be in radians or
degrees. This same omission is evident in the definition of
ACOS, ATAN, SIN, COS, TAN and TAN2 functions.

Specify the angular units to be in
radians as reflected in the example.

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

Specification for this function does not specify wheter angle
arguments are expressed as radians or degrees.

To specify if argument should be
expressed as radians or degrees..

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or

Specify the angular units that this
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.287
Paragraph: SINE

degrees

parameter is in

CL-0166

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.313
Paragraph: TAN

CL-0178
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.4
Paragraph:
ACOS

CL-0182
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.50
Paragraph: COS

CO-0159
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.4
Paragraph:
ACOS
2536(2543)

CO-0162
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.12
Paragraph: ASIN
2542(2549)

CO-0163
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.14
Paragraph:
ATAN 2544
(2551)

CO-0164
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.15
Paragraph:
ATAN2
2544
(2551)

CO-0174
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.50
Paragraph: COS
2577 (2584)

CO-0201
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.287
Paragraph: SIN
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

2777(2784)

CO-0202
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.313
Paragraph: TAN
2797(2804)

DK-0161
Clause: Part 4
Section
3.17.7.287
3.17.7.50
3.17.7.313
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0024
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7
Paragraph: -

FR-0440
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.4
ACOS
Paragraph: page
2536, line 16

FR-0444
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.12
ASIN
Paragraph: page
2543, line 5

FR-0445
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.14
ATAN
Paragraph: page
2544, line 7

FR-0446
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.15
ATAN2
Paragraph: page
2544, line 23

FR-0482
Clause: Part 4,

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

The type of units on the values value for trig functions are not
specified (radians or degrees)
SIN
COS
TAN
ASIN
ACOS
ATAN
ATAN2

State that measurements are all in
radians

The specification for the trig functions does not specify
whether input and output parameters that represent angles are
in radians or some other unit.

State that all parameters (both input
and output) that represent angles are in
radians. This includes at least input
arguments to SIN, COS, and TAN, as
well as return values from ASIN,
ACOS, ATAN and ATAN2. For every
return value, specify the range of
values (remembering that the inverse
trigonometric functions are multivalued).

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in radians
or degrees.

Specify the angular units that should be
returned.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in radians
or degrees.

Specify the angular units that should be
returned.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in radians
or degrees.

Specify the angular units that should be
returned.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in radians
or degrees.

Specify the angular units that should be
returned.

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section
3.17.7.287 SIN
Paragraph: page
2777, line 18

FR-0490
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.313 TAN
Paragraph: page
2798, line 1

FR-0505
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.50
COS
Paragraph: page
2577, line 15

GB-0371
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.7.4
[p2536, ACOS]
Paragraph: -

GB-0374
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.7.12
[p2542, ASIN]
Paragraph: -

GB-0375
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.14
[p2544, ATAN]
Paragraph: -

GB-0376
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.15
[p2544, ATAN2]
Paragraph: -

GB-0386
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.50
[COS]
Paragraph: -

GB-0424
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.287
[SINE]
Paragraph: -

GB-0431
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.313
[TAN]

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that should returned.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees.

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that should returned.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees.

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that should returned.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees.

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that should returned.

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that this parameter is in.

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that this parameter is in.

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Proposed change: Specify the angular
units that this parameter is in.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

GR-0103
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.4
Paragraph:
ACOS

IE-0007
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
Paragraph: -

IN-0073
Clause: 3.17.7.4
3.17.7.12
3.17.7.14
3.17.7.15
Paragraph:
ACOS ASIN
ATAN ATAN2

PH-0002
Clause:
3.7.17.53 and
3.17.287
Paragraph: -

US-0173
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.4
Paragraph:
ACOS

US-0176
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.12
Paragraph: ASIN

US-0177
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.14
Paragraph:
ATAN

US-0178
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.15
Paragraph:
ATAN2

US-0185
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.50

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

For the trigonometric functions, SIN (Part 4, Section
3.17.7.287), COS (Part 4, Section 3.17.7.50) and TAN (Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.313), the specification fails to state whether
their arguments should express angles in radians or degrees.
A similar problem exists for the return value of the inverse
functions, ASIN (Part 4, Section 3.17.7.12), ACOS (Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.4), ATAN (Part 4, Section 3.17.7.14), and
ATAN2 (Part 4, Section 3.17.7.15).

The specification should be changed to
declare the use of radians for
arguments to these functions.

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

These are the sections which describes trigonometric Sine and
Cosine functions as well as other sections describing other
trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions, this fail to
specify if the arguments are in degree or radians. This built-in
ambiguity in the specification can potentially lead to grossly
inaccurate results as well as non-interoperable implementation
of this part of the standard.
It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the returned value shall be in
radians or degrees

Specify the angular units that should
returned

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: COS

US-0220
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.287
Paragraph: SINE

US-0227
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.313
Paragraph: TAN

UY-0009
Clause: Part 4,
sections:
3.17.7.287,
3.17.7.50,
3.17.7.31
Paragraph: -

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

It is not indicated whether the parameter is in radians or
degrees

Specify the angular units that this
parameter is in

The unit of the arguments of the following functions are not
established, SIN, COS, TAN, ASIN, ACOS, ATAN and ATAN2.

It is requested to specify that the
arguments of the trigonometric
functions are in radians.

Proposed Disposition
The unit of arguments and return values that represent angles is the radian. The formulas having such
arguments or return values are ACOS, ASIN, ATAN, ATAN2, COS, SIN, and TAN. This will be made explicit in the
descriptions of each of these formulas by the addition of the text ", in radians," or ", in radians", as appropriate,
as highlighted in the samples below:
3.17.7.50 COS
Syntax:
COS ( x )

Arguments:
Name
x

Type
number

Description
The value, in radians, whose cosine is to be determined.

3.17.7.4 ACOS
Syntax:
ACOS ( x )

Return Type and Value: number – The arc cosine of x, in radians.
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Response 26
Comment ID

AU-0026

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Incorrect formula for Average Deviation function

Change to correct formula

The example given is incorrect. It is a formula for calculating
the number of combinations of n things taken k at a time. This
does not concern absolute deviation.

Perhaps the formula below may be
beneficial to be included:

Function description and function math calculation for this
function are incoherent. Equation describes number of
combinations of N over K, and function description is about
average deviation of a set of values.

To correct this error.

The example given is incorrect. It is a formula for calculating
the number of combinations of n things taken k at a time. This
does not concern absolute deviation.

Provide a correct example.

AVEDEV function is using an incorrect formula.

Correct formula to read :

AVEDEV shows an incorrect formula.

Use the correct formula.

The mathematical formula given is incorrect. It is a formula for
calculating the number of combinations of n things taken k at a
time. This does not concern absolute deviation.

Provide a correct formula.

The example given is incorrect. It is a formula for calculating
the number of combinations of n things taken k at a time. This
does not concern absolute deviation.

Proposed change: Provide a correct
example.

For the function AVEDEV (average deviation), the formula
given is incorrect and does not give the average deviation.

The correct formula should be included.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

CA-0070
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

CL-0024
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph:
Avedev() function

CO-0165
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.17
Paragraph:
AVEDEV
2545(2552)

DK-0162
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0025
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

FR-0466
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
AVEDEV
Paragraph: page
2545, line 27

GB-0378
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.17
[p2546, AVEDEV
example]
Paragraph: -

MT-0004
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

PH-0003
Clause:
3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

This section which specifies the behaviour of AVEDEV which
is supposed to return the average of the absolute deviations of
its arguments is completely wrong as the corresponding
formula in the specifications is to calculate the number of
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

combinations of ―n‖ things taken ―k‖ at a time which is
completely different function.

US-0276
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph:
AVEDEV

UY-0010
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph: -

The example given is incorrect. It is a formula for calculating
the number of combinations of n things taken k at a time. This
does not concern absolute deviation.

Provide a correct example.

The AVEDEV function should return the average deviation of a
list of values. However, the formula given for this function is
actually for the calculation of the number of combinations of n
things taken k at a time.

It is requested to place the correct
formula for standard deviation

Proposed Disposition
Yes, the formula for this SpreadsheetML function is incorrect. In Part 4, §3.17.7.17, page 2,545, line numbers
26–27, it will be changed from
The number of combinations is as follows, where number = n and number-chosen = k:

to
The average of the absolute deviations of a set of data points from their mean is as follows, where n is the
number of arguments in argument-list, x is an argument in argument-list, and x-bar is the x mean value:
1
𝑛

𝑥− 𝑥
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Response 27
Comment ID

AU-0027
Clause: Part
4,Section
3.17.7.47
Paragraph: -

CL-0179
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.47
Paragraph:
CONFIDENCE

CO-0171
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.47
Paragraph:
CONFIDENCE
2571(2578)

DK-0163

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Confidence function incorrectly assumes normal distribution,
rather than specifying the type of distribution.

Correct function to incorporate
specification of type of distribution

This function cannot be calculated without making an
assumption about the distribution of the data? Are we
assuming normally distributed data? uniformly distributed
data?

Make the distribution assumptions
explicit.

This function cannot be calculated without making an
assumption about the distribution of the data? Are we
assuming normally distributed data? uniformly distributed
data?

Make the distribution assumptions
explicit.

CONFIDENCE function needs some more information

Make it clear that this assumed a
Normal distribution

CONFIDENCE function is light on specification.

Review this specification and augment,
as necessary.

Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.7.47
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0026
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.47
Paragraph: -

FR-0502
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.47
CONFIDENCE
Paragraph: page
2571, line 30

GB-0383
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.47
[p2564, CHIINV
15]
Paragraph: -

US-0182
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.47
Paragraph:
CONFIDENCE

UY-0011
Clause: Part
4,Section
3.17.7.47
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

This function cannot be calculated without making an
Make the distribution assumptions
assumption about the distribution of the data? Are we assuming explicit.
normally distributed data? uniformly distributed data?

This function cannot be calculated without making an
assumption about the distribution of the data? Are we
assuming normally distributed data? uniformly distributed
data?

Proposed change: Make the
distribution assumptions explicit.

This function cannot be calculated without making an
assumption about the distribution of the data? Are we
assuming normally distributed data? uniformly distributed
data?

Make the distribution assumptions
explicit.

The CONFIDENCE function. as stipulated in OOXML, returns
the confidence interval around a population sample being
given an alpha value, a standard deviation and a sample size.
The problem is that this function is under-defined. One must
make an assumption, not stated here, as to the shape of the
data distribution.

It is requested to clarify that the
distribution used is a normal
distribution.
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Proposed Disposition
The CONFIDENCE function assumes a normal distribution, and this will be noted in Part 4, §3.17.7.47, page
2,571, line 30, as shown below. Certainly, other definitions of CONFIDENCE are possible; an implementation
could define a new function to support additional distribution types. In the interest of backwards compatibility
with the corpus of existing documents, it was decided to not modify the existing function to support alternate
distribution types.
3.17.7.47 CONFIDENCE
Syntax:
CONFIDENCE ( alpha , standard-dev , size )

Description: Computes a value that can be used to construct a confidence interval for a population mean. The
CONFIDENCE function assumes a normal distribution for calculation.
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Response 28
Comment ID

AU-0028
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
Paragraph: -

CL-0180
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
Paragraph:
CONVERT

CO-0172
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.48
Paragraph:
CONVERT
2572(2579)

ECMA-0027
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.48
Paragraph: -

FR-0503
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
CONVERT
Paragraph:
pages 2572-2575

GB-0384
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.48
[p2572, CHANGE
15]
Paragraph: -

IE-0006
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
Paragraph:
Table ―Liquid
Measure‖, p2575

MT-0003
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
Paragraph: -

PH-0004

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Convert function assumes particular measurements (eg, cup =
8oz/240ml); whereas other countries have alternative
measurement (Aust cup = 250ml, UK = 285ml).

Correct function to ensure conversions
are based on local standards, not a
single US standard.

This function is ambiguously defined, especially with regards
to the traditional units of measure. For example, a tablespoon
is 15ml in the US, but 20ml in Australia. Which is meant here?
Similarly, a cup is defined differently in various countries, e.g.
8 oz in US, except the FDA defines it for food labeling
purposes as 240ml, while it is 250ml in Australia and 285ml in
the UK.

Refine the definition of this function,
especially with respect to pre-metric
measures so as to remove ambiguity.

This function is ambiguously defined, especially with regards
to the traditional units of measure. For example, a tablespoon
is 15ml in the US, but 20ml in Australia. Which is meant here?
Similarly, a cup is defined differently in various countries, e.g.
8 oz in US, except the FDA defines it for food labeling
purposes as 240ml, while it is 250ml in Australia and 285ml in
the UK. Also, the unit Pica is oncorrectly defined as 1/72 inch
when it should be 1/72 foot.

Refine the definition of this function,
especially with respect to pre-metric
measures so as to remove ambiguity.

CONVERT doesn‘t specify which ―cup‖ or ―tablespoon‖ version
to use
Possibly provide a link to the NIST definitions:
http://physics.nist.gov/Pubs/SP811/appenB9.html#VOLUME

Provide this information.

This function is ambiguously defined, especially with regards to
the traditional units of measure. For example, a tablespoon is
15ml in the US, but 20ml in Australia. Which is meant here?
Similarly, a cup is defined differently in various countries, e.g. 8
oz in US, except the FDA defines it for food labeling purposes
as 240ml, while it is 250ml in Australia and 285ml in the UK.

Refine the definition of this function,
especially with respect to pre-metric
measures so as to remove ambiguity.

This function is ambiguously defined, especially with regards
to the traditional units of measure. For example, a tablespoon
is 15ml in the US, but 20ml in Australia. Which is meant here?
Similarly, a cup is defined differently in various countries, e.g.
8 oz in US, except the FDA defines it for food labeling
purposes as 240ml, while it is 250ml in Australia and 285ml in
the UK.

Proposed change: Refine the
definition of this function, especially
with respect to pre-metric measures so
as to remove ambiguity. Page.

Some units of measure allowed as arguments to the
CONVERT function are under-defined. Traditional liquid
measures such as ―cup‖ and ―tablespoon‖ vary from country to
country. The DIS does not specify which version is assumed.

The specification should define the
units of measurement for arguments to
the CONVERT function.

For units such as ―cup‖, ―tablespoon‖ and ―teaspoon‖, different
countries have different equivalent values in liters. For
instance a ―cup‖ could mean 8oz, 285ml or 250ml in the US,
UK and Australia respectively. For conversion, these must be
clarified.

Specification of the standard of
measurement which is intended should
be considered.

This section which specifies the CONVERT function allows
liquid measure conversion such as from liters to cups or
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause:
3.17.7.48
Paragraph: -

spoons. Different countries have different standard sized cups
and spoons and this ambiguity can further complicate
applications implementing this standard.

US-0183

This function is ambiguously defined, especially with regards
to the traditional units of measure. For example, a tablespoon
is 15ml in the US, but 20ml in Australia. Which is meant here?
Similarly, a cup is defined differently in various countries, e.g.
8 oz in US, except the FDA defines it for food labeling
purposes as 240ml, while it is 250ml in Australia and 285ml in
the UK.

Refine the definition of this function,
especially with respect to pre-metric
measures so as to remove ambiguity.

The CONVERT function converts one unit to another. Some
allowed conversions specifically include liquid measure
conversions such as from liters to cups or tablespoons. But the
references are not specified. Traditional liquid measures vary
depending on the country.

It is requested to include the reference
to the NIST (from where the references
have been taken) or its equivalent in
ISO and the list of valid measures with
its equivalences at the time of
reviewing the standard.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
Paragraph:
CONVERT

UY-0012
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.48
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
We agree that several of the measures inside the CONVERT function are ambiguously defined. We will make the
following changes:
Part 4, §3.17.7.48, page 2,572, line 17
Description: Converts a number from one measurement system to another.
Part 4, §3.17.7.48, page 2,575, the first table
Liquid Measure
Unit String

Meaning

Cup

Traditional U.S. Cup (1/2 U.S. pint)

Gal

U.S. Gallon

l or lt

Liter

Oz

U.S. Fluid ounce

Pt or
us_pt

U.S. pint

Qt

U.S. Quart

Tbs

Traditional U.S. Tablespoon (1/2 U.S. fluid ounce)

Tsp

Traditional U.S. Teaspoon (1/6 U.S. fluid ounce)

uk_pt

U.K. pint

Part 1, •3, “Normative References”, add the following:
“NIST Guide to SI Units”, http://physics.nist.gov/Pubs/SP811/appenB9.html
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Response 29
Comment ID

AU-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.352
Paragraph: -

CA-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.49
Paragraph:
CORREL

CL-0156
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.244
Paragraph:
PEARSON

CL-0157
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.280
Paragraph: RSQ

CL-0160
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.291
Paragraph:
SLOPE

CL-0161
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.296
Paragraph:
STDEV

CL-0162
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.297
Paragraph:
STDEVA

CL-0163
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.298
Paragraph:
STDEVP

CL-0164

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Text instruction gives incorrect formula description (―where x is
the sample mean‖ instead of ―where x-bar is the sample
mean‖), which would lead to incorrect calculations if used. This
problem applies to 8 other statistical functions.

Correct the instructions.

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Change the text of each of these
clauses so it matches the notation of
the equation given. In most cases this
will be a change from "where x is the
sample mean" to "where x-bar is the
sample mean."

This error also occurs in many of the other statistical functions,
including: PEARSON, RSQ,
SLOPE,STDEV,STDEVA,STDEVP,STDEVPA,STEYX,VAR,V
ARA and VARP
The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It

Correct the text
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.299
Paragraph:
STDEVPA

should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

CL-0165

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

Definition is incomplete. Formulas don't stand for themselves.

Provide the complete definition.

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.300
Paragraph:
STEYX

CL-0167
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.335
Paragraph: VAR

CL-0168
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.336
Paragraph:
VARA

CL-0169
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.337
Paragraph:
VARP

CL-0170
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.338
Paragraph:
VARPA

CL-0181
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.49
Paragraph:
CORREL

CL-0183
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.63
Paragraph:
COVAR

CO-0173
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.49
Paragraph:
CORREL
2576(2583)

CO-0193
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.186
Paragraph:
KURT
2690(2697)

You need to connect the notation to the function arguments.
So, as stated, ―where s is the sample standard deviation‖, but
it should be followed by, ―and n is the number of data points in
the range, and X-bar is the sample mean‖

ECMA-0028

Some statistical functions say ―x is the sample mean‖ rather
than ―x-bar is the sample mean‖

They should say ―x-bar‖ rather than ―x‖.

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

Definition is incomplete. Formulas don't stand for themselves.
You need to connect the notation to the function arguments.
So, as stated, ―where s is the sample standard deviation‖, but it
should be followed by, ―and n is the number of data points in
the range, and X-bar is the sample mean‖

Provide the complete definition.

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7
Paragraph: -

FR-0461
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.125
FORECAST
Paragraph: page
2641, line 26

FR-0465
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.169
INTERCEPT
Paragraph: page
2679, line 27

FR-0469
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.186 KURT
Paragraph: page
2690, line 24

FR-0470
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.193
LINEST
Paragraph: page
2696, line 3

FR-0478
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.244
PEARSON
Paragraph: page
2742, line 3

FR-0479
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.280 RSQ
Paragraph: page
2771, line 21

FR-0483
Clause: Part 4,
Section
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

3.17.7.291
SLOPE
Paragraph: page
2780, line 9

FR-0484
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.296
STDEV
Paragraph: page
2783, line 18

FR-0485
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.297
STDEVA
Paragraph: page
2784, line 16

FR-0486
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.298
STDEVP
Paragraph: page
2785, line 10

FR-0487
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.299
STDEVPA
Paragraph: page
2786, line 5

FR-0488
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.300
STEYX
Paragraph: page
2787, line 2

FR-0491
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.335 VAR
Paragraph: page
2813, line 10

FR-0492
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.336 VARA
Paragraph: page
2814, line 3

FR-0493

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It

Correct the text
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.337 VARP
Paragraph: page
2814, line 21

should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

FR-0494

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.186
[KURT]
Paragraph: -

Definition is incomplete. Formulas don't stand for themselves.
You need to connect the notation to the function arguments.
So, as stated, ―where s is the sample standard deviation‖, but
it should be followed by, ―and n is the number of data points in
the range, and X-bar is the sample mean‖

Proposed change: Provide the
complete definition

GB-0413

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It

Correct the text

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.338
VARPA
Paragraph: page
2815, line 18

FR-0504
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.49
CORREL
Paragraph: page
2576, line 25

FR-0506
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.63
COVAR
Paragraph: page
2589, line 6

GB-0385
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.49
[CORREL]
Paragraph: -

GB-0387
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.63
[COVAR]
Paragraph: -

GB-0406
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.125
[FORCAST]
Paragraph: -

GB-0410
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.169
[INTERCEPT]
Paragraph: -

GB-0412
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.186
[LINEST]
Paragraph: -

should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

GB-0420

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It

Proposed change: Correct the text

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.244
[PEARSON]
Paragraph: -

GB-0422
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.280
[RSQ]
Paragraph: -

GB-0425
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.291
[SLOPE]
Paragraph: -

GB-0426
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.296
[STDEV]
Paragraph: -

GB-0427
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.297
[STDEVA]
Paragraph: -

GB-0428
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.298
[STDEVP]
Paragraph: -

GB-0429
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.299
[STDEVPA]
Paragraph: -

GB-0430
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.300
[STEYX]
Paragraph: -

GB-0432
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.335
[VAR]
Paragraph: -

GB-0433
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.336
[VARA]
Paragraph: -

should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

GB-0434

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Proposed change: Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

the definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

Definition is incomplete. Formulas don't stand for themselves.
You need to connect the notation to the function arguments.
So, as stated, ―where s is the sample standard deviation‖, but
it should be followed by, ―and n is the number of data points in
the range, and X-bar is the sample mean‖

Provide the complete definition.

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.337
[VARP]
Paragraph: -

GB-0435
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.338
[VARPA]
Paragraph: -

GR-0107
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.49
Paragraph:
CORREL

US-0184
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.49
Paragraph:
CORREL

US-0186
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.63
Paragraph:
COVAR

US-0203
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.125
Paragraph:
FORCAST

US-0207
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.169
Paragraph:
INTERCEPT

US-0209
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.186
Paragraph:
KURT

US-0210
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.186
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph:
LINEST

US-0217
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.244
Paragraph:
PEARSON

US-0218
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.280
Paragraph: RSQ

US-0221
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.291
Paragraph:
SLOPE

US-0222
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.296
Paragraph:
STDEV

US-0223
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.297
Paragraph:
STDEVA

US-0224
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.298
Paragraph:
STDEVP

US-0225
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.299
Paragraph:
STDEVPA

US-0226
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.300
Paragraph:
STEYX

US-0228
Clause: Part 4,

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the arguments in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar and y-bar are the sample means, not x
and y.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section
3.17.7.335
Paragraph: VAR

US-0229
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.336
Paragraph:
VARA

US-0230
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.337
Paragraph:
VARP

US-0231
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.338
Paragraph:
VARPA

UY-0013
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.352
Paragraph: -

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

The definition of the argument in the function is incorrect. It
should say that x-bar is the sample means, not x.

Correct the text

In the ZTEST function, the key error is found by following the
formula where it says, "where x is the sample mean." The
problem is that x-bar is the sample mean, not x.

Modify in this section the references to
X by X-bar

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to the formulas indicated at the start of each change:
56. STDEV, STDEVA, STDEVP, STDEVPA, VAR, VARA, VARP, VARPA, and ZTEST: Replace "x is the sample
mean" with "x is the sample value, and x-bar is the sample mean".
57. CORREL, COVAR, FORECAST, INTERCEPT, PEARSON, RSQ, SLOPE, and STEYX: Replace "x and y are the
sample means" with "x and y are the sample values, and x-bar and y-bar are the sample means".
58. LINEST: Replace "x and y are sample means" with " x and y are the sample values, x-bar and y-bar are
the sample means".
59. KURT: Append to "where s is the sample standard deviation" the text ", n is the number of data points in
the range, x is the sample value, and x-bar is the sample mean”.
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Response 30
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

CEILING function based on incorrect formula, gives incorrect
answers (eg, CEILING (-4.5) = -4, not -5 as incorrectly
calculated by ISO/IEC DIS 29500). Also, CEILING provides
incorrect help text

Correct errors in formula and help text

CEILING( x , significance ) doesn‘t round negative numbers
like some mathematical formulas (ex. Wolfram
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CeilingFunction.html)
; hence in risk of creating confusion.

Insert a informative note to clarify any
possible misunderstandings

CEILING - be clear in its definition as it is not the same as
another CEILING (see
http://www.openmalaysiablog.com/2007/07/mathematically.html)

Make this clarification.

MY-0015

Ceiling is defined as:

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.33
―CEILING‖
Paragraph: Page
2559 (2565)

―Computes a value that is x rounded-up, away from zero,‖ This
is not mathematically accurate when it involves negative
numbers.

The CEILING function should default to
the mathematically correct version with
a compatibility flag as an optional
parameter.

AU-0030
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.33
Paragraph: -

DK-0164
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.7.33
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0029
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.33
Paragraph: -

The mathematical definition specifies that negative values of x
is rounded towards zero.

e.g. =CEILING( -2.3, 1 ) should
evaluate to -2 (the mathematically
correct result) while =CEILING( -2.3, 1,
1) should evaluate to -3 ( the incorrect
but legacy result)

This error should not be propagated to our future
spreadsheets.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that, as defined, the CEILING function does not follow the generally accepted practice for negative
numbers. However, in order to maintain compatibility with the corpus of existing documents that use the
CEILING function and rely on its current behaviour, no change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.33 page 2,559.
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Response 31
Comment ID

BE-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1) The Belgian mirror group finds it very unfortunate for ISO to
support and develop different office document description
standards (such as ISO/IEC 26300 and ECMA 376) offering a
number of similar functionalities. The group furthermore has
been informed that for some of these standards future
extensions are being proposed, which should further increase
the overlap between their functionalities. The group therefore
urges the organizations promoting those separate standards
to work together, to develop a common set of functionalities
and to integrate them into a unique common base that every
document description standard should understand.
2) To facilitate this objective, the Belgian mirror group
proposes to deal separately with the issue of backwards
compatibility with existing legacy documents, which is also a
very useful objective.

CH-0013
Clause: Paragraph: -

CL-0001
Clause: Part 1,
introduction and
many clauses in
the rest
Paragraph: -

DE-0119
Clause: Paragraph: -

Es existiert bereits die Norm ISO26300, auch Open Document Format (ODF) genannt. Eine doppelte Normung
erhöht die Kostenbelastung sowohl für uns als Anbieter als
auch für unsere Kunden.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: There is an existing standard, ISO 26300, known as
Open Document Format (ODF). The double standardization
increases the charging of costs for us as a provider and as
well for our customers.]]
see above
Introduction explicitly says that OOXML objective is to be "fully
compatible with the large existing investments in Microsoft
Office documents". Standards should not be built to be
compatible with an existing software; it's exaclty the other way.

As there exists an ISO standard for
documents, spreadsheets and
presentations (ISO 26300, Open
Document Format), which is the
objective of OOXML, this standard
should be rejected in favor of ISO
26300.

There is "...considerable overlap between ISO/IEC 26300 and
ECMA-376 … [as] both standards cover the same user
needs."

Therefore we suggest:
1. a list of functionalities where ISO/IEC
26300 is to short and
2. an analyses of functionalities. that
need to be developed for ISO/IEC
26300
That could be shown in an informative
section

KR-0001
Clause: All
Paragraph: -

NZ-0003
Clause: Paragraph: -

Harmonization:
DIS 29500 does not have any specifications to ensure
interoperability for ISO/IEC 26300 approved as the
international standard to exchange office documents without
any limitations. If DIS 29500 is approved without securing
interoperability, it would give confusion to both a market and
users
Seek to harmonize with the existing ODF standard to reduce
the:


cost of interoperability



cost of having two Standards
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26300(ODF) not by plug-in translators
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the legacy binary format.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB


PE-0010
Clause: Paragraph: -

ZA-0003
Clause: General
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

cost of support/maintenance

Effort should be dedicated to improve ODF instead of propose
an alternate standard

Develop OOXML starting from ODF.

From the overall document contents, it is acutely clear that no
effort has been made in OOXML to start from the existing ISO
standard for the representation of documents in XML, that is
ODF 1.0, ISO/IEC 26300:2006. We can see no reason for that
deliberate departure and contend that unneeded differences
are harmful. We therefore request that the OOXML proposal
be rewritten starting from the existing standard.

Rewrite OOXML starting from ODF 1.0,
ISO/IEC 26300:2006, for all matters
that apply.

Proposed Disposition
There are currently several XML-based document formats in use, each designed to address a different set of
goals or requirements. These include ISO/IEC IS 26300 (ODF), China’s UOF, and ECMA-376 (DIS 29500 – Open
XML). All these formats have numerous implementations in multiple tools and multiple platforms (Linux,
Windows, Mac OS, hand-held devices).
The Ecma Response Document from the Fast Track 30-Day contradiction phase for DIS29500 addressed the
question of harmonization by explaining the differences between the ODF and Open XML formats as follows:
“... one must recognize that creating a single “merged” format to address the user requirements of both
ODF and OpenXML is a much more difficult goal—one that is hindered by fundamental obstacles
comparable to what one might encounter while merging HTML and ODF or HTML and PDF. This is
because of sheer difference of scope, feature and architecture. Ecma believes that one format cannot
simultaneously meet the requirements that would come from the merge of the two formats and the
stringent requirements of backward compatibility that drive the design of OpenXML.
First, while both formats share the high-level goal, to represent documents, presentations, and
spreadsheets in XML, their low-level goals differ fundamentally. OpenXML is designed to represent the
existing corpus of documents faithfully, even if that means preserving idiosyncrasies that one might not
choose given the luxury of starting from a clean slate. In the ODF design, compatibility with and
preservation of existing Office documents were not goals. Each set of goals is valuable; sacrificing either
at the expense of the other may not be in the best interest of users.
Second, the resulting differences are not merely variances in scope that could be resolved by adding
capabilities to one or the other. They are structural and architectural in nature. Where functionality
overlaps, the corresponding elements nonetheless differ in precise meaning, usage, capabilities, options,
and interaction with other elements. Even more importantly, the corresponding elements do not exist
in isolation, but are components of whole document models, with different rules and constraints for
such things as page/slide layout, flow, style inheritance, event processing, relative positioning,
calculation order, formula dependencies, chart construction, graphic templates, animations, and so on.
The resulting variations are not merely cosmetic. They compound to create qualitative disparities that,
although perfectly acceptable for much of the user base, can be significant for organizations that require
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high fidelity in layout, content, or editability. Differences between the implicit page style model of ODF
and the explicit page style model of OpenXML, differences in the models for splitting table cells,
differences in the style information associated with spreadsheet cells, and differences in the full formula
specification used in spreadsheets are only small examples of the hundreds of explicit design decisions
that ensure the information included in the existing formats is represented faithfully in the OpenXML
format.”
There are many translation tools already in existence that enable interoperability between different formats by
providing useful translation capabilities between ODF, Open XML and UOF.
We note that the German national standards body, DIN, has a committee, NIA-01-34 (see
http://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/fokus/fokus/presse/meldungen_fokus/2007/05/DIN-E.pdf), that is preparing a
Technical Report on the translation of documents between the IS 26300 and DIS 29500 formats. The members
of NIA-01-34 include format experts from a number of countries, working together to define the numerous
differences between these formats.
Ecma strongly supports any harmonization effort that enables better sharing of information and allows better
translation between the formats in the following way: Ecma believes that the work of the DIN (NIA-01-34)
committee is essential to any harmonization effort. The work of DIN (NIA-01-34) will enable the industry at large
to understand the detailed differences between the formats. Based on this detailed understanding, the ODF and
Open XML formats could be extended in the future in order to enable better sharing of information and allow
future translations tools to provide even better translation and interoperability between the formats.
Harmonization would require functional changes to two International Standards and would fall under the JTC 1
procedures for new work within SC 34 and could be done in the future. Such work should not be done in this
Fast-Track process and should not impede the adoption of DIS 29500.
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Response 32
Comment ID

BG-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

CH-0014
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1. To be ensured compatibility of ISO/IEC DIS 29500 with
other ISO/IEC standards i.e standards for numeric
representation of the dates and time (ISO 8601), codes for the
representation of names of languages (ISO 639),
cryptographic hash functions (ISO/IEC 10118-3) etc.
Die Spezifikation verletzt andere ISO Normen, wie zum
Beispiel ISO 8601 (Darstellung von Datum und Uhrzeit), ISO
639 (Namenund Landerkürzel) see above oder ISO/IEC
101183 (Kryptographischer Hash).
Eine Doppelnormung see above in diesem Be-reich hat
ebenfalls viele zusätzliche Kosten für uns und unsere Kunden
zur Folge.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: The specification ignores other ISO standards like ISO
8601 (description of date and time), ISO 639 (name and
country code) see above or ISO/IEC 101183 (cryptographic
algorithm).]]

Rejected: Request to discard the
proprietary has algorithms

Established: Various popular hash algorithms are fore-seen in
OOXML, as well as some proprietary ones (see Part 4,
2.15.1.28)

IN-0019
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

KR-0018
Clause: Paragraph: -

NO-0011
Clause: [Part 4]
2.18.15, 2.3.2.18,
3.2.27, 3.17.4.1,
etc.
Paragraph: -

Industry records its best practices through standardization.
The existing body of document and markup standards
represents a compendium of reviewed, approved, and
implemented best practices. The work of the Word Wide Web
Consortium (W3C)9 is especially relevant to XML document
formats, since they maintain the core XML standard as well as
related standards such as XHTML, CSS2, XSL, XPath,
XForms, SVG, MathML and SOAP, the standards that
represent the very backbone of XML and XML related
technologies.
=== OOXML, however, incorporates very little of the
consolidated best practices of the industry. Worse, would-be
implementers of OOXML are asked to use Microsoft's
proprietary, legacy formats, even when relevant and superior
W3C standards are at hand.

Use of existing standards preferable

Re-use of the existing standards:
DIS 29500 incorporates very little of existing standards.
Instead, it demands to use the specific vendor‘s proprietary
and the legacy formats, even though the relevant standards
exist. Approving DIS 29500 would result in reinventing the
wheel for the existing standards giving inconvenience to users

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

Summary:
OOXML should reference, use, and conform to existing
standards where applicable.
Justification:
It has been claimed that the current standard conflicts with
other ISO standards, such as ISO 8601 (Representation of
dates and times), ISO 639 (Codes for the representation of
names of languages) and ISO/IEC 10118-3 (Hash functions).
If this is the case, the specification should be brought into line
with these and other existing standards. The problem is
especially apparent in the case of the 'date1904' attribute. The
ambiguity regarding the status of the year 1900 should be

Ensure that 29500 does not conflict
with the above-mentioned standards
and use only ISO standard date
formats, not ambiguous numeric dates.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

resolved by using ISO standard dates everywhere.

TN-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

Veiller à l‘indépendance quant à l‘utilisation des algorithmes
d‘encryptages, des signatures et l‘utilisation des périphériques
satisfaisant aux standards internationaux
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: Make sure the independence of the use of the
encrypting algorithms, signatures and use of I/O peripherals
that follow international standards.]]

Proposed Disposition
We agree that standards can benefit from appropriate use of other existing standards, and DIS 29500 includes
normative references to many standards that have been ratified by ISO/IEC, IETF, W3C, and other standards
organizations. The following standards are normatively referenced by DIS 29500:


















Character Sets from IANA.
ISO/IEC 2382.1:1993, Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms.
ISO 8601:2004, Information interchange — Representation of dates and times
ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (all parts), Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set
(UCS).
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font
Format.
RFC 2119, Bradner, Scott, 1997: “Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels”.
RFC 2045, Borenstein, N., and N. Freed. “Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One:
Format of Internet Message Bodies.” The Internet Society. 1996.
RFC 2616, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul.
“Hypertext Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1.” The Internet Society. 1999.
RFC 3066, Alvestrand, H. “Tags for the Identification of Languages.” The Internet Society. 2001.
RFC 3339, Klyne, G. and C. Newman “Date and Time on the Internet: Timestamps.” The Internet Society.
2002.
RFC 3629, Yergeau, F. “UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646.” The Internet Society. 2003.
RFC 3986, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, and L. Masinter. “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic
Syntax.” The Internet Society. 2005.
The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined by: The Unicode Standard,
Version 5.0 (Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006. ISBN 0-321-48091-0).
XSLT, Clark, James, "XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium
Recommendation. 1999.
XML, Tim Bray, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, John Cowan, and François Yergeau
(editors). “Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.1,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. “XML Base.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2001.
XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave Hollander, Andrew Layman, and Richard Tobin (editors).
“Namespaces in XML 1.1.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2004.
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XML Path Language Specification, Version 1.0, W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999
XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004.
XML Schema Part 1: Structures Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004.
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004.
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc.
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Response 33
Comment ID

BG-0003
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

To be ensured full-scale support of Cyrillic alphabet in the
scope of application of this standard.

Proposed Disposition
We agreed that it is an important goal of the specification to be compatible with all known alphabet forms and
languages currently in use.
It is important to note that Office Open XML is fundamentally an application of XML, and, as such, it is an
intentional requirement that the ability to represent text in Cyrillic or other alphabets is not constrained beyond
what XML specifies. The XML 1.0 Recommendation allows for any character encoded in current versions of the
ISO/IEC 10646 standard. The relevant text from XML 1.0 follows:
[Definition: A parsed entity contains text, a sequence of characters, which may represent markup or
character data.] [Definition: A character is an atomic unit of text as specified by ISO/IEC 10646 [ISO/IEC
10646]. Legal characters are tab, carriage return, line feed, and the legal characters of Unicode and
ISO/IEC 10646. The versions of these standards cited in A.1 Normative References were current at the
time this document was prepared. New characters may be added to these standards by amendments or
new editions. Consequently, XML processors MUST accept any character in the range specified for Char.]
This ensures that all locations where user text is stored shall be capable of storing characters from the Cyrillic
alphabet.
It is also important to note that the specification will also be changing to reference the widely accepted standard
BCP 47 for language tags, in order to ensure the widest possible language support within Office Open XML.
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Response 34
Comment ID

BR-0001
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: [1]
2.15.3.31 [2]
2.15.3.32 [3]
2.15.3.41 [4]

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The elements :
―lineWrapLikeWord6‖[1],
―mwSmallCaps‖[2], ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖[3],
―suppressTopSpacingWP‖[4],
―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖[5],
―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖[6],
―useWord97LineBreakRules‖[7],
―wpJustification‖[8],
―wpSpaceWidth‖[9],
―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖[10],
―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖[11]
whose are defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's
behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail on how to
replicate this behavior.

BR-0064
Clause: Section
2.15.3
Paragraph: Pg.
1368

CA-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.15.03.06 Part
4, Section 02.15
Paragraph: -

The ―Compatibility Settings‖ are not available to understand
how the document is rendered.

Therre are about ten elements that are defined in terms of
mimicking a legacy application's behavior.


shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element



autoSpaceLikeWord95



wpSpaceWidth



footnoteLayoutLikeWW8



mwSmallCaps



suppressTopSpacingWP



truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6



useWord2002TableStyleRules



wpJustification



lineWrapLikeWord6

Proposed change by the MB

This group of elements should be more
explained, describing details about how
to implement it including one example
for each case, and all references to
mimic actions should be replaced by
reproduce actions defined in publicly
available external documents by
authoritative entities for each element.
By authoritative entities we mean the
holder of the technical specification
and/or the IPR.

The references in the ―Compatibility
Settings‖ section should be made to full
publicly available information.
Define the intended behavior.

There is a lack of sufficient detail as to how replicate this
behavior.

CA-0079
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.
Paragraph: 1368

This comment is with respect to the ten legacy-applicationmimicking elements defined in section 2.15.3
(shapeLayoutLikeWW8, autoSpaceLikeWord95,
wpSpaceWidth, footnoteLayoutLikeWW8, mwSmallCaps,
suppressTopSpacingWP, truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6,
useWord2002TableStyleRules, wpJustification,
lineWrapLikeWord6).
Not only is there not sufficient detail as to how to replicate this
behaviour, but referring to this proprietary behaviour makes it
difficult for developers to make compatible Assistive
Technologies. By making these part of the standard (as
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

opposed to application-specific extensions), this increases the
necessary complexity of AT's for
*all* applications when the elements only apply to specific
applications.
In dem Spezifikationsdokument fehlen Informationen, zum
Beispiel über die Bedeutung von Definitionen wie
autoSpaceLikeWord95 und use-Word97LineBreakRules. Dies
erschwert ebenfalls die Interoperabilität mit unseren
Produkten.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: Information is missing from the specification; for
example, the definition of autoSpaceLikeWord95 and the useWord97LineBreakRules. This prevents interoperability with our
products. ]]
Established: These definitions are missing.

CH-0016
Clause: Paragraph: -

No change

Established: These elements are not required by implementations.
Rejected: Claim that missing definitions cause interop-erability
problems

DE-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
2.15.3.6,
2.15.3.16, 2.
Paragraph: page
1378, lines 12-17,
page 1416, lines
14-17 p

DK-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15
Paragraph: -

1.

The <INSERT_ELEMENT_NAME_HERE> element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.
For e.g. ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖, ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖,
―lineWrapLikeWord6‖, ..., "doNotLeaveBackslashAlone" (page
2180)
In General: These ―compatibility‖ settings solve no general
problem. They are merely a museum of settings from previous
versions of Microsoft Word. No allowance has been made for
legacy settings from other applications. Better to have these
be application-specific settings using the existing extensibility
mechanisms of OOXML

There are more than 200 compatibility
settings that are fully documented in
Ecma-376. There are less than a dozen
for which additional clarification has
been requested. DIS 29500 should
provide more information about the
behavior of those dozen of compatibility
settings. In case an acceptable
description is too difficult to provide, the
associated compatibility setting should
be removed from DIS 29500.

Under-Defined Attributes. Throughout Part 4, Section 2.15 a
number of compatibility setting are defined:

The semantics of these tags are not
defined and thus it is not possible to
implement these without knowledge
that exists outside of the specification.
This is not acceptable for an
international standard.

useWord2002TableStyleRules,
useWord97LineBreakRules, wpJustification,
autoSpaceLikeWord95, footnoteLayoutLikeWW8,
lineWrapLikeWord6,
mwSmallCaps, shapeLayoutLikeWW8,
suppressTopSpacingWP, truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6,
useWord2002TableStyleRules.

Furthermore, given the possible
complexity of implementing these tags,
there is no option to ignore the tags. In
other words if they are present in a
document the application must behave
according to the tag (which of course is
not defined).
At the very least text should be added
to say that applications may ignore
these tags but must preserve them in
documents if they are present (i.e. must
not remove them).
Either the semantics of these tags must
be defined, or the tags must be allowed
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
to be ignored, or they must be removed
from the specification.

DK-0149
Clause: Part 4
2.15.3.62.15.3.26
2.15.3.312.15.3.3
22.15.3.
Paragraph: -

DK-0154
Clause: Part 4
2.15.3.6
2.15.3.26
2.15.3.31
2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

Several sections require the implementor to clone the
behaviour of a proprietary product, where the behaviour to
clone is not specified.
For example:
* Section 2.15.3.6, autoSpaceLikeWord95.
* Section 2.15.3.26, footnoteLayoutLikeWW8.
* Section 2.15.3.31, lineWrapLikeWord6.
* Section 2.15.3.32, mwSmallCaps.
* Section 2.15.3.41 shapeLayoutLikeWW8.
* Section 2.15.3.51, suppressTopSpacingWP.
* Section 2.15.3.53, truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6.
* Section 2.15.3.54, uiCompat97To2003.
* Section 2.15.3.63, useWord2002TableStyleRules.
* Section 2.15.3.64, useWord97LineBreakRules.
* Section 2.15.3.65, wpJustification.
* Section 2.15.3.66, wpSpaceWidth.
Specifications that say "clone this product," instead of explicitly
stating what behavior is required, have no place in an
international standard. It may also be illegal in some
jurisdictions to determine what such a non-specification
means, as discussed below regarding end-user license
agreements (EULAs).

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification

Misunderstandings about compatibility attributes
ECMA-376 contains a number of compatibility attributes, ex.:

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification



2.15.3.6 :autoSpaceLikeWord95



2.15.3.26: footnoteLayoutLikeWW8



2.15.3.31: lineWrapLikeWord6



2.15.3.32: mwSmallCaps



2.15.3.41: shapeLayoutLikeWW8



2.15.3.53: truncateFontHightsLikeWP6



2.15.3.54: uiCompat97To2003



2.15.3.63: useWord2002TableStyleRules



2.15.3.64: useWord97LineBreakRules



2.15.3.65: wpJustification


2.15.3.66: wpSpaceWidth
Although stated relatively clear in ECMA-376 that applications
shouldn‘t replicate the behaviour of this attributes, it have
created a lot of fuss and misunderstandings.

IE-0010
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph: -

This section defines Compatibility Settings used to preserve
visual fidelity of documents created in earlier word processing
applications. For several of the listed elements the semantics
are insufficiently defined, and the following guidance is given:
――To faithfully replicate this behavior, applications must imitate
the behavior of that application, which involves many possible
behaviors and cannot be faithfully placed into narrative for this
Office Open XML Standard. If applications wish to match this
behavior, they must utilize and duplicate the output of those
applications.‖
For example ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ (Section 2.15.3.6),
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The specification should be changed to
define the semantics of those tags for
which definitions can be supported.
For those which cannot ber defined, a
specific note should be added outlining
this issue and noting that under
different implementations different
behaviours may be exhibited
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ (Section 2.15.3.26), and
―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ (Section 2.15.3.64).

IN-0005
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IN-0017
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IN-0076
Clause:
2.15.3.26
2.15.3.31
2.15.3.32
2.15.3.41 2
Paragraph: -

KR-0006
Clause: Paragraph: -

MY-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Section
2.15.3.26, Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph: -

PT-0043
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.6

The OOXML serves the purpose of converting the existing
Microsoft owned proprietary documents into an XML
serialization. Since the outcome of this will contain elements
like "useWord97LineBreakRules", "footnoteLayoutLikeWW8",
"autoSpaceLikeWord95" "useWord2002TableStyleRules", etc.
=== E.g: from file wml.xsd: ===wml.xsd:
<xsd:element
name="useWord97LineBreakRules" type="CT_OnOff"
minOccurs="0" === wml.xsd:
<xsd:documentation>Emulate Word 6.x/95/97 Footnote
Placement</xsd:documentation> === wml.xsd:
<xsd:element name="autoSpaceLikeWord95"
type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0"> ===wml.xsd:
<xsd:documentation>Emulate Word 95 Full-Width Character
Spacing</xsd:documentation> === wml.xsd:
<xsd:element
name="useWord2002TableStyleRules" type="CT_OnOff"
minOccurs="0"> === Such tags have no value to other
vendors other than Microsoft. Such a model therefore is meant
to preserve some private namespace, and cannot be called a
standard. The purpose of a standard cannot be to preserve
historical blunders. If accepted, this will also create a
undesirable precedent in the standardization process. ===
Therefore this process will not lead to interoperability.

Add information to define this behaviour

the WordProcessingML part of OOXML lists a large number of
―Compatibility Settings‖4 which provide Microsoft the ability to
store information related to various behaviors from their legacy
applications. These settings have names like:
―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖, ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ and
―useWord97LineBreakRules.‖5 However, the OOXML
specification merely lists the names of these settings. It does
not define them. Microsoft alone knows what these settings
mean, but it declines to give a precise definition of them. This
clearly is not precise and certainly does not provide for
repeatable or common practice of these features.

Define these settings

Element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient
detail on how to replicate this behavior.

The request was that the text of the
standard should enlighten the rest of
the world as to what exactly this setting
does. The definition should be explicitly
highlighted in DIS document.

Insufficient information for legacy application behaviours:
Many elements in DIS 29500 mimic legacy application
behaviours However, the draft does not contain sufficient
details on how to replicate these behaviours

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Multiple sections in Ecma 376 (eg in Part 4, Section 2.15.3.26,
Part 4, Section 2.15.3.31, Part 4, Section 2.15.3.32) specify
implementation which is never defined. This makes it
impossible for external implementators to implement the
standard because there is no definition to follow.

Ecma 376 should be thoroughly
reviewed to remove any vague and
non-defined references.

The emulation (backward compatibility) functions for legacy
systems must not be mixed with the specification's functions
that reflect the technological state-of-the-art, as per Part 4.

The emulation functions described in
the specification (in example 2.15.3.6 –
autoSpaceLikeWord95 and others)
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Comment ID
and others
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Such a separation will make it easier to understand and
implement a current specification considering the methods
specified in ECMA 376, without having to worry about the
backward compatibility methods that currently appear in the
middle of all the other sub-specifications.
Such a separation will also help mitigating the complexity the
task of using a current implementation and getting a clearer
idea of the methods that have to be implemented to assure
backward compatibility in that implementation.

should be specified individually and put
in a new separate part of the standard
(e.g., Part 6 – Emulation Methods to
Provide For Backward Compatibility),
so as to isolate the updated
specification from the backward
compatibility specification.
This
would make
the
current
specification easy, clear and easy to
implement for implementers that do not
want to have to think about legacy
systems. On the other hand, the main
specification would become technically
'purer'
as
the
complexity
of
implementing the emulation methods
would be eliminated altogether.
The emulation methods could therefore
basically work like an extension to the
main specification that an implementer
might or not want to use as the
extension is part of the global
OpenXML specification.

PT-0044
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.6
and others
Paragraph: -

SG-0001
Clause:
Wordprocessing
ML
Paragraph: -

No technical specification is provided for the implementation of
any of the backward compatibility functions mentioned in the
previous item and in the ECMA specification 376. All that is
provided is basic Guidance.
In example 2.15.3.6, the specification differs from item
2.15.3.5 and is also less detailed.
In addition the guidelines mentioned, the backward
compatibility items should also include a corresponding
technical description which – even if short – could be used as
implementation guidance, so that the implementer won't have
to read or study the mentioned external sources in order to
reproduce behaviors (e.g., Word 95). More details are
provided in the next 11 comments.
We are concerned with the lack of sufficient detail in the
specification for a number of attributes, functions and features
used within the standard. These include, but not limited to, the
use of the following legacy tags:
a) footnoteLayoutLikeWW8
b) lineWrapLikeWord6
c) mwSmallCaps
d) shapeLayoutLikeWW8
e) autospaceLikeWord95
f) useWord2002TableStyleRules
g) useWord97LineBreakRules

US-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

Referencing of unexplained backward compatibility modes
pose a problem for third party implementers
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In proposed new Part 6 mentioned
above, (Part 6 – Emulation Methods to
Provide For Backward Compatibility),
include for instance the required
technical expansion for each item to
provide the implementer with the
information required to reproduce the
original behavior.

Fully define these aspects to enable the
specifications to be implemented
unambiguously by third party
developers.
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Comment ID

UY-0001
Clause: Section
2.15.3
Paragraph: -

VE-0008
Clause: Section
2.15.3
Paragraph: Pg.
1368

VE-0009
Clause: Section
2.15.3
Paragraph: Pg.
1368

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Several sections require the developer to reproduce the
behaviour of a propietary product, where the behaviour to be
reproduced is not specified.
Examples:
* 2.15.3.6 section page 2161, autoSpaceLikeWord95.
* 2.15.3.26 section page 2199, footnoteLayoutLikeWW8.
* 2.15.3.31 section page 2209, lineWrapLikeWord6.
* 2.15.3.32 section page 2210, mwSmallCaps.
* 2.15.3.41 section page 2225, shapeLayoutLikeWW8.
* 2.15.3.51 section page 2245, suppressTopSpacingWP.
* 2.15.3.53 section page 2250, truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6.
* 2.15.3.54 section page 2252, uiCompat97To2003.
* 2.15.3.63 section page 2264, useWord2002TableStyleRules.
* 2.15.3.64 section page 2265, useWord97LineBreakRules.
* 2.15.3.65 section page 2266, wpJustification.
* 2.15.3.66 section page 2268, wpSpaceWidth.
Indicating in an international standard that you should copy a
certain behaviour is not acceptable. The suitable way to do
this is to explain clearly the behaviour.
For example: autoSpaceLikeWord95 should be replaced by an
attribute that takes a numerical value or a serial of numerical
numbers.
The ―Compatibility Settings‖ are not available to understand
how the document is rendered.

The ―Compatibility Settings‖ are not available to understand
how the document is rendered.

Proposed change by the MB
The document must specify the
behaviour for each one of these tags

The references in the ―Compatibility
Settings‖ section should be made to full
publicly available information.

The references in the ―Compatibility
Settings‖ section should be made to full
publicly available information.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement each compatibility setting which was not
previously completely described. In addition, we will remove each of these settings (and all other application
compatibility settings) from their current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3, pages 1,368-1,487), and
place them into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
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deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
The complete definition of these settings (including each setting identified by at least one National Body
comment) is provided below. In each case, the text replaces the content currently specified for that setting:
Part 4, §2.15.3.6, pages 1,378-1,379:
2.15.3.36
autoSpaceLikeWord95 (Incorrectly Adjust Text Spacing for Specific Unicode Ranges)
This element specifies adjustments (detailed below) which should be applied to the spacing between adjoining
regions of non-ideographic and ideographic text when the autoSpaceDE (§2.3.1.2) and autoSpaceDN (§2.3.13)
elements have a value of true (or equivalent). This algorithm typically results in the following:



An increase in the inter-character spacing added between non-ideographic and/or number characters
and certain full-width characters
No inter-character spacing between non-ideographic and/or number characters and certain half-width
characters

Typically, applications apply additional spacing between ideographic and non-ideographic characters/numeric
characters when the autoSpaceDE / autoSpaceDN properties are applied. This element, when present with a
val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall apply the following adjustments to
this logic:




Characters in the following Unicode ranges should be treated as ideographic, even though those
characters are full-width forms of non-ideographic text: U+FF10–U+FF19, U+FF21–U+FF3A, and U+FF41–
U+FF5A. [Note: This results in the unnecessary addition of space. end note]
Characters in the following Unicode ranges should be treated as non-ideographic, even though those
characters are ideographic: U+FF66–U+FF9F. [Note: This results in the omission of the intended
additional space. end note]

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with two paragraphs containing a mix of East Asian and
Latin characters:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>ab</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>ｦ</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>ｦ</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>cd</w:t>
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</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>ab</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>２</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>２</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>cd</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
The first paragraph contains characters with Unicode value U+FF66 (ｦ). The second paragraph contains
characters with Unicode value U+FF12 (２). If autoSpaceDE is true, spacing is added in the first paragraph
(between the ideographs and the non-ideographic characters), but not in the second (all four characters are not
ideographs):

If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:autoSpaceLikeWord95 />
</w:compat>
Then, although it appears incorrect, applications should not add space in the first paragraph and should apply it
in the second:

end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.26, pages 1,416, lines 9–17, through page 1,417 lines 1–12:
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2.15.3.26
footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 (Ignore Page Break from Continuous Section Mark)
This element specifies that applications should override the default behaviour for a continuous section break
when one or more footnotes are present on the page with the footnote. This override typically results in text
being displayed on the same page as a continuous section break (after the break, which would normally move all
following text to the next page).
Typically, applications render a continuous section break as a page break when one or more footnoteRef
elements (§2.11.13) occur on that page before the break, as described in §2.1.8.84. This element, when present
with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications should allow any paragraph after
the section break that contains no footnoteRef elements (§2.11.13) to be displayed on the same page. If the
resulting content reaches the page extents, the section’s page break is ignored.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with two footnotes contained in two sections, separated by
a continuous section break:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is the first paragraph in the first
section.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Here is the second paragraph in the first section.</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rStyle w:val="FootnoteReference" />
</w:rPr>
<w:footnoteReference w:id="2" />
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p/>
<w:p>
<w:pPr>
<w:sectPr>
...
</w:sectPr>
</w:pPr>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Here is the first paragraph in the second section.</w:t>
</w:r>
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</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is the second paragraph in the second
section.</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rStyle w:val="FootnoteReference" />
</w:rPr>
<w:footnoteReference w:id="3" />
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is the third paragraph in the second section.
</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:sectPr>
<w:type w:val="continuous" />
...
</w:sectPr>
The default rendering of such a document results in the continuous section break as a page break, resulting in
the following two page document:
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However, if this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 />
</w:compat>
Then the first paragraph following the section break (not having any footnote references) is displayed on the
same page, despite the section break, resulting in the following output:

end example]
As well, the text in Part 4, §2.18.84, page 1,799, bottom table, will be clarified:
Enumeration Value
continuous (Continuous Section Break)

Description
Specifies a continuous section break, which begins the
new section on the following paragraph. This means
that continuous section breaks might not specify
certain page-level section properties, since they must
be inherited from the following section. These breaks,
however, can specify other section properties, such as
line numbering and footnote/endnote settings.
If a footnote reference (§2.11.13) occurs on the same
page as a section break of this type, the new section
shall begin on the following page.

Part 4, §2.15.3.31, pages 1,426, lines 5-24 through page 1,427, lines 1-2:
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2.15.3.31
lineWrapLikeWord6 (Ignore Compression of Full-Width Punctuation Ending a Line)
This element specifies that applications should ignore the character compression settings specified by the
characterSpacingControl element (§2.15.1.18) when determining if one more character fits within the text
margins on each line of the document. This setting typically results in a character being pushed to the following
line, ignoring the fact that the character compression settings would have allowed it to fit within the text
boundaries.
Typically, an application would check the character compression settings, and apply any character-level
whitespace compression before attempting to fit the last character on the line. This element, when present with
a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall ignore that compression and fit the
character as if it should be displayed at its full width, regardless of whether the compression settings are
applied.
[Example: Consider a paragraph which ends with the following two characters (with each character’s bounding
box outlined for illustrative purposes:

If the document’s character compression settings were not set to doNotCompress and text extent fell at the
location identified by this red line:

The last character would have compression applied to its blank half, and would fit on the line.
If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:lineWrapLikeWord6 />
</w:compat>
Then applications should compress the character, but should treat the character as full width when determining
if it fits on the line; in this case, the second character would be displayed on the following line. end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.32, page 1,427, lines 9–21 through page 1,428, lines 1–11:
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2.15.3.32
mwSmallCaps (Use Specific Small Caps Algorithm)
This element specifies that applications should use a specific algorithm to determine the font size of small caps
(the formatting resulting from the use of the smallCaps element (§2.3.2.31). This emulation typically results in
small caps which are smaller than typical small caps at most font sizes.
Typically, applications can utilize any algorithm that results in small caps formatting. This element, when present
with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications should determine the font size for
small caps using the following algorithm:



If 𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑡 ≤ 7, then the font size for small caps is 7 points.
Otherwise, sequentially iterate through 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 until 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖 ≤ 𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖 + 1 , at
which point the font size for small caps is 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖 points.

where



𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 is an array defined as follows:
7,9,10,12,14,18,24,36,48,60,72,80, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 where 𝑥𝑛 = 80 + 10 ∗ 𝑛.
𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑡 is an integer calculated as follows:
The font size of the run to which small caps formatting is applied (in points).

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with small caps on its text contents.
If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:mwSmallCaps />
</w:compat>
And the font size for a single run is 16 points, and performing the algorithm above would result in 14 points as
the calculated font size for small caps. end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.41, page 1,422, lines 7–21 through page 1,423, lines 1–7:
2.15.3.41
shapeLayoutLikeWW8 (Ignore Text Wrapping around Objects at Bottom of Page)
This element specifies that applications should ignore the line wrapping setting specified by a floating object,
instead allowing text to be displayed beneath it under the specific set of conditions identified below.
Typically, text wrapping around a floating object is dictated by the presence of one of the following as a child
element of the object’s anchor element (§5.5.2.3):






wrapNone (§5.5.2.16) element, which specifies no text wrapping
wrapSquare (§5.5.2.17) element, which specifies square text wrapping
wrapThrough (§5.5.2.18) element, which specifies through text wrapping
wrapTight (§5.5.2.19) element, which specifies tight text wrapping
wrapTopAndBottom (§5.5.2.20) element, which specifies top and bottom text wrapping
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This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall
allow text to wrap beneath a floating object, ignoring the object’s true wrapping setting, when the following
conditions are met:






The floating object has any of the following elements present as a child of the object’s anchor element
(§5.5.2.3): wrapSquare (§5.5.2.17), wrapTight (§5.5.2.19), or wrapTopAndBottom (§5.5.2.20).
The floating object has a positionV element (§5.5.2.11) with a relativeFrom attribute value of line.
The floating object has a negative value for the child posOffset element (§5.5.2.12) of the positionV
element (§5.5.2.11).
The paragraph containing the anchor element would appear directly after the previous paragraph if the
wrapping settings were ignored.
The paragraph containing the anchor element would be pushed to the next page if the wrapping
settings were respected.

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document containing a DrawingML object which meets the conditions
outlined above:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample
text.</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:drawing>
<wp:anchor … >
<wp:positionV relativeFrom="line">
<wp:posOffset>-428914</wp:posOffset>
</wp:positionV>
<wp:wrapTopAndBottom />
…
</wp:anchor>
</w:drawing>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t> Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text.
Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
…
</w:p>
When the wrapping settings are respected, the shape and its paragraph do not fit on the page, so they are
moved to the next page (the paragraph containing the anchor has been highlighted for illustrative purposes):
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If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:shapeLayoutLikeWW8 />
</w:compat>
Then applications should ignore the wrapping setting and allow text to wrap below the object. This behaviour
results in the following (again, the paragraph containing the anchor has been highlighted for illustrative
purposes):

end example]
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Part 4, §2.15.3.51, pages 1,462, lines 6–20 through page 1,463, lines 1–13:
2.15.3.51 suppressTopSpacingWP (Use Static Text Leading)
(The terms internal leading and external leading as used below are defined in ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.)
This element specifies that applications should use the values defined below for the internal leading and
external leading of this document. This typically results in lines appearing slightly condensed vertically.
Typically, applications calculate both internal leading and external leading using the metrics defined by ISO/IEC
14496-22:2007. This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that
applications should instead use the following values for these metrics:



Internal leading = 0 points
External leading = 2 points

[Example: If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:suppressTopSpacingWP />
</w:compat>
Then applications ignore the actual leading values, and use a total leading of 2 points (0 pt internal, 2 pt
external). end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.53, page 1,467, lines 5–26 through page 1,468, lines 1–2:
2.15.3.53
truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6 (Use Truncated Integer Division For Font Calculation)
This element specifies that applications should perform a specific method of calculation when converting font
heights, specified in points using the sz (§2.3.2.36) and szCs (§2.3.2.37) elements, into pixels. This algorithm
often results in a smaller then typical visual appearance of text for a given point size.
Typically, applications convert points to pixels using any approximate mathematical conversion mechanism
(often, rounded integer division). This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent),
specifies that applications should use truncated integer division when performing this conversion (any noninteger value is truncated to determine the integer value resulting from the conversions).
[Example: If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6 />
</w:compat>
Then applications shall use truncated integer division when calculating the height of characters.
For example, if the conversion is done as follows:
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𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑥 = 𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑡 ∗ 𝑁

𝑝𝑥 1 𝑖𝑛𝑐
∗
𝑖𝑛𝑐 72 𝑝𝑡

where:


𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑡 = size in points



𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑥 = size in pixels



𝑁 = resolution in pixels per inch.

Converting a 14 point font on a 96 dpi device results in 𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑥 = 14 ∗ 96 ∗

1
72

2

= 18 𝑝𝑥. If this setting is on, the
3

result is truncated and the font is displayed using 18 pixels, even though 19 would be closer to the actual value.
end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.54, page 1,469, line 3:
2.15.3.54
uiCompat97To2003 (Disable Features Not Compatible With Other File Formats)
This element is an instruction which specifies that, when working with this document, applications should
prevent the use of any feature defined by this specification which is not supported by other word processing file
formats also supported by the application. [Example: If an application can generate WordprocessingML and
HTML output, this element specifies that any feature which cannot be represented in HTML should be disabled.
end example] If this element is omitted, then applications should not prevent the use of any feature in the
context of this document.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document that specifies that any feature incompatible with earlier
word processing formats should be disabled. This requirement would be specified using the following
WordprocessingML in the document settings part:
<w:uiCompat97To2003 w:val="true"/>
The uiCompat97To2003 element's val attribute has a value of true specifying that any feature incompatible
with earlier word processing formats should be disabled. end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.63, page 1,481, lines 5–24:
2.15.3.63
useWord2002TableStyleRules (Incorrectly Display Top Border of Conditional Columns)
This element specifies whether applications should incorrectly calculate the top border of conditional columns
(as specified by a tblStylePr element (§2.7.5.6) with a type attribute value of firstCol, lastCol, band1Vert, or
band2Vert) under the following conditions:



A conditional formatting has also been defined for the first row (a tblStylePr element with a type
attribute of firstRow)
That conditional formatting as been applied to the table using the tblLook element (§2.4.51)
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Typically, table styles are applied according to the logic defined in §2.7.5. This element, when present with a val
attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that the top border of those conditionally formatted columns
should instead be displayed as the top border of the following row.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with table style that defines two conditional formats:



The first column has a one point border
The first row has red shading

That style would be defined as follows:
<w:style w:type="table" w:customStyle="1" w:styleId="TableTest">
<w:name w:val="CompatibilitySetting"/>
<w:tblStylePr w:type="firstRow">
<w:tcPr>
<w:shd w:val="clear" w:color="auto" w:fill="FF0000"/>
</w:tcPr>
</w:tblStylePr>
<w:tblStylePr w:type="firstCol">
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcBorders>
<w:top w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:left w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:bottom w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:right w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
</w:tcBorders>
</w:tcPr>
</w:tblStylePr>
</w:style>
If the first column and first row formatting is applied, the table would appear as follows:

However, if this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:useWord2002TableStyleRules />
</w:compat>
Then the condition described by this element causes the top border defined by the conditional format for the
first column to be displayed as the top border for the second column, resulting in the following output:
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end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.64, page 1,482, lines 7–20 through page 1,483, lines 1–5:
2.15.3.64
useWord97LineBreakRules (Emulate Word 97 East Asian Line Breaking)
This element specifies that applications should perform specific calculations (detailed below) when determining
inter-character spacing under certain conditions. These calculations would not normally be considered correct.
Typically, the behaviors specified by the following elements are applied unconditionally:



The autoSpaceDE (§2.3.1.2) and autoSpaceDN (§2.3.13) elements
The topLinePunct (§2.3.1.43) element

The compatibility element described in this subclause, when present with a val attribute value of true (or
equivalent), specifies that applications should ignore the settings listed above in the following scenarios:
1. If an ideographic character and a non-ideographic/numeric character are logically adjacent (ignoring all
content which is not within a t element), but separated by a field boundary, i.e.:
 The first character is within a fldSimple element, but the second is not.
 The characters are separated by a fldChar element with a fldCharType attribute value of end
Then any appropriate inter-character spacing should be omitted. [Note: Inter-character spacing should
still be calculated correctly within the field result. end note]
2. If a full-width punctuation character appears at the start of a paragraph which also specifies numbering
via the numPr element (§2.3.1.19), the compression specified by the topLinePunct element is ignored.
[Example: Consider a paragraph which contains a field ending in an ideograph and another paragraph, with
numbering, which contains a full-width punctuation character in the first character position:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin" />
</w:r>
…
<w:r>
<w:t>日</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end" />
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>1</w:t>
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</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:pPr>
<w:numPr>
…
</w:numPr>
</w:pPr>
<w:r>
<w:t>（</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
Typically, if both the autoSpaceDN and topLinePunct are true, additional spacing is added after the ideograph
in the first paragraph and punctuation kerning is applied in the second paragraph (with gridlines added for visual
reference):

If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:useWord97LineBreakRules />
</w:compat>
Then applications should not add any inter-character spacing at the end of the field and should turn off
punctuation kerning in the second paragraph:

end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.65, page 1,483, lines 11–21, through page 1,484 lines 1–17:
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2.15.3.65
wpJustification (Fit To Expanded Width When Performing Full Justification)
This element specifies that applications should perform a specific algorithm when determining the contents of
each line in a fully justified paragraph (resulting from the use of the jc element (§2.3.1.13)). This setting typically
results in more words being fitted into lines (by reducing inter-word spacing as necessary).
Typically, applying full justification to a paragraph does not change the placement of line breaks, as inter-word
spacing is expanded to ensure the resulting text is fully justified. This element, when present with a val attribute
value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall determine the contents of each line in a fully
justified paragraph using the following algorithm:


For each line in the fully justified paragraph,
o Determine the actual line width, 𝑤, in pixels
o Calculate the “effective” line width by the following factor:
281
7200
Determine the text which can be displayed in a line of the “effective” line width
Decrease the inter-word spacing as necessary to fit that text in the actual line width
𝑤𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑤𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 + 𝑤𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ∗

o
o

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with one or more paragraphs using full paragraph
justification:
<w:p>
<w:pPr>
<w:jc w:val="both" />
</w:pPr>
…
</w:p>
If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:wpJustification />
</w:compat>
Then, for a line 1000 pixels wide, an application would calculate the effective width as follows:
𝑤𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 1000 + 1000 ∗

281
= 1039 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠
7200

This effective width is then used to determine how much text can be displayed on line. After calculating the text,
the application can display the text on the actual line, fully justified. end example]
Part 4, §2.15.3.66, page 1,485, lines 5–6:
2.15.3.66
wpSpaceWidth (Use Specific Space Width)
(The terms ascent and descent are used as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.)
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This element specifies that applications should perform determine the width of the space character for all
proportional fonts used in this document using the calculation specified below.
Typically, applications calculate the width of a whitespace character dynamically to optimize for the output
device. This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications
should instead use the following algorithm to determine the width of a whitespace character:
𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 =

𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡
3

where


𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 is the width of a space character




𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the ascent for the font
𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the descent for the font

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with this compatibility setting turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:suppressTopSpacingWP />
</w:compat>
If the font applied to a run specified an ascent value of 8 points and a descent value of 2 points, each space in
that run would have a width of three and one-third points. end example]
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Response 35
Comment ID

BR-0008
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph: -

CL-0094
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph: -

GB-0227
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3
[p1368]
Paragraph: -

KE-0024
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph:
Entire clause

US-0099
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph: -

ZA-0011
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

These compatibility settings are only for versions of Microsoft
Word. No allowance has been made for legacy settings from
other applications.

This section should make clear that all
the settings are specific for Microsoft
Office and that all other settings should
use the extensibility mechanisms
described in Part 5 of this specification.

These ―compatibility‖ settings solve no general problem. They
are merely a museum of settings from previous versions of
Microsoft Word. No allowance has been made for legacy
settings from other applications. Better to have these be
application-specific settings using the existing extensibility
mechanisms of OOXML.

Remove the compatibility settings from
OOXML and have MS Office use the
extensibility mechanisms of Part 5 of
this standard to express this
application-specific behaviors

These ―compatibility‖ settings solve no general problem. They
are merely a museum of settings from previous versions of
Microsoft Word. No allowance has been made for legacy
settings from other applications. Better to have these be
application-specific settings using the existing extensibility
mechanisms of OOXML.

Proposed change: Remove the
compatibility settings from OOXML.

These ―compatibility‖ settings solve no general problem.
They are merely a museum of settings from previous versions
of Microsoft Word. No allowance has been made for legacy
settings from other applications. Better to have these be
application-specific settings using the existing extensibility
mechanisms of OOXML.

It is proposed to move the whole of this
clause to an informative annex. Each
feature should either be documented or
referenced for proper implementation.
Other manufacturers should be allowed
to add their own compatibility issues to
this proposed annex.

These ―compatibility‖ settings solve no general problem. They
are merely a museum of settings from previous versions of
Microsoft Word. No allowance has been made for legacy
settings from other applications. Better to have these be
application-specific settings using the existing extensibility
mechanisms of OOXML.

Remove the compatibility settings from
OOXML.

The ―compatibility‖ settings solve no general problem. No
allowance has been made for legacy settings from other
applications.

Remove the compatibility settings from
OOXML.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the legacy compatibility settings only represent the settings from a single implementation. We
will remove all of the compatibility settings that emulate legacy behaviors from their current location in the
specification (Part 4, §2.15.3, pages 1369–1486), and place them into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
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deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
The following settings will remain in Part 4, §2.15.3 and the text will be amended to note that they are for
*language* compatibility, and, as such, are appropriate for use in new documents:








doNotLeaveBackslashAlone (Part 4, §2.15.3.16, page 1,397)
doNotExpandShiftReturn (Part 4, §2.15.3.15, page 1,396)
balanceSingleByteDoubleByteWidth (Part 4, §2.15.3.7, page 1,379)
applyBreakingRules (Part 4, §2.15.3.4, page 1,375)
adjustLineHeightInTable (Part 4, §2.15.3.1, page 1,369)
ulTrailSpace (Part 4, §2.15.3.55, page 1,469)
spaceForUL (Part 4, §2.15.3.43, page 1,446)

To make this clear the following text replaces the text introducing compatibility settings in Part 4, §2.15.3, page
1,368, lines 19–41:

2.15.3

Language Compatibility Settings

The last group of settings in WordprocessingML are language compatibility settings. Language compatibility
settings are optional settings used to specify changes appropriate to a subset of languages, but not usually
appropriate in others. [Example: The doNotLeaveBackslashAlone setting changes the visual appearance of a
specific character to match user expectation based on a historical use of that character in some code pages –
users who have used those code pages would expect one value; those who have not would expect another. end
example]. The behavior of each setting is fully defined in this sub-clause.
If language compatibility settings are needed, they are stored in the Document Settings part.
[Note: Although these settings can be applied in any WordprocessingML document, they are often applied when
the document is created in one of the following contexts.
In the case of ja-JP, ko-KR, zh-CN, zh-SG, zh-TW, zh-HK, zh-MO, ii-CN:







doNotLeaveBackslashAlone
doNotExapandShiftReturn
balanceSingleByteDoubleByteWidth
adjustLineHeightInTable
ulTrailSpace
spaceForUL

In the case of th-TH, lo-LA, km-KH, bo-CN, hy-AM:


applyBreakingRules

end note]
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Response 36
Comment ID

BR-0027
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

BR-0028
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

BR-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

BR-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

BR-0039
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

BR-0040
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
Paragraph: -

BR-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
Paragraph: -

BR-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
Paragraph: -

BR-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

BR-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

CA-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.45
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Proposed change by the MB

This item should be reviewed.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is further stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

The size of this element should be
reviewed.

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

This item should be reviewed.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font. Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

This item should be reviewed.

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

This item should be reviewed.

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is inconsistent
with the earlier language and the schema fragment given
which defines it as being 1 octet long or two characters.

This item should be reviewed.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

This item should be reviewed.

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long or 4 characters.

This item should be reviewed.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters. This type is used in only two
places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33, in both cases to represent
an RGB color value. Since you already have defined a
ST_HexColorRGB type that should be used.

This item should be reviewed.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long. No font distance metric or font
matching heuristic is described.

This item should be reviewed.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.
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Comment ID

CL-0031
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.18.51
Paragraph:
Element
'ST_Lang'

CL-0124
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
Paragraph: -

CL-0128
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

CL-0129
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Table describing language codes are described to fit in two
hexadecimal digits, but it actually needs four.

To replace the expression "two
hexadecimal numbers" by "four
hexadecimal numbers", and to replace
decimal number list with an
hexadecimal number list.

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is inconsistent
with the earlier language and the schema fragment given
which defines it as being 1 octet long or two characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.
Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is further stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Reconcile the description of the type
with the enumerated values.

This may be another case of confusion between characters
and octets.

CL-0130
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

CL-0137
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

CL-0138
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

CL-0194
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.
The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

CL-0195

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

Correct the definition of this attribute.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long.
This appears to be caused by a confusion of octets and
characters. According to the W3C's XML Schema standard,
xsd:hexBinary data is measured in octets, not characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The length for the element ‖ST_UcharHexNumber‖ is said to
be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is inconsistent with the earlier
language and the schema fragment given which defines it as
being 1 octet long or two characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Type ―ST_LongHexNumber‖ is defined simultaneously as
containing four hexadecimal digits, four hexadecimal octets
and exactly four characters. These definitions are not
compatible. A hexadecimal octet is two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measures length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The definition of type ―ST_ShortHexNumber‖ says it contains
two hexadecimal digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly
two characters. These definitions are not compatible. A
hexadecimal octet is two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent

Clarify the definition. In particular note

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
Paragraph: -

CL-0203
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

CL-0204
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

CO-0125
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.106
Paragraph:
1837(1844)

CO-0127
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.45
Paragraph:
1737(1744)

CO-0131
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.57
Paragraph:
1759(1766)

CO-0138
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.72
Paragraph: 1786
(1793)

CO-0140
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.86
Paragraph:
1808(1815)

CO-0205
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
3.18.86
Paragraph:
2929(2936)

with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

CO-0215

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Clause: Part 4,
5.1.12.28
Paragraph:
3700(3707)

CO-0218
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.12.37
Paragraph:
3719(3726)

CZ-0007
Clause: Part
4/2.18.51
Paragraph: p.
1754/l. 4

CZ-0031
Clause: Part
4/2.18.45
Paragraph: p.
1738/l. 6

DE-0093
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

DE-0096
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
and 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

DE-0097
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45,
2.18.72,
5.1.12.37, 3.18.
Paragraph: Line
10 ff, Line 10 ff,
Line 10 ff, Line 2
ff, Lin

ECMA-0046
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

It is not clear whether numbers in table are decimal or
hexadecimal (text before table mentions hexadecimal
numbers, but table contains decimal numbers).
Number range requires 4 hexadecimal digits, not just two as is
written in the text.
The example wrongly describes number 1033 as being
hexadecimal.
Length of xs:hexBinary data type is specified using bytes not
characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is further stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Reconcile the description of the type
with the enumerated values.

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖, ―exactly 10
characters‖, ―exactly 1 character‖, ―exactly 4 characters‖,
―exactly 3 characters‖, ... This is inconsistent with the
examples given
The error in the text is that it confusing hex characters for hex
octets. It is never correct to say "This simple type's contents
must have a length of exactly 2 characters" when 2 octets are
intended. These are not the same. We must submit a
comment to ensure that this is fixed,

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The specification sometimes incorrectly interchanges the
terms ―hex digit‖, ―hex octet‖ and ―hex value‖.

Review all occurrences of these terms
to ensure that they are used correctly:
• A ―hex digit‖ is a value in the range 0
to 15, represented as a character in the
set 0-9, A-F.
• A ―hex octet‖ is a value in the range 0
to 255 decimal, represented as a pair of
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
hex digits.
The term ―hex value‖ should not be
used.

FR-0322
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
ST_HexColorRG
B (Hexadecima
Paragraph: -

FR-0324
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
ST_LangCode
(Two Digit Hex
Paragraph: -

FR-0325
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
ST_LongHexNum
ber (Four Dig
Paragraph: -

FR-0333
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
ST_Panose
(Panose-1
Number
Paragraph: -

FR-0336
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
ST_ShortHexNu
mber (Two Dig
Paragraph: -

FR-0337
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
ST_UcharHexNu
mber (Two Di
Paragraph: -

FR-0354
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
ST_UnsignedIntH
ex (Hex Uns
Paragraph: -

FR-0355
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
ST_UnsignedSho
rtHex (Unsig

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
Reconcile the description of the type
language code‖. It is further stated that, ―This simple type's
with the enumerated values.
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖. However,
two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values enumerated
in this clause go far beyond that.

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is inconsistent
with the earlier language and the schema fragment given which
defines it as being 1 octet long or two characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long or 4 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.
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Paragraph: -

FR-0360
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
ST_HexBinary3
(Hex Binar
Paragraph: -

FR-0363
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
ST_Panose
(Panose Type)
Paragraph: -

GB-0274
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.45
[p1737]
Paragraph: -

GB-0277
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.52
[p1748]
Paragraph: -

GB-0278
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.57
[p1759]
Paragraph: -

GB-0287
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.72
[p1786]
Paragraph: -

GB-0289
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.86
[p1808]
Paragraph: -

GB-0290
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.106
[p1837]
Paragraph: -

GB-0306
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.18.86
[p2929-2930]
Paragraph: -

GB-0307

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
Clarify the definition. In particular note
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it as that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
being 10 octets long.
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is further stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Proposed change: Reconcile the
description of the type with the
enumerated values.

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the earlier language and the schema fragment given
which defines it as being 1 octet long or two characters.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent

Proposed change: Clarify the
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Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.18.87
[p2930]
Paragraph: -

with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long or 4 characters.

definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

GB-0311

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition. In particular note that
xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is
inconsistent with the earlier language and the schema
fragment given which defines it as being 1 octet long or two
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 6
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is fruther stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Reconcile the description of the type
with the enumerated values.

The description of this type says it contains four
hexadecimal digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four
characters. These definitions are not compatible. A
hexadecimal octet is two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 4 octets long or 8 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 3 octets long or 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in

Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.28
[p3700]
Paragraph: -

GB-0315
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.37
[p3719]
Paragraph: -

GR-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
Paragraph: -

GR-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

GR-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

GR-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

GR-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

GR-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

GR-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
Paragraph: -

GR-0082
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

GR-0085
Clause: Part 4,
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Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

as being 10 octets long.

octets, not characters.

IL-0017

the "val" attribute is described as "Two Digit Hexadecimal
Value", but the example is '<w:tblLook w:val="0010" />'.
It seems to us that "0010" equals 2 only in binary notation, not
as hexadecimal value. In other words, 2 is not equal to 4 in
most counting systems.

Correct the bug in the spec.

Ecma 376 uses confusing and inconsistent definitions of
values with hexadecimal numbers. For example, section
2.18.52, ST_LangCode, is defined on the text as a "two digit
hexadecimal code". But the values given cannot be
represented by only two hexadecimal digits, but needs four.

It appears an extra sentence of
explanatory text is required for section
2.18.52 of the spec. This simple type is
rarely used, as the preferred use as
defined in section 2.18.51 in the spec is
ISO 639-1plus ISO 3166-1alpha-2. ===
The general comment on hexadecimal
documentation does not seem valid
however. In all
uses of the ST_ShortHexNumber and
ST_LongHexNumber examples are
used that makes the use very clear.

Clause: Section
2.4.51
Paragraph:
"tblLook (Table
Style Conditional
Formatting Setti

IN-0013
Clause: 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

=== This is very likely to cause serious confusion in
developers trying to implement Ecma 376. However, in other
places (such as the definition for ST_LongHexNumber), it
notes that 4 octets can store 8 hexadecimal digits (which is
correct), so it is not simply a
matter of defining "digit" oddly. This problem also suggests a
lack of review, since clearly 4-digit values cannot fit in fields
where only 2 digits are permitted. More examples: Attribute
Page Spec
says ST_ShortHexNumber 2591 "two octet hexadecimal
number" ST_LongHexNumber 2542 "four octet (eight digit)
hexadecimal number" ST_LangCode 2531 "two digit
hexadecimal code"

IN-0045
Clause: 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

JP-0058
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.45
Paragraph: Line
6 on page 1738

JP-0060
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.52
Paragraph: Lne2
on page 1748

JP-0066
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.72
Paragraph: Line
10 and line 21

JP-0067
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.86

Part 4, Section 2.18.86 - The description of this type says it
contains two hexadecimal digits, two hexadecimal octets and
exactly two characters. These definitions are not compatible.
A hexadecimal octet is two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The line says, ―This simple type‘s contents must have a length
of exactly 3 characters.‖ The hexBinary datatype defined in
W3C XML schema is based on octet. One octet consists of 2
characters. ―3 characters‖ is confusing. The similar errors can
be found in the following sections: Part 4, 2.18.52, line 8 on
page 1754; Part 4, 2.18.57, line 5 on page 1760; Part 4,
2.18.106, line 13 on page 1837;

Clarify the meaning of ―character.‖
Change ―3 characters‖ to ―3 octets‖ or
to ―6 characters‖ in the specific clause
2.18.45. Make the similar corrections in
the other clauses as well.

The line says, ―its contents will contain a two hexadecimal
language code…‖ Two hexadecimal digits mean 8 bits, which
allow up to 255 in decimal. The value actually allows the value
above 255.

Clarify the meaning of hexadecimal.
Change it to read ―a four hexadecimal
language code.‖

Line 10 says ―10 hexadecimal digits‖ while the example
shows 20 hexadecimal digits in line 14. Line 21 says ―10
characters‖ while the example shows 20 characters in line 14.
They conflict with the hexBinary datatype defined in W3C XML
schema. The similar errors can be found in the following
sections: 3.18.86 on page 2930, 3.18.87 on page 2930,
5.1.12.28 line 7 on page 3700..

Change ―10 hexadecimal digits‖ to ―20
hexadecimal digits‖ in line 10, and
change ―10 characters‖ to ―20
characters‖ in line 14, respectively.
Make the similar corrections in other
clauses.

Line 1 says ―two hexadecimal octets‖ which means HHHH as
one octet is represented as HH in hexadecimal. It is 4
characters while line 5 says ―2 characters.‖ The definition is
confusing.

Clarify the definitions. Change ―two
hexadecimal octets‖ in line 1 to ―four
hexadecimal digits‖ as other sections,
e.g. 2.18.106, specify.
Change ―2
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Paragraph: Line
1 and line 5 on
page 1809

KE-0032
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
Paragraph: -

KE-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

KE-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

KE-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

KE-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

KE-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

KE-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
Paragraph: -

KE-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
Paragraph: -

KE-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

KE-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

MY-0023
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106,
Part 4, Section
2.18.45,

Proposed change by the MB
characters‖ in line 5 to ―4 characters.‖

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is
inconsistent with the earlier language and the schema
fragment given which defines it as being 1 octet long or two
characters.

Look through the document and make
sure the reference is consistent

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 6
characters.

Look through the document and make
sure the use is consistent

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is fruther stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Look through the document and make
sure the use is consistent

The description of this type says it contains four
hexadecimal digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four
characters. These definitions are not compatible. A
hexadecimal octet is two hexadecimal digits.

Look through the document and make
sure the use is consistent

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Look through the document and make
sure the use is consistent

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Look through the document and make
sure the use is consistent

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 4 octets long or 8 characters.

Look through the document and make
sure the reference is consistent

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 2 octets long or 4 characters.

Look through the document and make
sure the reference is consistent

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 3 octets long or 6 characters.

Look through the document and make
sure the reference is consistent

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long.

Look through the document and make
sure the reference is consistent

Ecma 376 has inconsistency in the definition of character
types and character lengths (eg in Part 4, Section 2.18.106,
Part 4, Section 2.18.45, Part 4, Section 2.18.57, etc).
Hexadecimal lengths in XML are measured in octets and not
characters, yet Ecma 376 specifies length in characters which

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
correct all such definitions.
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makes no sense in a document that has Unicode characters.

PT-0065
Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is inconsistent
with the earlier language and the schema fragment given
which defines it as being 1 octet long or two characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is fruther stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Reconcile the description of the type
with the enumerated values.

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

PT-0078

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long or 4 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

US-0071

Length is said to be ―exactly 1 character‖. This is inconsistent
with the earlier language and the schema fragment given
which defines it as being 1 octet long or two characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
Paragraph: -

PT-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

PT-0069
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

PT-0070
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

PT-0076

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

PT-0087
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
Paragraph: -

PT-0088
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
Paragraph: -

PT-0099
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

PT-0103

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.106
Paragraph: -
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US-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

US-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

US-0111
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
Paragraph: -

US-0115
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

US-0117
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

US-0135
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
Paragraph: -

US-0136
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
Paragraph: -

US-0146
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

US-0149
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

UY-0018
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

VE-0033
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.45
Paragraph: -

VE-0039
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters. Noting that this
is the third such instance, suggest all
XSD hex binary measured lengths be
checked.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is fruther stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.
However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

Reconcile the description of the type
with the enumerated values.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long or 4 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragme

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

The length of structures are defined in an inconsistent way in
several examples confusing characters and octets

Review and correct the examples

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the example given which has a length of 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

This type is defined as containing, ―a two digit hexadecimal
language code‖. It is fruther stated that, ―This simple type's
contents must have a length of exactly 2 characters‖.

Reconcile the description of the type
with the enumerated values.
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Paragraph: -

However, two hex digits can count up to 255 and the values
enumerated in this clause go far beyond that.

VE-0040

In the title there is "four digit" and in the text "eight digit".

Correct with the right value.

The description of this type says it contains four hexadecimal
digits, four hexadecimal octets and exactly four characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the example given which has a length of 20
characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

With two hexadecimal digit cannot be represented the 2F6C
value in the example.

Use for hexadecimal digit

The description of this type says it contains two hexadecimal
digits, two hexadecimal octets and exactly two characters.
These definitions are not compatible. A hexadecimal octet is
two hexadecimal digits.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 4 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 4
octets long or 8 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 2 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 2
octets long or 4 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 3 characters‖. This is inconsistent
with the schema fragment given which defines it as being 3
octets long or 6 characters.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Length is said to be ―exactly 10 characters‖. This is
inconsistent with the schema fragment given which defines it
as being 10 octets long.

Clarify the definition. In particular note
that xsd:hexBinary measure length in
octets, not characters.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
ST_LongHexNum
ber (Four
Paragraph: page
1759, lines 11-12

VE-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.57
Paragraph: -

VE-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

VE-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
ST_ShortHexNu
mber (Two
Paragraph:
pages 1808-1809

VE-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.86
Paragraph: -

VE-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.86
Paragraph: -

VE-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.87
Paragraph: -

VE-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

VE-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the automated processing which was used to generate this data for Part 4 did not take into
consideration the fact that some base types are not based on single-character units. For each such occurrence (a
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type derived from hexBinary with a length restriction), the text in the following sub-clauses will be updated as
shown below:
Part 4, §2.18.45, page 1,738, line 6
Part 4, §2.18.57, page 1,760, line 5
Part 4, §2.18.72, page 1,786, line 21
Part 4, §2.18.86, page 1,809, line 5
Part 4, §2.18.106, page 1,837, line 13
Part 4, §3.18.86, page 2,930, line 3
Part 4, §3.18.87, page 2,930, line 14
Part 4, §5.1.12.28, page 3,700, line 7
Part 4, §5.1.12.37, page 3,719, line 1
This simple type also specifies the following restrictions:


This simple type's contents must have a length of exactly ... charactershexadecimal digit(s).

Note: The numeric value in each of these instances will also be doubled (to correctly display the value as the
number of hexadecimal digits).
Part 4, §2.4.51, page 429, attribute table
Part 4, §2.4.52, page 431, attribute table
Part 4, §2.15.1.86, page 1,252, attribute table
Part 4, §2.15.1.87, page 1,253, attribute table
Attributes
val (Two Digit Four
Digit Hexadecimal
Value)

Description
Specifies a value specified as a two four digit hexadecimal numbervalue), whose contents
are interpreted based on the context of the parent XML element.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:tblPr>
<w:tblLook w:val="0010" />
</w:tblPr>
The value of 0010 is interpreted in the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_ShortHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.86).

Part 4, §2.18.45, page 1,738, line 6
This simple type specifies that its contents shall contain a color value in RRGGBB hexadecimal format, specified
using six hexadecimal digits. This specifies that eEach of the red, green, and blue color values, from 0-255, will
be are encoded as a two hexadecimal digits hexadecimal number.
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Part 4, §2.18.51 and Part 4, §2.18.52
This subclause will not be changed as ST_LangCode (and all references) have been removed in response to
another comment.
Part 4, §2.18.57, page 1,759, line 11
2.18.57 ST_LongHexNumber (Eight Four Digit Hexadecimal Number Value)
Part 4, §2.18.72, page 1,786, lines 10-11
This simple type specifies a number consisting of 10 20 hexadecimal digits which defines the Panose-1
classification number a font.
Part 4, §2.18.86, page 1,808, line 44
2.18.86 ST_ShortHexNumber (Four Two Digit Hexadecimal Number Value)
Part 4, §2.18.106, page 1,837, line 5
2.18.106 ST_UcharHexNumber (Four Two Digit Hexadecimal Number Value)
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Response 37
Comment ID

BR-0009
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.16
Paragraph: -

DK-0144
Clause: Part 4
2.15.3.16
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Ecma 376 section 2.15.3.16 "doNotLeaveBackslashAlone"
(page 2180). "This element specifies whether applications
should automatically convert the backslash character into the
yen character when it is added through user keyboard input".
This makes reference to dynamic behaviors that are out of the
scope of the OOXML standard proposal.
"doNotLeaveBackslashAlone". "This element specifies
whether applications should automatically convert the
backslash character into the yen character when it is added
through user keyboard input".
This is an application setting, not a document setting.

Proposed change by the MB

No application behaviour should be
defined

Suggest that this issue is an
implementation issue and not a
standardization issue. Remove the
paragraph from the specification.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this should describe this setting in a way that is agnostic of user interaction. The following changes will
be made in Part 4, §2.15.3.16:
2.15.3.16

doNotLeaveBackslashAlone (Convert Display Backslash To As Yen Sign When Entered)

This element specifies whether applications should automatically convertdisplay the backslash character into
using the yen character when it is added through user keyboard inputdisplaying the contents of this document.
Typically, no automatic display-only conversion of one character to another is performeddone when characters
are entered by the user. This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies
that all entries occurrences of the backslash (\) character (\, U+005C) shall automatically be converted to
adisplayed using the yen symbol (¥, U+00A5) when the former is enteredcontents of the document are
displayed. This setting does not change the Unicode value of the character stored in the underlying
WordprocessingML document.
[Rationale: In Japanese code page 932, 0x5c is the yen sign (whereas, in most other code pages, it is the reverse
solidus–also known as the backslash). In order to accommodate the user expectation that this code point appear
as the yen sign, this setting dictates that the character be remapped, for display only, to the Unicode
character ¥, such that the expected appearance is maintained. end rationale]
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document where the user typescontaining the following:
Hello \ world.
The default presentation would have exactly that:
Hello \ world.
However, if this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:doNotLeaveBackslashAlone />
</w:compat>
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Then the backslash would be converteddisplayed as ¥, resulting in the following output:
Hello ¥ world.
end example]
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Response 38
Comment ID

BR-0003
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

CO-0078
Clause: Part 4,
2.2.1
Paragraph:
28(34){1}

DE-0024
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

FR-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

GB-0179
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p28, 1]
Paragraph: -

GR-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

KE-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Change the text to: ‗… or auto to allow
a consumer to automatically determine
the background color according to
section 2.18.44‘.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a
consumer to automatically determine the background color as
appropriate.' does not define the appropriate behavior of the
consumer, whereas the definition of the corresponding simple
type, found in Part 4, page 1737, explicitly states that 'This
value shall be used to specify an automatically determined
color value, the meaning of which is interpreted based on the
context of the parent XML element.'

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a
consumer to automatically determine the background color as
appropriate.' does not define the appropriate behavior of the
consumer, whereas the definition of the corresponding simple
type, found in Part 4, page 1737, explicitly states that 'This
value shall be used to specify an automatically determined
color value, the meaning of which is interpreted based on the
context of the parent XML element.'

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Proposed change: Define the
characteristics of the auto value for the
color attribute of the background
element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,

The attribute value 'auto' is to
distinguish one entity from another in
situation where both cannot be
distinguished, which is mentioned in the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: page
28, line 1

page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Section 2.1.3.4,page 39,line 6,7,8
definition for the attribute 'color' . Hence
"appropriate" here means that the entity
,whose value is set as auto,
immediately uses the default color,
distinguishing it from other entity. This
should be made clear in the standard.

PT-0081

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

US-0120
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

VE-0015
Clause: 4
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow aconsumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

The sentence 'or auto to allow a consumer to automatically
determine the background color as appropriate.' does not
define the appropriate behavior of the consumer, whereas the
definition of the corresponding simple type, found in Part 4,
page 1737, explicitly states that 'This value shall be used to
specify an automatically determined color value, the meaning
of which is interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.'

Define the characteristics of the auto
value for the color attribute of the
background element properly.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1 on page 28:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
Specifies the color for the background of the document.
This color may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or auto to allow a
consumer to automatically determine the background color as appropriatein order to
make the document’s text readable. [Example: A document with white text and a
background color of auto might result in the use of a black background, in order to
ensure legibility of the content. end example]
If the background specifies the use of a theme color via the themeColor attribute, this
value is superseded by the theme color value.
[Example: Consider a borderbackground color with value 2C34FF, as follows:
<w:background … w:color="2C34FF"/>
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Attributes

Description
The background color shall therefore be the color with an RGB value of 44,52,255 (the
decimal decoding of the hex value above). end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HexColor simple type
(§2.18.43).
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Response 39
Comment ID

BR-0004

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8 and 21

CL-0139
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

CO-0077
Clause: Part 4,
2.2.1
Paragraph:
27(33){8&21}

DE-0017

Make the appropriate corrections.

The example starts by saying, "Consider a document which
utilizes a gradient fill background moving between black and
the accent5 theme color" and then proceeds to give example
markup referring to accent3 rather than accent5.
The example does not do what the text says it does.

Fix the contradiction.

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the text says one
thing, but the example says another.

Fix the contradiction.

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5.

Clarify the definition of 'background'
information

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5.

Fix the contradiction.

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the text says one
thing, but the example says another.

Proposed change: Fix the
contradiction.

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the text says
one thing, but the example says another.

Fix the contradiction.

Part 4, Section 2.2.1 background (Document Background)
Lines 1 & 2, - Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the
text says one thing, but the example says another.

Fix the contradiction.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

FR-0047

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

GB-0176
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p27, 8
and 21]
Paragraph: -

GR-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

IN-0048
Clause: 2.2.1
Lines 1 & 2
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

KE-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the text says
one thing, but the example says another.

Fix the typing error

PT-0084
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

US-0122
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8&21

Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the text says one
thing, but the example says another.
Contradicting use of accent3 and accent5 – the text says one
thing, but the example says another.

Fix the contradiction.
Fix the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to the example in Part 4, §2.2.1, page 27, line 8:
[Example: Consider a document which utilizes a gradient fill background moving between black and the
accent35 theme color, as follows:
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Response 40
Comment ID

BR-0005
Clause: Section
2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
DocumentProtecti
on Pg. 1158

CA-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.15.01.28
Paragraph: pg
1159, lines 6-9

DK-0158
Clause: Part 4
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

GB-0222
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.28
[p1159, 6-9]
Paragraph: -

IR-0014
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

KE-0022
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: pg
1159, lines 6-9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The described algorithms make use of byte-level
manipulations which depend on the machine architecture (big
endian versus little endian).

Proposed change by the MB
Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password
and the processing steps, in order to
allow cross-platform interoperability.

The described processing steps are written with respect to a
pseudo-language that performs bit-level operations on the
data. If this pseudo-language is to give the same answer on
different machine architectures, then the assumptions
regarding the runtime interpretation of this pseudo language
must be make explicit.

Describe the hash algorithm in a
platform independent manner. In
particular define the assumptions being
made on "word" size and sign and the
sign and size of characters. Also,
clarify the semantics of SHR and SLR,
especially in the presence of negative
values. If the algorithm allows them to
be applied to negative values, are there
further assumptions made about the
representation of negative numbers,
e.g., two complement representation

The described processing steps are ambiguous. In particular
SHR and SHL give different results on different machines and
with signed and unsigned values

The description of the hash algorithm
shall be made informative. We suggest
that in the first section of this part of the
document a recommendation is made
to use existing security hash algorithms
e.g. FIPS 180 compliant algorithms. It
should be emphasized that the
described hash algorithm is for
backwards compatibility only.

The described processing steps are ambiguous. In particular
SHR and SHL give different results on different machines and
with signed and unsigned values

Proposed change: Describe the hash
algorithm in a platform independent
manner.

The hashing algorithm operation is depending on byte order of
the machine and the way values are treated as signed or
unsigned.

Expand the description of the algorithm
to cover byte order and signedness so
the description can be platform
independent.

The described processing steps are not ambiguous. In
particular SHR and SHL give different results on different
machines and with signed and unsigned values

Describe the hash algorithm in a
platform independent manner.

PT-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: pg
1159, lines 6-9

US-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: pg

The described processing steps are not ambiguous. In
particular SHR and SHL give different results on different
machines and with signed and unsigned values
The described processing steps are ambiguous. In particular
SHR and SHL give different results on different machines and
with signed and unsigned values
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Describe the hash algorithm in a
platform independent manner.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1159, lines 6-9

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to ensure this process is described in a platform-independent manner, the following changes will be
made in Part 4, §2.15.1.28, page 1,158, line 15:
The following steps assume that all words are unsigned, the word size is two bytes, and that bit-level SHL/SHR
operations shift in the direction of the highest-order and lowest-order bit, respectively. [Example: 0x61 SHR 1
is 0xC2, as 01100001 shifted one position in the direction of its highest-order bit is 11000010. end example]
First, tThe password shall be hashed using the following algorithm:
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Response 41
Comment ID

BR-0006
Clause: Section
2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
DocumentProtecti
on Pg. 1158

CL-0091
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
13

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The algorithm description does not specify the Unicode
encoding of the input password.
Specify the Unicode encoding (e.g
UTF-16BE, UTF-16LE, etc.)

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.
We need to keep in mind that the password may be entered by
one machine (client) but then the hash calculated and stored
by the server, which may be on a different machine
architecture. Since we are doing bit-level manipulations, it is
critical that byte order assumptions are made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

Also, something must be said about the character encoding
that the string is in when processing begins. At that point we
are dealing with character data at the application level.
Nothing is in XML yet. So we need to be explicit about the
assumptions.

CO-0098
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
1158(1165)

CZ-0053
Clause: Part
4/2.15.1.28
Paragraph: p.
1158/l. 19

DE-0088
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
13

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability.

Text assumes that Unicode string is represented using UCS-2
encoding where each character is stored in exactly two bytes.
Nowadays Unicode contains almost 100000 characters and
other encodings with full Unicode coverage like UTF-16 have
to be used. In UTF-16 some characters are stored in four
bytes using surrogate pairs.

Specify which encoding is used for
Unicode string representation. Instead
of using high and low bytes base
description on octet positions.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

The specified algorithm can be
executed without kowledge of byte
ordering. The phrase "Get the singlebyte values by iterating through the
Unicode characters of the truncated
password.
For each character, if the low byte is
not equal to 0, take it. Otherwise, take
the high byte" specifies how to
construct a byte array from a character
string in a way independent of the byte
order. The phrase might be clarified as
"For each character, if the low byte of
the Unicode code point of that
character is not equal to 0, take it and
drop the high byte (regardless of its
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
value). Otherwise, take the high byte".
It is unspecified how to deal with code
points beyond U+FFFF and with
combining characters. (The overall
quality of the algorithm, however, is an
entirely different matter.) In the
recommendation, with PIs, do you
mean XML Processing Instructions? If
yes, how should these be used here?

GB-0220
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.28
[p1158, 13...]
Paragraph: -

GH-0009
Clause: Part4
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

GR-0027
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
13

IN-0075
Clause:
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
13

IR-0013
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

MY-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

PT-0039
Clause: Part 4,

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Proposed change: Make the byte
ordering assumptions explicit, both for
the input password and the processing
steps, so as to allow cross-platform
interoperability. Keep in mind that the
hash may be calculated on a different
machine architecture than the
password was entered with.

This description for this algorithm fails to specify the encoding
of the input password. The fact the algorithm use a byte level
manipulation makes it machine dependent. It is therefore
important to make explicitly byte ordering assumptions made.

Make byte ordering assumptions
explicit both for the input password and
the processing steps. This will allow
cross-platform interoperability.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

There is not information about the encoding of passwords in
the specification in this section. Although, it is most likely
supposed to be Unicode encoding, but no details are available
about this so for example the byte ordering is not defined.

The exact encoding detail and byte
ordering should be available for
entering the password and calculating
the hash.

Ecma 376 does not specify password encoding values (Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28). All documents today must be able to
support multiple languages through the use of proper Unicode
encoding. However, Ecma 376 does not specify the Unicode
encoding to be used and therefore is confusing to
implementators as the algorithms specified indicate the
manipulation of bytes which strictly depends on the encoding.

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
correctly specify Unicode encoding.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
13

Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

US-0052

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture. So it is necessary that all byte ordering
assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
13

UY-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

VE-0018
Clause: 4
Paragraph: line
13

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to make this assumption explicit in each algorithm:
Part 4, §2.15.1.28, page 1,158, line 15:
First, the UTF-16 encoded password shall be hashed using the following algorithm. The following steps assume
that all words are unsigned, the word size is two bytes, and that bit-level SHL/SHR operations shift in the
direction of the highest-order and lowest-order bit, respectively. [Example: 0x61 SHR 1 is 0xC2, as 01100001
shifted one position in the direction of its highest-order bit is 11000010. end example]:
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Response 42
Comment ID

BR-0007
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

CA-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.15.02.32
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
This section requires that ―all settings which are not
compatible with the target web browser shall be disabled.‖
This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox, Safari, or Opera? None of these can be
set as target browsers.

Proposed change by the MB
This item should be reviewed
concerning the use of other browsers
than IE.
Remove all text specifying how browser
detection should be performed.

This section requires that ―all settings which are not
compatible with the target web browser shall be disabled. It
does not appear to allow an application to produce standardscompliant output?
Does it mean yes to PNG, but no to VML? Or yes to MathML
and SVG?
It does not appear that an application can specify this.

CL-0093
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

CO-0102
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.2.32
Paragraph:
1337(1344)

CZ-0013
Clause: Part
4/2.15.2.32
Paragraph: p.
1337/l. 9

DE-0101
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? I can't seem to
specify this.

Ecma should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary choices of a single
vendor's application. This clause should
be rewritten to express this feature in
an application and platform neutral
way.

The element ―optimizeForBrowser‖ only accomodates Internet
Explorer and Netscape Navigator. This section requires that
―all settings which are not compatible with the target web
browser shall be disabled.‖ There is no way to specify a
standards compliant optimized output with PNG, MathML and
SVG.

This clause should be rewritten to
express this feature in an application
and platform neutral way, allowing
more versatility.

Optimizing output for particular Web browser is generally
considered as bad practice. If an application should ever
support this feature for whatever reason then the standard
should provide more parameters for controlling this feature
and normative list of Web browsers should not be included in
the standard as browsers are continuously evolving and
adding support for new technologies.

The standard should define the
following elements for describing
browser capabilities: allowGIF,
allowJPEG, allowPNG, allowSVG,
doNotRelyOnCSS,
doNotRelyOnJavascript, relyOnVML,
doNotSaveWebPageAsSingleFile. The
table after line 18 should be removed or
marked as informal.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? I can't seem to
specify this.

Here is it better to write how the
optimizing working on other browser
like Firefox, Safari without
deferentiating on version level.
Interoperability shall be tested with
further browser and describe the
setting.
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Comment ID

DK-0118
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: Page
1337

DK-0159
Clause: Part 4
2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

FR-0193
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
optimizeForBrow
ser (Disa
Paragraph: -

GB-0226
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.2.32
[p1337]
Paragraph: -

GH-0010
Clause: Part4
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

GR-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

IN-0021
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This element seem to be defined with specific browser in mind,
and dosen't offer the ability to adopt to the dynamics and
development of web-browser market.
It only support a very limited set of functionality, which is most
likely obsolete, sine it support very old browsers, and don't
allow for neither current browser-set or provide options for
adoption of future browsers.
The element seems limited in its definition compared to some
of the more dynamic behaviour we see from browsers to day.
The four parameter specified seem to only cover a part of what
is possible
Only Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator are supported.
Contemporary non-Microsoft browsers such as Firefox and
Safari should be supported.

Proposed change by the MB
Suggest that the table is made
informative.

Suggest that the table is made
informative.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, yes to MathML?

Ecma should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary choices of a single vendor's
application. This clause should be
rewritten to express this feature in an
application and platform neutral way.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if users want
their application to produce standards-compliant output? So
yes to PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? That‘s
difficult or impossible to achieve!

Proposed change: The proposer must
rethink and revise the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary choices of a single
vendor's application. This clause should
be rewritten to express this feature in
an application- and platform-neutral
way.

The definition of this feature ignores other major browsers
current use. This definition supports Internet Explorer and
Netscape. How about Firefox, Opera? The portion that states
that ―all settings which are not compatible with the target web
browser shall be disabled‖ makes production of standardcomplaint output limited.

The entire subclause on
optimizeForBrowser should be redone
to reflect vendor-neutral ability of the
standard.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? I can't seem to
specify this.

ECMA should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It
looks very much like it is mapping
directly to the arbitrary choices of a
single vendor's application. This clause
should be rewritten to express this
feature in an application and platform
neutral way.

The ―optimizeForBrowser‖ element of WordProcessingML has
been defined in a way which ignores the existence of current
browsers other than Internet Explorer. What about Firefox?
What

Enhance support for W3C supported
browser

about Safari? What about Opera? None of these can be set as
target browsers. This section in OOXML requires that ―all
settings which are not compatible with the target web browser
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

shall be disabled.‖ What if I want my application to produce
standards-compliant output? So yes to PNG, no to VML, yes
to
MathML and SVG? A would-be implementor is not able to
specify this with the way OOXML has been designed.

IN-0027
Clause:
2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

IR-0017
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

KE-0023
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

KR-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

KR-0004
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

NZ-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

PT-0014

Part 4, Section 2.15.2.32 - This feature has been defined in a
way which ignores the existence of current browsers other
than
Internet Explorer. What about Firefox? What about Safari?
What about Opera? None of these can be set as target
browsers. This section requires that ―all settings which are not
compatible with
the target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want
my
application to produce standards compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? Ecma should
rethink the entire optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks very
much like it is mapping directly to the arbitrary choices of a
single vendor's
application.

This clause should be rewritten to
express this feature in an application
and platform neutral way.

The definition for this feature is only supported by the Internet
Explorer and other browsers are ignored. Because the
specification requests that all the browser incompatible
settings be disabled, use of open formats (such as PNG, SVG,
MathML, etc) would be impossible.

It is unsuitable in this form, to optimize
only for a single browser as it force the
end user about his/her choice of
browser. This concept should be redraft
in a way that it can be platform neutral.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? I can't seem to
specify this.

Provide definitions of each of the
elements, make the current table an
example (not part of the definition).
Give examples of other current
browsers.

Platform dependency:
DIS 29500 lacks supports for other platforms and
browsers. It restricts the use of Linux platform and browsers
such as FireFox, Opera and Safari

DIS 29500 should support various
platforms and browsers such as
Linux, FireFox, Opera and Safari

‗optimizeForBrowser‘ element of WordProcessingML is
defined in a way which ignores the existing browsers other
than IE. For example, Firefox, Safari, Opera are not supported
and all settings will be disabled in these browsers

DIS 29500 should support various
platforms and browsers such as
Linux, FireFox, Opera and Safari

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
This section requires that ―all settings which are not
compatible with the target web browser shall be disabled.‖

Ecma should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary choices of a single
vendor's application. This clause should
be rewritten to express this feature in
an application and platform neutral
way.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.

Ecma should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if a user wants
his application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes
to PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? Where can we
specify this.?

very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary choices of a single
vendor's application. This clause should
be rewritten to express this feature in
an application and platform neutral
way.

US-0058

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? I can't seem to
specify this.

Ecma should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary choices of a single
vendor's application. This clause should
be rewritten to express this feature in
an application and platform neutral
way.

This feature has been defined in a way that ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.

It is requested to clearly specify in each
combination of these four settings () the
application should assume a certain
web browser like Firefox, Safari or
Opera, in the versions available at the
time of the revision of the standard.

This feature has been defined in a way which ignores the
existence of current browsers other than Internet Explorer.
What about Firefox? What about Safari? What about Opera?
None of these can be set as target browsers. This section
requires that ―all settings which are not compatible with the
target web browser shall be disabled.‖ But what if I want my
application to produce standards-compliant output? So yes to
PNG, no to VML, yes to MathML and SVG? I can't seem to
specify this.

Ecma should rethink the entire
optimizeForBrowser subclause. It
looks very much like it is mapping
directly to the arbitrary choices of a
single vendor's application. This clause
should be rewritten to express this
feature in an application and platform
neutral way.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

UY-0015
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

VE-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.2.32
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.2.32, pages 1,337–1,338:
2.15.2.32
optimizeForBrowser (Disable Features Not Supported by Target Web Browser)
This element specifies whether applications should attempt to detect customize the output the target web
browser for any web page produced from this document based on the target web browser, for example, and
subsequently disable all user interface andby blocking any output which is not supported by that target web
browser. The target browser is identified by the contents of the pubBrowser attribute.
The target web browser can be determined by the state of the following elements:





allowPNG
doNotRelyOnCSS
relyOnVML
doNotSaveWebPagesAsSingleFile

The following table determines how this determination is made:
Settings

Target Browser
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Target Browser

allowPNG is off
doNotRelyOnCSS is on
relyOnVML is off
doNotSaveWebPagesAsSingleFile is on

Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 or later
Netscape Navigator 3.0 or later

allowPNG is off
doNotRelyOnCSS is off
relyOnVML is off
doNotSaveWebPagesAsSingleFile is on

Netscape Navigator 4.0 or later

allowPNG is off
doNotRelyOnCSS is off
relyOnVML is off
doNotSaveWebPagesAsSingleFile is off

Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or later

allowPNG is off
doNotRelyOnCSS is off
relyOnVML is on
doNotSaveWebPagesAsSingleFile is off

Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or later

allowPNG is on
doNotRelyOnCSS is off
relyOnVML is on
doNotSaveWebPagesAsSingleFile is off

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or later

If this element is omitted, then no user interface or output which is not supported by that target web browser
shall be disabled.
[Example: Consider a document whose web settings part contains the following WordprocessingML:
<w:webSettings>
…
<w:optimizeForBrowser w:pubBrowser="W3C XHTML+CSS" />
<w:allowPNG w:val="on"/>
<w:relyOnVML w:val="on"/>
</w:webSettings>
The optimizeForBrowser element specifies that all settings which are not compatible with the target web
browser shall be disabledthe output should be optimized for a specific output target. Since the settings of the
four elementvalue of the pubBrowser attribute described above matchspecifies a target browser of Microsoft
Internet Explorer 6.0, features not supported by Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 shall be disabled W3C XHTML
1.0 output using CSS, any HTML generated should fall within that profile. end example]
Parent Elements
webSettings (§2.15.2.44)
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Description

pubBrower (Target
Browser
Environment)

Specifies the web browser or environment which should be targeted by the output of any
web page produced by this document.
[Note: The following sample values and their targets are listed below:
Value

Target

Firefox 1

Firefox 1.x

Firefox 2

Firefox 2.x

Internet Explorer 6

Internet Explorer 6.x

Internet Explorer 7

Internet Explorer 7.x

Opera 9

Opera 9.x

Safari 2

Safari 2.x

Safari 3

Safari 3.x

W3C XHTML+CSS

W3C XHTML 1.0 + CSS

W3C HTML4+CSS

W3C HTML 4.01 + CSS

end note]
[Example: For example, consider the following web publishing settings:
<w:optimizeForBrowser w:pubBrowser="Safari 2"/>
The pubBrowser attribute explicitly declares that any web page generated from this
document should target the Safari 2 web browser. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).
val (On/Off Value)

Specifies a binary value for the property defined by the parent XML element.
A value of on, 1, or true specifies that the property shall be explicitly applied. This is the
default value for this attribute, and is implied when the parent element is present, but
this attribute is omitted.
A value of off, 0, or false specifies that the property shall be explicitly turned off.
[Example: For example, consider the following on/off property:
<w:… w:val="off"/>
The val attribute explicitly declares that the property is turned off. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OnOff simple type
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Description
(§2.18.67).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OnOffOptimizeForBrowser">
<attribute name="pubBrowser" type="ST_String"/>
<attribute name="val" type="ST_OnOff"/>
</complexType>

To wml.xsd:



A new complex type, CT_OptimizeForBrowser, will be created, as defined above
The optimizeForBrowser element will use the new complex type
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Response 43
Comment ID

AU-0016
Clause: Part 4
s3.2.28
workbookPr
Paragraph: -

BR-0046
Clause: Section
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Pg.
2522

CA-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.04.01
Paragraph: -

CH-0006
Clause: Part 3,
3.16.9 Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

CH-0007
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

CH-0017
Clause: Paragraph: -

CL-0013
Clause: Part 3,
section 3.16.9.1
Part 4, section
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: 'Date
representation'

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The potential use of different date bases, which has a more
generalized mechanism in by ODF, combined with the wellknown leap-year problem with the 1900 base, means that
dates before 1904 are not reliably interchangeable.

The restriction to only two date bases limits the range of serial
dates starting from 01-01-1900, limiting the representation of
historical dates.

Proposed change by the MB
Add a warning ―Use of dates before 1
Jan 1904 is deprecated.‖
Also to Part 4 s3.1.7

Allow a range of other declared date
bases or allow explicitly negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900.

The mandated incorrect date calculations for 1900 in the
1900-based date basis is unacceptable. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

If needed for legacy reasons with
legacy spreadsheet documents, then
introduce an additional attribute
tag such as ―treat1900AsLeapYear‖ or
similar. This is the approach
recommended elsewhere in OOXML for
legacy features.

Disallowing dates before 1900 in spreadsheets is wrong.
There are people alive today who were born before 1900.
Historical studies often consider dates before 1900.
Accepted

Allow the ―serial value‖ to be negative
in the 1904 baseline syste

DIS 29500 specifies that in the year 1900, ―for dates be-tween
January 1 and February 28, WEEKDAY shall return a value for
the day immediately prior to the cor-rect day‖ and also assigns
a ―serial value‖ to the non-existing day February 29, 1900. This
is wrong. Software bugs should be fixed, not exported by
means of ISO standards to the programs of competitors.
See next comment

Make the calendar system
configurable, with a default of the
Gregorian calendar, allowing alternatives to be specified by means of
providing co-de for the computation of
year, month, weekday and day-of-themonth. This mechanism can then be
used for replicating the broken behavior
of Microsoft Excel where that is
desired.

Es besteht ein Designfehler in der Definition des Tabellenkalkulationsformats, welcher das Einfügen eines Datums
unmöglich macht, das vor dem Jahr 1900 liegt. Dieser Fehler
betrifft sowohl die OOXMLSpezifikation als auch
SoftwareProdukte wie Microsoft Excel 2000, XP, 2003 und
2007.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: There is a design flaw in the definition of the
spreadsheet format. Therefore it is impossible to use dates
before 1900. This issue exists in the specification as well as
the current products like Excel 2000, XP, 2003, and 2007. ]]
see above
First one allows dates between 1900 and 9999 – and no
before. This is insufficient for many purposes (historical
calculations, there still are alive people born before 1900, etc.).
Second proposed representation allows dates between 1904
and 9999– and no before.
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for a range compatible with ISO 8601,
allowing dates previous to 1900.
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Comment ID

CL-0147
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 19

CO-0035
Clause: Part 3,
3.16.9
Paragraph:
226(238)

CO-0154
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph:
2522(2529)

CO-0155
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph:
2522(2529)

CO-0156
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph:
2522(2529)

CZ-0009
Clause: Part
4/3.17.4.1
Paragraph: p.
2522

DE-0030
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text proposes a dual date base system (1900/1904).
There is no way to specify a date before 1900.
Microsoft is certainly entitled to produce a product (Excel) that
does not allow the use of dates before 1900. But this should
not prevent other vendors from using OOXML to specify a
wider range of dates and to express them correctly.
As defined today, OOXML allows dates from 1900 to 9999.
So, it allows dates only 100 years into the past, but allows
dates 7,000 years into the future. How is that beneficial to
anyone? There are people alive today, receiving health care,
pensions, housing allowences, etc., who were born before
1900. Their date of birth cannot be represented in the
spreadsheet format defined by DIS 29500. This makes
OOXML inapplicable for several sectors of the economy,
including healthcare.
We should also note that several vendors who have expressed
interest in implementing OOXML have products that allow
dates earlier than 1900. For example Novell's version of
OpenOffice allows dates back to 1 AD. And Corel's QuattroPro
allows dates back to 1800. (OpenOffice also calculates leap
years correctly in 1900). So for these reasons, we believe that
we must raise concerns over OOXML's treatment of
spreadsheet dates.

Allow a vendor-defined per-document
date origin. This would allow Microsoft
to support their 1900/1904 bases, but
also allow other vendors the ability to
support earlier dates when they need
to.

In the 1900 date base system, the lower limit is January 1,
1900.

Remove this unnecessary restriction
and allow better date support. Allow
negative values in the serial number or
define a system counting from an
earlier date (e.g. 0 A.D.)

In the 1900 date base system, the lower limit is January 1,
1900, which is too recent.

Allow negative date serial values to
express dates prior to 1900 or define a
system which starts at an earlier date
(e.g. 1 A.D.).

OOXML mandates wrong data calculations when the 1900
date system is used.

For legacy considerations, introduce an
compatibility tag such as
―doLegacySpreadhseetDateCalculation
s‖ instead of forcing applications to
perform wrong calculations.

Two base systems are given, and while one is necessary for
legacy compatibility, the second one introduces unnecesary
restrictions like no dates before 1904. Processing dates before
this year are a necessity in many applications.

Remove the 1904 date base system
and replace with a system that begins
at an earlier date, e.g. 0 A.D.

The standard should provide facilities for representing dates
prior 1900-01-01/1904-01-01.

Either negative values should be
allowed as serial value of date or a
completely new date/time data type
should be introduced.

The text proposes a dual date base system. There is no clear
advantage to having two slightly different systems, and this
brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the
need to specify a default base system, etc.

Choose and keep a single date system.
Proposed resolution: DIS 29500
should be augmented by the possibility
to enter other dates and introduce a
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For example, we could have a single
attribute called dateBase and allow an
implementation to set any ISO 8601
date value as the base date. This could
be 1900 or 1904 or any other date. In
addition there could be a boolean value
called treat1900AsLeapYear, with
default value of false. Microsoft can set
this to true for their legacy sheets, but
everyone else can use the default.
If we do this, Microsoft can fully 100%
represent all of their legacy
spreadsheets, including the date bugs,
but the rest of the world can do what
makes sense for them, including
matching Excel, if they wish.

ISO/IEC DIS 29500 Disposition of Comments

Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Paragraph: page
2522, lines 14-18

DE-0031
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 19

DE-0032
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: page
2523, lines 1-6

DE-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

DK-0033
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Page
2523

Proposed change by the MB
Boolean variable that indicates how to
treat the leap year calculation (Excel
already provides this function as a
consumer)

The proposed date system does not cope with dates anterior
to 1900-01-01.

Propose a better date system.
Proposed resolution: DIS 29500
should be augmented by the possibility
to enter other dates and introduce a
Boolean variable that indicates how to
treat the leap year calculation (Excel
already provides this function as a
consumer)

The 1900 date base system is bogus, according to the
OOXML text itself. A standard should not deliberately include
bogus features.

Remove the 1900 date base system or
reform it.
Proposed resolution: DIS 29500
should be augmented by the possibility
to enter other dates and introduce a
Boolean variable that indicates how to
treat the leap year calculation (Excel
already provides this function as a
consumer)

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates.

Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900
Proposed resolution: DIS 29500
should be augmented by the possibility
to enter other dates and introduce a
Boolean variable that indicates how to
treat the leap year calculation (Excel
already provides this function as a
consumer)

The introduction of two different date base system, and
suggestion to mis-handled date calculation to preserve error
calculation from earlier version of Microsoft Excel seem the
worst possible choice for retention of backward compatibility.
It serve no purpose to duplicate the errors of the past by
encapsulating them into a new specification, and this way
miss the opportunity to set things right.
Instead of duplicating the mistake and bring it forward, one
should instead find a smarter way to do it the correct way,
instead of encourage application developers to continue
making the same mistake
The obsession to provide backwards compatibility by
continuously adopt ―deprecated‖ specification like VML and reimplement the mistake of the past doesn't provide a viable
methodology for introducing a new specification.

We strongly suggest to add an
addtional new date base system with a
NULL date being 1899-12-30 and with
the options to use negative serial
values. Any future use of functions with
date parameter should conform to
www.w3.org/TR/2001/RECXMLschema-2-20010502/ section
3.2.7 and 3.2.9.
Existing date base systems are to be
kept for backward compatibility.

It also impose unnecessary additional work both for
implementation and maintenance of the specification, since it
enforce adoption of cumbersome construct to work around the
old mistakes

DK-0136
Clause: Part 4
3.17.4.1

The Gregorian calendar is the most widely used calendar in
the world. A modification of the Julian calendar, it was decreed
by Pope Gregory XIII on 24 February 1582. The Gregorian
calendar forms the basis of many international standards such
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We strongly suggest to add an
addtional new date base system with a
NULL date being 1899-12-30 and with
the options to use negative serial
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

as ISO 8601.
―Date Representation‖, conflicts with the Gregorian calendar in
the calculation of dates. Specifically, it requires spreadsheet
implementations to incorrectly treat the year 1900 as a leap
year. This contradicts the Gregorian calendar, ISO 8601 and
the civil calendar adopted by most nations of the world.

values. Any future use of functions with
date parameter should conform to
www.w3.org/TR/2001/RECXMLschema-2-20010502/ section
3.2.7 and 3.2.9.
Existing date base systems are to be
kept for backward compatibility.

DK-0137

ISO 8601 is the ISO standard for date and time
representations.
―Date Representation‖ stipulates that dates must be
represented as numeric codes counting from 1900 or 1904.
This is in conflict with ISO 8601. This section also forbids
applications from supporting years before 1900, also in conflict
with ISO 8601.

We strongly suggest to add an
addtional new date base system with a
NULL date being 1899-12-30 and with
the options to use negative serial
values. Any future use of functions with
date parameter should conform to
www.w3.org/TR/2001/RECXMLschema-2-20010502/ section
3.2.7 and 3.2.9.
Existing date base systems are to be
kept for backward compatibility.

Date Representation
ECMA-376‘s date representation based on original
implementation in Lotus 1-2-3 secures compatibility with an
enormous amount of spreadsheets created over the last 20
years.
Although non-critical it would be nice with support for dates
before 1900 / 1904.

We strongly suggest to add an
addtional new date base system with a
NULL date being 1899-12-30 and with
the options to use negative serial
values. Any future use of functions with
date parameter should conform to
www.w3.org/TR/2001/RECXMLschema-2-20010502/ section
3.2.7 and 3.2.9.
Existing date base systems are to be
kept for backward compatibility.

The missing support in SpreadsheetML for dates before 1900
is very problematic for some spreadsheet uses such as
historical data.

Change SpreadsheetML to allow the
storing of dates prior to January 1st
1900.

The proposed date system does not cope with dates anterior to
1900-01-01.

Propose a better date system.

The 1900 date base system is bogus, according to the OOXML
text itself. A standard should not deliberately include bogus
features.

Remove the 1900 date base system or
reform it.

Clause: Part 4
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

DK-0153
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

FI-0013
Clause: Part 4:
3.17.4.
Paragraph: -

FR-0182
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 19

FR-0183
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2523, lines 1-6

FR-0351
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: -

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
Allow a range of vendor-declared date
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable bases, or explicitly allow negative date
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical dates. serial values to express dates prior to
1900
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Comment ID

GB-0300
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.4.1
[p2522, 14]
Paragraph: -

GB-0301
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.4.1
[p2522, 15]
Paragraph: -

GB-0304
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.4.1
[p2522, 19]
Paragraph: -

GB-0363
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.4.1 [1418]
Paragraph: -

GB-0364
Clause: Part 4,
§3, Section
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates.

Proposed change: Allow a range of
vendor-declared date bases, or
explicitly allow negative date serial
values to express dates prior to 1900

The mandated incorrect date calculations for 1900 in the
1900-based date basis is unacceptable. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

Proposed change: If needed for
legacy reasons with legacy Excel
documents, then introduce an
additional vendor-specific tag such as
―doWrongDateCalculationsLikeExcel‖
or similar. This is the approach
recommended elsewhere in OOXML for
legacy Word features.

The proposed date system does not cope with dates prior to
1900-01-01.

Proposed change: Adopt a better date
system.

Historical dates preceding 1st March 1900 cannot be recorded
as dates in OOXML spreadsheets. This makes them
unsuitable for genological work, etc, where sorting by date
prior to 1900 is often a requirement.

Proposed change: Modify the text to
accommodate such dates properly..

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates.

Proposed change: Allow a range of
vendor-declared date bases, or
explicitly allow negative date serial
values to express dates prior to 1900

As currently defined an OOXML spreadsheet may not express
a date prior to January 1st, 1900. Microsoft Excel has a similar
restriction. However, the other spreadsheets that have
announced a desire to implement OOXML allow a broader
range of date values in their spreadsheets. For example,
Corel's Quattro Pro supports dates back to 3/1/1800, while
OpenOffice , which Novell is adding OOXML support to, allows
date back to 1 A.D. So it seems unwise to limit the date
support to the more limited capabilities of Excel. We should
offer vendors the choice to use a date origin of their choice, so
long as they declare it in their documents. Excel could
continue to declare a 1900 (or 1904) date basis, but other
vendors could express their full capabilities.
Remember, there are people alive today, receiving
government benefits, housing, pensions, healthcare, etc., who
were born before 1900. As defined now, OOXML cannot
represent their date of birth. Supporting dates 8,000 years into
the future are not as useful, from a practical perspective, as
supporting dates back a few hundred years in the past. Of
course, each application vendor may have their own priorities.

GH-0002
Clause: Section

The restriction to only two date bases limits the range of serial
dates starting from 01-01-1900, limiting the representation of
historical dates.
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Allow a range of other declared date
bases or allow explicitly negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

GR-0003
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Page
2522

GR-0004
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Page
2522

GR-0005
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

GR-0006
Clause: Part 3 ,
3.16.9
Part 4, Sect
Paragraph: Page
2522, lines 15
and 16:

IE-0002
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Paragraph: -

IN-0007
Clause: 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
1900.

3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Pg.
2522
OOXML only support two time-bases or date-bases (the
1900 base and the 1904 date). None of those two reperesent
corrrectly the Gregorian Calendar (ISO 8601) accepted in all
the world. Also, the restriction to only two date bases is
arbitrary and based only on one vendor's applications. There
are other reasonable values for date bases, including earlier
ones for historical dates. Most SQL databases, which
frequently exchange data with spreadsheets, support a much
greater range of dates.

Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900

OOXML can not represent important dates and generates
wrong data calculations. The mandated incorrect date
calculations for 1900 in the 1900-based date basis is
unacceptable. An ISO standard should not be mandating
incorrect values for the well-established Gregorian Calendar.
To do so will only lead to confusion, poor interoperability and
perpetuation of errors.

If needed for legacy reasons with
legacy Excel documents, then
introduce an additional vendor-specific
tag such as
―doWrongDateCalculationsLikeExcel‖
or similar. This is the approach used
elsewhere in OOXML for legacy Word
features.

OOXML specifies that in the year 1900, ―for dates between
January 1 and February 28, WEEKDAY shall return a value for
the day immediately prior to the correct day‖ and also assigns
a ―serial value‖ to the non-existing day February 29, 1900. This
is wrong. Software bugs should be fixed, not exported by
means of ISO standards to the programs of competitors.

Make the calendar system
configurable, with a default of the
Gregorian calendar, allowing
alternatives to be specified by means of
providing code for the computation of
year, month, weekday and day-of-themonth. .

In the 1900 date base system, the lower limit is January 1,
1900, which has serial value 1. There are people alive today
born before 1900. Historical studies often consider dates
before 1900.

Remove this restriction and allow a
greater date support. Allow negative
values in the serial number.

The DIS specifies that dates are represented using a ―nonnegative numeric serial value‖, and provides for two possible
date bases for those serial values (1900 and 1904).
The result of this is that pre-1900 dates cannot be represented
in a strongly-typed way, for example a typical spreadsheet
application will treat pre-1900 dates as a string rather than a
date, and so will be unable to perform date-related calculations
on such data.
The Irish NB believes that allowing pre-1900 dates in a
strongly typed way is a use case that should be supported.

The specification could be changed in
two ways to support strongly-typed pre1900 dates: by allowing the use of
negative serial values; or by the use of
ISO 8601. Each of these approaches
should be carefully considered.

Ecma 376 section 3.17.4.1, ―Date Representation‖, conflicts
with the Gregorian calendar in the calculation of dates.
Specifically, it requires spreadsheet implementations to
incorrectly treat the year 1900 as a leap year. This contradicts
the Gregorian calendar, ISO 8601 and the civil calendar
adopted by most nations of the world. ISO 8601 is the ISO
standard for date and time representations. Ecma 376 section
3.17.4.1, ―Date Representation‖ stipulates that dates must be
represented as numeric codes counting from 1900 or 1904.
This is in conflict with ISO 8601. This section also forbids
applications from supporting years before 1900, also in conflict

Provide support for dates prior to 1900
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

with ISO 8601

IN-0057
Clause: 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

IN-0058
Clause: 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

IN-0061
Clause: 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

IN-0080
Clause: 3.16.9
Paragraph: -

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates.

Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900

The mandated incorrect date calculations for 1900 in the
1900-based date basis is unacceptable. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

If needed for legacy reasons with
legacy Excel documents, then
introduce an additional vendor-specific
tag such as
―doWrongDateCalculationsLikeExcel‖
or similar. This is the approach
recommended elsewhere in OOXML for
legacy Word features.

The proposed date system does not cope with dates prior to
1900-01-01.

Propose a better date system.

OOXML only support two time-bases or date-bases (the 1900
base and the 1904 date). None of those two represent
correctly the Gregorian Calendar (ISO 8601) accepted in all
the world. Also, the restriction to only two date bases is
arbitrary and based only on one vendor's applications. There
are other reasonable values for date bases, including earlier
ones for historical dates. Most SQL databases, which
frequently exchange data with spreadsheets, support a much
greater range of dates.

Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900. Our concern remains that the file
format does not allow dates before
1900. Microsoft is certainly entitled to
produce a product (Excel) that
calculates dates incorrectly and does
not allow the specification of dates
before 1900. But this should not
prevent other vendors from using
OOXML to specify a wider range of
dates and to express them correctly.
As defined today, OOXML allows dates
from 1900 to 9999. So, it allows dates
only 100 years into the past, but allows
dates 7,000 years into the future. How
is that beneficial to anyone? There are
people alive today, living in India,
receiving health care, pensions,
housing allowances, etc., who were
born before 1900. Their date of birth
cannot be represented in the
spreadsheet format defined by DIS
29500. There are land records
available in the country that are more
than 400 yrs old and cant be
represented in this format. This makes
OOXML inapplicable for several sectors
of the economy, including healthcare.
We should also note that several
vendors who have expressed interest in
implementing OOXML have products
that allow dates earlier than 1900. For
example Novell's version of OpenOffice
allows dates back to 1AD. And Corel's
QuattroPro allows dates back to 1835.
(OpenOffice also calculates leap years
correctly in 1900). So for these
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
reasons, we believe that we must raise
concerns over OOXML's treatment of
spreadsheet dates.

IR-0001
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

IR-0002
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

KE-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

KE-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

MX-0005
Clause: Part 3
3.16.9.1
Paragraph:
Paragraphs 3 and
4

PE-0002
Clause: Primer:
Section 3.16.9.1
Part 4: Section:
3.17.4.
Paragraph:
Paragraph 2
Page 2522 Lines
14 to 19.

PE-0003
Clause: Part 4:
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: Page
2523 Line 1

PH-0005
Clause:
3.17.7.54
Paragraph: -

The date system specified does not support dates earlier than
1900.

Allow negative ―serial values‖ for dates
and provide mechanisms to support
dates, either based on the historical
Gregorian/Julian calendar or the ISO
date system that extends the present
Gregorian leap year calculation into the
past.

The date system handles the leap year status of the year 1900
incorrectly, requiring both vendor applications (like an office
suite) and user applications (like a single spreadsheet) having
difficulty in several date calculations.

Either remove the legacy feature, or
only allow it as an extension, called
―consider1900leap‖ for example, which
is turned off be default.

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates.

Explicitly allow negative date serial
values to express dates prior to 1900

The mandated incorrect date calculations for 1900 in the
1900-based date basis is unacceptable. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

In the specification there should be only
one date base (1904). A tag for
backward compatibility could be added
as part of the compatibility settings
annex to treat dates where 1900 was
wrongly considered to be a leap year.
The standard could include a reference
to this compatibility setting.

There is no definition for dates prior January 1st 1900 and after
December 31st 9999. This provides insufficient date
representations for values outside the specified range.

According with the date base system
declared, the negative serial values
usage is recommended for dates and
times prior date base system‘s initial
value. Is also recommended the
support for a larger serial number
representation.

The date representation does not allow dates before 1900.
Exists incompatibility between the format to handle dates and
the Gregorian calendar.

A new format must be used for date
representation that allows dates before
1900 and handles the Gregorian
calendar.

Year 1900 is wrongly considered as leap year in the OpenXML
specification, although it is not because even if it is a multiple
of 4 it is not multiple of 400.

A new format must be used for date
representation that does not treat the
year 1900 as a leap year.

This section which specifies the DATE function only accepts
years starting with the year 1900. Earlier dates which are
important in the Philippine history are not supported. Also, the
year 1900 is treated as a leap year which is an error
considering that the Gregorian Calendar correctly specifies
that it is not a leap year.
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Comment ID

PT-0085
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The display of dates is limited the lowest date of 1900, no
dates before that can be represented, and dates up to 29
February 1900 are displayed with an error. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.
There are also two methods for displaying dates (1900 and
1904) that do not help clarifying the specification. There is no
clear advantage to having two slightly different systems, and
this brings significant costs and confusion, as illustrated by the
need to specify a default base system, etc.

SG-0002
Clause:
SpreadsheetML
Paragraph: -

US-0130
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

US-0131
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

UY-0003
Clause: Section
3.17.4.1 page
3305
Paragraph: -

VE-0011
Clause: 3
Paragraph: page
226, lines 10-14

VE-0060
Clause: Part 4,

Proposed change by the MB
Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900.
Fix date limitations and if there is no
other solution, choose to implement
ISO 8601 for displaying dates using the
Gregorian Calendar.
If needed for legacy reasons with
legacy Excel documents, then
introduce an additional vendor-specific
tag such as
―doWrongDateCalculationsLikeExcel‖
or similar. This is the approach
recommended elsewhere in OOXML for
legacy Word features.

The specification is inconsistent with the ISO 8601:2004
―Representation of Dates and Times‖ in the definition of the
leap year, in the introduction of the attribute feature
‗date1904‘. While recognizing the intent to address the
backward compatibility with previous applications, the attribute
has complicated the specification and burdens developers with
supporting legacy features which are non-constructive.
The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable
values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates. Most SQL databases, which frequently exchange data
with spreadsheets, support a much greater range of dates.

Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
serial values to express dates prior to
1900

The mandated incorrect date calculations for 1900 in the
1900-based date basis is unacceptable. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

If needed for legacy reasons with
legacy Excel documents, then
introduce an additional vendor-specific
tag such as
―doWrongDateCalculationsLikeExcel‖
or similar. This is the approach used
elsewhere in OOXML for legacy Word
features

The dates in the document can be represented in two formats;
one of them specifically maintains the anomaly of year 1900
for backward compatibility. The anomaly described about year
1900 is in fact an inherited anomaly for backward compatibility
with other applications, so existing calculations in million
documents that exists nowadays would be affected if that
behaviour changes. The fact that year 1900 is considered a
leap year is a contradiction to set in the ISO Standard
8601:2004 ―Representation of Dates and Times‖

In next revisions the treatment of dates
within the standard would have to be
reconsidered, including the extension of
the representable range.

This section forbit the use of date before 1900 and impose the
use of January 1, 1900 or January 1, 1904 as lower limit. This
conflict with ISO 8601:2004.

Remove these limitations and rewrite
this part to be conformed with ISO
8601:2004

The restriction to only two date bases is arbitrary and based
only on one vendor's applications. There are other reasonable

Allow a range of vendor-declared date
bases, or explicitly allow negative date
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

values for date bases, including earlier ones for historical
dates.

serial values to express dates prior to
1900

ZA-0014

The mandated incorrect date calculations for 1900 in the
1900-based date basis is unacceptable. An ISO standard
should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.
This is one of a number of cases in the document where
buggy, incorrect and idiosyncratic behaviours of legacy
applications are in danger of becoming standardized.
Rendering legacy documents by replicating various arbitrary
requirements and defects of past formats entrenches
dysfunction and therefore cannot constitute an acceptable
technical solution,

Comply with the well-established
standards for representing and
manipulation of dates.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
We agree that regarding its treatment of dates, the specification is inconsistent with ISO 8601, specifically with
respect to dates before 1900, and with its treatment of 1900 as a leap year. We will alter the specification to
adopt a new date value space supporting ISO 8601 Gregorian years 0000-9999 with 1900 not being a leap year.
However, the previously defined mode will be maintained for backward compatibility.
We will use the same range of supported dates (0000-9999) as used by ISO 8601. If ISO 8601, itself, is extended
beyond that point then this should be reconsidered for future versions of this specification.
We will make the following specific changes:

Part 4, §3.17.4, page 2,522, line 6:
Each unique instant in SpreadsheetML time is represented as a distinct non-negative numeric serial value, which
is made up of an integer date component and a fractional time component.

Part 4, §3.17.4.1, page 2,522, lines 14–22, page 2,533, lines 1–20:
There are two four differentdate bases for serial values:





In the 1900 date-base system, the lower limit is January 1, 1900000, which has serial value 1-693959.
The upper-limit is December 31, 9999, which has serial value 2,958,465.
In the 1904 date-base system, the lower limit is January 1, 19040000, which has serial value 0-695421.
The upper-limit is December 31, 9999, which has serial value 2,957,003.
In the 1900 backward compatibility date-base system, the lower limit is January 1, 1900, which has serial
value 1. The upper limit is December 31, 9999, which has serial value 2,958,465.
In the 1904 backward compatibility date-base system, the lower limit is January 1, 1904, which has serial
value 0. The upper limit is December 31, 9999, which has serial value 2,957,003.
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A serial value outside of the range for its date-base system is ill-formed.
For legacy reasons, an implementation using the 1900 backward compatibility date-base system shall treat 1900
as though it was a leap year. [Note: That is, serial value 59 corresponds to February 28, 1900, and serial value 61
corresponds to March 1, 1900, the next day, allowing the (non-existent) date February 29, 1900 to have the
serial value 60. end note] A consequence of this is that for dates between January 1, 1900 and February 28,
1900, WEEKDAY shall return a value for the day immediately prior to the correct day, so that the (non-existent)
date February 29, 1900, has a day-of-the-week that immediately follows that of February 28, and immediately
precedes that of March 1, 1900.
As to whichThe date-base system an implementation uses by default or and whether it allows its users to switch
between date-base systems, is unspecified. See §3.17.6.7 for XML-related details.
[Note: As the XML allows either any date-base system to be used, an implementation must be able to deal with
both all date-base systems. end note]
[Note: The 1900 date-base system is the preferred system to be used by applications. The use of the 1900
backward compatibility or 1904 backward compatibility date-base system should be avoided. end note]
For legacy reasons, an implementation using the 1900 date base system shall treat 1900 as though it was a leap
year. [Note: That is, serial value 59 corresponds to February 28, and serial value 61 corresponds to March 1, the
next day, allowing the (non-existent) date February 29 to have the serial value 60. end note] A consequence of
this is that for dates between January 1 and February 28, WEEKDAY shall return a value for the day immediately
prior to the correct day, so that the (non-existent) date February 29 has a day-of-the-week that immediately
follows that of February 28, and immediately precedes that of March 1.
[Example: For the 1900 date base system1900 date-base system:

DATEVALUE(“05-Aug-1893”) results in the serial value -2338.0000000…
DATEVALUE("01-Jan-1900") results in the serial value 12.0000000…
DATEVALUE("03-Feb-1910") results in the serial value 3687.0000000…
DATEVALUE("01-Feb-2006") results in the serial value 38749.0000000…
DATEVALUE("31-Dec-9999") results in the serial value 2958465.0000000…
For the 1904 date base system1904 date-base system:
DATEVALUE(“05-Aug-1893”) results in the serial value -3800.0000000…
DATEVALUE("01-Jan-1904") results in the serial value 0.0000000…
DATEVALUE("03-Feb-1910") results in the serial value 2225.0000000…
DATEVALUE("01-Feb-2006") results in the serial value 37287.0000000…
DATEVALUE("31-Dec-9999") results in the serial value 2957003.0000000…
end example]
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Part 4, §3.17.4.1, page 2,524, lines 1–12:
[Example: For the 1900 date base system1900 date-base system:
DATE(1893,8,5)+TIME(0,0,1) results in the serial value -2337.999989…
DATE(1910,2,3)+TIME(10,5,54) results in the serial value 3687.4207639…
DATE(1900,1,1)+TIME(12,0,0) results in the serial value 12.5000000…
DATE(9999,12,31)+TIME(23,59,59) results in the serial value 2958465.9999884…
For the 1904 date base system1904 date-base system:
DATE(1893,8,5)+TIME(0,0,1) results in the serial value -3799.999989…
DATE(1910,2,3)+TIME(10,5,54) results in the serial value 2225.4207639…
DATE(1904,1,1)+TIME(12,0,0) results in the serial value 0.5000000…
DATE(9999,12,31)+TIME(23,59,59) results in the serial value 2957003.9999884…
end example]

Part 4, §3.2.27, page 1,908, line 26:
[Example:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<workbook xmlns="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/spreadsheetml/2006/5/main"
mlns:r="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships">
<fileVersion lastEdited="4" lowestEdited="4" rupBuild="4017"/>
<workbookPr date1904="1"dateCompatibility="false" vbName="ThisWorkbook"
defaultThemeVersion="123820"/>

Part 4, §3.2.28, page 1,911, line 1:
[Example:
<workbookPr dateCompatibility="false" date1904="1"showObjects="none"
saveExternalLinkValues="0"
defaultThemeVersion="123820"/>
end example]

Part 4, §3.2.28, page 1,912:
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Parent Elements
date1904 (Date
1904)

Boolean value that indicates whether the date system used in the workbook is based in
1900 or 1904.
A value of 1 or true indicates the workbook uses a date system based in 1904, either the
1904 date base or the 1904 backward compatibility date base, as specified by the value
of the dateCompatibility attribute.
A value of 0 or false indicates the workbook uses a date system based in 1900, either the
1900 date base or the 1900 backward compatibility date base, as specified by the value
of the dateCompatibility attribute.
(See §3.17.4.1 for the definition of the four valid date bases.)
Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the date systems used in the workbook
starts in 1904.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the date system starts in 1904.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the workbook uses the 1900 date system, where
1/1/1900 is the first day in the system.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

dateCompatibility
(Date
Compatibility)

Specifies whether the date base specified by the date1904 attribute should be treated as
a compatibility date base or should support the full ISO 8601 date range.
A value of 1 or true indicates that the date system in use is either the 1900 backward
compatibility date base or the 1904 backward compatibility date base, as specified by the
value of the date1904 attribute.
A value of 0 or false indicates that the date system is either the 1900 date base or 1904
date-base system, based on the ISO 8601 date range, as specified by the value of the
date1904 attribute.
(See §3.17.4.1 for the definition of the four valid date bases.)
The default value for this attribute is true.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

Part 4, §3.2.28, page 1,915, line 3:
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_WorkbookPr">
<attribute name="date1904" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="dateCompatibility" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="showObjects" type="ST_Objects" use="optional" default="all"/>
<attribute name="showBorderUnselectedTables" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="filterPrivacy" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="promptedSolutions" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="showInkAnnotation" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="backupFile" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="saveExternalLinkValues" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="updateLinks" type="ST_UpdateLinks" use="optional" default="userSet"/>
<attribute name="codeName" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="hidePivotFieldList" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="showPivotChartFilter" type="xsd:boolean" default="false"/>
<attribute name="allowRefreshQuery" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="publishItems" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="checkCompatibility" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="autoCompressPictures" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="refreshAllConnections" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="defaultThemeVersion" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.8.31, page 2,140, line 10:
To display As
Years

Use this code

1900date-base minimum value–9999 yyyy

Part 4, §3.8.31, page 2,140, line 12:
See §3.17.4.1 for detail on possible date basesspecial handling of certain days in the year 1900.

Part 4, §3.17.6.7, page 2,530, lines 1–4:
The date-base system is recorded in the Workbook part's XML by the presence or absence of the date1904
dateCompatibility and date1904 attributes of the workbookPr element. A value of 1 for this attribute
indicates 1904. [Example:
19001900 date base: <workbookPr dateCompatibility="false" showObjects="all"/>
19041904 backwards compatibility date base: <workbookPr dateCompatibility="true"
date1904="true""1" showObjects="all"/>
end example]
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Part 4, §3.17.7.74, page 2,600, line 11:

3.17.7.74 DATE
…
Name
Year

Type
Number

Description
A positive number, truncated to an integer representing
the year, truncated to integer, that together with month
and day specifies the date whose serial value is to be
computed.
For the 1900 date base1900 date base and 1904 date
base systems:
 If year is in the range 0–1899, inclusive, the year
shall be interpreted as year + 1900.
 If year is in the range 1900100–9999, inclusive,
the year shall be interpreted as year.
For the 1904 date base system:
 If year is in the range 4–1899, inclusive, the year
shall be interpreted as year + 1900.
 If year is in the range 1904–9999, inclusive, the
year shall be interpreted as year.
For the 1900 backward compatibility date-base and 1904
backward compatibility date-base systems:
 If year is in the range 0–1899, inclusive, the year
shall be interpreted as year + 1900.
 If year is in the range 1900–9999, inclusive, the
year shall be interpreted as year.

Part 4, §3.17.7.74, page 2,601, lines 10–14:

3.17.7.74 DATE
…
However, if



year is less than 0 or is greater-than or equal-to 10000, and the 1900 date base system is being used,
#NUM! is returned.
year is less than 4, is greater-than or equal-to 10000, is in the range 1900–1903, inclusive, and the 1904
date base system is being used, #NUM! is returned. If year is outside the acceptable range for the date
base currently in use, #NUM! is returned.
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Part 4, §3.17.7.347, page 2,825, lines 17–19:

3.17.7.347 YEAR
…
Return Type and Value: number – The Gregorian year for the date and/or time having the given date-value. For
the 1900 date base system, the returned value shall be in the range 1900–9999. For the 1904 date base system,
the returned value shall be in the range 1904–9999.The range of return values is determined by the date base
currently in use (§3.17.4).
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Response 44
Comment ID

BR-0002
Clause: Part 4
Section 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is desired to have improved interoperability among other ISO
document standards.

Identified ( but not limited to) ISO
26300 attributes are :
Text blinking;
Table cell protection;
An option to specify "Numbers of lines"
for window or orphans lines;
'Manual' and 'From left' alignment in
tables;
Last line alignment in justified
paragraph (provision that we can
change the last line of the paragraph as
Left, Center and Justify);
'Leading' line spacing in a paragraph;
Tabs fill character of a paragraph;
'Title' and 'lowercase' style options;
Table can have 'keep with next
paragraph' set;
A 'May Break Between Rows' attribute
so as not to split a table;
Allow entire sections to be marked as
hidden;
Background Image in Tables;
Contents in a multi-column section can
be evenly distributed resulting in
balanced columns;
An option to rotate the text by 90 or
270 degrees;
Any number of rows can be selected for
repeating Heading;
Copy Heading while splitting Table;
Table Shadowing Style;
Vertical numbering in list items;
Image can be positioned absolutely
within a frame;
Ability to set arbitrary Text background
color
Before/after text around foot notes
references,
Keep ratio feature for frames, columns
for frames/text-boxes,
Ability to assign to assign different page
colors throught the document,
Note embedded in text-boxes, ability to
set each imageborder with different
properties, background opacity,
'Auto' option when application decide if
a page break should be,
Font weights beyond just 'normal' and
'bold',
Table of content protection against
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
annual changes,
Shadow distance, and a color of
shadow other than black,
Column separator attributes : width,
color, height, vertical-align
Text-box can define the vertical
alignment of text(top, center, bottom)

CL-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
blinking text.

Add support for blinking text.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
Table cell protection.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely an
option to specify "Numbers of lines" for widow or orphans lines

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
'Manual' and 'From left' alignment in tables

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Last line alignment in justified paragraph (provision that we
can change the last line of the paragraph as Left, Center and
Justify)

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
allow 8192 table columns rather than OOXML's 63 limit

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
'Leading' line spacing in a paragraph

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Tabs fill character of a paragraph

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
'Title' and 'lowercase' style options

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
table can have 'keep with next paragraph' set

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.
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Comment ID

CL-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0069
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0070
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0075
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0076
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0077
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0078
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0079
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely : a
'May Break Between Rows' attribute so as not to split a table

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
allow entire sections to be marked as hidden

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Background Image in Tables -- background image can be
defined for an entire table, a row or an individual cell. This
image is automatically resized when modifying the table.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Contents in a multi-column section can be evenly distributed
resulting in balanced columns

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely : an
option to rotate the text by 90 as well as 270 degrees.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Copy Heading while splitting Table

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Table Shadowing Style

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
vertical numbering in list items

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
image can be positioned absolutely within a frame

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Last line alignment in justified paragraph (provision that we
can change the last line of the paragraph as Left, Center and
Justify)

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
allow 8192 table columns rather than OOXML's 63 limit

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
'Leading' line spacing in a paragraph

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Tabs fill character of a paragraph

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
'Title' and 'lowercase' style options

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
table can have 'keep with next paragraph' set

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely : a
'May Break Between Rows' attribute so as not to split a table

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
allow entire sections to be marked as hidden

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Background Image in Tables -- background image can be
defined for an entire table, a row or an individual cell. This
image is automatically resized when modifying the table.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Contents in a multi-column section can be evenly distributed
resulting in balanced columns

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely : an
option to rotate the text by 90 as well as 270 degrees.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Copy Heading while splitting Table

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
Table Shadowing Style

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML's "vert" attribute only allows
text to be rotated 270 degrees, whereas ODF's equivalent
allows text rotation by 90 or 270 degrees.

Include ability to specify 90 degree text
rotation in addition to existing 270
degree rotation.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF

Include support for additional font

Paragraph: -

CL-0080
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0081
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0082
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0083
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0084
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0085
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0086
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0087
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0089
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0090
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CO-0081
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.2.8
Paragraph:
175(182)

CO-0082
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
2.3.2.1
Paragraph:
160(167)

and OOXML. However, OOXML text runs only support two
font weights, bold or normal, where ODF supports the fuller
range of font weights from XSL-FO

weights, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,600.
700, 800 and 900.

DE-0114

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Text blinking, Table cell protection, an option to specify
"Numbers of lines" for widow or orphans lines, 'Manual' and
'From left' alignment in tables, Last line alignment in justified
paragraph (provision that we can change the last line of the
paragraph as Left, Center and Justify), allow 8192 table
columns rather than OOXML's 63, ...

We suggest it would be nice to have
some description of ODF/Open XML
Interoperability concerning some
selected features shown in an
informative section of the spec.

ECMA-376 Office Open XML specification lack the feature to
for image to be absolute position within a frame.

Future versions of OOXML should
adapt functionality for facilitating
interoperability to existing ISO
standards, specifically standards within
the document specification domain,
such as ISO/IEC 26300.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

DK-0004
Clause: Part 4
Section 2
Paragraph: -

DK-0005
Clause: Part 4
Section 2
Paragraph: -

GB-0136
Clause: Part 4,
§2, General
Paragraph: -

GB-0137
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Absolute
image positioning
within a fr
Paragraph: -

GB-0138
Clause: Part 4,
§2, An option to
rotate the text by
90 or
Paragraph: -

This feature should be include to ensure interoperability with
other Office productivity application, which use the
international standard ISO/EIC 26300 Open Document format.
The absence of this feature makes it impossible to achieve full
interoperability between office productivity applications.
The feature would also allow for a more free position of image
inside a text-document, and give the author full control for
placing images on a text page. The current Office Open XML
does only allow for placement of image-frames in position to
text. This ability would then be dynamic depending of the
individual users WYSIWYG configuration, which often depend
on platform specific printer-drivers.
ECMA-376 Office Open XML specification lack the feature to
protect a cell within a text table in the wordprocessingML
This feature should be include to ensure interoperability with
other Office productivity application, which use the
international standard ISO/EIC 26300 Open Document format.
The absence of this feature makes it impossible to achieve full
interoperability between office productivity applications.
The feature is valuable when interchanging word-processing
document for editorial review and approval, which ensure, that
user don't change content of specific part of the document.

Future versions of OOXML should
adapt functionality for facilitating
interoperability to existing ISO
standards, specifically standards within
the document specification domain,
such as ISO/IEC 26300.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following features:

See following comments on
Interoperability between ODF and
OOXML

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
image can be positioned absolutely within a frame

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature: an
option to rotate the text by 90 or 270 degrees.

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.
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GB-0140
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Allow 8192
table columns
rather than O
Paragraph: -

GB-0141
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Background
Image in Tables
Paragraph: -

GB-0142
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Evenly
distribute
contents in a
multiParagraph: -

GB-0143
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Ability to set
arbitrary Text
backgrou
Paragraph: -

GB-0144
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Before/After
text around foot
notes re
Paragraph: -

GB-0145
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Copy
Heading while
splitting Table
Paragraph: -

GB-0146
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Table
Shadowing Style
Paragraph: -

GB-0147
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Vertical
numbering in list
items
Paragraph: -

GB-0148
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 'Leading' line

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
allow 8192 table columns rather than OOXML's 63

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Background Image in Tables -- background image can be
defined for an entire table, a row or an individual cell. This
image is automatically resized when modifying the table.

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Contents in a multi-column section can be evenly distributed
resulting in balanced columns

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
ability to set arbitrary Text background color

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Before/After text around foot notes references

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Copy Heading while splitting Table

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Table Shadowing Style

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
vertical numbering in list items

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

spacing in a
paragraph
Paragraph: -

'Leading' line spacing in a paragraph

two formats.

GB-0149

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature: a
'May Break Between Rows' attribute so as not to split a table

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature: an
option to specify "Numbers of lines" for widow or orphans lines

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
'Manual' and 'From left' alignment in tables

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Last line alignment in justified paragraph (provision that we
can change the last line of the paragraph as Left, Center and
Justify)

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
allow entire sections to be marked as hidden

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Tabs fill character of a paragraph

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
'Title' and 'lowercase' style options

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
table can have 'keep with next paragraph' set

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 'May Break
Between Rows'
attribute so
Paragraph: -

GB-0150
Clause: Part 4,
§2, An option to
specify "Numbers
of lines
Paragraph: -

GB-0151
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 'Manual' and
'From left'
alignment in
Paragraph: -

GB-0152
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Last line
alignment in
justified parag
Paragraph: -

GB-0153
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Allow entire
sections to be
marked as
Paragraph: -

GB-0154
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Tabs fill
character of a
paragraph
Paragraph: -

GB-0155
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 'Title' and
'lowercase' style
options
Paragraph: -

GB-0156
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Table can
have 'keep with
next paragra
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

GB-0157
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Ability to set
each image
border with
Paragraph: -

GB-0158
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Font weights
beyond just
'normal' and
Paragraph: -

GB-0159
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Table of
content protection
against ma
Paragraph: -

GB-0160
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Background
opacity
Paragraph: -

GB-0161
Clause: Part 4,
§2, auto page
break option
Paragraph: -

GB-0162
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Shadow
distance, and a
color of shadow
Paragraph: -

GB-0163
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Table cell
protection
Paragraph: -

GB-0164
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Text blinking
Paragraph: -

GB-0165
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Column
separator
attributes

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
ability to set each image border with different properties

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
font weights beyond just 'normal' and 'bold'.

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Table of content protection against manual changes

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Background opacity

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
'auto' option when application decides if it should insert a page
break

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
shadow distance, and a color of shadow other than black

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Table cell protection

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Text blinking

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Column separator attributes : width, color, height, verticalalign.

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

GB-0166
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Text-box can
define the vertical
text
Paragraph: -

GB-0167
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Notes
embedded in
text-boxes
Paragraph: -

GB-0168
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Assign
different page
colors in a docu
Paragraph: -

GB-0169
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Columns for
frames/text-boxes
Paragraph: -

GB-0170
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Keep ratio
feature for frames
Paragraph: -

GR-0094
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.2.8
Paragraph: page
178

GR-0095
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.2.1
Paragraph: page
160

IR-0008
Clause: Part
4,Section 2
Paragraph: -

IR-0010
Clause: Part
4,Section 2
Paragraph: -

IR-0011
Clause: Part
4,Section 2

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
text-box can define the vertical alignment of text (top, center,
bottom)

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Notes embedded in text-boxes

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
ability to assign different page colors throughout the document

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Columns for frames/text-boxes

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
Keep ratio feature for frames

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML's "vert" attribute only allows
text to be rotated 270 degrees, whereas ODF's equivalent
allows text rotation by 90 or 270 degrees.

Include ability to specify 90 degree text
rotation in addition to existing 270
degree rotation.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML text runs only support two
font weights, bold or normal, where ODF supports the fuller
range of font weights from XSL-FO

Include support for additional font
weights, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,600.
700, 800 and 900.

Improving the interoperability between OOXML and ODF is
desired, but ODF has the following feature which is lacking in
OOXML: positioning the image absolutely within a frame.

In order to improve the interoperability
between OOXML and ODF, support for
this feature should be included in
WordProccessingML.

Improving the interoperability between OOXML and ODF is
desired, but ODF has the following feature which is lacking in
OOXML: evenly distribution of contents in multi-column section
which results in balanced columns

In order to improve the interoperability
between OOXML and ODF, support for
this feature should be included in
WordProccessingML.

Improving the interoperability between OOXML and ODF is
desired, but ODF has the following feature which is lacking in
OOXML: setting 'keep with next paragraph' for tables is

In order to improve the interoperability
between OOXML and ODF, support for
this feature should be included in
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

possible

WordProccessingML.

NZ-0015

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
blinking text.

Add support for blinking text.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
Table cell protection.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely an
option to specify "Numbers of lines" for widow or orphans lines

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
'Manual' and 'From left' alignment in tables

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Last line alignment in justified paragraph (provision that we
can change the last line of the paragraph as Left, Center and
Justify)

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
allow 8192 table columns rather than OOXML's 63 limit

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
'Leading' line spacing in a paragraph

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0016
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0018
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0022
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0023
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0024
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Tabs fill character of a paragraph

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely
'Title' and 'lowercase' style options

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
table can have 'keep with next paragraph' set

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely: a
'May Break Between Rows' attribute so as not to split a table

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
allow entire sections to be marked as hidden

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

NZ-0027
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0028
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0031
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0032
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0033
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Background Image in Tables -- background image can be
defined for an entire table, a row or an individual cell. This
image is automatically resized when modifying the table.

Include support for this feature

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Contents in a multi-column section can be evenly distributed
resulting in balanced columns

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely: an
option to rotate the text by 90 as well as 270 degrees.

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Copy Heading while splitting Table

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Table Shadowing Style

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
vertical numbering in list items

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
image can be positioned absolutely within a frame

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
ability to set arbitrary Text background colour

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Before/After text around foot notes references

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Keep ratio feature for frames

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Columns for frames/text-boxes

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.
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Comment ID

NZ-0039
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0040
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0042
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

NZ-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

US-0096
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.2.8
Paragraph: page
178

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
ability to assign different page colors throughout the document

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Notes embedded in text-boxes

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
ability to set each image border with different properties

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Background opacity

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
'auto' option when application decide if a page break should be

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
font weights beyond just ‗normal‘ and 'bold'.

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Table of content protection against manual changes

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
shadow distance, and a colour of shadow other than black

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
Column separator attributes: width, colour, height, verticalalign.

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
text-box can define the vertical alignment of text (top, centre,
bottom)

Include support for this feature from
ISO ODF in order to improve
interoperability between the two
formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML's "vert" attribute only allows
text to be rotated 270 degrees, whereas ODF's equivalent
allows text rotation by 90 or 270 degrees.

Include ability to specify 90 degree text
rotation in addition to existing 270
degree rotation.
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Comment ID

US-0097
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.46
Paragraph: page
421

US-0098
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.2.1
Paragraph: page
160

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the ability to specify a
multi-row header that repeats across pages, where ODF does.

Include in this section the ability to
specify that the first N rows of a table
can be selected as a header.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML text runs only support two
font weights, bold or normal, where ODF supports the fuller
range of font weights from XSL-FO

Include support for additional font
weights, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,600.
700, 800 and 900.

Proposed Disposition
There are currently several XML-based document formats in use, each designed to address a different set of
goals or requirements. These include ISO/IEC IS 26300 (ODF), China’s UOF, and ECMA-376 (DIS 29500 – Open
XML). All these formats have numerous implementations in multiple tools and multiple platforms (Linux,
Windows, Mac OS, hand-held devices). In all cases there are features that exist in one of the formats but not the
others.
It may be a goal for future groups to work on harmonization of two or more of these formats, but that is not
within the scope for the first version of DIS 29500. The Ecma Response Document from the Fast Track 30-Day
contradiction phase for DIS29500 addressed the question of harmonization by explaining the differences
between the ODF and Open XML formats as follows:
“... one must recognize that creating a single “merged” format to address the user requirements of both
ODF and OpenXML is a much more difficult goal—one that is hindered by fundamental obstacles
comparable to what one might encounter while merging HTML and ODF or HTML and PDF. This is
because of sheer difference of scope, feature and architecture. Ecma believes that one format cannot
simultaneously meet the requirements that would come from the merge of the two formats and the
stringent requirements of backward compatibility that drive the design of OpenXML.
First, while both formats share the high-level goal, to represent documents, presentations, and
spreadsheets in XML, their low-level goals differ fundamentally. OpenXML is designed to represent the
existing corpus of documents faithfully, even if that means preserving idiosyncrasies that one might not
choose given the luxury of starting from a clean slate. In the ODF design, compatibility with and
preservation of existing Office documents were not goals. Each set of goals is valuable; sacrificing either
at the expense of the other may not be in the best interest of users.
Second, the resulting differences are not merely variances in scope that could be resolved by adding
capabilities to one or the other. They are structural and architectural in nature. Where functionality
overlaps, the corresponding elements nonetheless differ in precise meaning, usage, capabilities, options,
and interaction with other elements. Even more importantly, the corresponding elements do not exist
in isolation, but are components of whole document models, with different rules and constraints for
such things as page/slide layout, flow, style inheritance, event processing, relative positioning,
calculation order, formula dependencies, chart construction, graphic templates, animations, and so on.
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The resulting variations are not merely cosmetic. They compound to create qualitative disparities that,
although perfectly acceptable for much of the user base, can be significant for organizations that require
high fidelity in layout, content, or editability. Differences between the implicit page style model of ODF
and the explicit page style model of OpenXML, differences in the models for splitting table cells,
differences in the style information associated with spreadsheet cells, and differences in the full formula
specification used in spreadsheets are only small examples of the hundreds of explicit design decisions
that ensure the information included in the existing formats is represented faithfully in the OpenXML
format.”
There are many translation tools already in existence that enable interoperability between different formats by
providing useful translation capabilities between ODF, Open XML and UOF.
We note that the German national standards body, DIN, has a committee, NIA-01-34 (see
http://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/fokus/fokus/presse/meldungen_fokus/2007/05/DIN-E.pdf), that is preparing a
Technical Report on the translation of documents between the IS 26300 and DIS 29500 formats. The members
of NIA-01-34 include format experts from a number of countries, working together to define the numerous
differences between these formats.
Ecma strongly supports any harmonization effort that enables better sharing of information and allows better
translation between the formats in the following way: Ecma believes that the work of the DIN (NIA-01-34)
committee is essential to any harmonization effort. The work of DIN (NIA-01-34) will enable the industry at large
to understand the detailed differences between the formats. Based on this detailed understanding, the ODF and
Open XML formats could be extended in the future in order to enable better sharing of information and allow
future translations tools to provide even better translation and interoperability between the formats.
Harmonization would require functional changes to two International Standards and would fall under the JTC 1
procedures for new work within SC 34 and could be done in the future. Such work should not be done in this
Fast-Track process and should not impede the adoption of DIS 29500.
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Response 45
Comment ID

BR-0010
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖. This
does not define how a picture is named.

Proposed change by the MB
Use the Open Packaging Convention
(Part 2 of this specification)
nomenclature to define the
relationships.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the current text does not specify how an image is referenced. The proposal to use OPC relationships for
the INCLUDEPICTURE field is unfortunately not an option as the location of the picture stored within rich content
inserted by the user that can contain rich formatting. Because of this, the location must be stored with the rest
of the field text. In order to make it clear how the location is used though, the following text will be added to
Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1,537, lines 12–14:
To Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1,537, lines 12–14:
Description: Retrieves the picture contained in the document named by field-argument. Field-argument
specifies the location of the picture using an IRI (Duerst and Suignard 2005). If field-argument contains white
space, it shall be enclosed in double quotes. If field-argument contains any backslash characters, each one shall
be preceded directly by another backslash character.
To Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1,537, lines 18–20:
[Example:
INCLUDEPICTURE "G:\\Photos\\Ellen in Oslo.jpgfile:///g:/photos/Ellen in
Oslo.jpg"
end example]
To the normative references:
Duerst, M, and M Suignard. "Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs)." IETF. January 2005.
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3987.
Existing references which imply use of DOS file paths will be removed from their current location in the
specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1537, lines 12-14; Part 4, §2.16.5.34, page 1538, lines 1-7), and placed into
a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
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deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 46
Comment ID

CA-0002
Clause: Part 0
Paragraph:
Office Open XML
Overview

DE-0140
Clause: Office
Open XML
Overview
Paragraph: -

DK-0043
Clause: Office
Open XML
Overview
Paragraph: -

GB-0004
Clause:
Overview, 4.1
Interoperability
[p3]
Paragraph: -

GB-0006
Clause:
Overview, 4.1
INTEROPERABI
LITY [p4]
Paragraph: -

GB-0007
Clause:
Overview, 5.2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This document is not listed as part of the ECMA 376 standard
in the Forward to Part I ―Fundamentals‖ and its status whether
informative or normative is not explicitly stated.
If this paper is merely a promotional whitepaper about Ecma
376, then it cannot be included in the published standard. .

If this is meant to be an introduction as
per ISO directives, it should so
incorporated so as to provide a
seamless integration with the main
document.

This document is not listed as part of the Ecma 376 standard
in the Forward to Part I ―Fundamentals‖ and its status whether
informative or normative is not explicitly stated.
Additional Comment: It is agreed that the Overview document
is non-normative, however it is a useful paper to the
implementer and consistent with similar information found in
other standards. An appropriate disposition recommendation
will be taken by Ecma as part of the response to this comment.

Clarify the status of this Overview
document. If it is merely a promotional
whitepaper about Ecma 376, then it
should not be included in the published
standard.

The Document isn't listed in the specification overview of the
ECMA-376 specification in the Forward part to Part I
―Fundamentals‖, and the status is unknown, as well as it's
purpose. The overall impressions is as that of an promotional
whitepaper

Overview document change status to
informative in an annex.

―Foremost, the interoperability of OpenXML has been
accomplished through extensive contributions, modification,
and review of the Specification by members of the Ecma TC45
committee...‖

Remove inappropriate PR hyperbole
from the text.

OOXML has not yet been proven to be interoperable, as no
conforming consumers and producers have yet been created.
This claim cannot be made until more than one full
implementation of an application that produces and consumes
conformant OOXML exists. This is made difficult by the
problems with the conformance definition in Part 1 Fundamentals as described elsewhere in these comments.
―One of the central requirements for interoperability is
independence from any particular type of source content.‖
This claim is dubious, and relies on the absence of a clear
definition of ―interoperability‖ in the specification. The UK
assumes that one of the meanings of interoperability involves
the ability for Application A to produce an OOXML file, that can
be consumed by Application B, presented to the user with
100% fidelity, edited and saved, then consumed by Application
N, still with 100% fidelity of representation.
If this is the case, it seems logical that a central requirement
would be for clear standards-based specification of source
content, such that a future consuming application, unknown to
the producer, has clear expectations of the valid range of
content found within a conforming OOXML file. Interoperability
between applications requires rules that impose constraints,
whereas ―independence from any particular type of source
content‖ implies a lack of determining structure. If a
conformant OOXML file can contain any type of source
content, conforming consumers will have to support any type
of source content - which is clearly impossible

Proposed change: The standard must
supply a precise definition of
―interoperability‖, and relate it to a
definition of conformance as per the
comment on conformance above.

r – run (§3:2.4.2). The description of a run is confused about
whether it is limited to text-only, and whether it contains
additional markup. "[A run] Can contain multiple types of run
content, primarily text ranges. ... A run is a contiguous piece of

Proposed change: Clearly define the
general concept of a run that can
contain multiple types of content,
primarily a text range with the same
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

WORDPROCES
SINGML [p11]
Paragraph: -

text with identical properties; a run contains no additional text
markup." Part 3 and Part 4 reiterate "...the run, which defines a
region of text..." [Implied "text-only" is wrong] Part 3 and Part 4
define with many examples that the run can contain a range of
additional text markup in child elements like delText,
endnoteRef, fldChar, ... (e.g., see §4:2.3.2.23). Part 3 and Part
4 also define that the run can contain non-text items like
drawing (DrawingML Object), object (Inline Embedded Object),
pict (VML Object), ... (e.g., see §4:2.3.2.23).

properties. [If the primary intent of a
run is for text rather than other content
types - if not the primary intent, use
words like "such as a text range ...".]
This also needs changes to the
sections in Parts 3 and 4, including
section titles that imply runs are only for
text. [The text content is defined by a
sub-element, t. §4:2.3.3.30]

GB-0008

t – text range (§3:2.4.3.1). The statement about text formatting
inheritance from run properties and paragraph properties is too
limiting, because it does not account for the entire style
hierarchy, as alluded to in the following paragraph in the
Overview.

Proposed change: Change sentence
to indicate inheritence from style
hierarchy. "The formatting for the text is
inherited from any run properties and
paragraph properties, and from the
higher style hierarchy as outlined in the
following paragraph."

t – text range (§3:2.4.3.1). Is it OK to define OOXML attributes
and behaviour within another standard (the separate XML 1.0
specification)?

Proposed change: Change sentence
to clarify use of the
xml:space="preserve" attribute.

Clause:
Overview, 5.2
WORDPROCES
SINGML [p11]
Paragraph: -

GB-0009
Clause:
Overview, 5.2
WORDPROCES
SINGML [p11]
Paragraph: -

GB-0010
Clause:
Overview, 6
SUMMARY [p13]
Paragraph: -

GB-0011
Clause:
Overview, 6
SUMMARY [p13]
Paragraph: -

I believe that preserve whitespace is not "often" used, for
routine text runs (only likely if several text runs need to be
merged? If preserve is "often" used, why is the
WordprocessingML default to remove white space?
"OpenXML ... and its documentation has become both
complete (through extensive reference material) ..."
The documentation is not complete (yet?) which in part is a
reason for the review process.

Proposed change: Change sentence
to state OpenXML ... and its
documentation includes extensive
reference material ...

"The compelling need exists for an open document-format
standard that is capable of preserving the billions of
documents that have been created in the preexisting binary
formats,..." As stated, the need is for an open documentformat standard that is capable of preserving the documents.
This does not mean that the standard has to be a new XML
representation of the preexisting binary formats. There is
already an open document-format standard that is capable of
preserving the documents, and that already has widespread
use and for some time its evolution has "enjoyed the checks
and balances afforded by an open standards process".

Remove inappropriate PR hyperbole
from the text

If the Summary needs a statement about the need for an
OOXML standard, it should qualify if there is a need for
another open document-format standard alongside existing
established standards, and how the new standard will
interoperate with established standards.

GB-0015
Clause: Part 1,
Foreword [xi]
Paragraph: -

IN-0050
Clause:

The "Office Open XML Overview" document is not listed as
part of the Ecma 376 standard in the Forward to Part I
―Fundamentals‖ and its status whether informative or
normative is not explicitly stated.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this Overview document. If it is merely
a promotional whitepaper about Ecma
376, then it should not be included in
the published standard.

This document is not listed as part of the Ecma 376 standard
in the Foreword to Part I ―Fundamentals‖ and its status

Clarify the status of this Overview
document. If it is merely a promotional
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Foreword Part 1
Paragraph: -

whether informative or normative is not explicitly stated.

whitepaper about Ecma 376, then it
should not be included in the published
standard.

JP-0018

Positioning of this document is not clear. Part 1 Fundamentals
does not list the document on page xi. It is unclear whether the
document is normative or informative.

Clarify the positioning and the status of
this document. Section 1 Introduction
says, ―This white paper summarizes
OpenXML.‖ If it is not part of DIS
29500, it should not be included in DIS
29500.

This document is not listed as part of the Ecma 376 standard
in the Forward to Part I ―Fundamentals‖ and its status whether
informative or normative is not explicitly stated.

Clarify the status of this Overview
document, whether informative or
normative. If it is merely a promotional
whitepaper about Ecma 376, then it
should not be included in the published
standard.

This document is not listed as part of the Ecma 376 standard
in the Forward to Part I ―Fundamentals‖ and its status whether
informative or normative is not explicitly stated.

Clarify the status of this Overview
document. If it is merely a promotional
whitepaper about Ecma 376, then it
should not be included in the published
standard.

Clause: OFFICE
OPEN XML
OVERVIEW
Paragraph: -

PT-0002
Clause: Office
Open XML
Overview
Paragraph: -

US-0004
Clause: Office
Open XML
Overview
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

Proposed Disposition
The document “Office Open XML Overview” was intended to provide some background and contextual
information about OOXML for reviewers during both the Ecma adoption stage and the 5-month Ballot stage of
the Fast-Track process. (Such a document is often referred to as a white paper.) As such, this document will not
be included in the published standard.
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Response 47
Comment ID

CA-0007
Clause: Part 1,
Section 09.01.05
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2.
It is not reasonable to expect that someone reading the
packing conventions in Part 2 of a 6,000 page standard will
know or remember that hundreds of pages earlier, in Part 1,
they were told not to implement that feature.

Proposed change by the MB
Consider adding a reference to the
restrictions described in Part 1 in either
of the following locations:
10.

In the Scope clause, after line
4, by referencing the parts of
Part 2 which have restrictions
defined in Part 1.


CO-0004
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1
Paragraph: -

DE-0004
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.5
Paragraph: -

DK-0099
Clause: Part 1
Section 9.1.5
Paragraph: -

FR-0009
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.5
Paragraph: -

GB-0036
Clause: Part 1,
9.1.5 [p16, 25]
Paragraph: -

KE-0017
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.5
Paragraph: -

In Section 9.1.4 (and other
sections directly affected), with
the same back-reference.

According to this point (Constraints on Office Open XML's Use
of OPC), OPC, Open Packaging Conventions, are more
general than needed for the purpose of OOXML. This is due to
bring confusion, and should be resolved

Propose OPC as a separate standard.

This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2.
This will likely be missed by implementors.

If interleaving is not permitted then it
should not be described in Part 2

This section clearly state, that interleaving is not allowed in
Office Open XML packages, while Part 2 section 9.1.4 (page
30 , line 2) describe how Interleaving is implemented in the
OPC. Since interleaving is not allowed in Office open XML, but
clearly defined in Part 2, this would probably be missed by
implementer and could lead to confusion and ―incompatibility‖

Not a necessary part of the information
specification.

This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2. This
will likely be missed by implementors.

If interleaving is not permitted then it
should not be described in Part 2.

This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2. This
will likely be missed by implementors.

Proposed change: If interleaving is not
permitted then it should not be
described in Part 2.

This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2.
This will likely be missed by implementors.

If interleaving is not permitted then it
should not be described in Part 2.

PT-0027
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.5
Paragraph: -

This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2. This
will likely be missed by implementors.

US-0031

This sub-clause, buried in introductory material, negates a
provision of the more detailed OPC specification in Part 2. This
will likely be missed by implementors.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.5
Paragraph: -

If interleaving is not permitted then it
should not be described in Part 2.
If interleaving is not permitted then it
should not be described in Part 2.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this constraint (and the constraint on OPC specified in §9.1.1) should not be part of the standard. The
following changes will be made:
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Part 1, §9.1, page 16, lines 5–9:

9.1

Constraints on Office Open XML's Use of OPC

While the OPC specification is designed for the representation of Office Open XML documents, it could also
support a much broader range of applications. As a result, the use of some OPC features is restricted within
Office Open XML documents. These additional requirements Clarifications to the use of OPC are discussed in
the following subordinate subclauses. Any requirement not mentioned here is inherited from the OPC
specification.
Part 1, §9.1.1, page 16, lines 10–15:
9.1.1 Part Names
An Office Open XML part name shall contain only ASCII characters, in non-escaped or escaped form. The
following ASCII characters are permitted in non-escaped form: "!", "$", "%", "&", "'", "(", ")", "*", "+", ",", "-", ".",
the decimal digits "0"–"9", ":", ";", "=", "@", the Latin alphabetic characters "A"–"Z" and "a"–"z", "_", and "~". All
other ASCII characters are permitted only when escaped as an encoded triplet of the form "%HH", where H is a
hexadecimal digit.]
Part 1, §9.1.5, pages 16–17, lines 25–30, 1–2:
9.1.5

Interleaving

Office Open XML document parts shall be arranged contiguously in a package as defined by simple ordering.
Parts within an Office Open XML package shall not be interleaved. All parts shall be stored as complete ZIP
items, and the interleaving functionality defined in Part 2 of this Standard shall not be used. [Note: Part 2 of this
Standard specifies a method for interleaving parts, which is a very useful capability for stream processing. In
order to simplify initial implementations of the Standard, interleaving is not used in this current version of the
Office Open XML formats but it may be used in further versions of the standard or by other formats that
leverage OPC. end note]
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Response 48
Comment ID

CA-0013
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph:
Throughout

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There are 263 uses of invalid xsd:boolean attribute values: For
example, take part 4, 3.10.1.90 "sharedItems. In the definition
of the attributes containsBlank, containsDate, it says:

This could be fixed by amending the
text to remove the "on" and "off" options
or by changing the schema to refer to
the ST_OnOff type defined in 2.18.67,
which does allow this set of values.

"Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether this field
contains a blank value. A value of on, 1, or true indicates this
field contains one or more blank values. A value of off, 0, or
false indicates this field does not contain blank values. The
possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML
Schema boolean datatype."

Caution may be warranted for a
cascading effect to a change.

However, XML Schema 3.2.2.1
(http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlschema-220041028/datatypes.html#boolean) defines allowed lexical
value space for xsd:boolean as:
"An instance of a datatype that is defined as boolean can have
the following legal literals {true, false, 1, 0} ""On" and "Off" are
not allowed values.
A search of Part 4 indicates 262 other instances of this
problem, all in SpreadsheetML and DrawingML.

DK-0027
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.18.67
Paragraph: Page
1779

DK-0029
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.2.2
Paragraph: Page
1876

The definition of ST_OnOff type is appears to be an attempt
to break the official definition of boolean values as they are
specified in the XML specification
According to the specifcation or XML Schema for boolean type
as defined at http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/ section
3.2.2 the only allowed values for boolean operations is
"An instance of a datatype that is defined as boolean can have
the following legal literals {true, false, 1, 0}"
The introduction of the values ―on, ―off‖ as defined in the type
ST_OnOff, and the widespread adoption of assigned this type
to boolean value across the specification would most likely
impose additional constrains on application developer, since it
means they can't rely on standard XML behaviour to evaluate
ECMA-376 Office Open XML files, because they need to take
into account the extended/broken specification of boolean-like
data types
This is an example of misguided adoption of XML notation,
and should be change across the whole specification.

Strongly suggest to use XML boolean
values.

The text for the calcCompleted boolean value is in conflict with
the definition af boolean type according to the XML Schema
definition at http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/ which only
allow the values {true, false, 1, 0}. , the values ―on‖, ―off‖ is not
allowed

Refer to existing definition of boolean
type ST_ONOFF. Refer to part 4
2.18.67.

This mistake seem to be widespread across the whole
specification, which indicate a more carefully review should be
conducted
a text search through part 4 of the specification reveals 978
reference to the phrase ―XML Schema boolean datatype‖
where we didn't find any specific definition about the expected
level or adoption.
This also indicate the need for a more rigid quality assurance
of the specification.

FR-0385

The ST_OnOff simple types brings no clear value over the
boolean type and has significant drawbacks: clutter in the text,
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.67
ST_OnOff
(On/Off Value)
Paragraph: page
1779, line 13

awkward leverage in XSLT applications, lack of canonical literal
values.

FR-0386

According to XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition
W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004, section 3.2.2.1, the
boolean data type can hold the literal values 0, 1, false or true.
This excludes the on and off values. Many attributes definitions
in Section 3 (more than 100) stipulate that they can take literal
values 0, 1, false, true, off or on, and that they are of XML
Schema boolean type. We contend that those definitions are
broken and should be fixed.
A concrete example of those is the autoLayout attribute of the
customWorkbookView element, Section 3.2.3. It could be that
the XML Schema used for those definitions referred to another
specification, in which case the text should tell which. As far a
our search could clarify the situation, Part 1 refers the
specification above in the bibliography (while marking this as
informative) and Part 4 gives no explicit reference to what could
constitute the specification for XML Schema.
Last but not least, it may be that other parts of the OOXML than
Part 4 Section 3 suffer the same deficiency and must be fixed
as well.
According to XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second
EditionW3C Recommendation 28 October 2004, section
3.2.2.1, the boolean data type can hold the literal values 0, 1,
false or true. This excludes the on and off values.
Consequently, either the definition of the autoUpdate uses
another reference specification for XML Schemas, in which
case that other reference specification should be properly
identified in the definition, and the said specification authorizes
the on and off values for the boolean type, or else the definition
of autoUpdate is simply broken.Note: it seems that the use of
on and off as boolean values for attributes is specified in many
places throughout the OOXML text. A separate comment will be
made to take this into account.

Provide a proper definition of the
attributes that wrongly pretend to be of
boolean type while accepting literal
values that are not of boolean type.

There are hundreds of instances where invalid xsd:boolean
attribute values are used. For example, take part 4, 3.10.1.90
"sharedItems. In the definition of the attributes containsBlank,
containsDate, it says:

Proposed change: Either change the
text to remove the "on" and "off" options
or change the schema reference to the
ST_OnOff type defined in 2.18.67,
which does allow this set of values.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3
SpreadsheetML
Reference
Material
Paragraph: -

FR-0400
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

GB-0317
Clause: Part 4,
§3, Throughout
[xsd:boolean]
Paragraph: -

"Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether this field
contains a blank value. A value of on, 1, or true indicates this
field contains one or more blank values. A value of off, 0, or
false indicates this field does not contain blank values. The
possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML
Schema boolean datatype."
However, XML Schema 3.2.2.1
(http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlschema-220041028/datatypes.html#boolean) defines allowed lexical
value space for xsd:boolean as:
"An instance of a datatype that is defined as boolean can have
the following legal literals {true, false, 1, 0} "
"On" and "Off" are not allowed values.
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Comment ID

GB-0475
Clause: Part 4,
§5, Throughout
[xsd:boolean]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There are hundreds of instances where invalid xsd:boolean
attribute values are used. For example, take part 4, 5.1.6.13
"tblPr". In the definition of the attributes bandCol, it says:
"A value of on, 1 or true will enable the banded column
formatting defined in the table style. ... The possible values for
this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype."

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Either change the
text to remove the "on" and "off" options
or change the schema reference to the
ST_OnOff type defined in 2.18.67,
which does allow this set of values.

However, XML Schema 3.2.2.1
(http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlschema-220041028/datatypes.html#boolean) defines allowed lexical
value space for xsd:boolean as:
"An instance of a datatype that is defined as boolean can have
the following legal literals {true, false, 1, 0} "
"On" and "Off" are not allowed values.

GB-0623
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
Conflicting simple
type definition
Paragraph: -

In a number of places within the schema, the same simple
type is defined within different parts of the schema with
different definitions. For example, ST_OnOff in sharedmath.xsd allows "on" and "off" as values; ST_OnOff in wml.xsd
allows "on", "off", "true", "false", "0", "1".

See following entries

The vast majority of definitions that appear in more than one
schema are different in some way, ranging from simple
differences in the documentation, to actual conflicts in allowed
values.]
In the following analysis of conflicting definitions, the UK is
restricting itself to commenting on those definitions which have
the same type name, and are clearly intended to do the same
thing. There are a number of other definitions which share the
same name, but are intended to do different things (such as
ST_Direction in DML and PML, and less clearly ST_Angle in
DML and VML) - these are confusing but not as serious as the
descriptions below.

GB-0630
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_OnOff
Paragraph: -

US-0237
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

ST_OnOff in shared-math.xsd allows "on" and "off" as values;
ST_OnOff in wml.xsd allows "on", "off", "true", "false", "0", "1".

Remedy: rationalize the schema
definitions so the type does not conflict,
preferably by restricting wml.xsd to only
allow "on" and "off".

There are 263 uses of invalid xsd:boolean attribute values: For
example, take part 4, 3.10.1.90 "sharedItems. In the definition
of the attributes containsBlank, containsDate, it says:

This could be fixed by amending the
text to remove the "on" and "off" options
or by changing the schema to refer to
the ST_OnOff type defined in 2.18.67,
which does allow this set of values.

"Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether this field
contains a blank value.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates this field contains one or
more blank values.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates this field does not contain
blank values.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML
Schema boolean datatype."
However, XML Schema 3.2.2.1
(http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlschema-2-
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

20041028/datatypes.html#boolean) defines allowed lexical
value space for xsd:boolean as:
"An instance of a datatype that is defined as boolean can have
the following legal literals {true, false, 1, 0} "
"On" and "Off" are not allowed values.
A search of Part 4 indicates 262 other instances of this
problem, all in SpreadsheetML and DrawingML.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in order to be consistent, updates will be made to the standard to specify that all sections use the
xsd:boolean datatype consistently and make no additional extensions to that type.
Part 4, §2 (WordprocessingML), currently defines the ST_OnOff simple type which is used by a number of
attributes. This simple type allows for the same values as xsd:boolean, and additionally allows for the values of
“on” and “off”. To be consistent with the rest of the standard, the ST_OnOff simple type will be modified to
simply reference the xsd:boolean datatype and provide no additional extensions. The following changes will be
made:
Part 4, §2.18.67, page 1,779, lines 16–20
A value of on, 1, or true specifies that the property shall be turned on. This is the default value for this attribute,
and is implied when the parent element is present, but this attribute is omitted.
A value of off, 0, or false specifies that the property shall be explicitly turned off.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string boolean datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

0 (False)

Specifies that the binary state of this property is off
(parent property is explicitly not applied).

1 (True)

Specifies that the binary state of this property is on
(parent property is explicitly applied).

false (False)

Specifies that the binary state of this property is off
(parent property is explicitly not applied).

off (False)

Specifies that the binary state of this property is off
(parent property is explicitly not applied).

on (True)

Specifies that the binary state of this property is on
(parent property is explicitly applied).

true (True)

Specifies that the binary state of this property is on
(parent property is explicitvly applied).
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Part 4, §2.18.67, page 1,782, lines 3–10
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_OnOff">
<restriction base="xsd:stringboolean"/>
<enumeration value="true"/>
<enumeration value="false"/>
<enumeration value="on"/>
<enumeration value="off"/>
<enumeration value="0"/>
<enumeration value="1"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

In Part 4, §3 (SpreadsheetML), the xsd:boolean datatype is already used, without extension. There are however
errors within the descriptions of attributes that reference the xsd:boolean datatype. Often the description states
that the values “on” and “off” are allowed. All such occurrences in §3 will be corrected to only state that values
“0”, “1”, “true”, and “false” are allowed.
Part 4, §5 (DrawingML), the xsd:boolean datatype is already used, without extension. There are however errors
within the descriptions of attributes that reference the xsd:boolean datatype. Often the description states that
the values “on” and “off” are allowed. All such occurrences in §5 will be corrected to only state that values “0”,
“1”, “true”, and “false” are allowed.
Part 4, §7.1 (Math), currently defines the ST_OnOff simple type which is used by a number of attributes. This
simple type only allows for “on” and “off”. To be consistent with the rest of the standard, the ST_OnOff simple
type will be modified to simply reference the xsd:boolean datatype and provide no additional extensions. The
following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.3.9, page 5,097, lines 8–11
7.1.3.9
ST_OnOff (On Off)
A value of 1 or true specifies that the property shall be turned on. This is the default value for this attribute, and
is implied when the parent element is present, but this attribute is omitted.
A value of 0 or false specifies that the property shall be explicitly turned off.
The boolean value of either on or off.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string boolean datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

off (Off)

Off

on (On)

On
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Part 4, §7.1.3.9, page 5,097, lines 13–19
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_OnOff">
<restriction base="xsd:booleanstring"/>
<enumeration value="on"/>
<enumeration value="off"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Finally, any examples which use the values on or off will be changed to use the values 0 and 1.
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Response 49
Comment ID

AU-0019
Clause: Part 4
s7.6
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no reason to arbitrarily restrict the sizes of
bibliographic fields.
Furthermore, the term ―character‖ is difficult: are Unicode
characters meant, or database ―characters‖ which often relate
to bytes?

The ST_String255 datatype should be
removed, and replaced with XSD:String
All places which use ST_String255
should instead have an informative
note: ―For interoperability, use of strings
greater than 255 Unicode characters in
length is deprecated.‖ (or 255/3 = 84
characters if the constraint is bytes and
we need to cope with
Chinese/Japanese/Korean UTF-8)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the ST_String255 simple type will be renamed to ST_String, and the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.6, page 5,191, lines 2–7
7.6.3.2 ST_String255 (String Value)
This simple type specifies that its contents will contain a string. The contents of this string are interpreted in the
context of the parent XML element.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
String whose maximum length is 255 characters.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
This simple type also specifies the following restrictions:



This simple type's contents have a minimum length of 0 characters.
This simple type's contents have a maximum length of 255 characters.

In addition to this change, all elements that currently reference this simple type will be updated as follows:
The possible values for this element are defined by the ST_String255 simple type (§7.6.3.2).
This change applies to the following elements in Part 4:
AbbreviatedCaseNumber (§7.6.2.1); AlbumTitle (§7.6.2.2); BookTitle (§7.6.2.7); Broadcaster (§7.6.2.8);
BroadcastTitle (§7.6.2.9); CaseNumber (§7.6.2.10); ChapterNumber (§7.6.2.11); City (§7.6.2.12); Comments
(§7.6.2.13); ConferenceName (§7.6.2.17); Corporate (§7.6.2.18); CountryRegion (§7.6.2.20); Court (§7.6.2.21);
Day (§7.6.2.22); DayAccessed (§7.6.2.23); Department (§7.6.2.24); Distributor (§7.6.2.26); Edition (§7.6.2.27);
First (§7.6.2.29); Guid (§7.6.2.30); Institution (§7.6.2.31); InternetSiteTitle (§7.6.2.32); Issue (§7.6.2.36);
JournalName (§7.6.2.37); Last (§7.6.2.38); LCID (§7.6.2.39); Medium (§7.6.2.40); Middle (§7.6.2.41); Month
(§7.6.2.42); MonthAccessed (§7.6.2.43); NumberVolumes (§7.6.2.45); Pages (§7.6.2.46); PatentNumber
(§7.6.2.47); PeriodicalTitle (§7.6.2.49); ProductionCompany (§7.6.2.52); PublicationTitle (§7.6.2.53); Publisher
(§7.6.2.54); RecordingNumber (§7.6.2.55); RefOrder (§7.6.2.56); Reporter (§7.6.2.57); ShortTitle (§7.6.2.58);
229
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Sources@SelectedStyle (§7.6.2.60); Sources@StyleName (§7.6.2.60); Sources@URI (§7.6.2.60); ST_SourceType
(§7.6.3.1); StandardNumber (§7.6.2.62); StateProvince (§7.6.2.63); Station (§7.6.2.64); Tag (§7.6.2.65); Theater
(§7.6.2.66); ThesisType (§7.6.2.67); Title (§7.6.2.68); Type (§7.6.2.70); URL (§7.6.2.71); Version (§7.6.2.72);
Volume (§7.6.2.73); Year (§7.6.2.75); YearAccessed (§7.6.2.76)
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Response 50
Comment ID

BR-0011
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16
Paragraph: Page
1487

DE-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.*
Paragraph: page
1516 ff.

FR-0197
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 5

FR-0202
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, line 18

FR-0207
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.4
AUTHOR
Paragraph: page
1511, line 5

FR-0208
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.5
AUTONUM
Paragraph: page
1512, line 14

FR-0209
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.6
AUTONUMLGL
Paragraph: page
1513, line 23

FR-0210
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.7
AUTONUMOUT
Paragraph: page
1514, line 31

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
All field definitions from section 2.16.5 give no formal definition
for what a ‗field value‘ might be.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'INSERT FIELDNAME HERE' must be
considered as broken.
e.g. ‗ADDRESSBLOCK‘, ‗BARCODE‘, ‗BIBLIOGRAPHY‘, ...

Proposed change by the MB

Include in lines 17-21 a clear definition
for ‗field value’.

The concept "field value" shall be
defined.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
Define 'ADDRESSBLOCK' properly or
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
else remove all references to it from the
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
OOXML text.
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'ADDRESSBLOCK' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'ASK' must be considered as broken.

Define 'ASK' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'AUTHOR' must be considered as broken.

Define 'AUTHOR' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'AUTONUM' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'AUTONUMLGL' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'AUTONUMOUT' must be considered as
broken.

Define 'AUTONUM' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Define 'AUTONUMLGL' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'AUTONUMOUT' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Comment ID

FR-0211
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.8
AUTOTEXT
Paragraph: page
1515, line 13

FR-0212
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.9
AUTOTEXTLIST
Paragraph: page
1516, line 1

FR-0213
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.10
BARCODE
Paragraph: page
1516, line 16

FR-0214
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.11
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Paragraph: page
1517, line 22

FR-0216
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.12
BIDIOUTLINE
Paragraph: page
1518, line 22

FR-0217
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.13
CITATION
Paragraph: page
1519, line 5

FR-0219
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.14
COMMENTS
Paragraph: page
1520, line 9

FR-0221
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.16
CREATEDATE
Paragraph: page
1521, line 28

FR-0222
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'AUTOTEXT' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'AUTOTEXTLIST' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'BARCODE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'BIBLIOGRAPHY' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'BIDIOUTLINE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'CITATION' must be considered as broken.

Define 'AUTOTEXT' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'COMMENTS' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'CREATEDATE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field

Define 'COMMENTS' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Define 'AUTOTEXTLIST' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'BARCODE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'BIBLIOGRAPHY' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'BIDIOUTLINE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'CITATION' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'CREATEDATE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'DATABASE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
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Comment ID
Section 2.16.5.17
DATABASE
Paragraph: page
1522, line 21

FR-0223
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: page
1524, line 1

FR-0230
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.19
DOCPROPERTY
Paragraph: page
1526, line 2

FR-0231
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.20
DOCVARIABLE
Paragraph: page
1526, line 9

FR-0232
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.21
EDITTIME
Paragraph: page
1526, line 7

FR-0234
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.23
FILENAME
Paragraph: page
1531, line 13

FR-0238
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.24
FILESIZE
Paragraph: page
1531, line 28

FR-0239
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.25
FILLIN
Paragraph: page
1532, line 19

FR-0240
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.26
FORMCHECKBO

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'DATABASE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'DATE' must be considered as broken.

OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'DOCPROPERTY' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'DOCVARIABLE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'EDITTIME' must be considered as broken.

Define 'DOCPROPERTY' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'FILENAME' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'FILESIZE' must be considered as broken.

Define 'FILENAME' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'FILLIN' must be considered as broken.

Define 'FILLIN' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or

Define 'FORMCHECKBOX' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Define 'DATE' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

Define 'DOCVARIABLE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'EDITTIME' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'FILESIZE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

X
Paragraph: page
1533, line 9

else the definition of 'FORMCHECKBOX' must be considered
as broken.

FR-0241

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'FORMDROPDOWN' must be considered
as broken.

Define 'FORMDROPDOWN' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'FORMTEXT' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'GOTOBUTTON' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'GREETINGLINE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'HYPERLINK' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'IF' must be considered as broken.

Define 'FORMTEXT' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'INCLUDEPICTURE' must be considered
as broken.

Define 'INCLUDEPICTURE' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or

Define 'INCLUDETEXT' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.27
FORMDROPDO
WN
Paragraph: page
1533, line 21

FR-0242
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.28
FORMTEXT
Paragraph: page
1534, line 5

FR-0244
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.29
GOTOBUTTON
Paragraph: page
1535, line 1

FR-0245
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.30
GREETINGLINE
Paragraph: page
1535, line 16

FR-0246
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.31
HYPERLINK
Paragraph: page
1535, line 23

FR-0248
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.32
IF
Paragraph: page
1537, line 1

FR-0252
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
INCLUDEPICTU
RE
Paragraph: page
1537, line 15

FR-0257
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
INCLUDETEXT
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Define 'GOTOBUTTON' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'GREETINGLINE' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'HYPERLINK' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'IF' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: page
1538, line 8

else the definition of 'INCLUDETEXT' must be considered as
broken.

FR-0258

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'INDEX' must be considered as broken.

Define 'INDEX' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'KEYWORDS' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'LASTSAVEDBY' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'LINK' must be considered as broken.

Define 'KEYWORDS' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'LISTNUM' must be considered as broken.

Define 'LISTNUM' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'MACROBUTTON' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'MERGEFIELD' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'MERGEREC' must be considered as
broken.

Define 'MACROBUTTON' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.35
INDEX
Paragraph: page
1539, line 4

FR-0261
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.37
KEYWORDS
Paragraph: page
1541, line 20

FR-0262
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.38
LASTSAVEDBY
Paragraph: page
1542, line 7

FR-0264
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.39
LINK
Paragraph: page
1542, line 31

FR-0265
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.40
LISTNUM
Paragraph: page
1544, line 4

FR-0267
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.41
MACROBUTTON
Paragraph: page
1545, line 31

FR-0268
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.42
MERGEFIELD
Paragraph: page
1546, line 5

FR-0271
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.43
MERGEREC
Paragraph: page
25, line
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Define 'LASTSAVEDBY' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'LINK' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Define 'MERGEFIELD' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'MERGEREC' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Comment ID

FR-0272
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.44
MERGESEQ
Paragraph: page
1547, line 15

FR-0273
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.45
NEXT
Paragraph: page
1547, line 25

FR-0274
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.46
NEXTIF
Paragraph: page
1548, line 17

FR-0276
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.47
NOTEREF
Paragraph: page
1548, line 24

FR-0277
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.48
NUMCHARS
Paragraph: page
1549, line 11

FR-0278
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.49
NUMPAGES
Paragraph: page
1549, line 25

FR-0279
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.50
NUMWORDS
Paragraph: page
1550, line 10

FR-0280
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.51
PAGE
Paragraph: page
1550, line 23

FR-0281
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'MERGESEQ' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'NEXT' must be considered as broken.

Define 'MERGESEQ' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'NEXTIF' must be considered as broken.

Define 'NEXTIF' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'NOTEREF' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'NUMCHARS' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'NUMPAGES' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'NUMWORDS' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'PAGE' must be considered as broken.

Define 'NOTEREF' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a

Define 'PAGEREF' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Define 'NEXT' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

Define 'NUMCHARS' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'NUMPAGES' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'NUMWORDS' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'PAGE' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.16.5.52
PAGEREF
Paragraph: page
1551, line 12

'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'PAGEREF' must be considered as
broken.

FR-0282

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'PRINT' must be considered as broken.

Define 'PRINT' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'PRINTDATE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'PRIVATE' must be considered as broken.

Define 'PRINTDATE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'QUOTE' must be considered as broken.

Define 'QUOTE' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'RD' must be considered as broken.

Define 'RD' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'REF' must be considered as broken.

Define 'REF' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'REVNUM' must be considered as broken.

Define 'REVNUM' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SAVEDATE' must be considered as

Define 'SAVEDATE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.53
PRINT
Paragraph: page
1552, line 4

FR-0283
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.54
PRINTDATE
Paragraph: page
1552, line 13

FR-0284
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.55
PRIVATE
Paragraph: page
1553, line 14

FR-0285
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.56
QUOTE
Paragraph: page
1553, line 21

FR-0286
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.57
RD
Paragraph: page
1554, line 10

FR-0288
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.58
REF
Paragraph: page
1554, line 26

FR-0289
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.59
REVNUM
Paragraph: page
1555, line 11

FR-0290
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.60
SAVEDATE
Paragraph: page
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Define 'PRIVATE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Comment ID
1556, line 13

FR-0291
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.61
SECTION
Paragraph: page
1557, line 5

FR-0292
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.62
SECTIONPAGES
Paragraph: page
1557, line 22

FR-0293
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.63
SEQ
Paragraph: page
1558, line 21

FR-0296
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.64
SET
Paragraph: page
1559, line 29

FR-0297
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.65
SKIPIF
Paragraph: page
1560, line 18

FR-0300
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.66
STYLEREF
Paragraph: page
1561, line 13

FR-0301
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.67
SUBJECT
Paragraph: page
1562, line 7

FR-0302
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.68
SYMBOL
Paragraph: page
1562, line 26

FR-0303
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SECTION' must be considered as broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Define 'SECTION' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SECTIONPAGES' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SEQ' must be considered as broken.

Define 'SECTIONPAGES' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SET' must be considered as broken.

Define 'SET' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SKIPIF' must be considered as broken.

Define 'SKIPIF' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'STYLEREF' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SUBJECT' must be considered as broken.

Define 'STYLEREF' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'SYMBOL' must be considered as broken.

Define 'SYMBOL' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field

Define 'TA' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.
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Define 'SEQ' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Define 'SUBJECT' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.16.5.69
TA
Paragraph: page
1563, line 24

update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TA' must be considered as broken.

FR-0304

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TC' must be considered as broken.

Define 'TC' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TEMPLATE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TIME' must be considered as broken.

Define 'TEMPLATE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TITLE' must be considered as broken.

Define 'TITLE' properly or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TOA' must be considered as broken.

Define 'TOA' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'TOC' must be considered as broken.

Define 'TOC' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'USERADDRESS' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'USERINITIALS' must be considered as

Define 'USERADDRESS' properly or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.70
TC
Paragraph: page
1564, line 17

FR-0307
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.71
TEMPLATE
Paragraph: page
1565, line 5

FR-0311
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.72
TIME
Paragraph: page
1565, line 20

FR-0312
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.73
TITLE
Paragraph: page
1566, line 17

FR-0313
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.74
TOA
Paragraph: page
1567, line 9

FR-0314
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.75
TOC
Paragraph: page
1568, line 8

FR-0315
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.76
USERADDRESS
Paragraph: page
1570, line 6

FR-0317
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
USERINITIALS
Paragraph: page
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Define 'TIME' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Define 'USERINITIALS' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.
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Comment ID
1570, line 24

FR-0318
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.78
USERNAME
Paragraph: page
1571, line 10

FR-0319
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.79
XE
Paragraph: page
1571, line 28

FR-0348
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1509, line 13

FR-0349
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.15
COMPARE
Paragraph: page
1521, line 9

FR-0350
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.22
EQ
Paragraph: page
1527, line 27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'USERNAME' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'XE' must be considered as broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'ADVANCE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'COMPARE' must be considered as
broken.
The text page 1487 lines 17-21 provides the formal definition
for fields, and a formal definition for 'field result' and 'field
update'. The OOXML text gives no formal definition for what a
'field value' might be. Accordingly, the relationship of the 'Field
value:' item of this line to defined terms should be clarified, or
else the definition of 'EQ' must be considered as broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Define 'USERNAME' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'XE' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Define 'ADVANCE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'COMPARE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Define 'EQ' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16, page 1,487, line 20 to properly define this term:
A field is a set of codes that instructs a WordprocessingML consumer to insert text, graphics, page numbers, and
other material into a document automatically. [Example: The DATE field causes the current date to be inserted.
end example] The text or graphics inserted into a document when a consumer carries out a field's codes is
referred to as the field result (or field value) for that field. The default value for a field result is an empty string.
The act of carrying out a field's codes is referred to as a field update. As to how or when any field is updated is
outside the scope of this Office Open XML Standard.
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Response 51
Comment ID

BR-0012
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: page
1487, line 23

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The general syntax does not mention that some fields
(described in section 2.16.5) have specific syntax
Explain in the beginning of line 23 that
some fields can have specific syntaxes

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the resolution to this comment is included in that for comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, which resulted
in the complete replacement of the syntax in Part 4, §2.16.1, pages 1487–1489 by one defined using the
notation from EBNF (as defined in ISO/IEC 14977:1996). The part of that other comment’s resolution that is
relevant to this comment is, as follows:
Replace in Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,487, whole subclause:
2.16.1 Syntax
The syntax rules in this subclause follow the system shown in ISO/IEC 14977: literal text is surrounded by
double-quotes (or by apostrophes); the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end
of an option; the left-curly-bracket and right-curly-bracket designate the start and end of a sequence of one-ormore items; the vertical-line indicates an alternative; and each rule ends with a semicolon. Whenever hyphen is
used as the exception-symbol (as per ISO/IEC 14977), it is surrounded by white space, and further clarified by a
comment.
The syntax rules below were derived from the context-sensitive rules in the detailed definitions shown in
§2.16.5.*. [Note: Thus, in order to produce an automated verifier, the context-sensitive rules in subclauses
2.16.5.* must all be considered. The context-free syntax rules shown in this subclause provide an overview to
assist comprehension by the reader, but do not represent the entirety of the context-sensitive rules. end note]
The general syntax of a field is as follows:
<… new syntax follows here …>
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Response 52
Comment ID

BR-0013
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: page
1489, line 2

DE-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Paragraph: page
1489, line 2

FR-0196
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: page
1489, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The field argument syntax does not denote that quotes should
be used in pairs between text
The field argument syntax should be
written as: ―text‖ | text

We would not expect '‖ text' or 'text ―' to be legit productions for
'field-argument'. Assuming that square brackets denote
optional parts in this context, those would be accepted by the
provided syntax though.

The slightly peculiar expression [ " ] text
[ " ] only saves one single line. We do
not see any use in saving one line by
introducing the need for an implicit
understanding of any reader that "text
appears either enclosed by double
quotes or not enclosed by double
quotes". That could easily be
expressed by having one option with
and one without double quotes.

We would not expect '‖ text' or 'text ―' to be legit productions for Clarify whether or not '‖ text' or 'text ―'
'field-argument'. Assuming that square brackets denote optional are legit productions for 'field-argument'.
parts in this context, those would be accepted by the provided
syntax though.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the resolution to this comment is included in that for comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, which resulted
in the complete replacement of the syntax in Part 4, §2.16.1, pages 1487–1489 by one defined using the
notation from EBNF (as defined in ISO/IEC 14977:1996). Fixing the original syntax would have resulted in the
following changes to Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,489, line 2:
field-argument:
[ " ] text [ " ]
text
"text"
However, given the rewrite of the whole syntax, this change was incorporated in the new syntax, as follows:

field-argument=
text |
double-quote, text, double-quote ;
text=
character, {character} ;
character=
as defined by the production Char in the XML 1.0 specification, §2.2.
double-quote=
' " ' ; (* one double-quote character *)
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Response 53
Comment ID

BR-0014
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: Page
1489, line 17

CA-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.16.01
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The ‗one or two Latin letters‘ sentence does not define clearly
define what characters to use

The production rule for field-switch-character is defined as:
field-switch-character: -one or two Latin letters‖

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence should be written as ‗one
or two letters of the Latin alphabet in
upper or lower cases.

Provide a precise definition for this
production rule

However, ―Latin letters‖ is not defined in this specification.
Is this to be taken literally as only allowing the letters used in
Latin, i.e., capital letters A-Z excluding J, U and W?
Or
Is it meant to be the ISO 8859-1, the Latin-1 character set?
Or
Is it meant to be something quite different?

DE-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Paragraph: Page
1489, line 17

DK-0119
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.1
Paragraph: Page
1689 line 17

FR-0195
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: Page
1489, line 17

GB-0240
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.1
[p1487]
Paragraph: -

US-0248
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Paragraph:
Syntax

'Latin letters' is rather lax and cannot support the proper
definition of a formal language.

Rewrite this rule with a proper definition
of its constituents (either by reference
or in extenso).
e.g. [A-Za-z][A-Za-z]

The definition refer to ― one ot two Latin letter‖ without any
strict definition what is meant by .. ―Latin letters‖
This lead to possible ambiguously interpretation of the rules.
As the means of definitions doesn't offer any explanation or
any direct hint of the actual notation, it should be clarified.

Suggest definition of ―Latin Letters‖.

'Latin letters' is rather lax and cannot support the proper
definition of a formal language.

Rewrite this rule with a proper definition
of its constituents (either by reference or
in extenso).

The production rule for field-switch-character is defined as:
―field-switch-character: ! one or two Latin letters‖ However,
―Latin letters‖ is not defined in this specification. Are we to take
this literally as only allowing the letters used in Latin, i.e.,
capital letters A-Z excluding J, U and W? Or is meant the ISO
8859-1, the Latin-1 character set? Or is something else
meant?

Proposed change: Provide a precise
definition for this production rule.

The production rule for field-switch-character is defined as:

Provide a precise definition for this
production rule.

―field-switch-character:
!
one or two Latin letters”
However, ―Latin letters‖ is not defined in this specification. Are
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

we to take this literally as only allowing the letters used in
Latin, i.e., capital letters A-Z excluding J, U and W? Or is
meant the ISO 8859-1, the Latin-1 character set? Or is
something else meant?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the resolution to this comment is included in that for comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, which resulted
in the complete replacement of the syntax in Part 4, §2.16.1, pages 1487–1489 by one defined using the
notation from EBNF (as defined in ISO/IEC 14977:1996). Fixing the original syntax would have resulted in the
following changes to Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,489, lines 15–17:
field-switch-character:
!

any one or two Latin letters of the following: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u
v w x y z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

However, given the rewrite of the whole syntax, this change was incorporated in the new syntax, as follows:

field-specific-switch=
"\", character, [character], [field-argument] ;
(* no whitespace is permitted after the backslash,
also see definition of each field in §2.16.5 *)
character=
as defined by the production Char in the XML 1.0 specification, §2.2.
field-argument=
text |
double-quote, text, double-quote ;
text=
character, {character} ;
double-quote=
' " ' ; (* one double-quote character *)
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Response 54
Comment ID

BR-0015
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: Page
1501

FR-0089
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The ALPHABETIC switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent.
Include the text: ―Corresponds to an
ST_NumberFormat enumeration value
of upperLetter.‖

The ALPHABETIC switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the ALPHABETIC switch
argument or (better) suppress the need
for the switch argument, either by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, section 2.16.4.3, page 1,501:
ALPHABETIC

Formats a numeric result as one or more occurrences of an uppercase alphabetic
Latin character. Value 1 results in the letter A, value 2 results in the letter B, and
so on up to value 26, which results in the letter Z. For values greater than 26, 26
is repeatedly subtracted from the value until the result is 26 or less. The result
value determines which letter to use, and the same letter is repeated for each
time 26 was subtracted from the original value. [Example:
=54 \* ALPHABETIC results in "BBB" as subtracting 26 from 54 two times,
producesresults in the value 2, which is represented by the letter B. end
example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat value of upperLetter.
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Response 55
Comment ID

BR-0016
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: Page
1501

FR-0087
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The alphabetic switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent.
Include the text: ―Corresponds to an
ST_NumberFormat enumeration value
of lowerLetter.‖

The alphabetic switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the alphabetic switch argument
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, section 2.16.4.3, page 1501:
alphabetic

Formats a numeric result as one or more occurrences of an lowercase alphabetic
Latin character. Value 1 results in the letter a, value 2 results in the letter b, and
so on up to value 26, which results in the letter z. For values greater than 26, 26
is repeatedly subtracted from the value until the result is 26 or less. The result
value determines which letter to use, and the same letter is repeated for each
time 26 was subtracted from the original value. [Example:
=52 \* alphabetic results in "zz" as subtracting 26 from 52 one time,
producesresults in the value 26, which is represented by the letter z.. end
example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of lowerLetter.
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Response 56
Comment ID

BR-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1509, line 14

FR-0151
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

FR-0160
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1509, line 14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of 'switches' given here contradicts the one
given page 1489 lines 3-5. (Zero or more versus one or more.)
Make the appropriate corrections

The definition of 'switches' given here contradicts the one given
page 1489 lines 3-5. (Zero or more versus one or more.)

Align definitions.

The definition of 'switches' given here contradicts the one given
page 1489 lines 3-5. (Zero or more versus one or more.)

Align definitions.

Proposed Disposition
The resolution to this comment is included in that for comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, which resulted in the
complete replacement of the syntax in Part 4, §2.16.1, pages 1487–1489 by one defined using the notation from
EBNF (as defined in ISO/IEC 14977:1996).
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Response 57
Comment ID

BR-0018

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example is not given in XML

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 3

FR-0199
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 3

Proposed change by the MB

Adjust the example, showing it in XML
syntax.

The example is not given in XML. Considering that its extent
spans multiple fields (the syntax given pages 1488&1489 gives
no means to start a field with a field-argument, which alone
could account for the leading XX), it is not a proper OOXML
fragment (assuming that a single field could be, for the sake of
a short illustrative example, be represented by the proper
extract of the value of a w:instrText element).

Propose a proper OOXML example, or
remove it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; an XML-based example would be more illustrative here, since fields and document content are both
contained in this example. The following changes will be made to the example in Part 4, §2.16.5.2, page 1,510,
lines 2-6:
[Example: When the following fields are updatedWordprocessingML is displayed:
XX ADVANCE \u 6 XX ADVANCE \d 12 XX ADVANCE \l 20 + ADVANCE \x 150 ZZ
<w:r>
<w:t>XX</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:fldSimple w:instrText="ADVANCE \u 6"/>
<w:r>
<w:t>XX</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:fldSimple w:instrText="ADVANCE \d 12"/>
<w:r>
<w:t>XX</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:fldSimple w:instrText="ADVANCE \l 20"/>
<w:r>
<w:t>+</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:fldSimple w:instrText="ADVANCE \x 150"/>
<w:r>
<w:t>ZZ</w:t>
</w:r>
The results are:
XXXXXXX+ZZ
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Response 58
Comment ID

BR-0019

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The text ‗A paragraph number‘ is dubious.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.12
BIDIOUTLINE
Paragraph: page
1518, line 22

DE-0069

The text should be written as: ‗Numeric
value representing the paragraph
number‘.

The 'A paragraph number' expression is lax.

Define what the field value, whatever
field value may stand for, is in
unambiguous terms.

The 'A paragraph number' expression is lax.

Define what the field value, whatever
field value may stand for, is in
unambiguous terms.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.12
Paragraph: page
1518, line 22

FR-0215

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.12
BIDIOUTLINE
Paragraph: page
1518, line 22

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the current description contains some ambiguity; the following changes will be made to Part 4,
§2.16.5.12, page 1,518, lines 19–22:
2.16.5.12 BIDIOUTLINE
Description: Sets the output as being right-to-left. This field is like AUTONUMOUT (§2.16.5.7), except for
differences in Arabic/Hebrew numbering [Example: For Heading 2, BIDIOUTLINE results in א, while
AUTONUMOUT results in A. end example]
Description: This field is identical to the AUTONUMLGL field (§2.16.5.6), except for the separator which delimits
each level of the paragraph numbering (this field uses a hyphen-minus (U+002D) instead of a full stop (U+002E)
character as the default separator character).
Field Value: A new paragraph number in ascending sequential order, as defined by the description in §2.16.5.6.
Switches: None.
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Response 59
Comment ID

BR-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.24
FILESIZE
Paragraph: page
1531, line 27

FR-0235
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.24
FILESIZE
Paragraph: page
1531, line 26

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence ―It needs to be obtained from the file system‖
denotes an specific application behavior
The sentence should be removed

The 'Retrieves' verb explicitly references a runtime behavior,
which is out of the documented scope of the OOXML
proposition, and not operable as far as a document storage
format is concerned. The resulting definition for 'FILESIZE' is
broken.

Define 'FILESIZE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
WordprocessingML fields are useful because they can be updated, which requires some sort of runtime
semantic. As such, the implementing application must perform certain operations, in this case, obtaining the
size of the file from the file system through some implementation-specific means. Ecma TC45 debated at length
the issue of whether OOXML should include such runtime semantics, and decided it should. (This is also
important when it comes to SpreadsheetML functions.)
That said, the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.24, page 1,531, lines 26–27:
Description: Retrieves tThe size of the current document WordprocessingML package in bytes. [Note: This
information is not stored inside the document's XML. It needs to be obtained from the file system. end note]
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Response 60
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

BR-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.40
LISTNUM
Paragraph: page
1544, line 2

The values given in the table make no sense. Most probably,
'iii' instances stand for 'i' instances.

BR-0022

The definition for 'LISTNUM' is built upon the concepts of
'current' or 'specific' or 'next series', which are not defined in
this context.

Clause: Part 4,
Section
2.16.5.40LISTNU
M
Paragraph: page
1543, line 12 and
13

CL-0122
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.40
LISTNUM
Paragraph: page
1544, line 2

DE-0037
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.40
Paragraph: page
1544, line 2

DE-0038
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.40
Paragraph: page
1544, line 2

DE-0041
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.40
Paragraph: page
1543, line 12&13

FR-0171
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.40
LISTNUM
Paragraph: page
1543, line 12&13

FR-0172
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.40
LISTNUM
Paragraph: page
1544, line 2

FR-0173
Clause: Part4,

Make the appropriate corrections to the
table.

Those concepts should be defined in
the text, and their definition should
either be copied or referenced in the
context of the definition for 'LISTNUM'.

This table, with no headers provided, is confusing. What is this
table trying to tell?

Clarify this table.

The results as displayed in this table contradict the definition of
LISTNUM as specified page 1542 line 12 (neither 'a' nor 'iii'
are numbers).

Fix the contradiction.

The values given in the table make no sense. Most probably,
'iii' instances stand for 'i' instances.

Specify proper values.

The definition for 'LISTNUM' is built upon the concepts of
'current' or 'specific' or 'next series', which are not defined in
this context (a backward search on 'series' sheds no light on
this). Those concepts should be defined in the text, and their
definition should either be copied or referenced in the context
of the definition for 'LISTNUM'.

The LISTNUM definition shall be
redefined for clarity.

The definition for 'LISTNUM' is built upon the concepts of
Expand or reference the definition for
'current' or 'specific' or 'next series', which are not defined in this 'series', and/or clarify the definition for
context (a backward search on 'series' shades no light on this). 'LISTNUM' by any appropriate means.
Those concepts should be defined in the text, and their
definition should either be copied or referenced in the context of
the definition for 'LISTNUM'.
The values given in the table make no sense. Most probably, 'iii' Specify proper values.
instances stand for 'i' instances.

The results as displayed in this table contradict the definition of
LISTNUM as specified page 1542 line 12 (neither 'a' nor 'iii' are
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.16.5.40
LISTNUM
Paragraph: page
1544, line 2

numbers).

GB-0264

The definition for 'LISTNUM' is built upon the concepts of
'current' or 'specific' or 'next series', which are not defined in
this context (a backward search on 'series' shades no light on
this). Those concepts should be defined in the text, and their
definition should either be copied or referenced in the context
of the definition for 'LISTNUM'.

Proposed change: Expand or
reference the definition for 'series',
and/or clarify the definition for
'LISTNUM' by any appropriate means.

The definition for 'LISTNUM' is built upon the concepts of
'current' or 'specific' or 'next series', which are not defined in
this context (a backward search on 'series' shades no light on
this). Those concepts should be defined in the text, and their
definition should either be copied or referenced in the context
of the definition for 'LISTNUM'.

Expand or reference the definition for
'series', and/or clarify the definition for
'LISTNUM' by any appropriate means.

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.40
[p1543, 12-13]
Paragraph: -

KE-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.40
Paragraph: -

PT-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.40
Paragraph: page
1543, line 12&13

The definition for 'LISTNUM' is built upon the concepts of
'current' or 'specific' or 'next series', which are not defined in
this context (a backward search on 'series' shades no light on
this). Those concepts should be defined in the text, and their
definition should either be copied or referenced in the context
of the definition for 'LISTNUM'.

Expand or reference the definition for
'series', and/or clarify the definition for
'LISTNUM' by any appropriate means.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; Part 4, §2.16.5.40, page 1,543, line 12 through page 1,544, line 5 will be updated as follows: (Note that
this comment and response overlap with that for BR-0022 [and a number of other NB comments].)
2.16.5.40 LISTNUM
Description: Computes the next integral numbervalue from the current or a specific series level of a numbering
definition, or a specific number value from the next ora specific series level of a numbering definition.
The terms numbering definition and level are used as defined in §2.9. Within the context of this field,
determining the numbering definition is equivalent to reading the value of the numId element (§2.9.19), and
determining the level is equivalent to reading to value of the ilvl element (§2.9.3). [Rationale: This field is
distinct from the numbering defined by the syntax in §2.9. This syntax stores the numbering as run content,
rather than a paragraph property. This allows multiple numbered items to occur in a single paragraph; at
locations other than the start of the paragraph, etc. end rationale]
For LISTNUM fields, the associated numbering definition is calculated using the first of the following conditions
met:



If field-argument is NumberValue, OutlineDefault, or LegalDefault, all items with each value are
part of a single numbering definition.
If the current paragraph has numbering applied, all items within that paragraph are part of its
numbering definition.
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If field-argument is present, the field belongs to the numbering definition used by level one of the
abstract numbering definition (§2.9.1) whose name element (§2.9.14) matches field-argument. If no
such list exists, then the field shall behave as though field-argument was omitted.
If field-argument has been omitted, the field belongs to the same numbering definition as the last
instance of a LISTNUM field or numbered paragraph present in the document.

Once the numbering definition has been determined, the level is calculated as follows:





If the \l switch is present, the value of that switch overrides all subsequent rules.
If field-argument is NumberValue, OutlineDefault, or LegalDefault:
o The first instance of the field is level one.
o Each instance of the field which occurs at the start of the paragraph preceded only by other
LISTNUM fields (or nothing) increments the level by one. [Example: A LISTNUM field with no
field-argument inserted as the first item in a paragraph using level one of a numbering definition
is at level two. end example]
o The first instance of the field which occurs after other paragraph content increments the level
by one, and all subsequent LISTNUM fields belong to the same level. [Example: Consider the
following paragraph content: {LISTNUM} {LISTNUM} test {LISTNUM} test2
{LISTNUM} {LISTNUM}. Within this paragraph, the first two instances of the field are levels
one and two, and the third through fifth instances of the field are part of level three. end
example]
If field-argument has any other value:
o If the current paragraph has numbering applied, that paragraph numbering resets the level to
one.
 Each LISTNUM field which occurs at the start of the paragraph preceded only by other
LISTNUM fields (or nothing) increments the level by one. [Example: A LISTNUM field
with no field-argument inserted as the first item in a paragraph using level one of a
numbering definition is at level two. end example]
 The first LISTNUM field which occurs after other paragraph content increments the level
by one, and all subsequent LISTNUM fields belong to the same level. [Example: Consider
the following paragraph content: {LISTNUM} {LISTNUM} test {LISTNUM} test2
{LISTNUM} {LISTNUM}. Within this paragraph, the first two instances of the field are
levels one and two, and the third through fifth instances of the field are part of level
three. end example]
o Fields in paragraphs with no numbering applied start at the same level as the last instance of a
LISTNUM field or numbered paragraph present in the document.

This field can be used anywhere in a paragraph, not just at its start. A LISTNUM field can be incorporated into
numbering from a simple or outline-numbered list. text in field-argument is used to associates a LISTNUM field
with a specific list. To emulate the behavior of the AUTONUM (§2.16.5.5), AUTONUMLGL (§2.16.5.6), and
AUTONUMOUT (§2.16.5.7) fields, use the list names NumberDefault, LegalDefault, and OutlineDefault
names, respectively. By default, the NumberFormat list is used.
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The XML generated for a complex field implementation shall not have the optional field value stored.
Although the value of a LISTNUM field is calculated as a consecutive-valued non-negative integer, once a value is
computed, the corresponding integer is rendered in the appropriate format, as described below. In all possible
display methods, the list entry value is considered to be a number, and the list to be a numbered list. There are
nine levels of list, and, assuming \s 1 for each, the result style used for each is determined based on the fieldargument as follows:





If the field-argument is NumberValue, OutlineDefault, or LegalDefault, the formatting is based
on the table below.
For any other value, the formatting is based on the abstract numbering definition (§2.9.1) whose name
element (§2.9.14) matches field-argument. If no such list exists, then the field shall behave as though
field-argument was omitted.
If field-argument has been omitted:
o If the current paragraph has numbering applied, the field shall take on the format of the next
level of the corresponding numbering definition. [Example: A LISTNUM field inserted into a
paragraph using level one of a numbering definition is displayed in the format defined by level
two of that numbering definition. end example]
o If not, the field takes on the numbering format of the last instance of a LISTNUM field or
numbered paragraph present in the document.
1

1)

4

(1)

7

1.

2

a)

5

(a)

8

a.

3

iii)i)

6

(iii)(i)

9

iii.i.

The following tables describe the predefined sequences NumberValue, OutlineDefault, and
LegalDefault. The formats described are used as defined by ST_NumberFormat (§2.18.66).
Level

NumberValue Value Content and Format

1

The decimal format followed immediately by “)”. [Example: “3)”, “9)”, and “15)”. end example].

2

The lowerLetter format followed immediately by “)”. [Example: “c)”, “i)”, and “o)”. end example].

3

The lowerRoman format followed immediately by “)”. [Example: “iii)”, “ix)”, and “xv)”. end example].

4

The decimal format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example: “(3)”,
“(9)”, and “(15)”. end example].

5

The lowerLetter format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example:
“(c)”, “(i)”, and “(o)”. end example].

6

The lowerRoman format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example:
“(iii)”, “(ix)”, and “(xv)”. end example].

7

The decimal format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “3.”, “9.”, and “15.”. end example].

8

The lowerLetter format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “c.”, “i.”, and “o.”. end example].
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Level
9

Level

NumberValue Value Content and Format
The lowerRoman format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “iii.”, “ix.”, and “xv.”. end example].

OutlineDefault Value Content and Format

1

The upperRoman format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “III.”, “IX.”, and “XV.”. end example].

2

The upperLetter format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “C.”, “I.”, and “O.”. end example].

3

The decimal format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “3.”, “9.”, and “15.”. end example].

4

The lowerLetter format followed immediately by “)”. [Example: “c)”, “i)”, and “o)”. end example].

5

The decimal format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example: “(3)”,
“(9)”, and “(15)”. end example].

6

The lowerLetter format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example:
“(c)”, “(i)”, and “(o)”. end example].

7

The lowerLetter format defined by ST_NumberFormat surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any
intervening white space. [Example: “(iii)”, “(ix)”, and “(xv)”. end example].

8

The lowerLetter format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example:
“(c)”, “(i)”, and “(o)”. end example].

9

The lowerRoman format surrounded by “(“ and “)”, without any intervening white space. [Example:
“(iii)”, “(ix)”, and “(xv)”. end example].

Level

LegalDefault Value Content and Format

1

The decimal format followed immediately by “.”. [Example: “3.”, “9.”, and “15.”. end example].

2–9

A sequence consisting of the last number from each previous level (delimited by “.” followed
immediately by the next value at this level and “.” (all in the decimal format). [Example: “1.3.”,
“2.4.9.”, and “1.3.7.2.15.”. end example].

Field Value: The next integral numbervalue, or a specific value, from the current or a specific series, or a specific
number from the next or specific series numbering definition which this instance of the LISTNUM field belongs
to (as described above).
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Response 61
Comment ID

BR-0023

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The field name written in syntax definition is wrong

Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.65 SKIPIF
Paragraph: page
1560, line 8

FR-0299
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.65
SKIPIF
Paragraph: page
1560, lines 6&8

Proposed change by the MB

The field name in syntax definition
should be written as ―SKIPIF‖

The description of 'SKIPIF' is inconsistent with itself ('SKIPIF'
vs 'SKIP').

Resolve the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the resolution to this comment is included in that for comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, which resulted
in the complete replacement of the syntax in Part 4, §2.16.1, pages 1487–1489 by one defined using the
notation from EBNF (as defined in ISO/IEC 14977:1996). Fixing the original syntax would have resulted in the
following changes to Part 4, §2.16.5.65, page 1,560, line 8:

2.16.5.65 SKIPIF
Syntax:
SKIPIF Expression-1 Operator Expression-2

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
However, given the rewrite of the whole syntax, this change was incorporated in the new syntax, as follows:

2.16.5.65 SKIPIF
Syntax:
SKIPIF Expression-1 Operator Expression-2comparison

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
where

comparison=
expression, comparison-operator, expression ;
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comparison-operator=
"=" | "<>" | "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" ;
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Response 62
Comment ID

FR-0226
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: page
1523, line 10

FR-0308
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.72
TIME
Paragraph: page
1565, line 18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'Retrieves the current date and time.' clause makes
reference to a concept that is not defined in the context of a
storage format, and that cannot be defined without making
reference to a dynamic model of applications behaviors, which
the OOXML text explicitly declines to do. Accordingly, the
definition of 'DATE' is broken.

Remove the 'DATE' field from the
OOXML text or else provide a proper
definition for it.

The 'Retrieves' verb explicitly references a runtime behavior,
which is out of the documented scope of the OOXML
proposition, and not operable as far as a document storage
format is concerned. The resulting definition for 'TIME' is
broken.

Define 'TIME' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.6.5.18, page 1,523, line 10:

2.16.5.18 DATE
Description: Retrieves The current date and time.

Part 4, §2.16.5.72, page 1,565, line 18:

2.16.5.72 TIME
Description: Retrieves tThe current date and time.
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Response 63
Comment ID

BR-0024

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The Retrieves verb explicitly references a runtime behavior.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.71
TEMPLATE
Paragraph: page
1565, line 4

BR-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.71
TEMPLATE
Paragraph: page
1565, line 5

DE-0162
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.71
Paragraph: page
1565, line 4

FR-0305
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.71
TEMPLATE
Paragraph: page
1565, line 4

Proposed change by the MB

The text should be written as: ‗The file
name of the template used by the
current document.‘

The sentence ‗The disk file name of the template used by the
current document‘‘ explicitly references a runtime behavior.

The text should be written as: ‗The file
name of the template used by the
current document.‘

The 'Retrieves' verb explicitly references a runtime behavior,
which is out of the documented scope of the OOXML
proposition, and not operable as far as a document storage
format is concerned. The resulting definition for 'TEMPLATE' is
broken.

Instead of using 'Retrieve' verb it would
be better to use 'return'.

The 'Retrieves' verb explicitly references a runtime behavior,
which is out of the documented scope of the OOXML
proposition, and not operable as far as a document storage
format is concerned. The resulting definition for 'TEMPLATE' is
broken.

Define 'TEMPLATE' properly or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; Part 4, §2.16.5.71, page 1,565, lines 4–5 will be amended as follows:
Description: Retrieves tThe disk file name of the template used by the current document.
Field Value: The disk file name of the template used by the current document.
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Response 64
Comment ID

BR-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

CA-0027
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.04
Part 4, Section 03
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition.

Proposed change by the MB
The artworks presented should be
more precise in terms of definitions
(scale, spacing, color, depth)

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size?

It is strongly suggested that the images
be of better quality clipart. In so doing,
it is helpful that normative definitions for
these graphical elements are provided.

Some of the images, such as 'apples' or 'balloons3Colors'
show copying artefacts, where extraneous lines or blotches
appear.

In addition, for informative purposes,
these graphics may be provided in
standalone file form, preferably in a
scalable graphics format like SVG
images to define the page borders.

Although this observation was raised in only three places
mentioned at left, it may exist elsewhere in the document.

CL-0126
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

CO-0126
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.4
Paragraph:
1631(1638)

CZ-0029
Clause: Part
4/2.18.4
Paragraph: -

DE-0094
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

The reproduction of the artwork provided here is of poor
quality providing. Some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show artifacts, where extraneous lines or
blotches appear.

These graphics should be provided in
standalone file form, preferably in a
scalable graphics format.

The borders lack proper definition, since no size, corner
handling or additional files are given. No mechanism for
expanding the set of art borders is provided. Since the
specified art borders are heavily Western-oriented, it would be
good to provide a way for an application to supplement these
styles with graphics that provide more regional flavor.

Define the borders in detail. Provide an
interoperable extensibility mechanism
for a document author or application to
specify their own art border graphics.

Images as shown in the standard cannot be faithfully
reproduced.

Attach an electronic representation of
all graphical objects in an open vector
format like SVG, CGM or DrawingML to
the standard.

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

Proposed resolution: Part 4, section
2.18.4 states: ―Art borders, which
specify a repeated image to be used
when drawing a border around the
specified object.‖ The art borders are
images. Their size can only be changed
but not the color depth etc as in case of
any other image. The dimensions of
the border are absolute with respect to
page size. The extraneous lines or
blotches can be corrected on
preparation of a final Specification
document. If there is any way to
specified it in a way that allows a
proper reproduction by any conforming
consumer, it should be done.
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Comment ID

DK-0023
Clause: Part 4
section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

DK-0141
Clause: Part 4
2.18.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The include picture for the individual border design offer
insufficient information to ensure a correct implementation.
The individual bitmaps is blurred and lack the required details,
which is required to deliver the intended interoperability

Should provide the design specification
needed in a format, which ensures that
it is possible to construct a correct
implementation.

Ecma 376 lists numerous styles such as apples, scaredCat,
heebieJeebies, etc. However, the specification does not fully
define these styles (e.g missing height, width, color-depth,
orientation). The style basicThinLine describes behaviour for
horizontal, vertical and corner scenarios but many styles (e.g
babyRattle, balloonsHotair, etc) provide no such details.

Should provide the design specification
needed in a format, which ensures that
it is possible to construct a correct
implementation.

The problem with this is that a single style can be interpreted
differently by different vendors/implementers. Also, these
styles provide no generality.

ECMA-0041
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.4
Paragraph: -

FR-0321
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
ST_Border
(Border Styles)
Paragraph: -

GB-0271
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.4
[p1631...]
Paragraph: -

IR-0032
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

KE-0033
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

PT-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

US-0048
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.4 ST_Border

For the collection of border styles, without providing them as
separate resources (images) in an electronic annex,
implementers need to copy paste them out of the spec directly.

Provide them as separate resources
(vector images) in an electronic annex.

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements. Also, for
informative purposes, these graphics
may be provided in standalone file form,
preferably in a scalable graphics format
like SVG.

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

Proposed change: Provide full
normative definitions for these
graphical elements. Also, for
informative purposes, these graphics
may be provided in standalone file
form, preferably in a scalable graphics
format like SVG.

This section shows an example diagram in a very poor image
quality instead of defining the diagram that can be produced.

Full normative definitions should be
provided for the diagram formats. The
example diagrams should be in a
scalable graphic format such as SVG.

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing
neither intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small
example diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are
the dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

Provide graphic elements as a separate
collection e.g. zipped

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements. Also, for
informative purposes, these graphics
may be provided in standalone file
form.

Muffins: Part 4, 2.18.4 ST_Border enumerates border styles
and includes graphic images of the borders, including the
―muffin‖ border. However, if the goal is faithful representation

We note that the images are normative.
Please clarify the requirements with
respect to scaling, rotation, treatment in
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

(Border Styles)
Paragraph: -

of legacy documents, the enumeration falls short of that goal.
There is no specification of the actual graphics in SVG or other
graphics language nor it is clear that the graphics in question
are available for use by implementers of the proposal.

corners, etc. Consider providing these
images in some standard graphics
language form.

US-0072

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

We note that the images are normative.
Please clarify the requirements with
respect to scaling, rotation, treatment in
corners, etc. Consider providing these
images in some standard graphics
language form.

Border styles is not fully defined (e.g missing height, width,
color-depth, orientation). The style basicThinLine describes
behavior for horizontal, vertical and corner scenarios but many
styles (e.g babyRattle, balloonsHotair, etc) provide no such
details. The problem with this is that a single style can be
interpreted differently by different vendors/implementors. Also,
these styles provide no generality.

Provide full definition for each border
styles or drop they.

The artwork provided here is of poor quality providing neither
intended scale, spacing, color depth, etc. A small example
diagram is an insufficient definition. For example, are the
dimensions of the borders absolute? Or do they scale with
page size? Also, some of the images, such as 'apples' or
'balloons3Colors' show copying artifacts, where extraneous
lines or blotches appear.

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements. Also, for
informative purposes, these graphics
may be provided in standalone file
form, preferably in a scalable graphics
format like SVG.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

VE-0030
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
ST_Border
(Border Styles
Paragraph:
pages 1631-1681

VE-0031
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
The following text will be added to Part 4, §2.18.4, page 1,631, below line 19:
For art borders, each border definition is specified by the combination of eight images, as follows:
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For the edge borders (top, bottom, left, and right), the border image is repeated as necessary to span the
distance between the two intersecting corners. Electronic definitions of each piece of border art are included in
Annex G.
Each border in Part 4, §2.18.4 will be rewritten in the following consistent style (using two examples to
illustrate):
Enumeration Value
apples (Apples Art Border)

Description
Specifies an art border using the following images:
All Sides:

…
moons (Moon Art Border)

Specifies an art border using the following images:
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Top:
Bottom:

Left:

Right:
Top Left:
Top Right:
Bottom Left:
Bottom Right:

A new Annex will be added to Part 4, which provides electronic copies of each component of each border in
ISO 15948 (PNG) format.
The concern raised by CO-0126 about extensibility is addressed in the response to a set of comments that
include AU-0021, CA-0028, and CL-0127.
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Response 65
Comment ID

BR-0030
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: Pg.
1771

BR-0031
Clause: Section
2.18.66
Paragraph: Pg.
1771

CA-0032
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.66
Paragraph: -

CL-0006
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
Table with styles,
style
"ideographDigital"

CL-0007
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
Table with styles,
style
"ideographEnclos
edCircle"

CL-0131
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

CL-0134
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

CO-0133
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.66
Paragraph:
1771(1778)

CO-0136
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This section lacks normative definitions of the enumeration
values mentioned (eg. Korean Chosung Numbering).

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted (e.g.
lowerLetter and upperLetter).

Proposed change by the MB
Make the proper references to the
normative definitions of the
enumeration values.

Define in the specification the method
to be used when the letter of the
alphabet are exhausted.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is
―Korean Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Description of style is ambiguous: it does not clarify what is an
"appropiate character", and what "sequential numerical
ideographs" means.

To clarify ambiguity or to eliminate the
style.

Description of style is ambiguous: it does not clarify what is an
"appropiate character", and what "sequential numerical
ideographs" means.

To clarify ambiguity or to eliminate the
style.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is ―Korean
Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is ―Korean
Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1776(1783)

DE-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

DE-0078
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

DK-0026
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: Page
1771

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is
―Korean Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.

The type definitions is no precise enough to insure an
unambiguously implementation, as most of the sequence only
indicate the starting point i gives no information about how the
series continues, it only provide suggestion as example

Provide an unambiguously algorithm for
the full interpretation of the suggested
numeration series.

E.g consider the series for cardinalText, does it go on as
one two three ....... ten eleven twelve
or
one two three ....onezero oneone onetwo
and consider the national specialities of the individual
countries. Since the series appear to be e.g character specific,
which means different series depending on language. From
Denmark eg what should we expect ?
A B C D ..... Æ Ø Å AA AB AC AD
or
A B C D E ... Æ Ø Å AA BB CC DD ...
or
A B C D E ... X Y Z AA BB CC
or
A B C D E ... X Y Z AA AB AC

DK-0145
Clause: Part 4
2.18.662.9.182.1
1.172.11.182.15.
1.162.6.12
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0042
Clause: Part 4,
2.7.6
Paragraph: -

FR-0326
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
ST_NumberForm
at (Numbering
Paragraph: -

FR-0330

Inflexible numbering format: ST_NumberFormat, Numbering
Format for number lists (2.9.18), footnotes (2.11.17), endnotes
(2.11.18), captions (2.15.1.16) and Page numbers (2.6.12).
* Fixed to a few countries. Many regions are not included.
* Contradicts W3C XSLT which ISO 26300 uses.
* Contradicts Unicode ISO 10646.

Provide an unambiguously algorithm for
the full interpretation of the suggested
numeration series.
Insufficient specified question.

The specification must define each numbered style
completely, and specify language dependencies. For example,
in a US-English context, is the order A to Z, AA, BB, CC or A
to Z, AA, AB, AC, or something else? Also, what do we do in
Swedish or Greek, for example?

Fully describe each numbered style,
including its language dependencies,
and its behavior for arbitrarily large
positive integers.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is ―Korean
Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
ST_NumberForm
at (Numbering
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

case.

GB-0280

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is ―Korean
Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Proposed change: Give explicit
definitions of these numbering styles or
proper external normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Proposed change: Clarify the text to
explicitly cover this case.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is
―Korean Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.

the WordProcessingML part of OOXML lists a large number of
list styles representing various different writing systems,
language and business conventions.7 These are given names

Define these settings

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
[p1771]
Paragraph: -

GB-0284
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
―lowerLetter‖, etc.
[p1776]
Paragraph: -

GR-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

GR-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

IN-0018
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IN-0042
Clause: 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

JP-0064
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.66
Paragraph:
aiueo,
aiueoFullWidth
on page 1771

KE-0039
Clause: Part 4,

such as ―chicago‖, ―ideographDigital‖,
―ideographLegalTraditional‖, koreanDigital2‖ and
―koreanLegal‖.
These are merely labels, and again, are not precisely defined .
The would-be implementors of the OOXML specification are
told that something called ―Korean Legal Numbering‖ exists,
but they are not told what it means or how to practice it in their
application
Part 4, Section 2.18.66 - There is nothing in this section which
is normatively defined except some enumeration values. No
normative meanings to these values are given. An informative
example is insufficient in all but the most trivial cases. For
example, where is ―Korean Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

It is not clearly defined how to proceed with the numbering
after the last alphabetical character.

Specify how to proceed with the
numbering after the last alphabetical
character.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to

More clarification required
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is
―Korean Legal Counting System‖ defined?

KE-0042

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

Proposed change by the MB

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.

PT-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

US-0075
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

US-0113
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

VE-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

VE-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―lowerLetter‖, etc.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.
§2.18.66, is lacking sufficient detail to allow interoperability.
Examples of types that need a more detailed description.
11.
―decimalEnclosedFullstop‖ does not show enclosed
characters and so contradicts the normative text.
12.

―decimalFullwidth‖, etc. There are several mentions
of double-byte and single-byte Arabic numbering
schemes. Since the conformance clause for OOXML
requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or UTF16
encodings, there should be no markup in other text
encodings.

13.

―lowerLetter‖, etc. Several counting systems are
defined to use letters of the alphabet, but nothing is
mentioned about how counting continues once the
letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

14.

numberInDash‖, etc. Format requires use of ―dash‖ to
surround the number, but no indication of which
Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, em-dash,
hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.
Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference. Recommend a review of this
whole subclause in this context.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is ―Korean
Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

There is nothing in this section which is normatively defined
except some enumeration values. No normative meanings to
these values are given. An informative example is insufficient
in all but the most trivial cases. For example, where is
―Korean Legal Counting System‖ defined?

Give explicit definitions of these
numbering styles or proper external
normative references.

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Clarify the text to explicitly cover this
case.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to address this issue, the following changes will be made to entries in the table in Part 4, §2.18.66,
pages 1,771–1,777:
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Enumeration Value
aiueo (AIUEO Order
Hiragana)

Description
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single hiragana characters from the set listed below, in the traditional a-iu-e-o order.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–46 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–46 is
U+FF71–U+FF9C, U+FF66, and U+FF9D, respectively.
For values greater than 46, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (46) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and the same character is written once and then repeated
the number of times the size of the set was subtracted from the
original value.

aiueoFullWidth (FullWidth AIUEO Order
Hiragana)

[Example: The numbering for these items should be represented by the
following pattern: ｱ,ｲ, ｳ ... ｦ,ﾝ, ｱｱ, ｲｲ, ｳｳ... end example][Example: ｱ, ｲ, ｳ
. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single full-width hiragana characters from the set listed below, in the
traditional a-i-u-e-o order.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–46 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–46 is
U+30A2, U+30A4, U+30A6, U+30A8, U+30AA, U+30AB, U+30AD, U+30AF,
U+30B1, U+30B3, U+30B5, U+30B7, U+30B9, U+30BB, U+30BD,
U+30BF,U+30C1,U+30C4, U+30C6, U+30C8, U+30CA, U+30CB, U+30CC,
U+30CD, U+30CE, U+30CF, U+30D2, U+30D5, U+30D8, U+30DB, U+30DE,
U+30DF,U+30E0, U+30E1, U+30E2, U+30E4, U+30E6, U+30E8, U+30E9,
U+30EA, U+30EB, U+30EC, U+30ED,U+30EF, U+30F0, U+30F1, U+30F2,
and U+30F3, respectively.
For values greater than 46, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (46) from the value until
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the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

arabicAbjad (Arabic
Abjad Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ア, イ, ウ, ... ヲ,ン, アア, イイ, ウウ,
...end example][Example: ア, イ, ウ. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single ascending Abjad numerals from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–28 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–28 is
U+0623, U+0628, U+062C, U+062F, U+0647, U+0648, U+0632, U+062D,
U+0637, U+064A, U+0643, U+0644, U+0645, U+0646, U+0633, U+0639,
U+0641, U+0635, U+0642, U+0631, U+0634, U+062A, U+062B,
U+062E,U+0630, U+0636,U+063A, and U+0638, respectively.
For values greater than 28, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (28) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

arabicAlpha (Arabic
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: أ, ب, ج,… ظ, غ, أ أ, ب ب, ج ج,… ظ ظ, غ غ, أ أ أ, ب ب ب, ج
ج ج,… end example][Example: أ, ب, ج. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single characters in the Arabic alphabet from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–28 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–28 is
U+0623, U+0628, U+062A, U+062B, U+062C, U+062D, U+062E, U+062F,
U+0630, U+0631, U+0632, U+0633, U+0634, U+0635, U+0636, U+0637,
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U+0638, U+0639, U+063A, U+0641, U+0642, U+0643, U+0644, U+0645,
U+0646, U+0647, U+0648, and U+064A, respectively.
For values greater than 28, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (28) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

bullet (Bullet)

cardinalText (Cardinal
Text)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: أ, ب, ت, … و, ي, أ أ, ب ب, ت ت, … و و, ي ي,أأأ, ب ب ب, ت
ت ت, … end example][Example: أ, ب, ت. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the bullet characters defined
by the lvlText element (§2.9.12).
[Example: ●end example]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of cardinal text of the run
language.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the textual
representation, in the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18), of a
different unique position in that sequence.

chicago (Chicago
Manual of Style)

[Example: The numbering for the items in Spanish should be represented
by the following pattern: Uno, Dos, Tres, …,Nueve, Diez, Once, ...
Diecineuve, Veinte, Veintiuno, ... end example][Example: one, two, three.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single charactersfrom the set listed belowas defined in the Chicago
Manual of Style.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–4 and then repeats
those same characters using the logic defined below to construct all other
values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–4 is
U+002A,U+2020,U+2021, and U+00A7, respectively.
For values greater than 4, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (4) from the value until the
result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
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above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then repeated the number of times the size of the set was
subtracted from the original value.

chineseCounting
(Chinese Counting
System)

[Example: The first nine items in this format are: *, †, ‡, •, **, ††, ‡‡, ••,
***.end example][Example: *, †, ‡. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single ascending numbers from the Chinese counting system, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–10 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values. 〇 represents the number zero.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–10 is
U+25CB, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, U+4E5D, and U+5341, respectively.
For values greater than 10, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol that represents the
remainder.
a. If the quotient is less than 10, then write 十 to the left of
the symbol, which represents the remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10, and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing characters.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

chineseCountingTho
usand (Chinese
Counting Thousand
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 九, 十, 十一, 十二.... 十九, 二十, 二十
一, …九十九, 一〇〇,一〇一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, 三, 四.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Chinese counting thousand system,
from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–10, 100, 1,000,
and 10,000, and then repeats those same characters using the logic
defined below to construct all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+96F6, U+4E00,
U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B, U+4E5D,
U+5341, U+767E, U+5343, and U+4E07.
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To construct a value that is beyond the set, but less than one hundred
thousand, work from largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
一 (U+4E00)
2
二 (U+4E8C)
3
三 (U+4E09)
4
四 (U+56DB)
5
五 (U+4E94)
6
六 (U+516D)
7
七 (U+4E03)
8
八 (U+516B)
9
九 (U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand: 万
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of one thousand (千) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five thousand
would be 五千).
a. If the original value was between 10,000 and 100,000 and
If no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of thousand) write the symbol 零 instead (so ten
thousand and five would be 一万零五)
3. Repeat step 1 for groups of one hundred (百) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 五百).
a. If the original value was between 1,000 and 10,000 and if
no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of hundred) write the symbol 零 instead (so one
thousand and five would be 一千零五)
4. Repeat step 1 for groups of ten (十) using the corresponding
symbol to indicate the groups (so fifty would be 五十).
a. If the original value was between 100 and 1000 and If no
groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple of
ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so one hundred and
five would be 一百零五)
5. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
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If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand,
but use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups
of one hundred thousand are represented as ten ten thousands (一十万).
An additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

chineseLegalSimplifie
d (Chinese Legal
Simplified Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 二, 三, …,八, 九, 一十, 一十一, 一十二, …一十
九, 二十, 二十一, … 九九, 一百, 一百一, … end example][Example: 一, 二
, …, 九, 一○ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Chinese simplified legal format, from
the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
are combined with additional characters to represent the corresponding
power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+96F6, U+58F9, U+8D30, U+53C1, U+8086, U+4F0D, U+9646, U+67D2,
U+634C, and U+7396, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than one hundred thousand, work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
壹(U+58F9)
2
贰 (U+8D30)
3
叁 (U+53C1)
4
肆(U+8086)
5
伍 (U+4F0D)
6
陆 (U+9646)
7
柒 (U+67D2)
8
捌 (U+634C)
9
玖 (U+7396)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand: 万
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of one thousand (仟) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five thousand
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would be 伍仟).
a. If the original value was between 10,000 and 100,000 and
If no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of thousand) write the symbol 零 instead (so ten
thousand and five would be 壹万零伍)
3. Repeat step 1 for groups of one hundred (佰) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 伍佰).
a. If the original value was between 1,000 and 10,000 and if
no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of hundred) write the symbol 零 instead (so one
thousand and five would be 壹仟零伍)
4. Repeat step 1 for groups of ten (拾) using the corresponding
symbol to indicate the groups (so fifty would be 伍拾).
a. If the original value was between 100 and 1000 and If no
groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple of
ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so one hundred and five
would be 壹佰零伍)
5. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand
but use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups
of one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (佰万). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

chosung (Korean
Chosung Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 壹, 贰叁, ..捌, 玖, 壹拾, 壹拾壹, 壹拾贰, …,壹拾
玖, 贰拾, 贰拾壹, …,玖玖, 壹佰, 壹佰零壹, … end example][Example: 壹,
…, 肆, 伍. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Korean Chosung format, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–14 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–14 is
U+3131, U+3134, U+3137, U+3139, U+3141, U+3142, U+3145, U+3147,
U+3148, U+314A, U+314B, U+314C, U+314D, and U+314E, respectively.
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For values greater than 14, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (14) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then repeated the
number of times the size of the set was subtracted from the
original value.

decimal (Decimal
Numbers)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ㄱ ,ㄴ ,ㄷ, ... ㅍ, ㅎ, ㄱㄱ, ㄴㄴ, ㄷㄷ, ... end
example]
[Example: ,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then
those same characters are combined with each other and 0 (represents
the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+0030–U+0039, respectively.
Continue the sequence by using the following steps:
1. Increment the rightmost position.
2. Every time the end of the set is reached, for a given position,
increment the position to the immediate left (if there is no
position to the immediate left, create a new position and start
the sequence of the new position at 1) and reset the current
position to 0.

decimalEnclosedCircl
e (Decimal Numbers
Enclosed in a Circle)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 1,2,3,… 8,9, 10, 11, 12, …., 18, 19, 20, 21, … end
example][Example: 1, 2, 3, … , 9, 10, 11. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering enclosed
in a circle, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20 is
U+2460–U+2473, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.
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decimalEnclosedCircl
eChinese (Decimal
Numbers Enclosed in a
Circle)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ①,②,③ … ⑲,⑳, 21, … end example][Example: ①, ②,
③,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering enclosed
in a circle, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20 is
U+2460–U+2473, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

decimalEnclosedFulls
top (Decimal Numbers
Followed by a Period)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ①,②,③ … ⑲,⑳,21,22, … end example][Example: ①,
②, ③,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering followed
by a period, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. using the
appropriate character, as described below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20 is
U+2488–U+249B, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

decimalEnclosedPare
n (Decimal Numbers
Enclosed in
Parenthesie)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ⒈,⒉,⒊, … ⒚, ⒛,21, … end example][Example: ⒈, ⒉,
⒊,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering enclosed
in parenthesies, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character.
appropriate character, as described below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20 is
U+2474–U+2487, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ⑴, ⑵, ⑶, … ⒆, ⒇,21,22,… end example][Example: ⑴,
⑵, ⑶,… endexample]
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decimalFullWidth
(Double Byte Arabic
Numerals)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of double-byte Arabic
numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then
those same characters are combined with each other and ０(represents
the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+FF10–U+FF19, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

decimalFullWidth2
(Double Byte Arabic
Numerals Alternate)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: １,２,３,…８,９, １０,１１,１２,… １８,１９,２０,２
１, … end example][Example: １, ２, ３ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of an alternative set of doublebyte Arabic numbering, if one exists in the run font.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ０(represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+FF10–U+FF19, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: １,２,３,…８,９,１０,１１,１２,… １８,１９,２０,２
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decimalHalfWidth
(Single Byte Arabic
Numerals)

１, … end example][Example: １, ２, ３ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of single-byte Arabic numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then
those same characters are combined with each other and 0 (represents
the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+0030–U+0039, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

decimalZero
(InitialZeroArabicNum
erals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 1,2,3,… 8,9, 10, 11, 12, …., 18, 19, 20, 21, … end
example][Example: 1, 2, 3. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of Arabic numbering with a
leading zero added to numbers one through nine.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of paired characters (zero followed by an additional
symbol) that represent positions 1–9 and then those same characters are
combined with each other to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+0030–U+0039.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 01,02,03,… 08,09, 10, 11, 12, …., 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, …
98, 99, 100, 101, ... end example][Example: 01, 02, 03, …, 09, 10.
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ganada (Korean
Ganada Numbering)

endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Korean Ganada format, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–14 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–14 is
U+AC00, U+B098, U+B2E4, U+B77C, U+B9C8, U+BC14, U+C0AC, U+C544,
U+C790, U+CC28, U+CE74, U+D0C0, U+D30C, and U+D558, respectively.
For values greater than 14, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (14) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that sequence of character is repeated the number of
times the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 가, 나, 다, ... 파, 하, 가가, 나나, 다다, ... end

hebrew1 (Hebrew
Numerals)

example][Example:
,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hebrew numerals, from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9, each multiple of
ten (less than 100), each multiple of 100 (less than 1000) and then those
are combined with each other to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+05D0–U+05D9,
U+05DB, U+05DC, U+05DE, U+05E0–U+05E2, U+05E4, U+05E6–U+05EA,
U+05E7–U+05E9, U+05EA, U+05DA, U+05DD, U+05DF, U+05E3, and
U+05E5, respectively.
To construct a number that is outside the set, work from largest groups to
smallest (but writing right to left) following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group
a. Write the symbol representing the unit values (see table
below) and appended a single quote to the symbol (for
example, five thousand is represented by )ה׳
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Digit

Symbol

1

( אU+05D0)

2

( בU+05D1)

3

( גU+05D2)

4

( דU+05D3)

5

( הU+05D4)

6

( וU+05D5)

7

( זU+05D6)

8

( חU+05D7)

9

( טU+05D8)

2. Create as many groups as possible that contain nine hundred in
each group.
a. Write the symbol representing nine hundred: ץ. If no groups
are formed, do not write any symbol.
3. Repeat this for groups of eight hundred ()ף, seven hundred ()ן, six
hundred ()ם, five hundred ()ך, four hundred ()ת, three hundred
()ש, two hundred ()ר, one hundred ()ק, ninety ()צ, eighty ()פ,
seventy ()ע, sixty ()ס, fifty ()נ, forty ()מ, thirty ()ל, twenty ()כ, and
finally 10 ( )יusing the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so four-hundred fifty would be )נת
4. Write down the symbol for the remaining number (see table
above)
5. If the number ends in  היor וי, replace those characters with טו
and טז, respectively.
6. Reordering a number group will not change its value. If a number
spells out a Hebrew word with a negative or positive connotation,
the number group can be rearranged.

hebrew2 (Hebrew
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: א, ב, ג, … טז, זי, חי, טי, כ, אכ, …end example]
[Example: א, ב, ג, … , י,יאendexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the Hebrew alphabet.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–22 and then
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repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–22 is
U+05D0–U+05D9, U+05DB, U+05DC, U+05DE, U+05E0–U+05E2, U+05E4,
and U+05E6–U+05EA, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (22) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. Write the symbol represented by the result value.
3. Then the תsymbol is repeated (to the right of the first symbol)
for each time the size of the set was subtracted from the original
value.
4. Reordering a number group will not change its value. If a number
spells out a Hebrew word with a negative or positive connotation,
the number group can be rearranged.

hex (Hexadecimal
Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: א, ב, ג, …, את, בת, … end example][Example: א, ב, ג, …
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of hexadecimal numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–15 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 0 (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–15 is
U+0030–U+0039, and U+0041–U+0046, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 16 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 16 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

hindiConsonants
(Hindi Consonants)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 1, 2, 3, … E, F, 10,11, 12, …., 1E, 1F, 20, 21, … end
example][Example: 1, 2, 3, … , 9, A, B. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hindi consonants from the set listed below.
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To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–18 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–18 is
U+0905–U+0914, U+0905 combined with U+0902, and U+0905 combined
with U+0903, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (18) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use, and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: अ, आ, इ,...,अं,अ्,अअ, आआ, इइ, ..

hindiCounting (Hindi
Counting System)

अंअ,ं अ्अ्,अअअ,आआआ, इइइ,... end example][Example: अ, आ, इ, .
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Hindi counting system.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the full name, in Hindi,
of the next value in that sequence.
[Example:The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: एक, दो, तीन, चार, पााँच, छ्, सात, आठ, नौ, दस,...
end example][Example: एक, दो,तीन, … endexample]

hindiNumbers (Hindi
Numbers)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hindi numbers from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ० (U+0966, which
represents the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–9 is
U+0967, U+0968, U+0969, U+096A, U+096B, U+096C, U+096D, U+096E,
and U+096F, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
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1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: १, २, ३, … ८,९,१०, ११, १२, …., १८, १९, २०, २१, … end
hindiVowels (Hindi
Vowels)

example][Example: १, २, ३, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hindi vowels from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–37 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–37 is
U+0915–U+0939, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (37) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use, and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: क, ख, ग, …, स, ह,कक, खख, गग, …, सस, हह,ककक,
खखख, गगग, … end example][Example: क, ख, ग, . endexample]

ideographDigital
(Ideographs)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
ideographs enclosed in a circle, using the appropriate character(s), as
described below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 〇 (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+3007, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
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For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

ideographEnclosedCi
rcle (Ideographs
Enclosed in a Circle)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 八, 九, 一〇, 一一, 一二, ... 一八, 一九,
二〇, 二一, ... end example][Example: 一, 二, 三, 四. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
ideographs enclosed in a circle, using the appropriate character, as
described below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–10.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+3220–U+3229, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

ideographLegalTradit
ional (Traditional
Legal Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ㈠, ㈡, ㈢, ... ㈨, ㈩, 11,12, ...end example]
[Example: ㊀, ㊁, ㊂,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
traditional legal ideographs.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+58F9, U+8CB3,
U+53C3, U+8086, U+4F0D, U+9678, U+67D2, U+634C, U+7396, U+62FE,
U+4F70, U+4EDF,and U+842C, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than hundred thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
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1
壹 (U+58F9)
2
貳 (U+8CB3)
3
參 (U+53C3)
4
肆 (U+8086)
5
伍 (U+4F0D)
6
陸 (U+9678)
7
柒 (U+67D2)
8
捌 (U+634C)
9
玖 (U+7396)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand (the power of ten represented
by that position): 萬
2. Repeat this for groups of one thousand (仟), one hundred (佰)
and ten (拾) using the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so five hundred would be 伍佰 and fifty would be 伍拾).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than hundred thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (拾萬). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

ideographTraditional
(Traditional Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 壹, 貳, 參, … 捌, 玖, 壹拾, 壹拾壹, 壹拾貳...壹拾玖,貳
拾, 貳拾壹, … end example][Example: 壹, 貳, 參, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
traditional ideographs.
This system uses a set of characters (elements in the Chinese Sexagenary
cycle) to represent the numbers 1–10. For values greater than the size of
the set, the items fall back to the decimal format.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+7532, U+4E59, U+4E19, U+4E01, U+620A, U+5DF1, U+5E9A, U+8F9B,
U+58EC, and U+7678, respectively.

ideographZodiac
(Zodiac Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 甲 ,乙 ,丙,丁,... 壬, 癸,11, 12, ...end
example][Example: 甲, 乙, 丙, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential zodiac ideographs.
This system uses a set of characters (animals in the Chinese Sexagenary
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cycle). to represent the numbers 1–12. For values greater than the size of
the set, the items fall back to the decimal format.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–12 is
U+5B50, U+4E11, U+5BC5, U+536F, U+8FB0, U+5DF3, U+5348, U+672A,
U+7533, U+9149, U+620C, and U+4EA5, respectively.

ideographZodiacTrad
itional (Traditional
Zodiac Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 子,丑,寅,... 戌, 亥, 13, 14, …end example][Example: 子,
丑, 寅, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential traditional zodiac
ideographs.
This system uses a set of character pairs (all of the element-animal
combinations of the Chinese sexagenary cycle) to represent the numbers
1–60 and then those same character pairs are repeated to construct the
remaining values.
The set of character pairs used by this numbering format for values 1–60
is U+7532, U+5B50; U+4E59, U+4E11; U+4E19, U+5BC5; U+4E01, U+536F;
U+620A, U+8FB0; U+5DF1, U+5DF3; U+5E9A, U+5348; U+8F9B, U+672A;
U+58EC, U+7533; U+7678, U+9149; U+7532, U+620D; U+4E59, U+4EA5;
U+4E19, U+5B50; U+4E01, U+4E11; U+620A, U+5BC5; U+5DF1, U+536F;
U+5E9A, U+8FB0; U+8F9B, U+5DF3; U+58EC, U+5348; U+7678, U+672A;
U+7532, U+7533; U+4E59, U+9149; U+4E19, U+620D; U+4E01, U+4EA5;
U+620A, U+5B50; U+5DF1, U+4E11; U+5E9A, U+5BC5; U+8F9B, U+536F;
U+58EC, U+8FB0; U+7678, U+5DF3; U+7532, U+5348; U+4E59, U+672A;
U+4E19, U+7533; U+4E01, U+9149; U+620A, U+620D; U+5DF1, U+4EA5;
U+5E9A, U+5B50; U+8F9B, U+4E11; U+58EC, U+5BC5; U+7678, U+536F;
U+7532, U+8FB0; U+4E59, U+5DF3; U+4E19, U+5348; U+4E01, U+672A;
U+620A, U+7533; U+5DF1, U+9149; U+5E9A, U+620D; U+8F9B, U+4EA5;
U+58EC, U+5B50; U+7678, U+4E11; U+7532, U+5BC5; U+4E59, U+536F;
U+4E19, U+8FB0; U+4E01, U+5DF3; U+620A, U+5348; U+5DF1, U+672A;
U+5E9A, U+7533; U+8F9B, U+9149; U+58EC, U+620D; U+7678, U+4EA5,
respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (60) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character pair to use.

iroha (Iroha Ordered

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 甲子,乙丑,丙寅, ...., 壬戌, 癸亥, 甲子,乙丑,丙寅,
....end example][Example: 甲子, 乙丑, 丙寅, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the iroha.
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Katakana)
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–48 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–48 is
U+FF72, U+FF9B, U+FF8A, U+FF86, U+FF8E, U+FF8D, U+FF84, U+FF81,
U+FF98, U+FF87, U+FF99,U+FF66, U+FF9C, U+FF76, U+FF96, U+FF80,
U+FF9A, U+FF7F, U+FF82, U+FF88, U+FF85, U+FF97, U+FF91, U+FF73,
U+30F0, U+FF89, U+FF75, U+FF78, U+FF94, U+FF8F, U+FF79, U+FF8C,
U+FF7A, U+FF74, U+FF83, U+FF71, U+FF7B, U+FF77, U+FF95, U+FF92,
U+FF90, U+FF7C, U+30F1, U+FF8B, U+FF93, U+FF7E, U+FF7D, and
U+FF9D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (48) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use.

irohaFullWidth (FullWidth Iroha Ordered
Katakana)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ｲ, ﾛ, ﾊ, ..., ｽ, ﾝ, ｲ, ﾛ, ﾊ, ... end example][Example: ｲ, ﾛ, ﾊ
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the full-width forms of the
iroha.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–48 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–48 is
U+30A4, U+30ED, U+30CF, U+30CB, U+30DB, U+30D8, U+30C8, U+30C1,
U+30EA, U+30CC, U+30EB, U+30F2, U+30EF, U+30AB, U+30E8, U+30BF,
U+30EC, U+30BD, U+30C4, U+30CD, U+30CA, U+30E9, U+30E0, U+30A6,
U+30F0, U+30CE, U+30AA, U+30AF, U+30E4, U+30DE, U+30B1, U+30D5,
U+30B3, U+30A8, U+30C6, U+30A2, U+30B5, U+30AD, U+30E6, U+30E1,
U+30DF, U+30B7, U+30F1, U+30D2, U+30E2, U+30BB, U+30B9, and
U+30F3, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (48) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use.
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japaneseCounting
(Japanese Counting
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: イ, ロ, ハ, ..., ス, ン, イ, ロ, ハ, ... end example]
[Example: イ, ロ, ハ, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Japanese counting system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is
U+3007, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, U+4E5D, U+5341, U+5343, and U+767E, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than ten thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
一 (U+4E00)
2
二 (U+4E8C)
3
三 (U+4E09)
4
四 (U+56DB)
5
五 (U+4E94)
6
六 (U+516D)
7
七 (U+4E03)
8
八 (U+516B)
9
九 (U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing one thousand (the power of ten
represented by that position): 千
2. Repeat this for groups of one hundred (百) and ten (十) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 五百 and fifty would be 五十).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than ten thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (百万). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
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million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

japaneseDigitalTenT
housand (Japanese
Digital Ten Thousand
Counting System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, …八, 九, 十,十一, 十二, ... 十八, 十九, 二
十, 二十一, ... end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 十, 十一.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Japanese digital ten thousand counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 〇 (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+3007, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94 U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

japaneseLegal
(Japanese Legal
Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 八, 九, 一〇, 一一, 一二, ... 一八, 一九,
二〇, 二一, ... end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 一〇. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Japanese legal counting system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values is U+58F1,
U+5F10, U+53C2, U+56DB, U+4F0D, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B, U+4E5D,
U+62FE, U+767E, U+842C, and U+9621, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than hundred thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
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a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
壱(U+58F1)
2
弐(U+5F10)
3
参(U+53C2)
4
四(U+56DB)
5
伍(U+4F0D)
6
六(U+516D)
7
七(U+4E03)
8
八(U+516B)
9
九(U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand (the power of ten represented
by that position): 萬
2. Repeat this for groups of one thousand (阡), one hundred (百)
and ten (拾) using the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so five hundred would be 伍百 and fifty would be 伍拾).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one
thousand but use two characters to represent each group. So, for
example, groups of one million are represented as one hundred ten
thousands (拾萬). An additional symbol for counting groups is introduced
at one hundred million (because 10 million is one thousand ten
thousands).

koreanCounting
(Korean Counting
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 壱, 弐, 参, …, 八, 九, 壱拾, 壱拾壱, 壱拾弐, … , 壱拾
八, 壱拾九, 弐拾, 弐拾壱, … end example][Example: 壱, 弐, 参, ….
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean counting system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is
U+C77C, U+C774, U+C0BC, U+C0AC, U+C624, U+C721, U+CE60, U+D314,
U+AD6C, U+C2ED, U+B9CC, U+CC9C, and U+BC31, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than hundred thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
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1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
일 (U+C77C)
2
이 (U+C774)
3
삼 (U+C0BC)
4
사 (U+C0AC)
5
오 (U+C624)
6
육 (U+C721)
7
칠 (U+CE60)
8
팔 (U+D314)
9
구 (U+AD6C)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand (the power of ten represented
by that position): 만
2. Repeat this for groups of one thousand (천), one hundred (백)
and ten (십) using the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so five hundred would be 오백 and fifty would be 오십).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one
thousand but use two characters to represent each group. So, for
example, groups of one million are represented as one hundred ten
thousands 십일만. An additional symbol for counting groups is
introduced at one hundred million (because 10 million is one thousand
ten thousands).
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 일, 이, 삼, ... 팔, 구, 십, 십일, ... end
example][Example:
koreanDigital (Korean
Digital Counting
System)

,

, … endexample]

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean digital counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 영(represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
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The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+C601, U+C77C, U+C774, U+C0BC, U+C0AC, U+C624, U+C721, U+CE60,
U+D314, and U+AD6C, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 일, 이, 삼, ... 팔, 구, 일영,일일, ... end example]

koreanDigital2
(Korean Digital
Counting System
Alternate)

[Example:
,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean digital counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 零(represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+96F6, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, ... 八, 九,一零,一一,... end

koreanLegal (Korean
Legal Numbering)

example][Example: ,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean legal numbering system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
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then those are combined with additional characters which represent the
multiples of ten (less than one hundred).
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+D558, U+B098,
U+B458, U+C14B, U+B137, U+B2E4, U+C12F, U+C5EC, U+C12F, U+C77C,
U+ACF1, U+C5EC, U+B35F, U+C544, U+D649, U+C5F4, U+C2A4, U+BB3C,
U+C11C, U+B978, U+B9C8, U+D754, U+C270, U+C608, U+C21C, U+C77C,
U+D754, U+C5EC, U+B4E0, U+C544, and U+D754, respectively.
They are assigned according to the following table:
Digit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Characters
하나 (U+D558, U+B098)
둘 (U+B458)
셋 (U+C14B)
넷 (U+B137)
다섯 (U+B2E4, U+C12F)
여섯 (U+C5EC, U+C12F)
일곱 (U+C77C, U+ACF1)
여덟 (U+C5EC, U+B35F)
아홉 (U+C544 ,
U+D649)

Digit Characters
10 열 (U+C5F4)
20 스물 (U+C2A4, U+BB3C)
30 서른 (U+C11C, U+B978)
40 마흔 (U+B9C8, U+D754)
50 쉰 (U+C270)
60 예순 (U+C608, U+C21C)
70 일흔 (U+C77C, U+D754)
80 여든 (U+C5EC, U+B4E0)
90 아흔 (U+C544, U+D754)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 하나 둘 셋 …아홉 열
열하나열둘…스물스물하나…end example][Example:
endexample]
lowerLetter
(Lowercase Latin
Alphabet)

,

,…

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single letter of the Latin alphabet in lower case from the set described
below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1 to the
length of the language of the alphabet and then those same characters
are combined to construct the remaining values.
The characters used by for this numbering format is determined by using
the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18). [Example: For English, The
following Unicode characters are used by this numbering format:
U+0061–U+007A. end example]
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
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1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set from the value until the
result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

lowerRoman
(Lowercase Roman
Numerals)

[Example: For English, the numbering for the items should be represented
by the following pattern: a, b, c… y, z, aa, bb, cc…, yy, zz, aaa, bbb, ccc...
end example][Example: a, b, c. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of lowercase roman numerals.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1, 5, 10, 50,
100, 500, and 1000 and then those are combined with each other to
construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+0069, U+0076,
U+0078, U+006C, U+0063, U+0064, U+006D, respectively.
To construct a number that is outside the set, you work from largest
groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group.
a. The symbol representing one thousand (the power of ten
represented by that position): m is repeated for the
number of groups formed.
If no groups are formed, do not write any symbol.
2. Repeat this for groups of nine hundred (cm), five-hundred (d),
four-hundred (cd), one-hundred (c), ninety (xc), fifty (l), forty (xl),
ten (x), nine (ix), five (v), four (iv) and finally one (i) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so four-hundred
fifty would be cdl and forty-five would be xlv).

none (No Numbering)
numberInDash
(Number With Dashes)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: i, ii, iii, iv, … xviii, xix, xx, xxi, … end example]
[Example: i, ii, iii. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall not display any numbering.
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the Arabic numbering
surrounded by dash characters.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 0 (U+0030, which
represents the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+002D (-) and,
for values 1–9, U+0031–U+0039, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
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following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
4. Place the final number between two dashes.

ordinal (Ordinal)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern:- 1 -,- 2 -, - 3 -,… - 8 -,- 9 -,- 10 -,- 11 -,- 12 -, …., - 18 -, 19 -, - 20 -, - 21 -, … end example][Example: - 1 -, - 2 -, - 3 -. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of ordinals of the run language.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the textual
representation, in the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18), of a
different unique position in that sequence.

ordinalText (Ordinal
Text)

[Example: The numbering for the items in French should be represented
by the following pattern: 1er, 2e, 3e, …, 9e, 10e, 11e, ... 19e, 20e, 21e, ...
end example][Example: 1st, 2nd, 3rd. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of ordinal text of the run
language.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the textual
representation, in the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18), of a
different unique position in that sequence.

russianLower
(Lowercase Russian
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items in German should be represented
by the following pattern: Erste, Zweite, Dritte… Neunte, Zehnte, Elfte ...
Neunzehnte, Zwanzigste, Einundzwanzigste, ... end example][Example:
first, second, third. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the one or more occurrences
of a single letters of the Russian alphabet in lower case, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–29 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–29 is
U+0430–U+0438, U+043A–U+043F, U+0440–U+0449, U+044B, U+044D,
U+044E, and U+044F, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
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1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (29) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

russianUpper
(Uppercase Russian
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: а, б, в, … ю, я, аа, бб, вв, … юю, яя, ааа, ббб, ввв, …
end example][Example: а, б, в. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single the letters of the Russian alphabet in upper case, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–29 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–29 is
U+0410–U+0418, U+041A–U+041F, U+0420–U+0429, U+042B, U+042D,
U+042E, and U+042F, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (29) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

taiwaneseCounting
(Taiwanese Counting
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: А,Б,В, … Ю, Я, АА,ББ,ВВ, … ЮЮ, ЯЯ, ААА,БББ,ВВВ, …
end example][Example: А, Б, В. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Taiwanese counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ○ (U+25CB, which
represents the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+4E00, U+4E8C,U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B,
U+4E5D, and U+5341, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
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following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
a. If the quotient is less than 10 then write 十 to the left of
the symbol, which represents the remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing positions.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

taiwaneseCountingT
housand (Taiwanese
Counting Thousand
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 九, 十, 十一, 十二.... 十九, 二十, 二十
一, …九十九, 一○○,一○一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 十.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Taiwanese counting thousand system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–10 and
then those are combined with additional characters to construct the
remaining characters.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+4E00, U+4E8C,
U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B, U+4E5D, U+842C,
U+5343, U+5341, U+767E, and U+96F6.
To construct a number that is beyond the set but less than hundred
thousand, you work from largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
一 (U+4E00)
2
二 (U+4E8C)
3
三 (U+4E09)
4
四 (U+56DB)
5
五 (U+4E94)
6
六 (U+516D)
7
七 (U+4E03)
8
八 (U+516B)
9
九 (U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand: 萬
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2. Repeat step 1 this for groups of one thousand (千) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five thousand
would be 五千).
c. If the original value was between 10,000 and 100,000 and
If no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so ten thousand and
five would be 一萬零五)
3. Repeat step 1 this for groups of one hundred (百) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 五百).
4. The value 10 uses the symbol 十. For all other groups of ten use
the corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so fifty would
be 五十).
d. If the original value was between 100 and 1000 and If no
groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple of
ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so one hundred and five
would be 一百零五)
5. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one
thousand but use two characters to represent each group. So, for
example, groups of one million are represented as one hundred ten
thousands (十萬). An additional symbol for counting groups is introduced
at one hundred million (because 10 million is one thousand ten
thousands).

taiwaneseDigital
(Taiwanese Digital
Counting System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, …八, 九, 一十, 十一, 十二...十九, 二十, 二
十一, …九九, 一百, 一百零一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 一
○ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Taiwanese digital counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ○ (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+25CB, U+4E00, U+4E8C,U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
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remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

thaiCounting (Thai
Counting System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, .... 八, 九, 一○,一一, 一二, ... 一八, 一九, 二○,
二一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 一○ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Thai counting system.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the full name, in Thai, of
the next value in that sequence.

thaiLetters (Thai
Letters)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: หนึง่ , สอง, สาม, สี,่ ห ้า, หก, เจ็ด, แปด, เก ้า,
สิบ, ...endexample][Example: หนึง่ , สอง, สาม. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Thai letters from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–41 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–41 is
U+0E01, U+0E02, U+0E04, U+0E07–U+0E23, U+0E25, and U+0E27–
U+0E2E, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (41) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

thaiNumbers (Thai
Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ก, ข, ค… อ, ฮ, กก, ขข, คค…, ออ, ฮฮ, กกก, ขขข, คคค... end
example][Example: ก, ข, ค. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of Thai numerals.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ๐ (represents the
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number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+0E50, U+0E51, U+0E52, U+0E53, U+0E54, U+0E55, U+0E56, U+0E57,
U+0E58, and U+0E59, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

upperLetter
(Uppercase Latin
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ๑,๒,๓,… ๘,๙, ๑๐, ๑๑, ๑๒,… ๑๘, ๑๙, ๒๐, ๒๑, ๒๒,… ๒๘, ๒๙, …
end example][Example: ๒, ๓, ๔. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single the letters of the Latin alphabet in upper case, from the set listed
below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1 to the
length of the language of the alphabet and then those same characters
are combined to construct the remaining values.
The characters used by this numbering format is determined by using the
language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18). [Example: For English, The
following Unicode characters are used by this numbering format:
U+0041–U+005A, respectively. end example]
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set from the value until the
result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use, and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

upperRoman
(Uppercase Roman
Numerals)

[Example: For English, the numbering for the items should be represented
by the following pattern: A, B, C… Y, Z, AA, BB, CC…, YY, ZZ, AAA,
BBB,CCC… end example][Example: A, B, C. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of uppercase roman numerals.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1, 5, 10, 50,
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100, 500, and 1000 and then those characters are combined with each
other to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+0049, U+0056,
U+0058, U+004C, U+0043, U+0044, U+004D, respectively.
To construct a number that is outside the set, you work from largest
groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group.
a. The symbol representing one thousand (the power of ten
represented by that position): M is repeated for the
number of groups formed.
If no groups are formed, do not write any symbol.
2. Repeat this for groups of nine hundred (CM), five-hundred (D),
four-hundred (CD), one-hundred (C), ninety (XC), fifty (L), forty
(XL), ten (X), nine (IX), five (V), four (IV) and finally one (I) using
the corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so fourhundred fifty would be CDL and forty-five would be XLV).

vietnameseCounting
(Vietnamese
Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: I, II, III, IV, … XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, … end
example][Example: I, II, III. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of Vietnamese numerals.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the full name, in
Vietnamese, of the next value in that sequence.
[Example: một, hai, ba, bốn, năm, sáu, bảy, tám, chín, mười.
endexample][Example: một, hai, ba. endexample]
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Response 66
Comment ID

BR-0032
Clause: Section
2.18.66
Paragraph: -

CA-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.66
Paragraph:
numberInDash

CL-0135
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc.

CO-0137
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.66
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc. 1776(1783)

DE-0079
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc.

FR-0331
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
ST_NumberForm
at (Numbering
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc.

GB-0285
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
―numberInDash‖,
etc. [p1776]
Paragraph: -

GR-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended. (e.g. en-dash,
em-dash, hyphen-minus, figure- dash, quotation-dash, etc).

Proposed change by the MB
Define the Unicode dash symbol to be
used.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

If hyphen-minus is intended, it should
be stated.
Searching for hyphen-minus only
shows a specification of element
"softHyphen". One cannot find the
explanation from the answer. If the
meaning of "dash" actually is as
described then it should be stated in
the specification, too. This is at least an
editorial issue. If not fixed this becomes
a possible source of misinterpretation.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Proposed change: Specify the
intended dash explicitly.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but
no indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There are several dash characters whose shapes are similar
each other in Unicode standard. For example, Unicode
standard defines HYPHEN-MINUS (U+002D), HYPHEN
(U+2010), NON-BREAKING HYPHEN (U+2011), FIGURE
DASH (U+2012), EN-DASH (U+2013), HORIZONTAL BAR (or
QUOTATION DASH U+2015), and MINUS SIGN (U+2212). It
is not clear that all dash characters are allowed or there are
any restrictions.

Clarify the Unicode code points that are
allowed for numberInDash value in
ST_NumberFormat.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but
no indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.

―numberInDash‖,
etc.

JP-0065
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.66
Paragraph:
numberInDash on
page 1776

KE-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc.

PT-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc.

VE-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―numberInDash‖,
etc.

Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.
Format requires use of ―dash‖ to surround the number, but no
indication of which Unicode dash is intended, en-dash, emdash, hyphen-minus, figure-dash, quotation-dash, etc.

Specify the intended dash explicitly.
Specify the intended dash explicitly.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, section 2.18.66, page 1,776:
numberInDash (Number With Dashes)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the Arabic
numbering surrounded by dash hyphen-minus
characters (U+002D).
[Example: - 1 -, - 2 -, - 3 -. end example]
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Response 67
Comment ID

BR-0034
Clause: Section
2.18.66
Paragraph: Pg.
1772

CL-0005
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
Table with styles,
style "chicago"

CL-0132
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―chicago‖

CO-0134
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.66
Paragraph:
―chicago‖
1772(1779)

CZ-0032
Clause: Part
4/2.18.66
Paragraph: p.
1772

DE-0075
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―chicago‖

FR-0328
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
ST_NumberForm
at (Numbering
Paragraph:
―chicago‖

GB-0281
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
"chicago" [p1772]
Paragraph: -

GR-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―chicago‖

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Proposed change by the MB
Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Description of style "chicago" includes a "Chicago Manual of
Style", without any reference.

To include a complete reference for the
manual, or to eliminate the style.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Reference to definition of ―chicago‖ numbering format is
insufficient.

Specify term which can be used to
lookup numbering format definition in
the Chicago Manual of Style or include
more detailed description of this
numbering format.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.
DIS 29500 should provide a list of
normative references as expected

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of Style‖, Either include the entire definition in the
but no edition or page reference is provided.
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Proposed change: Either include the
entire definition in the standard, or
provide a proper external reference.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.
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Comment ID

IN-0043
Clause: 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

KE-0040
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―chicago‖

VE-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―chicago‖

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Part 4, Section 2.18.66 ―Chicago‖ - Format is defined in
reference to the ―Chicago Manual of Style‖, but no edition or
page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,772:
chicago (Chicago Manual of Style)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or
more occurrences of a single characters from the set
listed below as defined in the Chicago Manual of Style.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value,
this sequence specifies a set of characters that
represent positions 1–4 and then repeats those same
characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format
for values 1–4 is U+002A,U+2020,U+2021, and
U+00A7, respectively.
For values greater than 4, the text displayed shall be
constructed as follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (4)
from the value until the result is equal to or
less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to
use from the set above, and that character is
repeated the number of times the size of the
set was subtracted from the original value.
[Example: The first nine items in this format are: *, †,
‡, •, **, ††, ‡‡, ••, ***. end example][Example: *, †, ‡.
end example]
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Response 68
Comment ID

BR-0033
Clause: Section
2.18.66
Paragraph: Pg.
1771

CL-0136
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

CO-0132
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.66
Paragraph:
1771(1778)

DE-0080
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

FR-0327
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
ST_NumberForm
at (Numbering
Paragraph: -

GB-0279
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
[p1771]
Paragraph: -

GR-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

IN-0024
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IR-0035
Clause: Part

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Change to use a more flexible,
extensible, generative approach to
numeration, such as that used by the
W3C's XSLT specification (RFC's or
STD's) in their xsl:number support

The numeration formatting system described here is not
comprehensive, lacking, for example, support for Armenian,
Tamil, Greek alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all
in use today, as well as the various historical systems still
used by scholars.

Include explicit support for all
numeration formats in use by ISO
nations.

The formatting system described here (ST_NumberFormat) is
not clear. It lacks support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Proposed change: Use a more
flexible, extensible, generative
approach to numeration, such as that
used by the W3C's XSLT standard in
their xsl:number support

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

WordProcessingML defines a number of numeration styles for
numbered lists. These numeration styles were essentially only
labeled, but not defined. These styles are also defined as a
closed list, again matching what Microsoft Word supports, but
they are not extensible by other vendors. However, the list of
styles provided is incomplete, lacking, for example, support for
Armenian, Tamil, Greek alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer
numerations, as well as the larger number of historic systems
used by scholars. The preferred solution is to use a
declarative/generative approach, such as used by the W3C's
XSL:FO and OpenDocument Format. This allows an openended list of numeration styles to be used, each self-defining.

Support for extending list of styles be
provided

The numeration format described in this section is a closed
solution so it excludes support for other numerations which are
in used today, such as a sequence consisted of Persian

A more flexible approach should be
used. For example xsl:number in the
W3C XSLT standard can be used
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

4,Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

alphabet, etc.

instead.

MY-0011

ST_NumberFormat is an enumeration of the different
numbering types the single vendor supports worldwide.

Use an XML friendly method of
encoding the numbering formats like
XSLT.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
―ST_NumberFor
mat‖
Paragraph: Page
1771 (1777)

Only major languages are supported specifically English,
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Thai, Hebrew, Russian, Hindi,
Korean and Vietnamese.
Other cultures are ignored, e.g. Malayalam, Gujerati, Gaelic
and thousands of other minority cultures.

US-0112
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

VE-0042
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we should provide a mechanism to allow users to specify their own custom defined numbering list. The
following changes will be made:

In Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,771, add a new enumeration value to ST_NumberFormat:
Enumeration Value
custom (Custom Defined Number Format)

Description
Specifies a custom number format using the parent
element’s attribute to reference a number format in
the same way as the XSLT format attribute (W3C,
1999).

In Part 4, §2.9.18, page 797, replacing line 25:
When a document has a custom number format specified by the format attribute, it shall use the referenced
number format. If the referenced number format cannot be resolved as a number format the consumer shall
use the number format specified by the value of the val attribute. If the corresponding value of the val attribute
is custom, the result is implementation-defined.
If this element is omitted, the level shall be assumed to be of type decimal.
In Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,778, before line 13:
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<enumeration value="chicago"/>

The value custom will also be added to the ST_NumberFormat in wml.xsd.
In Part 4, §2.9.18, page 798, add the following attributes to element numFmt:
Attributes
Format (Custom
Defined Number
Format)

Description
Specifies a custom number format using the syntax defined by the XSLT 1.0 format
attribute (W3C, 1999), This format shall be used for all numbering in the parent object.
[Example: A value of &#x30A2; indicates that a consumer shall use Katakana numbering.
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

Part 4, In the (yet to be added) Normative References:
W3C. XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0. November 16, 1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xslt19991116.
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Response 69
Comment ID

BR-0035
Clause: Section
2.18.66
Paragraph: Pg.
1772

CL-0133
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

CO-0135
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖
1773(1780)

DE-0076
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

FR-0329
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
ST_NumberForm
at (Numbering
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

GB-0282
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖ [p17
Paragraph: -

GR-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

KE-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example given does not show enclosed alphanumeric
glyph characters and so contradicts the normative text.

Proposed change by the MB
Correct the example given, showing the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph
characters.

The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.

The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.

The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.
This is just a typo which can be
corrected on preparation of a final
Specification document

The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.

The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.

Proposed change: Reconcile the text
and the example.

The example given does not show enclosed characters and
so contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.

The example given does not show enclosed characters and
so contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

PT-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

VE-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalEnclosed
Fullstop‖

The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.
The example given does not show enclosed characters and so
contradicts the normative text.

Reconcile the text and the example.
Reconcile the text and the example.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, section 2.18.66, pages 1,772–1,773:
decimalEnclosedCircle (Decimal Numbers Enclosed in
a Circle)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal
numbering enclosed in a circle, using the enclosed
alphanumeric glyph character.
Once the specified sequence reaches 21, the numbers
may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents.
[Example: ①, ②, ③… end example]

decimalEnclosedCircleChinese (Decimal Numbers
Enclosed in a Circle)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal
numbering enclosed in a circle, using the enclosed
alphanumeric glyph character.
Once the specified sequence reaches 11, the numbers
may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents.
[Example: ①, ②, ③,… end example]

decimalEnclosedFullstop (Decimal Numbers Followed
by a Period)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal
numbering followed by a period, using the enclosed
alphanumeric glyph character.
Once the specified sequence reaches 21, the numbers
may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents.

decimalEnclosedParen (Decimal Numbers Enclosed in
Parenthesis)

[Example: ⒈, ⒉, ⒊,… end example]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal
numbering enclosed in parenthesis, using the enclosed
alphanumeric glyph character.
Once the specified sequence reaches 21, the numbers
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may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents.
[Example: ⑴, ⑵, ⑶,… end example]
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Response 70
Comment ID

BR-0036
Clause: Section
2.18.66
Paragraph: Pg.
1773

CA-0033
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.66
Paragraph:
decimalFullwidth

DE-0077
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalFullwidth
‖, etc.

GB-0283
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.66
―decimalFullwidth
‖, etc. [p177
Paragraph: -

IN-0044
Clause: 2.18.66
Paragraph: -

JP-0063
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.66
Paragraph:
decimalFullWidth,
decimalFullWidth
2, decimalHalfWi

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There are several mentions of double-byte and single-byte
Arabic numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
DIS 29500 requires the use of Unicode either UTF8 or UTF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.

Proposed change by the MB

Make references according to the
conformance clause.

There are several mentions of double-byte and single-byte
Arabic numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
OOXML requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or ITF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.

Clarify the use of the terms "single
byte" and "double byte" in the context
of width specifications. It is unclear the
relationship between SBCS, DBCS and
single width and double width
terminology.

There are several mentions of double-byte and single-byte
Arabic numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
OOXML requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or ITF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.

Reconcile the text and the conformance
clause..

There are several mentions of double-byte and single-byte
Arabic numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
OOXML requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or ITF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.

Proposed change: Reconcile the text
and the conformance clause.

Part 4, Section 2.18.66 ―decimalFullwidth‖, etc. - There are
several mentions of double-byte and single-byte Arabic
numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
OOXML requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or ITF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.

Reconcile the text and the conformance
clause.

The expressions ―double-byte‖ and ―single-byte‖ are confusing
while they are encoded in 3 bytes in UTF-8. For example,
Arabic 1 used in example is encoded in 0xEFBC91 in UTF-8.

―double-byte‖ should be changed to
―full-width‖ and ―single-byte‖ should be
changed to ―half-width,‖ respectively, as
Arabic 1 is defined as FULLWIDTH
DIGIT ONE in Unicode standard.

PT-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalFullwidth
‖, etc.

VE-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.66
Paragraph:
―decimalFullwidth
‖, etc.

There are several mentions of double-byte and single-byte
Arabic numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
OOXML requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or ITF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.
There are several mentions of double-byte and single-byte
Arabic numbering schemes. Since the conformance clause for
OOXML requires the use of Unicode in UTF8 or ITF16
encodings, there should be no mention of other encodings.
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; these references were incorrect. They implied that these numbering schemes varied based on the
underlying encoding, when they should have referred to half width and full width character forms, as defined by
Unicode (see http://unicode.org/charts/PDF/UFF00.pdf for an example).
The following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,773 within the enumeration value table:
decimalFullWidth (Double ByteFull Width Arabic
Numerals)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of doublebytefull-width Arabic numbering.
[Example: １, ２, ３ . end example]

decimalFullWidth2 (Double ByteFull Width Arabic
Numerals Alternate)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of an
alternative set of full-width double-byte Arabic
numbering, if one exists in the run font.
[Example: １, ２, ３ . end example]

decimalHalfWidth (Single ByteHalf Width Arabic
Numerals)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of singlebytehalf-width Arabic numbering.
[Example: 1, 2, 3. end example]
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Response 71
Comment ID

BR-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

CA-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.85
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient.
An application needs to know what in these illustrations are
required behaviors and what are not.

Proposed change by the MB
This element should have more details
in order to explain how to implement it.
Define layout properties of embedded
objects using DrawingML rather than
VML

For example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the
illustration required?

CO-0139
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.85
Paragraph: 1800
(1807)

CZ-0056
Clause: Part
4/5.1.12.51
Paragraph: p.
3763

DE-0100
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

DK-0028
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: Page
1800

FR-0335
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
ST_Shd (Shading
Patterns)

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.

Fill patterns are not sufficiently defined using sample images
only.

Provide electronic representation of fill
patterns in appendix.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.
The enumeration values are all
specified in the following style: "
Specifies that the pattern used for the
current shaded region shall be a <...>
pattern, as follows:" where <…> is
replaced with current enumeration
value. This would be no specification at
all, if it were not for the graphics
following the colon. These graphics are
nevertheless underspecified and in
some cases not really distinguishable
from each other. We want to make
clear that from our point of view
elements of the standard must be
specified in a way that allows a proper
reproduction by any conforming
consumer.

The definition of shading pattern is represented using a series
of blurred pictures, which offer limited help to support an
unambiguously implementation of this feature. The definition
also represent a limited possibility, which makes it impossible
for application developers to expand the suggested set of
graphics and shading patterns

Provide an unambiguously definition of
shading patterns.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

GB-0288
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.85
[p1800]
Paragraph: -

GR-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

KE-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

PT-0077
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

US-0049
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.85 ST_Shd
(Shading
Patterns)
Paragraph: -

US-0116
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

VE-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.85
Paragraph: -

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Proposed change: Provide full
normative definitions for these
graphical elements.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Graphics to be included in a separate
collection e.g. zipped

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.

Shading: Part 4, 2.18.85 ST_Shd enumerates shading
patterns and includes graphic images of the shadings.
However, if the goal is faithful representation of legacy
documents, the enumeration falls short of that goal. There is
no specification of the actual shadings in SVG or other
graphics language nor it is clear that the shadings in question
are available for use by implementers of the proposal.

We note that the images are normative.
Please clarify the requirements with
respect to scaling, rotation, treatment in
corners, etc. Consider providing these
images in some standard graphics
language form.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.

The fill patterns lack definitions. The illustrations given are
insufficient. An application needs to know what in these
illustrations are required behaviors and what are not. For
example, is the exact dithering pattern used in the illustration
required?

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the contents of Part 4, §2.18.85, pages 1,800–1,807 will be rewritten as follows (in the interest of
brevity, only two pattern fills have been included):
This simple type specifies the pattern which shall be used to lay the pattern color over the background color for
a shading.
This pattern consists of a mask which is applied over the background shading color to get the locations where
the pattern color should be shown. Each of these possible masks areis shown in the enumeration values located
below. In each example, an 8 pixel by 8 pixel mask is displayed where black has been used as the fill color (the
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parent element’s fill attribute), and white has been used as the pattern color (the parent element’s color
attribute). When the shading is applied, the mask is tiled as necessary to match the size of the shaded area.
Enumeration Value
clear (No Pattern)

Description
Specifies that there shall be no pattern used on the
current shaded region (i.e. the pattern shall be a
complete fill with the background color), as follows:

Specifies that the following mask shall be applied as
the shading pattern:

diagCross (Diagonal Cross Pattern)

Specifies that the pattern used on the current shaded
region shall be a series of diagonal crosses, as follows:

Specifies that the following mask shall be applied as
the shading pattern:
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The full list of shading patterns is included below – each will be replaced in the shading table in Part 4,
§2.18.85, pages 1,801–1,807 as specified above:
clear

diagCross

horzCross

horzStripe
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nil

pct10

pct12

pct15
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pct20

pct25

pct30

pct35
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pct37

pct40

pct45

pct5
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pct50

pct55

pct60

pct62
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pct65

pct70

pct75

pct80
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pct85

pct87

pct90

pct95
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reverseDiagStripe

solid

thinDiagCross

thinDiagStripe
328
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thinHorzCross

thinHorzStripe

thinReverseDiagStripe

thinVertStripe
329
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vertStripe
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Response 72
Comment ID

CL-0196
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

CO-0145
Clause: Part 4,
3.2.29
Paragraph:
1916(1923)

FR-0340
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
workbookProtecti
on (Workboo
Paragraph: pg.
1916

GB-0294
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.29
[p1916, input
password
conversi
Paragraph: -

GR-0078
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

PT-0095
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

US-0140
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

VE-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with 0x3F?
If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that determined in
this case?

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Proposed change: Clarify this
processing, especially for passwords
that use characters from more than one
script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some

Clarify this processing, especially for
passwords that use characters from
more than one script.
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Comment ID
Paragraph: pg.
1916

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this process was not fully defined. As well, we agree that this comment correctly points out a limitation
of the legacy hashing mechanism (the mapping to a single code page results in characters being effectively lost
by being converted to 0x3F).
To resolve this, the following changes will be made to the specification:





The specification will be updated (see below) to explicitly note the effects of the legacy hashing
algorithm when dealing with input strings which use characters from multiple scripts.
As well, the legacy hashing mechanism will be deprecated and replaced with a new mechanism which
uses the full UTF-16 encoded password in conjunction with a set of well-known cryptographic algorithms
(e.g. those algorithms defined in ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004). This change is fully detailed in the response to
the following comments: CA-0037, CL-0027, CL-0028, CL-0055, CL-0197, CL-0202, CO-0096, CO-0143,
CO-0146, DK-0030, DK-0114, DK-0139, FR-0338, FR-0341, FR-0345, GB-0219, GB-0291, GB-0292, GB0298, GH-0008, GR-0021, GR-0022, GR-0076, IN-0010, IN-0026, IN-0063, IN-0064, IN-0077, IR-0012, IR0047, JP-0068, KR-0024, MY-0017, PT-0090, PT-0091, PT-0093, US-0051, US-0138, US-0144, US-0252,
VE-0001, VE-0017, VE-0054, and ZA-0009.
Finally, to resolve GB-0473 (and others), the legacy hashing algorithm will be updated to store the
character set to which the string is converted, in order to improve its portability and improve
interoperability with other document interchange standards.

Specific to the first issue, we agree that the deprecated algorithm should still be completely defined to ensure
that legacy files with this hash value are handled appropriately by all implementations of the specification;
accordingly, the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,916, attribute revisionsPassword, between paragraphs 1 and 2:
Attributes
revisionsPassword
(Revisions
Password)

Description
Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The
hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic:
[Note: This legacy conversion attempts to fit UTF-16 encoded characters into a singlebyte character set. As such, if the input string uses characters from multiple character
sets, many characters will be unmapped in the destination character set and take on the
default value, 0x3F. For this reason, it is recommended that applications choose a
character set which maps the maximum number of characters from the input string and
explicitly declare the character set used in the revisionsCharacterSet attribute. Not
doing so will inhibit interoperability. end note]
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Response 73
Comment ID

BR-0042
Clause: Section
3.3.1.69
Paragraph:
protectedRange
Pg. 2003

CA-0039
Clause: Part 4,
Section 03.02.29
Paragraph: pp.
1917-1922

CL-0199
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: p.
1917-1922

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, only an example is given. The interoperability of this
feature cannot be assumed.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

CO-0142
Clause: Part 4,
3.2.29
Paragraph:
1917-1922

CO-0149
Clause: Part 4,
3.3.1.69
Paragraph:
2003(2010)

DE-0090
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

FR-0339
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
workbookProtecti

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.
Further this example source code will not even compile! It
refers to types such as WCHAR, byte, WORD, which are not
intrinsic C/C++ types and are not defined in the code.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.
We recommend that algorithms be
defined in text, not merely illustrated in
code. This ensures portability.

As our other comments on this clause indicate, there appears
to have been no effort made by the authors to define this in a
platform and machine netural way.

CL-0200

Proposed change by the MB

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

The normative description is in
§4:2.15.1.28 and should be referred to
explicitly at this point of the
specification.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be assumed.
In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language source code
is provided as “an example”, and this appears to involve

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

on (Workboo
Paragraph: p.
1917-1922

machine-dependent bit manipulations.

text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

FR-0344

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be assumed.
In an informative section, C-language source code is provided
as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve machinedependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Proposed change: Provide a
normative, cross-platform definition of
the hashing algorithm. Cross-platform
source code can be given as an
example, but the normative text should
be in English, not in a programming
language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Proposed change: Provide a
normative, cross-platform definition of
the hashing algorithm. Cross-platform
source code can be given as an
example, but the normative text should
be in English, not in a programming
language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm
is provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm
is provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No exact definition is provided for the password hashing
algorithm. Because of this reason, interoperability is not
possible on this feature. The definition is not normative as the
example algorithm is machine-dependant.

A normative hashing algorithm or a
normative reference to one should be
provided.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm
is provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

The normative description of the
hashing algorithm used by OOXML,
along with the flowchart is defined in
section 2.15.1.28 and therefore section
3.3.1.69 should cross-reference section

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
protectedRange
(Protected
Paragraph: -

GB-0295
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.29
[p1917-1922 ]
Paragraph: -

GB-0297
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.69
[p2003-2004 ]
Paragraph: -

GR-0075
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: p.
1917-1922

GR-0080
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

IN-0065
Clause: 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

IR-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

KE-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
2.15.1.28.

PT-0092

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: p.
1917-1922

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

US-0137

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, C-language source code
is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to involve
machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Provide a normative, cross-platform
definition of the hashing algorithm.
Cross-platform source code can be
given as an example, but the normative
text should be in English, not in a
programming language.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: p.
1917-1922

US-0142
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the source code provided is machine dependent, and the hashing algorithm requires a normative
textual description. As well, to ensure that each instance is identical, we will create one normative definition of
this algorithm and reference it throughout the text.
Before providing the proposed disposition, it should be noted that based on multiple national body comments,
the current hashing mechanism and all of its attributes will be deprecated in favour of a new mechanism which
utilizes only well-accepted hashing algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove this and other legacy hashing
mechanisms from their current location in the specification, and place them into a new annex for deprecated
features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
However, even though this legacy hashing mechanism is deprecated, we agree that it should be normatively
defined (as some national bodies pointed out, the algorithm is already defined in §2.15.1.28); accordingly, the
following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.2.12, page 1,896, attribute reservationPassword:
reservationPasswo

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this workbook. This hash is
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rd (Write
Reservation
Password)

optional and may be ignored. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit
Unicode characters must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed,
The hash is generated using the logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of the
workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.2.29, pages 1,916–1,922, attribute revisionPassword:
revisionsPassword
(Legacy Revisions
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this
workbook. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters
must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic.
For SpreadsheetML password hash purposes, Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an “ansi” single or double byte code pagecharacter set. from the following
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list:
874

windows-874

932
936

shift_jis
gb2312

949
950

ks_c_5601-1987
big5

1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258

windows-1250
windows-1251
windows-1252
windows-1253
windows-1254
windows-1255
windows-1256
windows-1257
windows-1258

ANSI/OEM Thai (same as 28605, ISO 8859-15); Thai
(Windows)
ANSI/OEM Japanese; Japanese (Shift-JIS)
ANSI/OEM Simplified Chinese (PRC, Singapore); Chinese
Simplified (GB2312)
ANSI/OEM Korean (Unified Hangul Code)
ANSI/OEM Traditional Chinese (Taiwan; Hong Kong SAR,
PRC); Chinese Traditional (Big5)
ANSI Central European; Central European (Windows)
ANSI Cyrillic; Cyrillic (Windows)
ANSI Latin 1; Western European (Windows)
ANSI Greek; Greek (Windows)
ANSI Turkish; Turkish (Windows)
ANSI Hebrew; Hebrew (Windows)
ANSI Arabic; Arabic (Windows)
ANSI Baltic; Baltic (Windows)
ANSI/OEM Vietnamese; Vietnamese (Windows)

Code points with no representation in the target code page character set are replaced
with Unicode character 0x3f (?).
Valid values are names and aliases listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
The necessary mapping tables can be found at the following location:
http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS/VENDORS/MICSFT/WindowsBestFit/ .
Code pages 932, 936, 949, and 950 are “Double Byte” code pages. The remainder of the
“ANSI” code pages supported by windows are “Single Byte” code pages.
For single byte code pagescharacter sets, each Unicode code point is replaced by a single
byte or 0x3f if an appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code pagecharacter set.
For double byte code pagescharacter sets, each Unicode code point is replaced by either
a single byte, or a two byte sequence, depending on the input character, or 0x3f if an
appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code pagecharacter set. In our tables the
target is a single byte sequence if the most significant byte is 0x00, otherwise it is a
double byte sequence, with the lead byte being the most significant byte.
To convert, first check if conversion is being done to a single or double byte code
pagecharacter set and load the appropriate WCTABLE code page table.
For each input WCHARcharacter, look up the code point in the WCTABLE. There are 3
possibilities: Not found, single byte, or double byte.
 If the input WCHARcharacter is not found, append 0x3f and continue to the next
WCHARcharacter.
 If the result is a single byte, check to make sure the entry in the MBTABLE
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matches the input. If it matches, append the single byte to the output. If it does
not match, append 0x3f to the output.
If the result is a double byte, check to make sure the entry in the DBCSENTRY
table for the appropriate lead byte matches the input WCHARcharacter. If it
matches, append the lead byte and trail byte to the output. If it does not match,
append 0x3f to the output.

The following pueudocodepseudocode describes how this conversion should be done:
int WideCharToMultiByte(WCHARwchar_t* wszInput, byte* szOutput)
{
// Remember output start so we can return length
byte* szOutputStart = szOutput;
// Ask the system for the current ANSI code page, which
// on windows is a system setting.
int iCodePage = GetCurrentAnsiCodePage();
// Load Code Page Character Set Tables and determine
// double/single byte nature.
// This will depend on how the code pages character sets
are represented on
// the target machine. TABLECLASS represents some abstract
// representation of this structure here.
TABLECLASS pTables =
LoadCodePageTablesLoadCharacterSetTables(iCodePage);
bool bDoubleByte = IsCharacterSetDoubleByte();
bool bDoubleByte = false;
if (iCodePage == 932 ||
iCodePage == 936 ||
iCodePage == 949 ||
iCodePage == 950)
bDoubleByte = true;
while (*wszInput != 0)
{
if (bDoubleByte)
szOutput = AppendDoubleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
else
szOutput = AppendSingleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
// Read next input WCHARwchar_t
wszInput++;
}
// Null terminate the output
*szOutput = 0;
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// Return output length
return szOutput – szOutputStart;
}
byte* AppendSingleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wchar_t wcIn,
byte* szOutput)
{
// Look up byte that we want to append.
byte bOut = pTables->LookUpSingleByte(wcIn);
// Make sure that bOut matches the input, otherwise use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bOut))
bOut = 0x3f;
*szOutput = bOut;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
byte* AppendDoubleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wchar_t wcIn,
byte* szOutput)
{
// Look up bytes that we want to append.
UINT16 bytesOut = pTables->LookUpDoubleByte(wcIn);
// See if it is a single or double byte sequence
if (bytesOut & 0xFF00)
{
// It is a double byte sequence
// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut))
{
// Use ?, it will be added below
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
else
{
// It matched, use the lead byte we found
// trail byte will be added below
*szOutput = bytesOut >> 8;
szOutput++;
}
else
{
// It is a single byte sequence
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// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut & 0xFF))
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
// Add the single or trail byte
*szOutput = bytesOut & 0xFF;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
class pTables
{
// Construction depends on how you choose to store & load
the
// table files
byte LookUpSingleByte(WCHAR wchar_t wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the byte value from the second
column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x3f;
}
UINT16 LookUpDoubleByte(WCHAR wchar_t wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the double byte value from the
second column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
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// Overload that looks up wide chars from single byte code
points.
WCHAR wchar_t LookUpWideChar(byte bIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in MBTABLE where the first column
matches bIn,
// and then return the WCHAR wchar_t value from the
second column.
if (exists MBTABLE{bIn})
return MBTABLE{bIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from double byte code
points
WCHAR wchar_t LookUpWideChar(UINT16 bytesIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// First find the DBCSTABLE where the LeadByte matches
// the lead (most significant) input byte.
if (exists DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8))
{
DbcsTable = DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8);
// Look up the line in DbcsTable where the first
column
// matches the input trail (least significant)
byte,
// and then return the WCHAR wchar_t value from the
second column.
if (exists DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF})
return DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF}.SecondColumn;
}
// Either the lead byte table or specific trail byte
// doesn’t exist in the table, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
}
The resulting value is hashed using the low-order word algorithm defined in
§2.15.1.28below.
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[Example: [Note: An example This algorithm to hash the resulting single-byte user input
into the value stored is as followscan be represented by the following pseudocode:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD unsigned short GetPasswordHash(const CHAR char
*szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD unsigned short wPasswordHash;
const CHAR char *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) & 0x01) |
((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= cchPassword;
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end noteexample]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,922, attribute workbookPassword:
workbookPasswor
d (Legacy Workbook
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this
workbook. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters
must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed,
The hash is generated using the logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of the
workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
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[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.3.1.69, page 2,004, attribute password:
password (Legacy
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this range.
The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the
revisionsPassword attribute of the workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
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WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.3.1.81, page 2,022, attribute password:
password (Legacy
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this worksheet. This
protection is optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality.
The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the
revisionsPassword attribute of the workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
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wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.3.1.82, pages 2,024–2,025, attribute password:
password
(Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this chart sheet. This
protection is optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality.
The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the
revisionsPassword attribute of the workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).
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Response 74
Comment ID

BR-0043
Clause: Section
3.3.1.69
Paragraph:
protectedRange
Pg. 2004

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines user accounts who
may edit this range without providing a password to access
the range‖, but no information is given as to what user
accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is.

Proposed change by the MB
Substitute ―user accounts‖ with a more
generic account (e.g. security account),
and define this account, in order to
provide cross platform implementation.
Fully define this attribute.

Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.03.01.69
Paragraph: -

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines
user accounts who may edit this range without providing a
password to access the range‖. It is a string. But no
information is given as to what user accounts are referred to
here, or what the delimiter is. Are these comma-delimited
local machine user accounts? Or semi-colon delimited LDAP
DN's? There will be no interoperability if this is not defined.

CL-0201

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines

user accounts who may edit this range
without providing a password to access
the range‖. It is a string. But no
information is given as to what "user
accounts" are in the context of this
attribute. Are these comma-delimited
local machine user accounts? Or semicolon delimited LDAP DN's? There will
be no interoperability if this is not
defined.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines
user accounts who may edit this range without providing a
password to access the range‖. It is a string. But no
information is given as to what user accounts are referred to
here, or what the delimiter is. Are these comma-delimited local
machine user accounts? Or semi-colon delimited LDAP DN's?
There will be no interoperability if this is not defined.

Fully define this attribute.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines
user accounts who may edit this range without providing a
password to access the range‖. It is a string. But no
information is given as to what user accounts are referred to
here, or what the delimiter is. Are these comma-delimited
local machine user accounts? Or semi-colon delimited LDAP
DN's? There will be no interoperability if this is not defined.

Define how the accounts are delimited
to ensure interoperability

CA-0041

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

CO-0150
Clause: Part 4,
3.3.1.69
Paragraph:
2003(2010)

DE-0091
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

FR-0346
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
protectedRange
(Protected
Paragraph: -

GB-0299
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.69
[p2004,
securityDescripto
r]
Paragraph: -

It would most beneficial if the text would
describe how multiple user accounts in
a security descriptor are encoded.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―definesuser accounts who
Fully define this attribute.
may edit this range without providing a password to access the
range‖. It is a string. But no information is given as to what
user accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is. Are
these comma-delimited local machine user accounts? Or semicolon delimited LDAP DN's? There will be no interoperability if
this is not defined.
The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines user accounts who
may edit this range without providing a password to access the
range‖. It is a string. But no information is given as to what
user accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is. Are
these comma-delimited local machine user accounts? Or
semi-colon delimited LDAP DN's? There will be no
interoperability if this is not defined.
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Comment ID

GR-0081
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

KE-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

PT-0097
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

US-0143
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

VE-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines
user accounts who may edit this range without providing a
password to access the range‖. It is a string. But no
information is given as to what user accounts are referred to
here, or what the delimiter is. Are these comma-delimited
local machine user accounts? Or semi-colon delimited LDAP
DN's? There will be no interoperability if this is not defined.

Fully define this attribute.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines user accounts who
may edit this range without providing a password to access the
range‖. It is a string. But no information is given as to what
user accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is.
Are these comma-delimited local machine user accounts? Or
semi-colon delimited LDAP DN's? There will be no
interoperability if this is not defined.

Fully define this attribute.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines user accounts who
may edit this range without providing a password to access the
range‖. It is a string. But no information is given as to what
user accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is. Are
these comma-delimited local machine user accounts? Or
semi-colon delimited LDAP DN's? There will be no
interoperability if this is not defined.

Fully define this attribute.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―definesuser accounts who
may edit this range without providing a password to access the
range‖. It is a string. But no information is given as to what
user accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is. Are
these comma-delimited local machine user accounts? Or
semi-colon delimited LDAP DN's? There will be no
interoperability if this is not defined.

Fully define this attribute.

The securityDescriptor attribute, ―defines user accounts who
may edit this range without providing a password to access the
range‖. It is a string. But no information is given as to what
user accounts are referred to here, or what the delimiter is.
Are these comma-delimited local machine user accounts? Or
semi-colon delimited LDAP DN's? There will be no
interoperability if this is not defined.

Fully define this attribute.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the format of the securityDescriptor attribute is not well defined. The following changes will be made to
Part 4, §3.3.1.69, page 2,004, row for the attribute securityDescriptor:
Attributes

Description

securityDescriptor
(Security
Descriptor)

Optional setting to specify the relative security descriptor. The security descriptor defines
user accounts who may edit this range without providing a password to access the range.
Removing this attribute shall remove all permissions granted or denied to users for this
range.
The format of a securityDescriptor is application defined; however, it is recommended
that the following format be used for interoperability between implementations:
 username@domain
If multiple user accounts are specified in the securityDescriptor attribute, each account
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Attributes

Description
shall be delimited by parentheses.
[Example: This example demonstrates two user accounts in the security descriptor
attribute:
<protectedRanges>
<protectedRange sqref="A1:C5" name="Range1"
securityDescriptor="(user1@iso.org)(user2@iso.org)"/>
</protectedRanges>
end example]
If an application is unable to resolve the meaning of the securityDescriptor, it shall treat
the attribute as if it had been removed.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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Response 75
Comment ID

BR-0044
Clause: Section
3.13.12
Paragraph:
textPr Pg. 2471

CZ-0040
Clause: Part
4/3.13.12
Paragraph: p.
2471

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The values for the codePage attribute are presented only as
an example list. There is not a normative reference for the
valid code pages.

Text encoding specified for ―textPr‖ element should not use
codePage attribute which can contain only one from
predefined codes. Encoding should be specified using
character encoding names registered at IANA instead.

Proposed change by the MB

Make the proper normative reference to
the code pages standard.

Replace ―codePage‖ attribute with
―encoding‖ attribute. Value of this
attribute can be any encoding name
from the corresponding IANA registry
(http://www.iana.org/assignments/chara
cter-sets).

Proposed Disposition
We agree with the issue as stated. Only character set names or aliases listed in the IANA character sets
(http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets) should be used. We propose the following changes to Part 4,
§3.13.12, pages 2,471–2,475 to accommodate this:
Part 4, §3.13.12, pages 2,471, line 14
Here's an example of the XML for a text connection:
[Example:
<connection id="1" name="text data" type="6" refreshedVersion="3" background="1"
saveData="1">
<textPr prompt="0" codePage="437" characterSet="IBM437"
sourceFile="C:\Desktop\text data.txt"
delimiter="|">
<textFields count="5">
<textField/>
<textField type="text" position="7"/>
<textField type="text" position="28"/>
<textField position="36"/>
<textField type="text" position="41"/>
</textFields>
</textPr>
</connection>
example]
Part 4, §3.13.12, pages 2,471, line 27
Attributes
characterSet
(Character Set)

Description
Name of the character set associated with the text file. Valid values are names and aliases
listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
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Attributes

Description
[Note: When reading this value, if a system does not support a particular character set, the
application is allowed to decide what is the best course of fallback action. end note]
If this attribute is not present then the codePage attribute will be used.

codePage (Code
Page)

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
Code page associated with the text file. This attribute is used only for backwards
compatibility, and is ignored if the characterSet attribute is present.
[Note: There are a number of code page technologies. One example of potential values can
be found at: http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS end note]
[Example:s of supported values include:
1256: Arabic (Windows)
775: Baltic (DOS)
28594: Baltic (ISO)
1257: Baltic (Windows)
852: Central European (DOS)
28592: Central European (ISO)
10029: Central European (Mac)
1250: Central European (Windows)
936: Chinese Simplified (GB2312)
950: Chinese Traditional (Big5)
10082: Croatian (Mac)
866: Cyrillic (DOS)
28595: Cyrillic (ISO)
20866: Cyrillic (KOI8-R)
21866: Cyrillic (KOI8-U)
10007: Cyrillic (Mac)
1251: Cyrillic (Windows)
28603: Estonian (ISO)
863: French Canadian (DOC)
737: Greek (DOS)
28597: Greek (ISO)
10006: Greek (Mac)
1253: Greek (Windows)
869: Greek, Modern (DOS)
1255: Hebrew (Windows)
861: Icelandic (DOS)
10079: Icelandic (Mac)
932: Japanese (Shift-JIS)
949: Korean
1361: Korean (Johab)
28605: Latin 9 (ISO)
865: Nordic (DOS)
855: OEM Cyrillic
437: OEM United States
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Attributes

Description
860: Portuguese (DOS)
10010: Romanian (Mac)
20261: T.61
874: Thai (Windows)
857: Turkish (DOS)
28599: Turkish (ISO)
10081: Turkish (Mac)
1254: Turkish (Windows)
10017: Ukrainian (Mac)
65000: Unicode (UTF-7)
65001: Unicode (UTF-8)
20127: US-ASCII
1258: Vietnamese (Windows)
850: Western European (DOS)
28591: Western European (ISO)
10000: Western European (Mac)
1252: Western European (Windows)
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt datatype.

Part 4, §3.13.12, pages 2,474
fileType (File Type)

Ignorable attribute with enum value that equals either mac "(Macintosh)," win
"(Windows (ANSI))," or dos "(MS-DOS (PC-8))" (see the definition of defined by
ST_FileType.) and dDetermines the kind of character set to use during import.
Only one of fileType and codePage should characterSet or codePage shall be specified
for a textPr.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_FileType simple type
(§3.18.30).

Part 4, §3.13.12, pages 2,475, line 7
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_TextPr">
<sequence>
<element name="textFields" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="CT_TextFields"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="prompt" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="true"/>
<attribute name="fileType" use="optional" type="ST_FileType" default="win"/>
<attribute name="codePage" use="optional" type="xsd:unsignedInt" default="1252"/>
<attribute name="characterSet" use="optional" type="xsd:string">
<attribute name="firstRow" use="optional" type="xsd:unsignedInt" default="1"/>
<attribute name="sourceFile" use="optional" type="ST_Xstring" default=""/>
<attribute name="delimited" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="true"/>
<attribute name="decimal" use="optional" type="ST_Xstring" default="."/>
<attribute name="thousands" use="optional" type="ST_Xstring" default=","/>
<attribute name="tab" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="true"/>
<attribute name="space" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="false"/>
<attribute name="comma" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="false"/>
<attribute name="semicolon" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="false"/>
<attribute name="consecutive" use="optional" type="xsd:boolean" default="false"/>
<attribute name="qualifier" use="optional" type="ST_Qualifier" default="doubleQuote"/>
<attribute name="delimiter" use="optional" type="ST_Xstring"/>
</complexType>
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Response 76
Comment ID

BR-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 7 and
8

DE-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 7&8

FR-0178
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 7&8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The sentence ‗As dates and times are numeric 8 values, they
can take part in arithmetic operations.‘ might be misleading
since arithmetics on dates and times can result ill-formed
values

Proposed change by the MB
The sentence should be removed or be
written as: ‗As dates and times are
numeric 8 values, they can take part in
arithmetic operations. Arithmetic
operations on dates and times can
result ill-formed values.‘

The 'As dates and times are numeric 8 values, they can take
part in arithmetic operations' sentence is misleading, since
arithmetics on dates and times is ill-formed except for very
narrow cases (mainly duration, with restrictions though).

Explain the relationship between dates,
times and calendars and warn that
dates arithmetics is misleading, or drop
the sentence altogether.

The 'As dates and times are numeric
8 values, they can take part in arithmetic operations' sentence
is misleading, since arithmetics on dates and times is ill-formed
except for very narrow cases (mainly duration, with restrictions
though).

Explain the relationship between dates,
times and calendars and warn that dates
arithmetics is misleading, or drop the
sentence altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §3.17.4, page 2,522, lines 15–16 documents the lower and upper date values that are supported for each
date base system. Values outside that range are not valid dates, but they are valid decimal numbers.
The following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.4, page 2,522, lines 6–8:
Each unique instant in SpreadsheetML time is represented as a distinct non-negative numeric serial value, which
is made up of an integer date component and a fractional time component. As dates and times are numeric
values, they can take part in arithmetic operations.
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Response 77
Comment ID

BR-0047
Clause: Section
3.18.30
Paragraph:
ST_FileType pg.
2859

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for any other operating systems.
Define values to allow cross platform
interoperability.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.18.30, page 2,859:
3.18.30 ST_FileType (File Type)
The file type being used for text import.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string data type.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

dos (DOS)

DOS (PC-8).

mac (Macintosh)

Macintosh.

win (Windows (ANSI))

Windows (ANSI).

lin (Linux)

Linux

other (other non-specified values)

Other non-specified values at the time of writing.

Referenced By
textPr@fileType (§3.13.12)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_FileType">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="mac"/>
<enumeration value="win"/>
<enumeration value="dos"/>
<enumeration value="lin"/>
<enumeration value="other"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 78
Comment ID

BR-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.2
Paragraph: -

CO-0219
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.3.2
Paragraph:
3292(3299)

FR-0357
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.2
audioFile (Audio
from File
Paragraph: -

GB-0308
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.3.2
[p3292]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
No mention is made of what audio formats or codecs are
permitted.

Proposed change by the MB
This item should be reviewed
considering interoperability and
flexibility.

The audio codecs allowed for the ―audioFile‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free portable
audio codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

No mention is made of what audio formats or codecs are
permitted.

An interoperable set of formats should
be specified.

No mention is made of what audio formats or codecs are
permitted.

Proposed change: An interoperable
set of formats should be specified.

No mention is made of what audio formats or codecs are
permitted.

An interoperable set of formats should
be specified.

No mention is made of what audio formats or codecs are
permitted.

An interoperable set of formats should
be specified.

PT-0104
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.2
Paragraph: -

US-0150
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.2
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; just as there is a content type available for files included within the document package (using the
content type item defined in Part 2), there should be a way to specify a content type when using the audio
element to link to external audio content. As well, the list of audio codecs provided in Part 1 should be
referenced from this location. The following changes will be made to the specification:
Part 4, §5.1.3.2, page 3,292, line 26, a new attribute will be added
Attributes
contentType
(Content Type of
Linked Audio File)

Description
Specifies the content type for the external file that is referenced by this element. Content
types define a media type, a subtype, and an optional set of parameters, as defined in
Part 2, §8.1.2. If a rendering application cannot process external content of the content
type specified, then the specified content can be ignored. [Note: A list of suggested audio
types is provided in Part 1, §15.2.2. end note]
If this attribute is omitted, application should attempt to determine the content type by
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Description
reading the contents of the relationship’s target.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

Part 4, §5.1.3.2, page 3,293, after line 6
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_AudioFile">
<sequence>
<element name="extLst" type="CT_OfficeArtExtensionList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute ref="r:link" use="required"/>
<attribute name="contentType" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
</complexType>
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Response 79
Comment ID

BR-0054
Clause: Part 4,
6.1.2.1 arc
Paragraph: page
4352

FR-0367
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.1
arc (Arc
Segment)
Paragraph: page
4353, line 0

FR-0368
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.1
arc (Arc
Segment)
Paragraph: page
4353, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description of the 'dgmlayout' attribute states that 'The
possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML
Schema integer datatype', while the preceding description only
assigns meanings to the 0, 1, 2 and 3 values.

Proposed change by the MB

Make the proper change

The description of the 'dgmlayout' attribute contradict itself,
stating that 'The possible values for this attribute are defined by
the XML Schema integer datatype', while the preceeding
description only assigns meanings to the 0, 1, 2 and 3 values.

Resolve the contradiction.

The description of the 'dgmlayout' attribute leverages a small
set of integer coded values, whereas an enumeration would
better reflect the functionality.

Use an enumeration to define the values
of the 'dgmlayout' attribute.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the base type for the dgmlayout attribute can be made more restrictive. The same applies to the
dgmlayoutmru attribute. The changes listed below will be applied to Part 4, §6.1.2.1, pages 4,352–4,354; Part 4,
6.1.2.3, pages 4,384–4,386; Part 4, §6.1.2.7, pages 4,428–4,430; Part 4, §6.1.2.10, pages 4,460–4,462; Part 4,
§6.1.2.12, pages 4,497–4,499; Part 4, §6.1.2.13, pages 4,525–4,527; Part 4, §6.1.2.15, pages 4,561–4,563; Part 4,
§6.1.2.16, pages 4,589–4,590; Part 4, §6.1.2.17, pages 4,616–4,618; Part 4, §6.1.2.19, pages 4,651–4,653; and
Part 4, §6.1.2.20 pages 4,681–4,683:

Attributes
dgmlayout
(Diagram Node
Layout Identifier)
Namespace:
urn:schemasmicrosoftcom:office:office

Description
Specifies the type of automatic layout to apply to the diagram node. This is only
meaningful for organization charts. Valid values for organization charts are:
Value

Description

0

Top-down, centered layout.

1

Hanging, both sides layout.
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2

Hanging, right side layout.

3

Hanging, left side layout.

[Example:
<v:shape ... dgmlayout="1">
</v:shape>
end example]

dgmlayoutmru
(Diagram Node
Recent Layout
Identifier)
Namespace:
urn:schemasmicrosoftcom:office:office

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema integer datatype
ST_DiagramLayout simple type (§6.1.3.2).
Specifies the type of automatic layout most recently used on the child elements of the
diagram node. This is only meaningful for organization charts. Valid values for
organization charts are:
Value

Description

0

Top-down, centered layout.

1

Hanging, both sides layout.

2

Hanging, right side layout.

3

Hanging, left side layout.

[Example:
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<v:shape ... dgmlayout="1">
</v:shape>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema integer datatype
ST_DiagramLayout simple type (§6.1.3.2).

The following new subclause will be added, and the existing subclauses §6.1.3.2–§6.1.3.15 will be
renumbered. The corresponding schema definition files will be updated accordingly.
6.1.3.2 ST_DiagramLayout (Diagram Layout Type)
This simple type specifies the style of automatic layout to apply to a node in a diagram.
This simple type’s contents are a restriction of the XML Schema integer datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value
0 (Top-down Centered)

Description
Top-down, centered layout.

1 (Hanging Both Sides)

Hanging, both sides layout.

2 (Hanging Right Side)

Hanging, right side layout.

3 (Hanging Left Side)

Hanging, left side layout.

Referenced By
arc@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.1); arc@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.1); curve@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.3);
curve@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.3); group@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.7); group@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.7);
image@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.10); image@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.10); line@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.12);
line@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.12); oval@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.13); oval@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.13);
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polyline@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.15); polyline@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.15); rect@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.16);
rect@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.16); roundrect@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.17); roundrect@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.17);
shape@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.19); shape@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.19); shapetype@dgmlayout (§6.1.2.20);
shapetype@dgmlayoutmru (§6.1.2.20);

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_DiagramLayout">
<restriction base="xsd:integer">
<enumeration value="0"/>
<enumeration value="1"/>
<enumeration value="2"/>
<enumeration value="3"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 80
Comment ID

BR-0055
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: -

CA-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section
06.01.02.19
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.
This section describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications.
If it is the intent to have a new math markup language in XML,
and ignore the existing MathML, then at least use the new
markup in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed
into an attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Proposed change by the MB

This element attribute should be clearly
defined or removed from this
document.

Change the following text:
"Specifies alternate XML markup which
may be used to rehydrate an equation
using the Office Open XML Math
syntax. The actual format of the
contents of this attribute are
application-defined, but shall contain
Office Open XML Math as well as any
applicationspecific content.
The XML markup stored in this attribute
shall be escaped as needed to contain
only those characters legal in an
attribute value.
The possible values for this attribute
are defined by the XML Schema string
datatype."
to the following:
"Specifies optional application-defined
XML markup which may be used
to store an equation.
The XML markup stored in this attribute
shall be escaped as needed to contain
only those characters legal in an
attribute value.
The possible values for this attribute
are defined by the XML Schema string
datatype.
Note: The actual format of the contents
of this attribute may contain Office
Open XML Math as well as any
application specific content."

CL-0207
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4653
―equationxml‖

CO-0225

This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Define equations in an interoperable
way.

The "equationxml" attribute of the "shape" element is "used to
rehydrate an equation using the Office Open XML Math

It is suggested that this element, for the
sake of interoperability, not be made
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
6.1.2.19
Paragraph: 4643
(4650)

syntax". However, the "actual format of the contents of this
attribute are application-defined". This makes interoperability
impossible when this element is present.

extensible. If it is considered absolutely
necessary it would be preferable to
create a separate element, e.g.
"alternateequationxml", and mark the
document as ―extended‖ (see comment
for Part 1, Section 2.6)

CZ-0035

Putting XML fragment into an attribute value is completely
unacceptable.

Use nested element instead of
equationxml attribute. This change will
allow to directly represent mathematical
equation in XML syntax without need
for escaping. We will not insist on this
change if VML is moved into a separate
Technical Report as suggested in one
of previous comments.

This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Define equations in an interoperable
way.

Clause: Part
4/6.1.2.19
Paragraph: p.
4653

DE-0111
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4653
―equationxml‖

FR-0371
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
shape (Shape
Definition)
Paragraph: pg.
4653
―equationxml‖

GB-0483
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1.2.19
[p4653,
equationxml]
Paragraph: -

GR-0014
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4653
―equationxml‖

MY-0020

This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape" elements, Define equations in an interoperable
"used to rehydrate an equation using the Office Open XML
way.
Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the contents of
this attribute are application-defined", which makes them
impossible to exchange between applications. If we're going to
have a new math markup language in XML, and ignore the
existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup in its
elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.
This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Proposed change: Define equations in
an interoperable way.

This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Define equations in an interoperable
way.

Ecma 376 does not specify a method of storing equations in

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.12.19
Paragraph: -

the document(eg in Part 4, Section 6.1.12.19). This ensures
that any document containing an equation cannot be shared
with other applications, and thus is not interoperable. This
situation is not acceptable as it will lead to undefined
document behaviour.

PT-0110

This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4653
―equationxml‖

US-0154
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4653
―equationxml‖

This describes the "equationxml" attribute of "shape"
elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the Office
Open XML Math syntax". However, the "actual format of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined", which makes
them impossible to exchange between applications. If we're
going to have a new math markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing MathML, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Proposed change by the MB
specify a standard for storing
equations.

Define equations in an interoperable
way.
Define equations in an interoperable
way.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the specification of this element omitted information (specifically, the syntax of the embedded XML)
which inhibited interoperability. To correct this, an attribute which defines the format of the embedded XML will
be added to the parent element, to ensure this information is available. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §6.1.2.19, page 4,653:
Attributes
equationxml (Storage for
Alternate Math Content)

Description
Specifies alternate XML markup which may be used to rehydrate an equation
using the Office Open XML Math syntax. The actual format of the syntax of the
contents of this attribute are application-defined is specified by the contentType
attribute, but shall contain Office Open XML Math as well as any applicationspecific content. [Note: Applications are encouraged to use an open format, such
as the Math format defined in Part 4 §7.1 of this standard, or the MathML
format, a Working Draft specification of the World Wide Web Consortium,
available at http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML/. end note]
The XML markup stored in this attribute shall be escaped as needed to contain
only those characters legal in an attribute value.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string
datatype.

equationxmlContentType

Specifies the syntax of the markup used for the Alternate Math Content stored in
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Attributes

Description

(Content Type of Alternate
Math Content)

the equationxml attribute.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the
ST_AlternateMathContentType simple type.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_Shape">
<choice maxOccurs="unbounded">
<group ref="EG_ShapeElements"/>
<element ref="o:ink"/>
<element ref="p:iscomment"/>
</choice>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_AllCoreAttributes"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_AllShapeAttributes"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Type"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Adj"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Path"/>
<attribute ref="o:gfxdata"/>
<attribute name="equationxml" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="equationxmlContentType" type="ST_AlternateMathContentType" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

To Part 4, §6.1.3, after the existing §6.1.3.6:
6.1.3.6a ST_AlternateMathContentType (Alternate Math Content Type)
This simple type specifies the content type of the XML markup stored within the equationxml attribute.
The following values are reserved:
Value

Meaning

officeopenxmlmath

Specifies that the data has been stored using the Office Open XML Math syntax defined
in §7.1.

mathml

Specifies that the data has been stored using the MathML syntax.

This simple type’s contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
Referenced By
shape@equationxmlContentType (§6.1.2.19);
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<simpleType name="ST_AlternateMathContentType">
<restriction base="xsd:string"/>
</simpleType>
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To the normative references:
Ausbrooks, Ron, et al. Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) Version 2.0 (Second Edition). October 21,
2003. http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML/.

To vml.xsd:
<complexType name="CT_Shape">
<choice maxOccurs="unbounded">
<group ref="EG_ShapeElements"/>
<element ref="o:ink"/>
<element ref="p:iscomment"/>
</choice>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_AllCoreAttributes"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_AllShapeAttributes"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Type"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Adj"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Path"/>
<attribute ref="o:gfxdata"/>
<attribute name="equationxml" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="equationxmlContentType" type="ST_AlternateMathContentType" use="optional"/>
</complexType>
<simpleType name="ST_AlternateMathContentType">
<restriction base="xsd:string"/>
</simpleType>
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Response 81
Comment ID

BR-0056
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: -

CL-0009
Clause: Part 4,
section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: In
table of atributes
and their
descriptions, attr

CL-0208
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4655, ―gfxdata‖

CO-0226
Clause: Part 4,
6.1.2.19
Paragraph: 4653
(4660)

CZ-0036
Clause: Part
4/6.1.2.19
Paragraph: p.
4655

DE-0112
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4655, ―gfxdata‖

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which
"contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded".
However, the "contents of this package are applicationdefined", so even though they "shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible" there is not sufficient
information for an independent implementation to read this
data or display the "DrawingML content" contained therein. If
we're going to have a new graphics markup language in XML,
and ignore the existing SVG, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Proposed change by the MB

This element attribute should be clearly
defined or removed from this
document.

This attribute contains a base-64 representation of a VML
object. VML is an obsolete commercial standard, and the
possibility to include VML objects should be avoided.

To eliminate the attribute and their
references.

Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which
"contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded".
However, the "contents of this package are applicationdefined", so even though they "shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible" there is not sufficient
information for an independent implementation to read this
data or display the "DrawingML content" contained therein. If
we're going to have a new graphics markup language in XML,
and ignore the existing SVG, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Define this in an interoperable way.

The "gfxdata" is defined as an encoded package whose
contents are application defined. This lack of definition breaks
interoperability as content placed here by an application may
not be understood by another one.

It is suggested that this element, for the
sake of interoperability be limited to a
particular package type. If extensibilty
is desired in this case mark the
document as ―extended‖ (see comment
for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Putting XML fragment into an attribute value is completely
unacceptable.

Use nested element instead of gfxdata
attribute for storing direct
representation of XML. We will not
insist on this change if VML is moved
into a separate Technical Report as
suggested in one of previous
comments.

Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which
"contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded".
However, the "contents of this package are applicationdefined", so even though they "shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible" there is not sufficient
information for an independent implementation to read this
data or display the "DrawingML content" contained therein. If
we're going to have a new graphics markup language in XML,
and ignore the existing SVG, let's at least use the new
markup in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed

Define this in an interoperable way.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

into an attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

FR-0372
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
shape (Shape
Definition)
Paragraph: pg.
4655, ―gfxdata‖

GB-0484
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1.2.19
[p4655, gfxdata]
Paragraph: -

GR-0088
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4655, ―gfxdata‖

US-0155
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: pg.
4655, ―gfxdata‖

Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which Define this in an interoperable way.
"contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded".
However, the "contents of this package are applicationdefined", so even though they "shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible" there is not sufficient
information for an independent implementation to read this data
or display the "DrawingML content" contained therein. If we're
going to have a new graphics markup language in XML, and
ignore the existing SVG, let's at least use the new markup in its
elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.
Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which
"contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded".
However, the "contents of this package are applicationdefined", so even though they "shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible" there is not sufficient
information for an independent implementation to read this
data or display the "DrawingML content" contained therein. If
we're going to have a new graphics markup language in XML,
and ignore the existing SVG, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Proposed change: Define this in an
interoperable way.

Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements,
which "contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64
encoded". However, the "contents of this package are
application-defined", so even though they "shall use the Parts
defined by this Standard whenever possible" there is not
sufficient information for an independent implementation to
read this data or display the "DrawingML content" contained
therein. If we're going to have a new graphics markup
language in XML, and ignore the existing SVG, let's at least
use the new markup in its elemental form, as well-formed XML
(not stuffed into an attribute value), and without extending it in
application-dependent ways.

Define this in an interoperable way.

Describes a "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which
"contains DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded".
However, the "contents of this package are applicationdefined", so even though they "shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible" there is not sufficient
information for an independent implementation to read this
data or display the "DrawingML content" contained therein. If
we're going to have a new graphics markup language in XML,
and ignore the existing SVG, let's at least use the new markup
in its elemental form, as well-formed XML (not stuffed into an
attribute value), and without extending it in applicationdependent ways.

Define this in an interoperable way.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this can be changed to improve interoperability. Additionally, in each location where VML is required,
VML will be deprecated (but fully documented for legacy purposes) and replaced with an alternative in the
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DrawingML format. This is addressed in detail within the disposition of the following comments: CA-0076, CL0025, CL-0206, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058,
DK-0095, DK-0150, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, and ZA-0016.
The following changes will be made to Part 4, §6.1.2.19, page 4,655 to make it clear what format the data should
be stored in:
Attributes
gfxdata (Encoded
Package)
Namespace:
urn:schemasmicrosoftcom:office:office

Description
Specifies a base-64 encoded package as deifined in Part 2 of this Standard that contains
DrawingML content as defined in Part 4 of this standard. The contents of this package
are application-defined, but the contents of the package shall use the Parts defined by
this Standard whenever possible. [Rationale: This attribute allows an application to use
VML to represent graphical content for a legacy document while still persisting
DrawingML for consuming applications that support DrawingML. For example, a diagram
stored within this attribute would have the four parts defined for a DrawingML diagram,
as well as any number of application-defined parts and relationships. end rationale]
[Example: A DrawingML object is encoded in the gfxdata attribute, leaving VML to handle
the visual display:
<v:shape id="Diagram 1" o:spid="_x0000_i1025"
type="#_x0000_t75" style="width:446.25pt;height:252pt;
visibility:visible" o:gfxdata="UEsDBBQABgAIAAAAIQDIu8KcTQE…">
<v:imagedata r:id="rId4" o:title=""/>
</v:shape>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.
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Response 82
Comment ID

BR-0057
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.2.2.14
Paragraph: -

CL-0209
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.2.2.14
Paragraph: -

FR-0373
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.2.2.14
ink (Ink)
Paragraph: -

GB-0485
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.2.2.14
[p4813]
Paragraph: -

PT-0111
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.2.2.14
Paragraph: -

US-0157
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.2.2.14
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This describes an "ink" element which stores "ink annotations
in an application-defined format." This is apparently intended
to store annotations, used with tablet input devices to add
hand-written annotations to documents. These annotations are
often a vital part of documents and their specification is
undefined in OOXML. We are opposed to standardizing
placeholder elements for entirely application- dependent
proprietary formats without also specifying an interoperable
format for those who with to create interoperable formats.

Proposed change by the MB

This element attribute should be clearly
defined or removed from this
document.

This describes an "ink" element which stores "ink annotations
in an application-defined format." This is apparently intended
to store annotations, used with tablet input devices to add
hand-written annotations to documents. These annotations are
often a vital part of documents and their specification is
undefined in OOXML. We are opposed to standardizing
placeholder elements for entirely application-dependent
proprietary formats without also specifying an interoperable
format for those who with to create interoperable formats.

Specify the ―ink‖ format or remove the
element from OOXML and make this an
application extension using the
extensibility mechanisms of OOXML.

This describes an "ink" element which stores "ink annotations in
an application-defined format." This is apparently intended to
store annotations, used with tablet input devices to add handwritten annotations to documents. These annotations are often
a vital part of documents and their specification is undefined in
OOXML. We are opposed to standardizing placeholder
elements for entirely application-dependent proprietary formats
without also specifying an interoperable format for those who
with to create interoperable formats.

Specify the ―ink‖ format or remove the
element from OOXML and make this an
application extension using the
extensibility mechanisms of OOXML.

This describes an "ink" element which stores "ink annotations
in an application-defined format." This is apparently intended
to store annotations, used with tablet input devices to add
hand-written annotations to documents. These annotations are
often a vital part of documents and their specification is
undefined in OOXML. We are opposed to standardizing
placeholder elements for entirely application-dependent
proprietary formats without also specifying an interoperable
format for those who with to create interoperable formats.

Proposed change: Specify the ―ink‖
format or remove the element from
OOXML and make this an application
extension using the extensibility
mechanisms of OOXML.

This describes an "ink" element which stores "ink annotations
in an application-defined format." This is apparently intended
to store annotations, used with tablet input devices to add
hand-written annotations to documents. These annotations are
often a vital part of documents and their specification is
undefined in OOXML. We are opposed to standardizing
placeholder elements for entirely application-dependent
proprietary formats without also specifying an interoperable
format for those who with to create interoperable formats.
This describes an "ink" element which stores "ink annotations
in an application-defined format." This is apparently intended
to store annotations, used with tablet input devices to add
hand-written annotations to documents. These annotations are
often a vital part of documents and their specification is
undefined in OOXML. We are opposed to standardizing
placeholder elements for entirely application-dependent
proprietary formats without also specifying an interoperable
format for those who with to create interoperable formats.
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Specify the ―ink‖ format or remove the
element from OOXML and make this an
application extension using the
extensibility mechanisms of OOXML.
Specify the ―ink‖ format or remove the
element from OOXML and make this an
application extension using the
extensibility mechanisms of OOXML.
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this can be changed to improve interoperability. The following changes will be made to Part 4,
§6.2.2.14, pages 4,813–4,814 to allow any content to be stored in the i attribute and to add a contentType
attribute to specify the format of the value of the i attribute.
Part 4, §6.2.2.14, page 4,813, lines 7–13
This element specifies the presence of an ink object. An ink object is a VML object which allows applications to
store data for ink annotations in an application-defined format. [Note: Applications are encouraged to use an
open-ink format, such as the Ink Markup Language (InkML), a Working Draft specification of the World Wide
Web Consortium, available at http://www.w3.org/TR/InkML/. end note]
[Example:
<v:shape ... >
<o:ink i="..." annotation="t" contentType="application/inkml+xml"/>
</v:shape>
<v:shape ... >
<o:ink i="AMgFHQSWC+YFASAAaAwAAAAAAMA..." annotation="t"
contentType="application/x-ms-ink"/>
</v:shape>
end example]
Part 4, §6.2.2.14, page 4,813, line 14 and page 4,814, top
Attributes
contentType (Content Type)

Description
Specifies the format of the ink content stored in the i attribute. The syntax is a
content type as defined in IETF RFC 2616, available at
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt.
If this attribute is omitted, application should attempt to determine the
content type by reading the contents of the i element.

i (Ink Data)

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_ContentType
simple type.
Specifies additional ink object information which shall be associated with the
parent VML shape. The VML shape specifies the information necessary to
render the ink, and this attribute may be used to store additional applicationspecific data about the VML shape(s) representing ink. This attribute's contents
are formatted as specified by the contentType attribute, but are optional and
may be ignored if not recognized.
[Example:
<o:ink ... i="AMgFHQSWC+YFASAAaAwAAAAAAMA...">
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</o:ink>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema
base64Binarystring datatype.

Part 4, §6.2.2.14, page 4,814, line 4 and after line 5
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_Ink">
<sequence/>
<attribute name="i" type="xsd:base64Binarystring">
<attribute name="annotation" type="ST_TrueFalse"/>
<attribute name="contentType" type="ST_ContentType">
</simpleType>

The following new subclause will be added, and existing subclauses §6.2.3.8–§6.2.3.24 will be renumbered.
The corresponding schema definition files will be updated accordingly.
6.2.3.8 ST_ContentType (Content Type)
This simple type specifies a content type.
This simple type’s contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
Referenced By
contentType@ink (§6.2.2.14);

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<simpleType name="ST_ContentType">
<restriction base="xsd:string"/>
</simpleType>
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Response 83
Comment ID

BR-0058
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.4.3.1
and 6.4.2.10
Paragraph: Pg.
4955 Pg. 4927

CA-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section
06.04.02.10
Paragraph: -

CA-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems.

Proposed change by the MB
Allow full cross platform interoperability
to formats that are used by other
operating systems (e.g. PNG, OGG,
etc.).

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

There are several approaches here to
better support portability and crossplatform interoperability. For example:
1) Define the ST_CF type as being a
union of xsd:string and the existing
enumeration.
2) Augment the existing enumeration
with a fuller list of clipboard formats,
including those commonly used on nonWindows platforms.
3) Define an additional attribute whose
value can contain additional clipboard
types.

CL-0210
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.10
Paragraph: -

CL-0211
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

CO-0227
Clause: Part 4,
6.4.2.10
Paragraph: 4653
(4660)

CO-0228
Clause: Part 4,
6.4.3.1
Paragraph:
4955(4962)

CZ-0037

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.
The enumeration is a closed list. You cannot add another
format type without making the XML invalid.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.
For example, this type could be defined
as a union of the given enumeration
with an xsd:string to allow greater
flexibility.

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

Make standard neutral by adding
options for other relevant platforms.
The desire is to allow cross platform
interoperability and efficiency.

It is not clear whether and how other formats like PNG or EPS

Modify description in such way that it is
clear that any bitmap format can be
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Comment ID
Clause: Part
4/6.4.3.1
Paragraph: p.
4955/l. 17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
used for ―Bitmap‖ type and that any
metaformat can be used for ―Pict‖ type.
Change remaining types in the same
fashion. Accompany each clipboard
format type with several examples of
possible image formats, for example
PNG, BMP, GIF and JPEG for ―Bitmap‖
type and EMF, EPS and SVG for ―Pict‖
type.

can be used for storing clipboard data.

Alternatively, consider using more
general content type identification
mechanism based on MIME types (like
image/png).
Add example showing how to represent
PNG image stored inside clipboard.

DE-0081
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

DE-0082
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.10
Paragraph: -

DK-0036
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: Page
4955

DK-0038
Clause: Part 4
6.4.3.1
Paragraph: Page
4955

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.
Proposed resolution: In the case of
language tags and other such closed
lists, DIS29500 should be extended to
replace closed lists with open lists that
can accept values of existing standards
(e.g. ST_Lang should reference BCP47
for language tags). Other closed lists
should also be studied to consider
opening their values to existing
standards.

The definition of ST_CF only specify a limited number of
accepted clipboard formats, which are windows specific
formats. The limitation in clipboard format is a constrains,
which will effect the possible cross-platform adoption of the
specification.
Some of the required format is patented and adoption of these
format could impose possible patent restriction on the adoption
of the ECMA-376 Office Open XML

Relevant additional enumeration
values should be added to SF_CF e.g.
TIFF, PNG, HTML, JPG or others wellestablished formats.

The reference to EMF and WMF files do not give any precise
version information. This could lead to confusion for the
implementation.

The specification should include a
normative reference to a specific
version of the EMF and WMF
specification.
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Proposed resolution: In the case of
language tags and other such closed
lists, DIS29500 should be extended to
replace closed lists with open lists that
can accept values of existing standards
(e.g. ST_Lang should reference BCP47
for language tags). Other closed lists
should also be studied to consider
opening their values to existing
standards.
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Comment ID

DK-0148
Clause: Part 4
6.2.3.17
Paragraph: -

DK-0157
Clause: Part 4
6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0044
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

FR-0374
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.10
CF (Clipboard
Format)
Paragraph: -

FR-0375
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
ST_CF
(Clipboard
Format Ty
Paragraph: -

GB-0491
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.2.10
[p4927]
Paragraph: -

GB-0493
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.3.1
[p4955]
Paragraph: -

GR-0090
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.10
Paragraph: -

GR-0091

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

"Embedded Object Alternate Image Requests Types" requires
implementors to support the proprietary Windows Metafiles.

The support for available Object linking
technologies should be expanded to
support Object linking technologies
from Linux platform, This should
include support for KParts and Bonobo
technologies as know from KDE
desktop environment and GNOME linux
graphical user interfaces.
Eg. expanding the complexType
CT_ExternalLink with:


kparts (KParts Link)



bonobo (Bonobo Link)

Only proprietary Windows formats like Windows Metafile are
mentioned in the list, which makes it impossible to implement
Ecma376 in a UNIX or Linux environment.

Relevant additional enumeration
values should be added to SF_CF e.g.
TIFF, PNG, HTML, JPG or others wellestablished formats.

There are editorial errors where WMF and EMF where directly
and normatively referenced from within the specification. This
should be fixed as no piece of OpenXML has a requirement on
WMF or EMF.

This was an inadvertent editorial error.
DIS 29500 enables the use of any
graphic format. Remove these
references.

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element for
objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to formats
for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element. Such
reference should be part of the future
OOXML Extention part

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

Several options here, but the desire is to
allow cross platform interoperability.
Such refernce should be part of the
future OOXML Extention part

The CF element is defined as providing a, ―general-use
element for objects that use an image representation, such as
OLE objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature
lines.‖ However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Proposed change: Provide a proper
external normative reference for the
allowed formats containable within this
element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

Proposed change: The desire is to
allow cross platform interoperability,
which must be allowed. Revise as
necessary.

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc.,
are Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have

Several options here, but the desire is
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

been made for use by other operating systems. For example,
in Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an
open standard format like PNG.

to allow cross platform interoperability.

IN-0008

Embedded Objects (Section 6.2.3.17) and Clipboard Format
Types (section 6.4.3.1) refer to Windows meta files instead of
the ISO standards

Such references should be removed

Undisclosed proprietary specifications Section 6.2.3.17
"Embedded Object Alternate Image Requests Types requires
implementors to support the proprietary Windows Metafiles.

Such reference should be removed

OOXML defines a ST_CF type21, which records the allowed
clipboard formats which may be used with a graphical object.
The allowed values of this type, EMF, WMF, etc., are all
proprietary Windows formats. No allowance has been made
for use by other operating systems. For example, in Linux
images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG. But if a vendor encodes ―PNG‖ into
a document record of this type, the document will be invalid,
and the document and the application will not conform to the
OOXML specification.

Necessary corrections to be made

Though the element is defined as "general-use element for
objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines",
none of the referred formats (EMF, WMF, etc.) are defined or
referred to in this specification.

A proper external normative references
for the allowed formats containable
within this element should be provided.

Windows specific formats are used in the permitted values of
this enumeration. The use of this enumeration is restricted to
Windows operating system users.

The free PNG format is used to
interchange between applications and
the clipboard in the Free Desktop
Specification implemented by the
majority of Open Source based
operating systems. Use of freely
available formats should be available
for use as values in this enumeration.

The ‗Clipboard Format Type‘ allowed in this element are all
Windows-platform formats; Bitmap(Bitmap), Pict(EMF),
PictOld(WMF), PictPrint(Printer Picture). PNG format used in
Linux platform is not allowed

DIS 29500 should support various
platforms and browsers such as
Linux, FireFox, Opera and Safari

ST_OLELinkType : It uses Enhanced metafile instead of
ISO/IEC 8632

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

ST_OLELinkType : It uses windows metafile instead of
ISO/IEC 8632

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

OpenXML includes references to Windows functions that can
be protected by intellectual propriety of Microsoft, for example
reference to EMF and WMF (windows formats), but does not
include references to PNG (Open standard format) used in
Linux.

Remove any reference to windows
functions and include references to
open standard formats, to allow
interoperability.

Clause: 6.2.3.17
6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

IN-0016
Clause: 6.2.3.17
Paragraph: -

IN-0020
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

IR-0051
Clause: Part
4,Section
6.4.2.10
Paragraph: -

IR-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

KR-0005
Clause: Part 4,
6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

KR-0021
Clause: Part 4,
6.2.3.17
Paragraph: -

KR-0022
Clause: Part 4,
6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

PE-0006
Clause: Part 4:
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: Page
4955.
Enumeration
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Value list

PT-0112
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.10
Paragraph: -

PT-0113
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

US-0158
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.10
Paragraph: -

US-0159
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

UY-0005
Clause: Section
6.2.3.17, page
5679 and
Section 6.4.3.1,
Paragraph: -

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

This element is defined as providing a, ―general-use element
for objects that use an image representation, such as OLE
objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.‖
However, the allowed values, EMF, WMF, etc., refer to
formats for which no reference has been given.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the allowed formats
containable within this element.

The allowed values of this enumeration, EMF, WMF, etc., are
Windows-specific formats. No allowance seems to have been
made for use by other operating systems. For example, in
Linux images are typically copied on the clipboard in an open
standard format like PNG.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

There are references to Windows Metafiles or Enhanced
Metafiles, being both propietary formats with technical
dependence of the Windows systems. The natural alternative
for these sections would be ISO/IEC 8632 Standard:
―Computer Graphics Metafile‖, an independent ISO format of
the platform.
It is clear that OpenXML does not have requirements of
implementation for EMF or WMF. The referred section
(6.2.3.17) allows the use of any type of graphical formats. The
potential values are ―Bitmap‖, ―Pict‖, ―PictOld‖, ―PictPrint‖, and
―PictScreen‖ which can be mapped to any format of image,
particularly to Computer Graphics Metafile.
WMF and EMF are presented like possible values in an
enumeration.

It is requested to add an example of
configuration of a file that includes an
image in format ISO 8632.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the intention was that all image formats are allowed, but the documentation referenced WMF and EMF,
which was a mistake. For the definition of ST_CF in (Part 4, §6.4.3.1, page 4,955–4,956), it should be clear that
this is an open simple type that allows for application’s to specify any values they would like. There was a set of
enumeration values provided for guidance, but any specific MIME type could also be used (for example, for TIFF;
PNG; JPEG). The errors in the documentation occurred on the descriptions of a couple of the example
enumeration values, and will be corrected as noted below.
With respect to Part 4, §6.4.2.10, the CF element is the only element that references the ST_CF simple type as
defined in §6.4.3.1 and will be affected by the changes to ST_CF specified below. However, no corrections are
needed in §6.4.2.10 directly, as it doesn’t specify the image types.
The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §6.2.3.17, page 4,896, line 13
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Enumeration Value

Description

Bitmap (Bitmap Image)

Specifies that a bitmap shall should be requested.

EnhancedMetaFile (Enhanced Metafile
ImageMetafile Picture)

Specifies that an enhanced metafile shall be
requestedSpecifies that a metafile (non-raster)
image should be requested.

Jpeg (JPEG)

An image which should use the JPEG format.

Picture (Other Image)

Specifies that any image format may be
requested. [Example: PNG or CGM (ISO/IEC 8632).
end example]

Png (Portable Network Graphics)

An image which should use the Portable Network
Graphics format.

Part 4, §6.4.3.1, page 4,955–4,966
Enumeration Value

Description

Bitmap (Bitmap)

Bitmap.

Jpeg (JPEG)

An image which should use the JPEG format.

Pict (EMFPicture)

Enhanced metafileAny picture format. [Example:
SVG or JPEG. end example]

PictOld (WMFPicture Old)

Windows MetafileAny picture format, but
preferably one that is more likely to be supported
by legacy applications.

PictPrint (Printer Picture)

An image rendered using the default printer’s
settings. This is typically of higher resolution and
scaled differently compared to a picture created
for on-screen rendering.

PictScreen (Screen Picture EMF)

An image rendered using screen settings. This is
typically lower resolution than an image created
for printing.

Png (Portable Network Graphics)

An image which should use the Portable Network
Graphics format.
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Response 84
Comment ID

BR-0059
Clause: Part 4
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: Pg.
5122

CA-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section
07.04.02.04
Paragraph: -

CO-0232
Clause: Part 4,
7.4.2.4
Paragraph:
5122(5129)

FR-0378
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
bstr (Basic String)
Paragraph: -

GB-0591

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not
escaped in an OOXML document, is contrary to
interoperability of XML and XML-based tools.

The W3C's Internationalization states
―Control codes should be replaced with
appropriate markup.‖. The bstr type
should be revised and the control
codes that demands this data type
should be properly converted to XML,
based on the OPC-Open Package
Convention specification.

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not
escaped in an OOXML document, is contrary to
interoperability of XML and XML-based tools. The W3C's
Internationalization Activity confirms this interpretation, saying
Control codes should be replaced with CA-appropriate
markup. Since XML provides a standard way of encoding
structured data, representing control codes other than as
markup would undo the actual advantages of using XML. Use
of control codes in HTML and XHTML is never appropriate,
since these markup languages are for representing text, not
data.‖

Change the following text:
For all characters that cannot be
represented in XML as defined by the
XML 1.0 specification, the characters
are escaped using the Unicode
numerical character representation
escape character format _xHHHH_,
where H represents a hexadecimal
character in the character's value.
to the following (adding the word
UNICODE near the beginning of the
sentence):
"For all UNICODE characters that
cannot be represented in XML as
defined by the XML 1.0 specification,
the characters are escaped using the
Unicode numerical character
representation escape character format
_xHHHH_, where H represents a
hexadecimal character in the
character's value."
In addition this Section should make it
clear that valid XML 1.0 UNICODE
characters are permitted in the bstr
value and not just UNICODE
characters that cannot be represented.

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not
escaped in an OOXML document, is contrary to
interoperability of XML and XML-based tools. The W3C's
Internationalization Activity confirms this interpretation, saying
―Control codes should be replaced with appropriate markup.
Since XML provides a standard way of encoding structured
data, representing control codes other than as markup would
undo the actual advantages of using XML. Use of control
codes in HTML and XHTML is never appropriate, since these
markup languages are for representing text, not data.‖

Remove the bstr type from OOXML

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not escaped
in an OOXML document, is contrary to interoperability of XML
and XML-based tools. The W3C's Internationalization Activity
confirms this interpretation, saying ―Control codes should be
replaced with appropriate markup. Since XML provides a
standard way of encoding structured data, representing control
codes other than as markup would undo the actual advantages
of using XML. Use of control codes in HTML and XHTML is
never appropriate, since these markup languages are for
representing text, not data.‖

Remove the bstr type from OOXML

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not

Proposed change: Remove the bstr
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.4.2.4
[p5122, bstr]
Paragraph: -

escaped in an OOXML document, is contrary to
interoperability of XML and XML-based tools. The W3C's
Internationalization Activity confirms this interpretation, saying
―Control codes should be replaced with appropriate markup.
Since XML provides a standard way of encoding structured
data, representing control codes other than as markup would
undo the actual advantages of using XML. Use of control
codes in HTML and XHTML is never appropriate, since these
markup languages are for representing text, not data.‖

type from OOXML

GR-0010

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not
escaped in an OOXML document, is contrary to
interoperability of XML and XML-based tools. The W3C's
Internationalization Activity confirms this interpretation, saying
―Control codes should be replaced with appropriate markup.
Since XML provides a standard way of encoding structured
data, representing control codes other than as markup would
undo the actual advantages of using XML. Use of control
codes in HTML and XHTML is never appropriate, since these
markup languages are for representing text, not data.‖

Remove the bstr type from OOXML

The presence of non-XML characters, escaped, or not
escaped in an OOXML document, is contrary to
interoperability of XML and XML-based tools. The W3C's
Internationalization Activity confirms this interpretation, saying
―Control codes should be replaced with appropriate markup.
Since XML provides a standard way of encoding structured
data, representing control codes other than as markup would
undo the actual advantages of using XML. Use of control
codes in HTML and XHTML is never appropriate, since these
markup languages are for representing text, not data.‖

Remove the bstr type from OOXML

Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

US-0161
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
We agree that control codes should not be stored within the text of an element value. However, these
characters do not represent control codes—this property is used solely to store user-defined data stored within
the legacy document format; as such, we believe that it would be inappropriate to remove this datatype from
the specification and lose this information.
As suggested by the Canadian National Body, we believe some clarification would be useful; as a result, the
following change will be made in Part 4, §7.4.2.4, page 5,122, lines 2–6:
This element defines a binary basic string variant type, which can store any valid Unicode character. For all
Unicode characters that cannot be directly represented in XML, as defined by the XML 1.0 specification, the
characters are shall be escaped using the Unicode numerical character representation escape character format
_xHHHH_, where H represents a hexadecimal character in the character's value. [Example: The Unicode
character 8 is not permitted in an XML 1.0 document, so it shall be escaped as _x0008_. end example]
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Response 85
Comment ID

BR-0060
Clause: Part 4
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: Pg.
5122

BR-0061
Clause: Section
7.4.2.5
Paragraph: Pg.
5122

BR-0062
Clause: Section
7.4.2.5
Paragraph: Pg.
5122

BR-0063
Clause: Section
7.4.2.5
Paragraph:
stringsAsNull Pg.
5122

CA-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section
07.04.02.05
Paragraph: -

CA-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Section
07.04.02.05
Paragraph:
HYPERLINK
"https://forums.sc
c.ca/forums/scc/d
ispat

CA-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section
07.04.02.05
Paragraph: -

CL-0213
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for any other operating systems.

There is not enough information given to achieve
interoperability (e.g. the allowed values and meanings for a
―built-in Windows clipboard format value‖ are not presented).

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

The usage of null-terminated C- style strings is avoiding XML
and will cause the markup to interoperate poorly with XMLbased tools.

Proposed change by the MB

Define values to allow cross platform
interoperability.

Clarify the meanings and values of the
terms used.

Specify GUID and FMTID.

Rewrite the clause to express this
feature in an application and platform
independent way.

This section should clarify:
a) the string encoding for the null-terminated case
b) how long and GUID values are base64-binary encoded
including byte ordering considerations
c) the use of this data type with one or more examples
d) the positive value case since it is unclear reading the text
that this actually represents the length of the string and not the
string itself
e) That the string encoding value can be used for clipboard
formats for other platforms.

The content of this section is hard to
understand and too terse.

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Request that GUID to be defined so
interoperability may be achieved.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Define Clipboard Format values

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.
For example, this type could be defined
as a union of the given enumeration
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

We would like to see the standard changed to explicity contain
support for Linux, not by non-portable application-defined
extensions, but natively as part of the defined schema.

with an xsd:string to allow greater
flexibility.

CL-0214

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to
interoperate poorly with XML-based tools.

Ecma should rethink the entire
Clipboard Data representation. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary internals of a single
application. This clause should be
rewritten to express this feature in an
application and platform neutral way.

It doesn't make sense to specify strings as null-terminated Cstyle strings and then to base-64 encode that. That is avoiding
XML and will cause the markup to interoperate poorly with
XML-based tools.

The entire Clipboard Data
representation needs thought. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary internals of a single
application. This clause should be
rewritten to express this feature in an
application and platform neutral way.

This element defines usage on Windows and Macintosh
platforms only, but it doesn't specify whether OS 9 or OS X,
and leaves out other important operating systems like Linux.

Make standard neutral, defining values
for other prominent systems.

There is not enough information about the contents and their
usage to provide interoperability. If these are binary blobs,
they may present a security risk.

Expand section to provide
interoperability, and consider using
XML syntax.

It is not clear what the purpose of ―cf‖ element is. Is it used for
holding clipboard content or is it used only for identification of
clipboard data format? The standard does not justify needs for
such element in an interchange format like OOXML.

Clarify element definition and its usage.

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.
Proposed resolution: In the case of
language tags and other such closed
lists, DIS29500 should be extended to
replace closed lists with open lists that
can accept values of existing standards
(e.g. ST_Lang should reference BCP47
for language tags). Other closed lists
should also be studied to consider
opening their values to existing
standards.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.
Proposed resolution: In the case of
language tags and other such closed

Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

CL-0215
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

CO-0233
Clause: Part 4,
7.4.2.5
Paragraph:
5122(5129)

CO-0234
Clause: Part 4,
7.4.2.5
Paragraph:
5122(5129)

CO-0235
Clause: Part 4,
7.4.2.5
Paragraph:
5122(5129)

CZ-0039
Clause: Part
4/7.4.2.5
Paragraph: p.
5122

DE-0083
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

DE-0084
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Paragraph: -

DE-0085
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

DE-0086
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

FR-0379
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5 cf
(Clipboard Data)
Paragraph: -

FR-0380
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5 cf
(Clipboard Data)
Paragraph: -

FR-0381
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5 cf
(Clipboard Data)
Paragraph: -

FR-0382
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5 cf
(Clipboard Data)
Paragraph: -

GB-0593
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.4.2.5
[p5122]
Paragraph: -

GB-0594

Proposed change by the MB
lists, DIS29500 should be extended to
replace closed lists with open lists that
can accept values of existing standards
(e.g. ST_Lang should reference BCP47
for language tags). Other closed lists
should also be studied to consider
opening their values to existing
standards.

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Part 4 Section 7.5.3.1 defines ST_Guid
(128-Bit GUID Value) and its format. In
the Section , the subject of this
comment it is missing the reference to
Section 7.5.3.1

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to
interoperate poorly with XML-based tools.

Ecma should rethink the entire
Clipboard Data representation. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary internals of a single
application. This clause should be
rewritten to express this feature in an
application and platform neutral way.

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

This element defines values for use on Windows and Macintosh Several options here, but the desire is to
platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating system.
allow cross platform interoperability.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to interoperate
poorly with XML-based tools.

Ecma should rethink the entire Clipboard
Data representation. It looks very much
like it is mapping directly to the arbitrary
internals of a single application. This
clause should be rewritten to express
this feature in an application and
platform neutral way.

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to
interoperate poorly with XML-based tools.

Proposed change: The proposer
should rethink the entire Clipboard Data
representation. It looks very much like it
is mapping directly to the arbitrary
internals of a single application. This
clause must be rewritten to express this
feature in an application and platform
neutral way.

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.4.2.5
[p5122, GUID
and FMTID]
Paragraph: -

identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

contains a format identifier (FMTID).
The required format for neither a GUID
nor a FMTID is specified.

GB-0595

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Proposed change: Several options
here, but the desire is to allow cross
platform interoperability. Revise
accordingly.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Proposed change: Specify adequate
information so interoperability may be
achieved.

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough
information given to achieve interoperability. For example,
what are the allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in
Windows clipboard format value‖?

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to
interoperate poorly with XML-based tools.

ECMA should rethink the entire
Clipboard Data representation. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary internals of a single
application. This clause should be
rewritten to express this feature in an
application and platform neutral way.

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

While strings are represented as a NULL terminated character
sequence with base-64 encoding, documents consisted of
such strings can not be easily convertible using XSLT style
sheets. This representation is designed around the specific
implementation of one ECMA member.

XML offers some kind of
interoperability. The representation of
data in the clipboard should be
redesigned with that approach to
interoperability in mind.

The values defined for elements is for use on Windows or Mac
OS platforms and they are not usable for Linux or any other
operating system.

The cross-platform interoperability
should be allowed.

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to
interoperate poorly with XML-based tools.

Eliminate the requirement for nulltermination of strings.

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Reference the GUID specification

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.4.2.5
[p5122,
platforms]
Paragraph: -

GB-0596
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.4.2.5
[p5122, platform
interoperabil
Paragraph: -

GR-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

GR-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

GR-0097
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

IN-0068
Clause: 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

IR-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

IR-0054
Clause: Part
4,Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

KE-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

KE-0067
Clause: Part 4,
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

KE-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

KE-0069
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Include other values for known formats
that will allow cross platform
interoperability

Even within a single platform, there is not enough
information given to achieve interoperability. For example,
what are the allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in
Windows clipboard format value‖?

Windows and Macintosh clipboard
formats should be made publicly
available. The std should include a
reference to these documents. This
comment would also extend to other
formats included as a result of the
previous comment.

PT-0115
The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

PT-0117

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

PT-0116

Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

US-0163
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

US-0164
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

US-0165
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

US-0166
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

VE-0007
Clause: Section
7.4.2.5
Paragraph:
stringsAsNull Pg.
5122

It doesn't make sense for us to be specifying strings as nullterminated C-style strings and then to base-64 encode that.
That is avoiding XML and will cause the markup to
interoperate poorly with XML-based tools.

Ecma should rethink the entire
Clipboard Data representation. It looks
very much like it is mapping directly to
the arbitrary internals of a single
application. This clause should be
rewritten to express this feature in an
application and platform neutral way.

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

The usage of null-terminated C- style strings is avoiding XML
and will cause the markup to interoperate poorly with XMLbased tools.
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Comment ID

VE-0070
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

VE-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

VE-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The value of -3 specifies a GUID that contains a format
identifier (FMTID). The required format for neither a GUID nor
a FMTID is specified.

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

This element defines values for use on Windows and
Macintosh platforms, but not for Linux or any other operating
system.

Several options here, but the desire is
to allow cross platform interoperability.

Even within a single platform, there is not enough information
given to achieve interoperability. For example, what are the
allowed values and meanings for a ―built-in Windows clipboard
format value‖?

Specify this so interoperability may be
achieved.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, after further review, it appears that this type is not necessary to represent legacy documents
and, as such, is not required by the specification. (It was part of the container format for binary documents, but
was never used by Office documents). The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.3.2.2, page 5,115, Child Elements table:
Part 4, §7.4.2.33, page 5,129, Child Elements table:
Part 4, §7.4.2.34, page 5,132, Child Elements table:
cf (Clipboard Data)

§7.4.2.5

Part 4, §7.4.2.5, page 5,122–5,123:
This subclause will be removed.
Part 4, §7.4.3.5, page 5,137, lines 7–26:
This subclause will be removed.
Part 4, §7.4.3.6, page 5,138, table Enumeration Values:
cf (Clipboard Data Base Type)

Specifies that the variant type for the contents of a
vector shall be cf.
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Response 86
Comment ID

CA-0008
Clause: Part 1,
Section 10.01.02
Paragraph: -

CZ-0012

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Incorrect Part number was given. The comment should
read: "Reference is made to material in Part 5, Clause
12. Although a clause of that number does exist, it does not
contain the material 10.1.2 references it for."

The reference should be made to Part
5, Clause 11 " Application-defined
Extensions Elements".

Reference pointing to part 5 section 12 is not meaningful.

Fix the reference, it should point to
section 11 likely.

Reference is made to material in Part 12, Clause 12. Although
a clause of that number does exist, it does not contain the
material 10.1.2 references it for.

Correct the reference to point to the
correct clause.

This section refer to part 5 Clause 12 for additional
information, while this clause does exist it is marked
informative, and contain no information about the extensibility
of a specific markup language

Suggest change clause to ref. to clause
11 in part 5.

Reference is made to material in Part 12, Clause 12. Although
a clause of that number does exist, it does not contain the
material 10.1.2 references it for.

Correct the reference to point to the
correct clause.

Reference is made to material in Part 12, Clause 12. Although
a clause of that number does exist, it does not contain the
material 10.1.2 references it for.

Proposed change: Correct the
reference to point to the correct clause.

The line says, ―Clause 12 of Part 5 specifies the ability for a
markup language to define additional constructs for
extensibility of a specific markup language‖ while clause 12 of
Part 5 specifies, ―Preprocessing Model for Markup
Consumption‖. Both are inconsistent.

Point to the correct clause.

Clause: Part
1/10.1.2
Paragraph: p.
23/l. 20

DE-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Section 10.1.2
Paragraph: line
20

DK-0100
Clause: Part 1
Section 10.1.2
Paragraph: Page
23 line 20

FR-0013
Clause: Part 1,
Section 10.1.2
Paragraph: line
20

GB-0040
Clause: Part 1,
10.1.2 [20]
Paragraph: -

JP-0034
Clause: Part 1
Clause 10.1.2
Paragraph: Line
20

Proposed change by the MB

PT-0009
Clause: Part 1,
Section 10.1.2
Paragraph: line
20

US-0032
Clause: Part 1,
Section 10.1.2
Paragraph: line
20

Reference is made to material in Part 12, Clause 12. Although
a clause of that number does exist, it does not contain the
material 10.1.2 references it for.
Reference is made to material in Part 12, Clause 12. Although
a clause of that number does exist, it does not contain the
material 10.1.2 references it for.

Correct the reference to point to the
correct clause.
Correct the reference to point to the
correct clause.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §10.1.2, page 23, line 20:
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Clause 112 of Part 5 specifies the ability for a markup language to define additional constructs for extensibility of
a specific markup language.
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Response 87
Comment ID

CA-0009
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.03.05
Paragraph: -

CL-0042
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

CL-0047
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖
data. Without further definition, no interoperability of this
feature is possible.

Fully define the use of Custom Property
Part

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.

There is not even a single example of
why or how this feature would be used.

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0042.]]

[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Considering the
security risks of undefined binary blobs
in a document, this features should be
removed and vendors referred to the
extensibility mechanisms of Part 5 for
preferred extension mechanisms.

There is not even a single example of
why or how this feature would be used.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Considering the
security risks of undefined binary blobs
in a document, this features should be
removed and vendors referred to the
extensibility mechanisms of Part 5 for
preferred extension mechanisms.

CL-0052
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0042.]]
There is not even a single example of
why or how this feature would be used.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Considering the
security risks of undefined binary blobs
in a document, this features should be
removed and vendors referred to the
extensibility mechanisms of Part 5 for
preferred extension mechanisms.

DE-0007
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

DK-0102
Clause: Part 1
Section 12.3.5

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.

Clarify definition

This binary element is intended to store ―arbitrary user-defined
data‖, but give no details about the actions, that actually
initiate the usage of this binary element. This seem to

Suggest that the custom XML mapping
part shall only be used when no other
mapping parts in ISO/IEC 29500
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Comment ID
Paragraph: Page
68 line 22

FR-0015
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

GB-0042
Clause: Part 1,
12.3.5 [p68]
Paragraph: -

JP-0037
Clause: Part 1
Clause 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

PT-0010
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

US-0034
Clause: Part 1,
Section 12.3.5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
introduce a large ―unknown‖ container into which any binary
information can be stored. Without any detailed definition it is
impossible to implement any kind of interoperability to such a
―construct‖

Proposed change by the MB
OOXML apply.

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
Fully define the use of Custom Property
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
Part
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data. Without
further definition, no interoperability of this feature is possible.
This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.

Proposed change: Fully define the
use of Custom Property Part

Are arbitrary binary data allowed as custom property parts? If
so, what is the content type fixed?

Allow any content type.

This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.
This binary part is said to be used for the storage of ―arbitrary
user-defined data‖. No further detail is given as to what user
action would trigger the use of this ―user-defined‖ data.
Without further definition, no interoperability of this feature is
possible.

Fully define the use of Custom Property
Part
Fully define the use of Custom Property
Part

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 1, §12.3.5, page 68, lines 24–32:
12.3.5 Custom Property Part
Content Type: Any content, support for which is application-defined.
[Note: Some examples of formats which might be supported include:
 application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.customProperty
 application/xml

Root
Namespace:
Source
Relationship:

end note]
Not applicable
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/customProperty

This binary part supports the storage of arbitrary custom user-defined data.
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[Note: It is recommended that a Custom Property Part contain XML content for improved interoperability;
however, there is no requirement on the format of the content contained in a Custom Property Part. end note]
An instance of this part type A package shall contain correspond to at most one Custom Property part, and that
part shall be the target of an implicit relationship from the Workbook Worksheet (§12.3.24)(§12.3.23) part. A
package can contain more than one Custom Property Part.
[Example: The following Workbook Worksheet part-relationship item contains a relationship to the Custom
Property part, which is stored in the ZIP item CustomProperty.binxml:
<Relationships xmlns="…">
<Relationship Id="rId7"
Type="http://…/customProperty" Target="CustomProperty.binxml"/>
</Relationships>
where the contents of CustomProperty.xml could contain the following XML
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<CustomApplicationData xmlns="…">
<CustomProperty name="PropertyName" value="PropertyValue" />
</CustomApplicationData>
end example]
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Response 88
Comment ID

CA-0010
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.02.06
Paragraph: N/A

CL-0045
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

CL-0050
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

DE-0008
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

DK-0103
Clause: Part 1
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: Page
142 line 3

FR-0016
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

GB-0044
Clause: Part 1,
15.2.6 [p142 3]
Paragraph: -

KE-0006
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

PT-0012
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

US-0035
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else?

Change: HYPERLINK
"https://forums.scc.ca/forums/scc/dispat
ch.cgi/SC34/docProfile/101378/426518
0""This part shall have no contents" to
read "This part shall be a zero-byte
file."

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else? Multiple
incompatible interpretations are possible.

Clarify the meaning.

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else? Multiple
incompatible interpretations are possible.

Clarify the meaning.

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does
this mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero- byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else?

Clarify the meaning.

The sentence ―This part shall have no content‖ lack a
definition of ―no content‖ does this mean a zero-byte file, or
only contain ―spaces‖ or an ―End_of_line‖ char or a ―CR/LF‖
or...

Be precise to what is meant by ―no
content‖, and have a clear definition,
what is expected from a ―no content‖
file

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this Clarify the meaning.
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the declared
name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be created
with the declared name? Or something else?
What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else?

Proposed change: Clarify the
meaning.

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does
this mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else?

The phrase "This part shall have no
contents" means that a part shall be
created, but it shall have no contents
(meaning it would be a zero byte file).

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else?

Clarify the meaning.

What is meant by ―This part shall have no contents‖? Does this
mean that there shall be nothing in the Zip file with the
declared name? Or does it mean that a zero-byte file shall be
created with the declared name? Or something else?

Clarify the meaning.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §15.2.6, page 142, line 3:
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This part shall have no contents., meaning that a zero-byte file is to be used. The part serves only as a starting
point for navigating through the rest of the signatures, and, therefore, no content is required for the part itself.
The only significance for the part is the parts relationships.
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Response 89
Comment ID

CA-0012
Clause: Part 3,
Section
08.03.04.01.01
Paragraph: -

CO-0075
Clause: Part 3,
8.3.4.1.1
Paragraph:
456(468){1}

FR-0031
Clause: Part 3,
Section 8.3.4.1.1
extLst/ext Syntax
Paragraph: page
456, line 0

GB-0124
Clause: Part 3,
8.3.4.1.1 [p455]
Paragraph: -

US-0284
Clause: Part 3,
Section 8.3.4.1.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The graphic provided in the example is almost impossible to
read.

Make an easy to read example
(perhaps lighter background color).

The image is practically unreadable because of resolution and
background color

Fix

The image that is supposed to define the syntax for the extLst
element is blurred.

Provide the definition of the extLst
element in plain text.

The graphic provided in the example is almost impossible to
read, and includes malformed XML.

Proposed change: Make an easy to
read example (perhaps lighter
background color) and make the
example well-formed.

The graphic provided in the example is almost impossible to
read, but appears to be malformed XML.

Make an easy to read example
(perhaps lighter background color) and
make the example well-formed.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it should be noted that some XML fragments are intentionally incomplete and may not validate. Often
the fragments will contain ellipses as placeholders allowing the focus to stay on the XML mark-up relevant to the
example.
A change will be made to Part 3, §8.3.4.1.1, page 456, line 1, where the artwork will be replaced by the following
text:
<extLst mod="true">
<ext uri="http://schemas.openformats.org/presentationml/someextensionpoint">
<new:foo xmlns:new=
"http://schemas.openformats.org/presentationml/2008/presentationml">
...
</new:foo>
</ext>
<ext uri="http://schemas.somevendor.com/presentationml/someextensionpoint">
<somevendor:bar xmlns:somevendor=
"http://schemas.somevendor.com/V20/ournamespace">
...
</somevendor:bar>
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...
</extLst>
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Response 90
Comment ID

CA-0014
Clause: Part 4
Section 03.04
Paragraph: lines
12-17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Lines 12-13 appear to contradict lines 14-16. The former
indicates that formatting is (always) stored in the shared string
table, while the latter indicates that when a cell has a single
format, only the string itself is stored in the shared string table.

Add the following text:
―The shared string table can contain all
the necessary information for displaying
the string: the text, formatting
properties, and phonetic properties (for
East Asian languages). For exceptions
to this rule see below."

Furthermore, if this contradiction is resolved such that the
formatting is sometimes in the shared string table and other
times in the styles part of a cell, then this becomes an
accessibility issue: developers of assistive technology that
must change formatting will have a difficult time dealing with
this.

Proposed Disposition
In Part 4, §3.4, page 2,053, which defines the Shared String Table, the specification already calls out this
differentiation, and as such, no change will be made, except for a minor clarification on line 12, as noted below:
The shared string table is permitted to contains all the necessary information for displaying the string: the text,
formatting properties, and phonetic properties (for East Asian languages).
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Response 91
Comment ID

CA-0075
Clause: Paragraph:
Throughout

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is recommended that this standard interoperate with
accessibility-vetted approaches, such as XLinks, XForms and
SMIL

Proposed change by the MB
Provide an ―Informative‖ annex which
would provide information on
accessibility features and hooks in the
development of assistive technologies.
Canada recommends a full review of
the standard for Accessibility for future
versions of this standard.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. An accessibility Guidelines document has been created by accessibility experts (see below). We propose
that a future maintenance group incorporate the final version of this document as an informative Annex.
Office Open XML provides a rich infrastructure for creating content that meets the needs of people with
disabilities, and enables them to read, create, and edit documents with full access to all of the semantics
captured by document creators. In separate responses, we proposed additions to the accessibility capabilities of
DIS 29500. (See the resolutions to CA-0069, ECMA-0039, and US-0026 regarding associate content controls and
form controls to specific labels; CA-0072, ECMA-0040, and US-0023 regarding navigation order among elements
in a presentation slide; US-0022 regarding associate data cells with header cells in a table; and US-0025
regarding associate accessibility information with frames and framesets).

Accessibility Review and Guidelines for DIS 29500
Accessibility experts reviewed DIS 29500, and created a document, “Accessibility Guidelines for DIS 29500”
(http://www.openxmldeveloper.org/articles/OpenXMLAccessibilityGuidelines.aspx). Here are some extracts
from these guidelines:

Abstract
This document is a guide for applications that support DIS 29500 (ECMA-376, Office Open XML) specification
with the goal of encouraging the creation of accessible Office Open XML documents. Office Open XML provides
a rich infrastructure for creating content that meets the needs of people with disabilities. This document must
be followed in order to ensure Office Open XML implementations are consistent with respect to their support
for accessibility at both at the application and output level.

Status and Contributors
This document was authored and reviewed by the following members of the accessibility community:
Markus Gylling – Technical Development Coordinator DAISY Consortium



Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille
Board Member, National Information Standards Organization
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Selected Papers – ANSI/NISO Z39.86-2005 “Specifications for the Digital Talking Book”, Markus Gylling ,
the DAISY Consortium and the Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille http://www.daisy.org/z3986/2005/Z3986

George Kerscher – Secretary General DAISY Consortium







George chaired the DAISY/NISO Standards Committee.
US National File Format Technical Panel for Secretary of Education
2004 Harry Murphy Catalyst Award Winner
2001 Dayton Forman Award
1998 US News and World Report Innovator of the Year
Selected Papers
o "Implications of Digital Talking Books and Beyond", George Kerscher. National Federation of the
Blind presentation 1999. See http://www.nfb.oprg/bm00/bm0001/bm000114.htm
o "Beyond Gutenberg", Janina Sajka and George Kerscher, 2000, American Foundation for the
Blind. See http://www.afb.org/ebook.html

Reed Shaffner – Accessibility Product Manager, Microsoft Office


Project Director (with Sonata Software Limited and Daisy Consortium) of the Office Open XML to DAISY
Translator at http://sourceforge.net/projects/openxml-daisy

Dana Simberkoff – Vice President, HiSoftware® (Accessibility, Regulatory Compliance)



Vice President of HiSoftware®, a leading provider of software and services that test, repair, monitor and
enforce audited Web content, quality, and regulatory compliance.
HiSoftware’s accessibility solutions include AccMonitor™, AccRepair, AccVerify, Hi-Caption and
compliance software designed to ensure that various technologies comply with accessible technology
needs.

Rob Sinclair – Group Program Manager, Microsoft Accessibility Business Unit


Architect, Microsoft User Interface (UI) Automation

Robert B. Yonaitis, CTO and Founder HiSoftware® (Accessibility, Regulatory Compliance)





Yonaitis' role at HiSoftware involves technology direction, product architecture, partner development,
and standards development. HiSoftware is a leading provider of software and services that test, repair,
monitor and enforce audited Web content, quality, and regulatory compliance.
His work led to HiSoftware being chosen by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society and the Engineering
Society of Detroit as the 2003 da Vinci Award for Electronics and Information Technology
Selected Publications:
Understanding Accessibility - 2002, 2007. ISBN - 1-930616-03-1

(The authors indicated that they will welcome additional feedback and comments.)
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DAISY and Office Open XML
In addition to the support described above, considerable work has been done to ensure that Office Open XML
can be translated into other formats. Specifically, a translator project has been initiated on SOURCEFORGE.net®,
that will allow for the translation of Office Open XML to the DAISY DTBook format. The architecture was created
in a way that allows for the translator to be implemented easily across various operating systems and
applications. More information on this project can be found at at http://sourceforge.net/projects/openxmldaisy.
Regarding the desire to harmonize the specification with existing interoperable technologies, we definitely agree
that it is important for a standard to make use of existing standards whenever possible; Office Open XML makes
use of many existing standards, as noted in the dispositions for comments BG-0001, CH-0014, IN-0019, KR-0018,
NO-0011, and TN-0002.
As well, several National Bodies have request that other widely used standards be compatible with Office Open
XML documents. To enable this, we are proposing a mechanism which allows any standard XML-based format to
be natively used within a WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, or PresentationML document. This mechanism
allows the use of the standards mentioned in the comment, as well as any other commonly used XML syntax.
This mechanism is fully defined in the disposition for comments CA-0077, CL-0026, CO-0229, among others.
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Response 92
Comment ID

CA-0076
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.
Paragraph: To
go to the end

CO-0076
Clause: Part 4,
2.2.1
Paragraph:
27(33){4}

CO-0223
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6
Paragraph:
4343(4350)

CZ-0004
Clause: Part 4/6
Paragraph: p.
4343

CZ-0011
Clause: Paragraph: -

DE-0018
Clause: Part4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, lines
11&12

DE-0020
Clause: Part4,
Section 6.
Paragraph:
pages 4343-4960

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

All subsections of Section 6 describe deprecated only material,
making Section 6 deprecated as a whole. A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

Change Section 6 to an ―Informative‖
Annex or separate document.

Background elements are defined as using VML. However,
Part 1, Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only and new applications that need a file format for
drawings are strongly encouraged to use preferentially
DrawingML‖. In this case, even new documents must use VML
to specify backgorunds.

Remove references to VML and
substitue for DrawingML.

OOXML specifies here a markup language called Vector
Markup Language (VML) which, in addition to DrawingML,
specifies a vocabulary for describing graphical objects. Section
6.1 says, ―The DrawingML format is a newer and richer format
created with the goal of eventually replacing any uses of VML
in the Office Open XML formats. VML should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only and new applications that need a file format for
drawings are strongly encouraged to use preferentially
DrawingML‖ The need to support VML by OOXML consumers,
in addition to DrawingML, would come at great implementation
expense (the VML specification is over 600 pages) , would
disadvantage all vendors but Microsoft, and would hurt
interoperability.

Remove VML from OOXML and use
DrawingML instead. If needed add
special legacy features in DrawingML.

VML language is marked as depreciated and it is intended as
temporal solution for maintaining backwards compatibility.
Therefore there is no reason for including VML description
directly into the standard.

VML specification should be published
as Technical Report only.

The standard describes VML format as depreciated and states
that DrawingML should replace it. Because of this DrawingML
content should be allowed on all places where currently only
VML content is allowed in various vocabularies defined in
DIS29500.

Allow DrawingML content on all places
where VML is allowed.
In particular inside ―background‖, ―pict‖
and ―object‖ elements.

OOXML states that VML should be considered as deprecated.
A new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
documents shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part

All subsections of Section 6 describe deprecated only material,
making Section 6 deprecated as a whole. A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
documents shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part
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Comment ID

DE-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

DE-0115
Clause: Part 4
Section 2
Paragraph:
2.18.91
ST_TabJc
(Custom Tab
StopType),

DE-0116
Clause: Part4
Section 6
Paragraph: 6.1
VML

DK-0058
Clause: Part 4
Section 6
Paragraph: -

DK-0095
Clause: Part 4
Section 6
Paragraph: -

DK-0155
Clause: Part4
sec.6.1
Paragraph:
p.4350ff af 5220.

FI-0008

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The reference to the 6.2 subclause references VML, which is
considered as deprecated (Part 4, page 4343, lines 11&12). A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
documents shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part

"Many features have already been labelled as "deprecated" in
ECMA-376…." "a newly created standard (should) establish
clear guidelines and not create any uncertainties through the
use of vague descriptions…" For example, "eventually
replacing any uses of VML in the Office Open XML formats...."

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
software shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part

"Many features have already been labelled as "deprecated" in
ECMA-376…." "a newly created standard (should) establish
clear guidelines and not create any uncertainties through the
use of vague descriptions…" For example, "eventually
replacing any uses of VML in the Office Open XML formats...."

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
software shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part

The inclusion of VML, and the additional comments, that the
utilization of VML should be avoided is contradictory. Since the
overall purpose of standardization is to capture and promote
best practice this section should be removed

Suggest to include VML functionalities
ref. Part 4 sec. 6.1 in DrawingML

The Introduction note to Section 6 mention in itself, that the
VML part is ―Deprecated‖, and the DrawingML described in
Part4, Section 4 is a newer and richer format, created for
eventual replacing VML.
It makes no sense to create an international standard of a
specification, which is clearly described as being ―predicated‖
the whole idea with the standardization is to promote best
practice, and ―predicated‖ specification is in nature. ―not best
practice‖. It should be necessary with only one drawing
specification.

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely on VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML.

It is not necessary to define a vector drawing standard to
obtain 3D graphical functionality.

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely on VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML.

VML is specified as being a required part of the proposed

Remove VML from all normative parts
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Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4:
2.2.1 2.3.3
2.5.2.23 6.1
Paragraph: -

Comment ID

standard for example in Part 4 "2.2.1 Document background",
"2.3.3. Run Content" and "2.5.2.23 picture". This forces a
conformant implementation to support VML fully and it is
contradictory to the wording in Part 4 "6.1 VML" where it says:"
VML should be considered a deprecated format included in
Office Open XML for legacy reasons only and new
applications that need a file format for drawings are strongly
encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML".

and use current state of the art graphic
format. Move backwards compatibly
proprietary VML format to the
informative part.

GB-0177

The reference to the urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml
namespace references VML, which is considered as
deprecated (Part 4, page 4343, lines 11&12). A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

Proposed change: Remove all
references to VML from the OOXML
text, hence remove the reference to the
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml
namespace here.

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded object
are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part 1,
Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a deprecated
format included in Office Open XML for legacy reasons only
and new applications that need a file format for drawings are
strongly encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML‖.
Certainly a new document creating an OLE embedding should
not be using VML. Otherwise, all OOXML consumers will need
to support VML, even where legacy documents are not
present.

Proposed change: Define layout
properties of embedded objects using
DrawingML rather than VML

OOXML specifies here a markup language called Vector
Markup Language (VML) which, in addition to DrawingML,
specifies a vocabulary for describing graphical objects. Section
6.1 says, ―The DrawingML format is a newer and richer format
created with the goal of eventually replacing any uses of VML
in the Office Open XML formats. VML should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only and new applications that need a file format for
drawings are strongly encouraged to use preferentially
DrawingML‖ The need to support VML by OOXML consumers,
in addition to DrawingML, would come at great implementation
expense (the VML specification is over 600 pages) , would
disadvantage all vendors but Microsoft, and would hurt
interoperability.

Proposed change: Remove VML from
OOXML. Vendors who have access to
the legacy binary format
documentation, such as Microsoft, are
free to convert the VML to the ―newer
and richer‖ DrawingML at the same
time they convert the document to
OOXML. (See also 5.3 DrawingML Legacy Compatibility)

All subsections of Section 6 describe deprecated only material,
making Section 6 deprecated as a whole. A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

Proposed change: Remove Section 6.

OOXML specifies here a markup language called Vector
Markup Language (VML) which, in addition to DrawingML,
specifies a vocabulary for describing graphical objects.
Section 6.1 says, ―The DrawingML format is a newer and
richer format created with the goal of eventually replacing any
uses of VML in the Office Open XML formats. VML should be
considered a deprecated format included in Office Open XML
for legacy reasons only and new applications that need a file
format for drawings are strongly encouraged to use
preferentially DrawingML‖ The need to support VML by

Remove VML from OOXML. Vendors
who have access to the legacy binary
format documentation, such as
Microsoft, are free to convert the VML
to the ―newer and richer‖ DrawingML at
the same time they convert the
document to OOXML.

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p28, 0]
Paragraph: -

GB-0190
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.19
[p261]
Paragraph: -

GB-0476
Clause: Part 4,
§6, General
Paragraph: -

GB-0477
Clause: Part 4,
§6, All
subsections
Paragraph: -

GR-0087
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OOXML consumers, in addition to DrawingML, would come at
great implementation expense (the VML specification is over
600 pages) , would disadvantage all vendors but Microsoft,
and would hurt interoperability.

IE-0009
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6
Paragraph: -

JP-0030
Clause: Part 1
Clause 8.6.6,
Part 3 Clause 6,
and Part 4 C
Paragraph: -

KE-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

KE-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.
Paragraph:
Entire clause
(pages 43434960)

MX-0006
Clause: Part 3.
Clause 6
Paragraph:
Entire clause

US-0092
Clause: Part 4, 6
VML Reference
Material (and
other refere
Paragraph: -

US-0152
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6
Paragraph: -

UY-0002

This section describes VML, which ―should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only‖. Deprecated material in a new ISO/IEC
standard is considered problematic.

Normative text regarding deprecated
material is considered to be
problematic; this matter should be
addressed.

Since VML is restricted to legacy features of one particular
company (as demonstrated by the namespace of VML and the
browser names), it should not be published normatively.

Publish VML as a technical report,
which is a part of this multi-part
standard. Note that a multi-part
standard in JTC1 can contain a
technical report.

The reference to the urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml
namespace references VML, which is considered as
deprecated (Part 4, page 4343, lines 11&12). A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

Move all references to VML to an
informative annex. We strongly advise
that DrawingML replaces all
functionalities of VML and VML be
eliminated from the specification.

All subsections of Section 6 describe deprecated only
material, making Section 6 deprecated as a whole. A new
standard should not contain deprecated parts.

Move whole section to an informative
annex. We strongly advise that
DrawingML replaces all functionalities
of VML and VML be eliminated from the
specification.

After several tests, VML representation demonstrates not to be
operational within proposed standard‘s compliant applications.
Location, dimensions and general characteristics for VML
objects are not well represented and interpreted.

Avoid VML implementation. It is not
XML compliant.

VML: VML is a legacy markup language that is deprecated in
DIS 29500. As a markup language VML is clearly out of scope
for DIS 29500 which is a representation of a legacy binary
format using XML.

VML and all references to it should be
stricken from DIS 29500.

OOXML specifies here a markup language called Vector
Markup Language (VML) which, in addition to DrawingML,
specifies a vocabulary for describing graphical objects. Section
6.1 says, ―The DrawingML format is a newer and richer format
created with the goal of eventually replacing any uses of VML
in the Office Open XML formats. VML should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only and new applications that need a file format for
drawings are strongly encouraged to use preferentially
DrawingML‖ The need to support VML by OOXML consumers,
in addition to DrawingML, would come at great implementation
expense (the VML specification is over 600 pages) , would
disadvantage all vendors but Microsoft, and would hurt
interoperability.

Remove VML from OOXML. Vendors
who have access to the legacy binary
format documentation, such as
Microsoft, are free to convert the VML
to the ―newer and richer‖ DrawingML at
the same time they convert the
document to OOXML.

ISO/IEC DIS 29500, uses ―VML‖, another XML format of
vectorial drawing that come into conflict with standard W3C

In the following revision of the
document it should be specified the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Section
8.6.2 page 24
Paragraph: -

SVG. Of all ways it is clear that the use of VML in the
specification Open XML will provide backward compatibility. In
the document it is correctly expressed that DrawingML is more
powerful than VML, and to use DrawingML is the
implementation recommended by the standard.

option to migrate from VML to
DrawingML

VE-0013

The reference to the urn:schemas-microsoftcom: vml
namespace references VML, which is considered as
deprecated (Part 4, page 4343, lines 11&12). A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

Remove all references to VML from the
OOXML text, hence remove the
reference to the urn:schemasmicrosoftcom:vml namespace hereh

This section describes a deprecated markup language for
drawing elements. The inclusion of deprecated elements in an
ISO/IEC standard is discouraged. The W3C SVG, as
implemented in ISO/IEC 26300, is an existing recognized
standard in this area. The proposal of VML does not further
the aim of interoperability.

The proposed specification should be
reconciled with existing ISO/IEC, W3C
and other standards. In particular, it
should build upon the existing
ISO/IEC 26300 document standard and
extended through the appropriate
participatory processes where
necessary.

Clause: 4
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

ZA-0016
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6, pp
4343-4960, VML
Reference Mat
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed to deprecate use of VML; we will remove VML from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §6,
pages 4,343–4,960), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features. Deprecated features should not be
used in newly created Office Open XML documents.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
DrawingML is the appropriate replacement of VML. In the current specification, it is already the suggested
format to be used almost everywhere VML was formerly used. In conjunction with removing VML, we will
extend the usage of DrawingML in any area where it did not already replace VML.
The following summarizes the changes that will be made:
General
A new annex in Part 4 will be created as follows:

Annex - Selected Transitional Migration Features (normative) (deprecated)
The features described in this Annex should only be used by documents that are created as part of a
migration of existing binary documents to DIS 29500.
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The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting
that new documents should not use them. The Conformance clause states that newly created
documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use deprecated
features.All deprecated features are fully defined in this Annex.
Deprecated is defined as: Normative for the current edition of the Standard, but not guaranteed to be
part of the Standard in future revisions. The intent is to enable the future DIS 29500 maintenance group
to choose, at a later date, to remove this set of features from a revised version of DIS 29500.
[Description of each Deprecated Feature – e.g. VML &WordprocessingML Compatibility Settings]
Note that deprecated elements and attributes remain in the schemas so that documents migrated from binary
format will properly validate against the Office Open XML schemas. They will appear in the Parent Elements
tables, Child Elements tables and XML schema fragments, but not in the description text.
All associated subclause references (e.g., §2.x.x) will be updated to correspond to the changes described in this
document.
Part 1
Deprecate the following and move them to the new annex for deprecated features:



§8.6.2 (VML), page 15
§15.2.17 (VML Drawing Part), pages 158–159

In §15.2.8, pages 143–146:


Remove the VML from the two examples.

For example, in §15.2.8, pages 144–145:
[Example:The following example shows the persistence that could be used for an embedded
control which is a Java applet within a WordprocessingML document. Note that the shape
which provides the visible thumbnail representation of the control is omitted for brevity:
<w:p>
<w:r w:rsidR="005810E1">
<w:object w:dxaOrig="1440" w:dyaOrig="1440">
<v:shapetype id="_x0000_t75" coordsize="21600,21600" o:spt="75"
o:preferrelative="t" path="m@4@5l@4@11@9@11@9@5xe" filled="f" stroked="f">
<v:stroke joinstyle="miter" />
<v:formulas>
<v:f eqn="if lineDrawn pixelLineWidth 0" />
<v:f eqn="sum @0 1 0" />
<v:f eqn="sum 0 0 @1" />
<v:f eqn="prod @2 1 2" />
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixelWidth" />
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixelHeight" />
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<v:f eqn="sum @0 0 1" />
<v:f eqn="prod @6 1 2" />
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixelWidth" />
<v:f eqn="sum @8 21600 0" />
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixelHeight" />
<v:f eqn="sum @10 21600 0" />
</v:formulas>
<v:path o:extrusionok="f" gradientshapeok="t" o:connecttype="rect" />
<o:lock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t" />
</v:shapetype>
<v:shape id="_x0000_i1027" type="#_x0000_t75"
style="width:1in;height:24pt" o:ole="">
<v:imagedata r:id="rId4" o:title="" />
</v:shape>
<w:drawing>
...
</w:drawing>
<w:control r:id="rId5" w:name="CommandButton1" w:shapeid="_x0000_i1027" />
</w:object>
</w:r>
</w:p>



Remove references to VML from the following text:









§12.3.24 (Worksheet Part), page 96
§13.3.3 (Handout Master Part), page 106
§13.3.4 (Notes Master Part), page 107
§13.3.5 (Notes Slide Part), page 109
§13.3.8 (Slide Part), page 113
§13.3.9 (Slide Layout Part), page 115
§13.3.10 (Slide Master Part), page 116
§15.2.13 (Image Part), page 154

For example, in §12.3.24 (Worksheet Part), page 96, lines 10–17:
A Worksheet part is permitted to contain explicit relationships to the following parts defined
by this Standard:
 Drawings (§12.3.8)
 Embedded Control Persistence (§15.2.8)
 Embedded Object (§15.2.9)
 Embedded Package (§15.2.10)
 Hyperlinks (§15.3)
 Images (§15.2.13)
 VML Drawing (15.2.17)
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Part 4, §2 – WordprocessingML
Deprecate the following and move them to the new annex for deprecated features:






§2.3.3.17 (movie), pages 259–260
o Describe an alternate means for providing a movie object in a WordprocessingML diagram using
DrawingML.
§2.15.1.50 (hdrShapeDefaults), pages 1199–1200
§2.15.1.79 (shapeDefaults), page 1244
§2.17.1 (Text Box Content), pages 1615–1618
o Note that DrawingML already provides a means to include text in shapes.

In §2.2.1 (background), pages 27–31:


Add §2.3.3.9 (drawing) as a valid child element.

In §2.3.3.19 (object), pages 261–263, §2.3.3.21 (pict), pages 264–265 and §2.9.23 (pict), pages 804–805:



Add §2.3.3.9 (drawing) as a valid child element.
Add new child elements to contain properties of object or pict that were previously stored in VML.
For an example, consider the structure of the following isolated XML fragments that demonstrate the
use of new and extended element structures to replace VML usage:
<w:r> ...
<w:object ... >
<w:drawing> ... </w:drawing>
<w:objectEmbed drawAspect="content" r:id="rId3" progId="..." shapeId="..."/>
</w:object>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:pict ... >
<w:drawing> ... </w:drawing>
<w:control ... />
</w:pict>
</w:r>

The following XML Schema fragments define the changes that will be made:
The following change will be made to §2.3.3.19 (object):
<complexType name="CT_Object">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_PictureBase">
<sequence>
<element name="control" type="CT_Control" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="objectEmbed" type="CT_OleObject" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="objectLink" type="CT_OleObjectLink" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="drawing" type="CT_Drawing" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
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<attribute name="dxaOrig" type="ST_TwipsMeasure" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="dyaOrig" type="ST_TwipsMeasure" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

The following change will be made to §2.3.3.21 (pict) and §2.9.23 (pict):
<complexType name="CT_Picture">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_PictureBase">
<sequence maxOccurs="1">
<element name="movie" type="CT_Rel" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="control" type="CT_Control" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="objectEmbed" type="CT_OleObject" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="objectLink" type="CT_OleObjectLink" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="drawing" type="CT_Drawing" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

The following new elements will be added:
<complexType name="CT_ObjectEmbed">
<attribute name="drawAspect" type="ST_ObjectDrawAspect" use="optional"/>
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required"/>
<attribute name="progId" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="shapeId" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="fieldCodes" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
</complexType>
<complexType name="CT_ObjectLink">
<complexContent>
<extension base="CT_ObjectEmbed">
<attribute name="updateMode" type="ST_OleObjectUpdateMode" use="required"/>
<attribute name="serverFormat" type="ST_OleObjectServerFormat" use="required"/>
<attribute name="lockedField" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
<simpleType name="ST_ObjectDrawAspect">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="content"/>
<enumeration value="icon"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name="ST_ObjectUpdateMode">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="always"/>
<enumeration value="onCall"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name="ST_ObjectLinkType">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="bitmap"/>
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<enumeration value="picture"/>
<enumeration value="metaFile"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name="ST_ObjectServerFormat">
<union memberTypes="ST_String ST_ObjectLinkType"/>
</simpleType>

In §2.3.3.21 (pict), pages 264–265 and §2.9.23 (pict), pages 804–805:


Rename §2.3.3.21 (pict) from “VML Object” to “Drawing Object”

Remove references to VML from the following text:


















§2.3.3 (Run Content), page 241 – line 1
§2.3.3.2 (control), pages 243–245 – explanatory text, example markup, shapeid attribute
§2.3.3.3 (control), pages 245–247 – examples, shapeid attribute
§2.3.3.19 (object), pages 261–263 – explanatory text, example markup
§2.3.3.21 (pict), pages 264–265 – explanatory text, example markup
§2.5.2.23 (picture), page 565 – explanatory text
§2.9.10 (lvlPicBulletId), pages 785-786 – example markup
§2.9.23 (pict), pages 804–805 – explanatory text, example markup
§2.15.1.69 (revisionView), page 1226 – inkAnnotations attribute
§2.15.3.17 (doNotSnapToGridInCell), pages 1398–1400 – explanatory text
§2.15.3.18 (doNotSuppressIndentation), pages 1400–1402 – explanatory text
§2.15.3.23 (doNotVertAlignCellWithSp), pages 1410–1413 – explanatory text
§2.15.3.24 (doNotVertAlignInTxbx), pages 1413–1415 – explanatory text
§2.15.3.29 (layoutRawTableWidth), pages 1422–1424 – explanatory text
§2.15.3.30 (layoutTableRowsApart), pages 1424–1426 – explanatory text
§2.15.3.41 (shapeLayoutLikeWW8), pages 1442–1443 – explanatory text
§2.16.5.8 (AUTOTEXT), page 1515 – explanatory text

For example, in §2.3.3.2 (control), pages 243–245:
2.3.3.2 control (Floating Embedded Control)
This element specifies that the parent VML objectassociated shape is a representation of an
embedded control at the current location in the document. This element shall be used to
associate the VML datashape with the appropriate embedded control settings and properties
when the document is displayed.
If the embedded control is not present, cannot be loaded due to application settings, or is not
supported, then the VML datashape shall be used to provide an image representation of the
control at the appropriate location in the document.
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[Example: Consider a run which consists of an embedded control. That run would be specified
using the following WordprocessingML:
<w:r>
<w:pict>
...
<w:control r:id="rId99" w:shapeid="shape011025" ... />
</w:pict>
</w:r>

The control element indicates that the parent VMLshape object contains the positioning and
last known image representation of an embedded control, whose settings and properties are
stored on this element. end example]
...
Attributes
shapeid (Associated
VML DataShape
Reference)

Description
Specifies the shape ID for a shape which shall be used to define
the presentation and location of this embedded control within
the document if the control is floating using the VML syntax.
[Note: This positioning data is sufficient to display the control in
any case where:
 The embedded control is not on the current machine
 Embedded controls are disabled
 Embedded controls of this type are not supported
end note]
This shape ID reference is resolved by looking for a VML
shapeelement (§6.1.2.19) whose id attributeshape whose ID
matches the value specified within this attribute. If no such
shape exists, then the control shall be rendered inline in the
document content at the current run content location.
If this attribute is omitted, then this embedded control shall be
displayed inline in the current location in the parent run.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML markup for
an embedded control in a document:
<w:control r:id="rId5" w:id="CheckBox1"
w:name="CheckBox1" w:shapeid="_x0000_s1027"
w:class="shape" w:w="145" w:h="28" w:align="left"
/>

The shapeidattribute specifies that the VML shape element with
a shape id attribute valuewith an ID of _x0000_s1027 shall
contain the VML positioning data for this embedded control.
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end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the
ST_Stringsimple type (§2.18.89).

The following do not impact VML in Office Open XML and will not be changed. They are settings that describe
whether VML should be used when exporting the document to HTML for consumption by a web browser.



§2.15.2.32 (optimizeForBrowser), pages 1337–1339
§2.15.2.34 (relyOnVML), pages 1340–1341

Part 4, §3 – SpreadsheetML
Deprecate the following and move them to the new annex for deprecated features:



§3.3.1.51 (legacyDrawing), page 1980
§3.3.1.52 (legacyDrawingHF), pages 1980–1981

In §3.3.1 (Worksheets):


Add a new element to contain shape references to images in the worksheet header or footer. These
were previously stored in VML. For example, a drawingHF element that mirrors the structure of
legacyDrawingHF.
The following XML Schema fragments define the changes that will be made:
The following new element will be added and made a valid child element of §3.3.1.11
(chartsheet), §3.3.1.32 (dialogsheet) and §3.3.1.96 (worksheet):
<complexType name="drawingHF">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required">
<attribute name="lho" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="lhe" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="lhf" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="cho" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="che" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="chf" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="rho" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="rhe" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="rhf" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="lfo" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="lfe" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="lff" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="cfo" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="cfe" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="cff" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="rfo" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="rfe" type="unsignedInt"/>
<attribute name="rff" type="unsignedInt"/>
</complexType>
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Each letter in the attribute names above correspond to the position and pages the drawing
applies to.
1. Position of the drawing (l = left, c = center, r = right)
2. Is the drawing in the header or footer (h = header, f = footer)
3. Which pages the drawing applies to (o = odd pages only, e = even pages only, f =
first page only)
For example, the lhe attribute corresponds to a drawing on the left side of the header for
even pages only.
In the headerFooter element (§3.3.1.43) that corresponds to the header or footer
drawing, if the differentOddEven attribute is true, then the attributes that correspond to
even pages, such as lhe and rfe, are used. If differentOddEven is false, then the odd page
attributes, such as lho and rfo, are used. If the differentFirst attribute is true, then the
first page attributes, such as lhf and rff, are used. If differentFirst is false, then the odd
page attributes are used.
The values of these attributes contain the ID of the corresponding shape in the DrawingML
part that is referenced by the r:id attribute.

In §3.3.1.57 (oleObject) and §3.3.1.18 (control):



Allow the shapeid attribute to point to a DrawingML shape.
Add a new child element to contain properties of the object. These were previously stored in VML. Since
VML is deprecated, specifying an object or control will not use VML and will instead use the new schema
additions described below.
For an example, consider the structure of the following isolated XML fragments:
<oleObjects>
<oleObject ... >
<objectPr cf="Pict">
<anchor sizeWithCells="true">
<from>
<col>0</col>
<colOff>0</colOff>
<row>0</row>
<rowOff>0</rowOff>
</from>
<to>
<col>4</col>
<colOff>182880</colOff>
<row>10</row>
<rowOff>0</rowOff>
</to>
<anchor>
</objectPr>
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</oleObject>
</oleObjects>
<controls>
<control ... >
<controlPr autoLine="false" cf="Pict">
<anchor sizeWithCells="true">
<from>
<col>1</col>
<colOff>497305</colOff>
<row>0</row>
<rowOff>176463</rowOff>
</from>
<to>
<col>3</col>
<colOff>898358</colOff>
<row>2</row>
<rowOff>224589</rowOff>
</to>
<anchor>
</controlPr>
</control>
</controls>

The following XML Schema fragments define the changes that will be made:
The following change will be made to §3.3.1.57 (oleObject):
<complexType name="CT_OleObject">
<sequence>
<element name="objectPr" type="CT_ObjectPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
</sequence>
<attribute name="progId" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="dvAspect" type="ST_DvAspect" use="optional" default="DVASPECT_CONTENT"/>
<attribute name="link" type="ST_Xstring" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="oleUpdate" type="ST_OleUpdate" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="autoLoad" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="shapeId" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required"/>
<attribute ref="r:id" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

The following change will be made to §3.3.1.18 (control):
<complexType name="CT_Control">
<sequence>
<element name="controlPr" type="CT_ControlPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="shapeId" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required"/>
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required"/>
<attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

The following new elements will be added:
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<complexType name="CT_ObjectPr">
<sequence>
<element name="anchor" type="CT_ObjectAnchor" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="locked" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="defaultSize" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="print" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="disabled" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="uiObject" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="autoFill" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="autoLine" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="macro" type="ST_Formula" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="altText" type="ST_XString" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="cf" type="ST_String" use="optional" default="pict"/>
<attribute name="autoPict" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="dde" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute ref="r:id"/>
</complexType>
<complexType name="CT_ControlPr">
<sequence>
<element name="anchor" type="CT_ObjectAnchor" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="locked" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="defaultSize" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="print" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="disabled" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="uiObject" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="recalcAlways" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="autoFill" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="autoLine" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="macro" type="ST_Formula" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="altText" type="ST_XString" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="linkedCell" type="ST_Formula" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="listFillRange" type="ST_Formula" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="cf" type="ST_String" use="optional" default="pict"/>
<attribute name="autoPict" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute ref="r:id"/>
</complexType>
<complexType name="CT_ObjectAnchor">
<sequence>
<element name="from" type="CT_Marker" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="to" type="CT_Marker" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="moveWithCells" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="sizeWithCells" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="z-order" type="unsignedint" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

Note that CT_Marker is already defined in the dml-chart schema.

In §3.7 (Comments):
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Add a new element to contain comment properties. These were previously stored in VML. Since VML is
deprecated, specifying a comment will not use VML and will instead use the new schema additions
described below.
For an example, consider the structure of the following isolated XML fragment:
<comments>
<authors> ... </authors>
<commentList>
<comment ... >
<text> ... </text>
<commentPr autoFill="false">
<anchor moveWithCells="true" sizeWithCells="true">
<from>
<col>1</col>
<colOff>240630</colOff>
<row>0</row>
<rowOff>2</rowOff>
</from>
<to>
<col>3</col>
<colOff>240630</colOff>
<row>3</row>
<rowOff>256674</rowOff>
</to>
<anchor>
</commentPr>
</comment>
</commentList>
</comments>

The following XML Schema fragments define the changes that will be made:
The following change will be made to §3.7.3 (comment):
<complexType name="CT_Comment">
<sequence>
<element name="text" type="CT_Rst" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="commentPr" type="CT_CommentPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="ref" type="ST_Ref" use="required"/>
<attribute name="authorId" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required"/>
<attribute name="guid" type="ST_Guid" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="shapeId" type="unsignedInt" use="required"/>
</complexType>

The following new elements will be added (note that CT_ObjectAnchor is a new element defined
above):
<complexType name="CT_CommentPr">
<sequence>
<element name="anchor" type="CT_ObjectAnchor" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
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</sequence>
<attribute name="locked" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="defaultSize" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="print" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="disabled" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="uiObject" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="autoFill" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="autoLine" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="altText" type="ST_XString" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="textHAlign" type="ST_TextHAlign" use="optional" default="left"/>
<attribute name="textVAlign" type="ST_TextVAlign" use="optional" default="top"/>
<attribute name="lockText" type="boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="justLastX" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="secretEdit" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="autoScale" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="rowHidden" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="colHidden" type="boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>
<simpleType name="ST_TextHAlign">
<enumeration value="left"/>
<enumeration value="center"/>
<enumeration value="right"/>
<enumeration value="justify"/>
<enumeration value="distributed"/>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name="ST_TextVAlign">
<enumeration value="top"/>
<enumeration value="center"/>
<enumeration value="bottom"/>
<enumeration value="justify"/>
<enumeration value="distributed"/>
</simpleType>

In §3.7.3 (comment):



Add the comment properties element as a valid child element.
Add an attribute to point to a DrawingML shape.

Remove references to VML from the following text:


§3.3.1.18 (control) – shapeid attribute

The following does not impact VML in Office Open XML and will not be changed. It is a setting that describes
whether VML should be used when exporting the document to HTML for consumption by a web browser.


§3.2.24 (webPublishing), pages 1904–1906

Part 4, §4 – PresentationML
Deprecate the following and move them to the new annex for deprecated features:


§4.4.2.1 (control), pages 3060–3061 – spid attribute
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§4.4.2.4 (oleObj), pages 3063–3064 – spid attribute

In §4.4.2.1 (control), pages 3060-3061 and §4.4.2.4 (oleObj), pages 3063-3064:


Add §4.4.1.34 (pic) as a valid child element.

For example, in §4.4.2.1 (control), pages 3060–3061:

Child Elements

Subclause

extLst (Extension List)

§4.2.5

pic (Picture)

§4.4.1.34

The following does not impact VML in Office Open XML and will not be changed. It is a setting that describes
whether VML should be used when exporting the document to HTML for consumption by a web browser.


§4.3.1.36 (webPr), pages 2994-2995

Part 4, §5 – DrawingML
Deprecate the following and move them to the new annex for deprecated features:



§5.3 (DrawingML - Legacy Compatibility), pages 3895-3896
§5.7.2.93 (legacyDrawingHF), pages 4041—4042

Remove references to VML from the following text:



§5.7.2.26 (chart), page 4004 – id attribute
§5.7.2.222 (userShapes), page 4115 – id attribute

For example, in §5.7.2.26 (chart), page 4004:

Attributes
id (Relationship
Reference)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationships

Description
Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship for this Chart, or
Chart Drawing, or VML Drawing part. The type of relationship needed
is specified by the parent element.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the
ST_RelationshipId simple type (§7.8.2.1).

Part 4, §6 – VML
Deprecate the following and move them to the new annex for deprecated features:
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1.

§6 (VML Reference Material), pages 4,343—4,960
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Response 93
Comment ID

CA-0077
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

CL-0026
Clause: Part 4,
section 7.2
Paragraph:
'Math'
specification

CL-0212
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

CO-0229
Clause: Part 4,
7.1
Paragraph:
4961(4968)

CO-0230
Clause: Part 4,
7.1
Paragraph:
4961(4968)

DE-0087
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing
feature of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there
doesn't not seem to be the argument that an additional
equation language must be introduced for the sake of legacy
documents.

A future version of the standard shall
consider permitting the use of W3C
MathML 2.0 Recommendation or the
W3C MathML 3.0 specification
(currently under development) as an
alternative to Office Open Math Markup
language (see Part 4 Section 7 and the
oMathPara element).

This specification conflicts with MathML specification, included
in ISO 26300 for Open Document Format.

As there exists an ISO standard for
equation representation, we propose to
replace completely 'Math' specification
with the one included in ISO 26300.

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing feature
of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there doesn't not
seem to be the argument that an additional equation language
must be introduced for the sake of legacy

It is recommended that this section be
removed from OOXML and that the
proposers of OOXML work within the
W3C's MathML activity, where MathML
3.0 is currently being drafted, to
produce a single standard for equations
that can be used later referenced by a
future version of OOXML.
At the very least we request that
MathML be explicitly allowed as an
alternative to Open Math Markup
everywhere where in the schema
where OOXML currently allows OMML.
This way vendors and users can
choose which they want to use.

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing feature
of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there doesn't not
seem to be the argument that an additional equation language
must be introduced for the sake of legacy documents.

It is recommended that this section be
removed from OOXML and that the
proposers of OOXML work within the
W3C's MathML activity, where MathML
3.0 is currently being drafted, to
produce a single standard for equations
that can be used later referenced by a
future version of OOXML.

OOXML is not compatible with the industry standard language
for displaying mathematical equations — MathML — used by
the research community and the most important publications
as Science, Nature, etc... . No interoperability with MathML is
in the OOXML specifications.

Add the pertinent interoperability with
MathML

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing
feature of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there
doesn't not seem to be the argument that an additional
equation language must be introduced for the sake of legacy
documents.

We request that MathML be explicitly
allowed as an alternative to Open Math
Markup everywhere where in the
schema where OOXML currently allows
OMML. This way vendors and users
can choose which they want to use.
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Comment ID

FI-0014
Clause: Part 4:
7.1
Paragraph: -

FR-0376
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1 Math
Paragraph: -

GB-0494
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1 [all]
Paragraph: -

GR-0013
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

GR-0092
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

IN-0009
Clause: 7.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The proposed standard defines non-standard format for
mathematical expressions. E.g. MathML is the W3C
Recommendation for describing mathematical notation and
capturing both its structure and content.

Use current state of the art
mathematical format. Proprietary
mathematical format should be defined
in the informative part.

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup Language,
a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing the layout of
mathematical equations. This solves the same problem as
MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an ongoing
activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing feature of Word
was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there doesn't not seem to
be the argument that an additional equation language must be
introduced for the sake of legacy documents.

It is recommended that this section be
removed from OOXML and that the
proposers of OOXML work within the
W3C's MathML activity, where MathML
3.0 is currently being drafted, to produce
a single standard for equations that can
be used later referenced by a future
version of OOXML. To be taken into
consideration during the convergence
process proposed.

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing feature
of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there doesn't not
seem to be the argument that an additional equation language
must be introduced for the sake of legacy documents.

Proposed change: It is recommended
that this section be removed from
OOXML and that the proposers works
within the W3C's MathML activity,
where MathML 3.0 is currently being
drafted, to produce a single standard
for equations that can be used later
referenced by a future version of
OOXML.

OOXML is not compatible with the industry standard
language for displaying mathematical equations — MathML —
used by the research community and the most important
publications as Science, Nature, etc... . No interoperability with
MathML is in the OOXML specifications.

Add the pertinent interoperability with
MathML

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing
feature of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there
doesn't not seem to be the argument that an additional
equation language must be introduced for the sake of legacy
documents.

It is recommended that this section be
removed from OOXML and that the
proposers of OOXML work within the
W3C's MathML activity, where MathML
3.0 is currently being drafted, to
produce a single standard for equations
that can be used later referenced by a
future version of OOXML.

MathML is the W3C standard for "describing mathematical
notation and capturing both its structure and content". Ecma
376 section 7.1 "Math" covers mathematical expressions, and
defines a format in conflict and incompatible with the W3C

This issue should be resolved

Recommendation MathML. Note: MathML is included in the
ISO/IEC 26300 standard (Open Document Format) in section
12.5 "Mathematical Content". As a result, Ecma 376 conflicts
with an ISO specification for mathematical notation.

IN-0067
Clause: 7.1
Paragraph: -

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing
feature of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there
doesn't not seem to be the argument that an additional
equation language must be introduced for the sake of legacy
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It is recommended that this section be
removed from OOXML and that the
proposers of OOXML work within the
W3C's MathML activity, where MathML
3.0 is currently being drafted, to
produce a single standard for equations
that can be used later referenced by a
future version of OOXML.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

documents.

IN-0078
Clause: 7.1
Paragraph: -

OOXML is not compatible with the industry standard language
for displaying mathematical equations — MathML — used by
the research community and the most important publications
as Science, Nature, etc... . No interoperability with MathML
is in the OOXML specifications.

Add the pertinent interoperability with
MathML. Please note that XML is not
an ISO standard either, but no one is
complaining that we're using it. The
family of XML-related standards are
primarily W3C standards, and are
directly relevant to OOXML.
We reject the argument that
compatibility reasons with existing
documents requires the use of a
different math markup language.
Microsoft rewrote their equation editor
in Office 2007, so the new format used
by OOXML actually breaks
compatibility with legacy documents. It
does not maintain compatibility. This is
why Science and Nature journals have
rejected OOOXML and Office 2007 for
paper submissions.

PT-0089
Clause: Part 4
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C.
Adoption of this standard could improve/simplify
interoperability with other applications and especially with
players in science/scientific research.

US-0160
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

UY-0007
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1
Paragraph: -

ZA-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.1, pp
4961-5198,
Shared MLs Refe
Paragraph: -

It is recommended that this section be
specified in compliance with the W3C
MathML standard for displaying maths
equations.
It is recommended that OOXML work
with the W3C's MathML activity, where
MathML 3.0 is currently being drafted,
to produce a single standard for
equations that can be used later
referenced by a future version of
OOXML.

This is the specification of Office Open Math Markup
Language, a specialized XML vocabulary for the describing
the layout of mathematical equations. This solves the same
problem as MathML, a long-established W3C standard and an
ongoing activity in the W3C. Since the equation editing feature
of Word was entirely rewritten in Word 2007, there doesn't not
seem to be the argument that an additional equation language
must be introduced for the sake of legacy documents.

It is recommended that this section be
removed from OOXML and that the
proposers of OOXML work within the
W3C's MathML activity, where MathML
3.0 is currently being drafted, to
produce a single standard for equations
that can be used later referenced by a
future version of OOXML.

OOXML is not compatible with the industry standard language
to visualize mathematical equations — MathML — used by
the research community and the most important publications
as Science, Nature, etc... .
There is no interoperability with MathML is in the OOXML
specifications.

In the following revision reference to
MathML should be included

This section describes a new markup language for
representing mathematical equations. The W3C MATH ML,
as implemented in ISO/IEC 26300, is an existing recognized
standard in this area. The proposal of this Shared ML for
representing equations does not further the aim of
interoperability.

The proposed specification should be
reconciled with existing ISO/IEC, W3C
and other standards. In particular, it
should build upon the existing
ISO/IEC 26300 document standard and
extended through the appropriate
participatory processes where
necessary.
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Proposed Disposition
Although both Office Open XML Math and MathML provide a mechanism for storing equations/expressions as
XML markup, Office Open XML was created specifically to afford for the storage of this information within the
context of Office documents (for example, by providing for the use of typical document features such as revision
tracking and comments within the equation/expression). As such, it is an integral part of the specification.
However, we recognize the value of allowing MathML to be used for this information; accordingly, we will
extend the specification to allow MathML to be utilized as a storage format, via a mechanism which allows any
XML format to be used within a WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, or PresentationML document. This will
allow use of MathML, as well as any other commonly used XML syntax (other examples are included below).
The following examples illustrate how an equation is stored using both Office Open XML Math and MathML as
the storage format.
Given this content:
The following formula computes the radius of a sphere from its volume: 𝑟 = 𝑉

3

1
3

4𝜋

Office Open XML Math
Using Office Open XML Math, this would be stored as follows:
<w:body>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">The following formula computes the radius of a
sphere from its volume: </w:t>
</w:r>
<m:oMath>
<w:r>
<w:t>r=</w:t>
</w:r>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
<m:d>
<m:e>
<w:r>
<w:t>V</w:t>
</w:r>
<m:f>
<m:num>
<m:r>
<m:t>3</m:t>
</m:r>
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</m:num>
<m:den>
<m:r>
<m:t>4π</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:den>
</m:f>
</m:e>
</m:d>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:f>
<m:num>
<m:r>
<m:t>1</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:num>
<m:den>
<m:r>
<m:t>3</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:den>
</m:f>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
</m:oMath>
</w:p>
</w:body>
MathML
Using MathML, this would be stored as follows. Within the Main Document Part, the contentPart element
would reference the MathML in a separate part:
<w:body>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">The following formula computes the radius of a
sphere from its volume: </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:contentPart r:id="rId7" />
</w:r>
</w:p>
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</w:body>
That part (the Content Part targeted by the relationship with ID rId7) would then store the MathML:
<mml:math xmlns:mml="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML">
<mml:mi>r</mml:mi>
<mml:mo>=</mml:mo>
<mml:msup>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mfenced separators="|">
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mi>V</mml:mi>
<mml:mfrac>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>3</mml:mn>
</mml:mrow>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>4</mml:mn>
<mml:mi>π</mml:mi>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:mfrac>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:mfenced>
</mml:mrow>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mfrac>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>1</mml:mn>
</mml:mrow>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>3</mml:mn>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:mfrac>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:msup>
</mml:math>
Within the specification, the following changes will be made:
Part 1, §11.3.2, page 31, line 15:
Part 1, §11.3.4, page 25, line 12:
Part 1, §11.3.6, page 38, line 24:
Part 1, §11.3.7, page 41, line 13:
Part 1, §11.3.9, page 46, line 18:
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Part 1, §11.3.10, page 48, line 3:
Part 1, §12.3.8, page 73, line 28:
Part 1, §13.3.3, page 105, line 29:
Part 1, §13.3.4, page 107, line 10:
Part 1, §13.3.5, page 108, line 29:
Part 1, §13.3.8, page 113, line 16:
Part 1, §13.3.9, page 115, line 5:
Part 1, §13.3.10, page 116, line 22:


Content Part (§15.2.3a)

Part 1, §15.2, after the existing §15.2.3:
15.2.3a
Content Part
Content Type: Any supported XML content.
[Note: Some example content types are:
image/svg+xml http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/
application/smil http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-smil/
text/xml
http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML2/
end note]

Root
Namespace:

Source
Relationship:

If no explicit MIME type exists for a specific XML format, text/xml shall be used. Consumers
who read a value of text/xml should determine the contents by the root namespace of the
contents of the part.
Various, as defined by the content type used.
[Example: MathML has a root namespace of http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML. end
example]
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/customXml

An instance of this part type can contain XML markup of a format not defined by this Office Open XML Standard.
A package is permitted to contain zero or more Content parts, and each such part shall be the target of an
explicit relationship from a Comments (§11.3.2), Endnotes (§11.3.4), Footer (§11.3.6), Footnotes (§11.3.7),
Header (§11.3.9), or Main Document (§11.3.10) part in a WordprocessingML package; a Drawings (§12.3.8) part
in a SpreadsheetML package; or a Handout Master (§13.3.3), Notes Slide (§13.3.5), Notes Master (§13.3.4), Slide
(§13.3.8), Slide Layout (§13.3.9), or a Slide Master (§13.3.10) part in a PresentationML package.
[Example: The following Main Document part-relationship item contains a relationship to a Content part
containing SVG markup, which is stored in the ZIP item svg1.xml:
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<Relationships xmlns="…">
<Relationship Id="rId1"
Type="http://…/customXml" Target="../customXML/svg1.xml"/>
</Relationships>
end example]
A Content part shall be located within the package containing the source relationship (expressed syntactically,
the TargetMode attribute of the Relationship element shall be Internal).
A Content part shall not have implicit or explicit relationships to any other part defined by this Standard.
Part 4, §2.3.2.23, page 199, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §7.1.2.87, page 5,057, table Child Elements:
contentPart (Content Part)

§2.3.3.1a

Part 4, §2.3.3, after the existing §2.3.3.1:
2.3.3.1a
contentPart (Content Part)
This element specifies a reference to XML content in a format not defined by this Office Open XML Standard.
[Note: This part allows the native use of other commonly used interchange formats, such as:




MathML (http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML2/)
SMIL (http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-smil/)
SVG (http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/)

end note]
The relationship type of the explicit relationship specified by this element shall be
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/customXml and have a TargetMode attribute
value of Internal. If an application cannot process content of the content type specified by the targeted part,
then it should continue to process the file. If possible, it should also provide some indication that unknown
content was not imported.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document which includes the following MathML markup in a part
named math1.xml:
<mml:math xmlns:mml="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML">
<mml:mi>r</mml:mi>
<mml:mo>=</mml:mo>
<mml:msup>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mfenced separators="|">
<mml:mrow>
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<mml:mi>V</mml:mi>
<mml:mfrac>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>3</mml:mn>
</mml:mrow>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>4</mml:mn>
<mml:mi>π</mml:mi>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:mfrac>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:mfenced>
</mml:mrow>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mfrac>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>1</mml:mn>
</mml:mrow>
<mml:mrow>
<mml:mn>3</mml:mn>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:mfrac>
</mml:mrow>
</mml:msup>
</mml:math>
The Main Document Part would reference this content as follows:
<w:body>
…
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:contentPart r:id="rId8" />
</w:r>
</w:p>
…
</w:body>
The contentPart element specifies that the content targeted by the relationship with an ID of rId8 is part of the
WordprocessingML document. Examining the contents of the corresponding relationship part item, we can see
the targets for that relationship:
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<Relationships … >
…
<Relationship Id="rId8" TargetMode="Internal"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/custom
Xml" Target="math1.xml" />
…
</Relationships>
The corresponding relationship part item shows that the file to be imported is located next to the main
document and is named math1.xml. end example]
Parent Elements
r (§7.1.2.87); r (§2.3.2.23)

Attributes
id (Relationship to
Part)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

Description
Specifies the relationship ID to a specified part.
The specified relationship shall match the type required by the parent element:
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/customXml for
the contentPart element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/foo
ter for the footerReference element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/he
ader for the headerReference element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/fon
t for the embedBold, embedBoldItalic, embedItalic, or embedRegular
elements
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/pri
nterSettings for the printerSettings element
[Example: Consider an XML element which has the following id attribute:
<… r:id="rId1" />
The markup specifies the associated relationship part with relationship ID rId1 contains
the corresponding relationship information for the parent XML element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_Rel">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required"/>
</complexType>
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Part 4, §5.6.2.1, page 3,950, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §5.6.2.23, page 3,971, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §5.6.2.32, page 3,978, table Child Elements:
contentPart (Content Part)

§5.6.2.11a

Part 4, §5.6.2, after the existing §5.6.2.11:
5.6.2.11a contentPart (Content Part)
This element specifies a reference to XML content in a format not defined by this Office Open XML Standard.
[Note: This part allows the native use of other commonly used interchange formats, such as:




MathML (http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML2/)
SMIL (http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-smil/)
SVG (http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/)

end note]
The relationship type of the explicit relationship specified by this element shall be
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/customXml and have a TargetMode attribute
value of Internal. If an application cannot process content of the content type specified by the targeted part,
then it should continue to process the file. If possible, it should also provide some indication that unknown
content was not imported.
[Example: Consider a SpreadsheetML document which includes the following SVG markup in a part named
svg1.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<!--======================================================================-->
<!--= Copyright 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts
=-->
<!--= Institute of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en
=-->
<!--= Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights
=-->
<!--= Reserved. See http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/.
=-->
<!--======================================================================-->
<!-- =====================================================================-->
<!--->
<!-- color-datatypes-BE-01.svg
-->
<!-- renamed for 1.1 suite to color-prop-02-f.svg
-->
<!--->
<!-- Author : Chris Lilley, 12-Aug-2000
-->
<!-1.1 revision by Rick Graham
-->
<!-Revised for SVGT/B: Benoit Bezaire Jul/02/2002
-->
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<!-More revision CL -->
<!--======================================================================-->
<svg version="1.1" baseProfile="full" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" id="svg-root" width="100%" height="100%"
viewBox="0 0 480 360">
<title id="test-title">color-prop-02-f.svg</title>
<desc id="test-desc">Test that viewer has the basic capability to render
X11colors, using any of the equivalent forms.</desc>
<!--================================================================-->
<!--Content of Test Case follows...
===============-->
<!--================================================================-->
<g id="test-body-content">
<!-- groups of five colors -->
<g>
<circle cx="75" cy="40" r="20" fill="crimson"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="40" r="20" fill="#DC143C"/>
<circle cx="75" cy="80" r="20" fill="rgb(220,20,60)"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="80" r="20"
fill="rgb(86.274509803921568627450980392157%,7.8431372549019607843137254901961%,23.
529411764705882352941176470588%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="200" cy="40" r="20" fill="palegreen"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="40" r="20" fill="#98FB98"/>
<circle cx="200" cy="80" r="20" fill="rgb(152, 251, 152)"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="80" r="20"
fill="rgb(59.60784313725490196078431372549%,98.431372549019607843137254901961%,59.6
0784313725490196078431372549%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="325" cy="40" r="20" fill="royalblue"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="40" r="20" fill="#4169E1"/>
<circle cx="325" cy="80" r="20" fill="rgb(65, 105, 225)"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="80" r="20"
fill="rgb(25.490196078431372549019607843137%,41.176470588235294117647058823529%,88.
235294117647058823529411764706%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="75" cy="135" r="20" fill="firebrick"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="135" r="20" fill="#B22222"/>
<circle cx="75" cy="175" r="20" fill="rgb(178,34,34)"/>
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<circle cx="115" cy="175" r="20"
fill="rgb(69.803921568627450980392156862745%,13.333333333333333333333333333333%,13.
333333333333333333333333333333%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="200" cy="135" r="20" fill="seagreen"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="135" r="20" fill="#2E8B57"/>
<circle cx="200" cy="175" r="20" fill="rgb(46, 139, 87)"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="175" r="20"
fill="rgb(18.039215686274509803921568627451%,54.509803921568627450980392156863%,34.
117647058823529411764705882353%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="325" cy="135" r="20" fill="mediumblue"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="135" r="20" fill="#0000CD"/>
<circle cx="325" cy="175" r="20" fill="rgb(0, 0, 205)"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="175" r="20"
fill="rgb(0%,0%,80.39215686274509803921568627451%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="75" cy="230" r="20" fill="indianred"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="230" r="20" fill="#CD5C5C"/>
<circle cx="75" cy="270" r="20" fill="rgb(205, 92, 92)"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="270" r="20"
fill="rgb(80.39215686274509803921568627451%,36.078431372549019607843137254902%,36.0
78431372549019607843137254902%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="200" cy="230" r="20" fill="lawngreen"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="230" r="20" fill="#7CFC00"/>
<circle cx="200" cy="270" r="20" fill="rgb(124, 252, 0)"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="270" r="20"
fill="rgb(48.627450980392156862745098039216%,98.823529411764705882352941176471%,0%)
"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="325" cy="230" r="20" fill="mediumturquoise"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="230" r="20" fill="#48D1CC"/>
<circle cx="325" cy="270" r="20" fill="rgb(72, 209, 204)"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="270" r="20"
fill="rgb(28.235294117647058823529411764706%,81.960784313725490196078431372549%,80%
)"/>
</g>
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</g>
<text id="revision" x="10" y="340" font-size="40" stroke="none"
fill="black">$Revision: 1.6 $</text>
<rect id="test-frame" x="1" y="1" width="478" height="358" fill="none"
stroke="#000000"/>
</svg>
The SpreadsheetML Drawing part would reference this content as follows:
<wsDr>
<twoCellAnchor>
<from>
<col>3</col>
<colOff>152400</colOff>
<row>5</row>
<rowOff>123825</rowOff>
</from>
<to>
<col>8</col>
<colOff>266700</colOff>
<row>22</row>
<rowOff>38100</rowOff>
</to>
</twoCellAnchor>
<contentPart r:id="svg1"/>
</wsDr>
The contentPart element specifies that the SVG markup targeted by the relationship with an ID of svg1 is part
of the SpreadsheetML document. Examining the contents of the corresponding relationship part item, we can
see the targets for that relationship:
<Relationships … >
…
<Relationship Id="svg1" TargetMode="Internal"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/custom
Xml" Target="svg1.xml" />
…
</Relationships>
The corresponding relationship part item shows that the file to be imported is named svg1.xml. end example]
Parent Elements
absoluteAnchor (§5.6.2.1); grpSp (§5.6.2.16); oneCellAnchor (§5.6.2.23); twoCellAnchor (§5.6.2.32)
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Attributes

Description

id (Relationship to
Part)

Specifies the relationship ID to a content part.
[Example: Consider an XML element which has the following id attribute:

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

<… r:id="rId1" />
The markup specifies the associated relationship part with relationship ID rId1 contains
the corresponding relationship information for the parent XML element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

Part 4, §4.4.1.19, page 3,029, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §4.4.1.42, page 3,052, table Child Elements:
contentPart (Content Part)

§4.4.1.13a

Part 4, §4.4.1, to a new §4.4.1.13:
4.4.1.13a
contentPart (Content Part)
This element specifies a reference to XML content in a format not defined by this Office Open XML Standard.
[Note: This part allows the native use of other commonly used interchange formats, such as:




MathML (http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML2/)
SMIL (http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-smil/)
SVG (http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/)

end note]
The relationship type of the explicit relationship specified by this element shall be
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/customXml and have a TargetMode attribute
value of Internal. If an application cannot process content of the content type specified by the targeted part,
then it should continue to process the file. If possible, it should also provide some indication that unknown
content was not imported.
[Note: For better interoperability, only standard XML formats should be used. end note]
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document which includes the following SMIL markup in a part named
smil1.xml:
<!-Copyright: Copyright 1998-2001 W3C (MIT, INRIA, Keio), All Rights
Reserved.
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See http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/.
Author: Aaron Cohen (Intel)
Version: February 7, 2001
Module: Animation Module
Feature: animation
File Name: animation-add-BE-05.smil
Media Components: none
Expected Behavior: Nine red rectangles numbered 1 to 9 shrink to squares
over 2s as follows:
at 2s #1 shrinks.
at 5s #2 shrinks, 1s after #1 completes
at 8s #3 shrinks.
#4 shrinks when it is clicked on.
#5 shrinks 1s after it is clicked on.
#6 shrinks 2s after it is clicked on.
#7 shrinks when the accesskey '1' is pressed.
#8 should be shrunk from 0s since it's wallclock time is in the
past.
#9 will not shrink unless a DOM call causes it to begin.
-->
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language">
<head>
<layout>
<root-layout width="640" height="480" backgroundColor="white"/>
<region id="whole" width="640" height="480" z-index="0"/>
<region id="rect1" top="50px" left="90px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect2" top="50px" left="234px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect4" top="160px" left="90px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="transparent" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect5" top="160px" left="234px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="transparent" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect6" top="160px" left="380px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="transparent" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect7" top="270px" left="90px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect8" top="270px" left="234px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect9" top="270px" left="380px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
</layout>
</head>
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<!-- Copyright 1998-2001 W3C (MIT, INRIA, Keio), All Rights Reserved.
See http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/. -->
<body>
<par dur="indefinite">
<img src="../images/animation-timing-BE-05.jpg" region="whole"/>
<animate id="anim1" targetElement="rect1" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="2s" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim2" targetElement="rect2" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="anim1.end+1s" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<brush id="brush4" color="red" region="rect4" height="50px" width="30px"/>
<animate id="anim4" targetElement="brush4" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="brush4.activateEvent" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<brush id="brush5" color="red" region="rect5" height="50px" width="30px"/>
<animate id="anim5" targetElement="brush5" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="brush5.activateEvent+1s" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<brush id="brush6" color="red" region="rect6" height="50px" width="30px"/>
<animate id="anim6a" targetElement="brush6" attributeName="width"
repeatCount="3" from="30" to="30" begin="brush6.activateEvent" dur="1s"
fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim6b" targetElement="brush6" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="anim6a.repeat(2)" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim7" targetElement="rect7" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="accesskey(1)" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim8" targetElement="rect8" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="wallclock(2000-01-01T00:00:00Z)" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim9" targetElement="rect9" attributeName="width" from="30"
to="30" begin="indefinite" dur="1s" fill="freeze"/>
</par>
</body>
</smil>
A Slide Part would reference this content as follows:
<p:spTree>
…
<p:contentPart r:id="smil01"/>
…
</p:spTree>
The contentPart element specifies that the content targeted by the relationship with an ID of smil01 is part of
the PresentationML document. Examining the contents of the corresponding relationship part item, we can see
the targets for that relationship:
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<Relationships … >
…
<Relationship Id="smil01" TargetMode="Internal"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/custom
Xml" Target="smil1.xml" />
…
</Relationships>
The corresponding relationship part item shows that the SMIL content is located next to the slide and is named
smil1.xml. end example]
Parent Elements
grpSp (§4.4.1.19); spTree (§4.4.1.42)

Attributes
id (Relationship to
Part)

Description
Specifies the relationship ID to a content part.
[Example: Consider an XML element which has the following id attribute:

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

<… r:id="rId1" />
The markup specifies the associated relationship part with relationship ID rId1 contains
the corresponding relationship information for the parent XML element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

To the Normative References:
Andersson, O., Armstrong, P., Axelsson, H., Berjon, R., Bézaire, B., Bowler, J., et al. (2003, January 14). Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG) 1.1 Specification. Retrieved from W3C - World Wide Web Consortium:
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/
Ausbrooks, R., Buswell, S., Carlisle, D., Dalmas, S., Devitt, S., Diaz, A., et al. (2003, October 21). Mathematical
Markup Language (MathML) Version 2.0 (Second Edition). Retrieved from W3C - World Wide Web Consortium:
http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML2/
Bulterman, D., Grassel, G., Jansen, J., Koivisto, A., Layaïda, N., Michel, T., et al. (2005, December 13).
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL 2.1). Retrieved from W3C: http://www.w3.org/TR/SMIL/

To wml.xsd:
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contentPart will be added to the content model of EG_RunInnerContent.
It will have a complex type of CT_Rel.

To dml-worksheetDrawing.xsd:



contentPart will be added to the content model of EG_ObjectChoices.
It will have a new complex type, defined as follows:

<complexType name="CT_Rel">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required"/>
</complexType>

To pml-slide.xsd:



contentPart will be added to the choice group within the content model of CT_GroupShape.
It will have a new complex type, defined as follows:

<complexType name="CT_Rel">
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required"/>
</complexType>
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Response 94
Comment ID

CA-0078
Clause: Paragraph:
Throughout

NZ-0011
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

An accessible standard must make it easy to create a
compatible assistive technology (this is referred to as accesssystem friendliness). This requires a standard that is easy to
follow, that is consistent (without a large number of
exceptions), that uses other open standards wherever
possible, that harmonizes with other standards in the domain,
and that makes necessary semantics programmatically
available to the assistive technology. It is not clear how this
standard meets the above criteria.

Provide an ―Informative‖ annex which
would provide information on
accessibility features and hooks in the
development of assistive technologies.

Accessibility
File formats such as OOXML affect
accessibility, and much accessibility
software deals with files directly. An
example of accessibility software dealing
with files directly is "Blynx". A lot of
accessibility benefits come from reusing
existing tech (building upon existing
standards which have accessibility
software available).

Improve and incorporate the impact on
Accessibility considerations

Canada recommends a full review of
the standard for Accessibility for future
versions of this standard.

Further, 'Docvert.org' software is currently used by disabled
people to add structure to poorly made word processing files,
which helps them navigate the pages (eg, because it can
understand headings and such they can be read out
summaries of the document without having to read the whole
thing).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. An accessibility Guidelines document has been created by accessibility experts (see below). We propose
that a future maintenance group incorporate the final version of this document as an informative Annex.
Office Open XML provides a rich infrastructure for creating content that meets the needs of people with
disabilities, and enables them to read, create, and edit documents with full access to all of the semantics
captured by document creators. In separate responses, we proposed additions to the accessibility capabilities of
DIS 29500. (See the resolutions to CA-0069, ECMA-0039, and US-0026 regarding associate content controls and
form controls to specific labels; CA-0072, ECMA-0040, and US-0023 regarding navigation order among elements
in a presentation slide; US-0022 regarding associating data cells with header cells in a table; and US-0025
regarding associating accessibility information with frames and framesets).

Accessibility Review and Guidelines for DIS 29500
Accessibility experts reviewed DIS 29500, and created a document, “Accessibility Guidelines for DIS 29500”
(http://www.openxmldeveloper.org/articles/OpenXMLAccessibilityGuidelines.aspx). Here are some extracts
from these guidelines:
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Abstract
This document is a guide for applications that support DIS 29500 (ECMA-376, Office Open XML) specification
with the goal of encouraging the creation of accessible Office Open XML documents. Office Open XML provides
a rich infrastructure for creating content that meets the needs of people with disabilities. This document must
be followed in order to ensure Office Open XML implementations are consistent with respect to their support
for accessibility at both at the application and output level.

Status and Contributors
This document was authored and reviewed by the following members of the accessibility community:
Markus Gylling – Technical Development Coordinator DAISY Consortium




Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille
Board Member, National Information Standards Organization
Selected Papers – ANSI/NISO Z39.86-2005 “Specifications for the Digital Talking Book”, Markus Gylling ,
the DAISY Consortium and the Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille http://www.daisy.org/z3986/2005/Z3986

George Kerscher – Secretary General DAISY Consortium







George chaired the DAISY/NISO Standards Committee.
US National File Format Technical Panel for Secretary of Education
2004 Harry Murphy Catalyst Award Winner
2001 Dayton Forman Award
1998 US News and World Report Innovator of the Year
Selected Papers
o "Implications of Digital Talking Books and Beyond", George Kerscher. National Federation of the
Blind presentation 1999. See http://www.nfb.oprg/bm00/bm0001/bm000114.htm
o "Beyond Gutenberg", Janina Sajka and George Kerscher, 2000, American Foundation for the
Blind. See http://www.afb.org/ebook.html

Reed Shaffner – Accessibility Product Manager, Microsoft Office


Project Director (with Sonata Software Limited and Daisy Consortium) of the Office Open XML to DAISY
Translator at http://sourceforge.net/projects/openxml-daisy

Dana Simberkoff – Vice President, HiSoftware® (Accessibility, Regulatory Compliance)


Vice President of HiSoftware®, a leading provider of software and services that test, repair, monitor and
enforce audited Web content, quality, and regulatory compliance.
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HiSoftware’s accessibility solutions include AccMonitor™, AccRepair, AccVerify, Hi-Caption and
compliance software designed to ensure that various technologies comply with accessible technology
needs.

Rob Sinclair – Group Program Manager, Microsoft Accessibility Business Unit


Architect, Microsoft User Interface (UI) Automation

Robert B. Yonaitis, CTO and Founder HiSoftware® (Accessibility, Regulatory Compliance)





Yonaitis' role at HiSoftware involves technology direction, product architecture, partner development,
and standards development. HiSoftware is a leading provider of software and services that test, repair,
monitor and enforce audited Web content, quality, and regulatory compliance.
His work led to HiSoftware being chosen by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society and the Engineering
Society of Detroit as the 2003 da Vinci Award for Electronics and Information Technology
Selected Publications:
Understanding Accessibility - 2002, 2007. ISBN - 1-930616-03-1

(The authors indicated that they will welcome additional feedback and comments.)

DAISY and Office Open XML
In addition to the support described above, considerable work has been done to ensure that Office Open XML
can be translated into other formats. Specifically, a translator project has been initiated on SOURCEFORGE.net®,
that will allow for the translation of Office Open XML to the DAISY DTBook format. The architecture was created
in a way that allows for the translator to be implemented easily across various operating systems and
applications. More information on this project can be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/openxml-daisy.
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Response 95
Comment ID

CA-0015
Clause: Part 4
page vii, line 8
Paragraph:
Introduction

CO-0001
Clause: Part 1,
Introduction
Paragraph:
xii(12)

CO-0006
Clause: Part 3,
Introduction
Paragraph:
xii(12)

GB-0127
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction [vii,
8]
Paragraph: -

GR-0011
Clause: Part 1,
introduction
(page xii) and
entire docume
Paragraph: -

IR-0007
Clause: Part
4,Introduction
Paragraph: Page
vii,line 7

KE-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: Page
vii, line 8

US-0272
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

An XML markup cannot be ―fully compatible‖ with an
―investment‖

Change second paragraph of intro to:
"The goal is to enable the
implementation of the Office Open XML
formats by the widest set of tools and
platforms, fostering interoperability
across office productivity applications
and line-of-business systems, as well
as to support and strengthen document
archival and preservation.

The second paragraph states that the format "is fully
compatible with the large existing investments in Microsoft
Office documents". Since the format for Microsoft documents
is proprietary no such mapping is available, so this claim
cannot be proven. Also a standard cannot be compatible with
an investment.

The claim must be proven or removed.

The second paragraph states that the format "is fully
compatible with the large existing investments in Microsoft
Office documents". Since the format for Microsoft documents
is proprietary no such mapping is available, so this claim
cannot be proven. Also a standard cannot be compatible with
an investment.

The claim must be proven or removed.

An XML markup cannot be ―fully compatible‖ with an
―investment‖

Proposed change: Remove
inappropriate PR hyperbole from the
introduction.

It is not acceptable for an international standard to be
designed primarily around the goal of compatibility with a
particular company's products. This is particularly
inappropriate where, as in the present case, compatibility with
an existing international standard is neglected in favor of the
one-sided goal of maximal compatibility with document file
formats introduced by one company, and where the proposed
standard does not provide equal opportunities for compatibility
to that company's present and future competitors. Unless this
shortcoming of OOXML/DIS 29500 is fixed, accepting this
specification as a national or international standard would be a
violation of national and international law.

Change the goal from being „fully
compatible― with „existing investments
in Microsoft Office documents― to
seeking at attain the same high level of
compatibility not only with Microsoft's
formats, but also with the international
norm ISO/IEC 26300 (OpenDocument).
Review the entire draft standard and
modify it corresponding to this revised
goal.

OOXML being "fully compatible" with any existing application
is undeniably unreachable.

The phrase about the compatibility
issues should be rephrased to be
realistic.

An XML markup cannot be ―fully compatible‖ with an
―investment‖

Remove the word ―investment‖

An XML markup cannot be ―fully compatible‖ with an
―investment‖

Remove the marketing fluff
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

vii, line 8

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Parts 1, 3, and 4, §Introduction, page vii, line 8:
The goal is to enable the implementation of the Office Open XML formats by the widest set of tools and
platforms, fostering interoperability across office productivity applications and line-of-business systems, as well
as to support and strengthen document archival and preservation, all in a way that is fully compatible with the
large existing investments corpus of in Microsoft Office documents.
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Response 96
Comment ID

CA-0016
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.03..03.19
Paragraph: -

CL-0140
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.19
Paragraph: -

CO-0085
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.3.19
Paragraph:
261(268)

CO-0086
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.3.21
Paragraph:
264(271)

DE-0019
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1,
2.3.3.19, 2.3.3,
6.1, 6
Paragraph: page
28, line 0 page
262, line 1 page
264, line

DE-0022
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

DE-0109
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.19

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded object
are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part 1,
Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a deprecated
format included in Office Open XML for legacy reasons only
and new
9 applications that need a file format for drawings are strongly
encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML‖ Certainly a new
document creating an OLE embedding should not be using
VML. Otherwise, all OOXML consumers will need to support
VML, even where legacy documents are not present.

Provide full normative definitions for
these graphical elements.

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded object
are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part 1,
Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a deprecated
format included in Office Open XML for legacy reasons only
and new applications that need a file format for drawings are
strongly encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML‖
Certainly a new document creating an OLE embedding should
not be using VML. Otherwise, all OOXML consumers will need
to support VML, even where legacy documents are not
present.

Define layout properties of embedded
objects using DrawingML rather than
VML

The object element is used for embedding inline objects.
However the text says ―The layout properties of this
embedded object are specified using the VML syntax‖. VML is
in the specification for legacy reasons only (See comment for
2.2.1). All OOXML consumers would need to support VML,
even where legacy documents are not present.

Remove this element as there is
already an element in section 2.3.3.9
which can embed DrawingML objects.

The object element is used for embedding inline objects.
However the text says ―The layout properties of this
embedded object are specified using the VML syntax‖. VML is
in the specification for legacy reasons only (See comment for
2.2.1). All OOXML consumers would need to support VML,
even where legacy documents are not present.

Remove this element as there is
already an element in section 2.3.3.9
which can embed DrawingML objects.

The reference to the urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml
namespace references VML, which is considered as
deprecated (Part 4, page 4343, lines 11&12). A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
documents shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part

Child elements of background are described using deprecated
namespaces only. Accordingly, the background element
should either be described in terms of current OOXML
elements or deprecated.

VML remains in the standard for
compatibility reasons. However, new
documents shall not use VML. VML
shall be used only for backward
compatibility reasons to enable the
migration of older documents to Open
XML. One possibility would be to move
VML to a separate section as an
informative annex or save as part

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded object
are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part 1,
Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a deprecated
format included in Office Open XML for legacy reasons only

Define layout properties of embedded
objects using DrawingML rather than
VML
VML remains in the standard for
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

and new applications that need a file format for drawings are
strongly encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML‖
Certainly a new document creating an OLE embedding should
not be using VML. Otherwise, all OOXML consumers will
need to support VML, even where legacy documents are not
present.

compatibility reasons. However, new
software shall not use VML. VML shall
be used only for backward compatibility
reasons to enable the migration of older
documents to Open XML. One
possibility would be to move VML to a
separate section as an informative
annex or save as part

DK-0006

The definition is using VML instead of the newer and richer
DrawingML to define. Since Part 4, section 6. page 4343
indicate, the VML is ―deprecated‖ and shouldn't be used in the
ECMA-376 Office Open XML specification, it is of major
concern that the specification actual is encouraging the
adoption of VML specification for specific features
We would expect a more rigid adoption of the best practice
implied by ECMA, and would expect a wider usage of the
DrawingML to provide a more stable realization of the
specification.

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely on VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML..

The element encourage adoption of the VML notations
despite the fact, that the ECMA-376 Office Open XML itself
label VML as a ―deprecated‖ notation, which should be
replaced with DrawingML
The continue adoption of VML in the ECMA-376 Office Open
XML specification lead to the perception, that VML is actually
the preferred notation for implementation of ECMA-376 Office
Open XML

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely on VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML.

Clause: Part 4
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: Page
27 line 4

DK-0007
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.3.3.19
Paragraph: Page
261 line 21

The need for all application developers to actually adopt the
VML specification to be able to deliver a complete
implementation of the ECMA.376 Office Open XML
specification seem unnecessary, and it is not best practice to
include ―deprecated‖ parts into a new specification.
ECMA should do the effort to convert any remaining VML
notation into DrawingML or SVG notation.

DK-0008
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.3.3.21
Paragraph: Page
264 line 9

DK-0009
Clause: Part 4
section 2.9.23
Paragraph: Page
804 line 7

This is yet another adoption of VML in a place, which could
have adopted DrawingML or SVG notation

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely on VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML.

This is yet another adoption of VML in a place, which could
have adopted DrawingML or SVG notation

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML
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Comment ID

DK-0022
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.17.1.1
Paragraph: Page
1615 line 16

FR-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

GB-0174
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p27]
Paragraph: -

GB-0178
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p28, 0]
Paragraph: -

GR-0069
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.19
Paragraph: -

IN-0049
Clause: 2.3.3.19
8.2.6
Paragraph: -

KE-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is against the described best practice of ECMA-376 Office
Open XML to adopt VML functionality within the
WordprocessingML. As described in part 4 Section 6.1 page
4343 line 12, the VML is considered ―deprecated‖
This could raise confusion, since the specification state one
thing ( don't use VML), but actually do the oppesit itself (
applying VML to construct, which could be done using
DrawingML)

Proposed change by the MB
VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML.

Child elements of background are described using deprecated
namespaces only. Accordingly, the background element should
either be described in terms of current OOXML elements or
deprecated.

Describe the background element in
terms of non-deprecated elements or
remove it.

The child elements of the background element are defined to
be in the VML namespace. VML is "a legacy format... included
for backwards compatibility reasons". WordProcessingML
should be dependent on a deprecated legacy format.

Proposed change Remove this
reference to VML. The child elements
of the background element should be
defined in DrawingML.

Child elements of background are described using deprecated
features only. Accordingly, the background element should
either be described in terms of current OOXML elements or
deprecated.

Proposed change: Describe the
background element in terms of nondeprecated elements or remove it.

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded
object are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part
1, Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only and new applications that need a file format for
drawings are strongly encouraged to use preferentially
DrawingML‖ Certainly a new document creating an OLE
embedding should not be using VML. Otherwise, all OOXML
consumers will need to support VML, even where legacy
documents are not present.

Define layout properties of embedded
objects using DrawingML rather than
VML

Part 4, Section 2.3.3.19 - This says that ―The layout properties
of this embedded object are specified using the VML syntax‖.
However, in Part 1, Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be
considered a deprecated format included in Office Open XML
for legacy reasons only and new applications that need a file
format for drawings are strongly encouraged to use
preferentially DrawingML‖ Certainly a new document creating
an OLE embedding should not be using VML. Otherwise, all
OOXML consumers will need to support VML, even where
legacy documents are not present.

Define layout properties of embedded
objects using DrawingML rather than
VML

Child elements of background are described using
deprecated features only. Accordingly, the background
element should either be described in terms of current OOXML
elements or deprecated.

If the element of background is to be
part of the spec. then it should be
defined in terms other than VML.
Otherwise it should appear as a
deprecated element in the informative
annex and the above comment applies.
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Comment ID

KE-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.19
Paragraph: -

MY-0001
Clause: Part 3,
Section 2.3.1
Paragraph: Page
3 (14), Line 29 31

US-0119
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

US-0124
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.19
Paragraph: -

VE-0014
Clause: 4
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded
object are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part
1, Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a
deprecated format included in Office Open XML for legacy
reasons only and new
9 applications that need a file format for drawings are
strongly encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML‖
Certainly a new document creating an OLE embedding should
not be using VML. Otherwise, all OOXML consumers will
need to support VML, even where legacy documents are not
present.

If the element of background is to be
part of the spec. then it should be
defined int terms other than VML.
Otherwise it should appear as a
deprecated element in the informative
annex and the previous comment
applies.

―All background information in a WordprocessingML document
is stored using the Vector Markup Language (VML) syntax.‖

Remove reference to VML syntax and
use DrawingML to specify Background
information

We are advised that VML is deprecated and a legacy spec.
This is confusing technically (Part 1, 8.6.3 Page 15 (27), Line
8)

Child elements of background are described using deprecated
features only. Accordingly, the background element should
either be described in terms of current OOXML elements or
deprecated.

Describe the background element in
terms of non-deprecated elements or
remove it.

This says that ―The layout properties of this embedded object
are specified using the VML syntax‖. However, in Part 1,
Section 8.2.6 says, ―VML should be considered a deprecated
format included in Office Open XML for legacy reasons only
and new applications that need a file format for drawings are
strongly encouraged to use preferentially DrawingML‖
Certainly a new document creating an OLE embedding should
not be using VML. Otherwise, all OOXML consumers will need
to support VML, even where legacy documents are not
present.

Define layout properties of embedded
objects using DrawingML rather than
VML

Child elements of background are described using deprecated
features only. Accordingly, the background element should
either be described in terms of current OOXML elements or
deprecated.

Describe the background element in
terms of non-deprecated elements or
remove it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; deprecated markup should not be required in Part 4, §2.3.3.19 and §2.3.3.21 (or at any other location
within WordprocessingML).
At each location where VML is required, VML will be deprecated and replaced with an alternative in the
DrawingML format. This is addressed in detail within the disposition of the following comments: CA-0076, CL0025, CL-0206, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058,
DK-0095, DK-0150, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, and ZA-0016.
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Response 97
Comment ID

CA-0018
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.15.01.28
Paragraph: -

CO-0097
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
1158(1165)

GB-0218
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.28
[p1158, 7]
Paragraph: -

GR-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

KE-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This says that document protection ―shall be enforced. ―Shall‖
indicates required behaviour. But then a few sentences later it
says that document protection ―may be ignored.‖

The last 4 word of Line 11 should be
deleted to avoid the confusion.

It is stated that document protection ―shall be enforced‖.
―Shall‖has been defined previously as required behavior. A few
lines later it says that document protection ―may be ignored‖.

Clarify this contradiction.

This says that document protection ―shall be enforced‖. ―Shall‖
indicates required behavior. But then a few sentences later it
says that document protection ―may be ignored‖.

Proposed change: Clarify this
contradiction.

This says that document protection ―shall be enforced‖.
―Shall‖ indicates required behavior. But then a few sentences
later it says that document protection ―may be ignored‖.

Clarify this contradiction.

This says that document protection ―shall be enforced‖.
―Shall‖ indicates required behavior. But then a few sentences
later it says that document protection ―may be ignored‖.

This protection is not intended as a
security feature and may be
ignored.‖ From the above paragraph,
we understand that the context in which
the phrase ―shall be enforced‖ is used,
then it means that if the attribute is
turned on, then the restrictions will be
imposed. The context in which the
phrase ―may be ignored‖ is used, then it
means that the protection does not
encrypt the document, malicious
applications may circumvent its use
and so this can be ignored as a security
feature. The two phrases mentioned
are used in two different contexts and
are appropriated in their respective
context.
This information should be marked as
informative

PT-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

This says that document protection ―shall be enforced‖. ―Shall‖
indicates required behavior. But then a few sentences later it
says that document protection ―may be ignored‖.

Clarify this contradiction.

US-0050

This says that document protection ―shall be enforced‖. ―Shall‖
indicates required behavior. But then a few sentences later it
says that document protection ―may be ignored‖.

Strike the sentence on lines 10-11 ―This
protection is not intended as a security
feature and may be ignored.‖

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
It is agreed that these sentences appear to create an inconsistency; the intent was to note that although this
setting directs applications to respect these protections, it does not encrypt the package, and, as such, the
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restrictions may easily be bypassed by applications which choose not to respect them (accidentally or not). In
order to clarify this, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.1.28 page 1158, lines 6-11:
This element specifies the set of document protection restrictions which have been applied to the contents of a
WordprocessingML document. These restrictions shall should be enforced by applications editing this document
when the enforcement attribute is turned on, and should be ignored (but persisted) otherwise. Document
protection is a set of restrictions used to prevent unintentional changes to all or part of a WordprocessingML
document. – since [Note: tThis protection does not encrypt the document, and malicious applications mightmay
circumvent its use. This protection is not intended as a security feature and may be ignored. end note]
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Response 98
Comment ID

CA-0022
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.16.05.33
Paragraph: -

CL-0117
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

CO-0118
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.33
Paragraph:
1537(1544)

DE-0103
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

FR-0250
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
INCLUDEPICTU
RE
Paragraph: -

GB-0259
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.33
[p1537]
Paragraph: -

PT-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

US-0103
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

VE-0022
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This sub-clause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

Provide a set of recommended
interoperable formats, by pointing to the
set defined in Part 1, Section 15.2.3 or
by repeating it directly at this juncture of
the text.

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

No picture formats are listed as valid. There may be
undocumented of patented picture formats, which will break
portability of a document.

Define a set of documented and patentfree formats for pictures, and mark the
document as ―extended‖ when a
different one is used. See comment for
Part 1, section 2.6)

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

Add the following description to the
spec:
INCLUDEPICTURE is used to retrieve
a picture from a file. Some of the
formats of pictures that it supports are
defined in section 5.2.13

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

Proposed change: There should be
specified at least a small set of
interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDEPICTURE field which
―Retrieves the picture contained in the document named‖.
However, no mention is made of what formats are permissible
for the picture.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in order to prevent redundancy, however, this clause will reference the existing list defined in Part 1.
The following text will be added to Part 4, section 2.16.5.33, page 1,537, below line 14:
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[Note: A list of possible image formats is provided in Part 1, §15.2.13. end note]
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Response 99
Comment ID

CA-0023
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.16.05.33
Paragraph: -

CL-0118
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

CL-0121
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

CO-0117
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.33
Paragraph:
1537(1544)

CO-0119
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.34
Paragraph:
1537(1544)

CZ-0026
Clause: Part
4/2.16.5.33
Paragraph: p.
1537/l. 19

CZ-0052

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a
URI? By a local file system path? Either? The example given
has a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.
This holds as well with documents.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

DE-0108
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

FR-0249
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33

Define how pictures are named by fieldargument. If URIs are permitted then
RFC 3896 should be referenced:
HYPERLINK
"http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986"http://t
ools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how pictures are named.

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? UNC? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how documents are named.

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how pictures are named.

This does not define how a document to be passed to the
INCLUDETEXT field is named. Is it by a URI? By a local file
system path? Either? The example given has a DOS file path,
a construct which is not portable.

Define how documents are named.

Example uses MS-DOS/Windows file path conventions. To
improve interoperability all paths should be specified as URIs.

Consistently use URIs for specifying
paths in the whole standard. If a
reference to a local file system is
necessary use ―file‖ schema.

Platform dependent path is used.

Specify all paths and addresses using
URI syntax.

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has
a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Add the following description to the
spec:
Section 2.16.6.33 is just an example.
We can retrieve the picture contained in
the document named by fieldargument. We can use name or URL.

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a
URI? By a local file system path? Either? The example given
has a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Pls specify: What are the allowed ways
of "naming" an image. In otherwords,
what is the file name schema? URI?
Local file system paths? Either?
Something else?

Clause: Part
4/2.15.1.6
Paragraph: p.
1113/l. 10

DE-0104

Proposed change by the MB

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
Define how pictures are named.
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

INCLUDEPICTU
RE
Paragraph: -

FR-0254
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
INCLUDETEXT
Paragraph: -

GB-0258
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.33
[p1537]
Paragraph: -

GB-0260
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.34
[p1537-1538]
Paragraph: -

GR-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

GR-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

IR-0030
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

IR-0031
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

JP-0054
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

JP-0055
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

KE-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

KE-0027

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a
URI? By a local file system path? Either? The example given
has a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how documents are named.

This does not define how a picture is named (field-argument).
Is it by a URI? By a local file system path? Either? The
example given has a DOS file path, a construct which is not
portable.

Proposed change: Define how
pictures are named.

This does not define how a document is named (fieldargument-1). Is it by a URI? By a local file system path?
Either? The example given has a DOS file path, a construct
which is not portable.

Proposed change: Define how
documents are named.

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how pictures are named.

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a
URI? By a local file system path? Either? The example given
has a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how documents are named.

The naming rules for an image file is not described clearly in
this section. Using a MS-DOS file path in the example
contributes to inexactness of this section.

The naming schemes for pictures
should be defined clearly.

The naming rules for a document file is not described clearly in
this section. Using a MS-DOS file path in the example
contributes to inexactness of this section.

The naming schemes for documents
should be defined clearly.

The section does not define how a picture is named. For
example, is IRI allowed?

Define how a picture is named.

The section does not define how text is named while there exit
only a couple of examples. For example, is IRI allowed?

Define how text is named.

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has
a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define the syntax for the field value

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a

Define how documents are named.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

URI? By a local file system path? Either? The example given
has a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

MY-0022

Ecma 376 does not specify a method of referencing
documents (eg in Part 4, Section 2.16.5.34). This makes it
impossible to have an interoperable multiplatform standard as
document reference will be platform specific and nonportable.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
include specifications on the method of
referencing documents.

For example, an Ecma 376 document created on MSWindows will have MS-Windows style document referencing
(ie C:\documents\part001.xml) whereas the same document
created on a UNIX system may follow URI semantics (ie
file:///home/user/Desktop/.homedocs/part001.xml). This leads
to unportability implementation issues.

PT-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

US-0102

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how pictures are named.

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has a
DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how documents are named.

This does not define how a picture is named. Is it by a URI?
By a local file system path? Either? The example given has
a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how pictures are named.

This does not define how a document is named. Is it by a
URI? By a local file system path? Either? The example given
has a DOS file path, a construct which is not portable.

Define how documents are named.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

US-0104
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

VE-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

VE-0023
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

Define how pictures are named.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the mechanism is not properly specified; to address this, the following text will be changed:
To Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1537, lines 12-14:
Description: Retrieves the picture contained in the document named by field-argument. Field-argument
specifies the location of the picture using an IRI (Duerst and Suignard 2005). If field-argument contains white
space, it shall be enclosed in double quotes. If field-argument contains any backslash characters, each one shall
be preceded directly by another backslash character.
To Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1,537, lines 18–20:
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[Example:
INCLUDEPICTURE "G:\\Photos\\Ellen in Oslo.jpgfile:///g:/photos/Ellen in
Oslo.jpg"
end example]
To Part 4, §2.16.5.34, page 1538, lines 1-7:
Description: Inserts all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document named by field-argument-1.
Field-argument-1 specifies the location of the document using an IRI (Duerst and Suignard 2005). If the
document is a WordprocessingML document, the portion marked by the optional bookmark field-argument-2 is
inserted. If no such bookmark is specified here, the whole document is inserted. If the document is an XML file,
the fragment referred to by an XPath expression in the \x switch is inserted. If no such switch is specified, the
whole XML file is inserted.
If field-argument-1 contains white space, it shall be enclosed in double quotes. If field-argument-1 contains any
backslash characters, each one shall be preceded directly by another backslash character.
To Part 4, §2.16.5.34, page 1538, lines 11-18:
[Example: The following field inserts the portion of the WordprocessingML document referred to by the
bookmark Summary:
INCLUDETEXT "file:///C:\\:/Winword\\/Port Development RFP" Summary
The following field inserts the Name element of the XML document Resume.xml and applies the XSLT
Display.xsl to it:
INCLUDETEXT "file:///C:\\:/Resume.xml" \n xmlns:a=\"resume-schema\"
\t "file:///C:\\/display.xsl" \x a:Resume/a:Name
end example]

To the normative references:
Duerst, M, and M Suignard. "Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs)." IETF. January 2005.
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3987.

Existing text which implies the use of DOS file paths will be removed from its current location in the specification
(Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1537, lines 12-14; Part 4, §2.16.5.34, page 1538, lines 1-7), and placed into a new annex
for deprecated features.
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Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Comment ID

CA-0024
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.16.05.34
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a recommended set of text
formats, either by referencing the set
included in Part 1, Section 11.3.1 or
providing it inline (copied below):
[Note: Some examples of formats
which might be supported include:
·
·
·
·

Text = application/txt
RTF = application/rtf
HTML = application/html
XML = application/xml

end note]

CL-0119
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

CO-0120
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.34
Paragraph:
1537(1544)

DE-0106
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

FR-0253
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
INCLUDETEXT
Paragraph: -

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

The INCLUDETEXT field ―Inserts all or part of the text and
graphics contained in the document named‖. However, no
mention is made of what formats are permissible for the
retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.
Whenever this element is used with a
format not mandated by OOXML, an
application must mark the document as
―extended‖ (see comment for Part 1,
Section 2.6)

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

Add the following description to the
spec:
INCLUDE TEXT includes text from an
external document into the existing
document, the inclusion of text being
similar to import of an alternative format
into the current document. Therefore
the various document formats from,
which text can be included are
mentioned in Section 11.3.1, Page 28.
The different formats of documents
supported are • Text = application/txt•
RTF = application/rtf• HTML =
application/html• XML = application/xml
Text from another Word Processing
document can also be included, as
stated in the description of INCLUDE
TEXT, Section 2.16.5.34, Page 1538,
Line 1,2 and 3, which is, "If the
document is a WordprocessingML
document, the portion marked by the
optional bookmark field-argument-2 is
inserted."

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.
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GB-0261
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.34
[p1538]
Paragraph: -

GR-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

PT-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

US-0105
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

VE-0024
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

Proposed change: There should be
specified at least a small set of
interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which
―Inserts all or part of the text and graphics contained in the
document named‖. However, no mention is made of what
formats are permissible for the retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

This subclause defines an INCLUDETEXT field which ―Inserts
all or part of the text and graphics contained in the document
named‖. However, no mention is made of what formats are
permissible for the retrieved text.

There should be specified at least a
small set of interoperable formats.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, in order to prevent redundancy, this clause will reference the existing list defined in Part 1.
The following text will be added to Part 4, §2.16.5.34 page 1,538, below line 7:
[Note: A list of possible text formats is provided in Part 1, §11.3.1. end note]
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Response 101
Comment ID

CA-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.16.05.41
Paragraph: -

CZ-0028
Clause: Part
4/2.16.5.41
Paragraph: p.
1545/l. 21

GB-0265
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.41
[p1545]
Paragraph: -

IN-0040
Clause:
2.16.5.41
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This describes a ―MACROBUTTON‖ field which can run a
designated macro or command. But there is no mention of
what programming language or API's are allowed for such a
designated macro or command.

If this is to be ―implementer defined,‖
the text should so indicate in a clear
and unambiguous way.

MACROBUTTON field doesn't define interface for macro
invocation.

Extend the description and state that
macro invocation is application
dependent and it is not defined in this
version of the standard.

This describes a ―MACROBUTTON‖ field which can run a
designated macro or command. But there is no mention of
what programming language or API's are allowed for such a
designated macro or command.

Proposed change: Described this
feature to a level where cross-platform,
cross-application interoperability is
possible.

Part 4, Section 2.16.5.41 - This describes a
―MACROBUTTON‖ field which can run a designated macro or
command. But there is no mention of what programming
language or API's are allowed for such a designated macro or
command.

Described this feature to a level where
crossplatform,
crossapplication interoperability is
possible.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed – it is outside the scope of this Standard to attempt to define any application’s runtime APIs; however,
the current text leaves this mechanism unspecified. To address this, the following sentence will be added to Part
4, §2.16.5.41, page 1,545, lines 28–30:
The mechanism by which the command specified by text in field-argument-1 is located and/or executed by an
application is implementation-defined.
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Comment ID

CA-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 03.02.29
Part 4, Section
03.0
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known
value. However, some application types such as online editing
via Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Proposed change by the MB
The use of existing standardized hash
algorithms as found in ISO/IEC 10118
part 3 is recommended if extract
security is required or even desired.
The default should be set to SHA-256.

As described the algorithm is technically flawed. It is not
ambiguous. It is not poorly worded. It does not have a
spelling or grammatical error. It is simply flawed.

CL-0027
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
'document
protection'

CL-0028
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph:
Attribute
'password'

CL-0055
Clause: Part 4,
3.3.1.69
Paragraph: page
2004

CL-0197
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

CL-0202
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

This element describes a mandatory hashing algorithm to
store a password to protect a document, that is explicitly
described to be included 'for legacy reasons'. This hashing
algorithm is different from widely known and used hashing
algorithms, and is potentially a security hole for users
pretending to protect private or secret information through this
mecanism.

To replace this hashing algorithm by
one (or more) of following standards:
ISO 10118-3, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA384, SHA-512, RIPEMD-160 or MD5.

This attribute describes an algorithm to calculate a password
to protect a range of cells in a spreadsheet. This hashing
algorithm is different from widely known and used hashing
algorithms, and is potentially a security hole for users
pretending to protect private or secret information through this
mecanism.

To replace this hashing algorithm by
one (or more) of following standards:
ISO 10118-3, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA384, SHA-512, RIPEMD-160 or MD5.

The hash algorithm is being used neither secure nor is
standardized. We are concerned is that no evidence has been
given that algorithm has been peer-reviewed by security
experts. Certainly it is a legacy algorithm, but a cursory search
of Google for "word password crack" shows that there are very
many tools that break it. Therefor it is desired that a secure,
reviewed and standard algorthm be used, such as SHA-256 as
the default algorithm.

Make the default hash algorithm for this
clause be SHA-256 as defined in
ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 "Dedicated
hash-functions"

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the password protection
feature useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked.
One could argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in
OOXML, since a user could simply unzip the document and
hand edit the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some
known value. However, some application types such as online
editing via Google Docs, or other similar applications, can
secure physical access to the document via other means.
Editing access to the document does not necessarily

Use a standard hash algorithm as the
default, such as SHA-256 Legacy hash
algorithms should be supported via the
defined extension mechanism.
We have no objection to the inclusion
of the legacty algorithm, but we do want
the default alrgorithm, which will be
used by new documents, to be
standards-based and secure.
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Proposed change by the MB

presuppose physical access to the document's XML. So there
is a necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm,
such as SHA-256 for document protection.

CO-0096
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
1158(1165)

CO-0143
Clause: Part 4,
3.2.29
Paragraph:
1915(1922)

CO-0146
Clause: Part 4,
3.2.29
Paragraph:
1916(1923)

DK-0030
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: Page
1916

The algorithm given here is new and has not undergone peer
review. Even though this is an application-enforced security
feature, a strong known and tested algorithm should be used.

Use a recognized standard
cryptographic hash algorithm like SHA256, Whirlpool, etc.

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

A hash algorithm is provided to secure passwords, likely
based on a legacy algorithm used in Excel. This legacy
algorithm is known to be a weak algorithm and has effectively
been cracked. One could argue that no hash algorithm would
be effective in OOXML, since a user could simply unzip the
document and hand edit the XML to remove the hash or to set
it to some known value. However, some application types such
as online editing via Google Docs, or other similar
applications, can secure physical access to the document via
other means. Editing access to the document does not
necessarily presuppose physical access to the document's
XML. So there is a necessity for a secure & interoperable hash
algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, such ISO/IEC 101183:2004, compliant hash algorithm as
the default. Other country specific
standards could be acceptable such as
FIPS-180 from NIST, but additionaly to
glbal standards . Legacy hash
algorithms should be supported via the
described extension mechanism.

The whole attempt to provide a specification for
workbookProtection is an important feature but flawed in
several ways, which render it unusable
the attempt to build you own hashing algorithm instead of
using standard FIPS-180 algorithm appears to be in vain

Mark pseudo code as informative (used
as an example).

The attempt to convert password into singlebyte
representation for manipulation can't cover all national setting,
since it only operates across a limited set of character sets
The included pseudo code example only suggest using the
―WindowsBestFit‖ mapping table, which seem to indicate that
the windows platform have preferences for implementation of
the suggested pseudo code
The pseudo code is missing specific type definitions which
imply possible cross-platform issues between 32-64 bit
platforms for doing text operations

DK-0114
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

DK-0139
Clause: Part 4
2.15.1.283.3.1.69

This section goes into lengthy detail to describe the algorithm
for algorithm for an attempt to secure the document. While
such security features is preferable, it should rely on a wellknow and interoperable algorithm like e.g SHA-256 for
document protection.

The description of the hash algorithm
shall be made informative. We suggest
that in the first section of this part of the
document a recommendation is made
to use existing security hash algorithms
e.g. FIPS 180 compliant algorithms. It
should be emphasized that the
described hash algorithm is for
backwards compatibility only.

Ecma 376 ignores accepted standards for cryptographic
hashes and defies expert standards for cryptography, by
proposing its own hash algorithms which are almost certainly

The description of the hash algorithm
shall be made informative. We suggest
that in the first section of this part of the
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Comment ID
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
flawed.
Cryptography, including the constructure of secure hash
functions, is very difficult. Weaknesses are regularly
discovered even in publicly-vetted cryptographic algorithms
long thought secure, whereas proprietary cryptographic
methods not subjected to intensive public scrutiny are nearly
always found to be seriously flawed (see e.g. Schneier).

Proposed change by the MB
document a recommendation is made
to use existing security hash algorithms
e.g. FIPS 180 compliant algorithms. It
should be emphasized that the
described hash algorithm is for
backwards compatibility only.

Several government agencies and standards bodies with
expertise in encryption have made lists of recommended hash
functions, all of which have received extensive scrutiny by
cryptographers. For example, in the area of secure hash
functions:
* ISO has chosen the "Whirlpool" algorithm as standard ISO
10118-3.
* The W3C, in its XML-ENC standard, includes a list of
algorithms: SHA1, SHA256, SHA512, RIPEMD-160.
* The European NESSIE project recommends: ISO 10118-3
("Whirlpool"), SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512.
* In the USA, NIST recommends SHA1, SHA224, SHA256,
SHA384, and SHA512.
* In Japan, CRYPTREC recommends: MD5, RIPEMD-160,
SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512.
Ecma 376 does not follow the advice of any of these
organizations. Instead, it defines new hashing algorithms that
have not undergone scrutiny by the cryptographic community.
Ecma 376 defines two very similar algorithms. Nowhere is
there clear notification that these algorithms are likely to be
extremely flawed and thus should not be used in new
applications.
The Emca 376 hash functions are almost guaranteed to be
flawed and insecure. This poses two security risks:
#1 The immediate risk is that hashed document passwords
may be determinable from the hashed value. Since users often
reuse document passwords for other documents and other
systems (whether they should or not), including an
inadequately reviewed hash function risks enabling forgery
and identity theft of many other systems by attackers.
#2 Defining a new hash function inside an ISO standard
(giving it the ISO seal of approval) creates the expectation that
this hash function has received proper scrutiny by the
crytographic community (like ISO 10118-3 has) and is secure.
This is likely to lead the industry into using the new insecure
hash function(s) in a variety of security-critical applications,
making many other security-critical applications directly
vulnerable as well.

FR-0338
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
workbookProtecti
on (Workboo
Paragraph: -

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy algorithm
used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be a weak
algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could argue
that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML, since a
user could simply unzip the document and hand edit the XML to
remove the hash or to set it to some known value. However,
some application types such as online editing via Google Docs,
or other similar applications, can secure physical access to the
document via other means. Editing access to the document
does not necessarily presuppose physical access to the
document's XML. So there is a necessity for a secure &
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FR-0341
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
workbookProtecti
on (Workboo
Paragraph: pg.
1916

FR-0345
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
protectedRange
(Protected
Paragraph: -

GB-0219
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.28
[p1158]
Paragraph: -

GB-0291
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.29
[p1915-1923 ]
Paragraph: -

GB-0292
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.29
[p1916, Armenian
and Ethiopic ]

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
interoperable hash algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document
protection.
This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script like
Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced all by
a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature useless.
This is unacceptable.

Proposed change by the MB

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy algorithm
used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be a weak
algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could argue
that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML, since a
user could simply unzip the document and hand edit the XML to
remove the hash or to set it to some known value. However,
some application types such as online editing via Google Docs,
or other similar applications, can secure physical access to the
document via other means. Editing access to the document
does not necessarily presuppose physical access to the
document's XML. So there is a necessity for a secure &
interoperable hash algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document
protection.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default. Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported via
the described extension mechanism.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Word. This legacy algorithm is known to be a
weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Proposed change: Use a standard,
FIPS-180 compliant hash algorithm as
the default. Legacy hash algorithms
should be supported via the described
extension mechanism.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Proposed change: Use a standard,
FIPS-180 compliant hash algorithm as
the default. Legacy hash algorithms
should be supported via the described
extension mechanism.

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Proposed change: Remedy so
password hashes can be calculated on
any Unicode password.
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Paragraph: -

GB-0298
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.69
[p2004, hashing
algorithm ]
Paragraph: -

GH-0008
Clause: Part4
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

GR-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

GR-0022
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

GR-0076
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

IN-0010
Clause:
2.15.1.28
3.3.1.69 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Proposed change: Use a standard,
FIPS-180 compliant hash algorithm as
the default. Legacy hash algorithms
should be supported via the described
extension mechanism.

The hash algorithm used is neither secured nor is
standardized. There is no evidence the said hash algorithm
has been peer reviewed by security experts. It is better if SHA256 is used as default algorithm which is secured, and more
standardized.

Use SHA-256 as a default hash
algorithm for this clause(def: ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004)

A hash algorithm is provided to secure passwords, likely
based on a legacy algorithm used in Excel. This legacy
algorithm is known to be a weak algorithm and has effectively
been cracked. One could argue that no hash algorithm would
be effective in OOXML, since a user could simply unzip the
document and hand edit the XML to remove the hash or to set
it to some known value. However, some application types
such as online editing via Google Docs, or other similar
applications, can secure physical access to the document via
other means. Editing access to the document does not
necessarily presuppose physical access to the document's
XML. So there is a necessity for a secure & interoperable
hash algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, such ISO/IEC 101183:2004, compliant hash algorithm as
the default. Other country specific
standards could be acceptable such
as FIPS-180 from NIST, but
additionaly to glbal standards . Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported
via the described extension
mechanism.

The algorithm given there has not undergone any peer
review. Why are they not using a recognized standard
cryptographic hash algorithm like SHA-256 or Whirlpool?
Since the algorithm specified has not undergone review, we do
not know that it is secure. It can be argued that most Office
application do not need strong hashing, but a specification
for standard must have general purpose and take into
account all the situations. It is not clear, how this feature can
accept another hashing alternatives.

Using a recognized standard
cryptographic hash algorithm like SHA256, Whirlpool, or so.

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

Ecma 376 section 2.15.1.28 does not follow the advice of any
of the international organizations. ---Instead, it defines new
hashing algorithms that have not undergone scrutiny by the
cryptographic community.=== Section 2.15.1.28 defines one;
Sections 3.3.1.69 "protected Range" and 3.2.29 define another
very similar algorithm. Nowhere is there clear notification that
these algorithms are likely to be extremely flawed and thus
should not be used in new applications.

Add a line of explanatory text to clarify
that weaker hashing algorithm should
be used only for backward compatibility
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This poses two security risks:
===#1 The immediate risk is that hashed document
passwords may be determinable from the hashed value. Since
users often reuse document passwords for other documents
and other systems (whether they should or not), including an
inadequately reviewed hash function risks enabling forgery
and identity theft of many other systems by attackers.
===#2 Defining a new hash function inside an ISO standard
(giving it the ISO seal of approval) creates the expectation that
this hash function has received proper scrutiny by the
crytographic community (like ISO 10118-3 has) and is secure.
This is likely to lead the industry into using the new insecure
hash function(s) in a variety of security-critical applications,
making many other security-critical applications directly
vulnerable as well.

IN-0026
Clause:
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

IN-0063
Clause: 3.2.29Paragraph: -

IN-0064
Clause: 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

IN-0077
Clause: 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

Part 4, Section 2.15.1.28 - A hash algorithm is provided, likely
based on a legacy algorithm used in Word. This legacy
algorithm is known to be a weak algorithm and has effectively
been
cracked. One could argue that no hash algorithm would be
effective in OOXML, since a user could simply unzip the
document and hand edit the XML to remove the hash or to set
it to some known value. However, some application types such
as online editing via Google Docs, or other similar
applications, can secure physical access to the document via
other means. Editing access to the document does not
necessarily presuppose physical access to the document's
XML. So there is a necessity for a secure & interoperable hash
algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default. Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported
via the described extension
mechanism.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default. Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported
via the described extension
mechanism.

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

A hash algorithm is provided to secure passwords, likely
based on a legacy algorithm used in Excel. This legacy
algorithm is known to be a weak algorithm and has effectively
been cracked. One could argue that no hash algorithm would
be effective in OOXML, since a user could simply unzip the
document and hand edit the XML to remove the hash or to set
it to some known value. However, some application types
such as online editing via Google Docs, or other similar
applications, can secure physical access to the document via
other means. Editing access to the document does not

Use a standard, such ISO/IEC 101183:2004, compliant hash algorithm as
the default. Other country specific
standards could be acceptable such
as FIPS-180 from NIST, but
additionally to global standards .
Legacy hash algorithms should be
supported via the described extension
mechanism. where this is no provision
given for standard, secure algorithms.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

necessarily presuppose physical access to the document's
XML.
So there is a necessity for a secure & interoperable hash
algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document protection.

IR-0012
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

IR-0047
Clause: Part
4,Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

JP-0068
Clause: Part 4
Clause 3.2.29
Paragraph:
revisionsPasswor
d attribute on
page 1916,
workbook

KR-0024
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

MY-0017
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

The has algorithm specified in this section is known to be
weak for usage in OOXML documents. A stronger algorithm like SHA2 - can be used.

A standard hash algorithm (for example
a FIPS-180 compliant algorithm) can be
used as the default.

When a script does not consist of western characters and a
password is entered to it, the password will be replaced by a
single byte containing 0x3F. In this case, the password
protection would be useless.

The algorithm should be refactored so it
supports Unicode passwords.

The pre-process that Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an ―ansi‖ single or double-byte code page has
been specified. For example, code page 932 is used for
Japanese. Converting input characters from UTF-16 to code
page 932 will cause a character loss problem since code page
932 does not support level 3 and 4 Japanese characters
defined in JIS X 0213. Code page 932 supports only JIS X
0208. And for the historical reasons, conversion from UTF-16
to code page 932 differs among vendors. The pre-process is
harmful in interoperability. The similar problem will happen
with Chinese support when UTF-16 characters are converted
to code page 936 since GB 2312 is only supported and GB
18030 is not supported in code page 936. Also, the expression
―16-bit Unicode‖ is confusing. It is not clear if it means that
BMP is only supported and that surrogate Unicode characters
are not supported. To support JIS X 0213 and GB 18030
characters, surrogate Unicode characters are to be supported.
The similar pre-process is defined in 3.3.1.69 on page 2003.

Allow all UTF-16 characters to be used.

documentProtection :The element does not adopt the
existing standards such as ISO/IEC 10118-3, W3C XML-ENC
but it defines new hashing algorithms

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

Ecma 376 uses a legacy and non-standard hashing algorithm
(Part 4, Section 2.15.1.28) which has not been proven to be
secure and interoperable.

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
incorporate secure FIPS-180 compliant
hashing algorithm be used (eg SHA256).

Generally, FIPS hashing algorithms are used and adopted by
standards bodies (eg ANSI, ISO etc).

PT-0090
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

The specific algorithm for protecting documents does not
comply with any known standard.
The hash algorithm provided, is likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Word. This legacy algorithm is known to be a
weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
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Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default (such as
the SHA-256 encryption standard).
Legacy hash algorithms should be
supported via the described extension
mechanism.
Likewise, other algorithms mentioned in
the specification and known to be less
secure could equally be improved (see
next comment).
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.
While it is not mandatory to represent this algorithm using
another standard one, taking into account the security issues
that today obstruct an organization‘s everyday operations, a
proven security approach should be considered with a proven
encryption standard.
A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm (such as the SHA-256
encryption standard), as the default.
Legacy hash algorithms should be
supported via the described extension
mechanism.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

US-0027

Binary Information in the Office Open standard could lead to
security concerns. Specifically, this is concerning the use of
non-Office Open XML specified cryptography.

PT-0091
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29,
Part 4, Section
3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

PT-0093

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.94
and elsewhere
Paragraph: -

US-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

US-0138
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

US-0144
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.69
Paragraph: -

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Word. One could argue that no hash
algorithm would be effective in OOXML, since a user could
simply unzip the document and hand edit the XML to remove
the hash or to set it to some known value. However, some
application types such as online editing via Google Docs, or
other similar applications, can secure physical access to the
document via other means. Editing access to the document
does not necessarily presuppose physical access to the
document's XML. So there is a necessity for a secure &
interoperable hash algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document
protection.

Use a standard, ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004
compliant hash algorithm as the
default, such as SHA-256. Legacy hash
algorithms should be supported via the
described extension mechanism.

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default. Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported
via the described extension
mechanism.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

US-0252
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

VE-0001
Clause: Part 4,
section 3.2.29 Paragraph: -

VE-0017
Clause: 4
Paragraph: -

VE-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

ZA-0009
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: -

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default. Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported
via the described extension
mechanism.

Security issue: A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on
a legacy algorithm used in Excel. This legacy algorithm is
known to be a weak algorithm and has effectively been
cracked. One could argue that no hash algorithm would be
effective in OOXML, since a user could simply unzip the
document and hand edit the XML to remove the hash or to set
it to some known value. However, some
application types such as online editing via Google Docs, or
other similar applications, can secure physical access to the
document via other means. Editing access to the document
does not necessarily presuppose physical access to the
document's XML. So there is a necessity for a secure &
interoperable hash algorithm, such as SHA-256 for document
protection.

Use a standard, such ISO/IEC 101183:2004, compliant hash algorithm as
the
default. Other country specific
standards
could be acceptable such as FIPS-180
from NIST, but additionaly to glbal
standards . Legacy hash algorithms
should be supported via the described
extension mechanism.

A hash algorithm is provided, likely based on a legacy
algorithm used in Word. This legacy algorithm is known to be
a weak algorithm and has effectively been cracked. One could
argue that no hash algorithm would be effective in OOXML,
since a user could simply unzip the document and hand edit
the XML to remove the hash or to set it to some known value.
However, some application types such as online editing via
Google Docs, or other similar applications, can secure
physical access to the document via other means. Editing
access to the document does not necessarily presuppose
physical access to the document's XML. So there is a
necessity for a secure & interoperable hash algorithm, such as
SHA-256 for document protection.

Use a standard, FIPS-180 compliant
hash algorithm as the default. Legacy
hash algorithms should be supported
via the described extension
mechanism.

This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable.

Remedy so password hashes can be
calculated on any Unicode password.

The document prescribes its own set of hash algorithms,
which are known to be weak, in the face of existing
internationally accepted standards such as 'Whirlpool' (ISO
10118-3) and SHA256, SHA512. The use of such 'home-

Use an algorithm which is compliant
with existing National and/or
international standards.
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grown' algorithms, presumably for legacy reasons, is in
contradiction to the South African Government's Minimum
Interoperability Standard (the MIOS, available from
http://www.dpsa.gov.za).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; several national bodies provided valid concerns that the existing legacy hashing mechanisms were
insufficient within the context of the specification, and we believe that these concerns warrant the replacement
of the existing mechanisms with a new mechanism which:




Takes as input the UTF-16 encoding of the input string (and therefore does not have problems with
characters above the Latin-1 Unicode subrange)
Feeds them directly to hash algorithms which have been standardized after appropriate cryptographic
review
Stores the resulting hash value, salt, and spin count within the Office Open XML document

This change will be made in each instance where a password is stored throughout WordprocessingML,
SpreadsheetML, and PresentationML.
However, in order to ensure that existing binary documents which contain the “legacy” hash can be correctly
interpreted and migrated across multiple vendors/platforms, we will remove these mechanisms from their
current location in the specification, and place them into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To complete this replacement, the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.15.1.28, pages 1,158–1,172:
2.15.1.28
documentProtection (Document Editing Restrictions)
This element specifies the set of document protection restrictions which have been applied to the contents of a
WordprocessingML document. These restrictions shall be enforced by applications editing this document when
the enforcement attribute is turned on, and should be ignored (but persisted) otherwise. Document protection
is a set of restrictions used to prevent unintentional changes to all or part of a WordprocessingML document since this protection does not encrypt the document, malicious applications may circumvent its use. This
protection is not intended as a security feature and may be ignored.
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If this element is omitted, then no protection shall be applied to this document. When a password is to be
hashed and stored in this element, it shall be hashed as defined below, starting from a UTF-16 encoded string
value.
When a password is supplied via an application which shall be hashed and stored in this element, that process
shall be done in two stages:
First, the password shall be hashed using the following algorithm:



Truncate the password to 15 characters.
Construct a new NULL-terminated string consisting of single-byte characters:






Get the single-byte values by iterating through the Unicode characters of the truncated password.
For each character, if the low byte is not equal to 0, take it. Otherwise, take the high byte.

From now on, the single-byte character string is used.
If the password is empty, return 0.
Compute the high-order word of the new key:


Initialize from the initial code array (see below), depending on the password’s length. For each
character in the password:




For every bit in the character, starting with the least significant and progressing to (but
excluding) the most significant, if the bit is set, XOR the key’s high-order word with the
corresponding word from the encryption matrix

Compute the low-order word of the new key:


Initialize with 0



For each character in the password, going backwards, low-order word = (((low-order word SHR
14) AND 0x0001) OR (low-order word SHL 1) AND 0x7FFF)) XOR character
Lastly, low-order word = (((low-order word SHR 14) AND 0x0001) OR (low-order word SHL 1)
AND 0x7FFF)) XOR password length XOR 0xCE4B.

Initial code array
The initial code array contains the initial values for the key’s high-order word. The initial value depends on the
length of the password, as follows:
Password length

Initial value for the key’s high-order word

1

0xE1F0

2

0x1D0F

3

0xCC9C

4

0x84C0
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Password length

Initial value for the key’s high-order word

5

0x110C

6

0x0E10

7

0xF1CE

8

0x313E

9

0x1872

10

0xE139

11

0xD40F

12

0x84F9

13

0x280C

14

0xA96A

15
Encryption matrix

0x4EC3

The encryption matrix contains codes used during the calculation of the key’s high-order word. As described in
the algorithm above, for every bit of the password’s characters, if the bit is set, a corresponding value is taken
from this encryption matrix and is used to XOR the key’s high-order word with it. Each row in the encryption
matrix corresponds to a single character from the password, and each of the seven columns corresponds to a
particular bit (0-6) in this character.
The values are taken in such a way so that the last character of the password uses the last row in the encryption
matrix. The next-to-last character uses the next-to-last row in the matrix, and so on. This means that the
beginning of the matrix may be unused, depending on the length of the password.
Bit 0

Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 4

Bit 5

Bit 6

Last-14

0xAEFC

0x4DD9

0x9BB2

0x2745

0x4E8A

0x9D14

0x2A09

Last-13

0x7B61

0xF6C2

0xFDA5

0xEB6B

0xC6F7

0x9DCF

0x2BBF

Last-12

0x4563

0x8AC6

0x05AD

0x0B5A

0x16B4

0x2D68

0x5AD0

Last-11

0x0375

0x06EA

0x0DD4

0x1BA8

0x3750

0x6EA0

0xDD40

Last-10

0xD849

0xA0B3

0x5147

0xA28E

0x553D

0xAA7A

0x44D5

Last-9

0x6F45

0xDE8A

0xAD35

0x4A4B

0x9496

0x390D

0x721A

Last-8

0xEB23

0xC667

0x9CEF

0x29FF

0x53FE

0xA7FC

0x5FD9

Last-7

0x47D3

0x8FA6

0x0F6D

0x1EDA

0x3DB4

0x7B68

0xF6D0

Last-6

0xB861

0x60E3

0xC1C6

0x93AD

0x377B

0x6EF6

0xDDEC

Last-5

0x45A0

0x8B40

0x06A1

0x0D42

0x1A84

0x3508

0x6A10

Last-4

0xAA51

0x4483

0x8906

0x022D

0x045A

0x08B4

0x1168

Last-3

0x76B4

0xED68

0xCAF1

0x85C3

0x1BA7

0x374E

0x6E9C

Last-2

0x3730

0x6E60

0xDCC0

0xA9A1

0x4363

0x86C6

0x1DAD
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Bit 0

Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 4

Bit 5

Bit 6

Last-1

0x3331

0x6662

0xCCC4

0x89A9

0x0373

0x06E6

0x0DCC

Last

0x1021

0x2042

0x4084

0x8108

0x1231

0x2462

0x48C4

[Example: Consider a password which has been supplied - the string “Example”. It is already under 15 characters,
so truncation does not affect it. It is then converted to a string of single-byte characters.



The password is 7 characters long, so, from the initial code array, the initial value for the key’s highorder word is 0xF1CE.
The key’s high-order word is then computed further depending on the password’s characters:


The first character is ‘E’ (0x45). This is the first character of a 7-character password, so its
corresponding row in the encryption matrix is “Last-6”.






The next character is ‘x’ (0x78). Its corresponding row in the encryption matrix is “Last-5”.






Bit 0 is set, therefore the key’s high-order word is combined (via XOR) with the corresponding
value for Bit 0 on row “Last-6”, which is 0xB861. The new result is 0xF1CE XOR 0xB861 = 0x49AF.
Bit 2 is set, so the key’s high-order word is XOR-ed with the corresponding value for Bit 2 on row
“Last-6”, which is 0xC1C6. The new result is 0x49AF XOR 0xC1C6 = 0x8869.
This process is repeated for each bit.

Bit 3 is set. The value for Bit 3 on row “Last-5” in the encryption matrix is 0x0D42. The current
value for the key’s high-order byte is 0x5585, so the new one should be 0x5585 XOR 0x0D42 =
0x58C7.
This process is repeated for each bit.

This process is repeated for all characters.

After the last character has been processed, the above step produced 0x64CE for the key’s high-order
word. Now the low-order word needs to be calculated:



The initial value is 0.
It is then calculated using the password:






The last character of the password is ‘e’ (0x65), so, by the formula, low-order word = (((loworder word SHR 14) AND 0x0001) OR ((low-order word SHL 1) AND 0x7FFF)) XOR ‘e’ = (((0 SHR
14) AND 0x0001) OR ((0 SHL 1) AND 0x7FFF)) XOR 0x65 = 0x0065.
The next to last character of the password is ‘l’ (0x6C). Again, by the formula, (((0x0065 SHR 14)
AND 0x0001) OR ((0x0065 SHL 1) AND 0x7FFF)) XOR 0x6C = (0x0000 OR 0x00CA) XOR 0x6C =
0x00CA XOR 0x6C = 0x00A6.
This process is repeated for each character.
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After the password’s first character has been processed, we have 0x1199 for the key’s low-order
word. Lastly, the password’s length is combined into it: low-order word = (((0x1199 SHR 14) AND
0x0001) OR ((0x1199 SHL 1) AND 0x7FFF)) XOR 0x0007 XOR 0xCE4B = 0x2332 XOR 0x0007 XOR
0xCE4B = 0x2335 XOR 0xCE4B = 0xED7E.

The end result for the key is 0x64CEED7E.

end example]
[Rationale: This pre-processing step is necessary for compatibility with legacy word processing applications
which hashed their password solely using this mechanism. end rationale]
Second, the byte order of the result shall be reversed [Example: 0x64CEED7E becomes 7EEDCE64. end example],
and that value shall be hashed as defined by the attribute values.
[Note: The algorithm above can be stated as follows using diagrams:
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Calculate Key

Start

Convert password
to single-byte

Password is
empty?

Yes

No

Compute key‘s
high-order word

Compute key‘s
low-order word

Initialize
encryption array
and index

End
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Compute Key‘s
High-Order Word

Start

Initialize high-order
word from the
initial code array
depending on
password‘s length

For each character
in the password
starting with the
first one

For each bit in the
character starting
with the leastsignificant one

Is the bit set?

Yes
XOR high-order
word with the
corresponding
word from the
encryption matrix

No

Next bit, up to but
excluding the
most-significant
one

Next character

End
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Compute Key‘s Low-Order Word

Start

Initialize low-order
word with 0

For each character
in the password,
going backwards

F(x)=((x SHR 14) AND 0x0001) OR
((x SHL 1) AND 0x7FFF)
Low-order word =
F(low-order word)
XOR character

Previous character

Low-order word =
F(low-order word)
XOR password
length XOR
0xCE4B

End
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end note]
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document which specifies that applications shall not allow any
modifications to this document other than the addition of comments. This requirement would be specified using
the following WordprocessingML in the document settings:
<w:documentProtection w:edit="comments" w:enforcement="true" …
w:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash" w:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
w:cryptAlgorithmSid="1" w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The documentProtection element has an edit attribute value of comments, specifying that the only modification
allowed should be comments, the enforcement attribute has a value of true, specifying that the document
protection specified is to be enforced on the given document. Finally, in order for the hosting application to stop
enforcement of the document protection applied to the document, the hosting application would have to be
provided with a password that the hosting application would then hash, compare to the value of the hash
attribute (9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=), and if the two values matched, halt enforcement of any
document protection. end example]
Parent Elements
settings (§2.15.1.78)

Attributes
algorithmName
(Cryptographic
Algorithm Name)

Description
Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with
the salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
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Attributes

Description
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]
RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
< … algorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.19).
algIdExt
(Cryptographic
Algorithm
Extensibility)

Specifies that a cryptographic algorithm which was not defined by this Office Open XML
Standard has been used to generate the hash value stored with this document.
This value, when present, shall be interpreted based on the value of the algIdExtSource
attribute in order to determine the algorithm used, which shall be application-defined.
[Rationale: This extensibility affords the fact that with exponentially increasing
computing power, documents created in the future will likely need to utilize as yet
undefined hashing algorithms in order to remain secure. end rationale]
If this value is present, the cryptAlgorithmClass, cryptAlgorithmType, and
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Attributes

Description
cryptAlgorithmSid attribute values shall be ignored in favor of the algorithm defined by
this attribute.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:algIdExt="0000000A"
w:algIdExtSource="futureCryptography"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algIdExt attribute value of 0000000A specifies that the algorithm with hex code A
shall be used as defined by the futureCryptography application. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).

algIdExtSource
(Algorithm
Extensibility Source)

Specifies the application which defined the algorithm value specified by the algIdExt
attribute.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:algIdExt="0000000A"
w:algIdExtSource="futureCryptography"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algIdExtSource attribute value of futureCryptography specifies that the
algorithm used here was published by the futureCryptography application. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

cryptAlgorithmCla
ss (Cryptographic
Algorithm Class)

Specifies the class of cryptographic algorithm used by this protection. [Note: The initial
version of this Office Open XML Standard only supports a single version - hash - but
future versions may expand this as necessary. end note]
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
w:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
w:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmClass attribute value of hash specifies that the algorithm used for
the password is a hashing algorithm. end example]
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The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_AlgClass simple type
(§2.18.1).

cryptAlgorithmSid
(Cryptographic
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with
the salt attribute and user-supplied password in order to compute a hash value for
comparison.
The possible values for this attribute shall be interpreted as follows:
Value
Algorithm
1

MD2

2

MD4

3

MD5

4

SHA-1

5

MAC

6

RIPEMD

7

RIPEMD-160

8

Undefined. Shall not be used.

9

HMAC

10

Undefined. Shall not be used.

11

Undefined. Shall not be used.

12

SHA-256

13

SHA-384

14

SHA-512

Any other
value

Undefined. Shall not be used.

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
w:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
w:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmSid attribute value of 1 specifies that the SHA-1 hashing algorithm
shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).
cryptAlgorithmTyp
e (Cryptographic

Specifies the type of cryptographic algorithm used by this protection. [Note: The initial
version of this Office Open XML Standard only supports a single type - typeAny - but
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future versions may expand this as necessary. end note]
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
w:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
w:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmType attribute value of typeAny specifies that any type of
algorithm may have been used for the password. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_AlgType simple type
(§2.18.2).

cryptProvider
(Cryptographic
Provider)

Specifies the cryptographic provider which was used to generate the hash value stored
in this document. If the user provided a cryptographic provider which was not the
system's built-in provider, then that provider shall be stored here so it can subsequently
be used if available.
If this attribute is omitted, then the built-in cryptographic provider on the system shall
be used.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptProvider="Krista'sProvider"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProvider attribute value of Krista'sProvider specifies that the
cryptographic provider with name "Krista's Provider" shall be used if available. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

cryptProviderType
(Cryptographic
Provider Type)

Specifies the type of cryptographic provider to be used.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptProviderType="rsaAES"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProviderType attribute value of rsaAES specifies that the cryptographic
provider type shall be an Advanced Encryption Standard provider. end example]
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The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_CryptProv simple type
(§2.18.14).

cryptProviderType
Ext (Cryptographic
Provider Type
Extensibility)

Specifies that a cryptographic provider type which was not defined by this Office Open
XML Standard has been used to generate the hash value stored with this document.
This value, when present, shall be interpreted based on the value of the
cryptProviderTypeExtSource attribute in order to determine the provider type used,
which shall be application-defined. [Rationale: This extensibility affords the fact that
with exponentially increasing computing power, documents created in the future will
likely need to utilize as yet undefined cryptographic provider types in order to remain
secure. end rationale]
If this value is present, the cryptProviderType attribute value shall be ignored in favor
of the provider type defined by this attribute.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptProviderTypeExt="00A5691D"
w:cryptProvideTypeExtSource="futureCryptography"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProviderTypeExt attribute value of 00A5691D specifies that the provider type
associated with hex code A5691D shall be used as defined by the futureCryptography
application. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LongHexNumber simple
type (§2.18.57).

cryptProviderType
ExtSource (Provider
Type Extensibility
Source)

Specifies the application which defined the provider type value specified by the
cryptProviderTypeExt attribute.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptProviderTypeExt="00A5691D"
w:cryptProvideTypeExtSource="futureCryptography"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProvideTypeExtSource attribute value of futureCryptography specifies
that the provider type used here was published by the futureCryptography
application. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

cryptSpinCount

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
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(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hash attribute. [Rationale: Running the
algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search attacks correspondingly.
Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be increased over time to
accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more iterations in less
time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptSpinCount="100000"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptSpinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall
be run one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hash attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

edit (Document
Editing Restrictions)

Specifies the set of editing restrictions which shall be enforced on a given
WordprocessingML document, as defined by the simple type referenced below
If this attribute is omitted, the consumer shall behave as though there are no editing
restrictions applied to this document; equivalent to an attribute value of none.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document that contains the following
WordprocessingML specifying that hosting applications shall enforce read-only
protection for a given document:
<w:documentProtection w:edit="readOnly" w:enforcement="1" />
The edit attribute has a value of readOnly and a enforcement attribute with a value of
1, specifying that read-only document protection shall be enforced on the given
document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DocProtect simple type
(§2.18.22).

enforcement
(Enforce Document
Protection Settings)

Specifies if the document protection settings shall be enforced for a given
WordprocessingML document. If the value of this element is off, 0, or false, all the
WordprocessingML pertaining to document protection is still preserved in the
document, but is not enforced. If the value of this element is on, 1, or true, the
document protection is enforced.
If this attribute is omitted, then document protection settings shall not be enforced by
applications.
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[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document that contains the following
WordprocessingML specifying that hosting applications shall apply read-only protection
for a given document:
<w:documentProtection w:edit="readOnly" w:enforcement="1" />
The enforcement attribute has a value of 1, specifying that the document protection
specified shall be enforced on the given document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OnOff simple type
(§2.18.67).

formatting (Only
Allow Formatting
With Unlocked
Styles)

Specifies if formatting restrictions are in effect for a given WordprocessingML
document. This enables the document to restrict the types of styles that may exist in a
given WordprocessingML document. Specifically, by setting this attribute's value equal
to true, every style whose locked element (§2.7.3.7) has a value of true (or latent
styles (§2.7.3.5) whose locked attribute is true) shall not be available for use in the
application, nor should any direct formatting. Only styles with a locked value of false
may be used.
If this attribute is omitted, then no formatting restrictions shall be applied, even when
document protection is enforced.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document that shall apply formatting
protection. This requirement would be specified using the following WordprocessingML
in the document settings:
<w:documentProtection w:formatting="true" w:enforcement="true"
/>
If the following definition for a style was also present in the document:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="Heading1">
<w:name w:val="heading 1" />
<w:locked="1" />
…
</w:style>
The formatting attribute has a value of true specifying that the applications shall not
allow the style above to be added to the WordprocessingML document. This does not
preclude previous uses of that style (which shall not be removed), but does prevent new
uses of this style from being added. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OnOff simple type
(§2.18.67).

hash (Password

Specifies the hash value for the password stored with this document. This value shall be
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compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password using
the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if the
two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then no password shall be associated with the protection, and it
may be turned off without supplying any password.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
w:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
w:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hash attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the usersupplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the cryptAlgorithmSid
attribute value of 1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

salt (Salt for
Password Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to
generate the hash attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the user-supplied
password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a
random string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order
to prevent a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash
combinations and simply using those precalculated values (often referred to as a
"dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied
password before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<w:… w:salt="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The salt attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the user-supplied
password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified hashing
algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
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datatype.

hashValue
(Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password stored with this document. This value shall be
compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password using
the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if the
two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… AlgorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the algorithmName
attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

saltValue (Salt
Value for Password
Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to
generate the hashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the usersupplied password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is
a random string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order
to prevent a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash
combinations and simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a
"dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied
password before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
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The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run
more iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… spinCount="100000"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The spinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_DocProtect">
<attribute name="algorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="edit" type="ST_DocProtect" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="formatting" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="enforcement" type="ST_OnOff"/>
<attribute name="hashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="saltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attributeGroup ref="AG_Password"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.2.12, pages 1,895–1,896:
3.2.12 fileSharing (File Sharing)
This element tracks file sharing File sharing settings for the workbook. When a password is to be hashed and
stored in this element, it shall be hashed starting from a UTF-16 encoded string value.
Parent Elements
workbook (§3.2.27)
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(Cryptographic
Algorithm Name)

Description
Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with the
salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
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[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
< … algorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_XString simple type
(§3.18.96).

hashValue
(Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password required for editing this workbook. This value
shall be compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password
using the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if
the two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… AlgorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the cryptAlgorithmSid
attribute value of 1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

saltValue (Salt
Value for Password
Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to generate
the hashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the user-supplied
password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a random
string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order to prevent
a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash combinations and
simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a "dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied password
before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
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[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more
iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… spinCount="100000"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The SpinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

readOnlyRecomme
nded (Read Only
Recommended)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates on open, whether the application alerts the user
that the file be marked as read-only.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

reservationPasswo
rd (Write
Reservation
Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for editing this workbook. This hash is
optional and may be ignored. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit
Unicode characters must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using
the logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of §3.2.29.
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
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// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

userName (User
Name)

Specifies the username of the person with write reservation for this workbook.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_FileSharing">
<attribute name="algorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="hashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="saltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="readOnlyRecommended" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="userName" type="ST_Xstring"/>
<attribute name="reservationPassword" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.2.29, pages 1,915–1,923:
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This element specifies options for protecting data in the workbook. Applications may use workbook protection
to prevent anyone from accidentally changing, moving, or deleting important data. This protection may be
ignored by applications which choose not to support this optional protection mechanism.
When a password is to be hashed and stored in this element, it shall be hashed as defined below, starting from a
UTF-16 encoded string value.
[Note: Worksheet or workbook element protection should not be confused with file security. It is not meant to
make your workbook safe from unintentional modification, and cannot protect it from malicious modification.
end note]
Parent Elements
workbook (§3.2.27)

Attributes
lockRevision (Lock
Revisions)

Description
Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the workbook is locked for revisions.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

lockStructure (Lock
Structure)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether structure of workbook is locked.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the structure of the workbook is locked. Worksheets in
the workbook can't be moved, deleted, hidden, unhidden, or renamed, and new
worksheets can't be inserted.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the structure of the workbook is not locked.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

lockWindows (Lock
Windows)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the windows that comprise the
workbook are locked.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the workbook windows are locked. Windows are the
same size and position each time the workbook is opened.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the workbook windows are not locked.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

revisionsAlgorithm
Name
(Cryptographic

Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with the
salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value for the
revisionsHashValue attribute.
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Algorithm Name)
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
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< … revisionsAlgorithmName="SHA-1"
revisionsHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The revisionsAlgorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1
hashing algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§3.18.96).

revisionsHashValu
e (Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password stored for unlocking revisions in this workbook.
This value shall be compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the usersupplied password using the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent
XML element, and if the two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider a SpreadsheetML document with the following information stored in
one of its protection elements:
<… revisionsAlgorithmName="SHA-1"
revisionsHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The revisionsHashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies
that the user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the
parent element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the
revisionsAlgorithmName attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value must
be 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

revisionsSaltValue
(Salt Value for
Password Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to generate
the revisionsHashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the usersupplied password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a
random string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order to
prevent a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash combinations
and simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a "dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied password
before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
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<… revisionsSaltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
revisionsHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The revisionsSaltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the
user-supplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the
specified hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

revisionsSpinCoun
t (Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the revisionsHashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more
iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… revisionsSpinCount="100000"
revisionHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The revisionsSpinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function
shall be run one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with
the revisionsHashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

revisionsPassword
(Revisions
Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The
hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic:
For SpreadsheetML password hash purposes, Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an “ansi” single or double byte code page from the following list:
874
windows-874
ANSI/OEM Thai (same as 28605, ISO 8859-15); Thai
(Windows)
932
shift_jis
ANSI/OEM Japanese; Japanese (Shift-JIS)
936
gb2312
ANSI/OEM Simplified Chinese (PRC, Singapore); Chinese
Simplified (GB2312)
949
ks_c_5601-1987 ANSI/OEM Korean (Unified Hangul Code)
950
big5
ANSI/OEM Traditional Chinese (Taiwan; Hong Kong SAR,
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1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258

windows-1250
windows-1251
windows-1252
windows-1253
windows-1254
windows-1255
windows-1256
windows-1257
windows-1258

PRC); Chinese Traditional (Big5)
ANSI Central European; Central European (Windows)
ANSI Cyrillic; Cyrillic (Windows)
ANSI Latin 1; Western European (Windows)
ANSI Greek; Greek (Windows)
ANSI Turkish; Turkish (Windows)
ANSI Hebrew; Hebrew (Windows)
ANSI Arabic; Arabic (Windows)
ANSI Baltic; Baltic (Windows)
ANSI/OEM Vietnamese; Vietnamese (Windows)

Code points with no representation in the target code page are replaced with Unicode
character 0x3f (?).
The necessary mapping tables can be found at the following location:
http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS/VENDORS/MICSFT/WindowsBestFit/ .
Code pages 932, 936, 949, and 950 are “Double Byte” code pages. The remainder of the
“ANSI” code pages supported by windows are “Single Byte” code pages.
For single byte code pages each Unicode code point is replaced by a single byte or 0x3f if
an appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code page.
For double byte code pages, each Unicode code point is replaced by either a single byte,
or a two byte sequence, depending on the input character, or 0x3f if an appropriate
character doesn’t exist in the code page. In our tables the target is a single byte
sequence if the most significant byte is 0x00, otherwise it is a double byte sequence, with
the lead byte being the most significant byte.
To convert, first check if conversion is being done to a single or double byte code page
and load the appropriate WCTABLE code page table.
For each input WCHAR, look up the code point in the WCTABLE. There are 3 possibilities:
Not found, single byte, or double byte.
If the input WCHAR is not found, append 0x3f and continue to the next WCHAR.
If the result is a single byte, check to make sure the entry in the MBTABLE matches the
input. If it matches, append the single byte to the output. If it does not match, append
0x3f to the output.
If the result is a double byte,check to make sure the entry in the DBCSENTRY table for the
appropriate lead byte matches the input WCHAR. If it matches, append the lead byte
and trail byte to the output. If it does not match, append 0x3f to the output.
The following pueudocode describes how this conversion should be done:
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int WideCharToMultiByte(WCHAR* wszInput, byte* szOutput)
{
// Remember output start so we can return length
byte* szOutputStart = szOutput;
// Ask the system for the current ANSI code page, which
// on windows is a system setting.
int iCodePage = GetCurrentAnsiCodePage();
// Load Code Page Tables
// This will depend on how the code pages are represented
on
// the target machine. TABLECLASS represents some abstract
// representation of this structure here.
TABLECLASS pTables = LoadCodePageTables(iCodePage);
bool bDoubleByte = false;
if (iCodePage == 932 ||
iCodePage == 936 ||
iCodePage == 949 ||
iCodePage == 950)
bDoubleByte = true;
while (*wszInput != 0)
{
if (bDoubleByte)
szOutput = AppendDoubleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
else
szOutput = AppendSingleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
// Read next input WCHAR
wszInput++;
}
// Null terminate the output
*szOutput = 0;
// Return output length
return szOutput – szOutputStart;
}
byte* AppendSingleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wcIn, byte*
szOutput)
{
// Look up byte that we want to append.
byte bOut = pTables->LookUpSingleByte(wcIn);
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// Make sure that bOut matches the input, otherwise use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bOut))
bOut = 0x3f;
*szOutput = bOut;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
byte* AppendDoubleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wcIn, byte*
szOutput)
{
// Look up bytes that we want to append.
UINT16 bytesOut = pTables->LookUpDoubleByte(wcIn);
// See if it is a single or double byte sequence
if (bytesOut & 0xFF00)
{
// It is a double byte sequence
// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut))
{
// Use ?, it will be added below
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
else
{
// It matched, use the lead byte we found
// trail byte will be added below
*szOutput = bytesOut >> 8;
szOutput++;
}
else
{
// It is a single byte sequence
// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut & 0xFF))
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
// Add the single or trail byte
*szOutput = bytesOut & 0xFF;
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szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
class pTables
{
// Construction depends on how you choose to store & load
the
// table files
byte LookUpSingleByte(WCHAR wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the byte value from the second
column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x3f;
}
UINT16 LookUpDoubleByte(WCHAR wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the double byte value from the
second column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from single byte code
points.
WCHAR LookUpWideChar(byte bIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in MBTABLE where the first column
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matches bIn,
// and then return the WCHAR value from the second
column.
if (exists MBTABLE{bIn})
return MBTABLE{bIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from double byte code
points
WCHAR LookUpWideChar(UINT16 bytesIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// First find the DBCSTABLE where the LeadByte matches
// the lead (most significant) input byte.
if (exists DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8))
{
DbcsTable = DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8);
// Look up the line in DbcsTable where the first
column
// matches the input trail (least significant)
byte,
// and then return the WCHAR value from the second
column.
if (exists DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF})
return DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF}.SecondColumn;
}
// Either the lead byte table or specific trail byte
// doesn’t exist in the table, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
}
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the resulting single-byte user input into the value
stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
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WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

workbookPasswor
d (Workbook
Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The
hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic:
For SpreadsheetML password hash purposes, Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an “ansi” single or double byte code page using the logic defined in the
preceding revisionsPassword attribute.
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
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pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

workbookAlgorith
mName
(Cryptographic
Algorithm Name)

Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with the
salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value for the
workbookHashValue attribute.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
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this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]
RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
< … workbookAlgorithmName="SHA-1"
workbookHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The workbookAlgorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1
hashing algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_XString simple type
(§3.18.96).
workbookHashVal
ue (Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password stored for unlocking this workbook. This value
shall be compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password
using the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if
the two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider a SpreadsheetML document with the following information stored in
one of its protection elements:
<… workbookAlgorithmName="SHA-1"
workbookHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The workbookHashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies
that the user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the
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parent element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the
workbookAlgorithmName attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value
must be 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

workbookSaltValu
e (Salt Value for
Password Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to generate
the workbookHashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the usersupplied password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a
random string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order to
prevent a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash combinations
and simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a "dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied password
before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… workbookSaltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
workbookHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The workbookSaltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that
the user-supplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the
specified hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

workbookSpinCou
nt (Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the workbookHashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more
iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… workbookSpinCount="100000"
revisionHashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
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The workbookSpinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function
shall be run one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with
the workbookHashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_WorkbookProtection">
<attribute name="revisionsAlgorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="revisionsHashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="revisionsSaltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="revisionsSpinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="workbookAlgorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="workbookHashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="workbookSaltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="workbookSpinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="workbookPassword" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="revisionsPassword" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="lockStructure" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="lockWindows" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="lockRevision" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.3.1.69, pages 2,003–2,005:
3.3.1.69
protectedRange (Protected Range)
A specified range to be protected. Ranges listed here are protected only when the sheet protection is ON and
the cell is flagged as being locked. If no password is specified here, then read/write permissions are
automatically given to all users, regardless of additional security descriptor information. In other words, the
security descriptor information (specific types of access) at the user level is only applied if a password for this
range is specified.
When a password is to be hashed and stored in this element, it shall be hashed as defined below, starting from a
UTF-16 encoded string value.
When a password is specified, then users not listed specifically as having access should be prompted with a
password. If that user supplies the correct password, then they may edit the range or cell in question. This
protection is optional and may be ignored by applications who choose not to support this functionality.
Parent Elements
protectedRanges (§3.3.1.70)

Attributes

Description
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Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with
the salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
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[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
< … algorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_XString simple type
(§3.18.96).

hashValue
(Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password required to edit this range. This value shall be
compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password using
the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if the
two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… AlgorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the algorithmName
attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

saltValue (Salt
Value for Password
Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to
generate the hashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the usersupplied password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is
a random string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order
to prevent a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash
combinations and simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a
"dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied
password before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
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[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run
more iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… spinCount="100000"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The spinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

password
(Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for editing this range. The hash is generated
from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be converted down to 8
bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the revisionsPassword
attribute of §3.2.29.
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
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including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword)
{
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

securityDescriptor
(Security
Descriptor)

Optional setting to specify the relative security descriptor. The security descriptor
defines user accounts who may edit this range without providing a password to access
the range. Removing this attribute shall remove all permissions granted or denied to
users for this range.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

sqref (Sequence of
References)

The range to be protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Sqref simple type
(§3.18.78).
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_ProtectedRange">
<attribute name="algorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="hashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="saltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="password" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="sqref" type="ST_Sqref" use="required"/>
<attribute name="name" type="ST_Xstring" use="required"/>
<attribute name="securityDescriptor" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.3.1.81, pages 2,021–2,023:
3.3.1.81
sheetProtection (Sheet Protection Options)
This collection expresses the sheet protection options to enforce when the sheet is protected.
[Example:
This example demonstrates that the sheet is protected, objects and scenarios may be edited, and
<sheetProtection sheet="1" objects="1" scenarios="1" formatCells="0"
selectLockedCells="1"/>
end example]
Parent Elements
dialogsheet (§3.3.1.32); worksheet (§3.3.1.96)

Attributes
autoFilter
(AutoFilter Locked)

Description
Autofilters are locked when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

deleteColumns
(Delete Columns
Locked)

Deleting columns is locked when the sheet is protected.

deleteRows (Delete
Rows Locked)

Deleting rows is locked when the sheet is protected.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
formatCells
(Format Cells
Locked)

Formatting cells is locked when the sheet is protected.

formatColumns
(Format Columns
Locked)

Formatting columns is locked when the sheet is protected.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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formatRows
(Format Rows
Locked)

Formatting rows is locked when the sheet is protected.

insertColumns
(Insert Columns
Locked)

Inserting columns is locked when the sheet is protected.

insertHyperlinks
(Insert Hyperlinks
Locked)

Inserting hyperlinks is locked when the sheet is protected.

insertRows (Insert
Rows Locked)

Inserting rows is locked when the sheet is protected.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
objects (Objects
Locked)

Objects are locked when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

algorithmName
(Cryptographic
Algorithm Name)

Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with
the salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
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this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]
RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
< … algorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).
hashValue
(Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password required to edit this worksheet. This value
shall be compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied
password using the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML
element, and if the two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… AlgorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
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element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the algorithmName
attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

saltValue (Salt
Value for Password
Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to
generate the hashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the usersupplied password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is
a random string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order
to prevent a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash
combinations and simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a
"dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied
password before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run
more iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information
stored in one of its protection elements:
<… spinCount="100000"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
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The spinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

password
(Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for editing this worksheet. This protection is
optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode
characters must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the
logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of §3.2.29.
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword)
{
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

pivotTables (Pivot

Pivot tables are locked when the sheet is protected.
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Tables Locked)
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
scenarios
(Scenarios Locked)

Scenarios are locked when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

selectLockedCells
(Select Locked Cells
Locked)

Selection of locked cells is locked when the sheet is protected.

selectUnlockedCell
s (Select Unlocked
Cells Locked)

Selection of unlocked cells is locked when the sheet is protected.

sheet (Sheet
Locked)

Sheet is locked when the sheet is protected.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
sort (Sort Locked)

Sorting is locked when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_SheetProtection">
<attribute name="algorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="hashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="saltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="password" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="sheet" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="objects" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="scenarios" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="formatCells" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="formatColumns" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="formatRows" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="insertColumns" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="insertRows" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="insertHyperlinks" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="deleteColumns" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="deleteRows" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="selectLockedCells" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="sort" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="autoFilter" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="pivotTables" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="selectUnlockedCells" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.3.1.82, pages 2,023–2,025:
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sheetProtection (Chart Sheet Protection)
This collection expresses the chart sheet protection options to enforce when the chart sheet is protected.
Parent Elements
chartsheet (§3.3.1.11)

Attributes
content (Contents)

Description
When true prevents users from making changes to items that are part of the chart, such
as data series, axes, and legends. The chart continues to reflect changes made to its
source data.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

objects (Objects
Locked)

When true prevents users from making changes to graphic objects— including shapes,
text boxes, and controls— unless you unlock the specific objects before you protect the
chart sheet.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

algorithmName
(Cryptographic
Algorithm Name)

Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with the
salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
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[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]
RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
< … algorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).
hashValue
(Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password required to edit this chartsheet. This value shall
be compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password
using the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if
the two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… AlgorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
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user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the algorithmName
attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

saltValue (Salt
Value for Password
Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to generate
the hashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the user-supplied
password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a random
string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order to prevent
a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash combinations and
simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a "dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied password
before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more
iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… spinCount="100000"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
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The spinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

password
(Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for editing this chart sheet. This protection is
optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode
characters must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic
defined in the revisionPassword attribute of §3.2.29.
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_ChartsheetProtection">
<attribute name="algorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="hashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="saltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="password" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="content" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="objects" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §xx, pages 2,970-2,977:
4.3.1.17
modifyVerifier (Modification Verifier)
This element specifies the write protection settings which have been applied to a PresentationML document.
Write protection refers to a mode in which the document's contents cannot should not be modified, and the
document cannot should not be resaved using the same file name.
When present, the application shall require a password to enable modifications to the document. If the
supplied password does not match the hash value in this attribute, then write protection shall be enabled. If this
element is omitted, then no write protection shall be applied to the current document. Since this protection
does not encrypt the document, malicious applications may circumvent its use.
The password supplied to the algorithm is to be a Unicode UTF-16 encoded string; strings longer than 255
characters are truncated to 255 characters. The attributes of this element specify the algorithm to be used to
verify the password provided by the user.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document that can only be opened in a write protected state unless a
password is provided, in which case the file would be opened in an editable state. This requirement would be
specified using the following PresentationML:
<p:documentProtection …
p:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash" p:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
p:cryptAlgorithmSid="1" p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" ... />
<p:modifyVerifier p:algorithmName="SHA-512" ...
p:hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" ... />
In order for the hosting application to enable edits to the document, the hosting application would have to be
provided with a password that the hosting application would then hash using the algorithm specified by the
algorithm attributes and compare to the value of the hashValueData attribute
(9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=). If the two values matched, the file would be opened in an editable state.
end example]
Parent Elements
presentation (§4.3.1.24)
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algorithmName
(Cryptographic
Algorithm Name)

Description
Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with the
salt attribute and input password in order to compute the hash value.
The following values are reserved:
Value
MD2

Algorithm

Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD5

Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
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[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
< … algorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algorithmName attribute value of “SHA-1” specifies that the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Name simple type (§4.8.9).

hashValue
(Password Hash
Value)

Specifies the hash value for the password required to edit this chartsheet. This value shall
be compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password
using the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if
the two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then the reservationPassword attribute shall contain the
password hash for the workbook.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… AlgorithmName="SHA-1"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashValue attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the algorithmName
attribute value of SHA-1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

saltValue (Salt
Value for Password
Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to generate
the hashValue attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the user-supplied
password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a random
string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order to prevent
a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash combinations and
simply using those pre-calculated values (often referred to as a "dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied password
before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
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in one of its protection elements:
<… saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltValue attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema base64Binary
datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashValue attribute.
[Rationale: Running the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search
attacks correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be
increased over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more
iterations in less time). end rationale]
[Example: Consider an Office Open XML document with the following information stored
in one of its protection elements:
<… spinCount="100000"
hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The spinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the
hashValue attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

algIdExt
(Cryptographic
Algorithm
Extensibility)

Specifies that a cryptographic algorithm which was not defined by this Office Open XML
Standard has been used to generate the hash value stored with this document.
This value, when present, shall be interpreted based on the value of the algIdExtSource
attribute in order to determine the algorithm used, which shall be application-defined.
[Rationale: This extensibility affords the fact that with exponentially increasing
computing power, documents created in the future will likely need to utilize as yet
undefined hashing algorithms in order to remain secure. end rationale]
If this value is present, the cryptAlgorithmClass, cryptAlgorithmType, and
cryptAlgorithmSid attribute values shall be ignored in favor of the algorithm defined by
this attribute.
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[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:algIdExt="0000000A"
p:algIdExtSource="futureCryptography"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algIdExt attribute value of 0000000A specifies that the algorithm with hex code A
shall be used as defined by the futureCryptography application. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

algIdExtSource
(Algorithm
Extensibility Source)

Specifies the application which defined the algorithm value specified by the algIdExt
attribute.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
one its protection element:
<p:… p:algIdExt="0000000A"
p:algIdExtSource="futureCryptography"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The algIdExtSource attribute value of futureCryptography specifies that the algorithm
used here was published by the futureCryptography application. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

cryptAlgorithmCla
ss (Cryptographic
Algorithm Class)

Specifies the class of cryptographic algorithm used by this protection. [Note: The initial
version of this Office Open XML Standard only supports a single version - hash - but
future versions may expand this as necessary. end note]
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
p:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
p:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmClass attribute value of hash specifies that the algorithm used for
the password is a hashing algorithm. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_AlgClass simple type
(§4.8.1).

cryptAlgorithmSid
(Cryptographic

Specifies the specific cryptographic hashing algorithm which shall be used along with the
saltData attribute and user-supplied password in order to compute a hash value for
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comparison.
The possible values for this attribute shall be interpreted as follows:
Value
Algorithm
1

MD2

2

MD4

3

MD5

4

SHA-1

5

MAC

6

RIPEMD

7

RIPEMD-160

8

Undefined. Shall not be used.

9

HMAC

10

Undefined. Shall not be used.

11

Undefined. Shall not be used.

12

SHA-256

13

SHA-384

14

SHA-512

Any other
value

Undefined. Shall not be used.

[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
p:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
p:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmSid attribute value of 1 specifies that the SHA-1 hashing algorithm
shall be used to generate a hash from the user-defined password. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.
cryptAlgorithmTyp
e (Cryptographic
Algorithm Type)

Specifies the type of cryptographic algorithm used by this protection. [Note: The initial
version of this Office Open XML Standard only supports a single type - typeAny - but
future versions may expand this as necessary. end note]
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
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<p:… p:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
p:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
p:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmType attribute value of typeAny specifies that any type of algorithm
may have been used for the password. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_AlgType simple type
(§4.8.2).

cryptProvider
(Cryptographic
Provider)

Specifies the cryptographic provider which was used to generate the hash value stored in
this document. If the user provided a cryptographic provider which was not the system's
built-in provider, then that provider shall be stored here so it can subsequently be used if
available.
If this attribute is omitted, then the built-in cryptographic provider on the system shall be
used.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptProvider="Krista'sProvider"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProvider attribute value of Krista'sProvider specifies that the cryptographic
provider with name "Krista's Provider" shall be used if available. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

cryptProviderType
(Cryptographic
Provider Type)

Specifies the type of cryptographic provider to be used.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptProviderType="rsaAES"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProviderType attribute value of rsaAES specifies that the cryptographic
provider type shall be an Advanced Encryption Standard provider. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_CryptProv simple type
(§4.8.4).

cryptProviderType
Ext (Cryptographic
Provider Type

Specifies that a cryptographic provider type which was not defined by this Office Open
XML Standard has been used to generate the hash value stored with this document.
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This value, when present, shall be interpreted based on the value of the
cryptProviderTypeExtSource attribute in order to determine the provider type used,
which shall be application-defined. [Rationale: This extensibility affords the fact that with
exponentially increasing computing power, documents created in the future will likely
need to utilize as yet undefined cryptographic provider types in order to remain secure.
end rationale]
If this value is present, the cryptProviderType attribute value shall be ignored in favor of
the provider type defined by this attribute.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptProviderTypeExt="00A5691D"
p:cryptProvideTypeExtSource="futureCryptography"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProviderTypeExt attribute value of 00A5691D specifies that the provider type
associated with hex code A5691D shall be used as defined by the futureCryptography
application. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

cryptProviderType
ExtSource (Provider
Type Extensibility
Source)

Specifies the application which defined the provider type value specified by the
cryptProviderTypeExt attribute.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptProviderTypeExt="00A5691D"
p:cryptProvideTypeExtSource="futureCryptography"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptProvideTypeExtSource attribute value of futureCryptography specifies that
the provider type used here was published by the futureCryptography application. end
example]

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
hashData
(Password Hash)

Specifies the hash value for the password stored with this document. This value shall be
compared with the resulting hash value after hashing the user-supplied password using
the algorithm specified by the preceding attributes and parent XML element, and if the
two values match, the protection shall no longer be enforced.
If this value is omitted, then no password shall be associated with the protection, and it
may be turned off without supplying any password.
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[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
p:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
p:cryptAlgorithmSid="1"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The hashData attribute value of 9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= specifies that the
user-supplied password shall be hashed using the pre-processing defined by the parent
element (if any) followed by the SHA-1 algorithm (specified via the cryptAlgorithmSid
attribute value of 1) and that the resulting has value must be
9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY= for the protection to be disabled. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

saltData (Salt for
Password Verifier)

Specifies the salt which was prepended to the user-supplied password before it was
hashed using the hashing algorithm defined by the preceding attribute values to generate
the hashData attribute, and which shall also be prepended to the user-supplied
password before attempting to generate a hash value for comparison. A salt is a random
string which is added to a user-supplied password before it is hashed in order to prevent
a malicious party from pre-calculating all possible password/hash combinations and
simply using those precalculated values (often referred to as a "dictionary attack").
If this attribute is omitted, then no salt shall be prepended to the user-supplied password
before it is hashed for comparison with the stored hash value.
[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:saltData="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The saltData attribute value of ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ== specifies that the usersupplied password shall have this value prepended before it is run through the specified
hashing algorithm to generate a resulting hash value for comparison. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

spinCount
(Iterations to Run
Hashing Algorithm)

Specifies the number of times the hashing function shall be iteratively run (using each
iteration's result as the input for the next iteration) when attempting to compare a usersupplied password with the value stored in the hashData attribute. [Rationale: Running
the algorithm many times increases the cost of exhaustive search attacks
correspondingly. Storing this value allows for the number of iterations to be increased
over time to accommodate faster hardware (and hence the ability to run more iterations
in less time). end rationale]
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[Example: Consider a PresentationML document with the following information stored in
its protection element:
<p:… p:spinCount="100000"
p:hashData="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The spinCount attribute value of 100000 specifies that the hashing function shall be run
one hundred thousand times to generate a hash value for comparison with the hash
attribute. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_ModifyVerifier">
<attribute name="algorithmName" type="ST_String" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="hashValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="saltValue" type="xsd:base64binary" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="cryptProviderType" type="ST_CryptProv" use="required"/>
<attribute name="cryptAlgorithmClass" type="ST_AlgClass" use="required"/>
<attribute name="cryptAlgorithmType" type="ST_AlgType" use="required"/>
<attribute name="cryptAlgorithmSid" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required"/>
<attribute name="spinCount" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required"/>
<attribute name="saltData" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>
<attribute name="hashData" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>
<attribute name="cryptProvider" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="algIdExt" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="algIdExtSource" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="cryptProviderTypeExt" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="cryptProviderTypeExtSource" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

To the Normative References:
ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Hash-functions -- Part 3: Dedicated hashfunctions. 2004.
Kaliski, B. The MD2 Message-Digest Algorithm. April 1992. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1319.txt.
Rivest, R. The MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm. April 1992. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1320.txt.
—. The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm. April 1992. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1321.txt.
To the Annex of deprecated features:
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The description of the legacy hashing mechanisms removed from the main clauses in Part 4 will be moved into
this Annex as described above.
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Comment ID

CA-0040
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.03.01.61
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The pageSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Proposed change by the MB
Rather than trying to maintain a paper
size registry, a more flexible approach
would be to simply record the
dimensions of the paper size selected.
Canada requests that the use of the
appropriate ISO standard (ISO-216)
sizes be supported.
As an extension there is also a need to
allow for specifying user defined paper
sizes.

CZ-0033
Clause: Part
4/3.3.1.61
Paragraph: p.
1988

DK-0135
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.3.1.61
3.3.1.62
Paragraph: Page
1988

FR-0343
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.61
pageSetup (Page
Setup Set
Paragraph: -

GB-0296
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.61
[p1988,
paperSize ]
Paragraph: -

GR-0079
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.61
Paragraph: -

IN-0015
Clause: 3.3.1.61
3.3.1.62
Paragraph: -

Specifying allowed page sizes by enumeration is too
restrictive.

Add new value 0 (= custom paper size)
for ―paperSize‖ attribute. Page size will
be specified manually using attributes
like ―pageWidth‖ and ―pageHeight‖
when this value is used.
Do the same modification also for the
corresponding attribute of ―pageSetup‖
element in section 5.7.2.135 (p. 4063).

The attribute paperSize contain a wide variety but limited list
of paper size specification, which most likely would fulfil the
purpose for most organisation,

Suggest add reference to ISO 216
ANSI (with a third column added to the
table).

But the attempt to keep up with is meaningless since there
already exist standard specification which should adopted in
an attempt to minimize the maintenance burden of the
specification.
The pageSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Rather than trying to maintain a paper
size registry, a more flexible approach
would be to simply record the
dimensions of the paper size selected.

The paperSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Proposed change: Rather than trying
to maintain a paper size registry, a
more flexible approach would be to
simply record the dimensions of the
paper size selected.

The pageSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Rather than trying to maintain a paper
size registry, a more flexible approach
would be to simply record the
dimensions of the paper size selected.

Nonstandard, inflexible paper-size naming Sections 3.3.1.61
and 3.3.1.62, both of which involve printer settings, define a
"paperSize" attribute whose value is an integer representing
one of 68 fixed paper sizes. These papersize codes are
apparently based on corresponding
[http://support.microsoft.com/kb/135639

Should be resolved

paper-size registry codes] in Microsoft Windows, rather than
using the standard paper-size names as defined in
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Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_size ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1,
and similar standards]. In contrast, ISO 26300 employs a
much more flexible scheme: it simply describes the paper size
by recording the physical width and height of the page, leaving
the assignment of symbolic paper-size names to the user
interface.

KE-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.61
Paragraph: -

MY-0014
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.61
―pageSetup‖ /
paperSize
Paragraph: Page
1988 (1994)

PT-0096
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.61
Paragraph: -

US-0141
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.61
Paragraph: -

VE-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.3.1.61
pageSetup (Page
Setup
Paragraph:
pages 1988-1990

VE-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.3.1.62
pageSetup (Chart
Sh
Paragraph:
pages 1992-1993

The pageSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Provide for a user defined paper size

Paper size is defined as an enumerated number which is
limited to the current definition of 68 paper types.

Use a XML namespace

Malaysia which commonly uses ―Foolscap‖ or F4 or (210mm x
330mm) or (8‖ x 13‖) is ignored as this paper type is not
included in this list.

<w:pageSetup w:paperSize=‖ISO:A4‖
/>
or directly use page dimensions with
units
<w:pageSetup w:paperWidth=‖210mm‖
w:paperHeight=‖270mm‖ />

The pageSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Rather than trying to maintain a paper
size registry, a more flexible approach
would be to simply record the
dimensions of the paper size selected.

The pageSize attribute allows a set of enumerated values
which does not encompass all of the page size values
permitted by ISO 216, ANSI Y14.1 and similar DIN and JIS
standards.

Rather than trying to maintain a paper
size registry, a more flexible approach
would be to simply record the
dimensions of the paper size selected.

Define a "paperSize" attribute whose value is an integer
representing one of 68 fixed paper sizes. These paper-size
codes are apparently based on corresponding paper-size
registry codes in Microsoft Windows, rather than using the
standard paper-size names as defined in ISO 216, ANSI
Y14.1, and similar standards. In contrast, ISO 26300 employs
a much more flexible scheme: it simply describes the paper
size by recording the physical width and height of the page,
leaving the assignment of symbolic paper-size names to the
user interface.

Use a standard paper-size
specification.

Define a "paperSize" attribute whose value is an integer
representing one of 68 fixed paper sizes. These paper-size
codes are apparently based on corresponding paper-size
registry codes in Microsoft Windows, rather than using the
standard paper-size names as defined in ISO 216, ANSI
Y14.1, and similar standards. In contrast, ISO 26300 employs
a much more flexible scheme: it simply describes the paper
size by recording the physical width and height of the page,
leaving the assignment of symbolic paper-size names to the
user interface.

Use a standard papaer-size
specification.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the page sizes supported by SpreadsheetML are overly restrictive, and, as such, we propose the
following changes to the specification to allow for an open-ended set of sizes:
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Part 4, §3.3.1.61, page 1,987, after line 11:
[Example: The following example shows the pageSetup element for ISO A0 paper, printed in black and white,
with graphics:
<pageSetup blackAndWhite="true" draft="false" paperHeight="1189"
paperWidth="841" paperUnits="mm" />
end example]
Part 4, §3.3.1.61, page 1,988:

paperSize (Paper
Size)

Paper size
1 = Letter paper (8.5 in. by 11 in.)
2 = Letter small paper (8.5 in. by 11 in.)
3 = Tabloid paper (11 in. by 17 in.)
4 = Ledger paper (17 in. by 11 in.)
5 = Legal paper (8.5 in. by 14 in.)
6 = Statement paper (5.5 in. by 8.5 in.)
7 = Executive paper (7.25 in. by 10.5 in.)
8 = A3 paper (297 mm by 420 mm)
9 = A4 paper (210 mm by 297 mm)
10 = A4 small paper (210 mm by 297 mm)
11 = A5 paper (148 mm by 210 mm)
12 = B4 paper (250 mm by 353 mm)
13 = B5 paper (176 mm by 250 mm)
14 = Folio paper (8.5 in. by 13 in.)
15 = Quarto paper (215 mm by 275 mm)
16 = Standard paper (10 in. by 14 in.)
17 = Standard paper (11 in. by 17 in.)
18 = Note paper (8.5 in. by 11 in.)
19 = #9 envelope (3.875 in. by 8.875 in.)
20 = #10 envelope (4.125 in. by 9.5 in.)
21 = #11 envelope (4.5 in. by 10.375 in.)
22 = #12 envelope (4.75 in. by 11 in.)
23 = #14 envelope (5 in. by 11.5 in.)
24 = C paper (17 in. by 22 in.)
25 = D paper (22 in. by 34 in.)
26 = E paper (34 in. by 44 in.)
27 = DL envelope (110 mm by 220 mm)
28 = C5 envelope (162 mm by 229 mm)
29 = C3 envelope (324 mm by 458 mm)
30 = C4 envelope (229 mm by 324 mm)
31 = C6 envelope (114 mm by 162 mm)
32 = C65 envelope (114 mm by 229 mm)
33 = B4 envelope (250 mm by 353 mm)
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34 = B5 envelope (176 mm by 250 mm)
35 = B6 envelope (176 mm by 125 mm)
36 = Italy envelope (110 mm by 230 mm)
37 = Monarch envelope (3.875 in. by 7.5 in.).
38 = 6 3/4 envelope (3.625 in. by 6.5 in.)
39 = US standard fanfold (14.875 in. by 11 in.)
40 = German standard fanfold (8.5 in. by 12 in.)
41 = German legal fanfold (8.5 in. by 13 in.)
42 = ISO B4 (250 mm by 353 mm)
43 = Japanese double postcard (200 mm by 148 mm)
44 = Standard paper (9 in. by 11 in.)
45 = Standard paper (10 in. by 11 in.)
46 = Standard paper (15 in. by 11 in.)
47 = Invite envelope (220 mm by 220 mm)
50 = Letter extra paper (9.275 in. by 12 in.)
51 = Legal extra paper (9.275 in. by 15 in.)
52 = Tabloid extra paper (11.69 in. by 18 in.)
53 = A4 extra paper (236 mm by 322 mm)
54 = Letter transverse paper (8.275 in. by 11 in.)
55 = A4 transverse paper (210 mm by 297 mm)
56 = Letter extra transverse paper (9.275 in. by 12 in.)
57 = SuperA/SuperA/A4 paper (227 mm by 356 mm)
58 = SuperB/SuperB/A3 paper (305 mm by 487 mm)
59 = Letter plus paper (8.5 in. by 12.69 in.)
60 = A4 plus paper (210 mm by 330 mm)
61 = A5 transverse paper (148 mm by 210 mm)
62 = JIS B5 transverse paper (182 mm by 257 mm)
63 = A3 extra paper (322 mm by 445 mm)
64 = A5 extra paper (174 mm by 235 mm)
65 = ISO B5 extra paper (201 mm by 276 mm)
66 = A2 paper (420 mm by 594 mm)
67 = A3 transverse paper (297 mm by 420 mm)
68 = A3 extra transverse paper (322 mm by 445 mm)
When paperHight, paperWidth, and paperUnits are specified, paperSize should be
ignored.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.
paperHeight

Height of custom paper, using the units specified in the PaperUnits attribute. When
paperHight, paperWidth, and paperUnits are specified, paperSize should be ignored.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema double datatype.

paperWidth

Width of custom paper, using the units specified in the PaperUnits attribute. When
paperHight, paperWidth, and paperUnits are specified, paperSize should be ignored.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema double datatype.
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paperUnits

Units to use in the PaperHeight and PaperWidth measures. When paperHight,
paperWidth, and paperUnits are specified, paperSize should be ignored. Possible values
are:
Value

Meaning

in
mm

Inches
Millimetres

Part 4, §3.3.1.62, page 1,992:
Make the same changes.
Part 4, §5.7.2.135, page 4,063:
Make the same changes.
The corresponding schemas will be changed accordingly.
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Response 104
Comment ID

CA-0042

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This clause has two references to a nonexistent section ('§0').

Fix the reference and ensure that no
cascading effect takes place
Suggest the reference to be: 3.17.2.2

There are a number of broken references (of the form '§0').

Fix such broken references.

The reference to the definition of operators is broken ('§0').

Fix the reference.

The reference to the definition of the space operator is broken
('§0').

Fix the reference.

The reference to the definition of the space operator is broken
('§0').

Revise the text to address this
comment

The reference to the definition of the space operator is broken
('§0').

Fix the reference

The reference to the definition of operators is broken ('§0').

Fix the reference

Clause: Part 4,
Section 03.17.02
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0074

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

FR-0431
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2
Syntax
Paragraph: page
2508, line 16

FR-0432
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2
Syntax
Paragraph: page
2508, line 27

GB-0360
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.2
[p2508, 16, 17]
Paragraph: -

US-0246
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2
Paragraph: -

US-0247
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; these broken forward references will be fixed. The only ones found are in Part 4, §3.17.2,
lines 16 (operators) and 27 (space operator). These should both go to §3.17.2.2.
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Response 105
Comment ID

CA-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.04.01
Paragraph: page
2522, lines
16&18

DE-0033
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: page
2522, lines
16&18

FR-0181
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2522, lines
16&18

FR-0529
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2522, lines
16&18

GB-0303
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.4.1
[p2522, 16 and
18]
Paragraph: -

IN-0060
Clause: 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

IR-0043
Clause: Part
4,Section
3.17.4.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was
intended. The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31
23:59:59.

Validate the upper limits.

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was
intended. The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31
23:59:59.

It is true that 2,958,465 matches 999912-31. But it is false where the text
says that this is the upper limit and that,
"A serial value outside of the range for
its date base system is ill-formed."
Specifically, all hours of 9999-12-31 are
allowed, so a serial values of
2,958,465.999999 is also allowed.

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was intended.
The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31 23:59:59.

Clarify the upper limits.

The documented upper limits for the date part of serial date
times match 9999-12-31 00:00:00, which is correct, but could
be supplemented for the sake of extensive clarity by a mention
of the absolute upper limits for serial date times, that would
match 9999-12-31 23:59:59.

Add a mention, possibly in an
informative note, that the upper limit on
date time serial numbers match 999912-31 23:59:59, and precise the
corresponding serial numbers as
appropriate (depending on the date
base).

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was
intended. The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31
23:59:59.

Proposed change: Clarify the upper
limits.

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was
intended. The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31
23:59:59.

Clarify the upper limits.

The upper limit for serial date is described as 9999-12-31
00:00:00, while the excepted limit is 9999-12-31 23:59:59

The upper limit should be clarified.

PT-0086
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: page
2522, lines

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was
intended. The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31
23:59:59.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

16&18

US-0133
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Paragraph: page
2522, lines
16&18

The documented upper limits for serial date times match 999912-31 00:00:00, which is most probably not what was
intended. The expected upper limits would match 9999-12-31
23:59:59.

Clarify the upper limits.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.4.1, page 2,522, lines 15–18:



In the 1900 date base system, the lower limit is January 1, 1900 00:00:00, which has serial value 1. The
upper-limit is December 31, 9999 23:59:59, which has serial value 2,958,465.9999884.
In the 1904 date base system, the lower limit is January 1, 1904 00:00:00, which has serial value 0. The
upper-limit is December 31, 9999 23:59:59, which has serial value 2,957,003.9999884.
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Comment ID

CA-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 03.17.07
Paragraph:
Throughout

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There appears to be a production issue in the creation of the
PDF version of this DIS. Many of the mathematical formulas
that define the spreadsheet functions are illegible, and all of
them are of low quality. For example, 3.17.7.24, 3.17.7.32,
3.17.7.38, etc.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide higher resolution of the
mathematical equations.

For example:
3.17.7.32 BINOMDIST on page 2558. What power is (1-p)
raised to
3.17.7.38 CHITEST on page 2565, what is the subscript on A
3.17..7.233 NEGBINOMDIST on page 2721, what is p' ? prime? a first derivitive of p? or a degenerate p^r?

CL-0144
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

CO-0152
Clause: Part 4,
3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

DK-0089
Clause: Part 4
Section
3.17.7.343
Paragraph: Page
2820

ECMA-0032
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7
Paragraph: -

FR-0353
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.343
WEIBULL
Paragraph: page
2820, line 15, and
page 2821, lines
1&3

FR-0412

The mathematical formula in the PDF version of the standard
in many places is unreadable and compares very poorly with
the clarify of the rest of the text and most other images.

Provide better quality mathematical
formula.

The mathematical formula graphic given in many places
borders on unreadable and compares very poorly with the
clarify of the rest of the text and most other images (e.g. page
2552(2559) line 1, line 3).

Provide better quality mathematical
formula graphics.

The screencapture of the equation is in poor quality an
unreadable,

Replace with a readable version

Most formulae are pictures of rather poor quality, and they
don‘t scale well.

Replace all formulae pictures with
equivalent WordprocessingML
equations.

The provided equations are blurred, to the point of being almost Provide clean equations.
unreadable.

The provided mathematical formula is blurred.

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.295
STANDARDIZE
Paragraph: page
2782, line 26
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Comment ID

FR-0452
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
Predefined
Function Definit
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The mathematical formula given in many places borders on
Provide better quality mathematical
unreadable and compares very poorly with the clarity of the rest formula.
of the text.

GB-0370
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.7
[p2530]
Paragraph: -

GB-0400
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17
[throughout]
Paragraph: -

US-0197
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

US-0283
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
Paragraph:
Throughout

There appears to be a production issue in the creation of the
PDF version of this DIS. Many of the mathematical formulas
that define the spreadsheet functions are illegible, and all of
them are of low quality. For example, 3.17.7.24, 3.17.7.32,
3.17.7.38, etc.

Proposed change: Provide higher
resolution of the mathematical
equations.

The mathematical formula given in many places borders on
unreadable and compares very poorly with the clarify of the
rest of the text and most other images.

Proposed change: Provide better
quality mathematical formula.

The mathematical formula given in many places borders on
unreadable and compares very poorly with the clarify of the
rest of the text and most other images.

Provide better quality mathematical
formula.

There appears to be a production issue in the creation of the
PDF version of this DIS. Many of the mathematical formulas
that define the spreadsheet functions are illegible, and all of
them are of low quality. For example, 3.17.7.24, 3.17.7.32,
3.17.7.38, etc.

Provide higher resolution of the
mathematical equations.

Proposed Disposition
Yes, not only are these formulas hard to read, they don’t scale at all well. These formulas will be replaced by the
equivalent WordprocessingML equations. Some examples of the current formulas and their corresponding
replacements using equivalent WordprocessingML are as follows:
3.17.7.2 ACCRINT

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑁𝑇 = 𝑝𝑎𝑟 ×
×
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

𝑁𝐶

𝑖=1

𝐴𝑖
𝑁𝐿𝑖

3.17.7.24 BESSELJ
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𝐽𝑛 𝑥 =
𝑘=0

−1 𝑘
𝑘! Γ 𝑛 + 𝑘 + 1

𝑥
2

𝑛+2𝑘

3.17.7.206 MDURATION

𝑀𝐷𝑈𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 =

𝐷𝑈𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁
𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
1 + 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
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Comment ID

CA-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.243
Paragraph: OR

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be TRUE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify if this function allows shortcircuit evaluation.

The same ambiguity applies to the AND function.

CL-0155
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.243
Paragraph: OR

CL-0190
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.9
Paragraph: AND

CO-0160
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.9
Paragraph: AND
2541(2548)

CO-0199
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.243
Paragraph: OR
2741(2748)

FR-0441
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.9
AND
Paragraph: page
2541, line 12

FR-0477
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.243 OR
Paragraph: page
2741, line 10

GB-0372
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.7.9
[p2541, AND]
Paragraph: -

GB-0419
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.243
[OR]
Paragraph: -

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be TRUE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be FALSE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be FALSE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be TRUE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be FALSE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be TRUE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be FALSE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Proposed change: Specify whether
this function allows short-circuit
evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be TRUE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Proposed change: Specify whether
this function allows short- circuit
evaluation
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Comment ID

GR-0104
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.9
Paragraph: AND

US-0174
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.9
Paragraph: AND

US-0216
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.243
Paragraph: OR

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not.
In other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated
once one of them is found to be FALSE? Since some
functions have side effects, it is necessary to define this in
order to ensure interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be FALSE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

It is not specified whether this function short-circuits or not. In
other words, must the remaining arguments be evaluated once
one of them is found to be TRUE? Since some functions have
side effects, it is necessary to define this in order to ensure
interoperability.

Specify whether this function allows
short-circuit evaluation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.9, page 2,541, line 15; and Part 4, §3.17.7.243,
page 2,741, line 10, respectively:
3.17.7.9 AND
Syntax:
AND ( argument-list )

Description: Tests if all arguments in argument-list are TRUE. The function evaluates all arguments prior to
returning a value.

3.17.7.243 OR
Syntax:
OR ( argument-list )

Description: Tests if any one or more arguments in argument-list are TRUE. The function evaluates all arguments
prior to returning a value.
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Comment ID

CA-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.249
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0073
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.249
Paragraph: -

FR-0448
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.249 PI
Paragraph: page
2745, lines 15 &
18

GB-0421
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.249
[p2745, PI ]
Paragraph: -

US-0244
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.249
Paragraph: PI

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The provided example contradicts the description, since it
displays 10 significant digits in its fractional part instead of the
(minimum) 15 significant digits which is stated as a
requirement.

Fix the example or the text, so this
contradiction is
resolved

The example displays 10 digits. The value of PI should be
shown as accurate to 15 digits.

Fix the example.

The provided example contradicts the definition, since it
displays 9 significant digits in its fractional part instead of the
(minimum) 15 significant digits required.

Fix the contradiction.

The provided example contradicts the description, since it
displays 10 significant digits in its fractional part instead of the
(minimum) 15 significant digits which is stated as a
requirement.

Proposed change: Fix the example or
the text, so this contradiction is
resolved.

The provided example contradicts the description, since it
displays 10 significant digits in its fractional part instead of the
(minimum) 15 significant digits which is stated as a
requirement.

Fix the example or the text, so this
contradiction is resolved.

Proposed Disposition
While it is true that PI must compute the value π to at least 15 significant figures, the result might be displayed
using fewer than that number. To clarify this, the example will be changed, as follows:
[Example: The following results are displayed using 10 significant figures
PI() results in 3.141592654
PI()/2 results in 1.570796327
PI()*(2.5^2) results in 19.63495408
end example]
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Comment ID

CA-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.348
Paragraph:
YEARFRAC

CL-0174
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.348
Paragraph:
YEARFRAC

CO-0204
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.348
Paragraph:
YEARFRAC
2826(2833)

FR-0498
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.348
YEARFRAC
Paragraph: page
2826, line 6

GB-0437
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.348
[YEARFRAC]
Paragraph: -

US-0233
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.348
Paragraph:
YEARFRAC

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function is ambiguous. Specifically it does not treat the
calculation in the presence of leap years. In the Actual/Actual
basis, do we ever divide by 366? Or only by 365? Would we
divide by 366 only if the leap day is between start-date and
end-date? Of either start-date or end-date are in the leap
year? If both start-date and end-date are in a leap year?

Clarify the definition of the function
when involving leap years.

This function is ambiguous. Specifically it does not treat the
calculation in the presence of leap years. In the Actual/Actual
basis, do we ever divide by 366? Or only by 365? Would we
divide by 366 only if the leap day is between start-date and
end-date? Of either start-date or end-date are in the leap
year? If both start-date and end-date are in a leap year?

Clarify the definition of the function
when involving leap years.

This function is ambiguous. Specifically it does not treat the
calculation in the presence of leap years. In the Actual/Actual
basis, do we ever divide by 366? Or only by 365? Would we
divide by 366 only if the leap day is between start-date and
end-date? Of either start-date or end-date are in the leap
year? If both start-date and end-date are in a leap year?

Clarify the definition of the function
when involving leap years.

This function is ambiguous. Specifically it does not treat the
calculation in the presence of leap years. In the Actual/Actual
basis, do we ever divide by 366? Or only by 365? Would we
divide by 366 only if the leap day is between start-date and
end-date? Of either start-date or end-date are in the leap year?
If both start-date and end-date are in a leap year?

Clarify the definition of the function when
involving leap years.

This function is ambiguous. Specifically it does not treat the
calculation in the presence of leap years. In the Actual/Actual
basis, do we ever divide by 366? Or only by 365? Would we
divide by 366 only if the leap day is between start-date and
end-date? Of either start-date or end- date are in the leap
year? If both start-date and end-date are in a leap year?

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition of the function when involving
leap years.

This function is ambiguous. Specifically it does not treat the
calculation in the presence of leap years. In the Actual/Actual
basis, do we ever divide by 366? Or only by 365? Would we
divide by 366 only if the leap day is between start-date and
end-date? Of either start-date or end-date are in the leap
year? If both start-date and end-date are in a leap year?

Clarify the definition of the function
when involving leap years.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that YEARFRAC is defined ambiguously with regard to its treatment of leap years. In the presence of
leap years when using the Actual/Actual day count basis, YEARFRAC uses an average year length. We propose
modifying Part 4, §3.17.7.348, page 2,826, line 10, and page 2,827, after line 2 to read:
3.17.7.348 YEARFRAC
…
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Return Type and Value: number – The fractional number of years represented by the number of whole days
between two dates, start-date and end-date., according to basis. If the Actual/actual basis is used, the year
length used is the average length of the years that the range crosses, regardless of where start-date and enddate fall in their respective years.
However, if the value of basis is out of range, #NUM! is returned.
[Example:
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,3,26)) results in 0.236111111
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,3,26),DATE(2006,1,1)) results in 0.236111111
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,7,1)) results in 0.5
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2007,9,1)) results in 1.666666667
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,7,1),0) results in 0.5
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,7,1),1) results in 0.495890411
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,7,1),2) results in 0.502777778
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,7,1),3) results in 0.495890411
YEARFRAC(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,7,1),4) results in 0.5
YEARFRAC(DATE(2004,3,1),DATE(2006,3,1),1) results in 1.998175 (because 2004 is a leap year and
Actual/actual basis is used, the average year length is 365.3333)
end example]
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Comment ID

CA-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

CL-0184
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

CO-0175
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER 2590(2597)

FR-0508
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER
Paragraph: page
2590, line 21

GB-0388
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.65
[CUBEKPIMEMB
ER]
Paragraph: -

US-0187
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The ―kpi-property‖ parameter lists a number of values which
are undefined such as ―temporal context‖, ―relative
importance‖, etc. This is made even more cryptic by the fact
that this function, unlike almost all the others, has examples
that fail to illustrate the returned values. If there is to
interoperability in the use of this function, semantics in
additional to syntax will need to be specified.

Provide the semantics for this function,
as well as, provide some examples.

The ―kpi-property‖ parameter lists a number of values which
are undefined such as ―temporal context‖, ―relative
importance‖, etc. This is made even more cryptic by the fact
that this function, unlike almost all the others, has examples
that fail to illustrate the returned values. If there is to
interoperability in the use of this function, semantics in
additional to syntax will need to be specified.

Provide the semantics for this function

The ―kpi-property‖ parameter lists a number of values which
are undefined such as ―temporal context‖, ―relative
importance‖, etc. This is made even more cryptic by the fact
that this function, unlike almost all the others, has examples
that fail to illustrate the returned values. If there is to
interoperability in the use of this function, semantics in
additional to syntax will need to be specified.

Provide the semantics for this function

The ―kpi-property‖ parameter lists a number of values which are Provide the semantics for this function
undefined such as ―temporal context‖, ―relative importance‖,
etc. This is made even more cryptic by the fact that this
function, unlike almost all the others, has examples that fail to
illustrate the returned values. If there is to be interoperability in
the use of this function, semantics in additional to syntax will
need to be specified.
The ―kpi-property‖ parameter lists a number of values which
are undefined such as ―temporal context‖, ―relative
importance‖, etc. This is made even more cryptic by the fact
that this function, unlike almost all the others, has examples
that fail to illustrate the returned values. If there is to
interoperability in the use of this function, semantics in
additional to syntax will need to be specified.

Proposed change: Provide the
semantics for this function

The ―kpi-property‖ parameter lists a number of values which
are undefined such as ―temporal context‖, ―relative
importance‖, etc. This is made even more cryptic by the fact
that this function, unlike almost all the others, has examples
that fail to illustrate the returned values. If there is to
interoperability in the use of this function, semantics in
additional to syntax will need to be specified.

Provide the semantics for this function

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.65, pages 2,590–2,591, line 21. We will also add a
reference to the OLAP specification.

3.17.7.65 CUBEKPIMEMBER
Arguments:
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Name

Type

Description

connection

text

The name of the connection to the cube.

kpi-name

text

The name of the KPI in the cube.

kpi-property

number

The KPI component to be returned, truncated to integer;
it shall be one of the following:
Value

Description

1

The actual value, at the time the
function is executed.

2

A target value of the KPI, which
can be compared to the actual
value in order to determine if the
underlying indicator is meeting its
goal.

3

The state of the KPI at a specific
moment in time

4

A measure of the value over time

5

The relative importance assigned
to the KPI on the server. If this KPI
is assigned a parent KPI, then this
number can be used on the server
to proportionally adjust the results
of this KPI value when calculating
the value of the parent KPI. While
this number can be shown in the
spreadsheet application, it is
assumed that it is used by the
server for any calculations
affecting the KPI.A relative
importance assigned to the KPI

6

A temporal context for the KPIThe
unique name of the member in the
time dimension that defines the
timeframe of the KPI. [Example: A
KPI could be associated with the
first quarter of the year 2007. end
example]

If 1 is specified, only kpi-name is displayed in the cell.
caption

text

An alternative string whose value is displayed in the cell
instead of kpi-name and kpi-property.
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Response 111
Comment ID

CA-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.76
Paragraph:
DATEVALUE

CL-0187
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.76
Paragraph:
DATEVALUE

CO-0179
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.76
Paragraph:
DATEVALUE
2603(2610)

FR-0511
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.76
DATEVALUE
Paragraph: page
2603, line 6

GB-0392
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.76
[DATEVALUE]
Paragraph: -

GR-0111
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.76
Paragraph:
DATEVALUE

US-0191
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.76
Paragraph:
DATEVALUE

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is omitted, that the current year is used. But what if
the date is omitted as well, e.g.,, someone passes in a pure
time string like ―10:34‖? Is it to be assumed as current date?
Or assume January 1st of the current year?

Describe the boundary conditions for
when only the time format is specified.

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is ommitted, that the current year is used. But what
if the date is omitted as well, e.g, someone passes in a pure
time string like ―10:34‖? Do we assume the current date? Or
assume January 1st of the current year?

Resolve the ambiguity in the definition
when a string with time format is
passed in.

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is ommitted, that the current year is used. But what
if the date is omitted as well, e.g, someone passes in a pure
time string like ―10:34‖? Do we assume the current date? of
the current year?

Resolve the ambiguity in the definition
when a string with time format is
passed in.

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is ommitted, that the current year is used. But what
if the date is omitted as well, e.g, someone passes in a pure
time string like ―10:34‖? Do we assume the current date? Or
assume January 1st of the current year?

Resolve the ambiguity in the definition
when a string with time format is passed
in.

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is ommitted, that the current year is used. But what
if the date is omitted as well, e.g, someone passes in a pure
time string like ―10:34‖? Do we assume the current date? Or
assume January 1st of the current year?

Proposed change: Resolve the
ambiguity in the definition when a string
with time format is passed in.

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is ommitted, that the current year is used. But
what if the date is omitted as well, e.g, someone passes in a
pure time string like ―10:34‖? Do we assume the current date?
Or assume January 1st of the current year?

Resolve the ambiguity in the definition
when a string with time format is
passed in.

This function says that it can take a string in any valid date
and/or time format. It further says that if the year portion of the
input string is ommitted, that the current year is used. But what
if the date is omitted as well, e.g, someone passes in a pure
time string like ―10:34‖? Do we assume the current date? Or
assume January 1st of the current year?

Resolve the ambiguity in the definition
when a string with time format is
passed in.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; The DATEVALUE function truncates times, and the following change will be made to Part 4, 3.17.7.76,
page 2,603:
Description: Computes the serial value of the date and/or time represented by the string date-time-string, taking
into account the current date base value.
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Arguments:
Name
date-timestring

Type
text

Description
The date and/or time whose serial value is to be
computed. date-time-string can have any valid date
and/or time format. If the year portion of date-time-string
is omitted, the current year is used. Any time information
in date-time-string shall be ignored. When date-timestring contains both a date and time part, times in datetime-string are truncated. Time only values for datetime-string are special cased to return 0 so that – when
used in date addition and subtraction – time only strings
are ignored.

Return Type and Value: number – The serial value of the date and/or time represented by the string date-timestring.
However, if




date-time-string is out of range for the current date base value, #VALUE! is returned.
date-time-string does not represent a date, #VALUE! is returned.
date-time-string contains only a time, 0 is returned so that when used in date addition and subtraction
time-only strings are ignored.
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Response 112
Comment ID

CA-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section
03.17.07.91
Paragraph: DISC

CL-0149
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.101
Paragraph:
DURATION

CL-0151
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.206
Paragraph:
MDURATION

CL-0191
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.91
Paragraph: DISC

CO-0182
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.91
Paragraph: DISC
2616(2623)

CO-0185
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.101
Paragraph:
DURATION
2623(2630)

CO-0195
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.206
Paragraph:
MDURATION
2708(2715)

FR-0454
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.101
DURATION
Paragraph: page
2623, line 22

FR-0472
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.206

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The function is defined in terms of $100 face value, but there
is nothing about the security discounting that is intrinsically tied
to the US Dollar

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 face value, but there
is nothing about the security discounting that is intrinsically tied
to the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 face value, but there
is nothing about the security discounting that is intrinsically tied
to the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to the
US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to the
US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

MDURATION
Paragraph: page
2708, line 8

FR-0516
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.91
DISC
Paragraph: page
2616, line 21

GB-0396
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.91
[DISC]
Paragraph: -

GB-0399
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.101
[DURATION]
Paragraph: -

GB-0415
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.206
[MDURATION]
Paragraph: -

US-0193
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.91
Paragraph: DISC

US-0196
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.101
Paragraph:
DURATION

US-0212
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.206
Paragraph:
MDURATION

The function is defined in terms of $100 face value, but there is
nothing about the security discounting that is intrinsically tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 face value, but there
is nothing about the security discounting that is intrinsically tied
to the US Dollar.

Proposed change: Recommend the
use of the generic currency sign here
(U+00A4).

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Proposed change: Recommend the
use of the generic currency sign here
(U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Proposed change: Recommend the
use of the generic currency sign here
(U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 face value, but there
is nothing about the security discounting that is intrinsically tied
to the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

The function is defined in terms of $100 par value, but there is
nothing about the bond calculations that is inherently tied to
the US Dollar.

Recommend the use of the generic
currency sign here (U+00A4)

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the functions described in Part 4, §3.17.7.91 (DISC), page 2,616; Part 4, §3.17.7.101 (DURATION),
page 2,624; and Part 4, §3.17.7.206 (MDURATION), page 2,709 are unnecessarily tied to the US Dollar, and, as
such, the following changes will be made to those sections of the specification:
Part 4, §3.17.7.91, page 2,616, line 21 and page 2,617, after line 2

3.17.7.91 DISC
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Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

settlement

number

The security's settlement date.

maturity

number

The security's maturity date.

pr

number

The security's price per $100 currency units face value.

redemption

number

The security's redemption value per $100 currency units
face value.

basis

number

The truncated integer type of day count basis to use, as
follows:
Value

Day Count Basis

0 or omitted

US (NASD) 30/360

1

Actual/actual

2

Actual/360

3

Actual/365

4

European 30/360

Time information in the date arguments is ignored.
The currency units of pr and redemption are assumed to be the same currency.

Part 4, §3.17.7.101, page 2,623, lines 22–24

3.17.7.101 DURATION
Description: Computes the Macauleay duration for an assumed par value of $100. Duration is defined as the
weighted-average of the present value of the cash flows and is used as a measure of a bond price's response to
changes in yield.term to maturity of the cash flows from a bond. The weight of each cash flow is determined by
dividing the present value of the cash flow by the price. Duration is used as a measure of a bond price's
response to changes in yield.
…
Return Type and Value: number – The Macauley Macaulay duration for an assumed par value of $100.

Part 4, §3.17.7.206, page 2,708, line 8

3.17.7.206 MDURATION
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Description: Computes the modified Macauley Macaulay duration for a security with an assumed par value of
$100.
…
Return Type and Value: number – The modified Macauley Macaulay duration for a security with an assumed par
value of $100.
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Response 113
Comment ID

CA-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 03.18.95
Paragraph: -

DK-0090

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

All of the URL‘s provided here are incorrect. They lack the
colon following ―http‖.

Correct the URL‘s as provided below.
[1] HYPERLINK
"http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/RECwebarch20041215/"http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/
REC-webarch-20041215/
[2] HYPERLINK
"http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI.h
tml"http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/U
RI.html

The listes URL-link is missing ―:‖ so they wouldn't work

Replace ―http//‖ with ―http://‖

All referenced links lack the ':' character after 'http'.

Replace all instances of 'http//' by
'http://'.

All of the URLs provided here are incorrect. They lack the
colon following ―http‖.

Proposed change: Correct the URLs

All of the URL‘s provided here are incorrect. They lack the
colon following ―http‖.

Correct the URL‘s

Clause: Part 4
Section 3.18.95
Paragraph:
Tabel

FR-0414
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.95
ST_XmlDataType
(XML Data T
Paragraph: page
2939, line 0

GB-0438
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.18.95
[p2939]
Paragraph: -

US-0285
Clause: 3.18.95
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to the table in Part 4, §3.18.95, pages 2939–2940:
Enumeration Value
anyType (Any Type)
anyURI (Any URI)
base64Binary (Base 64 Encoded Binary)
boolean (Boolean)
byte (Byte)
date (Date)
dateTime (Date Time)
decimal (Decimal)
double (Double)
duration (Duration)
ENTITIES (ENTITIES)

Description
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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ENTITY (ENTITY)
float (Float)
gDay (gDay)
gMonth (gMonth)
gMonthDay (gMonthDays)
gYear (gYear)
gYearMonth (gYearMonth)
hexBinary (Hex Binary)
ID (ID)
IDREF (IDREF)
IDREFS (IDREFS)
int (Integer)
integer (Integer)
language (Language)
long (Long)
Name (Name)
NCName (NCName)
negativeInteger (Negative Integer)
NMTOKEN (NMTOKEN)
NMTOKENS (NMTOKENS)
nonNegativeInteger (Non Negative Integer)
nonPositiveInteger (Non Positive Integer)
normalizedString (Normalized String)
NOTATION (Notation)
positiveInteger (Positive Integer)
QName (Qname)
short (Short)
string (String)
time (Time)
token (Token)
unsignedByte (Unsigned Byte)
unsignedInt (Unsigned Integer)
unsignedLong (Unsigned Long)
unsignedShort (Unsigned Short)

See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
See http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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Response 114
Comment ID

CA-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section
05.01.12.28
Paragraph: -

FR-0359
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
ST_HexBinary3
(Hex Binar
Paragraph: -

GB-0310
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.28
[p3700]
Paragraph: -

PT-0098
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

US-0145
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

VE-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.28
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This type is used in only two places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33,
in both cases to represent an RGB color value.

Recommend the use of the already
defined ST_HexColorRGB type, and
remove ST_HexBinary3

This type is used in only two places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33,
in both cases to represent an RGB color value. Since you
already have defined a ST_HexColorRGB type, that latter type
should be used instead.

Use the ST_HexColorRGB type and
remove ST_HexBinary3

This type is used in only two places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33,
in both cases to represent an RGB color value. Since you
already have defined a ST_HexColorRGB type that should be
used.

Proposed change: Use the
ST_HexColorRGB type and remove
ST_HexBinary3

This type is used in only two places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33,
in both cases to represent an RGB color value. Since you
already have defined a ST_HexColorRGB type that should be
used.

Use the ST_HexColorRGB type and
remove ST_HexBinary3

This type is used in only two places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33,
in both cases to represent an RGB color value. Since you
already have defined a ST_HexColorRGB type that should be
used.

Use the ST_HexColorRGB type and
remove ST_HexBinary3

This type is used in only two places, 5.1.2.2.32 and 5.1.2.2.33,
in both cases to represent an RGB color value. Since you
already have defined a type that should be used.

Use the ST_HexColorRGB type and
remove ST_HexBinary3

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; moving this simple type to a shared location and referencing it from the individual markup language
schemas would be more appropriate. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §5.1.12.28, page 3,700, lines 3–13, remove the simple type:

ST_HexBinary3 (Hex Binary of Length 3)
This simple type specifies a hex representation of a binary number whose length is 3 characters.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema hexBinary datatype.
This simple type also specifies the following restrictions:
 This simple type's contents must have a length of exactly 3 characters.
Referenced By
srgbClr@val (§5.1.2.2.32); sysClr@lastClr (§5.1.2.2.33)
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_HexBinary3">
<restriction base="xsd:hexBinary">
<length value="3"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Part 4, §5.1.2.2.32, page 3,288, line 6:
<complexType name="CT_SRgbColor">
<sequence>
<group ref="EG_ColorTransform" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="val" type="ST_HexColorRGBBinary3" use="required"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §5.1.2.2.33, page 3,289, line 8:
<complexType name="CT_SystemColor">
<sequence>
<group ref="EG_ColorTransform" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="val" type="ST_SystemColorVal" use="required"/>
<attribute name="lastClr" type="ST_HexColorRGBBinary3" use="required"/>
</complexType>

To the corresponding schema files:




ST_HexColorRGB will be removed from wml.xsd
A new shared.xsd will be created and ST_HexColorRGB will be moved here.
All references will be redirected to the new ST_HexColorRGB
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Response 115
Comment ID

CA-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section
06.04.02.04
Paragraph:
AutoFill

GB-0486
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.2.4
[p4925, AutoFill ]
Paragraph: -

US-0241
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.4
Paragraph:
AutoFill

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text says, ―This element specifies that the object is an
AutoFill object. If this element is specified without a value, it is
assumed to be true. This is a general-use element.‖ However,
nowhere in the spec is an ―AutoFill object‖ defined.

Define the behaviour of an ―AutoFill
object

The text says, ―This element specifies that the object is an
AutoFill object. If this element is specified without a value, it is
assumed to be true. This is a general-use element.‖ However,
nowhere in the spec is an ―AutoFill object‖ defined.

Proposed change: Define the
behaviour of an ―AutoFill object‖

The text says, ―This element specifies that the object is an
AutoFill object. If this element is specified without a value, it is
assumed to be true. This is a general-use element.‖

Define the behaviour of an ―AutoFill
object‖

However, nowhere in the spec is an ―AutoFill object‖ defined.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §6.4.2.4, page 4,925, line 10:
This element specifies that the object is an AutoFill object. object’s fill properties are automatically provided by
the application and are not overridden with a specific fill color or style. [Rationale: An application may choose to
display objects with certain visual properties that are appropriate to the application environment. end rationale]
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Response 116
Comment ID

CA-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section
06.04.02.05
Paragraph:
AutoLine

GB-0487
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.2.5
[p4925, AutoLine
]
Paragraph: -

US-0242
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.5
Paragraph:
AutoLine

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text states: ―This element specifies that the object is an
AutoLine object. If this element is specified without a value, it
is assumed to be true. This is a general-use
element.‖ However, nowhere in the spec is an ―AutoLine
object‖ defined.

Define the behaviour of an ―AutoLine‖
object

The text says, ―This element specifies that the object is an
AutoLine object. If this element is specified without a value, it
is assumed to be true. This is a general-use element.‖
However, nowhere in the spec is an ―AutoLine object‖ defined.

Proposed change: Define the
behaviour of an ―AutoLine‖ object‖

The text says, ―This element specifies that the object is an
AutoLine object. If this element is specified without a value, it
is assumed to be true. This is a general-use element.‖

Define the behaviour of an ―AutoLine‖
object‖

However, nowhere in the spec is an ―AutoLine object‖ defined.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4 §6.4.2.5, page 4,925, line 19:
This element specifies that the object is an AutoLine object. object’s line properties are automatically provided
by the application and are not overridden with a specific line color, style, or width. [Rationale: An application
may choose to display objects with certain visual properties that are appropriate to the application
environment. end rationale]
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Response 117
Comment ID

CA-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section
06.04.02.08
Paragraph: -

GB-0490
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.2.8
[p4926, Camera]
Paragraph: -

US-0243
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.8
Paragraph:
Camera

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This element specifies that the object is a camera object. A
camera object shows a live view of another part of the
spreadsheet. If this element is specified without a value, it is
assumed to be true. This element is used for cameras."
However, a ―camera‖ is not defined in this context, nor its
behaviour.

Define a "camera object" in this context.

The text reads, ―"This element specifies that the object is a
camera object. A camera object shows a live view of another
part of the spreadsheet. If this element is specified without a
value, it is assumed to be true. This element is used for
cameras." However, a ―camera‖ is not defined in this context,
nor its behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
behaviour of this ―camera object‖.

The text reads, ―"This element specifies that the object is a
camera object. A camera object shows a live view of another
part of the spreadsheet. If this element is specified without a
value, it is assumed to be true. This element is used for
cameras."

Define the behaviour of this ―camera
object‖.

However, a ―camera‖ is not defined in this context, nor its
behavior.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §6.4.2.8, page 4,926, line 21 through page 4,927, line 4:

6.4.2.8 Camera (Camera Tool)
This element specifies that the object is a camera object. A camera object shows a live view of another part of
the spreadsheet. A camera object is a shape that is filled with a live view of a cell range in the same spreadsheet,
including all applied styles. The cell range is defined by the fmlaPict element (§6.4.2.28), which shall be present.
Shape properties such as the position and size of the camera object are defined by the shape. The shape shall be
a rectangle. The view of the cell range is scaled vertically and horizontally to fill the rectangle exactly.
If this element is specified without a value, it is assumed to be true. This element is used for cameras.
[Example:
<x:ClientData ... > ...
<x:FmlaPict>$A$2:$B$4</x:FmlaPict>
<x:Camera>True</x:Camera>
</x:ClientData>
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end example]
Part 4, §6.4.2.28, page 4,939, lines 8–17:

6.4.2.28 FmlaPict (Camera Source Range)
This element specifies the range of source data cells visible in the camera object (§6.4.2.8). This element is used
for cameras. The formula syntax is described in §3.17 of the SpreadsheetML reference.
[Example:
<x:ClientData … > …
<x:FmlaPict>$A$2:$B$4</x:FmlaPict>
</x:ClientData>
end example]
This element is ignored if the Camera element is absent. The possible values for this element are defined by the
XML Schema string datatype.
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Response 118
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Complete the definition of the escape
mechanism

Clause: Part 4,
7.4.2.4
Paragraph:
5122(5129)

This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Complete the definition of the escape
mechanism.

CZ-0038

Escape mechanism does not define escaping for ―_‖ character.

Add escaping definition for ―_‖
character.

This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Complete the definition of the escape
mechanism.

This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Proposed change: Complete the
definition of the escape mechanism.

This defines a new XML string type which allows the
inclusion via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters
which are otherwise impermissible in XML documents.
However, any escape mechanism must also specify a
mechanism for ―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one
represent the literal example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Complete the definition of the escape
mechanism.

This defines a new XML string type which allows the
inclusion via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters
which are otherwise impermissible in XML documents.
However, any escape mechanism must also specify a
mechanism for ―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one
represent the literal example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Complete the definition of the escape
mechanism.

CA-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section
07.04.02.04
Paragraph: -

CO-0231

Clause: Part
4/7.4.2.4
Paragraph: p.
5122

FR-0377
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
bstr (Basic String)
Paragraph: -

GB-0592
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.4.2.4
[p5122, bstr
escape
mechanism]
Paragraph: -

GR-0093
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

KE-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

PT-0114
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

US-0162
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?
This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

VE-0069
Clause: Part 4,
Section 7.4.2.4
Paragraph: -

This defines a new XML string type which allows the inclusion
via an escape mechanism of Unicode characters which are
otherwise impermissible in XML documents. However, any
escape mechanism must also specify a mechanism for
―escaping the escape‖. So, how does one represent the literal
example given in 7.4.2.4 in a bstr?

Complete the definition of the escape
mechanism.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §7.4.2.4, page 5,122, lines 2–6:
This element defines a binary basic string variant type. For all characters that cannot be represented in XML as
defined by the XML 1.0 specification, the characters are escaped using the Unicode numerical character
representation escape character format _xHHHH_, where H represents a hexadecimal character in the
character's value. [Example: The Unicode character 8 is not permitted in an XML 1.0 document, so it shall be
escaped as _x0008_. end example] To store the literal form of an escape sequence, the initial underscore shall
itself be escaped (i.e. stored as _x005F_). [Example: The string literal _x0008_ would be stored as
_x005F_x0008_. end example]
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Response 119
Comment ID

CA-0069
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.17
Paragraph: page
1585

ECMA-0039
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

US-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.17
Paragraph: page
1585

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The standard does not provide the function of labelling an
actionable form element. There is also no explicit relationship
between a label and its associated form field (textInput 2.16.33, checkBox - 2.16.7, and ddList - 2.16.7). Where a label
is a human readable text string identifying the choice to be
made or the text to be filled into the text field that is accessible
to a screen reader. This functionality is different from a name.

Provide the functionality of a label for
actionable form elements and provide a
way to explicitly link labels to their text
fields.

For accessibility purposes, each form control (i.e., SDT)
should have the ability to specify a label.

Say that every form SDT should have
an accompanying form "label", which is
a separate SDT. The form SDT then
has a "label" property which references
the SDT (by id) that is the label for the
form SDT.

There is no explicit relationship between a label and its
associated form field (textInput - 2.16.33, checkBox - 2.16.7,
and ddList – 2.16.7), nor is there

Implement similar functionality to the
<label> tag and <for> attribute and the
<id> attribute of form elements from
HTML 4.01.

a way to specify the proper positioning of a label with respect
to the form field. These have been
treated as distinct concepts in all electronic form applications,
including Microsoft Access forms, for years.) This distinction
becomes clear if one considers
the case of associating a single label with multiple form fields
(for example, in ―Check all that apply...‖ scenarios). Given the
importance of accessible
forms, this issue alone is probably enough to warrant rejection
of OOXML.
This is a requirement for Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act
and can be found in the standards at CFR1194.22(n) and
CFR1194.21(l).

http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/interact/f
orms.html#edef-LABEL
17.9.1 The LABEL element
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/struct/gl
obal.html#adef-id
7.5.2 Element identifiers: the id and
class attributes

(http://atrc.utoronto.ca/index.php?option=com_content&sectio
nid=14&task=view&hidemainmenu=1&id=371
Refer to section 4.1.)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we should provide a mechanism for screen readers to associate content controls and form controls to
specific labels in order to meet accessibility guidelines. The following changes will be made:
In Part 4, §2.5.2, add a new subclause, which becomes the new §2.5.2.19:
label (Structured Document Tag Label)
This element specifies the label identifier associated with the current structured document tag. The identifier
representing the label shall be stored on this element’s val attribute and is used to reference the unique
identifier value of a structured document tag. The contents of the structured document tag resolved by a
specific unique identifier shall be used as the label content for the structured document tag that references that
specific unique identifier of the structured document tag.
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If this element is omitted or the value of the label identifier cannot be resolved, then no label shall be associated
with the given structured document tag.
[Example: Consider the following two structured document tags where one structured document tag references
another structured document tag as a label:
<w:sdt>
<w:sdtPr>
<w:id w:val="5" />
</w:sdtPr>
<w:sdtContent>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Name</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:sdtContent>
</w:sdt>
...
<w:sdt>
<w:sdtPr>
<w:id w:val="6" />
<w:label w:val="5" />
</w:sdtPr>
...
</w:sdt>
The label element specifies that the structured document tag with an identifier value of 6 will use the contents
of the structured document tag with an identifier value of 5 as a label source. In this example, the label contents
will be “Name”. end example]
Attributes
val (Decimal
Number Value)

Description
Specifies that the contents of this attribute will contain a decimal number.
The contents of this decimal number are interpreted based on the context of the parent
XML element.
[Example: Consider the following numeric WordprocessingML property of type
ST_DecimalNumber:
<w:… w:val="1512645511" />
The value of the val attribute is a decimal number whose value must be interpreted in
the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
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Attributes

Description
type (§2.18.16).

In Part 4, §2.5.2.37, page 585, line 22, one more child element will be included in the Child Elements table
Child Elements
alias (Friendly Name)
bibliography (Bibliography Structured Document Tag)
citation (Citation Structured Document Tag)
comboBox (Combo Box Structured Document Tag)
dataBinding (XML Mapping)
date (Date Structured Document Tag)
docPartList (Document Part Gallery Structured Document Tag)
docPartObj (Built-In Document Part Structured Document Tag)
dropDownList (Drop-Down List Structured Document Tag)
equation (Equation Structured Document Tag)
group (Group Structured Document Tag)
id (Unique ID)
label (Structured Document Tag Label)

Subclause
§2.5.2.1
§2.5.2.2
§2.5.2.4
§2.5.2.5
§2.5.2.6
§2.5.2.7
§2.5.2.12
§2.5.2.13
§2.5.2.15
§2.5.2.16
§2.5.2.17
§2.5.2.18
§2.5.2.19

lock (Locking Setting)
picture (Picture Structured Document Tag)
placeholder (Structured Document Tag Placeholder Text)
richText (Rich Text Structured Document Tag)
rPr (Run Properties For Structured Document Tag Contents)
showingPlcHdr (Current Contents Are Placeholder Text)
tag (Programmatic Tag)
temporary (Remove Structured Document Tag When Contents Are Edited)
text (Plain Text Structured Document Tag)

§2.5.2.22
§2.5.2.23
§2.5.2.24
§2.5.2.25
§2.5.2.26
§2.5.2.38
§2.5.2.40
§2.5.2.41
§2.5.2.42

In Part 4, §2.16.17, page 1,586, line 16, one more child element will be included in the Child Elements table
Child Elements

Subclause

calcOnExit (Recalculate Fields When Current Field Is Modified)

§2.16.6

checkBox (Checkbox Form Field Properties)

§2.16.7

ddList (Drop-Down List Form Field Properties)

§2.16.9

enabled (Form Field Enabled)

§2.16.14

entryMacro (Script Function to Execute on Form Field Entry)

§2.16.15

exitMacro (Script Function to Execute on Form Field Exit)

§2.16.16

helpText (Associated Help Text)

§2.16.23

label (Form Field Label)

§2.16.26
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Child Elements

Subclause

name (Form Field Name)

§2.16.28

statusText (Associated Status Text)

§2.16.32

textInput (Text Box Form Field Properties)

§2.16.33

In Part 4, §2.16, add a new subclause, which becomes the new §2.16.26:
label (Form Field Label)
This element specifies the label identifier associated with the current form field. The identifier representing the
label shall be stored on this element’s val attribute and is used to reference the unique identifier value of a
structured document tag. The contents of the structured document tag resolved by a specific unique identifier
shall be used as the label content for the form field that references that specific unique identifier of the
structured document tag.
If this element is omitted or the value of the label identifier cannot be resolved, then no label shall be associated
with the given form field.
[Example: Consider the following text box form field, which references a structured document tag as a label:
<w:sdt>
<w:sdtPr>
<w:id w:val="5" />
</w:sdtPr>
<w:sdtContent>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Name</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:sdtContent>
</w:sdt>
...
<w:ffData>
<w:name w:val="TextTextBox" />
<w:enabled />
<w:textInput />
<w:label w:val="5" />
</w:ffData>
The label element specifies that the text box form field will use the contents of the structured document tag
with an identifier value of 5 as a label source. In this example, the label contents will be “Name”. end example]
Attributes

Description
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Attributes
val (Decimal
Number Value)

Description
Specifies that the contents of this attribute will contain a decimal number.
The contents of this decimal number are interpreted based on the context of the parent
XML element.
[Example: Consider the following numeric WordprocessingML property of type
ST_DecimalNumber:
<w:… w:val="1512645511" />
The value of the val attribute is a decimal number whose value must be interpreted in
the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

In wml.xsd:
The label element will be added to the CT_SdtPr and CT_FFData content models.
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Response 120
Comment ID

CA-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 4.4.1.35
Paragraph: Page
3044

ECMA-0040
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

US-0023
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no way to explicitly specify the navigation order
among elements on a presentation slide.

Provide a specific mechanism for
defining the ordering of objects on a
slide - for example, considers
amending the ―id‖ attribute on the
cNvPr element (page 3022) to
specifically state that it shall be used for
this purpose.

For accessibility purposes, there should be an explicit tab
order for form controls (i.e., SDT).

Add a new element to the form control
properties that is a "tab order" element.
This applies to content controls.

No logical tab or navigation order through links, presentation
elements, form controls and objects.

Implement similar functionality to
<tabindex> from HTML 4.01.

Tab or navigation ordering is essential in forms which must be
reorganized (as described in Section 1.1) to allow the form
elements to be presented to the user in an order that makes
sense. In many cases, without proper ordering of form fields,
there is no way to determine the intended meaning of a field,
even when given its associated label.

http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/interact/f
orms.html#adef-tabindex
Refer to 17.11.1 Tabbing navigation

This is not a specific technical standard from Section 508,
however failure to meet this requirement would cause
functional performance requirements from CFR1194.31(a) not
to be met.
(http://atrc.utoronto.ca/index.php?option=com_content&sectio
nid=14&task=view&hidemainmenu=1&id=371
Refer to Section 4.4.)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we should provide a mechanism to associate a navigation index to content controls and form controls in
order to meet accessibility guidelines. We should also modify the specification to include specific details
regarding the navigation order among elements in a presentation slide. The following changes will be made:
In Part 4, §2.5.2, add a new subclause, which becomes the new §2.5.2.40:
tabIndex (Structured Document Navigation Order Index)
This element specifies the position of the current structured document tag in the navigation (tab) order used in
the document. The index shall be stored on this element’s val attribute and is analogous to the tabIndex
attribute in HTML.
Objects that support tab index shall be navigated by consumers in the following order:
1. Objects for which the XML specifies a non-zero tabIndex value are navigated first. Navigation proceeds
with the element with the lowest resolved value of tabIndex to the element with the highest resolved
value of tabIndex.
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a. Objects that specify identical resolved values of tabIndex will be navigated in the lexical order in
which the elements appear in the underlying WordprocessingML.
2. Objects for which the XML does not specify an index or objects for which the XML specifies a resolved
tabIndex value of 0 are navigated last. These objects are navigated in the lexical order in which they
appear in the underlying WordprocessingML.
[Example: Consider the following two structured document tags where each structured document tag specifies a
tab index:
<w:sdt>
<w:sdtPr>
<w:id w:val="5" />
<w:tabIndex w:val="1" />
</w:sdtPr>
<w:sdtContent>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>First Name</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:sdtContent>
</w:sdt>
...
<w:sdt>
<w:sdtPr>
<w:id w:val="6" />
<w:tabIndex w:val="2" />
</w:sdtPr>
<w:sdtContent>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Last Name</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:sdtContent>
</w:sdt>
The tabIndex element specifies that the structured document tag with an identifier value of 5 shall be the first
content to be reached via tabbing, whereas the structured document tag with an identifier value of 6 shall be
the second content to be reached via tabbing. end example]
Attributes
val (Positive
Decimal Number

Description
Specifies that the contents of this attribute will contain a positive decimal number.
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Attributes
Value)

Description
The contents of this positive decimal number are interpreted based on the context of the
parent XML element.
[Example: Consider the following numeric WordprocessingML property of type
ST_UnsignedDecimalNumber:
<w:… w:val="15" />
The value of the val attribute is a decimal number whose value must be interpreted in
the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedDecimalNumber
simple type (§2.18.108).

In Part 4, §2.5.2.37, page 585, line 22, one more child element will be included in the Child Elements table
Child Elements

Subclause

tabIndex (Structured Document Navigation Order Index)

§2.5.2.40

tag (Programmatic Tag)

§2.5.2.410

temporary (Remove Structured Document Tag When Contents Are Edited)

§2.5.2.421

text (Plain Text Structured Document Tag)

§2.5.2.432

In Part 4, §2.16.17, page 1,586, line 16, one more child element will be included in the Child Elements table
Child Elements

Subclause

tabIndex (Form Field Navigation Order Index)

§2.16.33

textInput (Text Box Form Field Properties)

§2.16.334

In Part 4, §2.16, add a new subclause, which becomes the new §2.16.33:
tabIndex (Form Field Navigation Order Index)
This element specifies the position of the current form field in the navigation (tab) order used in the document.
The tabbing index shall be stored on this element’s val attribute and is analogous to the tabIndex attribute in
HTML.
Objects that support tab index shall be navigated by consumers in the following order:
1. Objects for which the XML specifies a non-zero tabIndex value are navigated first. Navigation proceeds
with the element with the lowest resolved value of tabIndex to the element with the highest resolved
value of tabIndex.
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a. Objects that specify identical resolved values of tabIndex will be navigated in the lexical order in
which the elements appear in the underlying WordprocessingML.
2. Objects for which the XML does not specify an index or objects for which the XML specifies a resolved
tabIndex value of 0 are navigated last. These objects are navigated in the lexical order in which they
appear in the underlying WordprocessingML.
[Example: Consider the following two text box form fields where form field specifies a tab index:
<w:ffData>
<w:name w:val="FirstName" />
<w:enabled />
<w:textInput />
<w:tabIndex w:val="1" />
</w:ffData>
...
<w:ffData>
<w:name w:val="LastName" />
<w:enabled />
<w:textInput />
<w:tabIndex w:val="2" />
</w:ffData>
The tabIndex element specifies that the FirstName form field shall be the first content to be reached via
tabbing, whereas the LastName form field shall be the second content to be reached via tabbing. end example]
Attributes
val (Positive
Decimal Number
Value)

Description
Specifies that the contents of this attribute will contain a positive decimal number.
The contents of this positive decimal number are interpreted based on the context of the
parent XML element.
[Example: Consider the following numeric WordprocessingML property of type
ST_UnsignedDecimalNumber:
<w:… w:val="15" />
The value of the val attribute is a decimal number whose value must be interpreted in
the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedDecimalNumber
simple type (§2.18.108).

In wml.xsd:
The tabIndex element will be added to the CT_SdtPr and CT_FFData content models.
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In Part 4, §4.4.1.42, page 3,051, line 16
This element specifies all shape-based objectsshapes within a slide. Contained within here are all the shapes,
either grouped or not, that can be referenced on a given slide.
In Part 4, §4.4.1.42, page 3,052, after line 5
Each shape-based object within the shape tree, whether grouped or not, shall represent one unique level of zordering on the slide. The z-order for each shape-based object shall be determined by the lexical ordering of
each shape-based object within the shape tree: the first shape-based object shall have the lowest z-order, while
the last shape-based object shall have the highest z-order.
The z-ordering of shape-based objects within the shape tree shall also determine the navigation (tab) order of
the shape-based objects: the shape-based object with the lowest z-order (the first shape in lexical order) shall be
first in navigation order, with objects being navigated in ascending z-order.
[Example: Consider the following PresentationML slide with two shapes
<p:sld>
<p:cSld>
<p:spTree>
...
<p:sp>
<p:nvSpPr>
<p:cNvPr id="5" name="Oval 4" />
...
</p:nvSpPr>
...
</p:sp>
<p:sp>
<p:nvSpPr>
<p:cNvPr id="4" name="Isosceles Triangle 3" />
...
</p:nvSpPr>
...
</p:sp>
</p:spTree>
</p:cSld>
...
</p:sld>
In the above example the shape with name Oval 4 has the lowest z-order value since that shape is the first
shape in the shape tree. Oval 4 is also the first shape in navigation order. The shape with name Isosceles
Triangle 3 has the highest z positioning value since that shape is the last shape in the shape tree. Isosceles
Triangle 3 is also the last shape in navigation order. end example]
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Response 121
Comment ID

CA-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.5.2.5
Paragraph: Page
3909

US-0024
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is not clear how DIS 29500 can be used to create an image
map. One possible method is to compose a set of separate
images each with their own linked region and label/descriptive
text. If this technique is used, how is a label/descriptive text
applied to the composite set of images?

Provide consistent instructions in how
to create an image map. Provide the
function of specifying Alternative text
descriptions for all linked regions of an
image map including the overall image
map.

Alternate text descriptions for image maps not supported.

Implement similar functionality to <alt>
attribute of the area shape tag per
HTML 4.01.

Specifying alternate text descriptions for individual regions of
image maps is not fully supported. So any interactive
document that requires clicking on an image region (for
example, one displaying a map and asking the user to click on
their state or province) cannot be made accessible.
This is a requirement for Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act
and can be found in the standards at CFR1194.22(e and f).

http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/struct/ob
jects.html#adef-alt
Refer to 13.8 How to specify alternate
text.

(http://atrc.utoronto.ca/index.php?option=com_content&sectio
nid=14&task=view&hidemainmenu=1&id=371
Refer to Section 4.5.)

Proposed Disposition
DIS 29500 does not include functionality to support image maps. Because of this, there should be no
accessibility concerns pertaining to an image map within DrawingML.
Note that any individual image can have descriptive text, as defined in Part 4, §5.2.2.3, page 3,891, using the
descr attribute.
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Response 122
Comment ID

CL-0002
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph:
Element
'autoSpaceLikeW
ord95'

CL-0102
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: page
1378, lines 12-17

CO-0103
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.6
Paragraph:
1378(1385)

CZ-0014
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.6
Paragraph: p.
1378

DK-0010
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: Page
1378 line 12-17

FR-0061
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.6
autoSpaceLikeW
ord95 (Emula
Paragraph: page
1378, lines 12-17

GB-0228

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This paragraph defines an element whose only objective is to
be compatible with an old obsolete commercial software.
Standard says: "to faithfully replicate this behaviour,
applications must imitate the behaviour of that application,
which involves many possible behaviours and cannot be
faithfully placed into narrative for this Office Open XML
Standard. If applications wish to match this behaviour, they
must utilize and duplicate the output of those applications.".
Despite it states also that this issue is deprecated and that
applications should not replicate this behaviour, it is not
convenient for an standard to have an element that describes
its behaviour in terms of the output of a commercial closed
software.

To include a complete description of
the behaviour or to eliminate the entire
paragraph.

This is the ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element, which is defined
as "This element specifies that applications shall emulate the
behavior of a previously existing word processing application
(Microsoft Word 95) when determining the spacing between
full-width East Asian characters in a document's content."
No further detail is give, so no one but Microsoft will be able to
implement this feature.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element is defined in
terms of a particular application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element is not sufficiently
defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
autoSpaceLikeWord95

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
autoSpaceLikeWord95 feature, or the feature must be removed
altogether.

Define the autoSpaceLikeWord95
feature properly or drop it from the
OOXML proposal.

The ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element is defined in terms of

Proposed change: Define the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.6
[p1378]
Paragraph: -

mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

intended behavior.

GH-0003

the autoSpaceLikeWord95 attribute refers to a behaviour
present in MS Word 95 but not defined in the specification.
Therefore it is impossible for a full independent
implementation to be made. Whether or not it is an optional
attribute, it should be specified.

The attribute must be defined or
removed from the specification

This is the ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.6 - This is the ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖
element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail
on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"autospaceLikeWord95" element, although it is supposed to
reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

The layout caused by autoSpaceLikeWord95 (among others)
is not clear.

Add an example illustrating the
document layout, or add a note stating
that this is for bug-for-bug compatibility.

autoSpaceLikeWord95 : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

GR-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

IN-0035
Clause: 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

IR-0025
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

JP-0052
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

KR-0013
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

PH-0007
Clause: 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

PT-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

US-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

As well as other sub-sections within this level make references
to proprietary applications whose behaviors are undefined in
the standard. For example, autospaceLike Word95 specifies
that implementations should autospace like Word95 but
exactly how Word 95 autospaces is a Microsoft Company
secret.
This is the ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element, which is defined
in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―autoSpaceLikeWord95‖ element, which is defined
in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will define fully the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 95).
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In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.6, pages 1,378–1,379),
and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.6, pages 1,378–1,379, will be replaced with the
following:
2.15.3.6
autoSpaceLikeWord95 (Incorrectly Adjust Text Spacing for Specific Unicode Ranges)
This element specifies adjustments (detailed below) which should be applied to the spacing between adjoining
regions of non-ideographic and ideographic text when the autoSpaceDE (§2.3.1.2) and autoSpaceDN (§2.3.13)
elements have a value of true (or equivalent). This algorithm typically results in the following:



An increase in the inter-character spacing added between non-ideographic and/or number characters
and certain full-width characters
No inter-character spacing between non-ideographic and/or number characters and certain half-width
characters

Typically, applications apply additional spacing between ideographic and non-ideographic characters/numeric
characters when the autoSpaceDE / autoSpaceDN properties are applied. This element, when present with a
val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall apply the following adjustments to
this logic:




Characters in the following Unicode ranges should be treated as ideographic, even though those
characters are full-width forms of non-ideographic text: U+FF10–U+FF19, U+FF21–U+FF3A, and U+FF41–
U+FF5A. [Note: This results in the unnecessary addition of space. end note]
Characters in the following Unicode ranges should be treated as non-ideographic, even though those
characters are ideographic: U+FF66–U+FF9F. [Note: This results in the omission of the intended
additional space. end note]

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with two paragraphs containing a mix of East Asian and
Latin characters:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>ab</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
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<w:t>ｦ</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>ｦ</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>cd</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>ab</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>２</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>２</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>cd</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
The first paragraph contains characters with Unicode value U+FF66 (ｦ). The second paragraph contains
characters with Unicode value U+FF12 (２). If autoSpaceDE is true, spacing is added in the first paragraph
(between the ideographs and the non-ideographic characters), but not in the second (all four characters are not
ideographs):

If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:autoSpaceLikeWord95 />
</w:compat>
Then, although it appears incorrect, applications should not add space in the first paragraph and should apply it
in the second:
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end example]
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Response 123
Comment ID

CL-0003
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.15.3.64
Paragraph:
Element
'useWord97LineB
reakRules'

CL-0104
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.64
Paragraph: page
1482, lines 10-15

CO-0112
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.64
Paragraph:
1482(1489)

CZ-0022
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.64
Paragraph: p.
1482

DK-0019
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

FR-0069
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.64
useWord97LineB
reakRules (
Paragraph: page
1482, lines 10-15

GB-0237

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This paragraph defines an element whose only objective is to
be compatible with an old obsolete commercial software.
Standard says: "to faithfully replicate this behaviour,
applications must imitate the behaviour of that application,
which involves many possible behaviours and cannot be
faithfully placed into narrative for this Office Open XML
Standard. If applications wish to match this behaviour, they
must utilize and duplicate the output of those applications.".
Despite it states also that this issue is deprecated and that
applications should not replicate this behaviour, it is not
convenient for an standard to have an element that describes
its behaviour in terms of the output of a commercial closed
software.

To include a complete description of
the behaviour or to eliminate the entire
paragraph.

This is the ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element, which is
defined in these terms, "This element specifies that
applications shall emulate the behavior of a previously existing
word processing application (Microsoft Word 97) when
determining the line breaking rules for East Asian text within a
WordprocessingML document."
No further definition is of the expected behavior is given. This
is insufficient.

Define the intended behavior.

The ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element is defined in terms
of a particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element is not
sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
useWord97LineBreakRules

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
useWord97LineBreakRules feature, or the feature must be
removed altogether.

Define the useWord97LineBreakRules
feature properly or drop it from the
OOXML proposal.

The ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element is defined in terms

Proposed change: Define the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.64
[p1482]
Paragraph: -

of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

intended behavior.

GR-0040

This is the ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.64 - This is the
―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"useWord97LineBreakRules" element, although it is supposed
to reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

useWord97LineBreakRules : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

IN-0037
Clause:
2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

IR-0027
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

KR-0015
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

PT-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

US-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.64
Paragraph: -

This is the ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will define fully the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 97).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.64, pages 1,482–
1,483), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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To provide a full description, the following text will replace the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.64, page 1,482,
lines 7–20 through page 1,483, lines 1–5:
2.15.3.64
useWord97LineBreakRules (Emulate Word 97 East Asian Line Breaking)
This element specifies that applications should perform specific calculations (detailed below) when determining
inter-character spacing under certain conditions. These calculations would not normally be considered correct.
Typically, the behaviors specified by the following elements are applied unconditionally:



The autoSpaceDE (§2.3.1.2) and autoSpaceDN (§2.3.13) elements
The topLinePunct (§2.3.1.43) element

The compatibility element described in this subclause, when present with a val attribute value of true (or
equivalent), specifies that applications should ignore the settings listed above in the following scenarios:
1. If an ideographic character and a non-ideographic/numeric character are logically adjacent (ignoring all
content which is not within a t element), but separated by a field boundary, i.e.:
 The first character is within a fldSimple element, but the second is not.
 The characters are separated by a fldChar element with a fldCharType attribute value of end
Then any appropriate inter-character spacing should be omitted. [Note: Inter-character spacing should
still be calculated correctly within the field result. end note]
2. If a full-width punctuation character appears at the start of a paragraph which also specifies numbering
via the numPr element (§2.3.1.19), the compression specified by the topLinePunct element is ignored.
[Example: Consider a paragraph which contains a field ending in an ideograph and another paragraph, with
numbering, which contains a full-width punctuation character in the first character position:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin" />
</w:r>
…
<w:r>
<w:t>日</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end" />
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>1</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:pPr>
<w:numPr>
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…
</w:numPr>
</w:pPr>
<w:r>
<w:t>（</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
Typically, if both the autoSpaceDN and topLinePunct are true, additional spacing is added after the ideograph
in the first paragraph and punctuation kerning is applied in the second paragraph (with gridlines added for visual
reference):

If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:useWord97LineBreakRules />
</w:compat>
Then applications should not add any inter-character spacing at the end of the field and should turn off
punctuation kerning in the second paragraph:

end example]
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Response 124
Comment ID

CL-0004
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.15.3.63
Paragraph:
Element
'useWord2002Ta
bleStyleRules'

CL-0103
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.63
Paragraph: page
1481, lines 9-14

CO-0111
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.63
Paragraph:
1481(1488)

CZ-0021
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.63
Paragraph: p.
1481

DK-0018
Clause: Part 4
2.15.3.63
Paragraph: Page
1481

FR-0068
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.63
useWord2002Tab
leStyleRule
Paragraph: page
1481, lines 9-14

GB-0236

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This paragraph defines an element whose only objective is to
be compatible with an old obsolete commercial software.
Standard says: "to faithfully replicate this behaviour,
applications must imitate the behaviour of that application,
which involves many possible behaviours and cannot be
faithfully placed into narrative for this Office Open XML
Standard. If applications wish to match this behaviour, they
must utilize and duplicate the output of those applications.".
Despite it states also that this issue is deprecated and that
applications should not replicate this behaviour, it is not
convenient for an standard to have an element that describes
its behaviour in terms of the output of a commercial closed
software.

To include a complete description of
the behaviour or to eliminate the entire
paragraph.

This is the "useWord2002TableStyleRules" element defined
as, "This element specifies that applications shall emulate the
behavior of a previously existing word processing application
(Microsoft Word 2002) when determining the formatting
resulting from table styles applied to tables within a
WordprocessingML document."
No further definition is of the expected behavior is given.

Define the intended behavior.

The ―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element is defined in
terms of a particular application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element is not
sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
useWord2002TableStyleRules

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
useWord2002TableStyleRules feature, or the feature must be
removed altogether.

Define the
useWord2002TableStyleRules feature
properly or drop it from the OOXML
proposal.

The ―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element is defined in

Proposed change: Define the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.63
[p1481]
Paragraph: -

terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

intended behavior.

GH-0011

This is the "useWord2002TableStyleRules" element defined
as, "This element specifies that applications shall emulate the
behavior of a previously existing word processing application
(Microsoft Word 2002) when determining the formatting
resulting from table styles applied to tables within a
WordprocessingML document."

Define the intended behaviour.
This is important for vendors who might
be interested in having a full
implementation of the standard.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.6
Paragraph: -

No further definition is of the expected behavior is given was
given in the specification.

GR-0039
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.63
Paragraph: -

IN-0036
Clause:
2.15.3.63
Paragraph: -

IR-0026
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.63
Paragraph: -

KR-0014
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.63
Paragraph: -

PT-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.63
Paragraph: -

US-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.63
Paragraph: -

This is the ―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element, which
is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's
behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail on how to
replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.63 - This is the
―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"useWord2002TableStyleRules" element, although it is
supposed to reproduce behaviour of a prior version of
Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

useWord2002TableStyleRles : unknown application
behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

This is the ―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.
This is the ―useWord2002TableStyleRules‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.Define the intended behavior.Part 4, Section
2.15.3.64-teThis is the ―useWord97LineBreakRules‖

Define the intended behavior.
This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 2002).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.63, page 1,481), and
place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
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Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the intended behaviour of the useWord2002TableStyleRules element should be
explicitly described; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.3.63, page 1,481, lines 5–24:
2.15.3.63
useWord2002TableStyleRules (Incorrectly Display Top Border of Conditional Columns)
This element specifies whether applications should incorrectly calculate the top border of conditional columns
(as specified by a tblStylePr element (§2.7.5.6) with a type attribute value of firstCol, lastCol, band1Vert, or
band2Vert) under the following conditions:



A conditional formatting has also been defined for the first row (a tblStylePr element with a type
attribute of firstRow)
That conditional formatting as been applied to the table using the tblLook element (§2.4.51)

Typically, table styles are applied according to the logic defined in §2.7.5. This element, when present with a val
attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that the top border of those conditionally formatted columns
should instead be displayed as the top border of the following row.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with table style that defines two conditional formats:



The first column has a one point border
The first row has red shading

That style would be defined as follows:
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<w:style w:type="table" w:customStyle="1" w:styleId="TableTest">
<w:name w:val="CompatibilitySetting"/>
<w:tblStylePr w:type="firstRow">
<w:tcPr>
<w:shd w:val="clear" w:color="auto" w:fill="FF0000"/>
</w:tcPr>
</w:tblStylePr>
<w:tblStylePr w:type="firstCol">
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcBorders>
<w:top w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:left w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:bottom w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:right w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
</w:tcBorders>
</w:tcPr>
</w:tblStylePr>
</w:style>
If the first column and first row formatting is applied, the table would appear as follows:

However, if this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:useWord2002TableStyleRules />
</w:compat>
Then the condition described by this element causes the top border defined by the conditional format for the
first column to be displayed as the top border for the second column, resulting in the following output:

end example]
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Response 125
Comment ID

CL-0095
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.26
Paragraph: page
1416, lines 14-17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This is the ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element. The text given
says, "This element specifies that applications shall emulate
the behavior of a previously existing word processing
application (Microsoft Word 6.x/95/97) when determining the
placement of the contents of footnotes relative to the page on
which the footnote reference occurs. This emulation typically
involves some and/or all of the footnote being inappropriately
placed on the page following the footnote reference."
Unsufficient detail is given for an application to replicate the
desired behavior.

CO-0104
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.26
Paragraph:
1416(1423)

CZ-0015
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.26
Paragraph: p.
1416

DK-0011
Clause: Part 4
Section
2.15.3.26
Paragraph: Page
1416 line 14-17

FR-0062
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.26
footnoteLayoutLik
eWW8 (Em
Paragraph: page
1416, lines 14-17

GB-0229
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.26
[p1416]
Paragraph: -

GH-0004

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

The ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, is defined in terms of
a particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element is not
sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
footnoteLayoutLikeWW8
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 feature, or the feature must be
removed altogether.

Define the footnoteLayoutLikeWW8
feature properly or drop it from the
OOXML proposal.

The ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element is defined in terms of
mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

the footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 attribute is also unspecified

the attribute must be defined or
removed from the specification

This is the ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Clause:
2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

GR-0031

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

IN-0028
Clause:
2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

IR-0018
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

KR-0007

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Part 4, Section 2.15.3.26 - This is the
―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"footnoteLayoutLikeWW8" element, although it is supposed to
reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

PT-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

US-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

ZA-0012
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.26
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

This is the ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

This is the ―footnoteLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behaviour.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behaviour.

Define the intended behaviour. There
are many instances of elements like
this in the document which make it
impossible to do an independent
implementation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 6.x/95/97).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.26, pages 1,416–
1,417), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.26, pages 1,416, lines 9–17, and page 1,417 lines
1–12, will be replaced with the following:
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2.15.3.26
footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 (Ignore Page Break from Continuous Section Mark)
This element specifies that applications should override the default behaviour for a continuous section break
when one or more footnotes are present on the page with the footnote. This override typically results in text
being displayed on the same page as a continuous section break (after the break, which would normally move all
following text to the next page).
Typically, applications render a continuous section break as a page break when one or more footnoteRef
elements (§2.11.13) occur on that page before the break, as described in §2.1.8.84. This element, when present
with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications should allow any paragraph after
the section break that contains no footnoteRef elements (§2.11.13) to be displayed on the same page. If the
resulting content reaches the page extents, the section’s page break is ignored.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with two footnotes contained in two sections, separated by
a continuous section break:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is the first paragraph in the first
section.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Here is the second paragraph in the first section.</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rStyle w:val="FootnoteReference" />
</w:rPr>
<w:footnoteReference w:id="2" />
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p/>
<w:p>
<w:pPr>
<w:sectPr>
...
</w:sectPr>
</w:pPr>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Here is the first paragraph in the second section.</w:t>
</w:r>
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</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is the second paragraph in the second
section.</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rStyle w:val="FootnoteReference" />
</w:rPr>
<w:footnoteReference w:id="3" />
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is the third paragraph in the second section.
</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:sectPr>
<w:type w:val="continuous" />
...
</w:sectPr>
The default rendering of such a document results in the continuous section break as a page break, resulting in
the following two page document:
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However, if this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:footnoteLayoutLikeWW8 />
</w:compat>
Then the first paragraph following the section break (not having any footnote references) is displayed on the
same page, despite the section break, resulting in the following output:

end example]
As well, the text in Part 4, §2.18.84, page 1,799, bottom table, will be clarified:
Enumeration Value
continuous (Continuous Section Break)

Description
Specifies a continuous section break, which begins the
new section on the following paragraph. This means
that continuous section breaks might not specify
certain page-level section properties, since they must
be inherited from the following section. These breaks,
however, can specify other section properties, such as
line numbering and footnote/endnote settings.
If a footnote reference (§2.11.13) occurs on the same
page as a section break of this type, the new section
shall begin on the following page.
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Response 126
Comment ID

CL-0096
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This is the ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ element. The text given says
"This element specifies that applications shall emulate the
behavior of a previously existing word processing application
(Microsoft Word 6.0) when determining the whitespace
compression of the final character on each line in the
document. This emulation typically results in characters ending
a line that may be compressed on the right being compressed
on the right irrespective to whether the compression will allow
another character to be included on the given line or not.
Unsufficient detail is given for an application to replicate the
desired behavior. It is not enough to say what this emulation
―typically results in‖

CO-0105
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.31
Paragraph:
1426(1433)

CZ-0016
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.31
Paragraph: p.
1426

DK-0012
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.31
Paragraph: Page
1426

FR-0063
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.31
lineWrapLikeWor
d6 (Emulat
Paragraph: page
1426, lines 11-16

GB-0230
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.31
[p1426]
Paragraph: -

GH-0005

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

The ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ element, is defined in terms of a
particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ element is not sufficiently
defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
lineWrapLikeWord6
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the lineWrapLikeWord6
feature, or the feature must be removed altogether.

Define the lineWrapLikeWord6 feature
properly or drop it from the OOXML
proposal.

The ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ is defined in terms of mimicking a
legacy application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

The lineWrapLikeWord6 attribute is also unspecified

the attribute must be defined or
removed from the specification

This is the ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Clause:
2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

GR-0032

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

IN-0029
Clause:
2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

IR-0019
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

KR-0008

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Part 4, Section 2.15.3.31 - This is the ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖
element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail
on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"lineWrapLikeWord6" element, although it is supposed to
reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

lineWraplikeWord6 : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

PT-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

US-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.31
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

This is the ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―lineWrapLikeWord6‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will define fully the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 6.0).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.31, page 1,426–
1,427), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.31, pages 1,426–1,427, will be revised as follows:
2.15.3.31
lineWrapLikeWord6 (Ignore Compression of Full-Width Punctuation Ending a Line)
This element specifies that applications should ignore the character compression settings specified by the
characterSpacingControl element (§2.15.1.18) when determining if one more character fits within the text
margins on each line of the document. This setting typically results in a character being pushed to the following
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line, ignoring the fact that the character compression settings would have allowed it to fit within the text
boundaries.
Typically, an application would check the character compression settings, and apply any character-level
whitespace compression before attempting to fit the last character on the line. This element, when present with
a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall ignore that compression and fit the
character as if it should be displayed at its full width, regardless of whether the compression settings are
applied.
[Example: Consider a paragraph which ends with the following two characters (with each character’s bounding
box outlined for illustrative purposes:

If the document’s character compression settings were not set to doNotCompress and text extent fell at the
location identified by this red line:

The last character would have compression applied to its blank half, and would fit on the line.
If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:lineWrapLikeWord6 />
</w:compat>
Then applications should compress the character, but should treat the character as full width when determining
if it fits on the line; in this case, the second character would be displayed on the following line. end example]
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Response 127
Comment ID

CL-0097
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This is the ―mwSmallCaps‖ element. The text given says, "This
element specifies that applications shall emulate the behavior
of a previously existing word processing application (Microsoft
Word 5.x for the Macintosh) when determining the resulting
formatting when the smallCaps element (§2.3.2.31) is applied
to runs of text within this WordprocessingML document. This
emulation typically results in small caps which are smaller than
typical small caps at most font sizes."
Unsufficient detail is given for an application to replicate the
desired behavior. It is not enough to say what this emulation
"typically results in." Font sizes everywhere else in this
standard are indicated with precision by point sizes or TWIPS.
The same should be done here.

CO-0106
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.32
Paragraph:
1427(1434)

CZ-0017

Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.32
Paragraph: Page
1427

FR-0064
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.32
mwSmallCaps
(Emulate Word
Paragraph: page
1427, lines 13-18

GB-0231
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.32
[p1427]
Paragraph: -

GR-0033
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

IN-0030
Clause:
2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

The ―mwSmallCaps‖ element, is defined in terms of a
particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―mwSmallCaps‖ element is not sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element mwSmallCaps
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the mwSmallCaps
feature, or the feature must be removed altogether.

Define the mwSmallCaps feature
properly or drop it from the OOXML
proposal.

The ―mwSmallCaps‖ element is defined in terms of mimicking
a legacy application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

This is the ―mwSmallCaps‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.32 - This is the ―mwSmallCaps‖
element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail
on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.32
Paragraph: p.
1427

DK-0013

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

IR-0020
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

KR-0009

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"mwSmallCaps" element, although it is supposed to reproduce
behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

mwSmallCaps : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

PT-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

This is the ―mwSmallCaps‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

US-0061

This is the ―mwSmallCaps‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.32
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 5.x for the Macintosh).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.5.32, pages 1,427–
1,428), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.3.32, page 1,427, lines 9–21
through page 1,428, lines 1–11:
2.15.3.32
mwSmallCaps (Use Specific Small Caps Algorithm)
This element specifies that applications should use a specific algorithm to determine the font size of small caps
(the formatting resulting from the use of the smallCaps element (§2.3.2.31). This emulation typically results in
small caps which are smaller than typical small caps at most font sizes.
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Typically, applications can utilize any algorithm that results in small caps formatting. This element, when present
with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications should determine the font size for
small caps using the following algorithm:



If 𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑡 ≤ 7, then the font size for small caps is 7 points.
Otherwise, sequentially iterate through 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 until 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖 ≤ 𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑡 ≤ 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖 + 1 , at
which point the font size for small caps is 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖 points.

where



𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 is an array defined as follows:
7,9,10,12,14,18,24,36,48,60,72,80, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 where 𝑥𝑛 = 80 + 10 ∗ 𝑛.
𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑡 is an integer calculated as follows:
The font size of the run to which small caps formatting is applied (in points).

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with small caps on its text contents.
If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:mwSmallCaps />
</w:compat>
And the font size for a single run is 16 points, and performing the algorithm above would result in 14 points as
the calculated font size for small caps. end example]
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Response 128
Comment ID

CL-0098
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.41
Paragraph: page
1442, lines 13-18

CO-0107
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.41
Paragraph:
1442(1449)

CZ-0018
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.41
Paragraph: p.
1442

DK-0014
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.41
Paragraph: Page
1442

FR-0065
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.41
shapeLayoutLike
WW8 (Emula
Paragraph: page
1442, lines 13-18

GB-0232
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.41
[p1442]
Paragraph: -

GH-0006

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This is the ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element which is defined
as: "This element specifies that applications shall emulate the
behavior of a previously existing word processing application
(Microsoft Word 97) when determining how to wrap text
around floating objects using topAndBottom wrapping defined
using the Vector Markup Language (VML) syntax. This
emulation typically results in the wrapping above and below
the object allowing the text to wrap more tightly around the
object (text wraps more tightly around the object than it
normally would)."
Unsufficient detail is given for an application to replicate the
desired behavior. It is not enough to say what this emulation
"typically results in" or vague terms like "more tighly than
normal."

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

The ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, is defined in terms of a
particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element is not sufficiently
defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
shapeLayoutLikeWW8
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
shapeLayoutLikeWW8 feature, or the feature must be removed
altogether.

Define the shapeLayoutLikeWW8
feature properly or drop it from the
OOXML proposal.

The ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element is defined in terms of
mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

The shapeLayoutLikeWW8 attribute is also unspecified

the attribute must be defined or
removed from the specification

This is the ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate

Define the intended behavior.

Clause:
2.15.3.41
Paragraph: -

GR-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.41

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

this behavior.

IN-0031

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.41 - This is the ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖
element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail
on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"shapeLayoutLikeWW8" element, although it is supposed to
reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

shapeLayoutLikeWW8 : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause:
2.15.3.41
Paragraph: -

IR-0021
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.41
Paragraph: -

KR-0010
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.41
Paragraph: -

PT-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.41
Paragraph: -

US-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.41
Paragraph: -

This is the ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is defined
in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―shapeLayoutLikeWW8‖ element, which is defined
in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will define fully the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (Word 97).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.41, page 1,422–
1,423), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.3.41, page 1,422, lines 7–21
through page 1,423, lines 1–7:
2.15.3.41
shapeLayoutLikeWW8 (Ignore Text Wrapping around Objects at Bottom of Page)
This element specifies that applications should ignore the line wrapping setting specified by a floating object,
instead allowing text to be displayed beneath it under the following specific set of conditions.
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Typically, text wrapping around a floating object is dictated by the presence of one of the following as a child
element of the object’s anchor element (§5.5.2.3):






wrapNone (§5.5.2.16) element, which specifies no text wrapping
wrapSquare (§5.5.2.17) element, which specifies square text wrapping
wrapThrough (§5.5.2.18) element, which specifies through text wrapping
wrapTight (§5.5.2.19) element, which specifies tight text wrapping
wrapTopAndBottom (§5.5.2.20) element, which specifies top and bottom text wrapping

This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall
allow text to wrap beneath a floating object, ignoring the object’s true wrapping setting, when the following
conditions are met:






The floating object has any of the following elements present as a child of the object’s anchor element
(§5.5.2.3): wrapSquare (§5.5.2.17), wrapTight (§5.5.2.19), or wrapTopAndBottom (§5.5.2.20).
The floating object has a positionV element (§5.5.2.11) with a relativeFrom attribute value of line.
The floating object has a negative value for the child posOffset element (§5.5.2.12) of the positionV
element (§5.5.2.11).
The paragraph containing the anchor element would appear directly after the previous paragraph if the
wrapping settings were ignored.
The paragraph containing the anchor element would be pushed to the next page if the wrapping
settings were respected.

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document containing a DrawingML object which meets the conditions
outlined above:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample
text.</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:drawing>
<wp:anchor … >
<wp:positionV relativeFrom="line">
<wp:posOffset>-428914</wp:posOffset>
</wp:positionV>
<wp:wrapTopAndBottom />
…
</wp:anchor>
</w:drawing>
</w:r>
<w:r>
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<w:t> Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text. Sample text.
Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
…
</w:p>
When the wrapping settings are respected, the shape and its paragraph do not fit on the page, so they are
moved to the next page (the paragraph containing the anchor has been highlighted for illustrative purposes):

If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:shapeLayoutLikeWW8 />
</w:compat>
Then applications should ignore the wrapping setting and allow text to wrap beneath the object. This behaviour
results in the following (again, the paragraph containing the anchor has been highlighted for illustrative
purposes):
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end example]
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Response 129
Comment ID

CL-0099
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.51
Paragraph: page
1462, lines 11-16

CO-0108
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.51
Paragraph:
1462(1469)

CZ-0019
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.51
Paragraph: p.
1462

DK-0015
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.51
Paragraph: Page
1462

FR-0066
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.51
suppressTopSpa
cingWP (Emu
Paragraph: page
1462, lines 11-16

GB-0233
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.51
[p1462]
Paragraph: -

GR-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.51
Paragraph: -

IN-0032
Clause:
2.15.3.51
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This is the ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element. The definition
given is, "This element specifies that applications shall
emulate the behavior of a previously existing word processing
application (WordPerfect 5.x) when determining the resulting
spacing between lines in a paragraph using the spacing
element (§2.3.1.33). This emulation typically results in line
spacing which is reduced from its normal size."
Unsufficient detail is given for an application to replicate the
desired behavior. It is not enough to say what this emulation
"typically results in" or vague terms like "reduced from its
normal size."

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

The ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element, is defined in terms of
a particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element is not
sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
suppressTopSpacingWP
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
suppressTopSpacingWP feature, or the feature must be
removed altogether.

Define the suppressTopSpacingWP
feature properly or drop it from the
OOXML proposal.

The ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element is defined in terms of
mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

This is the ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.51 - This is the
―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.
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Comment ID

IR-0022
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.51
Paragraph: -

PT-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.51
Paragraph: -

US-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.51
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"supressTopSpacingWP" element, although it is supposed to
reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

Proposed change by the MB
The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

This is the ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―suppressTopSpacingWP‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (WordPerfect 5.x).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.51, pages 1,462–
1,463), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.51, pages 1,462, lines 6–20 and page 1,463, lines
1–13, will be replaced with the following:
2.15.3.51 suppressTopSpacingWP (Use Static Text Leading)
(The terms baseline to baseline distance and unitsPerEm, used below, are defined in ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.)
This element specifies that applications should use the values defined below to calculate the baseline to
baseline distance (BTBD) in this document. This can result in lines appearing slightly condensed vertically.
Without this setting, applications calculate baseline to baseline distance using the metrics defined by ISO/IEC
14496-22:2007. This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that
applications should calculate this as follows:
𝐵𝑇𝐵𝐷 = unitsPerEm + 2pt
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[Example: If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:suppressTopSpacingWP />
</w:compat>
Then applications use a baseline to baseline distance as calculated before. With a 16 point font, this would result
in a baseline to baseline distance of 18 points. end example]
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Response 130
Comment ID

CL-0100
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.53
Paragraph: page
1467, lines 9-14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This is the ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element, which is
defined in these terms: "This element specifies that
applications shall emulate the behavior of a previously existing
word processing application (WordPerfect 6.x) when
determining the character height for characters in a font. This
emulation typically results slightly truncated character heights."
Unsufficient detail is given for an application to replicate the
desired behavior. It is not enough to say what this emulation
"typically results in" or vague terms like "slightly truncated."

CO-0109
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.53
Paragraph:
1467(1474)

CZ-0020
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.53
Paragraph: p.
1467

DK-0016
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.53
Paragraph: Page
1467

FR-0067
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.53
truncateFontHeig
htsLikeWP
Paragraph: page
1467, lines 9-14

GB-0234
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.53
[p1467]
Paragraph: -

GR-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

IN-0034
Clause:
2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

This is the ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element is not
sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element
truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the
truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6 feature, or the feature must be
removed altogether.

Define the truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6
feature properly or drop it from the
OOXML proposal.

The ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

This is the ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.54 - This is the
―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this

Define the intended behavior.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

behavior.

IR-0024
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

KR-0011
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.53
Paragraph: -

PT-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

US-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6" element, although it is
supposed to reproduce behaviour of a prior version of
Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6 : unknown application
behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

This is the ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

This is the ―truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6‖ element, which is
defined in terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.
The standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate
this behavior.

This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (WordPerfect 6.x).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.53, pages 1,467–
1,468), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.53, page 1,467, lines 5–26 and page 1,468, lines
1–2, will be replaced with the following:
2.15.3.53
truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6 (Use Truncated Integer Division For Font Calculation)
This element specifies that applications should perform a specific method of calculation when converting font
heights, specified in points using the sz (§2.3.2.36) and szCs (§2.3.2.37) elements, into pixels. This algorithm
often results in a smaller then typical visual appearance of text for a given point size.
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Typically, applications convert points to pixels using any approximate mathematical conversion mechanism
(often, rounded integer division). This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent),
specifies that applications should use truncated integer division when performing this conversion (any noninteger value is truncated to determine the integer value resulting from the conversions).
[Example: If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6 />
</w:compat>
Then applications shall use truncated integer division when calculating the height of characters.
For example, if the conversion is done as follows:
𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑥 = 𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑡 ∗ 𝑁

𝑝𝑥 1 𝑖𝑛𝑐
∗
𝑖𝑛𝑐 72 𝑝𝑡

where:


𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑡 = size in points



𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑥 = size in pixels



𝑁 = resolution in pixels per inch.
1

2

Converting a 14 point font on a 96 dpi device results in 𝑠𝑧𝑝𝑥 = 14 ∗ 96 ∗ 72 = 18 3 𝑝𝑥. If this setting is on, the
result is truncated and the font is displayed using 18 pixels, even though 19 would be closer to the actual value.
end example]
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Response 131
Comment ID

CL-0101
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

CO-0110
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.54
Paragraph:
1469(1476)

CZ-0025
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.54
Paragraph: p.
1469

DK-0017
Clause: Part 4
section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: Page
1469

FR-0194
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This is the ― uiCompat97To2003‖ element, which is defined as:
―Disable UI functionality that is not compatible with Word972003‖. But what use is this if I am using OOXML in another
application like OpenOffice or WordPerfect Office? What if I
want to disable UI functionality that is not compatible with
OpenOffice 1.5? Or WordPerfect 8? Or any other application?
Where is the ability for other implementations to specify their
preferences?

Define this an application neutral way.
If it is truly a Word-only feature, then
remove it from OOXML and express as
an application-defined extension
according to the extensibility
mechanisms of Part 5.

The ―uiCompat97To2003‖ element is defined as: ―Disable UI
functionality that is not compatible with Word97-2003‖. The
standard must be application neutral.

Define this an application neutral way.
If it is truly a Word-only feature, then
remove it from OOXML and express as
an application-defined extension.

―uiCompat97To2003‖ parameter is related to an application
behavior but not to a document and its content. As such it
should not be part of the standard. If necessary applications
could use custom elements defined in accordance with rules of
Part 5 for storing such information.

Remove ―uiCompat97To2003‖ element
from the standard.

The element uiCombat97to2003 is a construct which is
intended to ―disable UI function that is not compatible with
word 97-2003‖
Since the only company who have the actual knowledge
about, which UI function isn't compatible with Microsoft Word
97 is the owner of the application, this element only make
sense for that owner.
Since Word97-2003 is not clearly defined, i guess this means
Microsoft Word 97, since the introduction declare, that
backward compatibility with Microsoft Office application is one
of the intended goals of the ECMA.376 Office Open XML
specification.
This means that the element uiCombat97to2003 is a specific
element, which only purpose is to let Microsoft, the owner of
Microsoft office, build features in the specification, which can't
be delivered by any other application developer.
If this is correct, then Microsoft is the only company who can
provide a complete and correct implementation of the ECMA376 Office Open XML specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.
Also insert information used in other
compability settings, eg:
[Guidance: To faithfully replicate this
behavior, applications must imitate the
behavior of that application, which
involves many possible behaviors and
cannot be faithfully placed into narrative
for this Office Open XML
Standard. If applications wish to match
this behavior, they must utilize and
duplicate the output of those

This is the ― uiCompat97To2003‖ element, which is defined as:
―Disable UI functionality that is not compatible with Word972003‖. But what use is this if I am using OOXML in OpenOffice

Define this an application neutral way. If
it is truly a Word-only feature, then
remove it from OOXML and express as
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applications. It is recommended that
applications not intentionally replicate
this behavior as it was deprecated
due to issues with its output, and is
maintained only for compatibility with
existing documents from that
application. end guidance]
Typically, applications shall not perform
this compatibility. This element, when
present with a val attribute value of true
(or equivalent), specifies that
applications shall attempt to mimic that
existing word processing application in
this regard.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

or WordPerfect Office? What if I want to disable UI functionality
that is not compatible with OpenOffice 1.5? Or WordPerfect 8?
Or any other application? Where is the ability for other
implementations to specify their preferences?

an application-defined extension. Such
element should part of the future
OOOXML Extentions part

GB-0235

The ―uiCompat97To2003‖ element is defined as: ―Disable UI
functionality that is not compatible with Word97-2003‖. But
what use is this for a user using OOXML in OpenOffice or
WordPerfect Office? What if that user wants to disable UI
functionality that is not compatible with OpenOffice 1.5? Or
WordPerfect 8? Or any other application? Where is the ability
for other implementations to specify their preferences?

Proposed change: Define this an
application-neutral way. If it is truly a
Word-only feature, then remove it from
OOXML and express as an applicationdefined extension.

This is the ― uiCompat97To2003‖ element, which is defined
as: ―Disable UI functionality that is not compatible with
Word97-2003‖. But what use is this if I am using OOXML in
OpenOffice or WordPerfect Office? What if I want to disable UI
functionality that is not compatible with OpenOffice 1.5? Or
WordPerfect 8? Or any other application? Where is the ability
for other implementations to specify their preferences?

Define this an application neutral way.
If it is truly a Word-only feature, then
remove it from OOXML and express as
an application-defined extension.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.54 - This is the ―uiCompat97To2003‖
element, which is defined as: ―Disable UI functionality that is
not compatible with Word97-2003‖. But what use is this if I am
using OOXML in OpenOffice or WordPerfect Office? What if I
want to disable UI functionality that is not compatible with
OpenOffice 1.5? Or WordPerfect 8? Or any other application?
Where is the ability for other implementations to specify their
preferences?

Define this an application neutral way.
If it is truly a Word-only feature, then
remove it from OOXML and express as
an application-defined extension.

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"uiCompat97To2003" element, although it is supposed to
"Disable UI functionalities that is not compatible with Word 972003"

The definition of the element should be
application neutral. Removal from the
standard may be needed in case this
element is exclusively specific to
Microsoft Word.

uiCompat97To2003 : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.54
[p1469]
Paragraph: -

GR-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

IN-0033
Clause:
2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

IR-0023
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

KR-0012
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

PT-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

US-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.54
Paragraph: -

This is the ― uiCompat97To2003‖ element, which is defined as:
―Disable UI functionality that is not compatible with Word972003‖. But what use is this if I am using OOXML in OpenOffice
or WordPerfect Office? What if I want to disable UI
functionality that is not compatible with OpenOffice 1.5? Or
WordPerfect 8? Or any other application? Where is the ability
for other implementations to specify their preferences?
This is the ― uiCompat97To2003‖ element, which is defined as:
―Disable UI functionality that is not compatible with Word972003‖. But what use is this if I am using OOXML in OpenOffice
or WordPerfect Office? What if I want to disable UI
functionality that is not compatible with OpenOffice 1.5? Or
WordPerfect 8? Or any other application? Where is the ability
for other
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Proposed change by the MB

Define this in an application neutral
way. If it is truly a Word-only feature,
then remove it from OOXML and
express as an application-defined
extension.
This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this property is not part of the legacy binary document format and only affords for the settings of a
specific vendor. Accordingly, the following changes will be made:



This property will be removed from the specification
An affordance will be created for individual applications, such as OpenOffice or WordPerfect, to create
custom compatibility settings

Part 4, §2.15.3.54, page 1,469:
This subclause will be deleted.
Part 4, §2.15.3, as a new subclause:
2.15.3.x
compatSetting (Custom Compatibility Setting)
This element specifies a custom compatibility setting. The semantics for this element are implementationdefined.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper" w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting"
w:val="1"/>
This custom compatibility setting specifies that:




It is defined under the http://www.example.com/exampleSetting namespace.
Its name is cooper.
Its value is 1.

Beyond this, the properties of this setting are implementation-defined by the creator of the
http://www.example.com/exampleSetting namespace. end example]
Parent Elements
compat (§2.15.3.9)

Attributes
name (Name of Setting)

Description
Specifies the name of a custom compatibility setting.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper"
w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting" w:val="1"/>
The name of this custom compatibility setting is cooper. end example]
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

uri (Namespace of Setting)

Specifies the namespace under which the compatibility setting is defined.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper"
w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting" w:val="1"/>
The namespace of this custom compatibility setting is
http://www.example.com/exampleSetting. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

val (Value of Setting)

Specifies the value of a custom compatibility setting.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper"
w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting" w:val="1"/>
The value of this custom compatibility setting is 1. This value is interpreted using
the implementation-defined behavior published by the creator of this property.
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_CompatSetting">
<attribute name="name" type="CT_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="uri" type="CT_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="value" type="CT_String" use="required"/>
</complexType>

As well, the corresponding schema files will be updated to include compatSetting as a child element of the
compat element.
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Response 132
Comment ID

CL-0105
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.65
Paragraph: page
1483, lines 16-21

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This is the ― wpJustification‖ element, which is defined as "This
element specifies that applications shall emulate the behavior
of a previously existing word processing application
(WordPerfect 6.x) when performing full paragraph justification
using a val attribute value of both on the jc element
(§2.3.1.13). This alternate justification method involves biasing
towards compressing rather than expanding spaces when
needed to justify a line."
No further definition is of the expected behavior is given. This
is insufficient.

CO-0113
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.65
Paragraph:
1483(1490)

CZ-0023

Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

FR-0070
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.15.3.65
wpJustification
(Emulate
Paragraph: page
1483, lines 16-21

GB-0238
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.65
[p1483]
Paragraph: -

GR-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

IN-0038
Clause:
2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

This is the ― wpJustification‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―wpJustification‖ element is not sufficiently defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There is no formal definition of the element wpJustification
The suggestion to simulate the behaviour opens for a wide
area of interpretation and introduce unwanted ambiguously to
the specification, which will break the interoperability goals of
the specification

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

This definition is intrinsically based upon material that is not
part of the OOXML submission, and that is not part of any
known standard either. As such, it cannot be accepted. A
proper definition must be provided for the wpJustification
feature, or the feature must be removed altogether.

Define the wpJustification feature
properly or drop it from the OOXML
proposal.

The ―wpJustification‖ element is defined in terms of mimicking
a legacy application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

This is the ― wpJustification‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.65 - This is the ― wpJustification‖
element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail
on how to
replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.65
Paragraph: p.
1483

DK-0020

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

IR-0028
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

KR-0016

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"wpJustification" element, although it is supposed to reproduce
behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

wpJustification : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

PT-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

This is the ― wpJustification‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

US-0069

This is the ― wpJustification‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.65
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (WordPerfect 6.x).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.65, pages 1,483–
1,484), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.65, page 1,483, lines 11–21, and page 1,484 lines
1–17, will be replaced with the following:
2.15.3.65
wpJustification (Fit To Expanded Width When Performing Full Justification)
This element specifies that applications should perform a specific algorithm when determining the contents of
each line in a fully justified paragraph (resulting from the use of the jc element (§2.3.1.13)). This setting typically
results in more words being fitted into lines (by reducing inter-word spacing as necessary).
Typically, applying full justification to a paragraph does not change the placement of line breaks, as inter-word
spacing is expanded to ensure the resulting text is fully justified. This element, when present with a val attribute
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value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications shall determine the contents of each line in a fully
justified paragraph using the following algorithm:


For each line in the fully justified paragraph,
o Determine the actual line width, 𝑤, in pixels
o Calculate the “effective” line width by the following factor:
281
7200
Determine the text which can be displayed in a line of the “effective” line width
Decrease the inter-word spacing as necessary to fit that text in the actual line width
𝑤𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑤𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 + 𝑤𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ∗

o
o

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with one or more paragraphs using full paragraph
justification:
<w:p>
<w:pPr>
<w:jc w:val="both" />
</w:pPr>
…
</w:p>
If this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:wpJustification />
</w:compat>
Then, for a line 1000 pixels wide, an application would calculate the effective width as follows:
𝑤𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 1000 + 1000 ∗

281
= 1039 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠
7200

This effective width is then used to determine how much text can be displayed on line. After calculating the text,
the application can display the text on the actual line, fully justified. end example]
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Response 133
Comment ID

CL-0106
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

CO-0114
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.66
Paragraph:
1485(1492)

CZ-0024
Clause: Part
4/2.15.3.66
Paragraph: p.
1485

DK-0021
Clause: Part 4
section 2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

FR-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.66
wpSpaceWidth
(Space widt
Paragraph: -

GB-0239
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.3.66
[p1485]
Paragraph: -

GR-0042
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

IN-0039
Clause:
2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This is the ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element, which is defined in only
the briefest terms, merely: "Set the width of a space like
WordPerfect 5.x."
This is clearly insufficient.

Define the intended behavior.
We appreciate that this element is
intended for backwards compatibility
and is optional. However, if a vendor
does want to fully implement the
standard, for example, in order to read
and display all OOXML documents,
then this definition is insufficient.
On the other hand, if we think that no
other vendor will fully implement this
specification, then this brings into
question its suitability for an
International Standard.

The ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element is defined in terms of a
particular application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Behavior of ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element is not sufficiently
defined.

Add definition of behavior for this
element. Especially, the definition
should list formatting differences
between situations when the element is
used and when it is not used.

There element for wpSpaceWidth is a simple boolean type as
defined in ST_OnOff, but it doesn't described any intended
behaviour impact based on this boolean value
The element seems to be a place holder, but lack any effect
on the document beside eating up disk space

The intended behaviour / semantic of
the tag should be defined in an
unambiguously way in the specification
or removed from the specification.

This is the ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

The ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element is defined in terms of mimicking
a legacy application's behavior. The standard contains
insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Proposed change: Define the
intended behavior.

This is the ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element, which is defined in
terms of mimicking a legacy application's behavior.The
standard contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this
behavior.

Define the intended behavior.

Part 4, Section 2.15.3.66 - This is the ―wpSpaceWidth‖
element, which is defined in terms of mimicking a legacy
application's behavior. The standard contains insufficient detail
on how to
replicate this behavior.

Define the intended behavior.
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Comment ID

IR-0029
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

KR-0017

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

No description of the specific behaviour is given for
"wpSpaceWidth" element, although it is supposed to
reproduce behaviour of a prior version of Microsoft Word.

The definition of the behaviour should
be given.

wpSpaceWidth : unknown application behaviour

The details of application behaviours
should be described in Part
5.11 ,‘Application-Defined Extension
Elements‖

Clause: Part 4,
2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

PT-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

This is the ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

US-0070

This is the ―wpSpaceWidth‖ element, which is defined in terms
of mimicking a legacy application's behavior. The standard
contains insufficient detail on how to replicate this behavior.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.66
Paragraph: -

Define the intended behavior.
This compatibility setting should be
expressed by the application using the
application-defined extension
mechanism defined in Part 5, §11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will fully define the information necessary to implement this property (specified below). This
description provides all of the information needed to mimic a behavior observed in a previously existing word
processing application (WordPerfect 5.x).
In addition, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.66, page 1,485), and
place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To provide a full description, the existing text in Part 4, §2.15.3.66, page 1,485, lines 5–6, will be replaced with
the following:
2.15.3.66
wpSpaceWidth (Use Specific Space Width)
(The terms ascent and descent are used as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.)
This element specifies that applications should perform determine the width of the space character for all
proportional fonts used in this document using the calculation specified below.
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Typically, applications calculate the width of a whitespace character dynamically to optimize for the output
device. This element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that applications
should instead use the following algorithm to determine the width of a whitespace character:
𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 =

𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡
3

where


𝑤𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 is the width of a space character




𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the ascent for the font
𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the descent for the font

[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with this compatibility setting turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:suppressTopSpacingWP />
</w:compat>
If the font applied to a run specified an ascent value of 8 points and a descent value of 2 points, each space in
that run would have a width of three and one-third points. end example]
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Response 134
Comment ID

CL-0008
Clause: Part 4,
section 6.1.2.19
Paragraph: In
table of attributes
and their
descriptions

IN-0014
Clause: 6.2.3.23
Paragraph: -

US-0118
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 0

VE-0010
Clause: All
Paragraph: -

VE-0073
Clause: All
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Most attributes are contained in Microsoft XML namespaces. A
standard must not contain references to namespaces
contained and described in private URIs.

To replace namespaces URIs by URIs
not owned by Microsoft.

Section 6.2.3.23 Attribute "href" (Hyperlink Target) uses a
Namespace "urn:schemas.microsoft.com:office:office".
=== An Ecma standard must not reference company-specific
namespaces.

Alternate solutions for future reference
for new developers should be given.

The reference to the urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml
namespace references VML, which is considered as
deprecated (Part 4, page 4343, lines 11&12). A new standard
should not contain deprecated parts.

Remove all references to VML from the
OOXML text, hence remove the
reference to the urn:schemasmicrosoft-com:vml namespace here.

Documentation use Namespace like
"urn:schemas.microsoft.com:*". An Ecma standard must not
reference company-specific namespaces. This should be
replaced by an Ecma namespace.

Rewrite all the documentation using
only Ecma namespace.

Documentation use Namespace like
"urn:schemas.microsoft.com:*". An Ecma standard must not
reference company-specific namespaces. This should be
replaced by an Ecma namespace.

Rewrite all the documentation using
only Ecma namespace.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; VML will be moved to an Annex for deprecated features. For detailed information see the response to
CA-0076, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK0095, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064,
MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, or ZA-0016.
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Response 135
Comment ID

CL-0016
Clause: Part 4,
sections 2.4.51
and 2.4.52
Paragraph:
Element 'tblLook'

CO-0080
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.1.8
Paragraph: 59
(66)

CO-0087
Clause: Part 4,
2.4.7
Paragraph:
302(309)

CO-0088
Clause: Part 4,
2.4.8
Paragraph:
303(310)

CO-0090
Clause: Part 4,
2.4.51
Paragraph:
428(435)

CO-0091
Clause: Part 4,
2.4.52
Paragraph:
430(437)

CO-0094
Clause: Part 4,
2.8.2.16
Paragraph:
758(765)

CO-0100
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.86
Paragraph:
1251(1258)

CO-0101
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.87
Paragraph:
1253(1260)

CO-0224

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

These paragraphs describes 'bitmasks' to be applied to obtain
representation of tables. This is not acceptable, as XML does
not include tools or specifications to handle this kind of data,
for example in XSLT standard.

To adequate this specification to XML
specification, eliminating references to
bitmasks.

The element ―cnfStyle‖ uses a bitmask to specify various
paragraph conditional formatting properties.. The use of
bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes this data
almost impossible to work with standard XML tools like XSLT
which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table row
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting exceptions. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

Use of bit masks is not the right way in XML. This element of
the specification uses a set of bitmasks to specify which code
pages a given font supports. The use of bitmasks rather than
an XML Schema derived type makes this data almost
impossible to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which
lack bit-level operations. One of the advantages of XML is that
we don't need to encode data like this any more.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify a style display filter.
Use of bit masks is not the right way in XML.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify style display sorting
parameters. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean
types makes this data almost impossible to work with standard
XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify VML table properties.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
6.1.2.7
Paragraph:
4444(4451),
―tableproperties‖

The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

DE-0102

These elements uses a set of bitmasks to specify which code
pages a given font supports. The use of bitmasks rather than
an XML Schema derived type makes this data almost
impossible to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which
lack bit-level operations. One of the advantages of XML is that
we don't need to encode data like this any more.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.16,
2.3.1.8, 2.4.7,
2.4.8, 2
Paragraph: -

Part 4, 6.1.2.7, page 4444, ―tableproperties‖ (see above!)

DK-0037
Clause:
2.8.2.162.3.1.182
.4.72.4.82.4.512.
4.522.15.1.866.1
Paragraph: -

Many element attributes in Ecma 376 are defined as bitmasks.
For example:
2.8.2.16 "sig (Supported Unicode Subranges and Code
Pages)" describes the <w:sig> element whose attributes are
all bitmasks. For example, take the attribute csb1:
"Specifies a four digit hexadecimal encoding of the upper 32
bits of the 64-bit code-page bit field that identifies which
specific character sets or code pages are supported by the
parent font"
This attribute takes the following values:
Bit
Description
0-15
Reserved for OEM
24
IBM Turkish
16
IBM Greek
25
IBM Cryillic
17
MS-DOS Russian
26
Latin 2
18
MS-DOS Nordic
27
MS-DOS Baltic
19
Arabic
28
Greek (former 437G)
20
MS-DOS Canadian French
29
Arabic (AMSO 708)
21
Hebrew
30
WE/Latin 1
22
MS-DOS Icelandic
31
US
23
MS-DOS Portuguese
The other attributes of <w:sig> have similar definitions as
bitmasks.
Many other element attributes in Ecma 376 have similar
definitions as bitmasks. For example:
* Section 2.3.1.18, Paragraph conditional formatting.
* Section 2.4.7, Table cell conditional formatting.
* Section 2.4.8, Table row conditional formatting.
* Section 2.4.51, Table style conditional formatting settings.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

* Section 2.4.52, Table style conditional formatting settings
exceptions.
* Section 2.15.1.86, Suggested filtering for list of document
styles . * Section 2.15.1.87, Suggested sorting for list of
document styles (page 2036)
* Section 6.1.2.7, tableproperties attribute of shape group.

DK-0108
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.3.1.8
Paragraph: Page
59

DK-0109
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.4.7
Paragraph: Page
302

DK-0110
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.4.8
Paragraph: Page
304

DK-0111
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.4.51
Paragraph: Page
428

DK-0112
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.4.52
Paragraph: Page
430

DK-0116
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.1.86
Paragraph: Page
1251 line 8

The cnfStyle element is presented as a bitmask, which isen't
considered best practice, when representing setting in XMLspecification. The adoption of XML-manipulation using XSLT is
increased, which appear to place an unnecessary
implementation burden on would-be application developers

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list.

The cnfStyle element is presented as a bitmask, which isen't
considered best practice, when representing setting in XMLspecification. The adoption of XML-manipulation using XSLT is
increased, which appear to place an unnecessary
implementation burden on would-be application developers
Apperantly there is no difference between cnfStyle from
section 2.3.1.8 and cnfStyle from section 2.4.7 cnfStyle it
should be considered, if only one of these definitions is
sufficient

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list.

The cnfStyle element is presented as a bitmask, which isen't
considered best practice, when representing setting in XMLspecification. The adoption of XML-manipulation using XSLT is
increased, which appear to place an unnecessary
implementation burden on would-be application developers
Apperantly there is no difference between cnfStyle from
section 2.3.1.8 and cnfStyle from section 2.4.7, and 2.4.8
cnfStyle it should be considered, if only one of these
definitions is sufficient

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list

The tblLook element is presented as a bitmask, which isen't
considered best practice, when representing setting in XMLspecification. The adoption of XML-manipulation using XSLT is
increased, which appear to place an unnecessary
implementation burden on would-be application developers

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list.

The tblLook element is presented as a bitmask, which isen't
considered best practice, when representing setting in XMLspecification. The adoption of XML-manipulation using XSLT is
increased, which appear to place an unnecessary
implementation burden on would-be application developers

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list.

The adoption of bitmask for provide content filtering is a ―first
of it's kind‖ in XML definitions. The adoption of bitmask
operation is a vell-know concept used id different programming
disciplines, but the tools for manipulating and operating on
XML files like XSLT is not design for bitmask operation, as this
is an methodology adopted from CPU-kind of operations.

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list.

The adoption of bitmask for filtering also induce unnecessary
constrains on the specification, as it is difficult to expand it
beyond the current definitions

DK-0117
Clause: Part 4
section 2.15.1.87
Paragraph: Page

The adoption of bitmask for provide content filtering is a ―first
of it's kind‖ in XML definitions. The adoption of bitmask
operation is a vell-know concept used id different programming
disciplines, but the tools for manipulating and operating on
XML files like XSLT is not design for bitmask operation, as this
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1253 line 4

is an methodology adopted from CPU-kind of operations.
The adoption of bitmask for filtering also induce unnecessary
constrains on the specification, as it is difficult to expand it
beyond the current definitions

DK-0132

The adoption of a combined bitmask representation of a series
of boolean values is not considered best practice when
working with XML specification. The interpretation of bitmask
operations isn't feasible within the definition of XSLT,

Suggest change the word bitmask to
something that better represents the
term. E.g. flag-list.

The bitmasks specified by Ecma 376 are mostly of fixed length
(a fixed number of bits). For example, the bitmasks used in
sections 2.4.51, 2.4.52, 2.15.1.86, and 2.15.1.87 are all of type
ST_ShortHexNumber, which is defined as consisting of exactly
4 hexadecimal digits (16 bits, see above regarding conflicting
definitions). The bitmasks in section 2.8.2.16 are of type
ST_LongHexNumber (2.18.57) which is defined as consisting
of exactly 8 hexadecimal digits (32 bits, see above regarding
conflicting definitions). The bitmasks in sections 2.3.1.8, 2.4.7,
and 2.4.8 are of type ST_Cnf (2.18.11), which is defined as
consisting of exactly 12 binary digits (12 bits). The bitmask in
section 6.1.2.7 consists of exactly "three bits".
Because it is not possible to add new bits to a fixed-length
bitmask, extensibility is extremely limited.
Also, bitmasks require that some other data be encoded into
numbers to be used in the bitmasks. For example, see the
language encodings discussed earlier: every language must
be assigned an arbitrary numeric code before it can be used.
Keeping this mapping up-to-date requires constant
maintenance by some body. If not carefully handled, a single
vendor could end up having de facto control over this
mapping, and as a result that vendor could determine what
could be done or not by the format (by refusing to assign
mappings useful to a competitor).

The specification should use XML
stylesettings instead of bitmaps.

Clause: Part 4
Section 2.18.11
Paragraph: Page
1695

DK-0147
Clause: Part 4
2.4.512.4.522.15.
1.862.15.1.872.8.
2.162.18
Paragraph: -

Using bitmasks creates a new data model, separate from the
XML data model. In particular, the bitmask cannot be
described in or validated by XML Schema, Relax NG,
Schematron or any standard XML schema language or current
validator.
XSLT is the W3C standard for manipulating and converting
XML documents, and is by far the most popular tool for
working with XML. XSLT has no tools for bitwise operators,
since bitmasks are not part of the XML data model.
The TC45 is the Ecma Technical Committee charged with
developing the Ecma 376 specification. The charter of the
TC45 includes the specific goal of:
"...enabling the implementation of the Office Open XML
Formats by a wide set of tools and platforms in order to foster
interoperability across office productivity applications and with
line-of-business systems"
Since bitmasks cannot be implemented in any of the standard
tools for XML data formats, their use is in conflict with the
TC45's charter.

FI-0009
Clause: Part 4:
2.3.1.8 2.4.7

The proposed standard uses bitmasks instead of separate
attribute values, which is problematic for extensibility and the
use of standard XML tools.
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6.1.2.7
Paragraph: -

FR-0185
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.1.8
cnfStyle
(Paragraph
Condit
Paragraph: -

FR-0186
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.7
cnfStyle (Table
Cell Conditi
Paragraph: -

FR-0187
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.8
cnfStyle (Table
Row Conditio
Paragraph: -

FR-0188
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.51
tblLook (Table
Style Condit
Paragraph: -

FR-0189
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.52
tblLook (Table
Style Condit
Paragraph: -

FR-0190
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.16
sig (Supported
Unicode Su
Paragraph: -

FR-0191
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.86
stylePaneFormat
Filter (S
Paragraph: -

FR-0192
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.87
stylePaneSortMet
hod (Sug
Paragraph: -

This element uses a bitmask to specify various paragraph
conditional formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather
than a set of boolean types makes this data almost impossible
to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table cell
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmasks to specify various table row
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting exceptions. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a set of bitmasks to specify which code
pages a given font supports. The use of bitmasks rather than
an XML Schema derived type makes this data almost
impossible to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which
lack bit-level operations. One of the advantages of XML is that
we don't need to encode data like this any more.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify a style display filter.
The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify style display sorting
parameters. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean
types makes this data almost impossible to work with standard
XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.
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FR-0370
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.7
group (Shape
Group)
Paragraph: page
4444,
―tableproperties‖

GB-0182
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.1.8 [p59]
Paragraph: -

GB-0197
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.4.7 [p302]
Paragraph: -

GB-0198
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.4.8 [p303]
Paragraph: -

GB-0200
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.4.51 [p428429]
Paragraph: -

GB-0201
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.4.52 [p430431]
Paragraph: -

GB-0212
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.8.2.16
[p758-763]
Paragraph: -

GB-0224
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.86
[p1251]
Paragraph: -

GB-0225
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.87
[p1253]
Paragraph: -

GB-0482
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1.2.7

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This element uses a bitmask to specify VML table properties.
The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various paragraph
conditional formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather
than a set of boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to
work with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
named XML constructs rather than
bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations..

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.

This element uses bitmasks to specify various table cell
formatting properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data sub-optimal to work with

Proposed change: Rewrite this
subclause to express the feature using
XML constructs rather than bitmasks.
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[p4444,
tableproperties]
Paragraph: -

standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations..

GH-0007

This section refers to the use of bitmasking in OOXML.
Bitmasking is a programming technique employed in C and
C++ to save space by encoding options in the binary
representation of a number. Standard XML tools are unable to
read them, making translation difficult. Plus XML provides
better ways to do this

Bitmasks should be replaced with a
better means of representing those
options which is readable by standard
XML tools

Use of bit masks is not the right way in XML. This element
of the specification uses a set of bitmasks to specify which
code pages a given font supports. The use of bitmasks rather
than an XML Schema derived type makes this data almost
impossible to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which
lack bit-level operations. One of the advantages of XML is that
we don't need to encode data like this any more.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify a style display filter.
The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify style display sorting
parameters. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean
types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various paragraph
conditional formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather
than a set of boolean types makes this data almost impossible
to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set
of boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work
with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting exceptions. The use of bitmasks rather than a set
of boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work
with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table cell
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set
of boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work
with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmasks to specify various table row
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set
of boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work
with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify VML table
properties. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean
types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

Clause: 2.8.2.16
Paragraph: -

GR-0009
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.16
Paragraph: -

GR-0029
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.86
Paragraph: -

GR-0030
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.87
Paragraph: -

GR-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.1.8
Paragraph: -

GR-0070
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.51
Paragraph: -

GR-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.52
Paragraph: -

GR-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.7
Paragraph: -

GR-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.8
Paragraph: -

GR-0089
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.7
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Paragraph: page
4444,
―tableproperties‖

IR-0015
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.1.86
Paragraph: -

IR-0016
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.15.1.87
Paragraph: -

IR-0037
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.3.1.8
Paragraph: -

IR-0038
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.4.51
Paragraph: -

IR-0039
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.4.52
Paragraph: -

IR-0040
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.4.7
Paragraph: -

IR-0041
Clause: Part
4.Section 2.4.8
Paragraph: -

IR-0042
Clause: Part
4,Section
2.8.2.16
Paragraph: -

MY-0018
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.86
and Part 4,
Section 2.1
Paragraph: -

US-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.86
Paragraph: -

The configuration of this style display filter is done using bit
masks rather than a set boolean types. According to this,
XSLT processing is impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

The configuration of this style display sorting is done using bit
masks rather than a set boolean types. According to this,
XSLT processing is impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

In this section, bit masks are used in the conditional formatting
of this paragraph. According to this, XSLT processing is
impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

In this section, bit masks are used in the formatting properties
of table styles. According to this, XSLT processing is
impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

In this section, bit masks are used in the formatting exceptions
of table styles. According to this, XSLT processing is
impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

In this section, bit masks are used in the configuration of table
cell formatting rules. According to this, XSLT processing is
impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

In this section, bit masks are used in the configuration of table
row formatting rules. According to this, XSLT processing is
impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

In this section, bit masks are used in the configuration of code
page support flags. According to this, XSLT processing is
impossible.

Change the sub clause to use boolean
XML declaration.

Ecma 376 has extensive use of bitmasks (eg in Part 4, Section
2.15.1.86 and Part 4, Section 2.15.1.87). Bitmasks are not
suitable in an XML standard as they do not allow existing
widely used XML processing tools to manipulate Ecma 376
documents.

Ecma 376 should be reviewed to
remove all use of bitmasks and replace
them with correct and equivalent XML
constructs.

This element uses integers to specify a style display filter. A
better practice would be to use self-describing string values.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than integers.
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US-0123
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.1.8
Paragraph: -

US-0125
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.51
Paragraph: -

US-0126
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.52
Paragraph: -

US-0127
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.7
Paragraph: -

US-0128
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.8
Paragraph: -

US-0129
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.16
Paragraph: -

US-0156
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.7
Paragraph: page
4444,
―tableproperties‖

UY-0014
Clause: Section
2.3.1.18, page
842. Section
2.4.7, page
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This element uses a bitmask to specify various paragraph
conditional formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather
than a set of boolean types makes this data almost impossible
to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level
operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table style
formatting exceptions. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify various table cell
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmasks to specify various table row
formatting properties.. The use of bitmasks rather than a set of
boolean types makes this data almost impossible to work with
standard XML tools like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a set of bitmasks to specify which code
pages a given font supports. The use of bitmasks rather than
an XML Schema derived type makes this data almost
impossible to work with standard XML tools like XSLT which
lack bit-level operations. One of the advantages of XML is that
we don't need to encode data like this any more.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify VML table properties.
The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

Many attributes are defined as bitmasks. For example:
* Section 2.3.1.18, Paragraph conditional formatting (page
842).
* Section 2.4.7, Table cell conditional formatting (page 1085).
* Section 2.4.8, Table row conditional formatting (page 1087).

Modify the standard to use basic XSD
data types instead of bitmasks

* Section 2.4.51, Table style conditional formatting settings
(page 1211).
* Section 2.4.52, Table style conditional formatting settings
exceptions (page 1213)
* Section 2.15.1.86, Suggested filtering for list of document
styles (page 2034)
* Section 2.15.1.87, Suggested sorting for list of document
styles (page 2036)
* Section 6.1.2.7, tableproperties attribute of shape group
(page 5227)
Bitmasks defined by ISO/IEC DIS 29500 are in major part, of
a fixed length (a fixed number of bits). For example, bitmasks
used in sections 2.4.51, 2.4.52, 2.15.1.86, and 2.15.1.87 are
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all of ST_ShortHexNumber type (2.18.86, p. 2591).
Due to the impossibility of adding new bits to a bitmask with a
fixed length, the extensibility is limited.
But the most important issue is that XML does not need
bitmasks, XML provides a much richer structure.
Using bitmasks creates a new data modeling, separated from
the data modeling of the XML. On the other hand, bitmasks
are not validated by any standard scheme of XML validation.

VE-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.7
Paragraph: page
4444,
―tableproperties‖

ZA-0010
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.86
Paragraph: -

This element uses a bitmask to specify VML table properties.
The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

This element uses a bitmask to specify a style display filter.
The use of bitmasks rather than a set of boolean types makes
this data almost impossible to work with standard XML tools
like XSLT which lack bit-level operations.

Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than bitmasks.

Proposed Disposition
Introduction
A bitfield (often referred to as a bitmask) is not a binary format. Bitfields in DIS 29500 are fully defined in XML
and can be processed by common XML tools such as XSLT, as described below. At the end of this disposition we
propose a new Annex which will include a complete XSLT (tested using Saxon 9.0.0.2N) that can process bitfields
as defined in DIS29500.
It is important to note that many XML-based formats use non-XML syntax for compactness. For example, the
XSLT standard itself uses XPath which is a non-XML notation. It should be noted that the original XSL submission
used an XML syntax for patterns (§3.2 Patterns in http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-XSL.html), but that the W3C
standardization process changed this XML-based syntax to XPath, a more compact non-XML notation.

Detailed Response
Within Office Open XML, three types of “bitmasks” are used, each after careful consideration of the tradeoffs of
taking this approach:




Values already defined in another ISO/IEC Standard – for example, ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007 (Part 4,
§2.8.2.13 and §2.8.2.16)
Values stored as a raw bitfield (Part 4, §2.3.1.8, §2.4.7, and §2.4.8)
Values stored by encoding the bitfield as a hexadecimal value (e.g. Part 4, §2.4.51, §2.4.52, §2.15.1.86,
and §6.1.2.7)

(It should be noted that although concerns were raised regarding Part 4, §2.15.1.87, this is simply an
enumerated value list, not a bitfield.)
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Given the concern with this choice, a discussion of this decision and the resulting concerns raised by national
bodies is extremely important.

Decision to use Bitfields
The decision to use this format was motivated by several important design goals:






First, it was important to the design goals of Office Open XML that existing standards be used without
modification. This is apparent from the use of bitfields in Part 4, §2.8.2.13 and §2.8.2.16, both of which
contain values defined in ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007. We believe that it would be inappropriate to redefine
the syntax of values already defined in an existing ISO/IEC Standard – therefore, these values are stored
in the “bitfield” form defined by that Standard.
Second, it was important that compactness be a part of the design of Office Open XML, which is a
common design goal, even within XML-based standards. For example, the XSLT standard itself uses
XPath as an attribute value. XPath is frequently used in many contexts (the elements to which an XSLT
template is applied (e.g <xsl:template match=”para[last()=1]” >), the elements to which a unique
constant is enforced, etc.). However, the XPath expression itself is a string (e.g. “para[last()=1]”) , as is
explicitly noted in §1 of the XPath specification: “XPath uses a compact, non-XML syntax to facilitate use
of XPath within URIs and XML attribute values.”
 Consider that 196 individual attributes would have been required to properly represent the
value space of the data stored in the six attributes in §2.8.2.16, which would likely increase the
complexity for both producers and consumers (as 196 similarly-named attributes would be
easily confused). It is also inconsistent with the goal of human readability.
Finally, it was important that the resulting XML be processed easily using a wide range of tools – from
XSLT to programming languages like Java or C++. A full discussion of this (including a discussion of the
concerns specific to XSLT) is located below.

Can be validated by XML Schema technologies
Another concern raised with these values was that their value space was outside of that provided by common
schema languages, and as such, they could not be validated using standard XML Schema languages. This was a
consideration of the use of these fields – they can be represented using all modern schema languages, as
demonstrated below:
W3C XML Schema 1.0
Bitfields can be declared in W3C XML Schema as a restriction on a string token. These declarations provide 100%
of the lexical-space constraints. (The value-space constraints have a one-to-one relationship with the lexicalspace constraints.)
<xsd:simpleType name="bitfield16">
<xsd:restriction base="xs:NMTOKEN">
<xsd:pattern value=”[01]{16}” />
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
…
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<xsd:element name=”x”>
<xsd:attribute name=”b1” type=”bitfield16” />
</xsd:element>
That XML Schema simple type declaration does not explicitly specify that each bit is a Boolean value, nor does it
define named values for each bit. However, a simple type of Booleans “derived by list” enables manipulation by
programming language bitmask operations as well as XSLT.
ISO RELAX NG Compact Syntax
Bitfields can be declared in ISO RELAX NG (Compact Syntax) as string tokens.
pattern x-pattern = element x { attribute b1 { xs:NMTOKEN }}
ISO Schematron
Bitfields can be declared in ISO Schematron using the following. These declarations provide 100% of the lexicalspace constraints. (The value-space constraints have a one-to-one relationship with the lexical-space
constraints.)
<sch:rule abstract=”true” name=”bitfield16”>
<sch:let name=”b1” value=”string-normalize(.)”/>
<sch:let name=”f1” value=”substring( $b1, 1, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f2” value=”substring( $b1, 2, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f3” value=”substring( $b1, 3, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f4” value=”substring( $b1, 4, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f5” value=”substring( $b1, 5, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f6” value=”substring( $b1, 6, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f7” value=”substring( $b1, 7, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f8” value=”substring( $b1, 8, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f9” value=”substring( $b1, 9, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f10” value=”substring( $b1, 10, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f11” value=”substring( $b1, 11, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f12” value=”substring( $b1, 12, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f13” value=”substring( $b1, 13, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f14” value=”substring( $b1, 14, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f15” value=”substring( $b1, 15, 1)” />
<sch:let name=”f16” value=”substring( $b1, 16, 1)” />
<sch:assert test=”string-length($b1) = 16”>
<sch:name/> is a bitfield. Its value (omitting leading and trailing
whitespace) should be 16 characters long.
</sch:assert>
<sch:assert test=” (f1=0 or f1=1) and (f2=0 or f2=1)and (f3=0 or f3=1) and (f4=0
or f4=1)
and (f5=0 or f5=1) and (f6=0 or f6=1)and (f7=0 or f7=1) and (f8=0 or
f8=1)
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and (f9=0 or f9=1) and (f10=0 or f10=1)and (f11=0 or f11=1) and (f12=0
or f12=1)
and (f13=0 or f13=1) and (f14=0 or f14=1)and (f15=0 or f15=1) and
(f16=0 or f16=1)”>
<sch:name/> is a bitfield. It should only have 0s and 1s.
</sch:assert>
</sch:rule>
…
<sch:rule context=”x/@b1”>
<sch:extends rule=”bitmask16”/>
</sch:rule>
More descriptive names can be used, following the documentation in DIS29500 or the appropriate standard.
Schematron also allows constraints related to any complex relationships between individual bits in a bitfield (or
between bitfields).
Using the upcoming XSLT2 Query Lanugage Binding for Schematron, simpler tests are possible:
<sch:rule abstract=”true” name=”bitfield16”>
<sch:let name=”b1” value=”string-normalize(.)”/>
<sch:assert test=”match( $b1 , ’^[01]{16}$’)”>
<sch:name/> is a bitfield. It should only have 0s and 1s.
It should have 16 bits.
</sch:assert>
</sch:rule>
…
<sch:rule context=”x/@b1”>
<sch:extends rule=”bitfield16”/>
</sch:rule>
ISO DTLL
ISO Data Type Library (DTLL) Language is a draft schema language part of ISO DSDL, being developed by SC34
WG1. It is intended to address exactly the kind of issue of bitfields: mapping from data values in arbitrary
notations to standard types and notations. The data-type model adopted by W3C XML Schemas has been
problematic for users with data which uses notations which pre-exist or independently exist to the notations
provided by W3C XML Schemas. For example, some users may wish to have dates in their national or regional
format, not in ISO 8601. ISO DTLL provides a mechanism for mapping to and from these local notations. In the
case of bitfields, it is expected that ISO DTLL would allow, for example, the mapping between a bitfield and an
XML Schemas list of Booleans. This would allow closer integration with “type-aware” XML tools.
In the following DTLL (draft) schema fragment, the bitmask16 type is declared, a regular expression parses the
bitfield into substrings, and then each substring is given a datatype.
<dt:datatype name=”bitfield16”>
<dt:parse whitespace=”collapse”>
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<dt:regex>
(?[bit1][01])
(?[bit2][01])
(?[bit3][01])
(?[bit4][01])
(?[bit5][01])
(?[bit6][01])
(?[bit7][01])
(?[bit8][01])
(?[bit9][01])
(?[bit10][01])
(?[bit11][01])
(?[bit12][01])
(?[bit13][01])
(?[bit14][01])
(?[bit15][01])
(?[bit16][01])
</dt:regex>
</dt:parse>
<dt:property name=”bit1” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit2” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit3” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit4” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit5” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit6” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit7” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit8” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit9” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit10” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit11” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit12” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit13” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit14” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit15” type=”xs:boolean” />
<dt:property name=”bit16” type=”xs:boolean” />
</dt:datatype>
Using DTLL, a bitfield is parsed into a small XML document (or fragment) such as
<root>
<bit1>1</bit1>
<bit2>1</bit2>
<bit3>1</bit3>
<bit4>1</bit4>
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<bit5>1</bit5>
<bit6>1</bit6>
<bit7>1</bit7>
<bit8>1</bit8>
<bit9>1</bit9>
<bit10>1</bit10>
<bit11>1</bit11>
<bit12>1</bit12>
<bit13>1</bit13>
<bit14>1</bit14>
<bit15>1</bit15>
<bit16>1</bit16>
</root>
This document can be processed with even basic XML processing tools. More descriptive names can be used,
following the documentation in DIS 29500 or the appropriate standard.

Can be processed with modern tools
Contrary to the concerns raised by several NBs, bitfields can be manipulated by most (perhaps all) common
programming languages, including XSLT, Java, JavaScript, C, C++ and C#. These languages support reading and
writing bitfields and logical operations with bitmasks.

Can be processed with XSLT
Support for reading, manipulating and writing bitfields in XSLT is not only completely possible, but almost trivial.
Handling raw bitfields
For raw bitfields (Part 4, §2.3.1.8, §2.4.7, and §2.4.8) to name and read individual bits, variables may be used.
These may use string operations (indexing) or numeric operations to extract the value of each bit. The simplest
way to get an individual value from a bitfield by position is to use string indexing, for example,
<xsl:if test="substring( normalize-space (@eg), 5,1)"/>
…
</xsl:if>
To read in and name each value, variables may be used (with more descriptive names):
<xsl:template match=”x” >
<xsl:variable name=”b1” select=”string-normalize( $b1 )”/>
<xsl:variable name=”f1” select=”substring( $b1, 1, 1)” />
<xsl:variable name=”f2” select=”substring( $b1, 2, 1)” />
…
</xsl:template>
The variables may be simply serialized again, e.g.:
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<xsd:value-of select=”concat( $f1, $f2, $f3, $f4, $new-f5, $f6, $f7, $f8, $f9,
$f10, $f11, $f12, $f13, $f14, $f15, $f16)” />
To perform logical operations, named templates such as the following may be defined. In the following example,
we demonstrate the technique of casting 0 and 1 to numbers and making use of mathematical operations.
<xsl:template name=”logical-and-16”>
<xsl:param name=”arg1” />
<xsl:param name=”arg2” />
<xsl:variable name=”token1” select=”string-normalize(arg1)”/>
<xsl:variable name=”token2” select=”string-normalize(arg2)”/>
<xsl:if test=” string-length( $token1 ) != string-length( $token2 ) ”>
<xsl:message>Error incorrect lengths</xsl:message>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1,1,1))
* number(substring($arg2, 1, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1,2,1))
* number(substring($arg2, 2, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1,3,1))
* number(substring($arg2, 3, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 4, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 4, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 5, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 5, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 6, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 6, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 7, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 7, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 8, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 8, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 9, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 9, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 10, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 10, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 11, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 11, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 12, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 12, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 13, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 13, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 14, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 14, 1))”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 15, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 15, 1))”/>
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<xsl:value-of select=”number(substring($arg1, 16, 1))
* number(substring($arg2, 16, 1))”/>
</xsl:template>
Following is a simple XSLT named template which extracts the specified bit from a bitfield of this type:
<xsl:template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:param name="Bitmask" />
<xsl:param name="Position"/>
<xsl:value-of select="substring(normalize-space($Bitmask),$Position,1)" />
</xsl:template>
XSLT also allows extension functions. In typical Java implementations, for example, these extension functions
make the platform API functions available; bitfield operations may be available through these.
Handling hexadecimal-encoded bitfields
For bitfields which have been encoded into hexadecimal values (e.g. Part 4, §2.4.51, §2.4.52, and §2.15.1.86),
the state of any individual bit can be easily extracted via a simple named template (just as shown above) which:



Takes in the bitfeld and the value to check (i.e. check for the 0200 bit in 0A40)
Returns true if set, false otherwise

That template would be represented as follows:
<xsl:template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:param name="Bitfield" />
<xsl:param name="CompareValue" />
<xsl:variable name="DecimalCompareValue"
select="translate($CompareValue,'0','')"/>
<xsl:variable name="PositionInCompareValue" select="string-length(substringbefore($CompareValue,$DecimalCompareValue))+1"/>
<xsl:variable name="DecimalInBitfield" select="number(substringbefore(substring-after('00/11/22/33/44/55/66/77/88/99/A10/B11/C12/D13/E14/F15/
',substring($Bitfield,$PositionInCompareValue,1)),'/'))"/>
<xsl:value-of select="$DecimalInBitfield mod (2*$DecimalCompareValue) >=
$DecimalCompareValue"/>
</xsl:template>
Even with the addition of error handling, the template is still quite short:
<xsl:template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:param name="Bitfield" />
<xsl:param name="CompareValue" />
<xsl:variable name="DecimalCompareValue"
select="translate($CompareValue,'0','')"/>
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<xsl:variable name="PositionInCompareValue" select="string-length(substringbefore($CompareValue,$DecimalCompareValue))+1"/>
<xsl:variable name="DecimalInBitfield" select="number(substringbefore(substringafter('00/11/22/33/44/55/66/77/88/99/A10/B11/C12/D13/E14/F15/a10/b11/c12/d13/e14
/f15/',substring($Bitfield,$PositionInCompareValue,1)),'/'))"/>
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="$DecimalCompareValue=(8 or 4 or 2 or 1) and stringlength($Bitfield)=4 and $PositionInCompareValue &gt;=1 and
$PositionInCompareValue &lt;=4 and not(string($DecimalInBitfield)='NaN')">
<xsl:value-of select="$DecimalInBitfield mod (2*$DecimalCompareValue) >=
$DecimalCompareValue"/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
<xsl:message terminate="yes">Invalid input.</xsl:message>
</xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>
</xsl:template>

Bitfields allow for extensibility
Another concern raised concerned the ability to extend this datatype in the future. Although it is true that a
bitfield is a fixed size, this does not mean that they cannot be extended: for example, if an additional bit was
required, an additional attribute (whether a bitfield, a Boolean or a list) can be added to the element. The values
of the particular bitfield may be fixed by the bitfield width, but the information that can be marked up is not
limited.

Conclusion
Overall, we believe that this datatype is appropriate, as:




It is compact
In several places, it is used in order to reuse existing standards
It can be easily processed by XSLT and other tools

The following new annex will be added to Part 4:

Annex J

Processing Bitfields with XSLT

This Annex is informative.
Two types of bitfields are used in the markup of this specification:


Values stored as a raw bitfield (Part 4, §2.3.1.8, §2.4.7, and §2.4.8)
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Values stored by encoding the bitfield as a hexadecimal value (e.g. Part 4, §2.4.51, §2.4.52, and
§2.15.1.86)

The following information provides a mechanism for detailing with these values using XSLT 1.0. The following
transforms have been tested using Saxon 9.0.0.2N.

J.1

Handling raw bitfields

For raw bitfields (Part 4, §2.3.1.8, §2.4.7, and §2.4.8) to name and read individual bits, string operations
(indexing) or numeric operations to can be used extract the value of each bit.
The following complete XSLT shows how each table in a WordprocessingML document can be processed to
check if the paragraph’s conditional formatting, by checking the bitfield stored in the cnfStyle element
(§2.3.1.8):
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main">
<xsl:template match="/">
<BitmaskXSLTExample>
<xsl:apply-templates select="//w:tbl" />
</BitmaskXSLTExample>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="w:tbl">
<table>
<xsl:apply-templates select=".//w:p" />
</table>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="w:p">
<paragraph>
<xsl:apply-templates mode="paragraph" select=".//w:cnfStyle"/>
</paragraph>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="w:cnfStyle" mode="paragraph">
<ParagraphSpecifiesFirstRow>
<xsl:call-template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:with-param name="Bitfield" select="@w:val"/>
<xsl:with-param name="ComparePosition" select="1"/>
</xsl:call-template>
</ParagraphSpecifiesFirstRow>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:param name="Bitfield" />
<xsl:param name="ComparePosition" />
<xsl:value-of select="substring($Bitfield,$ComparePosition,1)=1"/>
</xsl:template>
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</xsl:stylesheet>

J.2

Handling hexadecimal-encoded bitfields

For bitfields which have been encoded into hexadecimal values (e.g. Part 4, §2.4.51, §2.4.52, and §2.15.1.86),
the state of any individual bit can be easily extracted via a simple named template (just as shown above) which:



Takes in the bitfeld and the value to check (i.e. check for the 0200 bit in 0A40)
Returns true if set, false otherwise

The following complete XSLT shows how each table in a WordprocessingML document can be processed to
check if the conditional table header row should be shown, by checking the bitfield stored in the tblLook
element (§2.4.51):
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main">
<xsl:template match="/">
<BitmaskXSLTExample>
<xsl:apply-templates select="//w:tblLook" />
</BitmaskXSLTExample>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="w:tblLook">
<TableHasHeaderRow>
<xsl:call-template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:with-param name="Bitfield" select="@w:val"/>
<xsl:with-param name="CompareValue" select="'0020'"/>
</xsl:call-template>
</TableHasHeaderRow>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="GetValueForPosition">
<xsl:param name="Bitfield" />
<xsl:param name="CompareValue" />
<xsl:variable name="DecimalCompareValue"
select="translate($CompareValue,'0','')"/>
<xsl:variable name="PositionInCompareValue" select="string-length(substringbefore($CompareValue,$DecimalCompareValue))+1"/>
<xsl:variable name="DecimalInBitfield" select="number(substringbefore(substringafter('00/11/22/33/44/55/66/77/88/99/A10/B11/C12/D13/E14/F15/a10/b11/c12/d13/e14
/f15/',substring($Bitfield,$PositionInCompareValue,1)),'/'))"/>
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="$DecimalCompareValue=(8 or 4 or 2 or 1) and stringlength($Bitfield)=4 and $PositionInCompareValue &gt;=1 and
$PositionInCompareValue &lt;=4 and not(string($DecimalInBitfield)='NaN')">
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<xsl:value-of select="$DecimalInBitfield mod (2*$DecimalCompareValue) >=
$DecimalCompareValue"/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
<xsl:message terminate="yes">Invalid input.</xsl:message>
</xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
End informative Annex.
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Response 136
Comment ID

CL-0029
Clause: Part 4,
section 4.6
Paragraph:
'Animation'
section

FI-0015
Clause: Part 4:
4.4
Paragraph: -

KR-0025
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This whole section describes animation specification for
PresentationML, which according to proposed standard is
'loosely based on the syntax and concepts from SMIL, a W3C
recommendation'.

As there exists an standard for object
animation (W3C SMIL), we propose to
use this standard.

The proposed standard defines non-standard format for slide
transitions. E.g. SMIL is the W3C Recommendation for
synchronized multimedia presentation.

Use current state of the art multimedia
presentation format for slide transitions.

Anim(Animate) : it contradicts with W3C SMIL(Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language)

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

Proposed Disposition
Office Open XML is compatible with SMIL.
Animation is an important component of Presentation documents and in the case of DIS 29500, we have
included in PresentationML the animation functionalities that are necessary for DIS 29500 to be able to
represent the existing corpus of documents and have documented them within the specification.
However, we agree that it is important that other widely used standards be compatible with Office Open XML
documents; accordingly, we will introduce a mechanism which allows any standard XML-based format to be
used within a WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, or PresentationML document. This will allow use of the
aforementioned standards, as well as any other commonly used XML syntax. This mechanism is fully defined in
the disposition for comments CA-0077, CL-0026, CO-0229, DE-0087, FI-0014, FR-0376, GB-0494, GR-0013, IN0067, PT-0089, US-0160, UY-0007, and ZA-0017.
The following example illustrates how a PresentationML document can include SMIL with the proposed addition.
Consider a PresentationML document which includes the following SMIL markup in a part named smil1.xml.
This example is taken from the W3C SMIL 2.0 Test suite found at http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/testsuite/.
<!-Copyright: Copyright 1998-2001 W3C (MIT, INRIA, Keio), All Rights
Reserved.
See http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/.
Author: Aaron Cohen (Intel)
Version: February 7, 2001
Module: Animation Module
Feature: animation
File Name: animation-add-BE-05.smil
Media Components: none
Expected Behavior: Nine red rectangles numbered 1 to 9 shrink to squares
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over 2s as follows:
at 2s #1 shrinks.
at 5s #2 shrinks, 1s after #1 completes
at 8s #3 shrinks.
#4 shrinks when it is clicked on.
#5 shrinks 1s after it is clicked on.
#6 shrinks 2s after it is clicked on.
#7 shrinks when the accesskey '1' is pressed.
#8 should be shrunk from 0s since it's wallclock time is in the
past.
#9 will not shrink unless a DOM call causes it to begin.
-->
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language">
<head>
<layout>
<root-layout width="640" height="480" backgroundColor="white"/>
<region id="whole" width="640" height="480" z-index="0"/>
<region id="rect1" top="50px" left="90px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect2" top="50px" left="234px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect4" top="160px" left="90px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="transparent" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect5" top="160px" left="234px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="transparent" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect6" top="160px" left="380px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="transparent" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect7" top="270px" left="90px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect8" top="270px" left="234px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
<region id="rect9" top="270px" left="380px" height="50px" width="30px"
backgroundColor="red" z-index="1"/>
</layout>
</head>
<!-- Copyright 1998-2001 W3C (MIT, INRIA, Keio), All Rights Reserved.
See http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/. -->
<body>
<par dur="indefinite">
<img src="../images/animation-timing-BE-05.jpg" region="whole"/>
<animate id="anim1" targetElement="rect1" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="2s" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
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<animate id="anim2" targetElement="rect2" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="anim1.end+1s" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<brush id="brush4" color="red" region="rect4" height="50px" width="30px"/>
<animate id="anim4" targetElement="brush4" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="brush4.activateEvent" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<brush id="brush5" color="red" region="rect5" height="50px" width="30px"/>
<animate id="anim5" targetElement="brush5" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="brush5.activateEvent+1s" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<brush id="brush6" color="red" region="rect6" height="50px" width="30px"/>
<animate id="anim6a" targetElement="brush6" attributeName="width"
repeatCount="3" from="30" to="30" begin="brush6.activateEvent" dur="1s"
fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim6b" targetElement="brush6" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="anim6a.repeat(2)" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim7" targetElement="rect7" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="accesskey(1)" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim8" targetElement="rect8" attributeName="height" from="50"
to="25" begin="wallclock(2000-01-01T00:00:00Z)" dur="2s" fill="freeze"/>
<animate id="anim9" targetElement="rect9" attributeName="width" from="30"
to="30" begin="indefinite" dur="1s" fill="freeze"/>
</par>
</body>
</smil>
A Slide Part would reference this content as follows:
<p:spTree>
…
<p:contentPart r:id="smil01"/>
…
</p:spTree>
The contentPart element specifies that the content targeted by the relationship with an ID of smil01 is part of
the PresentationML document. Examining the contents of the corresponding relationship part item, we can see
the targets for that relationship:
<Relationships … >
…
<Relationship Id="smil01" TargetMode="Internal"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/custom
Xml" Target="smil1.xml" />
…
</Relationships>
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The corresponding relationship part item shows that the SMIL content is located next to the slide and is named
smil1.xml.
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Response 137
Comment ID

CL-0030
Clause: Part 3,
sections 5.7.2
and 5.9.2.1
Paragraph: EMU
unit

CO-0043
Clause: Part 3,
5.9.2.1
Paragraph:
339(351){10}

CO-0212
Clause: Part 4, 5
Paragraph:
throughout

DK-0140
Clause: Part 4
5.1.12.425.9.2.12
.18.105
Paragraph: -

PL-0004
Clause:
Introduction to
Drawing XML,
Paragraph:
5.9.2.1 Page 339
(655 PDF) line
10 and 11

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

These sections introduce a new measurement unit called
EMU. In section 5.7.2 is defined as '914400 EMUs per inch',
and in section 5.9.2.1 is defined as '91440 EMUs/U.S. Inch,
36000 EMUs/cm'. These two definitions are different and
incoherent. Moreover, this unit of measurement is not
documented anywhere in existing literature. Many elements
and objects in Part 4 of the standard are defined based on
EMUs.

To define consistently an EMU, or to
replace EMU unit with a previously
existing well documented unit.

The definition for the unit EMU should be stated as 91440
EMU = 1 U.S. Inch and 36000 EMU = 1 cm.

Fix

The new unit EMU (English metric units) is never properly
defined and used in several places. e.g. Sections 5.1.12.42,
5.1.5.1.1, 5.1.12.16.

Produce a proper definition of EMU,
clearly referenced when it is used, or
use a standard unit of measure.

Many attributes throughout the Ecma 376 spec take values in
"English Metric Units" (EMU). For example, attributes of type
ST_PositiveCoordinate are measured in EMUs. This is not a
known unit in existing literature. It is only defined inside a
paragraph in section 5.9.2.1, so that "91440 EMUs/U.S. inch,
36000 EMUs/cm". Similarly, 2.18.105 specifies "twips"—
twentieths of a point (1/1440th of an inch).

Suggest to specify ―EMU‖ in the
section.

EMUs unit exchange ratios are wrong (one zero is skipped in
both entries):
91440EMUs/US inch and 36000 EMUs/cm

Should read:
914400EMUs/US inch and 360000
EMUs/cm

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will add a normative definition of the EMU to the specification, and correct the error which made its
definition seem inconsistent. This update requires changes throughout parts 3 and 4 – we will introduce a new
section which will define this unit of measurement, as used throughout the specification.
Additional subclause to be added to both Part 3, under §2.18, page 92, line 26 and Part 4, under §5.1.2.1, page
3220, line 30:
2.18.5 EMU Unit of Measurement
Throughout this specification, the EMU is used as a unit of measurement for length. An EMU is defined as
follows:
1 emu =

1
1
US inch =
cm
914400
360000
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[Rationale: The EMU was created in order to be able to evenly divide in both English and Metric units, in order
to avoid rounding errors during the calculation. The usage of EMUs also facilitates a more seamless system
switch and interoperability between different locales utilizing different units of measurement. EMUs define an
integer based, high precision coordinate system. end rationale]
To Part 3, §5.7.2, page 310, line 21:
Coordinates are measured in EMUs (914400 EMUs per inch), and can be positive or negative.
To Part 3, §5.9.2.1, page 339, lines 10-11:
downwards. The units of measurement within the document coordinate system are EMUs (91440 EMUs/U.S.
inch, 36000 EMUs/cm). In addition to specifying a position for the shape, you must also specify the width and
To Part 4, §5.1.12.16, lines 13-14:
This simple type represents a one dimensional position or length in EMUs. EMUs (English Metric Units) are a
high precision coordinate space (914400 dpi / 360000 dpc).
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Response 138
Comment ID

CL-0032
Clause: Part 4,
section 2.16.4
Paragraph:
Section 'Field
formatting'

FR-0075
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph:
pages 1487-1490

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This whole section describes a set of marks and special
characters designed to format field contents. This is
incompatible with XML and is a serious conflict with XML main
purpose. As our country has fixed XML as its mandatory
information interchange standard through supreme decree
81/2004, this is against out national norms.

To delete all references to special
characters and redesign them to
conform to XML.

The introduction of a specific grammar for fields representation
is useless. The same information could have been represented
using standard XML constructs, which would have had several
benefits, starting with a lower cost of entry for applications,
hence greater interoperability.

Remove the fields specific grammar.
Define artifacts that depend on it in
terms of proper XML constructs
(elements, attributes, types, etc.)
throughout the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
The mechanism used here–specifically, the use of string values to represent complex data structures within an
XML document–is neither incompatible with XML nor inconsistent with other XML design philosophies. In fact, it
is a very common approach within the XML world.
As illustrative examples of this design pattern, consider:


XPath – Within the context of XSLT and XML Schema, XPath is frequently used in many contexts (the
elements to which an XSLT template is applied, the elements to which a unique constant is enforced,
etc.). However, the XPath expression itself is a string, as is explicitly noted in §1 of the XPath
specification:
―XPath uses a compact, non-XML syntax to facilitate use of XPath within URIs and XML
attribute values.‖
It is widely acknowledged that XPath is a compact, clean and easy to use specification, even in the
context of XSLT.



CSS – Within the context of an XHTML document, which is also XML-based, CSS is the most widely used
standard for applying style sheets to the underlying XHTML content. However, the syntax of CSS is also
not XML-based, as it uses its own grammar that requires a distinct parser aside from a standard XML
parser.
Again, this explicit use of a non-XML syntax is noted by the inclusion of a formal grammar as Appendix B
of the CSS specification, nearly identical in function to the grammar introduced for fields in Part 4,
§2.16.1. Based on other National Body comments, this grammar has been converted to one using EBNF
(ISO 14977:1996).
CSS is also widely used and acknowledged as the most appropriate style-sheet technology for web pages
and other XHTML documents.
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Formulas – The syntax for formulas in ISO/IEC 26300:2006, as well as those in this specification, use a
string value to represent each formula (a complex data syntax which could have leveraged XML).

The fields specification in Office Open XML uses a string-based grammar for the same reasons and benefits
identified for the specifications above – namely the ability to express a complex grammar in a way that is
efficient and compact (avoiding the need to create large amounts of XML markup in order to express a simple
concept).
As an example, consider a TOC field – using the current Office Open XML grammar, this is defined as:
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="start"/>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>TOC \o "1-5" \f \p " " \h \z \t "Footer,2,Endnote Text,2
</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:fldChar w:fldCharType="separate"/>
An equivalent XML-based syntax would have to be extremely cumbersome to accomplish the same goals, e.g.:
<w:fld>
<w:fldType>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>TOC</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:fldType>
<w:fldInstructions>
<w:fldInstruction>
<w:name>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>o</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:name>
<w:argument>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>1-5</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:argument>
</w:fldInstruction>
<w:fldInstruction>
<w:name>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>f</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:name>
</w:fldInstruction>
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<w:fldInstruction>
<w:name>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>p</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:name>
<w:argument>
<w:r>
<w:instrText xml:space="preserve"> </w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:argument>
</w:fldInstruction>
<w:name>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>h</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:name>
<w:fldInstruction>
<w:name>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>z</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:name>
</w:fldInstruction>
<w:fldInstruction>
<w:name>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>t</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:name>
<w:argument>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>Footer,2,Endnote Text,2</w:instrText>
</w:r>
</w:argument>
</w:fldInstruction>
</w:fldInstructions>
</w:fld>
This alternative is much more verbose and adds little value to the consumer – in fact, the field arguments in this
example would require further XML conversion to be simple base types (i.e., to remove the ,string, “,”- pattern
in the last argument), adding further verbosity to the result.
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The compact field syntax is explicitly defined by the grammar in §2.16. It has the added virtue of being
WordprocessingML text. As such, can be formatted, etc. as regular text and complex (yet not uncommon) data
structures like nested fields can easily be accomplished, since the field itself is a regular run-level construct.
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Response 139
Comment ID

CL-0033
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
OfficeOpenX
Paragraph: -

CL-0034
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip
Paragraph: -

CL-0035
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

CL-0036
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

CL-0037
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

DE-0130
Clause: Part 4,
Foreword
Paragraph: page
vi, line 9

DK-0047
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
Paragraph: -

DK-0048
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This annex was not provided in a format permitted by JTC1
Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H. A ZIP file filled with XML
documents is not a permitted format for submitting a DIS.
This annex was not provided in a format permitted by JTC1
Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H. A ZIP file filled with XML
documents is not a permitted format for submitting a DIS.

The provisions of JTC1 Directives 8.3.5
and Annex H must be complied with.
The provisions of JTC1 Directives 8.3.5
and Annex H must be complied with.

This annex was not provided in a format permitted by JTC1
Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H. A ZIP file filled with XML
documents is not a permitted format for submitting a DIS.

The provisions of JTC1 Directives 8.3.5
and Annex H must be complied with.

This annex was not provided in a format permitted by JTC1
Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H. A ZIP file filled with XML
documents is not a permitted format for submitting a DIS

The provisions of JTC1 Directives 8.3.5
and Annex H must be complied with.

This annex was not provided in a format permitted by JTC1
Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H. A ZIP file filled with XML
documents is not a permitted format for submitting a DIS.

The provisions of JTC1 Directives 8.3.5
and Annex H must be complied with.

This annex was not provided in a format permitted by JTC1
Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H. A ZIP file filled with XML
documents is not a permitted format for submitting a DIS.

The provisions of JTC1 Directives 8.3.5
and Annex H must be complied with.

Explicitly references annexes that are not provided in a
humanly-readable format, whereas a human-readable format
is required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H
this includes OpenPackagingConventions-RELAXNG.zip,
OpenPackagingConventions-XMLSchema.zip,
OfficeOpenXML-DrawingMLGeometries.zip, OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip, OfficeOpenXML-SpreadsheetMLStyles.zip,
OfficeOpenXML-XMLSchema.zip.

Annexes should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. The reference to electronic form
only annexes should be removed.

This annex, which was missing in the initial evaluation of the
ECMA-376 specification, is not provided in a humanly
readable format. This is required according to JTC 1 Directives
8.3.5 & Annex H. The absence of prober line-numbering, and
deliverables in a accepted readable file-format, makes it
impossible to give correct clarifying input to the annex. This
means it isn't possible to provide accurate comments to this
annex

Alter references from electronic
annexes to unambiguous and readable
print format.

This annex, which was missing in the initial evaluation of the
ECMA-376 specification, is not provided in a humanly
readable format. This is required according to JTC 1 Directives
8.3.5 & Annex H. The absence of prober line-numbering, and

Alter references from electronic
annexes to unambiguous and readable
print format.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

deliverables in a accepted readable file-format, makes it
impossible to give correct clarifying input to the annex. This
means it isn't possible to provide accurate comments to this
annex

DK-0049

This annex, which was missing in the initial evaluation of the
ECMA-376 specification, is not provided in a humanly
readable format. This is required according to JTC 1 Directives
8.3.5 & Annex H. The absence of prober line-numbering, and
deliverables in a accepted readable file-format, makes it
impossible to give correct clarifying input to the annex. This
means it isn't possible to provide accurate comments to this
annex

Alter references from electronic
annexes to unambiguous and readable
print format.

This annex, which was missing in the initial evaluation of the
ECMA-376 specification, is not provided in a humanly
readable format. This is required according to JTC 1 Directives
8.3.5 & Annex H. The absence of prober line-numbering, and
deliverables in a accepted readable file-format, makes it
impossible to give correct clarifying input to the annex. This
means it isn't possible to provide accurate comments to this
annex

Alter references from electronic
annexes to unambiguous and readable
print format

This annex, which was missing in the initial evaluation of the
ECMA-376 specification, is not provided in a humanly
readable format. This is required according to JTC 1 Directives
8.3.5 & Annex H. The absence of prober line-numbering, and
deliverables in a accepted readable file-format, makes it
impossible to give correct clarifying input to the annex. This
means it isn't possible to provide accurate comments to this
annex

Alter references from electronic
annexes to unambiguous and readable
print format.

This annex, which was missing in the initial evaluation of the
ECMA-376 specification, is not provided in a humanly
readable format. This is required according to JTC 1 Directives
8.3.5 & Annex H. The absence of prober line-numbering, and
deliverables in a accepted readable file-format, makes it
impossible to give correct clarifying input to the annex. This
means it isn't possible to provide accurate comments to this
annex

Alter references from electronic
annexes to unambiguous and readable
print format.

Explicitly references annexes that are not provided in a
humanly-readable format, whereas a human-readable format is
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

Annexes should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and cited.
The reference to electronic form only
annexes should be removed.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and cited.
Additionally, an electronic machine
readable version can be provided
according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and cited.
Additionally, an electronic machine
readable version can be provided
according to Annex H
The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered

Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip
Paragraph: -

DK-0050
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

DK-0051
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

DK-0052
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Foreword
Paragraph: page
vi, line 9

FR-0575
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0580
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0581

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0586
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0588
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0592
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

GB-0060
Clause: Part 2,
ANNEX A [p81,
OpenPackagingC
onventions-XML
Paragraph: -

GB-0063
Clause: Part 2,
ANNEX B [p82,
OpenPackagingC
onventions-REL
Paragraph: -

GB-0125
Clause: Part 4,
Foreword [vi, 9]
Paragraph: -

GB-0598
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX A
[p5203,
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zi
Paragraph: -

GB-0600
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX B

Proposed change by the MB
format so it can be referenced and cited.
Additionally, an electronic machine
readable version can be provided
according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and cited.
Additionally, an electronic machine
readable version can be provided
according to Annex H
The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and cited.
Additionally, an electronic machine
readable version can be provided
according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and cited.
Additionally, an electronic machine
readable version can be provided
according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable citable
format as required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H.

Proposed change: The annex should
be provided in a humanly-readable,
lined-numbered format so it can be
referenced and cited. Additionally, an
electronic machine-readable version
can be provided according to Annex H.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H.

Proposed change: The annex should
be provided in a humanly-readable,
lined-numbered format so it can be
referenced and cited. Additionally, an
electronic machine-readable version
can be provided according to Annex H.

Explicitly references annexes that are not provided in a
humanly-readable format, whereas a human-readable format
is required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

Proposed change: Annexes should be
provided in a humanly readable, linednumbered format so it can be
referenced and cited. The reference to
electronic form only annexes should be
removed.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H.

Proposed change: The annex should
be provided in a humanly-readable,
lined-numbered format so it can be
referenced and cited. Additionally, an
electronic machine-readable version
can be provided according to Annex H.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H.

Proposed change: The annex should
be provided in a humanly-readable,
lined-numbered format so it can be
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

[p5204,
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

GB-0602
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX D
[p5206,
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetM
Paragraph: -

GB-0604
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX E
[p5207,
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeo
Paragraph: -

IN-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Foreword
Paragraph: page
vi, line 9

US-0005
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0006
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0007
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0008
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0009
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip

Proposed change by the MB
referenced and cited. Additionally, an
electronic machine-readable version
can be provided according to Annex H.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H.

Proposed change: The annex should
be provided in a humanly-readable,
lined-numbered format so it can be
referenced and cited. Additionally, an
electronic machine-readable version
can be provided according to Annex H.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H.

Proposed change: The annex should
be provided in a humanly-readable,
lined-numbered format so it can be
referenced and cited. Additionally, an
electronic machine-readable version
can be provided according to Annex H.

Explicitly references annexes that are not provided in a
humanly-readable format, whereas a human-readable format
is required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

Annexes should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. The reference to electronic form
only annexes should be removed.

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. Additionally, an electronic
machine readable version can be
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. Additionally, an electronic
machine readable version can be
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. Additionally, an electronic
machine readable version can be
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. Additionally, an electronic
machine readable version can be
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. Additionally, an electronic
machine readable version can be
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Paragraph: -

US-0010
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0271
Clause: Part 4,
Foreword
Paragraph: page
vi, line 9

VE-0004
Clause:
OfficeOpenX
MLRELAXNG. zi
Paragraph: -

VE-0005
Clause:
OfficeOpenX
MLSpreadsheet
MLStyles.zip
Paragraph: -

VE-0006
Clause:
OpenPackag
ingConventi onsRELAXNG.zi
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanly-readable format as
required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. Additionally, an electronic
machine readable version can be
provided according to Annex H

Explicitly references annexes that are not provided in a
humanly-readable format, whereas a human-readable format
is required by JTC1 Directives 8.3.5 and JTC1 Directives
Annex H

Annexes should be provided in a
humanly readable, lined-numbered
format so it can be referenced and
cited. The reference to electronic form
only annexes should be removed.

This annex was not provided in a humanlyreadable
format as required by JTC1 Directives
8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly
readable, lined-numbered format so it
can
be referenced and cited. Additionally,
an
electronic machine readable version
can be
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanlyreadable
format as required by JTC1 Directives
8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly
readable, lined-numbered format so it
can
be referenced and cited. Additionally,
an
electronic machine readable version
can be
provided according to Annex H

This annex was not provided in a humanlyreadable
format as required by JTC1 Directives
8.3.5 and Annex H

The annex should be provided in a
humanly
readable, lined-numbered format so it
can
be referenced and cited. Additionally,
an
electronic machine readable version
can be
provided according to Annex H

Proposed Disposition
The Foreword to DIS 29500 Part 1 states, “Parts 2 and 4 include a number of annexes that refer to data files
provided in electronic form only.” These data files are identified in various Annexes of those parts.
ISO/IEC JTC 1 Directives §8.3 discusses Document Distribution of the various Document Types discussed in §8.1.
The cited reference in §8.3.5 addresses documents posted by an SC Secretariat to an SC web site for SC use –
however, the current discussion is about the final form of a DIS which would be published by ITTF as noted in
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§8.3.1. We would note that ISO/IEC have already confirmed that the presence of these annexes in electronic
form was not an impediment to conducting the DIS Ballot, as this issue was previously raised during the
Contradiction Period.
However, we recognize that there is concern about the presence of these annexes and offer the following
points:
a) The contents of these annexes are all Plain Text documents using ISO-10646 (UTF-16), which are easily
readable by implementers if they so desire. These documents can be read on many platforms (Linux,
Macintosh, Windows, DOS, and others) and through the use of many widely used text editing tools including
Emacs, VI, Brief, TextEdit, BBEdit, Notepad. These files are intended to be processed mechanically (by
software, such as XML processors that can validate XML files or XSD or RelaxNG schemas) rather than read
directly by humans as text.
Providing additional files which replicate this information with line numbers would simply enlarge the
specification without any material benefit. Making references to various parts of these text files is not a
significant issue.
b) Directives •8.3.5 specifies that all documents must be published in an “acceptable document format as
specified by Annex H.” Directives •H.4 discusses “Document Preparation and Distribution”, and the third
paragraph of §H4.2 expressly allows the use of documents which are of value only when provided in a
machine-readable format – the TTCN example (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ttcn) is mentioned and a
typical example of a TTCN module is shown in this Wikipedia example. This is consistent with the electronicformat annexes in DIS 29500 and not an unusual practice for ISO/IEC standards.

We are prepared to make line-numbered PDF versions available if ITTF desires to include them in the
specification document set for reference purposes.
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Response 140
Comment ID

CL-0040
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: lines
15-17

DE-0006
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: lines
15-17

DE-0150
Clause: Part 1,
section 11.3.1
Paragraph: -

DK-0101
Clause: Part 1
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: Page
28 Line 15-17

DK-0151
Clause: Part
1,11.3.1
Paragraph: -

DK-0156
Clause: Part 4
11.3.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This is requiring that a conforming OOXML consumer also be
able to understand a specified list of other document formats,
including proprietary ones such as MHTML and RTF, and for
conforming producers to understand how to convert these
formats to OOXML.

This is a serious issue. That language
of 11.3.1 specifies explicitly the formats
required ("HTML, MHTML, RTF, earlier
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] versions of
WordprocessingML, or plain text") as
well as makes the normative statement,
"A WordprocessingML consumer shall
treat the contents of such legacy text
files as if they were formatted using
equivalent WordprocessingML, and if
that consumer is also a
WordprocessingML producer, it shall
emit the legacy text in
WordprocessingML format."

This is requiring that a conforming OOXML consumer also be
able to understand a specified list of other document formats,
including proprietary ones such as MHTML and RTF, and for
conforming producers to understand how to convert these
formats to OOXML.

Review the example

Arbitrary (in quality and quantity) alternative format content
essentially undermines the effort of interoperable documents.
It would be possible to re-package with minimal effort a legacy
format document into a document which would be technically
conformant to the present specification but would also be
essentially useless for a consumer that is not aware of the
legacy format.

Restrict the use of alternative format
imports (eg, requiring a parallel import
of a format conforming to this
specification, somewhat like MIME's
multipart/alternative) and/or specify an
explicit conformance level for
customers to choose which would
require producers to not only "blackbox" legacy format content.

This sentence require the application to do an interpretation of
legacy-text like RTF and MHTML, as specified in line 3, and
expect all consumers to understand these proprietary
specification.
As i understand this element, as the place holder for any
additional import filter which an implementer would like to build
in there ―Office Open XML consumer‖ application. There
shouldn't be any specific reference to proprietary format, as
this would mean that any implementation should support these
proprietary format. This could lead to some confusion around
patent rights of the application.

Remove the references in line 3
towards specific application formats.
This would allow any implementer to
decide, which ―import-format‖ they
would like to provide additional support
from.

Alternative Format Import Part (RTF)
The RTF support example in 11.3.1 has in a number of
discussions been seen as a normative part of the specification
although it is stated relatively clear that is an example and that
it is a note; hence not normative.

Remove the references in line 3
towards specific application formats.
This would allow any implementer to
decide, which ―import-format‖ they
would like to provide additional support
from.

Ecma376 documents are allowed to embed document data in
RTF. But since RTF is a proprietary Microsoft format, such
documents will not be readable by non-Microsoft Ecma376
implementations.

Remove the references in line 3
towards specific application formats.
This would allow any implementer to
decide, which ―import-format‖ they
would like to provide additional support
from.
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Comment ID

FR-0014
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: lines
15-17

GB-0041
Clause: Part 1,
11.3.1 [15-17]
Paragraph: -

KE-0004
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: lines
15-17

MT-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: -

PH-0006
Clause: 11.3.1
Paragraph: -

US-0033
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: lines
15-17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This is requiring that a conforming OOXML consumer also be
able to understand a specified list of other document formats,
including proprietary ones such as MHTML and RTF, and for
conforming producers to understand how to convert these
formats to OOXML.

Change lines 3-5 to read, ―An alternative
format import part allows content
specified in an application-defined
alternate format to be embedded directly
in a WordprocessingML document...‖

This is requiring that a conforming OOXML consumer also be
able to understand a specified list of other document formats,
including proprietary ones such as MHTML and RTF, and for
conforming producers to understand how to convert these
formats to OOXML.

Proposed change: Change lines 3-5
to read, ―An alternative format import
part allows content specified in an
application-defined alternate format to
be embedded directly in a
WordprocessingML document...‖

This is requiring that a conforming OOXML consumer also
be able to understand a specified list of other document
formats, including proprietary ones such as MHTML and RTF,
and for conforming producers to understand how to convert
these formats to OOXML.

Make it clear that the consumer does
not need to know these formats

The ―Content type‖ item in the beginning states that the
content can be ―any content‖, but the first paragraph states
that the part ―allows content specified in an alternate format
(HTML, MHTML, RTF, earlier versions of WordprocessingML,
or plain text)‖ This paragraph seems to limit the content type
that can be included in the alternative format import part.

Clarification of this paragraph is
required as this is deemed to be an
editorial issue.

On alternative format imports states that ―plain text‖ is an
accepted format. This part is ambiguous as there are
numerous standard definitions of what ―plain text‖ is. Also,
this same section makes references to ―Rich text format‖
which is a proprietary format owned by a single foreign
company.
This is requiring that a conforming OOXML consumer also be
able to understand a specified list of other document formats,
including proprietary ones such as MHTML and RTF, and for
conforming producers to understand how to convert these
formats to OOXML.

Change lines 3-5 to read, ―An
alternative format import part allows
content specified in an applicationdefined alternate format to be
embedded directly in a
WordprocessingML document...‖

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; these references are inappropriate; the following changes will be made in Part 1, §11.3.1:
Page 28, Line 1, “Content Type” row
Content Type:

Any content, support for which is application-defined.
[Note: Some examples of formats which might be supported include:
 Text = application/txt
 RTF = application/rtf
 HTML = application/html
 XML = application/xml
end note]
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Page 28, lines 3-5
An alternative format import part allows content specified in an application-defined alternate format (HTML,
MHTML, RTF, earlier versions of WordprocessingML, or plain text) to be embedded directly in a
WordprocessingML document in order to allow that content to be migrated to the WordprocessingML format.
Page 28, lines 15-17
A WordprocessingML consumer shall who understands the format of an instance of this part should treat the its
contents of such legacy text files as if they were formatted using equivalent WordprocessingML, and if that
consumer is also a WordprocessingML producer, it shall emit the legacy textcontents of the part in
WordprocessingML format.
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Response 141
Comment ID

CL-0041
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.9 XSL
Transformation
Paragraph: Line
13

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

"… an XSL Transformation which might be applied on save …"
is too imprecise both wrt. conformance criteria and the function
in principle.

Consider that an OOXML document, a
specified in this standard is comprised
of multiple XML documents in a Zip
container. A great detal more detail
must be given to explain how an XSLT
transform will operate in that context.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Specify what data the
XSL transformation operates on, when
it is applied and where the result is
stored. Also specify conformance
criteria if support for this operation is
not mandatory.

CL-0046
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.9 XSL
Transformation
Paragraph: Line
13

"… an XSL Transformation which might be applied on save …"
is too imprecise both wrt. conformance criteria and the function
in principle.

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0041.]]
Consider that an OOXML document, a
specified in this standard is comprised
of multiple XML documents in a Zip
container. A great detal more detail
must be given to explain how an XSLT
transform will operate in that context.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Specify what data the
XSL transformation operates on, when
it is applied and where the result is
stored. Also specify conformance
criteria if support for this operation is
not mandatory.

CL-0051
Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.9 XSL
Transformation
Paragraph: Line
13

"… an XSL Transformation which might be applied on save …"
is too imprecise both wrt. conformance criteria and the function
in principle.

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0041.]]
Consider that an OOXML document, a
specified in this standard is comprised
of multiple XML documents in a Zip
container. A great detal more detail
must be given to explain how an XSLT
transform will operate in that context.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Specify what data the
XSL transformation operates on, when
it is applied and where the result is
stored. Also specify conformance
criteria if support for this operation is
not mandatory.

DE-0151
Clause: Part 1,

"… an XSL Transformation which might be applied on save …"
is too imprecise both wrt. conformance criteria and the function
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Comment ID
section 11.9 XSL
Paragraph: Line
13

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
in principle.

Proposed change by the MB
applied and where the result is stored.
Also specify conformance criteria if
support for this operation is not
mandatory.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this section deserves a reference to the appropriate section in Part 4 where use of this data is specified,
as was requested (rather than duplicate it). The following text will be added in Part 1, §11.9, page 58, lines 13–
15:
A document can store information about an XSL Transformation which might be applied on save, by containing a
Document Settings part (§11.3.3) whose part relationship item contains an explicit relationship to the file
location of the XSL Transformation using this relationship. [Note: A full description of how this relationship is
used (in conjunction with the saveThroughXslt element) is provided in Part 4, §2.15.1.76. end note]
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Response 142
Comment ID

CL-0044
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Proposed change by the MB
The DEVMODE structure stores many
common settings, such paper
orientation, paper size, number of
copies, print quality, etc. There is no
reason why these settings should be
application or printer-specific. They
should be stored in format that all
applications can gain access to.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Alternatives are
available for expressing print settings in
XML rather than in binary. For example,
Microsoft's own XPS specification
defines a PrintTicket markup for which
the XPS specifications says, ―The
PrintTicket is XML that provides print
settings in a consistent, accessible, and
extensible manner. We would like the
same qualities in OOXML's print
settings, not a binary blob.

CL-0049
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

[[Project editor: This comment is a
duplicate of CL-0044.]]
The DEVMODE structure stores many
common settings, such paper
orientation, paper size, number of
copies, print quality, etc. There is no
reason why these settings should be
application or printer-specific. They
should be stored in format that all
applications can gain access to.
[[The project editor moved the
remainder of the text in this column
from column 7.]] Alternatives are
available for expressing print settings in
XML rather than in binary. For example,
Microsoft's own XPS specification
defines a PrintTicket markup for which
the XPS specifications says, ―The
PrintTicket is XML that provides print
settings in a consistent, accessible, and
extensible manner. We would like the
same qualities in OOXML's print
settings, not a binary blob.

CO-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph:
155(167)

CO-0147
Clause: Part 4,

OOXML allows the inclusion of binary data for printer settings
(DEVMODE), which presents a potential security risk.

These configurations should be
expressed with proper XML, and since
they are platform specific, there should
be proper definitions for each platform.

OOXML allows the inclusion of binary data for printer settings
(DEVMODE), which presents a potential security risk.

These configurations should be
expressed with proper XML, and since
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

3.3.1.61
Paragraph:
1987(1994) ―id‖

CO-0148
Clause: Part 4,
3.3.1.62
Paragraph:
1987(1994) ―id‖

DE-0010
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
they are platform specific, there should
be proper definitions for each platform.

OOXML allows the inclusion of binary data for printer settings
(DEVMODE), which presents a potential security risk.

These configurations should be
expressed with proper XML, and since
they are platform specific, there should
be proper definitions for each platform.

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Default DEVMODE stucture should be
XML, optional within binary adressable
by a unique identifier.
Or better
Model device settings in XML for
interoperability and platform neutrality.
In any case, require a datatype or
format identification for these settings
like a MIME type or XML Namespace,
so that a processing application can
decide whether and how to interpret
that information. Require applications to
round-trip unknown device settings.

This is highly system-specific and not implementable in a
vendor-independent way. Consider a server-side workflow
application preparing a report document for a user that is
intended to go to a specific printer and use a specific type of
pre-printed form.

Specify an application-extensible base
set of printer settings in a vendorneutral XML representation.

The specification of the Printer setting is ―application defined‖,
which will introduce in its current crude implementation will
become a issue for Cross-platform implementation. If the Printsetting is included in the files as a binary object as described n
the examples, it will become a limitation for cross-platform
adoption of the specification. The reference to using
DEVMODE structure example from windows offer several
problems and concern to the cross-platform abilities of the
specification.

We recommend a platform neutral
description of the print settings, it
should be evaluated if such
technologies could be replaces, which
would offer a true Cross-platform
printer specification

DK-0152

Printer settings

Clause: Part
1,15.2.14
Paragraph: -

The DEVMODE example in 15.2.14 has in a number of
discussions been seen as a normative part of the specification
although it is stated relatively clear that is an example; hence
not normative.

We recommend a platform neutral
description of the print settings, it
should be evaluated if such
technologies could be replaces, which
would offer a true Cross-platform
printer specification

DK-0160

―An Office Open XML producer might store the DEVMODE
structure...‖: This indicates that an implementation on the
Windows platform might store printer settings in a Windowsspecific format that does not make sense on other platforms.

We recommend a platform neutral
description of the print settings, it
should be evaluated if such
technologies could be replaces, which
would offer a true Cross-platform
printer specification

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Alternatives are available for expressing
print settings in XML rather than in
binary. For example, Microsoft's own
XPS specification defines a PrintTicket
markup for which the XPS specifications
says, ―The PrintTicket is XML that
provides print settings in a consistent,

DE-0153
Clause: Part 1,
section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

DK-0106
Clause: Part 1
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: Page
155 Line 23

Clause: Part 4
15.2.14
Paragraph: -

FR-0019
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
accessible, and extensible manner. We
would like the same qualities in
OOXML's print settings, not a binary
blob.

GB-0047
Clause: Part 1,
15.2.14 [p155]
Paragraph: -

IN-0053
Clause: Print
Settings
Paragraph: -

IN-0079
Clause: 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Proposed change: Alternatives are
available for expressing print settings in
XML rather than in binary. For example,
Microsoft's own XPS specification
defines a PrintTicket markup for which
the XPS specifications says, ―The
PrintTicket is XML that provides print
settings in a consistent, accessible, and
extensible manner. We would like the
same qualities in OOXML's print
settings, not a binary blob.
Adopt such an alternative.

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Alternatives are available for
expressing print settings in XML rather
than in binary. For example,
Microsoft's own XPS specification
defines a PrintTicket markup for which
the XPS specifications says, ―The
PrintTicket is XML that provides print
settings in a consistent, accessible, and
extensible manner. We would like the
same qualities in OOXML's print
settings, not a binary blob.

Security hole. OOXML allows the inclusion of arbitrary binary
blobs of data in ways that could be abused my malicious
document authors. For example: Part 1, Section 15.2.14
recommends that print settings be stored in the binary
DEVMODE format used by Windows printer drivers. However,
if someone were to change this DEVMODE binary data it
would be loaded into the printer driver the next time a user
tried to print. Since a printer driver operates at a higher level
of privilege than a user, this may allow a hacker to take control
of a user's machine by crafting a specific document.

The current procedure could be a good
approach to keep interoperability with
past legacy tools, but an ISO standard
must provide a clear specification for
future implementations which does not
perpetuate a security hole. The
DEVMODE structure, which is
recommended here by example, stores
such print settings as page orientation,
paper size, paper length, paper width,
number of copies, print quality, duplex
and collation settings, etc. This should
be stored in XML, not in some
undefined application-dependent
format.
Further, the security of the system is
directly impacted by the number of
undefined binary blobs that a document
contains. Look at the historical
problems with WMF files, with Word
macro viruses etc.

Clause: Part
1,15.2.14
Paragraph: -

This section refers to DEVMODE structure which is specific to
the Microsoft Windows operating system. Saving and restoring
of printer settings on non-Microsoft operating systems is made
hard this way. Also, there is the security concerns regarding
the memory dump written to disk which is proposed by this
specification.

There is another specification by
Microsoft which is for expressing printer
setting in XML:PrintTicket mark-up. It
can be used in place of binary storage
of the printer setting in an XML-based
open format.

KR-0003

DEVMODE structure lacks cross-platform adaptability as print

DIS 29500 should support various
platforms and browsers such as

IR-0006
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause: Part 1,
15.2.14
Paragraph: -

settings be stored in a platform specific binary format

NZ-0014

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

The DEVMODE structure stores many common settings, such
paper orientation, paper size, number of copies, print quality,
etc. There is no reason why these settings should be
application or printer-specific. They should be stored in format
that all applications can gain access to.

US-0037
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

It is unsatisfactory to store printer settings in OS-dependent
binary formats like DEVMODE structures. This is a
considerable security concern (DEVMODE structures are
loaded directly into device driver memory), as well as lacking
cross-platform adaptability. There is also no interoperability
with print settings as currently defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Linux, FireFox, Opera and Safari

Printer settings should be stored in a
format that is operating system
independent, and in a format that
promotes interoperability.
Alternatives are available for
expressing print settings in XML rather
than in binary. For example,
Microsoft's own XPS specification
defines a PrintTicket markup for which
the XPS specifications says, ―The
PrintTicket is XML that provides print
settings in a consistent, accessible, and
extensible manner. We would like the
same qualities in OOXML's print
settings, not a binary blob.
Alternatives are available for
expressing print settings in XML rather
than in binary. For example, Microsoft's
own XPS specification defines a
PrintTicket markup for which the XPS
specifications says, ―The PrintTicket is
XML that provides print settings in a
consistent, accessible, and extensible
manner. We would like the same
qualities in OOXML's print settings, not
a binary blob.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; One of the primary design goals for the Office Open XML formats was to provide open and XMLconformant independence from proprietary formats and features. DEVMODE structures are found in the large
corpus of existing binary documents, and DIS 29500 defines a format for high-fidelity representation of those
documents. As such, it allows for storage of the DEVMODE structure within the package, to preserve the
content of those structures in existing binary documents. The members of Ecma TC45 felt that failure to
preserve this existing content would be perceived as a loss of fidelity and interoperability by persons who have
found the presence of this structure useful in existing documents.
We note that there are many types of non-XML content allowed in common office document formats, including
image and media formats. In the case of printer settings, there does not currently exist an ISO/IEC standard for
storing this information in an XML-based format. If and when such a format becomes available, DIS 29500 will
be able to use that format for storage of printer settings, and implementers may then choose to convert existing
DEVMODE structures to an XML-based alternative if so desired.
In order to encourage more interoperable documents, the following changes will be made to Part 1 §15.2.14:
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15.2.14 Printer Settings Part
Content Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.printerSettings (in
SpreadsheetML documents)

Root
Namespace:
Source
Relationship:

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.printerSettings (in
WordprocessingML documents)
not applicable
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/printerSettings

An instance of this part type contains information about the initialization and environment of a printer or a
display device. The layout of this informationdata structure is application-defined.
[Note: It is recommended that a Printer Settings Part contain well documented XML content for improved
interoperability; however, there is no requirement on the format of the content contained in a Printer Settings
Part. end note]
[Example: An Office Open XML producer on Windows might store the DEVMODE structure defined here:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/gdi/prntspol_8nle.asp, while an application
on the Mac OS might choose to store the print record defined here:
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/Carbon/Reference/CarbonPrintingManager_Ref/Reference/referen
ce.html. end example]
A SpreadsheetML package is permitted to contain at most one Printer Settings part per Chartsheet, Dialogsheet,
or Worksheet part, and that part shall be the target of an implicit relationship from a Chartsheet (§12.3.2),
Dialogsheet (§12.3.7), or Worksheet (§12.3.24) part. A WordprocessingML package is permitted to contain zero
or more Printer Settings parts, one per sectPr element, each a target of an explicit relationship from a Main
Document (§11.3.10) or Glossary Document (§11.3.8) part.
[Example: The following SpreadsheetML Worksheet part-relationship item contains a relationship to a Printer
Settings part, which is stored in the ZIP item ../printerSettings/printerSettings1.binxml:
<Relationships xmlns="…">
<Relationship Id="rId4"
Type="http://…/printerSettings"
Target="../printerSettings/printerSettings1.bin"/>
</Relationships>
where the contents of PrinterSettings.xml could contain the following XML:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<PrinterSettings xmlns="…">
<PrinterSetting name="PropertyName" value="PropertyValue" />
</PrinterSettings>
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end example]
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Response 143
Comment ID

CL-0054
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

DE-0143
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

FR-0184
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The OOXML text explicitly refuses to elaborate on behavioral
aspects of the conforming applications. For example, it refuses
to cover the how and when fields are updated. In contradiction
with this, many features cannot be defined without defining
more precisely the very same behavioral aspects (for example,
the ASK field). There is a tension here that leads us to
consider that the text must either provide the appropriate
definition of the behavioral context into which it frames
behavioral aspects it proposes, or else, more in line with its
announced scope, which is static in essence, the said
behavioral aspects must be expunged from it.

Define the behavioral context of
compliant applications.

The OOXML text explicitly refuses to elaborate on some
behavioral aspects of the conforming applications. For
example, it refuses to cover the how and when fields are
updated. In contradiction with this, many features cannot be
defined without defining more precisely the very same
behavioral aspects (for example, the ASK field). There is a
tension here that leads us to consider that the text must either
provide the appropriate definition of the behavioral context into
which it frames behavioral aspects it proposes, or else, more
in line with its announced scope, which is static in essence,
the said behavioral aspects must be expunged from it.

Define the behavioral context of
compliant applications or remove all
behavioral aspects from the OOXML
text.

The OOXML text explicitly refuses to elaborate on some
behavioral aspects of the conforming applications. For
example, it refuses to cover the how and when fields are
updated. In contradiction with this, many features cannot be
defined without defining more precisely the very same
behavioral aspects (for example, the ASK field). There is a
tension here that leads us to consider that the text must either
provide the appropriate definition of the behavioral context into
which it frames behavioral aspects it proposes, or else, more in
line with its announced scope, which is static in essence, the
said behavioral aspects must be expunged from it.

Define the behavioral context of
compliant applications or remove all
behavioral aspects from the OOXML
text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there have been a number of specific references brought up in your comment and other national body
comments that will be addressed related to this issue. For example:
1. In response to this specific comment, and to DE-0061, FR-0200, and this specific comment, the following
change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.3, page 1,510, lines 14–15:
Description: Prompts the user to enter information and assigns the bookmark designated by fieldargument-1 to represent the user's response. text in field-argument-2 specifies the prompt text, which is
displayed in a dialog box. The prompt is displayed each time the ASK field is updated. A response
remains assigned to the bookmark until a new response is entered. Represents information needed to
elicit and store a response (where a response is any string of characters, including the empty string).
When a field update is performed, the text specified by field-argument-2 is intended for use when
requesting the response, and the resulting response is stored within the bookmark (§2.13.6) whose
name attribute matches the value specified by field-argument-1
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2. In response to BR-0020 and FR-0235, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.24, page 1,531,
lines 26–27 (FILESIZE):
Description: Retrieves tThe size of the current document WordprocessingML package in bytes. [Note:
This information is not stored inside the document's XML. It needs to be obtained from the file system.
end note]
3. In response to FR-0226 and FR-0308, the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.6.5.18, page 1,523, line 10 (DATE):
Description: Retrieves The current date and time.
Part 4, §2.16.5.72, page 1,565, line 18 (TIME):
Description: Retrieves tThe current date and time.
4. In response to BR-0024, BR-0025, DE-0162, and FR-0305, the following changes will be made to Part 4,
§2.16.5.71, page 1,565, lines 4–5 (TEMPLATE):
Description: Retrieves tThe disk file name of the template used by the current document.
Field Value: The disk file name of the template used by the current document.
5. In response to FR-0142, the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.4.3, page 1,507, lines 2–4:
If MERGEFORMAT is omitted, when the next field update is performed, the formatting applied to the
current rPr element on the run that contains the most recently updated field result iswill be ignored
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Response 144
Comment ID

CL-0092
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.29
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This element allows the classification of the document into one
of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting
applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

Proposed change by the MB
Loosen the type to an xsd:string to
allow applications to provide their own
document taxonomy.

Although MS may believe that all documents can be divided
into these three times, this is not true for all vendors who might
use this standard. Ultimately, this is a business question, not a
standards question, so the standard should be defined flexibly
enough to adapt to business in this regard. So we reiterate the
recommendation that this be defined as an xsd:string.

CO-0099
Clause: Part 4,
2.15.1.29
Paragraph:
1172(1179)

DE-0089
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.29
Paragraph: -

DK-0115
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.15.1.29
Paragraph: Page
1172 line 9

GB-0223
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.29
[p1172]
Paragraph: -

GR-0028
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.29
Paragraph: -

PT-0042
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.29

This element allows the classification of the document into one
of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting
applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

Either provide a reasonable document
type taxonomy, or loosen the declared
type to an xsd:string to allow
applications to provide their own
classifications.

This element allows the classification of the document into one
of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting
applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

Provide a reasonable document type
taxonomy, or loosen the type to an
xsd:string to allow applications to
provide their own or provide alternative
solutions to solve the problem for other
vendors

The option to provide a classification of document gives some
interesting possibilities. Unfortunately is the provided options:
―letter‖ ―email‖ or ―notSpecified‖ so weak, that it makes no
sense . The feature should either provide universal value,
which expect a wider adoption of text document beyond letters
and E-mail, e.g manual, reports, handbook etc etc

Suggest to expand in the future.

This element allows the classification of the document into one
of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting
applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

Proposed change: Either provide a
reasonable document type taxonomy,
or loosen the type to an xsd:string to
allow applications to provide their own.

This element allows the classification of the document into
one of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting
applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

Either provide a reasonable document
type taxonomy, or loosen the declared
type to an xsd:string to allow
applications to provide their own
classifications.

This element allows the classification of the document into one
of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting

Either provide a reasonable document
type taxonomy, or loosen the type to an
xsd:string to allow applications to
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

provide their own.

US-0055

This element allows the classification of the document into one
of three types: ―letter‖, ―email‖ or ―general‖. Although the
description says that this feature can be used by, ―hosting
applications to facilitate customized user interface and/or
automatic formatting behaviors based on the 'type' of a given
WordprocessingML document‖, the taxonomy provided is so
weak as to be practically useless.

Loosen the declared type to an
xsd:string to allow applications to
provide their own classifications.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.29
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.15.1.29, page 1,172, lines 9–10
This element specifies the classification of a given WordprocessingML document as a letter, email, or general
document.
Part 4, §2.18.23, pages 1,714 and 1,715
This simple type specifies the possible classifications may be used for a WordprocessingML document.
The following possible values for this type are reserved:
Enumeration Value

Description

eMail (E-Mail Message)

Specifies that this document shall be classified as an email message.

letter (Letter)

Specifies that this document shall be classified as a
letter.

notSpecified (Default Document)

Specifies that this document shall be classified as a
default document.

[Example: Consider a set of WordprocessingML documents which should be classified as 'letters'. This
classification would be specified using the following WordprocessingML in the document settings of these
documents:
<w:documentType w:val="letter" />
The documentType element's val attribute is equal to letter, specifying that the hosting application shall
apply the behaviors it has specified for letters to the given WordprocessingML document. end example]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of based on the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
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Enumeration Value
eMail (E-Mail Message)
letter (Letter)
notSpecified (Default Document)

Description
Specifies that this document shall be classified as an email message.
Specifies that this document shall be classified as a
letter.
Specifies that this document shall be classified as a
default document.

Referenced By
documentType@val (§2.15.1.29)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_DocType">
<restriction base="xsd:string"/>
<enumeration value="notSpecified"/>
<enumeration value="letter"/>
<enumeration value="eMail"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

To wml.xsd:
The simple type ST_DocType will be modified as described above.
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Response 145
Comment ID

CL-0107
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Fields are represented as a non-XML embedded format in
OOXML. However, not extensibility mechanism seems to have
been provided. For example, no namespace support is
described in fields, so it is impossible for vendors to add
support for their features to fields.
Considering that the presented set of field options are taken
from a single vendor's legacy format without regard for the
feature sets and requirements of other vendors, the inability for
application-defined extensions is a serious design flaw.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a mechanism for vendor
defined extensions in fields including
field types, field arguments and
switches.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there should be a mechanism for providing user-defined fields, similar to the mechanism defined by the
formulas specification in Part 4, §3.17. Extending the grammar to support the addition of new field types allows
those fields to have any number of switches and arguments. However, we believe that each field defined by this
specification should not be extended (except by consensus within SC 34) in order to ensure that each field
defined in Part 4, §2.16.5, provides maximum interoperability.
The following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,488, line 13 (note that these changes are provided
using the notation defined by ISO/IEC 14977:1996, “Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”, which is now
used in response to DE-0052 and FR-0074).
Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,488, line 13
field-type=
date-and-time |
document-automation |
document-information |
document-property |
equations-and-formulas |
index-and-tables |
links-and-references |
mail-merge |
numbering |
user-information |
form-field |
user-defined-field;
user-defined-field =
letter, {letter} ;

Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,489, after line 18
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The semantics of a field having a user-defined-field-type are unspecified.
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Response 146
Comment ID

CZ-0003
Clause: Paragraph: -

IL-0033
Clause: Whole
spec
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Long attribute descriptions including examples of use are
repeated on all elements supporting this attribute. This
prolongs text of the standard. Moreover examples are not
related to currently defined element on several places because
description of attributes is shared.

List of attributes for a given element
should contain only name of attribute,
its data type and very brief description
(single line or sentence). Detailed
attribute description should be provided
just once and it should be referenced
from all attribute instances.

The description of a property may occurs tens of times in the
document with identical text. For instance, the description of
color, themeColor, themeShade, themeTint appears 37 times
identically in the document.
This inflates the document and makes everybody's work 37
times harder than necessary.

Remove all identical occurrences
except one and replace physical
presence by reference to the unique
occurrence.
This should be done for all property
descriptions, not only those mentioned
as examples. Doing so will reduce
drastically the length of the document
and make it much more acceptable.
This is very important.

US-0265
Clause: Part 4 in
its entirety
Paragraph: -

Duplication: Part 4 of DIS 29500 repeats the definitions of
attributes throughout the text. This greatly adds to the length
of the text at the expense of readability of the document as a
whole.

Part 4 of DIS 29500 should be edited to
include only one definition of any
attribute and following occurrences
should have a reference to the initial
definition.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the repetition of attribute definitions creates some additional work for reviewers, but the existing
approach was designed with the implementer in mind. Although the repetition of certain attribute definitions
adds to the length of DIS29500, these definitions are useful to implementers and help them get quick answers
without the need to refer to a separate location within the document (or possibly a separate document).
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Response 147
Comment ID

CL-0108
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

DE-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

FR-0156
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Definitions of \c and \e are inconsistent. More specifically, the
behavior when there are are multiple \e instances provided is
undefined.

Clarify this how this mechnanism works
when multiple \e's are provided.

Definitions of \c and \e are inconsistent. More specifically, the
definition of \c is broken by the fact that 'the value for \e' is
undefined if there are multiple \e instances provided.

Improve the definition of the \c and \e
switches:
1. specify if multiple \e switches are
allowed.
2. if that is the case, specify the
behaviour of \c in the presence of
multiple \e switches.

Definitions of \c and \e are inconsistent. More specifically, the
definition of \c is broken by the fact that 'the value for \e' is
undefined if there are multiple \e instances provided.

Rework definitions for \c, \e or both.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.1 page 1509, line 6:
2.16.5.1 ADDRESSBLOCK
Switches: Zero or more of the following field-specific-switches.
\c field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies whether to include the name of
the country/region: a value of 0 causes the country/region to be omitted; a
value of 1 causes it to be included (regardless of any value given for \e), and
a value of 2 causes country/region to be included, but only if it is different
from theany and all specified values for \e.

\d

Specifies that the address is to be formatted according to the country/region
of the recipient. If this switch is not used, then addresses are formatted
according to some implementation-specific preference.

\e field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies awhich country/region to
exclude from the address block. [Note: This is useful when your mailing
contains a mix of domestic and international recipients. end note] To
exclude the names of more than one country or region, use a \e switch for
each one, as multiple \e switches are permitted.

\f field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies the name and address format by
providing a template of merge-field placeholders.
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\l field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID used to format
the address. The default is to use the language ID of the first character of the
document.
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Response 148
Comment ID

CL-0109
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

DE-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

FR-0157
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

GB-0244
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.1 [p
1509, address
formats in d
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of the \d switch refers two undefined behaviors,
namely international postal address formats.

Define the \d switch fully. International
addressing conventions are wellestablished by the Universal Postal
Union which publishes guidelines for
180+ nations. OOXML should be using
these guidelines.

The definition of the \d switch refers two undefined behaviors.
As such, it brings no value at all.

Reference relevant Universal Postal
Union Guidelines for the formatting of
addresses.

The definition of the \d switch refers to undefined behaviors. As
such, it brings no value at all.

Define the \d switch properly or remove
it.

The switch \d "Specifies that the address is to be formatted
according to the country/region of the recipient." There is no
list of address formats in the specification.

Proposed change: Provide a
normative reference to the address
formats to be used.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.16.5.1 page 1609, line 6:
\d

Specifies that the address is to be formatted according to the country/region
of the recipient as defined by POST*CODE (Universal Postal Union 2006). If
this switch is not used, then addresses are formatted according to the
ordering defined by the \f switch. If that switch is also omitted, addresses
are formatted according to some implementation-specific preference.

Part 4, (the new) Normative References clause:
Universal Postal Union. POST*CODE: Postal addressing systems. Berne: UPU Publications, 2006, ISBN 92-9502537-7, ISSN 1020-6019.
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Response 149
Comment ID

CL-0110
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

DE-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

FR-0153
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of the \f switch says that it "specifies the name
and address format by providing a template of merge-field
placeholders" However, no description of this template format
is given.

Define

The definition of the \f switch makes no sense at all in the
context of the OOXML text.

The mechanism for specifying the
address template must be defined

The definition of the \f switch makes no sense at all in the
context of the OOXML text.

Define the \f switch properly or remove
it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.1 page 1,509, line 6:
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\f field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies the name and address format by
providing a template of merge-field placeholders. in the following format:
"<<_" + MAPPED NAME + "_>>" (< = U+003C; > = U+003E; _ = U+005F), where
MAPPED NAME corresponds to a value specified by the mappedName
element (§2.14.23).
The following possible values of MAPPED NAME and corresponding mapped
merge field names are reserved:
MAPPED NAME

Merge Field Name

TITLE0

Title

FIRST0

First Name

LAST0

Last Name

SUFFIX0

Suffix

COMPANY

Company

STREET1

Address 1

STREET2

Address 2

CITY

City

STATE

State

POSTAL

Postal Code

COUNTRY

Country or Region

[Example: Using these values, a US postal address might be specified as
follows:
\f "<<_TITLE0_ >><<_FIRST0_>><< _LAST0_>><< _SUFFIX0_>>
<<_COMPANY_>>
<<_STREET1_>>
<<_STREET2_>>
<<_CITY_>><<, _STATE_>><< _POSTAL_>><<_COUNTRY_>>"
end example]
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Response 150
Comment ID

CL-0111
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

DE-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

FR-0152
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

FR-0154
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of the \l switch makes two references to
'Language ID', which is not defined in this context. OOXML in
other places defines several different types for representing
languages. Which ones is intended here?

Define the \l switch fully.

The definition of the \l switch makes two references to
'Language ID', which is an undefined concept.

Specify the List of supported Language
Ids or supply a reference.

The definition of the \l switch makes two references to
'Language ID', which is an undefined concept.

Define the \l switch properly or remove it.

The 'the language ID of the first character of the document'
proposition within the '\l' switch definition is meaningless.

Define the \l switch properly or remove it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there is ambiguity here. The following changes will be made to clarify the intent within these
subclauses. (Note that the table referred to as being in §2.16.3.6 is new, and was created as a result of the
response to a large number of comment, which include AU-0015, CA-0030, and CH-0011.)
Part 4, section 2.16.5.1, page 1,509, within the second table:
\l field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID used to format
the address. The default is to use the language ID of the first character of the
document. This language ID can be specified in either of the following
formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in
§2.16.3.6 [Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with
documents containing these values, and the use of this identifier is
discouraged. end rationale]

Part 4, section 2.16.5.30, page 1,535 within the table:
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\l field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies the language ID used to
format the name. it defaults to the language ID of the first character of the
document. This language ID can be specified in either of the following
formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in
§2.16.3.6 [Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with
documents containing these values, and the use of this identifier is
discouraged. end rationale]
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Response 151
Comment ID

CL-0113
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.10
BARCODE
Paragraph: -

CL-0114
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.10
BARCODE
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This feature will not work outside of the United States, since it
is hard-coded to only specify barcode formats used by the US
Postal Service. Other systems in use in other countries, such
as the Royal Mail's "Mailsort" system.

Generalize the BARCODE feature to
allow global use.

POSTNET, as used by the US Portal Service is obsolete and
will be replaced by OneCode in 2009.

Add support for OneCode in this. This
cannot wait for the mainteenance
update of DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the BARCODE field is suboptimal and lacks many required features. Accordingly, we will remove it from
its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.10, pages 1516–1517), and place it into a new annex for
deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 152
Comment ID

CL-0115
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0055
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.4.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

These section lacks cultural adaptibility. It includes support for
only the Gregorian, Saka Era (Hindu), and Hirji (Islamic)
calendars. Other systems are in wide use, include the Iranian
Jalāli Calendar, the Hebrew Calendar and the Javanese
Calendar.

Define this field in a way that allows the
expression of all calendar systems in
use by ISO nations today.

The date picture in the Fields section needs additional details
for non-Gregorian dates.

Specify these details.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; details describing the use of each of these calendar types will be added to the specification, as
requested. We also agree that the Date and time formatting switch does not support the Iranian Jalali calendar,
but we are not aware of an accepted international standard for the Iranian Jalali calendar to reference; when
one is available, this would be a welcome addition.
The following changes will be made:
1.

Part 3, add the following as new subclause §2.18.5, on page 92, before line 26:

2.18.5 Use of Different Calendar Systems
Office Open XML supports the use of the following calendars:









Gregorian
Hebrew Lunar
Hijri Lunar
Japanese Emperor Era
Korean Tangun Era
Saka Era
Taiwanese
Thai Buddhist

These calendars are enumerated in the ST_CalendarType simple type, and can be used in WordprocessingML,
e.g.:



Structured Document Tag calendar formats (Part 4, §2.5.2)
Date-based Fields (Part 4, §2.16.5.16, §2.16.5.18, §2.16.5.54, §2.16.5.60)

As an illustration, the calendars supported by ST_CalendarType (Part 4, §2.18.7) can be displayed through the
date and time fields as shown below:
Calendar Type

Field Instructions
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Calendar Type

Field Instructions

Result
(on 2007-12-17T00:00.00)

Gregorian

DATE

\@ "d MMMM yyyy"

17 December 2007

Hebrew Lunar

DATE

\@ "d MMMM yyyy" \h

8 Tevet 5768

The language component of the BCP 47
language code used by the lang element
(Part 4, §2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions equals he.
Hijri Lunar

DATE

\@ "d MMMM yyyy" \h

8 Thoul Hijjah 1428

The language component of the BCP 47
language code used by the lang element
(Part 4, §2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions equals ar.
Japanese Emperor Era

DATE

\@ "d MMMM ee"

17 December 19

Korean Tangun Era

DATE

\@ "d MMMM ggg"

17 December 단기688

The language component of the BCP 47
language code used by the lang element
(Part 4, §2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions equals ko.
Saka Era

DATE

\@ "d MMMM yyyy" \s

26 Agrahayana 1929

Taiwanese

DATE

\@ "d MMMM ggg"

17 December 平成

The lang element (Part 4, §2.3.2.18) on the
run containing the field instructions equals
zh-TW.
Thai Buddhist Era

DATE

\@ "d MMMM bbbb"

17 ธันวาคม 2550

2. Part 4, §2.16.4.1, page 1,497, line 4 through page 1,498, line 1:
2.16.4.1
Date and time formatting
date-and-time-formatting-switch:
\@["] switch-argument ["]
A date-and-time-formatting-switch specifies the format of a date or time result. [Note: This switch is sometimes
called a picture switch because it allows the use of symbols to represent the format of the field result. end note]
If the result of a field is not a date or time, this switch has no effect.
Quotation marks are required around switch-argument if it contains white space; otherwise, they are optional.
If no date-and-time-formatting-switch is present, a date or time result is formatted in an implementation-defined
manner.
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A date and time switch-argument is made up of a series of picture items.
Date and Time Formatting Picture Items
Picture Item

Description

aaa

Formats the day of the week or month in an abbreviated form according to the
language specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions:
 If the lang element is ja-JP or ko-KR, display in the corresponding
language.
 For all other lang element values, display picture item as text.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

A

Formats the day of the month as a number without a leading zero for single-digit
days in Japanese numerals.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

bb

Formats the year as a 2-digit number according to the language specified by the
lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions:
 If the lang element is zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG or zh-MO, use the
Gregorian year.
 For all other lang element values, use Thai Buddhist Era year
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content unless the
pattern contains the “bbbb” picture item. Those portions are formatted
following the description outlined for the “bbbb” picture item.

bbbb

Formats the year as a 4-digit number according to the language specified by the
lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions:
 If the lang element is ZH-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG or zh-MO, use the
Gregorian year
 For all other lang element values, use Thai Buddhist Era year
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

BB

Formats the year as a 2-digit number.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also responds to the \s and \h switches.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “BBBB” in each group. Format each group using
the description outlined for the “BBBB” picture item.
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Date and Time Formatting Picture Items
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “BB” using the description for that picture
item.
BBBB

Formats the year as a 4-digit number.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also responds to the \s and \h switches.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “BB” picture item description.

d

Formats the day of the week or day of the month as a number without a
leading zero0 for single-digit days.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era
calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “dddd” in each group. Format each group using
the description outlined for the “dddd” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “ddd”, “dd”, and “d” using the respective
description for each picture item group.

dd

Formats the day of the week or day of the month as a number with a
leading zero0 for single-digit days.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era
calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “d” picture item description.

ddd

Formats the day of the week or month in its abbreviated form according to the
language specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s and \h
switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, ปป, ดดดด, ดดด, ดด, ด, วววว, ววว, วว, and ว picture item (to the
Thai Buddhist Era calendar).

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “d” picture item description.
dddd

Formats the day of the week as its full name according to the language specified
by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions.
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Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, ปป, ดดดด, ดดด, ดด, ด, วววว, ววว, วว, and ว
picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “d” picture item description.
D

Formats the day of the week or day of the month as a number without a
leading zero for single-digit days.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era
calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “DDDD” in each group. Format each group using
the description outlined for the “DDDD” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “DDD”, “DD”, and “D” using the respective
description for each picture item group.

DD

Formats the day of the month as a two-digit number (with a leading zero for
single-digit days).
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era
calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “D” picture item description.

DDD

Formats the day of the week in an abbreviated form according to the language
specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb, ปปปป, ปป, ดดดด, ดดด, ดด, ด, วววว, ววว, วว, and ว
picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “D” picture item description.

DDDD

Formats the day of the week as its full name according to the language specified
by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, ปป, ดดดด, ดดด, ดด, ด, วววว, ววว, วว, and ว
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picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “D” picture item description.
e

Formats the Japanese Emperor Era era with no leading zero for single-digit years.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “ee” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “ee” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “e” using the description for that picture
item.

ee

Formats the Japanese Emperor Era era with a leading zero for single-digit years.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “e” picture item description.

E

Formats the era according to the language specified by the lang element
(§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions:
 If the lang element is ja-JP, display the Japanese Emperor Era era with no
leading zero for single-digit years in the corresponding language.
 If the lang element is zh-TW, display the Taiwanese year in the
corresponding language.
 For all other values, display the Gregorian year as a four-digit number
using ja-JP.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “EE” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “EE” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “E” using the description for that picture
item.

EE

Formats the Gregorian year as a four-digit number, according to the language
specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions.
 If the lang element is ja-JP, zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG or zh-MO display
in the corresponding language.
 For all other lang element values, display in ja-JP.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “E” picture item description.

g

Formats the era according to the language specified by the lang element
(§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions:
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If the lang element is ko-KR or zh-TW, display nothing.
For all other lang element values, display Japanese Emperor Era era as its
abbreviated form in en-US.

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “ggg” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “ggg” picture item.
2. From the remaining values, repeat step 1 for groups of “gg” using the
description for that picture item.
3. From the remaining values, repeat step 1 for groups of “g” using the
description for that picture item.
gg

Formats the era according to the language specified by the lang element
(§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions:
 If the lang element is ja-JP, display the Japanese Emperor Era era as its
abbreviated form in the corresponding language.
 If the lang element is ko-KR, display the Korean Tangun era as its full
name in the corresponding language.
 If the lang element is zh-TW, display the Taiwanese era as its full name in
the corresponding language.
 For all other lang element values, display the Japanese Emperor Era era
as its abbreviated form in ja-JP.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “g” picture item description.

ggg

Formats the era according to the language specified by the lang element
(§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions:
 If the lang element is ja-JP, display the Japanese Emperor Era era as its
full name in the corresponding language.
 If the lang element is ko-KR, display the Korean Tangun era as its full
name in the corresponding language.
 If the lang element is zh-TW, display the Taiwanese era as its full name in
the corresponding language.
 For all other lang element values, display the Japanese Emperor Era era
as its full name in ja-JP.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “g” picture item description.

G

Formats the era according to the language specified by the lang element
(§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions.
 If the lang element is ko-KR or zh-TW, display nothing.
 For all other lang element values, display the Japanese Emperor Era era
as its abbreviated form in ja-JP.
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Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “GG” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “GG” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “G” using the description for that picture
item.
GG

Formats the era according to the language specified by the lang element
(§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions.
 If the lang element is ko-KR, display the Korean Tangun era as its full
name in the corresponding language.
 If the lang element is zh-TW, display the Taiwanese era as its full name in
the corresponding language.
 For all other lang element values, display the Japanese Emperor Era era
as its full name in ja-JP.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “G” picture item description.

M

Formats the month as a number without a leading zero0 for single-digit months.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era
calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “MMMM” in each group. Format each group using
the description outlined for the “MMMM” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “MMM”, “MM”, and “M” using the
respective description for each picture item group.

MM

Formats the month as a number with a leading zero0 for single-digit months.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb or bbbb picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era
calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “M” picture item description.

MMM

Formats the month in its abbreviated form according to the language specified
by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
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and \h switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, ปป, ดดดด, ดดด, ดด, ด, วววว, ววว, วว, and ว
picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “M” picture item description.
MMMM

Formats the month as its full name according to the language specified by the
lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, ปป, ดดดด, ดดด, ดด, ด, วววว, ววว, วว, and
วpicture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “M” picture item description.

n

Formats the Japanese Emperor Era era with no leading zero for single-digit years.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “nn” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “nn” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “n” using the description for that picture
item.

nn

Formats the Japanese Emperor Era era with leading zero for single-digit years.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “n” picture item description.

O

Formats the month as a number without a leading zero for single-digit months in
Japanese numerals.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

w

Formats the day of the week in an abbreviated form according to the language
specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions:
 If the lang element is ja-JP or ko-KR, display in the corresponding
language.
 For all other lang element values, display picture item as literal text.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

W

Formats the day of the week in an abbreviated form according to the language
specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions:
 If the lang element is ja-JP, ko-KR, zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG, or zh-MO,
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display in the corresponding language.
For all other lang element values, display the picture item as literal text.

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.
y

Formats the year as a 2-digit number.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “yyyy” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “yyyy” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “yy” and “y” using the respective description
for each picture item group.

yy

Formats the year as a 2-digit number.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “y” picture item description.Formats the year as two digits with a leading 0
for years 0–9.

yyyy

Formats the year as a four-digit numbers.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “y” picture item description.

Y

Formats the year as a 2-digit number.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s and \h
switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, and ปป picture item (to the Thai Buddhist Era calendar).

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “YYYY” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “YYYY” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “YY” and “Y” using the respective description
for each picture item group.
YY

Formats the year as a 2-digit number.
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Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, and ปปpicture item (to the Thai Buddhist
Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “Y” picture item description.
YYYY

Formats the year as a 4-digit number.
Defaults to the Gregorian calendar, but also changes in the presence of the \s
and \h switches, and the bb, bbbb, ปปปป, and ปปpicture item (to the Thai Buddhist
Era calendar).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “Y” picture item description.

ว

Formats the day of the month as a number without a leading zero for single-digit
days in Thai numerals.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “วววว” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “วววว” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “ววว”, “วว” and “ว” using the respective
description for each picture item group.

วว

Formats the day of the month as a two-digit number (with a leading zero for
single-digit days) in Thai numerals.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ว” picture item description.

ววว

Formats the Thai Buddhist Era day of the week in its abbreviated form in Thai.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ว” picture item description.
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วววว

Formats the Thai Buddhist Era day of the week as its full name in Thai.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ว” picture item description.

ด

Formats the Thai Buddhist Era month as a number without a leading zero for
single-digit months in Thai numerals.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “ดดดด” in each group. Format each group using
the description outlined for the “ดดดด” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “ดดด”, “ดด” and “ด” using the respective
description for each picture item group.

ดด

Formats the Thai Buddhist Era month as a two-digit number (with a leading zero
for single-digit months) in Thai numerals.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ด” picture item description.

ดดด

Formats the Thai Buddhist Era month in its abbreviated form.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ด” picture item description.

ดดดด

Formats the Thai Buddhist Era month as its full name.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ด” picture item description.

ปป

Formats the Gregorian year as a 2-digit number using Thai numerals.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
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Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “ปปปป” in each group. Format each group using
the description outlined for the “ปปปป” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “ปป” using the description for that picture
item.

ปปปป

Formats the Gregorian year as a 4-digit number using Thai numerals.
This picture item can modify the behaviour of other picture items.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ปป” picture item description.

In the following time formats, a lowercase h indicates that time is based on a 12-hour clock, while uppercase H
indicates time is based on a 24-hour clock.
Time Formatting Picture Items
Picture Item

Description

C

Formats the seconds as a number using Japanese numerals without a leading
zero for single-digit seconds.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

hor H

Formats the hour on a 12-hr clock without a leading zero for single-digit hours.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “hh” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “hh” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “h” using the description for that picture
item.
Formats the hour without a leading 0 for single-digit hours.

hh

Formats the hour on a 12-hr clock with a leading zero for single-digit hours.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “h” picture item description.

hh or HH

Formats the hour with a leading 0 for single-digit hours.

H

Formats the hour on a 24-hr clock without a leading zero for single-digit hours.
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Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “HH” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “HH” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “H” using the description for that picture
item.
HH

Formats the hour on a 24-hr clock with a leading zero for single-digit hours.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “H” picture item description.

I

Formats the minutes without a leading zero for single-digit days in Japanese
numerals.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

m

Formats the minutes without a leading zero0 for single-digit minutes.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as possible
that contain “mm” in each group. Format each group using the description
outlined for the “mm” picture item.
1. Repeat step 1 for groups of “m” using the description for that picture
item.

mm

Formats the minutes with a leading zero0 for single-digit minutes.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “m” picture item description.

r

Formats the hour on a 12-hr clock, without a leading zero for single-digit hours,
according to the language specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run
containing the field instructions, as follows:



If the lang element is ja-JP, ko-KR, zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG, or zh-MO,
display in the corresponding language.
For all other lang element values, display in zh-TW.

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “rr” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “rr” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “r” using the description for that picture
item.
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rr

Formats the hour on a 12-hr clock, without a leading zero for single-digit hours
along with 12-hour clock indicators, according to the language specified by the
lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field instructions, as follows:



If the lang element is ja-JP, ko-KR, zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG, or zh-MO,
display in the corresponding language.
For all other lang element values, display in zh-TW.

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “r” picture item description.
R

Formats the hour on a 24-hr clock, without a leading zero for single-digit hours,
according to the language specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run
containing the field instructions, as follows:



If the lang element is ja-JP, ko-KR, zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG, or zh-MO,
display in the corresponding language.
For all other lang element values, display in zh-TW.

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “RR” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “RR” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “R” using the description for that picture
item.
RR

Formats the hour on a 12-hr clock as Arabic numerals, without a leading zero for
single-digit hours and 12-hour clock indicators, according to the language
specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions, as follows:



If the lang element is ja-JP, ko-KR, zh-TW, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-SG, or zh-MO,
display in the corresponding language.
For all other lang element values, display in zh-TW.

Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “R” picture item description.
s

Formats the seconds without a leading zero for single-digit seconds.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “ss” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “ss” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “s” using the description for that picture
item.
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ss

Formats the seconds as a two-digit number (with a leading zero for single-digit
seconds).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “s” picture item description.

S

Formats the seconds without a leading zero for single-digit seconds.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “SS” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “SS” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “S” using the description for that picture
item.

SS

Formats the seconds as a two-digit number (with a leading zero for single-digit
seconds).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “S” picture item description.

am/pm or AM/PM

Formats the uppercase 12-hour clock indicators according to the language
specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions.
Multiple instances of the picture item creates repeated content.Formats using an
am/AM or pm/PM suffix.

AMPM or PMAM
or JAM/JPM or
JPM/JAM

Formats the uppercase or lowercase 12-hour clock indicators according to the
language specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

am/pm or pm/am
or A/P or P/A or
a/p or p/a

Formats the uppercase or lowercase 12-hour clock indicators according to the
language specified by the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the
field instructions.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content.

ม

Formats the hour on a 24-hr clock without a leading zero for single-digit hours.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “มม” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “มม” picture item.
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2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “ม” using the description for that picture
item.

มม

Formats the hour on a 24-hr clock as a two-digit number (with a leading zero for
single-digit hours).
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ม” picture item description.

นน

Formats the minutes with a leading zero for single-digit minutes.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “นน” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “นน” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “น” using the description for that picture
item.

น

Formats the minutes without a leading zero for single-digit minutes.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “นน” picture item description..

ทท

Formats the seconds with a leading zero for single-digit seconds.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the following:
1. Working from the text direction of the run, create as many groups as
possible that contain “ทท” in each group. Format each group using the
description outlined for the “ทท” picture item.
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of “ท” using the description for that picture
item.

ท

Formats the seconds without a leading zero for single-digit seconds.
Multiple instances of the picture item create repeated content as specified by
the “ทท” picture item description.

3. To the \h switch, used in Part 4, §2.16.5.16, §2.16.5.18, §2.16.5.54, and §2.16.5.60:
\h

Use the Hijri Lunar or Hebrew Lunar calendar, depending on the language specified by the
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Response 153
Comment ID

CL-0116
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1509, lines 10-12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition of 'ADVANCE' is insufficient: "Moves the starting
point of text that follows the field to the right or left, up or down,
or to a specific horizontal or vertical position"
What is the "text that follows the field?"
The problem is that there are three concepts of ordering: the
lexical ordering of the XML document, the XML document
ordering (an XML specific concept), and a presentation
ordering, of how a document displays on the screen.

Proposed change by the MB
Define ADVANCE fully.

The existence of something like ADVANCE permits the lexical
ordering of content to be different from the presentation
ordering. So when the behavior of ADVANCE is defined in
terms of ordering ("Moves the starting point of text that follows
the field") this is ambiguous. Are we talking about lexically
following or presentation following? This needs to be defined.
This is an important concern when you have multiple
ADVANCE fields.

DE-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
Paragraph: page
1510, line 10

FR-0198
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 10

Considering together 'text that follows the field' and the syntax
given line 9, the text being referred to should be the reminder
of the document? This does not make much sense, and is not
consistent with the examples given page 1510 lines 2&3. The
definition of ADVANCE is inconsistent or broken even.

This is just a typo which can be
corrected on preparation of a final
Specification document

Considering together 'text that follows the field' and the syntax
Define ADVANCE properly or else
given line 9, the text being referred to should be the reminder of remove all references to it from the
the document? This does not make much sense, and is not
OOXML text.
consistent with the examples given page 1510 lines 2&3. The
definition of ADVANCE is inconsistent or broken even.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the intent of this field is to reposition the location at which the next character read from the document
(in its lexical order) is displayed; to clarify this, the following text will be added to Part 4, §2.16.5.3, page 1,509,
lines 10–12:
Description: When text within a document is rendered, each character is typically displayed immediately
following the previous piece of content (another character, an image, etc.), according to the lexical order of the
underlying WordprocessingML. The presence of this field mMoves the starting point of at which text the text
that lexically follows the field is displayed to the right or left, up or down, or to a specific horizontal or vertical
position. It does not affect the display of other run content (e.g. images).The switches used by this field can
cause text to overlap. Text will not display if it is moved to the previous or next page, or beyond the print
margins of the current page.
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Response 154
Comment ID

GB-0253
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.16
[p1524 definition
of calenda
Paragraph: -

GB-0273
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.7
[p1690]
Paragraph: -

US-0044
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Various calendars (the Saka Era, the Gregorian calendar, and
the Lunar/Hijri calendar) are mentioned in the specification
without a reference to a definition of those calendars. This is
particularly serious for the Gregorian calendar here, because
the specification doesn't make clear what sort of Gregorian
calendar it is (and calendars such as GregorianXLitEnglish are
mentioned elsewhere in the specification).

Proposed change: Provide a
reference to the formal definition of
those calendars used within the
specification.

Various calendars are mentioned in the specification (Saka
Era, Taiwan, Gregorian, GregorianXLitEnglish, etc.) without a
reference to a definition of those calendars.

Proposed change: Provide a
reference to the formal definition of
those calendars used within the
specification.

ISO 860: The term ―Gregorian‖ calendar is used 44 times
(upper and lower case) in Part 4 without any citation to
ISO/IEC 8601, which defines the ISO standard for dates and
times, as well as the Gregorian calendar. It is not clear if the
use of the term ―Gregorian‖ calendar is consistent with the
definition given in ISO/IEC 8601.

The DIS should define the term
―Gregorian‖ calendar, with preference
being given to referring to ISO/IEC
8601 and to documenting exceptions
from that standard, as necessary.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to provide this information, references will be added to define each of the calendars described. The
following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §2.18.7, page 1,690, line 20 through page 1,691, line 2:
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values are supported for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

gregorian (Gregorian)

Specifies that the Gregorian calendar (ISO 8601,
§3.2.1) shall be used.
This calendar may should be localized into the
appropriate language as desired.

gregorianXlitEnglish (Gregorian transliterated
English)

Specifies that the Gregorian transliterated English
calendar (ISO 8601, §3.2.1) shall be used.
The values for this calendar should be the
representation of the English strings in the
corresponding Arabic characters (the Arabic
transliteration of the English for the Gregorian
calendar).

gregorianXlitFrench (Gregorian transliterated French)

Specifies that the Gregorian transliterated French
calendar (ISO 8601, §3.2.1) shall be used.
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Enumeration Value

Description
The values for this calendar should be the
representation of the French strings in the
corresponding Arabic characters (the Arabic
transliteration of the French for the Gregorian
calendar).

hebrew (Hebrew)

Specifies that the Hebrew lunar calendar, as described
by the Gauss formula for Passover (Har'El 2005) and
The Complete Restatement of Oral Law (Mishneh
Torah) (Maimon n.d.), shall be used.

hijri (Hijri)

Specifies that the Hijri lunar calendar, as described by
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic
Affairs, Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance (Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic Affairs,
Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance n.d.), shall be
used.

japan (Japanese Emperor Era)

Specifies that the Japanese Emperor Era calendar, as
described by Japanese Industrial Standard JIS X 0301,
shall be used.

korea (Korean Tangun Era)

Specifies that the Korean Tangun Era calendar, as
described by Korean Law Enactment No. 4 (Korean
Law Enactment No. 4 1961), shall be used.

saka (Saka Era)

Specifies that the Saka Era calendar, as described by
the Calendar Reform Committee of India, as part of
the Indian Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (Calendar
Reform Committee 1957), shall be used.

taiwan (Taiwan)

Specifies that the Taiwanese calendar, as defined by
the Chinese National Standard CNS 7648 (Bureau of
Standards, Metrology and Inspection of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs n.d.), shall be used.

thai (Thai)

Specifies that the Thai calendar, as defined by the
Royal Decree of H.M. King Vajiravudh (Rama VI) in
Royal Gazette B. E. 2456 (1913 A.D.) and by the decree
of Prime Minister Phibunsongkhram (1941 A.D.) to
start the year on the Gregorian January 1 and to map
year zero to Gregorian year 543 B.C., shall be used.

Referenced By
calendar@val (§2.5.2.3)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
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2. To the Normative References clause:
Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, CNS 7648: Data Elements
and Interchange Formats -- Information Interchange -- Representation of Dates and Times.
Calendar Reform Committee, Indian Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. 1957.
Har'El, Zvi, Gauss Formula for the Julian Date of Passover. Deptartment of Mathematics, Technion, Israel Institue
of Technology, Haifa 32000, Isreal, 2005, 6.
ISO 8601:2004, Data elements and interchange formats -- Information interchange -- Representation of dates
and times.
Japanese Industrial Standard, JIS X 0301: Data elements and interchange formats -- Information interchange -Representation of dates and times. Japan, 2002.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance.
Korean Law Enactment No. 4, 1961.
Maimon, Rabbi Moshe ben, Complete Restatement of the Oral Law (Mishneh Torah).
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Response 155
Comment ID

GB-0626
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_CalendarTyp
e
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_CalendarType is defined in sml.xsd and in wml.xsd. In the
former, it allows values none, gregorianUs,
gregorianMeFrench, and gregorianMeArabic that are not
present in the latter. In the latter, it allows the value saka not
present in the former. All sections of a standard should support
the same calendars.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Combine the valid calendar
types into a single definition of valid
calendars.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the schema files will be updated as suggested. This will affect wml.xsd; sml.xsd; as well as Part 4 clauses
3.18.5 and 2.18.7. The following changes will be made to sml.xsd and wml.xsd:
1. Sml.xsd
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_CalendarType">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Calendar Type</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="none">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>No Calendar
Type</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorian">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianUs">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian (U.S.)
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="japan">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Japanese Emperor Era
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="taiwan">
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<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Taiwan Era
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="korea">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Korean Tangun Era
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="hijri">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Hijri (Arabic Lunar)
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="thai">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Thai Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="hebrew">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Hebrew (Lunar)
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianMeFrench">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian Middle East French
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianArabic">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian Arabic
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianXlitEnglish">
<xsd:annotation>
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<xsd:documentation>Gregorian Transliterated English
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianXlitFrench">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian Transliterated French
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="saka">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Saka Era</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>

2. Wml.xsd
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_CalendarType">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Calendar Types</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorian">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="hijri">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Hijri</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="hebrew">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Hebrew</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="taiwan">
<xsd:annotation>
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<xsd:documentation>Taiwan</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="japan">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Japanese Emperor
Era</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="thai">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Thai</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="korea">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Korean Tangun
Era</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="saka">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Saka Era</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianXlitEnglish">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian transliterated
English</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianXlitFrench">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian transliterated
French</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="none">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>No Calendar
Type</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
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<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianUs">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian (U.S.)
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianMeFrench">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian Middle East French
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="gregorianArabic">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Gregorian Arabic
Calendar</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 156
Comment ID

GB-0624
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_AlgType
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_AlgType is defined in wml.xsd and in pmlpresentation.xsd. In the former, it allows value typeAny. In the
latter, it allows values typeAny and invalid. It is unclear why it
is legal to specify an invalid algorithm, and no behaviour is
specified if an invalid algorithm is provided.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Rationalize on the former

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this simple type should be defined consistently in both of the password hashing descriptions.
Before providing the proposed disposition, it should be noted that based on multiple national body comments,
the current hashing mechanism and all of its attributes will be deprecated in favor of a new mechanism which
utilizes only well-accepted hashing algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove this simple type from its current
location in the specification (Part 4, §2.18.2, pages 1,630-1,631 and Part 4, §4.8.2, pages 3,166-3,167), and place
them into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
Within the deprecated hashing mechanism, the following changes will be made to ensure that, although
deprecated, this mechanism is fully defined:
Part 4, §2.18.2, page 1,630, lines 9–17:
[Note: Omitting this attribute is logically equivalent to assigning it the value custom. end note]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

custom (Custom Algorithm)

Specifies that a custom algorithm type, specified
within the parent element’s algIdExt attribute,
generated the hash value.

typeAny (Any Predefined Type)

Specifies that any one of the predefined type of
cryptographic algorithms, specified by the parent
element’s cryptAlgorithmSid attribute, generated the
hash valuetype may be used.
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Referenced By
documentProtection@cryptAlgorithmType (§2.15.1.28); writeProtection@cryptAlgorithmType (§2.15.1.94)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_AlgType">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="typeAny"/>
<enumeration value="custom"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Part 4, §4.8.2, page 3,166, lines 7–17:
[Note: Omitting this attribute is logically equivalent to assigning it the value custom. end note]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

invalid custom (Invalid Custom Algorithm Type)

Specifies that a custom algorithm type, specified
within the parent element’s algIdExt attribute,
generated the hash valueAn invalid algorithm type is
used.

typeAny (Any Predefined Algorithm Type)

Specifies that one of the predefined cryptographic
algorithms, specified by the parent element’s
cryptAlgorithmSid attribute, generated the hash
valueAny algorithm type is used.

Referenced By
modifyVerifier@cryptAlgorithmType (§4.3.1.17)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_AlgType">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="typeAny"/>
<enumeration value="invalidcustom"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 157
Comment ID

GB-0625
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_AlgClass
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_AlgClass is defined in wml.xsd and in pmlpresentation.xsd. In the former, it allows value hash. In the
latter, it allows values hash and invalid. It is unclear why it is
legal to specify an invalid algorithm class, and no behaviour is
specified if an invalid algorithm is provided..

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Rationalize on the former

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this simple type should be defined consistently in both of the password hashing descriptions.
Before providing the proposed disposition, it should be noted that based on multiple national body comments,
the current hashing mechanism and all of its attributes will be deprecated in favour of a new mechanism which
utilizes only well-accepted hashing algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove this simple type from its current
location in the specification (Part 4, §2.18.1, pages 1,629 and Part 4, §4.8.1, pages 3,165), and place it into a new
annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
Within the deprecated hashing mechanism, the following changes will be made to ensure that, although
deprecated, this mechanism is fully defined:
Part 4, §2.18.1, page 1,629, lines 16–24:
[Note: Omitting this attribute is logically equivalent to assigning it the value custom. end note]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

hash (Hashing)

Specifies that the algorithm is a hashing function,
which creates a hash value for user-supplied input that
is very difficult to reverse-engineer.

custom (Custom Algorithm)

Specifies that a custom algorithm class, specified
within the parent element’s algIdExt attribute,
generated the hash value.
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Referenced By
documentProtection@cryptAlgorithmClass (§2.15.1.28); writeProtection@cryptAlgorithmClass (§2.15.1.94)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_AlgClass">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="hash"/>
<enumeration value="custom"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Part 4, §4.8.1, page 3,165, lines 15–24:
[Note: Omitting this attribute is logically equivalent to assigning it the value custom. end note]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

hash (Hash Algorithm Class)

A hash class algorithm is used.

invalid custom (Custom Algorithm Invalid Algorithm
Class)

Specifies that a custom algorithm class, specified
within the parent element’s algIdExt attribute,
generated the hash value An algorithm with an invalid
class is used.

Referenced By
modifyVerifier@cryptAlgorithmClass (§4.3.1.17)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_AlgClass">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="hash"/>
<enumeration value="invalidcustom"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 158
Comment ID

GB-0627
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_ColorScheme
Index
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_ColorSchemeIndex is defined in wml.xsd and in dmlbaseStylesheet.xsd. In the former, it allows values dark1,
light1, etc. hyperlink and followedHyperlink. In the latter, it
allows values dk1, lt1, etc. hlink and folHlink.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Rationalize to the former.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this could lead to confusion given the use of the same simple type name but different allowed values.
We propose the following changes to wml.xsd:
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Theme Color Reference</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
…
<xsd:complexType name="CT_ColorSchemeMapping">
<xsd:attribute name="bg1" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Background 1 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="t1" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Text 1 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="bg2" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Background 2 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="t2" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Text 2 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="accent1" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Accent 1 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
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</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="accent2" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Accent 2 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="accent3" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Accent3 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="accent4" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Accent4 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="accent5" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Accent5 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="accent6" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Accent6 Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="hyperlink" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Hyperlink Theme Color Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="followedHyperlink" type="ST_WmlColorSchemeIndex">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Followed Hyperlink Theme Color
Mapping</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:attribute>
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 159
Comment ID

GB-0628
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_CryptProv
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_CryptProv is defined in wml.xsd and in pmlpresentation.xsd. In the latter it allows the value "invalid". It is
unclear why it is legal to specify an invalid cryptographic
provide, and no behaviour is specified if an invalid provider is
provided. In addition, in the former, the rsaFull value is
described as "Any provider" rather than "RSA Full Encryption
Scheme" as it is in the latter..

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Remove "invalid" as a value.
Correct the documentation in the
schema

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this simple type should be defined consistently in both of the password hashing descriptions.
Before providing the proposed disposition, it should be noted that based on multiple national body comments,
the current hashing mechanism and all of its attributes will be deprecated in favour of a new mechanism which
utilizes only well-accepted hashing algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove this simple type from its current
location in the specification (Part 4, §2.18.14, pages 1,699–1,700 and Part 4, §4.8.4, pages 3,167), and place it
into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
Within the deprecated hashing mechanism, the following changes will be made to ensure that, although
deprecated, this mechanism is fully defined:

Part 4, §2.18.14, page 1,699, line 20 through page 1,700, line 9:
[Note: Omitting this attribute is logically equivalent to assigning it the value custom. end note]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

custom (Custom Algorithm)

Specifies that a custom algorithm type, specified
within the parent element’s algIdExt attribute,
generated the hash value.

rsaAES (AES Provider)

Specifies that the provider shall support the Advanced
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Enumeration Value

Description
Encryption Algorithm standard.

rsaFull (Any Provider)

Specifies that any suitable provider shall be used.

Referenced By
documentProtection@cryptProviderType (§2.15.1.28); writeProtection@cryptProviderType (§2.15.1.94)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_CryptProv">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="custom"/>
<enumeration value="rsaAES"/>
<enumeration value="rsaFull"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Part 4, §4.8.4, page 3,167, lines 15–25:
[Note: Omitting this attribute is logically equivalent to assigning it the value custom. end note]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

invalid custom (Custom Algorithm Invalid Encryption
Scheme)

Specifies that a custom algorithm scheme, specified
within the parent element’s algIdExt attribute,
generated the hash value Invalid Encryption scheme
provided.

rsaAES (RSA AES Encryption SchemeProvider)

Specifies that the provider shall support the Advanced
Encryption Algorithm standard.

rsaFull (RSA Full Encryption SchemeAny Provider)

Specifies that any suitable provider shall be used.

Referenced By
modifyVerifier@cryptProviderType (§4.3.1.17)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_CryptProv">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="rsaAES"/>
<enumeration value="rsaFull"/>
<enumeration value="invalidcustom"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 160
Comment ID

GB-0629
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_HorizontalAli
gnment
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_HorizontalAlignment is defined in sml.xsd and dmldiagramTypes.xsd. In the former, it takes values "left", "right",
"center". In the latter, it takes values "l", "r", "ctr". Terminology
should be consistent within a standard.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Change "l", "r" and "ctr" in the
latter to match the "left", "right", "center"
values in the former.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this may cause confusion, therefore the schemas will be modified to make it clear that these two simple
types are not the same and remove any chance for confusion.
The following changes will be made to dml-diagramTypes.xsd
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_DiagramHorizontalAlignment" final="restriction">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Horizontal Alignment</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:token">
<xsd:enumeration value="l">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Left</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="ctr">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Center</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="r">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Right</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="none">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>None</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>

And the following change will be made to dml-diagramDefinitions.xsd:
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<xsd:simpleType name="ST_ParameterVal">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Parameter Values</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:union memberTypes="ST_DiagramHorizontalAlignment ST_VerticalAlignment
ST_ChildDirection ST_ChildAlignment ST_SecondaryChildAlignment ST_LinearDirection
ST_SecondaryLinearDirection ST_StartingElement ST_BendPoint ST_ConnectorRouting
ST_ArrowheadStyle ST_ConnectorDimension ST_RotationPath ST_CenterShapeMapping
ST_NodeHorizontalAlignment ST_NodeVerticalAlignment ST_FallbackDimension
ST_TextDirection ST_PyramidAccentPosition ST_PyramidAccentTextMargin
ST_TextBlockDirection ST_TextAnchorHorizontal ST_TextAnchorVertical
ST_TextAlignment ST_AutoTextRotation ST_GrowDirection ST_FlowDirection
ST_ContinueDirection ST_Breakpoint ST_Offset ST_HierarchyAlignment xsd:int
xsd:double xsd:boolean xsd:string ST_ConnectorPoint" />
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 161
Comment ID

GB-0631
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_TextAlignmen
t
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_TextAlignment is defined in wml.xsd and dmldiagramTypes.xsd. In the former, it takes values "left", "right",
"center". In the latter, it takes values "l", "r", "ctr". Terminology
should be consistent within a standard..

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Change "l", "r" and "ctr" in the
latter to match the "left", "right", "center"
values in the former

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this may cause confusion, therefore the schemas will be modified to make it clear that these two simple
types are not the same and remove any chance for confusion.
dml-diagramDefinition.xsd will be modified as follows:
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_DiagramTextAlignment" final="restriction">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Text Alignment</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:token">
<xsd:enumeration value="l">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Left</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="ctr">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Center</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="r">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Right</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
dml-diagramDefinition.xsd will be modified as follows:
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_ParameterVal">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Parameter Values</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
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<xsd:union memberTypes="ST_HorizontalAlignment ST_VerticalAlignment
ST_ChildDirection ST_ChildAlignment ST_SecondaryChildAlignment
ST_LinearDirection ST_SecondaryLinearDirection ST_StartingElement ST_BendPoint
ST_ConnectorRouting ST_ArrowheadStyle ST_ConnectorDimension ST_RotationPath
ST_CenterShapeMapping ST_NodeHorizontalAlignment ST_NodeVerticalAlignment
ST_FallbackDimension ST_TextDirection ST_PyramidAccentPosition
ST_PyramidAccentTextMargin ST_TextBlockDirection ST_TextAnchorHorizontal
ST_TextAnchorVertical ST_DiagramTextAlignment ST_AutoTextRotation
ST_GrowDirection ST_FlowDirection ST_ContinueDirection ST_Breakpoint ST_Offset
ST_HierarchyAlignment xsd:int xsd:double xsd:boolean xsd:string
ST_ConnectorPoint" />
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 162
Comment ID

GB-0632
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_TrueFalseBla
nk
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_TrueFalseBlank is defined in vml-officeDrawing.xsd and
vml-spreadsheetDrawing.xsd. In vml-officeDrawing, it takes
values "true" and "false" (among others). In vmlspreadsheetDrawing, these values must be "True" or "False".
Terminology should be consistent within a standard.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Change "True" and "False" in
the latter to "true" and "false".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the VML section has been deprecated in the responses to CA-0076, CL-0025, CL-0206, CO-0076, CO0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0150, DK-0155,
FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, and ZA-0016.
While VML is being deprecated, it is still present in the spec for transitional purposes. We will update the VML
schemas to provide consistency on this simple type as follows:
vml-spreadsheetDrawing.xsd
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_TrueFalseBlank">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Boolean Value with Blank State</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="True">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical True</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="true">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical True</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="t">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical True</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="False">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
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<xsd:enumeration value="false">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="f">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Blank - Default Value</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>

vml-officeDrawing.xsd
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_TrueFalseBlank">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Boolean Value with Blank [False] State</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Blank – Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="t">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical True</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="f">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="true">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical True</xsd:documentation>
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</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="false">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="True">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical True</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="False">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Logical False</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 163
Comment ID

GB-0633
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_TwipsMeasur
e
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_TwipsMeasure is defined in shared-math.xsd and wml.xsd.
In the former, it is an xsd:unsignedInt. In the latter, it is an
ST_UnsignedDecimalNumber, which maps to an
xsd:unsignedLong. The same type name should not have
different ranges in different parts of the specification.

Proposed change by the MB
. Remedy: Change ST_TwipsMeasure
to use xsd:unsignedLong throughout

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; these simple types should be consistent. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.3.16, page 5,101, line 10:
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema unsignedIntunsignedLong datatype.
Part 4, §7.1.3.16, page 5,101, line 13 and in shared-math.xsd:
<simpleType name="ST_TwipsMeasure">
<restriction base="xsd:unsignedLongInt"/>
</simpleType>
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Response 164
Comment ID

GB-0634
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_VerticalAlign
ment
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

ST_VerticalAlignment is defined in sml-styles.xsd and in dmldiagramTypes.xsd. In the former, it can be top, center or
bottom (among other values). In the latter, these are "t", "mid"
or "b". Terminology should be consistent within a standard.

Remedy: Change the latter to use "top",
"center" and "bottom" in place of "t",
"mid" and "b".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will make the following changes to dml-diagramTypes.xsd:
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_VerticalAlignment" final="restriction">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Vertical Alignment</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:token">
<xsd:enumeration value="top">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Top</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="center">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Center</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="bottom">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Bottom</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="t">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Top</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="mid">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Middle</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="b">
<xsd:annotation>
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<xsd:documentation>Bottom</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="none">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>None</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 165
Comment ID

GB-0635
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
ST_YAlign
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
ST_YAlign is defined in shared-math.xsd and wml.xsd. In the
former, it allows the value "bot". In the latter, the
corresponding value is "bottom". Terminology should be
consistent within a standard.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: Change the former to use
"bottom".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will make the following change to shared-math.xsd:
<xsd:simpleType name="ST_YAlign">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Vertical Alignment</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="top">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Top</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="center">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Center (Function)</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
<xsd:enumeration value="bottom">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Bottom Alignment</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:enumeration>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 166
Comment ID

CL-0123
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.5
AUTONUM
Paragraph: page
1512, lines 11-12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should avoid deprecated parts.
Why cannot legacy documents, when converted to OOXML,
be modifed to use the LISTNUM field? Can't LISTNUM
represent everything that AUTONUM can? If not, why can't we
then extend the capabilities of LISTNUM so it handles all of
the functionality needed?
The issue is that having two different ways of accomplishing
the same thing creates extra burdens for OOXML consuming
applications, without any benefit to the user or the vendor. It is
just extra work.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove AUTONUM

This is a general theme. Compatibility with legacy documents
does not require that OOXML be identical to every option of
the legacy format, but just that there must be a mapping.
According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

Remove all references to AUTONUM
from the OOXML text and make sure
LISTITEM includes all functionality
necessary. The transforming
application must handle the conversion.

According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

Review 'AUTONUM' in the context of
'LISTNUM'. Deprecated content shall
not be part of the specification

Clause: Part 4
section 2.16.5.5
Paragraph: Page
1512 line 11-12

According to the text this element is not expected to be used,
since the recommendation is to use the element LISTNUM
(2.16.5.40),
for this reason there should be no need to include the element
in the specification, as the field is just a ―place holder‖ for
legacy reason to older version of Microsoft Office file formats

It appears that LISTNUM includes the
same as AUTONUM why the latter
seems superfluous.

FR-0168

According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A new Remove all references to AUTONUM
standard should not contain deprecated parts.
from the OOXML text.

CO-0122
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.5
Paragraph:
1512(1519){1112}

DE-0040
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.5
Paragraph: page
1512, lines 11-12

DK-0120

Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.5
AUTONUM
Paragraph: page
1512, lines 11-12

GB-0246
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.5
[p1512, 11-12]
Paragraph: -

GR-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.5
Paragraph: page
1512, lines 11-12

KE-0030
Clause: Part 4,

According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

Proposed change: Remove all
references to AUTONUM from the
OOXML text.

According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

Remove all references to AUTONUM
from the OOXML text.

According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

More information supporting the use of
AUTONUM is required
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.16.5.5
Paragraph: page
1512, lines 11-12

US-0107
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.5
Paragraph: page
1512, lines 11-12

According to the text, the AUTONUM field is deprecated. A
new standard should not contain deprecated parts.

Remove all references to AUTONUM
from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Ideally, the standard should not contain deprecated parts; however, we believe that removing this field is not in
the best interests of compatibility with existing legacy documents (as documents with these fields already exist).
Accordingly, we will remove the field in question from its current location (Part 4, §2.16.5.5, page 1512), and
place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 167
Comment ID

CL-0143
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

CO-0151
Clause: Part 4,
3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

DK-0056
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17
Paragraph:
Starting on page
2507

FR-0426
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Formulas
Paragraph: -

GB-0359
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17
[p2507...,
throughout]
Paragraph: -

GR-0102
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

IE-0008
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
Paragraph: -

US-0047
Clause: Part 4,
various
predefined
functions
Paragraph: -

US-0172
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Many of the financial functions rely on a ―date count basis‖
value that is not defined in this standard. Without this level of
definition implementors will not be able to evaluate these
functions.

Provide a full definition of ―day count
basis‖, in particular with respect to
treatment of leap years and leap days.

Many of the financial functions rely on a ―date count basis‖
value that is not defined in this standard. Without this level of
definition implementors will not be able to evaluate these
functions (e.g. page 2534(2541) ―basis‖, 2535(2542) ―basis‖) .

Provide a full definition of ―day count
basis‖, in particular with respect to
treatment of leap years and leap days.

Several financial functions depends on the accuracy of the
―day count basis‖ value, which is not defined in the
specification. Potential implementers would need a consistent
definition of this ―value‖ to produce an accurate and uniform
implementation of these functions.
The absence of a definition could mean, that different
implementation could deliver different results, providing the
same input, this would mean, that there is no compatibility
between different implementation of the specification.

Unambiguous definition of day count
basis is necessary. ISO/IEC 15022
and part 4 3.17.4.

Many of the financial functions rely on a ―day count basis‖ value Provide a full definition of ―day count
that is not defined in this standard. Without this level of
basis‖, in particular with respect to
definition implementors will not be able to evaluate these
treatment of leap years and leap days.
functions.

Many of the financial functions rely on a ―day count basis‖
value that is not defined in this standard. Without this level of
definition implementors will not be able to evaluate these
functions

Proposed change: Provide a full
definition of ―day count basis‖, in
particular with respect to treatment of
leap years and leap days.

Many of the financial functions rely on a ―date count basis‖
value that is not defined in this standard. Without this level of
definition implementors will not be able to evaluate these
functions.

Provide a full definition of ―day count
basis‖, in particular with respect to
treatment of leap years and leap days.

Many of the financial functions (e.g. ACCRINT Part 4, Section
3.17.7.2) depend on a "day count basis" flag, to denote use of
US (NASD) 30/360, Actual/Actual, Actual/360, Actual/365,
European 30/360. These represent various conventions for
how days and months are counted. However, the DIS does
not define these conventions, nor does it point to an authority
for their definition.

The specification should be changed to
define the day count basis for financial
functions.

Actual: The term ―Actual‖ and ―actual‖ are used without
definition in predefined functions. For example, in 3.17.7.2
ACCRINT and 3.17.7.348 YEARFRAC. The term ―Actual‖
appears some 80 times in predefined functions. Since this is a
date calculation, it is assumed that for some date systems, the
results will be undefined for some applications.

The meaning of date-count bases (such
as Actual, Actual/360, Actual/365, and
European 30/360) should be defined
for all predefined functions and the date
systems for which they are valid.

Many of the financial functions rely on a ―date count basis‖
value that is not defined in this standard. Without this level of

Provide a full definition of ―day count
basis‖, in particular with respect to
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Comment ID
Section 3.17
Paragraph:
throughout

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
definition implementors will not be able to evaluate these
functions.

Proposed change by the MB
treatment of leap years and leap days.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the “day count basis” is used in various places without being clearly defined. The function
definitions in which it appears are:



























§3.17.7.2, page 2,534: ACCRINT()
§3.17.7.3, page 2,535: ACCRINTM()
§3.17.7.7, page 2,538: AMORDEGRC
§3.17.7.8, page 2,540: AMORLINC
§3.17.7.57, page 2,583: COUPDAYBS()
§3.17.7.58, page 2,584: COUPDAYS()
§3.17.7.59, page 2,585: COUPDAYSNC()
§3.17.7.60, page 2,586: COUPNCD()
§3.17.7.61, page 2,587: COUPNUM()
§3.17.7.62, page 2,588: COUPPCD()
§3.17.7.91, page 2,616–2,617: DISC()
§3.17.7.101, page 2,624: DURATION()
§3.17.7.170, page 2,680: INTRATE
§3.17.7.206, page 2,708: MDURATION()
§3.17.7.238, page 2,735: ODDFPRICE()
§3.17.7.239, page 2,736: ODDFYIELD()
§3.17.7.240, page 2,737: ODDLPRICE()
§3.17.7.241, page 2,739: ODDLYIELD()
§3.17.7.254, page 2,750: PRICE()
§3.17.7.255, page 2,751: PRICEDISC()
§3.17.7.256, page 2,752–2,753: PRICEMAT()
§3.17.7.268, page 2,762: RECEIVED()
§3.17.7.348, page 2,826: YEARFRAC
§3.17.7.349, page 2,828: YIELD()
§3.17.7.350, page 2,829: YIELDDISC()
§3.17.7.351, page 2,829: YIELDMAT

The table row which appears in each of these functions will be modified to read:
Name
basis

Type
number

Description
The truncated integer type of day count basis to use, as
follows:
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Name

Type

Description
Value

Day Count Basis

0 or omitted

US (NASD) 30/360. This
uses 30 days a month
for a total of 360 days
a year.
Assumes that each
month has 30 days and
the total number of
days in the year is 360
by making the
following adjustments:
 If the date is 28
or 29 February,
it is adjusted to
30 February.
 For months
with 31 days, if
the first date
has a day value
of 31, the date
is converted to
day 30. If the
second date
has a day value
of 31, it is
changed to 30
days as long as
the first date
was not 28 or
29 February, in
which case it
does not
change.

1

Actual/actual. The
actual number of days
between the two dates
are counted. If the
date range includes the
date 29 February, the
year is 366 days;
otherwise it is 365
days.

2

Actual/360. Similar to
Basis 1, but only has
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Name

Type

Description
360 days per year.
3

Actual/365. Similar to
Basis 1, but always has
365 days per year.

4

European 30/360. The
European method for
starting and ending
dates that occur on the
31st of the month.
[Example: If the
starting or ending date
is the 31st of a month,
it then becomes equal
to the thirtieth of the
same month. end
example]
The European method
for adjusting day
counts. Assumes that
each month has 30
days and the total
number of days in the
year is 360 by making
the following
adjustments:
 If the date is 28
or 29 February,
it is adjusted to
30 February.
 For months
with 31 days,
all dates with a
day value of 31
are changed to
day 30,
including 28
and 29
February.
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Response 168
Comment ID

CL-0146
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 6, 7 &
9

FR-0177
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2522, lines 6, 7 &
9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text says, "Numerous functions take as arguments one or
more serial values or strings representing dates and/or times."
However, the supported string forms which can represent
dates and/or times is not specified.
It should be noted that there are many different possible
date/time representations in English and even more when
other languages are taken into account, So lacking definition
in this area will prevent interoperability,

The request remains that OOXML
define the string forms of dates and
times. What forms are allowed?
Interoperability between different
OOXML applications will suffer greatly
if the lexical form of times and dates
are not fully defined.
It should be appreciated that the use of
ISO 8601 would have made this
unnecessary.

There is a contradiction between the definition of dates and
times in SpreadsheetML as stated on lines 6&7 and the string
representation introduced at line 9.

Clarify the exact format of dates and
times.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the specification should be clearer in this regard. The string forms that can represent dates
and/or times are defined in another subclause of the specification. We will make the following change to Part 4,
§3.17.4 page 2,522, line 11:
Numerous functions take as arguments one or more serial values or strings representing dates and/or times.
Functions that care only about the date shall ignore any time information that is provided. Functions that care
only about the time shall ignore any date information that is provided. Information on the serial values that
represent dates and times can be found in §3.17.4.1 and §3.17.4.2. Information on the string formats that can
represent dates and times can be found in §3.8.30 and §3.8.31.
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Response 169
Comment ID

CL-0148
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

CO-0158
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.6.7
Paragraph:
2529(2536)

DK-0034
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: Page
2529 line 29

FR-0439
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.6.7
Dates and Times
Paragraph: page
2529, line 29

GB-0366
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.6.7 [29]
Paragraph: -

GB-0369
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.6.7
[p2529, 29]
Paragraph: -

GR-0099
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

IN-0071
Clause: 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

US-0169
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.6.7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as
accurately as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is
untestable. Further, ―as accurately as possible‖ may entail the
use of codes such as arbitrary precision arithmetic, etc. which
would have large performance penalties.

State the minimum precision required.

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as
accurately as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is
untestable.

State the minimum precision required.

The phrase ― as accurate as possible‖ more implies a hope
than a request. It is ambiguously and should come with a
precise description, which accuracy is need, Is it fine if it is
within the same century, only a 10-year spread or do we
require sub-second accuracy
Accuracy usually depends on the context, and the application

Specify the minimum precision
requirements

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as accurately State the minimum precision required.
as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is untestable.
Further, ―as accurately as possible‖ may entail the use of codes
such as arbitrary precision arithmetic, etc. which would have
large performance penalties.

The phrase "as accurately as possible" is ambiguous and
should not be used in a standard. This phrase suggests that
the points raised in reference to 13.17.4.2 [24-25] are
significant and that it is not possible to accurately move from
the decimal representation of time to an XML processible one.

Define the bounds of accuracy
precisely.

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as
accurately as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is
untestable. Further, ―as accurately as possible‖ may entail the
use of codes such as arbitrary precision arithmetic, etc. which
would have large performance penalties.

Proposed change: State the minimum
precision required.

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as
accurately as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is
untestable. Further, ―as accurately as possible‖ may entail the
use of codes such as arbitrary precision arithmetic, etc. which
would have large performance penalties.

State the minimum precision required.

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as
accurately as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is
untestable. Further, ―as accurately as possible‖ may entail the
use of codes such as arbitrary precision arithmetic, etc. which
would have large performance penalties.

State the minimum precision required

This calls for the date serial number to be stored, ―as
accurately as possible‖. This requirement is not precise and is
untestable. Further, ―as accurately as possible‖ may entail the
use of codes such as arbitrary precision arithmetic, etc. which
would have large performance penalties.

State the minimum precision required.
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Proposed Disposition
We agree;
The following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.6.7, page 2,529, line 29:
As a date and/or time is represented by a number, a date/time serial value shall be stored in XML as the
unformatted text form of that number (according to the lexical representation of numeric values given in §
3.17.5.3), as accurately as possible.
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Response 170
Comment ID

FR-0530
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.2
Time
Representation
Paragraph: page
2523, lines 22-23

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Page 2523 lines 22&23 state that 'The time component of a
serial value ranges in value from 0–0.99999999, and
represents times from 0:00:00 (12:00:00 AM) to 23:59:59
(11:59:59 P.M.), respectively.', while line 32 states that
'TIMEVALUE("23:59:59") results in the serial value
0.9999884…'. This leaves us with a contradiction relative to the
representation of 23:59:59, unless serial values and times are
not related by a bijection, which would have important
consequences on the time representation for OOXML, and
would deserve further clarification.

Resolve the contradiction and clarify the
time representation in OOXML.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that these two lines in the specification lead to confusion around the representation of certain times specifically in the representation of 23:59:59. As such, we propose the following change to Part 4, §3.17.4.2
page 2,523, line 22:
The time component of a serial value ranges in value from 0–0.99999999, and represents times from the instant
starting 0:00:00 (12:00:00 AM) to the last instant of 23:59:59 (11:59:59 P.M.), respectively.
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Response 171
Comment ID

CO-0019

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

www.contoso.com points to the Microsoft Office website

Use a neutral example

www.contoso.com points to the Microsoft Office website

Use a neutral example

www.contoso.com points to the Microsoft Office website

Use a neutral example

The address at www.contoso.com points to the Microsoft
Office product page.

Use a neutral example.

References to www.contoso.com should be replaced with
references to generic www.example.com.

Proposed change: Do not refer to a
Microsoft internal beta site for an
unannounced product.

Another reference to the contoso internal microsoft beta test
software (also at 7.5.2.1 and 8.2.1).

Proposed change: Remove all
references to contoso throughout the
standard.

Bullets in table that list some URLs are not consistently styled.
They also contain a reference to Contoso again.

Proposed change: Correct the URLs
and the presentation styling.

Clause: Part 3,
2.6.2
Paragraph:
22(34){3}

CO-0020
Clause: Part 3,
2.6.2
Paragraph:
22(34){13}

CO-0021
Clause: Part 3,
2.6.2
Paragraph:
22(34){26}

CO-0236
Clause: Part 4,
7.5.2.1
Paragraph:
5140(5220)

GB-0447
Clause: Part 4,
Page 22 [3]
Paragraph: -

GB-0469
Clause: Part 4,
Page 1246 [15]
Paragraph: -

GB-0474
Clause: Part 4,
[Page 5142 [9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
1. In the text throughout Part 4:
Contoso.com example.com
2. The style, as well as the contents, of the following bullet in Part 4, §7.5.2.2, page 5,142, line 9 will be
changed:


http://www.example.com/schema1
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Response 172
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This function is ambiguous. Is it asking for a lexical, character
by character conversion to lowercase? Or for a whole-word
conversion? For example, Greek capital Sigma has two lower
case forms, one reserved for use as the terminal letter in a
word. As written, it is not clear whether this function should be
implemented to take that into consideration or not.

Clarify what it means to convert to
lower case.

This function is ambiguous. Is it asking for a lexical, character
by character conversion to lowercase? Or for a whole-word
conversion? For example, Greek capital Sigma has two lower
case forms, one reserved for use as the terminal letter in a
word. As written, it is not clear whether this function should be
implemented to take that into consideration or not.

Clarify what it means to convert to
lower case.

This function is ambiguous. Is it asking for a lexical, character
by character conversion to lowercase? Or for a whole-word
conversion? For example, Greek capital Sigma has two lower
case forms, one reserved for use as the terminal letter in a
word. As written, it is not clear whether this function should be
implemented to take that into consideration or not.

Clarify what it means to convert to lower
case.

This function is ambiguous. Is it asking for a lexical, character
by character conversion to lowercase? Or for a whole-word
conversion? For example, Greek capital Sigma has two lower
case forms, one reserved for use as the terminal letter in a
word. As written, it is not clear whether this function should be
implemented to take that into consideration or not.

Proposed change: Clarify what it
means to convert to lower case.

This function is ambiguous. Is it asking for a lexical, character
by character conversion to lowercase? Or for a whole-word
conversion? For example, Greek capital Sigma has two lower
case forms, one reserved for use as the terminal letter in a
word. As written, it is not clear whether this function should be
implemented to take that into consideration or not.

Clarify what it means to convert to
lower case.

CL-0150
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.201
Paragraph:
LOWER

CO-0194
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.201
Paragraph:
LOWER
2704(2111)

FR-0471
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.201
LOWER
Paragraph: page
2704, line 4

Proposed change by the MB

GB-0414
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.201
[LOWER]
Paragraph: -

US-0211
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.201
Paragraph:
LOWER

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.201, page 2,704, lines 4 and 7:
3.17.7.201 LOWER
Description: Makes a lowercase version of string by doing a character-by-character conversion of string to
lowercase, except as noted below.
[Note: The conversion of characters in string is not dependent on position/context of the character within the
string, except as noted below. end note]
Arguments:
Name
string

Type
Text

Description
Designates the string to be converted.
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Return Type and Value: text – The lowercase version of string after doing a character-by-character conversion
to lowercase. However, there is one exception; when Σ is found in a word-final position, it is converted to ς
instead of σ.
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Response 173
Comment ID

CL-0152
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.207
Paragraph:
MEDIAN

CO-0196
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.207
Paragraph:
MEDIAN
2709(2716)

FR-0474
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.207
MEDIAN
Paragraph: page
2709, line 18

GB-0416
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.207
[MEDIAN]
Paragraph: -

US-0213
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.207
Paragraph:
MEDIAN

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text currently says, ―If there is an even number of
numbers in the set, MEDIAN calculates the average of the two
numbers in the middle‖. This is ambiguous. Middle of what?
Middle of the range is the most direct interpretation. Probably
want something more like, ―The values in the range are
logically ranked from lowest to highest and the middle number
is returned. If there is an even number of numbers in the set...‖

Clarify the definition.

The text currently says, ―If there is an even number of
numbers in the set, MEDIAN calculates the average of the two
numbers in the middle‖. This is ambiguous. Middle of what?
Middle of the range is the most direct interpretation. Probably
want something more like, ―The values in the range are
logically ranked from lowest to highest and the middle number
is returned. If there is an even number of numbers in the set...‖

Clarify the definition.

The text currently says, ―If there is an even number of numbers Clarify the definition.
in the set, MEDIAN calculates the average of the two numbers
in the middle‖. This is ambiguous. Middle of what? Middle of the
range is the most direct interpretation. Probably want
something more like, ―The values in the range are logically
ranked from lowest to highest and the middle number is
returned. If there is an even number of numbers in the set...‖
The text currently says, ―If there is an even number of
numbers in the set, MEDIAN calculates the average of the two
numbers in the middle‖. This is ambiguous. Middle of what?
Middle of the range is the most direct interpretation. Probably
want something more like, ―The values in the range are
logically ranked from lowest to highest and the middle number
is returned. If there is an even number of numbers in the set...‖

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition.

The text currently says, ―If there is an even number of
numbers in the set, MEDIAN calculates the average of the two
numbers in the middle‖. This is ambiguous. Middle of what?
Middle of the range is the most direct interpretation. Probably
want something more like, ―The values in the range are
logically ranked from lowest to highest and the middle number
is returned. If there is an even number of numbers in the set...‖

Clarify the definition.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.207, page 2,709, lines 17–18:
Description: Computes the median of the numeric values of its arguments. The median of a set of values is the
value that half the numbers in the set are greater than, and half the values are less than. For sets with an odd
number of values, the median is calculated by finding the value whose rank in the ordered set of all values is
equal to half the number of items (n) in the set plus one half (n/2 + 1/2). If the number of values in the set is
even, then the median is defined to be the average of the values of rank n/2 and n/2 + 1.
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description
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Name

Type

Description

argument-list

logical, number,
name, arrays,
reference to
number.

The arguments in argument-list designate the values
whose median is to be computed. If there is an even
number of numbers in the set, MEDIAN calculates the
average of the two numbers in the middle. Logical values
and text representations of numbers entered directly into
the list of arguments are included. If an array or
reference argument contains text, logical values, or
empty cells, those values are ignored; however, cells with
the value 0 are included.
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Response 174
Comment ID

FR-0473
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.207
MEDIAN
Paragraph: page
2709, line 18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
According to the definition, 'Logical values ... entered directly
into the list of arguments are included.'. But what could be the
value of MEDIAN(FALSE, TRUE)? The definition of MEDIAN is
clearly broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for MEDIAN
or remove it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Although the operation of MEDIAN on logical values such as TRUE and FALSE may initially seem unintuitive, the
definition of MEDIAN is not broken, but, instead, matches the generally accepted definition of MEDIAN as used
in the existing corpus of binary documents. In addition, Part 4, §3.17.6.6, page 2,529, line 6, indicates that FALSE
is a synonym for 0, and TRUE is a synonym for 1, so MEDIAN(FALSE, TRUE) is equivalent to MEDIAN(0, 1).
Therefore, no update to the specification is necessary.
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Response 175
Comment ID

CL-0153
Clause: part 4,
Section
3.17.7.227
Paragraph:
NORMINV

CO-0197
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.227
Paragraph:
NORMINV
2724(2731)

FR-0475
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.227
NORMINV
Paragraph: page
2724, line 18

GB-0417
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.227
[NORMINV]
Paragraph: -

US-0214
Clause: part 4,
Section
3.17.7.227
Paragraph:
NORMINV

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This text says, ―NORMINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Proposed change: Keep the
suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part4, §3.17.7.227, page 2,724, line 18, and page 2,725, line 7:
Description: Computes the inverse of the normal distribution for the specified mean and standard deviation.
NORMINV uses an iterative search technique.
…
However, if




probability < 0 or if probability > 1, #NUM! is returned.
standard-deviation ≤ 0, #NUM! is returned.
an implementation uses an iterative search technique, and Tthe search has not converged after an
implementation-defined number of iterations, #N/A is returned.
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Response 176
Comment ID

CL-0154
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.229
Paragraph:
NORMSINV

CO-0198
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.229
Paragraph:
NORMSINV
2726(2733)

FR-0476
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.229
NORMSINV
Paragraph: page
2726, line 7

GB-0418
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.229
[NORMSINV]
Paragraph: -

US-0215
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.229
Paragraph:
NORMSINV

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This text says, ―NORMSINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMSINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMSINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMSINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Proposed change: Keep the
suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―NORMSINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part4, §3.17.7.229, page 2,726, lines 7 and 13:
Description: Computes the inverse of the standard normal distribution. The distribution has a mean of zero and
a standard deviation of 1. NORMSINV uses an iterative search technique.
…
However, if



probability < 0 or if probability > 1, #NUM! is returned.
An implementation uses an iterative search technique, and tThe search has not converged after an
implementation-defined number of iterations, #N/A is returned.
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Response 177
Comment ID

CL-0158

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Is this a lexical comparison or collation-based search?

Clarify the basis for string comparisons

Is this a lexical comparison or collation-based search?

Clarify the basis for string comparisons

Is this a lexical comparison or collation-based search?

Clarify the basis for string comparisons

Is this a lexical comparison or collation-based search?

Clarify the basis for string comparisons

Is this a lexical comparison or collation-based search?

Proposed change: Clarify the basis for
string comparisons

Is this a lexical comparison or collation-based search?

Clarify the basis for string comparisons

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.282
Paragraph:
SEARCH/SEARC
HB

CO-0200
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.282
Paragraph:
SEARCH/SEARC
HB 2774(2781)

FR-0480
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.282
SEARCH
Paragraph: page
2773, line 17

FR-0481
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.283
SEARCHB
Paragraph: page
2774, line 16

GB-0423
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.282
[SEARCH/SEAR
CHB]
Paragraph: -

US-0219
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.282
Paragraph:
SEARCH/SEARC
HB

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.282, page 2,773, line 17; and Part 4, §3.17.7.283,
page 2774, line 16, respectively:

3.17.7.282 SEARCH
Description: Performs a case-insensitive search, using a lexical comparison, for the first occurrence of string-1 in
string-2, starting at character position start-pos within string-2.
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3.17.7.283 SEARCHB
Description: Performs a case-insensitive search, using a lexical comparison, for the first occurrence of string-1 in
string-2, starting at byte position start-pos within string-2.
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Response 178
Comment ID

CL-0171
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.34
Paragraph:
CELL

CO-0167
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.34
Paragraph:
CELL
2560
(2567)

FR-0495
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.34
CELL
Paragraph: page
2561, line 1

GB-0379
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.34
[p2560, CELL]
Paragraph: -

GR-0105
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.34
Paragraph:
CELL

US-0179
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.34
Paragraph:
CELL

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The list of values supported for the ―format‖ argument is far
shorter than the list of possible numeric formats. What
happens if CELL(―format‖, A1) is called on a cell with a format
not on this list?

Specify what happens in this case.

The list of values supported for the ―format‖ argument is far
shorter than the list of possible numeric formats. What
happens if CELL(―format‖, A1) is called on a cell with a format
not on this list?

Specify what happens in this case, or
define a new type to avoid these cases.

The list of values supported for the ―format‖ argument is far
shorter than the list of possible numeric formats. What happens
if CELL(―format‖, A1) is called on a cell with a format not on this
list?

Specify what happens in this case.

The list of values supported for the ―format‖ argument is far
shorter than the list of possible numeric formats. What
happens if CELL(―format‖, A1) is called on a cell with a format
not on this list?

Proposed change: Specify what
happens in this case.

The list of values supported for the ―format‖ argument is far
shorter than the list of possible numeric formats. What
happens if CELL(―format‖, A1) is called on a cell with a format
not on this list?

Specify what happens in this case.

The list of values supported for the ―format‖ argument is far
shorter than the list of possible numeric formats. What
happens if CELL(―format‖, A1) is called on a cell with a format
not on this list?

Specify what happens in this case.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.34:
Part 4, §3.17.7.34, page 2,561, format argument
Meaning

category
"format"

Number format of the cell. (See the table discussion of
formats below.)

Part 4, §3.17.7.34, page 2,561, line 1 and page 2,562, top
Format

Number Format String
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Format

Number Format String

0

"F0"

0.00

"F2"

#,##0

",0"

#,##0.00

",2"

$#,##0_);($#,##0)

"C0"

$#,##0_);[Red]($#,##0)

"C0-"

$#,##0.00_);($#,##0.00)

"C2"

$#,##0.00_);[Red]($#,##0.00)

"C2-"

0%

"P0"

0.00%

"P2"

0.00E+00

"S2"

General

"G"

# ?/?
# ??/??

"G"

d-mmm-yy
dd-mmm-yy

"D1"

d-mmm
dd-mmm

"D2"

mmm-yy

"D3"

m/d/yy
m/d/yy h:mm
mm/dd/yy

"D4"

mm/dd

"D5"

h:mm:ss AM/PM

"D6"

h:mm AM/PM

"D7"

h:mm:ss

"D8"

h:mm

"D9"

Part 4, §3.17.7.34, page 2,562, between lines 4 and 5
When the category parameter is "format", then the value returned depends upon the number format of the
upper-left cell of reference, and more specifically upon the number format code of the upper-left cell of
reference. Depending upon the number format code of the appropriate cell, the result value of CELL when the
category is "format" is based upon the rules defined below.
First, some observations regarding the rules are in order:
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The various "sections" of the number format code are referred to within the rules. For more
information on sections in the number format code, see numFmts (Number Formats) (§3.8.31).
There are cases where it is useful to discuss the characters from the number format code which are
dependent upon the value in the cell. These characters, instead of representing text or spacing in the
cell’s display text, interpret, in some fashion, the value to be displayed. In the rules, these characters are
referred to as "interpreted characters" of the number format code. The following table shows all the
interpreted characters:
Interpreted Characters
0
#
@
D
M
Y
H
S
?
AM/PM
A/P
G
E
R





There are cases where it is also useful to discuss runs of similar interpreted characters. For example,
each "d", "m", and "y" within the number format code "dd/mm/yyyy" does not represent a separate
interpretation of the day of the date value to be represented, and instead helps to make up a
representation of the day of the date that is two digits in length. These runs of similar characters will be
referred to below as “interpreted symbols” since multiple characters are used, but the result is a single
symbolic representation of at least part of the value.
Since there are multiple different symbols for days, months, years, hours, minutes, seconds, and
AM/PM, it is sometimes useful to discuss all of the representations of each of these. When any of
"Day", "Month", "Year", "Hour", "Minute", etc. is referred to within a rule, what is meant is any of the
possible representations for that date/time portion. For example, a “Day” symbol would be any of d,
dd, ddd, or dddd.
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The use of characters such as "0", "E", and "%" as a symbol within a number format code does not
include usages of these same characters either escaped (by preceding them with a backslash character
“\”) or as a part of a quoted string.

Here are the rules to determine the result value:
1. If the first interpreted symbols within the first section are any of the date or time characters (any of "y",
"m", "d", "h", "m", "s") then the first one or two characters of the return value are determined by the
order of interpreted symbols (including any interpreted symbols, not just date/time symbols) according
to the following table ("anything" can mean "no additional symbols. " If the type is "anything except
<type>", then the excepted symbol type cannot follow the previously specified symbol):

Interpreted Symbols in Order

Return Value
Characters

Day, month, year, anything

"D1"

Day, month, anything besides year, anything

"D2"

Month, year, anything

"D3"

Month, day, year, anything

"D4"

Month, day, anything besides year, anything

"D5"

Hours, minutes, seconds, AM/PM, anything

"D6"

Hours, minutes, AM/PM, anything

"D7"

Hours, minutes, seconds, anything besides AM/PM,
anything

"D8"

Hours, minutes, anything besides seconds or AM/PM,
anything

"D9"

Any other combination of symbols

"G" or "C" depending
on whether there is a
$ in the first condition

2. Otherwise, the first character of the return value is determined based upon the referenced cell’s
number format code according to the rules in the table below:
First Section of the Number Format Code
Absent Characters
(as Symbols)

Present Characters
(as Symbols)
@
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First Section of the Number Format Code
@

$

First Return
Value
Character
"C"

@, $

%

"P"

@, $, %

E

"S"

@, $, %, E

A run of any combination of one or
more "0", "#", and "?" characters,
followed by a comma, followed by a
run of any combination of one or more
"0", "#", and "?" characters.

","

This run can not be preceded by a
period (".") or by any interpreted
characters.
@, $, %, E, or a run of characters
containing a comma as described
in the row above

At least one of "0", "?", or "#"

"F"

Any of the above conditions

Anything

"G"

3. The final value is determined by appending any of the applicable characters from the table below to the
return value characters obtained from the previous two tables:
Case

Characters to Append

The first character of the return value is C, F, S, P, or
"," and the number format code contains any of "?",
"0", or "#" as a symbol.

The decimal number equal to the total
number of "#", "?", and "0" characters
to the right of the first "." within the
first section

The first character of the return value was C, and the
number format code does not contains any of "?", "0",
or "#" as a symbol.

15 or the length of the string
immediately following the first "$" sign
in the number format code that is a
symbol.

The first section of the number format code contains
an open parenthesis ("(") as a symbol.

"()"

The second section of the number format code
contains [Red], [Black], [Green], [White], [Blue],
[Magenta], [Yellow], or [Cyan] as a symbol.

"-"
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Response 179
Comment ID

CL-0173
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.344
Paragraph:
WORKDAY

CO-0203
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.344
Paragraph:
WORKDAY
2821(2828)

FR-0496
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.344
WORKDAY
Paragraph: page
2821, line 21

GB-0436
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.344
[WORKDAY]
Paragraph: -

GR-0113
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.344
Paragraph:
WORKDAY

US-0232
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.344
Paragraph:
WORKDAY

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function is defined to skip over weekends in its
calculations, but weekend is not defined and has different
definitions in different parts of the world.

Define this function unambiguously and
preferably in a way which provides for
cultural adaptability in the definition of a
weekend.

This function is defined to skip over weekends in its
calculations, but weekend is not defined and has different
definitions in different parts of the world.

Define this function unambiguously and
preferably in a way which provides for
cultural adaptability in the definition of a
weekend.

This function is defined to skip over weekends in its
calculations, but weekend is not defined and has different
definitions in different parts of the world.

Define this function unambiguously and
preferably in a way which provides for
cultural adaptability in the definition of a
weekend.

This function is defined to skip over weekends in its
calculations, but weekend is not defined and has different
definitions in different parts of the world.

Proposed change: Define this function
unambiguously and preferably in a way
which provides for cultural adaptability
in the definition of a weekend.

This function is defined to skip over weekends in its
calculations, but weekend is not defined and has different
definitions in different parts of the world.

Define this function unambiguously and
preferably in a way which provides for
cultural adaptability in the definition of a
weekend.

This function is defined to skip over weekends in its
calculations, but weekend is not defined and has different
definitions in different parts of the world.

Define this function unambiguously and
preferably in a way which provides for
cultural adaptability in the definition of a
weekend.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the implementation of WORKDAY makes assumptions as to which days of the week are weekdays
versus weekends. We will note the behaviour of WORKDAY, and also add a new function, WORKDAY.INTL, that
supports arbitrary weekend days, in order to meet international scenarios.
The following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.344, page 2,821, line 21:

3.17.7.344 WORKDAY
…
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Weekend days (Saturday and Sunday) and any holidays specified by holidays are not considered as working
days.
The following new sub clause, Part 4, §3.17.7.345, page 2,822, will be added:
WORKDAY.INTL
Syntax:
Number form: WORKDAY ( start-date , day-offset [ ,[ weekend-number ] [ , holidays ]] )
String form: WORKDAY ( start-date , day-offset [ , [ weekend-string ] [ , holidays ]] )
Description: Computes the serial value of the date that is day-offset working days offset from start-date.
Weekend days and any holidays specified by holidays are not considered as working days.
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

start-date

number

The start date, truncated to integer.

day-offset

number

The number of working days before or after start-date. A
positive value yields a future date; a negative value yields
a past date; a zero value yields the date start-date. dayoffset is truncated to an integer.

weekendnumber

number

Indicates the days of the week that are weekend days
and are not considered working days. Values are shown
in the table below

weekendstring

string

Indicates the days of the week that are weekend days
and are not considered working days.
Values of weekend-string are seven characters long and
each character in the string represents a day of the week,
beginning with Monday.
[Example: “0000011” would result in a weekend that is
Saturday and Sunday. end example]

holidays

reference, array

weekend-number
1 or omitted

An optional set of one or more dates that are to be
excluded from the working day calendar. holidays shall
be a range of cells that contain the dates, or an array
constant of the serial values that represent those dates.
The ordering of dates or serial values in holidays can be
arbitrary.

Weekend days
Saturday, Sunday
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Weekend days

weekend-number
2

Sunday, Monday

3

Monday, Tuesday

4

Tuesday, Wednesday

5

Wednesday, Thursday

6

Thursday, Friday

7

Friday, Saturday

11

Sunday only

12

Monday only

13

Tuesday only

14

Wednesday only

15

Thursday only

16

Friday only

17

Saturday only

Return Type and Value: number – The serial value of the date that is day-offset working days offset from startdate, excluding the specified weekend days and holidays.
However, if




start-date is out of range for the current date base value, #NUM! is returned.
Any date in holidays is out of range for the current date base value, #NUM! is returned.
start-date plus day-offset yields an invalid date, #NUM! is returned.

[Example:
WORKDAY.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),0) results in a serial value corresponding to 1-Jan-2006
WORKDAY.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),10) results in a serial value corresponding to 13-Jan-2006
WORKDAY.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),10,7) results in a serial value corresponding to 13-Jan-2006
WORKDAY.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),-10) results in a serial value corresponding to 19-Dec-2005
WORKDAY.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),20,1,{"2006/1/2","2006/1/16"}) results in a serial value
corresponding to 31-Jan-2006
WORKDAY.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),20,"0000011",{"2006/1/2","2006/1/16"}) results in a serial value
corresponding to 31-Jan-2006
end example]
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Response 180
Comment ID

DK-0138
Clause: Part 4
3.17.7.224
Paragraph: -

FR-0521
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.224
NETWORKDAYS
Paragraph: page
2722, line 12

IL-0022
Clause: Section
3.17.7.344
Paragraph: The
spreadsheet
function
NETWORKDAYS

IN-0023
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

An International Standard must take a broader view and
provide wide cultural and linguistic interoperability.
The spreadsheet function NETWORKDAYS(). This function is
defined by OOXML to return the number of working days
between two dates, exclusive of any weekends in that interval.
For some cultures, the weekend is Saturday and Sunday. For
others, the days of rest are either Thursday/Friday or
Friday/Saturday. OOXML does not define ―weekend‖ and does
not provide a way for the user to define it either. As
implemented in Excel the function assumes the weekend is
always Saturday/Sunday. This spreadsheet function is defined
in a way which renders an incorrect answer for potentially
billions of people across the globe. OOXML lacks cultural
adaptability.

Suggest to include optional parameters
for describing non-working days which
are not holidays.

The definition of NETWORKDAYS relies upon what a weekend
is. For some cultures, the weekend is Saturday and Sunday.
For others, the days of rest are either Thursday/Friday or
Friday/Saturday. OOXML does not define ―weekend‖ and does
not provide a way for the user to define it either. The definition
for NETWORKDAYS is therefore broken.

Provide a proper definition for
NETWORKDAYS: the current
NETWORKDAY function should
transferred to the future OOXML
Extention part while a new function
should be conceived for the future
OOXML Core.

This function is defined to return the number of days between
two dates, skipping over weekends in its calculations.
However, the definition of "weekend" is not defined.
Is it
Saturday/Sunday? Friday/Saturday? Thursday/Friday. Differ
ent definitions are used in different parts of the world, including
Israel. But the OOXML definition misses this fact.

Correct the NETWORKDAYS function
to allow passing in an optional
argument that defines which days are
weekend days.

An example of a concern is the spreadsheet function
NETWORKDAYS(). This function is defined by OOXML to
return the number of working days between two dates,
exclusive of any
weekends in that interval. For some cultures, the weekend is
Saturday and Sunday. For others, the days of rest are either
Thursday/Friday or Friday/Saturday. OOXML does not define
―weekend‖ and does not provide a way for the user to define it
either. As implemented in Excel the function assumes the
weekend is always Saturday/Sunday. This spreadsheet
function is defined in a way which renders an incorrect answer
for potentially billions of people across the globe. OOXML
lacks cultural adaptability.
=== Compare this to the same function in OpenDocument
Format, where the user may pass in an additional parameter
to override the default definition of a weekend.

Resolve the issue

=== This is in clear violation of ISO/IEC JTC1 Directives, 5th
Edition, Version 3.0, Section 1.2 which says: ―A purpose of IT
standardization is to ensure that products available in the
marketplace have characteristics of interoperability, portability
and cultural and linguistic adaptability."
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; clarification is needed in Part 4, §3.17.7.224, page 2,722, lines 12–13 to clarify the meaning of
"weekend" in NETWORKDAYS. A new NETWORKDAYS.INTL function will be added that addresses the
shortcomings of NETWORKDAYS. Although the existing NETWORKDAYS function will be kept in order to
maintain compatibility with existing binary documents, it will be deprecated with the suggestion that
implementations promote the use of NETWORKDAYS.INTL. The following changes will be made:
1. Change Part 4, §3.17.7.224, page 2,722, lines 12–13 as follows:
Description: Computes the number of whole working days between start-date and end-date. Weekend days
(Saturday, Sunday) and any holidays specified by holidays are not considered as working days.

2. The following new subclause, Part 4, §3.17.7.xx, page 2,723, will be added:
NETWORKDAYS.INTL
Syntax:
Number form: NETWORKDAYS.INTL ( start-date , end-date [ , [ weekend-number ][ , holidays ]]
)

String form: NETWORKDAYS.INTL ( start-date , end-date [ , [ weekend-string][ , holidays ]] )
Description: Computes the number of whole working days between start-date and end-date. Weekend days and
any holidays specified by holidays are not considered as working days.
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

start-date

Number

The dates for which the difference is to be computed.
start-date can be earlier than, the same as, or later than
end-date.

end-date

Number

weekendnumber

Number

Indicates the days of the week that are weekend days
and are not included in the number of whole working
days between start-date and end-date. Values are shown
in the table below.

weekendstring

String

Indicates the days of the week that are weekend days
and are not included in the number of whole working
days between start-date and end-date.
Values of weekend-string are seven characters long and
each character in the string represents a day of the week,
beginning with Monday.
[Example: “0000011” would result in a weekend that is
Saturday and Sunday. end example]
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Name
Holidays

Type

Description

reference, array

An optional set of one or more dates that are to be
excluded from the working day calendar. holidays shall
be a range of cells that contain the dates, or an array
constant of the serial values that represent those dates.
The ordering of dates or serial values in holidays can be
arbitrary.

Weekend days

weekend-number
1 or omitted

Saturday, Sunday

2

Sunday, Monday

3

Monday, Tuesday

4

Tuesday, Wednesday

5

Wednesday, Thursday

6

Thursday, Friday

7

Friday, Saturday

11

Sunday only

12

Monday only

13

Tuesday only

14

Wednesday only

15

Thursday only

16

Friday only

17

Saturday only

Return Type and Value: number – The number of whole working days between start-date and end-date,
excluding the specified weekend days and holidays. If start-date is later than end-date, the return value shall be
negative, and the magnitude shall be the number of whole working days.
However, if



start-date is out of range for the current date base value, #NUM! is returned.
end-date is out of range for the current date base value, #NUM! is returned.

[Example:
NETWORKDAYS.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,1,31)) results in 23
NETWORKDAYS.INTL(DATE(2006,1,31),DATE(2006,1,1)) results in -23
NETWORKDAYS.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,2,1),7,{"2006/1/2","2006/1/16"}) results in
21
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NETWORKDAYS.INTL(DATE(2006,1,1),DATE(2006,2,1),"0000110",{"2006/1/2","2006/1/16"})
results in 21
end example]
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Response 181
Comment ID

CL-0175
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.35
Paragraph:
CHAR

CO-0168
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.35
Paragraph:
CHAR
2563(2570)

FR-0499
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.35
CHAR
Paragraph: page
2563, line 9

GB-0380
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.35
[p2563, CHAR]
Paragraph: -

GR-0106
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.35
Paragraph:
CHAR

US-0180
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.35
Paragraph:
CHAR

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function maps between numbers and characters. But this
mapping must be defined b y a character set and none is
defined here.

Specify what character set is used for
this mapping.

This function maps between numbers and characters. But this
mapping must be defined by a character set and none is
defined here.

Specify what character set is used for
this mapping (ASCII?).

This function maps between numbers and characters. But this
mapping must be defined b y a character set and none is
defined here.

Specify what character set is used for
this mapping.

This function maps between numbers and characters. But this
mapping must be defined b y a character set and none is
defined here.

Proposed change: Specify what
character set is used for this mapping.

This function maps between numbers and characters. But
this mapping must be defined b y a character set and none is
defined here.

Specify what character set is used for
this mapping.

This function maps between numbers and characters. But this
mapping must be defined b y a character set and none is
defined here.

Specify what character set is used for
this mapping.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.35, page 2,563, line 6:

3.17.7.35 CHAR
Description: Determines the character that is represented by the value number. On the Macintosh platform, the
Macintosh character set is used. On all other platforms, the ANSI character set is used.
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Response 182
Comment ID

CL-0176
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.37
Paragraph:
CHIINV

CO-0169
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.37
Paragraph:
CHIINV
2564(2571)

FR-0500
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.37
CHIINV
Paragraph: page
2564, line 15

GB-0381
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.37
[p2564, CHIINV
15]
Paragraph: -

US-0278
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.37
Paragraph:
CHIINV

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function says, ―CHIINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―CHIINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―CHIINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―CHIINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Proposed change: Keep the
suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―CHIINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.37, page 2,564, lines 15 and 22:

3.17.7.37 CHIINV
Description: Computes the inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution. Given a value for
probability, CHIINV seeks for a value x such that CHIDIST(x, degrees-freedom) = probability. Thus, precision
of CHIINV depends on precision of CHIDIST. CHIINV uses an iterative search technique.
…
However, if




probability < 0 or probability > 1, #NUM! is returned.
degrees-freedom < 1 or degrees-freedom ≥ 1010, #NUM! is returned.
An implementation uses an iterative search technique, and tThe search has not converged after some
implementation-defined number of iterations, #N/A is returned
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Response 183
Comment ID

CL-0177
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.38
Paragraph:
CHITEST

CO-0170
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.38
Paragraph:
CHITEST 2565
(2572)

FR-0501
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.38
CHITEST
Paragraph: page
2565, line 22

GB-0382
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.38
[p2564, CHITEST
15]
Paragraph: -

US-0181
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.38
Paragraph:
CHITEST

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of this function says the the results are
―unspecified‖ if the two ranges do not have the same number
of points. But isn't this a clear argument error where should be
returned? Surely we can document what Excel does here?

Specify the required results for the case
where the two ranges are of unequal
size.

The definition of this function says the the results are
―unspecified‖ if the two ranges do not have the same number
of points. But isn't this a clear argument error where should be
returned? Surely we can document what Excel does here?

Specify the required results for the case
where the two ranges are of unequal
size.

The definition of this function says the the results are
―unspecified‖ if the two ranges do not have the same number of
points. But isn't this a clear argument error that should be
returned?

Specify the required results for the case
where the two ranges are of unequal
size.

The definition of this function says the the results are
―unspecified‖ if the two ranges do not have the same number
of points. But isn't this a clear argument error where should be
returned? Surely we can document what Excel does here?

Proposed change: Specify the
required results for the case where the
two ranges are of unequal size.

The definition of this function says the the results are
―unspecified‖ if the two ranges do not have the same number
of points. But isn't this a clear argument error where should be
returned? Surely we can document what Excel does here?

Specify the required results for the case
where the two ranges are of unequal
size.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that this is an oversight in the specification. We propose changing Part 4, §3.17.7.38 page 2,565, line
22 to read:
3.17.7.38 CHITEST
…
However, if:



The number of rows and columns is exactly one, the return value is unspecified.
actual-range and expected-range have a different number of data points, the return value is
unspecified.#N/A error value is returned.
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Response 184
Comment ID

CL-0185
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

CO-0176
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER 2590(2597)

FR-0507
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER
Paragraph: page
2590, line 17

FR-0509
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.66
CUBEMEMBER
Paragraph: page
2591, line 19

GB-0389
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.65
[CUBEKPIMEMB
ER]
Paragraph: -

GR-0108
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

IE-0012
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
Paragraph: -

IN-0081
Clause:
3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

US-0188

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
this function.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
this function.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
this function.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
this function.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Proposed change: Provide a vendorneutral definition of this function.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited
to use only against Microsoft database servers?

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
this function.

The description of the CUBEKPIMEMBER function specifies
that it retrieves an OLAP Cube from a ―SQL Server‖.

The description of the
CUBEKPIMEMBER function should be
changed to allow any OLAP Cube
implementation. Additionally, the
examples should be improved to
illustrate the return values.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP
Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
this function.

The definition of this function says that it retrieves an OLAP

Provide a vendor-neutral definition of
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.65
Paragraph:
CUBEKPIMEMB
ER

Cube from a ―SQL Server‖. Surely this function is not limited to
use only against Microsoft database servers?

Proposed change by the MB
this function.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that this function should be vendor neutral. Additionally, we noticed that the other CUBE* functions
contain the same error, and propose to update those subclauses as well. In addition, there was a request to
update the examples for CUBEKPIMEMBER to show the return value, which we are refraining from updating.
Because these functions return data from an OLAP server, the result of the function calls can change over time
and we do not want to suggest that CUBEKPIMEMBER("Sales","MySalesKPI",1) always returns a fixed value in
the same way that SUM(1) does.
Tthe following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.65, page 2,590, line 17; Part 4, §3.17.7.66, page 2,591,
line 19; Part 4, §3.17.7.67, page 2,593, line 1; Part 4, §3.17.7.69, page 2,594, line 22; and Part 4, §3.17.7.71, page
2597, line 4, respectively, to address this issue:

3.17.7.65 CUBEKPIMEMBER
Description: Fetches from the OLAP cube on the SQL OLAP Sserver designated by connection, a Key Performance
Indicator (KPI) name, property, and measure, and displays the name and property in the cell. …

3.17.7.66 CUBEMEMBER
Description: Fetches from the OLAP cube on the SQL SOLAP server designated by connection, the member or
tuple defined by member-expression. …

3.17.7.67 CUBEMEMBERPROPERTY
Description: Fetches a property of a member in the OLAP cube on an SQL SOLAP server. [Note: Use this function
to validate that a member name exists within the cube and to return the specified property for this member.
end note]

3.17.7.69 CUBESET
Description: Fetches from the OLAP cube on the SQL SOLAP server designated by connection the set of members
or tuples that is defined by set-expression. …

3.17.7.71 CUBEVALUE
Description: Fetches from the OLAP cube on the SQL SOLAP server designated by connection, the aggregated
value defined by a series of member-expression arguments in argument-list.
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Response 185
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This function refers to, ―A multidimensional expression (MDX)
that evaluates to a unique member in the cube‖. But MDX is
undefined.

Define the syntax and semantics of an
MDX

A multidimensional expression (MDX) that evaluates to a
unique member in the cube‖. But MDX is undefined.

Define the syntax and semantics of an
MDX

This function refers to, ―A multidimensional expression (MDX)
that evaluates to a unique member in the cube‖. But MDX is
undefined.

Define the syntax and semantics of an
MDX

This function refers to, ―A multidimensional expression (MDX)
that evaluates to a unique member in the cube‖. But MDX is
undefined.

Proposed change: Define the syntax
and semantics of an MDX

This function refers to, ―A multidimensional expression
(MDX) that evaluates to a unique member in the cube‖. But
MDX is undefined.

Define the syntax and semantics of an
MDX

This function refers to, ―A multidimensional expression (MDX)
that evaluates to a unique member in the cube‖. But MDX is
undefined.

Define the syntax and semantics of an
MDX

CL-0186
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.66
Paragraph:
CUBEMEMBER

CO-0177
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.66
Paragraph:
CUBEMEMBER
2591(2598)

FR-0510
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.66
CUBEMEMBER
Paragraph: page
2592, line 0

Proposed change by the MB

GB-0390
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.66
[CUBEMEMBER]
Paragraph: -

GR-0109
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.66
Paragraph:
CUBEMEMBER

US-0189
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.66
Paragraph:
CUBEMEMBER

Proposed Disposition
MDX is a standard query language for OLAP cubes, similar to SQL’s being a standard Query language for
relational databases such as Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, and DB2. While we do not feel that MDX should be
defined in the scope of SpreadsheetML, we will add the following link to the MDX specification, in the Normative
Reference clause: http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms145506.aspx. The following changes will be
made:
Part 4, §3.17.7.66, page 2,592
Name

Type

Description

connection

text

The name of the connection to the cube.

memberexpression

text, reference,
array

A multidimensional expression (MDX) that evaluates to a
unique member in the cube. Alternatively, member772
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Name

Type

Description
expression can be a tuple, specified as a cell range or an
array constant.
[Note: MDX is a standard query language for OLAP cubes.
end note]

caption

text

The string displayed in the cell instead of the caption
from the cube (assuming it defines such a caption). When
a tuple is returned, the caption used is the one for the
last member in the tuple.

Part 4, §3.17.7.67, page 2593
Name

Type

Description

connection

text

The name of the connection to the cube.

memberexpression

text

A multidimensional expression (MDX) that evaluates to a
unique member in the cube.
[Note: MDX is a standard query language for OLAP cubes.
end note]

property

text

The name of the property returned or a reference to a
cell that contains the name of the property.

Part 4, §3.17.7.71, page 2,597
Name

Type

Description

connection

text

The name of the connection to the cube.

argument-list

text, reference

Each argument in argument-list is text containing a
multidimensional expression (MDX) that evaluates to a
member or tuple within the cube. Alternatively, an
argument can be a set defined with the CUBESET
function. Use any argument as a slicer to define the
portion of the cube for which the aggregated value is
returned. If no measure is specified in an argument, the
default measure for that cube is used. If a cell reference
is used for an argument, and that cell reference contains
a CUBE function, then that argument uses the MDX
expression for the item in the referenced cell, and not
the value displayed in that referenced cell.
[Note: MDX is a standard query language for OLAP cubes.
end note]
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Response 186
Comment ID

CL-0188
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.77
Paragraph:
DAVERAGE

CO-0180
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.77
Paragraph:
DAVERAGE
2603(2610)

FR-0512
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.77
DAVERAGE
Paragraph: page
2603, line 24

GB-0393
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.77
[DAVERAGE]
Paragraph: -

GR-0112
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.77
Paragraph:
DAVERAGE

US-0192
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.77
Paragraph:
DAVERAGE

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Normative information regarding the processing of ―an entire
column in a database‖ is placed in an informative note. Since it
is clearly stating a requirement in the processing this should
be in the normative text.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

Normative information regarding the processing of ―an entire
column in a database‖ is placed in an informative note. Since it
is clearly stating a requirement in the processing this should
be in the normative text.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

Normative information regarding the processing of ―an entire
column in a database‖ is placed in an informative note. Since it
is clearly stating a requirement in the processing this should be
in the normative text.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

Normative information regarding the processing of ―an entire
column in a database‖ is placed in an informative note. Since it
is clearly stating a requirement in the processing this should
be in the normative text.

Proposed change: Rework the note
into the normative description of this
function.

Normative information regarding the processing of ―an entire
column in a database‖ is placed in an informative note. Since
it is clearly stating a requirement in the processing this should
be in the normative text.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

Normative information regarding the processing of ―an entire
column in a database‖ is placed in an informative note. Since it
is clearly stating a requirement in the processing this should
be in the normative text.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the information provided in the informative note is stating a requirement, and, as such, should be
included in the normative text of the specification. The following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.77,
page 2,603, lines 24–25:

3.17.7.77 DAVERAGE
Description: Averages the values in a column of a list or database that match the specified criteria.
[Note: In order to perform an operation on an entire column in a database, a blank line shallmust be entered
below the column labels in the criteria range. end note]
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Response 187
Comment ID

CL-0189
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.78
Paragraph: DAY

CO-0181
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.78
Paragraph: DAY
2605(2612)

DK-0035
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.7.78
Paragraph: Page
2606

FR-0514
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.78
DAY
Paragraph: page
2606, line 1

GB-0394
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.78
[DAY]
Paragraph: -

US-0279
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.78
Paragraph: DAY

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The function does not define what a ―Gregorian day‖ is, nor
why it would be different in the 1900 versus 1904 date bases
for a date in 1982. Is this just returning the day of the month?
Why would this function return two values for that in 1982?

Define fully what this function returns.

The function does not define what a ―Gregorian day‖ is, nor
why it would be different in the 1900 versus 1904 date bases
for a date in 1982. Is this just returning the day of the month?
Why would this function return two values for that in 1982?

Define fully what this function returns.

There is no clear definition about the meaning of ― a
―Gregorian day‖, and the example illustrate the confusion by
giving different result based on the broken base date system,
as described earlier
As the concept of a Gregorian day is adopted from astronomy
calculation or is there any other special meaning in this context

Define more precise and
unambiguously, what this function
should work
Refer or describe to the intended
definition of a Gregorian day

The function does not define what a ―Gregorian day‖ is, nor why Define fully what this function returns.
it would be different in the 1900 versus 1904 date bases for a
date in 1982. Is this just returning the day of the month? Why
would this function return two values for that in 1982?

The function does not define what a ―Gregorian day‖ is, nor
why it would be different in the 1900 versus 1904 date bases
for a date in 1982. Is this just returning the day of the month?
Why would this function return two values for that in 1982?

Proposed change: Define fully what
this function returns.

The function does not define what a ―Gregorian day‖ is, nor
why it would be different in the 1900 versus 1904 date bases
for a date in 1982. Is this just returning the day of the month?
Why would this function return two values for that in 1982?

Define fully what this function returns.

Proposed Disposition
We agree – “Gregorian day” is ambiguous in the definition for the DAY function. Similar phrasing is used in
MONTH and YEAR, so we propose also rephrasing them. With the regard to the concern over 1900/1904 date
base conversion, we feel that there are already several examples in the specification that highlight the
behaviour. To clarify, when the date is passed into the DAY function as text, it will be coerced internally into a
numeric date value using the current date base. The DAY function will then use that same date base to establish
the day of the month, and so the results of this function will be equal for either date base. If the date is passed
into the DAY function as a number, there’s no way to establish the date base used and therefore “1” will
represent either 1st Jan 1900 or 1st Jan 1904, depending on which is the current date base. The DAY function,
therefore, will return different results, as the positioning of leap years will not be the same. The following
changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.17.7.78, page 2,606, line 1
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Description: Computes the numeric Gregorian day of the month in the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601 §3.2.1] for
the date and/or time having the given date-value, taking into account the current date base value.
Part 4, §3.17.7.78, page 2,606, line 5
Return Type and Value: number – The Gregorian day of the month in the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601 §3.2.1]
for the date and/or time having the given date-value. The returned value shall be in the range 1–31.
However, if date-value is out of range for the current date base value, #NUM! is returned.
Part 4, §3.17.7.218, page 2,718, line 1
Description: Computes the numeric Gregorian month in the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601 §3.2.1] for the date
and/or time having the given date-value, taking into account the current date base value. That date and/or time
shall be expressed either as a serial value, in which case, its fractional part is ignored, or as a string-constant
having any valid date and/or time format, in which case, any time information shall be ignored.
Part 4, §3.17.7.218, page 2,718, line 7
Return Type and Value: number – The Gregorian month in the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601 §3.2.1] for the date
and/or time having the given date-value, in the range 1–121900–9999.
Part 4, §3.17.7.347, page 2,825, line 11
Description: Computes the numeric Gregorian year in the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601 §3.2.1] for the date
and/or time having the given date-value, taking into account the current date base value. That date and/or time
shall be expressed either as a serial value, in which case, its fractional part is ignored, or as a string-constant
having any valid date and/or time format, in which case, any time information shall be ignored.
Part 4, §3.17.7.347, page 2,825, line 17
Return Type and Value: number – The Gregorian year in the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601 §3.2.1] for the date
and/or time having the given date-value. For the 1900 date base system, the returned value shall be in the
range 1900–9999. For the 1904 date base system, the returned value shall be in the range 1904–9999.
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Response 188
Comment ID

CL-0192
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.95
Paragraph:
DOLLARDE

CO-0183
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.95
Paragraph:
DOLLARDE
2619(2626)

FR-0519
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.95
DOLLARDE
Paragraph: page
2619, line 28

GB-0397
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.95
[DOLLARDE]
Paragraph: -

US-0194
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.95
Paragraph:
DOLLARDE

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function is ambiguously defined. Specifically we need to
know how many decimal digits we need to look at to determine
the numerator of the fraction. The example given
DOLLARDE(1.02,16) = 1+ 2/16. But what about, after a
serious of calculations and in the presence of accumulated
floating point error we have DOLLARDE(1.020000001, 16)? Is
this now 1 + 20000001/16? or 1,250,001? Also the definition is
worded incorrectly. The first parameter is not ―a number
expressed as a fraction.‖ It is ―a numbered interpreted as a
fraction‖. Also, the information marked as ―Note‖ seems to be
the most critical part of the definition and so should be part of
the normative material.

Clarify how this function works

This function is ambiguously defined. Specifically we need to
know how many decimal digits we need to look at to determine
the numerator of the fraction. The example given
DOLLARDE(1.02,16) = 1+ 2/16. But what about, after a
serious of calculations and in the presence of accumulated
floating point error we have DOLLARDE(1.020000001, 16)? Is
this now 1 + 20000001/16? or 1,250,001? Also the definition is
worded incorrectly. The first parameter is not ―a number
expressed as a fraction.‖ It is ―a numbered interpreted as a
fraction‖. Also, the information marked as ―Note‖ seems to be
the most critical part of the definition and so should be part of
the normative material.

Clarify how this function works

This function is ambiguously defined. Specifically we need to
know how many decimal digits we need to look at to determine
the numerator of the fraction. The example given
DOLLARDE(1.02,16) = 1+ 2/16. But what about, after a serious
amount of calculations and in the presence of accumulated
floating point error we have DOLLARDE(1.020000001, 16)? Is
this now 1 + 20000001/16? or 1,250,001? Also the definition is
worded incorrectly. The first parameter is not ―a number
expressed as a fraction.‖ It is ―a number interpreted as a
fraction‖.

Clarify how this function works

This function is ambiguously defined. Specifically we need to
know how many decimal digits we need to look at to determine
the numerator of the fraction. The example given
DOLLARDE(1.02,16) = 1+ 2/16. But what about, after a
serious of calculations and in the presence of accumulated
floating point error we have DOLLARDE(1.020000001, 16)? Is
this now 1 + 20000001/16? or 1,250,001? Also the definition is
worded incorrectly. The first parameter is not ―a number
expressed as a fraction.‖ It is ―a numbered interpreted as a
fraction‖. Also, the information marked as ―Note‖ seems to be
the most critical part of the definition and so should be part of
the normative material.

Proposed change: Clarify how this
function works

This function is ambiguously defined. Specifically we need to
know how many decimal digits we need to look at to determine
the numerator of the fraction. The example given
DOLLARDE(1.02,16) = 1+ 2/16. But what about, after a
serious of calculations and in the presence of accumulated
floating point error we have DOLLARDE(1.020000001, 16)? Is
this now 1 + 20000001/16? or 1,250,001? Also the definition is
worded incorrectly. The first parameter is not ―a number

Clarify how this function works
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

expressed as a fraction.‖ It is ―a numbered interpreted as a
fraction‖. Also, the information marked as ―Note‖ seems to be
the most critical part of the definition and so should be part of
the normative material.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the definition is ambiguous and that the wording is incorrect. We also agree that the purpose of
the function should be moved out of the note and into the normative material. We propose the following
changes to Part 4, §3.17.7.95, page 2,619, lines 29–30, and page 2,620 in the table:

3.17.7.95 DOLLARDE
Syntax:
DOLLARDE ( fractional-dollar , fraction )

Description: Converts a dollar price expressed as a fraction into a dollar price expressed as a decimal number.
[Note: This function is used to convert fractional dollar numbers, such as securities prices, to decimal numbers.
end note]Converts a fractional dollar price into a dollar price expressed as a decimal number[Note: Fractional
dollar numbers are sometimes used for securities prices. end note] The fractional part of fractional-dollar is
scaled to match the magnitude of fraction by moving the decimal place right by the number of digits in fraction.
The fractional-dollar m.n is computed into a decimal dollar value as m + i, where i is an intermediate result equal
to (((0.n)*(10x))/fraction), and x is the base 10 log of fraction, rounded up to the nearest whole number.
[Example: Given a fractional-dollar value of 1.02 and a fraction value of 16, the fractional part of fractional-dollar
is multiplied by 100, giving a value of 2 to be divided by fraction before being added to the integral part of
fractional-dollar, yielding a decimal price of 1.125. end example]
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

fractionaldollar

number

The number expressed as a fraction.The number to be
interpreted as a fractional dollar price.

fraction

number

The integer to use in the denominator of the fraction.
[Example: A fractional-dollar value of m.n means m +
n/fraction dollars. end example]
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Response 189
Comment ID

CL-0193
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.96
Paragraph:
DOLLARFR

CO-0184
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.96
Paragraph:
DOLLARFR
2620(2627)

GB-0398
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.96
[DOLLARFR]
Paragraph: -

US-0195
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.96
Paragraph:
DOLLARFR

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The information marked as ―Note‖ seems to contain the only
definition of what this function actually should do, so it should
be made part of the normative material.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

The information marked as ―Note‖ seems to contain the only
definition of what this function actually should do, so it should
be made part of the normative material.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

The information marked as ―Note‖ seems to contain the only
definition of what this function actually should do, so it should
be made part of the normative material.

Proposed change: Rework the note
into the normative description of this
function.

The information marked as ―Note‖ seems to contain the only
definition of what this function actually should do, so it should
be made part of the normative material.

Rework the note into the normative
description of this function.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.96, page 2,620, lines 16–17:

3.17.7.96 DOLLARFR
Description: Converts a dollar price expressed as a decimal into a dollar price expressed as a fraction. [Note: This
function is used to convert decimal dollar numbers, such as securities prices, to fractional numbers. end note]
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Response 190
Comment ID

CH-0015
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Mehr als 10% der Beispiele in der Spezifikation erfüllen nicht
die Anforderungen gültigen XMLs.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: More than 10% of the given examples in the spec do
not conform to valid XML requirements.]]

No change, as the submitter failed to
provide ex-amples. Editorial and
technical corrections are known to be
submitted by other countries, and to be
welcomed by SC34.

Acknowledged. There are some editorial and technical
deficiencies present.

CL-0217
Clause: Paragraph: -

DE-0147
Clause: Paragraph: -

DK-0074
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

GB-0135
Clause: Part 4,
§2, General
Paragraph: -

More than 10% of the examples shown in the specification are
not valid XML.

See for example, this study by a BSI
member:
http://surguy.net/articles/ooxmlvalidation-and-technical-review.xml

More than 10% of the examples shown in the spezification are
not proper XML
Additonal Comment: See for example, this study by a BSI
member: http://surguy.net/articles/ooxml-validation-andtechnical-review.xml

An Review of the listed examples
should clarify if there are XML-valid or
XML-invalid examples shown

Several of the example used through-out the specification fail
to validate accordingly to the specification, while this seem
minor issues, it reflect the overall quality of the document.
To the extend that the specification is trying to address a wide
audience from implementer, academics and application
programmers, it should appear more correct in its presentation
and quality.

I recommend, that the specification
should undergo a significant editorial
review, which should be conducted by
the ECMA organisation

There are approximately 2300 examples in the
WordProcessingML section of the specification. These
examples were tested for well-formedness and validity against
the schema, using custom software. Approximately 300 of the
examples are in error - more than 10%. The list is available at
http://surguy.net/articles/ooxml-validation-and-technicalreview.xml The examples in error haven't all been checked
manually - but a random selection has been checked, and all
of those have proved to be correctly identified as errors, which
gives a high confidence that the majority of the remainder are
also genuine errors.

Revise the text to address this
comment. Provide a guarantee all
examples are tested and syntactically
meaningful.

(Opinion: While a certain number of errors is understandable
in any large specification, the sheer volume of errors indicates
that the specification has not been through a rigorous
technical.)
The use of xml:space='preserve' is inconsistent in examples,
which is confusing because it is not clear when and how they
should be used. For example on page 989 one of the w:t
elements has this attribute, the others do not. This should be
corrected here and in all other examples.

IE-0011
Clause: Part 4,
various
Paragraph: -

There are syntax errors in various informative examples of
XML throughout the DIS.
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Comment ID

NO-0005
Clause: [ALL]
Paragraph: -

PE-0007
Clause: Paragraph: -

PL-0003
Clause:
WordProcessing
ML Chapter
Paragraph: -

US-0267
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Summary:
All examples should conform to the XML specification.
Justification:
More than 10% of the examples are not valid XML. This will
cause confusion and could lead to differences in
implementation that will inhibit interoperability.

All examples should be valid XML,
except where there is an express intent
to exemplify invalid data.

The number o validation of schema errors indicates that the
specification has not been through a rigorous technical review

Fix the errors listed in the referenced
web page

(http://surguy.net/articles/ooxml-validation-and-technicalreview.xml).
Over 300 errors in XML examples have been identified and
confirmed. The list of errors was submitted to Polish NB,
however recognized to be the same as presented in:
http://surguy.net/articles/ooxmlvalidationandtechnicalreview.x
ml

According to Microsoft Poland those
errors are being now under correction.
Polish NB draws the Project Editor‘s
attention to be sure the corrections will
be done.

Some examples appear to be incorrect and/or inconsistent
with the normative text that they are intended to illustrate.

Suggest that the examples be reviewed
for correctness and consistency with
the normative text that they are
intended to illustrate.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the examples in the document will be modified so that they are all well-formed XML trees. A thorough
pass will be made to identify all areas where this is not the case.
It should be noted though that they will not be validated to the schema files because they are just fragments of
a document and not an entire document. As such, they often do not start with the root element, but instead are
often just a branch of the tree.
In addition, there will often be ellipsis “...” within the example to show where other XML markup would
normally appear. This missing markup is not relevant to the example, but it may be necessary in order for the
file to be valid. This approach was used in order to get across efficiently the usage of the element to which the
example pertains.
For an example of the use of ellipsis, see the following, which appears in Part 4 clause 2.16.6:
<w:bookmarkStart w:name="Text1" … />
<w:fldSimple w:instr="FORMFIELDTEXT">
<w:ffData>
<w:calcOnExit/>
…
</w:ffData>
<w:r>
<w:t>1</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:fldSimple>
<w:bookmarkEnd w:name="Text1" … />
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<w:fldSimple w:instr="=Text1+10">
<w:r>
<w:t>11</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:fldSimple>
Regarding the use of xml:space="preserve", the use of this attribute is determined by the presence of
significant leading and/or trailing whitespace within the t element, which is why it is not present in all instances.
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Response 191
Comment ID

GB-0221
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.28
[p1158, 16]
Paragraph: -

JP-0049
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: Line
16 on page 1158

KE-0021
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: Line
16

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

What if the entered password is shorter than 15 characters?
Do we truncate to the actual length? Or fill with 0's? Or
something else?

Proposed change: Clarify this
processing step.

The line says, ―Truncate the password to 15 characters.‖ If the
password is less than 15 characters, what process, e.g.
padding by zero, will be done?

Clarify the process if the password
length is less than 15 characters.

What if the entered password is shorter than 15 characters?
Do we truncate to the actual length? Or fill with 0's? Or
something else?

Clarify this processing step.

PT-0040
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
16

US-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: line
16

What if the entered password is shorter than 15 characters?
Do we truncate to the actual length? Or fill with 0's? Or
something else?
What if the entered password is shorter than 15 characters?
Do we truncate to the actual length? Or fill with 0's? Or
something else?

Clarify this processing step.
Clarify this processing step.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.15.1.28, page 1,158, line 16:


Truncate the password to 15 characters.Passwords of 15 characters or fewer shall be used in the hash
without further change; passwords longer than 15 characters shall be truncated to 15 characters.
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Response 192
Comment ID

CO-0123
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.77
Paragraph:
1570(1577)

DE-0113
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
Paragraph: -

DK-0085
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.77
Paragraph:
Page1570

FR-0316
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
USERINITIALS
Paragraph: -

GB-0267
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.77
[p1570]
Paragraph: -

GR-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
Paragraph: -

JP-0056
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.16.5.77
Paragraph: Lines
28 through 30

KE-0031
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shows USERNAME.

Correct the example.

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shows USERNAME.

Correct the example..

The function is USERINITIALS, but the example uses
USERNAME

Correct the example

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shows USERNAME.

Correct the example.

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shows USERNAME.

Proposed change: Correct the
example.

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shoes USERNAME.

Correct the example..

The example of USERINITIALS shows USERNAME instead of
USERINITIALS.

Correct
the
sample
USERINITIALS.

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shoes USERNAME.

Correct the example..

PT-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
Paragraph: -

US-0108
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.77
Paragraph: -

VE-0027
Clause: Part 4,

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section shows
instead USERNAME.

Correct the example.

The example that illustrates USERINITIALS section instead
shoes USERNAME.

Correct the example..

The text that describes USERINITIALS instead discusses
USERNAME.

Describe USERINITIALS.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section
2.16.5.77
USERINITIALS
Paragraph:
pages 1570-1571

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.77, page 1,570, lines 27–30:

2.16.5.77 USERINITIALS
…
[Example: Given a current user with initials "DW", the following fields:
USERINITIALSNAME \* Lower
USERINITIALSNAME "JaJ"
USERINITIALSNAME "jaj" \* Upper
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Response 193
Comment ID

FR-0419
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.3.7
balanceSingleByt
eDoubleBy
Paragraph: page
1380, line 22

GB-0546

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The table header is repeated. We did not investigate to see
whether this is a frequent issue with the text.

Fix the table. Review the full text for
such issues.

-

Delete "Parents Elements" heading
that's on a line on its own at the bottom
of the page.

-

Delete "Child Elements" table heading
that is on its own at the bottom of the
page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.34 [24]
Paragraph: -

GB-0560

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.52 [26]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow. An editorial review of the
spec will be made to ensure that all such tables in the specification will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Response 194
Comment ID

FR-0559

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

TEMPLATE

Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.2
Markup
Compatibility
Namespace
Paragraph: page
3, line 4

FR-0560

TEMPLATE

Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.2
Markup
Compatibility
Namespace
Paragraph: page
3, line 4

Proposed Disposition
Thank you for this comment, although it is not clear if any response is required. We have requested further
clarification but have still not gotten a response. As such, we have no proposed changes to DIS 29500 to address
this issue.
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Response 195
Comment ID

CZ-0010
Clause: Part
4/3.17
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Definition of a spreadsheet formula language should be put
into a separate standard or part to make it reusable in other
standards, for example in ISO/IEC 26300:2006 (ODF).

Proposed Disposition
This is an interesting suggestion, and would be an appropriate topic for consideration in future maintenance of
the specification.
As stated in the response to CZ-0002, we agree that DIS 29500 has parts “that lend themselves to use by other
standards.” The response to that comment describes a proposed division of DIS29500 that addresses the two
most commonly noted opportunities for reuse of portions of DIS29500: the Open Packaging Conventions, and
Markup Compatibility and Extensibility. The question of whether further division of the standard is useful, and
how such work should proceed, is typically a maintenance activity.
Another possibility would be to have a future maintenance activity create a conformance class for formulas.
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Response 196
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

CZ-0042
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: p. 37

It should be possible to attach additional metadata like
language to each keyword stored inside ―keywords‖ element.

Proposed change by the MB
Change content model of ―keywords‖
element to mixed content in which
subelements can be used to markup
individual keywords and to attach
additional text properties to each
keyword.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 2, §10, page 37:
keywords

Open
Packaging
Conventions

A delimited set of keywords to support searching and
indexing. This is typically a list of terms that are not available
elsewhere in the properties.
The definition of this element uniquely allows for:
 Use of the xml:lang attribute to identify languages
 A mixed content model, such that keywords can be
flagged individually
[Example: The following instance of the keywords element
has keywords in English (Canada), English (U.S.), and French
(France):
<keywords xml:lang="en-US">
color
<value xml:lang="en-CA">colour</value>
<value xml:lang="fr-FR">couleur</value>
</keywords>
end example]

Part 2, §10.4, page 39, lines 31–33:
2. Producers shall not create a document element that contains the xml:lang attribute at any other
location than on the keywords or value elements. Consumers shall consider a document element that
violates this constraint to be an error. [M4.4] For Dublin Core elements, this restriction is enforced by
applications.
To opc-coreProperties.xsd:
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<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/metadata/coreproperties" xmlns="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/metadata/coreproperties" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
elementFormDefault="qualified" blockDefault="#all">
<xs:import namespace="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
schemaLocation="http://dublincore.org/schemas/xmls/qdc/2003/04/02/dc.xsd" />
<xs:import namespace="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
schemaLocation="http://dublincore.org/schemas/xmls/qdc/2003/04/02/dcterms.xsd" />
<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" />
<xs:element name="coreProperties" type="CT_CoreProperties" />
<xs:complexType name="CT_CoreProperties">
<xs:all>
<xs:element name="category" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="contentStatus" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="contentType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element ref="dcterms:created" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element ref="dc:creator" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element ref="dc:description" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element ref="dc:identifier" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="keywords" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:stringCT_Keywords"
/>
<xs:element ref="dc:language" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="lastModifiedBy" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="lastPrinted" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:dateTime" />
<xs:element ref="dcterms:modified" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="revision" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element ref="dc:subject" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element ref="dc:title" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xs:element name="version" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" type="xs:string" />
</xs:all>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="CT_Keywords" mixed="true">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="value" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" type="CT_Keyword" />
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional" />
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="CT_Keyword">
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:string">
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="required" />
</xs:extension>
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</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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Response 197
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is an excessive second period at the end of sentence.

CZ-0061
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: p.
27/l. 18

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §9.1.2.3, page 27, line 18:
a. ...
b. If the content types do not match, a new Override element shall be added to the Content Types
stream. .
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Response 198
Comment ID

ECMA-0052
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0070
Clause: Part 2,
12.2.4.26
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The Digital Signature Relationships transform should explicitly
call out how XML comments are to be handled

In Digital Signature Relationships
transform, explicitly call out that
removing element content includes
removing comments.

Dig Sig should carefully specify how canonicalization
processes relationships that are missing optional attributes.

For relationships that are missing
optional attributes,.add the following
text after Step 3 in the Relationship
Transform Algorithm section:
4. The package implementer shall add
TargetMode attribute with default value,
if the optional attribute is missing for the
Relationship element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §3.17.7.96, page 58, after line 7:
Step 3: Prepare for canonicalization
1. The package implementer shall remove all characters between the Relationships start tag and the first
Relationship start tag.
2. The package implementer shall remove any contents of the Relationship element.
3. The package implementer shall remove all characters between the last Relationship end tag and the
Relationships end tag.
4. If there are no Relationship elements, the package implementer shall remove all characters between
the Relationships start tag and the Relationships end tag.
5. The package implementer shall remove comments from the Relationships xml content
6. The package implementer shall add TargetMode attribute with default value, if the optional attribute is
missing for the Relationship element.
7. The package implementer can generate <Relationship> elements as start-tag, end-tag pairs with empty
content, or as EMPTY elements. A canonicalization transform, applied immediately after Relationships
Transform, converts all xml elements into start-tag/end-tag pairs.
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Response 199
Comment ID

ECMA-0072
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Dig Sig should carefully spec how the canonicalization process
handles empty elements: e.g., "<a></a>" versus "<a/>".

Specify that all empty elements shall be
treated as start/end element pairs
during the canonicalization process.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §3.17.7.96, page 58, after line 7:
Step 3: Prepare for canonicalization
1. The package implementer shall remove all characters between the Relationships start tag and the first
Relationship start tag.
2. The package implementer shall remove any contents of the Relationship element.
3. The package implementer shall remove all characters between the last Relationship end tag and the
Relationships end tag.
4. If there are no Relationship elements, the package implementer shall remove all characters between
the Relationships start tag and the Relationships end tag.
5. The package implementer shall remove comments from the Relationships xml content
6. The package implementer shall add TargetMode attribute with default value, if the optional attribute is
missing for the Relationship element.
7. The package implementer may generate <Relationship> elements as start-tag, end-tag pairs with empty
content, or as EMPTY elements. A canonicalization transform, applied immediately after Relationships
Transform, converts all xml elements into start-tag/end-tag pairs.
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Response 200
Comment ID

ECMA-0076
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The case in which a Relationships Part does not contain any
Relationships, requires additional clarification.

Proposed change by the MB
The minimum requirement for a
Relationships Part, when present, is its
root element <Relationships/>.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §8.3.3, page 16, after line 25:
A Relationships Part shall not be an empty file. If present, a Relationships Part shall hold, at a minimum, a single
Relationships root element with no child elements.
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Response 201
Comment ID

DE-0129
Clause: Part 2,
Section 1. Scope
Paragraph: page
1, lines 9

DK-0073
Clause: Part 2
Section 1
Paragraph: Page
1 Line 9

FR-0029
Clause: Part 2,
Section 1. Scope
Paragraph: page
1, lines 9

GB-0051
Clause: Part 2, 1
Scope [p1, 9]
Paragraph: -

PT-0031
Clause: Part 2,
Section 1. Scope
Paragraph: page
1, lines 9

US-0268
Clause: Part 2,
Section 1. Scope
Paragraph: page
1, lines 9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'well-defined naming guidelines' expression is an
oxymoron in the context of a standard. This is reinforced in the
case of OOXML proposal by the fact that 'guidance' parts of
the text are explicitly meant to be informative only (as opposed
to normative).

Replace 'guidelines' with 'rules'.

The phrase ―well-defined naming guidelines‖ is confusing
since the ECMA-376 specification uses ―guidance‖ as an
informative marking of the specification.

Suggest using ―naming rules‖ as an
alternative

The 'well-defined naming guidelines' expression is an oxymoron Replace 'guidelines' with 'rules'.
in the context of a standard. This is reinforced in the case of
OOXML proposal by the fact that 'guidance' parts of the text are
explicitly meant to be informative only (as opposed to
normative).
The 'well-defined naming guidelines' expression is an
oxymoron in the context of a standard. This is reinforced in the
case of OOXML proposal by the fact that 'guidance' parts of
the text are explicitly meant to be informative only (as opposed
to normative).

The 'well-defined naming guidelines' expression is an
oxymoron in the context of a standard. This is reinforced in the
case of OOXML proposal by the fact that 'guidance' parts of
the text are explicitly meant to be informative only (as opposed
to normative).
The 'well-defined naming guidelines' expression is confusing,
since OOXML front matter said that 'guidance' parts of the text
are meant to be informative only.

Proposed change: Replace
'guidelines' with 'rules'.

Replace 'guidelines' with 'rules'.
Replace 'guidelines' with 'rules' since
the naming patterns are normative.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §1, page 1, lines 8–9:
Parts have content types and are uniquely identified using the well-defined naming guidelinesrules provided in
this Open Packaging specification.
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Response 202
Comment ID

DE-0154
Clause: Part 2,
section 8.1.1
Paragraph: Page
12, line 11

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The notation "[M1.1]" has not been introduced before its first
use here and becomes only clear in Annex H.

Proposed change by the MB
Introduce clause notation.

Proposed Disposition
The notation [Mx.x] is discussed in Part 2, §Annex H, page 88, lines 6–13, “Conformance Requirements”.
However, we will add an example to make it clearer and move that text to a new clause in Part 2. Also, we will
make a note In Part 2, §8.1.1, page 12, line 11, to reference the new clause.
Part 2, §Annex H, page 88, lines 6–14
This annex summarizes all conformance requirements for producers and consumers implementing the Open
Packaging Conventions. It is intended as a convenience; the text in the referenced clause or subclause is
considered normative in all cases.
Conformance requirements are divided into tables based on their general topic below. The tables contain the
requirements that producers and consumers shall follow, those that they should follow, and those that are
optional. Each conformance requirement is given a unique ID comprised of a letter (M – MANDATORY; S –
SHOULD; O – OPTIONAL), an identifier for the topic it relates to, and a unique ID within that topic. Mandatory
requirements are those stated with the normative terms "shall," "shall not," or any of their normative
equivalents. Should items are those stated with the normative terms "should," "should not," or any of their
normative equivalents. Optional requirements are those stated with the normative terms "can," "cannot,"
"might," "might not," or any of their normative equivalents.
Producers and consumers might use these IDs to report error conditions.
Part 2, §2, page 2 (new clause)
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2. Conformance
Each conformance requirement is given a unique ID comprised of a letter (M – MANDATORY; S – SHOULD; O –
OPTIONAL), an identifier for the topic it relates to, and a unique ID within that topic. (Producers and consumers
might use these IDs to report error conditions.) Mandatory requirements are those stated with the normative
terms "shall," "shall not," or any of their normative equivalents. Should items are those stated with the
normative terms "should," "should not," or any of their normative equivalents. Optional requirements are those
stated with the normative terms "can," "cannot," "might," "might not," or any of their normative equivalents.
[Example: Package implementers shall not map logical item name(s) mapped to the Content Types stream in a
ZIP archive to a part name. [M3.11] end example]

Part 2, §8.1.1, page 12, line 11


A part name shall not be empty. [M1.1] [Note: The Mx.x notation is discussed in Part 2, §2 end note]
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Response 203
Comment ID

DE-0155
Clause: Part 2,
section :8.3.5
Paragraph: Page
21, line 35f

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"Producers editing relationships based on this version of the
relationship markup specification shall not preserve any
ignored content..." Explicitly required non-roundtrip behavior
would break business process integration with applicationdefined data.

Proposed change by the MB
Require round-trip behavior.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §8.3.5, page 21, lines 35–37:
Consumers shall process relationship markup in a manner that conforms to Part 5: “Markup Compatibility and
Extensibility”. Producers editing relationships based on this version of the relationship markup specification shall
not preserve any ignored content, regardless of the presence of any preservation attributes as defined in Part 5:
“Markup Compatibility and Extensibility”. *M1.31+
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Response 204
Comment ID

DE-0156
Clause: Part 2,
section 9.2.5
Paragraph: Line
26f

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The semicolon does not have a special meaning on Unix file
systems. (It does, however, have a special meaning in typical
Unix command-interpreters ["shells"], which is insignificant for
this specification).

Proposed change by the MB
Delete list item.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §9.2.5, page 33, line 26:
[Example:
Examples of these limitations are:




On Windows file systems, the asterisk (“*”) and colon (“:”) are not valid, so parts named with this
character will not unzip successfully.
On Windows file systems, many programs can handle only file names that are less than 256 characters
including the full path; parts with longer names might not behave properly once unzipped.
On Unix file systems, the semicolon (“;”) has a special meaning, so parts with this character might not be
processed as expected.

end example]
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Response 205
Comment ID

DE-0157
Clause: Part 2,
section 9.1.3.1
Paragraph: Page
29, line 3f

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Logical part names may include %-escaped sequences. The
specification presumably intends that a logical name of
―%C3%B1.ext‖ will result in a Zip item name of ―%C3%B1.ext‖,
not ―ñ.ext‖ (interpreted as 2-byte UTF-8 sequence). This
becomes clear only later.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify comparison and equality rules
more precisely.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the following change will be made to Part 2, §9.1.3.2, page 29, lines 14–18:
9.1.3.2
Mapping Part Names to Logical Item Names
Non-interleaved part names are mapped to logical item names that have an equivalent prefix name and no
suffix name.
Interleaved part names are mapped to the complete sequence of logical item names with an equivalent prefix
name.
[Note: Prefix names mapped to part names correspond to the part names grammar (§8.1.1). In particular, prefix
names can hold percent-encoded characters. For example, a logical name of “%C3%B1.ext” will result in a Zip
item name of “%C3%B1.ext”, not “ñ.ext” (interpreted as 2-byte UTF-8 sequence). end note]
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Response 206
Comment ID

DE-0158
Clause: Part 2,
section :A.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The term "Unicode string" is unspecified and, from what the
term suggests, the examples are confusing. A "Unicode string"
is presumably a string of Unicode characters, possibly with "/"
characters and therefore intended to be interpreted as a file
system path. It is, however not logical, to assume a Unicode
string is already %-escaped (otherwise, "Unicode string" and
"IRI" would be identical concepts). Consider, eg, the string
"/test/50%_chance.xml". Thus, an original Unicode string of
―/%41/%61.xml‖ (a sequence of the Unicode characters ―/‖,
―%‖, ―4‖, ―1‖, ―/‖ …) must be represented as an IRI or URI
―/%2541/%2561.xml‖. Also if a Unicode string is intended to be
interpreteted as a unified file system path with national
characters, a backslash "\" character in the original string
should be mapped to a "/" character in the IRI, and not %escaped.

Verify the intended encoding rules and
examples and specify the term
"Unicode string".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §Annex A, page 64, line 3:
Package clients might use Unicode strings of Unicode characters to represent relative references to for
referencing parts in a package. Further in this annex such strings will be refered to as Unicode strings. [Example:
Values of xsd:anyURI data type within XML markup are Unicode strings. end example]
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Response 207
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

ECMA-0014
Clause: Part 2,
Annex B
Paragraph: -

JP-0003

Proposed change by the MB

The "pack" URI scheme is not yet endorsed by IETF.
Drop the "pack" URI scheme unless it is endorsed by IETF.

The ―pack‖ URI scheme was submitted
to IETF (http://www.ietf.org/internetdrafts/draft-shur-pack-uri-scheme02.txt) on August 16, 2007. It is hoped
that IETF will accept and register this
as it an extremely important
mechanism for accessing parts from
within a package. However, at the time
of the BRM, in the event the ―pack‖ URI
is rejected (or not yet accepted) by
IETF, ―pack‖ URI should be removed.

The "pack" URI scheme is not endorsed by IETF yet.

Drop the "pack" URI scheme unless it is
endorsed by IETF.

Clause: Part 2
Annex B
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. The Pack URI scheme "pack" has been endorsed as a provisional URI scheme in the IANA-maintained
registry of URI Schemes located at http://www.iana.org/assignments/uri-schemes.html.
The IANA and IETF Designated Expert has ruled that the request for a provisional registration is legitimate and
took into consideration that the "pack" scheme is already defined by a standard (in this case, ECMA-376). A
provisional registration does not have an expiration date.
Further information on provisional registrations can be found at http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc4395.txt.
We will make the following change to Part 2, §B, page 66, as follows:

B.1 Pack URI Scheme
RFC 3986 provides an extensible mechanism for defining new kinds of URIs based on new schemes. Schemes are
the prefix in a URI before the colon. [Example: “http”, “ftp”, “file” end example] This Open Packaging
specification defines a specific URI scheme used to refer to parts in a package: the pack scheme. A URI that uses
the pack scheme is called a pack URI.
The Pack URI scheme "pack" is a provisional URI scheme in the IANA-maintained registry of URI Schemes located
at http://www.iana.org/assignments/uri-schemes.html. A provisional registration does not have an expiration
date. Further information on provisional registrations can be found at http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc4395.txt.
The pack URI grammar is defined as follows:
pack_URI
authority
path
segment

=
=
=
=

"pack://" authority [ "/" | path ]
*( unreserved | sub-delims | pct-encoded )
1*( "/" segment )
1*( pchar )

unreserved, sub-delims, pchar and pct-encoded are defined in RFC 3986
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Response 208
Comment ID

FR-0030
Clause: Part 2,
Section 3.
Definitions
Paragraph: page
4, line 20

GB-0053
Clause: Part 2, 3
Definitions [p4,
20]
Paragraph: -

KE-0018
Clause: Part 2,
Section 3
Paragraph: Page
4, line 20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This definition of 'package model' is not compatible with the
prior definition given in Part 2, Section 1. Scope, page 1, line 5.

Define 'package model' in unambiguous
terms and use the resulting definition
consistently throughout the OOXML text.

This definition of 'package model' is not compatible with the
prior definition given in Part 2, Section 1. Scope, page 1, line
5.

Proposed change: Define 'package
model' in unambiguous terms and use
the resulting definition consistently
throughout the OOXML text.

This definition of 'package model' is not compatible with the
prior definition given in Part 2, Section 1. Scope, page 1, line
5.

Define 'package model' in unambiguous
terms and use the resulting definition
consistently throughout the OOXML
text.

PT-0032
Clause: Part 2,
Section 3.
Definitions
Paragraph: page
4, line 20

US-0095
Clause: Part 2,
Section 3.
Definitions
Paragraph: page
4, line 20

This definition of 'package model' is not compatible with the
prior definition given in Part 2, Section 1. Scope, page 1, line
5.
This definition of 'package model' is not compatible with the
prior definition given in Part 2, Section 1. Scope, page 1, line
5.

Define 'package model' in unambiguous
terms and use the resulting definition
consistently throughout the OOXML
text.
Define 'package model' in unambiguous
terms and use the resulting definition
consistently throughout the OOXML
text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §1, page 1, line 5:
The package model is defines a package abstraction that holds a collection of parts.
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Response 209
Comment ID

CZ-0041
Clause: Part
2/8.1.1.2
Paragraph: -

ECMA-0015
Clause: Part 2,
8.1
Paragraph: -

GH-0012
Clause: Paragraph: -

JP-0004
Clause: Part 2
Clause 8.1
Paragraph: -

JP-0042
Clause: Part 2
Clause 8.3.3,
9.1.2.3, and
9.1.2.4
Paragraph: -

US-0043
Clause: DIS
26500 in its
entirety
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Part names are compared case insensitively but only for ASCII
characters. Why is comparison not case insensitive for all
Unicode/ISO 10646 characters which are available in both
lowercase and uppercase variants?

Clarify this conflict or define
comparison as case sensitive.

It is desirable to support non-ASCII characters (IRIs) in part
names, but the OPC supports only US-ASCII characters (only
URIs) in part names.

Support IRIs for part names at the
logical level.

Lack of support for RFC-3987. That means they do not allow
Arabic characters in web addresses. Since Ghana is about a
fifth Muslim, a decent portion of our population can be
assumed to be at least basically literate in Arabic. This is
therefore a problem

OOXML should include support for
RFC-3987

Part names are restricted to US-ASCII. Although Annex A
describes the conversion from Unicode strings to US-ASCII
part names, it is not clear which program provides this
conversion. The OPC engine rather than user programs
should support the conversion.

Allow Non-ASCII characters (or IRIs) as
part names. Note that non-ASCII
characters can be converted to %HH
before constructing logical item names
or physical package item names.

Assuming that part names are not restricted to US-ASCII,
case-insensitive comparison does not work for non-ASCII
characters.

Use case-sensitive comparison.

IRIs Not URIs: Users of XML and the WWW are no longer
limited to Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and can now
use Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs). IRIs were first
proposed in 2003 and became RFC 3987 in January of 2005.
As an international standard, DIS 29500 should conform to the
use of IRIs in order to serve the international community.

All references to URIs should be
reformed (with necessary changes in
other prose) to be to IRIs as defined by
RFC 3987.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the use of IRI’s as part names will be allowed by making the following changes to Part 2, §8.1.1, starting
on page 11:
8.1.1
Part Names
Each part has a name. Part names refer to parts within a package. [Example: The part name
“/hello/world/doc.xml” contains three segments: “hello”, “world”, and “doc.xml”. The first two segments in the
sample represent levels in the logical hierarchy and serve to organize the parts of the package, whereas the
third contains actual content. Note that segments are not explicitly represented as folders in the package model,
and no directory of folders exists in the package model. end example]
8.1.1.1
Part Name Syntax
A Part name shall be an IRI and shall be encoded as either a Part IRI or a Part URI. A Part IRI is a physical
representation that permits direct use of Unicode characters. A Part URI is a physical representation that uses a
percent-encoding for non-ASCII Unicode characters.
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[Note: Not all versions of the ZIP specification support a Part name represented as a Part IRI. To preserve
interoperability, implementers are encouraged to use the currently more prevalent Part URI representation. end
note]
8.1.1.1.1
Part IRI Syntax
The part IRI grammar is defined as follows:
part-IRI = 1*( "/" isegment )
isegment = 1*( ipchar )
ipchar is defined in RFC 3987:
ipchar
iunreserved
ucschar

pct-encoded
sub-delims

= iunreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" / "@"
= ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" / "." / "_" / "~" / ucschar
= %xA0-D7FF / %xF900-FDCF / %xFDF0-FFEF
/ %x10000-1FFFD / %x20000-2FFFD / %x30000-3FFFD
/ %x40000-4FFFD / %x50000-5FFFD / %x60000-6FFFD
/ %x70000-7FFFD / %x80000-8FFFD / %x90000-9FFFD
/ %xA0000-AFFFD / %xB0000-BFFFD / %xC0000-CFFFD
/ %xD0000-DFFFD / %xE1000-EFFFD
= "%" HEXDIG HEXDIG
= "!" / "$" / "&" / "'" / "(" / ")" / "*" / "+" / "," / ";" / "="

The part IRI grammar implies the following constraints. The package implementer shall neither create any part
that violates these constraints nor retrieve any data from a package as a part if the purported part IRI violates
these constraints.






A part IRI shall not be empty. [M1.1]
A part IRI shall not have empty isegments. [M1.3]
A part IRI shall start with a forward slash (“/”) character. *M1.4+
A part IRI shall not have a forward slash as the last character. [M1.5]
An isegment shall not hold any characters other than ipchar characters. [M1.6]

Part IRI isegments have the following additional constraints. The package implementer shall neither create any
part with a part IRI comprised of an isegment that violates these constraints nor retrieve any data from a
package as a part if the purported part IRI contains an isegment that violates these constraints.





An isegment shall not contain percent-encoded forward slash (“/”), or backward slash (“\”) characters.
[M1.7]
An isegment shall not contain percent-encoded iunreserved characters. [M1.8]
An isegment shall not end with a dot (“.”) character. *M1.9+
An isegment shall include at least one non-dot character. [M1.10]

8.1.1.1.2
Part URI Syntax
The part URI grammar is defined as follows:
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part-URI_name = 1*( "/" segment )
segment
= 1*( pchar )
pchar is defined in RFC 3986:.
pchar
unreserved
pct-encoded
sub-delims

=
=
=
=

unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" / "@"
ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" / "." / "_" / "~"
"%" HEXDIG HEXDIG
"!" / "$" / "&" / "'" / "(" / ")" / "*" / "+" / "," / ";" / "="

The part name URI grammar implies the following constraints. The package implementer shall neither create any
part that violates these constraints nor retrieve any data from a package as a part if the purported part name
URI violates these constraints.






A part name URI shall not be empty. [M1.1]
A part name URI shall not have empty segments. [M1.3]
A part name URI shall start with a forward slash (“/”) character. *M1.4+
A part name URI shall not have a forward slash as the last character. [M1.5]
A segment shall not hold any characters other than pchar characters. [M1.6]

Part URI segments have the following additional constraints. The package implementer shall neither create any
part with a part name URI comprised of a segment that violates these constraints nor retrieve any data from a
package as a part if the purported part name URI contains a segment that violates these constraints.





A segment shall not contain percent-encoded forward slash (“/”), or backward slash (“\”) characters.
[M1.7]
A segment shall not contain percent-encoded unreserved characters. [M1.8]
A segment shall not end with a dot (“.”) character. *M1.9+
A segment shall include at least one non-dot character. [M1.10]

[Example:
Example 8–1. A part name
/a/%D1%86.xml
/xml/item1.xml
Example 8–2. An invalid part name
//xml/.
end example]
8.1.1.21
Part IRI and Part URI Mapping
A Part IRI can be converted to a Part URI by converting ucschar characters to percent-encoded triplets, as
defined in Step 2 in §3.1 of RFC 3987.
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A Part URI can be converted to a Part IRI by converting percent-encoded triplets to ucschar characters, as
defined in §3.2 of RFC 3987.
8.1.1.32
Part Names Equivalence
Part names shall be mapped to either the Part IRI or Part URI form for comparison. Part names represented in
different forms cannot be compared.
[Note: Equivalence rules for the Part IRI and Part URI forms guarantee uniformity of the comparison result for
Part Names converted either to Part IRI or to Part URI form. end note]
Packages shall not contain equivalent Part Names, and package implementers shall neither create nor recognize
packages with equivalent Part Names. [M1.12]
8.1.1.3.1
Part IRI Equivalence
Part IRI equivalence is determined by comparing part IRIs character-by-character:



pct-encoded and ALPHA characters as case-insensitive ASCII
ucschar characters as case-sensitive Unicode

8.1.1.3.2
Part URI Equivalence
Part URI name equivalence is determined by comparing part URIs names as case-insensitive ASCII strings.
Packages shall not contain equivalent part names and package implementers shall neither create nor recognize
packages with equivalent part names. [M1.12]
8.1.1.4
Part Naming
A package implementer shall neither create nor recognize a part with a part name derived from another part
name by appending segments to it. [M1.11] [Example: If a package contains a part named
“/segment1/segment2/.../segmentn”, then other parts in that package shall not have names such as:
“/segment1”, “segment1/segment2”, or “/segment1/segment2/.../segmentn-1”. end example]
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Response 210
Comment ID

DE-0142
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

DK-0054
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Part 2 defines Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) in terms
that, according to Part 1, Section 9.1 Constraints on Office
Open XML's Use of OPC, are more general than needed for
the purpose of OOXML. This is due to bring confusion, and
should be resolved.

Part 2 should be amended either by: a)
referencing an established standard (in
which case placing documented
constraints upon its use in OOXML
would be fine), or else b) tightening
Part 2 contents so as to keep it focused
on OOXML related matters, or else c)
submit OPC as a separate packagingfocused standard and, provided that it
is accepted as a standard, apply option
a) to it.

The specification as described in part 2 contain more material
than actually necessary for implementation of support for the
ECMA-376 specification, according to the description in Part 1
section 9.1. This lead to some confusion, as the Part 2 of the
specification covers more material, than actually is need as
stated in part 1 Section 9.1

To the extend there are elements that
are necessary for implementation those
shall be included as part of the
normative Part 1.

This should be resolved as it also overload the current
specification with un-exposed nominative information, which
lead to unnecessary work for would-be implementer.

DK-0107
Clause: Part 2
Section 3
Paragraph: Page
4 line 1-3

FR-0028
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

GB-0050
Clause: Part 2,
General
Paragraph: -

KE-0081
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

This definition describe interleaving parts, but from part 1
Section 9.1.5 ( page 16 line 27) we have, that Office Open
XML files are not interleaved, and from Part 2 Section 1 ( page
1 line 2-3) we, have the scope of part 2 is the specification set
that are used by Office Open XML, so it should not include any
reference to ―interleaving‖

Not a necessary part of the information
specification.

Part 2 defines Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) in terms
that, according to Part 1, Section 9.1 Constraints on Office
Open XML's Use of OPC, are more general than needed for the
purpose of OOXML. This is due to bring confusion, and should
be resolved.

Part 2 should be amended either by: a)
referencing an established standard (in
which case placing documented
constraints upon its use in OOXML
would be fine), or else b) tightening Part
2 contents so as to keep it focused on
OOXML related matters, or else c)
submit OPC as a separate packagingfocused standard and, provided that it is
accepted as a standard, apply option a)
to it.

Part 2 defines Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) in terms
that, according to Part 1, Section 9.1 Constraints on Office
Open XML's Use of OPC, are more general than needed for
the purpose of OOXML. This is due to bring confusion, and
should be resolved.

Proposed change: Part 2 should be
amended either by: a) referencing an
established standard (in which case
placing documented constraints upon
its use in OOXML would be fine), or
else b) tightening Part 2 contents so as
to keep it focused on OOXML related
matters, or else c) submit OPC as a
separate packaging-focused standard
and, provided that it is accepted as a
standard, apply option a) to it.

Part 2 defines Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) in terms
that, according to Part 1, Section 9.1 Constraints on Office
Open XML's Use of OPC, are more general than needed for
the purpose of OOXML. This is due to bring confusion, and

Part 2 should be amended either by
tightening Part 2 contents so as to keep
it focused on OOXML related matters
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

should be resolved.

US-0019
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

Part 2 defines Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) in terms
that, according to Part 1, Section 9.1 Constraints on Office
Open XML's Use of OPC, are more general than needed for
the purpose of OOXML. This is due to bring confusion, and
should be resolved.

Part 2 should be amended either by: a)
referencing an established standard (in
which case placing documented
constraints upon its use in OOXML
would be fine), or else b) tightening
Part 2 contents so as to keep it focused
on OOXML related matters, or else c)
submit OPC as a separate packagingfocused standard and, provided that it
is accepted as a standard, apply option
a) to it.
See Scope-Durusau-11.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) can be used in contexts other than DIS 29500, and OPC should
be available for reference and re-use on its own. This has been addressed in the disposition to NB comments
DE-0120, DK-0059 through DK-0063, KE-0003, US-0021, US-0253 and others, which proposes that DIS 29500 be
made into a multi-part standard with the existing Part 2 (Open Packaging Conventions) restructured as DIS
29500-2.
This will allow for re-use of OPC by other standards, which may choose to use additional features of OPC that are
not used by DIS 29500.
In addition to this, there are no longer any additional constraints placed upon OPC that are specific to the Open
XML formats. This is handled by the proposed resolution to CA-0007, CO-0004, DE-0004, DK-0099, FR-0009, GB0036, KE-0017, PT-0027, and US-0031.
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Response 211
Comment ID

ECMA-0036
Clause: Part 2,
Annex H
Paragraph: -

JP-0046
Clause: Part 2
Annex H
(Conformance
Requirements)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This clause is titled ―Conformance Requirements‖, but it
actually is informative material. Shouldn‘t it be titled something
more like ―Best Practices‖?

Change the title to "Requirements
Reference".

This informative annex cannot define conformance
requirements. Moreover, it is not clear what "conformance
requirements" on format designers mean.

Change "conformance requirements" to
"guidelines", for example.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §Annex H, page 88, lines 1–8:

Annex H

Conformance RequirementsBest Practices

This annex is informative.
This annex summarizes all conformance requirements best practices for producers and consumers implementing
the Open Packaging Conventions. It is intended as a convenience; the text in the referenced clause or subclause
is considered normative in all cases.
Conformance requirementsBest practices are divided into tables based on their general topic below. The tables
contain the requirements that producers and consumers shall follow, those that they should follow, and those
that are optional. Each conformance requirementbest practice is given a unique ID comprised of a letter (M –
MANDATORY; S – SHOULD; O – OPTIONAL), an identifier for the topic it relates to, and a unique ID within that
topic.
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Response 212
Comment ID

US-0094
Clause: Part 2
Open Packaging
Conventions
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Open Packaging Conventions: The Open Packaging
Conventions (herein OPC) is a mechanism to define
relationships between parts of documents using XML. Such
capabilities were not present in the pre-existing binary format
for which DIS 29500 specifies an XML representation and as
such is clearly out of scope for DIS 29500.

Proposed change by the MB
OPC and all references to it should be
stricken from DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
The Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) are used in DIS 29500 to define relationships and content types for the
parts within a package. These mechanisms allow for representing in XML the various types of information found
in existing binary Office documents, and are therefore a critical component of DIS 29500’s goal of providing full
fidelity representation in an open format of the corpus of existing binary documents.
OPC has potential applicability outside the scope of DIS 29500, and for that reason it has been proposed that the
existing Part 2 (Open Packaging Conventions) be restructured as DIS 29500-2, the second part of a multi-part
standard. For more information on this proposed restructuring of DIS 29500, see the response to AU-0005, CL0039, CZ-0002, DE-0120, DK-0059, DK-0060, DK-0061, DK-0062, DK-0063, ECMA-0037, FI-0003, IN-0052, IN0054, JP-0039, JP-0079, KE-0003, NO-0002, NO-0007, PT-0008, PT-0033, US-0021, US-0253 and ZA-0006.
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Response 213
Comment ID

DE-0159
Clause: Part 2
section A
Paragraph: Page
64, line 3f

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"Values of xsd:anyURI data type within XML markup are
Unicode strings." is an error. Values of xsd:anyURI are, as the
XML Schema specification states, URIs. Such a value may be
represented as an *ASCII* string within an application. It does
not seem useful to introduce an unclear term "Unicode string"
here.

Proposed change by the MB
Verify term an intended interpretation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §Annex A, page 64, line 3:
Package clients might use Unicode strings of Unicode characters to represent relative references to for
referencing parts in a package. Further in this annex such strings will be referred to as Unicode strings. [Example:
Values of xsd:anyURI data type within XML markup are Unicode strings. end example]
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Response 214
Comment ID

ECMA-0033
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

JP-0019
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

"type" is sometimes used without qualification, which makes its
meaning confusing.

Always qualify the use of the term
"type"; e.g., "content type", "relationship
type", and so on.

Unfortunately, there are at least three different definitions of
types (XML, W3C XML Schema, and MIME) already. OOXML
(vaguely) introduces yet another definition of types. The
confusion is demonstrated by the example at the bottom of
Page 25 of Part 1.
The relationship in question specifies
"http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/rela
tionsihps/officeDocument"

Do not introduce yet another definition
of the word ―type‖.

as the "type" of document.xml. However, we already have
three types (shown below) for the root element of
document.xml.
15.

The element type (as defined by W3C XML) of this
element is "w:document".
Note: Surprisingly enough, element types are never
clearly defined by the XML recommendation. Here we
follow the interpretation of one of the editors of the
XML recommendation and assume that element types
are strings.

16.
17.

The complex type of this element is "CT_Document",
which is specified in wml.xsd.
The content type of this part is
application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+x
ml.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the specification will be examined for use of the term “type”. Its specific meaning (e.g., element type;
attribute type; part type; etc.) will be made clear by adding that qualification. Some examples are:
1.

Part 4, §2.3.2.33, pages 226–227, row for the val attribute in the table:
Attributes

val (Positive or
Negative Value in
Twentieths of a
Point)

Description
Specifies a value whose contents shall contain a positive whole number, whose contents
consist of a positive or negative measurement in twentieths of a point (equivalent to
1/1440th of an inch).
The contents of this measurement shall be interpreted based on the context of the
parent XML element.
[Example: Consider an attribute value of -720 whose simple type is
ST_SignedTwipsMeasure. This attribute value specifies a value of negative one-half of
an inch or -36 points (-720 twentieths of a point = -36 points = -0.5 inches). end example]
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_SignedTwipsMeasure
simple type (§2.18.88).

2.

Part 4, §2.3.3.3, page 246, row for the id attribute in the table:
Attributes

id (Embedded
Control Properties
Relationship
Reference)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

3.

Description
Specifies the relationship ID for the relationship which contains the properties for this
embedded control. This property bag is contained in a separate part within the Word
Open XML package.
The relationship explicitly targeted by this attribute shall be of relationship type
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/control or
the document shall be conisdered non-conformant.
If this attribute is omitted, then the embedded control shall be given no property bag
when instantiated.

Part 4, §2.3.3.17, pages 259–260, row for the id attribute in the table:
Attributes

id (Relationship to
Part)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

4.

Description
Specifies the relationship ID to a specified part.
The specified relationship shall match the relationship type required by the parent
element:
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/foo
ter for the footerReference element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/he
ader for the headerReference element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/fon
t for the embedBold, embedBoldItalic, embedItalic, or embedRegular
elements
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/pri
nterSettings for the printerSettings element

Part 4, §2.4.9, page 307, row for the val attribute in the table:
Attributes

val (Decimal
Number Value)

Description
Specifies that the contents of this attribute will contain a decimal number.
The contents of this decimal number are interpreted based on the context of the parent
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Attributes

Description
XML element.
[Example: Consider the following numeric WordprocessingML property of simple type
ST_DecimalNumber:
<w:… w:val="1512645511" />
The value of the val attribute is a decimal number whose value must be interpreted in
the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).
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Response 215
Comment ID

GB-0054
Clause: Part 2,
Page 9 line 25
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This line references "a note as specified in 4.1, ―Document
Conventions.‖", but there's nothing in 4.1 describing notes.

Proposed change by the MB
Either 4.1 needs a description of a note
to be added, or this cross reference
must be removed. Without knowing
how "standard" the use of notes is in
this standard according to Ecma
procedures, it is not possible to suggest
which is better.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §6, page 9, lines 24–25:
Whole clauses and annexes that are informative are identified as such. Informative text that is contained within
normative text is identified as either an example, or a note as specified in 4.1, “Document Conventions.”
Except for whole clauses or annexes that are identified as being informative, informative text that is contained
within normative text is indicated in the following ways:
8.
9.
10.
11.

[Example: code fragment, possibly with some narrative … end example]
[Note: narrative … end note]
[Rationale: narrative … end rationale]
[Guidance: narrative … end guidance]
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Response 216
Comment ID

GB-0055
Clause: Part 2,
Page 10 lines 1315
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The second sentence in this paragraph is normative text in a
clause explicitly described as informative. It would be better to
make this whole paragraph normative, but that may cause
problems as the normative/informative split in this Ecma
standard appears to be at the level of whole clauses, except
where notes are used. A change in the normative/informative
status of the clause would also require changes in section 6.

Proposed change by the MB
No proposal

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the word "shall" here applies to external specifications. That part is the appropriate reference to be
cited by any markup specification that bases its versioning and extensibility strategy on Markup Compatibility
elements and attributes.
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Response 217
Comment ID

GB-0056

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It looks as if this line should have been a sub-clause (8.1.1.1)

Proposed change by the MB
No proposal

Clause: Part 2,
Page 12 line 3
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §8.1.1, page 12, line 3. This will affect all following subclauses in §8.1.1 in that they will by incremented by 1.

8.1.1.1 Part Name Syntax
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Response 218
Comment ID

GB-0057

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Missing space in "SignatureValueelement".

Proposed change by the MB
should be "SignatureValue element"

Clause: Part 2,
Page 62 line 4
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §12.5, page 62, line 4:
The package implementer shall decrypt the SignatureValue element using the public key prior to
comparison.
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Response 219
Comment ID

GB-0058

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Incorrect cross-reference

Proposed change by the MB
this one should be [M3.21]

Clause: Part 2,
Page 80 line 2
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §Annex C.2, page 80, line 2:
The package implementer shall ensure that all 64-bit stream record sizes and offsets have the high-order bit = 0.
[M3.210]
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Response 220
Comment ID

FR-0587
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0589
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0590
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0591
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

GB-0059
Clause: Part 2,
ANNEX A [p81,
OpenPackagingC
onventions-XML
Paragraph: -

GB-0062
Clause: Part 2,
ANNEX B [p82,
OpenPackagingC
onventions-REL
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this annex.

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this annex.

PT-0005
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Clarify the status of this annex.

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex.

PT-0006
Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0011

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

5.2.6

US-0012

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clause:
OpenPackagingC
onventionsXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

Clarify the status of this annex

Proposed Disposition
We agree that it is necessary to clearly identify whether an annex is informative or normative. Part 2, §6,
“General Description”, page 9, lines 13–23 state:
“The following form the normative part of this Open Packaging specification:





Introduction
Clauses 1–4, 6, and 8–12
Annex A–Annex D
Annex F

The following form the informative part of this Open Packaging specification:






Clauses 5 and 7
Annex E
Annex G–Annex J
All notes
All examples”

In addition to the declarations in the “General Description”, each annex that is informative, also contains the
following text at the beginning of the annex:
This clause is informative.
These two pieces of information clearl state the normative/informative status of each annex.
We acknowledge that the ISO Directives, Part 2, §5.2.6, indicate a different way of providing this notation. Note,
however, that the JTC 1 Directives, •13.9, state, “... the Project Editor shall prepare the amended DIS (or DAM) …
For its initial publication, the document is not required to be in ISO/IEC format, but can be published in the
format of the submitting organization.” And •13.14 states, “Subsequent revisions shall be in the format
prescribed by the ISO/IEC Directives Part 2.” So some formatting changes, like the one described in this
comment, will be made in the next revision.
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Response 221
Comment ID

FR-0576
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0577
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0578
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0579
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0582
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0583
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0584
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

FR-0585
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -

GB-0597
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX A
[p5203,
OfficeOpenXML-

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this annex.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this annex.

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this annex.

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6.

Proposed change: Clarify the status of
this annex.

The document does not indicate whether the zip files are
normative or informative

Either have an index of zip files that will
describe the contents and whether the
zip file is informative or normative or
each zip file should contain a comment
line indicating whether it is normative or
informative

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

There is no explicit indication given as to whether this annex is
informative or normative. See ISO Directives, Part 2, section
5.2.6

Clarify the status of this annex

XMLSchema.zi
Paragraph: -

GB-0599
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX B
[p5204,
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zip
Paragraph: -

GB-0601
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX D
[p5206,
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetM
Paragraph: -

GB-0603
Clause: Part 4,
ANNEX E
[p5207,
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeo
Paragraph: -

KE-0001
Clause: Office
Open XML
Overview
Paragraph: -

US-0013
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLDrawingMLGeom
etries.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0014
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLRELAXNG.zi
Paragraph: -

US-0015
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLSpreadsheetMLS
tyles.zip
Paragraph: -

US-0016
Clause:
OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

VE-0003
Clause:
OfficeOpenX
MLRELAXNG. zi
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There is no explicit indication given as to whether
this annex is informative or normative. See ISO
Directives, Part 2, section 5.2.6

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the status of this annex

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in keeping with the style used in Parts 1 and 2, a new normative clause, “General Description”, will be
added in front of Part 4 §1, as follows:
“The following form the normative part of this Markup Language Reference specification:





Introduction
Clauses 2–8
Annex A
Annex D

The following form the informative part of this Markup Language Reference specification:






Clause 1
Annex B–C
Annex E–F
All notes
All examples

Except for whole clauses or annexes that are identified as being informative, informative text that is contained
within normative text is indicated in the following ways:
12.
13.
14.
15.

[Example: code fragment, possibly with some narrative … end example]
[Note: narrative … end note]
[Rationale: narrative … end rationale]
[Guidance: narrative … end guidance]”

In addition to the declarations in the “General Description”, each annex that is informative, also contains the
following text at the beginning of the annex:
This clause is informative.
These two pieces of information clearly state the normative/informative status of each annex.
We acknowledge that the ISO Directives, Part 2, §5.2.6, indicate a different way of providing this notation. Note,
however, that the JTC 1 Directives, •13.9, state, “... the Project Editor shall prepare the amended DIS (or DAM) …
For its initial publication, the document is not required to be in ISO/IEC format, but can be published in the
format of the submitting organization.” And •13.14 states, “Subsequent revisions shall be in the format
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prescribed by the ISO/IEC Directives Part 2.” So some formatting changes, like the one described in this
comment, will be made in the next revision.
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Response 222
Comment ID

GB-0061
Clause: Part 2,
Page 82 line 5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is stated "If discrepancies exist between the electronic
version of a schema and its corresponding representation as
published in this part, Part 2, the electronic version is the
definitive version.".

Proposed change by the MB
The editor must ensure no such
discrepancies exist, as the published
schema examples are normative

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this statement should be eliminated. The following changes will be made to Part 2, Annex D, page 81,
lines 5–6 and Part 2, Annex E, page 82, lines 6–7:
If discrepancies exist between the electronic version of a schema and its corresponding representation as
published in this part, Part 2, the electronic version is the definitive version.
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Response 223
Comment ID

JP-0041
Clause: Part 2
Clause 8.1.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not clear if restrictions in 8.1.4 (e.g., Unicode only and no
DTDs) apply to only those parts defined in OPC or do they
also apply to parts designed by format designers. Can users
create a Shift_JIS XML document containing a DTD and
incorporate it in a package?

Proposed change by the MB
If the restrictions do not apply only to
those parts defined in OPC, explicitly
state that format designers can design
parts freely.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §8.1.4, page 14, line 9:
All XML content of the parts defined in this Open Packaging specification shall conform to the following
validation rules:
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Response 224
Comment ID

JP-0040

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Conformance to OPC Is not defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Define conformance to OPC. It
probably shouldn‘t be purely
syntactical. Moreover, it might be
necessary to separate OPC engines
and application programs that rely on
OPC engines.

Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 2, §1, page 1, lines 19–21:
This Open Packaging Conventions specification specifies conformance requirements for package implementers,
producers, and consumers. Conformance requirements are identified throughout the text of this specification. A
summary of the conformance requirements is given in Annex H.
In all subsequent uses, the term "this specification" shall refer to the content of this Part.
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Response 225
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The naming of elements is very inconsistent. Even though the
choice of one letter for common elements seems appropriate,
there seems to be no common technique for naming. The
capitalization and vowel removal is inconsistent, as there are
elements with names like: (from, but not limited to, Part 4
Section 2.15.1): ActiveWritingStyle, attachedSchema,
documentType, docVars, endnotePr, hdrShapeDefaults) .
This is not a problem with the clarity of the specification, but it
complicates the implementation of it unnecessarily, as
developers will need to refer more often than necessary to the
document to check for a certain element's particular spelling.

Use a common element naming system

MY-0016

A general comment on the XML Element and Attribute names.

Clause: Part 3,
Part 4
Paragraph: -

There appears a lack of naming convention for consistency as
well as readability.

Edit and rename all the inconsistent
and unnecessarily truncated XML
Element, Attributes and Property
names of the schema.

CO-0237
Clause: Part 4,
throughout
Paragraph:
throughout

The purpose of using XML is for human legibility and
terseness in XML markup is of minimal importance.
This will benefit non-English speaking developers who will
have difficulty understanding the schema if name truncations
occurs

NZ-0008

Human Readability of XML

Clause: Part 2
2.3.2.36, page
1013 2.15.2.39,
page 213
Paragraph: -

There was a comparison of <cell> vs <c> in spreadsheets and
which was faster. The goals of XML say, "6. XML documents
should be human-legible and reasonably clear. 10.Terseness
in XML mark-up is of minimal importance." -http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#sec-origin-goals
This DIS contradicts the goals of XML and best practices.
The designers of XML knew what they were doing because
while we can remember what "c" means in this case it
becomes problematic when we get hundreds or thousands of
these shorthand references. HTML, the web page language,
has some shorthand references like this but then there are
only around 20 things to memorize, so in practice it's not a
problem. OOXML has hundreds of these cryptic names.
"Analogous wording shall be used to express analogous
provisions; identical wording shall be used to express identical
provisions.
Here's an example of identical wording referring to different
things,
The w:sz element is an example of major internal
inconsistencies in the specifications measurements:


For fonts, the w:sz element specifies the size in half points

832

e.g. in Section 5.1.10.45 outerShdw.
―scrgbClr, algn, blurRad, dir, dist,
rotWithShape‖
These should be renamed to something
more readable like:
―ScreenRGBColor, ShadowAlignment,
BlurRadius, Direction, Distance,
RotateWithShape‖
This DIS should be changed to follow
the goals and best practices of XML by
using human-legible terms and distinct
terminology as required.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

(2.3.2.36, page 1013).

US-0281
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -



For frameset, the w:sz element has a string value that
could be a relative value, a percentage, or a number of
pixels (2.15.2.39, page 2136). The examples on page
2138 do not refer to w:sz at all.



However, as the child of rPr (3.4.11, page 2846), its value
is in points.

ElementNaming: DIS 29500 follows no consistent principle for
the naming of elements. While it abbreviates the element for
―Use Complex Script Formatting on Run‖ to ―cs‖ (Part 4,
section 2.3.2.6), it also has the element
―customXmlMoveFromRangeStart‖ (Part 4, section 2.13.5.9).
This is not an isolated example. In the portion of the table of
contents reproduced as Annex A, there are approximately 712
element names down to Part 4, section 2.15.3.67. Out of that
total, some 575 have whole words in the element names,
sometimes more than one. In other words, 80% of that portion
of DIS 29500 does not name elements with any consistent
abbreviation principle.

DIS 29500 should be edited with a
consistent element naming philosophy.
It can either choose to have meaningful
names or semantically opaque ones
but it should choose one or the other.

Proposed Disposition
Although human readability is a design goal of XML, the specific element names or attributes used within any
markup language have always been open to debate since the creation of SGML or XML standards, with some
designers preferring long names and other short names (for example SVG, HTML, MathML and many others). It
is often seen as a question of personal preference instead of a technical issue, and we note that there is also an
argument that opaque element names are less culturally biased. We believe that Office Open XML can be read
by humans because it is XML-based.
In the case of DIS 29500, the comments about element names have fallen into two general categories: element
names are too terse, or element names are not consistent.
The terseness of some of the element names, such as <c> for cells in SpreadsheetML, is based on specific
performance concerns and performance optimizations. There are usage scenarios for DIS 29500 that including
millions of repetitions of the same element within a document. Since implementers need to extract the XML
files from the OPC package in order to further process them, these repetitions can have significant impact on
document size, which increases storage requirements and also increases parsing and validation time. For these
reasons, Ecma TC45 used very small element names for certain highly repetitive elements.
Regarding consistency of element names, the standard provides already a lot of consistency across names but
we agree that there is always room for improvement and there may be opportunities for further consolidation
of element names. This should be taken up under future maintenance of the standard, as it requires
compromise between many contradictory opinions. For example, some commenters on DIS 29500 would like to
see long element names reduced in length through the application of a “consistent abbreviation principle”,
while others would like to see abbreviated element names made longer to add clarifying text. (Example: a
suggestion to rename scrgbClr to ScreenRGBColor.)
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Finally, we note that SC 34 is standardizing a technology, DSRL, which allows XML names to be dynamically
updated to a user’s preferred language while maintaining validity to the underlying schema. We recommend
future consideration of this technology for this issue.
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Response 226
Comment ID

JP-0043

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The element name "Types" is very confusing.

Clause: Part 2
Clause 9.1.2.2.4
and Part 1
Clause 11.2
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Use "ContentTypes". If this change is
not possible, there should be some
notes about this inappropriate name at
the very least.

Proposed Disposition
Agree; taken out of context the element name alone may not be clear enough. In the examples referenced, the
namespace is not shown, which leads to the confusion. In order to make this clear, we will update one example
to specify the namespace, as well as update the other example to make it clear that the Types element is not for
generic types but instead is specifically for content types.
Part 1, §11.2, page 25, lines 11–22:
[Example: The following package represents the minimal conformant WordprocessingML package as defined by
this Standard:
First, the content type for relationship parts and the Main Document part (the only required part) must be
defined (physically located at /[Content_Types].xml in the package):
<Types xmlns="…http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/content-types">
<Default Extension="rels"
ContentType="application/vnd.openxmlformatspackage.relationships+xml"/>
<Override PartName="/document.xml"
ContentType="application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+xml"/>
</Types>
Part 2, §9.1.2.2.4, page 26, lines 1–10:

9.1.2.2.4

Content Types Stream Markup Example

[Example:
Example 9–7. Content Types stream markup
<Types
xmlns="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/content-types">
<Default Extension="txt" ContentType="text/plain" />
<Default Extension="jpeg" ContentType="image/jpeg" />
<Default Extension="picture" ContentType="image/gif" />
<Override PartName="/a/b/sample4.picture" ContentType="image/jpeg" />
</Types>
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[Note: The Types element is not a container for generic types, but specifically for content types to be used
within the package. end note]
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Response 227
Comment ID

JP-0044
Clause: Part 2
Clause 10 Table
10-1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Why are "contentTypes" as summarized in Table 10-1 different
from MIME content types?

If it is really different, choose a different
name.

Proposed Disposition
The "contentType" property semantics are different than the MIME type semantics; they are from different
domains. The contentType property will be removed from Table 10.1. The following change will be made:
Part 2, §10, page 36, Table 10-1:
Property
category

Domain

Description

Open
Packaging
Conventions

A categorization of the content of this package.

contentStatus

Open
Packaging
Conventions

The status of the content. [Example: Values might include
“Draft”, “Reviewed”, and “Final”. end example]

contentType

Open
Packaging
Conventions

The type of content represented, generally defined by a
specific use and intended audience. [Example: Values might
include “Whitepaper”, “Security Bulletin”, and “Exam”. end
example]
[Note: This property is distinct from MIME content types as
defined in RFC 2616. end note]

created

Dublin Core

Date of creation of the resource.

creator

Dublin Core

An entity primarily responsible for making the content of the
resource.

description

Dublin Core

An explanation of the content of the resource. [Example:
Values might include an abstract, table of contents,
reference to a graphical representation of content, and a
free-text account of the content. end example]

identifier

Dublin Core

An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given
context.

[Example: Example values for this property might include:
Resume, Letter, Financial Forecast, Proposal, Technical
Presentation, and so on. This value might be used by an
application's user interface to facilitate navigation of a large
set of documents. end example]

Part 2, §10, page 38, line 0, diagram:
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Remove the contentType box from the diagram for CT_coreProperties.
Part 2, §10, page 38, lines 2–15:
Example 10–1. Core properties markup
An example of a core properties part is illustrated by this example:
<coreProperties
xmlns="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/metadata/
core-properties"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<dc:creator>Alan Shen</dc:creator>
<dcterms:created xsi:type="dcterms:W3CDTF">
2005-06-12
</dcterms:created>
<contentType>Functional Specification</contentType>
<dc:title>OPC Core Properties</dc:title>

Part 2, §10, page 38, line 0, diagram:
Remove contentType from the associated schema.
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Response 228
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Some normative things are copied from the W3C
Recommendations "XML-Signature Syntax and Processing"
and even modified.

JP-0045
Clause: Part 2
Clause 12
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Do not copy or restate normative things
but merely reference to them, since
they may be updated in the future.
There should be no modifications other
than subsetting.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 2, §12.2.4.2, page 45, line 32 through §12.2.4.26, page 58,
line 7.

12.2.4.2

Signature Element

The structure of a Signature element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C Recommendation,
12 February 2002, Section 4.1.
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name Type Use
Id

xs:ID optional

Default Fixed Annotation
A unique identifier of the signature xml
document.

annotation The root element of the signature xml document stored in a signature part. The producer shall
create a Signature element that contains exactly one local-data, package-specific Object element
and zero or more application-specific Object elements. If a Signature element violates this
constraint, a consumer shall consider this to be an error. [M6.15]
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12.2.4.3

SignedInfo Element

The structure of a SignedInfo element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.
The SignedInfo element specifies the data in the package that is signed. This element holds one or more
references to Object elements within the same Digital Signature XML Signature part. The producer shall create a
SignedInfo element that contains exactly one reference to the package-specific Object element. The consumer
shall consider it an error if a SignedInfo element does not contain a reference to the package-specific Object
element. [M6.16]
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
annotation Specifies the data in the package that is signed. Holds one or more references to Object elements
within the same Digital Signature XML Signature part. The producer shall create a SignedInfo
element that contains exactly one reference to the package-specific Object element. The consumer
shall consider it an error if a SignedInfo element does not contain a reference to the packagespecific Object element. [M6.16]

12.2.4.4

CanonicalizationMethod Element

The structure of a CanonicalizationMethod element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.1.
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name

Type

Use

Default Fixed Annotation

Algorithm xs:anyURI required

Contains a URI that identifies the particular
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canonicalization algorithm.
annotation Specifies the canonicalization algorithm applied to the SignedInfo element prior to performing
signature calculations.
Since XML allows equivalent content to be represented differently, a producer should apply a canonicalization
transform to the SignedInfo element when it generates it, and a consumer should apply the canonicalization
transform to the SignedInfo element when validating it. [S6.3]
[Note: Performing a canonicalization transform ensures that SignedInfo content can be validated even if the
content has been regenerated using, for example, different entity structures, attribute ordering, or character
encoding.
Producers and consumers should also use canonicalization transforms for references to parts that hold XML
documents. These transforms are defined using the Transformelement. end note]
The following canonicalization methods shall be supported by producers and consumers of packages with digital
signatures:



XML Canonicalization (c14n)
XML Canonicalization with Comments (c14n with comments)

Consumers validating signed packages shall fail the validation if other canonicalization methods are
encountered. [M6.34]

12.2.4.5

SignatureMethod Element

The structure of a SignatureMethod element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.2. This element defines the algorithm that is used to convert
the SignedInfo element into a hashed value contained in the SignatureValue element. Producers shall support
DSA and RSA algorithms to produce signatures. Consumers shall support DSA and RSA algorithms to validate
signatures. [M6.17]
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name

Type

Use

Default Fixed Annotation
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Algorithm xs:anyURI required

Contains a URI that identifies the particular
algorithm for the signature method.

annotation Defines the algorithm that is used to convert the SignedInfo element into a hashed value
contained in the SignatureValueelement. Producers shall support DSA and RSA algorithms to
produce signatures. Consumers shall support DSA and RSA algorithms to validate signatures.
[M6.17]

12.2.4.6

Reference Element

The structure of a Reference element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.3.
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name Type
URI

Use

Default Fixed Annotation

xs:anyURI required

Within a <SignedInfo> element, this attribute
contains a URI that identifies an element within the
signature xml document.
Within a <Manifest> element, this attribute contains
a relative reference composed of a reference to a
part that conforms to the part name grammar and a
query component that identifies the content type of
that part.

annotation Specifies the object being signed, a digest algorithm, a digest value, and a list of transforms to be
applied prior to digesting.
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12.2.4.6.1

Usage of <Reference> Element as <Manifest> Child Element

The producer shall create a Reference element within a Manifest element with a URI attribute and that
attribute shall contain a part name, without a fragment identifier. The consumer shall consider a Reference
element with a URI attribute that does not contain a part name to be an error. [M6.18]
References to package parts include the part content type as a query component. The syntax of the relative
reference is as follows:
/page1.xml?ContentType="value"
where value is the content type of the targeted part.
[Note: See §12.2.4.1 for additional requirements on Reference elements. end note]
[Example:
Example 12–2. Part reference with query component
In the following example, the content type is “application/vnd.ms-package.relationships+xml”.
URI="/_rels/document.xml.rels?ContentType=application/vnd.mspackage.relationships+xml"
end example]

12.2.4.7

Transforms Element

The structure of a Transforms element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.3.4.
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
annotation Contains an ordered list of Transform elements that describe how the producer digested the
Object data before signing it.

The following transforms shall be supported by producers and consumers of packages with digital signatures:




XML Canonicalization (c14n)
XML Canonicalization with Comments (c14n with comments)
Relationships transform (package-specific)
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Consumers validating signed packages shall fail the validation if other transforms are encountered. Relationships
transforms shall only be supported by producers and consumers when the Transform element is a descendant
element of a Manifest element [M6.19]

12.2.4.8

Transform Element

The structure of a Transform element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.3.4.
The structure of a Transform element defining Relationships Transform is shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespac http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
e
attributes Name

Type

Use

Defaul Fixed
t

Algorithm xs:anyU required
RI

Annotation

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/
package/2005/06/RelationshipTrans
form"
Contains a
URI that
identifies the
particular
transformatio
n algorithm.

annotatio Describes how the Relationship elements from the Relationships xml are filtered
n
using ID and/or Type attribute values. For algorithm details see §12.2.4.24 of this
specification. signer obtained the Object data that was digested.

12.2.4.9

DigestMethod Element

The structure of a DigestMethod element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.3.5.
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This element defines the algorithm that yields the DigestValue from the object data after transforms are
applied. Package producers and consumers shall support RSA-SHA1 algorithms to produce or validate signatures.
[M6.17]
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name

Type

Use

Default Fixed Annotation

Algorithm xs:anyURI required

Contains a URI that identifies the particular
digest method.

annotation Defines the algorithm that yields the DigestValue from the object data after transforms are
applied. Package producers and consumers shall support RSA-SHA1 algorithms to produce or
validate signatures. [M6.17]

12.2.4.10

DigestValue Element

The structure of a DigestValue element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.3.3.6. This element contains the encoded value of the digest
in base64.
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
annotation Contains the encoded value of the digest in base64.

12.2.4.11

SignatureValue Element

The structure of a SignatureValue element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 4.2.
This element contains the actual value of the digital signature in base64.
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shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name Type Use
Id

Default Fixed Annotation

xs:ID optional

Contains a URI that identifies the
SignatureValueelement within the signature xml
document.

annotation Contains the actual value of the digital signature in base64.

12.2.4.12

Object Element

The structure of a Object element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C Recommendation, 12
February 2002, Section 4.2.
The Object element can be either package-specific or application-specific.

12.2.4.13

Package-Specific Object Element

The structure of a package-specific Object element is shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name Type Use Default Fixed Annotation
Id

xs:ID

Shall have value of "idPackageObject".

annotation Holds the Manifest and SignatureProperties elements that are package-specific.
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[Note: Although the diagram above shows use of the Id attribute as optional, as does the XML Digital Signature
schema, for package-specific Object elements, the Id attribute shall be specified and have the value of
“idPackageObject”. This is a package-specific restriction over and above the XML Digital Signature schema. end
note]
The producer shall create each Signature element with exactly one package-specific Object. For a signed
package, consumers shall treat the absence of a package-specific Object, or the presence of multiple packagespecific Object elements, as an invalid signature. [M6.15]

12.2.4.14

Application-Specific Object Element

The application-specific Object element specifies application-specific information. The format designer might
permit one or more application-specific Object elements. If allowed by the format designer, format producers
can create one or more application-specific Object elements. [O6.8] Producers shall create application-specific
Object elements that contain XML-compliant data; consumers shall treat data that is not XML-compliant as an
error. [M6.20] Format designers and producers might not apply package-specific restrictions regarding URIs and
Transform elements to application-specific Object element. [O6.9]

12.2.4.15

KeyInfo Element

The structure of a KeyInfo element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C Recommendation,
12 February 2002, Section 4.4.
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
annotation Enables recipients to obtain the key needed to validate the signature. Can contain keys, names,
certificates, and other public key management information. Producers and consumers shall use the
certificate embedded in the Digital Signature XML Signature part when it is specified. [M6.21]

12.2.4.16
X509Data Element
The structure of an X509Data element is shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
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annotation Contains one or more identifiers of X509 certificates.

12.2.4.17
X509Certificate Element
The structure of an X509Certificate element is shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
annotation Contains a base64-encoded X509 certificate.

12.2.4.18

Manifest Element

The structure of a Manifest element is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C Recommendation,
12 February 2002, Section 4.4. The Manifest element within a package-specific Object element contains
references to the signed parts of the package. The producer shall not create a Manifest element that references
any data outside of the package. The consumer shall consider a Manifest element that references data outside
of the package to be in error. [M6.22]
shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
annotation Contains references to the signed parts of the package. The producer shall not create a Manifest
element that references any data outside of the package. The consumer shall consider a Manifest
element that references data outside of the package to be in error. [M6.22]

12.2.4.19

SignatureProperties Element

The structure of a SignaturePropertieselement is defined in XML-Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C
Recommendation, 12 February 2002, Section 5.2. This element contains additional information items concerning
the generation of signatures placed in SignatureProperty elements.
shown in the following diagram:
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diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
Annotation Contains additional information items concerning the generation of signatures placed in
SignatureProperty elements.

12.2.4.20

SignatureProperty Element

The structure of a SignatureProperty element within a package-specific Object element is shown in the
following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#
attributes

Name

Type

Use

Default Fixed Annotation

Target xs:anyURI required

Contains a unique identifier of the
Signature element.

Id

Contains signature property’s unique
identifier.

xs:ID

optional

annotation Contains additional information concerning the generation of signatures.

12.2.4.21

SignatureTime Element

The structure of a SignatureTime element is shown in the following diagram:
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diagram

namespace http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/digital-signature
annotation Holds the date/time stamp for the signature.

12.2.4.22

Format Element

The structure of a Format element is shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/digital-signature
annotation Specifies the format of the date/time stamp. The producer shall create a data/time format that
conforms to the syntax described in the W3C Note "Date and Time Formats". The consumer shall
consider a format that does not conform to the syntax described in that WC3 note to be in error.
[M6.23]
The date and time format definition conforms to the syntax described in the W3C Note “Date and Time
Formats.”

12.2.4.23

Value Element

The structure of a Value element is shown in the following diagram:
Diagram

Namespace http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/digital-signature
Annotation Holds the value of the date/time stamp. The producer shall create a value that conforms to the
format specified in the Format element. The consumer shall consider a value that does not
conform to that format to be in error. [M6.24]
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12.2.4.24

RelationshipReference Element

The structure of a RelationshipReference element is shown in the following diagram:
Diagram

namespace http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/digital-signature
attributes

Name

Type

Use

Default Fixed Annotation

SourceId xsd:string required

Specifies the value of the Id attribute of the
Relationship element.

annotation Specifies that the Relationship element with the specified Id value is to be signed.

12.2.4.25

RelationshipsGroupReference Element

The structure of a RelationshipsGroupReference element is shown in the following diagram:
diagram

namespace http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/digital-signature
attributes

Name

Type

Use

Default Fixed Annotation

SourceType xsd:anyURI required

Specifies the value of the Type attribute of
Relationship elements.

annotation Specifies that the group of Relationship elements with the specified Type value is to
be signed.

Format designers might permit producers to sign individual relationships in a package or the Relationships part
as a whole. [O6.10] To sign a subset of relationships, the producer shall use the package-specific relationships
transform. The consumer shall use the package-specific relationships transform to validate the signature when a
subset of relationships are signed. [M6.25] The transform filters the contents of the Relationships part to include
only relationships that have Id values matching the specified SourceId values or Type values matching the
specified SourceType values. A producer shall not specify more than one relationship transform for a particular
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relationships part. A consumer shall treat the presence of more than one relationship transform for a particular
relationships part as an error. [M6.35]
Producers shall specify a canonicalization transform immediately following a relationships transform and
consumers that encounter a relationships transform that is not immediately followed by a canonicalization
transform shall generate an error. [M6.26]

12.2.4.26

Relationships Transform Algorithm

The relationships transform takes the XML document from the Relationships part and converts it to another
XML document.
The package implementer might create relationships XML that contains content from several namespaces, along
with versioning instructions as defined in Part 5: “Markup Compatibility and Extensibility”. *O6.11+
The relationships transform algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Process versioning instructions
16. The package implementer shall process the versioning instructions, considering that the only known
namespace is the Relationships namespace.
17. The package implementer shall remove all ignorable content, ignoring preservation attributes.
18. The package implementer shall remove all versioning instructions.
Step 2: Sort and filter relationships
19. The package implementer shall remove all namespace declarations except the Relationships namespace
declaration.
20. The package implementer shall remove the Relationships namespace prefix, if it is present.
21. The package implementer shall sort relationship elements by Id value in lexicographical order,
considering Id values as case-sensitive Unicode strings.
22. The package implementer shall remove all Relationship elements that do not have eitheran either an Id
value that matches any SourceId valueor value or a Type value that matches any SourceType value,
among the SourceId and SourceType values specified in the transform definition. Producers and
consumers shall compare values as case-sensitive Unicode strings. [M6.27] The resulting XML document
holds all Relationship elements that either have an Id value that matches a SourceId value or a Type
value that matches a SourceType value specified in the transform definition.
Step 3: Prepare for canonicalization
23. The package implementer shall remove all characters between the Relationships start tag and the first
Relationship start tag.
24. The package implementer shall remove any contents of the Relationship element.
25. The package implementer shall remove all characters between the last Relationship end tag and the
Relationships end tag.
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26. If there are no Relationship elements, the package implementer shall remove all characters between
the Relationships start tag and the Relationships end tag.
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Response 229
Comment ID

JP-0070
Clause: Part 4
Annex B and Part
2 Annex E
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The RELAX NG version of the OOXML schemas is
syntactically incorrect.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace it by the upcoming proposal
from the Japanese member body for
SC34.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. We will replace the existing Relax NG schemas with the upcoming proposal from the Japanese National
body for SC34. It will be incorporated in the final text.
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Response 230
Comment ID

JP-0071
Clause: Part 4
Annex B and Part
2 Annex E
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Since W3C XML Schema very frequently exhibits
interoperability problems, it is not safe to use it as the only
normative schema language.

Proposed change by the MB
Use both RELAX NG and W3C XML
Schema normatively.

Proposed Disposition
Agree; we will update the W3C XML schema files to ensure that there are no interoperability problems. This was
handled in the response to ECMA-0013; GB-0621; JP-0002. With that change, there should be no need to make
the RELAX NG schemas normative as the W3C XML schemas will work.
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Response 231
Comment ID

MX-0001
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph:
Packaging
Conventions

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

ZIP package format is not a unique compression system or
even an ISO standard. Multiple ZIP implementations have
different compression and tagging techniques. This will cause
wrong operation of inverse algorithms for decompression and
probable data loss. Moreover, not all ZIP compressors –
decompressors are open or freely available for all computer
platforms. Additionally, a password protected document
implies the use of proprietary binary interpreters (such as
OLE). Encrypted ZIP files are not well supported.

Declare more specific characteristics
for ZIP methods and usages, including
precise compression algorithms.

Proposed Disposition
The commonly used ZIP file format specification is published by PKWARE, Inc., and is described in the resolution
of CA-0004, CH-0005, CL-0038, CZ-0005, DE-0011, DK-0003, FR-0021, GB-0049, GB-0463, IN-0051, KE-0002, PT0007, US-0039 and ZA-0005. DIS29500 uses version 6.2.0 (2004), as specified in
http://www.pkware.com/documents/APPNOTE/APPNOTE_6.2.0.txt.
The specific compression methods supported by DIS29500 are covered in Table C–4, “Support for Compression
Method field”, in Part 2, Annex C (ZIP Appnote.txt Clarifications).
This commonly used ZIP file format is used by other ISO standards such as ISO/IEC IS 26300 (ODF 1.0).
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Response 232
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

KR-0023

DrawingML Reference Material : it conflicts with W3C SVG

DIS 29500 should use the existing
standards and remove VML and
DrawingML

This section describes a new markup language for drawing
elements. The W3C SVG, as implemented in ISO/IEC 26300,
is an existing recognized standard in this area. The proposal
of DrawingML does not further the aim of interoperability.

The proposed specification should be
reconciled with existing ISO/IEC, W3C
and other standards. In particular, it
should build upon the existing
ISO/IEC 26300 document standard and
extended through the appropriate
participatory processes where
necessary.

Clause: Part 4, 5
Paragraph: -

ZA-0015
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5, pp
3211-4342,
Drawing ML
Refere
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

Proposed Disposition
Office Open XML is compatible with SVG.
We agree that it is important that other widely used standards be compatible with Office Open XML documents.
To enable this, we will introduce a mechanism which allows any standard XML-based format to be used within a
WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, or PresentationML document. This will allow use of the aforementioned
standards, as well as any other commonly used XML syntax.
Vector graphics is an important component of modern document formats, and many document formats
recognize the need for a vector graphics markup language specifically created for their needs. For example, in
ISO/IEC 26300 (http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/19274/OpenDocument-v1.0ed2cs1.pdf), a new XML markup language and namespace have been defined to represent drawings necessary for
the ODF document format. The definition of this new drawing namespace can be found in §1.3 page 31 of the
ODF standard, and is used widely in ODF:
Prefix

Description

Namespace

draw

For elements and attributes
that describe graphic content.

urn:oasis:names:tc:opendocument:xmlns:drawing:1.0

In the case of DIS 29500, we have included DrawingML as the vector graphics markup language necessary for DIS
29500 and have documented this markup language within the specification.
However, we recognize the value of allowing SVG to be used for this information; accordingly, we will extend the
specification to allow SVG to be utilized, via a mechanism which allows any standard XML-based format to be
used within a WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, or PresentationML document. This will allow use of SVG, as
well as any other commonly used XML syntax. This mechanism is fully defined in the disposition for comments
CA-0077, CL-0026, CO-0229, DE-0087, FI-0014, FR-0376, GB-0494, GR-0013, IN-0067, PT-0089, US-0160, UY0007, and ZA-0017.
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The following examples illustrate how SVG markup can be embedded in an Office Open XML document. This
example is taken from the W3C SVG 1.1 Test Suite, located at
http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/Test/20061213/htmlObjectHarness/full-index.html.
Consider a SpreadsheetML document which includes the following SVG markup in a part named svg1.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<!--======================================================================-->
<!--= Copyright 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts
=-->
<!--= Institute of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en
=-->
<!--= Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights
=-->
<!--= Reserved. See http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/.
=-->
<!--======================================================================-->
<!-- =====================================================================-->
<!--->
<!-- color-datatypes-BE-01.svg
-->
<!-- renamed for 1.1 suite to color-prop-02-f.svg
-->
<!--->
<!-- Author : Chris Lilley, 12-Aug-2000
-->
<!-1.1 revision by Rick Graham
-->
<!-Revised for SVGT/B: Benoit Bezaire Jul/02/2002
-->
<!-More revision CL -->
<!--======================================================================-->
<svg version="1.1" baseProfile="full" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" id="svg-root" width="100%" height="100%"
viewBox="0 0 480 360">
<title id="test-title">color-prop-02-f.svg</title>
<desc id="test-desc">Test that viewer has the basic capability to render
X11colors, using any of the equivalent forms.</desc>
<!--================================================================-->
<!--Content of Test Case follows...
===============-->
<!--================================================================-->
<g id="test-body-content">
<!-- groups of five colors -->
<g>
<circle cx="75" cy="40" r="20" fill="crimson"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="40" r="20" fill="#DC143C"/>
<circle cx="75" cy="80" r="20" fill="rgb(220,20,60)"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="80" r="20"
fill="rgb(86.274509803921568627450980392157%,7.8431372549019607843137254901961%,23.
529411764705882352941176470588%)"/>
</g>
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<g>
<circle cx="200" cy="40" r="20" fill="palegreen"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="40" r="20" fill="#98FB98"/>
<circle cx="200" cy="80" r="20" fill="rgb(152, 251, 152)"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="80" r="20"
fill="rgb(59.60784313725490196078431372549%,98.431372549019607843137254901961%,59.6
0784313725490196078431372549%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="325" cy="40" r="20" fill="royalblue"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="40" r="20" fill="#4169E1"/>
<circle cx="325" cy="80" r="20" fill="rgb(65, 105, 225)"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="80" r="20"
fill="rgb(25.490196078431372549019607843137%,41.176470588235294117647058823529%,88.
235294117647058823529411764706%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="75" cy="135" r="20" fill="firebrick"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="135" r="20" fill="#B22222"/>
<circle cx="75" cy="175" r="20" fill="rgb(178,34,34)"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="175" r="20"
fill="rgb(69.803921568627450980392156862745%,13.333333333333333333333333333333%,13.
333333333333333333333333333333%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="200" cy="135" r="20" fill="seagreen"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="135" r="20" fill="#2E8B57"/>
<circle cx="200" cy="175" r="20" fill="rgb(46, 139, 87)"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="175" r="20"
fill="rgb(18.039215686274509803921568627451%,54.509803921568627450980392156863%,34.
117647058823529411764705882353%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="325" cy="135" r="20" fill="mediumblue"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="135" r="20" fill="#0000CD"/>
<circle cx="325" cy="175" r="20" fill="rgb(0, 0, 205)"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="175" r="20"
fill="rgb(0%,0%,80.39215686274509803921568627451%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="75" cy="230" r="20" fill="indianred"/>
<circle cx="115" cy="230" r="20" fill="#CD5C5C"/>
<circle cx="75" cy="270" r="20" fill="rgb(205, 92, 92)"/>
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<circle cx="115" cy="270" r="20"
fill="rgb(80.39215686274509803921568627451%,36.078431372549019607843137254902%,36.0
78431372549019607843137254902%)"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="200" cy="230" r="20" fill="lawngreen"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="230" r="20" fill="#7CFC00"/>
<circle cx="200" cy="270" r="20" fill="rgb(124, 252, 0)"/>
<circle cx="240" cy="270" r="20"
fill="rgb(48.627450980392156862745098039216%,98.823529411764705882352941176471%,0%)
"/>
</g>
<g>
<circle cx="325" cy="230" r="20" fill="mediumturquoise"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="230" r="20" fill="#48D1CC"/>
<circle cx="325" cy="270" r="20" fill="rgb(72, 209, 204)"/>
<circle cx="365" cy="270" r="20"
fill="rgb(28.235294117647058823529411764706%,81.960784313725490196078431372549%,80%
)"/>
</g>
</g>
<text id="revision" x="10" y="340" font-size="40" stroke="none"
fill="black">$Revision: 1.6 $</text>
<rect id="test-frame" x="1" y="1" width="478" height="358" fill="none"
stroke="#000000"/>
</svg>
The SpreadsheetML Drawing part would reference this content as follows:
<wsDr>
<twoCellAnchor>
<from>
<col>3</col>
<colOff>152400</colOff>
<row>5</row>
<rowOff>123825</rowOff>
</from>
<to>
<col>8</col>
<colOff>266700</colOff>
<row>22</row>
<rowOff>38100</rowOff>
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</to>
</twoCellAnchor>
<contentPart r:id="svg1"/>
</wsDr>
The contentPart element specifies that the SVG markup targeted by the relationship with an ID of svg1 is part
of the SpreadsheetML document. Examining the contents of the corresponding relationship part item, we can
see the targets for that relationship:
<Relationships … >
…
<Relationship Id="svg1" TargetMode="Internal"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/custom
Xml" Target="svg1.xml" />
…
</Relationships>
The corresponding relationship part item shows that the file to be imported is located next to the drawing and is
named svg1.xml.
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Response 233
Comment ID

CO-0217
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.12.37
Paragraph:
3719(3726)

DE-0144
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

FR-0364
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
ST_Panose
(Panose Type)
Paragraph: -

GB-0314
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.37
[p3719]
Paragraph: -

GR-0084
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

IR-0049
Clause: Part
4,Section
5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Why are there several different definitions for a Panose value,
both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?

Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.

Why are there several different definitions for a Panose value,
both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?

Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.

Why are there several different definitions for a Panose value,
both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?

Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.

Why are there several different definitions for a Panose value,
both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?

Proposed change: Because the
definitions are exactly the same, they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.

Why are there several different definitions for a Panose
value, both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?

Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.

Two definition for Panose value - one according to Word
Processing ML module and the other according to Drawing ML
module - are provided. Both of them are actually identical.

One single definition should be
provided.

PT-0102
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

US-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

Why are there several different definitions for a Panose value,
both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?
Why are there several different definitions for a Panose value,
both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing ML?

Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.
Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; moving this simple type to a shared location and referencing it from the WordprocessingML and
DrawingML schemas would be more appropriate. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §5.1.12.37, page 3,719, lines 11–22, this simple type will be removed:
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ST_Panose (Panose Type)
This type specifies the Panose setting for this font so that generating applications using this Office Open XML
Standard may determine the closest font type if necessary.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema hexBinary datatype.
This simple type also specifies the following restrictions:
 This simple type's contents must have a length of exactly 10 characters.
Referenced By
buFont@panose (§5.1.5.4.6); cs@panose (§5.1.5.3.1); ea@panose (§5.1.5.3.3); font@panose (§4.3.1.10);
latin@panose (§5.1.5.3.7); sym@panose (§5.1.5.3.10)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_Panose">
<restriction base="xsd:hexBinary">
<length value="10"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

Part 4, §4.3.1.10, page 2,965, attribute panose:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.1, page 3,409, attribute panose:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.3, page 3,416, attribute panose:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,423, attribute panose:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.10, page 3,431, attribute panose
Part 4, §5.1.5.4.6, page 3,444, attribute panose:
Attributes

Description

panose (Panose
Setting)

Specifies the panose standard setting that will be used to determine the closest matching
font by any generating application that employs this method.

Namespace:
.../drawingml/200
6/main

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Panose simple type
(§2.18.725.1.12.37).

To the corresponding schema files:




ST_Panose will be removed from wml.xsd
A new shared.xsd will be created, and ST_Panose will be added here
All references will be moved to the new ST_Panose
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Response 234
Comment ID

CO-0216
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.12.37
Paragraph:
3719(3726)

DE-0099
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

FR-0362
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
ST_Panose
(Panose Type)
Paragraph: -

GB-0313
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.37
[p3719]
Paragraph: -

GR-0083
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

PT-0101
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

US-0148
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

VE-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no font
distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Describe the intended font matching
procedure.

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no
font distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Clause 2.18.72 in Part 4 is defining the
ST_Panose type which is used by the
panose-1 element specified in Clause
2.8.2.13. Actually it is there (2.8.2.13)
where PANOSE Classification Guide,
Version 1.2 is referenced. The reviewer
references Part 4, Clause 5.1.12.37
where another ST_Panose type is
defined which is used by the panose
attributes in Clauses 5.1.5.4.6,
5.1.5.3.1, 5.1.5.3.3, 4.3.1.10, 5.1.5.3.7,
and 5.1.5.3.10 of Part 4.
DIS 29500 should provide a list of
normative references as expected

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no font
distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Describe the intended font matching
procedure.

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no font
distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Proposed change: Describe the
intended font matching procedure.

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no
font distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Describe the intended font matching
procedure.

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no font
distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Describe the intended font matching
procedure.

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no font
distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Describe the intended font matching
procedure.

The Panose value is said to be used, ―so that generating
applications using this Office Open XML Standard may
determine the closest font type if necessary‖. However, no
font distance metric or font matching heuristic is described.

Describe the intended font matching
procedure.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will provide the following clarification around this concept in a new Part 4, §5.1.5.5:
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5.1.5.5 Font Substitution
If any DrawingML element references a font and an appropriate format of the font is not stored within the
document, the process of finding a suitable alternative font is known as font substitution.
The following elements specify font information: buFont@panose (§5.1.5.4.6); cs@panose (§5.1.5.3.1);
ea@panose (§5.1.5.3.3); font@panose (§4.3.1.10); latin@panose (§5.1.5.3.7); sym@panose (§5.1.5.3.10).
The exact algorithm which is used for font substitution is highly dependent on the characteristics which are most
desirable when performing the substitution: similar appearance of each glyph (to maximize visual familiarity),
similar physical characteristics (to minimize changes in line height and breaking), etc. This specification
recommends that applications look for the closest match to the following attribute values (in descending
priority) in order to determine a suitable alternative font: panose, charset, pitchFamily, and typeface;
however, applications are free to apply higher-order logic in its place.
As well, we note that the current text could be clearer by referring to the (now) appropriate ISO standard;
accordingly, we will make updates the following locations throughout the spec, in order to improve
interoperability:
To Part 1, §3, page 5:
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font Format.
To Part 1, §15.2.12, page 154, line 12:


application/x-font-ttf specifies that the font shall be stored in the TrueType or OpenTypea format

conforming to ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007 format.
To Part 4, §2.8.2.13, page 756, lines 6–7:
This element specifies the Panose-1 classification number for the current font using the PANOSE Classification
Guide, Version 1.2mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
To Part 4, §2.8.2.16, page 758, lines 16–17:
This element specifies information identifying the code pages and Unicode subranges for which the parent font
provides glyphs using the mechanism defined in §4.2.7.18 and §4.2.7.28 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
To Part 4, §5.4.3.1.10, page 2965, table row “panose”:
panose (Panose Setting)
Namespace:
.../drawingml/2006/main

Specifies the Panose-1 classification number for the current font using the
mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007Specifies the panose
standard setting that will be used to determine the closest matching font by any
generating application that employs this method.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Panose simple type
(§5.1.12.37).
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Part 4, §5.1.12.37, page 3,719, lines 12–13:
5.1.12.37
ST_Panose (Panose TypePanose-1 Number)
This type specifies the Panose setting for this font so that generating applications using this Office Open XML
Standard may determine the closest font type if necessary.
This simple type specifies a value formatted according to the mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 1449622:2007.
[Example: Consider the following information stored for a single font:
<w:font w:name="Times New Roman">
<w:panose1 w:val="02020603050405020304" />
…
</w:font>
The panose1 element specifies its Panose-1 number via its val attribute value of 02020603050405020304. end
example]
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Response 235
Comment ID

FR-0334
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
ST_Panose
(Panose-1
Number
Paragraph: page
1786, line 10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'the Panose-1 classification
number a font' clause does not make sense in English.

Proposed change by the MB
Rephrase.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.18.72, page 1,786, line 10:
This simple type specifies a number consisting of 10 hexadecimal digits which defines the Panose-1 font
classification number a font.
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Response 236
Comment ID

DE-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: Page
1501 ff

FR-0077
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1500, line 7

FR-0082
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0083
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0086
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0088
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0091
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0092
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The use of different notations for the 'INSERT FIELD NAME
HERE' switch argument and the 'INSERT FIELD NAME
HERE' ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is useless and
confusing.
f.e.g. ‗AIUEO‘, ‗ARABICABJAD‘, ...

Re-write part 4, section 2.16 of the
OpenXML specification using XML
constructs as much as possible in
order to remove redundancy and
improve re-use of other parts of the
specification (i.e. number-, text- dateand time-formatting).

The use of different notations for the AIUEO switch argument
and the aiueo ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is useless
and confusing.

Align the switch argument to aiueo or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the ARABICABJAD switch
argument and the arabicAbjad ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to arabicAbjad
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the CHINESENUM1 switch
argument and the chineseCounting ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
chineseCounting or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the ARABICALPHA switch
argument and the arabicAlpha ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to arabicAlpha
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the Arabic switch argument
and the decimal ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is
useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to decimal or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the ArabicDash switch
argument and the numberInDash ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
numberInDash or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the DBNUM2 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the koreanCounting ST_NumberFormat enumeration value koreanCounting or (better) suppress the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

is useless and confusing.

need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

FR-0093

The use of different notations for the CHINESENUM2 switch
argument and the chineseLegalSimplified ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
chineseLegalSimplified or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0094
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0095
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0096
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0097
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0098
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0100
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page

The use of different notations for the DBNUM1 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the ideographDigital ST_NumberFormat enumeration value ideographDigital or (better) suppress the
is useless and confusing.
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the DBCHAR switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the decimalFullWidth ST_NumberFormat enumeration
decimalFullWidth or (better) suppress
value is useless and confusing.
the need for the switch argument by
using an ST_NumberFormat type in a
proper XML notation for number formats
in the context of fields.

The use of different notations for the CHINESENUM3 switch
argument and the chineseCountingThousand
ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is useless and
confusing.

Align the switch argument to
chineseCountingThousand or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the CHOSUNG switch
argument and the chosung ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to chosung or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the DBNUM4 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the japaneseDigitalTenThousand ST_NumberFormat
japaneseDigitalTenThousand or (better)
enumeration value is useless and confusing.
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.
The use of different notations for the DBNUM3 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the japaneseLegal ST_NumberFormat enumeration value
japaneseLegal or (better) suppress the
is useless and confusing.
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1502, line 0

FR-0101
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0102
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0103
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0104
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0105
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0107
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0108
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0109
Clause: Part 4,

The use of different notations for the CIRCLENUM switch
argument and the decimalEnclosedCircle ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
decimalEnclosedCircle or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the GB1 switch argument and
the decimalEnclosedFullstop ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
decimalEnclosedFullstop or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the HEBREW1 switch
argument and the hebrew1 ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to hebrew1 or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the HEBREW2 switch
argument and the hebrew2 ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to hebrew2 or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the GB2 switch argument and
the decimalEnclosedParen ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
decimalEnclosedParen or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the HINDIARABIC switch
argument and the hindiNumbers ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
hindiNumbers or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the GANADA switch argument Align the switch argument to ganada or
and the ganada ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is
(better) suppress the need for the switch
useless and confusing.
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the Hex switch argument and
the hex ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is useless and
confusing.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0110
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0111
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0114
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0116
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0117
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0118
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0119
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page

Proposed change by the MB
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the GB4 switch argument and
the ideographEnclosedCircle ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
ideographEnclosedCircle or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the GB3 switch argument and
the decimalEnclosedCircleChinese ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
decimalEnclosedCircleChinese or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the SBCHAR switch argument
and the decimalHalfWidth ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
decimalHalfWidth or (better) suppress
the need for the switch argument by
using an ST_NumberFormat type in a
proper XML notation for number formats
in the context of fields.

The use of different notations for the KANJINUM2 switch
argument and the japaneseCounting ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
japaneseCounting or (better) suppress
the need for the switch argument by
using an ST_NumberFormat type in a
proper XML notation for number formats
in the context of fields.

The use of different notations for the OrdText switch argument
and the ordinalText ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is
useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to ordinalText
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the HINDILETTER2 switch
argument and the hindiConsonants ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
hindiConsonants or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the HINDILETTER1 switch
Align the switch argument to
argument and the hindiVowels ST_NumberFormat enumeration hindiVowels or (better) suppress the
value is useless and confusing.
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1504, line 0

FR-0120
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0122
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0124
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0127
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0128
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0130
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0131
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0132
Clause: Part 4,

The use of different notations for the roman switch argument
and the lowerRoman ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is
useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
lowerRoman or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the Roman switch argument
and the upperRoman ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is
useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
upperRoman or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the Ordinal switch argument
and the ordinal ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is
useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to ordinal or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the HINDICARDTEXT switch
argument and the hindiCounting ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
hindiCounting or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the IROHA switch argument
and the iroha ST_NumberFormat enumeration value is useless
and confusing.

Align the switch argument to iroha or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the THAIARABIC switch
argument and the thaiNumbers ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
thaiNumbers or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the ZODIAC1 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the ideographTraditional ST_NumberFormat enumeration
ideographTraditional or (better) suppress
value is useless and confusing.
the need for the switch argument by
using an ST_NumberFormat type in a
proper XML notation for number formats
in the context of fields.

The use of different notations for the ZODIAC3 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the ideographZodiacTraditional ST_NumberFormat
ideographZodiacTraditional or (better)
enumeration value is useless and confusing.
suppress the need for the switch
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0133
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0134
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0135
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0137
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

Proposed change by the MB
argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the ZODIAC2 switch argument Align the switch argument to
and the ideographZodiac ST_NumberFormat enumeration
ideographZodiac or (better) suppress the
value is useless and confusing.
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the THAILETTER switch
argument and the thaiLetters ST_NumberFormat enumeration
value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to thaiLetters
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

The use of different notations for the VIETCARDTEXT switch
argument and the vietnameseCounting ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
vietnameseCounting or (better) suppress
the need for the switch argument by
using an ST_NumberFormat type in a
proper XML notation for number formats
in the context of fields.

The use of different notations for the THAICARDTEXT switch
argument and the thaiCounting ST_NumberFormat
enumeration value is useless and confusing.

Align the switch argument to
thaiCounting or (better) suppress the
need for the switch argument by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields.

Proposed Disposition
Although using a single unified set of values for numbering formats may be preferable, this change, specifically
in the context of WordprocessingML fields, would be inappropriate as field instructions are stored as regular
WordprocessingML text content (see the text in Part 4, §2.16.3, page 1,490, starting on line 18).
Therefore, making this change would require an application to change the text within an existing document in
order to conform to this new semantic, which would break compatibility with existing implementations.
Maintaining compatibility with existing implementations is an important goal of this specification.
Consideration of a new representation of fields which is not stored as text is appropriate for future versions of
the specification.
As an aside, it is agreed the notations defined by ST_NumberFormat for numbering formats are preferable,
which is why TC45 chose to redefine these values within the XML-based format.
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Response 237
Comment ID

CO-0115
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.4.3
Paragraph:
1501(1508)

DE-0039
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

DE-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0078
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0090
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

GB-0243
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.4.3
[p1501]
Paragraph: -

GR-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

KE-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.
What ―given Thai format‖?

Clarify the definition of 'BATHTEXT'.

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.

The text says, "Formats a numeric
result using the given Thai style." The
question remains "what given format"?
The use of the word "given" suggests
that a format is being passed in and
that the request is not only to format it
in Thai, but in the "given Thai format"
(one of several possible Thai formats).
The text must be clarified.

The BAHTTEXT switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

Insert reference to ST_NumberFormat
equivalent 'thaiCounting' and vice versa

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.

Clarify the definition of 'BATHTEXT'.

The BAHTTEXT switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the BAHTTEXT switch
argument or (better) suppress the need
for the switch argument, either by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.
What ―given Thai format‖?

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition of 'BATHTEXT'.

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.
What ―given Thai format‖?

Clarify the definition of 'BATHTEXT'.

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.
What ―given Thai format‖?

The switch argument is used for
number formatting.The definition
completely makes sense,which means
that the switch argument formats the
number in 'Thai' format.Hence
'thaiCounting' is its ST_NumberFormat
equivalent,as in the section
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
2.18.66,Page Number 1777.Since the
fields require both text and numeric
formatting ,a switch argument is
provided in context of the fields so that
data formatting becomes more
developer friendly.

PT-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

US-0100
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.
What ―given Thai format‖?
The definition for BATHTEXT references 'the given Thai
format', which makes no sense in the context of that definition.
What ―given Thai format‖?

Clarify the definition of 'BATHTEXT'.
Clarify the definition of 'BATHTEXT'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; some additional clarification here would be valuable. The following changes will be made to Part 4,
§2.16.4.3, page 1,501:
BAHTTEXT

Formats a numeric result in the following form:
 If the value is an integer, it is displayed using the given Thai styleThai
counting system, with บาทถ้ วน appended to the result.
 If the value includes a fractional value, the fractional part is rounded to
two decimal places, and the resulting value is displayed in the form
integer-part-in-Thai-counting format บาท fractional-part-in-Thai-counting
format สตางค์.
[Example: 1 \* BAHTTEXT results in หนึ่งบาทถ้ วน. end example]
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Response 238
Comment ID

CO-0116
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.33
Paragraph:
1537(1544)

DE-0105
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

FR-0251
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
INCLUDEPICTU
RE
Paragraph: -

GB-0257
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.33
[p1537]
Paragraph: -

GR-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The field INCLUDEPICTURE says that it merely retrieves the
picture contained in the named document. Is nothing else to
be done with the picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Define what is to be done with the
picture once it is retrieved.

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained in
the named document. Is nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Add the following description to the
spec:

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained in
the named document. Is nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Define what is to be done with the
picture once it is retrieved.

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained in
the named document. Is nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Proposed change: Define what is to
be done with the picture once it is
retrieved.

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained
in the named document. Is nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Define what is to be done with the
picture once it is retrieved.

This field is used to retrieve picture.
After retrieving the picture,
manipulations on that can be done
using the picture property defined in the
specification. Example: "If you doubleclick a graphic inserted by the
INCLUDEPICTURE field, Word
displays the Format Picture dialog box.
To change the graphic without using
the drawing tools in Word, edit the
graphic in the application it was created
in, and then update the field in Word. "

PT-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained in
the named document. Is there nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

US-0101

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained in
the named document. Is nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Define what is to be done with the
picture once it is retrieved.

This field says that it merely retrieves the picture contained in
the named document. Is nothing else to be done with the
picture? For example, should it be displayed?

Define what is to be done with the
picture once it is retrieved.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

VE-0020
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.33
Paragraph: -

Define what is to be done with the
picture once it is retrieved.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.33, page 1,537, line 12:
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2.16.5.33 INCLUDEPICTURE
Description: Retrieves the picture contained in the document named by field-argument and displays it as the
field result.
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Response 239
Comment ID

CO-0153
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.3
Paragraph:
―#DIV/0!‖
2521(2528)

FR-0438
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.3
Error values
Paragraph: page
2521, line 20

GB-0362
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.3
[p2521, #DIV/0!]
Paragraph: -

GR-0098
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.3
Paragraph:
―#DIV/0!‖

US-0168
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.3
Paragraph:
―#DIV/0!‖

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The ―note‖ for this error value appears to define required
behavior, not informative remarks

Make the contents of the note be part
of the main text, not as a note.

The ―note‖ for the '#DIV/0!' error value appears to define
required behavior, not informative remarks

Make the contents of the note be part of
the main text, not as a note.

The ―note‖ for this error value appears to define required
behavior, not informative remarks.

Proposed change: Make the contents
of the note be part of the main text, not
as a note.

The ―note‖ for this error value appears to define required
behavior, not informative remarks

Make the contents of the note be part
of the main text, not as a note.

The ―note‖ for this error value appears to define required
behavior, not informative remarks

Make the contents of the note be part
of the main text, not as a note.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to the table entry for #DIV/0! in Part 4, §3.17.3, page 2521, lines 1:
Error Value
#DIV/0!

Reason for Occurrence
Intended to indicate when any number, including zero, is divided by zero. [Note:
However, any error code divided by zero results in that error code. end note]Intended
to indicate when any number (including zero) or any error code is divided by zero.
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Response 240
Comment ID

CO-0161
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.11
Paragraph: ASC
2542(2549)

FR-0443
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.11
ASC
Paragraph: page
2542, line 15

GB-0373
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.7.11
[p2542, ASC]
Paragraph: -

US-0175
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.11
Paragraph: ASC

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This function converts a DBCS string to ―half-width (single
byte)‖ characters. But the mapping from DBCS to single byte.
is undefined. What is intended here? Truncation? Conversion
into nearest single byte character set?

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a fuller definition of this
function.

This function converts a DBCS string to ―half-width (single
Provide a fuller definition of this function.
byte)‖ characters. But the mapping from DBCS to single byte. is
undefined. What is intended here? Truncation? Conversion into
nearest single byte character set?

This function converts a DBCS string to ―half-width (single
byte)‖ characters. But the mapping from DBCS to single byte
is undefined. What is intended here? Truncation? Conversion
into nearest single byte character set?

Proposed change: Provide a full
definition of this function.

This function converts a DBCS string to ―half-width (single
byte)‖ characters. But the mapping from DBCS to single byte.
is undefined. What is intended here? Truncation? Conversion
into nearest single byte character set?

Provide a fuller definition of this
function.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.11, page 2,542, lines 15–16:
3.17.7.11 ASC
Description: For double-byte character set (DBCS) languages, where characters consume the width of two
characters when displayed on screen, this function converts all these full-width (double-byte) characters to halfwidth (single-byte) characters that consume only the width of a single character when displayed on screen.
Width here refers not to the binary representation, but to the size of the characters when displayed on screen.
The mappings are between identical characters except for their different size when displayed, and thus are oneto-one.
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Response 241
Comment ID

CO-0166
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.17
Paragraph:
AVEDEV
2545(2552)

FR-0467
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
AVEDEV
Paragraph: page
2546, line 0

GB-0377
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.17
[p2546, AVEDEV
argument-list
Paragraph: -

US-0277
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.17
Paragraph:
AVEDEV

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Fix the typographical error

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Fix the typographical error

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Proposed change: Fix the
typographical error

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Fix the typographical error

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.17, page 2,546:

3.17.7.17 AVEDEV
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

argument-list

logical, number,
name, array, or
reference that
contains a
number. The list
can be a single
argument that is
an array or a
reference to an
array.

The arguments in argument-list designate the values for
which the average of the absolute deviations is to be
computed. Logical values and text representations of
numbers occurring directly in the list of arguments are
included. If an array or reference argument contains text,
logical values, or empty cells, those values are ignored;
however, cells with the value 0value 0 are included.
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Response 242
Comment ID

FR-0515
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.89
DEVSQ
Paragraph: page
2615, line 4

GB-0395
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.89
[DEVSQ]
Paragraph: -

US-0280
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.89
Paragraph:
DEVSQ

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Fix the typographical error

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Proposed change: Fix the
typographical error

The function description has a typo/duplication: ―cells with the
value 0value 0‖

Fix the typographical error

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.89, page 2,615:

3.17.7.89 DEVSQ
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

argument-list

logical, number,
name, array, or
reference to a
number.
Argument list
can be a single
argument that is
an array or a
reference to an
array.

The arguments in argument-list designate the values for
which the sum of squared deviations is to be calculated.
Logical values and text representations of numbers
occurring directly in the list of arguments are included. If
an array or reference argument contains text, logical
values, or empty cells, those values are ignored;
however, cells with the value 0value 0value 0 are
included.
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Response 243
Comment ID

CO-0178
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.74
Paragraph:
DATE
2600(2607)

GB-0391
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.74
[DATE]
Paragraph: -

GR-0110
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.74
Paragraph:
DATE

US-0190
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.74
Paragraph:
DATE

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of date normalization is rather loose. I think you
want to say something like this; month is greater than 12, then
month-12 shall be added to the first month in the year
specified.‖, etc. The problem with how it is stated is that ―that‖
does not refer to anything in ―that number of months‖.

Clarify the definition of date
normalization.

The definition of date normalization is rather loose. The UK
imagines the text might want to say something like this; ―if
month is greater than 12, then month-12 shall be added to the
first month in the year specified.‖, etc. The problem with how it
is stated is that ―that‖ does not refer to anything in ―that
number of months‖.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition of date normalization.

The definition of date normalization is rather loose. I think
you want to say something like this; ―if month is greater than
12, then month-12 shall be added to the first month in the year
specified.‖, etc. The problem with how it is stated is that ―that‖
does not refer to anything in ―that number of months‖.

Clarify the definition of date
normalization.

The definition of date normalization is rather loose. I think you
want to say something like this; ―if month is greater than 12,
then month-12 shall be added to the first month in the year
specified.‖, etc. The problem with how it is stated is that ―that‖
does not refer to anything in ―that number of months‖.

Clarify the definition of date
normalization.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the definition of normalization to handle out-of-range input values for DATE was inadequate. The
following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.74 page 2,600, line 7 through page 2,601, line 9:
3.17.7.74 DATE
…
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

year

…

…

month

number

A month, truncated to integer, that together with year
and day specifies the date whose serial value is to be
computed.
If month is in the range 1–12, the month shall be
interpreted as month. If month is less than 1 or greater
than 12, the month shall be interpreted as the
normalized value (see below) of month, and the year shall
be adjusted accordingly.month shall be interpreted as the
number of months relative to the final month of the year
prior to the specified year.

day

number

A day, truncated to integer, that together with month and
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Type

Description
year specifies the date whose serial value is to be
computed.
If day is in the allowable range of days for the month, the
day shall be interpreted as day. If day is less than 1 or
greater than the number of days in the given month, the
day shall be interpreted as the normalized (see below) of
day, and the year and month shall be adjusted
accordingly.day shall be interpreted as the number of
days relative to the last day of the month (and its
associated year) prior to the month (and its associated
year) as determined from month and year (see below).

The value of month or day in a year-month-day argument triplet can be out of range. month is simply an instance
of counting a given number of months, minus one, relative to January of the year specified, using the Gregorian
calendar [ISO 8601]. This calendar defines that there are 12 months in a year, and that when counting forward,
the month following December of one year is January of the following year, and when counting backward, the
month preceding January of one year is December of the previous year. Likewise, day is simply an instance of
counting a given number of days, minus one, relative to the first day of the adjusted month, using the Gregorian
calendar. This calendar defines the number of days in each month, and that when counting forward, the day
following the final day of one month is the first day of the following month, and when counting backward, the
day preceding the first day of one month is the final day of the previous month. [Example: The year-month-day
argument triplets (2007, 12,32), (2007,13,1), and (2008,1,1) all result in the same serial date. end example]
[Note: One way to handle out-of-range values for month or day is as follows:
Compute yearAdjust = INT((month - 1)/12)
Compute adjustedMonth = month - (yearAdjust * 12)
Compute adjustedYear = year + yearAdjust.
A serialDateBase can now be computed for the first day of the adjustedYear and adjustedMonth. Finally,
compute the serial date for the full triplet by adding (day-1) to this serialDateBase. end note]
Month and/or day normalization occurs when month and/or day is outside the range 1–12 and 1–number-ofdays-in-the-given-month, respectively. Specifically, if month is greater than 12, that number of months shall be
added to the first month in the year specified. If month is less than 1, the magnitude of that number of months,
plus 1, is subtracted from the first month in the year specified. If day is greater than the number of days in the
month specified, that number of days is added to the first day in the month specified. If day is less than 1, the
magnitude of that number of months, plus 1, is subtracted from the first day in the month specified. If both
month and day in the same date are normalized, month is normalized first.
Return Type and Value: number – The serial value for the given date.
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Response 244
Comment ID

CO-0186
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.111
Paragraph:
EXACT
2631(2638)

FR-0455
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.111
EXACT
Paragraph: page
2631, line 28

GB-0401
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.111
[EXACT]
Paragraph: -

US-0198
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.111
Paragraph:
EXACT

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

String comparisons in an international setting are typically
described as either lexical comparisons where the strings are
compared character by character for identity, and by collation
comparisons where equivalent characters are considered
identical. This function does not say which method it uses.

Clarify what defines two strings as
having identical content.

String comparisons in an international setting are typically
described as either lexical comparisons where the strings are
compared character by character for identity, and by collation
comparisons where equivalent characters are considered
identical. This function does not say which method it uses.

Clarify what defines two strings as
having identical content.

String comparisons in an international setting are typically
described as either lexical comparisons where the strings are
compared character by character for identity, and by collation
comparisons where equivalent characters are considered
identical. This function does not say which method it uses.

Proposed change: Clarify what
defines two strings as having identical
content.

String comparisons in an international setting are typically
described as either lexical comparisons where the strings are
compared character by character for identity, and by collation
comparisons where equivalent characters are considered
identical. This function does not say which method it uses.

Clarify what defines two strings as
having identical content.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.111, page 2,631, line 28:

3.17.7.111 EXACT
Description: Performs a case-sensitive, character-by-character, lexical comparison of string-1 and string-2.
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Response 245
Comment ID

CO-0187
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.118
Paragraph: FIND
2636(2643)

FR-0457
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.118 FIND
Paragraph: page
2636, line 15

GB-0402
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.118
[FIND]
Paragraph: -

US-0199
Clause: part 4,
Section
3.17.7.118
Paragraph: FIND

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Clarify the basis for finding substrings

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Clarify the basis for finding substrings

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Proposed change: Clarify the basis for
finding substrings

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Clarify the basis for finding substrings

Proposed Disposition
We agree that this could be clearer and propose the following change in Part 4, §3.17.7.118, page 2,636, lines
12–18:
FIND
Syntax:
FIND ( string-1 , string-2 [ , start-pos ] )

Description: Performs a case-sensitive search using a lexical comparison for the first occurrence of string-1 in
string-2, starting at character position start-pos within string-2. (FIND is intended for use with languages that
use the single-byte character set (SBCS), whereas FINDB (§3.17.7.119) is intended for use with languages that
use the double-byte character set (DBCS).)
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Response 246
Comment ID

CO-0188
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.119
Paragraph:
FINDB
2637(2644)

FR-0458
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.119
FINDB
Paragraph: page
2637, line 13

GB-0403
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.119
[FINDB]
Paragraph: -

US-0200
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.119
Paragraph:
FINDB

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Clarify the basis for finding substrings

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Clarify the basis for finding substrings

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Proposed change: Clarify the basis for
finding substrings

Similar issue to EXACT. Is this a lexical comparison or
collation-based?

Clarify the basis for finding substrings

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.119, page 2,637, line 13:

3.17.7.119 FINDB
Description: Performs a case-sensitive search using a lexical comparison for the first occurrence of string-1 in
string-2, starting at byte position start-pos within string-2. (FINDB is intended for use with languages that use
the double-byte character set (DBCS), whereas FIND (§3.17.7.118) is intended for use with languages that use
the single-byte character set (SBCS).)
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Response 247
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This function says, ―FINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―FINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―FINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Proposed change: Keep the
suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―FINV uses an iterative search technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

CO-0189
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.120
Paragraph: FINV
2638(2645)

FR-0459
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.120 FINV
Paragraph: page
2638, line 9

Proposed change by the MB

GB-0404
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.120
[FINV]
Paragraph: -

US-0201
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.120
Paragraph: FINV

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.120, page 2,638, lines 9 and 17:

3.17.7.120 FINV
Description: Computes the inverse of the F probability distribution. Given a value for probability, FINV seeks
that value x such that FDIST(x, degrees-freedom1, degrees-freedom2) = probability. Thus, precision of FINV
depends on precision of FDIST. FINV uses an iterative search technique.
…
However, if





probability < 0 or probability > 1, #NUM! is returned.
degrees-freedom-1 < 1 or degrees-freedom-1 ≥ 1010, #NUM! is returned.
degrees-freedom-2 < 1 or degrees-freedom-2 ≥ 1010, #NUM! is returned.
An implementation uses an iterative search technique, and tThe search has not converged after some
implementation-defined number of iterations, #N/A is returned
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Response 248
Comment ID

CO-0190
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.123
Paragraph:
FIXED
2640(2647)

FR-0460
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.123 FIXED
Paragraph: page
2640, line 10

GB-0405
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.123
[FIXED]
Paragraph: -

US-0202
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.123
Paragraph:
FIXED

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The rounding algorithm is not specified. How for example, do
we calculate FIXED(0.5,0)? Round up, round down?

State what the rounding conventions
are.

The rounding algorithm is not specified. How for example, do
we calculate FIXED(0.5,0)?

State what the rounding conventions
are.

The rounding algorithm is not specified. How for example, do
we calculate FIXED(0.5,0)?

Proposed change: State what the
rounding conventions are.

The rounding algorithm is not specified. How for example, do
we calculate FIXED(0.5,0)?

State what the rounding conventions
are.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the rounding algorithm is not specified and should be clarified in the specification. We will make
the following changes to Part 4, §3.17.7.123 page 2,640, line 14, and Part 4, §3.17.7.275 page 2,768, line 11:

3.17.7.123 FIXED
Return Type and Value: text – The string containing number rounded to num-decimal decimal places, using the
same rounding algorithm as ROUND (§3.17.7.275).

3.17.7.275 ROUND
Return Type and Value: number – The rounded-down value of x. When rounding, digits 0–4 round down, while
digits 5–9 round up.
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Response 249
Comment ID

CO-0002
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: 4(16)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The requirements presented as necessary for interoperability
only addresses a part of the problem. Apart of what is
mentioned, it is also important to properly limit and define the
use of extensions, as this will inevitably lead to problems of
interoperability and portability, since documents using
undocumented extensions will be valid OOXML documents,
but will make the document unreadable by different
applications than the one which created it.

Proposed change by the MB
Enforce interoperability throughout the
standard. A document-producing
application must inform the user when
extensions which will break
interoperability and portability are used,
to avoid misleading the user into
thinking that particular document can
be consumed by any other OOXML
compliant application. The standard
should mandate the use of some
mechanism to mark the document as
―extended‖, e.g. a warning message or
a different document extension.
Sections which include non-portable
extensions in Part 4 include: 2.3.3.17,
2.16.5.33, 2.16.5.34, 2.17.3, 3.2.7,
4.6.9, 4.6.68, 4.6.69, 4.6.70, 4.6.93,
5.1.3.2, 5.2.3.4, 5.1.3.6, 5.1.3.7,
6.1.2.19

Proposed Disposition
Part 5 of DIS29500 defines an appropriate mechanism for marking documents as extended as recommended in
the proposed change. The extensibility mechanisms defined in Part 5 enable an appropriate level of
interoperability.
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Response 250
Comment ID

CO-0003
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
Paragraph: 6(18)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition given here for ―behavior, implementationdefined‖ contradicts its use in the normative sections of the
standard. Although it is defined as "promoting predictability
and reproducibility within any given implementation", the
actual use of this term in the standard always implies
undefined and unreferenced propietary behiour which in fact
makes predictability and reproducibility impossible.

Proposed change by the MB
Adjust this definition to the actual
contents of the standard, or better yet,
revise the standard to make this this
statement true by defining each
particular "application specific" behavior
(see further comments for section 4)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the current wording does not meet the intended goal. The following changes will be made to Part 1, §4,
page 6, lines 9–11:
behavior, implementation-defined — Unspecified behavior where each implementation is expected to
documents that behavior, thereby which would thereby promoteing predictability and reproducibility within any
given implementation. (This term is sometimes called “application-specific defined behavior”.)
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Response 251
Comment ID

CO-0007

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Closing quotes missing in example

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Clause: Part 3,
2.3.1
Paragraph: 4(16)

CZ-0062
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
4/l. 1–7

Provided XML example is not well-formed. Several attribute
values are not enclosed in quotes, there is some strange text
―[3204]‖ in place where only attributes can occur.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §2.3.1, page 4, lines 1–7:
Consider a simple background in WordprocessingML, which consists of a single color with a gradient fill applied:
<w:background w:bgColor="5C83B4">
<v:background id="_x0000_s1025" o:bwmode="white" fillcolor="#5c83b4"
[3204] o:targetscreensize="800,600">
<v:fill color2="fill darken(118) method="linear sigma" focus="100%"
type="gradient"/>
</v:background>
</w:bgPictbackground>
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Response 252
Comment ID

CO-0008
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.1
Paragraph:
4(16){36}

GB-0064
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.1 [36]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence ―some require a designating specifying" makes
no sense

Fix

(The same phrase is also used on p34 in 2.3.1 [28] of the
WordprocessingML Reference Manual.)

Replace "... a designating specifying ..."
with "... an attribute specifying ..."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.1, page 4, lines 35–37 and to Part 4, §2.3.1 page 34,
lines 27–29:
It is also notable that since leading and trailing whitespace is not normally significant in XML, some runs require
a designating specifying that their whitespace is significant via the xml:space element.As leading and trailing
whitespace is not normally significant in XML, in cases where it is significant, runs require the xml:space
attribute.
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Response 253
Comment ID

CO-0009
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2
Paragraph:
5(17){30}

GB-0066

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The word ―emphasized‖ must be in italics to agree with the
example

Fix

wrong style:

"emphasized" should be in italics.

Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2 [30 on p5]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.2, page 5, line 30:
Consider the content "only one word is emphasized emphasized" in a WordprocessingML document.
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Response 254
Comment ID

CO-0010

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

tag <w:rPr> should be</w:rPr>

Fix

Missing forward slash from end tag:

</w:rPr>

Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2
Paragraph:
6(18){4}

GB-0067
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2 [4 on p6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.2, page 6, lines 1–6:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:i/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>emphasized</w:t>
</w:r>
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Response 255
Comment ID

CO-0011

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

tag <w:rPr> should be</w:rPr>

Fix

Missing forward slash from end tag:

</w:rPr>

Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2
Paragraph:
6(18){17}

GB-0068
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2 [17 on p6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.2, page 6, lines 14–19:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:i/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>empha</w:t>
</w:r>
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Response 256
Comment ID

CO-0012

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

tag <w:rPr> should be</w:rPr>

Fix

Missing forward slash from end tag

</w:rPr>

Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2
Paragraph:
6(18){23}

GB-0069
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2 [23 on p6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.2, page 6, lines 20–25:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:i/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>sized</w:t>
</w:r>
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Response 257
Comment ID

CO-0013
Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2
Paragraph:
6(18){28}

GB-0070

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence ―the properties of only some the text‖ is not
complete

Fix

-

Insert "of" in "... only some of the text
..."

Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2 [28 on p6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.2, page 6, lines 28–29:
For example, the properties of only some the text in that run are changed, requiring the changed part to be put
into its own run.For example, if the properties of some text in a run are changed, the changed part will need to
be put into its own run.
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Response 258
Comment ID

CO-0014

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Closing quotes missing

Fix

Missing closing double quotes in attribute:

w:sz="4"

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.2
Paragraph:
10(22){17}

GB-0071
Clause: Part 3,
2.5.2 [17]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.2, page 10, lines 12–24:
<w:tbl>
<w:tblPr>
<w:tblW w:w="0" w:type="auto"/>
<w:tblBorders>
<w:top w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:left w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:bottom w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:right w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:insideH w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:insideV w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
</w:tblBorders>
</w:tblPr>
<w:tblGrid>
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Response 259
Comment ID

CO-0015

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Use straight quotes instead of curly

Fix

Replace curly quotes with straight quotes:

w:val="2"/>

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.2
Paragraph:
12(24){5}

GB-0072
Clause: Part 3,
2.5.3 [5 on p12]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.2, page 12, lines 1–8:
<w:tr>
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="7368" w:type="dxa"/>
<w:gridSpan w:val=”"2"”/>
</w:tcPr>
<w:p/>
</w:tc>
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Response 260
Comment ID

CO-0016

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Use straight quotes instead of curly

Fix

Replace curly quotes with straight quotes:

w:val="2"/>

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.2
Paragraph:
12(24){26}

GB-0073
Clause: Part 3,
2.5.3 [26 on p12]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.2, page 12, lines 23–30:
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="5904" w:type="dxa"/>
<w:gridSpan w:val=”"2"”/>
</w:tcPr>
<w:p/>
</w:tc>
</w:tr>
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Response 261
Comment ID

CO-0017

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―World‖ should not be capitalized to agree with example

Fix

'W' in 'World' should be lower case:

<w:t>Hello, world</w:t>

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.4
Paragraph:
13(25){31}

GB-0074
Clause: Part 3,
2.5.4 [31 on p13]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.4, page 13, lines 24–35:
This table's content is represented by the following XML:
<w:tr>
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="1770" w:type="dxa"/>
</w:tcPr>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Hello, Wworld</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
</w:tr>
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Response 262
Comment ID

CO-0018

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

the line is not valid XML

Delete the line

-

Delete line 13: "..."

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.4
Paragraph:
14(26){13}

GB-0075
Clause: Part 3,
2.5.4 [13 on p14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.4, page 14, lines 12–27:
<w:tr>
…
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="5145" w:type="dxa" />
<w:gridSpan w:val="2" />
</w:tcPr>
<w:p />
</w:tc>
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="2145" w:type="dxa" />
</w:tcPr>
<w:p/>
</w:tc>
</w:tr>
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Response 263
Comment ID

CO-0022

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This listing appears identical in the previous page

Remove the duplicate text

-

Delete lines 1 to 28 as the same listing
is on the previous page.

Clause: Part 3,
2.7.1
Paragraph:
28(40){1}

GB-0078
Clause: Part 3,
2.7.1 [1 - 28 on
p28]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.7.1, page 28, lines 1–28:
<w:body>
<w:p
<w:pPr>
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="12240" w:h="15840"/>
<w:pgMar w:top="1440" w:right="1800" w:bottom="1440"
w:left="1800" w:header="720" w:footer="720" w:gutter="0"/>
<w:cols w:space="720"/>
<w:docGrid w:linePitch="360"/>
</w:sectPr>
</w:pPr>
<w:r>
<w:t>This is sentence one.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>This is sentence two.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="15840" w:h="12240" w:orient="landscape"/>
<w:pgMar w:top="1800" w:right="1440" w:bottom="1800"
w:left="1440" w:header="720" w:footer="720" w:gutter="0"/>
<w:cols w:space="720"/>
<w:docGrid w:linePitch="360"/>
</w:sectPr>
</w:body>
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Response 264
Comment ID

CO-0023

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―heading 1‖ should ―Heading 1‖ to agree with the text

Fix

-

"h" in "heading 1" should be upper
case: <w:name w:val="Heading 1"/>

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2
Paragraph:
30(42){2}

GB-0079
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2 [2 on p30]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.8.2, page 30, lines 1–10:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="Heading1">
<w:name w:val="hHeading 1"/>
<w:basedOn w:val="Normal"/>
<w:next w:val="Normal"/>
<w:link w:val="Heading1Char"/>
<w:priority w:val="1"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="00F303CE"/>
…
</w:style>
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Response 265
Comment ID

CO-0024

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Element <w:style> has no child <w:priority>.

Fix

It appears that the child w:priority of w:style has been changed
to w:uiPriority in the schema and in the tables in the Language
Reference but has not been changed in any of the examples
throughout the documents I've seen so far.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2
Paragraph:
30(42){6}

GB-0080
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2 [6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not updated when the underlying schema was updated. The example in Part 3, §2.8.2,
page 30, line 6 will be changed to:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="Heading1">
<w:name w:val="heading 1"/>
<w:basedOn w:val="Normal"/>
<w:next w:val="Normal"/>
<w:link w:val="Heading1Char"/>
<w:uiPpriority w:val="1"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="00F303CE"/>
…
</w:style>
Other examples based on this schema change will also be corrected.
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Response 266
Comment ID

CO-0025

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example is repeted

Remove the duplicate text

-

Delete lines 21 to 31

-

Move lines 32 to 33 to between lines 12
and 13 on p30.

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2
Paragraph:
30(42){22}

GB-0081
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2 [21 - 31 on
p30]
Paragraph: -

GB-0082
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.2 [32 - 33 on
p30]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §2.8.2, page 30, lines 21–33:
Referring to the Heading 1 example above, Consider a style called Heading 1 in a document as follows:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="Heading1">
<w:name w:val="heading 1"/>
<w:basedOn w:val="Normal"/>
<w:next w:val="Normal"/>
<w:link w:val="Heading1Char"/>
<w:priority w:val="1"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="00F303CE"/>
…
</w:style>
Tthe type attribute has a value of paragraph, which indicates that the following style definition is a paragraph
style.
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Response 267
Comment ID

CO-0026

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example is repeated on the same page

Remove the duplicate text

The xml listing for the linked styles is repeated unnecessarily.

Move lines 28 and 29 on p34 and
merge with line 31 on p33, as specified
above. Delete from line 30 on p34 to
line 14 on p35.

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.5
Paragraph:
34(46){30}

GB-0085
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.5 [28 on p34 14 on p35]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the duplication here is superfluous; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §2.8.5 page 34, lines
28–39; page 35, lines 1–15:
Consider a linked style titled "Test Linked Style" which defines; font = Arial, font color = green; paragraph
spacing = double, indent = 1” left. The resulting style definitions would be:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="TestLinkedStyle">
<w:name w:val="Test Linked Style"/>
<w:link w:val="TestLinkedStyleChar"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="009C1646"/>
<w:pPr>
<w:pStyle w:val="TestLinkedStyle"/>
<w:spacing w:line="480" w:lineRule="auto"/>
<w:ind w:left="1440"/>
</w:pPr>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Arial" w:hAnsi="Arial"/>
<w:color w:val="22B14C"/>
</w:rPr>
</w:style>
<w:style w:type="character" w:styleId="TestLinkedStyleChar">
<w:name w:val="Test Linked Style Char"/>
<w:link w:val="TestLinkedStyle"/>
<w:rsid w:val="009C1646"/>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Arial" w:hAnsi="Arial"/>
<w:color w:val="22B14C"/>
</w:rPr>
</w:style>
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Notice thatIn the example above, the linked style definition is composed of the paragraph style, which specifies
both the run and paragraph properties, and the character style, which specifies only the run properties. The
document content for a paragraph with this linked style would be:
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Response 268
Comment ID

CO-0027

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Element <w:style> has no child <w:priority>.

Fix

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.6
Paragraph:
36(48){17}

GB-0086
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.6 [17]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not updated when the underlying schema was updated. The example in Part 3, §2.8.6,
page 36, line 17 will be changed to:
<w:style w:type="numbering" w:styleId="TestNumberingStyle">
<w:name w:val="Test Numbering Style" />
<w:uiPpriority w:val="99" />
<w:rsid w:val="0045009F" />
<w:pPr>
<w:numPr>
<w:numId w:val="1" />
</w:numPr>
</w:pPr>
</w:style>
Other examples based on this schema change will also be corrected.
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Response 269
Comment ID

CO-0028

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Element <w:style> has no child <w:priority>.

Fix

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.7
Paragraph:
38(50){15}

GB-0087
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.7 [15 on p38]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not updated when the schema was changed. The following updates will be made to
Part 3, §2.8.7, page 38, line 15:
<w:style w:type="table" w:styleId="TestTableStyle">
<w:name w:val="Test Table Style"/>
<w:basedOn w:val="TableNormal"/>
<w:uiPpriority w:val="99"/>
<w:rsid w:val="00340CC4"/>
<w:tblPr>
<w:tblBorders>
<w:top w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:left w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:bottom w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:right w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:insideH w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
<w:insideV w:val="single" w:sz="4" w:space="0" w:color="auto"/>
</w:tblBorders>
<w:tblCellMar>
<w:top w:w="0" w:type="dxa"/>
<w:left w:w="108" w:type="dxa"/>
<w:bottom w:w="0" w:type="dxa"/>
<w:right w:w="108" w:type="dxa"/>
</w:tblCellMar>
</w:tblPr>
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<w:tblStylePr w:type="firstRow">
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
</w:rPr>
<w:tcPr>
<w:shd w:val="clear" w:color="auto" w:fill="ED1C24"/>
</w:tcPr>
</w:tblStylePr>
</w:style>
Other examples based on this schema change will also be corrected.
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Response 270
Comment ID

CO-0029

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Element <w:latentStyles> has no child <w:defPriority>.

Fix

Incorrect attribute name

Replace "w:defPriority" with
"w:defUIPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11
Paragraph:
42(54){26}

GB-0088
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [26]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not updated when the schema was changed. The following updates will be made to
Part 3, §2.8.11, page 42, line 26:
<w:latentStyles w:defLockedState="off" w:defUIPriority="99"
w:defSemiHidden="on" w:defUnhideWhenUsed="on" w:defQFormat="off"
w:count="180">
<w:lsdException w:name="Normal" w:unhideWhenUsed="off"
w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 1" w:semiHidden="off" w:priority="1"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 2" w:priority="1"
w:unhideWhenUsed="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 3" w:semiHidden="off/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 4" w:priority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 5" w:priority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 6" w:priority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 7" w:priority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 8" w:priority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 9" w:priority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="Normal Indent" w:priority="6" w:qformat="on"/>
</w:latentStyles>
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Response 271
Comment ID

CO-0030

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Element <w:style> has no child <w:priority>.

Fix

Element <w:style> has no child <w:priority>.

Fix

Element <w:style> has no child <w:priority>.

Fix

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11
Paragraph:
43(54){31-32}

CO-0031
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11
Paragraph:
45(54){35-36}

CO-0032
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11
Paragraph:
47(54){1-5}

GB-0089
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [31]
Paragraph: -

GB-0090
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [32]
Paragraph: -

GB-0091
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [35]
Paragraph: -

GB-0092
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [36]
Paragraph: -

GB-0093
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [1 on p43]
Paragraph: -

GB-0094
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [2 on p43]
Paragraph: -

GB-0095
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [3 on p43]
Paragraph: -

GB-0096
Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [4 on p43]
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

GB-0097

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [5 on p43]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not updated when the schema was changed. The following updates will be made to
Part 3, §2.8.11, page 42, lines 31, 32, 35 and 36, and page 43, lines 1–5:
<w:latentStyles w:defLockedState="off" w:defUIPriority="99"
w:defSemiHidden="on" w:defUnhideWhenUsed="on" w:defQFormat="off"
w:count="180">
<w:lsdException w:name="Normal" w:unhideWhenUsed="off"
w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 1" w:semiHidden="off" w:uiPpriority="1"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 2" w:uiPpriority="1"
w:unhideWhenUsed="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 3" w:semiHidden="off/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 4" w:uiPpriority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 5" w:uiPpriority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 6" w:uiPpriority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 7" w:uiPpriority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 8" w:uiPpriority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="heading 9" w:uiPpriority="1" w:qformat="on"/>
<w:lsdException w:name="Normal Indent" w:uiPpriority="6" w:qformat="on"/>
</w:latentStyles>
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Response 272
Comment ID

CO-0033
Clause: Part 3,
2.14.7
Paragraph:
78(90){29}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code should read ―Some ― (including white space) to agree
with example

Proposed change by the MB
Element <w:style> has no child
<w:priority>.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.14.7, page 78, line 29:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Some </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:ins w:id="0" w:author="Joe Smith" w:date="2006-03-31T12:50:00Z">
<w:r>
<w:t>text</w:t>
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Response 273
Comment ID

DE-0131
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1. Part
Overview
Paragraph: page
1

GB-0130
Clause: Part 4,
§1, 1. Part
Overview [p1]
Paragraph: -

JP-0047
Clause: Part 4
Clause 1
Paragraph: Line
1 on page 1

PT-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1. Part
Overview
Paragraph: page
1

US-0077
Clause: general
Paragraph: -

US-0273
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1. Part
Overview
Paragraph: page
1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The use of 'Part' for different things is confusing. Line 1 (title) it
refers to Part 4 as a subpart of OOXML. Line 3 it implicitly
refers to WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, etc.

Use another word like 'subpart' when
referencing WordprocessingML etc., or
else use their full names.

The use of 'Part' for different things is confusing. Line 1 (title) it
refers to Part 4 as a subpart of OOXML. Line 3 it implicitly
refers to WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, etc.

Proposed change: Use another word
like 'subpart' when referencing
WordprocessingML etc., or else use
their full names.

The usage of ―part‖ in the clause title ―Part Overview‖ is
ambiguous whether it means Part 4 or each part of elements
such as WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, etc.

Remove ―part‖ from the clause title to
read ―Overview.‖ Change each part of
the elements to subpart.

The use of 'Part' for different things is confusing. Line 1 (title) it
refers to Part 4 as a subpart of OOXML. Line 3 it implicitly
refers to WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, etc.

Use another word like 'subpart' when
referencing WordprocessingML etc., or
else use their full names.

The term "part" is used inconsistently. In one sense it means
"a portion of an ISO/IEC standard", in another sense it means
"a collection of clauses within a document", and a third sense
is "a unit of data". The concept of "part" (the third sense)
should be clearly defined and, possibly, a different word than
"part" should be used to designate this third sense.

Add definition for third sense of "part".
Make clear which sense of "part" is
implied. Possibly, use a term other
than "part" for the third sense, e.g.,
"instance part".

The use of 'Part' for different things is confusing. Line 1 (title) it
refers to Part 4 as a subpart of OOXML. Line 3 it implicitly
refers to WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, etc.

Use another word like 'subpart' when
referencing WordprocessingML etc., or
else use full names for the markup.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §1, pages 1–3:

1.

Part Overview

This clause is informative.
For convenience, the following subclauses specify the root elements for each part within the package. [Note: the
terms part and package as used here are defined in Part 2 of this Office Open XML Standard. end note] Full
discussion of the use of each part within the package can be found in Part 1 of this Office Open XML Standard.

1.1

WordprocessingML Part Summary

...
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1.2

SpreadsheetML Part Summary

...

1.3

PresentationML Part Summary

...

1.4

DrawingML Part Summary

...

1.5

Shared Part Summary
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Response 274
Comment ID

DE-0015
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2
Paragraph: page
26, lines 27&28

FR-0042
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2 Main
Document Story
Paragraph: page
26, lines 27&28

GB-0173
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2 [p26, 27
and 28]
Paragraph: -

IN-0046
Clause: 2.2 Main
Document Story
Lines 27 & 28
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of 'story' is inappropriate. As far as OOXML
documents are concerned, the use of a text editor enables any
user to modify (type into) each and any region of any XML
subpart of a document.

Clarify the definition of 'story'.
The definition of "Story" is appropriate
as it is the region of content (main
document, comments, headers, etc.)
within a document where user can
type/modify information.

The definition of 'story' is inappropriate. As far as OOXML
documents are concerned, the use of a text editor enables any
user to modify (type into) each and any region of any XML
subpart of a document.

Clarify the definition of 'story'.

The definition of 'story' is inappropriate. We shouldn't be
defining a markup standard in application terms. We should be
defining markup in markup terms. Where the user can type is
immaterial.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition of 'story'.

Part 4, Section 2.2 Main Document Story Lines 27 & 28, The
definition of 'story' is inappropriate. We shouldn't be defining a
markup standard in application terms. We should be defining
markup in markup terms. Where the user can type is
immaterial

Clarify the definition of 'story'.

PT-0079
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2 Main
Document Story
Paragraph: page
26, lines 24&27

These lines define the contents of an OOXML document of
type Wordprocessing in terms that are not compatible with the
definition of OOXML documents given in Part 1, Section 4.
Definitions, page 7, lines 1 to 3. Note that Section 2.2 as a
whole is affected by that inconsistency.

PT-0080

The definition of 'story' is inappropriate. We shouldn't be
defining a markup standard in application terms. We should be
defining markup in markup terms. Where the user can type is
immaterial.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2 Main
Document Story
Paragraph: page
26, lines 27&28

Rewrite or remove Section 2.2. May
consider explaining what a OOXML
story would be in terms of documents
renditions by applications.
Clarify the definition of 'story'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.2, page 26, lines 27–28:
In WordprocessingML, stories are defined as each unique region of content within a document into which the
user can typeunique containers for one or more paragraphs, as defined by the parent elements of the p element
(§2.3.1.22). The most important story in a WordprocessingML document is the main document story, which
contains the primary contents of the document. The main document story in WordprocessingML is stored inside
the body element.
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Response 275
Comment ID

DE-0138
Clause: Part4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, line 9

DK-0093
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.1
Paragraph: Page
4343 line 9

GB-0481
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1 [p4343, 9]
Paragraph: -

PT-0108
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, line 9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The reference to the specific commercial product 'Office 2000'
brings no value to the proposal.
Additional Comment: This content is informative and is
provided to give background into the history of VML. It is
believed that this is actually useful information.

Remove the reference to Office 2000.

The sentence specify the legacy origin of the format, and
reference Office 2000, The history of the VML development
have no meaning in the context of a ECMA-376 Specification

Remove reference to Office 2000

The reference to the specific commercial product 'Office 2000'
brings no value to the proposal.

Proposed change: Remove the
reference to Office 2000.

The reference to the specific commercial product 'Office 2000'
brings no value to the proposal.

Remove the reference to Office 2000.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this text is not necessary. The following change will be made to Part 4, §6.1, page 4,343, lines 9–10:
[Note: The VML format is a legacy format originally introduced with Office 2000used in an existing corpus of
binary documents and is included and fully defined in this Standard for backwards compatibility reasons. ...
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Response 276
Comment ID

CZ-0043
Clause: Part
3/2.6.2
Paragraph: p. 21

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Precise algorithm for extracting custom XML markup from
document is not defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Define algorithm for converting custom
XML markup into a standalone XML
document.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the method for extracting custom XML markup is most appropriate for an Annex. The following data will
comprise a new Annex for Part 4:
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Annex A.

WordprocessingML Custom XML Data Extraction

This Annex is informative.
The custom XML markup capabilities described in Part 4, §2.5.1 allow a WordprocessingML document to contain
custom XML semantics beyond those specified by this Standard. In order to extract those semantics from within
WordprocessingML content, an application may employ any desired method.
As an example, an XSL transformation which performs this task is included below, which, when applied to the
Main Document part, would extract any custom XML markup.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main">
<!-- Some document structure checks -->
<xsl:template match="/">
<xsl:if test="count(//w:customXml/ancestor-or-self::w:customXml) > 1">
<xsl:message>Output will not be well-formed and will have more then one
root element.</xsl:message>
</xsl:if>
<!-- Process content of document -->
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</xsl:template>
<!-- copy over custom XML elements -->
<xsl:template match="w:customXml">
<xsl:element name="{@w:element}" namespace="{@w:uri}">
<!-- copy over attribute values -->
<xsl:for-each select="w:customXmlPr/w:attr">
<xsl:attribute name="{@w:name}" namespace="{@w:uri}">
<xsl:value-of select="@w:val"/>
</xsl:attribute>
</xsl:for-each>
<!-- process content -->
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>
<!-- copy over only text inside custom XML -->
<xsl:template match="text()[ancestor::w:customXml]" priority="10">
<xsl:value-of select="."/>
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</xsl:template>
<!-- warn about text which is not tagged -->
<xsl:template match="text()">
<xsl:message>Stripping "<xsl:value-of select="."/>" from
output.</xsl:message>
<xsl:message>This text is not enclosed by root element and will result in
well-formed output.</xsl:message>
</xsl:template>
<!-- do not pick up deleted content -->
<xsl:template match="w:del|w:moveFrom"/>
</xsl:stylesheet>
End informative Annex.
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Response 277
Comment ID

GB-0439

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
tags (Customer Data Tags) Typo in line 23, ―PresenationML‖

Proposed change by the MB
Correct

Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.2.9
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following text will be changed in Part 4, section 4.2.9, page 2956:
This element specifies the existence of customer data in the form of tags. This allows for the storage of customer
data within the PresentationML framework. While this is similar to the ext tag in that it can be used store
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Response 278
Comment ID

IE-0005
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definitions of some formulae in this section reflect current
spreadsheet semantics and may not match common practice.
New functions may need to be defined that provide alternative
semantics to the formulae in the current specification where
these new functions will reflect common understanding of
those formulae.

The editor should add an informativel
note to the specification stating that the
current formulae reflect current
spreadsheet semantics and may not
match common practice.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in its current form, the specification defines current spreadsheet semantics, which might not match
common practice. The following note will be added to the specification to Part 4, §3.17.7, page 2.530, after
line 12:
3.17.7 Predefined Function Definitions
…
The set of predefined functions is divided into the following functional categories [Note: The predefined
functions defined here reflect current spreadsheet semantics and might not match common practice in other
contexts. New functions might be added in future versions of the specification. end note]:
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Response 279
Comment ID

CO-0191
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.131
Paragraph:
GAMMAINV2646
(2653)

FR-0462
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.131
GAMMAINV
Paragraph: page
2646, line 22

GB-0407
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.131
[GAMMAINV]
Paragraph: -

US-0204
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.131
Paragraph:
GAMMAINV

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function says, ―GAMMAINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―GAMMAINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―GAMMAINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Proposed change: Keep the
suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This function says, ―GAMMAINV uses an iterative search
technique‖. This is specifying an implementation, not a
testable performance criterion. Other approaches should be
permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.131, page 2,646, line 22 and page 2,647, line 6,
respectively:

3.17.7.131 GAMMAINV
Description: Computes the inverse of the gamma distribution. Given a value for probability, GAMMAINV seeks
that value x such that GAMMADIST(x, alpha, beta, TRUE) = probability. Thus, the precision of GAMMAINV
depends on the precision of GAMMADIST. GAMMAINV uses an iterative search technique.
…
However, if




probability < 0 or probability > 1, #NUM! is returned.
alpha ≤ 0 or beta ≤ 0, #NUM! is returned.
An implementation uses an iterative search technique, and tThe search has not converged after some
implementation-defined number of iterations, #N/A is returned.
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Response 280
Comment ID

FR-0468
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.172 IRR
Paragraph: page
2682, line 19

GB-0411
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.172
[IRR]
Paragraph: -

US-0208
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.172
Paragraph: IRR

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This text says, ―IRR uses an iterative calculation technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―IRR uses an iterative calculation technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Proposed change: Keep the
suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

This text says, ―IRR uses an iterative calculation technique‖.
This is specifying an implementation, not a testable
performance criterion. Other approaches should be permitted.

Keep the suggestions, but put them in
informative Notes or Guidance.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.172, page 2,682, line 19 and page 2,683, line 4,
respectively:

3.17.7.172 IRR
Description: Computes the internal rate of return for a series of cash flows represented by the numbers in
values. (These cash flows do not have to be even, as they would be for an annuity. However, the cash flows shall
occur at regular intervals, such as monthly or annually. The internal rate of return is the interest rate received
for an investment consisting of payments (negative values) and income (positive values) that occur at regular
periods.) IRR uses an iterative calculation technique.
…
However, if an implementation uses an iterative search technique, and the calculation has not converged after
an implementation-defined number of iterations, #NUM! is returned.
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Response 281
Comment ID

GB-0480
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1 [p4343, 8]
Paragraph: -

IN-0066
Clause: 6.1
Paragraph: -

IR-0050
Clause: Part
4,Section 6.1
Paragraph: -

PT-0107
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, line 8

US-0153
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, line 8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The reference to 'millions of documents' is an unsupported
assertion. Furthermore, it is irrelevant in the context of a
standard proposal.

Proposed change: Remove the
marketing fluff from the text.

The reference to 'millions of documents' is an unsupported
assertion. Furthermore, it is irrelevant in the context of a
standard proposal.

Remove the marketing fluff from the
text.

The phrase "millions of documents" in this section is an
unsupported assertion and also irrelevant in the context of a
standard proposal.

Remove the assertion.

The reference to 'millions of documents' is an unsupported
assertion. Furthermore, it is irrelevant in the context of a
standard proposal.

Remove this sentence from the text.

The reference to 'millions of documents' is an unsupported
assertion. Furthermore, it is irrelevant in the context of a
standard proposal.

Remove the marketing fluff from the
text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the reference to the existing corpus of binary documents should be done in a consistent manner,
because it’s one of the foundations of this standard. The following change will be made to Part 4, •6.1,
page 4,343, lines 3–8:
VML is a language for defining graphical objects in cases where DrawingML does not apply, such as text boxes
and shapes in WordprocessingML documents and comments and controls in SpreadsheetML documents. This
namespace provides the base elements and attributes for defining shape primitives. Other VML namespaces
define elements that layer on information beyond the baseline graphical definition. To maintain backward
compatibility, all VML namespaces defined in this specification maintain the legacy namespace structure already
used by the existing corpus of binary millions of documents.
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Response 282
Comment ID

CO-0128
Clause: Part 4,
2.18.46
Paragraph:
1738(1745)

DK-0146
Clause: Part 4
2.18.465.1.12.48
Paragraph: -

MY-0012
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.46
―ST_HighlightCol
or‖
Paragraph: Page
1739 (1744)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The list of highlight colors closely matches color codes in SVG
1.0 and ISO 15445, however there are innecessary
divergences in a few colors like "darkBlue", "darkCyan" and
"lightGray". Slight variations from widely used standards
create confusion and are a source of errors.

Follow previous standards and either
reference SVG 1.0 or ISO 15445, or
compile a list that follows these
standards

Ecma 376 contradicts the standard SVG Color Keyword
Names's hexadecimal RGB values for given color names.
Color Name
SVG
Ecma 376
Dark blue
00008B 000080
Dark cyan
008B8B 008080
Dark gray
A9A9A9 808080
Dark green
006400 008000
Dark red
8B0000 800000
Light gray
D3D3D3
C0C0C0
Independent of Ecma 376's failure to adopt the SVG standard,
its subtle redefinition of existing standardized terms will only
lead to further confusion.
In contrast, section 5.1.12.48 "ST_PresetColorVal" (Preset
Color Value) matches SVG colors well. Unfortunately, it
renames "darkGray" to "dkGray" to avoid self-contradiction at
the cost of reducing agreement with the SVG standard.

Suggest to uniform and align colour
coding schemas.

This section has definition of 16 colours for highlighting colours
between a string enumeration with hexadecimal RGB values.

Change the definition of colours to
HTML colour name and values,

These colours are platform specific colours, from the legacy of
Windows 3.0 (or earlier) where 4bit colours (16 available
colours) were defined. The colour names and colour values
are not standard with HTML colours.

or SVG colour name and values,
or allow direct hexadecimal colour
values for full 24bit colour palette (over
16 million colours).

The 16 colour enumeration limits the number of editors
working on one document. New online applications may have
to support hundreds of concurrent editors, and this 20 year old
definition of colours will limit this specifications utility.

VE-0034
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.46
ST_HighlightColo
r (Text
Paragraph:
pages 1738-1740

Some colors contradicts the standard SVG Color Keyword
Names's hexadecimal RGB values for given color names.

Use SVG Color keyword name's
hexadecimal RGB values.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.18.46, pages 1,739–1,740 to be consistent with the
aforementioned standards:
Enumeration Value

Description
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Enumeration Value
darkBlue (Dark Blue Highlighting Color)

Description
Specifies that the text highlighting color for this run
shall be dark blue.
The hexadecimal RGB value for this setting shall be
00008000008B.

darkCyan (Dark Cyan Highlighting Color)

Specifies that the text highlighting color for this run
shall be dark cyan.
The hexadecimal RGB value for this setting shall be
008080008B8B.

darkGray (Dark Gray Highlighting Color)

Specifies that the text highlighting color for this run
shall be dark gray.
The hexadecimal RGB value for this setting shall be
808080A9A9A9.

darkGreen (Dark Green Highlighting Color)

Specifies that the text highlighting color for this run
shall be dark green.
The hexadecimal RGB value for this setting shall be
008000006400.

darkRed (Dark Red Highlighting Color)

Specifies that the text highlighting color for this run
shall be dark red.
The hexadecimal RGB value for this setting shall be
8000008B0000.

lightGray (Light Gray Highlighting Color)

Specifies that the text highlighting color for this run
shall be light gray.
The hexadecimal RGB value for this setting shall be
C0C0C0D3D3D3.

As well, in order to improve consistency between the ST_PresetColorVal simple type and SVG, the SVG naming
convention has been adopted. This is described in the disposition for comment MY-0013.
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Response 283
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location and no ―border‖ has
been defined).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be
introduced here) or else rewrite the text
so that it makes sense.

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be
introduced here) or else rewrite the text
so that it makes sense.

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be introduced
here) or else rewrite the text so that it
makes sense.

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location and no ―border‖ has
been defined).

Proposed change: Clarify which
border the text refers to (if any notion of
border must be introduced here) or else
rewrite the text so that it makes sense.

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location and no ―border‖ has
been defined).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be
introduced here) or else rewrite the text
so that it makes sense.

Part 4, Section 2.2.1 Line 0 - There are several instances of
the word 'border' that are meaningless in this context (the text
is supposed to describe the 'background' element at that
location and no ―border‖ has been defined).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be
introduced here) or else rewrite the text
so that it makes sense.

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location and no ―border‖ has
been defined).

There are a few typos where the word
"border" is used instead of
"background". This needs to be
addressed.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
29, line 0

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location and no ―border‖ has
been defined).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be
introduced here) or else rewrite the text
so that it makes sense.

US-0121

There are several instances of the word 'border' that are
meaningless in this context (the text is supposed to describe
the 'background' element at that location and no ―border‖ has
been defined).

Clarify which border the text refers to (if
any notion of border must be
introduced here) or else rewrite the text
so that it makes sense.

CO-0079
Clause: Part 4,
2.2.1
Paragraph:
29(35){0}

DE-0027
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
29, line 0

FR-0059
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
29, line 0

GB-0180
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p29, 0]
Paragraph: -

GR-0066
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
29, line 0

IN-0047
Clause: 2.2.1
Line 0,
Paragraph: -

KE-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
29, line 0

PT-0082

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
29, line 0
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to the table in Part 4, §2.2.1, pages 28–30:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
Specifies the color for the background of the document.
This color may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or auto to allow a
consumer to automatically determine the background color as appropriate.
If the background specifies the use of a theme color via the themeColor attribute, this
value is superseded by the theme color value.
[Example: Consider a backgroundborder color with value 2C34FF, as follows:
<w:background … w:color="2C34FF"/>
The background color shall therefore be the color with an RGB value of 44,52,255 (the
decimal decoding of the hex value above). end example]

themeShade
(BorderBackground
Theme Color Shade)

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HexColor simple type
(§2.18.43).
Specifies the shade value applied to the supplied theme color (if any) for this background.
If the themeShade is supplied, then it is applied to the RGB value of the theme color
(from the theme part) to determine the final color applied to this backgroundborder.
The themeShade value is stored as a hex encoding of the shade value (from 0–255)
applied to the current backgroundborder.
[Example: Consider a shade of 60% applied to a background in a document. This shade is
calculated as follows:
𝑆𝑥𝑚𝑙 = 0.6 ∗ 255
= 153
= 99(𝑒𝑥)
The resulting themeShade value in the file format would be 99. end example]

themeTint
(BorderBackground
Theme Color Tint)

Given an RGB color defined as three hex values in RRGGBB format, the shade is applied as
follows:
Specifies the tint value applied to the supplied theme color (if any) for this background.
If the themeTint is supplied, then it is applied to the RGB value of the theme color (from
the theme part) to determine the final color applied to the document's background.
The themeTint value is stored as a hex encoding of the tint value (from 0–255) applied to
the current backgroundborder.
932
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[Example: Consider a tint of 60% applied to a backgroundborder in a document. This tint
is calculated as follows:
𝑇𝑥𝑚𝑙 = 0.4 ∗ 255
= 102
= 66(𝑒𝑥)
The resulting themeTint value in the file format would be 66. end example]
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Response 284
Comment ID

DE-0128
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.8
Paragraph: -

FR-0017
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.8
Paragraph: -

GB-0045
Clause: Part 1,
15.2.8[p143 -146]
Paragraph: -

KE-0007
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.8
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The examples given are rendered useless by the
predominance of the VML in the markup.
Additional comment: Examples given through the standard will
include more than just the specific element or elements being
defined. This is the reason for using an example, so that one
can see how the element would be used in a typical
document.

Proposed change by the MB
Make a more succinct and clear
example by concentrating on the
control persistence.

The examples given are rendered useless by the predominance Make a more succinct and clear
of the VML in the markup.
example by concentrating on the control
persistence.

The examples given are rendered useless by the
predominance of the VML in the markup.

Proposed change: Make a more
succinct and clear example by
concentrating on the control
persistence.

The examples given are rendered useless by the
predominance of the VML in the markup.

Make a more succinct and clear
example by concentrating on the
control persistence.

PT-0013
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.8
Paragraph: -

US-0264
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.8
Paragraph: -

The examples given are rendered useless by the
predominance of the VML in the markup.
The examples given are rendered useless by the
predominance of the VML in the markup.

Make a more succinct and clear
example by concentrating on the
control persistence.
Make a more succinct and clear
example by concentrating on the
control persistence.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the examples in Part 1, §15.2.8, pages 143–146 will be simplified by removing the VML. This is
addressed in the disposition of the following comments: CA-0076, CL-0025, CL-0206, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0150, DK-0155, FI-0008,
GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, and ZA-0016.
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Response 285
Comment ID

CZ-0046
Clause: Part
4/2.3.1.16
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Characters are enumerated only by showing their glyph which
is not always unambiguous.

Add corresponding Unicode/ISO 10646
code point to each character.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.3.1.16, page 85, lines 17–22, and page 86, lines 1–25:
Chinese (Simplified)




Cannot start a line:
!%),.:;>?]}¢¨°·ˇˉ―‖’”„‟†‡›℃∶、。〃〆〈《「『〕〗〞︵︹︽︿﹃﹘﹚﹜！＂％
＇），．：；？］｀｜｝～｟
(Unicode character values: U+0021, U+0025, U+0029, U+002C, U+002E, U+003A, U+003B, U+003E,
U+003F, U+005D, U+007D, U+00A2, U+00A8, U+00B0, U+00B7, U+02C7, U+02C9, U+2015, U+2016,
U+2019, U+201D, U+2026, U+2030, U+2032, U+2033, U+203A, U+2103, U+2236, U+3001, U+3002,
U+3003, U+3009, U+300B, U+300D, U+300F, U+3011, U+3015, U+3017, U+301E, U+FE36, U+FE3A,
U+FE3E, U+FE40, U+FE44, U+FE5A, U+FE5C, U+FE5E, U+FF01, U+FF02, U+FF05, U+FF07, U+FF09,
U+FF0C, U+FF0E, U+FF1A, U+FF1B, U+FF1F, U+FF3D, U+FF40, U+FF5C, U+FF5D, U+FF5E, and U+FFE0,
respectively)
Cannot end a line:
$(*,£¥·‘“〈《「『【〔〖〝﹗﹙﹛＄（．［｛￡￥
(Unicode character values: U+0024, U+0028, U+005B, U+007B, U+00A3, U+00A5, U+00B7, U+2018,
U+201C, U+3008, U+300A, U+300C, U+300E, U+3010, U+3014, U+3016, U+301D, U+FE59, U+FE5B,
U+FE5D, U+FF04, U+FF08, U+FF0E, U+FF3B, U+FF5B, U+FFE1, and U+FFE5, respectively)

Chinese (Traditional)




Cannot start a line:
!),.:;?]}¢·–—’”•‥„‧†╴、。〆〈《「『〕〞︰︱︲︳︵︷︹︻︽︿﹁﹃﹏﹐﹑﹒﹔﹕﹖
﹘﹚﹜！），．：；？］｜｝､
(Unicode character values: U+0021, U+0029, U+002C, U+002E, U+003A, U+003B, U+003F, U+005D,
U+007D, U+00A2, U+00B7, U+2013, U+2014, U+2019, U+201D, U+2022, U+2025, U+2026, U+2027,
U+2032, U+2574, U+3001, U+3002, U+3009, U+300B, U+300D, U+300F, U+3011, U+3015, U+301E,
U+FE30, U+FE31, U+FE33, U+FE34, U+FE36, U+FE38, U+FE3A, U+FE3C, U+FE3E, U+FE40, U+FE42,
U+FE44, U+FE4F, U+FE50, U+FE51, U+FE52, U+FE54, U+FE55, U+FE56, U+FE57, U+FE5A, U+FE5C,
U+FE5E, U+FF01, U+FF09, U+FF0C, U+FF0E, U+FF1A, U+FF1B, U+FF1F, U+FF3D, U+FF5C, U+FF5D, and
U+FF64, respectively)
Cannot end a line:
([{£¥‘“‵々〇〉》」〔〝︴︶︸︺︼︾﹀﹂﹗﹙﹛（｛
(Unicode character values: U+0028, U+005B, U+007B, U+00A3, U+00A5, U+2018, U+201C, U+2035,
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U+3008, U+300A, U+300C, U+300E, U+3010, U+3014, U+301D, U+FE35, U+FE37, U+FE39, U+FE3B,
U+FE3D, U+FE3F, U+FE41, U+FE43, U+FE59, U+FE5B, U+FE5D, U+FF08, and U+FF5B, respectively)
Japanese




Cannot start a line:
!%),.:;?]}¢°’”‟†‡℃、。〄〆〈《「『〕゛゜ゝゞ・ゝゞ！％），．：；？］｝｡｣､･ﾞﾟ｟
(Unicode character values: U+0021, U+0025, U+0029, U+002C, U+002E, U+003A, U+003B, U+003F,
U+005D, U+007D, U+00A2, U+00B0, U+2019, U+201D, U+2030, U+2032, U+2033, U+2103, U+3001,
U+3002, U+3005, U+3009, U+300B, U+300D, U+300F, U+3011, U+3015, U+309B, U+309C, U+309D,
U+309E, U+30FB, U+30FD, U+30FE, U+FF01, U+FF05, U+FF09, U+FF0C, U+FF0E, U+FF1A, U+FF1B,
U+FF1F, U+FF3D, U+FF5D, U+FF61, U+FF63, U+FF64, U+FF65, U+FF9E, U+FF9F, and U+FFE0, respectively)
Cannot end a line:
$([\{£¥‘“々〇〉》」〔＄（［｛｢｠￥
(Unicode character values: U+0024, U+0028, U+005B, U+005C, U+007B, U+00A3, U+00A5, U+2018,
U+201C, U+3008, U+300A, U+300C, U+300E, U+3010, U+3014, U+FF04, U+FF08, U+FF3B, U+FF5B,
U+FF62, U+FFE1, and U+FFE5, respectively)

Korean




Cannot start a line:
!%),.:;?]}¢°’”†‡℃〆〈《「『〕！％），．：；？］｝｟
(Unicode character values: U+0021, U+0025, U+0029, U+002C, U+002E, U+003A, U+003B, U+003F,
U+005D, U+007D, U+00A2, U+00B0, U+2019, U+201D, U+2032, U+2033, U+2103, U+3009, U+300B,
U+300D, U+300F, U+3011, U+3015, U+FF01, U+FF05, U+FF09, U+FF0C, U+FF0E, U+FF1A, U+FF1B,
U+FF1F, U+FF3D, U+FF5D, and U+FFE0, respectively)
Cannot end a line:
$([\{£¥‘“々〇〉》」〔＄（［｛｠￥￦
(Unicode character values: U+0024, U+0028, U+005B, U+005C, U+007B, U+00A3, U+00A5, U+2018,
U+201C, U+3008, U+300A, U+300C, U+300E, U+3010, U+3014, U+FF04, U+FF08, U+FF3B, U+FF5B,
U+FFE1, U+FFE5, and U+FFE6, respectively)

If the strictFirstAndLastChars property (§2.15.1.83) is set in the Document Settings part, then the following
settings supersede the defaults for Japanese:


Cannot start a line:
!%),.:;?]}¢°’”‟†‡℃、。〄〆〈《「『〕ぁぃぅぇぉっゃゅょゎ゛゜ゝゞァィゥェォッャュ
ョヮヵヶ・ーゝゞ！％），．：；？］｝｡｣､･ｧｨｩｪｫｬｭｮｯｰﾞﾟ｟
(Unicode character values: U+0021, U+0025, U+0029, U+002C, U+002E, U+003A, U+003B, U+003F,
U+005D, U+007D, U+00A2, U+00B0, U+2019, U+201D, U+2030, U+2032, U+2033, U+2103, U+3001,
U+3002, U+3005, U+3009, U+300B, U+300D, U+300F, U+3011, U+3015, U+3041, U+3043, U+3045,
U+3047, U+3049, U+3063, U+3083, U+3085, U+3087, U+308E, U+309B, U+309C, U+309D, U+309E,
U+30A1, U+30A3, U+30A5, U+30A7, U+30A9, U+30C3, U+30E3, U+30E5, U+30E7, U+30EE, U+30F5,
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U+30F6, U+30FB, U+30FC, U+30FD, U+30FE, U+FF01, U+FF05, U+FF09, U+FF0C, U+FF0E, U+FF1A,
U+FF1B, U+FF1F, U+FF3D, U+FF5D, U+FF61, U+FF63, U+FF64, U+FF65, U+FF67, U+FF68, U+FF69,
U+FF6A, U+FF6B, U+FF6C, U+FF6D, U+FF6E, U+FF6F, U+FF70, U+FF9E, U+FF9F, and U+FFE0, respectively)
Cannot end a line:
$([\{£¥‘“々〇〉》」〔＄（［｛｢｠￥
(Unicode character values: U+0024, U+0028, U+005B, U+005C, U+007B, U+00A3, U+00A5, U+2018,
U+201C, U+3008, U+300A, U+300C, U+300E, U+3010, U+3014, U+FF04, U+FF08, U+FF3B, U+FF5B,
U+FF62, U+FFE1, and U+FFE5, respectively)
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Response 286
Comment ID

GB-0216
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.14
[p1126]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Heading and schema refer to "bordersDoNotSurroundFooter",
but text and examples refer to "bordersDontSurroundFooter".

Replace "bordersDontSurroundFooter"
with "bordersDoNotSurroundFooter"
throughout.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.15.1.14, page 1,126, line 11 through page 1,127, line 5:
[Note: If the pgBorders element has an offsetFrom attribute equal to page, the bordersDontSurroundFooter
bordersDoNotSurroundFooter element isshall be ignored, as specifying the pgBorders element with an
offsetFrom attribute equal to page is to specify that the positioning of borders within the document shall be
calculated relative to the edge of the page and therefore irrespective of document content in the footer. end
note]
[Example: Consider the following page in a WordprocessingML document:

If this WordprocessingML document is modified to leverage the behavior enabled by this element, this setting
would be specified using the following WordprocessingML fragment in the document settings:
<w:bordersDontSurroundFooterbordersDoNotSurroundFooter w:val="true"/>
The bordersDontSurroundFooterbordersDoNotSurroundFooter element's val attribute is equal to true
specifying that the page border shall not surround the text extents of the footer, as follows:
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Response 287
Comment ID

GB-0217
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.15.1.15
[p1127]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Heading and schema refer to "bordersDoNotSurroundHeader",
but text and examples refer to "bordersDontSurroundHeader".

Replace "bordersDontSurroundHeader"
with "bordersDoNotSurroundHeader"
throughout.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.1.15, page 1128, lines 3-13:
[Note: If the pgBorders element has an offsetFrom attribute equal to page, the
bordersDontSurroundHeader bordersDoNotSurroundHeader element isshall be ignored as specifying the
pgBorders element with a offsetFrom attribute equal to page is to specify that the positioning of borders
within the document shall be calculated relative to the edge of the page and therefore irrespective of document
content in the header. end note]
[Example: Consider the following page in a WordprocessingML document:

If this WordprocessingML document is modified to leverage the behavior enabled by this element, this setting
would be specified using the following WordprocessingML fragment in the document settings:
<w:bordersDontSurroundHeaderbordersDoNotSurroundHeader w:val="true"/>
The bordersDontSurroundHeaderbordersDoNotSurroundHeader element's val attribute is equal to true
specifying that the page border shall not surround the text extents of the header, as follows:
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Response 288
Comment ID

GB-0215
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.13.5.26
[p988]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The restriction applied here has no place in a standard. The
presence of a move without proper from and to locations is an
error and should not be treated as an insertion. This provisio
makes it harder for the reader and easier for a writer, but an
interchange standard should always make it easier for a
reader, whose task is more difficult in any case. This and other
similar provisos should be removed from the specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.13.5.26, page 988, lines 14–16:


If this element occurs outside of a valid move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27) for which a
matching move source container (§2.13.5.24; §2.13.5.23) exists in the document, then the document is
invalidcontent in this region shall be treated as inserted, rather than moved.

The following changes will also be made to make the rest of the standard consistent with this stricter wording
used elsewhere (e.g., Part 4, §2.3.2.4, page 169, lines 14–15):
Part 4, §2.x, all uses of themeShade row
Part 4, §2.x, all uses of, themeTint row
If the themeColor attribute is not present, then this attribute shall not be used.
Part 4, §2.13.4.3, page 903, lines 20–23




If this element appears without a corresponding commentReference element (§2.13.4.5) in the current
document story with a matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and the comment has no
associated rangethe document is invalid.
If this element appears in a comment content story (§2.13.4.2), then it may be ignoredthe document is
invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.4.3, page 906, lines 17–20




If this element appears without a corresponding commentReference element (§2.13.4.5) in the current
document story with a matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and the comment has no
associated rangethe document is invalid.
If this element appears in a comment content story (§2.13.4.2), then it may be ignoredthe document is
invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.4.5, page 909, lines 1–4


If either or both of the commentRangeStart and commentRangeEnd elements (§2.13.4.4; §2.13.4.3)
are present, then the comment reference shall anchor the comment to the resulting range.
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If only one of the commentRangeStart and commentRangeEnd elements (§2.13.4.4; §2.13.4.3) is
present, then the document is invalid.
If neither element is present, then the comment reference shall anchor the comment to its current
location.

Part 4, §2.13.5.4, page 922, lines 19–24





If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlDelRangeStart element (§2.13.5.5) with a
matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and no deletions shall be present in the
documentthe document is invalid.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then they shall be
ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently savedthe document is invalid.
If multiple end elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the first instance in the document
shall be used and subsequent elements should be treated as unmatched (no corresponding start)the
document is invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.5.5, page 925, lines 1–8





If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlDelRangeEnd element (§2.13.5.4) with a
matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and no deletions shall be present in the
documentthe document is invalid.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then they shall be
ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently savedthe document is invalid.
If multiple end elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the first instance in the document
shall be used and subsequent elements should be treated as unmatched (no corresponding start)the
document is invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.5.6, page 928, lines 20–25





If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlInsRangeStart element (§2.13.5.7) with a
matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and no deletions shall be present in the
documentthe document is invalid.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then they shall be
ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently savedthe document is invalid.
If multiple end elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the first instance in the document
shall be used and subsequent elements should be treated as unmatched (no corresponding start)the
document is invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.5.7, page 930, lines 15–22


If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlInsRangeEnd element (§2.13.5.7) with a
matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and no deletions shall be present in the
documentthe document is invalid.
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If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then they shall be
ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently savedthe document is invalid.
If multiple end elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the first instance in the document
shall be used and subsequent elements should be treated as unmatched (no corresponding start)the
document is invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.5.8, page 934, lines 11–20







If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlMoveFromRangeStart element (§2.13.5.9)
with a matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and no move source information shall be
applied to the custom XML elements by this elementthe document is invalid.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then they shall be
ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently savedthe document is invalid.
If this element and its paired start occur outside of a valid move source container (§2.13.5.24;
§2.13.5.23) with a matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27), then custom XML
markup in this region shall be treated as if it was deletedthe document is invalid.
If multiple end elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the first instance in the document
shall be used and subsequent elements should be treated as unmatched (no corresponding
start)document is invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.5.9, page 936, lines 15–25







If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlMoveFromRangeStart element (§2.13.5.9)
with a matching id attribute value, then it shall be ignored and no move source information shall be
applied to the custom XML elements by this elementthe document is invalid.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then the document
is invalidthey shall be ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently saved.
If this element and its paired end occur outside of a valid move source container (§2.13.5.24; §2.13.5.23)
with a matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27), then the document is
invalid.custom XML markup in this region shall be treated as if it was deleted
If multiple start elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the document is invalidthe each
instance in the document shall be matched with an end in document order, and unmatched starts (no
corresponding end) shall be handled as described above.

Part 4, §2.13.5.10, page 939, lines 21–30




If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlMoveToRangeStart element (§2.13.5.11)
with a matching id attribute value, then the document is invalidit shall be ignored and no move
destination information shall be applied to the custom XML elements by this element.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, then the document
is invalidthey shall be ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently saved.
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If this element and its paired start occur outside of a valid move source container (§2.13.5.24;
§2.13.5.23) with a matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27), then the document is
invalid.custom XML markup in this region shall be treated as if it was inserted
If multiple end elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the document is invalidthe first
instance in the document shall be used and subsequent elements should be treated as unmatched (no
corresponding start).

Part 4, §2.13.5.11, page 941–942, lines 16–20, 1–6







If this element occurs without a corresponding customXmlMoveFromRangeEnd element (§2.13.5.8)
with a matching id attribute value, then the document is invalidit shall be ignored and no move source
information shall be applied to the custom XML elements by this element.
If this element and its paired start encapsulate a range with no custom XML markup, the document is
invalidthen they shall be ignored and may be omitted when the document is subsequently saved.
If this element and its paired end occur outside of a valid move source container (§2.13.5.24; §2.13.5.23)
with a matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27), then the document is
invalid.custom XML markup in this region shall be treated as if it was inserted
If multiple start elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the document is invalid.the each
instance in the document shall be matched with an end in document order, and unmatched starts (no
corresponding end) shall be handled as described above.

Part 4, §2.13.5.21, page 969, lines 2–4
Part 4, §2.13.5.22, page 973, lines 17–19


If this element occurs outside of a valid move source container (§2.13.5.24; §2.13.5.23) for which a
matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27) exists in the document, then content in
this region shall be treated as deleted, rather than movedthe document is invalid.

Part 4, §2.13.5.23, page 975, lines 23–29






If this element occurs without a corresponding moveFromRangeStart element (§2.13.5.24) with a
matching id attribute value, then the document is invalid.it shall be ignored and no move source
container exists
If this element and its paired end occur without a matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28;
§2.13.5.27), then the document is invalid.moved content in this region shall be treated as if it was
deleted
If multiple move source containers surround the same text, the document is invalid.the last valid
container (determined by the location of the container start elements, in document order) should be the
container associated with that text.

Part 4, §2.13.5.24, page 978–979, lines 22–25, 1–6
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If this element occurs without a corresponding moveFromRangeEnd element (§2.13.5.23) with a
matching id attribute value, then the document is invalid.it shall be ignored and no move source
container exists
If this element and its paired end occur without a matching move destination container (§2.13.5.28;
§2.13.5.27), then the document is invalid.moved content in this region shall be treated as if it was
deleted
If multiple start elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the document is invalidthe each
instance in the document shall be matched with an end in document order, and unmatched starts (no
corresponding end) shall be handled as described above.
If multiple move source containers surround the same text, the document is invalidthe last valid
container (determined by the location of the container start elements, in document order) should be the
container associated with that text.

Part 4, §2.13.5.25, page 986, lines 15–17


If this element occurs outside of a valid move destination container (§2.13.5.28; §2.13.5.27) for which a
matching move source container (§2.13.5.24; §2.13.5.23) exists in the document, then the document is
invalidcontent in this region shall be treated as inserted, rather than moved.

Part 4, §2.13.5.27, page 993, lines 5–11






If this element occurs without a corresponding moveToRangeStart element (§2.13.5.28) with a
matching id attribute value, then the document is invalid it shall be ignored and no move source
container exists
If this element and its paired end occur without a matching move source container (§2.13.5.24;
§2.13.5.23), then moved the document is invalid.content in this region shall be treated as if it was
inserted
If multiple move destination containers surround the same text, the document is invalidthe last valid
container (determined by the location of the container start elements, in document order) should be the
container associated with that text.

Part 4, §2.13.5.28, page 996, lines 10–19





If this element occurs without a corresponding moveToRangeEnd element (§2.13.5.27) with a matching
id attribute value, then the document is invalid.it shall be ignored and no move source container exists
If this element and its paired end occur without a matching move source container (§2.13.5.24;
§2.13.5.23), then the document is invalid.moved content in this region shall be treated as if it was
inserted
If multiple start elements exist with the same id attribute value, then the document is invalidthe each
instance in the document shall be matched with an end in document order, and unmatched starts (no
corresponding end) shall be handled as described above.
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If multiple move destination containers surround the same text, the document is invalidthe last valid
container (determined by the location of the container start elements, in document order) should be the
container associated with that text.

Part 4, §2.13.6.1, page 1033, lines 26–27
If no bookmarkStart element exists prior to this element in document order with a matching id attribute value,
then this the document is invalidelement is ignored and no bookmark is present in the document with this
name.
Part 4, §2.13.6.2, page 1036, lines 13–14
If no bookmarkEnd element exists subsequent to this element in document order with a matching id attribute
value, then the document is invalidthis element is ignored and no bookmark is present in the document with this
name.
Part 4, §2.13.7.1, page 1043, lines 23–24
If no permStart element exists prior to this element in document order with a matching id attribute value, then
the document is invalidthis element is ignored and no range permission is present in the document.
Part 4, §2.13.7.2, page 1046, lines 5–6
If no permEnd element exists subsequent to this element in document order with a matching id attribute value,
then the document is invalidthis element is ignored and no range permission is present in the document.
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Response 289
Comment ID

CO-0034
Clause: Part 3,
3.2.9.2.2
Paragraph:
105(107){27}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The method for specifying references to cells and external files
using the <f> tag is presented, but the complete behavior is
not presented in the normative section (Part 4 Section
3.3.1.37) for this tag. It is presented later in Part 4, Section
3.17.2.3, but even here there is no mention of references to
external spreadsheets.

Proposed change by the MB
Define the behavior in the normative
clauses.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the method for specifying an external reference, or link, should be described completely and
included as normative text in the specification. We propose the following changes to Part 4, §3.17.2.3, page
2,514, line 31:
A mixed cell reference has either an absolute column and relative row, or an absolute row and relative column.
A link or external reference to a workbook is a reference that specifies the location of the workbook, including
file or network path, book name, sheet name, and cell reference. Instead of writing the full file path or network
location and workbook name directly in the f (formula) element, in order to make all external references more
accessible, the workbook name shall be written in a Relationship part according to the Relationships semantic:


Type shall be set to
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/externalLi
nkPath,




Target shall specify the full file path and file name, and
TargetMode shall be set to External.

Additionally, in order to support the event that the external workbook is offline or otherwise inaccessible, a
cache of the relevant sheet values in the referenced external workbook shall be stored within the referencing
workbook according to §3.14 Supplementary Workbook Data.
This Supplementary Workbook Data part shall be the source part of the relationship which points to the external
workbook as a target resource, and the Id of this relationship shall be referenced within the markup of the
Supplementary Workbook Data part, using the externalBook element (§3.14.7).
The Supplementary Workbook Data part shall also be the target of a relationship whose source is the Workbook
part (§3.2). The markup within the Workbook part shall reference this relationship Id using the
externalReference element (§3.2.8).
Finally, a 1-based index referencing an externalReference within the collection externalReferences shall be
written inline within the formula expression containing the reference to the external workbook. The index in this
context shall be enclosed within braces, i.e. open brace ‘*‘, followed by index, followed by close brace ‘+’.
In this way, external resource files can more easily be accessed and updated.

[Example:
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Consider the formula =SUM('C:\[Source.xlsx]Sheet1'!$A$1:$A$3)
This formula is expressed in the f element (formula) like this:
<f>SUM([1]Sheet1!$A$1:$A$3)</f>
The external reference to another workbook in this case is tokenized to [1]. The value inside the brackets is a 1based index to the externalReferences collection in the workbook part, referencing a specific
externalReference element.
The corresponding content of externalReferences in the workbook part is:
<externalReferences>
<externalReference r:id="rId4"/>
</externalReferences>
The workbook part's externalReferences collection indicates that there is an external workbook reference in
this workbook. The Supplementary Workbook Data cache, also stored in this workbook, can be found by
following the relationship from the workbook whose id value is rId4.
That particular relationship (rId4) is expressed as:
<Relationship Id="rId4"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/ext
ernalLink" Target="externalLinks/externalLink1.xml"/>
The above relationship indicates that the formula is supported by the Supplementary Workbook Data cache
located at externalLinks/externalLink1.xml in the package.
The corresponding content in externalLink1.xml follows the markup specified in §3.14, Supplementary
Workbook Data. The externalBook element in that markup indicates the id of the relationship that points from
the source part externalLink1.xml to the location of the actual external workbook:
<externalBook
xmlns:r="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships"
r:id="rId1">
That relationship (rId1) is shown here:
<Relationship Id="rId1"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/ext
ernalLinkPath" Target="file:///C:/Source.xlsx" TargetMode="External"/>
This relationship indicates that the external workbook that the formula references resides on a local drive, at
c:\source.xlsx.

end example]
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Response 290
Comment ID

CO-0036
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.3.24
Paragraph:
325(337){24}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.8.3.24, page 325, line 24:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text:
<a:solidFill>
<a:srgbClr val="00B050">
<a:alpha val="51000"/>
</a:srgbClr>
</a:solidFill>
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Response 291
Comment ID

CO-0037
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.4.1
Paragraph:
327(339){16}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.8.4.1 page 327, line 16:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text and picture:
<p:sp>
<p:nvSpPr> …
<p:spPr>
<a:xfrm>
<a:off x="5410200" y="2438400"/>
<a:ext cx="2895600" cy="304800"/>
</a:xfrm>
<a:prstGeom prst="rect">
<a:avLst/>
</a:prstGeom>
<a:solidFill>
<a:srgbClr val="FFFF00"/>
</a:solidFill>
</p:spPr>
<p:style> …
<p:txBody> …
</p:sp>
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Response 292
Comment ID

CO-0038
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.4.2
Paragraph:
328(340){1}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.8.4.2 page 328, line 1:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text and picture:
<a:gradFill>
<a:gsLst>
<a:gs pos="69000">
<a:schemeClr val="accent1"/>
</a:gs>
<a:gs pos="0">
<a:scrgbClr r="0" g="0" b="0"/>
</a:gs>
</a:gsLst>
<a:lin ang="2700000" scaled="1"/>
</a:gradFill>

(The shaded text is the Gradient Stop List.)
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Response 293
Comment ID

CO-0039
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.4.3
Paragraph:
329(341){1}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.8.4.3, page 329, line 1:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text and picture:
<p:blipFill>
<a:blip r:embed="rId4" r:link=""/>
<a:srcRect 1="11000" t="14000"
r="20000" b="28667"/>
<a:stretch>
<a:fillRect/>
</a:stretch>
</p:blipFill>
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Response 294
Comment ID

CO-0040
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.4.5
Paragraph:
332(344){1}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §5.8.4.5 page 332, line 1:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text and picture:
<p:grpSp>
<p:nvGrpSpPr> …
<p:grpSpPr>
<a:xfrm> …
<a:solidFill>
<a:srgbClr val="00B050"/>
</a:solidFill>
</p:grpSpPr>
<p:sp>
<p:nvSpPr> …
<p:spPr>
<a:xfrm> …
<a:prstGeom prst="rect"> …
<a:grpFill/>
</p:spPr>
<p:style> …
<p:txBody> …
</p:sp>
<p:sp>
<p:nvSpPr> …
<p:spPr>
<a:xfrm> …
<a:prstGeom prst="rect"> …
<a:grpFill/>
</p:spPr>
<p:style> …
<p:txBody> …
</p:sp>
</p:grpSp>
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Response 295
Comment ID

CO-0041
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.5.3
Paragraph:
333(345){19}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.8.5.3, page 333, line 19:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text:
<a:ln w="38100" cap="sq" cmpd="thickThin" algn="ctr">
<a:solidFill>
<a:schemeClr val="lt1"/>
</a:solidFill>
<a:prstDash val="sysDot"/>
<a:bevel/>
</a:ln>
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Response 296
Comment ID

CO-0042
Clause: Part 3,
5.8.5.4
Paragraph:
334(346){6}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.8.5.4, page 334, line 6:
The graphic of the example will be removed and replaced with the following formatted text and picture:
<a:ln w="25400" cap="rnd" cmpd="sng" algn="ctr">
<a:solidFill>
<a:srgbClr val="4F81BD"/>
</a:solidFill>
<a:prstDash val="solid"/>
<a:tailEnd type="arrow" w="lg" len="lg"/>
</a:ln>
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Response 297
Comment ID

CO-0044

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Use straight quotes instead of curly ones

Fix

-

Replace curly quotes with straight
quotes in XML attributes.

Clause: Part 3,
5.9.4.3
Paragraph:
344(356){33}

GB-0099
Clause: Part 3,
5.9.4.3 [33 on
p344]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.9.4.3, page 344, line 33:
An example of this can be seen in the following DrawingML.
<gdLst>
<gd name=”"y1"” fmla=”"*/ h adj1 100"”/>
</gdLst>
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Response 298
Comment ID

CO-0045

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Use straight quotes instead of curly ones

Fix

-

Replace curly quotes with straight
quotes in XML attributes.

Clause: Part 3,
5.9.4.3.1
Paragraph:
345(357){29}

GB-0100
Clause: Part 3,
5.9.4.3.1 [29 on
p345]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.9.4.3.1, page 345, line 29:
An adjust handle can be specified by the following DrawingML.
<ahXY gdRefX="adj1" minX="-2147483647" maxX="2147483647" gdRefY="adj2"
minY="-2147483647" maxY="2147483647">
<pos x=”"x1"” y=”"y1"”/>
</ahXY>
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Response 299
Comment ID

CO-0046

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example presents invalid XML

Fix

The XML example is not well-formed. Although it is acceptable
to use ellipsis to elide some information in examples, that
should not include the key parts of the example (i.e. the
rectangle shape, in this instance).

Proposed change: correct the
example to be well-formed and to
provide useful information.

Clause: Part 3,
5.12.3
Paragraph:
356(368){3}

GB-0101
Clause: Part 3,
5.12.3 [p356-7]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §5.12.3, page 356, lines 3–10:
<xdr:wsDr>
<xdr:absoluteAnchor>
<xdr:pos x="2162175" y="1743075"/>
<xdr:ext cx="1238250" cy="1314450"/>
…
<xdr:sp>
<xdr:spPr>
<a:prstGeom prst="rect">
<a:avLst/>
</a:prstGeom>
</xdr:spPr>
…
</xdr:sp>
</xdr:absoluteAnchor>
</xdr:wsDr>
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Response 300
Comment ID

CO-0047

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example presents invalid XML

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Clause: Part 3,
5.12.3.1.1
Paragraph:
356(368){22}

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.12.3.1.1, page 356, lines 19–27:
Absolute Anchoring describes the placement of the drawing within the spreadsheet based upon absolute
coordinates. This positioning information includes both position coordinates and extent coordinates. The
absoluteAnchor element is what specifies this anchoring behavior and a sample usage is shown below.
<xdr:absoluteAnchor>
<xdr:pos x="2162175" y="1552575"/>
<xdr:ext cx="1238250" cy="1123950"/>
…
</xdr:sp>
</xdr:absoluteAnchor>
<xdr:absoluteAnchor>
<xdr:pos x="552450" y="390525"/>
<xdr:ext cx="2733675" cy="2105025"/>
<xdr:sp>
<xdr:nvSpPr> … </xdr:nvSpPr>
<xdr:spPr> … </xdr:spPr>
<xdr:style> … </xdr:style>
<xdr:txBody> … </xdr:txBody>
</xdr:sp>
<xdr:clientData/>
</xdr:absoluteAnchor>
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Response 301
Comment ID

CO-0048

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example presents invalid XML

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Clause: Part 3,
5.12.3.1.2
Paragraph:
357(369){10}

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.12.3.1.2, page 357, lines 1–11:
<xdr:oneCellAnchor>
<xdr:from>
<xdr:col>3</xdr:col>
<xdr:colOff>333375</xdr:colOff>
<xdr:row>8</xdr:row>
<xdr:rowOff>28575</xdr:rowOff>
</xdr:from>
<xdr:ext cx="1238250" cy="1123950"/>
…
</xdr:sp>
</xdr:oneCellAnchor>
<xdr:oneCellAnchor>
<xdr:from>
<xdr:col>0</xdr:col>
<xdr:colOff>552450</xdr:colOff>
<xdr:row>2</xdr:row>
<xdr:rowOff>9525</xdr:rowOff>
</xdr:from>
<xdr:ext cx="2733675" cy="2105025"/>
<xdr:sp>
<xdr:nvSpPr> … </xdr:nvSpPr>
<xdr:spPr> … </xdr:spPr>
<xdr:style> … </xdr:style>
<xdr:txBody> … </xdr:txBody>
</xdr:sp>
<xdr:clientData/>
</xdr:oneCellAnchor>
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Response 302
Comment ID

CO-0049

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example presents invalid XML

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Clause: Part 3,
5.12.3.1.3
Paragraph:
358(369){36}

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.12.3.1.3, page 357, lines 14–37:
Two Cell Anchoring describes the placement of the drawing within the spreadsheet based upon offsets as well as
a specified columns and rows. The offset is always in reference to the specified anchor cell and acts to offset the
shape object from being exactly on top of the anchor cell. The offset information determines the actual
placement of the drawing within the spreadsheet while the rows and columns are used to specify the cells to
which the drawing should be anchored and upon which the resized is based. For instance, if the anchor cell
changes positions then the drawing can be moved. Likewise, if the anchor cells behind the shape grow, then the
shape can grow as well. The twoCellAnchor element is what specifies this anchoring behavior and a sample
usage is shown below.
<xdr:twoCellAnchor>
<xdr:from>
<xdr:col>3</xdr:col>
<xdr:colOff>447675</xdr:colOff>
<xdr:row>8</xdr:row>
<xdr:rowOff>28575</xdr:rowOff>
</xdr:from>
<xdr:to>
<xdr:col>5</xdr:col>
<xdr:colOff>466725</xdr:colOff>
<xdr:row>14</xdr:row>
<xdr:rowOff>9525</xdr:rowOff>
</xdr:to>
…
</xdr:sp>
</xdr:twoCellAnchor>
<xdr:twoCellAnchor>
<xdr:from>
<xdr:col>0</xdr:col>
<xdr:colOff>495300</xdr:colOff>
<xdr:row>1</xdr:row>
<xdr:rowOff>152400</xdr:rowOff>
</xdr:from>
<xdr:to>
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<xdr:col>4</xdr:col>
<xdr:colOff>447675</xdr:colOff>
<xdr:row>12</xdr:row>
<xdr:rowOff>47625</xdr:rowOff>
</xdr:to>
<xdr:sp>
<xdr:nvSpPr> … </xdr:nvSpPr>
<xdr:spPr> … </xdr:spPr>
<xdr:style> … </xdr:style>
<xdr:txBody> … </xdr:txBody>
</xdr:sp>
<xdr:clientData/>
</xdr:twoCellAnchor>
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Response 303
Comment ID

CO-0050

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Example is inconsistent.

Proposed change by the MB
Change for valid XML, o present as a
tree graphic.

Clause: Part 3,
5.13.2.2
Paragraph:
369(381){1}

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §5.13.2.2, page 369, lines 1–24:
<chartSpace>
<chart>
<view3D>
<perspective val="30"/>
</view3D>
<plotArea>
<layOutlayout/>
<barChart>
<cat>
<val>
...
</barChart>
<catAx/>
<valAx/>
</plotArea>
<legend>
...
</legend>
</chart>
<printSettings>
...
</printSettings>
</chartSpace>
chartSpace is the root node, which contains an element defining the chart, and an element defining the print
settings for the chart.
chart is the root element for the chart. If the chart is a 3D chart, then a view3D element is contained, which
specifies the 3D view. It then has a plot area, which defines a layout and contains an element that corresponds
to, and defines, the type of chart.
The element that defines the type of chart, barChart in the example above this case, can also specify caches for
both category axis data (which is really just strings for the categories), as well as the for the numbers, or values,
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shown on the chart. The cat element defines the string cache for the category axis, and the val element defines
the number caches.
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Response 304
Comment ID

CO-0051

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example presents invalid XML

Fix

The XML example is not well-formed. Although it is acceptable
to use ellipsis to elide some information in examples, that
should not include the key parts of the example (i.e. the
rectangle shape, in this instance).

Proposed change: correct the example
to be well-formed and to provide useful
information.

Clause: Part 3,
5.14.3
Paragraph:
373(385){21}

GB-0102
Clause: Part 3,
5.14.3 [p373-4]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.14.3, page 373, lines 5–23:
Within the drawing*.xml file there is a single drawing file that contains the userShapes element. This element is
the parent element for all the drawing elements within a single chart. Its child specifies the anchoring properties
of the drawing elements. It is within this element that the main specifications for the drawing elements are
located. For example in the above screenshot with a simple shape located in the chart, the XML for this would
look like:
<c:userShapes>
<cdr:relSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.125</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.13194</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:to>
<cdr:x>0.36042</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.53472</cdr:y>
</cdr:to>
…
</cdr:sp>
</cdr:relSizeAnchor>
</c:userShapes>
<c:userShapes>
<cdr:relSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.10417</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.10764</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:to>
<cdr:x>0.51875</cdr:x>
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<cdr:y>0.60069</cdr:y>
</cdr:to>
<cdr:sp> … </cdr:sp>
</cdr:relSizeAnchor>
</c:userShapes>
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Response 305
Comment ID

CO-0052
Clause: Part 3,
5.14.3.1.1
Paragraph:
373(385){36}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting differs from the rest of the standard. It is a
graphic and has no line numbers

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, but it is not a graphic. Only the formatting and font needs to be modified. The following change will be
made to Part 3, §5.14.3.1.1, page 373, line 36:
Absolute Anchoring describes the placement of the drawing within the chart based upon absolute chart
coordinates. The absSizeAnchor element specifies anchoring behavior, using percentage-based position
coordinates for the anchor location and extent coordinates (in EMUs) for drawing objects, as shown in the
example below.<cdr:absSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.125</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.13194</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:absSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.125</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.13194</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:ext cx="1238250" cy="1123950"/>
…
</cdr:sp>
</cdr:absSizeAnchor>
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Response 306
Comment ID

CO-0053

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example presents invalid XML

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Clause: Part 3,
5.14.3.1.1
Paragraph:
374(386){5}

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.14.3.1.1, page 373, line 31, through page 374, line 7:
Absolute Anchoring describes the placement of the drawing within the chart based upon absolute chart
coordinates. The absSizeAnchor element specifies anchoring behavior, using percentage-based position
coordinates for the anchor location and extent coordinates (in EMUs) for drawing objects, as shown in the
example below.<cdr:absSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.125</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.13194</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:ext cx="1238250" cy="1123950"/>
…
</cdr:sp>
</cdr:absSizeAnchor>
<cdr:absSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.10417</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.10764</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:ext cx="1895460" cy="1352535"/>
<cdr:sp>
<cdr:nvSpPr> … </cdr:nvSpPr>
<cdr:spPr> … </cdr:spPr>
<cdr:style> … </cdr:style>
<cdr:txBody> … </cdr:txBody>
</cdr:sp>
</cdr:absSizeAnchor>
In this example, there is a single shape specified using absolute anchoring as its anchoring method.
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Response 307
Comment ID

CO-0054

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example presents invalid XML

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Clause: Part 3,
5.14.3.1.2
Paragraph:
374(386){24}

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.14.3.1.2, page 374, lines 9–26:
Relative Anchoring describes the placement of the drawing within the chart based upon relative chart
coordinates. For instance, if the chart increases in size then the shape will grow as well. This positioning
information includes from and to elements which specify a percentage-based coordinate within the chart
bounding box. The relSizeAnchor element is what specifies this anchoring behavior and a sample usage is
shown below.
<cdr:relSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.125</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.13194</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:to>
<cdr:x>0.36042</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.53472</cdr:y>
</cdr:to>
…
</cdr:sp>
</cdr:relSizeAnchor>
<cdr:relSizeAnchor>
<cdr:from>
<cdr:x>0.10417</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.10764</cdr:y>
</cdr:from>
<cdr:to>
<cdr:x>0.51875</cdr:x>
<cdr:y>0.60069</cdr:y>
</cdr:to>
<cdr:sp>
<cdr:nvSpPr> … </cdr:nvSpPr>
<cdr:spPr> … </cdr:spPr>
<cdr:style> … </cdr:style>
<cdr:txBody> … </cdr:txBody>
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</cdr:sp>
</cdr:relSizeAnchor>
In this example, there is a single shape specified using relative anchoring as its anchoring method.
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Response 308
Comment ID

CO-0055

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing closing quotes for attribute ―maxOccurs‖

Fix

-

Add missing quote at end of
maxOccurs attribute

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.3.1.3
Paragraph:
379(391){20}

GB-0103
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.3.1.3 [20 on
p379]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.3.1.3, page 379, line 20:
A CT_Pt is defined as follows:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_Pt">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="prSet" type="CT_ElemPropSet" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="spPr" type="a:CT_ShapeProperties"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="style" type="a:CT_ShapeStyle"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="t" type="a:CT_TextBody" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="modelId" type="ST_ModelId" use="required" />
<xsd:attribute name="type" type="ST_PtType" use="optional"
default="node" />
<xsd:attribute name="cxnId" type="ST_ModelId" use="optional"
default="0" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 309
Comment ID

CO-0056

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing closing quotes for attribute "name"

Fix

-

Add missing quote at end of CT_Cxn
attribute value.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.3.1.4
Paragraph:
380(392){5}

GB-0104
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.3.1.4 [5 on
p380]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.3.1.4 page 380, line 5:
A relationship is defined as follows:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_Cxn">
<xsd:attribute name="modelId" type="ST_ModelId" use="required" />
<xsd:attribute name="type" type="ST_CxnType" use="optional"
default="parOf" />
<xsd:attribute name="srcId" type="ST_ModelId" use="required" />
<xsd:attribute name="destId" type="ST_ModelId" use="required" />
<xsd:attribute name="srcOrd" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required" />
<xsd:attribute name="destOrd" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="required" />
<xsd:attribute name="parTransId" type="ST_ModelId" use="optional"
default="0" />
<xsd:attribute name="sibTransId" type="ST_ModelId" use="optional"
default="0" />
<xsd:attribute name="presId" type="xsd:string" use="optional"
default="" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 310
Comment ID

CO-0057

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing closing quotes for attribute "name"

Fix

-

Add missing quote at end of lang
attribute value.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1
Paragraph:
382(394){26}

GB-0105
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1 [26 on
p382]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.4.1 page 382, line 26:
CT_CTName and CT_CTDescription are defined in the following way:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_CTName">
<xsd:attribute name="lang" type="xsd:string" use="optional" />
<xsd:attribute name="val" type="xsd:string" use="required" />
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CT_CTDescription">
<xsd:attribute name="lang" type="xsd:string" use="optional" />
<xsd:attribute name="val" type="xsd:string" use="required" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 311
Comment ID

CO-0058

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing closing quotes for attribute "name"

Fix

-

Add missing quote at end of CT_Colors
attribute value.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1.3
Paragraph:
384(396){15}

GB-0106
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1.3 [15 on
p384]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.4.1.3 page 384, line 15:
It contains the color application method and hue shift direction, and is defined as follows:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_Colors">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:group ref="a:EG_ColorChoice" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="meth" type="ST_ClrAppMethod" use="optional"
default="span" />
<xsd:attribute name="hueDir" type="ST_HueDir" use="optional"
default="cw" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 312
Comment ID

CO-0059

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing closing quotes for attribute "name"

Fix

-

Add missing quote at end of styleLbl
attribute value.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1.6
Paragraph:
386(398){9}

GB-0107
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1.6 [9 on
p386]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.4.1.6, page 386, line 9:
This is the actual definition of a color transform, which can be applied to any diagram; it is defined as follows:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_ColorTransform">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="title" type="CT_CTName" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="desc" type="CT_CTDescription"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="catLst" type="CT_CTCategories"
minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="styleLbl" type="CT_CTStyleLabel"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" odoc />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="uniqueId" type="xsd:anyURI" use="optional"/>
<xsd:attribute name="minVer" type="ST_CTVersion" use="optional"
default="12.0" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 313
Comment ID

CO-0060

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Invalid text ―odoc‖

Remove

-

Remove extraneous text "odoc".

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1.6
Paragraph:
386(398){10}

GB-0108
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.4.1.6 [10 on
p386]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will update Part 3, §5.15.4.1.6, page 386, line 10 to read:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_ColorTransform">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="title" type="CT_CTName" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="desc" type="CT_CTDescription"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="catLst" type="CT_CTCategories"
minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="styleLbl type="CT_CTStyleLabel"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" odoc />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="uniqueId" type="xsd:anyURI" use="optional"/>
<xsd:attribute name="minVer" type="ST_CTVersion" use="optional"
default="12.0" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 314
Comment ID

CO-0061

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Invalid character at end of line

Remove

-

Remove backtick at end of line.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.5.1.3
Paragraph:
389(401){33}

GB-0109
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.5.1.3 [33 on
p389]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §5.15.5.1.3, page 389, line 33:
A CT_StyleDefiniition is defined as follows:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_StyleDefinition">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="title" type="CT_SDName" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="desc" type="CT_SDDescription"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="catLst" type="CT_SDCategories"
minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="scene3d" type="a:CT_Scene3D"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="style" type="a:CT_ShapeStyle"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="styleLbl" type="CT_StyleLabel"
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="uniqueId" type="xsd:anyURI" use="optional"/>
<xsd:attribute name="minVer" type="ST_SDVersion" use="optional" `
default="12.0" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 315
Comment ID

CO-0062

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Attributes are given without quotes

Add quotes

-

Add missing quotes around "NAME OF
TYPE" and "NAME OF SIMPLE TYPE"

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.6.3.1
Paragraph:
403(415){25-26}

GB-0110
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.6.3.1 [25,26
on p403]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.6.3.1, page 403, lines 25-26:
They are all defined in the following general way:
<xsd:simpleType name= "NAME OF TYPE" >
<xsd:list itemType= "NAME OF SIMPLE TYPE" />
</xsd:simpleType>
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Response 316
Comment ID

CO-0063
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.6.3.16
Paragraph:
407(419){11}

GB-0111

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Attribute ―animLvl‖ is not closed with quotes and has no white
space to separate it from next attribute ―type‖

Fix

-

Add missing quote and space to break
up animLvl from type attribute.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.6.3.16 [11
on p407]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §5.15.6.3.16, page 407, line 11:
The layout property set is defined as:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_LayoutVariablePropertySet">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="orgChart" type="CT_OrgChart"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="chMax" type="CT_ChildMax" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="chPref" type="CT_ChildPref"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="bulletEnabled" type="CT_BulletEnabled"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="dir" type="CT_Direction" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="hierBranch" type="CT_HierBranchStyle"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="animOne" type="CT_AnimOne" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="animLvl" type="CT_AnimLvl" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 317
Comment ID

CO-0064

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing closing quotes for attribute ―maxOccurs‖

Fix

-

Add missing quote at end of minOccurs
attribute.

Clause: Part 3,
5.15.6.3.39
Paragraph:
415(427){16}

GB-0112
Clause: Part 3,
5.15.6.3.39 [16
on p415]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, the attribute in question is minOccurs, not maxOccurs. The following change will be made to
Part 3, §5.15.6.3.39, page 415, line 16:
The complex type CT_DiagramDefinition is the root element for a diagram definition. It is defined in the
following manner:
<xsd:complexType name="CT_DiagramDefinition">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="title" type="CT_Name" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="desc" type="CT_Description"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xsd:element name="catLst" type="CT_Categories" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="sampData" type="CT_SampleData" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="styleData" type="CT_SampleData" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="clrData" type="CT_SampleData" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="layoutNode" type="CT_LayoutNode" />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="uniqueId" type="xsd:anyURI" use="optional" />
<xsd:attribute name="minVer" type="ST_Version" use="optional"
default="12.0" />
<xsd:attribute name="defStyle" type="xsd:anyURI" use="optional" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 318
Comment ID

CO-0065
Clause: Part 3,
7.1
Paragraph:
431(443)

GB-0113
Clause: Part 3,
7.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The description for OMath in this informative section is not
detailed enough for the purpose of this section, especially
when compared to the rest of the sections in this part. It has
no code examples like the rest of the sections.

Make the text more detailed and
consisten with the other sections

On page 1, the Primer states that "this Part contains a detailed
introduction to the following Office Open XML topics" and
includes "Various shared MLs" in the list. However as far as
the "detailed introduction" is concerned:

Revise the text to address these
concerns












There is no example xml in 7.1.
Perhaps this is why it contains only 7
pages.
Looking at the provided docx files, there
are only four expressions where oMath
has been used. All the rest are picture
elements. This explains why the layout
looks poor e.g., the baselines are
wrong. All the example mathematical
expressions must be written using
oMath.
In maths, an expression is not always
an equation. If anything, an equation is
a maths expression that includes an
equal sign, for example. It would be
better to use "expression" or
"mathematical expression" throughout.
There is no association between maths
and the xml being used in oMath. For
example, a maths expression is
composed of subexpressions but there
is no description of how to go from the
mathematical structure to the xml (cf
presentation markup in MathML). Other
parts of the Primer go into great detail
about how the structure of a table or list,
say, maps to the xml elements and it
should be the same for maths.
Some examples of how oMath fits with
WordprocessingML would have helped
to illustrate how paragraphs can be
constructed. This type of example is
used in other parts of the Primer.
There is no description of what an
operator is and how it is displayed
differently to other objects. References
are made to such things as "the
alignment and manual break properties
of operators" but these are not
explained.
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §7.1 and subclauses, page 431, line 3, through page 437,
line 22

7.1

Math

In this subclause, every mathematical expression is called an equation, even if the expression is merely a string
of variables or a single object such as a fraction. In XML, an equation is called OMath. A Math Paragraph is a
group of one or more equations separated by soft carriage returns; that is, they are separate equations that
comprise a single paragraph. A Math Paragraph carries its own justification that can be separate from the
justification of the paragraph that contains it. Different equations within a Math Paragraph cannot have
different types of justification.
Equations can be Display (the only text on the line) or Inline (on a line with text outside of the equation). The
Display vs. Inline state is not specified by this standard; instead, a text processor determines how to format
Display and Inline equations. Display and Inline equations innately carry different formatting characteristics;
Inline equations consume less vertical space so as not to disrupt line spacing with adjacent lines. This means, for
example, reducing the size of fractions and n-ary objects that grow.
In the Office Math Markup Language (OMML), all mathematical text appears in math zones. Such text may
consist of equations, mathematical expressions or simple variables. A math zone is represented by the oMath
and oMathPara elements. There are two kinds of math zones: inline and display. An inline math zone appears on
a line or lines along with text that is not in the math zone. A display math zone fills a whole paragraph. More
specifically, a display math zone consists of a math paragraph, which is represented by the oMathPara element.
The math paragraph is a group of one or more equations or expressions separated by soft carriage returns; that
is, they are separate mathematical entities that comprise a single paragraph. A math paragraph has its own
justification that can differ from that of the parent (non-math) paragraph. All objects within a math paragraph
have the same type of justification.
Display and inline math zones have innately different formatting characteristics. Inline math zones typically
consume less vertical space to help minimize or eliminate changes in the non-math paragraph line spacing. This
is accomplished, for example, by reducing the size of inline fractions and n-ary objects relative to their display
sizes. OMML has document-level properties that set the default choices for some math-zone properties. These
include the display math-zone properties of whether integral and other n-ary limits are displayed by default
below and above an n-ary operator or as subscripts and superscripts.
The following subclauses introduce each of the math objects (also called functions) that comprise the majority of
the Equations OMML schema. Since this language is designed for with text processing rather than
calculations,As a text processor and not a calculation engine, when converting equationswriting math zones into
an XML representation, more attention is given to the layout and appearance of mathematical text than to the
mathematical meaning of the expressionssemantics. That is, 𝑎𝑏𝑐
and 𝑎𝑏𝑐
are represented with by the
same object, although they carry have different mathematical meanings, because both consist of text paired
𝑛

with a stretching character. Similarly, 𝑘

and 𝑛𝑘

are both represented as the sameby a fraction object. Though
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mathematically they have different meaning, their layout is similar. Another example is 𝑥 2 , which could be 𝑥
squared or a tensor component. Regardless of these semantics, it is represented by a superscript object.
Although the functionality described in this clause is purely primarily about the appearance of expressions and
equations, other markup defined in this Office Open XML Standard provides independent functionality enabling
them to be calculatedcalculation of mathematical expressions. Formulas in SpreadsheetML (§3.15.1) and Fields
in WordprocessingML (§2.17.1) are two examples.
7.1.1 Accent Object
The accent object is used to represent any baseline text having a combining diacritical mark placed above the
base. The accent has only one child, the base element. The accent mark itself is stored as a property.
For example, cConsider the following letters having diacritical marks:

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
The XML for the last letter in this example is:
<m:acc>
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val=" " />
</m:accPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:acc>

The accent object is used to represent any baseline text having a combining diacritical mark placed above the
base. The accent has only one child, the base element. The accent mark itself is stored as a property. In this
example the examples above, the only difference in the XML representation of these letters s is the accent
character.

7.1.2 Bar Object
The bar object consists of baseline text with a bar drawn above or below the base. The bar has only one child,
the base element. The location of the bar is stored as a property.
For example:
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The XML for a bar on top in this example is:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:bar>
<m:barPr>
<m:pos m:val="top" />
</m:barPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:bar>
<m:bar>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:bar>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
If <m:pos m:val="top" /> is omitted, the bar defaults to the bottom (as shown in the right example)
7.1.3 Border Box Object
The Border Box object consists of math text—often a formula the author wishes to call out or give special
attention to—surrounded by a border. Any combination of the edges of the border can be hidden. For example:

The Border Box can also be used to "cross out" text with a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal (from top-left to
bottom-right or from top-right to bottom-left) strikethrough, as follows illustrated by the following example:
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𝑎2 = 𝑏2 + 𝑐 2
Example XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:borderBox>
<m:borderBoxPr>
<m:strikeTLBR m:val="on" />
</m:borderBoxPr>
<m:e>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
<m:r>
<m:t>=</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>b</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
<m:r>
<m:t>+</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:sSup>
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<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>c</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
</m:e>
</m:borderBox>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

7.1.4 Box Object
The Box object is used to group components of an equationexpression, to apply a single property to everything
in the box. The Box serves a number of distinct purposes, including grouping characters to form a single
operator (an operator emulator), and thereby inheriting the alignment and manual break properties of
operators; grouping a differential such as 𝑑𝑥
; preventing line breaks from occurring within; and allowing
text inside to be reduced inhave a different script level.
An example of a Box serving as an operator emulator is:

Example:

𝑎 == 𝑏
Example XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:box>
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<m:boxPr>
<m:opEmu m:val="on" />
</m:boxPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>==</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:box>
<m:r>
<m:t>b</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
7.1.5 Delimiters
Delimiters consist of opening and closing delimiting characters (such as parentheses, braces, brackets, and
vertical bars), and an element contained inside. If two or more elements are contained within delimiters,
separating characters are used.
Delimiters can grow to the height of the object they contain. For example, parentheses could grow quite tall to

1
1
1

enclose this multi-row matrix:

. Or, at the user's

1
1
1

discretion, they can maintain their height regardless of the content inside, as in

[

𝑎

𝑐
𝑑

𝑏+

].

Delimiters have a single type of child, the base argument, which can be used multiple times in the object to
signify that a separator character is to be used. For example:

If the separator character is not specified in XML, the vertical bar is used.
Example:
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𝑥2 𝑦2
Example XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:d>
<m:e>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>y</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
</m:e>
</m:d>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
7.1.6 Equation Array Object
The Equation Array object consists of one or more expressions or equations grouped as an object. Within the
equation array, multiple components can be aligned to each other.
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Examples of equation arrays are:

2𝑥 + 3𝑦 + 𝑧 = 10
and
4𝑥 + 𝑦 − 𝑧 = 3

and
Example XML (left example):
<m:eqArr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>2&x+&3&y+&&z=&10&</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>4&x+&&y-&&z=&3&</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:eqArr>

Note: The ‘&’s above are used for alignment. See Literal Operators and Operator Emulators below for more on
these.
Equation arrays Arrays can have "maximum distribution" such that they occupy the entire width of the column
that contains them, as in:

Or, they can have "object distribution" such that there is even spacing between the margin and text (distance1 =
distance2 = distance 3):
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7.1.7 Fraction Object
The Fraction object consists of a numerator and denominator usually separated by a fraction bar. The Fraction
object is used to classify the different styles of fractions. It is also used to classify the stack object, which places
one element above another, with no fraction bar. The four types of fractions are shown below:
Stacked Fraction:
Skewed Fraction:
Linear Fraction:
Stack (noBar) Fraction:

𝑎
𝑏
𝑎
𝑏
𝑎 𝑏
𝑛
𝑘

Example XML (Linear Fraction Shown Above):
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:f>
<m:fPr>
<m:type m:val="lin" />
</m:fPr>
<m:num>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:num>
<m:den>
<m:r>
<m:t>b</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:den>
</m:f>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
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7.1.8 Function Apply Object
The Function Apply object consists of a function name (or object) applied to the function argument(s) given in a
base element. The function name, by default, does not use math italics. The Function Apply object consists of a
function name (a string or object) and a base element acted upon., as in:
Example 1:
sin 𝑥
Example 1 XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:func>
<m:funcPr>
<m:ctrlPr>
<w:rPr>
<w:i />
</w:rPr>
</m:ctrlPr>
</m:funcPr>
<m:fName>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:sty m:val="p" />
</m:rPr>
<m:t>sin</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:fName>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:func>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

Example 2:
The following Function Apply object is more complex:
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Example 3:

lim 𝑥𝑛

𝑛→∞

Example 3 XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:func>
<m:fName>
<m:limLow>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:sty m:val="p" />
</m:rPr>
<m:t>lim</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:lim>
<m:r>
<m:t>n→∞</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:lim>
</m:limLow>
</m:fName>
<m:e>
<m:sSub>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sub>
<m:r>
<m:t>n</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sub>
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</m:sSub>
</m:e>
</m:func>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

The user can modify the text in a function name, or can add strings to be recognized automatically by the text
processor as function names.
7.1.9 Group Character Object
The Group Character object consists of a character drawn above or below text, often with the purpose of
visually grouping items. Alternatively, text can be drawn above or below a stretched character (example:
this is some text

). In the following example, the text above the overbrace is not part of the group character object;
it is included only to demonstrate a real-world example of the object in use:

7.1.10 Upper and Lower Limits
Upper Limits and Lower Limits are treated as separate (but similar) objects in the XML representation. Both
consist of text on the baseline and reduced-size text immediately above or below it. Examples include:
𝑘 times

and

, 𝑥 + 𝑥 + ⋯ where in the second example the upper limit is 𝑘 times

and the base is

𝑥 + 𝑥 + ⋯.

7.1.11 Matrix Object
The Matrix object consists of one or more elements laid out in one or more rows and one or more columns
1 2
1
(delimiters not included). Examples include 3 4 and
.
1
5 6
Example XML (left matrix):
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:d>
<m:e>
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
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<m:count m:val="2" />
<m:mcJc m:val="center" />
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
<m:mr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>1</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:mr>
<m:mr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>3</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>4</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:mr>
<m:mr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>5</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>6</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:mr>
</m:m>
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</m:e>
</m:d>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
The entire matrix can be aligned, with respect to the surrounding text, at the center, with the top row, or with
the bottom row. This property is defined as baseJc. Spacing between columns can be defined using cGp,
cGpRule, and cSp. Column Gap refers to the space between the end of one column and the start of the next;
column spacing refers to the space between two corresponding edges of adjacent columns.

Row spacing can also be defined using rSp and rSpRule. Row spacing is defined as the distance between
baselines on adjacent matrix rows:

Finally, a matrix can have hidden placeholders (hidePlc). The identity matrix above has hidden placeholders,
while the following matrix has placeholders showing:
1
1

1

7.1.12 N-ary Object
The Nn-ary object consists of an n-ary objectcharacter, a base (or operand), and optional upper and lower limits,
as in:

1

𝑥 𝑑𝑥
0

𝑘

𝑛
𝑘

𝑛

𝑚

𝐴𝑘
𝑘=1

𝑋𝑛 ∩ 𝑌𝑛
𝑛=1

Example XML (third n-ary object only):
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:nary>
<m:naryPr>
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<m:chr m:val="∏" />
<m:limLoc m:val="undOvr" />
</m:naryPr>
<m:sub>
<m:r>
<m:t>k=1</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sub>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>n</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
<m:e>
<m:sSub>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>A</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sub>
<m:r>
<m:t>k</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sub>
</m:sSub>
</m:e>
</m:nary>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
The components of an n-ary object are as follows:

Other properties of the n-ary object are:





grow: specifies whether the n-ary object grows to the height of its operand, or stays a fixed height
limLoc: specifies the placement of n-ary limits: either to the right of the n-ary operator (the subSup
position) or centered above and below (the undOvr position).
supHide: specifies that the an empty upper limit is hidden and no placeholder shows
subHide: specifies that the upperan empty lower limit is hidden and no placeholder shows
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7.1.13 Literal Operators and Operator Emulators
Literal Operators and Operator Emulators are two special operators in the Open XML Math Markup Language.
These operator types and their properties have been well documented and published as a Unicode Technical
Note (http://www.unicode.org/notes/tn28/UTN28-PlainTextMath-v2.pdf).
Linear format operators such as “=”, “+”, and “*“, are usually single Unicode characters that have special
meaning. For example, the “/” linear format operator usually signals that it and its operands should be “built up”
𝑎
into a fraction. Consequently, the linear string “a/b” is interpreted to mean 𝑏 . The Literal Operator “\” can be
used to strip the implied special meaning of the “/” operator so that this build up does not occur. This happens
because the literal operator dictates that the following Unicode character be interpreted literally and not be
given its usual special meaning.
An example linear string with a literal operator might be “c = a \/ b”. This string would indicate that the “/”
𝑎

character should be taken literally and not used to build the equation into 𝑐 = . With the literal operator “\”,
𝑏

the result is the equation 𝑐 = 𝑎/𝑏. The XML for this equation is as follows: (looks inline, i.e., not a math para)
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:r>
<m:t>c=a</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:lit />
</m:rPr>
<m:t>/</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>b</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

Single-character linear format operators have the ability to be aligned, serve as line break points, or have
associated argument size attributes. Sometimes it is desirable to have multi-character operators that have these
properties, such as “==”, which is where the operator emulator element (opEmu) and the box element (box) are
useful. A box element, as explained previously, is used to group components of an expression or equation. Note
that the box is not a visible box. It is only a grouping mechanism. The opEmu element is also used to signify that
the box and its contents must behave as a single operator and inherit the properties of an operator. This means,
for example, that the grouped characters can serve as a point for a line break and can be aligned to other
operators. Operator Emulators are often used when one or more characters combine to form an operator, such
as “==”, “++”, etc. A good example of a box and opEmu combination is shown in §7.1.4, Box Object.
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Alignment points are one of the unique properties of operators. They allow multiple objects in a single math
zone to be aligned against their various operators to improve readability. Alignment points are set through
linear format using the “&” character. An example of equations being aligned to their operators is shown in
§7.1.6, Array Object. In that example and the example below, ampersands are interpreted as alternating align
and spacer values. A spacer value is implied at the beginning of each line (represented by an <m:e> element)
while every following odd ‘&’ is an alignment point and every even ‘&’ is a place where space may be added to
align expressions or equations. A brief example of this is as follows:

Example:
𝑥 + 9𝑦 = 15
8𝑥 + 𝑦 = 5
Example XML:
<m:eqArr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>&x+&9&y =&15&</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>8&x+&&y =&5&</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:eqArr>
7.1.14 Phantom Object
The Phantom object allows extra spacing, horizontal, vertical, or both, to be added or suppressed during layout
for enhanced appearance.

In the following example, the two radicals are unbalanced:

𝑎
𝑏

=

𝑥

. For enhanced typography, the

radical bars and bottom points should line up. To accomplish this, the user should adjust the height of the
second radical, to make it the height of the fraction. However, no extra padding should be added to the width.
The user can accomplish this by inserting a phantom of the fraction under the second radical, as in:

𝑎
𝑏

=

𝑥

. In this case, the radicals line up, and the phantom fraction acts as ghost text that adds vertical space
but no width (zeroWid). The phantom can also be used to add horizontal space, alone or in conjunction with
vertical space.
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Phantoms are not always invisible. The "smash" is a type of phantom in which the content remains visible.
However, part or all of the smash can be ignored during layout of text around it. For example, examine the
following two radicals:

A discerning typographer might desire less vertical spacing between the tip of the "d" and the radical bar in the
first example. By placing the differential in a smash and assigning it zero height (zeroAsc), the spacing is
reduced.
Note that in this same example, when the differential term is placed inside a phantom, the spacing between the
first and second characters changes. Again, the discerning typographer wishes that despite the presence of the
phantom, differential spacing is retained. By assigning the phantom transparency for spacing (transp), proper
spacing is preserved.
Finally, zeroDesc phantom allows the descent of the phantom base to be ignored during layout. The following
example illustrates the usage of zeroDesc:

Each of the phantom properties can be applied whether the phantom is visible or hidden (the show property).
Example:

𝑦
Example XML:
 m:rad>
<
 <m:e>

<m:phant>

<m:phantPr>

<m:zeroDesc m:val="on" /> 

</m:phantPr>

<m:e>

<m:r>

<m:t>y</m:t> 
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</m:r>

</m:e>

</m:phant>
 </m:e>
</m:rad>
7.1.15 Radical Object
The Radical object consists of a radical, a base e, and an optional degree. When the degree is not shown and a
placeholder character is not to appear, the property degHide is used.

7.1.16 Scripts (Superscript, Subscript, SubSuperscript, PreSubSuperscript)
There are four distinct but related objects that consist of a base and a smaller “script” term either raised or
lowered, on the left or right of the base. These are the Subscript, Superscript, SubSuperscript, and
PreSubSuperscript:

𝑥𝑛 𝑥 𝑛

𝑛
𝑥𝑚

𝑛
𝑚𝑥

Example XML (second and third examples above only):
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>n</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
<m:r>
<m:t xml:space="preserve"></m:t>
</m:r>
<m:sSubSup>
<m:e>
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<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sub>
<m:r>
<m:t>m</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sub>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>n</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSubSup>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

The SubSuperscript has the option of aligning scripts (alnScr), as in:

vs.
7.1.11 Math Paragraphs
Math paragraphs exist between oMathPara elements and are comprised of one or more equations or
expressions. (The examples in this subclause are all based on expressions) .Each expression exists within its own
<m:oMath> block. An example of how expressions would be laid out in a single math paragraph is shown below:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMathParaPr>
...math paragraph properties
</m:oMathParaPr>
<m:oMath>
...an expression
</m:oMath>
<m:oMath>
...another expression
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
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When part of an OpenXML WordprocessingML document, Math Paragraphs exist inside the <w:body> block of
the document. They also always exist in <w:p> blocks even if there is no additional text in the paragraph. An
example of the above XML as part of a WordprocessingML document is shown below:
Example XML:
 ?xml version="1.0"?>
<
<w:document xmlns:w="…">
 <w:body>

<w:p>
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMathParaPr>
...math paragraph properties
</m:oMathParaPr>
<m:oMath>
...an expression
</m:oMath>
<m:oMath>
...another expression
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

</w:p>
 </w:body>
</w:document>
Display expressions are always inside a Math Paragraph. Inline expressions, however, might not be part of a
Math Paragraph if they are inside an existing WordprocessingML paragraph (<w:p> block). Such an inline
equation is illustrated by the following example:
Example:
The following formula calculates the area of a circle: 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 2 .
Example XML:
<w:document>
<w:body>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>The following formula calculates the ares of a circle:</w:t>
</w:r>
<m:oMath>
<m:r>
<m:t>A=π</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:sSup>
<m:e>
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<m:r>
<m:t>r</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
</m:oMath>
<w:r>
<w:t>.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:body>
</w:document>
When inside a WordprocessingML document, <m:oMath> blocks will commonly include WordprocessingML at
various points to describe desired formatting such as color, font, character effects, annotations, and other nonmath-specific effects and display features. DrawingML and other mark-ups defined in the OpenXML standard
may also exist inside oMath blocks. These additional non-OMML components are optional when defining an
expression or equation. The following example includes WordprocessingML to describe desired text effects.

Example:

?? ??=
= ?? ???22??
Example XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Cambria Math" w:hAnsi="Cambria Math" />
<w:emboss />
<w:sz w:val="32" />
<w:szCs w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<m:t>E=m</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:sSup>
<m:sSupPr>
<m:ctrlPr>
<w:rPr>
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<w:rFonts w:ascii="Cambria Math" w:hAnsi="Cambria Math" />
<w:i />
<w:emboss />
<w:sz w:val="32" />
<w:szCs w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
</m:ctrlPr>
</m:sSupPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Cambria Math" w:hAnsi="Cambria Math" />
<w:emboss />
<w:sz w:val="32" />
<w:szCs w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<m:t>c</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:sup>
<m:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Cambria Math" w:hAnsi="Cambria Math" />
<w:emboss />
<w:sz w:val="32" />
<w:szCs w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<m:t>2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:sup>
</m:sSup>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
In the above example, WordprocessingML is used to describe the font used, the character effect desired, and
the character size desired. The <w:rFonts> tag in this example would only be necessary if “Cambria Math” were
not the default font for this document. Document editors have the option of being overly explicit at the expense
of adding potentially unnecessary / redundant XML.
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Response 319
Comment ID

CO-0066
Clause: Part 3,
7.1
Paragraph:
431(443)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The term "mathematical equation" typically imples an equal
sign.

Proposed change by the MB
Use of the term "mathematical
expression" is recommended
throughout the section

Proposed Disposition
The term “equation” will no longer be used universally throughout •7.1 of Part 3 of the Office Open XML
specification, and will be replaced with “expression”, as appropriate.
Many improper uses of “equation” are corrected in the disposition for GB-0113 and CO-0065.
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Response 320
Comment ID

CO-0067

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Duplicate expressions

Remove duplicates

The expression "abc" with the arrow and with the brace over
the top are both repeated. In each case, one is oMath and the
other is a picture.

The picture version needs to be deleted
in each case.

Clause: Part 3,
7.1
Paragraph:
431(443){18}

GB-0114
Clause: Part 3,
7.1 [18]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §7.1, page 431, line 18:
expressions. That is, abc
and abc
are represented with the same object, although they carry
different mathematical meanings, because both consist of text paired with a stretching character.
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Response 321
Comment ID

CO-0068

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Duplicate expressions

Remove duplicates

The bar fraction "n/k" at the end of the line is repeated. One is
oMath and the other is a picture.

The picture version needs to be
deleted.

The stack object, n over k, at the start of the line is repeated.
One is oMath and the other is a picture.

The picture version needs to be
deleted.

Clause: Part 3,
7.1
Paragraph:
431(443){19-20}

GB-0115
Clause: Part 3,
7.1 [19]
Paragraph: -

GB-0116
Clause: Part 3,
7.1 [20]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §7.1, page 431, lines 19–20:
n
k
k
are represented as the same object. Though mathematically they have different meaning, their layout is similar.
mathematical meanings, because both consist of text paired with a stretching character. Similarly,
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Response 322
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

CO-0069

Proposed change by the MB

Expression "x+x+x" is used, and below it appears as "x+x+..."

Fix

-

Replace "x + x + x" with "x + x + ...".

Clause: Part 3,
7.1.10
Paragraph:
435(447){5}

GB-0117
Clause: Part 3,
7.1.10 [5]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §7.1.10, page 435, line 5:
Examples include:
𝑘 times

and 𝑥 + 𝑥 + ⋯, where in the second example the upper limit is
𝑥+𝑥+⋯
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Response 323
Comment ID

CO-0070

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The property refers to the upper index, no the lower one

Fix

-

Replace "upper limit" with "lower limit".

Clause: Part 3,
7.1.12
Paragraph:
436(448){11}

GB-0118
Clause: Part 3,
7.1.12 [11]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §7.1.12, page 436, line 11:


subHide: specifies that the upper lower limit is hidden and no placeholder shows
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Response 324
Comment ID

CO-0071

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Invalid XMl in example

Fix

Missing forward slash from end tag:

</dc:creator>

Clause: Part 3,
7.2.1
Paragraph:
440(452){6}

GB-0119
Clause: Part 3,
7.2.1 [6 on p440]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §7.2.1, page 440, line 6:
Simple property and custom complex property
<dc:creator>John Smith</dc:creator>
<property fmtid="{D5CDD505-2E9C-101B-9397-08002B2CF9AE}" pid="2" name="Editor">
<vt:lpwstr>John Smith</vt:lpwstr>
</property>
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Response 325
Comment ID

CO-0072
Clause: Part 3,
7.4.3
Paragraph:
445(457){8,15,22
}

GB-0120

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Invalid XML in example. Closing element </b:nameList>
missing three times

Fix

-

Insert new line between lines 7 and 8
containing missing end tag:
</b:NameList>

-

Insert new line between lines 14 and 15
containing missing end tag:
</b:NameList>

-

Insert new line between lines 21 and 22
containing missing end tag:
</b:NameList>

Clause: Part 3,
7.4.3 [7 - 8 on
p445]
Paragraph: -

GB-0121
Clause: Part 3,
7.4.3 [14 - 15 on
p445]
Paragraph: -

GB-0122

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 3,
7.4.3 [21 - 22 on
p445]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 3, §7.4.3, page 445, before lines 8, 15 and 22:
<b:Author>
<b:Author>
<b:NameList>
<b:Person>
<b:Last>Davis</b:Last>
<b:First>Tristan</b:First>
</b:Person>
</b:NameList>
</b:Author>
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<b:Editor>
<b:NameList>
<b:Person>
<b:Last>Jaeschke</b:Last>
<b:First>Rex</b:First>
</b:Person>
</b:NameList>
</b:Editor>
<b:Translator>
<b:NameList>
<b:Person>
<b:Last>Jones</b:Last>
<b:First>Brian</b:First>
</b:Person>
</b:NameList>
</b:Translator>
</b:Author>
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Response 326
Comment ID

CO-0073
Clause: Part 3,
8.1
Paragraph:
447(459){11-13}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Code formatting is not consistent with the rest of the standard
because it is in italics. For consistency use of double quotes
instead of apostrophe is preferred.

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §8.1, page 447, lines 11-13:
The additional characteristics are stored in a separate XML part, as follows:
<additionalCharacteristics>
<characteristic name='name of characteristic'
relation='well defined set of relation types'
val='string' vocabulary='uri'/>
</additionalCharacteristics>
<additionalCharacteristics>
<characteristic name="name of characteristic"
relation="well defined set of relation types"
val="string" vocabulary="uri"/>
</additionalCharacteristics>
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Response 327
Comment ID

CO-0074
Clause: Part 3,
8.2.5
Paragraph:
452(464){29}

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
El formato del código es diferente al resto del estándar.
Además no es necesario usar una ruta de archivo tan larga
para el ejemplo

Proposed change by the MB
Fix

[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: "The code format is different from rest of the standard.
Also, it is not necessary to use such a long file path in the
example."]]

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §8.2.5, page 452, lines 24–38:
For example, if we embed the Equation.3 object in a PresentationML document, the following markup would
be stored in the shape tree of the appropriate Slide part:
<p:graphicFrame>
…
<a:graphic>
C:\Documents and Settings\tristand\Local Settings\Temp\Temporary Directory 4 for
embeddedObject.pptx.zip\ppt\slides\slide1.xml <a:graphicData
uri="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/presentationml/2006/ole">
<p:oleObj spid="_x0000_s1026" name="Equation" r:id="rId3"
imgW="320" imgH="272" progId="Equation.3">
<p:embed />
</p:oleObj>
</a:graphicData>
</a:graphic>
</p:graphicFrame>
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Response 328
Comment ID

CZ-0063
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
19/l. 36

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Text mentions ―CNTS‖ ticker but example on the following
page shows ―MSFT‖ ticker.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the figure in Part 3, §2.6.1, page 20 line 0 will be changed to match the text, as follows:
This is a stock symbol: MSFTCNTS
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Response 329
Comment ID

CZ-0064
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
40/l. 31

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is an excessive file path artifact before ―<w:style>‖
element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.8.9, page 40, lines 21–37:
Consider a character style “Green” which specifies only that the text color is green, but inherits from another
character style “Base” which defines a font face of Arial, as well as bold:
<w:style w:type="character" w:styleId="Green">
<w:name w:val="Green" />
<w:basedOn w:val="Base" />
<w:rPr>
<w:color w:val="22B14C" />
</w:rPr>
</w:style>
…
../Local Settings/Temp/styles.xml<w:style w:type="character" w:styleId="Base">
<w:name w:val="Base" />
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Arial" w:hAnsi="Arial" />
<w:b />
</w:rPr>
</w:style>
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Response 330
Comment ID

CZ-0065
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
209/l. 26

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

In URL forward slashes (―/‖) should be used to separate path
parts instead of backslashes (―\‖).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §3.13.6, page 209, lines 22–27:
3.13.6 External Link (Cell C2)
The corresponding content from externalLink2.xml.rels is
<Relationships …>
<Relationship Id="rId1" Type="http://…/externalLinkPath"
Target="file:///C:\/Source2.xlsx" TargetMode="External"/>
</Relationships>
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Response 331
Comment ID

CZ-0066
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
217/l. 4

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Correct ―xpath‖ spelling is ―XPath‖ (note the first two
uppercased letters).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §3.15.4.1, page 217, line 4:
The first column, titled "type", is associated with the XML Map named "expense-report_Map", specifically the
attribute identified by the xpXPath expression
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Response 332
Comment ID

CZ-0067
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
217/l. 5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is an error in XPath expression. ―@type‖ should be
preceded by ―/‖ to separate it from the start of location path.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §3.15.4.1, page 217, line 5:
/expense-report/expense-item/@type pointing into the corresponding XML structure.
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Response 333
Comment ID

CZ-0068
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph: p.
217/l. 8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There is an error in XPath expression. ―@currency‖ should be
preceded by ―/‖ to separate it from the start of location path.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §3.15.4.1 page 217, line 8:
For example, cell B3 corresponds to /expense-report/@currency.
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Response 334
Comment ID

DE-0066
Clause: Part 3,
Section 8.3.4.1.1
Paragraph: page
456, line 1

FR-0033
Clause: Part 3,
Section 8.3.4.1.1
extLst/ext Syntax
Paragraph: page
456, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The provided syntax is not a well-formed XML fragment.
Therefore the definition of extLst is broken.

A ‗ /‘ is missing to close the XML
fragment

The provided syntax is not a well-formed XML fragment.
Therefore the definition of extLst is broken.

Provide a correct definition of the extLst
element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. It should be noted that some XML fragments are intentionally incomplete and may not validate. Often
the fragments will contain ellipses as placeholders allowing the focus to stay on the XML mark-up relevant to the
example.
A change will be made to Part 3, §8.3.4.1.1 page 456, line 1, where the artwork will be replaced by the following
text:
<extLst mod="true">
<ext uri="http://schemas.openformats.org/presentationml/someextensionpoint">
<new:foo xmlns:new=
"http://schemas.openformats.org/presentationml/2008/presentationml">
...
</new:foo>
</ext>
<ext uri="http://schemas.somevendor.com/presentationml/someextensionpoint">
<somevendor:bar xmlns:somevendor=
"http://schemas.somevendor.com/V20/ournamespace">
...
</somevendor:bar>
</ext>
...
</extLst>
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Response 335
Comment ID

FR-0032
Clause: Part 3,
Section 8.3.4.1.1
extLst/ext Syntax
Paragraph: page
455, line 33

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'The extLst and ext construct' proposition makes no sense
as far as XML is concerned. It appears from the text that the
intent is to describe the extLst element, which includes ext
elements.

Proposed change by the MB
Rewrite the sentence using XML
concepts.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §8.3.4.1.1, page 455, line 33:
The extLst and ext construct elements can be placed only at specific locations within the OOXML schemas.
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Response 336
Comment ID

GB-0065

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Run properties are not represented by the r element.

Clause: Part 3,
2.4.2 [9 on p5]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Change the order
or the sentence to more directly relate
the r element to the run. "The next level
of the document hierarchy is the run,
which defines a region of text with a
common set of 9 properties. A run is
represented by an r element, which
allows the producer..."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.4.2, page 5, lines 8–10:
The next level of the document hierarchy is the run, which defines a region of text with a common set of
properties, represented by the r element. A run is represented by an r element, which An r element allows the
producer to combine breaks, styles, or formatting properties, applying the same information to all the parts of
the run.
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Response 337
Comment ID

GB-0076

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "5145" with "7368" to make
consistent with example on p12:
w:w="7368"

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.4 [16 on p14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.4, page 14, lines 9–20:
In the earlier complex table having two rows of two differently sized cells, a consumer shall represent that table
containing three grid columns (one per distinct vertical line). Consider the following XML for the first row of that
table:
<w:tr>
…
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="73685145" w:type="dxa" />
<w:gridSpan w:val="2" />
</w:tcPr>
<w:p />
</w:tc>
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Response 338
Comment ID

GB-0077

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "2145" with "1488" to make
consistent with example on p12:
w:w="1488"

Clause: Part 3,
2.5.4 [23 on p14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.5.4, page 14, lines 21–27:
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
<w:tcW w:w="14882145" w:type="dxa" />
</w:tcPr>
<w:p/>
</w:tc>
</w:tr>
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Response 339
Comment ID

GB-0083

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
See 2.8.2 [6] above.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 3,
[2.8.4 [27]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §2.8.4 page 32, line 27:
Consider a character style titled "Test Character Style" which defines; font = Courier New, font color = yellow;
underline. The resulting style definition would be:
<w:style w:type="character" w:styleId="TestCharacterStyle">
<w:name w:val="Test Character Style"/>
<w:uiPpriority w:val="99"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="00E77BF0"/>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:ascii="Courier New" w:hAnsi="Courier New"/>
<w:color w:val="FFF200"/>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
</w:style>
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Response 340
Comment ID

CO-0083
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.2
Paragraph:
159(166)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not clear why formatting indications (like bold, italic, etc.) is
to be done using individual elements, as this complicates
parsing. This method presents no clear design benefit.

Proposed change by the MB
This can be done more naturally using
attributes, which will make the
document easier to interpret using
standard XML tools.

Proposed Disposition
This is a very common philosophical debate within the XML community—one need only to search on-line for
“elements vs. attributes” in a web browser to see examples of the heated discussion about when the use of
either elements or attributes is appropriate—so some explanation of the architectural reasoning behind the
decision to use elements and attributes to define formatting is both a reasonable and a valid discussion.
As one example of how debated this topic is, the ANSI ASC X12C Communications and Controls Subcommittee
attempted to develop such a set of philosophical guidelines as a Technical Report
(http://www.x12.org/x12org/comments/X12Reference_Model_For_XML_Design.pdf), and was able to identify
numerous reasons why each approach is valid and beneficial. Their resulting recommendation was as follows:
“Recommendation: Use elements for data that will be produced or consumed by a business application, and
attributes for metadata.”
As another example, the following comment was raised in the ballot phase for ISO/IEC 26300: “The document
structure should be described by means of hierarchical elements for better extensibility, whereas the current
version uses too many attributes.”
Specific to the structure of WordprocessingML, this design decision was made for several reasons:


The use of elements provides more extensibility to each individual formatting property than that which
would be provided by the use of attributes. Although WordprocessingML represents a full
representation of a word processing document based on current applications and usage, it was an
important design goal that future versions of the Standard have the ability to build on top of the initial
version of this specification.
For example, whereas an element can be extended in several ways (the addition of new attributes, the
addition of new child elements, the modification of any constraints to its content model), the sole
change which can be made to an attribute value is the relaxation of its content description, which means
that backward compatibility is sacrificed in order to allow for new functionality. A processor that expects
an attribute to be an integer will not be able to handle a string, for example, but it is quite conceivable
that a processor that expects a single element will be able to handle (using the preprocessing model
described in Part 5: “Markup Compatibilty and Extensibility”) the addition of a new child element simply
by ignoring it or the namespace to which it belongs. Attribute values, by contrast, cannot be ‘filtered’ in
this way.
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The use of attributes in the design of evolving specifications often leads to the need to deprecate
existing values in order to provide extensions—an offshoot of the previous problem. If a specification
wants to keep the first version of an attribute as-is (in order to preserve application compatibility for
implementations that conform to the first version of that specification), a new attribute must be created
and the “old” version of the attribute deprecated.
Although this specification contains deprecated material that represents content in the existing corpus
of binary documents that must be interoperable, it is an explicit goal of the committee that developed
version 1 of this specification to avoid the need to deprecate content between the first and second
revisions.



It was also the goal that logical constraints (i.e., constraints which cannot be expressed by schema and
must be expressed in narrative only) be avoided whenever possible. The use of attributes as the sole
mechanism for describing formatting was counter to this goal in that attributes cannot have logical
relationships to one another that describe dependencies, etc.
For example, consider two paired values that are interdependent: both are optional, but if one is
specified, both must be present. If this is done using elements, this constraint is easy to satisfy–the two
elements are part of an optional sequence that unambiguously states that they occur together or not at
all. However, attributes cannot have these types of relationships–each can be required or optional, but
the specifications of the constraint above, which is not uncommon for a markup language, would
require additional logical constraint beyond that imposed by the underlying schema. This actually serves
to complicate parsing for both producer and consumer in that the schema doesn’t provide validation
automatically for the application.



Finally, attributes do not provide for repeating collections like elements do. It is very basic to specify a
collection of elements whose maximum occurrence is “unbounded” using a schema language. This
cannot be done with attributes, instead each attribute must have a unique name and the language must
predefine the maximum size of the sequence.

For a set of custom tab stops, as a single example, multiple instances of these rules would make an attributebased definition unacceptable:


Custom tab stops each consist of multiple facets, whose relationship solely as attributes would be
impossible to define versus the element definition, for which a single instance can define exactly what is
required.
In other words, <w:tab w:pos=”100” w:leader=”underline”/> can be easily defined, but <w:tabs
w:pos1=”100” w:leader1=”underline” w:pos2=”200” w:leader2=”dash” ... /> creates a logical
relationship between each pos and its corresponding leader attribute.
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The number of custom tab stops is unbounded. To create this, an infinite number of custom attributes
would have to be defined. This is clearly not possible, so an arbitrary limit would have to be enforced.
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Response 341
Comment ID

CZ-0044
Clause: Part
4/2.6.13
Paragraph: p.
631

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
―w‖ and ―h‖ attributes are optional and it is not defined how to
compute their value from value of ―code‖ attribute.

Proposed change by the MB
Either ―w‖ and ―h‖ attributes should be
required or it should be defined how to
compute page size from the value of
―code‖ attribute.
It is not clear what the purpose of
―code‖ attribute is. Improve its
description.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; as currently written, the schema incorrectly made w and h optional instead of code. In addition, we
agree that the description for code implies that it defines the paper size when it does not. The following
changes will be made:
In Part 4, §2.6.13, page 632, lines 2–7, in the corresponding schema file wml.xsd:
<complexType name="CT_PageSz">
<attribute name="w" type="ST_TwipsMeasure" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="h" type="ST_TwipsMeasure" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="orient" type="ST_PageOrientation" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="code" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="optional"/>
</complexType>

In Part 4, §2.6.13, page 631, below line 8:
Attributes
code (Printer Paper
Code)

Description
Specifies an printer-specific optional value paper code for the paper type, which shall be
used by the printer for pages in this section.which can be used to store an identifier for
the curernt paper size.
This code is stored solely to ensure the proper paper type is chosenshow a description for
the current paper size if the specified paper size matches the sizes of multiple paper
types supported by the current printer. This setting should not be used to determine the
target paper size (i.e. if the w and h attributes are omitted, this setting has no meaning).
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pgSz w:w="12240" w:h="15840" … w:code="240" />
The code attribute specifies a value of 240, which, since the w and h attributes specify a
paper size of 8.5 inches by 11 inches, will be sent to the printer and used by the printer to
determine the appropriate paper type to use when printing can be used to determine the
appropriate user label for this paper size – for example, “Letter” or “8.5 by 11”. The
attribute code specifies that the producing application’s unique identifier value for this
paper size was 240.
This value is not interpreted or modified other than storing it as specified by the
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Attributes

Description
printerdoes not itself determine the paper size, regardless of the presence of the w and h
attributes. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).
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Response 342
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This example is unduly heavy, the image brings no value.
Additional Comment: The example specified in the section
2.2.1 is the snippet to get the image shown. So there is a
necessity for the referred image in the section 2.2.1 for clear
understanding of the section.

DE-0135
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8-22
page 28 page 28
line 1

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the image.
Number tables appropriately.
Use 'defined' or 'specified' instead.

The line numbering does not cope well with tables. In this
particular case, the closest line number for the table of child
elements lies on the previous page.
The use of 'presented' in the 'This color may either be
presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format)' sentence is
not appropriate, since the text is referring to the definition of
the document contents, not its presentation.

FR-0046

This example is unduly heavy, the image brings no value.

Remove the image.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 8-22

Proposed Disposition
The image will be retained as it shows the result of the XML fragment specified in §2.2.1 (as was pointed out by
comment DE-135).
The software being used to typeset the specification does not support the numbering of lines within tables, and
for line-numbering purposes, a whole table is considered as a single line. While this makes it more difficult to
refer to specific lines in large tables in DIS 29500, the numbering of lines is only being used in the DIS. Such line
numbering is not permitted in a final IS (International Standards).
Regarding, “The use of 'presented' in the 'This color may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format)'
sentence is not appropriate, since the text is referring to the definition of the document contents, not its
presentation.”, we agree. The following changes will be made to the definition of the color attribute on Part 4,
section 2.2.1, page 28:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
Specifies the color for the background of the document.
This value may be defined as either:
 A color value using the RGB color model whose red, green, and blue values are
written as numbers in the range 0 to 255, hex encoded, and concatenated. color
may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or [Example: Full
intensity red would be 255 red, 0 green, 0 blue, encoded to FF, 00, 00, and
concatenated to FF0000. end example]
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Attributes

Description


auto to allow a consumer to automatically determine the background color as

appropriate.
If the background specifies the use of a theme color via the themeColor attribute, this
value is superseded by the theme color value.
[Example: Consider a border color with value 2C34FF, as follows:
<w:background … w:color="2C34FF"/>
The background color shall therefore be the color with an RGB value of 44,52,255 (the
decimal decoding of the hex value above). end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HexColor simple type
(§2.18.43).
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Response 343
Comment ID

FR-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The line numbering does not cope well with tables. In this
particular case, the closest line number for the table of child
elements lies on the previous page.

Proposed change by the MB
Number tables appropriately.

Proposed Disposition
No change will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1. The software being used to typeset the specification does not support
the numbering of lines within tables, and for line-numbering purposes, a whole table is considered as a single
line. While this makes it more difficult to refer to specific lines in large tables in DIS 29500, the numbering of
lines is only being used in the DIS. Such line numbering is not permitted in a final IS (International Standards).
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Response 344
Comment ID

ECMA-0013
Clause:
Schemas, Part 4,
Annex A
Paragraph: -

GB-0621
Clause: Schema
Annexes,
Incorrect use of
xml:import
Paragraph: -

JP-0002
Clause: Part4
Annex A
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Currently some of the the W3C XML schema files for part 4
make use of the xsd:import functionality to import additional
XSD files that all combine to define one namespace. There are
multiple import statements pointing to the different locations for
each XSD file. There is some ambiguity as to whether or not
this method is appropriate, and many XML parsers do not
support it. As a result, many of the schema files from part 4 will
not work in these parsers.

Modify the schemas that use this
inclusion feature in order to enable the
OpenXML schemas to be handled at
least by Xerces-J and MSV. It is
possible to modify the OpenXML
schemas without impacting the
document instances validated by the
current version of the OpenXML
schemas.

The OOXML XML Schemas use xml:import incorrectly.
Stylesheets contain multiple import statements, each giving
the same namespace, but different schemaLocation hints. It is
ambiguous whether this is legal XML Schema, but it goes
against the intention of the XML Schema specification (Noah
Mendelsohn), is not supported by several major validation
tools (e.g. XSV, Xerces 2.9, at least some versions of Tibco
Turbo, and older versions of MSXML), and is not an approach
recommended by XML Schema experts (Jeni Tennison,
Michael Kay).

Remedy: Build an "adapter schema"
which is imported in place of the
multiple existing imports, which uses
xs:include directives to include all the
schemas that reference the same
namespace.

Apart from MSXML, we find no other validators can handle the
W3C XML Schema version of the OOXML schemas. One
reason appears to be the import feature of W3C XML Schema.
MSXML allows different schema modules to be imported for
the same namespace depending on the context, while XercesJ and MSV do not.

Reorganize the schemas so that they
can be handled by Xerces-J and MSV
at least.
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Affects files: dml-chart.xsd, dmlchartDrawing.xsd, dmlcompatibility.xsd, dmldiagramColorTransform.xsd, dmldiagramDataModel.xsd, dmldiagramDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramElementPropertySet.xsd, dmldiagramElementPropertySet.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmldiagramStyleDefinition.xsd, dmllockedCanvas.xsd, dml-picture.xsd,
dml-spreadsheetDrawing.xsd, dmlspreadsheetDrawing.xsd, dmlspreadsheetDrawing.xsd, dmlspreadsheetDrawing.xsd, dmlspreadsheetDrawing.xsd, dmlwordprocessingDrawing.xsd, pmlanimationInfo.xsd, pml-comments.xsd,
pml-embedding.xsd, pmlpresentation.xsd, pml-presentation.xsd,
pml-presentation.xsd, pmlpresentationProperties.xsd, pmlslide.xsd, pml-viewProperties.xsd
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed. Currently some of the W3C XML schema files for part 4 make use of the xsd:import functionality to
import additional XSD files that all combine to define one namespace. There are multiple import statements
pointing to the different locations for each XSD file. There is some ambiguity as to whether or not this method is
appropriate, and many XML parsers do not support it. As a result, many of the schema files from part 4 will not
work in these parsers.
We will modify the schemas that use this inclusion feature in order to enable this standard’s XML schema files to
be handled by Xerces-J and MSV, at least. It is possible to modify the schema files without impacting the
document instances validated by the current version of the schemas.
The following schema files will be combined to form one schema file, dml-main.xsd:



























dml-audioVideo.xsd
dml-baseStylesheet.xsd
dml-baseTypes.xsd
dml-documentProperties.xsd
dml-graphicalObject.xsd
dml-graphicalObjectAnimation.xsd
dml-graphicalObjectFormat.xsd
dml-gvml.xsd
dml-shape3DCamera.xsd
dml-shape3DLighting.xsd
dml-shape3DScene.xsd
dml-shape3DScenePlane.xsd
dml-shape3DStyles.xsd
dml-shapeEffects.xsd
dml-shapeGeometry.xsd
dml-shapeLineProperties.xsd
dml-shapeMiscellaneous.xsd
dml-shapeStyle.xsd
dml-styleDefaults.xsd
dml-table.xsd
dml-tableStyle.xsd
dml-text.xsd
dml-textBullet.xsd
dml-textCharacter.xsd
dml-textParagraph.xsd
dml-textRun.xsd

The following schema files will be combined to form one schema file, dml-diagram.xsd:
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dml-diagramColorTransform.xsd
dml-diagramDataModel.xsd
dml-diagramDefinition.xsd
dml-diagramElementPropertySet.xsd
dml-diagramLayoutVariables.xsd
dml-diagramStyleDefinition.xsd
dml-diagramTypes.xsd

The following schema files will be combined to form one schema file, pml.xsd file:











pml-animationInfo.xsd
pml-baseTypes.xsd
pml-comments.xsd
pml-embedding.xsd
pml-presentation.xsd
pml-presentationProperties.xsd
pml-slide.xsd
pml-slideSynchronizationData.xsd
pml-userDefinedTags.xsd
pml-viewProperties.xsd

The following schema files will be combined to form one schema file, sml.xsd:




















sml-autoFilter.xsd
sml-baseTypes.xsd
sml-calculationChain.xsd
sml-comments.xsd
sml-customXmlMappings.xsd
sml-externalConnection.xsd
sml-pivotTable.xsd
sml-pivotTableshared.xsd
sml-queryTable.xsd
sml-sharedStringTable.xsd
sml-sharedWorkbookRevisions.xsd
sml-sharedWorkbookUserNames.xsd
sml-sheet.xsd
sml-sheetMetadata.xsd
sml-singleCellTable.xsd
sml-styles.xsd
sml-supplementaryWorkbooks.xsd
sml-table.xsd
sml-volatibleDependencies.xsd
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sml-workbook.xsd

In addition to this, Part 4, Annex F will be changed, as follows:
This clause is informative.
This clause provides the location of each part's root element (as identified in §1) within the set of normative
XML Schema files provided in Annex A, based on both its part name and its XML Schema:

F.1

Grouped by Part Name
Part

Schema

Element Name

DrawingML Chart

dml-chart.xsd

chartSpace

DrawingML Chart Drawing

dml-chart.xsd

userShapes

DrawingML Diagram Colors

dml-diagramdiagramColorTransform.xsd

colorsDef

DrawingML Diagram Data

dml-diagramdiagramDefinition.xsd

dataModel

DrawingML Diagram Layout Definition

dml-diagramdiagramDefinition.xsd

layoutDef

DrawingML Diagram Style

dml-diagramdiagramStyleDefinition.xsd

styleDef

DrawingML Table Styles

dml-tableStylemain.xsd

tblStyleLst

DrawingML Theme

dml-mainstylesheet.xsd

theme

DrawingML Theme Override

dml-mainstylesheet.xsd

themeOverride

Schema

Element Name

Part
PresentationML Comment Authors

pml-comments.xsd

cmAuthorLst

PresentationML Comments

pml-comments.xsd

cmLst

PresentationML Handout Master

pml-slide.xsd

handoutMaster

PresentationML Notes Master

pml-slide.xsd

notesMaster

PresentationML Notes Slide

pml-slide.xsd

notes

PresentationML Presentation

pml-presentation.xsd

presentation

PresentationML Presentation Properties

pml-presentationProperties.xsd

presentationPr

PresentationML Slide

pml-slide.xsd

sld

PresentationML Slide Layout

pml-slide.xsd

sldLayout

PresentationML Slide Master

pml-slide.xsd

sldMaster

PresentationML Slide Synchronization Data

pml-slideSynchronizationData.xsd

sldSyncPr

PresentationML User-Defined Tags

pml-userDefinedTags.xsd

tagLst

PresentationML View Properties

pml-viewProperties.xsd

viewPr
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Part

Schema

Element

Shared Additional Characteristics

shared-additionalCharacteristics.xsd

additionalCharacte
ristics

Shared Extended File Properties

shared-documentPropertiesExtended.xsd

Properties

Shared Bibliography

shared-bibliography.xsd

Sources

Shared Custom File Properties

shared-documentPropertiesCustom.xsd

Properties

Shared Custom XML Data Storage Properties

shared-customXmlDataProperties.xsd

datastoreItem

Part

Schema

Element Name

SpreadsheetML Calculation Chain

sml-calculationChain.xsd

calcChain

SpreadsheetML Chartsheet

sml-sheet.xsd

chartsheet

SpreadsheetML Comments

sml-comments.xsd

comments

SpreadsheetML Connections

sml-externalConnections.xsd

connections

SpreadsheetML Custom XML Mappings

sml-customXmlMappings.xsd

MapInfo

SpreadsheetML Dialogsheet

sml-sheet.xsd

dialogsheet

SpreadsheetML Drawing

dml-spreadsheetDrawing.xsd

wsDr

SpreadsheetML External Workbook References

sml-supplementaryWorkbooks.xsd

externalLink

SpreadsheetML Metadata

sml-sheetMetadata.xsd

metadata

SpreadsheetML Pivot Table

sml-pivotTable.xsd

pivotTableDefinition

SpreadsheetML Pivot Table Cache Definition

sml-pivotTable.xsd

pivotCacheDefinitio
n

SpreadsheetML Pivot Table Cache Records

sml-pivotTable.xsd

pivotCacheRecords

SpreadsheetML Query Table

sml-queryTable.xsd

queryTable

SpreadsheetML Shared String Table

sml-sharedStringTable.xsd

sst

SpreadsheetML Shared Workbook Revision
Headers

sml-sharedWorkbookRevisions.xsd

header

SpreadsheetML Shared Workbook Revision Log

sml-sharedWorkbookRevisions.xsd

revisions

SpreadsheetML Shared Workbook User Data

sml-sharedWorkbookUserNames.xsd

users

SpreadsheetML Single Cell Table Definitions

sml-singleCellTable.xsd

singleXmlCells

SpreadsheetML Styles

sml-styles.xsd

styleSheet

SpreadsheetML Table Definitions

sml-table.xsd

table

SpreadsheetML Volatile Dependencies

sml-volatileDependencies.xsd

volTypes
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Part

Schema

Element Name

SpreadsheetML Workbook

sml-workbook.xsd

workbook

SpreadsheetML Worksheet

sml-sheet.xsd

worksheet

Part

Schema

Element Name

WordprocessingML Comments

wml.xsd

comments

WordprocessingML Document Settings

wml.xsd

settings

WordprocessingML Endnotes

wml.xsd

endnotes

WordprocessingML Font Table

wml.xsd

fonts

WordprocessingML Footer

wml.xsd

ftr

WordprocessingML Footnotes

wml.xsd

footnotes

WordprocessingML Glossary Document

wml.xsd

glossaryDocument

WordprocessingML Header

wml.xsd

hdr

WordprocessingML Mail Merge Recipient Data

wml.xsd

recipientData

WordprocessingML Main Document

wml.xsd

document

WordprocessingML Numbering Definitions

wml.xsd

numbering

WordprocessingML Style Definitions

wml.xsd

styles

WordprocessingML Web Settings

wml.xsd

webSettings

F.1

Grouped by Schema Name
Schema

Part Name

Element

DrawingML Chart

chartSpace

DrawingML Chart Drawing

userShapes

dml-diagramColorTransformdiagram.xsd

DrawingML Diagram Colors

colorsDef

dml-diagramdiagramDefinition.xsd

DrawingML Diagram Data

dataModel

DrawingML Diagram Layout Definition

layoutDef

dml-diagramdiagramStyleDefinition.xsd

DrawingML Diagram Style

styleDef

dml-spreadsheetDrawing.xsd

SpreadsheetML Drawing

wsDr

dml-stylesheetmain.xsd

DrawingML Theme

theme

DrawingML Theme Override

themeOverride

DrawingML Table Styles

tblStyleLst

dml-chart.xsd

dml-maintableStyle.xsd
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Schema

Part Name

pml-comments.xsd
pml-presentation.xsd
pml-presentationProperties.xsd
pml-slide.xsd
pml-slideSynchronizationData.xsd
pml-userDefinedTags.xsd
pml-viewProperties.xsd

Element

PresentationML Comment Authors

cmAuthorLst

PresentationML Comments

cmLst

PresentationML Presentation

presentation

PresentationML Presentation Properties

presentationPr

PresentationML Handout Master

handoutMaster

PresentationML Notes Master

notesMaster

PresentationML Notes Slide

notes

PresentationML Slide

sld

PresentationML Slide Layout

sldLayout

PresentationML Slide Master

sldMaster

PresentationML Slide Synchronization Data

sldSyncPr

PresentationML User-Defined Tags

tagLst

PresentationML View Properties

viewPr

Schema

Part Name

Element

shared-additionalCharacteristics.xsd

Shared Additional Characteristics

additionalCharact
eristics

shared-bibliography.xsd

Shared Bibliography

Sources

shared-customXmlDataProperties.xsd

Shared Custom XML Data Storage Properties

datastoreItem

shared-documentPropertiesCustom.xsd

Shared Custom File Properties

Properties

shared-documentPropertiesExtended.xsd

Shared Application-Defined File Properties

Properties

Schema
sml-calculationChain.xsd
sml-comments.xsd
sml-customXmlMappings.xsd
sml-externalConnections.xsd
sml-pivotTable.xsd
sml-queryTable.xsd
sml-sharedStringTable.xsd
sml-sharedWorkbookRevisions.xsd
smlsharedWorkbookUserNames.xsd
sml-sheet.xsd

Part Name

Element

SpreadsheetML Calculation Chain

calcChain

SpreadsheetML Comments

comments

SpreadsheetML Custom XML Mappings

MapInfo

SpreadsheetML Connections

connections

SpreadsheetML Pivot Table

pivotTableDefinitio
n

SpreadsheetML Pivot Table Cache Definition

pivotCacheDefinitio
n

SpreadsheetML Pivot Table Cache Records

pivotCacheRecords
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Schema
sml-sheetMetadata.xsd
sml-singleCellTable.xsd
sml-styles.xsd
sml-supplementaryWorkbooks.xsd
sml-table.xsd
sml-volatileDependencies.xsd
sml-workbook.xsd

Schema
wml.xsd

Part Name

Element

SpreadsheetML Query Table

queryTable

SpreadsheetML Shared String Table

sst

SpreadsheetML Shared Workbook Revision
Headers

header

SpreadsheetML Shared Workbook Revision Log

revisions

SpreadsheetML Shared Workbook User Data

users

SpreadsheetML Chartsheet

chartsheet

SpreadsheetML Dialogsheet

dialogsheet

SpreadsheetML Worksheet

worksheet

SpreadsheetML Metadata

metadata

SpreadsheetML Single Cell Table Definitions

singleXmlCells

SpreadsheetML Styles

styleSheet

SpreadsheetML External Workbook References

externalLink

SpreadsheetML Table Definitions

table

SpreadsheetML Volatile Dependencies

volTypes

SpreadsheetML Workbook

workbook

Part Name

Element

WordprocessingML Comments

comments

WordprocessingML Document Settings

settings

WordprocessingML Endnotes

endnotes

WordprocessingML Font Table

fonts

WordprocessingML Footer

ftr

WordprocessingML Footnotes

footnotes

WordprocessingML Glossary Document

glossaryDocument

WordprocessingML Header

hdr

WordprocessingML Mail Merge Recipient Data

recipientData

WordprocessingML Main Document

document

WordprocessingML Numbering Definitions

numbering

WordprocessingML Style Definitions

styles

WordprocessingML Web Settings

webSettings

End of informative text.
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Response 345
Comment ID

ECMA-0012
Clause:
Schemas
Paragraph: -

GB-0622
Clause: Schema
Annexes, No
schemaLocation
for XML
namespac
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

No schemaLocation for XML namespace

Include reference to xml.xsd

OOXML XML Schemas reference xml:space as an attribute
value, but don't provide a schemaLocation for the schema for
the XML namespace. Although this is valid XML Schema (the
schemaLocation is a hint, rather than required), it imposes an
unnecessary complication on using the schema (since the
schema location must be specified separately, either
automatically by the validator as MSXML does, or using a
catalog as most other tools do).

Alter the stylesheets (wml.xsd, sharedmath.xsd) that import the xml
namespace to include a
schemaLocation of
http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd.
Affects files: wml.xsd, shared-math.xsd"

OOXML XML Schemas reference xml:space as an attribute
value, but don't provide a schemaLocation for the schema for
the XML namespace. Although this is legal XML Schema (the
schemaLocation is a hint, rather than required), it imposes an
unnecessary complication on using the schema (since the
schema location must be specified separately, either
automatically by the validator as MSXML does, or using a
catalog as most other tools do).

Remedy: Alter the stylesheets
(wml.xsd, shared-math.xsd) which
import the xml namespace to include a
schemaLocation of
http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd.
Affects files: wml.xsd, shared-math.xsd

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; although on further investigation, it appears that different validators handle this in different ways.





Xalan, and Saxonica require that the xml namespace to be imported into the schemas, and that the
schemaLocation attribute be specified.
Xerces also requires that the xml namespace be imported, but the location must be a local path.
MSXML does not require that the xml namespace be imported. However, if you do import the xml
namespace, MSXML6 requires that there NOT be a schemaLocation attribute.
System.Xml validates properly if the schema imports the xml namespace with a schemaLocation. It also
validates properly if the schema does not import the xml namespace.

As it’s not clear what the most interoperable approach is for this functionality, rather than change the schemas,
we will instead provide the following comment at the beginning of each XSD file that uses the XML namespace,
so that people can customize it to best work with their validator:
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<xsd:import id="xml" namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"/>
<!-- Note, the preceding import statement may need to be modified depending on the W3C XML Schema
validator you are using.
If your validator requires the schemaLocation be present, you may use the following import statement:
<xsd:import id="xml" namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd" />
If you're validator requires that the schema be stored locally, you should first download the schema
from the following URL http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd, and then update the schemaLocation attribute
to point to the local path of the schema file:
<xsd:import id="xml" namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
schemaLocation="[local path] "/>
-->
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Response 346
Comment ID

DE-0123
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3 and
2.6
Paragraph: line
16

DK-0065
Clause: Part 1
Section 2.3
Paragraph: Page
3 line 16-17

DK-0067
Clause: Part 1
Section 2.6
Paragraph: Page
4 line 1-2

FR-0002
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
―Interoperability
Guidelines‖
Paragraph: -

GB-0024
Clause: Part 1,
2.3 [p3, 16]
Paragraph: -

GB-0028
Clause: Part 1,
2.6 [p4, 2-6]
Paragraph: -

KE-0011
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3
Paragraph: Line
16

KE-0013
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?
Additonal Comment: As the section 2.3 is referring to syntax
and semantics of XML schemas, the scope of confusion is
very less and ―element‖ here implicitly refer to the XML
element.

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
that is what is meant.

The description becomes confusing, as the word ―element‖ is
ambiguous.. What kind of ―element‖ is intended here ― Could
be an XML-element, or an element of the ECMA-376
specification

Clearly state, which kind of element is
referred here

The use of element in ―Document element‖ read ambiguously.
What kind of element is referring to

If the XML-element, is intended clarify
the specification, but it could be more
specific parts character content or
similar

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if that
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of ISO is what is meant.
Directives, Part 2?

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?

Proposed change: Clarify the use of
the word ―element‖ perhaps by saying
―XML element‖ if that is what is meant.

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?

Proposed change: Clarify the use of
the word ―element‖ perhaps by saying
―XML element‖ if that is what is meant.

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to
mean XML elements (but not attributes, character content,
etc.)? Or does this mean an element of the Standard, in the
usage of ISO Directives, Part 2?

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
that is what is meant.

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to
mean XML elements (but not attributes, character content,
etc.)? Or does this mean an element of the Standard, in the
usage of ISO Directives, Part 2?

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
that is what is meant.

PT-0018
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3
Paragraph: line
16

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
that is what is meant.

PT-0020

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: -

does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?

that is what is meant.

US-0256

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
that is what is meant.

The use of the word ―element‖ is ambiguous. Is this to mean
XML elements (but not attributes, character content, etc.)? Or
does this mean an element of the Standard, in the usage of
ISO Directives, Part 2?

Clarify the use of the word ―element‖
perhaps by saying ―XML element‖ if
that is what is meant.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3 ―What
this Standard
Specifies‖
Paragraph: line
16

US-0257
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
―Interoperability
Guidelines‖
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 1, §2.3, page 3, lines 11–17
27. Schemas and an associated validation procedure for validating document syntax against those schemas.
(The validation procedure includes un-zipping, locating files, processing the extensibility XML elements
and attributes, and XML Schema validation.)
28. Additional syntax constraints in written form, wherever these constraints cannot feasibly be expressed
in the schema language.
29. Descriptions of XML element semantics. The semantics of an XML element refers to its intended
interpretation by a human being.
Part 1, §2.6, page 4, lines 1–7
any behaviors that would, without that documentation, appear to violate the semantics of document XML
elements. Together, the application and documentation should satisfy the following conditions.
30. The application need not implement operations on all XML elements defined in this Standard. However,
if it does implement an operation on a given XML element, then that operation should use semantics for
that XML element that are consistent with this Standard.
31. If the application moves, adds, modifies, or removes XML element instances with the effect of altering
document semantics, it should declare the behavior in its documentation.
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Response 347
Comment ID

DE-0121
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3
Paragraph: line
14

GB-0023
Clause: Part 1,
2.3 [p3, 14]
Paragraph: -

KE-0010
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3
Paragraph: Line
14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Are additional syntactic constraints only normative when the
cannot be feasibly expressed in the schema language? Who
judges this? The use of the word ―whenever‖ is ambiguous. Is
this a condition under which such statements are normative or
an explanation of why such statements exist?
Additional comment: The section 2.3: "What this standard
specifies", line 14 specifies that if the schema language used
in this standard cannot feasibly express all the syntactic
constraints, then those constraints are provided in written
form. Such expressions are normative. The application that
implements this standard will judge if the additional syntactic
constraints are normative or not. The editorial comment which
explains why this statement is appropriate is useful to the
reader and does not detract from the value of this statement.

What may be meant is that the
additional syntactic constraints are
normative, period. Clarify this
sentence, perhaps by omitting the
editorial explanation about why such
additional constraints are not in the
schema.

Are additional syntactic constraints only normative when the
cannot be feasibly expressed in the schema language? Who
judges this? The use of the word ―whenever‖ is ambiguous. Is
this a condition under which such statements are normative or
an explanation of why such statements exist?

Proposed change: What may be
meant is that the additional syntactic
constraints are normative, period.
Clarify this sentence, perhaps by
omitting the editorial explanation about
why such additional constraints are not
in the schema

Are additional syntactic constraints only normative when the
cannot be feasibly expressed in the schema language? Who
judges this? The use of the word ―whenever‖ is ambiguous. Is
this a condition under which such statements are normative or
an explanation of why such statements exist?

The section 2.3: "What this standard
specifies", line 14 specifies that if the
schema language used in this standard
cannot feasibly express all the syntactic
constraints, then those constraints are
provided in written form. Such
expressions are normative.
The application that implements this
standard will judge if the additional
syntactic constraints are normative or
not. The editorial comment which
explains why this statement is
appropriate is useful to the reader and
does not detract from the value of this
statement.

PT-0017
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3
Paragraph: line
14

Are additional syntactic constraints only normative when they
cannot be feasibly expressed in the schema language? Who
judges this? The use of the word ―whenever‖ is ambiguous. Is
this a condition under which such statements are normative or
an explanation of why such statements exist?

US-0254

Are additional syntactic constraints only normative when the
cannot be feasibly expressed in the schema language? Who
judges this? The use of the word ―whenever‖ is ambiguous. Is
this a condition under which such statements are normative or
an explanation of why such statements exist?

Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.3 ―What
this Standard
Specifies‖
Paragraph: line
14

Proposed change by the MB

What may be meant is that the
additional syntactic constraints are
normative, period. Clarify this sentence,
perhaps by omitting the editorial
explanation about why such additional
constraints are not in the schema.
What may be meant is that the
additional syntactic constraints are
normative, period. Clarify this sentence,
perhaps by omitting the editorial
explanation about why such additional
constraints are not in the schema.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; additional syntactic constraints are normative. We propose the following clarifying change to Part 1,
§2.3:
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Additional syntax constraints in written form, wherever these constraints cannot feasibly be expressed
15 in the schema language. [Note: These constraints are described in written form because they could not
feasibly be expressed in the schema language.]
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Response 348
Comment ID

DE-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1506, line 36 to
page 1507, line
28

FR-0139
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1506, line 36 to
page 1507, line
28

FR-0140
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1506, line 37, 38
and 40

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The MERGEFORMAT switch argument is clearly a (complex)
shorthand notation for something that could be described
unambiguously by other OOXML notations, for example by a
consistent use of the r:rPr element. In the current state of its
definition, it has the bizarre property to give a regular XML
element (r:rPr) the status of 'consider', while the absence of
MERGEFORMAT would imply that the r:rPr be ignored, which
we consider as badly designed (if the r:rPr element had to be
ignored, it would be better to omit it altogether). We thus tend
to recommend that the a proper use of r:rPr be considered and
that MERGEFORMAT be removed.

Re-write part 4, section 2.16 of the
OpenXML specification using XML
constructs as much as possible in
order to remove redundancy and
improve re-use of other parts of the
specification (i.e. number-, text- dateand time-formatting).

The MERGEFORMAT switch argument is clearly a (complex)
shorthand notation for something that could be described
unambiguously by other OOXML notations, for example by a
consistent use of the r:rPr element. In the current state of its
definition, it has the bizarre property to give a regular XML
element (r:rPr) the status of 'consider', while the absence of
MERGEFORMAT would imply that the r:rPr be ignored, which
we consider as badly designed (if the r:rPr element had to be
ignored, it would be better to omit it altogether). We thus tend to
recommend that the a proper use of r:rPr be considered and
that MERGEFORMAT be removed.
The MERGEFORMAT definition, in particular in its specifying
that 'The formatting is expressed in XML using an
rPr element on the run that contains the most recently updated
field result.', precludes any use of the notation provided on line
40.

Remove all references to
MERGEFORMAT from the OOXML text.

Clarify the definition, improve the
example, or remove all references to
MERGEFORMAT from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
It is agreed that some additional information would help to clarify the intent/usage of this switch; the following
changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.4.3, pages 1,506, lines 36–40 and pages 1,507, lines 1–28:
The general formatting switch argument MERGEFORMAT is used to specify an instruction regarding the
formatting which is applied to the field result after a field update. apply formatting directly to part of a result
such that when that result is updated, the formatting is preserved. The formatting is expressed in XML using an
rPr element on the run that contains the most recently updated field result. If this switch is present, it specifies
that applications which perform field updates should preserve the formatting of the existing field result when a
new field result is generated, by applying the following logic:



Delete all text from the current field result (leaving the paragraph and run structure intact).
Insert the new field result text into the existing run/paragraph structure.
o If the new text does not fill the existing structure, delete the superfluous runs/paragraphs.
o If the new text overflows the existing structure, add additional runs/paragraphs as needed.

[Example: Consider the following field:
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TIME \@ "HH:mm:ss" \* MERGEFORMAT
When it is updated, the result might be 12:22:27, for example. If the seconds part of the displayed field result
is underlined, as in 12:22:27, when that field is next updated, the seconds underlining is preserved. If
MERGEFORMAT is omitted, the rPr element on the run that contains the most recently updated field result is
ignored.
The If the original XML generated for this field is:
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin"/>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:instrText xml:space="preserve"> TIME \@ "HH:mm:ss" \* MERGEFORMAT
</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="separate"/>
</w:r>
<w:r …>
<w:t>17:02:</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r …>
<w:rPr>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>32</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end"/>
</w:r>
then use of the MERGEFORMAT switch would cause the new field result to reuse that structure, like this:
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin"/>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>TIME \@ "HH:mm:ss" \* MERGEFORMAT</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="separate"/>
</w:r>
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<w:r …>
<w:t>12:22:</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r …>
<w:rPr>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>27</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end"/>
</w:r>
and omitting it would direct an application that it could replace it with a single new run, like this:
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin"/>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>TIME \@ "HH:mm:ss"</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="separate"/>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>12:22:27</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end"/>
</w:r>
end example]
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Response 349
Comment ID

DE-0047
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501ff

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The CHARFORMAT, KANJINUM1, KANJINUM3,
MERGEFORMAT, .. switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

Proposed change by the MB
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the CHARFORMAT,
KANJINUM1, KANJINUM3,
MERGEFORMAT, ... switch argument
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML
proposal altogether.
Merging the ST_NumberFormat and
Formfield number definitions in one
table to clarify the references

FR-0079
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0084
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0099
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1502, line 0

FR-0112
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0113
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting

The Caps switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The CHARFORMAT switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The DollarText switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The FirstCap switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The KANJINUM1 switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.
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Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the Caps switch argument or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the CHARFORMAT switch
argument or (better) suppress the need
for the switch argument, either by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the Caps switch argument or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the FirstCap switch argument
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the KANJINUM1 switch
argument or (better) suppress the need
for the switch argument, either by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0121
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0123
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0125
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0136
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

The MERGEFORMAT switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The Lower switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The KANJINUM3 switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

The Upper switch argument has no documented
ST_NumberFormat equivalent. This shades doubt upon the
value of the switch argument, or else a potential hole in
ST_NumberFormat values.

Proposed change by the MB
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the MERGEFORMAT switch
argument or (better) suppress the need
for the switch argument, either by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the Lower switch argument or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the KANJINUM3 switch
argument or (better) suppress the need
for the switch argument, either by using
an ST_NumberFormat type in a proper
XML notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a ST_NumberFormat value that
matches the Upper switch argument or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using an
ST_NumberFormat type in a proper XML
notation for number formats in the
context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to resolve this, the following changes will be made:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The numeric formatting items will be separated into their own table in §2.16.4.3.1
The Caps, FirstCap, Lower, and Upper arguments will be moved to a new §2.16.4.3.2
The CHARFORMAT and MERGEFORMAT arguments will be moved to a new §2.16.4.3.3
All values which are numeric formatting items (those in §2.16.4.3.1) have been cross-checked against
their ST_NumberFormat equivalents and, where necessary, updated in §2.16.4.3.1 below.
5. DOLLARTEXT and BAHTTEXT will be added to ST_NumberFormat.

Part 4, §2.16.4.3, pages 1,500–1,507
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General formatting

general-formatting-switch:
\* [ " ] switch-argument [ " ]
A general-formatting-switch specifies a variety of formats for a numeric or text result. If the result type of a field
does not correspond to the format specified, this switch has no effect.
Quotation marks are required around switch-argument if it contains white space; otherwise, they are optional.
A switch-argument is made up of a series of picture items.
2.16.4.3.1 General formatting - Numeric Values
The following switch-arguments apply to fields whose field result is a numeric value. If the result type of the field
is not numeric, then these switches have no effect. If the field result varies based on the language of the field
instructions, those variations are noted inline
General Formatting Switch Arguments
Switch Argument

Description

AIUEO

Formats a numeric result using hiragana characters in the traditional a-i-u-e-o
order. [Example: 1 \* AIUEO results in ア. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of aiueoFullWidth.

ALPHABETIC

Formats a numeric result as one or more occurrences of an uppercase alphabetic
Latin character. Value 1 results in the letter A, value 2 results in the letter B, and
so on up to value 26, which results in the letter Z. For values greater than 26, 26
is repeatedly subtracted from the value until the result is 26 or less. The result
value determines which letter to use, and the same letter is repeated for each
time 26 was subtracted from the original value. [Example:
=54 \* ALPHABETIC results in "BBB" as subtracting 26 from 54 two times,
results in the value 2, which is represented by the letter B. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of upperLetter.

alphabetic

Formats a numeric result as one or more occurrences of an lowercase alphabetic
Latin character. Value 1 results in the letter a, value 2 results in the letter b, and
so on up to value 26, which results in the letter z. For values greater than 26, 26
is repeatedly subtracted from the value until the result is 26 or less. The result
value determines which letter to use, and the same letter is repeated for each
time 26 was subtracted from the original value. [Example:
=52 \* alphabetic results in "zz" as subtracting 26 from 52 one time,
results in the value 26, which is represented by the letter z.. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of lowerLetter.

Arabic

Formats a numeric result using Arabic cardinal numerals. [Example: For
page 123, PAGE \* Arabic results in "123". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of decimal.

ARABICABJAD

Formats a numeric result using ascending Abjad numerals. [Example:
12 \* ARABICABJAD results in ل. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of arabicAbjad.
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ARABICALPHA

Formats a numeric result using characters in the Arabic alphabet. [Example:
12 \* ARABICABJAD results in س. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of arabicAlpha.

ArabicDash

Formats a numeric result using Arabic cardinal numerals, with a prefix of "- " and
a suffix of " -". [Example: For page 123, PAGE \* ArabicDash results in "123 -". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of numberInDash.

BAHTTEXT

Formats a numeric result using the given Thai style. [Example: 1 \* BAHTTEXT
results in หนึ่งบาทถ้ วน. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of bahtText.

Caps

Capitalizes the first letter of each word. [Example: USERNAME "mary smith"
\* Caps results in "Mary Smith", whereas USERNAME "marysmith" \*
Caps results in "Marysmith". end example]

CardText

Formats a numeric result as lowercase cardinal text. [Example: For page 123,
PAGE \* CardText results in "one hundred twenty-three". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of cardinalText.

CHARFORMAT

See the discussion following this table.

CHINESENUM1

Formats a numeric result using ascending numbers from the Chinese appropriate
counting system. [Example: 10 \* CHINESENUM1 results in 十. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of chineseCounting
(zh-CN) or taiwaneseCounting (zn-TW).

CHINESENUM2

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Chinese
simplifiedappropriate legal format. [Example: 123 \* CHINESENUM2 results in
壹佰贰拾叁. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
chineseLegalSimplified (zh-CN) or ideographLegalTraditional (zh-TW).

CHINESENUM3

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Chinese
appropriate counting thousand system. [Example: 10 \* CHINESENUM3 results
in 一百二十三. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
chineseCountingThousand (zh-CN) or taiwaneseCountingThousand (zh-TW).

CHOSUNG

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Korean Chosung
format. [Example: 1 \* CHOSUNG results in ㄱ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of chosung.

CIRCLENUM

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in a circle, using the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph character for numbers in the range 1–20. For nonnegative numbers outside this range, formats them as with ARABIC. [Example:
12 \* CIRCLENUM results in ⑫. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedCircle.

DBCHAR

Formats a numeric result using double-byte Arabic numbering. [Example:
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123 \* DBCHAR results in １２３. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalFullWidth.
DBNUM1

Formats a numeric result using sequential digital ideographs, using the
appropriate character. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM1 results in 一二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographDigital (ja-JP) or koreanDigital (ko-KR).

DBNUM2

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Korean appropriate
counting system. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM2 results in 십이. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
japaneseCounting (ja-JP) or koreanCounting (ko-KR).

DBNUM3

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the
Japaneseappropriate legal counting system. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM3 results in
壱拾弐. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of japaneseLegal
(ja-JP) or koreanLegal (ko-KR).

DBNUM4

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the
Japaneseappropriate digital ten thousand counting system. [Example:
12 \* DBNUM4 results in 一二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
japaneseDigitalTenThousand (ja-JP) or koreanDigital2 (ko-KR) or
taiwaneseDigital (zh-TW).

DollarText

Formats a numeric result in the following form:
integer-part-as-cardinal-text and nn/100
The fractional part is rounded to two decimal places, nn, and is formatted using
Arabic cardinal numerals. [Example: =1234.567 \* DollarText results in
"one thousand two hundred thirty-four and 57/100". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of dollarText.

FirstCap

Capitalizes the first letter of the first word. [Example: USERNAME
"mary smith" \* FirstCap results in "Mary smith". end example]

GANADA

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Korean Ganada
format. [Example: 12 \* GANADA results in 타. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of ganada.

GB1

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering followed by a period, using
the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. [Example: 12 \* GB1 results in ⒓.
end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedFullstop.

GB2

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in parenthesis,
using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. [Example: 12 \* GB2 results
in ⑿. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
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decimalEnclosedParen.

GB3

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in a circle, using the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. Once the specified sequence reaches 11,
the numbers may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents. [Example:
12 \* GB3 results in 12. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedCircleChinese.

GB4

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in a circle, using the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. Once the specified sequence reaches 11,
the numbers may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents. [Example:
12 \* GB4 results in 12. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographEnclosedCircle.

HEBREW1

Formats a numeric result using Hebrew numerals. [Example: 123 \* HEBREW1
results in קכג. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hebrew1.

HEBREW2

Formats a numeric result using the Hebrew alphabet. [Example:
123 \* HEBREW2 results in תתתתתמ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hebrew2.

Hex

Formats the numeric result using uppercase hexadecimal digits. [Example: For
page 355, PAGE \* Hex results in "FF". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hex.

HINDIARABIC

Formats a numeric result using Hindi numbers. [Example:
123 \* HINDIARABIC results in १२३. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hindiNumbers.

HINDICARDTEXT

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Hindi counting
system. [Example: 123 \* HINDICARDTEXT results in एक सौ तेईस. end
example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hindiCounting.

HINDILETTER1

Formats a numeric result using Hindi vowels. [Example:
123 \* HINDILETTER1 results in ठठठठ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hindiVowels.

HINDILETTER2

Formats a numeric result using Hindi consonants. [Example:
123 \* HINDILETTER2 results in ओओओओओओओ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
hindiConsonants.

IROHA

Formats a numeric result using the Japanese iroha. [Example: 12 \* IROHA
results in オ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of irohaFullWidth.

KANJINUM1

Formats a numeric result using using the appropriate counting systema Japanese
style using sequential digital ideographs, using the appropriate character.
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[Example: 12 \* KANJINUM1 results in 一二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of koreanDigital
(ko-KR) or ideographDigital (ja-JP) or chineseCounting (zh-CN) or
taiwaneseCounting (zh-TW).
KANJINUM2

Formats a numeric result using the Japanese apropriate counting system.
[Example: 12 \* KANJINUM2 results in 十二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of koreanCounting
(ko-KR) or chineseCountingThousand (ja-JP) or chineseLegalSimplified (zhCN) or ideographLegalTraditional (zh-TW)japaneseCounting.

KANJINUM3

Formats a numeric result using the Japanese legalappropriate counting system.
[Example: 12 \* KANJINUM3 results in 壱拾弐. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of koreanLegal (koKR) or japaneseLegal (ja-JP) or chineseCountingThousand (zh-CN) or
taiwaneseCountingThousand (zh-TW).

Lower

All letters are lowercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Lower
results in "mary smith". end example]

MERGEFORMAT

See the discussion following this table.

Ordinal

Formats a numeric result using lowercase ordinal Arabic numerals. [Example:
=32 \* Ordinal results in "32nd". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of ordinal.

OrdText

Formats a numeric result as lowercase ordinal text. Apart from being used to
round off the whole number part, the fractional part is not used. [Example:
=1234.567 \* OrdText results in "one thousand two hundred
thirty-fifth". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of ordinalText.

Roman

Formats a numeric result using uppercase Roman numerals. [Example: For
page 123, PAGE \* Roman results in "CXXIII". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of upperRoman.

roman

Formats a numeric result using lowercase Roman numerals. [Example: For
page 123, PAGE \* roman results in "cxxiii". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of lowerRoman.

SBCHAR

Formats a numeric result using single-byte Arabic numbering. [Example:
123 \* SBCHAR results in 123. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalHalfWidth.

THAIARABIC

Formats a numeric result using Thai numbers. [Example: 123 \* THAIARABIC
results in ๑๒๓. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiNumbers.

THAICARDTEXT

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Thai counting
system. [Example: 123 \* THAICARDTEXT results in หนึ่งร้ อยยี่สิบสาม. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiCounting.
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THAILETTER

Formats a numeric result using Thai letters. [Example: 123 \* THAILETTER
results in ฮฮฮ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiLetters.

Upper

All letters are uppercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Upper
results in "MARY SMITH". end example]

VIETCARDTEXT

Formats a numeric result using Vietnamese numerals. [Example:
12 \* VIETCARDTEXT results in mười hai. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
vietnameseCounting.

ZODIAC1

Formats a numeric result using sequential numerical traditional ideographs.
[Example: 1 \* ZODIAC1 results in 甲. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographTraditional.

ZODIAC2

Formats a numeric result using sequential zodiac ideographs. [Example:
1 \* ZODIAC2 results in 子. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographZodiac.

ZODIAC3

Formats a numeric result using sequential traditional zodiac ideographs.
[Example: 1 \* ZODIAC3 results in 甲子. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographZodiacTraditional.

2.16.4.3.2 General formatting - String Values
The following switch-arguments apply to fields whose field result is a string value.
General Formatting Switch Arguments
Switch Argument

Description

Caps

Capitalizes the first letter of each word. [Example: USERNAME "mary smith"
\* Caps results in "Mary Smith", whereas USERNAME "marysmith" \*
Caps results in "Marysmith". end example]

FirstCap

Capitalizes the first letter of the first word. [Example: USERNAME
"mary smith" \* FirstCap results in "Mary smith". end example]

Lower

All letters are lowercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Lower
results in "mary smith". end example]

Upper

All letters are uppercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Upper
results in "MARY SMITH". end example]

2.16.4.3.3 General formatting - Field Result Formatting
The following switch-arguments apply to any field result, and provide directions to applications regarding the
formatting which should be applied to a field result after a field update has been performed. As discussed in
§2.16, as to when a field update is performed is outside the scope of this Office Open XML Standard.
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As well, the following rows will be added in Part 4, §2.18.66, in the list of values for ST_NumberFormat:
bahtText (Thai Baht Text)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of a numeric
value from the Thai counting system, with บาทถ้ วน
appended to the result.
The portion of the sequence which is prepended to the
static text shall be the equivalent value in the
thaiCounting format, defined below.
[Example: The values for the items should be
represented by the following pattern: หนึ่งบาทถ้ วน,
สองบาทถ้ วน, สามบาทถ้ วน. end example]

dollarText (Dollar Text)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of a cardinal
text value of the run language, with and 00/100 (also
in the run language) appended to the result. [Note:
The latter text is fixed because values in numbering
sequences are necessarily integer-based. end note]
The cardinal text value which is prepended to the
static text shall be the equivalent value in the
cardinalText format, defined below.
[Example: one and 00/100, two and 00/100, three and
00/100. end example]
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Response 350
Comment ID

DE-0122
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: lines
33-34

DK-0066
Clause: Part 1
Section 2.6
Paragraph: Page
3 line 33-34

FR-0004
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
―Interoperability
Guidelines‖
Paragraph: lines
33-34

GB-0026
Clause: Part 1,
2.6 [p3, 33-34]
Paragraph: -

JP-0024
Clause: Part 1
Clause 2.6
Paragraph: Lines
33-34

KE-0015
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: Lines
33-34

PT-0022
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: lines
33-34

US-0255
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
―Interoperability
Guidelines‖
Paragraph: lines
33-34

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Is this recommending that a non-public, internal-only, work-forhire application author create ―publicly available
documentation‖ on what subset of the standard it supports?
The business relationship between the software author and his
customer should not be a concern of this standard.

Change to read, ―a software application
should be accompanied by
documentation...‖

The requirements for public available documentation is
overstated. If a company wasn't to use the specification for a
non-public, internal-use only application, it shouldn't be
necessary with public available documentation

More clearly state the purpose of the
documentation, and refrain from
dictation of the business relationship
under which the specification is
adopted

Is this recommending that a non-public, internal-only, work-for- Change to read, ―a software application
hire application author create ―publicly available documentation‖ should be accompanied by
on what subset of the standard it supports? The business
documentation...‖
relationship between the software author and his customer
should not be a concern of this standard.

Is this recommending that a non-public, internal-only, work-forhire application author create ―publicly available
documentation‖ on what subset of the standard it supports?
The business relationship between the software author and his
customer should not be a concern of this standard.

Proposed change: Change to read, ―a
software application should be
accompanied by documentation...‖

It says, "For the guidelines to be meaningful, a software
application should be accompanied by publicly available
documentation that describes what subset of this Standard it
supports..." ―publicly available‖ is too strict for applications to
follow since it is not always possible for a company to provide
publicly available documentation, which sometimes will not be
allowed by business needs.

Remove ―publicly available‖ from the
sentence.

Is this recommending that a non-public, internal-only, workfor-hire application author create ―publicly available
documentation‖ on what subset of the standard it supports?
The business relationship between the software author and his
customer should not be a concern of this standard.

Change to read, ―a software application
should be accompanied by
documentation...‖

Is this recommending that a non-public, internal-only, work-forhire application author create ―publicly available
documentation‖ on what subset of the standard it supports?
The business relationship between the software author and his
customer should not be a concern of this standard.
Is this recommending that a non-public, internal-only, work-forhire application author create ―publicly available
documentation‖ on what subset of the standard it supports?
The business relationship between the software author and his
customer should not be a concern of this standard.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §2.6, page 3, line 33:
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Change to read, ―a software application
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documentation...‖
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For the guidelines to be meaningful, a software application should be accompanied by publicly available
documentation that describes what subset of this Standard it supports.
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Response 351
Comment ID

DE-0125
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.7
Paragraph: line
10

DK-0071
Clause: Part 1
Section 9.1.7
Paragraph: Page
17 line 10

FR-0010
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.7
Paragraph: line
10

GB-0037
Clause: Part 1,
9.1.7 [p17, 7]
Paragraph: -

JP-0032
Clause: Part 1
Clause 9.1.7
Paragraph: Line
10

KE-0078
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.7
Paragraph: line
10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The naming convention giving is incorrect. H is a hexadecimal
digit, not a hexadecimal value.

Follow correct usage pattern as
established earlier in 9.1.1.

Somehow confusing, since section 9.1.1 state H as a
hexadecimal digit, while h is a hexadecimal value.

Either use alternative notation, or more
precise indicate the case-sensitiv
nature of the specification.

The naming convention giving is incorrect. H is a hexadecimal
digit, not a hexadecimal value.

Follow correct usage pattern as
established earlier in 9.1.1.

The naming convention given is incorrect. H is a hexadecimal
digit, not a hexadecimal value.

Proposed change: Follow correct
usage pattern as established earlier in
9.1.1.

The line says, ―… where h represents a hexadecimal value.‖
However, h is a hexadecimal digit as it is specified in 9.1.1.

Correct the line by changing value to
digit.

The naming convention giving is incorrect. H is a
hexadecimal digit, not a hexadecimal value.

Follow correct usage pattern as
established earlier in 9.1.1.

The naming convention giving is incorrect. H is a hexadecimal
digit, not a hexadecimal value.

Follow correct usage pattern as
established earlier in 9.1.1.

The naming convention giving is incorrect. H is a hexadecimal
digit, not a hexadecimal value.

Follow correct usage pattern as
established earlier in 9.1.1.

PT-0028
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.7
Paragraph: line
10

US-0261
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.7
Paragraph: line
10

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the incorrect term was used. The following changes will be made to the first paragraph of Part 1, §9.1.7:
Trash items represent parts that have been discarded or are no longer in use. Trash items shall not conform to
OPC part naming guidelines as defined in Part 2 and shall not be associated with a content type. All trash items
shall follow the naming scheme: [trash]/hhhhHHHH.dat where h H represents a hexadecimal valuedigit.
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Response 352
Comment ID

DE-0002
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph:
behavior,
implementationdefined

FR-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
behavior,
implementationdefined

GB-0030
Clause: Part 1, 4
[p6, 9]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―application-specific‖, at least in common standards use, is not
the same as application-defined, viz. ANSI C Programming
Language

Correct the consistence use of
application-defind and application
specific

―application-specific‖, at least in common standards use, is not
the same as application-defined, viz. ANSI C Programming
Language

Use ―application-defined‖ consistently
where the intent is for applications to
document their behavior.

(behavior, implementation-defined) ―application-specific‖, at
least in common standards use, is not the same as
application-defined, viz. ANSI C Programming Language

Proposed change: Use ―applicationdefined‖ consistently where the intent is
for applications to document their
behavior.

―application-specific‖, at least in common standards use, is not
the same as application-defined, viz. ANSI C Programming
Language

Use ―application-defined‖ consistently
where the intent is for applications to
document their behavior.

―application-specific‖, at least in common standards use, is not
the same as application-defined, viz. ANSI C Programming
Language

Use ―application-defined‖ consistently
where the intent is for applications to
document their behavior.

PT-0023
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
behavior,
implementationdefined

US-0029
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
behavior,
implementationdefined

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; instances of the term “application-specific” will be replaced with “application-defined” throughout all
Parts in the Standard.
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Response 353
Comment ID

DE-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: page
1487, line 23 to
page 1489, line
17

FR-0074
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.1
Syntax
Paragraph: page
1487, line 23 to
page 1489, line
17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The syntax of fields is defined using an unspecified notation,
that appears to borrow some characteristics of Backus-Naur
form for grammar productions, some notations from popular
ways of specifying command line applications options, etc., all
without the needed rectitude to define the notation used. In
any case, the notation used should at least be referenced
without ambiguity, and the proposed definitions should be
reviewed for conformance to the said notation.

Re-write part 4, section 2.16 of the
OpenXML specification using XML
constructs as much as possible in
order to remove redundancy and
improve re-use of other parts of the
specification (i.e. number-, text- dateand time-formatting).

The syntax of fields is defined using an unspecified notation,
that appears to borrow some characteristics of Backus-Naur
form for grammar productions, some notations from popular
ways of specifying command line applications options, etc., all
without the needed rectitude to define the notation used. In any
case, the notation used should at least be referenced without
ambiguity, and the proposed definitions should be reviewed for
conformance to the said notation.

Define the notation used for defining
fields, either in extenso or via a proper
reference to an external definition.

Proposed Disposition
The grammar for WordprocessingML fields has been completely rewritten using the notation defined by ISO/IEC
14977:1996, “Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”.
The following series of changes (which do not incorporate changes resulting from responses to other comments
covering these subclauses) will be made to the designated subclauses in Part 4, §2.16:
Part 4, §2.16.1, page 1,487, whole subclause:
2.16.2 Syntax
The syntax rules in this subclause follow the system shown in ISO/IEC 14977: literal text is surrounded by
double-quotes (or by apostrophes); the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end
of an option; the left-curly-bracket and right-curly-bracket designate the start and end of a sequence of one-ormore items; the vertical-line indicates an alternative; and each rule ends with a semicolon. Whenever hyphen is
used as the exception-symbol (as per ISO/IEC 14977), it is surrounded by white space, and further clarified by a
comment.
The syntax rules below were derived from the field-specific rules in the detailed definitions shown in §2.16.5.*.
[Note: In order to produce an automated verifier, field-specific rules in subclauses 2.16.5.* must also be
considered. end note]
The general syntax of a field is as follows:
field:
field-type [ instruction ]
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field-type:
date-and-time
document-automation
document-information
equations-and-formulas
index-and-tables
links-and-references
mail-merge
numbering
user-information
form-field
date-and-time:
CREATEDATE | DATE | EDITTIME | PRINTDATE | SAVEDATE | TIME

document-automation:
COMPARE | DOCVARIABLE | GOTOBUTTON | IF | MACROBUTTON | PRINT
document-information:
AUTHOR | COMMENTS | DOCPROPERTY | FILENAME | FILESIZE | INFO
| KEYWORDS | LASTSAVEDBY | NUMCHARS | NUMPAGES | NUMWORDS | SUBJECT
| TEMPLATE | TITLE
equations-and-formulas:
= formula | ADVANCE | EQ | SYMBOL
index-and-tables:
INDEX | RD | TA | TC | TOA | TOC | XE
links-and-references:
AUTOTEXT | AUTOTEXTLIST | BIBLIOGRAPHY | CITATION | HYPERLINK |
INCLUDEPICTURE | INCLUDETEXT
| LINK | NOTEREF | PAGEREF | QUOTE | REF | STYLEREF
mail-merge:
ADDRESSBLOCK | ASK | COMPARE | DATABASE | FILLIN | GREETINGLINE | IF
| MERGEFIELD | MERGEREC | MERGESEQ | NEXT | NEXTIF | SET | SKIPIF

numbering:
AUTONUM | AUTONUMLGL | AUTONUMOUT | BARCODE | LISTNUM | PAGE | REVNUM
| SECTION | SECTIONPAGES | SEQ

user-information:
USERADDRESS | USERINITIALS | USERNAME

form-field:
FORMCHECKBOX | FORMDROPDOWN | FORMTEXT

instruction:
field
field-argument
switches
field-argument switches
switches field-argument
field-argument:
[ " ] text [ " ]
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switches:
switch
switch switches
switch:
formatting-switch
field-specific-switch
formatting-switch:
date-and-time-formatting-switch
numeric-formatting-switch
general-formatting-switch
field-specific-switch:
\field-switch-character [ field-argument ]
field-switch-character:
!

one or two Latin letters
field=
field-type, [switches] ;
field-type=
date-and-time |
document-automation |
document-information |
document-property |
equations-and-formulas |
index-and-tables |
links-and-references |
mail-merge |
numbering |
user-information |
form-field ;
date-and-time=
"CREATEDATE" | "DATE" | "EDITTIME" | "PRINTDATE" | "SAVEDATE" | "TIME" ;
document-automation=
"COMPARE", comparison |
"DOCVARIABLE", field-argument |
"GOTOBUTTON", 2 * field-argument |
"IF", comparison, 2 * field-argument |
"MACROBUTTON", 2 * field-argument |
"PRINT", field-argument |
"PRIVATE" ;
document-information=
"FILENAME" | "FILESIZE" | "LASTSAVEDBY" | "NUMCHARS" |
"NUMPAGES" | "NUMWORDS" | "TEMPLATE" ;
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document-property=
"AUTHOR", [field-argument] |
"COMMENTS", [field-argument] |
"DOCPROPERTY", docprop-category |
"INFO", info-category, [field-argument] |
"KEYWORDS", [field-argument] |
"SUBJECT", [field-argument] |
"TITLE", [field-argument] ;
equations-and-formulas=
"=", expression |
"ADVANCE" |
"EQ", [switches], "(", [eq-argument-list], ")" (* and see 2.16.5.22 *) |
"SYMBOL", field-argument ;
index-and-tables=
"INDEX" |
"RD", field-argument |
"TA" |
"TC", field-argument |
"TOA" |
"TOC" |
"XE", field-argument ;
links-and-references=
"AUTOTEXT", field-argument |
"AUTOTEXTLIST", field-argument |
"BIBLIOGRAPHY" |
"CITATION", field-argument |
"HYPERLINK", field-argument |
"INCLUDEPICTURE", field-argument |
"INCLUDETEXT", field-argument, [field-argument] |
"LINK", 2 * field-argument, [field-argument] |
"NOTEREF", field-argument |
"PAGEREF", field-argument |
"QUOTE", field-argument |
["REF"], field-argument | (* see 2.16.5.58 *)
"STYLEREF", field-argument ;
mail-merge=
"ADDRESSBLOCK" |
"ASK", 2 * field-argument |
"DATABASE" |
"FILLIN", [field-argument] |
"GREETINGLINE" |
"MERGEFIELD", field-argument |
"MERGEREC" |
"MERGESEQ" |
"NEXT" |
"NEXTIF", comparison |
"SET", 2 * field-argument |
"SKIPIF", comparison ;
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numbering=
"AUTONUM" |
"AUTONUMLGL" |
"AUTONUMOUT" |
"BARCODE", field-argument |
"BIDIOUTLINE" |
"LISTNUM", [field-argument] |
"PAGE" |
"REVNUM" |
"SECTION" |
"SECTIONPAGES" |
"SEQ", identifier, [field-argument] ;
user-information=
"USERADDRESS", [field-argument] |
"USERINITIALS", [field-argument] |
"USERNAME", [field-argument] ;
form-field=
"FORMCHECKBOX" | "FORMDROPDOWN" | "FORMTEXT" ;
bookmark-name=
identifier ;
cell-name=
column-name, row-name ;
cell-range=
cell-name, colon, cell-name |
row-name, colon, row-name |
column-name, colon, column-name ;
cell-reference=
cell-name |
cell-name, { comma, cell-name } |
cell-range ;
character=
as defined by the production Char in the XML 1.0 specification, §2.2.
colon=
":" ;
column-name=
letter + [{letter}] ;

(* allowing for A, ... Z, AA, ...., ZZ, AAA, ... column naming *)

comma=
"," ;
comparison=
expression, comparison-operator, expression ;
comparison-operator=
"=" | "<>" | "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" ;
constant=
number ;
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date-and-time-formatting-switch=
"\@", switch-argument (* as defined in §2.16.4.1 *) ;
docprop-category=
"AUTHOR" | "BYTES" | "CATEGORY" | "CHARACTERS" |
"CHARACTERSWITHSPACES" | "COMMENTS" |
"COMPANY | CREATETIME" | "HYPERLINKBASE" |
"KEYWORDS" | "LASTPRINTED" | "LASTSAVEDBY" |
"LASTSAVEDTIME" | "LINES" | "MANAGER" |
"NAMEOFAPPLICATION" | "ODMADOCID" | "PAGES" |
"PARAGRAPHS" | "REVISIONNUMBER"| "SECURITY" |
"SUBJECT" | "TEMPLATE" | "TITLE" |
"TOTALEDITINGTIME" | "WORDS" ;
double-quote=
' " ' ; (* one double-quote character *)
eq-argument-list=
expression, {eq-list-separator, expression} ;
eq-list-separator=
comma | semicolon ;

(* depending on the rules in 2.16.5.22 *)

expression=
"(", expression, ")" |
comparison |
constant |
prefix-operator, expression |
expression, infix-operator, expression |
field |
bookmark-name, [cell-reference] |
function |
cell-reference |
text |
double-quote, text, double-quote ;
field-argument=
text |
double-quote, text, double-quote ;
field-specific-switch=
"\", character, [character], [field-argument] ;
(* no whitespace is permitted after the backslash,
also see definition of each field in §2.16.5 *)
formatting-switch=
date-and-time-formatting-switch |
numeric-formatting-switch |
general-formatting-switch ;
fractional-part=
decimal-digit {decimal-digit} ;
full-stop=
"." ; (* also known as “period” *)
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function=
"ABS(", expression, ")" |
"AND(", expression, "," expression, ")" |
"AVERAGE(", list, ")" |
"COUNT(", list, ")" |
"DEFINED(", expression, ")" |
"FALSE" |
"INT(", expression, ")" |
"MAX(", list, ")" |
"MIN(", list, ")" |
"MOD(", expression, ",", expression, ")" |
"NOT(", expression, ")" |
"OR(", expression, ",", expression, ")" |
"PRODUCT(", list, ")" |
"ROUND(", expression, ",", expression, ")" |
"SIGN(", expression, ")" |
"SUM(", list, ")" |
"TRUE" ;
general-formatting-switch=
"\*", switch-argument ; (* as defined in §2.16.4.3 *)
identifier=
character + [{character}] ;
infix-operator=
"-" | "^" | "*" | "/" | "%" | "+" | "-" | "=" |
"<>" | "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">=" ; (* see §2.16.3.3 *)
info-category:
"AUTHOR" | "COMMENTS" | "CREATEDATE" | "EDITTIME" |
"FILENAME" | "FILESIZE" | "KEYWORDS" | "LASTSAVEDBY" |
"NUMCHARS" | "NUMPAGES" | "NUMWORDS" | "PRINTDATE" |
"REVNUM" | "SAVEDATE" | "SUBJECT" | "TEMPLATE" | "TITLE" ;
letter=
"a"|"b"|"c"|"d"|"e"|"f"|"g"|"h"|"i"|"j"|"k"|"l"|"m"|
"n"|"o"|"p"|"q"|"r"|"s"|"t"|"u"|"v"|"w"|"x"|"y"|"z"|
"A"|"B"|"C"|"D"|"E"|"F"|"G"|"H"|"I"|"J"|"K"|"L"|"M"|
"N"|"O"|"P"|"Q"|"R"|"S"|"T"|"U"|"V"|"W"|"X"|"Y"|"Z" ;
list=
expression, {list-separator, expression} ;
list-separator=
comma | semicolon ;
(* depending on the document’s listSeparator, 2.15.1.56 *)
number=
whole-number-part, [full-stop] |
full-stop, fractional-part |
whole-number-part, full-stop, fractional-part ;
numeric-formatting-switch=
"\#", switch-argument ;

(* as defined in §2.16.4.2 *)
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prefix-operator=
"-" ;
row-name=
whole-number-part ;
semicolon=
";" ;
switch-argument=
text |
double-quote, text, double-quote ;
switches=
{field-specific-switch}, [formatting-switch] ;
text=
character, {character} ;
whole-number-part=
decimal-digit, {decimal-digit} ;
formula is Formulas (also called expressions) are discussed in §2.16.3, constants are discussed in §2.16.3.1,
bookmarks are discussed in §2.16.3.2, operators are discussed in §2.16.3.3, functions are discussed in §2.16.3.4,
table cell references are discussed in §2.16.3.5, and formatting switchesand formatting-switches are discussed
in §2.16.4.
If the text in a field-argument or switch-argument contains white space, the delimiting double-quote characters
shall be present; otherwise, they are optional. To include a double-quote character in text, it shall be preceded
with a backslash (\). [Example: The field argument "\"name\"" results in the argument's actually being
"name". end example] To include a backslash character in text, it shall be preceded with another backslash (\).
[Example: File system pathnames on some systems use a backslash as a directory separator, as in the field
INCLUDETEXT "E:\\ReadMe.txt"
in which case, each such separator needs to be preceded with a backslash, as shown above. end example]
Arbitrary amount of white space can occur before the first token, after the last token, and between successive
tokens, including no white space at all, except that in a field-specific-switch, no white space is permitted
between the initial “\” token and the character that follows it.
[Example: Here are examples of some fields:
DATE
DATE \@ "dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy"
DATE \@ "dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy" \h
The field result of all three is today's date: The first field uses some implementation-defined format and the
Gregorian calendar; the second field uses the specified format and the Gregorian calendar; and the third field
uses the specified format and the Hijri lunar calendar. When rendered in a US-English context on December 31,
2005, the results of these fields were as follows:
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12/31/2005
Saturday, December 31, 2005
AsSabt, Thoul Ki'dah 30, 1426
end example]
Except for = formula, the terminals of field-type The names of fields are alphabetic tokens [Example: Some fieldtype names are ASK, COMMENTS, NEXT, and SET. end example]. These tokens are called field-type names. Fieldtype names are case-insensitive. [Example: The field-type names DATE, Date, dAtE, and date are equivalent.
end example]
The characters immediately following the “\” in field-specific-switchfield-switch-characters are case-insensitive.
[Example: \b and \B are equivalent. end example]
There is no ordering of field-specific-switch entries in switches.

Part 4, §2.16.3, page 1,492, line 29–36:
2.16.3 Formulas and expressions
A field instruction can involve a calculation via a formula:, which is simply an
formula:
expression
where expression can bethat is an arbitrary complex arithmetic expression involving constants (§2.16.3.1),
bookmarks that refer to expressions (§2.16.3.2), arithmetic and logical operators (§2.16.3.3),
functions (§2.16.3.4), values of cells in a table (§2.16.3.5), and fields that result in a single value. expression can
contain grouping parentheses to document the default precedence or to override it.

Part 4, §2.16.3.1, page 1,493, line 1–14:
2.16.3.1

Constants

A constant is a number. Exponents are not supported.has the following form:
constant:
number
number:
whole-number-part [ . ]
. fractional-part
whole-number-part . fractional-part
whole-number-part:
series of one or more decimal digits
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fractional-part:
series of one or more decimal digits
[Example: Here are some constants: 1234, 1234.560, 1234., and .1234. Exponents are not supported. end
example]

Part 4, §2.16.4.1, page 1,497, line 4–10:
2.16.4.1

Date and time formatting

date-and-time-formatting-switch=:
\@ [ " ] switch-argument [ " ] ;
A date-and-time-formatting-switch specifies the format of a date or time result. [Note: This switch is sometimes
called a picture switch because it allows the use of symbols to represent the format of the field result. end note]
If the result of a field is not a date or time, this switch has no effect.
Quotation marks are required around switch-argument if it contains white space; otherwise, they are optional.

Part 4, §2.16.4.2, page 1,499, lines 2–7:
2.16.4.2

Numeric formatting

numeric-formatting-switch=:
\# [ " ] switch-argument [ " ] ;
A numeric-formatting-switch specifies the format of a numeric result. If the result of a field is not a number, this
switch has no effect.
Quotation marks are required around switch-argument if it contains white space; otherwise, they are optional.

Part 4, §2.16.4.3, page 1,500, lines 1–6:
2.16.4.3

General formatting

general-formatting-switch=:
\* [ " ] switch-argument [ " ] ;
A general-formatting-switch specifies a variety of formats for a numeric or text result. If the result type of a field
does not correspond to the format specified, this switch has no effect.
Quotation marks are required around switch-argument if it contains white space; otherwise, they are optional.

Part 4, §2.16.5, page 1,509, before line 1, insert the following:
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Each of the subclauses below this subclause describes a separate field, and each description contains a section
marked Syntax. That section contains pieces of the field grammar as they pertain to that specific field. These
pieces are presented in a slightly simpler form to aid in the understanding of the description. In those sections,
the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end of an option, as used in ISO/IEC
14977. However, the field-name, the open-parenthesis and the close-parenthesis designate actual literal text, as
does each comma. [Note: Therefore, in a strict presentation according to ISO/IEC 14977, each field-name, openparenthesis and close-parenthesis would appear with double-quotes surrounding each instance. end note]

Part 4, §2.16.5.3, page 1,511, lines 9–11:
2.16.5.3 AUTHOR
Syntax:
AUTHOR [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.10, page 1,516, lines 9–11:
2.16.5.10 BARCODE
Syntax:
BARCODE field-argument [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.11, page 1,517, lines 17–19:
2.16.5.11 BIBLIOGRAPHY
Syntax:
BIBLIOGRAPHY [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.13, page 1,518, line 24 through page 1,519, line 1:
2.16.5.13 CITATION
Syntax:
CITATION field-argument [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.14, page 1,520, lines 3–5:
2.16.5.14 COMMENTS
Syntax:
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COMMENTS [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.15, page 1,520, line 21 through page 1,521, line 8:
2.16.5.15 COMPARE
Syntax:
COMPARE Expression-1 Operator Expression-2
COMPARE comparison [ switches ]

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
Description: Compares the values designated by the two Eexpressions-1 and Expression-2 in comparison using
the operator designated by Ocomparison-operator. [Note: This field can be used to create compound logical
comparisons with AND and OR functions in a formula, and then by using the result of the formula in an IF field.
end note]
[Note: Ocomparison-operator can be any one of the six relational and equality operators specified for
operator (§2.16.3.3). end note]
If Ocomparison-operator is = or <>, Ethe left-hand expression-2 operand can contain a question mark (?) to
represent any single character, or an asterisk (*) to represent any string of characters. The expression shall be
enclosed in quotation marks so that it is compared as a character string. If an asterisk is used in Expression-2,
the portion of Expression-1 that corresponds to the asterisk, plus any remaining characters in Expression-2, shall
NOT exceed 128 characters.

Part 4, §2.16.5.19, page 1,524, lines 18–26:
2.16.5.19 DOCPROPERTY
Syntax:
DOCPROPERTY docprop-category [ field-argument ] [ switches ]DOCPROPERTY docprop-category [

switches ]

docprop-category:
AUTHOR | BYTES | CATEGORY | CHARACTERS | CHARACTERSWITHSPACES
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|
|
|
|

COMMENTS | COMPANY | CREATETIME | HYPERLINKBASE | KEYWORDS
LASTPRINTED | LASTSAVEDBY | LASTSAVEDTIME | LINES | MANAGER
NAMEOFAPPLICATION | ODMADOCID | PAGES | PARAGRAPHS | REVISIONNUMBER
SECURITY | SUBJECT | TEMPLATE | TITLE | TOTALEDITINGTIME | WORDS

Part 4, §2.16.5.21, page 1,527, lines 1–3:
2.16.5.21 EDITTIME
Syntax:
EDITTIME [ switch ]EDITTIME [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.22, page 1,527, lines 20–30:
2.16.5.22 EQ
Syntax:
EQ eq-primary-switch [ switches ] ( [ eq-argument-list ] )
EQ [ switches ] ( eq-argument-list ) [ switches ]

eq-argument-list is a list of arguments separated using a separator character. For implementations using a
period (.) as the radix point, the separator character is a comma (,). For implementations using a comma (,) as
the radix point, the separator character is a semicolon (;).
Description: Computes the specified mathematical equation.
Field Value: The result of the specified mathematical equation. [Note: The result of an EQ field can be used as an
argument in another EQ field's eq-argument-list. end note]
Switches: One of the following The left-hand eq-primary-switches can only be one of the following: \a, \b, \d,
\f, \i, \l, \o, \r, \s, and \x. Each of these switches has one or more subswitches, as shown below.

Part 4, §2.16.5.23, page 1,531, lines 9–11:
2.16.5.23 FILENAME
Syntax:
FILENAME [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.32, page 1,536, lines 6–23:
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2.16.56.32 IF
Syntax:
IF Expression-1 comparisonOperator Expression-2 field-argument-1 field-argument-2

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
field-argument-1:
expression
field-argument-2:
expression
Description: Compares the values designated by the Eexpressions-1 and Expression-2 in comparison using the
operator designated by Ocomparison-operator.
[Note: Ocomparison-operator can be any one of the six relational and equality operators specified for
operator (§2.16.3.3). end note]
If Ocomparison-operator is = or <>, the right-hand Eexpression-2 operand can contain a question mark (?) to
represent any single character, or an asterisk (*) to represent any string of characters. The expression shall be
enclosed in quotation marks so that it is compared as a character string. If an asterisk is used in Expression-2,
the portion of Expression-1 that corresponds to the asterisk, plus any remaining characters in Expression-2,
shall NOT exceed 128 characters.

Part 4, §2.16.5.36, page 1,541, lines 5–11:
2.16.5.36
Syntax:

INFO

INFO info-category [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

info-category:
AUTHOR | COMMENTS | CREATEDATE | EDITTIME | FILENAME | FILESIZE |
| KEYWORDS | LASTSAVEDBY | NUMCHARS | NUMPAGES | NUMWORDS | PRINTDATE
| REVNUM | SAVEDATE | SUBJECT | TEMPLATE | TITLE
A field of this kind is treated as if INFO was omitted and info-category was a field-type name.

Part 4, §2.16.5.37, page 1,541, lines 13–15:
2.16.5.37 KEYWORDS
Syntax:
KEYWORDS [ field-argument ] [ switches ]
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Part 4, §2.16.5.38, page 1,542, lines 2–4:
2.16.5.38 LASTSAVEDBY
Syntax:
LASTSAVEDBY [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.42, page 1,545, lines 33–35:
2.16.5.42 MERGEFIELD
Syntax:
MERGEFIELD field-argument [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.46, page 1,548, lines 2–16:
2.16.5.46
Syntax:

NEXTIF

NEXTIF comparisonExpression-1 Operator Expression-2

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
Description: Compares the values designated by the Eexpressions-1 and Expression-2in comparison using the
operator designated by Ocomparison-operator. If the comparison is true, the next data record is merged into
the current merge document. (Merge fields that follow the NEXTIF in the main document are replaced by
values from the next data record rather than the current data record.) If the comparison is false, the next data
record is merged into a new merge document.
O[Note: comparison-operator can be any one of the six relational and equality operators specified for
operator (§2.16.3.3). end note]
A NEXTIF fields shall NOT be used in a footnote, an endnote, annotation, a header, a footer, or a data source. A
NEXTIF field shall NOT be nested within any field.
If comparison-operator is = or <>, the right-hand expression operand can contain a question mark (?) to
represent any single character, or an asterisk (*) to represent any string of characters. The expression shall be
enclosed in quotation marks so that it is compared as a character string.
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Part 4, §2.16.5.48, page 1,549, lines 6–8:
2.16.5.48 NUMCHARS
Syntax:
NUMCHARS [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.49, page 1,549, lines 6–8:
2.16.5.49 NUMPAGES
Syntax:
NUMPAGES [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.50, page 1,545, lines 5–7:
2.16.5.50 NUMWORDS
Syntax:
NUMWORDS [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.57, page 1,554, lines 1–3:
2.16.5.57 RD
Syntax:
RD field-argument [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.65, page 1,560, lines 6–18:
2.16.5.65
Syntax:

SKIPIF

SKIPIF Expression-1 Operator Expression-2comparison

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
Description: Compares the values designated by the Eexpressions-1 and Expression-2 in comparison using the
operator designated by Ocomparison-operator. If the comparison is true, SKIPIF cancels the current merge
document, moves to the next data record in the data source, and starts a new merge document. If the
comparison is false, the current merge document is continued.
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[Note: Ocomparison-operator can be any one of the six relational and equality operators specified for
operator (§2.16.3.3). end note]
If comparison-operator is = or <>, the right-hand expression operand can contain a question mark (?) to
represent any single character, or an asterisk (*) to represent any string of characters. The expression shall be
enclosed in quotation marks so that it is compared as a character string.
Field Value: None.

Part 4, §2.16.5.67, page 1,562, lines 1–3:
2.16.5.67 SUBJECT
Syntax:
SUBJECT [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.71, page 1,565, lines 1–3:
2.16.5.71 TEMPLATE
Syntax:
TEMPLATE [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.72, page 1,565, lines 15–17:
2.16.5.72 TIME
Syntax:
TIME [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.73, page 1,566, lines 11–13:
2.16.5.73 TITLE
Syntax:
TITLE [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.76, page 1,570, lines 1–1:
2.16.5.76 USERADDRESS
Syntax:
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USERADDRESS [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.77, page 1,570, lines 19–21:
2.16.5.77 USERINITIALS
Syntax:
USERINITIALS [ field-argument ] [ switches ]

Part 4, §2.16.5.78, page 1,571, lines 5–7:
2.16.5.78 USERNAME
Syntax:
USERNAME [ field-argument ] [ switches ]
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Response 354
Comment ID

DE-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.*
Paragraph: page
1510 ff.

FR-0203
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, line 9

FR-0220
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.15
COMPARE
Paragraph: page
1520, line 23

FR-0229
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.19
DOCPROPERTY
Paragraph: page
1524, line 20

FR-0233
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.22
EQ
Paragraph: page
1527, line 22

FR-0243
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.29
GOTOBUTTON
Paragraph: page
1534, line 13

FR-0247
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.32
IF
Paragraph: page
1536, line 6

FR-0256
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
INCLUDETEXT
Paragraph: page
1537, line 23

FR-0259
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The syntax for <INSERT FIELDNAME HERE> is not
compatible with the syntax of fields as provided on pages
1488&1489.
f.eg. ‗ASK‘, ‗EQ‘, ‗GOTOBUTTON‘, ‗IF‘, ..

The syntax must be reviewed and
corrected to formally allow the
definitions.

The provided syntax is not compatible with the fields syntax
given pages 1488&1489.

Fix the contradiction.

The syntax for 'COMPARE' is not compatible with the syntax of
fields as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'DOCPROPERTY' is not compatible with the
syntax of fields as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'EQ' is not compatible with the syntax of fields as Resolve the contradiction.
provided on pages 1488&1489 (amongst other issues, 'eqprimary-switch' is neither a terminal nor a non-terminal of the
fields syntax).

The provided syntax is not compatible with the fields syntax
given pages 1488&1489.

Fix the contradiction.

The syntax for 'IF' is not compatible with the syntax of fields as
provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'INCLUDETEXT' is not compatible with the
syntax of fields as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'INFO' is not compatible with the syntax of fields
as provided on pages 1488&1489 (amongst other issues, 'infocategory' is neither a terminal nor a non-terminal of the fields

Resolve the contradiction.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 2.16.5.36
INFO
Paragraph: page
1541, line 7

syntax).

FR-0263

The syntax for 'LINK' is not compatible with the syntax of fields
as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'MACROBUTTON' is not compatible with the
syntax of fields as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'NEXTIF' is not compatible with the syntax of
fields as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'REF' is not compatible with the syntax of fields
as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'SEQ' is not compatible with the syntax of fields
as provided on pages 1488&1489 ('identifier' is neither a
terminal nor a non-terminal of the fields syntax).

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'SET' is not compatible with the syntax of fields
as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

The syntax for 'SKIPIF' is not compatible with the syntax of
fields as provided on pages 1488&1489.

Resolve the contradiction.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.39
LINK
Paragraph: page
1542, line 19

FR-0266
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.41
MACROBUTTON
Paragraph: page
1545, line 23

FR-0275
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.46
NEXTIF
Paragraph: page
1548, line 4

FR-0287
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.58
REF
Paragraph: page
1554, line 21

FR-0294
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.63
SEQ
Paragraph: page
1558, line 8

FR-0295
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.64
SET
Paragraph: page
1559, line 22

FR-0298
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.65
SKIPIF
Paragraph: page
1560, line 8

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the resolution to this is included in that for comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, which resulted in the
complete replacement of the syntax in Part 4, §2.16.1, pages 1487–1489 by one defined using the notation from
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EBNF (as defined in ISO/IEC 14977:1996). As part of that response, the definitions for the fields identified by this
current comment will be revised accordingly.
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Response 355
Comment ID

DE-0117
Clause: Part 1,
Clause 15.2.9,
Part 3, Clauses
8.2.3, 8.2.
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"In its current form the components in DIS 29500 which are
seen as the norm are not recognisable enough, which could
lead to misunderstandings and vagueness when it comes to
meeting the requirements needed to implement these
standards."
Example: "Embedded OLE Objects―

Proposed change by the MB
"In order for DIS 29500 to gain
acceptance, the document's informative
elements should branch out, and
thereby separate from the actual
normative contents."

Proposed Disposition
Normative and informative text is distinguished as described in Part 1, §7:
Clauses 1–5, 7, and 9–14 form a normative part of this Part; and the Introduction, clauses 6 and 8, as
well as the annexes, notes, examples, rationale, guidance, and the index, are informative.
Except for whole clauses or annexes that are identified as being informative, informative text that is
contained within normative text is indicated in the following ways:
1. [Example: code fragment, possibly with some narrative … end example]
2. [Note: narrative … end note]
3. [Rationale: narrative … end rationale]
4. [Guidance: narrative … end guidance]
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Response 356
Comment ID

GB-0084

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change line 31 to include the
information from lines 28 to 29 on p34
(see below) to: "Consider the following
two styles comprising a linked style
pairing which defines: font = Arial, font
color = green, paragraph spacing =
double, indent = 1" left. The resulting
style definitions would be:"

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.5 [31]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 3, §2.8.5, page 33, line 31:
Consider the following two styles, which comprise a linked style pairing that defines the following: font = Arial,
font color = green; paragraph spacing = double, indent = 1” left. The resulting style definitions would be:
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Response 357
Comment ID

GB-0098

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Add slash to close element.

Clause: Part 3,
2.8.11 [6 on p43]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
In Part 3, §2.8.11, page 43, no element could be found that is missing a close-element tag. However, after
consultation with the submitter, GB, it was determined that an incorrect reference had been provided. The
actual reference should have been Part 3, 5.8.2.6, page 321, line 6. It was also noted that the same problem
occurs in a number of other subclauses within 5.8.2.
The following change will be made to Part 3, 5.8.2.1, page 319, line 19
<a:scrgbClr r="10000" g="20000" b="30000"/>
The following change will be made to Part 3, 5.8.2.2, page 319, line 23
<a:srgbClr val="FFFF00"/>
The following change will be made to Part 3, 5.8.2.3, page 320, line 1
<a:hslClr h="10000" s="20000" l="30000"/>
The following change will be made to Part 3, 5.8.2.4, page 320, line 4
<a:sysClr val="windowText"/>
The following change will be made to Part 3, 5.8.2.5, page 321, line 1
<a:schemeClr val="lt1"/>
The following change will be made to Part 3, 5.8.2.6, page 321, line 6
<a:prstClr val="black"/>
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Response 358
Comment ID

GB-0123

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
XML example not well formed.

Proposed change by the MB
Insert missing end tags for choice and
fallback.

Clause: Part 3,
8.3.4.2.1 [2 - 9 on
p470]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 3, §8.3.4.2.1, page 458, lines 2–9:
<AlternateContent>
<Choice Requires="namespacefoo">
<Somemarkup/>
</Choice>
<Choice Requires="namespacefoo namespacefoobar">
<Somealternatemarkup/>
</Choice>
<Fallback>
<Choiceoflastresort/>
</Fallback>
</AlternateContent>
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Response 359
Comment ID

ZA-0007
Clause: Part 3,
Section 2.18.3,
p90
Paragraph: 2224

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This sentence is grammatically incorrect and has no meaning
in its current form: ―When the resulting Word processing ML
package is opened, the HTML document it could be read (if it
is an alternate format understood by the consuming
application) and migrated into the appropriate location in the
main Word processing ML document.‖

Proposed change by the MB
Redraft the sentence correctly. In such
a large specification there may be
many similar errors.
Ensure that enough time is allowed to
give the entire proposed standard a
thorough review.

Proposed Disposition
The following change will be made to Part 3, section 2.18.3, page 90, lines 22–24:
When the resulting WordprocessingML package is opened, if it is an alternate format understood by the
consuming application, the HTML document it could be read (if it is an alternate format understood by the
consuming application) shall be opened and migrated into the appropriate location in the main
WordprocessingML document.
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Response 360
Comment ID

CZ-0075

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The paragraph is broken in the middle of ―docume-nt‖ word.

Clause: Part 5
Paragraph: p.
9/l. 30

FR-0555

Extraneous line break.

Remove the extraneous line break.

-

Remove linebreak in middle of
"document".

Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 30

GB-0607
Clause: Part 5, 8
[30]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §8.1, page 9, line 30:
Within a markup docume
ntWithin a markup document, a markup producer might also use Markup Compatibility attributes to suggest to
a markup editor that the editor attempt to preserve some ignored elements or attributes.
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Response 361
Comment ID

UY-0006
Clause: Sections
2.15.1.28, page
1941, 3.3.1.69,
page 2786
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OpenXML proposes its own cryptographic algorithms, ignoring
some safe encryption algorithms approved after an extensive
public scrutiny. Within the list of pre-well-known algorithms are
listed, MD2, MD3. MD5, which are included by backwards
compatibility.

It is requested to indicate which
algorithms are recommended and
which ones should be used only for
bequeathed document conversion,
within the list of algorithms. It is also
requested to attach an example of the
configuration to be used with algorithm
ISO 10118-3.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; several national bodies provided valid concerns that the existing legacy hashing mechanisms were
insufficient within the context of the specification, and we believe that these concerns warrant the replacement
of the existing mechanisms with a new mechanism which:





Takes as input the UTF-16 encoding of the input string (and therefore does not have problems with
characters above the Latin-1 Unicode subrange)
Feeds them directly to hash algorithms which have been standardized after appropriate cryptographic
review (the algorithms described in ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 have been referenced as a set of suggested
algorithms)
Stores the resulting hash value, salt, and spin count within the Office Open XML document

This change will be made in each instance where a password is stored throughout WordprocessingML,
SpreadsheetML, and PresentationML (see the response to CA-0037 for a complete description of the changes to
the specification).
In order to address the concern that algorithms which have been comprised be explicitly marked, that change
includes the following note within the list of algorithms: [Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid
using this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known breaks. end note]. This change appears as
follows within the context of the updated specification:
Value
MD2

Algorithm
Specifies that the MD2 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1319, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

MD4

Specifies that the MD4 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1320, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]
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Value
MD5

Algorithm
Specifies that the MD5 algorithm, as defined by RFC 1321, shall
be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-128

Specifies that the RIPEMD-128 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.
[Note: It is recommended that applications should avoid using
this algorithm to store new hash values, due to publically known
breaks. end note]

RIPEMD-160

Specifies that the RIPEMD-160 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-1

Specifies that the SHA-1 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC 101183:2004 shall be used.

SHA-256

Specifies that the SHA-256 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-384

Specifies that the SHA-384 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

SHA-512

Specifies that the SHA-512 algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

WHIRLPOOL

Specifies that the WHIRLPOOL algorithm, as defined by ISO/IEC
10118-3:2004 shall be used.

To illustrate the syntax of this new mechanism, the following markup represents a password hash stored using
the SHA-512 algorithm, which is defined in ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004:
<p:modifyVerifier p:algorithmName="SHA-512" p:spinCount="50000"
p:saltValue="ZUdHa+D8F/OAKP3I7ssUnQ=="
p:hashValue="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
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Response 362
Comment ID

DK-0143
Clause: Part 4
2.18.852.15.1.95
2.18.975.1.12.41
Paragraph: -

IN-0012
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

NO-0012
Clause: [Part 4]
2.18.85, etc.
Paragraph: -

UY-0008
Clause: section
2.18.85 page
2583 section
2.15.1.95 page
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Ecma 376 uses four inconsistent notations for percentage
units, at least one of which is particularly inflexible:
* Section 2.18.85 uses predefined symbols (like "pct15" for
15%) in 5 or 2.5 percent increments (which is inflexible and
difficult to process with standard XML tools, compared to a
generic number-valued field)
* Section 2.15.1.95 uses a decimal number giving the
percentage
* (Section 2.18.97 uses a number in 50ths of a percent
* Section 5.1.12.41 uses a number in 1000ths of a percent

Suggest consistent use of notation of
percent throughout the specification.

Ecma 376 shows inconsistent use of the percentages in
certain sections of OpenML specification.

Remove the inconsistencies

Summary:
Lack of consistency in notation of values and dimensions.
Justification:
There is no coherent dimension notation throughout the
specification, for instance the relative dimension "87,5%" is
sometimes represented by "pct87", sometimes by "87500" or
even by "4375". This will cause confusion and could lead to
non-interoperable implementations.

Put in place a coherent value system.

ISO/IEC DIS 29500 uses ―four‖ inconsistent notations for the
percentage units.

In next revisions unify XSD type for the
percentage representation.

Proposed Disposition
As noted by the comment, there are several features in the specification that leverage percentage values to
specify measurement. The vast majority of these specify the value in whole or partial percentage units. At other
times, they are part of an enumeration of specific values, which represent a specific pattern mask (therefore,
although they appear percentage-based, each is a discrete value in a finite list).
Although various units of measurement are used throughout the specification, we believe this was the correct
design given the goals of the standard. An examination of the granularity allowed in the legacy binary
documents was taken into account, which formed the basis for each unit of measurement specified. As well, the
decision to choose a specific unit of measure took into consideration the specific context in which it is used. In
some cases a very granular unit of measurement is needed to properly preserve user data, while in other cases
that level of granularity may not be necessary.
We believe it may be valuable in future versions though to consider providing more control over the units of
measurement. As an example of how further control over the unit of measure could be implemented, consider
the following possible extension to the font-size element (Part 4, §2.3.2.6):
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<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:unit="points" w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
As another example, consider the following possible extension to the page-size element (Part 4, §2.6.13):
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:unit="inches" w:w="8.5" w:h="11" />
…
</w:sectPr>
These could also be accomplished as follows:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:val="32pt" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>

<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="8.5in" w:h="11in" />
…
</w:sectPr>
Each of these approaches has merits and disadvantages. For this reason, we do not believe that any change
should occur in the current version of the standard. A proper study of this would be undertaken as a
maintenance activity, where the proper amount of time and discussion could be devoted to this subject, when
the issues regarding defaults, supported units, and other details can be appropriately researched and decided.
Note that in regards to Part 4, §2.18.85 (Shading Patterns), the enumeration was designed to cover an adequate
range of values from an end user perspective without making the list overly large. The idea of allowing any
integer value was also entertained, but given the discrete nature of the list, and the desire to provide a clear
mapping from the legacy document format, the decision to was made to explicitly declare the possible
enumeration values to ensure predictability.
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Response 363
Comment ID

DE-0013
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page
vii, line 8

FR-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page
vii, line 8

IN-0002
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

UY-0016
Clause: Part 1
Introduction Page
XII
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

A standard should not rely on existing applications and brands
for its description.

Remove the reference to Microsoft
Office.

A standard should not rely on existing applications and brands
for its description.

Remove the reference to Microsoft
Office.

OOXML specification is not free from references to particular
product

OOXML must be free from reference to
particular product

An international standard should avoid specific references to a
single product in its introduction.

Remove from the second paragraph ”,
all in a way that is fully compatible with
the large existing investments in
Microsoft Office documents. “

Proposed Disposition
As noted in the Ecma whitepaper “Office Open XML Overview” at http://www.ecmainternational.org/news/TC45_current_work/OpenXML%20White%20Paper.pdf), under “Purposes for the
Standard”:
OpenXML was designed from the start to be capable of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of
word-processing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets that are encoded in binary formats
defined by Microsoft Corporation. The standardization process consisted of mirroring in XML the
capabilities required to represent the existing corpus, extending them, providing detailed
documentation, and enabling interoperability. At the time of writing, more than 400 million users
generate documents in the binary formats, with estimates exceeding 40 billion documents and billions
more being created each year.
The original binary formats for these files were created in an era when space was precious and parsing
time severely impacted user experience. They were based on direct serialization of in-memory data
structures used by Microsoft® Office® applications. Modern hardware, network, and standards
infrastructure (especially XML) permit a new design that favors implementation by multiple vendors on
multiple platforms and allows for evolution.
Concurrently with those technological advances, markets have diversified to include a new range of
applications not originally contemplated in the simple world of document editing programs. These new
applications include ones that:


generate documents automatically from business data;
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extract business data from documents and feed those data into business applications;
perform restricted tasks that operate on a small subset of a document, yet preserve editability;
provide accessibility for user populations with specialized needs, such as the blind; or
run on a variety of hardware, including mobile devices.

Perhaps the most profound issue is one of long-term preservation. We have learned to create
exponentially increasing amounts of information. Yet we have been encoding that information using
digital representations that are so deeply coupled with the programs that created them that after a
decade or two, they routinely become extremely difficult to read without significant loss. Preserving the
financial and intellectual investment in those documents (both existing and new) has become a pressing
priority.
The emergence of these four forces – extremely broad adoption of the binary formats, technological
advances, market forces that demand diverse applications, and the increasing difficulty of long-term
preservation – have created an imperative to define an open XML format and migrate the billions of
documents to it with as little loss as possible. Further, standardizing that open XML format and
maintaining it over time create an environment in which any organization can safely rely on the ongoing
stability of the specification, confident that further evolution will enjoy the checks and balances afforded
by a standards process.
Various document standards and specifications exist; these include HTML, XHTML, PDF and its subsets,
ODF, DocBook, DITA, and RTF. Like the numerous standards that represent bitmapped images, including
TIFF/IT, TIFF/EP, JPEG 2000, and PNG, each was created for a different set of purposes. OpenXML
addresses the need for a standard that covers the features represented in the existing document corpus.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the only XML document format that supports every feature in the
binary formats.
DIS 29500 does not require Microsoft Office and can be implemented on any platform and by many tools. We
note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those released
by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office
XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 364
Comment ID

CZ-0045
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The standard uses several different length units—for example
font size is specified using half pt (see ST_HpsMeasure Part
4/2.18.48/p. 1742), DrawingML uses EMU unit (see
ST_Coordinate data type Part 4/5.1.12.16/p. 3694) and 100th
of point (see ST_TextPoint data type Part 4/5.1.12.75/p.
3861). On other place twips unit (see ST_TwipsMeasure Part
4/2.18.105/p. 1836) is used. Although usage of such different
units might have some benefits like suitable scale or
elimination of rounding errors it would be very useful if any
length value can be specified using any common length unit.

Modify all length data types to support
also values with specified measure unit.
At least the following units should be
supported: cm, mm, in, pc and pt.
These units must be recognized during
document loading but they do not have
to be preserved during editing session.
When saving a default unit for given
length data type might be used.

Proposed Disposition
This is a good suggestion for consideration by those involved in the future maintenance of this standard.
As an example of how further control over the unit of measure could be implemented, consider the following
possible extension to the font-size element (Part 4, §2.3.2.6):
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:unit="points" w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
As another example, consider the following possible extension to the page-size element (Part 4, §2.6.13):
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:unit="inches" w:w="8.5" w:h="11" />
…
</w:sectPr>
These could also be accomplished as follows:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:val="32pt" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
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<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="8.5in" w:h="11in" />
…
</w:sectPr>
Each of these approaches has merits and disadvantages. As such, we believe that the suggestion to add an
additional attribute for specifying the units of measurement must be very carefully considered, as the wrong
approach could add complexity for both producers and consumers. For this reason, we do not believe this
should occur in the current version of the standard. A proper study of this would be undertaken as a
maintenance activity, where the proper amount of time and discussion could be devoted to this subject – for
example, the issues regarding defaults, supported units, and other details can be appropriately researched and
decided.
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Response 365
Comment ID

CZ-0047
Clause: Part
4/2.3.1.21
Paragraph: p.
97/l. 19–20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Definition of ―hanging punctuation‖ is meaningless.
Punctuation is always on the same line as related text, the
only difference is that hanging punctuation can be shifted out
from normal printing area to gain better visual appearance.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed that clarity is needed; but the statement that “punctuation is always on the same line as related text” is
incorrect, and the basis for the existence of this element. An application with simple display semantics might
separate a punctuation character from the text it accompanies – for example, using a | character to mimic the
existence of the page margin:
The quick brown fox jumped over the “lazy|
“ dog.
This element specifies that the consumer shall allow the text to overflow into the margin by one character in
order to avoid this condition, *if* the overflow character is a punctuation character.
To improve the clarity of this concept, the following revised description will be made in Part 4, §2.3.1.21, page
97, lines 16–20:
2.3.1.21
overflowPunct (Allow Punctuation to Extent Extend Past Text Extents)
This element specifies that the text in this paragraph shall be allowed to extend one character beyond the
extents applied by any indents/margins when the character that extends past the extents is a punctuation
character. punctuation characters which appear at the end of text in any line in this paragraph shall be allowed
to extend one character past the text extents (indents/margins) as needed in order to ensure that they are not
displayed as hanging punctuation. Hanging punctuation is defined as punctuation which appears on a different
line than the text which it logically would appear with.
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Response 366
Comment ID

CZ-0048
Clause: Part
4/2.3.1.7
Paragraph: p.
52/l. 16

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Element description should be border bottom not border
between.

Proposed change by the MB
Correct text and all occurrences where
this erroneous text is referenced.

Proposed Disposition
This content attempts to describe the conditions upon which an application shall apply the bottom border to a
paragraph versus the between border; however, that description creates some confusion. To help improve that
text, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.3.1.7, page 52, lines 16–20, and page 53, lines 1–4:
2.3.1.7 bottom (Paragraph Border Between below Identical Paragraphs)
This element specifies the border which shall be displayed below a set of paragraphs which have the same set
of paragraph border settings.
To determine if any two adjoining paragraphs shall have an individual top and bottom border or a between
border, the set of borders on the two adjoining paragraphs are compared. If the border information on those
two paragraphs is identicaldifferent for all possible paragraphs borders, then then the first paragraph shall use
its bottom border and the following paragraph shall use its top border. the between border is displayed.
Otherwise, the between border is usedthe final paragraph shall use its bottom border and the following
paragraph shall use its top border, respectively. If this border specifies a space attribute, that value determines
the space after the bottom of the text (ignoring any space below) which should be left before this border is
drawn, specified in points.
This change will also be made to the same text in Part 4, §2.3.1.42, page 148, lines 8–13.
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Response 367
Comment ID

CZ-0049
Clause: Part
4/2.14.26
Paragraph: p.
1090

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Version of SQL language which can be used for writing
queries is unspecified.

Proposed change by the MB
Add reference to the corresponding
SQL standard.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
To Part 4, §2.14.26, page 1090, lines 15–17:
This element contains the Structured Query Language string (as defined by the normative reference in Part 1)
that shall be run against the specified external data source to return the set of records from the external data
which shall be imported into merged WordprocessingML documents when the mail merge operation is
performed.
To Part 1, §3:
ISO/IEC 9075-1:2003, Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 1: Framework (SQL/Framework)
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Response 368
Comment ID

CZ-0050
Clause: Part
4/2.15.1.1
Paragraph: p.
1106

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
―dllVersion‖ attribute which specifies version of grammar
checker module is too platform dependent.

Proposed change by the MB
Use more general mechanism. Change
data type of attribute to string.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in order to provide more platform independence, the dllVersion attribute will be changed to the
ST_String base type. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.15.1.1, page 1,106:
dllVersion
(Grammatical Check
Engine Version)

Specifies the version of the engine that was used to check the grammatical content of the
WordprocessingML document.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:activeWritingStyle … w:dllVersion="131078" />
The dllVersion attribute specifies that the writing style DLL version used to check the
writing style of is the writing style DLL version associated with the decimal number
131078. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_StringST_DecimalNumber
simple type (§2.18.162.18.89).

Part 4, §2.15.1.1, page 1,107, lines 1-9:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_WritingStyle">
<attribute name="lang" type="ST_Lang" use="required"/>
<attribute name="vendorID" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="required"/>
<attribute name="dllVersion" type="ST_DecimalNumberST_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="nlCheck" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="checkStyle" type="ST_OnOff" use="required"/>
<attribute name="appName" type="ST_String" use="required"/>
</complexType>

In wml.xsd:
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<complexType name="CT_WritingStyle">
<attribute name="lang" type="ST_Lang" use="required"/>
<attribute name="vendorID" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="required"/>
<attribute name="dllVersion" type="ST_DecimalNumberST_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="nlCheck" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="checkStyle" type="ST_OnOff" use="required"/>
<attribute name="appName" type="ST_String" use="required"/>
</complexType>
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Response 369
Comment ID

CZ-0051
Clause: Part
4/2.15.1.1
Paragraph: p.
1107

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The standard does not define how to allocate codes for
―vendorID‖ attribute.

Proposed change by the MB
Use more general mechanism. Change
data type of attribute to string.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in order to provide more platform independence, the vendorID attribute will be changed to the
ST_String base type. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.15.1.1, page 1,107:
vendorID
(Grammatical
Engine ID)

Specifies a value indicating a unique ID for the writing style engine that was used to check
the grammatical content of the WordprocessingML document.
[Example: Consider the WordprocessingML below:
<w:activeWritingStyle … w:vendorID="64"/>
The vendorId attribute has a value of 64, specifying that the grammatical checker used is
identified by the decimal number 64.end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_StringST_DecimalNumber
simple type (§2.18.162.18.89).

Part 4, §2.15.1.1, page 1,107, lines 1-9:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_WritingStyle">
<attribute name="lang" type="ST_Lang" use="required"/>
<attribute name="vendorID" type="ST_DecimalNumberST_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="dllVersion" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="required"/>
<attribute name="nlCheck" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="checkStyle" type="ST_OnOff" use="required"/>
<attribute name="appName" type="ST_String" use="required"/>
</complexType>

In wml.xsd:
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<complexType name="CT_WritingStyle">
<attribute name="lang" type="ST_Lang" use="required"/>
<attribute name="vendorID" type="ST_DecimalNumberST_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="dllVersion" type="ST_DecimalNumber" use="required"/>
<attribute name="nlCheck" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="checkStyle" type="ST_OnOff" use="required"/>
<attribute name="appName" type="ST_String" use="required"/>
</complexType>
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Response 370
Comment ID

CZ-0054
Clause: Part
4/2.15.1.88
Paragraph: p.
1254

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The fact that ―summaryLength‖ element contains percentage
value is described only in example.

Proposed change by the MB
Improve description of the
corresponding data type in such way
that it is clear that value is specified as
percentage.

Proposed Disposition
Disagree. The subclause title for Part 4, §2.15.1.88, page 1,254, line 5 indicates “percentage”, and lines 8–10
clearly state, “The val attribute of this element specifies the size of an automatic document summary to be
performed on a given WordprocessingML document as a percentage of the total size of the given
WordprocessingML document.”
We note, however, that the example contains “shall”, a term that should only be used in normative text, not in
examples. As such, Part 4, §2.15.1.88, page 1,254, lines 14–19 will be changed, as follows:
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document whose automatic document summary is toshall be ten
percent of the size of the given WordprocessingML document. This requirement would be specified using the
following WordprocessingML in the document settings part:
<w:summaryLength w:val="10" />
The summaryLength element's val attribute is equal to 10 specifying that any automatic document summary is
toshall be ten percent of the size of the document. end example]
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Response 371
Comment ID

CZ-0055
Clause: Part
4/2.15.1.89
Paragraph: p.
1256

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is not apparent from the description of ―themeFontLang‖
element that it can be used together with ―bidi‖ and ―eastAsia‖
attributes and what is meaning of those attributes.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to make this clearer the following text will be appended to the paragraph in Part 4, §2.15.1.89, page
1,255, lines 6–7:
This element specifies the language which shall be used to determine the appropriate theme fonts in the
document's Theme part which map to the major/minor theme fonts. Specifically, the bidi attribute is used to
determine the theme font applied to complex script text, the eastAsia attribute is used to determine the theme
font applied to East Asian text, and the val attribute is used to determine the theme font applied to all other
text.
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Response 372
Comment ID

CZ-0057
Clause: Part
4/2.3.2.25
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no text run property for specifying whether given
piece of text should be translated during localization process.
This functionality is very important in environments where texts
are routinely translated to many other languages, for example
in EU.

Add new property for specifying
whether given run of text should be
translated during document localization.
Proposed mechanism should be
compatible with ITS markup
(http://www.w3.org/TR/its/).

Proposed Disposition
It is possible to leverage ITS (Internationalization Tag Set) natively within an Office Open XML document, without
the need to mimic it in the WordprocessingML schema. This can be accomplished through the custom XML
markup capabilities provided in Office Open XML. For example, consider the following simple
WordprocessingML document:
<w:document
xmlns:mc="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markup-compatibility/2006"
xmlns:w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main">
<w:body>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is a paragraph that </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:u/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>can be localized</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">This paragraph </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
<w:i/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>cannot.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:body>
</w:document>
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In this example, the contents of the first paragraph should be localized and the contents of the second
conversely should not. The constructs defined by ITS could then be included in the document leveraging the
custom markup support defined by the Standard:
<w:document
xmlns:mc="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markup-compatibility/2006"
xmlns:w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main"
xmlns:its="http://www.w3.org/2005/11/its" mc:ignorable="its">
<its:rules>
<its:translateRule selector="//w:p" translate="yes"/>
</its:rules>
<w:body>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">Here is a paragraph that </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:u/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>can be localized</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p its:translate="no">
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">This paragraph </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
<w:i/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>cannot.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:body>
</w:document>
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Response 373
Comment ID

ZA-0004
Clause:
Overview, p1,
Purpose of the
Standard
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is stated that the standard was designed ―from the start to be
capable of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of
word-processing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets
that are encoded in binary formats defined by Microsoft
Corporation‖. Creating a new international standard for
'faithfully' representing legacy documents is neither necessary
nor desirable. The South African 'corpus' consists also of a
significant number of documents in formats such as
WordPerfect and Ghostwriter (for legal texts). It is not
suggested that we promote new ISO standards for each of
these.

Proposed change by the MB
This and all other references to
particular vendor legacy
implementations be removed from the
document..

Proposed Disposition
As noted in the Ecma whitepaper “Office Open XML Overview” at http://www.ecmainternational.org/news/TC45_current_work/OpenXML%20White%20Paper.pdf), under “Purposes for the
Standard”:
OpenXML was designed from the start to be capable of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of
word-processing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets that are encoded in binary formats
defined by Microsoft Corporation. The standardization process consisted of mirroring in XML the
capabilities required to represent the existing corpus, extending them, providing detailed
documentation, and enabling interoperability. At the time of writing, more than 400 million users
generate documents in the binary formats, with estimates exceeding 40 billion documents and billions
more being created each year.
The original binary formats for these files were created in an era when space was precious and parsing
time severely impacted user experience. They were based on direct serialization of in-memory data
structures used by Microsoft® Office® applications. Modern hardware, network, and standards
infrastructure (especially XML) permit a new design that favors implementation by multiple vendors on
multiple platforms and allows for evolution.
The scope of DIS 29500 is consistent with these goals. We also note that many organizations have requested
that such a standard be created. For example, at its meeting of 25 May 2004, the European Union specifically
recommended that “Microsoft should consider the merits of submitting XML formats to an international
standards body of their choice.” (http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/en/document/2592/5588)
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Response 374
Comment ID

IN-0001
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
OOXML does not support macros and hence does not support
backward compatibility as per its design goals

Proposed change by the MB
OOXML to provide mechanism to
support backward compatibility of
macros as per its design goals

Proposed Disposition
There is no specific definition of macro languages in the Open Office XML specification, as many people use
different macro languages. JavaScript, VBScript, EcmaScript, Perl, PHP, and Ruby are just a few examples of the
various types of languages people may use for macros. Macros written in these and other languages are
typically intended for automation of a specific application, and are therefore outside the scope of a document
format specification. DIS 29500, like ISO/IEC 26300, PDF, HTML, and other widely used document formats, does
not include a definition of macro languages.
The Open Packaging Convention allows for inclusion of any custom content type, allowing a producer to store
application-specific macros within the package. This capability enables backward compatibility, by allowing any
existing macro to be stored in a part within an Open XML document.
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Response 375
Comment ID

IN-0003

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The specification can not be fully implemented by a third party

OOXML must ensure that specification
should be fully implementable by third
party independently

Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; a standard must be implementable by any organization.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 376
Comment ID

IN-0004
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The document encoding standard is not hundred percent
decodable

Proposed change by the MB
It should be hundred percent decodable

Proposed Disposition
[After consulting with the submitter, this comment was understood to be as described below.]
The Office Open XML specification contains certain special provisions that appear to inhibit
interoperability; these are, the ability to
1. Include arbitrary custom XML.
2. Reference content encoded in a proprietary format (via embedded objects or alternate content
parts).
Each of these concerns is addressed below.
Regarding the concerns around the inclusion of custom XML data, we believe that this facility is important for
several reasons:
a) It meets a real user requirement around office document formats.
b) It affords for domain-specific uses of the specification, allowing a general standard to accommodate a
wide range of uses.
c) It does not change the semantics of any of the markup defined in DIS 29500.
We expand on these points below.
As described in the Ecma International Whitepaper describing the Office Open XML (OFFICE OPEN XML
OVERVIEW, §4.7, located at http://www.ecmainternational.org/news/TC45_current_work/OpenXML%20White%20Paper.pdf), the integration of custom XML
in documents is essential to enable the re-use and integration of information across information systems. For
example, many governments around the world are defining XML schemas to enable a better integration
between citizens and public administrations.
Office Open XML enables organizations to integrate productivity applications with information systems that
manage business processes by enabling the use of custom schemas within Office Open XML documents. An
organization’s goals in taking this approach would be to reuse and to automate the processing of business
information that is otherwise buried opaquely inside documents, where business applications cannot read or
write it. Applications include:
•

Search: An end user could search a collection of spreadsheets for companies with profit margins
exceeding 20%.
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•
•
•
•

Metadata tagging: A firm could tag presentations that have been approved from a regulatory
perspective.
Document assembly: A proposal group could streamline proposal generation by automating the
preparation of the underlying data.
Data reuse: A sales executive could generate a report of all sales contracts in a given date range,
listing customers, deal sizes, and any modified terms and conditions.
Line-of-business applications: Professionals in a specialized vertical could prepare deliverables in a
familiar authoring environment, yet have their work products flow automatically into business
systems.

Accomplishing these goals requires defining the structure and the type of data that a class of documents can
contain, and allowing the information to be revealed wherever it occurs naturally within the flow of each
document. Consider the simple example of a résumé. One would define a data structure that includes fields
called name, phone number, address, career goals, and qualifications. One would then arrange for those fields
to appear wherever human authors happen to put them in a document. In a different business setting, such as a
finance group or a medical center, the structure and the data fields would be different. Office Open XML allows
this process to occur in a standardized fashion.
First, the structure of the business data is expressed using a custom XML schema. This allows an organization to
express data with tags that are meaningful from a business perspective. An organization can create its own
schemas, or use industry standard schemas such as XBRL for financial reporting and HL7 for health-care
information. Schemas are being created in the public sector, inside corporations, and as industry standards, for
purposes ranging from birth certificates to insurance information. Any custom schema can be used, as long as it
is expressed in XSD form.
Second, the custom data are embedded in any Office Open XML document in a Custom XML part and can be
described using a Custom XML Data Properties part. By separating these custom data from presentation, Office
Open XML enables clean data integration, while enabling end-user presentation and manipulation within a wide
variety of contexts, including documents, forms, slides, and spreadsheets. Interoperability can thus be achieved
at a more fundamental and semantically accurate level.
Finally, to the last point, it is important to note that while the custom XML allows one to specify semantics for
the content, none of the custom XML mechanisms are used to change the semantics of the markup defined in
the specification. It is a requirement of all such mechanisms that the underlying markup (without the custom
XML extensions) be completely independent of the knowledge of the custom markup. This ensures that using
these extensions in no way reduces the portability of the actual document contents.
Regarding the concerns around content encoded in a proprietary format,
We note that independently of DIS 29500, many types of non-XML content are allowed in office document
formats, such images, video, and audio content. In regards to OLE embedding in particular, OLE is referenced
within the Open XML specification, but as an example of a general method for embedding objects from an
external component technology. In this context, OLE does not refer to any specific technology; instead, it refers
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to the generalized abstraction of embedding and linking objects within a document. The oleLink element is
analogous to §9.3.3 of the ODF standard where the draw:object-ole element is defined as follows:

9.3.3 Objects
A document in OpenDocument format can contain two types of objects, as follows:
•

•

Objects that have an OpenDocument representation. These objects are:
– Formulas (represented as [MathML])
– Charts
– Spreadsheets
– Text documents
– Drawings
– Presentations
Objects that do not have an XML representation. These objects only have a binary representation, An
example for this kind of objects OLE objects (see [OLE]).

The <draw:object> element represents objects that have a XML representation. The<draw:object-ole> element
represents objects that only have a binary representation.

We agree that it is important for the specification to support multiple types of object linking and have proposed
a few additions in the response to DK-0031.
Another similar feature is the alternate format import part, and in order to make it clear that interoperable
documents should not contain such content, the text was updated in response to CO-0124.
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Response 377
Comment ID

DE-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
Paragraph: page
1509, lines 4&5

FR-0158
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, lines 4&5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of 'ADDRESSBLOCK' is tautological. Nothing
here defines what an address block is, neither what it contains.
No reference to a remote definition is provided either.

Define ADDRESSBLOCK properly,
either in extenso or by reference, or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

The definition of 'ADDRESSBLOCK' is tautological. Nothing
here defines what an address block is, neither what it contains.
No reference to a remote definition is provided either.

Define ADDRESSBLOCK properly,
either in extenso or by reference, or else
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.1, page 1,509, line 4 to provide a formal definition:

2.16.5.1 ADDRESSBLOCK
Description: Inserts a mail mergeRepresents an address block. An address block is a block of text specifying
information appropriate for a postal mailing address, in the order required by the destination country. [Example:
An address block for the Canadian postal system might consist of:
<<RECIPIENT NAME>>
<<POSTAL ADDRESS>>
<<CITY>>, <<PROVINCE>>, Canada
<<POSTAL CODE>>
end example]
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Response 378
Comment ID

DE-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
Paragraph: page
1509, lines 10-12

FR-0161
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1509, lines 10-12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of 'ADVANCE' is tautological. The implicit page
rendering model it leverages is not defined. No reference to a
remote definition of it is provided either.

Clarify the description of advance to
make clear whether lexical or
presentation ordering should be used to
determine the content affected by
ADVANCE.

The definition of 'ADVANCE' is tautological. The implicit page
rendering model it leverages is not defined. No reference to a
remote definition of it is provided either.

Define ADVANCE properly, either in
extenso or by reference, or else remove
all references to it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, there was no implicit rendering model intended by the comment (it is entirely up to a consumer how to
display the content, if it is displayed at all). To clarify this, the following text will be added to Part 4, §2.16.5.2,
page 1,509, lines 10–12:

2.16.5.2 ADVANCE
Description: When text within a document is rendered, each character is typically displayed immediately
following the previous piece of content (another character, an image, etc.), according to the lexical order of the
underlying WordprocessingML. The presence of this field mMoves the starting point of at which text the text
that lexically follows the field is displayed to the right or left, up or down, or to a specific horizontal or vertical
position. It does not affect the display of other run content (e.g. images). The switches used by this field can
cause text to overlap. If the text is displayed within the constraints of a fixed page, Text repositioned text will
not display if it is moved to the previous or next page, or beyond the print margins of the current page (even if
the target location would logically appear on a previous/following page).
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Response 379
Comment ID

FR-0145

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for 'Form Fields' is a tautology.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the description of 'Form Fields'.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1508, line 0

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the definition in the table in Part 4, §2.16.5, page 1,508 will be changed, as follows:
Form Fields

Allows the insertion of form
fields.Defines fields within a
WordprocessingML
document that support
insertion of data through
form controls.
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Response 380
Comment ID

FR-0149

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for 'Mail Merge' is a tautology.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the description of 'Mail Merge'.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1508, line 0

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to resolve this circuitous definition, an explicit definition will be added to the table in Part 4, §2.16.5,
page 1,508 as follows:
Mail Merge

Defines information that is to
be used in a mail merge. A
mail merge is a process by
which a data set (e.g. of
names and addresses) is
combined with a
WordprocessingML
document to produce a
customized document for
each record in said data set.
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ADDRESSBLOCK (§2.16.5.1), ASK
(§2.16.5.3), COMPARE (§2.16.5.15),
DATABASE (§2.16.5.17), FILLIN
(§2.16.5.25), GREETINGLINE (§2.16.5.30),
IF (§2.16.5.32), MERGEFIELD (§2.16.5.42),
MERGEREC (§2.16.5.43), MERGESEQ
(§2.16.5.44), NEXT (§2.16.5.45), NEXTIF
(§2.16.5.46), SET (§2.16.5.64), SKIPIF
(§2.16.5.65)
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Response 381
Comment ID

DE-0014
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page
vii, lines 7&8

FR-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page
vii, lines 7&8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The use of 'large' into 'large existing investments in Microsoft
Office documents' is a judgment call relying upon unsupported
assertions.

Remove 'large'.

The use of 'large' into 'large existing investments in Microsoft
Office documents' is a judgment call relying upon unsupported
assertions.

Remove 'large'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §Introduction, page vii, lines 4–8:
The goal is to enable the implementation of the Office Open XML formats by the widest set of tools and
platforms, fostering interoperability across office productivity applications and line-of-business systems, as well
as to support and strengthen document archival and preservation, all in a way that is fully compatible with the
large existing investments in Microsoft Office documents.
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Response 382
Comment ID

DE-0127
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.2
Paragraph: page
18, line 8

FR-0012

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Extra period following ―explicit.‖
Additonal Comment:

Proposed change by the MB
Remove extraneous punctuation

This is just a typographic error that can be corrected on
preparation of a final Specification document.
Extra period following ―explicit.‖

Remove extraneous punctuation

Extra full stop following ―explicit.‖

Proposed change: Remove
extraneous punctuation

Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.2
Paragraph: page
18, line 8

GB-0039
Clause: Part 1,
9.2 [p18, 8]
Paragraph: -

KE-0080

Extra period following ―explicit.‖

Remove extraneous punctuation

Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.2
Paragraph: page
18, line 8

PT-0030
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.2
Paragraph: page
18, line 8

Extra period following ―explicit.‖

Remove extraneous punctuation.

US-0263

Extra period following ―explicit.‖

Remove extraneous punctuation

Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.2
Paragraph: page
18, line 8

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §9.2 page 18, line 8:
Certain relationships shall be explicit.. All other relationships are implicit
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Response 383
Comment ID

JP-0057
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.4
Paragraph:
earth1 and earth2
on page 1650

PE-0004
Clause: Part 4:
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: Page
1650 (Earth Art
Border)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The images of earth1 and earth2 do not include Asia regions
such as Japan, Korea, Vietnam, etc. It does not provide
means for Asia users to customize those images. Also, it is not
clear if those images are normative or informative. The similar
comment can be addressed to the pattern images defined in
2.18.85.

Provide means to customize the
images. Clarify the images defined in
clause 2.18.4 and clause 2.18.85 are
normative or informative.

There are icons in the specification where the world map is
shown but Asia cannot be seen.

The world map needs to include Asia to
be compliant with the cultural
adaptability principle.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; aside from enabling the list of borders to be extended (based on another comment), the following builtin format will be added in Part 4, §2.18.4, page 1,650 to ensure the built-in art includes Asia:
Enumeration Value

Description

earth3 (Earth Art Border)

Specifies an art border using the following images:

All sides/corners:

Normative versions of this graphic will also be included in the Annex created for the general comment on the
quality of border art.
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Response 384
Comment ID

DE-0046
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0080
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0081
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0085
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0106
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1503, line 0

FR-0126
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0129
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The CHARFORMAT switch argument definition should be
simple enough to fit in the table. Reading the discussion
referenced in this table row, we understand that the
CHARFORMAT behavior is inherently complex, more complex
than other switch arguments. Accordingly, we question its
status as a number formatting argument.

Rephrase the definition by using less
ambiguous wording

The CHARFORMAT switch argument definition should be
simple enough to fit in the table. Reading the discussion
referenced in this table row, we understand that the
CHARFORMAT behavior is inherently complex, more complex
than other switch arguments. Accordingly, we question its
status as a number formatting argument.

Add a proper definition for
CHARFORMAT in the table or else
remove all references to CHARFORMAT
from the OOXML text.

The Caps switch argument does not make sense as a number
formatting argument.

Clarify or suppress the Caps switch from
that table.

The MERGEFORMAT switch argument definition should be
simple enough to fit in the table. Reading the discussion
referenced in this table row, we understand that the
MERGEFORMAT behavior is inherently complex, more
complex than other switch arguments. Accordingly, we question
its status as a number formatting argument.

Add a proper definition for
MERGEFORMAT in the table or else
remove all references to
MERGEFORMAT from the OOXML text.

The FirstCap switch argument does not make sense as a
number formatting argument.

Clarify or suppress the FirstCap switch
from that table.

The Lower switch argument does not make sense as a number
formatting argument.

Clarify or suppress the Lower switch
from that table.

The Upper switch argument does not make sense as a number
formatting argument.

Clarify or suppress the Upper switch
from that table.
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Proposed Disposition
Since this argument is not a number formatting argument, we agree that including it in the table creates
unnecessary confusion (as it implies that it is the same as other numbering switch arguments). To resolve this,
we propose dividing this subclause into sections which describe number formatting, text formatting, and general
formatting. To achieve this, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.4.3 (note that other changes to
this table, requested by other dispositions, are included with this response):
4.16.4.3

General formatting

general-formatting-switch:
\* [ " ] switch-argument [ " ]
A general-formatting-switch specifies a variety of formats for a numeric or text result. If the result type of a field
does not correspond to the format specified, this switch has no effect.
Quotation marks are required around switch-argument if it contains white space; otherwise, they are optional.
A switch-argument is made up of a series of picture items.
2.16.4.3.1 General formatting - Numeric Values
The following switch-arguments apply to fields whose field result is a numeric value. If the result type of the field
is not numeric, then these switches have no effect. If the field result varies based on the language of the field
instructions, those variations are noted inline
General Formatting Switch Arguments
Switch Argument

Description

AIUEO

Formats a numeric result using hiragana characters in the traditional a-i-u-e-o
order. [Example: 1 \* AIUEO results in ア. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of aiueoFullWidth.

ALPHABETIC

Formats a numeric result as one or more occurrences of an uppercase alphabetic
Latin character. Value 1 results in the letter A, value 2 results in the letter B, and
so on up to value 26, which results in the letter Z. For values greater than 26, 26
is repeatedly subtracted from the value until the result is 26 or less. The result
value determines which letter to use, and the same letter is repeated for each
time 26 was subtracted from the original value. [Example:
=54 \* ALPHABETIC results in "BBB" as subtracting 26 from 54 two times,
results in the value 2, which is represented by the letter B. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of upperLetter.

alphabetic

Formats a numeric result as one or more occurrences of an lowercase alphabetic
Latin character. Value 1 results in the letter a, value 2 results in the letter b, and
so on up to value 26, which results in the letter z. For values greater than 26, 26
is repeatedly subtracted from the value until the result is 26 or less. The result
value determines which letter to use, and the same letter is repeated for each
time 26 was subtracted from the original value. [Example:
=52 \* alphabetic results in "zz" as subtracting 26 from 52 one time,
results in the value 26, which is represented by the letter z.. end example]
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Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of lowerLetter.
Arabic

Formats a numeric result using Arabic cardinal numerals. [Example: For
page 123, PAGE \* Arabic results in "123". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of decimal.

ARABICABJAD

Formats a numeric result using ascending Abjad numerals. [Example:
12 \* ARABICABJAD results in ل. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of arabicAbjad.

ARABICALPHA

Formats a numeric result using characters in the Arabic alphabet. [Example:
12 \* ARABICABJAD results in س. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of arabicAlpha.

ArabicDash

Formats a numeric result using Arabic cardinal numerals, with a prefix of "- " and
a suffix of " -". [Example: For page 123, PAGE \* ArabicDash results in "123 -". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of numberInDash.

BAHTTEXT

Formats a numeric result using the given Thai style. [Example: 1 \* BAHTTEXT
results in หนึ่งบาทถ้ วน. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of bahtText.

Caps

Capitalizes the first letter of each word. [Example: USERNAME "mary smith"
\* Caps results in "Mary Smith", whereas USERNAME "marysmith" \*
Caps results in "Marysmith". end example]

CardText

Formats a numeric result as lowercase cardinal text. [Example: For page 123,
PAGE \* CardText results in "one hundred twenty-three". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of cardinalText.

CHARFORMAT

See the discussion following this table.

CHINESENUM1

Formats a numeric result using ascending numbers from the Chinese languageappropriate counting system. [Example: 10 \* CHINESENUM1 results in 十. end
example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of chineseCounting
(zh-CN) or taiwaneseCounting (zh-TW).

CHINESENUM2

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Chinese simplified
language-appropriate legal format. [Example: 123 \* CHINESENUM2 results in
壹佰贰拾叁. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
chineseLegalSimplified (zh-CN) or ideographLegalTraditional (zh-TW).

CHINESENUM3

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Chinese languageappropriate counting thousand system. [Example: 10 \* CHINESENUM3 results
in 十. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
chineseCountingThousand (zh-CN) or taiwaneseCountingThousand (zh-TW).

CHOSUNG

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Korean Chosung
format. [Example: 1 \* CHOSUNG results in ㄱ. end example]
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Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of chosung.
CIRCLENUM

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in a circle, using the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph character for numbers in the range 1–20. For nonnegative numbers outside this range, formats them as with ARABIC. [Example:
12 \* CIRCLENUM results in ⑫. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedCircle.

DBCHAR

Formats a numeric result using double-byte Arabic numbering. [Example:
123 \* DBCHAR results in １２３. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalFullWidth.

DBNUM1

Formats a numeric result using sequential digital ideographs, using the
appropriate character. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM1 results in 一二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographDigital (ja-JP) or koreanDigital (ko-KR).

DBNUM2

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Korean languageappropriate counting system. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM2 results in 십이. end
example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
japaneseCounting (ja-JP) or koreanCounting (ko-KR).

DBNUM3

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Japanese languageappropriate legal counting system. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM3 results in 壱拾弐.
end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of japaneseLegal
(ja-JP) or koreanLegal (ko-KR).

DBNUM4

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Japanese languageappropriate digital ten thousand counting system. [Example: 12 \* DBNUM4
results in 一二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
japaneseDigitalTenThousand (ja-JP) or koreanDigital2 (ko-KR) or
taiwaneseDigital (zh-TW).

DollarText

Formats a numeric result in the following form:
integer-part-as-cardinal-text and nn/100
The fractional part is rounded to two decimal places, nn, and is formatted using
Arabic cardinal numerals. [Example: =1234.567 \* DollarText results in
"one thousand two hundred thirty-four and 57/100". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of dollarText.

FirstCap

Capitalizes the first letter of the first word. [Example: USERNAME
"mary smith" \* FirstCap results in "Mary smith". end example]

GANADA

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Korean Ganada
format. [Example: 12 \* GANADA results in 타. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of ganada.
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GB1

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering followed by a period, using
the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. [Example: 12 \* GB1 results in ⒓.
end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedFullstop.

GB2

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in parenthesis,
using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. [Example: 12 \* GB2 results
in ⑿. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedParen.

GB3

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in a circle, using the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. Once the specified sequence reaches 11,
the numbers may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents. [Example:
12 \* GB3 results in 12. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalEnclosedCircleChinese.

GB4

Formats a numeric result using decimal numbering enclosed in a circle, using the
enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. Once the specified sequence reaches 11,
the numbers may be replaced with non-enclosed equivalents. [Example:
12 \* GB4 results in 12. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographEnclosedCircle.

HEBREW1

Formats a numeric result using Hebrew numerals. [Example: 123 \* HEBREW1
results in קכג. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hebrew1.

HEBREW2

Formats a numeric result using the Hebrew alphabet. [Example:
123 \* HEBREW2 results in תתתתתמ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hebrew2.

Hex

Formats the numeric result using uppercase hexadecimal digits. [Example: For
page 355, PAGE \* Hex results in "FF". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hex.

HINDIARABIC

Formats a numeric result using Hindi numbers. [Example:
123 \* HINDIARABIC results in १२३. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hindiNumbers.

HINDICARDTEXT

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Hindi counting
system. [Example: 123 \* HINDICARDTEXT results in एक सौ तेईस. end
example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hindiCounting.

HINDILETTER1

Formats a numeric result using Hindi vowels. [Example:
123 \* HINDILETTER1 results in ठठठठ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of hindiVowels.
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HINDILETTER2

Formats a numeric result using Hindi consonants. [Example:
123 \* HINDILETTER2 results in ओओओओओओओ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
hindiConsonants.

IROHA

Formats a numeric result using the Japanese iroha. [Example: 12 \* IROHA
results in オ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of irohaFullWidth.

KANJINUM1

Formats a numeric result using using the language-appropriate counting systema
Japanese style using sequential digital ideographs, using the appropriate
character. [Example: 12 \* KANJINUM1 results in 一二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of koreanDigital
(ko-KR) or ideographDigital (ja-JP) or chineseCounting (zh-CN) or
taiwaneseCounting (zh-TW).

KANJINUM2

Formats a numeric result using the Japanese language-appropriate counting
system. [Example: 12 \* KANJINUM2 results in 十二. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of koreanCounting
(ko-KR) or chineseCountingThousand (ja-JP) or chineseLegalSimplified (zhCN) or ideographLegalTraditional (zh-TW)japaneseCounting.

KANJINUM3

Formats a numeric result using the Japanese legal language-appropriate counting
system. [Example: 12 \* KANJINUM3 results in 壱拾弐. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of koreanLegal (koKR) or japaneseLegal (ja-JP) or chineseCountingThousand (zh-CN) or
taiwaneseCountingThousand (zh-TW).

Lower

All letters are lowercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Lower
results in "mary smith". end example]

MERGEFORMAT

See the discussion following this table.

Ordinal

Formats a numeric result using lowercase ordinal Arabic numerals. [Example:
=32 \* Ordinal results in "32nd". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of ordinal.

OrdText

Formats a numeric result as lowercase ordinal text. Apart from being used to
round off the whole number part, the fractional part is not used. [Example:
=1234.567 \* OrdText results in "one thousand two hundred
thirty-fifth". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of ordinalText.

Roman

Formats a numeric result using uppercase Roman numerals. [Example: For
page 123, PAGE \* Roman results in "CXXIII". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of upperRoman.

roman

Formats a numeric result using lowercase Roman numerals. [Example: For
page 123, PAGE \* roman results in "cxxiii". end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of lowerRoman.

SBCHAR

Formats a numeric result using single-byte Arabic numbering. [Example:
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123 \* SBCHAR results in 123. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
decimalHalfWidth.
THAIARABIC

Formats a numeric result using Thai numbers. [Example: 123 \* THAIARABIC
results in ๑๒๓. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiNumbers.

THAICARDTEXT

Formats a numeric result using sequential numbers from the Thai counting
system. [Example: 123 \* THAICARDTEXT results in หนึ่งร้ อยยีส่ ิบสาม. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiCounting.

THAILETTER

Formats a numeric result using Thai letters. [Example: 123 \* THAILETTER
results in ฮฮฮ. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiLetters.

Upper

All letters are uppercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Upper
results in "MARY SMITH". end example]

VIETCARDTEXT

Formats a numeric result using Vietnamese numerals. [Example:
12 \* VIETCARDTEXT results in mười hai. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
vietnameseCounting.

ZODIAC1

Formats a numeric result using sequential numerical traditional ideographs.
[Example: 1 \* ZODIAC1 results in 甲. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographTraditional.

ZODIAC2

Formats a numeric result using sequential zodiac ideographs. [Example:
1 \* ZODIAC2 results in 子. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographZodiac.

ZODIAC3

Formats a numeric result using sequential traditional zodiac ideographs.
[Example: 1 \* ZODIAC3 results in 甲子. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of
ideographZodiacTraditional.

2.16.4.3.2 General formatting - String Values
The following switch-arguments apply to fields whose field result is a string value.
General Formatting Switch Arguments
Switch Argument

Description

Caps

Capitalizes the first letter of each word. [Example: USERNAME "mary smith"
\* Caps results in "Mary Smith", whereas USERNAME "marysmith" \*
Caps results in "Marysmith". end example]

FirstCap

Capitalizes the first letter of the first word. [Example: USERNAME
"mary smith" \* FirstCap results in "Mary smith". end example]
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Lower

All letters are lowercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Lower
results in "mary smith". end example]

Upper

All letters are uppercase. [Example: USERNAME "Mary Smith" \* Upper
results in "MARY SMITH". end example]

2.16.4.3.3 General formatting - Field Result Formatting
The following switch-arguments apply to any field result, and provide directions to applications regarding the
formatting which should be applied to a field result after a field update has been performed. As discussed in
§2.16, as to when a field update is performed is outside the scope of this Office Open XML Standard.
The general formatting switch argument CHARFORMAT …
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Response 385
Comment ID

DE-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
Paragraph: page
1505, line 2 to
page 1506, line
35

FR-0138
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 2 to
page 1506, line
35

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The CHARFORMAT switch argument is clearly a (complex)
shorthand notation for something that can be described
unambiguously by other OOXML notations. Moreover, it
overloads those notations and is superseded by them when a
conflict occurs. As such, it must be seen as an input device,
not as a document storage feature, and should be removed.

Re-write part 4, section 2.16 of the
OpenXML specification using XML
constructs as much as possible in
order to remove redundancy and
improve re-use of other parts of the
specification (i.e. number-, text- dateand time-formatting).

The CHARFORMAT switch argument is clearly a (complex)
shorthand notation for something that can be described
unambiguously by other OOXML notations. Moreover, it
overloads those notations and is superseded by them when a
conflict occurs. As such, it must be seen as an input device, not
as a document storage feature, and should be removed.

Remove all references to
CHARFORMAT from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
It is agreed that some additional information would help to clarify the intent/usage of this switch, which is ; the
following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.4.3, page 1505, lines 2–9, page 1506, lines 1–35:
The general formatting switch argument CHARFORMAT is an instruction that specifies formatting intended for
application to the field result after a field update. used to set the visual appearance of a field's value by setting
the first run in that field's field-type name to the desired state using any of the elements that can be directly
nested inside the run property element, rPr. If this switch is present, the formatting of the run containing the
first instrText element after the fldChar element with a fldCharType attribute value of begin is applied to all
runs in the field result whenever a new field result is generated.
[Example: In a US-English context, on January 4, 2006, the field DATE \* CHARFORMAT results in "1/4/2006".
However, if the first run within the field instructions (containing the D in DATE) is made bold, the field
DATE \* CHARFORMAT results in "1/4/2006". If that D is made italic, the field DATE \* CHARFORMAT results
in "1/4/2006". If that D is made bold, underlined, and red, the field DATE \* CHARFORMAT results in
"1/4/2006".
The XML for the bold, underlined, red case is as follows:
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin"/>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:instrText xml:space="preserve"> </w:instrText>
</w:r>
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<w:r …>
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
<w:color w:val="ED1C24"/>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
<w:instrText>D</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:instrText xml:space="preserve">ATE </w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="separate"/>
</w:r>
<w:r …>
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
<w:color w:val="ED1C24"/>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>1/4/2006</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end"/>
</w:r>
Then use of the CHARFORMAT switch would cause the new field result to reuse the formatting on the first run in
the field instructions, like this:
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="begin"/>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:instrText xml:space="preserve"> </w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r …>
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
<w:color w:val="ED1C24"/>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
<w:instrText>D</w:instrText>
</w:r>
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<w:r>
<w:instrText xml:space="preserve">ATE /* CHARFORMAT</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="separate"/>
</w:r>
<w:r …>
<w:rPr>
<w:b/>
<w:color w:val="ED1C24"/>
<w:u w:val="single"/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t>1/4/2006</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:fldChar w:fldCharType="end"/>
</w:r>
end example]
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Response 386
Comment ID

DE-0136
Clause: Part4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, lines 4&5

DK-0091
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.1
Paragraph: Page
4343 Line 3

GB-0478
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1 [p4343, 4
and 5]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

What does 'This namespace' refer to? There is no obvious
namespace in the context of that sentence.
Additional comment: Since the entire section 6.1 in Part 4 is
referring to the VML, ―this name space‖ implicitly refers to the
VML namespace.

Clarify.

The reference to ―this namespace‖ is without any reference in
the sentence.

Clarify either by giving the excat name
of the namespace in reference.

Best guess is the VML namespace, but could also be the
SpreadsheetML og DocumentML mentionen in the sentence
before
What does 'This namespace' refer to? There is no obvious
namespace in the context of that sentence.

Proposed change: Clarify the
namespace reference.

What does 'This namespace' refer to? There is no obvious
namespace in the context of that sentence.

Clarify.

PT-0109
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, lines 4&5

US-0275
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, lines 4&5

What does 'This namespace' refer to? There is no obvious
namespace in the context of that sentence.

Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §6.1, page 4,343, line 4:
ThisThe urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml namespace provides the base elements and attributes for defining
shape primitives.
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Response 387
Comment ID

DE-0067
Clause: Part 4,
Annex C.
Paragraph: page
5205, line 3 and
page 5205, line
5&6

FR-0383
Clause: Part 4,
Annex C.
Additional Syntax
Constraints
Paragraph: page
5205, line 3

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'the set of XML Schemas included in Annex A' sentence is
abusive. Annex A merely references material, it includes none.
The verbiage of this section touts that the constraints that bear
upon what the OOXML text would consider as valid XML
documents are defined by the OOXML text, which they are
not.

Define properly, in extenso or by
reference to a standard, the constraints
that must be applied to an XML
document to determine whether or not
it is compliant with the proposed
OOXML standard.

The 'the set of XML Schemas included in Annex A' sentence is
abusive. Annex A merely references material, it includes none.
The verbiage of this section touts that the constraints that bear
upon what the OOXML text would consider as valid XML
documents are defined by the OOXML text, which they are not.

Define properly, in extenso or by
reference to a standard, the constraints
that must be applied to an XML
document to determine whether or not it
is compliant with the proposed OOXML
standard.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §C, page 5,205, lines 3–5:
Although the set of normative XML Schemas included in the accompanying file named OfficeOpenXMLXMLSchema.zip (discussed in Annex A) specifies a majority of the requirements needed to ensure document
conformance, there also exists a set of constraints that cannot easily be expressed in the XML Schema syntax
(otherwise referred to as additional syntax constraints). These additional constraints can be deduced fromare
specified in the normative content of this Part, and are included in the requirements for document
conformance.
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Response 388
Comment ID

ECMA-0038
Clause: Part 1, 7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This clause states, "Clauses 1–5, 7, and 9–14 form a
normative part of this Part; and the Introduction, clauses 6 and
8, as well as the annexes, notes, examples, rationale,
guidance, and the index, are informative." However, some
annexes are normative, so this needs to be corrected.

Proposed change by the MB
Correct this clause.

Proposed Disposition
Agree; however, the bibliography was erroneously labeled as informative. Once that change is made, we will
also update the text in question (Part 1, §7, page 10, lines 14–15).
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Response 389
Comment ID

CO-0084
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.3.17
Paragraph:
259(266)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The type of video element allowed is not specified. Use of
propietary codecs will break portability of a document, and
may present patent problems for implementation, since they
are outside of the scope of this specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify a set of patent free, portable
video codecs as base, and whenever
other codecs are used, mark the
document as ―extended‖ (See comment
for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the description of this element would be improved by referencing a set of suggested formats, as was
suggested for other similar items (e.g. image formats) in other national body comments. However, we believe
that rather than duplicate this information, we should just reference the list defined in Part 1. Also, we agree
that this list should contain a set of portable codecs as the suggested base set. However, we do not believe that
preventing the use of other codecs is appropriate, as it will prevent innovation. Accordingly, the following
changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.3.3.17, page 259, line 5:
This element specifies a location within a document where the specified parent image shall be treated as a static
placeholder for an embedded movie. [Note: A list of suggested video types is provided in Part 1, §15.2.16. end
note]
Part 1, §15.2.16, page 157, row Content Type:
Content Type:

Any supported video type.
[Note: Some example content types are:
video/x-ms-asf
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/forpros/format/as
fspec.aspx
video/avi
http://www.the-labs.com/Video/odmlff2-avidef.pdf
video/mpg
ISO/IEC 13818
video/mpeg
ISO/IEC 13818
video/ogg
http://www.theora.org/doc/Theora.pdf
video/x-ms-wm http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/forpros/format/as
fspec.aspx
video/quicktime http://developer.apple.com/softwarelicensing/agreements/quicktime.h
tml
video/vc1
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4425
end note]
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Response 390
Comment ID

CO-0211
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.93
Paragraph:
3159(3166)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The video codecs allowed for the ―video‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free portable
video codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
The video element does not specify the actual video file that is used by the animation; as such, we do not
believe that it needs a list of potential codecs.
To clarify the semantics of this element, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §4.6.93, pages 3,159–
3,160, lines 29–30, 1–8:
This element specifies video information in an animation sequence. This element specifies that this node within
the animation tree triggers the playback of a video file; the actual video file used is specified by the videoFile
element (§4.6.70).
[Example: Consider a slide with an animated video content. The <video> element should be is used as follows:
<p:cSld>
<p:spTree>
<p:pic>
<p:nvPicPr>
<p:cNvPr id="4"/>
…
<p:nvPr>
<a:videoFile r:link="rId1" contentType="video/ogg"/>
</p:nvPr>
</p:nvPicPr>
…
</p:pic>
</p:spTree>
</p:cSld>
…
<p:childTnLst>
<p:seq concurrent="1" nextAc="seek">
...
</p:seq>
<p:video>
<p:cMediaNode>
…
<p:tgtEl>
<p:spTgt spid="4"/>
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</p:tgtEl>
</p:cMediaNode>...
</p:video>
</p:childTnLst>
The video element specifies the location of the audio playback within the animation sequence; its child spTgt
element specifies that the shape which contains the video to be played has a shape ID of 4. If we look at the
shape with that ID value, its child videoFile element references an external video file of content type video/ogg
located at the target of the relationship with ID rId1. Eend Eexample]
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Response 391
Comment ID

CO-0221
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.3.6
Paragraph:
3296(3303)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The video codecs allowed for the ―videoFile‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free, portable
video codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; just as there is a content type available for files included within the document package (using the
content type item defined in Part 2), there should be a way to specify a content type when using the video
element to link to external video content. As well, the list of video codecs provided in Part 1 should be
referenced from this location. The following changes will be made to the specification:
Part 4, §5.1.3.6, page 3,296, line 26, a new attribute will be added:
Attributes
contentType
(Content Type of
Linked Video File)

Description
Specifies the content type for the external file that is referenced by this element. Content
types define a media type, a subtype, and an optional set of parameters, as defined in
Part 2, §8.1.2. If a rendering application cannot process external content of the content
type specified, then the specified content can be ignored. [Note: A list of suggested video
types is provided in Part 1, §15.2.16. end note]
If this attribute is omitted, application should attempt to determine the content type by
reading the contents of the relationship’s target.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

Part 4, §5.1.3.6, page 3,297, after line 6:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_VideoFile">
<sequence>
<element name="extLst" type="CT_OfficeArtExtensionList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute ref="r:link" use="required"/>
<attribute name="contentType" type="xsd:string" use="optional"/>
</complexType>
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Response 392
Comment ID

GB-0005
Clause:
Overview, 4.1
INTEROPERABI
LITY [p4]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
References in the following bulleted list refer to the wrong
sections:





OpenXML contains no restriction on image, audio or
video types. For example, images can be in GIF,
PNG, TIFF, PICT, JPEG or any other image type
(§1:14.2.12).
Embedded controls can be of any type, such as Java
or ActiveX (§1:15.2.8).
WordprocessingML font specifications can include
font metrics and PANOSE information to assist in
finding a substitution font if the original is not
available (§3:2.10.5).

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Change the
references to



OpenXML ... (§1:15.2.13). - for
"15.2.13 Image Part"
WordprocessingML font ...
(§3:2.9.5). - for "2.9.5 Font
Substitution Data"

Proposed Disposition
The document “Office Open XML Overview,” to which this comment refers, was intended to provide some
background and contextual information about DIS 29500 for reviewers during the Ecma approval stage and the
5-month Ballot stage of the Fast-Track process. (Such a document is often referred to as a white paper.) This
document will not be included in the published standard.
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Response 393
Comment ID

CO-0124
Clause: Part 4,
2.17.3
Paragraph:
1622(1629)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The external content import elements in WordprocessingML
put document interoperability at risk, since not even a common
ground is defined. Any application can put any content (even
the whole document in an application specific way) here and
the file can still be considered valid OOXML.

It is necessary to set a common ground
for external content, or declare that
applications using this section are not
OOXML comformant, to avoid
misleading a user into thinking that a
particular OOXML file can be viewed
correctly by any application. One of
OOXML's goals is interoperablity and
application independence. Whenever
this element is used, an application
must mark the document as ―extended‖
(see comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, the specification already goes even further in saying that documents containing these values
are not considered conformant – see Part 1, §11.3.1, page 28, lines 20–21:
"However, a conforming producer shall not create a WordprocessingML package that contains Alternative
Format Import relationships and elements."
We believe this statement is sufficient to indicate clearly that this facility is not conformant (for the
interoperability reasons noted).
However, this was not made clear in the section referenced by the comment (Part 4, §2.17.3, page 1,622)
because different naming conventions were used. The following change will be made in Part 4, §2.17.3, page
1,622, lines 5-9:
2.17.3 External Content Alternative Format Import
When generating WordprocessingML documents, it is sometimes necessary to include existing document
content (henceforth called external content) within the document. External content in a document is typically
included because it was stored in a format other than the WordprocessingML format defined by this Office Open
XML Standard.
As described in Part 1, §11.3.1, conforming producers shall not create WordprocessingML packages which utilize
this mechanism.
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Response 394
Comment ID

GB-0605
Clause: Part 5, 4
[12]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Why "element type name"? The example suggests it should be
a "datatype name".

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 12–13:
32. An XML element type datatype name is written using a Type style. [Example: … as values of the
xsd:anyURI data type. end example]
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Response 395
Comment ID

GB-0606
Clause: Part 5, 6
[2]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Why is this specification targetted at academics? It does not
seem to contain any formal definitions of new processes.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §6, page 7, line 2:
This specification is intended for use by implementers, academics, and application programmers. As such, iIt also
contains a considerable amount of explanatory material that, strictly speaking, is not necessary in a formal
specification.
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Response 396
Comment ID

GB-0608
Clause: Part 5,
8.2 [25]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The term specification (or standard) normally refers to the
whole of a standard. When referring to a specific part of a
standard it is more usual to refer to "this part of the
specification".

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §8.2, page 10, line 25:
The elements and attributes described in this Part of the specification are contained in the Markup Compatibility
namespace.
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Response 397
Comment ID

FR-0567
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9 Markup
Compatibility
Attributes
Paragraph: page
11, line 15

FR-0568
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.2
ProcessContent
Attribute
Paragraph: page
15, line 13

GB-0609
Clause: Part 5, 9
[Table 9.2]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The OOXML text defines nothing as an 'element-qualified
name[s]', neither does the XML specification, nor the the XML
Schema specification. The definition for the ProcessContent
attribute is consequently broken.

Define 'element-qualified name' or else
fix the definition of the ProcessContent
attribute by other means.

The OOXML text defines nothing as an 'element-qualified
name[s]', neither does the XML specification, nor the the XML
Schema specification. The definition for the ProcessContent
attribute is consequently broken.

Define 'element-qualified name' or else
fix the definition of the ProcessContent
attribute by other means.

The phrases "element-qualified name" and attribute-qualified
name" are confusing. Most users would be inclined to use
"qualified element name" and "qualified attribute name". If
there is a deliberate reason for introducing a new variant name
the new names should be formally defined in Clause 3:
Definitions.

Revise the text to address this
comment

The phrase "element qualified name" differs from the initial use
of the phrase with a hyphen in it. Please adopt a consistent
spelling for the phrase.
NB These comments apply to subsequent clauses, where the
phrases in this table form the first para of the clause.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that “element qualified name” and “attribute qualified name” are somewhat confusing. Because the
term “qualified name” is the only term introduced by the Namespaces in XML 1.0 (Second Edition) specification,
the new terms “qualified element name” and “qualified attribute name” must be formally defined in clause 3, as
follows (note that qualified name is already cited in lines 6-8 as being defined in the aforementioned
Namespaces specification).
Part 5, §3, page 4, after line 2
qualified attribute name – An attribute’s qualified name.
qualified element name – An element’s qualified name.
Furthermore, the following changes will be made throughout Part 5 to use this new terminology.
Part 5, §9, page 11, line 15
Name
Ignorable

Description
A whitespace-delimited list of namespace prefixes that identify a set of namespaces
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Name

Description
whose elements and attributes should be silently ignored by markup consumers that
do not understand the namespace of the element or attribute in question.

ProcessContent

A whitespace-delimited list of qualified element-qualified names identifying the
expanded names of elements whose content shall be processed, even if the elements
themselves are ignored. In any qualified name in the list, the wildcard character “*” can
replace the local name to indicate that the content of all elements in the namespace
shall be processed.

PreserveElements

A whitespace-delimited list of qualified element qualified names identifying the
expanded names of elements that a markup producer suggests for preservation by
markup editors, even if the elements themselves are ignored. In any qualified name in
the list, the wildcard character “*” can replace the local name to indicate that all
elements in the namespace should be preserved.

PreserveAttributes

A whitespace-delimited list of qualified attribute qualified names identifying the
expanded names of attributes that a markup producer suggests for preservation by
markup editors. In any qualified name in the list, the wildcard character “*” can replace
the local name to indicate that all attributes in the namespace should be preserved.

MustUnderstand

A whitespace-delimited list of namespace prefixes identifying a set of namespace
names. Markup consumers that do not understand these namespaces shall not
continue to process the markup document and shall generate an error.

Part 5, §9.1.2, page 15, lines 13–20
The ProcessContent attribute value contains a whitespace-delimited list of element-qualified element names
identifying the expanded names of elements whose content shall be processed, even if the elements themselves
are ignored. In any qualified name in the list, the wildcard character “*” can replace the local name to indicate
that the content all elements in the namespace shall be processed.
A markup consumer that encounters an ignored element whose expanded name matches the expanded name
of an element identified in the ProcessContent attribute value, the markup consumer shall consider that
element to be a processed element, regardless of whether or not the element’s qualified element name
matches the qualified name specified in the ProcessContent attribute value.
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Response 398
Comment ID

GB-0610

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Need a space between of and
conditions.

Clause: Part 5,
9.1.3 [2]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §9.1.3 page 17, line 2:
Markup specifications should define the widest possible set of conditions under which markup editors should
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Response 399
Comment ID

GB-0611

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
Need a full stop between ―behavior‖
and ―Before‖.

-

Clause: Part 5,
9.1.3 [6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §9.1.3, page 17, line 6:
If a markup specification lacks such guidance, markup editors for markup documents governed by that markup
specification should be conservative in their preservation behavior. Before preserving any ignored markup,
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Response 400
Comment ID

FR-0573

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Missing white space in 'containsa'.

Replace with 'contains a'.

-

Need a space in "containsa"

Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.4
MustUnderstand
Attribute
Paragraph: page
18, line 19

GB-0612
Clause: Part 5,
9.1.4 [19]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §9.1.4, page 18, line 19:
The MustUnderstand attribute value contains a whitespace-delimited list of namespace prefixes identifying a
set of namespace names.
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Response 401
Comment ID

GB-0613

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The example should be number 9-5 not
10-5.

Clause: Part 5,
9.1.4 [8]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §9.1.4, page 19, line 8:
Example 109-5. Processing a MustUnderstand attribute
The value of the MustUnderstand attribute causes a Version 1 markup consumer to trigger an error when
processing the root Circles element.
<Circles
…
</Circles>
end example]
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Response 402
Comment ID

GB-0614
Clause: Part 5,
9.2.1 [28-30]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not clear why this rule is needed. Surely once a Choice
element has been matched there should be no need to read
subsequent Choice or Fallback elements at all, but if this
sentence is retained then they have to be read to check their
attribute values, adding unnecessary processing to the
consumer.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment '

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we believe this is confusing and have added the following informative note to Part 5, §9.2.1, page 20,
line 30, to explain the reasoning:
In processing an AlternateContent element, the attributes of every child Choice or Fallback element shall be
processed and checked for conformance to this specification, regardless of whether the Choice or Fallback
element precedes or follows the selected alternative in markup order. [Note: Checking the conformance of
attributes of all Choice and Fallback elements, including those that follow the selected alternative, ensures that
conformance violations detected by older markup consumers will also be detected by newer markup consumers
that understand additional newer namespaces. end note]
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Response 403
Comment ID

GB-0615
Clause: Part 5,
9.2.2 [16]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It's not clear what the relationship between Required and
MustUnderstand attributes in a Choice element would be. Any
miss-match between the values of the two is likely to trigger an
error. Given the provision of a FallBack element, it is not clear
there is any use case where there's a value in the use of
MustUnderstand in a Choice.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the reasoning for this was not made clear.
The MustUnderstand attribute and the Ignorable attribute are designed as complementary mechanisms to
control markup compatibility processing of descendant elements. The Ignorable attribute does have a great
deal of utility on the Choice element, since the Choice element may have many sibling children without a single
common parent whereupon to introduce the Ignorable namespace specification. It would be unusual and a
burden on markup consumers to special-case their handling of the Ignorable/MustUnderstand attribute pair
for this one element to prohibit the MustUnderstand attribute on the Choice element. The following note has
been provided to explain this reasoning.
Part 5, §9.2.2, page 21, lines 16–17:
Choice elements can include the attributes Ignorable, MustUnderstand, ProcessContent, PreserveElements,
and PreserveAttributes described in this specification. [Note: Although the MustUnderstand attribute might
seldom appear on a Choice element, it is permitted there to avoid requiring markup consumers to special-case
their handling of the MustUnderstand and Ignorable attribute pair. end note]
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Response 404
Comment ID

GB-0616

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Remove space in "element s"

Clause: Part 5,
9.2.3 [6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §9.2.3 page 22, line 6:
Markup producers shall not generate Fallback element s that have the xml:lang or xml:space attributes.
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Response 405
Comment ID

GB-0617
Clause: Part 5,
10.2 [10 & 22]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not clear why v2: has been added to the element name in
both these cases.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed that this is confusing; the following clarifications have been added to Part 5, §10.2, page 25, lines 3–15 to
the note:
[Note: The statements above introduce a potential ambiguity in defining the correct behavior of a markup
consumer performing subsumption.
To illustrate, take the example where a version 2 of a markup specification subsumes all the elements and
attributes in a version 1 markup specification. Further aAssume that the namespace associated with prefix v2
subsumes the namespace associated with v1. Suppose a markup consumer that understands the v2 namespace
encounters markup of the following form:
<v1:OldElement mc:Ignorable=”v2” v2:NewAttribute=”value” />
How should that markup consumer interpret that markup? Once it has been processed to remove the markup
compatibility Ignorable attribute and perform the subsumption, Should should it be considered equivalent to
the following markup?
<v2:OldElement NewAttribute=”value” />
Or should it be considered equivalent to the following markup?
<v2:OldElement v2:NewAttribute=”value” />
Note that during subsumption, v1:OldElement is replaced, or subsumed, by v2:OldElement.
According to “Namespaces in XML 1.0 (Second Edition)”, these two potential pieces of markup are not
equivalent. Additionally, the XML Schema specification allows for the construction of different XSD schemas that
validate one, the other, or both of these constructs. end note]
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Response 406
Comment ID

GB-0618
Clause: Part 5,
10.2 [22]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There is no Example 13-1 in this part. Is this supposed to be a
reference to Example 12-1?

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, it should be a reference to example 12-1; the following change will be made to Part 5, §10.2, page 25,
line 22:
[Note: Example 1312-1 illustrates how a markup preprocessor handles each of the two possible behaviors. end
note]
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Response 407
Comment ID

GB-0619
Clause: Part 5,
11 [16]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Why is the quoted phrase island emboldened as if it were a
definition rather than italicised as the first use of a term?

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §11, page 26, lines 15–19:
[Example: Example 11–1. An application-defined XML island
An extension element can be used to introduce an “island” of unprocessed XML whose markup is otherwise
unconstrained by the application's specification. The specification of the island element can further require
preservation of the contents of the island by markup processors, without requiring the use of the
PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes Markup Compatibility attributes. end example]
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Response 408
Comment ID

GB-0620
Clause: Part 5,
Annex B [7-8]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Why are ISO/IEC directives referenced in this Bibliography
(they are normally an implicit part of an ISO standard's
references and not directly cited unless text from the directive
is quoted.)

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed: the following changes will be made to in Part 5, Annex B, page 38, lines 7–8:
ISO/IEC Directives Part 2, Rules for the structure and drafting of International Standards, Fourth edition, 2001,
ISBN 92-67-01070-0.
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Response 409
Comment ID

JP-0080

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Conformance to Markup Compatibility Is not defined.

Clause: Part 5
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Define conformance to Markup
Compatibility. It probably shouldn‘t be
purely syntactical. Moreover, it might
be necessary to separate OPC engines
and OPC application programs.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will make the following changes:
1. Add the following new clause to Part 5:

2. Conformance
The text in this Part is divided into normative and informative categories. Unless documented otherwise, any
feature shall be implemented as specified by the normative text describing that feature in this Part. Text marked
informative (using the mechanisms described in §6, “General Description”) is for information purposes only.
Unless stated otherwise, all text is normative.
Use of the word “shall” indicates required behavior.
Any behavior that is not explicitly specified by this Part is implicitly unspecified (Part 1, §4).
Each Part of this multi-part standard has its own conformance clause. The term conformance class is used to
disambiguate conformance within different Parts of this multi-part standard. This Part has only one
conformance class, MCE (that is, Markup Compatibility and Extensibility). As such, conformance to that class
implies conformance to the whole Part.

2.1. Document Conformance
A document has conformance class MCE if it satisfies the syntax constraints on elements and attributes defined
in this Part. Document conformance to this Part is purely syntactic.

2.2. Application Conformance
An application implementing this Part has conformance class MCE if any one of the following is true:




The application is a markup consumer that does not reject any documents of conformance class MCE; or
The application is a markup producer that is able to produce documents of conformance class MCE; or
The application is a markup editor that does not reject any documents of conformance class MCE, and is
able to produce documents of conformance class MCE.

Application conformance to this Part is purely syntactic.
[Note: Application conformance to this Part cannot be based on semantics, since the semantics depend on the
choice of application-defined extension elements. end note]
2. Modify Part 5, §6, “General Description,” page 7, lines 2—20, as follows:
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This specification is intended for use by implementers, academics, and application programmers. As such, it
contains a considerable amount of explanatory material that, strictly speaking, is not necessary in a formal
specification.
This specification is divided into the following subdivisions:
33.
34.
35.
36.

Front matter (clauses 1–78);
Overview and introductory material (clause 89);
Main body (clauses 9–1310-14);
Annexes

Examples are provided to illustrate possible forms of the constructions described. References are used to refer
to related clauses. Notes are provided to give advice or guidance to implementers or programmers.
The following clauses form the normative pieces of this specification:


Clauses 1–45, 67, and 8–119–12

The following clauses form the informative pieces of this specification:





Introduction
Clause 56, 78, and 1213
All annexes
All notes and examples

Whole clauses that are informative are identified as such. Informative text that is contained within normative
text is identified as either an example or note, as specified in §4.
Except for whole clauses or annexes that are identified as being informative, informative text that is contained
within normative text is indicated in the following ways:
37.
38.
39.
40.

[Example: code fragment, possibly with some narrative … end example]
[Note: narrative … end note]
[Rationale: narrative … end rationale]
[Guidance: narrative … end guidance]
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Response 410
Comment ID

JP-0081
Clause: Part 5
Clause 10.1.1
and Part 1
Clause 10.1.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes are defined but they
are not used by OOXML. To avoid premature standardization,
it should be standardized later.

Proposed change by the MB
Do not introduce PreserveElements
and PreserveAttributes.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made throughout Parts 1 and 5 to effect this change:
Part 1, §10.1.1, page 23, lines 12–18 (the entire clause will be deleted):

PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes
The PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes elements, as defined in Part 5, allow a markup language to
specify the conditions under which extensions should be round-tripped, even when their contents are edited.
Within the context of the markup languages explicitly defined by this Standard, no such conditions are specified,
and therefore applications are not obliged to support these hints at any point in an Office Open XML document.
Instead, the well-defined extensibility constructs defined below should be used.
All other constructs defined in Part 5 shall be supported.
Part 1, §10.1.2, page 23, lines 22–23
Within the context of Office Open XML documents, the extLst element(s) defined in individual markup
languages shall allow the round-tripping of all unknown content regardless of the state of the
PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes elements.
Part 5, §3, page 4, line 2
preserve —To retain an ignored element or attribute during the course of editing.
Part 5, §8.1, page 9, lines 30–34:
Within a markup document, a markup producer might also use Markup Compatibility attributes to suggest to a
markup editor that the editor attempt to preserve some ignored elements or attributes. The markup editor can
attempt to persist these ignored elements and attributes when a saving markup document, despite the editor’s
inability to recognize the purpose of these ignored elements and attributes.
Part 5, §9, page 11, line 15, Table 9–2:
Name
PreserveElements

Description
A whitespace-delimited list of element qualified names identifying the expanded
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Name

Description
names of elements that a markup producer suggests for preservation by markup
editors, even if the elements themselves are ignored. In any qualified name in the list,
the wildcard character “*” can replace the local name to indicate that all elements in
the namespace should be preserved.

PreserveAttributes

A whitespace-delimited list of attribute qualified names identifying the expanded
names of attributes that a markup producer suggests for preservation by markup
editors. In any qualified name in the list, the wildcard character “*” can replace the
local name to indicate that all attributes in the namespace should be preserved.

Part 5, §9.1.1, page 13, lines 11–14:
[Note: By default, an ignored element is ignored in its entirety, including its attributes and its content. The
processing of an ignored element’s contents is enabled through the use of the ProcessContents attribute. The
PreserveAttributes and PreserveElements attributes can be used to assist markup editors in preserving
ignored elements and ignored attributes. end note]
Part 5, §9.1.1, page 13, lines 21–22:
Once reset, by default the markup consumer shall ignore all content contained by the ignored element and
markup editors shall not preserve retain ignored attributes and elements when saving. This default behavior
shall be overridden by the presence of any ProcessContent, PreserveAttributes, and PreserveElements
attributes on the element with the Ignorable attribute.
Part 5, §9.1.1, page 13, line 26:
[Example: Example 9–1. Processing Ignorable and PreserveAttributes attributes
Part 5, §9.1.1, page 13, lines 31–33:
The PreserveAttributes attribute specifies that the v3:Luminance attribute should be preserved during editing,
even when the markup editor does not understand the v3:Luminance attribute.
Part 5, §9.1.1, page 14, line 8:
<Circles xmlns="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/Circles/v1"
xmlns:mc="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markupcompatibility/2006"
xmlns:v2="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/Circles/v2"
xmlns:v3="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/Circles/v3"
mc:Ignorable="v2 v3"
mc:PreserveAttributes="v3:Luminance">
<Circle Center="0,0" Radius="20" Color="Blue"
v2:Opacity="0.5" v3:Luminance="13" />
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<Circle Center="25,0" Radius="20" Color="Black"
v2:Opacity="0.5" v3:Luminance="13" />
<Circle Center="50,0" Radius="20" Color="Red"
v2:Opacity="0.5" v3:Luminance="13" />
<Circle Center="13,0" Radius="20" Color="Yellow"
v2:Opacity="0.5" v3:Luminance="13" />
<Circle Center="38,0" Radius="20" Color="Green"
v2:Opacity="0.5" v3:Luminance="13" />
</Circles>
Part 5, §9.1.3 and all subclauses, page 16–18 will be deleted.
Part 5, §9.2.1, page 20, lines 11–12:
AlternateContent elements might include the attributes Ignorable, MustUnderstand, and ProcessContent
,PreserveElements, and PreserveAttributes described in this specification.
Part 5, §9.2.2, page 21, lines 16–17:
Choice elements can include the attributes Ignorable, MustUnderstand, and ProcessContent,
PreserveElements, and PreserveAttributes described in this specification.
Part 5, §9.2.3, page 21, lines 33–34:
Fallback elements can include the attributes Ignorable, MustUnderstand, and ProcessContent,
PreserveElements, and PreserveAttributes described in this specification.
Part 5, §11, page 26, lines 18–19:
[Example: Example 11–1. An application-defined XML island
An extension element can be used to introduce an “island” of unprocessed XML whose markup is otherwise
unconstrained by the application's specification. The specification of the island element can further require
preservation of the contents of the island to be retained upon editing by markup processors, without requiring
the use of the PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes Markup Compatibility attributes. end example]
Part 5, §12, page 29, lines 3–5:
In addition to producing such transformed output, the markup preprocessor might also implement mechanisms
to optionally provide to a markup editor the additional information necessary to preserve some ignored content.
Part 5, §Annex A.1, page 33, lines 29–30:
attribute mc:PreserveElements { qnameList }?,
attribute mc:PreserveAttributes { qnameList }?,
Part 5, §Annex A.2, page 35, line 43 and page 36, line 1:
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attribute mc:PreserveElements { qnameList }?,
attribute mc:PreserveAttributes { qnameList }?,
The following Part 5, §Annex C index entries will be removed:
attribute, PreserveAttributes
attribute, PreserveElements
PreserveAttributes
PreserveElements
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Response 411
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The sentence 'This color may either be presented as a hex
value (in RRGGBB format)' does not make proper reference to
a well accepted color description system.

The text should be clear which
colorspace is intended here.

The sentence 'This color may either be presented as a hex
value (in RRGGBB format)' does not make proper reference to
a well accepted color description system.

Clarify the definition of the color
attribute.

DE-0023
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

FR-0052
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Proposed change by the MB

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to the definition of the color attribute throughout Part 4, §2:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
Specifies the color for the background of the document.
This value can be defined as either:
 A color value using the RGB color model whose red, green, and blue values are
written as numbers in the range 0 to 255, hex encoded, and concatenated. color
may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or [Example: Full
intensity red would be 255 red, 0 green, 0 blue, encoded to FF, 00, 00, and
concatenated to FF0000. end example]. RGB colors are specified in the sRGB
color space (Stokes, et al. 1996).
 auto to allow a consumer to automatically determine the background color as
appropriate.
If the background specifies the use of a theme color via the themeColor attribute, this
value is superseded by the theme color value.
[Example: Consider a border color with value 2C34FF, as follows:
<w:background … w:color="2C34FF"/>
The background color shall therefore be the color with an RGB value of 44,52,255 (the
decimal decoding of the hex value above). end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HexColor simple type
(§2.18.43).

As well, the following will be added to the Normative References:
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Stokes, M., M. Anderson, S. Chandrasekar, and R. Motta. A Standard Default color Space for the Internet. Vers.
1.10. November 5, 1996. http://www.w3.org/Graphics/Color/sRGB.
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Response 412
Comment ID

FR-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The use of 'presented' in the 'This color may either be
presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format)' sentence is not
appropriate, since the text is referring to the definition of the
document contents, not its presentation.

Proposed change by the MB
Use 'defined' or 'specified' instead.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, the text in Part 4, §2.2.1, page 28, the table at line 1, that would need to be changed to
resolve this will be replaced by that shown below as a result of addressing comment DE-0135:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
…
This value may be defined as either:
 A color value using the RGB color model whose red, green, and blue values are
written as numbers in the range 0 to 255, hex encoded, and concatenated. color
may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or [Example: Full
intensity red would be 255 red, 0 green, 0 blue, encoded to FF, 00, 00, and
concatenated to FF0000. end example]
 auto to allow a consumer to automatically determine the background color as
appropriate.
…
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Response 413
Comment ID

IR-0003
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.341
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The described function (WEEKDAY) does not support weeks
starting with Saturday, common in various Muslim countries
including Iran.

Proposed change by the MB
Extend the function so that it includes a
value for ―weekday-start-flag‖ that
relates to a weekday numbering
convention that starts with Saturday.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the issue raised is valid, and the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.17.7.341, page 2,819, line 5:
Arguments:
Name
weekdaystart-flag

Type
Number

Description
When truncated to integer, indicates the weekday
numbering convention to be used, as follows:
Value

Meaning

1 or
omitted

1 (Sunday) through 7 (Saturday)

2

1 (Monday) through 7 (Sunday)

3

0 (Monday) through 6 (Sunday)

11

1 (Monday) through 7 (Sunday)

12

1 (Tuesday) through 7 (Monday)

13

1 (Wednesday) through 7
(Tuesday)

14

1 (Thursday) through 7
(Wednesday)

15

1 (Friday) through 7 (Thursday)

16

1 (Saturday) through 7 (Friday)

17

1 (Sunday) through 7 (Saturday)

Part 4, §3.17.7.341, page 2,819, lines 14–15:
[Example:
WEEKDAY(DATE(2006,2,1)) results in 4 (Wednesday)
WEEKDAY(DATE(2006,2,1),11) results in 34 (Wednesday)
WEEKDAY(DATE(2006,2,1),12) results in 23 (Wednesday)
WEEKDAY(DATE(2006,2,1),3) results in 2 (Wednesday)
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end example]
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Response 414
Comment ID

IR-0004
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.342
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The described function (WEEKNUM) does not support weeks
starting with Saturday, common in various Muslim countries
including Iran.

Extend the function so that it includes a
value for ―weekday-start-flag‖ that
counts weeks that start with Saturday.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the issue raised is valid,. We also intend extending the specification to allow for the week
numbering system detailed in ISO 8601, in addition to the existing system. We and propose the following
changes be made:
Part 4, §3.17.7.342, page 2,820, line 1
Description: Computes the week number of the date corresponding to serial-value. The function allows two
number systems:
 System 1: The week containing January 1 is the first week of the year, and is numbered week 1.
 System 2: The week containing the first Thursday of the year is the first week of the year, and is
numbered as week 1 (as specified in ISO 8601).

Arguments:
Name
weekdaystart-flag

Type
number

Description
When truncated to integer, indicates the weekday on
which the week begins, as follows:
weekdaystart-flag

Meaning

Number
System

1 or omitted

Week begins on
Sunday.

System 1

2

Week begins on
Monday.

System 1

11

Week begins on
Monday.

System 1

12

Week begins on
Tuesday.

System 1

13

Week begins on
Wednesday.

System 1

14

Week begins on
Thursday.

System 1

15

Week begins on
Friday.

System 1
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Name

Type

Description
16

Week begins on
Saturday.

System 1

17

Week begins on
Sunday.

System 1

21

Week begins on
Monday.

System 2

Part 4, §3.17.7.342, page 2,820, lines 9–12
[Example:
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,1,1) results in 1
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,1,1),1) results in 1
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,1,1),17) results in 1
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,1,1),21) results in 1
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,2,1),1) results in 5
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,2,1),2) results in 6
WEEKNUM(DATE(2006,2,1),11) results in 6
end example]
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Response 415
Comment ID

IR-0005
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.342
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The described function (WEEKNUM) does not support the
Persian calendar, which is main official calendar in Iran and
Afghanistan.

Proposed change by the MB
Extend the function so that it supports
the Persian calendar.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the WEEKNUM function does not support the Persian calendar date base, but we are not aware
of an accepted international standard for the Persian calendar to reference. Instead wWe believe the best
approach is to remain based on the ISO 8601 date base., but also provide the following change to Part 4,
§3.17.7.342, page 2,819, after line 23, to show how the Persian calendar could be used with this design:
[Note: To use this function with another calendar system, the following approach is recommended:
=WEEKNUM(DateInQuestion-FirstDayOfYearForDateInQuestion)
where DateInQuestion and FirstDayOfYearForDateInQuestion are in the ISO 8601 date base.
end Note]
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Response 416
Comment ID

PL-0002
Clause: Several
specific locations
(see column (5)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Technical problems have been pointed out in relation to not
using several W3C recommendation in OOXML Draft. This
relates specifically to:
W3C CSS3 Color Module 2.18.46 section, p .2521)
W3C ITS 1.0 (2.3.3.24 section, p. 1051)
W3C RDF/XML Syntax section 10, p. 218)
W3C MathML 2.0 (7.1 section, p. 747)
W3C SMIL 2.1 (4.6 section, p. 3854)
W3C SVG 1.1 ( 15.2.17 section, p. 158, 2.18.46 section, p.
2521)
Polish NB expresses their opinion that according to the JTC1
Directive, the ISO International Standard is required to be in
compliance with existing ISO and/or IEC standards (see the
Definition 3.3. of IS as taken out from ISO/IEC Directives, Part
2 Rules for the structure and drafting of International
Standards).
We have not recognized any incompliance of the Draft with
other ISO and/or IEC standards. However, W3C
recommendations and their applicability should be
considered as a base for further development during routine
standard maintenance process as it is usually done in JTC1.

Proposed change by the MB
No specific change proposed

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the use of existing standards is an important goal within any new standard; a great deal of effort
was placed behind reviewing existing standards for their applicability to Office Open XML and using them
whenever necessary – the following standards are used by DIS 29500 and referenced in either the Normative
References or the Bibliography:












Character Sets from IANA.
ISO/IEC 2382.1:1993, Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms.
ISO 8601:2004, Information interchange — Representation of dates and times
ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (all parts), Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set
(UCS).
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font
Format.
RFC 2119, Bradner, Scott, 1997: “Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels”.
RFC 2045, Borenstein, N., and N. Freed. “Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One:
Format of Internet Message Bodies.” The Internet Society. 1996.
RFC 2616, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul.
“Hypertext Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1.” The Internet Society. 1999.
RFC 3066, Alvestrand, H. “Tags for the Identification of Languages.” The Internet Society. 2001.
RFC 3339, Klyne, G. and C. Newman “Date and Time on the Internet: Timestamps.” The Internet Society.
2002.
RFC 3629, Yergeau, F. “UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646.” The Internet Society. 2003.
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RFC 3986, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, and L. Masinter. “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic
Syntax.” The Internet Society. 2005.
The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined by: The Unicode Standard,
Version 5.0 (Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006. ISBN 0-321-48091-0).
W3C MathML 2.0
W3C SMIL 2.1
W3C SVG 1.1
XSLT, Clark, James, "XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium
Recommendation. 1999.
XML, Tim Bray, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, John Cowan, and François Yergeau
(editors). “Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.1,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. “XML Base.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2001.
XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave Hollander, Andrew Layman, and Richard Tobin (editors).
“Namespaces in XML 1.1.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2004.
XML Path Language Specification, Version 1.0, W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999
XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004.
XML Schema Part 1: Structures Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004.
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004.
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc.

We also agree with the assertion that future versions of the specification should carefully consider all available
standards and use them whenever possible, and will be focusing on this within the maintenance process for this
specification.
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Response 417
Comment ID

TN-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Assurer l‘utilisation dans les systèmes de communication
mobile
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: Make sure that the format can be used in mobile
communication systems.]]

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; DIS29500 documents are used on mobile devices as both email attachments and standalone
documents. The combination of ZIP package compression and XML-based content is an ideal fit for such
devices, and ECMA-376 (DIS29500) has already been implemented on a variety of mobile platforms including
Apple’s iPhone, Palm OS (DataViz), Windows Mobile (Microsoft), and the Symbian S60 platform
(http://www.quickoffice.com/press/releases/pr_2007.12.18_50release.asp).
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Response 418
Comment ID

TN-0003
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Permettre l‘utilisation simultanée de divers alphabets en
assurant la prise en considération des spécificités régionales
(telles que la transcription de l‘alphabet arabe avec les chiffres
non hindous, les libellés des mois et les URLs en arabe)
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: Enable the simultaneous usage of diverse alphabets in
a way that takes in to consideration the regional specificities
(e.g., transcription of Arabic alphabet with non-Hindi numeric,
names of the months and URLs in Arabic.]]

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it was a very important design goal of the Office Open XML standard to take into account all languages
and alphabets. Examples of the improvements we have made in this area include support for Arabic, Hindi and
other calendar types (see response to CL-0115) and URLs in Arabic (see response to JP-0004).
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Response 419
Comment ID

FR-0020
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.15
Paragraph: -

GB-0048
Clause: Part 1,
15.2.15 [p156]
Paragraph: -

JP-0038
Clause: Part 1
Clause 15.2.15
Paragraph: -

KE-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.15
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

For there to be interoperability of this feature, it must either
specify what size the thumbnail should be or state that the
application will scale the image as needed.

Clarify what size the thumbnails should
be, or that the images are scaled.

For there to be interoperability of this feature, it must either
specify what size the thumbnail should be or state that the
application will scale the image as needed.

Proposed change: Clarify what size
the thumbnails should be, or that the
images are scaled.

The section does discuss the size of Thumbnails. It lacks
interoperability with ODF applications. In ISO/IEC 26300 17.6
says, ―The required size for the thumbnails is 128x128 pixel.‖

Clarify what size of thumbnails should
be.

For there to be interoperability of this feature, it must either
specify what size the thumbnail should be or state that the
application will scale the image as needed.

Clarify what size the thumbnails should
be, or that the images are scaled.

PT-0011
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.15
Paragraph: -

For there to be interoperability of this feature, it must either
specify what size the thumbnail should be or state that the
application will scale the image as needed.

US-0038

For there to be interoperability of this feature, it must either
specify what size the thumbnail should be or state that the
application will scale the image as needed.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.15
Paragraph: -

Clarify what size the thumbnails should
be, or that the images are scaled.
Specify whether the thumbnails have a
fixed size (in units of pixels, for
example), any size scaled to fit, or the
behavior is implementation defined.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §15.2.15, page 157, line 4:
To help end-users identify parts of a package or the package as a whole, images, called thumbnails, canmay be
stored in that package. Each thumbnail image is generated by the package producer and is stored in the package
as a ZIP item. There are no limitations on the size or dimensions of the thumbnail produced, and applications are
free to scale the images as desired.
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Response 420
Comment ID

JP-0035
Clause: Part 1
Clause 11.2
Paragraph: Line
9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The reference to the clause of Thumbnail is incorrect.
Currently, §15.2.14 is specified while the correct one is
§15.2.15. The other incorrect references can be found in the
following pages: line 32 on page 47, line 13 on page 60, line 7
on page 94, line 25 on page 98, line 24 on page 105, line 6 on
page 107, line 25 on page 108, line 26 on page 110, line 10 on
page 113, line 1 on page 115, line 18 on page 116, and in the
table on page 137.

Correct the clause number referred
from 15.2.14 to 15.2.15.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the designated references will be changed throughout Part 1. For example, the following change will be
made to Part 1, §11.2, page 25, lines 5–9:
The package-relationship item is permitted to contain implicit relationships with targets of the following type:




Digital Signature Origin (§15.2.6)
File Property parts (§15.2.11) (Application-Defined File Properties, Core File Properties, and Custom File
Properties), as appropriate.
Thumbnail (§15.2.154).
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Response 421
Comment ID

FR-0524
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0525
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1501, line 0

FR-0526
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0527
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

FR-0528
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

FR-0531
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1505, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The CHARFORMAT switch argument has no documented raw
XML equivalent (such as those ST_NumberFormat provides for
number formatting switch arguments). This shades doubt upon
the value of the CHARFORMAT switch argument, or else a
potential hole in the XML notations proposed in other parts of
the OOXML text.

Create a raw XML notation that matches
the CHARFORMAT switch argument or
(better) suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using a proper XML
notation for text formats in the context of
fields, or simply by suppressing it from
the OOXML proposal altogether.

The Caps switch argument has no documented raw XML
equivalent (such as those ST_NumberFormat provides for
number formatting switch arguments). This shades doubt upon
the value of the Caps switch argument, or else a potential hole
in the XML notations proposed in other parts of the OOXML
text.

Create a raw XML notation that matches
the Caps switch argument or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using a proper XML
notation for text formats in the context of
fields, or simply by suppressing it from
the OOXML proposal altogether.

The Lower switch argument has no documented raw XML
equivalent (such as those ST_NumberFormat provides for
number formatting switch arguments). This shades doubt upon
the value of the Lower switch argument, or else a potential hole
in the XML notations proposed in other parts of the OOXML
text.

Create a raw XML notation that matches
the Lower switch argument or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using a proper XML
notation for text formats in the context of
fields, or simply by suppressing it from
the OOXML proposal altogether.

The MERGEFORMAT switch argument has no documented
raw XML equivalent (such as those ST_NumberFormat
provides for number formatting switch arguments). This shades
doubt upon the value of the MERGEFORMAT switch argument,
or else a potential hole in the XML notations proposed in other
parts of the OOXML text.

Create a raw XML notation that matches
the MERGEFORMAT switch argument
or (better) suppress the need for the
switch argument, either by using a
proper XML notation for text formats in
the context of fields, or simply by
suppressing it from the OOXML proposal
altogether.
Create a raw XML notation that matches
the Upper switch argument or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using a proper XML
notation for text formats in the context of
fields, or simply by suppressing it from
the OOXML proposal altogether.

The Upper switch argument has no documented raw XML
equivalent (such as those ST_NumberFormat provides for
number formatting switch arguments). This shades doubt upon
the value of the Upper switch argument, or else a potential hole
in the XML notations proposed in other parts of the OOXML
text.

The FirstCap switch argument has no documented raw XML
equivalent (such as those ST_NumberFormat provides for
number formatting switch arguments). This shades doubt upon
the value of the FirstCap switch argument, or else a potential
hole in the XML notations proposed in other parts of the
OOXML text.

Create a raw XML notation that matches
the FirstCap switch argument or (better)
suppress the need for the switch
argument, either by using a proper XML
notation for text formats in the context of
fields, or simply by suppressing it from
the OOXML proposal altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Another form of the text formatting switch arguments is unnecessary within the scope of WordprocessingML as
there exists no other location where any provision is made for text to be dynamically updated by an application
(beyond the field update mechanism described in Part 4, §2.16). Conversely, numbering is dynamically
calculated by applications in multiple contexts, hence those switches that affect numbering have been utilized in
multiple locations within Part 4, §2.
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In order to make this distinction more clear, number format and text format switches have been separated into
unique subclauses to note their distinct usage (see comments DE-0046, FR-0080, and FR-0085).
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Response 422
Comment ID

CO-0206
Clause: Part 4,
4.3.1.35
Paragraph:
2994(3001)

GB-0443
Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.3.1.35
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The element "smartTags" is insufficiently defined for
DrawingML. Is the behavior equivalent to the behavior in
WorprocessingML?

Define the behavior of smart tags for
DrawingML

smartTags element specifies existence of Smart Tags, but no
reference to what these constructs are, or where to find a
definition of them elsewhere in the standard.

Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this should be more thoroughly documented. The following text will be changed in Part 4, §4.3.1.35,
page 2,994, line 2.
This element specifies the existence of smart tags within the corresponding presentation.
This element specifies that references to smart tags exist within this document. [Note: For a complete definition
of smart tags, which are semantically identical throughout Office Open XML, see §2.5.1. end note] To denote the
location of smart tags on individual runs of text, there smart tag identifier attributes are specified for each run to
which a smart tag applies. These are further specified in the run property attributes within DrawingML.
[Example: Consider the following PresentationML markup:
<p:presentation>
…
<p:smartTags r:id="rId1"/>
</p:presentation>
The presence of the smartTags element specifies that there is smart tag information within the PresentationML
package. Individual runs are then inspected for the value of the smtId attribute to determine where smart tags
might apply, for example:
<p:txBody>
<a:bodyPr/>
<a:lstStyle/>
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:rPr lang="en-US" dirty="0" smtId="1"/>
<a:t>CNTS</a:t>
</a:r>
<a:endParaRPr lang="en-US" dirty="0"/>
</a:p>
</p:txBody>
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In the sample above there is a smart tag identifier of 1 specified for this run of text to denote that the text
should be inspected for smart tag information. end example]
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Response 423
Comment ID

CO-0213
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.5.2.3
Paragraph:
3388(3395)

CO-0214
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.5.3.2
Paragraph:
3413(3420)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Smart tags are mentioned but they are not described
elsewhere in the VML specification

Define the behavior of smart tags for
VML

Smart tags are mentioned but they are not described
elsewhere in the VML specification

Define the behavior of smart tags for
VML

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this should be more thoroughly documented. We note that although the comment mentions VML,
these references are actually within the DrawingML specification. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §5.1.5.2.3, page 3,388, table Attributes:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.2, page 3,413, table Attributes:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.9, page 3,427, table Attributes:
smtId (SmartTag ID)

Specifies the reference id for the smart tag. This id corresponds to a link within this slides
relationship file. The following of this link within the relationship file will result in the
actual smart tag information for this piece of text. Specifies a smart tag identifier for a
run of text. This ID is unique throughout the presentation and is used to reference
corresponding auxiliary information about the smart tag. [Note: For a complete definition
of smart tags, which are semantically identical throughout Office Open XML, see §2.5.1.
end note]
[Example: Consider the following DrawingML:
<p:txBody>
<a:bodyPr/>
<a:lstStyle/>
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:rPr lang="en-US" dirty="0" smtId="1"/>
<a:t>CNTS</a:t>
</a:r>
<a:endParaRPr lang="en-US" dirty="0"/>
</a:p>
</p:txBody>
The text run has a smtId attribute value of 1, which denotes that the text should be
inspected for smart tag information, which in this case maps to a stock ticker symbol. end
example]
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The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.
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Response 424
Comment ID

DE-0152
Clause: Part 1,
section 15.2.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is unclear how this part of the specification, wrt. its intended
use or its function, relates to other parts of the specification
that also allow application-defined data to be embedded into a
document (Custom XML Data Storage, Custom XML Data
Storage Properties, Smart Tags, Custom Markup, Structured
Document Tags). It is also unclear how producer
characteristics should be handled in a processing chain of
linked producers and consumers.

Proposed change by the MB
State intended use, relation to other
parts and conformance criteria wrt.
producer-chains more precisely.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; some additional information about the intent and use of this part would be valuable. The following
changes will be made in Part 1, §15.2.1, page 137, line 6:
An instance of this part type contains information about additional characteristics of the producer that
generated the document, when those characteristics cannot be specified using elements defined by this
Standard. [Note: The contents of this part are purely informational, and do not place any requirements on
subsequent consumption of the document. They are, however, intended to provide detailed information about
the capabilities of the document’s producer, allowing those capabilities to be factored in during subsequent
processing. For example, an application which supports 100,000 spreadsheet columns might choose to limit its
output to 10,000 columns when presented with a document whose characteristics indicate that it was produced
by an application with that limitation, in order prevent the introduction of content which is unsupported by the
original producer (as that application might be used in the future to process this document). This markup is
provided by this specification in order to provide an interoperable way of storing this information. end note]
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Response 425
Comment ID

DK-0031
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.14.8
Paragraph: Page
2485

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The element represent an OLE link, which rely on technology,
which is platform specific, and is potential inflected by patent
right from Microsoft.
This would mean the specification can only be completely
implemented and adopted by applications, which support the
OLE-depended platforms like Microsoft Windows
It also imply that the could be potential patent restriction on the
implementation and adoption of the ECMA-376 Office open
XML specification, since the specification rely on platform
specific technologies
While not impossible to define links to elements other than
OLE (and the others specified in §3.14.8) in the current
specification with ―extLst (Future Feature Data Storage Area)‖;
adding Kpart and Bonobo as specific types in §3.14.8 would
make linking to these types of elements more clear for
implementers.
From the discussion of this subject it was recognized that the
optimal solution would be that there existed a standard for
―smart linking‖ that could be used across platforms. To our
knowledge such a standard does not exist at this point in time.

The support for available Object linking
technologies should be expanded to
support Object linking technologies
from Linux platform, This should
include support for KParts and Bonobo
technologies as know from KDE
desktop environment and GNOME linux
graphical user interfaces.
Eg. expanding the complexType
CT_ExternalLink with:


kparts (KParts Link)



bonobo (Bonobo Link)

Proposed Disposition
DIS 29500 supports object linking technologies from the Linux platform.
In particular, DIS 29500 is compatible with KParts and Bonobo technologies as defined by the KDE desktop
environment or the GNOME Linux graphical user interfaces. Microsoft OLE technology is not required for
implementing a conformant Open XML application.
OLE is referenced within the Open XML specification, but as an example of a general method for embedding
objects from an external component technology. OLE in this context does not refer to any specific technology;
instead, it refers to the generalized abstraction of embedding and linking objects within a document. The
oleLink element is analogous to §9.3.3 of the ODF standard where the draw:object-ole element is defined
as follows:

9.3.3 Objects
A document in OpenDocument format can contain two types of objects, as follows:
•

•

Objects that have an OpenDocument representation. These objects are:
– Formulas (represented as [MathML])
– Charts
– Spreadsheets
– Text documents
– Drawings
– Presentations
Objects that do not have an XML representation. These objects only have a binary representation, An
example for this kind of objects OLE objects (see [OLE]).
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The <draw:object> element represents objects that have a XML representation. The<draw:object-ole> element
represents objects that only have a binary representation.

We agree that it is important for the specification to support multiple types of object linking, and based on your
feedback, we will make the following additions:



Update the description for the oleLink element to note that this is intended for any object
linking/embedding technology
Mention the linking technologies of KParts and Bonobo linking specifically, as requested, to ensure this
is clear to implementers.

These changes are made as follows:
Part 4, §3.14.8, page 2,485, lines 10–21:
3.14.8 externalLink (External Reference)
This element is a container for specific types of external links.
Parent Elements
Root element of SpreadsheetML External Workbook References part

Child Elements

Subclause

ddeLink (DDE Connection)

§3.14.4

externalBook (External Workbook)

§3.14.7

extLst (Future Feature Data Storage Area)

§3.2.10

oleLink (OLE Generic Object Link Connection)

§3.14.11

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_ExternalLink">
<choice>
<element name="externalBook" type="CT_ExternalBook" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="ddeLink" type="CT_DdeLink" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="oleLink" type="CT_OleLink" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="extLst" minOccurs="0" type="CT_ExtensionList"/>
</choice>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.14.11, page 2,487, lines 1—5:
3.14.11 oleLink (OLE Generic Object Link Connection)
This element represents an external link to an OLE2 embedded objectconnection, specified by a progID/object
pair. The type of object link is determined by reading the target of the id attribute.
[Example: The following markup defines a reference to a linked object using Bonobo. The progId attribute
contains the shared library that contains the widget. The r:id identifies the referenced Bonobo object.
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<oleLink r:id="rb1" progId="OAFIID:Bonobo_Sample_Calculator">
…
</oleLink>
The target of the relationship with ID rb1, defines the Bonobo object itself. This example shows a link to a
sample Bonobo widget taken from the following article, which also provides an introduction to Bonobo –
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/co-bnbo2.html. end example]
[Example: The following markup defines a reference to a linked object using KParts. The progId attribute
contains the shared library that contains the plugin. The r:id identifies the referenced KParts object.
<oleLink r:id="rKp1" progId="libhtmlvalidatorplugin">
…
</oleLink>
The following XML, contained in the target of the relationship with ID rKp1, defines the KPart object, and will
follow the kpartgui DTD:
<!DOCTYPE kpartgui SYSTEM "kpartgui.dtd">
<kpartgui library="libhtmlvalidatorplugin" name="htmlvalidatorplugin"
version="1" >
<MenuBar>
<Menu name="tools"><Text>&amp;Tools</Text>
<Action name="validatewebpage"/>
</Menu>
</MenuBar>
</kpartgui>
This example is taken from the kde.org web site, and contains a tutorial on building the plugin referenced by the
above markup – http://developer.kde.org/documentation/tutorials/dot/writing-plugins.html. end example]
Parent Elements
externalLink (§3.14.8)

Child Elements

Subclause

oleItems (OLE Object Link Items)

§3.14.10

Attributes
id (OLE Object Link
Relationship)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument/2

Description
Relationship ID that references a link in the relationships collection. The target
attribute in the associated relationship will specify the external file name used for this
oleLink.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple
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Attributes

Description

006/relationships

type (§7.8.2.1).

progId (OLE Object
Link ProgIDIdentifier)

The progID for the OLE object link connection. [Example: For a KParts link, this would
store the name of the appropriate KParts library. For an OLE link, this would store the
ProgID of the appropriate OLE object. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).

Part 4, §3.14.10, page 2,486, lines 9–17:
3.14.10 oleItems (OLE Object Link Items)
This element is a collection of OLE items within the link specified by the parent element.
Parent Elements
oleLink (§3.14.11)

Child Elements

Subclause

oleItem (OLE Object Link Item)

§3.14.9

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OleItems">
<sequence>
<element name="oleItem" type="CT_OleItem" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.14.9, pages 2,485–2,486:
3.14.9 oleItem (OLE Object Link Item)
This element represents an OLE single link within the object referenced by the parent element.
Parent Elements
oleItems (§3.14.10)

Attributes
advise (Advise)

Description
Set to true if the OLE serverlinked object should notify the application when the external
data changes. Default value is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

icon (Icon)

Set to true if the linked object is represented by an icon.
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

name (Object
Name)

The linked object's name.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).

preferPic (Object is
an Image)

Set to true if the linked object is represented by an image.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OleItem">
<attribute name="name" type="ST_Xstring" use="required"/>
<attribute name="icon" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="advise" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="preferPic" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>

To the list of References:
Faure, D. (n.d.). Creating and Useing Components (KParts). Retrieved from KDE Developer's Corner:
http://developer.kde.org/documentation/tutorials/kparts/
The GNOME Project. (2003, December 12). Component Model - Bonobo Document Model. Retrieved from The
GNOME Development Site: http://developer.gnome.org/arch/gnome/componentmodel/bonobo.html
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Response 426
Comment ID

JP-0073
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.5.1 and
Clause 2.5.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The differences between smart tags, custom XML markups,
and structured document tags are unclear. In particular, 2.5.1
(Custom XML and Smart Tags) and 2.5.2 (Structured
Document Tags) of Part 4 are almost the same.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the differences. Some tutorial
(e.g., as a non-normative appendix)
would be very helpful.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this is the result of an editorial error that repeated the text from §2.5.2 in §2.5.1. The following text will
replace all the existing text in Part 4, §2.5.1:
2.5.1 Custom XML and Smart Tags
The first example of customer-defined semantics that can be embedded in a WordprocessingML document are
smart tags. Customers can establish sets of smart tags that allow semantic labels to be added around an
arbitrary run or set of runs within a document to provide information about the type of data contained within.
[Example: Consider the following text in a WordprocessingML document, with a smart tag around the stock
symbol 'CNTS' (where the smart tag is displayed using a purple dotted underline):
This is a stock symbol: CNTS
This text would translate to the following WordprocessingML markup:
<w:p w:rsidR="00672474" w:rsidRDefault="00672474">
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">This is a stock symbol: </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:smartTag w:uri="http://www.example.com"
w:element="stockticker">
<w:r>
<w:t>CNTS</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:smartTag>
</w:p>
As shown above, the smart tag is delimited by the smartTag element, which surrounds the run (or runs) which
contain the text which is part of the smart tag. end example]
The smart tag itself carries two required pieces of information, which together contain the customer semantics
for this smart tag:


The first of these is the namespace for this smart tag (contained in the uri attribute). This allows the
smart tag to specify a URI which should identifies the namespace of this smart tag to a consumer. It is
intended to be used to specify a family of smart tags to which this one belongs. [Example: In the sample
above, the smart tag belongs to the http://www.example.com namespace. end example]
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The second of these is the element name for this smart tag (contained in the element attribute). This
allows the smart tag to specify a name which identifies this type of smart tag within its namespace and
again available to a consumer. It is intended to be used to specify a unique name for this type of smart
tag. [Example: In the sample above, the smart tag specifies that its data is of type stockticker. end
example]

The next example of customer-defined semantics which can be embedded in a WordprocessingML document is
custom XML markup. Custom XML markup allows the application of the XML elements defined in any valid
schema syntax (XML Schema, NVDL, etc.) to be applied to the contents of a WordprocessingML document in one
of two locations: around a paragraph or set of paragraphs (at the block level); or around an arbitrary run or set
of runs within a document (at the inline level) to provide semantics to that content within the context and
structures defined by the associated schema definition.
The distinction between custom XML markup and smart tags is that custom XML markup is based on a specified
schema. As a result, the custom XML elements can be validated against the schema. Also, as shown below,
custom XML markup can be used at the block-level as well as on the inline (run) level.
[Example: Consider a simple XML Schema which defines two elements: a root element of invoice, and a child
element of customerName - the first defining that this file's contents are an invoice, and the second specifying
that the enclosed text as a customer's name:

This output would translate to the following WordprocessingML markup:
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<w:customXml w:uri="http://www.example.com/2006/invoice" w:element="invoice">
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>This is an invoice.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">And this is a customer name: </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:customXml w:uri="http://www.example.com/2006/invoice"
w:element="customerName">
<w:r>
<w:t>Tristan Davis</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:customXml>
</w:p>
</w:customXml>
As shown above, each of the XML elements from the customer-supplied XML schema is represented within the
document output as a customXml element. end example]
Similar to the smart tag example above, a custom XML element in a document has two required attributes.




The first is the uri attribute, whose contents specify the namespace of the custom XML element in the
document. In the example above, the elements each belong to the
http://www.example.com/2006/invoice namespace.
The second is the element attribute, whose contents specify the name of the custom XML element at
this location in the document. In the example above, the root element is called invoice and the child
element is called customerName.

As well as the required information specified above, custom XML elements can also specify any number of
attributes (as specified in the associated XML Schema) on the element. To add this information, the
customXmlPr (properties on the custom XML element) specify one or more attr elements.
[Example: Using the example above, we can add a type attribute to the customerName element as follows:
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<w:customXml w:uri="http://www.example.com/2006/invoice"
w:element="customerName">
<w:customXmlPr>
<w:attr w:uri="http://www.example.com/2006/invoice" w:name="type"
w:val="individual"/>
</w:customXmlPr>
<w:r>
<w:t>Tristan Davis</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:customXml>
The resulting XML, as seen above, simply adds an attr element which specifies the attribute for the custom XML
element. end example]
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Response 427
Comment ID

CO-0192
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.144
Paragraph:
HYPERLINK
2658(2665)

FR-0464
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.144
HYPERLINK
Paragraph: page
2659, line 1

GB-0409
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.144
[HYPERLINK]
Paragraph: -

US-0206
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.144
Paragraph:
HYPERLINK

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition says that an allowed format for the link-location
parameter is a ―universal naming convention (UNC) path on a
server‖, though this term is not defined.

Provide a normative definition or
reference for a UNC path.

The definition says that an allowed format for the link-location
parameter is a ―universal naming convention (UNC) path on a
server‖, though this term is not defined.

Provide a normative definition or
reference for a UNC path.

The definition says that an allowed format for the link-location
parameter is a ―universal naming convention (UNC) path on a
server‖, though this term is not defined.

Proposed change: Provide a
normative definition or reference for a
UNC path.

The definition says that an allowed format for the link-location
parameter is a ―universal naming convention (UNC) path on a
server‖, though this term is not defined.

Provide a normative definition or
reference for a UNC path.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that UNC is not the correct term to use here and propose the following change to Part 4, §3.17.7.144
page 2,659.
3.17.7.144 HYPERLINK
Syntax:
HYPERLINK ( link-location [ , [ friendly-name ] ] )

Description: Creates a shortcut that opens a document stored on a network server, an intranet, or the Internet.
When the cell that contains the HYPERLINK function call is clicked, the file stored at link-location is opened.
Arguments:
Name
link-location

Type
Text

Description
The path and file name to the document location to be
opened as text. link-location can refer to a place in a
document—such as a specific cell or named range in a
SpreadsheetML worksheet or workbook, or to a
bookmark in a WordprocessingML document. The path
link-location can be to a file stored location on a local
hard disk drive, or the path can be a universal naming
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Name

Type

Description
convention (UNC) the path to a location on a server, or a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) path to a location on the
Internet or an intranet.
[Note: Using a URL is the preferred way of specifying linklocation. end note]
If the path location specified in link-location does not
exist or cannot be navigated, an unspecified error is
produced when the cell is clicked. link-location can be a
string or a reference to a cell containing a string.

friendly-name

text, number,
name

The value that is displayed in the cell. If omitted, the cell
displays link-location. friendly-name can be a value, a text
string, a name, or a cell that contains the jump text or
value. If the evaluation of friendly-name results in an
error value, the cell displays that error value rather than
the jump text.
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Response 428
Comment ID

FR-0402
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition for the 'guid' attribute obviously makes reference
to mechanisms that are not defined by the OOXML text
(especially the Globally word - is that a universal concept of
some sort? how the is the uniqueness of the instances
ensured?) Reading the definition of the associated ST_Guid
simple type does not help. This must be clarified.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for the guid
attribute or else remove it from the
OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
The guid attribute states that the guid must conform to the ST_Guid type defined in Part 4, §3.18.41, which
further specifies the format of the content as matching the regular expression pattern: \{[0-9A-F]{8}-[0-9A-F]{4}[0-9A-F]{4}-[0-9A-F]{4}-[0-9A-F]{12}\}. Thus, the required format of a guid is clearly defined. However, as to how
a guid is made globally unique is implementation defined. No change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1,880,
but the following note will be added to Part 4, §3.18.41, page 2865, line 11:
This simple type defines a 128 bit Globally Unique Identifier (GUID). [Note: The mechanism for ensuring a GUID
is unique is implementation defined. In some environments, a guid is known as a universally unique identifier
(uuid). end note]
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Response 429
Comment ID

CO-0207
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.9
Paragraph:
3083(3090)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The audio codecs allowed for the ―audio‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free portable
audio codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
The audio element does not specify the actual audio file which is used by the animation; as such, we do not
believe that it needs a list of potential codecs.
To clarify the semantics of this element, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §4.6.9, page 3,083, lines
8–19:
This element is used to include audio during an animation. This element specifies that this node within the
animation tree triggers the playback of an audio file; the actual audio file used is specified by the sndTgt
element (§4.6.70).
[Example: Consider adding applause sound to an animation sequence. The <audio> element is used as follows:
<p:cTn …>
<p:stCondLst>...</p:stCondLst>
<p:childTnLst>...</p:childTnLst>
<p:subTnLst>
<p:audio>
<p:cMediaNode vol="11000">
<p:tgtEl>
<p:sndTgt r:embed="rId2" />
</p:tgtEl>...
</p:cMediaNode>
</p:audio>
</p:subTnLst>
</p:cTn>
The audio element specifies the location of the audio playback within the animation; its child sndTgt element
specifies that the audio to be played is the target of the relationship with ID rId2. Eend example]
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Response 430
Comment ID

CO-0208
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.68
Paragraph:
2994(3001)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The audio codecs allowed for the ―snd‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free portable
audio codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the description of this element would be improved by referencing a set of suggested formats, as was
suggested for other similar items (e.g. image formats) in other national body comments. However, we believe
that rather than duplicate this information, we should just reference the list defined in Part 1. The following
changes will be made:
Part 4, §4.6.68, pages 3,138–3,139, attribute embed:
embed (Embedded
Audio File
Relationship ID)

Specifies the identification information for an embedded audio file. This attribute is used
to specify the location of an object that resides locally within the file. [Note: A list of
suggested audio types is provided in Part 1, §15.2.2. end note]

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

Also, we agree that this list should contain a set of portable codecs as the suggested base set; accordingly, the
following changes will be made:
Part 1, §15.2.16, page 157, row Content Type:
Content Type:

Any supported audio type.
[Note: Some example content types are:
audio/aiff
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/INMAC/SOUND
/imsoundmgr.30.htm
audio/midi
http://www.midi.org/about-midi/specinfo.shtml
audio/ogg
http://xiph.org/vorbis/doc/Vorbis_I_spec.html
audio/mpeg
ISO/IEC 11172-3
audio/x-ms-wax http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/enus/wmplay10/mmp_sdk/asx_elementsintro.asp
end note]
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Comment ID

CO-0209
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.69
Paragraph:
2994(3001)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The audio codecs allowed for the ―sndAc‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free portable
audio codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
The sndAc element does not specify the actual audio file which is used by the animation; as such, we do not
believe that it needs a list of potential codecs.
To clarify the semantics of this element, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §4.6.69, page 3,137, line 8:
This element describes the a Ssound Aaction for slide transition. This element specifies that the start of the slide
transition is accompanied by the playback of an audio file; the actual audio file used is specified by the snd
element (§4.6.68).
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Response 432
Comment ID

CO-0210
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.70
Paragraph:
2994(3001)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The audio codecs allowed for the ―sndTgt‖ element are not
specified. There are many propietary and non-portable codecs
which would break portability of a document.

Define a set of patent-free portable
audio codecs as base. Whenever other
codecs are used, the document must
be marked as ―extended‖ (see
comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the description of this element would be improved by referencing a set of suggested formats, as was
suggested for other similar items (e.g. image formats) in other national body comments. However, we believe
that rather than duplicate this information, we should just reference the list defined in Part 1. The following
changes will be made:
Part 4, §4.6.70, pages 3,138–3,139, attribute embed:
embed (Embedded
Audio File
Relationship ID)

Specifies the identification information for an embedded audio file. This attribute is used
to specify the location of an object that resides locally within the file. [Note: A list of
suggested audio types is provided in Part 1, §15.2.2. end note]

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

Also, we agree that this list should contain a set of portable codecs as the suggested base set; accordingly, the
following changes will be made:
Part 1, §15.2.16, page 157, row Content Type:
Content Type:

Any supported audio type.
[Note: Some example content types are:
audio/aiff
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/INMAC/SOUND
/imsoundmgr.30.htm
audio/midi
http://www.midi.org/about-midi/specinfo.shtml
audio/ogg
http://xiph.org/vorbis/doc/Vorbis_I_spec.html
audio/mpeg
ISO/IEC 11172-3
audio/x-ms-wax http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/enus/wmplay10/mmp_sdk/asx_elementsintro.asp
end note]

We also do not believe it is necessary to add an additional parameter for marking the content as “extended”
though, as it is not up to this standard to determine which codecs are “portable” and which are not. As is always
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the case, it is recommended that producers use formats which are portable and have a higher likelihood of
being understood by more consumers.
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Response 433
Comment ID

CO-0222
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.3.7
Paragraph:
3297(3304)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The attribute ―builtIn‖ specifies whether a sound is builtIn and
is to be reference by name only and not included within the
file. Since no list of built-in audio files is given, this will break a
document's portabilty, as no application but the creator will
posses certain audio files.

For the sake of portabilty, this attribute
should be removed. If this is not
desired, provide a list and set of built-in
audiofiles. As a last option, documents
using this attribute should be marked
as ―extended‖ (see comments for Part
1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it should be called out that the audio file is always to be included with the file as an embedded audio file
and that the builtIn attribute is to be removed from the specification. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §5.1.3.7, pages 3,297–3,298
Attributes

Description

builtIn (Recognized
Built-In Sound)

Specifies whether or not this sound is a built-in sound. If this attribute is set to true then
the generating application is alerted to check the name attribute specified for this sound
in it's list of built-in sounds and can then surface a custom name or UI as needed.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

Part 4, §5.1.3.7, pages 3,298, line 5
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_EmbeddedWAVAudioFile">
<attribute ref="r:embed" use="required"/>
<attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="optional" default=""/>
<attribute name="builtIn" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>
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Comment ID

CO-0141
Clause: Part 4,
3.2.7
Paragraph:
1892(1899)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no description of the usage of the ―ext‖ element. This
elementa allows extending the capabilities of SpreadsheetML,
but this can break document interoperability.

Define and limit the usage of the ―ext‖
element or declare that applications
using this element are not OOXML
comformant as one of OOXML's goals
is interoperablity and application
independence. Whenever this element
is used, an application must mark the
document as ―extended‖ (see comment
for Part 1, Section 2.6)

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the ext and extLst elements are not clearly documented. The specification should be more clear
regarding how these are intended to be used when extending spreadsheetML capabilities. We propose the
following changes to the specification:
Part 4, §3.2.7, page 1,892, line 8
Each ext element contains extensions to the standard SpreadsheetML feature set.Each extension within an
extension list shall be contained within an ext element. Extensions shall be versioned by namespace, using the
uri attribute, and shall be allowed to appear in any order within the extension list. Any number of extensions
shall be allowed within an extension list.
When extension lists are processed, a consumer might understand some extensions, and might not understand
other extensions. The preservation model for extensions is that unprocessed extensions shall always be
preserved (when consuming) and written out (when producing) in whole, as long as the underlying schema
extended by the extension list remains. [Example: If a spreadsheetML sheet contains several extensions within
an extension list, and through runtime processing that sheet is removed from the workbook, then the
extensions associated with that sheet shall not be written out when producing the resulting markup document.
end example].
Markup namespaces within extensions shall not be required to be listed in the Ignorable Compatibility-Rule
attribute, nor shall these namespaces be required to be listed in the PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes
Compatibility-Rule attributes. [Note: See Office Open XML Part 5 - Markup Compatibility and Extensibility §11
for additional discussion on Application-Defined Extension Elements and processing rules. end note]
[Example:
In this example, there are two extensions written. The first extension describes a new structure that might have
been defined by a fictitious second version of this specification. The second extension describes a structure that
might be introduced by a private party, developed independently from this specification.
<extLst>
<ext
uri='http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/spreadsheetml/versionTwoExtension'>
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<v2:newContent
xmlsn:v2='http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/spreadsheetml/versionTwoExt
ension'>
…
</v2:newContent>
</ext>
<ext uri='http://www.extension.com/versionOneExtension'>
<v2:moreContent
xmlsn:v2='http://www.extension.com/versionOneExtension'>
…
</v2:moreContent>
</ext>
</extList>
end example]
Each extension has an uri attribute, which serves as an identifier to indicate information about the extension.
[Note: for example, the uri might state the version of a markup specification to which the content conforms, or
it might state the version of a producing application that wrote the content. end note] Upon encountering
extensions, a processing consumer shall determine whether it knows how to process extensions using the value
of the uri. If the consumer knows how to process such an extension, the markup contained within that
extension is processed. Otherwise, the extension content shall be preserved so long as the underlying structure
being extended by the extLst has not been removed.

Part 4, §3.2.10, page 1,893, line 16
This element defines flexible storage extensions for implementing applications.provides a convention for
extending spreadsheetML in defined locations within the markup specification. The locations shall be denoted
with the extLst element, and are called extension lists. Extension list locations within the markup document are
specified in the markup specification and can be used to store extensions to the markup specification, whether
those are future version extensions of the markup specification or are private extensions implemented
independently from the markup specification. Markup within an extension might not be understood by a
markup consumer.
extLst elements contain ext elements, called extensions. See §3.2.7 for more discussion of extensions.
[Note: Allowing markup specification extensions and private markup extensions within an extension list does not
violate interoperability because the rules articulated within §3.2.7 and Office Open XML Part 5 - Markup
Compatibility and Extensibility §11 describe how markup producers and consumers shall generate and consume
markup documents containing application defined extension elements, including how to avoid and when to
generate error conditions. end note]
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Part 5, §11, page 26, after line 7
[Note: the ext and extLst elements defined in §3.2.7 and §3.2.10 of Office Open XML Part 4 - Markup Language
Reference, respectively, are examples of such extension elements. end note]
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Response 435
Comment ID

CZ-0058

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There are missing quotes around attribute value.

Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: p.
57/l. 29

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §11.8, page 57, line 29:
[Example: Consider a document specifying a mail merge whose header data source is located at
http://www.openxmlformats.org/header.txt:
<Relationships xmlns="…">
<Relationship Id="rId2"
Type="http://…/mailMergeHeaderSource"
Target="http://www.openxmlformats.org/header.txt"
TargetMode="External"/>
</Relationships>
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Response 436
Comment ID

CZ-0059
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: p.
139/l. 9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

In URL forward slashes (―/‖) should be used to separate path
parts instead of backslashes (―\‖).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §15.2.2, page 139, line 9:
<Relationships xmlns="…">
<Relationship Id="rId1"
Type="http://…/audio/x-ms-wma"
Target="file:///E:\/Beethoven's%20Symphony%20No.%209.wma"
TargetMode="External"/>
</Relationships>
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Response 437
Comment ID

CZ-0060

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There is an excessive comma before word ―core‖.

Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: p.
149/l. 27

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §15.2.11, page 149, line 27:
There are three kinds of file properties: , core, custom, and extended.
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Response 438
Comment ID

CZ-0069
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: p.
17/l. 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―This element specifies the background information for this
document.‖—obviously ―this document‖ should be replaced by
the appropriate object.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1 page 27, lines 2–3:
This element specifies the background information for this the document containing the background element.
This background shall be displayed on all pages of thate document, behind all other document content.
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Response 439
Comment ID

CZ-0070

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―all lines for this page‖ → ―all lines of this paragraph‖

Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: p.
82/l. 2

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text of Part 4, §2.3.1.14, page 82, line 2 will be changed, as follows:
This element specifies that when rendering this document in a page view, all lines for this page of this paragraph
are maintained on a single page whenever possible.
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Response 440
Comment ID

CZ-0071
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: p.
85/l. 8–9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Usage of terms ―Chinese PRC‖ and ―Chinese Taiwan‖ is not
consistent with the common practice and rest of the standard.
Use terms ―Simplified Chinese‖ and ―Traditional Chinese‖
instead.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 4, §2.3.1.16, page 85, lines 8–9 and 12:
This element specifies whether East Asian typography and line-breaking rules shall be applied to text in this
paragraph to determine which characters may begin and end each line. This property only applies to Simplified
Chinese PRC, Traditional Chinese Taiwan, and Japanese text in this paragraph.
If this element is omitted on a given paragraph, its value is determined by the setting previously set at any level
of the style hierarchy (i.e. that previous setting remains unchanged). If this setting is never specified in the style
hierarchy, then this property shall be applied to Simplified Chinese PRC, Traditional Chinese Taiwan, and
Japanese text in this paragraph.
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Response 441
Comment ID

CZ-0072
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: p.
230/l. 8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Example shows how to specify kerning value, but we are
inside description of font size element. There are more
instances of this error because examples for attribute with the
same name (e.g. ―val‖) are somehow shared and reused.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the attribute description in question should be made generic. The following changes will be made to
resolve this issue:
Part 4, §2.3.2.17, page 191, first table
Part 4, §2.3.2.36, page 230, line 8
Part 4, §2.3.2.37, page 231, line 14
Part 4, §2.3.3.10, page 253, line 1
Part 4, §2.3.3.11, page 254, line 8
Part 4, §2.3.3.12, page 255, line 13
Part 4, §2.16.30, page 1,610, line 1
Attributes
val (Half Point
Measurement)

Description
Specifies a positive measurement specified in half-points (1/144 of an inch).
The contents of this attribute value are interpreted based on the context of the parent
XML element.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:val="28" />
</w:rPr>
The value of the val attribute is the font size of the run's contents.
However, consider the following fragment:
<w:rPr>
<w:kern ... w:val="30" />
</w:rPr>
In this case, tThe value in the val attribute is the minimum size for which font characters
shall be automatically kerned15 points (30 half-points).
In each case, theThis value is interpreted in the context of the parent element. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HpsMeasure simple type
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Attributes

Description
(§2.18.48).
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Response 442
Comment ID

CZ-0073

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is an excessive backslash at the end of sentence.

Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: p.
631/l. 2

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.6.13, page 631, line 2:
This element specifies the properties (size and orientation) for all pages in the current section.\
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Response 443
Comment ID

CZ-0074
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: p.
1965/l. 16—p.
1966/l. 23

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Ampersand character (―&‖) should not be escaped when it is
not part of XML source listing.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.36, pages 1,965–1,966:
&amp;L - code for "left section" (there are three header / footer locations, "left", "center", and "right"). When
two or more occurrences of this section marker exist, the contents from all markers are concatenated, in the
order of appearance, and placed into the left section.
&amp;P - code for "current page #"
&amp;N - code for "total pages"
&amp;font size - code for "text font size", where font size is a font size in points.
&amp;K - code for "text font color"
RGB Color is specified as RRGGBB
Theme Color is specifed as TTSNN where TT is the theme color Id, S is either "+" or "-" of the tint/shade
value, NN is the tint/shade value.
&amp;S - code for "text strikethrough" on / off
&amp;X - code for "text super script" on / off
&amp;Y - code for "text subscript" on / off
&amp;C - code for "center section". When two or more occurrences of this section marker exist, the contents
from all markers are concatenated, in the order of appearance, and placed into the center section.
&amp;D - code for "date"
&amp;T - code for "time"
&amp;G - code for "picture as background"
&amp;U - code for "text single underline"
&amp;E - code for "double underline"
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&amp;R - code for "right section". When two or more occurrences of this section marker exist, the contents
from all markers are concatenated, in the order of appearance, and placed into the right section.
&amp;Z - code for "this workbook's file path"
&amp;F - code for "this workbook's file name"
&amp;A - code for "sheet tab name"
&amp;+ - code for add to page #.
&amp;- - code for subtract from page #.
&amp;"font name,font type" - code for "text font name" and "text font type", where font name and font type
are strings specifying the name and type of the font, separated by a comma. When a hyphen appears in font
name, it means "none specified". Both of font name and font type can be localized values.
&amp;"-,Bold" - code for "bold font style"
&amp;B - also means "bold font style".
&amp;"-,Regular" - code for "regular font style"
&amp;"-,Italic" - code for "italic font style"
&amp;I - also means "italic font style"
&amp;"-,Bold Italic" code for "bold italic font style"
&amp;O - code for "outline style"
&amp;H - code for "shadow style"
The possible values for this element are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type (§3.18.96).
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Response 444
Comment ID

CH-0010
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.3
Paragraph: -

GR-0024
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.4.3
Paragraph: -

IR-0044
Clause: Part
4,Section
3.17.4.2
Paragraph: -

IR-0045
Clause: Part
4,Section
3.17.4.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The ―combined date and time representation‖ is broken in
Switzerland and all other locales which switch to day-lightsaving time and back, on those days which are 23 hours or 25
hours long instead of the usual 24 hours.
Acknowledged

This problem is most easily avoided by
always using UTC for the ―combined
date and time rep-resentation‖.
Clarify the behaviour on transitions to
daylight saving time and back.

The ―combined date and time representation‖ is broken in
Spain and all other locales which switch to daylight-saving
time and back, on those days which are 23 hours or 25 hours
long instead of the usual 24 hours (summer and winther
timeframes)

This problem can be easily avoided by
always using UTC for the ―combined
date and time".

The time stamp format proposed here does not include time
zone and daylight saving time. So it can be ambiguous and
may cause interoperability problems between different time
zones.

A notion of time zone and daylight
saving can be added or the current time
can be calculated from UTC internally
and stored as UTC time stamps in the
serialized form.

The ―combined date and time representation‖ proposed here
does not include time zone and daylight saving time. So it can
be ambiguous and may cause interoperability problems
between different time zones.

A notion of time zone and daylight
saving can be added or the ―combined
date and time representation‖ can be
calculated from UTC internally and
stored as UTC time stamps in the
serialized form.

Proposed Disposition
While we understand the comment, and agree that there is no way in SpreadsheetML to designate or
differentiate between “standard time” and “daylight savings time” in those locations where time shifts are used,
we do not plan to make any changes to the specification to support “daylight savings time.” SpreadsheetML
assumes that all times are specified using UTC or using time zone offsets from UTC as specified by ISO 8601. If
ISO 8601 is updated with a standard representation for differentiating “standard” and “daylight savings” time,
we recommend that the SpreadsheetML specification be updated to match.
Note that we do understand the importance of supporting ISO 8601 date and time formats (including time
zones), and have added support for specification of UTC dates and times using an ISO 8601 format in response
to several other comments, including AU-0017 and JP-0071.
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Response 445
Comment ID

DE-0141
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.1, 2.2
Paragraph:
―Goal‖ ―Issues‖

GB-0019
Clause: Part 1,
2.1 [p2]
Paragraph: -

GB-0020
Clause: Part 1,
2.2 [p2]
Paragraph: -

JP-0022
Clause: Part 1
Clauses 2.1 and
2.2
Paragraph: -

KE-0008
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.1
―Goal‖
Paragraph: -

KE-0009
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.2
―Issues‖
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative
Additional Comment: Section 2.1 ―Goal‖, as well as Section
2.2 ―Issues‖describes the goal of this Section 2 and does not
prescribe implementable behavior, and thus is not properly
described as "normative" - but there should be no confusion in
any implementer's reading as to whether this Section 2 is
"normative" with respect to an implementation of the
specification. There is no reason to make such a change.

Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Proposed change: Mark clause as
informative using one of the
mechanisms of Section 7

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Proposed change: Mark clause as
informative using one of the
mechanisms of Section 7

Normative statements do not exist in those clauses although
clause 7 says, ―Clauses 1-5, 7 and 9-14 form a normative part
of this Part.‖ ISO/IEC Directives Part 2, 3.8 says that
normative elements are those that describe the scope of the
document and that set out provisions; 3.9 says that informative
elements are those that identify the document, introduce its
content and explain its background, its development and its
relationship with other documents.

Change the status of clauses 2.1 and
2.2 to informative based on ISO/IEC
Directives Part 2.

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

There are no normative, statements in this clause though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

There are no normative statements in this clause, though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

PT-0015
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.1
―Goal‖
Paragraph: -

PT-0016
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.2
―Issues‖
Paragraph: -

US-0017
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.1
―Goal‖
Paragraph: -
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Comment ID

US-0018
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.2
―Issues‖
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There are no normative, statements in this clause though
Section 2 is indicated to be normative

Proposed change by the MB
Mark clause as informative using one of
the mechanisms of Section 7

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 1, §2.1 and §2.2, pages 2, line 8, and page 3, line 8:

2.1

Goal

This subclause is informative
…
End of informative text

2.2

Issues

This subclause is informative
…
End of informative text

2.3 What this Standard Specifies
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Response 446
Comment ID

DE-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

FR-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

FR-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of the themeColor attribute references the
document's Theme part without properly defining it nor
providing an explicit reference to the OOXML section that
defines it.

Define the Theme part of a document
properly or else add an explicit
reference to the section that does so.

The definition of the themeColor attribute references the
document's Theme part without properly defining it nor
providing an explicit reference to the OOXML section that
defines it.

Define the Theme part of a document
properly or else add an explicit reference
to the section that does so.

The definition of the themeColor attribute references the
document's Theme part without properly defining it nor
providing an explicit reference to the OOXML section that
defines it.

Define the Theme part of a document
properly or else add an explicit reference
to the section that does so.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to the description of themeColor within the table in Part 4, §2.2.1
page 28:
themeColor
(Background Theme
Color)

Specifies a theme color to be applied to the current background.
The specified theme color is a reference to one of the predefined theme colors, located
in the document's Theme part (Part 1, §14.2.7 and Part 4, §5.1.8.9), which allows color
information to be set centrally in the document.
If the color attribute is specified, its value shall be ignored in favor of the color resulting
from the use of this attribute with any appropriate themeTint and themeShade attribute
value calculations applied.
[Example: Consider a background configured to use the accent5 theme color, resulting in
the following WordprocessingML markup:
<w:background w:color="FFA8A0" w:themeColor="accent5" />
The background has a color with an RGB value of FFA8A0, however, because the
themeColor attribute is specified, the RGB color value is ignored in favor of the accent5
theme color specified for this document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_ThemeColor simple type
(§2.18.104).
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Response 447
Comment ID

DE-0016
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
27, lines 1&2

FR-0045
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 1&2

GB-0175
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2.1 [p27, 1
and 2]
Paragraph: -

KE-0051
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 1&2

PT-0083
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, lines 1&2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Assuming that background be referring to the background of
the document defined by one of its enclosing elements,
assuming that the notion of document page and the notion of
displaying be properly defined and that their definitions match
commonly accepted ones, then the 'This background shall be
displayed on all pages of the document, behind all other
document content.' sentence makes unclear whether the total
surface of a page must be filled with the background, or else
how the subpart of the said surface can be determined.

Clarify the definition of 'background'.

Assuming that background be referring to the background of
the document defined by one of its enclosing elements,
assuming that the notion of document page and the notion of
displaying be properly defined and that their definitions match
commonly accepted ones, then the 'This background shall be
displayed on all pages of the document, behind all other
document content.' sentence makes unclear whether the total
surface of a page must be filled with the background, or else
how the subpart of the said surface can be determined.

Clarify the definition of 'background'.

Assuming that background be referring to the background of
the document defined by one of its enclosing elements,
assuming that the notion of document page and the notion of
displaying be properly defined and that their definitions match
commonly accepted ones, then the 'This background shall be
displayed on all pages of the document, behind all other
document content.' sentence makes unclear whether the total
surface of a page must be filled with the background, or else
how the subpart of the said surface can be determined.

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition of 'background'.

Assuming that background be referring to the background of
the document defined by one of its enclosing elements,
assuming that the notion of document page and the notion of
displaying be properly defined and that their definitions match
commonly accepted ones, then the 'This background shall be
displayed on all pages of the document, behind all other
document content.' sentence makes unclear whether the total
surface of a page must be filled with the background, or else
how the subpart of the said surface can be determined.

Clarify the meaning of background in
this case. Does it refer to the document
or the frame as referenced in other
parts of this sections

Assuming that background be referring to the background of
the document defined by one of its enclosing elements,
assuming that the notion of document page and the notion of
displaying be properly defined and that their definitions match
commonly accepted ones, then the 'This background shall be
displayed on all pages of the document, behind all other
document content.' sentence makes unclear whether the total
surface of a page must be filled with the background, or else
how the subpart of the said surface can be determined.

Clarify the definition of 'background'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following text will be modified in Part 4, §2.2.1, page 27, lines 2–3:
This element specifies the background information forintended for display with every page of this document. A
document’s background is the image or fill that is displayed on the entire page surface, behind all other
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document content. This background shall be displayed on all pages of the document, behind all other document
content.
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Response 448
Comment ID

FR-0044
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
27, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The use of the second instance of word 'this' within 'This
element specifies the background information for this
document.' is inappropriate, it makes the whole sentence
meaningless, and background is hence undefined.

Clarify the definition of 'background'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1, page 27, line 2:
This element specifies the background information for this the document containing the background element.
This background shall be displayed on all pages of thate document, behind all other document content.
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Response 449
Comment ID

DE-0139

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This sentence makes no sense in English.

Rewrite the sentence in English or
remove it.

This sentence makes no sense in English.

Rewrite the sentence in English or
remove it.

The text says, ―This element specifies the language which
shall be for this phonetic guide.‖ This sentence is missing a
verb. Is it "used"?

Proposed change: Insert the missing
verb

The text says, ―This element specifies the language which
shall be for this phonetic guide.‖ This sentence is missing a
verb. Is it ―used‖?

Insert the missing verb

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.14
Paragraph: page
256, line 4

FR-0060
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.14
lid (Language ID
for Phon
Paragraph: page
256, line 4

GB-0189
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.14
[p256]
Paragraph: -

US-0282
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.3.3.14
Paragraph: tid

Proposed change by the MB

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text in Part 4, §2.3.3.14, page 256, line 24 will be changed as follows:
This element specifies the language which shall be used for this phonetic guide.
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Response 450
Comment ID

DE-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

FR-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The sentence 'the color resulting from the use of this attribute
with any appropriate themeTint and themeShade attribute
value calculations applied' somewhat contradicts the first
sentence of the definition for themeColor.

Proposed change by the MB
So suggested is to rewrite this
sentence as: "If the color attribute is
specified, its value shall be ignored in
favor of the color resulting from the use
of the themeColor attribute with any
appropriate themeTint and
themeShade attribute value
calculations applied."

The sentence 'the color resultingfrom the use of this attribute
Clarify the definition of the themeColor
with any appropriate themeTint and themeShade attribute value attribute in respect to its relationships to
calculations applied' somewhat contradicts the first sentence of the themeShade an themeTint attributes.
the definition for themeColor.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed that the sentence should be improved; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1, page 28 in
the description for themeColor:
themeColor
(Background Theme
Color)

Specifies a theme color to be applied to the current background.Specifies the base theme
color used to generate the background color. The background color will be the RGB value
associated with themeColor as further transformed by themeTint or themeShade (if one
is present), else the background color will be the RGB value associated with themeColor.
The specified theme color is a reference to one of the predefined theme colors, located
in the document's Theme part, which allows color information to be set centrally in the
document.
If the color attribute is specified, its value shall be ignored in favor of the color resulting
from the use of this attribute with any appropriate themeTint and themeShade attribute
value calculations applied.
[Example: Consider a background configured to use the accent5 theme color, resulting in
the following WordprocessingML markup:
<w:background w:color="FFA8A0" w:themeColor="accent5" />
The background has a color with an RGB value of FFA8A0, however, because the
themeColor attribute is specified, the RGB color value is ignored in favor of the accent5
theme color specified for this document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_ThemeColor simple type
(§2.18.104).
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Response 451
Comment ID

DE-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
Paragraph: page
1510, lines 14

FR-0204
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, lines 14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'the bookmark designated by field-argument-1' expression
refers to concepts that are not defined in the context where it
occurs, neither explicitly, nor by reference.

It shall be clarified what is in the scope
of Open XML, describing application
behaviour or not describing it? It shall
be used consistent within the spec.
Define the 'the bookmark designated by
field-argument-1' expression either in
extenso or by reference to a proper
definition.

The 'the bookmark designated by field-argument-1' expression
refers to concepts that are not defined in the context where it
occurs, neither explicitly, nor by reference.

Define the 'the bookmark designated by
field-argument-1' expression either in
extenso or by reference to a proper
definition.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; a forward reference for bookmarks will be added to Part 4, §2.16.5.3, page 1,510, lines 14–15, as
follows:

2.16.5.3 ASK
Description: Prompts the user to enter information and assigns the bookmark (§2.13.6) designated by fieldargument-1 to represent the user's response. …

Regarding the Proposed Change, “It shall be clarified what is in the scope of Open XML, describing application
behaviour or not describing it? It shall be used consistent within the spec.”, this is handled in the context of
other comments.
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Response 452
Comment ID

DE-0061
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
Paragraph: page
1510, lines
15&16

DE-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
Paragraph: page
1510, line 16

DE-0064
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
Paragraph: page
1510, lines
16&17

FR-0200
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, line 14

FR-0201
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, line 16

FR-0205
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, lines
15&16

FR-0206
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.3
ASK
Paragraph: page
1510, lines
16&17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'Prompts the user to enter information' expression
explicitly references a runtime behavior, which is out of the
documented scope of the OOXML proposition, and not
operable as far as a document storage format is concerned.
The resulting definition for 'ASK' is broken.

It shall be clarified what is in the scope
of Open XML, describing application
behaviour or not describing it? It shall
be used consistent within the spec.
Define 'ASK' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The 'The prompt is displayed each time the ASK field is
updated' sentence explicitly places requirements on compliant
applications with respect to their dynamic behavior related to
field updates, at lest in the case of the 'ASK' field, whereas the
text page 1487, line 21 explicitly excludes the how and when
of field updates from the specification.

It shall be clarified what is in the scope
of Open XML, describing application
behaviour or not describing it? It shall
be used consistent within the spec.
‗field updates‘ shall be carried out such
that the field value reflects dynamic
data correctly, the exact decisions that
cause field updates are application
defined. Exceptions should be
documented in the definition of the
field.
Resolve the contradiction.

The sentence 'A response remains assigned to the bookmark
until a new response is entered' makes no sense at all in the
context of an XML storage format. Any text editor or other
compliant application could modify any fragment of an OOXML
document at any time. The resulting definition for 'ASK' is
broken.

It shall be clarified what is in the scope
of Open XML, describing application
behaviour or not describing it? It shall
be used consistent within the spec.
Define 'ASK' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The 'Prompts the user to enter information' expression explicitly
references a runtime behavior, which is out of the documented
scope of the OOXML proposition, and not operable as far as a
document storage format is concerned. The resulting definition
for 'ASK' is broken.

Define 'ASK' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

The 'The prompt is displayed each time the ASK field is
updated' sentence explicitly places requirements on compliant
applications with respect to their dynamic behavior related to
field updates, at lest in the case of the 'ASK' field, whereas the
text page 1487, line 21 explicitly excludes the how and when of
field updates from the specification.

Resolve the contradiction.

The 'the prompt text, which is displayed in a dialog box'
Define 'ASK' properly or else remove all
expression explicitly references a runtime behavior, which is out references to it from the OOXML text.
of the documented scope of the OOXML proposition, and not
operable as far as a document storage format is concerned.
The resulting definition for 'ASK' is broken.

The sentence 'A response remains assigned to the bookmark
until a new response is entered' makes no sense at all in the
context of an XML storage format. Any text editor or other
compliant application could modify any fragment of an OOXML
document at any time. The resulting definition for 'ASK' is
broken.

1234

Define 'ASK' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to improve the description of this field, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.3, page
1,510, lines 14–17:
Description: Prompts the user to enter information and assigns the bookmark designated by field-argument-1 to
represent the user's response. text in field-argument-2 specifies the prompt text, which is displayed in a dialog
box. The prompt is displayed each time the ASK field is updated. A response remains assigned to the bookmark
until a new response is entered. Represents information needed to elicit and store a response (where a
response is any string of characters, including the empty string). When a field update is performed, the text
specified by field-argument-2 is intended for use when requesting the response, and the resulting response is
stored within the bookmark (§2.13.6) whose name attribute matches the value specified by field-argument-1.
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Response 453
Comment ID

DK-0078
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.2
Paragraph: Page
26 line 24-28

FR-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2 Main
Document Story
Paragraph: page
26, lines 28

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The introduction of the most important subpart is confusing, as
it imply, that other parts can be neglected, and it would be
harmless to remove everything else. Which is not the case.

Remove reference to ―most important‖
and reconsider the message, that need
to be placed here. Is it the ―topelement‖ the initial element the coreelement, what is the story here

The notion of 'most important' subpart of a document is
confusing. Is it expected that removing everything else would
be harmless? Is there a hierarchy between subparts of
documents that would underly that judgment call?

Remove references to a 'most important
story'. Rework the introduction of the
body element of a document element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text will be modified to remove this implication. The following change will be made to Part 4, §2.2,
page 26, lines 24–30:
As defined in Part 1, a WordprocessingML document contains the markup for a rendition of a Office Open XML
document of type Wordprocessing. Syntactically, the document consists of a compilation of two types of
information, which are combined to create this rendition:



Properties [Example: styles, numbering definitions, etc. end example]
Stories [Example: main document, comments, headers, etc. end example]

In WordprocessingML, stories are defined as each unique region of content within a document into which the
user can typea story is a unique container for one or more paragraphs, as defined by the parent elements of the
p element (§2.3.1.22). Stories contain the document’s content. The properties of the document are applied to
the contents of each story to create the rendition. In WordprocessingML, stories are defined as each unique
region of content within a document into which the user can type. The most important storyMost of the content
in a WordprocessingML document is located in the main document story, which contains the primary contents
of the document. The main document story in WordprocessingML is stored inside the body element within the
Main Document part (Part 1, §11.3.10).
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Response 454
Comment ID

DE-0126
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.9
Paragraph: line
25

DK-0072
Clause: Part 1
Section 9.1.9
Paragraph: Page
17 Line 25

FR-0011
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.9
Paragraph: line
25

GB-0038

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Incorrect subject. A producer qua producer does not round
trip.
Additional Comment: However, assuming it is meant ―A
producer does not round trip‖: Producers need not
necessarily be consumers. The sentence only means that the
producers must take care that the unknown relationship,
targeting an unknown part is preserved in case if a consumer
is a producer as well. This doesn't mean that the consumer
has to be a producer always.

Should say, ―Conforming producers
that are also consumers should...‖

Confusing... Producers can't by nature ―roundtrip‖ because in
that case, they also become consumers. The meaning is either
nonsense, or should be clarified

If the concept is for a producer, to also
act as consumer towards external
sources in a publish/subscribe
relationship or a request/response
relationship, it need a clarification,
which part the producer is responsible
for.

Incorrect subject. A producer qua producer does not round trip. Should say, ―Conforming producers that
are also consumers should...‖

Incorrect subject. A producer qua producer does not round trip

Proposed change: Should say,
―Conforming producers that are also
consumers should...‖

Incorrect subject. A producer qua producer does not round
trip.

Should say, ―Conforming producers
that are also consumers should...‖

Incorrect subject. A producer qua producer does not round
trip.

Should say, ―Conforming producers
that are also consumers should...‖

Incorrect subject. A producer qua producer does not round
trip.

Should say, ―Conforming producers
that are also consumers should...‖

Clause: Part 1,
9.1.9 [p17, 25]
Paragraph: -

KE-0079
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.9
Paragraph: line
25

Proposed change by the MB

PT-0029
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.9
Paragraph: line
25

US-0262
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.9
Paragraph: line
25

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §9.1.9, page 17, lines 25–26:


Conforming producers that are also consumers are encouraged to roundtrip and preserve unknown
relationships and their target parts.
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Response 455
Comment ID

DK-0083
Clause: Part 4
Section
2.16.5.35
Paragraph: Page
1539

FR-0169
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.35
INDEX
Paragraph: page
1539, line 5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The Screencapture in the exmaple for the /h field argument is
in poor quality

Rewrite the example

The example for the \h switch is a low-quality image capture,
whereas text would be more readable.

Improve the example or remove it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.35, page 1,539 for the example in the /h field row:
The picture will be replaced with the following text:
INDEX \h "a Entries Follow" \c "1" \z "1033"

F Entries Follow
fox, 1

Q Entries Follow
quick brown fox. See Fox
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Response 456
Comment ID

DK-0084
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.36
Paragraph: Page
1540

FR-0170
Clause: Part4,
Section 2.16.5.35
INDEX
Paragraph: page
1540, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The Screencapture in the example for the /k fiel argument is in
poor quality

Rewrite the example

The example for the \k switch is a low-quality image capture,
whereas text would be more readable.

Improve the example or remove it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.35, page 1,540 for the example in the /k field row:
The picture will be replaced with the following text, where the construct ,…- designates a field:
The quick brown fox{ XE "fox" } jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox{ XE "quick
brown fox" \t "See Fox" } jumps over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy
dog.
INDEX \k <test> \c "1" \z "1033"
fox, 1
quick brown fox <test>See Fox
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Response 457
Comment ID

DK-0075
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

FR-0415
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Several tables used for description elements and attributes
through-out part 4 lack the upper border. I have found no
explanation to this, and while the problem doesn't interfere
with the understanding of the specification, the sheerer
amount of this problem indicate yet another quality-problem
and the appearance of the specification. It gives a ―sluppy‖
impression, and reflect back on the quality of the whole
documentation

I recommend a thorough review of the
whole text, and to apply a consistent
style to tables

This part includes many tables, especially to describe elements
(parent elements, attributes). A very high proportion of these
tables lack the upper border. A sampling done between page
430 and page 530 gave us a total of 135 tables, of which 49
(36%) exhibited that defect. Worryingly enough, there seems to
be no consistent pattern that would easily sort of the reason
why some tables lack the upper border while others do not,
which suggests that a manual change will be needed for each
faulty table.
We suspect that this symptom extends to the whole of Part 4,
and even maybe to the full documents set, resulting into
hundreds of needed changes.
While each of these changes is a small editorial change in
nature, we contend that the scale of the issue promotes this
comment to a general one.

Pursue a thorough review of the whole
OOXML text and apply a consistent style
to tables, especially regarding the upper
border.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; through investigation it has been determined that this is a problem with the tool that creates the PDF
file. The editor is working with the tool provider to resolve the problem. As the upper borders do exist in the
original document, no changes will be made to the specification, but the final PDF will have this issue resolved.
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Response 458
Comment ID

FR-0463
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.143 HOUR
Paragraph: page
2658, line 11

GB-0408
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.143
[HOUR]
Paragraph: -

US-0205
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.143
Paragraph:
HOUR

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This function returns the hour given a date/time value.
However, the text says, ―The returned value shall be in the
range 0–59.‖ Surely the hour should be in the range 0-23?

Correct the text

This function returns the hour given a date/time value.
However, the text says, ―The returned value shall be in the
range 0–59.‖ Surely the hour should be in the range 0-23?

Proposed change: Correct the text

This function returns the hour given a date/time value.
However, the text says, ―The returned value shall be in the
range 0–59.‖ Surely the hour should be in the range 0-23?

Correct the text

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.143, page 2,658, lines 10–11:

3.17.7.143 HOUR
Return Type and Value: number – The hour for the date and/or time having the given time-value. The returned
value shall be in the range 0–5923.
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Response 459
Comment ID

DK-0069
Clause: Part 1
Section 4
Paragraph: Page
6 line 13

FR-0006
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
behavior,
unspecified

GB-0031
Clause: Part 1, 4
[p6, 13]
Paragraph: -

JP-0025
Clause: Part 1
Clause 4
Paragraph: Line
13 on page 6

KE-0076
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
Paragraph:
behavior,
unspecified

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The notation ―Behavior, Unspecific‖ is confusing, since section
2 clearly state that compliance is syntactic, so no behaviour is
required, or are all behaviour unspecified ?

Clarify the definition to state if this is
regarding behaviour, for which the
specification have no recommendation.

This definition doesn't work, since the Standard, in defining
compliance in Section 2, says that ―compliance is purely
syntactic‖. So no behaviors are required. Therefore, by this
definition, all behaviors are unspecified? Surely this is not what
is meant.

Clarify this definition. Perhaps it is
meant to say, ―Behavior for which this
Standard does not make a
recommendation‖?

(behavior, unspecified) This definition doesn't work, because
the Standard, in defining compliance in Section 2, says that
―compliance is purely syntactic‖. So no behaviors are required.
Therefore, by this definition, all behaviors are unspecified?
Surely this is not what is meant.

Proposed change: Clarify this
definition. Perhaps it is meant to say,
―Behavior for which this Standard does
not make a recommendation‖?

The line says, ―behavior, unspecified - Behavior where this
Standard imposes no requirements,‖ which would imply that
DIS 29500 specifies application behaviours to some extent.
However, clause 2.3 says, ―… it is not intended to predefine
application behavior‖ meaning that DIS 29500 does not define
application behaviors. Thus, the definition is conflicting.

Clarify the definition. It would probably
mean that behavior for which this
Standard
does
not
make
a
recommendation.

This definition doesn't work, since the Standard, in defining
compliance in Section 2, says that ―compliance is purely
syntactic‖. So no behaviors are required. Therefore, by this
definition, all behaviors are unspecified? Surely this is not
what is meant.

Clarify this definition. Perhaps it is
meant to say, ―Behavior for which this
Standard does not make a
recommendation‖?

PT-0024
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
behavior,
unspecified

US-0259
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
behavior,
unspecified

This definition doesn't work, since the Standard, in defining
compliance in Section 2, says that ―compliance is purely
syntactic‖. So no behaviors are required. Therefore, by this
definition, all behaviors are unspecified? Surely this is not what
is meant.
This definition doesn't work, since the Standard, in defining
compliance in Section 2, says that ―compliance is purely
syntactic‖. So no behaviors are required. Therefore, by this
definition, all behaviors are unspecified? Surely this is not what
is meant.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will update Part 1 Definitions as follows:
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Clarify this definition. Perhaps it is
meant to say, ―Behavior for which this
Standard does not make a
recommendation‖?
Clarify this definition. Perhaps it is
meant to say, ―Behavior for which this
Standard does not make a
recommendation‖?

ISO/IEC DIS 29500 Disposition of Comments
behavior, unspecified —Behavior where this Standard imposes no requirements makes no recommendations.
[Note: To add an extension, an implementer must use the extensibility mechanisms described by this Standard
rather than trying to do so by giving meaning to otherwise unspecified behavior. end note]
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Response 460
Comment ID

DK-0055
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

FR-0034
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The missing ―Office‖ when referring to ―Office Open XML‖ or
―OpenXML‖ is confusing, as all XML is expected to be open.

Replace ―OpenXML‖ with the more
precise abbreviation ―OOXML‖ or use
the full name ―Office Open XML‖

The elision of 'Office' from 'Office Open XML' in 'OpenXML' is
confusing.

Replace 'OpenXML' by the proper
abbreviation 'OOXML' (short notation) or
'Office Open XML' (long notation)
throughout the document.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; all occurrences of “Open XML” will be changed to “Office Open XML,” to avoid any confusion caused by
inconsistency in the use of these names.
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Response 461
Comment ID

DE-0043
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16
Paragraph: page
1487, line 20

FR-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16
Fields &
Hyperlinks
Paragraph: page
1487, line 20

FR-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16
Fields &
Hyperlinks
Paragraph: page
1487, line 21

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Except if a clear definition of 'field update' would be provided
that would clearly show the innocuousness of this, we would
expect the exclusion of the how and when it happens from the
OOXML proposal to be abusive.

‗field updates‘ shall be carried out such
that the field value reflects dynamic
data correctly, the exact decisions that
cause field updates are application
defined. Exceptions should be
documented in the definition of the
field.

The definition for 'field update' is confusing. Its relationship to
'field result's, applications, and the field contents should be
clarified. Note that the English meaning of 'update' implies that
the field itself is modified (which is in contradiction with the
definition for 'field result'). In other words, the use of 'update'
might be abusive, except if clarified.

Clarify the definition of 'field update'.

Except if a clear definition of 'field update' would be provided
that would clearly show the innocuousness of this, we would
expect the exclusion of the how and when it happens from the
OOXML proposal to be abusive.

Remove the notion of 'field update' or
specify it extensively.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; as suggested by the proposed change from Germany, the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16
page 1487, lines 17-21:
The text or graphics inserted into a document when a consumer carries out a field's codes is referred to as the
field result for that field. The act of carrying out a field's codes is referred to as a field update. A field update shall
be carried out such that the content contained within the field result correctly reflects the intended semantics of
the field codes (as defined in the subclauses of §2.16). For a simple field defined via the fldSimple element
(§2.16.21), this means replacing its child elements with the appropriate WordprocessingML content; for a
complex field represented by use of properly matched fldChar elements (§2.16.18), this means replacing any
content between the fldChar element with an fldCharType attribute value of separate and an fldCharType
attribute value of end. As to how or when any field is updated is outside the scope of this Office Open XML
Standard.
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Response 462
Comment ID

KE-0073
Clause: 11.6
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is not clear how the styles and formatting will be handled
in the case of master documents and subdocuments. If the
master document has been formatted bold, and the
subdocuments have not, which will have precedence over the
other?

The document should outline clearly
which takes precedence over the other

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to clarify this, the following text will be added in Part 4, §2.17.2.1, page 1,619, after line 15:
When a subdocument is displayed at the specified location within the master document, the following logic
determines how the styles and formatting of the subdocument and associated master document shall be
handled:



All direct formatting in the subdocument is retained.
For each style in each subdocument:
o If a style with the same styleId attribute value exists in the master document, display the
contents of the subdocument using the style in the master document.
o Otherwise, import the style into the master document and display the content using the original
style.
o If a subsequent subdocument also contains a style with the same styleId attribute value, the
latter’s style is ignored and the content is displayed using the version of the style imported into
the master document.
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Response 463
Comment ID

DE-0058
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
Paragraph: page
1509, line 11

FR-0159
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1509, line 11

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no way for text to overlap in an XML file, which makes
the 'The switches used by this field can cause text to overlap'
sentence meaningless.

Remove or rewrite that sentence.

There is no way for text to overlap in an XML file, which makes
the 'The switches used by this field can cause text to overlap'
sentence meaningless.

Remove or rewrite that sentence.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.2 page 1,509, line 11:

2.16.5.2 ADVANCE
Description: Moves the starting point of text that follows the field to the right or left, up or down, or to a
specific horizontal or vertical position. The switches used by this field can cause text to overlap when it is
displayed. Text will not display if it is moved to the previous or next page, or beyond the print margins of the
current page.
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Response 464
Comment ID

DE-0050
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Paragraph: page
1509, line 0

FR-0150
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1509, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of 'User Information' implies that the document
user be known at all times and reflected in the document
contents (by magic?), which is obviously not operable. There
may be a hidden reference here to a particular user?

Clarify the description of 'User
Information'.

The definition of 'User Information' implies that the document
user be known at all times and reflected in the document
contents (by magic?), which is obviously not operable. There
may be a hidden reference here to a particular user?

Clarify the description of 'User
Information'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the existing text was not attempting to imply any particular user (or even the existence of a user
context). The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.16.5 page 1,509, within the first table:
Stores or insertsReferences
the name, initials, or address
of the document a user
account under which the
document is manipulated.
[Note: These fields can be
used in documents to allow
applications to perform
implementation-defined
updates under a particular
user’s context (if such a
context exists); for example,
to add the address of the
current user to a generic
form letter. end note]

USERADDRESS (§2.16.5.76), USERINITIALS
(§2.16.5.77), USERNAME (§2.16.5.78)

Part 4, §2.16.5.76 page 1,570, line 6:
2.16.5.76 USERADDRESS
Field Value: A postal address.If a particular user’s context exists, the current user's postal address; otherwise, an
empty string.

Part 4, §2.16.5.77 page 1,570, line 24:
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2.16.5.77 USERINITIALS
Field Value: The set of initials.If a particular user’s context exists, the current user's initials; otherwise, an empty
string.

Part 4, §2.16.5.78 page 1,571, line 10:
2.16.5.78 USERNAME
Field Value: The name.If a particular user’s context exists, the current user's name; otherwise, an empty string.
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Response 465
Comment ID

DE-0149
Clause: Part 1,
section 9.1.9
Paragraph: Line
25f

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"Are encouraged to…" is too imprecise. The ability to roundtrip application-defined (ie, "unknown" from the perspective of
the specification) relations is essential for reliable business
process integration.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify explicit conformance criteria for
round-tripping application-defined
relations.

Proposed Disposition
There is already a robust method for the preservation of business process information. The Custom XML data
storage part, as defined in Part 1, §15.2.4, allows for the reliable storage of any data which needs to accompany
the document. However, the description of Unknown Relationships in Part 1, §9.1.9, page 17, line 25 will be
updated, as follows, to make this clearer: (Note the text inside **…++ will be added in response to addressing
comment DE-0126.)



Conforming consumers shall not fail to load a document containing unknown relationships.
Conforming producers [[that are also consumers]] are encouraged to can, but are not required to,
roundtrip and preserve unknown relationships and their target parts.

[Guidance: This subclause defines the general behaviour for the consumption of unknown relationships. A
conforming producer that wishes to store custom business data in an Office Open XML document should use
instead the known relationship type for Custom XML data storage parts, as defined in Part 1, §15.2.4. end
guidance]
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Response 466
Comment ID

ECMA-0011
Clause: Schema,
shared-math
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Possible shared-math schema error: Review the shared-math
schema to see if the following from it is correct; specifically,
are the references to xpath="m:annotation/m:content" and
xpath="m:annotation/m:context" correct as these targets do
not seem to be defined anywhere?

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the <unique> elements from
the schema.

<xsd:complexType name="CT_OMathPara">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="oMathParaPr"
type="CT_OMathParaPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Office Math Paragraph
Properties</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="oMath" type="CT_OMath"
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xsd:annotation>
<xsd:documentation>Office Math</xsd:documentation>
</xsd:annotation>
<xsd:unique
name="uniqueContentAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<xsd:selector xpath="m:annotation/m:content" />
<xsd:field xpath="@id" />
</xsd:unique>
<xsd:unique
name="uniqueContextAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<xsd:selector xpath="m:annotation/m:context" />
<xsd:field xpath="@id" />
</xsd:unique>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.78, page 5,051, lines 15–22, and will also apply to
the shared-math.xsd schema:
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OMathPara">
<sequence>
<element name="oMathParaPr" type="CT_OMathParaPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="oMath" type="CT_OMath" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<unique name="uniqueContentAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:content"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
<unique name="uniqueContextAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:context"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
</element>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 467
Comment ID

ECMA-0021
Clause: Part 4,
2.7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Are section break properties allowed in style?
Since section breaks are paragraph properties the question is
whether a section break can really be applied using a style? In
other words, are the following style definitions valid?
<pre>
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:customStyle="1"
w:styleId="MyStyle">
<w:name w:val="MyStyle" />
<w:basedOn w:val="Normal" />
<w:pPr>
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="12240" w:h="15840" />
<w:pgMar w:top="1417" w:right="1417" w:bottom="1134"
w:left="1417" w:header="708" w:footer="708" w:gutter="0" />
<w:cols w:space="708" />
<w:docGrid w:linePitch="360" />
</w:sectPr>
</w:pPr>
</w:style>
</pre>

Disallow section break properties in a
style, either by making a schema
change or by adding a constraint to the
current schema.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this appears to be valid, but it was not intended for this syntax to be allowed by WordprocessingML. To
resolve this, the following changes will be made to the schema files for WordprocessingML:
A new type, CT_PPrGeneral, will be added, defined as follows
<xsd:complexType name="CT_PPrGeneral">
<xsd:complexContent>
<xsd:extension base="CT_PPrBase">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="rPr" type="CT_ParaRPr" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="pPrChange" type="CT_PPrChange" minOccurs="0" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:extension>
</xsd:complexContent>
</xsd:complexType>

The type CT_PPr will be redefined as follows
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<xsd:complexType name="CT_PPr">
<xsd:complexContent>
<xsd:extension base="CT_PPrBaseGeneral">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="rPr" type="CT_ParaRPr" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="sectPr" type="CT_SectPr" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="pPrChange" type="CT_PPrChange" minOccurs="0" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:extension>
</xsd:complexContent>
</xsd:complexType>

Finally, the reference in CT_Style will be updated to point at the appropriate reference
<xsd:complexType name="CT_Style">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="name" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="aliases" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="basedOn" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="next" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="link" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="autoRedefine" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="hidden" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="uiPriority" type="CT_DecimalNumber" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="semiHidden" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="unhideWhenUsed" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="qFormat" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="locked" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="personal" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="personalCompose" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="personalReply" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="rsid" type="CT_LongHexNumber" minOccurs="0" />
<xsd:element name="pPr" type="CT_PPrGeneral" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="rPr" type="CT_RPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="tblPr" type="CT_TblPrBase" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="trPr" type="CT_TrPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="tcPr" type="CT_TcPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
<xsd:element name="tblStylePr" type="CT_TblStylePr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="type" type="ST_StyleType" use="optional" />
<xsd:attribute name="styleId" type="ST_String" use="optional" />
<xsd:attribute name="default" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional" />
<xsd:attribute name="customStyle" type="ST_OnOff" use="optional" />
</xsd:complexType>
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Response 468
Comment ID

DK-0068
Clause: Part 1
Section 2.6
Paragraph: Page
4 line 15

FR-0003
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
―Interoperability
Guidelines‖
Paragraph: line
15

GB-0029
Clause: Part 1,
2.6 [p4, 15]
Paragraph: -

KE-0014
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: Line
15

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The document reads as it actually expect and accept this kind
of behaviour

Probably should add an paragraph
stating if the standard recommend this
kind of behaviour.

Obviously the Standard anticipates such behavior since it
explicitly contains the present example describing this behavior
and calls it conforming.

Perhaps it is meant to say, ―...this
Standard does not recommend this
behavior‖.

Obviously the Standard anticipates such behavior since it
explicitly contains the present example describing this
behavior and calls it conforming.

Proposed change: Perhaps it is meant
to say, ―...this Standard does not
recommend this behavior‖.

Obviously the Standard anticipates such behavior since it
explicitly contains the present example describing this
behavior and calls it conforming.

Perhaps it is meant to say, ―...this
Standard does not recommend this
behavior‖.

Obviously the Standard anticipates such behavior since it
explicitly contains the present example describing this
behavior and calls it conforming.

Perhaps it is meant to say, ―...this
Standard does not recommend this
behavior‖.

Obviously the Standard anticipates such behavior since it
explicitly contains the present example describing this
behavior and calls it conforming.

Perhaps it is meant to say, ―...this
Standard does not recommend this
behavior‖.

PT-0021
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
Paragraph: line
15

US-0258
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.6
―Interoperability
Guidelines‖
Paragraph: line
15

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §2.6, page 4, line 17:


A batch tool that reads a word-processing document and reverses the order of text characters in every
paragraph with “Title” style before saving it can be conforming even though this Standard does not
anticipate recommend this behavior.
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Response 469
Comment ID

MT-0001
Clause: General
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Wherever the comment ‗the following are possible
enumeration values for this type‘ in the DIS, a wrong
interpretation may be given as to what is allowable and what is
not. It may not be clear whether the list is exhaustive or
illustrative.

Proposed change by the MB
A greater stress should be made on
what is actually included and what is
not.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this sentence is unnecessarily ambiguous. The following change will be made to each instance of an
enumerated list of values:
This simple type is restricted to the values listed in the following tableThe following are possible enumeration
values for this type:
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Response 470
Comment ID

DE-0132
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.1
Paragraph: page
1, line 5

DE-0133
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.2
Paragraph: page
1, line 6

DE-0134
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.5
Paragraph: page
3, line 1

FR-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.1
Wordprocessing
ML Part
Summary
Paragraph: page
1, line 5

FR-0039
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.2
SpreadsheetML
Part Summary
Paragraph: page
1, line 6

FR-0040
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.5
Shared Part
Summary
Paragraph: page
3, line 1

GB-0131
Clause: Part 4,
§1, 1.1 [p1, 5]
Paragraph: -

GB-0132
Clause: Part 4,
§1, 1.2 [p1, 6]
Paragraph: -

GB-0133
Clause: Part 4,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Table row 'Alternative Format Import' is deemed to have no
root element and no reference. The value of this row is
unclear.

Clarify the table purpose.

Table row 'Custom Property' is deemed to have no root
element and no reference. The value of this row is unclear.

Clarify the table purpose.

Additional comment: The custom property part exists to allow
users to embed their own parts. As the part is defined by the
user, and not the specification, it is not possible to document
the root element.
Eleven table rows are deemed to have no root element and no
reference. The value of these rows is unclear.
Additional Comment:

Clarify the table purpose.

The eleven rows in question represent part types that do not
have a defined root element. That is clearly shown in the
specification.
Table row 'Alternative Format Import' is deemed to have no root Clarify the table purpose.
element and no reference. The value of this row is unclear.

Table row 'Custom Property' is deemed to have no root element Clarify the table purpose.
and no reference. The value of this row is unclear.

Eleven table rows are deemed to have no root element and no
reference. The value of these rows is unclear.

Clarify the table purpose.

Table row 'Alternative Format Import' is deemed to have no
root element and no reference. The value of this row is
unclear.

Proposed change: Clarify the table
purpose.

Table row 'Custom Property' is deemed to have no root
element and no reference. The value of this row is unclear.

Proposed change: Clarify the table
purpose.

Eleven table rows are deemed to have no root element and no
reference. The value of these rows is unclear.

Proposed change: Clarify the table
purpose.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

§1, 1.5 [p3, 1]
Paragraph: -

PT-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.1
Wordprocessing
ML Part
Summary
Paragraph: page
1, line 5

Table row 'Alternative Format Import' is deemed to have no
root element and no reference. The value of this row is
unclear.

Clarify the table purpose.

PT-0036
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.2
SpreadsheetML
Part Summary
Paragraph: page
1, line 6

Clarify the table purpose.

Table row 'Custom Property' is deemed to have no root
element and no reference. The value of this row is unclear.

PT-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 1.5
Shared Part
Summary
Paragraph: page
3, line 1

Eleven table rows are deemed to have no root element and no
reference. The value of these rows is unclear.

Clarify the table purpose.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change to the introduction of Part 4, §1, page 1, lines 3–4 will make it clear why there are
some parts without root elements:
For convenience, the following subclauses specify the root elements for each part and, when applicable, link to
the appropriate subclause that defines the root element for that part. Note that the contents of some of these
parts are not defined in this Office Open XML Standard, in which case, the Root Element is listed as “Not
Applicable” and the Reference is "n/a". Full discussion of the use of each part can be found in Part 1 of this
Office Open XML Standard. For those parts where the Root Element is listed as "Not Applicable", a definition of
the part’s use and how its content shall be structured is defined in Part 1 of the Office Open XML Standard.
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Response 471
Comment ID

ECMA-0019
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Change all occurrences of "End example]", "End note]", "End
rationale]", and "End guidance]" to "end example]", "end
note]", "end rationale]", and "end guidance]", respectively,
using the proper style.

Proposed change by the MB
Make this change.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in fact, not only are some occurrences of "end" spelled "End", some of them are set in the incorrect
style. Part 1, §7 states, "Except for whole clauses or annexes that are identified as being informative, informative
text that is contained within normative text is indicated in the following ways:
41.
42.
43.
44.

[Example: code fragment, possibly with some narrative … end example]
[Note: narrative … end note]
[Rationale: narrative … end rationale]
[Guidance: narrative … end guidance]"

All occurrences of "End" in these contexts will be changed to "end", using the correct (slanted) style.
Some occurrences of "Example:" and "Note:" are also set in the wrong style. These will also be corrected.
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Response 472
Comment ID

DE-0012
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page
vii, line 7

DK-0096
Clause: Part 1
Introduction
Paragraph: Page
xii line 7

GB-0126
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction [vii,
7]
Paragraph: -

IN-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Introduction
Paragraph: page
vii, line 7

VE-0012
Clause: 4
Paragraph: page
vii, line 7,

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Full compatibility of the proposed OOXML with any existing
application is demonstrably unreachable (because the
proposed OOXML explicitly gives up describing parts of what it
aims to describe, e.g. Part 4 page 1378 lines 12-17).

Rephrase the compatibility goal so as
to make it realistic.

The phrase about ―.. Fully compatible‖ is not possible within
the current specification since it in some portions don't give a
specific description or definition os required parts of the
specification ― e.g Part 4 page 1378 line 12-17) which state
that the implementer should do there best effort to imitate a
behaviour, which could have several outcomes. This indicates
that there is no unambiguous way to archive the goal of ―Fully
compatible‖

Replace ―Fully compatible‖ with high
fidelity.

Full compatibility of the proposed OOXML with any existing
application is demonstrably unreachable (because the
proposed OOXML explicitly gives up describing parts of what it
aims to describe, e.g. Part 4 page 1378 lines 12-17).

Proposed change: Rephrase the
compatibility goal so as to make it
realistic.

Full compatibility of the proposed OOXML with any existing
application is demonstrably unreachable (because the
proposed OOXML explicitly gives up describing parts of what it
aims to describe, e.g. Part 4).

Rephrase the compatibility goal so as
to make it realistic.

Full compatibility of the proposed OOXML with any existing
application is demonstrably unreachable (because the
proposed OOXML explicitly gives up describing parts of what it
aims to describe, e.g. Part 4 page 1378 lines 12-17).

Rephrase the compatibility goal so as
to make it realistic.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we have provided all needed information in responses to other comments. For example, the
autoSpaceLikeWord95 setting has been fully documented in the response to CL-0002, CL-0102, CO-0103, CZ0014, DK-0010, FR-0061, GB-0228, GH-0003, GR-0038, IN-0035, IR-0025, JP-0052, KR-0013, PH-0007, PT-0052
and US-0066. Other settings are documented in the proposed dispositions of many other comments.
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Response 473
Comment ID

DE-0070
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.1
Paragraph: page
4362, line 0

FR-0369
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.1
arc (Arc
Segment)
Paragraph: page
4362, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The description of the 'style' attribute merely states that it 'uses
the syntax described in [an external document]'. Either the
syntax is defined by the said external document, or else the
OOXML text must define it by itself.

Define properly, in extenso or by
reference to a standard, the 'style'
attribute.
DIS 29500 should provide a list of
normative references as expected

The description of the 'style' attribute merely states that it 'uses
the syntax described in [an external document]'. Either the
syntax is defined by the said external document, or else the
OOXML text must define it by itself.

Define properly, in extenso or by
reference to a standard, the 'style'
attribute.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the text in the introductory paragraph of the style attribute was not explicit enough. This applies
for each occurrence of the attribute in Part 4:















§6.1.2.1, page 4,362 (arc)
§6.1.2.3, page 4,393 (curve)
§6.1.2.7, page 4,434 (group)
§6.1.2.10, page 4,470 (image)
§6.1.2.12, pages 4,506–4,507 (line)
§6.1.2.13, page 4,534 (oval)
§6.1.2.15, pages 4,570–4,571 (polyline)
§6.1.2.16, page 4,598 (rect)
§6.1.2.17, page 4,625 (roundrect)
§6.1.2.19, page 4,661 (shape)
§6.1.2.20, page 4,690 (shapetype)
§6.1.2.22, page 4,717 (textbox)
§6.1.2.23, page 4,729(textpath)
§6.2.2.27, page 4,855 (shapedefaults)

style (Shape Styling
Properties)

Specifies the CSS2 styling properties of the shape. This uses the syntax described in the
"Visual formatting model" of the The CSS2 (Cascading Style Sheets, Level 2) specification,
a recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium, is available here:
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-CSS2.
This attribute uses a semi-colon delimited list of “name:value” pairs, the syntax defined
by section 4.1.8 of the CSS2 specification for grouped declarations (without the
surrounding braces). Cascading Style Sheets, Level 2 specification, a Recommendation of
the World Wide Web Consortium available here: http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-CSS2. Full
descriptions of each property are not repeated here, but the VML treatment of each
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property is defined. Allowed properties include:The following tables define the allowed
properties and the VML treatment of each.
[Example:
<v:shape … style=’position:absolute;width:100pt;height:50pt’ …
>
</v:shape>
end example]
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Response 474
Comment ID

DK-0025
Clause: Part 4
section 2.18.59
Paragraph: Page
1761

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The available option, which is indicated as
ST_MailMergeDataType appears to be a placeholder with
significant platform dependencies, since it only allow for
windows platform specific interpretations. While the text
indicate it is only suggested value, which can be ignore, it
appear to be required to deliver a complete implementation of
the specification.
If this is the case the specification suggest platform depended
technologies to be included in the specifications
it also appear that several of these suggested technologies as
either patent or IPR copyrights pending, which could lead to
the assumption, that patent technology is required to
implement the specification.
If the table is an example, then mark it as an example
The current example dosen't offer an easy way to adopt e.g a
JDBS driver or a SOAP connection as possible access
description.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify how to use XML data using
query

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, no restrictions on the query mechanism were intended. The following changes will be made to fix this:
To Part 4, §2.18.59, pages 1,761–1,762:
This simple type specifies the possible values for the types of external data sources to be connected to via the
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) system (such as a spreadsheet or database), or the alternative method of data
access if the Dynamic Data Exchange system is not useddata source access mechanism used to connect to the
data source for a mail merge. This setting is purely a suggestion of the data source access mechanism which shall
be used, and may be ignored in favor of an alternative mechanism if one is present.
Although this any access mechanism value can be specified, the following values are reserved:
Value

Description

native (Office Data Source Object Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data
source via the data stored in the Office Data Source
Object (ODSO) interface (§2.14.25).

odbc (Open Database Connectivity Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data
source via the Open Database Connectivity interface.

query (Query Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data
source using an external query file.

soap (SOAP Data Source)

Specifies that a given WordprocessingML document
has been connected to a data source using SOAP.

spreadsheet (Spreadsheet Data Source)

Specifies that a given WordprocessingML document
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Value

Description
has been connected to a spreadsheet.

textFile (Text File Data Source)

Specifies that a given WordprocessingML document
has been connected to a text file.

xQuery (Text File Data Source)

Specifies that a given WordprocessingML document
has been connected to an external data source via
XQuery.

xmlFile (XML File Data Source)

Specifies that a given WordprocessingML document
has been connected to an XML file.

[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment for a mail merge source or merged document:
<w:dataType w:val="odbc" />
The dataType element's val attribute is equal to odbc, specifying that the given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data source via the Open Database Connectivity interface. end
example]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

database (Database Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to a database via the
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) system.

native (Office Data Source Object Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data
source via the Office Data Source Object (ODSO)
interface.

odbc (Open Database Connectivity Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data
source via the Open Database Connectivity interface.

query (Query Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to an external data
source using an external query tool.

spreadsheet (Spreadsheet Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to a database via the
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) system.

textFile (Text File Data Source)

Specifies that a given merged WordprocessingML
document has been connected to a text file via the
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) system.
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To Part 4, §2.18.59, page 1762, lines 4–11 and the corresponding schema(s):
<simpleType name="ST_MailMergeDataType">
<restriction base="xsd:string"/>
<enumeration value="textFile"/>
<enumeration value="database"/>
<enumeration value="spreadsheet"/>
<enumeration value="query"/>
<enumeration value="odbc"/>
<enumeration value="native"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 475
Comment ID

DK-0039
Clause: Part 4:
Section 6.1.2.10
Paragraph: Page
4480

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The VML Reference Material (Part 4 Section 6) contains a
number of proprietary references. These include Microsoft
specific namespaces, references to Windows
meta file formats, and dependency on specific versions of
Internet Explorer.

Proposed change by the MB
The reference to Internet Explorer
should be made informative (i.e. as an
example) to avoid confusion, because
other browser implementations than
Internet Explorer are also free to utilize
the _media and _search attribute.

On the later, the "target" attribute (Hyperlink Display Target) of
several elements has values "_media" and "_search". The
description for them is as follows respectively
(refer to p4371 of OOXML Part 4, for example);
•
"_media" : Specifies that the linked document is
loaded into the Media Bar. Available in Microsoft Internet
Explorer 6 or later.
•
"_search": Specifies that the linked document is
loaded into the browser's search pane. Available in Microsoft
Internet Explorer 5 or greater

DK-0040
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.4.3.1
6.2.3.17 3.14.4
3.14.
Paragraph: -

Removal of Dependencies on Proprietary Technologies
The VML Reference Material (Part 4 Section 6)
contains a number of proprietary references.
These include Microsoft specific namespaces,
references to Windows meta file formats, and
dependency on specific versions of Internet Explorer. On the
later, the "target" attribute (Hyperlink Display Target) of several
elements has values "_media" and "_search". The description
for them is as follows respectively (refer to p4371 of OOXML
Part 4, for example); · "_media" : Specifies that the linked
document is loaded into the Media Bar. Available in Microsoft
Internet Explorer 6 or later. · "_search": Specifies that the
linked document is loaded into the browser's search pane.
Available in Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 or greater.

Such explicit proprietary dependencies
have no place in an international
standard therefore consideration should
be given to remove section 6.

Should VML remain, XML fragments
need to be specified for both ST_CF
(Clipboard Format Type), section
6.4.3.1, and ST_OLELinkType
(Embedded Object Alternate Image
Request Types), Section 6.2.3.17, so
that the enumeration of all permissible
string values are made explicit.
Also the shortlist fails to mention that
we have pointed not only to the
dependencies of Internet Explorer but
ALSO to specific namespaces,
references to Windows meta file
formats.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; vendor-specific references were erroneously included in Part 4, §6. The following changes will be made:
The issue of namespaces that include vendor names are addressed in the disposition of the following
comments:
CL-0008, IN-0014, US-0118, VE-0010, VE-0073.
The issue of references to vendor-specific image formats are addressed in the disposition of the following
comments:
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BR-0058, CA-0063, CA-0074, CL-0210, CL-0211, CO-0227, CO-0228, CZ-0037, DE-0081, DE-0082, DK-0036, DK-,
038, DK-0148, DK-0157, ECMA-0044, FR-0374, FR-0375, GB-0491, GB-0493, GR-0090, GR-0091, IN-0008, IN0016, IN-0020, IR-0051, IR-0052, KR-0005, KR-0022, PE-0006, PT-0112, PT-0113, US-0158, US-0159, UY-0005
For the issue of references to vendor-specific applications, the following changes will be made to the target
attribute, as we note that this functionality is not browser-specific.
This applies for each occurrence of the attribute:












§6.1.2.1 arc (page 4,371)
§6.1.2.3 curve (page 4,402)
§6.1.2.7 group (page 4,444)
§6.1.2.10 image (page 4,480)
§6.1.2.12 line (page 4,516)
§6.1.2.13 oval (page 4,543)
§6.1.2.15 polyline (page 4,580)
§6.1.2.16 rect (page 4,607)
§6.1.2.17 roundrect (page 4,635)
§6.1.2.19 shape (page 4,670)
§6.1.2.20 shapetype (page 4,699)

Value
<targetname>
_blank
_media
_parent
_search
_self
_top

Description
String containing the name of the frame or window in which to load the document.
Specifies that the linked document is loaded into a new blank window. This window is not
named.
Specifies that the linked document is loaded into the Media Barbrowser’s multimedia pane.
Available in Microsoft® Internet Explorer 6 or later.
Specifies that the linked document is loaded into the immediate parent of the document
containing the link.
Specifies that the linked document is loaded into the browser's search pane. Available in
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 or greater.
Specifies that the linked document is loaded into the window in which the link was clicked (the
active window).
Specifies that the linked document is loaded into the topmost window.
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Response 476
Comment ID

DE-0118
Clause: Part 1,
Clause 2 &
Clause 11.3.1,
2.18.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"An unequivocal examination of the conformance of the
standards would be impeded by the current specifications." As
some parts are unspecified.
To some degree "...the specification is, in contrast, too
detailed." "Often an element's attributes consist of itemised
lists of a very specific value. A particularly clear example is
the "ST_Border" itemised list defined in WordprocessingML.

Proposed change by the MB
In order for DIS 29500 to gain
acceptance, an adaptation of the level
of detail used for the individual
specification elements must occur.

Proposed Disposition
We agree with the goal of simplifying conformance as much as possible, and we have proposed several changes
to address this topic:







In the response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029, we have identified a set of conformance classes to aid
developers in implementing defined subsets of the specification;
In the response to AU-0005, CL-0039, CZ-0002, DE-0120, DK-0059, DK-0060, DK-0061, DK-0062, DK0063, ECMA-0037, FI-0003, IN-0052, IN-0054, JP-0039, JP-0079, KE-0003, NO-0002, NO-0007, PT-0008,
PT-0033, US-0021, US-0253 and ZA-0006, we have proposed restructuring DIS29500 as a multi-part
standard with separate parts (and conformance clauses) for OPC (Open Packaging Conventions) and
MCE (Markup Compatibility and Extensibility).
In responses to CL-0002, CL-0102, CO-0103, CZ-0014, DK-0010, FR-0061, GB-0228, GH-0003, GR-0038,
IN-0035, IR-0025, JP-0052, KR-0013, PH-0007, PT-0052, US-0066 and similar comments, we have added
complete definitions of settings such as autoSpaceLikeWord95, so that implementers can determine
conformance to these settings.
In the response to CA-0076, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087,
IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, ZA-0016 and other
comments, we have proposed removing from the main specification functionality that is necessary for
completeness but is not necessarily appropriate for documents created in the future and placing them in
an Annex for deprecated features.

Regarding the specific example of ST_Border:




In the response to AU-0021, CA-0028, CL-0127, CZ-0030, DE-0095, FI-0006, FR-0320, GB-0272, GR-0052,
IN-0041, IR-0033, IR-0034, KE-0034, US-0109 and VE-0032, we have added an extensibility mechanism to
allow users to define their own custom defined border.
In the response to BR-0026, CA-0027, CL-0126, CO-0126, CZ-0029, DE-0094, DK-0023, DK-0141, ECMA0041, FR-0321, GB-0271, IR-0032, KE-0033, PT-0066, US-0048, US-0072, VE-0030 and VE-0031, we have
added information to more thoroughly define border types, including an Annex that will include
electronic copies of each component of a border in ISO 15948 (PNG) format.
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Response 477
Comment ID

DE-0137
Clause: Part4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, line 5

DK-0092
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.1
Paragraph: Page
4343 line 5

GB-0479
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.1 [p4343, 5]
Paragraph: -

PT-0106
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1
Paragraph: page
4343, line 5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The relationship of 'Other VML namespaces' to the OOXML
proposal is unclear.

If the said other namespaces are
related to OOXML, clarify the
relationship, else remove the reference
to them from the text.

It is not clear what is the relationship between ―this
namesapce‖ and ―other VML namespaces‖ Where does this fit
into the OOXML namespaces as defined elsewhere. And are
there different relationsshipd

If these other VML namesspace are
related to the ECMA-376 specification it
should be clarified how this
relationsship is, otherwise remove the
reference to ―other VML namespaces‖

The relationship of 'Other VML namespaces' to the OOXML
proposal is unclear.

Proposed change: If the said other
namespaces are related to OOXML,
clarify the relationship, else remove the
reference to them from the text.

The relationship of 'Other VML namespaces' to the OOXML
proposal is unclear.

If the said other namespaces are
related to OOXML, clarify the
relationship, else remove the reference
to them from the text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §6.1, page 4,343, line 5:
Other VML The urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office, urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word,
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:excel and urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:powerpoint namespaces
define elements that layer on information beyond the baseline graphical definition.
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Response 478
Comment ID

FR-0323

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
double quotes used incorrectly, with two sets of close quotes.

XML examples should be given using
straight quotes

Double quotes used incorrectly, with two sets of close quotes.

Proposed change: XML examples
should be given using straight quotes

The double quotation marks surrounding en-CA are different
from the double quotation marks used in other example, e.g.
line 2 on page 1744.

Correct the double quotation marks.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: line
22

GB-0276
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.51
[p1747, 22]
Paragraph: -

JP-0059
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.51
Paragraph: Line
22 on page 1747

Proposed change by the MB

PT-0068
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: line
22

Double quotes used incorrectly, with two sets of close quotes.

US-0274

double quotes used incorrectly, with two sets of close quotes.

XML examples should be given using
straight quotes

double quotes used incorrectly, with two sets of close quotes.

XML examples should be given using
straight quotes

Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: line
22

VE-0037
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.51
Paragraph: line
22

XML examples should be given using
straight quotes

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.18.51, page 1,747, line 21–24:
[Example: Consider a language code defined as follows:
<w:lang w:val=”"en-CA"” />
This language is therefore specified as English (en) and Canada (CA), resulting in use of the English (Canada)
language setting. end example]
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Response 479
Comment ID

DE-0148
Clause: Part 1,
section 2.5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Given the scope, breadth and depth of the specification,
including the numerous passages marked as ―informative‖
only, the conformance criteria here seem few and vague.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify exact conformance criteria,
possibly for different levels (minimal,
full etc.) and/or for specific subsets of
the specification and/or from the
perspective of different categories of
implementing software (visual editors,
renderers, batch filters, pass-through
systems etc.)
f.e.g. Profiling could be a proper
solution

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the conformance criteria has been modified to address the concept of conformance classes for defined
profiles. For more information on these changes, see the response to JP-0027, JP-0028, and JP-0029, included
here for reference:
Some National Bodies expressed a need to identify more clearly how developers can implement only those
features of the specification that were important to them; for example, many implementers only want to
implement word processing documents, and do not wish to implement spreadsheets or presentations. The
following changes allow developers to build a conforming implementation that supports some subset of the
features of DIS 29500:
Modify Part 1, §2.4 and §2.5, as follows:

2.4. Document Conformance
Document conformance is purely syntactic; it involves only Items 1 and 2 in §2.3 above.





A conforming document shall conform to the schema (Item 1 above) and any additional syntax
constraints (Item 2).
The document shall be of type Wordprocessing, Spreadsheet, or Presentation.
The document character set shall conform to the Unicode Standard and ISO/IEC 10646, with either the
UTF-8 or UTF-16 encoding form, as required by the XML 1.0 standard.
Any XML element or attribute not explicitly included in this Standard shall use the extensibility
mechanisms described by Parts 4 and 5 of this Standard.

Each Part of this multi-part standard has its own conformance clause. The term conformance class is used to
disambiguate conformance within different Parts of this multi-part standard. This Part defines the following
document conformance classes:




WML, if the document is a conforming document of type Wordprocessing.
SML, if the document is a conforming document of type Spreadsheet.
PML, if the document is a conforming document of type Presentation.

[Note: Other document conformance classes could be defined in the future. end note]
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2.5. Application Conformance
Application conformance incorporates both syntax and semantics; itis purely syntactic; it also involves itemsonly
items- 1,and 2, and 3 in §2.3 above.






A conforming consumer shall not reject any conforming documents of at least one document
conformance class. the document type (§4) expected by that application.
A conforming producer shall be able to produce conforming documents of at least one document
conformance class.
A conforming application shall treat the information in Office Open XML documents in a manner
consistent with the semantic definitions given in this Specification. An application's intended behavior
need not require that application to process all of the information in an Office Open XML document.
However, the information that it does process shall be processed in a manner that is consistent with the
semantic definitions given in this Specification.
A conforming producer should not use the deprecated features contained in Annex X, “Selected
Transitional Migration Features,” except when migrating existing binary documents into the Office Open
XML file formats.

[Note: This note illustrates the third bullet above. Conforming applications might serve various functions.
Examples include a viewer, an editor, and a back-end processor. Here is an illustration of how the third bullet
applies to each of those examples:





If a conforming viewer supports a given feature, then when it displays information using that feature, it
respects the semantics of that feature as described in the Specification.
If a conforming editor supports a given feature, then when it provides its user with an interface for
manipulating information using that feature, it respects the semantics of that feature as described in the
Specification.
If a conforming back-end processor supports a given feature, then it when it transforms or assembles
information involving that feature, it respects the semantics of that feature as described in the
Specification.

end note]
This Part defines the following application conformance classes:




WML, if the application is a conforming application that is a consumer or producer of documents having
conformance class WML.
SML, if the application is a conforming application that is a consumer or producer of documents having
conformance class SML.
PML, if the application is a conforming application that is a consumer or producer of documents having
conformance class PML.

Append the following paragraph to Part 2, §6, “General Description”:
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Each Part of this multi-part standard has its own conformance clause. The term conformance class is used to
disambiguate conformance within different Parts of this multi-part standard. This Part has only one
conformance class, OPC (that is, Open Packaging Conventions).
An application implementing this Specification is defined to be of conformance class OPC if it satisfies all the
conformance conditions listed in this specification.
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Response 480
Comment ID

DE-0160
Clause: Part 1,
section 2.5
Paragraph: line
30

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
specifies that "A conforming producer shall be able to produce
conforming documents". This is unclear insofar as that it
permits the existence of "conforming producers" capable of
producing
- two simple, conformant "Hello World"-documents
- other, non-conformant documents.
Such an application still would be a "conforming producer",
since it is "able to produce conforming documents".

Proposed change by the MB
rephrase to read "all Office OpenXML
documents produced by a conforming
producer shall be conforming
documents."

Proposed Disposition
It is not the intent of DIS29500 to limit the breadth of formats that a conforming producer may produce,
because this could limit future interoperability with new formats. Most applications that support document
formats include support for a variety of formats, and a consuming producer that adds support for a new format
in the future should not be considered a non-conforming producer as a consequence of adding such support.
We also note that the conformance clause for DIS 29500 has been expanded to include the concept of
conformance classes, which allows for conforming producers to support defined subsets of DIS29500. For more
information, including the full text of the proposed revisions to the conformance clause, see the response to JP0027, JP-0028, or JP-0029.
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Response 481
Comment ID

DE-0161

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"Alternative Format Import Part" (AIP), is unclear.

Clause: Part 1,
section 11.3.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Suggestion: Clarify the text by
introducing a clear separation of
applications filling the roles of
- "consumer only"
- "consumer + producer"
- "producer only".
Specify the functionality that each role
must support:
- "consumer only" must not reject
documents containing AIP
- "consumer + producer" must convert
data in AIP before acting as producer
- "producer only" is the only role
allowed to produce OpenXML
documents containing AIP

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 1, §11.3.1, page 28, lines 20–23:
The following requirements are applied to applications with respect to this part:




An application that is solely a conforming consumer shall not reject documents containing one or more
instances of this part
An application that is both a conforming consumer and producer shall not reject documents containing
instances of this part and shall convert/remove any instances of this part before acting as producer.
However, a An application that is solely a conforming producer shall not create a WordprocessingML
package that contains Alternative Format Import relationships and elements.

[Note: The Alternative Format Import machinery provides a one-time conversion facility. A producer could have
an extension that allows it to generate a package containing these relationships and elements, yet when run in
conforming mode, does not do so. end note]
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Response 482
Comment ID

KE-0071
Clause: Part 1
Page xii
Paragraph: Lines
5-8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The statement reads: The goal is to enable the
implementation of the Office Open XML formats by the widest
set of tools and platforms, fostering interoperability across
office productivity applications and line-of-business systems,
as well as to support and strengthen document archival and
preservation, all in a way that is fully compatible with the large
existing investments in Microsoft Office documents.

Proposed change by the MB
The goal should not be to protect only
Microsoft Documents but also other
legacy documents that we have in
existent e.g WordPerfect documents.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it may be useful for certain other document formats to be documented as open standards (as, for
example, the PDF format has been documented and proposed as an ISO standard in another standardization
effort), but such work is outside the scope of DIS 29500.
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Response 483
Comment ID

CL-0072
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0088
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

CO-0089
Clause: Part 4,
2.4.46
Paragraph:
421(428)

GB-0139
Clause: Part 4,
§2, Any number
of rows can be
selected for
Paragraph: -

GB-0199
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.4.46 [p421]
Paragraph: -

GR-0096
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.4.46
Paragraph: page
421

IR-0009
Clause: Part
4,Section 2
Paragraph: -

KE-0072
Clause: 2.4.46
Paragraph: -

NZ-0030
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
any number of rows can be selected for repeating Heading

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

OpenOffice is attempting to add support for OOXML. However
OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely :
any number of rows can be selected for repeating Heading

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the ability to specify a
multi-row header that repeats across pages, where ODF does.

Include in this section the ability to
specify that the first N rows of a table
can be selected as a header.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the following feature:
any number of rows can be selected for repeating Heading

Proposed change: Include support for
this feature from ISO ODF in order to
improve interoperability between the
two formats.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the ability to specify a
multi-row header that repeats across pages, where ODF does.

Proposed change: Include in this
section the ability to specify that the
first N rows of a table can be selected
as a header.

It is desired to have improved interoperability between ODF
and OOXML. However, OOXML lacks the ability to specify a
multi-row header that repeats across pages, where ODF does.

Include in this section the ability to
specify that the first N rows of a table
can be selected as a header.

Improving the interoperability between OOXML and ODF is
desired, but ODF has the following feature which is lacking in
OOXML: any number of rows can be selected for repeating
Heading

In order to improve the interoperability
between OOXML and ODF, support for
this feature should be included in
WordProccessingML.

OOXML lacks the ability to specify a multi-row header that
repeats across pages

Include in this section the ability to
select the first N rows as a header.

OOXML lacks support for a feature of OpenOffice, namely:
any number of rows can be selected for repeating Heading

Include this feature in
WordProcessingML in order to improve
interoperability.

Proposed Disposition
The functionality described (specifying a multi-row header that repeats across pages) is provided for by the
tblHeader element in Part 4, §2.4.46. However, the current text will be improved to make that clearer by
modifying the description in Part 4, §2.4.46, page 421, lines 25–26, as follows:
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This element specifies that the current table row shall be repeated at the top of each new page on which part of
this table is displayed. This gives this table row the behavior of a 'header' row on each of these pages. This
element can be applied to any number of rows at the top of the table structure in order to generate multi-row
table headers.
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Response 484
Comment ID

ECMA-0010
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.18, 4.6.24
Paragraph: -

IN-0082
Clause: 4.4.1.46
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Part 4, 4.6.18, 4.6.24 - PresentationML 'transitions' are not
described. Documenting a dynamic process is clearly difficult,
but there needs to be at least some text characterizing the
mechanics. Possibly provide a small series of still frames to
describe the effect visually, or ideally an appendix of animated
images to demonstrate.

For each transition, provide a series of
still frames to describe the effect
visually.

Wheel (Wheel Slide Transition) (similarly for blind, checker,
circle, comb. Cover, cut etc.) - This representation is not
enough for an open format.

It is desired to have the specifications
which help to map to the legacy formats

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this should be more thoroughly documented. We will make the following changes:
Part 4, §4.6.18, page 3,092
This element describes the a "Blinds" slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a "blind"
style transition. The <blinds> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:blinds/> </p:transition> End
example]
This element describes the Blinds slide transition effect, which uses a set of horizontal or vertical bars and wipes
them either left-to-right or top-to-bottom, respectively, until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this
transition depends upon the attributes specified.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “blinds” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:blinds dir=”horz”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:blinds dir=”vert”/>
</p:transition>

end example]
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[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.24, page 3,098
This element describes the Checker slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a "checker"
slide transition animated vertically. The <checker> element should be used as follows: <p:transition>
<p:checker dir="vert"/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Checker slide transition effect, which uses a set of horizontal or vertical
checkerboard squares and wipes them either left-to-right or top-to-bottom, respectively, until the new slide is
fully shown. The rendering of this transition depends upon the attributes specified.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “checker” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a
set of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding
the corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:checker dir=”horz”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:checker dir=”vert”/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.26, page 3,099
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This element describes the Circle transition effect..
[Example: Consider we have a slide with a "circle" style transition. The <circle> element should be used as
follows:
<p:transition> <p:circle/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Circle slide transition effect, which uses a circle pattern centered on the slide that
increases in size until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition has been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following case in which the “circle” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:circle/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.30, page 3,103
This element describes a comb slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a comb slide
transition animated vertically. The <comb> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:comb/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Comb slide transition effect, which uses a set of horizontal or vertical bars and wipes
them from one end of the slide to the other until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition
depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “comb” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:comb dir=”horz”/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:comb dir=”vert”/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.32, page 3,105
This element describes a cover slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a cover slide
transition animated vertically. The <cover> element should be used as follows: <p:transition>
<p:cover/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Cover slide transition effect, which moves the new slide in from an off-screen
location, continually covering more of the previous slide until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this
transition depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “cover” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”d”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”l”/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”r”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”u”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”ld”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”lu”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”rd”/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:cover dir=”ru”/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.34, page 3,109
This element describes a cut slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a cut slide transition
animated vertically. The <cut>element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:cut/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Cut slide transition effect, which simply replaces the previous slide with the new slide
instantaneously. No animation is used, but an option exists to cut to a black screen before showing the new
slide. The rendering of this transition depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “cut” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set of
attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:cut thruBlk="0"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:cut thruBlk="1"/>
</p:transition>
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end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.35, page 3,110
This element describes a diamond slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a diamond
slide transition animated vertically. The <diamond> element should be used as follows: <p:transition>
<p:diamond/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Diamond slide transition effect, which uses a diamond pattern centered on the slide
that increases in size until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition has been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following case in which the “diamond” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a
set of attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding
the corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:diamond/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.36, page 3,110
This element describes a dissolve slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a dissolve slide
transition animated vertically. The <dissolve> element should be used as follows: <p:transition>
<p:dissolve/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Dissolve slide transition effect, which uses a set of randomly placed squares on the
slide that continue to be added to until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition has been
shown below.
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[Example: Consider the following case in which the “dissolve” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a
set of attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding
the corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:dissolve/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.41, page 3,114
This element describes a fade slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a fade slide
transition animated vertically. The <fade> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:fade/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Fade slide transition effect, which smoothly fades the previous slide either directly to
the new slide or first to a black screen and then to the new slide. The rendering of this transition depends upon
the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “fade” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:fade thruBlk="0"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:fade thruBlk="1"/>
</p:transition>
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end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.50, page 3,121
This element describes a newsflash slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a newsflash
slide transition animated vertically. The <newsflash> element should be used as follows: <p:transition>
<p:newsflash/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the NewsFlash slide transition effect, which grows and spins the new slide counterclockwise into place over the previous slide. The rendering of this transition has been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following case in which the “newsflash” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a
set of attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding
the corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:newsflash/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.54, page 3,125
This element describes a plus slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a plus slide
transition animated vertically. The <plus> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:plus/>
</p:transition> End example]
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This element describes the Plus slide transition effect, which uses a plus pattern centered on the slide that
increases in size until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition has been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following case in which the “plus” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set of
attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:plus/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.58, page 3,127
This element describes a pull slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a pull slide
transition. The <pull> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:pull/> </p:transition>
End example]
This element describes the Pull slide transition effect, which moves the previous slide to an off-screen location,
continually revealing more of the new slide until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition
depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “pull” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set of
attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”d”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
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<p:pull dir=”l”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”r”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”u”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”ld”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”lu”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”rd”/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:pull dir=”ru”/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.59, page 3,128
This element describes a push slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a push slide
transition. The <push> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:push dir="r"/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Push slide transition effect, which moves the new slide in from an off-screen
location, continually pushing the previous slide to an opposite off-screen location until the new slide is fully
shown. The rendering of this transition depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “push” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:push dir=”d”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:push dir="l"/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:push dir="r"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:push dir="u"/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.60, page 3,128
This element describes a random slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a random slide
transition. The <random> element should be used as follows:
<p:transition> <p:random/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Random slide transition effect, which chooses a random transition from the set
available in the rendering application. This transition thus may be different each time it is used.
[Example: Consider the following case in which the “random” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a
set of attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding
the corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:random/>
</p:transition>
end example]
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Part 4, §4.6.61, page 3,129
This element describes a random bar slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a random
bar slide transition. The <randomBar> element should be used as follows: <p:transition>
<p:randomBar/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the RandomBar slide transition effect, which uses a set of randomly placed horizontal or
vertical bars on the slide that continue to be added to until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this
transition depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “randomBar” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with
a set of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments
preceding the corresponding rendering:

<p:transition>
<p:randomBar dir=”horz”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:randomBar dir="vert"/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.71, page 3,139
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This element describes a split slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a split slide
transition. The <split> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:split dir="in"/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Split slide transition effect, which reveals the new slide directly on top of the
previous one by wiping either horizontal or vertical from the outside in, or from the inside out, until the new
slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition depends upon the attributes specified which have been
shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “split” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:split orient=”horz” dir=”in”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:split orient=”horz” dir="out"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:split orient=”vert” dir="in"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:split orient=”vert” dir="out"/>
</p:transition>
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end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.74, page 3,141
This element describes a strips slide transition effect. PresentationML Reference Material - Animation 3142
[Example: Consider we have a slide with a strips slide transition. The <strips> element should be used as follows:
<p:transition> <p:strips/> </p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Strips slide transition effect, which uses a set of bars that are arranged in a staggered
fashion and wipes them across the screen until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition
depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “strips” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:strips dir=”ld”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:strips dir="lu"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:strips dir="rd"/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:strips dir="ru"/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.94, page 3,160
This element describes a wedge slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a wedge slide
transition. The <wedge> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:wedge/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Wedge slide transition effect, which uses two radial edges that wipe from top to
bottom in opposite directions until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition has been shown
below.
[Example: Consider the following case in which the “wedge” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and a sample rendering are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:wedge/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]
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Part 4, §4.6.95, page 3,161
This element describes a wheel slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a wheel slide
transition. The <wheel> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:wheel/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Wheel slide transition effect, which uses a set of radial edges and wipes them in the
clockwise direction until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition depends upon the
attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “wheel” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:wheel spokes=”1”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:wheel spokes=”2”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:wheel spokes=”3”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:wheel spokes=”4”/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:wheel spokes=”8”/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.96, page 3,161
This element describes a wipe slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a wipe slide
transition. The <wipe> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:wipe/> </p:transition>
End example]
This element describes the Wipe slide transition effect, which wipes the new slide over the previous slide from
one edge of the screen to the opposite until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition
depends upon the attributes specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “wipe” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:wipe dir=”d”/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:wipe dir="l"/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:wipe dir="r"/>
</p:transition>

<p:transition>
<p:wipe dir="u"/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]

Part 4, §4.6.97, page 3,162
This element describes a zoom slide transition effect. [Example: Consider we have a slide with a zoom slide
transition. The <zoom> element should be used as follows: <p:transition> <p:zoom/>
</p:transition> End example]
This element describes the Zoom slide transition effect, which uses a box pattern centered on the slide that
increases in size until the new slide is fully shown. The rendering of this transition depends upon the attributes
specified which have been shown below.
[Example: Consider the following cases in which the “zoom” slide transition is applied to a slide, along with a set
of attributes. The proper usage and sample renderings are shown below, with the XML fragments preceding the
corresponding rendering:
<p:transition>
<p:zoom dir=”in”/>
</p:transition>
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<p:transition>
<p:zoom dir="out"/>
</p:transition>

end example]
[Note: Any rendering shown above is for example purposes only. Exact rendering of any transition is determined
by the rendering application. As such, the same transition can have many variations depending on the
implementation. end note]
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Response 485
Comment ID

ECMA-0030

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In CONVERT, Pica (1/72") should be Point (1/72").

Proposed change by the MB
Correct this.

Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.48
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the value for pica is incorrectly stated in the CONVERT function definition. The unit name is specified as
“pica” but the conversion factor for “point” is given. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.48,
page 2,573, line 2:
Distance
Unit String

Meaning

ang

Angstrom

ft

Foot

in

Inch

m

Meter

mi

Statute mile

Nmi

Nautical mile

Pica

PicaPoint (1/72 inch)

yd

Yard
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Response 486
Comment ID

ECMA-0031
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.2.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The cell reference syntax seems to allow decimal numbers. It
should not.

Proposed change by the MB
Restrict the numbers to integers.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in response to comments AU-0011, CA-0043, FR-0436, GB-0361, and US-0245, the grammar for
SpreadsheetML formulas has been completely rewritten using the notation defined by ISO/IEC 14977:1996,
“Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”. As a result, the syntax for cell references is, as follows:
A1-reference=
A1-column, ":", A1-column
A1-row, ":", A1-row |
A1-column, A1-row ;

|

A1-column=
A1-relative-column |
A1-absolute-column ;
A1-relative-column=
letter, {letter} ; (* see semantic rules at 3.17.2.3.1 *)
letter=
"a"|"b"|"c"|"d"|"e"|"f"|"g"|"h"|"i"|"j"|"k"|"l"|"m"|
"n"|"o"|"p"|"q"|"r"|"s"|"t"|"u"|"v"|"w"|"x"|"y"|"z"|
"A"|"B"|"C"|"D"|"E"|"F"|"G"|"H"|"I"|"J"|"K"|"L"|"M"|
"N"|"O"|"P"|"Q"|"R"|"S"|"T"|"U"|"V"|"W"|"X"|"Y"|"Z" ;
A1-absolute-column=
"$", A1-relative-column ;
A1-row=
A1-relative-row |
A1-absolute-row ;
A1-relative-row=
digit-sequence ; (* must be non-zero; see 3.17.2.3.1 *)
A1-absolute-row=
―$‖, A1-relative-row ;
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Response 487
Comment ID

DK-0044
Clause: Part 1
―foreword‖
Paragraph: page
Vii, line 9

DK-0045
Clause: Part 2
―Foreword‖
Paragraph: page
Vii, line 9

DK-0046
Clause: Part 4
―Foreword‖
Paragraph: page
Vii, line 9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The ―Foreword‖ state a ―number of Annexes‖ without a precise
indication of the actual number of annexes. During the initial
acceptance of the paper it was discovered that several
annexes was missing from the specification, which indicates
the need for a precise and correct statement about the exact
number of annexes, which is included in the specification.

The precise number, and a unique
identification should be stated about
every annex, which is included in the
ECMA-376 specification.

The ―Foreword‖ state a ―number of Annexes‖ without a precise
indication of the actual number of annexes. During the initial
acceptance of the paper it was discovered that several
annexes was missing from the specification, which indicates
the need for a precise and correct statement about the exact
number of annexes, which is included in the specification.

The precise number, and a unique
identification should be stated about
every annex, which is included in the
ECMA-376 specification.

The ―Foreword‖ state a ―number of Annexes‖ without a precise
indication of the actual number of annexes. During the initial
acceptance of the paper it was discovered that several
annexes was missing from the specification, which indicates
the need for a precise and correct statement about the exact
number of annexes, which is included in the specification.

The precise number, and a unique
identification should be stated about
every annex, which is included in the
ECMA-376 specification.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the forewords of Parts 1, 2, and 4 will be updated to also include the unique identification of each
annex.
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Response 488
Comment ID

DK-0079
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: Page
28 line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The line regarding presented colour is unsolicited in a
specification, which focus on definition of content and not the
presentation.

Proposed change by the MB
Refer to as defined colour

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1, page 28, in the description for the color attribute in
the attribute table:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
Specifies the color for the background of the document.
This color may either be presented specified either as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or
auto to allow a consumer to automatically determine the background color as
appropriate.
If the background specifies the use of a theme color via the themeColor attribute, this
value is superseded by the theme color value.
[Example: Consider a border color with value 2C34FF, as follows:
<w:background … w:color="2C34FF"/>
The background color shall therefore be the color with an RGB value of 44,52,255 (the
decimal decoding of the hex value above). end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HexColor simple type
(§2.18.43).
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Response 489
Comment ID

DK-0080
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.2.1
Paragraph: Page
28 line 1

FR-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example is to illustrate the possible suppression of
―documentwide‖ settings. The Example is overloaded with
funny calculation examples, that add only to the confusion.

Rewrite the example

The example focuses upon a clumsy feature that should be
removed (color superseded by themeColor) while it should
illustrate properly the relationship between the (remote)
definition of a given theme and the effect on the considered
background element instance.

Rewrite the example.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to improve the clarity of the example, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.2.1, page 28:
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themeColor
(Background Theme
Color)

Specifies a theme color to be applied to the current background.
The specified theme color is a reference to one of the predefined theme colors, located
in the document's Theme part, which allows color information to be set centrally in the
document.
If the color attribute is specified, its value shall be ignored in favor of the color resulting
from the use of this attribute with any appropriate themeTint and themeShade attribute
value calculations applied.
To determine the color to display, the following actions are performed:
 Using the mapping specified in the ST_ThemeColor simple type (§2.18.104),
the appropriate attribute on the clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20) is
read.
 Using that value and the mapping specified in the ST_ColorSchemeIndex
simple type (§2.18.12), the appropriate element in the document’s Theme part is
read to get the base theme color.
 The specified color is modified based on the presence of the themeTint or
themeShade attribute.
[Example: Consider a background configured to use the accent5 theme color, resulting in
the following WordprocessingML markup:
<w:background w:color="FFA8A0" w:themeColor="accent5" />
The background has a color with an RGB value of FFA8A0, however, because the
themeColor attribute is specified, the RGB color value is ignored in favor of the accent5
theme color specified for this document
If the Settings part contained the following markup:
<w:clrSchemeMapping ... accent5="accent5"/>
and the Theme part contained the following XML markup:
<a:accent5>
<a:srgbClr val="BCBCBC"/>
</a:accent5>
the resulting background color would be BCBCBC. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_ThemeColor simple type
(§2.18.104).
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Response 490
Comment ID

GB-0021
Clause: Part 1,
2.2 Issues
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Whether normative or informative, there are a variety of
problems with the text:






Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address these
concerns.

Issue 1, line 21-25 ―stipulating visual layout would be
inappropriate for a consumer that extracts data for
machine consumption, or that renders text in sound.‖
The statement implies visual layout should not be
stipulated at all, where in fact the correct approach
would be to include both specifications for visual
layout, and additional meta-data for circumstances
where the document is rendered in audio. A
consumer that ―extracts data for machine
consumption‖ would simply ignore all HCI information
completely.
Issue 2, line 26-30 ―Commonsense user expectations
regarding the interpretation of an Office Open XML
package (§4) play such an important role in that
package's value that a purely syntactic definition of
conformance would fail to effect a useful level of
interoperability.‖ This statement has two problems. 1)
It states that purely syntactic conformance will fail to
deliver interoperability, but sub-clauses 2.4 and 2.5
define document and application conformance as
―purely syntactic‖ so by inference, this standard must
fail to achieve interoperability. 2) More importantly,
the concept of ―common sense‖ is far too ambiguous,
indeterminate, and culturally blind to play a role in an
international standard. Your commonsense is not my
commonsense, or the commonsense of a user in
India or China. Such a non-precise concept cannot
aid interoperability or achieving conformance.
Issue 3 ―Legitimate operations on a package include
deliberate transformations, making blanket change
prohibitions inappropriate in the conformance
definition.‖ What are blanket change prohibitions?
Surely the conformance definition only specifies the
initial state of a conforming file. Once an application
starts to transform it, deliberately or not, it is entirely
possible that the file will end up non-conformant, e.g.
it could be transformed to ODF, or PDF, or a binary
MS format. What is the point of this issue? ―Again,
commonsense user expectation makes the
difference.‖ Difference to what?

Proposed Disposition
Part 1, §2.5 has been modified (per the response to JP-0027) to state that application conformance involves
both syntax and semantics. The same response also adds the concept of conformance classes for documents
and consumers/producers. We believe these changes address the core concerns of this comment.
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Response 491
Comment ID

DK-0057
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.17.2
Paragraph: Page
2508 line 28

FR-0427
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Formulas
Paragraph: page
2508, line 28

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence ―All arithmetic terms in an expression is real
numbers‖ will give some problems, as we deal with quite a few
perceived infinite real numbers in arithmetic, like PI and ―e‖
The specification of PI is according to section 2.7.17.249 is
accurate to the 15 significant figures, which then contradict the
above sentence ( page 2745, line 15)
Section 3.17.5.2 ( page 2524) also state the expected
precision about, how numbers are expected to be handled
within the value space.

A more precise statement, which gives,
if we demand ―real numbers‖ or which
precision is recommended. As it is
described here i recommend that the
section 3.17.5.2 is kept, and the
sentence on page 2508 is rewritten to
reflect this.

The 'All arithmetic terms in an expression are real numbers.'
must be untrue. It is at least inconsistent with the definition
given for PI() (page 2745 line 15), which allows conformant
implementations to truncate the value of the pi number to 15
significant digits, hence suggesting that the arithmetics are not
performed according to the rules of pure real mathematics. It is
also contradicting section 3.17.5.2 Precision, page 2524, which
describes how applications are expected to cope with finite
binary representations of real numbers, while failing though to
fully explicit the impact of the said representation on
computations (it limits itself to the projection of lexically valid
number representations onto the value space).
Operating according to the rules of pure real mathematics is an
interesting topic in applied computer science, but can hardly be
seen as a requirement for current applications. If it is, then we
would contend that the OOXML text is placing exaggerated
demands upon compliant applications. If it is not (which section
3.17.5.2 seems to indicate), then we must emphasize that most
if not all definitions of OOXML functions are broken, since they
rely upon real arithmetics for their semantics.

Clarify the relationship of the OOXML
text understanding of arithmetics to
mathematical real arithmetics (in other
words, state which of section 3.17.2 or
section 3.17.5.2 wins, and rewrite the
other).
Depending on the conclusions on this
topic, review all functions and provide a
proper definition for each of them.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the statement about real numbers in §3.17.2 is incorrect and contradictory to other subclauses of the
specification. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.2 page 2,508, lines 28–30:
All arithmetic terms in an expression are real numbersare numbers that can be represented by the value space.
The default value space is IEC 60559’s double precision, with implementing applications able to use the
characteristics markup (§7.7) to specify other value spaces to replace the default in a given workbook. [Example:
In the expression 1/3, although the operands appear to be integers, they are, in fact, real floating-point
numbers, and the result is 0.33…, not 0, as would result from integer division. end example]
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Response 492
Comment ID

DK-0077
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Part 4 include several pictures, where a high proportion of
these is blurred, and some degree of ―unreadable‖.
In some cases this could lead to misunderstanding the
specification, which is addressed separately. It again reflect
back to the appearance and quality of the document. It gives it
an ―unfinished‖ appearance which I wouldn't expect from a
finished specification.
The higher quality and clearer appearance would improve the
―readability‖ of the specification.

I recommend the whole documentation
undergo a thorough review, where the
need for actual picture is re-evaluated
and replaced by text where appropriate.
Many of the included XML Schema
fragments appears to have these
problems, recommend these to be
typed, for higher quality and better
appearance.

Each case is a matter of a minor editorial adjustment, but the
magnitude of the problems seems to call for general attention
to the overall quality & appearance of the document.

DK-0087

The Screencapture is blurred and in poor quality

Replace with a better looking picture

The provided diagram is blurred.

Replace with a clean diagram or remove
it.

Clause: Part 4
Section 3.10
Paragraph: Page
2236

FR-0347
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.10
Pivot Tables
Paragraph: page
2236, line 1

FR-0416
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

This part includes many pictures. A very high proportion of
Pursue a thorough review of the whole
these pictures are blurred, with various degrees of fuzzyness. A OOXML text and fix the pictures. Use
sampling done between page 1 and page 1500 gave us a total text instead wherever appropriate.
of 268 pictures, of which 245 (91%) exhibited that defect.
We suspect that this symptom extends to the whole of Part 4,
and even maybe to the full documents set, resulting into
hundreds of needed changes.
While each of these changes is a small editorial change in
nature, we contend that the scale of the issue promotes this
comment to a general one. It would simply not be acceptable
that a published standard had more than 90 % of its pictures
blurred, and we do not see the fixing of the current OOXML text
as easy.
A further analysis of the problem suggests that:
- the tools used to edit the OOXML text where not appropriate
for the task at hand;
- many pictures resulted from the copy as a picture of a result
that could (and hence should) have been obtained by the use of
textual features of the tooling (e.g. numerous examples of text
layout);
- many pictures that had a true picture nature were copied with
insufficient care;
- most cases will have to be addressed separately, which will
generate a considerable workload.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, there is a general issue with the quality of some of the pictures used in the specification. The picture at
Part 4, §3.10, page 2,236, line 1, will be replaced by the following version:

Workbook.xml
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As for the general problem, we are addressing all of those instances that have been specifically identified in
comments, including all the SpreadsheetML function formulas and numerous XML code fragments. We’ll review
others during a general editorial pass over the specification.
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Response 493
Comment ID

VE-0016
Clause: 4
Paragraph:
pages 699-706

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Numerous elements are not required by the standard, but if
omitted lead to "application-defined" default behaviors—a
completely unnecessary barrier to interchange between
applications (causing the same document with "default" styles
to appear completely different in two conforming programs), as
opposed to simply defining the defaults in the standard. For
example, sections 2.7.4 defines elements to specify default
paragraph and run properties (docDefaults, pPr, pPrDefault,
rPr, and rPrDefault); if these are omitted "the defaults are
therefore application-defined".

Proposed change by the MB
Remove all application defined.

Proposed Disposition
During the development of ECMA-376, TC45 discussed the possibility of making all of these elements required.
However, many members were concerned that such requirements would stifle innovation by forcing
implementers to clone the behavior of existing implementations. For example, if the font is not specified in a
document, it implies that the document creator intended for the rendering application to determine which font
is best for the display. This would allow applications on different devices to choose the display properties they
think are best.
If a document creator wants to have a consistent look, then they should specify the settings (such as the font),
rather than leaving them unspecified in the document.
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Response 494
Comment ID

VE-0029

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Full name not defined

Proposed change by the MB
Define full name.

Clause: Part 4,
Section
2.16.5.79 XE
Paragraph: page
1571, line 22

Proposed Disposition
The comment associates Part 4, §2.16.5.79, page 1,571, line 22 with a request to "Define full name." Since the
phrase "full name" is not used, we assume the request is for a full name for XE, the heading on the cited line.
XE is a field. In this specification fields are not given long names. Hence, the heading text, XE, does not include a
corresponding long name. The Description paragraph is used to explain the function of the field.
This is in contrast to headings for subclauses that define XML elements. In this specification, XML elements do
have long names. The subclause defining an individual element has a heading consisting of the short name of
that element, followed by the longer full name, in parentheses. For example, in Part 4, §2.16.6, page 1,573, line
7, we have 2.16.6 calcOnExit (Recalculate Fields When Current Field Is Modified).
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Response 495
Comment ID

ECMA-0051
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The condition where the content type value is an empty string
requires additional clarification.

Proposed change by the MB
The condition where the content type
value is an empty string shall not be an
error condition.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 2, §8.1.2, page 13, lines 18–20:
The type, subtype, and parameter attribute names are case-insensitive. Parameter values may be case-sensitive,
depending on the semantics of the parameter attribute name.
The value of the content type is permitted to be the empty string.
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Response 496
Comment ID

ECMA-0053
Clause: Part 1,
12.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Section 12.3 lists comments as a target of ChartSheet, but
12.3.2 says that only Printer Settings and Drawings are targets
of chartsheet

Proposed change by the MB
Remove Chartsheet from the list of
source parts for the Comments part in
the table.

Proposed Disposition
The informative table entry in §12.3 is incorrect; a Comments part cannot be a relationship target of a
Chartsheet part. In the table that begins on line 21 of page 62, §12.3, for the row describing Part "Comments",
"Chartsheet" will be removed from the "Relationship Target of" column entry list, as follows:
Part
Comments

Relationship Target of
Chartsheet, Dialogsheet,
Worksheet
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Response 497
Comment ID

ECMA-0054
Clause: Part 1,
13.3.6
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The table in 13.3 states that the Comment Authors part is a
target of Presentation, but section 13.3.6 does not list
CommentAuthors in the list of outgoing relationships from
Presentation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the specification will be updated in the following locations:
Part 1, §13.3.6, page 110, line 19
Comments (§13.3.2)CommentAuthors (§13.3.1)
Part 1, §13.3.8, page 113, line 6
Comments (§12.3.3) Comments (§13.3.2)
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target of the Presentation part.
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Response 498
Comment ID

ECMA-0056
Clause: Part 1,
various
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There are some content types that are inconsistent with the
conventions set by the other content types.

Proposed change by the MB
Make the following corrections:
• 11.3.10 – Main document part should
be application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.wordprocessingml.docu
ment.main+xml, which matches the
approach taken for the templates
content type.
• 13.3.7 – Presentation Properties
content type should be
application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.presentationml.presPro
ps+xml
• 12.3.23 – Workbook part should be:
application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet.m
ain+xml
• 15.2.9 – Embedded Object part
should not have a fixed content type.
Any type of content is allowed here.
• 15.2.10 – Embedded Package Part
should not have a fixed content type.
Any content type is allowed.
• 15.2.12 – The content types for fonts
did not include one for obfuscated fonts
(as described in Part 4 section 2.8.1).
There should be an additional content
type: application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.obfuscatedFont.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
45. §11.3.10, page 46, table beginning at line 27,
Content
Type(s):

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+xml
application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template.main+xml

46. §12.3.23, page 92, table beginning at line 21,
Content
Type(s):

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet.main+xml
application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template.main+xml

47. §13.3.7, page 111, table beginning at line 1,
Content Type:

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentationProperties+xml

48. §15.2.9, page 146, table beginning at line 22,
Content Type:

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.oleObjectAny content type is allowed
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49. §15.2.10, page 148, table beginning at line 20,
Content Type:

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.packageAny content type is allowed

50. §15.2.12, page 154, table beginning at line 5,
Content Type:

application/x-fontdata
application/x-font-ttf
application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.obfuscatedFont
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Response 499
Comment ID

ECMA-0057
Clause: Part 1,
13.3.9
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
―A package shall contain one or more Slide Layout parts, and
those parts shall be the target of an explicit relationship in the
Presentation (§13.3.6) part, as well as an implicit relationship
from the Slide Master (§13.3.10) part associated with this slide
layout.‖
This is incorrect.

Proposed change by the MB
Say instead that it‘s implicit from Slide,
explicit from Slide Master.

Proposed Disposition
The paragraph in §13.3.9, lines 1–3, page 114, is incorrect. It will be corrected, as follows:
A package shall contain one or more Slide Layout parts, and each of those parts shall be the target of an explicit
relationship in the PresentationSlide Master (§13.3.610) part, as well as of an implicit relationship from each of
the Slide Master (§13.3.108) parts associated with this slide layout.
In §13.3.6, line 32, page 110, will be deleted. (This line states that a Presentation part is permitted to have an
explicit relationship to a Slide Layout part.)
In §13.3.10, line 16, page 116, will be moved to be between lines 28 and 29. (That is, a Slide Master part is
permitted to have an explicit relationship to a Slide Layout part, not an implicit relationship.)
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Response 500
Comment ID

ECMA-0058
Clause: Part 1,
12.3.13
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The source relationship for the Pivot Table Cache Records
part is mistyped.

Proposed change by the MB
Change it to
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/offi
ceDocument/2006/relationships/pivotC
acheRecords

Proposed Disposition
The Source Relationship entry in §12.3.13, in the table beginning in line 6, page 81, is incorrect. It will be
corrected, as follows:
Source
Relationship:

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/spreadsheetml/pivot
CacheRecords
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Response 501
Comment ID

ECMA-0059
Clause: Part 1,
13.3.12
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The text in quotes below is contradictory to the phrase
preceding it:
A package shall contain zero or more User Defined Tags
parts, "zero or one" as the target of an explicit relationship
from the corresponding Presentation (§13.3.6) or Slide
(§13.3.8) part.

Proposed change by the MB
Change it to ―zero or more‖.

Proposed Disposition
The paragraph in §13.3.12, lines 4–5, page 118, is incorrect. It will be corrected, as follows:
A package shall contain zero or more User Defined Tags parts, zero or one each as the target of an explicit
relationship from the corresponding Presentation (§13.3.6) or Slide (§13.3.8) part.
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Response 502
Comment ID

ECMA-0060
Clause: Part 1,
12.3.13
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The text in quotes below is incorrect:
A package shall contain "exactly one" Pivot Table Cache
Records part per pivot table, and each such part shall be the
target of an explicit relationship in the Pivot Table Cache
Definition (§12.3.12) part for the corresponding pivot table.

Proposed change by the MB
Change it to ―zero or one‖.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the paragraph in Part 1, §12.3.13, page 81, lines 9 is incorrect. It will be corrected, as follows:
A package shall contain exactlyzero or one Pivot Table Cache Records part per pivot table, and each such part
shall be the target of an explicit relationship in the Pivot Table Cache Definition (§12.3.12) part for the
corresponding pivot table.
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Response 503
Comment ID

ECMA-0061
Clause: Part 1,
12.3.7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The VML Drawing part should be listed as a child part of the
Dialogsheet part.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made:
Part 1, §12.3.7, page 72, after line 4


VML Drawing (§15.2.17)
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Response 504
Comment ID

ECMA-0062

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for toggle properties needs clarification.

Clause: Part 4,
2.3
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
State that toggle properties toggle
between levels, not for style chains at
the same level.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in each description of a toggle property:
Part 4, §2.3.2.1, page 160, lines 13–18
Part 4, §2.3.2.2, page 161, lines 13–18
Part 4, §2.3.2.4, page 169, lines 5–10
Part 4, §2.3.2.11, page 182, lines 13–18
Part 4, §2.3.2.14, page 186, lines 9–14
Part 4, §2.3.2.15, page 187, lines 14–19
Part 4, §2.3.2.16, page 189, lines 1–6
Part 4, §2.3.2.21, page 196, lines 9–14
Part 4, §2.3.2.29, page 214, lines 16–19 and page 215, lines 1–2
Part 4, §2.3.2.31, page 223, lines 19–24
Part 4, §2.3.2.35, page 228, lines 9–14
Part 4, §2.3.2.39, page 236, lines 13–18

This formatting property is a toggle property (§2.7.3), which specifies that its behavior differs between its use
within a style definition and its use as direct formatting. When used as part of a style definition, setting this
property shall toggle the current state of that property as specified up to this point in the hierarchy (i.e. applied
to not applied, and vice versa). Setting it to this property false (or an equivalent) shall result in the current
setting remaining unchanged. However, when used as direct formatting, setting this property to true or false
shall set the absolute state of the resulting property.
To a new §2.7.3:

2.7.3 Toggle Properties
Certain character properties defined in §2.3.2 are specified as toggle properties. [Example: the Bold and Italics
properties are toggle properties. end example] As indicated in the previous two sections (§2.7.1 and §2.7.2)
several styles may affect the formatting applied to a given piece of content within a WordprocessingML
document. When the same formatting property appears in one or more styles that affect the content applied to
a run, the combined effect depends on whether or not the formatting property is a toggle property.
If the property is not a toggle property, then its values shall be applied in the order described in §2.7.1 and
§2.7.2, and only its last value in that order shall be used.
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If the property is a toggle property, then its values, which are limited to true and false (or the equivalent values
1 and 0) shall be combined as follows:



If a toggle property is explicitly set in direct formatting applied to a given piece of content, then its value
in the direct formatting shall be used.
Otherwise, the instances of that toggle property in the styles that affect the content shall be combined
in the following manner:
o If multiple instances of the toggle property appear at the same level of the style hierarchy, then
the first value encountered by the following algorithm shall be used (if no value is encountered,
the property takes on its default value).
1. Attempt to read the value in the style.
2. If it does not exist and the style has a basedOn element with a non-empty value, repeat
step 1 using the style specified by the basedOn element.
[Example: If a paragraph style sets no value for the bold property to false and the paragraph
style specified by its basedOn element specifies that it is true, the result of applying the style
definition sets the value of bold to true (the first value in the hierarchy). end example]
o If the value of the toggle property appears at multiple levels of the style hierarchy (§2.7.2), their
effective values shall be combined as follows:
 If the value specified by the document defaults is true, the effective value is true.
 Otherwise, the values are combined by a Boolean XOR as follows:
𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝  𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟
i.e., the effective value to be applied to the content shall be true if its effective value is
true for an odd number of levels of the style hierarchy.

The following Boolean properties are toggle properties: §2.3.2.1 (Bold), §2.3.2.2 (Complex Script Bold), §2.3.2.4
(Display All Characters as Capital Letters), §2.3.2.11 (Embossing), §2.3.2.14 (Italics), §2.3.2.15 (Complex Script
Italics), §2.3.2.16 (Imprinting), §2.3.2.21 (Display Character Outline), §2.3.2.29 (Shadow), §2.3.2.31 (Small Caps),
§2.3.2.35 (Single Strikethrough), §2.3.2.39 (Hidden Text).
[Example: Consider a table style with two styles in its basedOn chain. If the resolved value of the bold property
(a toggle property) within the basedOn chain of the table style is true, that specifies that this property should be
applied to the contents of the table:

If a single paragraph within that table also has a paragraph style applied, with three styles in its basedOn chain
that resolve to a value of true, the toggle property logic above would toggle the bold property, resulting in bold
not being applied to its contents. Applying this to the paragraph in the first cell below, the resulting table would
appear as follows:
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The calculation which results in this value for the bold property is displayed below:

end example]
Part 4, §2.7.2, page 661, line 13, replacing the existing graphic:
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Response 505
Comment ID

ECMA-0063

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The default is listed as "top", but it should be "bot".

Proposed change by the MB
Make it "bot".

Clause: Part 4,
7.1.2.84
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text in §7.1.2.84, page 5055, lines 19-20, will be changed, as follows:
This element specifies the position of the bar in the bar object; the default is 'bot','top,' signifying the
mathematical overbar.
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Response 506
Comment ID

ECMA-0064
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.5.2.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Provide additional information on the grammar and semantics
for fld element‘s type attribute.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide this information.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §5.1.5.2.4, page 3,391, line 15:
Attributes
type (Field Type)

Description
Specifies the type of update text that should be used within this text field. This is needed
in addition to the text field id because a new application that did not create this
document must be able to know what update should be assigned to a specific text field
id.Specifies the type of text that should be used to update this text field. This is used to
inform the rendering application what text it should use to update this text field. There
are no specific syntax restrictions placed on this attribute. The generating application
may use it to represent any text that should be updated before rendering the
presentation.
Reserved Values:
Value
slidenum
datetime
datetime1
datetime2
datetime3
datetime4
datetime5
datetime6
datetime7
datetime8
datetime9
datetime10
datetime11
datetime12

Description
presentation slide number
default date time format for the rendering application
MM/DD/YYYY date time format [Example: 10/12/2007
end example]
Day, Month DD, YYYY date time format [Example: Friday,
October 12, 2007 end example]
DD Month YYYY date time format [Example: 12 October 2007
end example]
Month DD, YYYY date time format [Example: October 12,
2007 end example]
DD-Mon-YY date time format [Example: 12-Oct-07
end example]
Month YY date time format [Example: October 07 end
example]
Mon-YY date time format [Example: Oct-07 end example]
MM/DD/YYYY hh:mm AM/PM date time format [Example:
10/12/2007 4:28 PM end example]
MM/DD/YYYY hh:mm:ss AM/PM date time format [Example:
10/12/2007 4:28:34 PM end example]
hh:mm date time format [Example: 16:28 end example]
hh:mm:ss date time format [Example: 16:28:34 end example]
hh:mm AM/PM date time format [Example: 4:28 PM
end example]
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hh:mm:ss: AM/PM date time format [Example: 4:28:34 PM
end example]

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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Response 507
Comment ID

ECMA-0065
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.5.3.7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Provide additional information on the grammar and semantics
for latin element‘s charset, pitchFamily, typeface attributes.

Provide this information.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this should be more thoroughly documented. We will make the following changes to the specification:
Part 4, §4.3.1.10, page 2,965, after line 3:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.1, page 3,409, after line 15:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.3, page 3,416, after line 8:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,422, after line 26:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,431, after line 1:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,444, after line 22:
Font Substitution Logic:
In the event that the specified font is not available on the system it is being rendered using, then the attributes
of this element are to be utilized in selecting an alternative font. If the specified font is not available on a system
being used for rendering, then the attributes of this element can be utilized to select an alternative font.
Part 4, §4.3.1.10, page 2,965, line 6:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.1, page 3,409, line 16:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.3, page 3,416, line 9:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,422, line 27:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,431, line 2:
Part 4, §5.1.5.3.7, page 3,444, line 23:
Attributes
charset (Similar Character
Set)

Description
Specifies the most similar character set to the one being used. This is useful if the
generating application cannot use the current font and must choose a similar one.

Namespace:
Specifies the character set which is supported by the parent font. This information
.../drawingml/2006/main may be used in font substitution logic to locate an appropriate substitute font
when this font is not available. This information is determined by querying the font
when present and shall not be modified when the font is not available.
The value of this attribute shall be interpreted as follows:
Value

Description

0x00

Specifies the ANSI character set. (IANA name iso-8859-1)

0x01

Specifies the default character set.
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panose (Panose Setting)

0x02

Specifies the Symbol character set. This value specifies that the
characters in the Unicode private use area (U+FF00 to U+FFFF) of
the font should be used to display characters in the range
U+0000 to U+00FF.

0x4D

Specifies a Macintosh (Standard Roman) character set. (IANA
name macintosh)

0x80

Specifies the JIS character set. (IANA name shift_jis)

0x81

Specifies the Hangul character set. (IANA name ks_c_56011987)

0x82

Specifies a Johab character set. (IANA name KS C-5601-1992)

0x86

Specifies the GB-2312 character set. (IANA name GBK)

0x88

Specifies the Chinese Big Five character set. (IANA name Big5)

0xA1

Specifies a Greek character set. (IANA name windows-1253)

0xA2

Specifies a Turkish character set. (IANA name iso-8859-9)

0xA3

Specifies a Vietnamese character set. (IANA name windows1258)

0xB1

Specifies a Hebrew character set. (IANA name windows-1255)

0xB2

Specifies an Arabic character set. (IANA name windows-1256)

0xBA

Specifies a Baltic character set. (IANA name windows-1257)

0xCC

Specifies a Russian character set. (IANA name windows-1251)

0xDE

Specifies a Thai character set. (IANA name windows-874)

0xEE

Specifies an Eastern European character set. (IANA name
windows-1250)

0xFF

Specifies an OEM character set not defined by this Office Open
XML Standard.

Any other
value

Application-defined, may be ignored.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema byte
datatype.
Specifies the panose standard setting that will be used to determine the closest
matching font by any generating application that employs this method.

Namespace:
.../drawingml/2006/main The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Panose simple type
(§5.1.12.37).
pitchFamily (Similar Font
Specifies the most similar font family to the one being used. This is useful if the
Family)
generating application cannot use the current font and must choose a similar one.
Namespace:
Specifies the font pitch as well as the font family for the corresponding font.
.../drawingml/2006/main Because the value of this attribute is determined by a byte variable this value shall
be interpreted as follows:
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Two low-order bits of this byte correspond to one of 3 pitch choices:
o DEFAULT_PITCH = 0
o FIXED_PITCH = 1
o VARIABLE_PITCH = 2
 Bits 4 to 7 correspond to the family:
o UNKNOWN = these 4 bits comprise 0
o ROMAN = 1<<4 = 16
o SWISS = 2<<4 = 32
o MODERN = 3<<4 = 48
o SCRIPT = 4<<4 = 64
o DECORATIVE = 5<<4 = 80
Value
Description
0x00

DEFAULT PITCH + UNKNOWN FONT FAMILY

0x01

FIXED PITCH + UNKNOWN FONT FAMILY

0x02

VARIABLE PITCH + UNKNOWN FONT FAMILY

0x10

DEFAULT PITCH + ROMAN FONT FAMILY

0x11

FIXED PITCH + ROMAN FONT FAMILY

0x12

VARIABLE PITCH + ROMAN FONT FAMILY

0x20

DEFAULT PITCH + SWISS FONT FAMILY

0x21

FIXED PITCH + SWISS FONT FAMILY

0x22

VARIABLE PITCH + SWISS FONT FAMILY

0x30

DEFAULT PITCH + MODERN FONT FAMILY

0x31

FIXED PITCH + MODERN FONT FAMILY

0x32

VARIABLE PITCH + MODERN FONT FAMILY

0x40

DEFAULT PITCH + SCRIPT FONT FAMILY

0x41

FIXED PITCH + SCRIPT FONT FAMILY

0x42

VARIABLE PITCH + SCRIPT FONT FAMILY

0x50

DEFAULT PITCH + DECORATIVE FONT FAMILY

0x51

FIXED PITCH + DECORATIVE FONT FAMILY

0x52

VARIABLE PITCH + DECORATIVE FONT FAMILY

There are 6x3 = 18 possible values (add one of numbers 0, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80
specifying the family with one of 0, 1, 2 specifying the pitch in order to give the
value of the pitchFamily attribute.
This information is determined by querying the font when present and shall not be
modified when the font is not available. This information may be used in font
substitution logic to locate an appropriate substitute font when this font is not
available.
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typeface (Text Typeface)
Namespace:
.../drawingml/2006/main

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema byte
datatype.
Specifies the typeface, or name of the font that is to be used for a bullet. The
typeface used here should be selected from the font list of the generating
application.
Specifies the typeface, or name of the font that is to be used. The typeface is a
string name of the specific font that should be used in rendering the presentation.
If this font is not available within the font list of the generating application than
font substitution logic should be utilized in order to select an alternate font.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_TextTypeface simple
type (§5.1.12.81).
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Response 508
Comment ID

ECMA-0066
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.28
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Provide additional information on the grammar and semantics
for cmd element‘s cmd attribute

Provide this information.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the cmd element’s cmd attribute should be more thoroughly documented. The following changes will
be made to Part 4, §4.6.28, page 3,101, line 13:
Attributes
cmd (Command)

Description
This is a string used to define the actual command. When an event is specified, in IE, the
runtime will register the specific event and make sure that time conditions
(begin/end/etc.) elsewhere on the page which listen for the event get hooked up
correctly.This attribute defines the actual command to be issued. Depending on the type
of command specified, the actual command can be made to invoke a wide range of
actions on the linked or embedded object.
Reserved Values (when type = “call”):
Value

Description

play

play corresponding media

playFrom(s)

play corresponding media starting from s, where s is the number of
seconds from the beginning of the clip

pause

pause corresponding media

resume

resume play of corresponding media

stop

stop play of corresponding media

togglePause

play corresponding media if media is already paused, pause
corresponding media if media is already playing. If the corresponding
media is not active, this command will restart the media and play from
its beginning.

Reserved Values (when type = “evt”):
Value
onstopaudio

Description

stop play of all audio

Reserved Values (when type = “verb”):
Value
0

Open the object for editing

1

Open the object for viewing
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The value of the cmd attribute shall be the string representation of an integer that
represents the embedded object verb number. This verb number will determine the
action that the rendering application should take corresponding to this object when this
point in the animation is reached.
[Example: Consider the following command
<p:cmd type="evt" cmd="onstopaudio">
<p:cBhvr>
<p:cTn display="0" masterRel="sameClick">
<p:stCondLst>
<p:cond evt="begin" delay="0">
<p:tn val="5"/>
</p:cond>
</p:stCondLst>
</p:cTn>
<p:tgtEl>
<p:sldTgt/>
</p:tgtEl>
</p:cBhvr>
</p:cmd>
end example]
In the above example, the event of onstopaudio will stop all audio from playing once this
particular animation is reached in the timeline.
type (Command
Type)

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
This attribute is required and defines the type of command.
When the value is set to "event", the "cmd" attribute string is used to send out an event
to the target element.
When the value is set to "call", the "cmd" string is used to call a method or function on
the target element.
When the value is set to "verb", the "cmd" string is treated as an verb on the element.
When the value is set to "script", the cmd will be interpreted in the IE runtime as a string
containing javascript statements. Note that this may cause a runtime script error if the
script is invalid at the time it's called.
If the targetElement is not found, the command will not execute.
This attribute specifies the type of command that will be issued by the rendering
application to the appropriate target application or object.
There are three possible values, call, evt, and verb. A call type is used to specify the
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class of commands that can then be issued.
Call commands (type=”call”): This command type is used to call methods on the object
specified (play(), pause(), etc.)
Event Commands (type=”evt”): This command type is used to set an event for the object
at this point in the timeline (onstopaudio, etc.)
Verb Commands (type=”verb”): This command type is used to set verbs for the object to
occur at this point in the timeline (0, 1, etc.)
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_TLCommandType simple
type (§4.8.36).
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Response 509
Comment ID

ECMA-0067
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.79
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Provide additional information on the grammar and semantics
for tav element‘s fmla attribute

Provide this information.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this should be more thoroughly documented. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §4.6.79,
page 3,147, line 1:
Attributes
fmla (Formula)

Description
This attribute allows for the specification of a formula to be used for describing a
complex motion for an animated object. The formula manipulates the motion of the
object by modifying a property of the object over a specified period of time. Each formula
has zero or more inputs specified by the ($) symbol, zero or more variables specified by
the (#) symbol pre-pended to the variable name and a target variable which is specified
by the previously specified attrName element. The formula may contain one or more of
any of the constants, operators or functions listed below. In addition to this, the formula
may also contain floating point numbers and parentheses.
Mathematical operations have the following order of precedence, listed from lowest to
highest. Operators listed on the same line have equal precedence.
 “+”, “-“
 “*”, “/”, “%”
 “^”
 Unary minus, Unary plus (e.g. -2, meaning 3*-2 is the same as 3*(-2))
 Variables, Constants (including numbers) and Functions (as listed previously)
Language Description:
Digit
'9' ;
number
exponent
value

= '0' | '1' | ‘2’ | ‘3’ | ‘4’ | ‘5’ | ‘6’ | ‘7’ | ‘8’ |
= digit , { digit } ;
= [ '-' ] , ( 'e' | 'E' ) , number ;
= number , [ '.' number ] , [ exponent ] ;

variable = '$' | 'ppt_x' | 'ppt_y' | 'ppt_w' | 'ppt_h' ;
constant = value | 'pi' | 'e' ;
ident
‘cosh’ |
‘rand’ |
function

= 'abs'
‘deg’ |
‘sin’ |
= ident

formula
term
power
unary
factor
parens

=
=
=
=
=
=

| ‘acos’ | ‘asin’
‘exp’ | ‘floor’ |
‘sinh’ | ‘sqrt’ |
, '(' , formula [

| ‘atan’ | ‘ceil’ | ‘cos’ |
‘ln’ | ‘max’ | ‘min’ | ‘rad’ |
‘tan’ | 'tanh' ;
',' , formula ] , ')' ;

term , { [ '+' | '-' ] , term } ;
power , { [ '*' | '/' | '%' ] , power } ;
unary [ '^' , unary ] ;
[ '+' | '-' ] , factor ;
variable | constant | function | parens ;
'(' , formula , ')' ;

[Note: Formulas can only support a calcMode (Calculation Mode of linear or discrete. If
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another calcMode is specified or no calcMode is specified then a calcMode of linear will
be assumed. end note]
[Note: Any additional characters in the formula string that are not contained within the
set described are considered invalid. end note]
Variables:
Name

Description

$

Formula input

ppt_x

Pre-animation x position of the object on the slide

ppt_y

Pre-animation y position of the object on the slide

ppt_w

Pre-animation width of the object

ppt_h

Pre-animation height of the object

Constants:
Name
pi
e

Description
Mathematical constant pi
Mathematical constant e

Operators:
Name
+
*
/
%
^

Description
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Modulus
Power

Usage
“x+y”, adds x to the value y
“x-y”, subtracts y from the value x
“x*y”, multiplies x by the value y
“x/y”, divides x by the value y
“x%y”, the remainder of x/y
“x^y”, x raised to the power y

Functions:
Name
abs
acos
asin
atan
ceil
cos
cosh

Description
Absolute value
Arc Cosine
Arc Sine
Arc Tangent
Ceil value
Cosine
Hyperbolic Cosine

Usage
“abs(x)”, absolute value of x
“acos(x)”, arc cosine of the value x
“asin(x)”, arc sine of the value x
“atan(x)”, arc tangent of the value x
“ceil(x)”, value of x rounded up
“cos(x)”, cosine of the value of x
“cosh(x)", hyperbolic cosine of the value
x
“deg(x)”, the degree value of radiant
value x
“exp(x)”, value of constant e raised to the
power of x
“floor(x)”, value of x rounded down
“ln(x)”, natural logarithm of x
“max(x,y)”, returns x if (x > y) or returns y

deg

Radiant to Degree convert

exp

Exponent

floor
ln
max

Floor value
Natural logarithm
Maximum of two values
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min

Minimum of two values

rad

Degree to Radiant convert

rand

Random value

sin
sinh
sqrt
tan
tanh

Sine
Hyperbolic Sine
Square root
Tangent
Hyperbolic Tangent

if (y > x)
“min(x,y)", returns x if (x < y) or returns y
if (y < x)
“rad(x)”, the radiant value of degree
value x
“rand(x)”, returns a random floating
point value between 0 and x
“sin(x)”, sine of the value x
"sinh(x)”, hyperbolic sine of the value x
“sqrt(x)”, square root of the value x
“tan(x)”, tangent of the value x
“tanh(x)", hyperbolic tangent of the value
x

[Example: Consider the following animation path:
<p:animcalcmode="lin" valueType="num">
<p:cBhvr>
<p:cTn id="9" dur="664" tmFilter="0.0,0.0; 0.25,0.07;
0.50,0.2; 0.75,0.467; 1.0,1.0">
<p:stCondLst>
<p:cond delay="0"/>
</p:stCondLst>
</p:cTn>
<p:tgtEl>
<p:spTgtspid="4"/>
</p:tgtEl>
<p:attrNameLst>
<p:attrName>ppt_y</p:attrName>
</p:attrNameLst>
</p:cBhvr>
<p:tavLst>
<p:tav tm=”0” fmla=”#ppt_y-sin(pi*$)/3">
<p:val>
<p:fltValval="0.5"/>
</p:val>
</p:tav>
<p:tav tm="100000">
<p:val>
<p:fltValval="1"/>
</p:val>
</p:tav>
</p:tavLst>
</p:anim>
The animation example above modifies the ppt_y variable of the object by subtracting
sin(pi*$)/3 from the non-animated value of ppt_y. The start value will be 0.5 and the end
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value will be 1 specified in each of the val elements. The total time for this animation is
specified within the dur attribute and the filtered time graph is specified by the tmFilter
attribute. The end result is that the object moves from a point above its non-animated
position back to its non-animated position. With the specification of the tmFilter it will
have a modified time graph such that it will also appear to accelerate as it reaches its
final position.
[Note: For this example, the non-animated value of ppt_y will be the value of this
variable if the object were to be statically rendered on the slide without animation
properties. end note]
end example]
This attribute allows for a specific formula to be used during the animation. This is
specified in a semicolon-separated list of formulas. The value generated by interpolating
the values list will be fed into the formula as an input. The resulting value is used to set
the property being animated. There should be n-1 number of formulas for n values in the
values list. The formula is applied starting at the corresponding time in the keyTimes list
and up to the next time in the list.
Formulas can only support a calcMode (Calculation Mode) of linear or discrete. If another
calcMode is specified or no calcMode is specified then a calcMode of linear will be
assumed.
Formulas must be written using the elements defined below. When a formula is used in
an attribute that takes more than one parameter (such as for animateScale or
animateMotion), a space will be taken as a delimiter between parameter values. To work
around this, either don't put spaces in the formula or include parentheses around the
formula.
Formulas within values, from, to, by attributes can be made up of these:
 Standard arithmetic operators: ‘+’, ‘-‘, ‘*’, ‘/’, ‘^’, ‘%’ (mod)
 Constants: ‘pi’ ‘e’
 Conditional operators: ‘abs’, ‘min’, ‘max’, ‘?’ (if)
 Comparison operators: '==', '>=', '<=', '!=', '!'
 Trigonometric operators: ‘sin()’, ‘cos()’, ‘tan()’, ‘asin()’, ‘acos()’, ‘atan()’
 Natural logarithm ‘ln()’
 Property references (host supported properties)
[Note: The above formula elements are different than those used in javascript
expressions. For example "cos()" used in formulas would be "Math.cos()" in javascript.
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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Response 510
Comment ID

ECMA-0068
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Provide additional information on the grammar and semantics
for animEffect element‘s filter and prLst attributes

Proposed change by the MB
Provide this information.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; these attributes of the animEffect element should be more thoroughly documented. The following
changes will be made to Part 4, §4.6.3, page 3,075, line 6:
Attributes
filter (Filter)

Description
This attribute specifies the named transitions for the effect.
It allows specifying multiple down-level transition types to use. The runtime will try to
use the first type listed and if that one is not supported, will try the next until it either
finds one it supports or there are no more in the list.
The syntax used for the filter attribute value is as follows: "type(subtype);type(subtype)".
Subtype may be a string value such as "fromLeft" or a numerical value depending on the
type specified.This attribute specifies the animation types and subtypes to be used for
the effect. Multiple animations are allowed to be listed so that in the event that a
superseding animation (leftmost) cannot be rendered, a fallback animation is available.
That is, the rendering application will parse the list from left to right until a supported
animation is found.
The syntax used for the filter attribute value is as follows: "type(subtype);type(subtype)".
Subtype may be a string value such as "fromLeft" or a numerical value depending on the
type specified.
Reserved Types(subtypes):
Value

Description

blinds(horizontal)

blinds(vertical)

box(in)
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box(out)

checkerboard(across)

checkerboard(down)

circle

diamond

dissolve

fade

slide(fromTop)

slide(fromBottom)

slide(fromLeft)

slide(fromRight)
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plus(in)

plus(out)

barn(inVertical)

barn(inHorizontal)

barn(outVertical)

barn(outHorizontal)

randomBars(horizont
al)

randomBars(vertical)

strips(downLeft)

strips(upLeft)

strips(downRight)
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strips(upRight)

wedge

wheel(1)

wheel(2)

wheel(3)

wheel(4)

wheel(8)

wipe(right)

wipe(left)

wipe(down)

wipe(up)

[Note: The renderings shown above are for example purposes only. Exact rendering of
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any animation is determined by the rendering application. As such, the same animation
can have many variations, depending on the implementation. More detail for each
rendering above can be found in transition, Part 4, §4.4.1.46. end note]
[Example: Consider the following animation effect:
<p:animEffect transition="in" filter="blinds(horizontal);blinds(vertical)">
<p:cBhvr>
<p:cTn id="7" dur="500"/>
<p:tgtEl>
<p:spTgtspid="5"/>
</p:tgtEl>
</p:cBhvr>
</p:animEffect>
There are two animation filters shown in this example. The first is the blinds (horizontal),
which the rendering application is to use as the primary animation effect. If, however, the
rendering application does not support this animation, the blinds (vertical) animation will
be used. In this example there are only two animation filters listed, a primary and a
fallback, but it is possible to list multiple fallback filters using the syntax defined above.
end example]
prLst (Property List)

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
This attribute describes a list of properties that coincide with the effect specified in the
filter attribute. These properties can be set by providing a name:value pairs in a
semicolon-separated list. When multiple types are listed in the filter attribute, the
runtime will attempt to apply each property value even though some may not apply to it.
This attribute specifies a list of properties that coincide with the effect specified.
Although there are many types allowed for animations, this attribute allows the setting of
specific property settings in order to describe an even wider variety of animation types.
The syntax used for the prLst attribute value is as follows: “name:value;name:value”.
When multiple types are listed in the filter attribute, the rendering application will
attempt to apply each property value even though some may not apply to it.
Reserved Names(values):
•
opacity (float values of 0.0 - 1.0)
[Example: Consider the following animation effect:
<p:animEffect filter="image" prLst="opacity: 0.5">
<p:cBhvr rctx="IE">
<p:cTn id="7" dur="indefinite"/>
<p:tgtEl>
<p:spTgtspid="3"/>
</p:tgtEl>
</p:cBhvr>
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</p:animEffect>
The animation filter specified is an image filter type that has a specific property called
opacity set to a value of 0.5. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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Response 511
Comment ID

ECMA-0069
Clause: Part 4,
4.6.75
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Provide additional information on the grammar and semantics
for strVal element in PresentationML

Proposed change by the MB
Provide this information.

Proposed Disposition
[Based on subsequent dialog with the submitter, the problem was found to be broader than initially reported.
Hence the more detailed response below.]
Agreed; this should be more thoroughly documented. We will make the following changes to the specification:
Part 4, §4.6.75, page 3,142, line 13
This element describes a string variant. This element specifies a string value to be used for evaluation by a
parent element. The exact meaning of the value contained within this element is not defined here but is
dependent on the usage of this element in conjunction with one of the listed parent elements.
Part 4, §4.6.75, page 3,142, line 14
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
This attribute specifies the value of this element as a string This attribute specifies the
string value that this element contains and that should be used in evaluating this
element.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

Part 4, §4.6.19, page 3,092, line 23
This element describes a Boolean Variant. This element specifies a boolean value to be used for evaluation by a
parent element. The exact meaning of the value contained within this element is not defined here but is
dependent on the usage of this element in conjunction with one of the listed parent elements.
Part 4, §4.6.19, page 3,093, line 1
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
This attribute describes the boolean value for this element. This attribute specifies the
boolean value that this element contains and that should be used in evaluating this
element.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

Part 4, §4.6.42, page 3,114, line 23
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This element describes a float variant. This element specifies a floating point value to be used for evaluation by a
parent element. The exact meaning of the value contained within this element is not defined here but is
dependent on the usage of this element in conjunction with one of the listed parent elements.
Part 4, §4.6.42, page 3,115, line 1
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
This attribute specifies the value of this element as a floating point. This attribute
specifies the floating point value that this element contains and that should be used in
evaluating this element.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema float datatype.

Part 4, §4.6.48, page 3,120, line 2
This element describes an integer variant. This element specifies an integer value to be used for evaluation by a
parent element. The exact meaning of the value contained within this element is not defined here but is
dependent on the usage of this element in conjunction with one of the listed parent elements.
Part 4, §4.6.48, page 3,120, line 3
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
This attribute specifies the value of this element as a floating point. This attribute
specifies the integer value that this element contains and that should be used in
evaluating this element.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema int datatype.

Part 4, §4.6.57, page 3,127, line 7
This element defines the animation's overall progress that remains throughout the entire animation. This
element defines the progression of an animation. The default for the way animation progress happens through
an animEffect is a linear ramp from 0 to 1, starting at the effect’s begin time & ending at the effect’s end time.
When you specify a value for the progress attribute, you are overriding this default behaviour. The value
between 0 and 1 represents a percentage through the effect, where 0 is 0% and 1 is 100%.
Each animEffect is in fact an object-based transition. These transitions can be specified as “In” (where the object
is not visible at 0% and becomes completely visible at 100%) or “Out” (where the object is visible at 0% and
becomes completely invisible at 100%). You would set the progress attribute if you want to use the animEffect
as a “static” effect, where the transition properties do not actually change over time. As an alternative to using
the progress attribute, you can use the tmFilter (time filter), which is a base attribute of any effect/timenode, to
specify the way that progress through an effect should be performed dynamically.
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Response 512
Comment ID

ECMA-0071
Clause: Part 4,
3.3.1.14
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The theme attribute is claimed to be an index into the
<clrScheme> collection, which sounds like an index into its
child element position (which is also analogous to other
indices used in Office Open XML). The theme attribute values
are mapped to names of theme colors (bg1, tx1, bg2, etc.);
however, this mapping is not documented.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide the mapping for the theme
attribute.
Bg1 = 0
Tx1 = 1
Bg2 = 2
Tx2 = 3
Accent1 = 4
Accent2 = 5
etc.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that it would be beneficial to document the mapping of Theme attribute values in Part 4, §3.3.1.14 to
the names of the theme colors. A listing of this mapping will be added to the clrScheme element (Part 4,
§5.1.8.2) and a reference will be added to the Theme attribute (Part 4, §3.3.1.14).
Part 4, §3.3.1.14, page 1,943
Attributes

Description

theme (Theme
Color)

A zero-based Index into the <clrScheme> collection (§5.1.8.2), referencing a particular
<sysClr> or <srgbClr> value expressed in the Theme part.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

Part 4, §5.1.8.2, page 3,576, insert after lines 20–22:
This element defines a set of colors which are referred to as a color scheme. The color scheme is responsible for
defining a list of twelve colors. The twelve colors consist of six accent colors, two dark colors, two light colors
and a color for each of a hyperlink and followed hyperlink.
The Color Scheme Color elements appear in a sequence. The following listing shows the index value and
corresponding Color Name.
Sequence Index

Element (Color) Name

0

dk1 (Dark 1)

1

lt1 (Light 1)

2

dk2 (Dark 2)
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Sequence Index

Element (Color) Name

3

lt2 (Light 2)

4

accent1 (Accent 1)

5

accent2 (Accent 2)

6

accent3 (Accent 3)

7

accent4 (Accent 4)

8

accent5 (Accent 5)

9

accent6 (Accent 6)

10

hlink (Hyperlink)

11

folHlink (Followed Hyperlink)
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Response 513
Comment ID

ECMA-0047
Clause: Part 4,
5.7.3.46
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Table 6, Default Data Point Formatting", runs off the right edge
of the page.

Show the whole table.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §5.7.3.46, page 4154-4156:
Fills for Data Points (2-D)

↓

Fills for Data Points (3-D)

↓
↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

Lines for Data Points

↓

↓

Markers for Data Points

↓

↓

↓

Effect

Fill

Fill

Fill

Line

Line

Line

Style

Themed Effect

Themed Fill

Pattern

Themed Fill

Themed Line

Color or Pattern

Width Patt

1

No Effect

Subtle

1

Subtle

No Line

3

1

2

No Effect

Subtle

2

Subtle

No Line

3

2

3

No Effect

Subtle

accent1 fade

Subtle

No Line

3

acce

4

No Effect

Subtle

accent2 fade

Subtle

No Line

3

acce

5

No Effect

Subtle

accent3 fade

Subtle

No Line

3

acce

6

No Effect

Subtle

accent4 fade

Subtle

No Line

3

acce

7

No Effect

Subtle

accent5 fade

Subtle

No Line

3

acce

8

No Effect

Subtle

accent6 fade

Subtle

No Line

3

acce

9

Subtle

Subtle

1

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

1

10

Subtle

Subtle

2

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

2

11

Subtle

Subtle

accent1 fade

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

acce

12

Subtle

Subtle

accent2 fade

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

acce

13

Subtle

Subtle

accent3 fade

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

acce
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14

Subtle

Subtle

accent4 fade

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

acce

15

Subtle

Subtle

accent5 fade

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

acce

16

Subtle

Subtle

accent6 fade

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

acce

17

Moderate

Intense

1

Subtle

No Line

5

1

18

Moderate

Intense

2

Intense

No Line

5

2

19

Moderate

Intense

accent1 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

20

Moderate

Intense

accent2 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

21

Moderate

Intense

accent3 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

22

Moderate

Intense

accent4 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

23

Moderate

Intense

accent5 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

24

Moderate

Intense

accent6 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

25

Intense

Intense

1

Subtle

No Line

7

1

26

Intense

Intense

2

Intense

No Line

7

2

27

Intense

Intense

accent1 fade

Subtle

No Line

7

acce

28

Intense

Intense

accent2 fade

Subtle

No Line

7

acce

29

Intense

Intense

accent3 fade

Subtle

No Line

7

acce

30

Intense

Intense

accent4 fade

Subtle

No Line

7

acce

31

Intense

Intense

accent5 fade

Subtle

No Line

7

acce

32

Intense

Intense

accent6 fade

Subtle

No Line

7

acce

33

No Effect

Subtle

1

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of dk1

5

1

34

No Effect

Subtle

2

Subtle

Subtle

Pattern 3

5

2

35

No Effect

Subtle

accent1 fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of accent1

5

acce

36

No Effect

Subtle

accent2 fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of accent2

5

acce

37

No Effect

Subtle

accent3 fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of accent3

5

acce

38

No Effect

Subtle

accent4 fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of accent4

5

acce
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39

No Effect

Subtle

accent5 fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of accent5

5

acce

40

No Effect

Subtle

accent6 fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of accent6

5

acce

41

Intense

Intense

4

Subtle

No Line

5

4

42

Intense

Intense

2

Intense

No Line

5

2

43

Intense

Intense

accent1 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

44

Intense

Intense

accent2 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

45

Intense

Intense

accent3 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

46

Intense

Intense

accent4 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

47

Intense

Intense

accent5 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

48

Intense

Intense

accent6 fade

Subtle

No Line

5

acce

Fills for Data Points
(2-D)

↓

Fills for Data Points
(3-D)

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

Lines for Data Points
Markers for Data
Points

↓

↓

↓

Effect

Fill

Fill

Fill

Line

Styl
e

Themed
Effect

Themed
Fill

Pattern

Themed
Fill

Themed
Line

1

No Effect

Subtle

1

Subtle

2

No Effect

Subtle

2

Subtle

accent1
fade

3

No Effect

Subtle

4

No Effect

Subtle

accent2

↓

↓
Line

Line

Line

Color or Pattern

Widt
h

Pattern

No Line

3

1

No Line

3

2
accent1
fade

Subtle

No Line

3

Subtle

No Line

3
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fade

5

6

7

No Effect

No Effect

No Effect

fade

Subtle

accent3
fade

Subtle

accent4
fade

Subtle

accent5
fade

Subtle

No Line

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

No Line

No Line

No Line

3

accent3
fade

3

accent4
fade

3

accent5
fade

3

accent6
fade

8

No Effect

Subtle

accent6
fade

9

Subtle

Subtle

1

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

1

10

Subtle

Subtle

2

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

5

2

Subtle

accent1
fade

5

accent1
fade

Subtle

accent2
fade

5

accent2
fade

Subtle

accent3
fade

5

accent3
fade

Subtle

accent4
fade

5

accent4
fade

Subtle

accent5
fade

5

accent5
fade

Subtle

Subtle

5

accent6
fade

11

12

13

14

15

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

lt1

lt1

lt1

lt1

lt1

16

Subtle

Subtle

accent6
fade

17

Moderate

Intense

1

Subtle

No Line

5

1

18

Moderate

Intense

2

Intense

No Line

5

2

Subtle

No Line

5

accent1
fade

Subtle

No Line

5

accent2
fade

Subtle

No Line

5

19

Moderate

Intense

accent1
fade

20

Moderate

Intense

accent2
fade

21

Moderate

Intense

accent3
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fade

22

23

Moderate

Moderate

fade

Intense

accent4
fade

Intense

accent5
fade

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

5

accent4
fade

5

accent5
fade

No Line

5

accent6
fade

No Line

No Line

24

Moderate

Intense

accent6
fade

25

Intense

Intense

1

Subtle

No Line

7

1

26

Intense

Intense

2

Intense

No Line

7

2

Intense

accent1
fade

7

accent1
fade

Intense

accent2
fade

7

accent2
fade

Intense

accent3
fade

7

accent3
fade

Intense

accent4
fade

7

accent4
fade

Intense

accent5
fade

7

accent5
fade

Subtle

No Line

7

accent6
fade

27

28

29

30

31

Intense

Intense

Intense

Intense

Intense

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

No Line

No Line

No Line

No Line

No Line

32

Intense

Intense

accent6
fade

33

No Effect

Subtle

1

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of dk1

5

1

34

No Effect

Subtle

2

Subtle

Subtle

Pattern 3

5

2

Subtle

accent1
fade

Subtle

50% shade of
accent1

5

accent1
fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of
accent2

5

accent2
fade

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of
accent3

5

accent3
fade

Subtle

Subtle

35

No Effect

36

No Effect

Subtle

accent2
fade

37

No Effect

Subtle

accent3
fade

38

No Effect

Subtle

accent4

Subtle
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39

No Effect

Subtle

accent5
fade

accent4

Subtle

50% shade of
accent5

Subtle

Subtle

50% shade of
accent6

Subtle

fade

5

accent5
fade

5

accent6
fade

40

No Effect

Subtle

accent6
fade

41

Intense

Intense

4

Subtle

No Line

5

4

42

Intense

Intense

2

Intense

No Line

5

2

Intense

accent1
fade

5

accent1
fade

Intense

accent2
fade

5

accent2
fade

Intense

accent3
fade

5

accent3
fade

Intense

accent4
fade

5

accent4
fade

Intense

accent5
fade

5

accent5
fade

Intense

accent6
fade

5

accent6
fade

43

44

45

46

47

48

Intense

Intense

Intense

Intense

Intense

Intense

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle

Subtle
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Response 514
Comment ID

ECMA-0048

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for this function is incorrect.

Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.113
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Instead of "X is the value of the
function", and "Lambda is the
parameter value", the descriptions
should be "X is the value at which the
function will be evaluated" and
"Lambda is the inverse of the mean".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.113 page 2,633, line 8:
Name

Type

Description

x

number

The value of the function at which the function will be
evaluated.

lambda

number

The parameter value inverse of the mean.

cumulativeflag

logical

Determines the form of the function. If TRUE,
EXPONDIST returns the cumulative distribution function;
if FALSE, EXPONDIST returns the probability density
function.
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Response 515
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The "(di d1)" part of the formula seems to missing something;
an operator, perhaps?

ECMA-0049
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.346
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Change "(di d1)" to "(di - d1)".

Proposed Disposition
Yes, a subtraction operator is missing from between those operands. The part of the formula "(di d1)" will be
changed to "(di - d1)". As a result, the current formula and the corresponding replacement using equivalent
WordprocessingML are as follows:
3.17.7.346 XNPV

𝑁

𝑋𝑁𝑃𝑉 =
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖
1 + 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑑 𝑖 −𝑑 1
365
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Response 516
Comment ID

ECMA-0050
Clause: Part 4, 3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The hashing algorithm for passwords in several subclauses of
SpreadsheetML is incorrect and needs a minor update.

Proposed change by the MB
Correct and clarify the algorithm.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.2.12, page 1,896, attribute reservationPassword:
Part 4, §3.2.29, pages 1,921–1,922, attribute revisionPassword:
Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,922, attribute workbookPassword:
Part 4, §3.3.1.69, page 2,004, attribute password:
Part 4, §3.3.1.81, page 2,022, attribute password:
Part 4, §3.3.1.82, pages 2,024–2,025, attribute password:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not including the NULL
terminator)
WORD unsigned short GetPasswordHash(const CHAR char *szPassword, int
cchPassword) {
WORD unsigned short wPasswordHash;
const CHAR char *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) & 0x01) |
((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) & 0x01) | ((wPasswordHash <<
1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= cchPassword;
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
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Response 517
Comment ID

PT-0118
Clause: Part 4
2.15.2.32, Part 4
6.2.3.17, Part 1
15.2.14
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
We should avoid that the proposed standard be, in many
ways, platform dependent.
Some behaviors may only be
available on the Windows platform,
and not on Mac, Linux, Unix and
others.
.

Proposed change by the MB

It should be guaranteed that there
are no Windows-only features in the
proposed standard.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the proposed standard should be platform independent.
The development of this standard was within the scope of and subject to the rules of Ecma International.
Membership on this committee included producers, vendors, consumers, users and regulators. The
standardization of Office Open XML in Ecma was performed by a very motivated team of experts in TC 45, which
included representatives from Apple, Barclays Capital, BP, The British Library, Essilor, Intel, Microsoft, NextPage,
Novell, Statoil, Toshiba and the Unites States Library of Congress.
While Microsoft made a significant contribution to the development of ECMA-376, it is important to note that
the initial draft received considerable contributions through the work of Ecma TC 45 and as a result grew from
approximately 2,000 to 6,000 pages, which constitutes the current DIS 29500.
As empirical evidence of the standard’s platform independence, we note that a growing number of
implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard,
iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008
Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager), Intergen,
OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm OS,
MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server), Datawatch
(Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007) and those
under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and
others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows,
and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile).
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Response 518
Comment ID

GB-0496

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change end of paragraph starting "... or
functions (such as" to:

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1 [5]
Paragraph: -

"... or functions such as accents (acc)
or fractions (f)."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1 page 4961, lines 5-6:
Inside each oMath is a combination of runs (r) and objects or functions (such as accents, (acc), or fractions, (f).
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Response 519
Comment ID

GB-0497

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
<m:accPr> can be omitted from the
<m:acc> element. The text needs to
specify what the default character will
be when it is omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.1, page 4,964, line 25:
This element specifies the accent function, consisting of a base and a combining diacritical mark. If accPr is
omitted, the default accent is U+0302 (COMBINING CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT). [Example: Example accent functions
are 𝑎, 𝑎 , and 𝑎.
<m:acc>
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#771;"/>
<m:ctrlPr/>
</m:accPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:acc>
end example]
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Response 520
Comment ID

GB-0498

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete the heading "Parent Elements"
at the bottom of the page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.1 [38]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §7.1.2.1, page 4964: This is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow. The table
properties will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Response 521
Comment ID

GB-0499
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The text needs to specify the defaults when <chr> and / or
<ctrlPr> are omitted

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.2, page 4,965, line 10:
This element specifies the properties of the Accent function. If chr is omitted, the default accent character is
U+0302 (COMBINING CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT). [Example:
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#771;"/>
<m:ctrlPr/>
</m:accPr>
end example]
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Response 522
Comment ID

GB-0500

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Add the following after "[Example:":
"The diacritical mark ̃ (tilde) is:"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.2 [10]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.2, page 4965, line 10:
This element specifies the properties of the Accent function. [Example:
The diacritical mark ~ (tilde) is:
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#771;"/>
<m:ctrlPr/>
</m:accPr>
end example]
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Response 523
Comment ID

GB-0501

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace 'true' with '"on"': "... When "on",
this operator emulator ..."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.3 [3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.3, page 4966, line 3:
When trueon, this operator emulator serves as an alignment point; that is, designated alignment points in other
equations can be aligned with it.
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Response 524
Comment ID

GB-0502

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "point." with "point:"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.3 [5]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.3, page 4966, line 5:
[Example: For example, the following equation uses the operator emulator as an alignment point.: 𝑎 == 𝑏.
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Response 525
Comment ID

GB-0503

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete heading "Parent Elements" from
bottom of the page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.5 [24]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §7.1.2.5, page 4968: This is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow. The table
properties will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Response 526
Comment ID

GB-0504

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Wrong end tag, it should be: </m:r>

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.6 [23]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.6, page 4969, line 23:
The XML below shows argSize used in the middle box.
<m:box>
<m:boxPr>
<m:noBreak m:val="off"/>
</m:boxPr>
<m:e>
<m:argPr>
<m:argSz m:val="-1"/>
</m:argPr>
<m:r>
<m:t>abc</m:t>
</m:tr>
</m:e>
</m:box>
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Response 527
Comment ID

GB-0505

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete heading for attributes table at
bottom of the page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.6 [27]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §7.1.2.6, page 4969: This is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow. The table
properties will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Response 528
Comment ID

GB-0506

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Add a space between "a" with the bar
above it and "and" at the end of the
line.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.7 [6 on
p4970]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.7, page 4970, line 6:
This element specifies the bar function, consisting of a base argument and an overbar or underbar, as in 𝑎 and 𝑎.
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Response 529
Comment ID

GB-0507

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 26
and 27.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.9 [26-27
on p4972]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.9, page 4972, lines 26-27:
The XML below represents the matrix with top baseJC:
<m:d>
<m:dPr>
<m:shp m:val="match"/>
</m:dPr>
<m:e>
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:baseJc m:val="top"/>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
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Response 530
Comment ID

GB-0508

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Missing end tag for second row and
missing start tag for third row of the
matrix. Insert after line 39 (with correct
indent):

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.9 [after
39 on p4973]
Paragraph: -

</m:mr>
<m:mr>

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.9, page 4973-4974, line 39 and line 1:
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:scr m:val="roman"/>
<m:sty m:val="p"/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>4</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:mr>
<m:mr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:scr m:val="roman"/>
<m:sty m:val="p"/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>5</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
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<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:scr m:val="roman"/>
<m:sty m:val="p"/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>6</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:mr>
</m:m>
</m:e>
</m:d>
end example]
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Response 531
Comment ID

GB-0509

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Need to specify the defaults when
<borderBoxPr> is omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.11 [13]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.11, page 4,975, line 21:
This element specifies the Border Box function, consisting of a border drawn around an equation, as in
𝒂𝟐 + 𝒃𝟐 = 𝒄𝟐 . If borderBoxPr is omitted then the default behaviour of borderBox is a rectangular border (as
shown in the “abc” example below).
[Example: The following example shows the XML representation of the following Border Box: 𝑎𝑏𝑐
<m:borderBox>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>abc</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:borderBox>
end example]
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Response 532
Comment ID

GB-0510

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Insert "end example]" at the end of the
line.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.12 [20]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.12, page 4976, line 20:
[Example: 𝑎2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑐 2 (Diagonal Strikethrough from Top Left) and 𝑎2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑐 2 (no left or right edges).
end example]
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Response 533
Comment ID

GB-0511

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Need to specify what the defaults are
when <boxPr> is omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.13
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.13, page 4,977, lines 16–18:
This element specifies the box function, which is used to group components of an equation. A boxed object can
(for example) serve as an operator emulator with or without an alignment point, serve as a line break point,
have associated argSz, or be grouped such as not to allow line breaks within. If boxPr is omitted, all properties
will be “false” by default.
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Response 534
Comment ID

GB-0512

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Move "[Example:" from line 20 to the
start of line 19 where the example
starts.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.13 [1920]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.13, page 4977, lines 19–20:
[Example: The equation 𝑎 == 𝑏 uses a box around the double equal sign.
[Example: Its XML representation is as follows:
<m:r>
…
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Response 535
Comment ID

GB-0513

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify what happens when alnAt attribute is omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.15
[attribute table]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed: the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.15, page 4,980, table of attributes:
Attributes
alnAt (Index of
Operator to Align
To)

Description
Specifies the index of the operator on the previous line which shall be used as the
alignment point for the current line. A line can be aligned to any operator on the previous
line in the equation; this attribute specifies exactly which operator shall be the target of
that alignment in cases where there are multiple operators. If alnAt is omitted, then all
runs (r tag) that follow a brk tag will align with the left margin of the first run of the
equation.
[Example: For example, consider the break in this equation:
𝑎+𝑏+𝑐+𝑑+𝑒
+𝑓+𝑔
The second line could theoretically be aligned to any of the four operators in the previous
line.
Specifying an alnAt value of 3 for the second line resolves this ambiguity; the second line
is aligned to the third operator in the previous line. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Integer255 simple type
(§7.1.3.6).
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Response 536
Comment ID

GB-0514

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The possible values for brkBin are
before, after and repeat (not duplicate):
replace "Duplicate" with "Repeat".

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.16 [9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.16, page 4,980, line 8:

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑎11 + 𝑎12 + ⋯
+ 𝑎𝑛𝑛
before

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑎11 + 𝑎12 + ⋯ +
𝑎𝑛𝑛
after

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑎11 + 𝑎12 + ⋯ +
+ 𝑎𝑛𝑛
repeat

Note: The above examples demonstrate how such an equation would look depending on the value of the brkBin
document-property. These actual examples do not rely on the brkBin property of this document to maintain
their configurations. This would be impossible because the brkBin property can only be set to one value for an
entire document at any given time. Here we are demonstrating all three.
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Response 537
Comment ID

GB-0515

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify what happens when cGpRule is omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.18
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,982, lines 8–9:
This element represents tThe additional (custom) column gap spacing information; the default value is'0' (which
corresponds to 1 em). This value is interpreted differently depending on the value of cGpRule (§7.1.2.19). cGp is
not used unless the value of cGpRule is 3 or 4. When cGpRule is omitted, the default spacing between matrix
1
2
columns is 1 em (cGpRule m:val="0"). [Example: With a cGpRule value of 4, theThis matrix:
has
3
4
.53 ems em’s of additional spacing between columns (3 ems = 6 * 0.5 ems).
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Response 538
Comment ID

GB-0516
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.18 [912]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It isn't possible to set an additional spacing between columns
of ".5 ems" unless 1 em is the normal spacing between
columns, but normal spacing isn't specified. Even then, a 1.5
spacing gap would be set by cGpRule on its own and not cGp.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Also, the xml for this example sets a spacing of 6 lines
between columns, so the example xml does not match the
example matrix.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,982, lines 8–9:
This element represents tThe additional (custom) column gap spacing information; the default value is'0' (which
corresponds to 1 em). This value is interpreted differently depending on the value of cGpRule (§7.1.2.19). cGp is
not used unless the value of cGpRule is 3 or 4. When cGpRule is omitted, the default spacing between matrix
1
2
columns is 1 em (cGpRule m:val="0"). [Example: With a cGpRule value of 4, theThis matrix:
has
3
4
.53 ems em’s of additional spacing between columns (3 ems = 6 * 0.5 ems).

Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,982, after line 22:
See the documentation for cGpRule for more information about how cGp is interpreted for each value of
cGpRule.
Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,983, in the attributes table:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the amount of space between the parent element. The manner in which this
value is determined depends on the setting of the rule of the parent element. If the rule
is set to 3 (or "Exactly"), then the unit is interpreted as pointstwips. If the rule is set to 4
(or "Multiple"), then the unit is interpreted as linesnumber of 0.5 EM increments.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnSignedInteger simple
type (§7.1.3.17).

Part 4, §7.1.2.19, page 4,983, lines 6–8:
This element specifies the type of horizontal spacing between columns in a matrix. Horizontal spacing units can
be EM’s or points (stored as twips). Type of gap (horizontal spacing) between columns of a Matrix; the default
is '0'. [Example: The following matrix has double spacing (2 EM’s) between columns:
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Part 4, §7.1.2.19, page 4,983–4,984, in the attributes table:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the type of spacing between rows and/or columns. Possible values are 0, 1, 2, 3,
or 4, whose definitions are contained in the following table:
Value
0
1
2
3

4

Column/Row Gap
Single spacing gap (1 EM)
1.5 spacing gap (1.5 EM’s)
2 spacing gap (2 EM’s)
Exactly
(for columns, rely on value
of cGp, measured in
pointstwips)
(for rows, rely on value of
rSp, measured in points)
Multiple
(for columns, rely on value
of cGp, measured in
lines0.5 EM increments)
(for rows, rely on value of
rSp, measured in lines)

Example
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

1

2

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_SpacingRule simple type
(§7.1.3.12).
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Response 539
Comment ID

GB-0517

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 16
and 17.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.18 [1617]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4982, lines 16-17:
1
2
has .5 ems of additional spacing between columns. The matrix properties that
3
4
demonstrate this element in use are:
[Example: This matrix:

<m:mPr>
<m:cGpRule m:val="4"/>
<m:cGp m:val="6"/>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
end example]
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Comment ID

GB-0518
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.18
[attributes table]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It seems strange to define column spacing in terms of number
of lines. Something like ems might be more appropriate.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,982, lines 8–9:
This element represents thee additional (custom) column gap spacing information; the default is'0'. This value is
interpreted differently depending on the value of cGpRule. cGp is not used unless the value of cGpRule is 3 or 4.
When cGpRule is omitted, the default spacing between matrix columns is 1 EM (cGpRule m:val="0"). [Example:
1
2
With a cGpRule value of 4, theThis matrix:
has .53 ems EM’s of additional spacing between columns
3
4
(3 EM’s = 6 * 0.5 EM’s).
Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,982, after line 22:
See the documentation for cGpRule for more information about how cGp is interpreted for each value of
cGpRule.
Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,983, in the attributes table:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the amount of space between the parent element. The manner in which this
value is determined depends on the setting of the rule of the parent element. If the rule
is set to 3 (or "Exactly"), then the unit is interpreted as pointstwips. If the rule is set to 4
(or "Multiple"), then the unit is interpreted as linesnumber of 0.5 EM increments.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnSignedInteger simple
type (§7.1.3.17).

Part 4, §7.1.2.19, page 4,983, lines 6–8:
This element specifies the type of horizontal spacing between columns in a matrix. Horizontal spacing units can
be EM’s or points (stored as twips). Type of gap (horizontal spacing) between columns of a Matrix; the default
is '0'. [Example: The following matrix has double spacing (2 EM’s) between columns:
Part 4, §7.1.2.19, page 4,983–4,984, in the attributes table:
Attributes

Description
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Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the type of spacing between rows and/or columns. Possible values are 0, 1, 2, 3,
or 4, whose definitions are contained in the following table:
Value

Column/Row Gap

Example

0

Single spacing gap (1 EM)

1 2

1

1.5 spacing gap (1.5 EM’s)

1

2

2

2 spacing gap (2 EM’s)

1

2

3

Exactly
(for columns, rely on value
of cGp, measured in
pointstwips)
(for rows, rely on value of
rSp, measured in points)

1

2

4

Multiple
(for columns, rely on value
of cGp, measured in
lines0.5 EM increments)
(for rows, rely on value of
rSp, measured in lines)

1 2

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_SpacingRule simple type
(§7.1.3.12).
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Comment ID

GB-0519

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Insert "columns of " into the first
sentence so it becomes: "Specifies the
amount of space between columns of
the parent element."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.18
[attributes table
line 1]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4983:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the amount of space between columns of the parent element. The manner in
which this value is determined depends on the setting of the rule of the parent element.
If the rule is set to 3 (or "Exactly"), then the unit is interpreted as points. If the rule is set
to 4 (or "Multiple"), then the unit is interpreted as lines.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnSignedInteger simple
type (§7.1.3.17).
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Response 542
Comment ID

GB-0520

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Line 6 is garbled: delete "horizontal
spacing between columns in a matrix.
Type of" so that it reads

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.19 [6]
Paragraph: -

"This element specifies the type of gap
(horizontal spacing) ..."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.19, page 4983, line 6:
This element specifies the type of horizontal spacing between columns in a matrix. Type of gap (horizontal
spacing) between columns of a Mmatrix; the default is '0'.
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Response 543
Comment ID

GB-0521

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 15
and 16.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.19 [1516]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.19, page 4983, lines 15-16:
The XML that represents this property in use is:
<m:mPr>
<m:cGpRule m:val="2"/>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
end example]
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Response 544
Comment ID

GB-0522

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
chr is used to specify any characters and not just accents.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.20 [5]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: call it "chr
(Character)" not "chr (Accent
Character)".
This will have a knock-effect wherever
it is referenced.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.20, page 4,984, lines 5–8:
7.1.2.20
chr (Accent Character)
This element specifies the type of combining diacritical markcharacter to be attached to the base of the an
accent function, a group character function, or an n-ary operator function. When the parent element is accPr,
the chr value should be within the range of (U+0300–U+036F) or (U+20D0–U+20EF). When the parent element is
groupChrPr, the chr value should be a horizontal stretch character, such as U+2190 (LEFTWARD ARROW). When
the parent element is naryPr, the chr value should be an n-ary operator such as U+222B (INTEGRAL). If this
property is omitted for accPr, the default accent character is U+0302. If this property is omitted for groupChrPr,
the default character is U+23DF (BOTTOM CURLY BRACKET). If this property is omitted for naryPr, the default
character is U+222B (INTEGRAL). [Example: Examples of accent characters are the dot, hat, and arrow in the
following cases: 𝑎 𝑎 𝑎.
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Response 545
Comment ID

GB-0523
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.20 [7]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The default for chr depends on the parent element. The
defaults need to be specified for each of the parents: accPr,
groupChrPr and naryPr.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.20, page 4,984, lines 6–8:
This element specifies the type of combining diacritical mark attached to the base of the accent function. If this
property is omitted for accPr, the default accent character is U+0302 (ACCENT, COMBINING CIRCUMFLEX). If this
property is omitted for groupChrPr, the default accent character is U+23DF (BOTTOM CURLY BRACKET). If this
property is omitted for naryPr, the default accent character is U+222B (INTEGRAL).
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Response 546
Comment ID

GB-0524

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description relates to <m:dPr> and not to <m:chr>.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.20 [2
(attributes table)]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Change the
example to:
[Example:
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#771;"/>
</m:accPr>
end example]

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.20, page 4,985:
Attributes
val (value)

Description
Specifies the character used by the parent element. When it is omitted, the parent uses
its assigned default. [Example: accent object a:
<m:dPr>
<m:begChr m:val="{"/>
<m:endChr m:val="}"/>
</m:dPr>
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#771;"/>
</m:accPr>
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Char simple type (§xx).
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Response 547
Comment ID

GB-0525

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change the first word of the line from
"represents" to "specifies".

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21 [9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.21 page 4985, line 9:
[Example: The example below representsspecifies that two of the columns in the matrix described by the XML
have the center property.
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Response 548
Comment ID

GB-0526

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 15
and 16.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21 [1516]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.21, page 4985, line 15-16:
<m:mPr>
<m:cSp m:val="120"/>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
end example]
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Comment ID

GB-0527

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete the attribute table heading that
is on its own at the bottom of the page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21 [22]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §7.1.2.21 page 4985: This is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow. The
table properties will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Response 550
Comment ID

GB-0528

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change "... to which a column attribute
applies." to ".... to which a column
property applies."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21
[attribute table,
line 1]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.21 page 4986:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the number of columns to which a column attributeproperty applies.
[Example: A count attribute value of 3 specifies that the property applies to the first
three columns of the matrix. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Integer255 simple type (§xx).
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Response 551
Comment ID

GB-0529

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
"Example" should be italic.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21
[attribute table,
line 2]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.21 page 4986:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the number of columns to which a column attribute applies.
[ExampleExample: A count attribute value of 3 specifies that the property applies to the
first three columns of the matrix. end exampleend example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Integer255 simple type
(§7.1.3.6).
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Comment ID

GB-0530

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "first" at the end of the line by
"next" since the count applies to the
next three columns and not always the
first three.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21
[attribute table,
line 2]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.21 page 4986:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the number of columns to which a column attribute applies.
[Example: A count attribute value of 3 specifies that the property applies to the first next
three columns of the matrix. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Integer255 simple type (§xx).
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Response 553
Comment ID

GB-0531

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
"end example" should be italic.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.21
[attribute table,
line 3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.21 page 4986:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the number of columns to which a column attribute applies.
[ExampleExample: A count attribute value of 3 specifies that the property applies to the
first three columns of the matrix. end exampleend example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Integer255 simple type (§xx).
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Comment ID

GB-0532
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.22
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description of cSp refers to the "setting of the rule of the
parent element", but what rule this might be isn't specified.
Should there be a cSpRule? The rule should be included in
the example. Compare cGpRule where if it is omitted, the
spacing is single spacing so the value of cGp would be
ignored. .

Proposed change by the MB
The text need to say how cSp interacts
with cGp if both are specified

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.22, page 4,986, line 23:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the amount of space forbetween the parent element in twips. This is the only
use for cSp. There is no corresponding cSpRule.The manner in which this value is
determined depends on the setting of the rule of the parent element. If the rule is set to
3 (or "Exactly"), then the unit is interpreted as points. If the rule is set to 4 (or "Multiple"),
then the unit is interpreted as lines.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnSignedInteger simple
type (§7.1.3.17).
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Comment ID

GB-0533

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change the first sentence of the
example to: "[Example: The following
xml specifies that there should never be
fewer than 6 pts between adjacent
column edges of the matrix:"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.22 [8-9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.22, page 4986, lines 8-9:
[Example: The following matrixxml specifies that there should never be fewer than 6 pts. between adjacent
column edges of the matrix:
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Response 556
Comment ID

GB-0534
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.22
[attribute table]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description given in the table doesn't match the example:
the example doesn't have a rule for the parent element and a
value of 120 suggests the units are twips and not points or
lines.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.2.22, page 4,986, line 8:
This element specifies the minimum spacing between the edge of one column and the corresponding edge of
the adjacent column. Additional spacing can be added to enhance appearance. If this element is omitted, the
default is column spacing is '0'. The value of cSp is interpreted as twips (a twip is 1/20th of a point). Therefore, a
spacing of '1' point will be set by a cSp value of '20'. This is the only use for cSp. There is no corresponding
cSpRule. [Example: The following matrix specifies that there should never be fewer than 6 pts. (120 twips)
between adjacent column edges:
Part 4, §7.1.2.22, page 4,986, line 23:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the amount of space between the parent element in twips. This is the only use
for cSp. There is no corresponding cSpRule.The manner in which this value is determined
depends on the setting of the rule of the parent element. If the rule is set to 3 (or
"Exactly"), then the unit is interpreted as points. If the rule is set to 4 (or "Multiple"), then
the unit is interpreted as lines.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnSignedInteger simple
type (§7.1.3.17).
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Comment ID

GB-0535
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.23 [2022]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"Linear representation", "linear string" and "professional form"
need to be defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

The string ∫_0^1 is used as an example. (i) This needs to be
explained. (ii) The syntax for it needs to be specified. (iii)
Where can it be used? (iv) Does that mean "_" and "^" are
special characters in text so can't be used as themselves? If
so, how can we use them without their special meaning? (v)
What other special characters are there?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §7.1.2.23, page 4,987, lines 20–22:
CtrlPr is also used to save properties on characters used in the "Linear representation" (Linear representation is
equivalent to "built-down format" in the publicly available Unicode document UTN 28) of an equation, that are
not displayed in the "Professional form" (Professional form is equivalent to "built-up format" in the publically
available Unicode document UTN 28). For example, the "linear string" (a string of characters in linear
representation) ∫_0^1 might have color on the _ or ^. Though these characters are not displayed in Professional
form, their formatting is stored.
Such characters can be used as themselves by preceding them with a backslash, for example, \^.
In Office MathML, this property is represented by the <m:lit/> run property.
A complete description of linear form/format, its use, its syntax, and its behaviour is fully documented in
Unicode Technical Note #28.
2. Add to Part 1, §3, the following normative reference:
Unicode Technical Note #28, http://unicode.org/notes/tn28/UTN28-PlainTextMath-v2.pdf
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Comment ID

GB-0536
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.31
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The use of "e" for the name of this element can cause
confusion, as e also stands for the constant 2.718282... This
makes it difficult to read descriptions like line 22, for example.
A better name might be "b" or "base".

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made
Part 4, §7.1.2.32, page 4,999, line 26:

7.1.2.32 e (Base Element (Argument))
This tag, which is an abbreviation for “element”, specifies serves several functions (18 total) including that of the
base argument of a mathematical function, the elements in an equation array, and the elements in boxes. [Note:
The tag was shortened to e to improve readability over “element”. “Element” was preferred over “Base”
because “Element” sounded more neutral and appropriate to its multiple uses. end note]
All variations of string “e (Base (Argument))” in §7 with “e (Element (Argument))”, in the table
Child Elements
e (BaseElement (Argument))

Subclause
§7.1.2.32

will be replaced in the following:
§7.1.2.1, page 4,965, line 1
§7.1.2.7, page 4,971, line 8
§7.1.2.11, page 4,976, line 9
§7.1.2.13, page 4,978, line 5
§7.1.2.24, page 4,989, line 21
§7.1.2.34, page 5,004, line 1
§7.1.2.40, page 5,011, line 1
§7.1.2.41, page 5,012, line 13
§7.1.2.54, page 5,024, before line 1
§7.1.2.56, page 5,024, line 11
§7.1.2.69, page 5,041, line 1
§7.1.2.70, page 5,042, line 18
§7.1.2.81, page 5,053, line 10
§7.1.2.88, page 5,059, line 32
§7.1.2.99, page 5,069, line 19
§7.1.2.101, page 5,070, line 24
§7.1.2.103, page 5,072, line 8
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Comment ID

GB-0537
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.31 [21]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This element is used in about 18 different ways, one of which
is the base argument of a mathematical function. The
description needs to describe its general use.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.32, page 4,999, after line 21:
The following table shows the 18 different uses for e:
Parent Element
acc
bar
borderBox
box
d
eqArr
func
groupChr
limLow
limUpp
mr
nary
phant
rad
sPre
sSub
sSubSup
sSup

Use
Accent base argument
Argument to which the bar is applied
Argument around which the border box is drawn
Argument inside the abstract box
Argument inside the delimiters
Each equation in the single-column equation array
Math argument list of the function
Group character base
Base of the lower limit
Base of the upper limit
Each element in the matrix row
n-ary and, e.g., integrand for an integral, summand for a summation
Argument for the phantom
Radicand
Base of the prescript object
Base of the subscript object
Base of the subsup object
Base of the superscript object
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Comment ID

GB-0538

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
Move the limit "n→∞" in the first
occurrence below "lim".

-

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.32 [22]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.32, page 4,999, line 22:
[Example: For example, the func lim lim𝑛 →∞ 𝑥𝑛 has fName lim and e 𝑥𝑛 :
n→∞

𝑛→∞
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Comment ID

GB-0539

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete heading "Child Elements" that's
on its own at the bottom of the page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.32 [36
on p5000]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §7.1.2.32, pages 5000–5001: This is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow.
The table properties will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Comment ID

GB-0540
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.32 [2-8
on p5002]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
All the subelements of e can be omitted. Need to specify what
the defaults are, especially when they are all omitted.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.32, page 4,999, line 21:
This element specifies the base argument of a mathematical function. If all subelements are omitted, this
element specifies the presence of an empty argument. [Example: The numerator of this function is an empty
argument: 2 . end example]
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Comment ID

GB-0541

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete attributes table heading that is
on its own at the bottom of the page.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.33 [18]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Part 4, §7.1.2.33, pages 5002–5003: This is the result of a bad page break, leaving the table header as a widow.
The table properties will be changed to prohibit such a break.
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Comment ID

GB-0542

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Add "end example]" after last line of
xml: "</m:dPr>"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.33
[attributes table]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.33 page 5003:
Attributes
val (value)

Description
Specifies the character used by the parent element. When it is omitted, the parent uses
its assigned default. [Example: delimiter object {a}:
<m:dPr>
<m:begChr m:val="{"/>
<m:endChr m:val="}"/>
</m:dPr>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Char simple type (§xx).
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Comment ID

GB-0543

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Insert "with" so the line starts: "vertically
justified as a unit with respect to..."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.34 [7]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.34 page 5003, line 7:
vertically justified as a unit with respect to surrounding text on the line.
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Comment ID

GB-0544

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete "tens". The digits line up.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.34 [10]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.34, page 5003, line 10:
Notice that the variables, operators, and tens digits of the sums line up properly.
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Comment ID

GB-0545
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.34 [11]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
A better example would be one where the operators lined up
(as in line 9) and we could see how it all fitted together.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.34, page 5,005, lines 6–25:
This element specifies the Equation-Array function, an object consisting of one or more equations that can be
vertically justified as a unit respect to surrounding text on the line. Alignment of multiple points within each
equation can occur within the equation array through the use of align values and spacer values. An align value is
an ampersand within the equation array which acts as an alignment point (as described in §7.1.2.3). A spacer
value is an ampersand within the equation array which designates where space can be added in order to align
the align values on different rows of the array. Within each argument in the array, every odd ampersand is an
align value and every even ampersand is a spacer value (as well, the beginning of each argument provides an
implied spacer value).
[Example: An example of an equation array with alignment points is:
𝑥 − 𝑦 + 𝑧 = 10
3𝑥 + 𝑦 + 2𝑧 = 34
−5𝑥 + 2𝑦 − 𝑧 = −14
Notice that the variables, operators, and tens digits of the sums line up properly.
The XML of aA simple eqArr equation array,

𝑎=𝑏+𝑐
, is represented as follows:
𝑑+𝑒=𝑓

<m:eqArr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a=b+c</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>d+e=f</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:eqArr>
A more complex equation array with alignment points, e.g.:
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𝑥 − 𝑦 + 𝑧 = 10
3𝑥 + 𝑦 + 2𝑧 = 34
−5𝑥 + 2𝑦 − 𝑧 = −14
is represented as follows:
<m:eqArr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>&x+&&y+&&z&&=&&10</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>3&x+&&y+&2&z&&=&&34</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>-5&x+&2&y-&&z&&=&&-14</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:eqArr>
Notice that the variables, operators, and tens digits of the sums line up properly, as the align values line up
between each argument by adding space at the position of each spacer value. end example]
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Comment ID

GB-0547

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify the default when eqArrPr is omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.34 [3-8
on p5004]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.34, page 5,003, line 8:
This element specifies the Equation-Array function, an object consisting of one or more equations that can be
vertically justified as a unit respect to surrounding text on the line. Alignment of multiple points within each
equation can occur within the equation array. If eqArrPr is omitted then the default values for its properties will
be used. These defaults are:
Property

Default Value

baseJc

“center”

ctrlPr

< The character property of the first control character will be the character property of the first
character in the eqArr object >

maxDist

“off”

objDist

“off”

rSp

“0”

rSpRule

“0” <single>
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Comment ID

GB-0548

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "Stacked" with "Bar" (the
example has a bar).

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.36 [17]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.36, page 5005, line 17:
Stacked Bar Fraction:

𝑎
𝑏
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Comment ID

GB-0549

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Make this consistent with usage
elsewhere by changing the start of the
line to: "No-Bar Fraction (Stack):"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.36 [20]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.36, page 5005, line 20:
Stack Object No-Bar Fraction (No-Bar FractionStack): 𝑛𝑘
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Comment ID

GB-0550

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
Move the limit "n→∞" in the first
occurrence below "lim".

-

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.37 [13]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.37 page 5006, line 13:
[Example: As an example, the func lim lim𝑛 →∞ 𝑥𝑛 has fName lim and e 𝑥𝑛 :
n→∞

𝑛→∞
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Comment ID

GB-0551

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "Stacked" with "Bar" (the
example has a bar).

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.38 [14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.38, page 5009, line 14:
Stacked Bar Fraction:

𝑎
𝑏
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Comment ID

GB-0552

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Make this consistent with usage
elsewhere by changing the start of the
line to: "No-Bar Fraction (Stack):"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.38 [17]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.38, page 5009, line 17:
Stack Object No-Bar Fraction (No-Bar FractionStack): 𝑛𝑘
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Comment ID

GB-0553

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
Move the limit "n→∞" in the first
occurrence below "lim".

-

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.39 [4]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.39, page 5010, line 4:
As an example, the func lim lim𝑛→∞ 𝑥𝑛 has fName lim and e 𝑥𝑛 :
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞
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Comment ID

GB-0554

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The example at the bottom of the
preceding page (p5011) shows a
midline horizontal ellipsis (U+22EF), not
a horizontal ellipsis or 3 dots. Change
line 8 to: "<m:t>x+x+&#8943;</m:t>"

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.41 [8]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed that the wrong character was used; however, the replacement should be 22EF (MIDLINE HORIZONTAL
ELLIPSIS) rather than 8943, which is a CJK Unified Ideograph. The following change will be made to Part 4,
§7.1.2.41 page 5012, line 8:
𝑥+𝑥+⋯

<m:groupChr>
<m:groupChrPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#9182;"/>
<m:pos m:val="top"/>
</m:groupChrPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x+x+…&#22EF;</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:groupChr>
end example]
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GB-0555
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.42 [24]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to show what character U+23DF is (bottom curly
bracket).

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.42 page 5,012, line 24:
When omitted, character ⏟ (U+23DF, BOTTOM CURLY BRACKET) is used as the chr and its pos is set to bot.
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Comment ID

GB-0556

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete "at the document level". grow is
a property of its parent and is not used
in setting the document properties.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.43 [11]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.43, page 5013, line 11:
This element specifies the growth property of n-ary operators at the document level.
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GB-0557

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change "right" to "centerGroup" to
match example: <m:jc
m:val="centerGroup"/>

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.51 [20]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.51, page 5019, line 20:
The XML that demonstrates jc in use is:
<m:oMathParaPr>
<m:jc m:val="centerGroupright"/>
</m:oMathParaPr>
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Comment ID

GB-0558

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change the name to "Limit" instead of
"Limit (Lower)". This element is used for
both lower and upper limits.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.52 [6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.52 page 5020, line 6:

7.1.2.52 lim (Limit (Lower))
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Comment ID

GB-0559

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Add a comment about upper limit to the
end of the sentence so it ends: "...
limLow function and the upper limit of
the limUpp function."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.52 [9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.52 page 5020, line 7:
This element specifies the lower limit of the limLow function and the upper limit of the limUpp function.
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Comment ID

GB-0561

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to show or explain which option the XML example is.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.53 [1418]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.53, page 5,022, lines 11–14:
This element specifies the location of limits in n-ary operators. Limits can be either centered above and below
the n-ary operator (shown in the first summation below), or positioned just to the right of the operator (shown
in the second summation below), as in:.
𝑛

𝑥𝑛
𝑖=0

𝑛
𝑖=0

𝑥𝑛

When this element is omitted, the default location is undOvr in display mode and subSup in inline mode.
[Example: The XML representing this property the relevant properties of the second summation above in use
is(subSup) is:
<m:naryPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#8721;"/>
<m:limLoc m:val="subSup"/>
<m:grow m:val="on"/>
</m:naryPr>
end example]
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GB-0562
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.58 [910]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The special characters referred to need to be identified,
together with their expected behaviours.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
To Part 4, §7.1.2.58, page 5,028, lines 8–22:
This element specifies that the characters in the run are literal; that is, they are to be interpreted literally and
not take on any special mathematical meaning, such as operators or characters that trigger conversion to
designating a mathematical expression presented in a 2-dimensional format, such as the linear format defined
by Unicode Technical Note #28 (Sargent 2006).
[Example: In the following XML, the + operator is treated literally and does not receive proper binary spacing:
<m:r>a</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:lit/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>+</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>b</m:t>
</m:r>
As another example, consider the following Office Open XML Math markup:
<m:r>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:lit/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>/</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>b</m:t>
</m:r>
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This would be displayed as: 𝑎/𝑏. If the conversion to the professional format defined in UTN #28 was performed
𝑎

on this text, it would normally be converted to 𝑏 ; however, the presence of this element specifies that the
solidus should be treated literally; for example, as a literal operator as defined in §3.2 of UTN #28, resulting in
𝑎/𝑏.
end example]
To the normative references:
Sargent, Murray. UTN #28: Nearly Plain-Text Encoding of Mathematics. August 29, 2006.
http://www.unicode.org/notes/tn28/tn28-2.html.
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GB-0563
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.58 [1221]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to show what the example generated by the xml looks
like and compare it to how it would look without using lit.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the example in Part 4, §7.1.2.58, will be updated accordingly in the disposition for comment GB-0562.
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GB-0564

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "lmargin" by "lMargin".

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.59 [3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.59, page 5027, line 3:
[Example: The following XML demonstrates an lMmargin setting of 1".
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Comment (justification for change) by the MB

GB-0565



Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.60 [25]
Paragraph: -

Need to explain how to change matrix
delimiters from parentheses to square
brackets.



Need to explain how the matrix
delimiters can be left out completely.



Need to explain how to leave gaps in a
matrix as in the second example.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Need to explain how d (Delimiter Function) interacts with
matrices, if at all. For example, will a structure such as
<m:d><m:e><m:m>... add a second lot of delimiters round the
matrix?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.2.60, page 5,027, lines 25–26
This element specifies the Matrix function, consisting of one or more elements laid out in one or more rows and
one or more columns. It is important to note that matrices do not have built in delimiters. Like other math
elements, matrices are contained in a delimiter object (the d tag (§7.1.2.24)) when delimiters are desired. Empty
arguments (see the e tag (§xx) documentation) can be used to create gaps in matrices. The plcHide tag
(§7.1.2.83) can be used to indicate whether the empty arguments should be visible in the matrix (see the
1 2
plcHide documentation for more information). [Example: Examples of matrices are: 3 4 and 1
. Below
1
5 6
is an example of a 2x2 matrix and its XML, in its proper form an in XML (surrounding delimiters are not a
property of the matrix and are only shown to demonstrate their relationship with a matrix. See the
documentation for the d tag for XML examples of delimiters)..

Part 4, §7.1.2.60, page 5,028, before line 1
<m:d>
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
Part 4, §7.1.2.60, page 5,029, after line 11
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</m:r >
</m:e>
</m:mr>
</m:m>
</m:d>
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Response 586
Comment ID

GB-0566

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "an" by "and".

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.60 [26]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.60, page 5027, line 26:
Below is a 2x2 matrix, in its proper form and in XML.
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Response 587
Comment ID

GB-0567

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 6
and 7.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.60 [6-7
on p5028]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.60, page 5028, lines 6-7:
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
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Response 588
Comment ID

GB-0568

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify the default if mPr is omitted.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.60 [1520 on p5029]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.60, page 5,027, lines 24–26:
This element specifies the Matrix function, consisting of one or more elements laid out in one or more rows and
one or more columns. If mPr is omitted, the values of baseJc, cGp, CGpRule, cSp, ctrlPr, mcs, plcHide, rSp, and
rSpRule are shown in the following table:
Property

Default Value

baseJc

“center”

cGp

“0”

cGpRule

“0” <single>

cSp

“0”

ctrlPr

<The character property of the first control character shall be the character property of the first
character in the m object >

mcs

<All columns will be vertically center aligned>

plcHide

“0”

rSp

“0”

rSpRule

“0” <single>

1 2
[Example: Examples of matrices are: 3 4 and 1
5 6

1

. Below is a 2x2 matrix, in its proper form an in XML.
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Response 589
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

GB-0569



Not all the defaults are specified under
their respective elements. Need to
specify what happens when the
following are omitted: mathFont,
lMargin, rMargin, defJc, preSp, postSp,
interSp, intraSp.



Need to specify what happens if both
wrapIndent and wrapRight are omitted.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.62 [2-23
on p5031]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Need to specify how the various settings interact with each
other, e.g. lMargin and rMargin. What happens if rMargin gives
a value to the left of the value for lMargin?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §7.1.2.61, page 5,029, lines 22–23:
This element specifies the default math font to be used in the document. If this element is omitted, font
substitution (§2.8.1) should be used to determine the most appropriate font for use throughout the document.
[Example: The XML containing this property is:
Part 4, §7.1.2.59, page 5,027, lines 2–3:
This element specifies the left margin for math, in twips. If this element is omitted, no left margin is used. Math
margins are added to the paragraph settings for margins. If the sum of lMargin and rMargin exceed the width
available, lMargin should be ignored. [Example: The following XML demonstrates an lmargin setting of 1".
Part 4, §7.1.2.90, page 5,060, lines 21–22:
This element specifies the right margin for math, in twips. If this element is omitted, no right margin is used.
Math margins are added to the paragraph settings for margins. If the sum of lMargin and rMargin exceed the
width available, lMargin should be ignored. If rMargin exceeds the width available, a default indent of 1440
twips should be used. [Example: The following XML demonstrates an rmargin setting of 1".
Part 4, §7.1.2.25, page 4,989, lines 30–31:
This element specifies the default justification of display math, at the document level. Individual equations can
overrule the default setting. If this element is omitted, the default justification is centerGroup.
Part 4, §7.1.2.86, page 5,057, line 6:
This element specifies the spacing before a math paragraph, in twips. If this element is omitted, no spacing is
applied before the paragraph.
Part 4, §7.1.2.85, page 5,056, line 18:
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This element specifies the spacing after math paragraph, in twips. If this element is omitted, no spacing is
applied after the paragraph.
Part 4, §7.1.2.48, page 5,017, line 14:
This element specifies spacing between equations within a display math paragraph, in twips. If this element is
omitted, no spacing is applied between equations in the paragraph.
Part 4, §7.1.2.50, page 5,019, line 6:
This element specifies the spacing between adjacent display math paragraphs, in twips. If this element is
omitted, no spacing is applied between adjacent math paragraphs.
Finally, regarding the concern about a conflict between wrapIndent and wrapRight, we note that the schema
does not allow these properties to co-exist, and, as such, this conflict cannot occur in a document with conforms
to the schema:
<choice minOccurs="0">
<element name="wrapIndent" type="CT_TwipsMeasure"/>
<element name="wrapRight" type="CT_OnOff"/>
</choice>
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Response 590
Comment ID

GB-0570
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.63
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to give diagrams to show how maxDist works, as in the
Primer. Need to explain how it interacts with objDist.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.63, page 5,031, lines 24–27:
7.1.2.63
maxDist (Maximum Distribution)
This element specifies Equation Array Maximum Distribution. When on, the equation array is spaced to the
maximum width of the containing element (page, column, cell, etc.). The example image below illustrates an
equation array expanded to fit the page, which is the containing element in this example. The maxDist option is
commonly used with the objDist option. The objDist option is used to expand the distribution of equations
within the bounds of an equation array while not impacting the Equation Array Distribution itself. When this the
maxDist element is omitted, Equation Array Maximum Distribution is off. [Example: The following diagram
illustrates all four possible combinations of maxDist and objDist:

XML for the fourth example shown in the above image is:
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<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:eqArr>
<m:eqArrPr>
<m:maxDist m:val="on" />
<m:objDist m:val="on" />
</m:eqArrPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>&+</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>2y&=2</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>x</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>&-</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:t>3y&=3</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:eqArr>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>
end example]
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Response 591
Comment ID

GB-0571

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 12
and 13.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.64 [1213]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.64, page 5032, lines 12-13:
[Example: An example of this element in use is:
1 2
3 4
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
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Response 592
Comment ID

GB-0572

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 17
and 18.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.65 [1718]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.65, page 5034, lines 17-18:
[Example: A simple example of this property in use is a 2x2 matrix with both columns centered:
1 2
3 4
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
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Response 593
Comment ID

GB-0573

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 6
and 7.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.67 [6-7]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.67, page 5037, lines 6–7:
[Example: An example of this element in use is:
1 2
3 4
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
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Response 594
Comment ID

GB-0574

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The schema only allows <m:count>
before <m:mcJc>: transpose lines 23
and 24.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.69 [2324]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.69, page 5039, lines 23–24:
[Example: An example of this element in use is the following example, a 2x2 matrix. There are two rows; the first
contains the elements 1 and 2; the second contains 3 and 4.
1 2
3 4
<m:m>
<m:mPr>
<m:mcs>
<m:mc>
<m:mcPr>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
<m:mcJc m:val="center"/>
<m:count m:val="2"/>
</m:mcPr>
</m:mc>
</m:mcs>
</m:mPr>
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Response 595
Comment ID

GB-0575

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "integral object" with
"summation object".

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.71 [3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.71, page 5043, line 3:
When this integralsummation object is written linearly, as ∑_(𝑖 = 0)^𝑛, the placement of limits is ambiguous.
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Response 596
Comment ID

GB-0576

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "limits on an integral." with
"limits on an n-ary object that is not an
integral."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.71
[attributes table]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.71, page 5043:
Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the default location of limits on an n-ary object that is not an integral. Possible
values are subSup and undOvr.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_LimLoc simple type
(§7.1.3.8).
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Response 597
Comment ID

GB-0577

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify what the "type of n-ary operator" means.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.72 [26]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.72, page 5,043, lines 27–28:
This element specifies the properties of the n-ary object.,
These include:ing the type of n-ary operator character that is used (using the chr element), the shape and height
of the operator (using the grow element), the location of limits (using the limLoc element), and whether empty
limits are shown display a placeholder character or are hidden(using the subHide and supHide elements).
[Example: N-ary operators include: ∑, ∫ , ⋃, ⋀. end example]
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Response 598
Comment ID

GB-0578
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.72 [3-12
on p5044]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify the defaults, e.g. what is the chr if chr is
omitted?

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.72, page 5,044, line 1:
Child Elements

Subclause

chr (Accentn-ary Character) (If chr is omitted, the default n-ary character is U+222B (INTEGRAL))

§7.1.2.20

ctrlPr (Control Properties) (If ctrlPr is omitted, the character properties of the first control
character (which is used to draw the nary sign) is the same as the first character in the nary math
object)

§7.1.2.23

grow (n-ary Grow) (If grow is omitted, default is Off)

§7.1.2.43

limLoc (n-ary Limit Location) (If limLoc is omitted, default is subSup for integrals and undOvr for
other n-ary operators)

§7.1.2.53

subHide (Hide Subscript Place Holder (n-ary)) (If subHide is omitted, default is Off)

§7.1.2.113

supHide (Hide Superscript Place Holder (n-ary)) (If supHide is omitted, default is Off)

§7.1.2.115
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Response 599
Comment ID

GB-0579

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete 'maxOccurs="1"' as this is the
default and is not given in the schema.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.78 [13]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.78, page 5051, line 13:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OMathPara">
<sequence>
<element name="oMathParaPr" type="CT_OMathParaPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="oMath" type="CT_OMath" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<unique name="uniqueContentAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:content"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
<unique name="uniqueContextAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:context"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
</element>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 600
Comment ID

GB-0580

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete 'minOccurs="1"' as this is the
default and is not given in the schema.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.78 [14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.78, page 5051, line 14:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OMathPara">
<sequence>
<element name="oMathParaPr" type="CT_OMathParaPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="oMath" type="CT_OMath" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<unique name="uniqueContentAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:content"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
<unique name="uniqueContextAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:context"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
</element>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 601
Comment ID

GB-0581
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.78 [1522]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to explain what these lines are used for. m:annotation
and m:context, m:content don't appear to be in the
namespace.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
These lines were vestigial schema restrictions from a grouping of elements removed during the drat phase of the
specification and are no longer necessary; accordingly, the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.78,
page 5,051, lines 15–22 and in the corresponding schema:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OMathPara">
<sequence>
<element name="oMathParaPr" type="CT_OMathParaPr" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="oMath" type="CT_OMath" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<unique name="uniqueContentAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:content"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
<unique name="uniqueContextAnchorIdsInsideMath">
<selector xpath="m:annotation/m:context"/>
<field xpath="@id"/>
</unique>
</element>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 602
Comment ID

GB-0582

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Delete 'maxOccurs="1"' as this is the
default and is not given in the schema.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 2.1.2.79 [7]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.79, page 5052, line 7:
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OMathParaPr">
<sequence>
<element name="jc" type="CT_OMathJc" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 603
Comment ID

GB-0583
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.80 [12]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Need to specify what the properties of an operator are. Two
properties are given in the text as examples. What are the
others?

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §7.1.2.80, page 5,052, lines 11–14:
This element specifies the Operator Emulator property on box. When on, the box and its contents behave as a
single operator and inherit the properties of an operator. This means, for example, that the character can serve
as a point for a line break and can be aligned to other operators. (For more details on the properties of an
operator, see Unicode Technical Report #25, §3.2.2, and §3.2.3 and Unicode Technical Note #28.) Operator
Emulators are often used when one or more glyphs combine to form an operator, such as ==. The following
equation uses an Operator Emulator:
2. Part 1, §3, add the following normative reference:
Unicode Technical Report #25, http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr25/.
Unicode Technical Note #28, http://www.unicode.org/notes/tn28/UTN28-PlainTextMath-v2.pdf
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Response 604
Comment ID

GB-0584
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.81
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The use of phantoms needs to be explained better. The
examples in the Primer need to be shown together with the
xml that was used to produce them. Otherwise it's almost
impossible to work out how they work if you don't know. The
explanation needs to be in the normative part.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Need to explain some of the terms used: glyph, ascent,
descent.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.81, page 5,053, lines 8–9:
This element specifies the phantom object. This object function. phant has two primary uses: adding the spacing
of the phantom base e without displaying that base; and suppressing part of the glyph from for spacing
considerations. [Example: In the right column below, the descender of the

𝑦 is suppressed (set to zero)

while in the left column, it is shown. The presence or absence of the descender changes the shape of the 𝑦
Without <m:phant>

With <m:phant>

𝑦

𝑦
<m:rad>
<m:radPr>
<m:degHide m:val="on" />
</m:radPr>
<m:deg />
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>y</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:rad>

.

<m:rad>
<m:radPr>
<m:degHide m:val="on" />
</m:radPr>
<m:deg />
<m:e>
<m:phant>
<m:phantPr>
<m:zeroDesc m:val="on" />
</m:phantPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>y</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:phant>
</m:e>
</m:rad>

end example]
[Note: In typography, a glyph is the shape given in a particular typeface to a specific symbol. Most scripts share
the notion of a baseline: an imaginary horizontal line on which characters rest. In some scripts, parts of glyphs lie
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below the baseline. The descent spans the distance between the baseline and the lowest descending glyph in a
typeface, and the part of a glyph that descends below the baseline has the name descender. Conversely, the
ascent spans the distance between the baseline and the top of the glyph that reaches farthest from the baseline.
end note].
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Response 605
Comment ID

GB-0585
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.83 [20]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The two matrices shown look identical. One should show
placeholders and the other one shouldn't. Neither do.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.83, page 5,054, lines 19–20:
This element specifies the Hide Placeholders property on a matrix m. When this property is on, placeholders do
not appear in the matrix. If this element is omitted, placeholders do appear such that the locations where text
can be inserted are made visible. [Example: The following two examples of matrices show the hidden (right
matrix) and visible states (left matrix) of placeholders. The key difference between the placeholders in these
matrices is that the left matrix contains visual representations for each placeholder in the matrix while the right
matrix does not. However, the contents of each matrix remain the same between these two examples:
1

1
1

1

1

1

The plcHide element does not specify how a placeholder should be visually represented. It only specifies
whether placeholders should or should not be visualized. The above example (left) is only one possible visual
representation.
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Response 606
Comment ID

GB-0586

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Change the name to "Position" as bar is
used for groupChrPr as well as bar.
The descriptive text needs changing to
reflect its use.

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.84
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.84, page 5,055, lines 18–20:
7.1.2.84
pos (Position (Bar))
This element specifies the position of the bar bar or group character in the bar parent object; the default is 'top'.
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Response 607
Comment ID

GB-0587
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.92
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example in line 22 with a spacing of 1.6 does not match
the xml which gives a spacing of 3 lines. How do you get 1.6
and what are the units?

Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.92, page 5,061, line 15 through page 5,062, line 8:
7.1.2.92 rSp (Row Spacing (Equation Array))
This element specifies spacing between rows of an equation array eqArr; it is used only when rSpRule is set to 3
(exactly; in which case the unit of measure is points) or 4 (Multiple; in which case the unit of measure is halflines). If this element is omitted, single line spacing is used in the equation array, and no additional spacing is
used in the layout of rows.
[Example: Below are three examples of the same equation array, with single line spacing, 1.5 line spacing, and
double line spacing:
𝑥 − 𝑦 + 𝑧 = 10
3𝑥 + 𝑦 + 2𝑧 = 34
−5𝑥 + 2𝑦 − 𝑧 = −14

The following eqArr

𝑎 = 𝑏+𝑐
𝑑+𝑒 = 𝑓

𝑥− 𝑦+ 𝑧 =

10

3𝑥 + 𝑦 + 2𝑧 =

34

−5𝑥 + 2𝑦 − 𝑧 = −14

has rSp of 1.63 half-lines:

<m:eqArr>
<m:eqArrPr>
<m:rSpRule m:val="4"/>
<m:rSp m:val="3"/>
</m:eqArrPr>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>a=b+c</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
<m:e>
<m:r>
<m:t>d+e=f</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:e>
</m:eqArr>
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end example]
Parent Elements
eqArrPr (§7.1.2.35); mPr (§7.1.2.68)

Attributes
val (Value)

Description
Specifies the amount of space between the parent element. The manner in which this
value is determined depends on the setting of the rule of the parent element. If the rule
is set to 3 (or "Exactly"), then the unit is interpreted as points. If the rule is set to 4 (or
"Multiple"), then the unit is interpreted as half-lines.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnSignedInteger simple
type (§7.1.3.17).
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Response 608
Comment ID

GB-0588

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
Replace left curly quotes with straight
quotes: <m:scr m:val="double-struck"/>

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.94 [10]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.94, page 5065, line 10:
[Example: Example: 𝔞𝕒
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:scr m:val="fraktur"/>
<m:sty m:val="p"/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<m:rPr>
<m:scr m:val=“"double-struck"/>
<m:sty m:val="p"/>
</m:rPr>
<m:t>a</m:t>
</m:r>
end example]
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Response 609
Comment ID

GB-0589
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.97
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The name "shape" is not a good choice. This element only
affects the height and location of the delimiter, not its shape.
Maybe "height" would be better.

Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
The name "shape" is an accurate description of this element because the element changes the height and the
position, which, in turn, affects the shape of the entire formula. In order to make this clear, the following
changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.97, page 5,067, lines 5–13:
7.1.2.97 shp (Shape (Delimiters))
This element specifies the shape of delimiters in the delimiter object d. Delimiters can be centered around the
math axis of the equation and still be made to fit the entire height of their contents (see right-hand example
below), or their height and shape can be altered to exactly match their contents' height(see left-hand example
below). These settings significantly impact the shape of the overall equation. When this element is omitted,
delimiters are 'centered'. [Example: In the examples below, delimiters will be matched to the height exact shape
of their contents on the left, and will be centered on the right:
Match

𝑎+𝑏 =

Centered

𝑎
𝑏
𝑧
𝑟 + 42
𝑐
𝑧+𝑦

<m:dPr>
<m:shp
</m:dPr>

m:val="match"/>

<m:dPr>
<m:shp
</m:dPr>

m:val="match"/>

𝑎+𝑏 =

<m:dPr>
<m:shp
</m:dPr>

end example]
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𝑎
𝑏
𝑧
𝑟 + 42
𝑐
𝑧+𝑦

m:val="centered"/>
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Response 610
Comment ID

GB-0590

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
The description refers to sSub instead
of sSup. Change the start of the line to:
"This element specifies the superscript
function sSup,..."

Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1.2.105 [9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.105, page 5073, line 9:
This element specifies the subsuperscript function sSupb, which consists of a base e and a reduced-size scr
placed belowabove and to the right, as in 𝑥 𝑛 .
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Response 611
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

DK-0082

Proposed change by the MB

In the descriptions ―document automation‖ user correct pluralis

― replace ―run‖ with ―runs‖

In the description for 'Document Automation', 'run' does not
match 'Compares'.

Replace 'run' by 'runs'.

Clause: Part 4
section 2.16.5
Paragraph: Page
1507

FR-0144
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1507, line 30

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5, page 1,507, line 30:
The set of fields is divided into the following functional categories:
Category
Document Automation

Description
Compares values and takes
action based on outcome,
runs macros, and sends a
code to a printer.
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Fields
COMPARE (§2.16.5.15), DOCVARIABLE
(§2.16.5.20), GOTOBUTTON (§2.16.5.29), IF
(§2.16.5.32), MACROBUTTON (§2.16.5.41),
PRINT (§2.16.5.53)
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Response 612
Comment ID

DK-0122
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.31
Paragraph: Page
1536

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The HYPERLINK offer several field-specific-switches, which is
open for interpretation, which should be clarified in this context
the \n option indicate, that the destination site is open in a new
window. Would than mean a new application window, or a
―default browser window‖ or a third-party application window

Proposed change by the MB
Suggest clarification of the term ―new
window‖.

Be more precise, what the intended meaning of the phrase ― a
new window‖ is expected in this context, While it comes to
behaviour it could imply several options, which would make it
impossible to accomplish the goal of providing interoperability
across several office productivity applications

Proposed Disposition
In order to improve the clarity of this section, the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.31, page
1,536, in the switches table:
\n

Causes the destination site to be opened in a new web browser
window.
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Response 613
Comment ID

DK-0123
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.31
Paragraph: Page
1536

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The HYPERLINK offer several field-specific-switches, which is
open for interpretation, which should be clarified in this context
the \t have the possible value of _blank which indicate, that
the destination site is open in a new window. Would than
mean a new application window, or a ―default browser window‖
or a third-party application window
Be more precise, what the intended meaning of the phrase ― a
new window‖ is expected in this context, While it comes to
behaviour it could imply several options, which would make it
impossible to accomplish the goal of providing interoperability
across several office productivity applications

Proposed change by the MB
Suggest clarification of the term ―new
window‖.

Proposed Disposition
In order to improve the clarity, the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.5 page 1,536, the switches
table:
\t field-argument

text in this switch's field-argument specifies the target to which the
link should be redirected. Use this switch to link from a frames
page to a page that you want to appear outside of the frames page.
The permitted values for text are:
 _top, whole page (the default)
 _self, same frame
 _blank, new web browser window
 _parent, parent frame
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Response 614
Comment ID

DK-0129
Clause: Part 4
section 2.16.5.72
Paragraph: Page
1565 line 18

FR-0309
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.72
TIME
Paragraph: page
1565, line 18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition ―the Gregorian calendar is always used‖ seems
a little weak also compared to the alternate interpretation in
Part 4, section 3.17.4.1

Ref. to relevant date representation
Part 4 3.17.4.1

The 'The Gregorian calendar is always used' sentence is too
vague.

Provide a proper reference to the
calendar standard used.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, in fact, based on other responses the date-and-time formatting switches will be revised to include other
calendars; accordingly, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.72, page 1,565, line 18:

2.16.5.72 TIME
Description: Retrieves the current date and time. The Gregorian calendar is always used. By default, the dateand-time-formatting-switch used is implementation-defined.
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Response 615
Comment ID

FR-0224
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: page
1523, line 10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'By default, the Gregorian calendar is used' clause is not
precise enough. The text should specify which values are
retained for switches when none is explicited.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the 'DATE' field from the
OOXML text or else provide a proper
definition for it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.18, page 1,523, line 10:

2.16.5.18 DATE
Description: Retrieves the current date and time. By default, the Gregorian calendar [ISO 8601, §3.2.1] is used,
and the date-and-time-formatting-switch used is implementation-defined.
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Response 616
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

NZ-0009

Propagation of Historical Bugs

Clause: Paragraph: -

The bugs associated with the formulas and dates need to be
resolved so that they remain compatible with them whilst not
propagating their quirks to newly created documents.

Proposed change by the MB
Repair all bugs and problems
mentioned, further ones discovered,
and remove any possibility for
propagation of historical ones.

Within OOXML there are ways of dealing with historical bugs
(eg, autoSpaceLikeWord95). OpenFormula has an approach
of adding additional flags to be compatible with historical bugs
while preventing bug propagation in future documents. Eg,
There is a known bug that treats the year 1900 as a leap
year. Changing the Gregorian calendar is not necessary
(or the best way) to achieve compatibility with
spreadsheets that depend on this bug. A better solution is
to define the spec correctly, and when converting old
binary files to the new format, Microsoft Office would (for
example) replace WEEKDAY() by WEEKDAY()+1 for any
dates affected by this bug. Alternatively, since they have
compatibility flags for several other legacy bugs, this could
be handled that way as well, e.g., when importing a legacy
Excel document, set a flag "LeapYearBug=true", but when
creating a new OOXML document this flag would not be
set and dates would be described correctly.
The 1900 date problem needs to be addressed.

There are also numerous mathematical
bugs in SpreadSheetML such as CEILING,
AVEDEV, ZTEST, CONFIDENCE,
CONVERT, NETWORKDAYS, and at least
another 30 more are affected. See
http://urltea.com/zik?formulas and
http://urltea.com/1blh?mathematicallyincorrect
Proposed Disposition
We agree with the importance of maintaining a balance between compatibility with existing documents and
appropriate content for newly created documents. To this end, we have proposed in the disposition of CA-0076,
CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006,
US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, ZA-0016 and other comments the creation of an Annex for deprecated
features that are provided solely for compatibility purposes and should not be used in the creation of new
documents.
Regarding the leap-year issue specifically, we have proposed in the response to AU-0016, BR-0046, CA-0044, CH0006, CH-0007, CH-0017, CL-0013, CL-0147, CO-0035, CO-0154, CO-0155, CO-0156, CZ-0009, DE-0030, DE-0031,
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DE-0032, DE-0072, DK-0033, DK-0136, DK-0137, DK-0153, FI-0013, FR-0182, FR-0183, FR-0351, GB-0300, GB0301, GB-0304, GB-0363, GB-0364, GH-0002, GR-0003, GR-0004, GR-0005, GR-0006, IE-0002, IN-0007, IN-0057,
IN-0058, IN-0061, IN-0080, IR-0001, IR-0002, KE-0054, KE-0055, MX-0005, PE-0002, PE-0003, PH-0005, PT-0085,
SG-0002, US-0130, US-0131, UY-0003, VE-0011, VE-0060 and ZA-0014 a revised approach to date bases that
allows for compatibility with existing documents while also allowing the creation of new documents that use a
new date value space supporting ISO 8601 Gregorian years 0000-9999 with 1900 not being a leap year.
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Response 617
Comment ID

US-0045
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Calendars: DIS 29500 makes reference to a number of
calendars that are not further defined by reference to
standards or defined by DIS 29500. In order to insure
interoperability between applications, all calendars should be
defined by references to standards for those calendars or
defined within DIS 29500. The calendars in question are:
Gregorian (localized) calendar, Gregorian Arabic Calendar,
Gregorian Middle East French Calendar, Gregorian (U.S.)
calendar, Gregorian Transliterated English calendar,
Gregorian Transliterated French Calendar, Hebrew (Lunar)
calendar, Hijri (Arabic Lunar Calendar), Japanese Emperor
Era Calendar, Korean Tangun Era Calendar, Taiwan Era
calendar, and Thai calendar.

Proposed change by the MB
The addition of references to standards
for or definitions of the following
calendars to DIS 29500: Gregorian
(localized) calendar, Gregorian Arabic
Calendar, Gregorian Middle East
French Calendar, Gregorian (U.S.)
calendar, Gregorian Transliterated
English calendar, Gregorian
Transliterated French Calendar,
Hebrew (Lunar) calendar, Hijri (Arabic
Lunar Calendar), Japanese Emperor
Era Calendar, Korean Tangun Era
Calendar, Taiwan Era calendar, and
Thai calendar.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; to provide this information, references will be added to define each of the calendars described. In
addition, the specification will be updated to ensure a single unified description of these calendars. The
following changes will be made:
1.

Part 4, §2.18.7, page 1,690, line 10 through page 1,691, line 16:

This simple type specifies the possible types of calendars which may be used within the context of a
WordprocessingML an Office Open XML document.
[Example: Consider the following structured document tag properties:
<w:sdtPr>
<w:date w:fullDate="01-01-2006T06:30:00Z">
<w:calendar w:val="gregorian"/>
</w:date>
</w:sdtPr>
The calendar element specifies that the calendar type for a calendar which may be displayed in the document
shall be the Gregorian calendar format (gregorian). end example]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values are supported for this type:
Enumeration Value
gregorian (Gregorian)

Description
Specifies that the Gregorian calendar (ISO 8601,
§3.2.1) shall be used.
This calendar may should be localized into the
appropriate language as desired.
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gregorianArabic (Gregorian Arabic Calendar)

Specifies that the Gregorian calendar (ISO 8601,
§3.2.1) shall be used.
The values for this calendar should be presented in
Arabic.

gregorianMeFrench (Gregorian Middle East French
Calendar)

Specifies that the Gregorian calendar (ISO 8601,
§3.2.1) shall be used.
The values for this calendar should be presented in
Middle East French.

gregorianUs (Gregorian English Calendar)

Specifies that the Gregorian calendar (ISO 8601,
§3.2.1) shall be used.
The values for this calendar should be presented in
English.

gregorianXlitEnglish (Gregorian transliterated
English)

Specifies that the Gregorian transliterated English
calendar (ISO 8601, §3.2.1) shall be used.
The values for this calendar should be the
representation of the English strings in the
corresponding Arabic characters (the Arabic
transliteration of the English for the Gregorian
calendar).

gregorianXlitFrench (Gregorian transliterated French)

Specifies that the Gregorian transliterated French
calendar (ISO 8601, §3.2.1) shall be used.
The values for this calendar should be the
representation of the French strings in the
corresponding Arabic characters (the Arabic
transliteration of the French for the Gregorian
calendar).

hebrew (Hebrew)

Specifies that the Hebrew lunar calendar, as described
by the Gauss formula for Passover(Har'El 2005) and
The Complete Restatement of Oral Law (Mishneh
Torah)(Maimon n.d.), shall be used.

hijri (Hijri)

Specifies that the Hijri lunar calendar, as described by
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic
Affairs, Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance (Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic Affairs,
Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance n.d.), shall be
used.

japan (Japanese Emperor Era)

Specifies that the Japanese Emperor Era calendar, as
described by Japanese Industrial Standard JIS X
0301(Japanese Industrial Standard 2002), shall be
used.
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Enumeration Value

Description

korea (Korean Tangun Era)

Specifies that the Korean Tangun Era calendar, as
described by Korean Law Enactment No. 4(Korean Law
Enactment No. 4 1961), shall be used.

none (No Calendar Type)

Specifies that no calendar should be used.

saka (Saka Era)

Specifies that the Saka Era calendar, as described by
the Calendar Reform Committee of India, as part of
the Indian Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac(Calendar
Reform Committee 1957), shall be used.

taiwan (Taiwan)

Specifies that the Taiwanese calendar, as defined by
the Chinese National Standard CNS 7648(Bureau of
Standards, Metrology and Inspection of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs n.d.), shall be used.

thai (Thai)

Specifies that the Thai calendar, as defined by the
Royal Decree of H.M. King Vajiravudh (Rama VI) in
Royal Gazette B. E. 2456 (1913 A.D.) and by the decree
of Prime Minister Phibunsongkhram (1941 A.D.) to
start the year on the Gregorian January 1 and to map
year zero to Gregorian year 543 B.C., shall be used.

Referenced By
calendar@val (§2.5.2.3)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_CalendarType">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="gregorian"/>
<enumeration value="hijri"/>
<enumeration value="hebrew"/>
<enumeration value="taiwan"/>
<enumeration value="japan"/>
<enumeration value="thai"/>
<enumeration value="korea"/>
<enumeration value="none"/>
<enumeration value="saka"/>
<enumeration value="gregorianArabic"/>
<enumeration value="gregorianMeFrench"/>
<enumeration value="gregorianUs"/>
<enumeration value="gregorianXlitEnglish"/>
<enumeration value="gregorianXlitFrench"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

2.

Part 4, §3.18.5, pages 2,837–2,838:

This simple type will be removed, and all references will be redirected to the simple type above.
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3.

To the Normative References clause:

Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. "CNS 7648: Data Elements
and Interchange Formats -- Information Interchange -- Representation of Dates and Times."
Calendar Reform Committee. "Indian Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac." 1957.
Har'El, Zvi. "Gauss Formula for the Julian Date of Passover." Deptartment of Mathematics, Technion, Israel
Institue of Technology, Haifa 32000, Isreal, 2005, 6.
International Organization for Standardization. "ISO 8601:2004 Data elements and interchange formats -Information interchange -- Representation of dates and times." 2004.
Japanese Industrial Standard. "JIS X 0301: Data elements and interchange formats -- Information interchange -Representation of dates and times." Japan, 2002.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance.
"Korean Law Enactment No. 4." 1961.
Maimon, Rabbi Moshe ben. "Complete Restatement of the Oral Law (Mishneh Torah) ."
4.

The schema files:




The existing ST_CalendarType in wml.xsd will be updated as described above.
This updated ST_CalendarType will be removed from wml.xsd and added to a new shared.xsd
All references from WordprocessingML and SpreadsheetML will be updated to reference this new
simple type.
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Response 618
Comment ID

DK-0088
Clause: Part 4
Section
3.17.7.249
Paragraph: Page
2745 line 113

FR-0447
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.249 PI
Paragraph: page
2745, line 13

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The Sentence read ―significant figures‖ I had expected it to
read ―significant digits‖

Replace ―significant figures‖ with
―significant digits‖

The text says 'significant figures' whereas we would expect it to
say 'significant digits'.

Replace 'significant figures' by
'significant digits'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.249, page 2,745, line 13:

3.17.7.249 PI
Description: Computes the value π to at least 15 significant figuresdigits.
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Response 619
Comment ID

MY-0010
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.13.5.30
―numberingChan
ge‖
Paragraph: Page
1008 (1014)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
―nfc value – The value of the numbering style at the specific
numbering level‖ are digits which have an enumeration
equivalent map to ST_NumberFormat (2.18.66).

Proposed change by the MB
Instead of declaring yet another form of
Numbering Formats, the specification
should re-use the ST_NumberFormat
definition

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; another format for storing number format values should not be present. To resolve this, we will remove
the numberingChange element from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.13.5.30, pages 1,007–
1,012), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 620
Comment ID

IN-0011
Clause: 2.3.2.36
3.4.11 2.3.1.4
4.3.2.11 4.4.1.33
4.8
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The w:sz element is an example of major internal
inconsistencies in the specifications measurements:
=== For fonts, the w:sz element specifies the size in half
points (2.3.2.36).
===For frameset, the w:sz element has a string value that
could be a relative value, a percentage, or a number of pixels
(2.15.2.39). The examples do not refer to w:sz at all.
=== However, as the child of rPr (3.4.11), its value is in
points. === Note that in the Spreadsheet section (section 3),
none of the
examples have any namespace prefixes.
=== The w:sz attribute is also internally inconsistent:

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the inconsistencies

=== For table borders, the w:sz attribute is specified in eighths
of a point, unless the border styleis an art border, in which
case the width is in points (2.3.1.4).
=== When used as an attribute of restoredLeft (4.3.2.11), it
specifies the size of a dimension in normal view as a
percentage of the screen.
=== In presentations, as an attribute of the ph element
(4.4.1.33), it is an enumerated value with choices "full", "half",
and "quarter" (4.8.13).
=== When sz is used as an attribute of defRPr (default
character properties (5.1.5.3.2), it is the size of a font in
hundredths of a point.
=== Such inconsistencies dramatically increase the complexity
of implementing the specification. All measurement
specifications should be evaluated and adapted as necessary
to provide a coherent system of measurements applied
throughout the specification consistently to minimize the
number of inconsistencies.

Proposed Disposition
It is true that the sz attribute/element has different meaning depending upon its parent element. This is
consistent with other attributes in the standard such as val. The specific element names or attributes used
within any markup language have always been open to debate since the creation of SGML or XML standards,
with some designers preferring using unique attributes names and others using attribute names in the context
of their parent elements. This is a key part of XML, where the attribute type is dependent upon its parent
element.
In terms of the various units allowed on the sz attributes/elements, we believe ours was the correct design given
the goals of the standard. An examination of the granularity allowed in the legacy binary documents was taken
into account, which formed the basis for each unit of measurement specified. As well, the decision to choose a
specific unit of measure took into consideration the specific context in which it is used. In some cases a very
granular unit of measurement is needed to properly preserve user data, while in other cases that level of
granularity may not be necessary. Fonts, for example, are typically specified in points or half points, so any level
of granularity beyond half-point measures would be unnecessary.
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As an example of how further control over the unit of measure could be implemented, consider the following
possible extension to the font-size element (Part 4, §2.3.2.6):
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:unit="points" w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
As another example, consider the following possible extension to the page-size element (Part 4, §2.6.13):
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:unit="inches" w:w="8.5" w:h="11" />
…
</w:sectPr>
These could also be accomplished as follows:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:val="32pt" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>

<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="8.5in" w:h="11in" />
…
</w:sectPr>
Each of these approaches has merits and disadvantages. As such, we believe that the suggestion to add an
additional attribute for specifying the units of measurement must be very carefully considered, as the wrong
approach could add complexity for both producers and consumers. For this reason, we do not believe this
should occur in the current version of the standard. A proper study of this would be undertaken as a
maintenance activity, where the proper amount of time and discussion could be devoted to this subject – for
example, the issues regarding defaults, supported units, and other details can be appropriately researched and
decided.
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Response 621
Comment ID

FR-0155
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.1
ADDRESSBLOC
K
Paragraph: page
1509, line 6

VE-0026
Clause: Part 4,
Section
2.16.5.76
USERADDRESS
Paragraph: page
1570

VE-0028
Clause: Part 4,
Section
2.16.5.78
USERNAME
Paragraph: page
1571

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition of the \c switch uses numerical encoding
whereas an enumeration would be better.

Consider the use of an enumeration for
the possible values of the \c switch.

Defines Caps, FirstCap, Lower, Upper, which is contrary to
XML and CSS

Use symbols defined in XML and CSS.

Defines Caps, FirstCap, Lower, Upper, which is contrary to
XML and CSS

Use symbols defined in XML and CSS.

Proposed Disposition
Although the alternative of using an enumeration might be preferable, this change, specifically in the context of
WordprocessingML fields, would be inappropriate because field instructions are stored as regular
WordprocessingML text content (see the text in Part 4, §2.16.2, page 1,490, starting on line 18).
Therefore, making this change would require an application to change the contents of an existing document in
order to conform to this new semantic. This change would break compatibility with existing documents, and
thus, breaks an important goal of this specification.
Consideration of a new representation of fields that is not stored as text is appropriate for future versions of the
specification.
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Response 622
Comment ID

FR-0162
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 0

FR-0163
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 0

FR-0164
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 0

FR-0165
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 0

FR-0166
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 0

FR-0167
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.2
ADVANCE
Paragraph: page
1510, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The \u switch arguments definition refers to 'text in this switch's
field-argument' using a font that suggests that 'text' is a
structural subpart of 'field-argument', whereas the most
plausible intention of the OOXML text is to refer to an integral
value denoted by the field-argument.

Clarify the \u switch arguments
definition.

The \l switch arguments definition refers to 'text in this switch's
field-argument' using a font that suggests that 'text' is a
structural subpart of 'field-argument', whereas the most
plausible intention of the OOXML text is to refer to an integral
value denoted by the field-argument.

Clarify the \l switch arguments definition.

The \y switch arguments definition refers to 'text in this switch's
field-argument' using a font that suggests that 'text' is a
structural subpart of 'field-argument', whereas the most
plausible intention of the OOXML text is to refer to an integral
value denoted by the field-argument.

Clarify the \y switch arguments
definition.

The \x switch arguments definition refers to 'text in this switch's
field-argument' using a font that suggests that 'text' is a
structural subpart of 'field-argument', whereas the most
plausible intention of the OOXML text is to refer to an integral
value denoted by the field-argument.

Clarify the \x switch arguments
definition.

The \r switch arguments definition refers to 'text in this switch's
field-argument' using a font that suggests that 'text' is a
structural subpart of 'field-argument', whereas the most
plausible intention of the OOXML text is to refer to an integral
value denoted by the field-argument.

Clarify the \r switch arguments definition.

The \d switch arguments definition refers to 'text in this switch's
field-argument' using a font that suggests that 'text' is a
structural subpart of 'field-argument', whereas the most
plausible intention of the OOXML text is to refer to an integral
value denoted by the field-argument.

Clarify the \d switch arguments
definition.

Proposed Disposition
No change will be made. Although the particular switches named have values that represent integers, the field
mechanism used widely and consistently throughout the subclauses of §2.16.5 is more general. As defined by
the rewrite of the WordprocessingML field grammar in response to comments DE-0052 and FR-0074, the
production field-argument consists of text alone or text surrounded by double quotes.
For the particular switches in question, the description of each clearly states that text specifies the integral
number of points.
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Response 623
Comment ID

FR-0041
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2 Main
Document Story
Paragraph: page
26, lines 24&27

GB-0172
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.2 [p26, 24
and 27]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

These lines define the contents of an OOXML document of type
Wordprocessing in terms that are not compatible with the
definition of OOXML documents given in Part 1, Section 4.
Definitions, page 7, lines 1 to 3. Note that Section 2.2 as a
whole is affected by that inconsistency.

Rewrite or remove Section 2.2. May
consider explaining what a OOXML story
would be in terms of documents
renditions by applications.

These lines define the contents of an OOXML document of
type Wordprocessing in terms that are not compatible with the
definition of OOXML documents given in Part 1, Section 4.
Definitions, page 7, lines 1 to 3. Note that Section 2.2 as a
whole is affected by that inconsistency.

Proposed change: Rewrite or remove
Section 2.2. May consider explaining
what a OOXML story would be in terms
of documents renditions by
applications.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the introduction to this subclause could be improved by linking it more tightly with the definition in
Part 1; accordingly, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.2, page 26, lines 23–30:

2.2

Main Document Story

As defined in Part 1, a WordprocessingML document contains the markup for a rendition of a Office Open XML
document of type Wordprocessing. Syntactically, the document consists of a compilation of two types of
information, which are combined to create this rendition:



Properties [Example: styles, numbering definitions, etc. end example]
Stories [Example: main document, comments, headers, etc. end example]

In WordprocessingML, stories are defined as each unique region of content within a document into which the
user can typea story is a unique container for one or more paragraphs, as defined by the parent elements of the
p element (§2.3.1.22). Stories contain the document’s content. The properties of the document are applied to
the contents of each story to create the rendition. The most important story in a WordprocessingML document
is the main document story, which contains the primary contents of the document. The main document story in
WordprocessingML is stored inside the body element.
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Response 624
Comment ID

DK-0032
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.14.11
Paragraph: Page
2487 line 2

ECMA-0045
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The element is used to represent an OLE2 connection link.
The utilization of OLE connection and OLE technology, would
imply limitation on the specification, since this technology is
only available on a subset of platforms. e.g Microsoft
Windows.
This imply that the complete specification can only be
accomplish by adoption of OLE technology for embedding of
external information
If OLE connection is a requirement to implement an
application which can handle the complete ECMA-376 Office
Open XML specification, the adoption would be limited to
platforms, that support OLE technology
A partial implementation of the ECMA-376 Specification in
Office productivity application would break the goal of
accomplishing interoperability between Office productivity
applications

It should be clarified that OLE
technology is not required for
conformance nor implementation of the
OOXML specification and usage of
OOXML documents. This applies also
to DDE and OLEDB. OLE, DDE and
OLEDB is a part of a long list of
communication technologies.
(See part 3)

The spec appears to provide support for only one model of
Object linking technologies. Consider supporting other models.

Expand the support for available Object
linking technologies to include Object
linking technologies from other
platforms as well.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it essential that the specification allows for multiple object linking technologies. This was the design
from the start, but that was not clear from the examples. In response to your comments, the examples and text
have been updated to clearly show that there is no platform or technology dependency.

OLE
OLE is referenced within the Open XML specification, but as an example of a general method for embedding
objects from an external component technology. In this context, OLE does not refer to any specific technology;
instead, it refers to the generalized abstraction of embedding and linking objects within a document. The
oleLink element is analogous to §9.3.3 of ISO/IEC 26300:2006 where the draw:object-ole element is
defined as follows:

9.3.3 Objects
A document in OpenDocument format can contain two types of objects, as follows:
•

•

Objects that have an OpenDocument representation. These objects are:
– Formulas (represented as [MathML])
– Charts
– Spreadsheets
– Text documents
– Drawings
– Presentations
Objects that do not have an XML representation. These objects only have a binary representation, An
example for this kind of objects OLE objects (see [OLE]).
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The <draw:object> element represents objects that have a XML representation. The<draw:object-ole> element
represents objects that only have a binary representation.

We agree that it is important for the specification to support multiple types of object linking, and based on your
feedback, instances of embedded objects will be updated to describe them in (the intended) generic terms, and
examples will be added to ensure that this platform-neutrality is clear throughout. Specifically, the following
changes will be made:
Part 1, §15.2.9, page 146, between lines 24 and 25:
[Example: An application might utilize the embedded object server technology KParts or Bonobo to store an
embedded object using this part. end example]
Part 4, §2.16.5.39, page 1,542, lines 26–30:
Description: For information copied from another application, this field links that information to its original
source file using OLE. The application type of the link information is specified by field-argument-1. The name and
location of the source file is specified by field-argument-2. field-argument-3 specifies the portion of the source
file that's being linked. [Example: If the source file is a SpreadsheetML document, the reference might be to a
cell reference or a named range. For a WordprocessingML document, it might be a bookmark. end example]
Part 4, §3.14, page 2,478, lines 21–26:
External links are used when linking the workbook to other workbooks or external data. The most frequent
feature for linking a workbook to other workbooks is through the use of formulas. In this case the formula
references a range or defined name in another workbook. Hyperlinks on cells and other spreadsheet objects are
also considered an external link. OLE Object-linking technologies are yet another technology used to link the
workbook to another object [Example: KParts or OLE. end example]. Finally, Dynamic Data Exchange, or DDE,
servers can be used to access external data. DDE servers are accessed through formulas in the workbook.
Part 4, §3.14.2, page 2,481, table Attributes:
Attributes
advise (Advise)

Description
Specifies whether the DDE server should notify the application when the external data
changes. Default value is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

name (DDE Name)

Specifies the DDE item name.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).

ole (Object Linking
TechnologyE)

Set to true if this is item uses OLEan object-linking technology. Default value is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Part 4, §3.14.8, page 2,485, lines 10–21:
3.14.8 externalLink (External Reference)
This element is a container for specific types of external links.
Parent Elements
Root element of SpreadsheetML External Workbook References part

Child Elements

Subclause

ddeLink (DDE Connection)

§3.14.4

externalBook (External Workbook)

§3.14.7

extLst (Future Feature Data Storage Area)

§3.2.10

oleLink (OLE Generic Object Link Connection)

§3.14.11

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_ExternalLink">
<choice>
<element name="externalBook" type="CT_ExternalBook" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="ddeLink" type="CT_DdeLink" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="oleLink" type="CT_OleLink" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="extLst" minOccurs="0" type="CT_ExtensionList"/>
</choice>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.14.11, page 2,487, lines 1—5:
3.14.11 oleLink (OLE Generic Object Link Connection)
This element represents an external link to an OLE2 embedded objectconnection, specified by a progID/object
pair. The type of object link is determined by reading the target of the id attribute.
[Example: The following markup defines a reference to a linked object using Bonobo. The progId attribute
contains the shared library that contains the widget. The progId identifies the referenced Bonobo object.
<oleLink r:id="rb1" progId="OAFIID:Bonobo_Sample_Calculator">
…
</oleLink>
The target of the relationship with ID rb1, defines the Bonobo object itself. This example shows a link to a
sample Bonobo widget (taken from the article http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/cobnbo2.html), which also provides an introduction to Bonobo. end example]
[Example: The following markup defines a reference to a linked object using KParts. The progId attribute
contains the shared library that contains the plugin. The r:id identifies the referenced KParts object.
<oleLink r:id="rKp1" progId="libhtmlvalidatorplugin">
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…
</oleLink>
The following XML, contained in the target of the relationship with ID rKp1, defines the KPart object, and will
follow the kpartgui DTD:
<!DOCTYPE kpartgui SYSTEM "kpartgui.dtd">
<kpartgui library="libhtmlvalidatorplugin" name="htmlvalidatorplugin"
version="1" >
<MenuBar>
<Menu name="tools"><Text>&amp;Tools</Text>
<Action name="validatewebpage"/>
</Menu>
</MenuBar>
</kpartgui>
This example is taken from the kde.org web site
(http://developer.kde.org/documentation/tutorials/dot/writing-plugins.html), and contains a tutorial on
building the plugin referenced by the above markup. end example]
Parent Elements
externalLink (§3.14.8)

Child Elements

Subclause

oleItems (OLE Object Link Items)

§3.14.10

Attributes
id (OLE Object Link Relationship)
Namespace:
.../officeDocument/2006/relationships

Description
Relationship ID that references a link in the relationships collection.
The target attribute in the associated relationship will specify the
external file name used for this oleLink.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the
ST_RelationshipId simple type (§7.8.2.1).

progId (OLE Object Link
ProgIDIdentifier)

The progID for the OLE object link connection. [Example: For a KParts
link, this would store the name of the appropriate KParts library. For
an OLE link, this would store the ProgID of the appropriate OLE
object. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring
simple type (§3.18.96).

Part 4, §3.14.10, page 2,486, lines 9–17:
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3.14.10 oleItems (OLE Object Link Items)
This element is a collection of OLE items within the link specified by the parent element.
Parent Elements
oleLink (§3.14.11)

Child Elements

Subclause

oleItem (OLE Object Link Item)

§3.14.9

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OleItems">
<sequence>
<element name="oleItem" type="CT_OleItem" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.14.9, pages 2,485–2,486:
3.14.9 oleItem (OLE Object Link Item)
This element represents an OLE single link within the object referenced by the parent element.
Parent Elements
oleItems (§3.14.10)

Attributes
advise (Advise)

Description
Set to true if the OLE serverlinked object should notify the application when the external
data changes. Default value is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

icon (Icon)

Set to true if the linked object is represented by an icon.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

name (Object
Name)

The linked object's name.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Xstring simple type
(§3.18.96).

preferPic (Object is
an Image)

Set to true if the linked object is represented by an image.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_OleItem">
<attribute name="name" type="ST_Xstring" use="required"/>
<attribute name="icon" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="advise" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="preferPic" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §6.2.2.19, page 4,829, lines 23–24:
6.2.2.19
OLEObject (Embedded OLE Object)
This element specifies an OLE embedded object.
[Example: The following markup defines a reference to an embedded object using Bonobo. The ProgId attribute
contains the shared library that contains the widget. The content type of the referred part identifies the
referenced Bonobo object.
<OLEObject r:id="rb1" ProgId="OAFIID:Bonobo_Sample_Calculator">
…
</OLEObject>
The target of the relationship with ID rb1, defines the Bonobo object itself. This example shows a link to a
sample Bonobo widget taken from the article http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/cobnbo2.html, which also provides an introduction to Bonobo. end example]
Part 4, §6.2.2.19, page 4,830–4,831, table Attributes:
Attributes
DrawAspect (OLE
Embedded Object
Representation)

Description
Specifies how the embedded object is represented visually in the application.
[Example:
<o:OLEObject ... DrawAspect="Content">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OLEDrawAspect simple
type (§6.2.3.16).

id (Relationship)

Specifies the actual OLE embedded object using a standard part relationship lookup.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

[Example:
<o:OLEObject ... r:id="rId5">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).

ObjectID (OLE
Object Unique ID
for Embedded
Object)

Specifies a unique ID identifying the OLE embedded object.
[Example:
<o:OLEObject ... ObjectID="_1219561732">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

ProgID (OLE Object
ApplicationObject
Link Identifier)

Specifies the OLE embedded object server application associated with the OLE embedded
object.
[Example: The following markup defines a reference to a linked object using KParts. The
name attribute contains the shared library that contains the plugin. The item element
contains the name of the plugin. The content type of the referred part would identifies
the referenced KParts object.
<oleLink r:id="rKp1" progId="libhtmlvalidatorplugin">
…
</oleLink>
The following XML, contained in the target of the relationship with ID rKp1, defines the
KPart object, and will follow the kpartgui DTD:
<!DOCTYPE kpartgui SYSTEM "kpartgui.dtd">
<kpartgui library="libhtmlvalidatorplugin"
name="htmlvalidatorplugin" version="1" >
<MenuBar>
<Menu name="tools"><Text>&amp;Tools</Text>
<Action name="validatewebpage"/>
</Menu>
</MenuBar>
</kpartgui>
This example is taken from the kde.org web site
(http://developer.kde.org/documentation/tutorials/dot/writing-plugins.html), and
contains a tutorial on building the plugin referenced by the above markup.
<o:OLEObject ... ProgID="AVIFile">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

ShapeID (OLE
Embedded Object
Shape)

Specifies the shape with which the OLE embedded object is associated. A VML shape
provides the visual placeholder for an OLE embedded object and this attribute is set to
the id of the placeholder shape.
[Example:
<o:OLEObject ... ShapeID="_x0000_i1025">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

Type (OLE
Embedded Object
Type)

Specifies the type of the OLE embedded object connection.
[Example:
<o:OLEObject ... Type="Embed">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OLEType simple type
(§6.2.3.18).

UpdateMode (OLE
Update Mode for
Embedded Object)

Specifies how the object is updated with new data if the Type is Link - automatically or
on-demand by the user.
[Example:
<o:OLEObject ... UpdateMode="Always">
</o:OLEObject>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OLEUpdateMode simple
type (§6.2.3.19).

Part 4, §6.2.3.16, page 4,895, lines 21–22:
6.2.3.16
ST_OLEDrawAspect (OLE Embedded Object Representations)
This simple type specifies the ways in which OLE embedded objects are displayed in the application.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
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Enumeration Value

Description

Content (Snapshot)

The object's presentation is a picture of the contained
document (provided by the OLE embedded object
server applicationtechnology).

Icon (Icon)

The object's presentation is an icon.

Part 4, §6.2.3.18, page 4,896, lines 15–17:
6.2.3.18
ST_OLEType (OLE Embedded Connection Type)
This simple type specifies whether an OLEthe embedded object is included in the package (that is, embedded) or
is stored outside the package (that is, linked).
Part 4, §6.2.3.19, page 4,897, lines 8–12:
6.2.3.19
ST_OLEUpdateMode (OLE Embedded Object Update Method Type)
This simple type specifies how an OLE embedded object is updated.
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

Always (Server Application Update)

The object is updated whenever the OLE server
application using the embedded object indicates there
is new data available.

OnCall (User Update)

The object is updated when the user chooses to
update it.

Part 4, §6.4.2.6, page 4,926, lines 2–4:
This element specifies whether the object's size is formatted automatically by the application. If this element is
specified without a value, it is assumed to be true. This is a general-use element for objects that use an image
representation, such as OLE embedded objects, Embedded embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.
Part 4, §6.4.2.10, page 4,927, lines 16–17:
This element specifies the clipboard format used to render the object. This is a general-use element for objects
that use an image representation, such as OLE embedded objects, embedded controls, cameras and signature
lines.
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DDE
DDE is a widely used, cross-platform technology for data connections, and is commonly referenced in other
document standards. The use of DDE throughout Office Open XML is analogous to its usage in §12.6 of ISO/IEC
26300:2006, in which it is described as follows:

12.6 DDE Connections
A Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) connection consists of the parameters for the DDE target
application, a file name, and a command string. A DDE connection also takes a parameter that
specifies whether it will be updated automatically or only on the user's request. Every DDE
connection must be named.

OLEDB
Regarding OLEDB - several subclauses within the specification reference different database connectivity
technologies such as OLEDB and ODBC in both normative and non-normative text. While these specific
technologies are referenced, it is the intention of the specification to support open connectivity to databases,
and in all places where OLEDB is referenced, the same or similar elements/attributes allow ODBC to provide the
same functionality.
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Response 625
Comment ID

ECMA-0001
Clause: Part 4,
3.10.1.73
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Section 3.10 (part 4) - Pivot Tables - More information is
needed regarding the layout of Pivot Table headers. Although
the types of headers in a pivot table are described, their layout
is not well defined, particularly in the context of attributes like
'gridDropZones' and discussions of 'compact mode'.

Proposed change by the MB
Describe header layout for pivot tables
in detail, addressing at least the
following issues:
• A precise definition of ‗compact
mode‘.
• A precise definition for the attribute
‗gridDropZones‘.
• Precise definitions for all other pivottable elements and attributes that are
not well-defined in DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; Part 4, §3.10.1.73 needs a more precise description of the layout of PivotTable fields. The following
changes will be made to the specification:
1. Part 4, §3.10.1.73, page 2,346, line 20 through page 2,351, line 14, the following changes will be made:

3.10.1.73

pivotTableDefinition (PivotTable Definition)

Represents the PivotTable root element for non-null PivotTables. There exists one pivotTableDefinition for
each PivotTableDefinition part. The PivotTable definition encompasses the following information:
Structure
Top-level attributes
Location information
Collection of fields
Fields on the row axis
Items on the row axis (specific values)
Fields on the column axis
Items on the column axis (specific values)
Fields on the report filter region
Fields in the values region
Style information
Outline of the XML for a pivotTableDefinition
<pivotTableDefinition>
<location/>
<pivotFields/>
<rowFields/>
<rowItems/>
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<colFields/>
<colItems/>
<pageFields/>
<dataFields/>
<conditionalFormats/>
<pivotTableStyleInfo/>
</pivotTableDefinition>
Illustrations
Layout

Row field

The blue field is a row field.
A PivotTable report that has more than one row field has one inner row field (Sport, in the example below), the
one closest to the data area. Any other row fields are outer row fields (Region, in the example below). Items in
the outermost row field are displayed only once, but items in the rest of the row fields are repeated as needed.

Region is an outer row field; Sport is an inner row field.
Column field

The blue field is a column field.
Page field
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The blue field is a page field.
Page fields allow you to filter the entire PivotTable report to display data for a single item or all the items.
Data field

The blue field is a data field.
Data fields provide the data values to be summarized. Usually data fields contain numbers, which are combined
with the Sum summary function, but data fields can also contain text, in which case the PivotTable report uses
the Count summary function.
If a report has more than one data field, a single field button named Data appears in the report for access to all
of the data fields.
[Example:
<?xml …?>
<sh:pivotTableDefinition xmlns:sh="…" name="PivotTable1" cacheId="3"
applyNumberFormats="0" applyBorderFormats="0" applyFontFormats="0"
applyPatternFormats="0" applyAlignmentFormats="0" applyWidthHeightFormats="1"
dataCaption="Values" updatedVersion="3" minRefreshableVersion="3"
showCalcMbrs="0" useAutoFormatting="1" colGrandTotals="0" itemPrintTitles="1"
createdVersion="3" indent="0" outline="1" outlineData="1"
multipleFieldFilters="0" fieldListSortAscending="1">
<sh:location ref="B5:H49" firstHeaderRow="1" firstDataRow="4"
firstDataCol="1" rowPageCount="2" colPageCount="1"/>
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<sh:pivotFields count="28">
<sh:pivotField axis="axisPage" showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1">
<sh:items count="5">
<sh:item x="1"/>
<sh:item x="2"/>
<sh:item x="3"/>
<sh:item x="4"/>
<sh:item x="5"/>
</sh:items>
</sh:pivotField>
<sh:pivotField compact="0" showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1"/>
<sh:pivotField showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1"/>
<sh:pivotField axis="axisCol" showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1">
<sh:items count="5">
<sh:item x="0"/>
<sh:item h="1" x="1"/>
<sh:item h="1" x="2"/>
<sh:item h="1" x="3"/>
<sh:item t="default"/>
</sh:items>
</sh:pivotField>
<sh:pivotField axis="axisCol" showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1">
<sh:items count="5">
<sh:item x="2"/>
<sh:item x="3"/>
<sh:item x="0"/>
<sh:item x="1"/>
<sh:item t="default"/>
</sh:items>
</sh:pivotField>
<sh:pivotField showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1"/>
<sh:pivotField dataField="1" showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1"/>
<sh:pivotField showAll="0" includeNewItemsInFilter="1"/>
</sh:pivotFields>
<sh:rowFields count="2">
<sh:field x="2"/>
<sh:field x="5"/>
</sh:rowFields>
<sh:rowItems count="3">
<sh:i r="1">
<sh:x v="236"/>
</sh:i>
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<sh:i r="1">
<sh:x v="232"/>
</sh:i>
<sh:i t="grand">
<sh:x/>
</sh:i>
</sh:rowItems>
<sh:colFields count="3">
<sh:field x="-2"/>
<sh:field x="14"/>
<sh:field x="15"/>
</sh:colFields>
<sh:colItems count="3">
<sh:i>
<sh:x/>
<sh:x/>
<sh:x v="2"/>
</sh:i>
<sh:i r="2">
<sh:x v="3"/>
</sh:i>
<sh:i t="default" r="1">
<sh:x/>
</sh:i>
</sh:colItems>
<sh:pageFields count="2">
<sh:pageField fld="0" hier="0"/>
<sh:pageField fld="7" hier="0"/>
</sh:pageFields>
<sh:dataFields count="2">
<sh:dataField name="Sum of Sales Amount" fld="25" baseField="0"
baseItem="0"/>
<sh:dataField name="Sum of Tax Amount" fld="26" baseField="0" baseItem="0"/>
</sh:dataFields>
<sh:conditionalFormats count="1">
<sh:conditionalFormat priority="1">
<sh:pivotAreas count="1">
<sh:pivotArea type="data" collapsedLevelsAreSubtotals="1">
<sh:references count="2">
<sh:reference field="14" count="1" selected="0">
<sh:x v="0"/>
</sh:reference>
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<sh:reference field="15" count="2" selected="0">
<sh:x v="2"/>
<sh:x v="3"/>
</sh:reference>
</sh:references>
</sh:pivotArea>
</sh:pivotAreas>
</sh:conditionalFormat>
</sh:conditionalFormats>
<sh:pivotTableStyleInfo name="PivotStyleDark8" showRowHeaders="1"
showColHeaders="1" showRowStripes="0" showColStripes="0"
showLastColumn="1"/>
</sh:pivotTableDefinition>
The reference specified in the ref attribute on the location element specifies the location of the PivotTable
body. The data area, row, column, and data fields and value items are located in this area. More specifically, the
row fields begin below the A1-most cell in the reference, and the column fields begin adjacent to that cell, in the
same row, extending out into the PivotTable body away from column A. [Note: How far below or across the field
labels begin are dependent upon how many row, column, and data fields are shown in the PivotTable. More
detail is provided below. end note]
[Note: All layout discussion and examples are given for outline mode layout. There two additional layout modes:
compact and tabular. See Other layout modes below for a discussion of how those differ from outline mode. end
note]
When encountering sheet boundaries, the PivotTable is truncated rather than wrapped, and as much as possible
shall be shown.
The example graphics given in this section are meant to illustrate layout only, and do not require
implementation of any implied controls, like dropdowns or expand/collapse functionality.
Page Field Layout
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In the above picture, SSN is a page field, State and City are row fields, and Amount is a data field. There are no
column fields.
Page fields allow you to filter the entire PivotTable report to display data for a single item or all items.
The page field area always ends (vertically) so that there is always 1 row of space between the page field area
and the top row of the PivotTable body, and always begins (horizontally) in the same column as the A1-most
column of the PivotTable body. Each page field occupies two cells: the A1-most for displaying the field name,
and the next cell over for displaying the selected item values. [Example: (see above picture) If the top row in the
PivotTable body reference is row 4, then page field layout ends (vertically) in row 2, and if the A1-most column
of the PivotTable body is column B, then page field layout begins (horizontally) in column B. end example]
Aside from the number of fields in the page field area, there are two attributes of pivotTableDefinition that
affect page field layout: pageOverThenDown and pageWrap. pageOverThenDown = 1 specifies that when
there is more than 1 page field, lay them out horizontally across the sheet (extending in the direction of the
PivotTable body area, away from column A) until the maximum specified in pageWrap is reached, and then
begin a new row. If the pageWrap value is high and there are many page fields, then it is possible (and allowed)
for page fields to extend beyond the edge of the PivotTable body. When laying out page fields in the same row
(side by side), each must be separated by a single column. However, multiple rows of page fields are not
separated by single rows between them. pageOverThenDown = 0 specifies that when there is more than 1 page
field, lay them out vertically down the sheet (always keeping 1 row of space between the PivotTable body and
page field area) until the maximum specified in pageWrap is reached, and then begin a new column. Again, for
multiple page fields, if they must occupy more than 1 column, then each column of page fields is separated by a
single column, and multiple rows of page fields are not separated by single rows between them.
[Example: This example shows a PivotTable body occupying B5:B6 and 6 page fields in the page field area, where
pageOverThenDown = 0 and pageWrap = 2. This means that the first column of the page field area contains 2
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page fields, and then, because the pageWrap value only allows 2 page fields per column, a new column of page
fields is started, and so on until all 6 page fields are shown.

The order of assignment of position within page field layout for this example is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Postal Code
State
City
SSN
Last Name
Home Phone

Aside from the 6 page fields, the only other field in this PivotTable example is a data field called Amount.
end example.]
[Note: When the user gestures to add a page field and there are not enough free cells above the PivotTable body
area to allow for page fields to be added, the application must determine the best response. The application
may decide to shift the PivotTable down some number of rows to make room, or overwrite existing data or
features that might be above the PivotTable, or simply block the user gesture completely. In any result,
however, the application should adhere to the layout principles given above. end note]
Row Field Layout
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The State and City fields are row fields, SSN is a page field, there are no column fields, and Amount is a data
field.
Row fields provide for and specify how the data will be summarized, grouped, and viewed as rows in the
PivotTable.
The row field area always begins in the A1-most column of the PivotTable body area. The layout of page fields
does not affect the layout of row fields.
Row Field Layout - 1 Row Field and 0 Column Fields
When there is only 1 row field and 0 column fields,



the first row field is located in the A1-most cell of the PivotTable body, and
the values for that field are expressed in the cells directly under that row field, in the same column.

[Example:

In this example, there are no page fields, no column fields, State is a row field, and Amount is a data field. end
example]
Row Field Layout - 2 or More Row Fields and 0 Column Fields
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When there are 2 or more row fields and 0 column fields to be displayed,






the row field labels are located adjacent to each other and in the same row as the first row field label
Each corresponding set of values for the row field in question are located in the cells under that row
field (same column)
Innermost row field values (the ones closest to the data summary area) are grouped and organized by
values in the next outer row field, in the following fashion: starting with the outermost row field, the
first value is listed. For the next innermost row field, starting on the next row and over one column
(toward the data summary area), the value list for that field begins. If that is the innermost row field, all
values are listed for that row field, and then moving down a row and back to the outer column, the next
value for the outermost row field is listed. If there are more inner row fields, the same layout rules apply
until the innermost row field is reached.
In this case of 0 column fields, only the top row of the PivotTable body is used for row field labels.

[Example:

In this example Postal Code, State, and City are row fields and Amount is a data field. There are no page fields
and no column fields. end example]
Row Field Layout - 1 or More Row Fields and 1 or More Column Fields
When there are row fields and 1 or more column fields, the row fields are not located in the topmost row of the
PivotTable body. Instead the row fields are located in the n+1st topmost row of the PivotTable body, where n is
the number of column fields in the PivotTable.
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[Example:

This example shows 3 column fields in the PivotTable (Postal Code, State, and City), a single row field Last
Name, and a single data field Amount. The PivotTable body area begins at B5 and the row field label Last Name
is located in the 4th row of the PivotTable body area, in row 8 of the spreadsheet, cell B8. Since Last Name is the
only row field in this example, its row field values begin and are listed directly under the label. end example]
Column Field Layout
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State and City are column fields, Last Name is a row field, and Amount is a data field.
Column fields provide for and specify how the data will be summarized, grouped, and viewed horizontally in the
PivotTable.
The layout of page fields does not affect the layout of column fields.
The column field label area is always located in the top row of the PivotTable body.
Column Field Layout - 0 Row Fields and 0 Data Fields



When there are no row fields and no data fields, then the first column field is located in the A1-most
column of the PivotTable body.
When there are multiple column fields
o the labels are located adjacent to each other in the same row as the first column field label.
o Each corresponding set of values for each of the column fields are located in the rows directly
below the column field label row and above the data area, one row of values for each column
field.
o The first column field’s values are located in the row directly under the column field row.
o Column field values are displayed starting directly underneath the first column field label’s cell
and filling adjacent cells in the same row. The second column field’s values are located two rows
under the column field label row, and values are again displayed starting directly underneath
the first column field label’s cell, filling adjacent cells in the same manner as the first set of
values. The layout of column field values continues in this way until all column field values are
displayed.
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Inner column field values (the ones closer to the data summary area) are grouped and organized by values in the
next outer column field, similarly to how row field values are grouped. [Example:

In this example, State and City are column fields, and there are no row fields, no page fields, and no data fields.
end example]
Column Field Layout – 1 or More Column Fields and 1 or More Row Fields
When there are 1 or more column fields and 1 or more row fields in the PivotTable, then:




First, row fields are displayed according to the row field layout described earlier
The first column field label is located in the top row of the PivotTable body area, and adjacent to any
row field labels that are displayed.
Multiple column fields shall be displayed as described earlier

[Example: In this example, State and City are column fields, Amount is a data field, and Last Name is a row field.
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end example]
Data Field Layout

Last Name is a row field, Sum of Amount is a data field label, and the data underneath Sum of Amount are the
summarized data values.
Data fields specify which fields will be summarized in the PivotTable report.
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The summarized data always appears below the column field & value area, and any row field values are closer to
column A than any of the summarized data. When there are no row fields and no column fields, the summarized
data is located directly under the A1-most cell of the PivotTable body. Each cell in the summarized data area
represents an aggregation of a set of records. The set of records that a particular cell is summarizing is
determined by looking at the row field value(s) and column field value(s) that intersect on that particular cell,
and then determining which records in the source data contain all of those row and column field values.
Data Field Layout - 0 Row Fields and 0 Column Fields and 1 Data Field
When there are no row fields and no column fields and only 1 data field being summarized, the data field label is
located in the A1-most cell of the PivotTable body.
[Example:

In this example there is only 1 field in the PivotTable, a data field Amount. end example]
Data Field Layout - More Than 1 Data Field
When there is more than 1 data field being summarized,




An additional field (in these examples labeled “Values”, but the label can be specified by the user) is
added to the field list, located as either a row field label or a column field label (depending on user
choice and behaviour as specified by the dataOnRows and dataPosition attributes), and
each data field being summarized is displayed either in the row area (when the additional field is a row
field) as if it were an item value of that row field (see row field layout description above), or in the
column area (when the additional field is a column field) as if it were an item value of that column field
(see column field layout description above).

[Example:

In this example there are 2 data fields Amount and Tax. There are no page fields, no column fields, no row
fields, and the additional field labeled Values is placed on the column area.
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Above is the same PivotTable, with the Values field placed on the row area.
end example]
Data Field Layout - 0 Row Fields, 1 or More Column Fields, and 1 Data Field
When there are no row fields, 1 or more column fields, and only 1 data field being summarized, the data field
label is located in the A1-most column of the PivotTable body, directly under the column field area.
[Example:

In this example there is 1 column field State and 1 data field Amount. There are no row fields or page fields. end
example]
Data Field Layout - 0 Column Fields, 1 or More Row Fields, and 1 Data Field
When there are no column fields, 1 or more row fields, and only 1 data field being summarized, the data field
label is located in the same row as the row field labels, above the data summary area.
[Example:

In this example there is 1 data field Amount and 1 row field State. There are no column fields or page fields. end
example]
Subtotal and grand total layout
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If subtotals are on, the values for row subtotals are placed at either the top of each group of data being
summarized or at the bottom of each group, as indicated by the subtotalTop attribute value on the pivotField
element. Row subtotal values appear in the same column as the data being subtotalled. If placed at the top of
the group, then the subtotal value for the group appears in the row above the group of values, in the same row
as the group’s parent row field value. When there is only a single row field, no subtotal is shown.
[Example:

In this example, there are 3 row fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and 1 data field Amount.
end example]
If row subtotals are placed at the bottom of each data group, then a new row is inserted directly below the data
group in question, and a new row field value is inserted, in the same column as the row field in question, whose
caption indicates that this row represents a subtotal value.
[Example:
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In this example, there are 3 row fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and 1 data field Amount.
end example]
If subtotals are on, for column subtotals a new column is inserted directly after the data group being subtotalled.
A new column field value is inserted, in the same row as the column field in question, whose caption indicates
that this column represents a subtotal value. When there is only a single column field, no subtotal is shown.
[Example:
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In this example, there are 3 column fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and a data field Amount. end example]
If row grand totals are on and there are column fields, a new column item is inserted at the very edge of the
PivotTable body furthest away from column A, in the same row as the outermost column field values. The
caption indicates that this is a grand total, and the values total all values across the row. When row grand totals
are on but there are no column fields, no row grand total is shown.
[Example:

In this example there is 1 column field State and 1 data field Amount, and row grand totals are on.
end example]
When column grand totals are on and there are row fields, a new row item is inserted at the very bottom of the
PivotTable body, in the same column as the outermost row field values. The caption indicates that this is a grand
total, and the values total all values in the column. When column grand totals are on but there are no row fields,
no column grand total is shown.
[Example:

In this example there is 1 row field State and 1 data field Amount, and column grand totals are on.
end example]
Other Layout Modes
A PivotTable can be displayed in Compact, Outline, or Tabular form. In addition, Classic layout can be applied to
any of the 3 layout forms.
Outline mode has been discussed in the above sections, and all examples are shown using outline mode with
classic layout off (gridDropZones = 0).
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For Compact mode, the layout differs from outline mode by:




Instead of multiple row fields occupying multiple columns, the A1-most column of the PivotTable body
contains all row field labels and values. A single label, “Row Labels”, is located where the first
(outermost) row label is placed. When there are multiple row fields, the outermost list of values is not
indented, then next inner row field values are indented (as specified in the indent attribute), and so on
until each set of values for inner row fields are shown.
Instead of multiple column fields being listed and located across a row, the first column field position is
labeled “Column Labels”, and there is only this label, located in the first column field position.

[Example:
Outline mode:

The above picture shows 2 column fields (Postal Code and Last Name), 1 data field (Amount), and 2 row fields
(State and City). There are no page fields shown.
Same PivotTable in compact mode:
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The above picture shows all column field labels collapsed into a single label Column Labels and all row field
labels collapsed into a single label Row Labels. There is 1 data field Amount and no page fields. end example]
For Tabular mode, the layout differs from outline mode by:



Instead of beginning new inner row field values on the next row down from the outer row field value
parent, the first next-inner row field value is located on the same row as the parent value.
Row subtotals can only appear at the bottom of a group, not at the top

[Example:
Outline mode:
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The above picture shows 3 row fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and 1 data field, Amount.
Same PivotTable in tabular mode:

The above picture shows 3 row fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and 1 data field, Amount.
end example]
For Classic layout, the layout differs by:




When there are row fields, no column fields, and 1 data field, instead of displaying the data field label
adjacent to and in the same row as the row field labels, the data field label is located in the A1-most cell
of the PivotTable body, and the row directly under this cell contains the row field labels.
In the exact location where the data field label is located when classic layout is off, a label titled “Total”
is displayed when classic layout is on.

[Example:
Outline mode, classic layout off:
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The above picture shows 3 row fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and 1 data field, Amount.
Same PivotTable in Outline mode, classic layout applied:

The above picture shows 3 row fields (Postal Code, State, and City) and 1 data field, Amount.
end example]
2. Part 4, §3.10.1.73, page 2,352–2,354, the following changes will be made:
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Attributes
autoFormatId (Auto
Format Id)

Description
Identifies which legacy table autoformat to apply.
Annex D contains a listing of the supported PivotTable AutoFormats, example
formatting, and a sample workbook with each of those AutoFormats applied.
Here are representations of the supported table autoformats:
autoFormatId
0

Description

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Attributes

Description
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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Attributes

Description
16

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

3. Part 4, §3.10.1.73, pages 2,356, 2,358, 2,360, 2,361, and 2,364 the following changes will be made:
Attributes
dataOnRows (Data On
Rows)

Description
Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the default orientation forfield
representing multiple fields in the data region is located in the row area or the
column area.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates vertical orientationthat this field is located in the
row area.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates horizontal orientationthat this field is located in
the column area.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.

dataPosition (Default
Data Field Position)

Specifies the default position for the field representing multiple data fields in the
PivotTable, whether that field is located in the row area or column area.
Missing attribute indicates this field is last, or innermost in the field list.
0 indicates this field is first, or outermost in the field list.
1 indicates this field is second in the field list.
2 indicates this field is third in the field list, and increasing values follow this pattern.
If this value is higher than the number of fields in the field list, then this field will be
last, or innermost in the field list.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

gridDropZones (Enable
Drop Zones)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the in-grid drop zones should be
enabled displayed at runtime, and whether classic layout is applied.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates in-grid drop zones should be enabled displayed
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Attributes

Description
and classic layout should be applied to the PivotTable.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates in-grid drop zones should be disabled and classic
layout should not be applied.
[Note: Grid drop zones are optional runtime UI, determined by the application, that
indicate to the user the locations of the page, row, column, and data fields in the
PivotTable report. See layout discussion under pivotTableDefinition for the precise
locations of these areas. end note] This attribute depends on how the application
implements drop zones in the user interface.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.

printDrill (Print Drill
Indicators)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether drill indicators expand collapse
buttons should be printed.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates that these buttons should be printed.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates that these buttons should not be printed.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.

published (Data Fields
Published)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether data fields in the PivotTable are
published and available for viewing in a server rendering environment.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates that the data fields in the PivotTable are published
and shall be available for viewing in a server rendering environment.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates that the data fields in the PivotTable are not
published and shall not be available for viewing in a server rendering environment.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.

useAutoFormatting
(Auto Formatting)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether legacy auto formatting has been
applied to the PivotTable view.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates that legacy auto formatting has been applied to
the PivotTable.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates that legacy auto formatting has not been applied
to the PivotTable.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.
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4. Part 4, §Annex D, page 5,206, after line 8 & after comment 0022 changeschanges are made for AU-0022,
add the following:

Built-in PivotTable AutoFormats
Following is a table of the built-in PivotTable AutoFormats and informative examples of formatting.
autoFormatId
4096

Description
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4097
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4100
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4101
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4105
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4107
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4109
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4110

4111
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4112

4113
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4114

4115

4116
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4117

5. A workbook “PivotTable_AutoFormat.xlsx” is provided as an electronic example.
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Response 626
Comment ID

ECMA-0002
Clause: Part 4,
3.3.1.81
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Currently the described behavior for the Booleans is a bit
unclear. For instance, there may be confusion over whether
the text 'selection of locked cells is locked' means allow or
disallow

Proposed change by the MB
The text should be much more clear on
when something is permitted. In
addition, the default values should be
clarified.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the descriptions for the Boolean attributes of sheetProtection need to be clarified. Default values
for these attributes are specified in the schema fragment following the table containing these clarifications. We
propose the following changes to Part 4, §3.3.1.81, pages 2,021–2,023:
Attributes
autoFilter
(AutoFilter Locked)

Description
If 1 or true then AutoFfilters are locked should not be allowed to operate when the
sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then AutoFilters should be allowed to operate when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

deleteColumns
(Delete Columns
Locked)

If 1 or true then Ddeleting columns is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then deleting columns should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

deleteRows (Delete
Rows Locked)

If 1 or true then Ddeleting rows is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then deleting rows should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

formatCells (Format
Cells Locked)

If 1 or true then Fformatting cells is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then formatting cells should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

formatColumns
(Format Columns
Locked)

If 1 or true then Fformatting columns is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then formatting columns should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

formatRows

If 1 or true then Fformatting rows is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
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Attributes
(Format Rows
Locked)

Description
protected.
If 0 or false then formatting rows should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

insertColumns
(Insert Columns
Locked)

If 1 or true then Iinserting columns is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then inserting columns should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

insertHyperlinks
(Insert Hyperlinks
Locked)

If 1 or true then Iinserting hyperlinks is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then inserting hyperlinks should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

insertRows (Insert
Rows Locked)

If 1 or true then Iinserting rows is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then inserting rows should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

objects (Objects
Locked)

If 1 or true then editing of Oobjects are locked should not be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
If 0 or false then objects are allowed to be edited when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

password
(Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for editing this worksheet. This protection is
optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode
characters must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the
logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of §3.2.29.
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
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Description
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

pivotTables (Pivot
Tables Locked)

If 1 or true then Pivot tablesPivotTables are locked should not be allowed to operate
when the sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then PivotTables should be allowed to operate when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

scenarios (Scenarios
Locked)

If 1 or true then Scenarios should not be edited when the sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then Scenarios are allowed to be edited when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

selectLockedCells
(Select Locked Cells
Locked)

If 1 or true then Sselection of locked cells is locked should not be allowed when the
sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then selection of locked cells should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

selectUnlockedCells
(Select Unlocked
Cells Locked)

If 1 or true then Sselection of unlocked cells is locked should not be allowed when the
sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then selection of unlocked cells should be allowed when the sheet is
protected.
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Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

sheet (Sheet
Locked)

Sheet is locked when the sheet is protected.If 1 or true then the sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then the sheet is not protected.
The value of this attribute dictates whether the other attributes of sheetProtection
should be applied. If 1 or true then the other attributes of sheetProtection should be
applied. If 0 or false then the other attributes of sheetProtection should not be applied.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

sort (Sort Locked)

If 1 or true then Ssorting is locked should not be allowed when the sheet is protected.
If 0 or false then sorting should be allowed when the sheet is protected.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Response 627
Comment ID

ECMA-0003
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.34
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
CELL: The keywords can be translated in other locales.
e.g., CELL("adresse",...) in France.
The table of acceptable keywords needs to be appended.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide the set of acceptable
keywords.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following will be inserted into Part 4, §3.17.7.34, page 2,562, between line 1 and line 2:
If the SpreadsheetML is intended to be used in certain non-English locales, the category string can be the English
value shown in the table above, or the translation shown in the following table. Locales not specified in the table
below shall only use the English versions of the category string.
[Note: Using translated versions of the category string is strongly discouraged, as spreadsheet applications might
not support these translations. end note.]
Locale

address

col

color

contents

filename

format

az-latn-az

ünvan

col

rəng

mündəricat

fayladi

format

ca-es

dirección

columna

color

contenido

nombrearchivo

formato

cs-cz

adresa

sloupec

barva

obsah

názevsouboru

formát

da-dk

adresse

kolonne

farve

indhold

filnavn

format

de-de

adresse

spalte

farbe

inhalt

dateiname

format

es-es

direccion

columna

color

contenido

nombrearchivo

formato

et-ee

aadress

veerg

värv

sisukord

failinimi

vorming

fi-fi

osoite

sarake

väri

sisältö

tiedostonnimi

muoto

fr-fr

adresse

colonne

couleur

contenu

nomfichier

format

hu-hu

cím

oszlop

szín

tartalom

filenév

forma

it-it

indirizzo

col

colore

contenuto

nomefile

formato

kk-kz

мекенжай

баған

түс

мазмұны

файлатауы

пішім

lv-lv

adrese

kolonna

krāsa

saturs

faila_nosaukums

formāts

nb-no

adresse

kol

farge

innhold

filnavn

format

nl-nl

adres

kolom

kleur

inhoud

bestandsnaam

notatie

pl-pl

adres

kolumna

kolor

zawartośd

nazwa_pliku

format

pt-br

endereço

col

cor

conteúdo

nome.arquivo

formato

pt-pt

endereço

col

cor

conteúdo

nome.ficheiro

formato

ru-ru

адрес

столбец

цвет

содержимое

имяфайла

формат
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Locale

address

col

color

contents

filename

format

sk-sk

adresa

stĺpec

farba

obsah

názovsúboru

formát

sl-si

address

sto

color

contents

filename

format

sv-se

adress

kol

färg

innehåll

filnamn

format

tr-tr

adres

süt

renk

içerik

dosyaadi

biçim

uk-ua

адреса

стовпець

колір

вміст

ім`я_файлу

формат

Locale

parentheses

prefix

protect

az-latn-az

parentheses

prefix

protect

sətir

tip

en

ca-es

parentesis

prefijo

proteger

fila

tipo

ancho

cs-cz

závorky

prefix

zámek

řádek

typ

šířka

da-dk

parenteser

foranstillet

beskyt

række

værditype

bredde

de-de

klammern

präfix

schutz

zeile

typ

breite

es-es

parentesis

prefijo

proteger

fila

tipo

ancho

et-ee

sulud

eesliide

kaitse

rida

tüüp

laius

fi-fi

sulkeet

etuliite

suojaus

rivi

tyyppi

leveys

fr-fr

parentheses

prefixe

protege

ligne

type

largeur

hu-hu

zárójelek

előtag

védett

sor

típus

széles

it-it

parentesi

prefisso

proteggi

riga

tipo

larghezza

kk-kz

жақшалар

префикс

қорғаныс

жол

түр

ені

lv-lv

iekavas

prefikss

aizsargāt

rinda

tips

platums

nb-no

parenteser

prefiks

beskytt

rad

verditype

bredde

nl-nl

haakjes

voorvoegsel

bescherming

rij

type

breedte

pl-pl

nawiasy

prefiks

ochrona

wiersz

typ

szerokośd

pt-br

parênteses

prefixo

proteger

lin

tipo

largura

pt-pt

parênteses

prefixo

proteger

lin

tipo

largura

ru-ru

скобки

префикс

защита

строка

тип

ширина

sk-sk

zátvorky

vloženýznak

chrániť

riadok

typ

šírka

sl-si

parentheses

prefix

protect

vrstica

type

širina

sv-se

parenteser

prefix

skydd

rad

typ

bredd

tr-tr

ayraç

önek

koruma

sat

tür

genişlik

uk-ua

дужки

префікс

захист

рядок

тип

довжина
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Response 628
Comment ID

ECMA-0004
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.166
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

INDIRECT: clarify documentation that a name can only contain
a ref, not an expression. The language 'a name defined as a
reference' is unclear. Ideally, it would be removed and the
constraint would be implementation-specific.
e.g., INDIRECT("foo") with foo==B2 is ok, but
e.g., INDIRECT("foo") with foo==IF(A1,A2,A3) is not?
This seems like it should be marked as implementationdefined to avoid constraining things.

State that a named expression is
allowed as the first argument; however,
the content of the named expression
has implementation-defined
constraints.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.166 page 2,677, lines 4–6:

3.17.7.166 INDIRECT
However, if




ref-text is not a valid cell reference, #REF! is returned.
ref-text refers to another workbook yet that other workbook is not currently open, the return value is
unspecified.
ref-text is a name, then the content of the named expression can have implementation-defined constraints.
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Response 629
Comment ID

ECMA-0005
Clause: Part 4,
3.8.31
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Section 3.8.31 (Part 4) - This section contains some
misspellings, specifically "laoding" and "Tawian".

Proposed change by the MB
Correct these spelling errors.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to the table beginning at line 4, page 2142:
Format Code
e

Description
When loading in JPN locale: Era year
When laodingloading in CHT (TawianTaiwan only) locale: Era year since 1912. If
preceededpreceded by “g”, “gg”, or “ggg” then year of 1912, and years before 1912
are special, otherwise years beforeless than 1912 are gregorianGregorian.
OTHER locales: becomes "yy"

ee

When loading in JPN locale: Era year w/ leading zero
When loading in CHT (TawianTaiwan only) locale: Era year since 1911
OTHER locales: becomes "yy"
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Response 630
Comment ID

ECMA-0006
Clause: Part 4,
3.8.31
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Part 4, 3.8.31 - The formatting code "e" goes to "yyyy" in other
locales, but the text states it goes to "yy".

Proposed change by the MB
Correct the text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in the table beginning at line 4, page 2142, §3.8.31:
Format Code
e

Description
When loading in JPN locale: Era year
When laoding in CHT (Tawian only) locale: Era year since 1912. If preceeded by “g”,
“gg”, or “ggg” then year of 1912, and year before 1912 are special, otherwise years
less than 1912 are gregorian.
OTHER locales: becomes "yyyy"
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Response 631
Comment ID

ECMA-0007
Clause: Part 4,
3.8.30
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definitions for the built in styles 5-8 are omitted from the
list.

Proposed change by the MB
Include the definitions for built-in
number styles 5-8.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this is because numFmtId 5-8 are not built in number formats and thus have no implied formatCode’s.
While a spreadsheet application may apply a number format to cells specified to have these numFmtId values
(or other non-built-in number formats), the spreadsheet application should follow the number format specified
by the formatCode attribute. To make this clear, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.8.30, page
2,127, lines 17–21:
Following is a listing of number formats whose formatCode value is implied rather than explicitly saved in the
file. In this case a numFmtId value is written on the xf record, but no corresponding numFmt element is written.
Some of these Ids are interpreted differently, depending on the UI language of the implementing application.
Ids not specified in the listing, such as 5, 6, 7, and 8, shall follow the number format specified by the formatCode
attribute.
All Languages
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Response 632
Comment ID

ECMA-0008
Clause: Part 4,
3.8.30
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Calc Number format issue: Locale specific formats
- "Some of these Ids _are_ interpreted differently, depending
on the UI language of the implementing application." Is this an
'are' or a 'can be'?

Make it clear that the interpretation of
these IDs is implementation-dependent.
An implementation might choose to
interpret them in a locale-dependent
manner.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,127, line 19:
Following is a listing of number formats whose formatCode value is implied rather than explicitly saved in
the file. In this case a numFmtId value is written on the xf record, but no corresponding numFmt element is
written. Some of these Ids arecan be interpreted differently, depending on the UI language of the
implementing application.
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Response 633
Comment ID

ECMA-0009
Clause: Part 4,
3.8.30, 3.8.31
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Language names CHT, CHS, and others are used here in
several places as qualifiers, but there is no further description
for them, nor are they language names from a standard such
as ISO 639.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide updated information sufficient
to clarify the language name qualifiers.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; these language identifiers (CHT, CHS, etc.) are inappropriately used in §3.8.30 and §3.8.31. The
following changes will be made to address this issue:
In Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,129, line 29
CHTzh-tw and CHSzh-cn
ID

CHTzh-tw formatCode

CHSzh-cn formatCode

In Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,130, line 2
CHTzh-tw and CHSzh-cn (with unicode values provided for language glyphs where they occur)
ID

CHTzh-tw formatCode

CHSzh-cn formatCode

In Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,131, line 2
JPNja-jp and KORko-kr
ID

JPNja-jp formatCode

KORko-kr formatCode

In Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,132, line 2
JPNja-jp and KORko-kr (with unicode values provided for language glyphs where they occur)
ID

JPNja-jp formatCode

KORko-kr formatCode

In Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,132, line 4
THAth-th
ID

THAth-th formatCode
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In Part 4, §3.8.30, page 2,133, line 2
THAth-th (with unicode values provided for language glyphs where they occur)
ID

THAth-th formatCode

In Part 4, §3.8.31, page 2,142
(Note that the misspelled “loading” and “Taiwan” below are corrected in a response to a separate comment.)
International Considerations
Format Code
r

Description
JPNja-jp/CHTzh-tw Only.
When loading in JPNja-jp locale, code becomes "ee".
When loading in CHTzh-tw locale, code becomes "e".

rr

JPNja-jp/CHTzh-tw Only.
When loading in JPNja-jp locale, code becomes "gggee".
When loading in CHTzh-tw locale, code becomes "e".

g

When loading in JPNja-jp locale: Single Roman character emperor reign
When loading in CHTzh-tw (Taiwan only) locale: treat same as "gg".

gg

When loading in JPNja-jp locale: Single Kanji character emperor reign
When loading in CHTzh-tw locale: Last era short name (since 1911)

ggg

When loading in JPNja-jp locale: Tow Kanji character emperor reign
When loading in CHTzh-tw locale: Last era long name (since 1911)

e

When loading in JPNja-jp locale: Era year
When laoding in CHTzh-tw (Tawian only) locale: Era year since 1912. If preceeded by
“g”, “gg”, or “ggg” then year of 1912, and year before 1912 are special, otherwise
years less than 1912 are gregorian.
OTHER locales: becomes "yy"

ee

When loading in JPNja-jp locale: Era year w/ leading zero
When loading in CHTzh-tw (Tawian only) locale: Era year since 1911
OTHER locales: becomes "yy"
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Response 634
Comment ID

ECMA-0016
Clause: Part 4,
8.2.1
Paragraph: -

JP-0005
Clause: Part 4
Clause 8.2.1
Paragraph: -

JP-0074
Clause: Part 4
Clause 3.16
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Custom schemas can be written only in W3C XML Schema,
which is merely one of the several schema languages. SC34
has standardized RELAX NG, Schematron, and NVDL among
others.

Allow schema languages other than
W3C XML Schema, such as RELAX
NG, Schematron, and NVDL, to be
used for the validation of Custom XML
and Structured Document Tags.

Custom schemas can be written only in W3C XML Schema,
which is merely one of the several schema languages. SC34
has standardized RELAX NG, Schematron, and NVDL among
others.

Allow schema languages other than
W3C XML Schema for the validation of
Custom XML and Structured Document
Tags.

The Custom XML Mappings Part of the SpreadsheetML is
restricted to W3C XML Schema.

Allow the use of RELAX NG.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.16, page 2,499, and §8.2.1, page 5,199:

3.16 Custom XML Mappings
Custom XML Mappings enable binding of arbitrary XML data structures and arbitrary XML schema definitions to
the workbook. Once a DataBinding has been established, then various XML nodes can be mapped to table
columns, ranges of cells, or even single cells (for non-repeating attributes and elements). Once an XML Mapping
is fully defined, the application is able to import and export XML instance structures according to the schema
definition. This Standard does not require any particular XML schema language.
[Note: Some examples of XML schema languages that might be used to implement Custom XML Mappings
include:





W3C XML Schema - http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
RELAX NG – ISO/IEC 19757-2
Schematron – ISO/IEC 19757-3
NVDL – ISO/IEC 19757-4

end note ]
While the original schema or XML definition may reside on disk or at some file location outside the workbook, a
copy of the schema is stored in the workbook.
Every time an XML instance or schema is added to the workbook, a new map object is created which ties
together the schemas and where the various elements are mapped in the workbook.

3.16.4 Schema (XML Schema)
This element contains the XML tree for an attached schema.
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Parent Elements
MapInfo (§3.16.3)

Child Elements

Subclause

Any element in the any namespace

n/a

Attributes
ID (Schema ID)

Description
Specifies the unique name or ID for this attached schema.
[Example:
ID = "Schema1"
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

Namespace
(Schema Root
Namespace)

Specifies the namespace used by the schema.
[Example:
<MapInfo SelectionNamespaces="…">
<Schema ID="Schema1" Namespace="…">
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

SchemaRef
(Schema Reference)

The schemaRef attribute is used in the specific case where the schema definition
happens to include another XSD schema file that contributes to the same namespace.
The value of this attribute is the relative path to a "root" XSD schema file on disk which in
turn references the other XDS schema files contributing type definitions to the same
namespace.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

8.2.1 schema (Custom XML Schema Reference)
This element specifies the properties associated with a single XML namespace, for which all known XML
schemas shall be loaded in order to validate the custom XML markup stored within this document. These
properties may be used appropriately to locate custom XML schema(s) for use with the document. This Standard
does not require any particular XML schema language.
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[Note: Some examples of XML schema languages that might be used to implement Custom XML Mappings
include:





W3C XML Schema - http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
RELAX NG – ISO/IEC 19757-2
Schematron – ISO/IEC 19757-3
NVDL – ISO/IEC 19757-4

end note ]
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Response 635
Comment ID

ECMA-0017
Clause: Part 4,
3.17.7.185
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The formula DBCS is erroneously labelled as JIS. This is a
localized string for representing the DBCS function in Japan.
The actual function name and the storage in the file format is
DBCS.

Proposed change by the MB
Change the function name from JIS to
DBCS.

Proposed Disposition
Yes, as reported, the formula DBCS is incorrectly called JIS. JIS is a localized name string used by one
implementation to represent the DBCS function in Japan. The actual name of the function as used in the file
format is DBCS.
The following changes will be made:
51. In the "Text and Data" section of the table in §3.17.7, "Predefined Function Definitions", "JIS" will be
changed to "DBCS" with the corresponding forward reference being updated appropriately.
Category
Text and Data

Formulas
…, JISDBCS (•3.17.7.xxx), …

52. Subclause §3.17.7.185 will be renumbered and moved to reflect the change in alphabetical order of
formula names brought on by the change in name.
3.17.7.xxx JISDBCS
Syntax:
JISDBCS ( string )

Description: Creates a string that is the conversion of half-width (single-byte) letters within string to full-width
(double-byte) characters.
Arguments:
Name
string

Type
text

Description
Designates the string to be converted. If string does not
contain any half-width English letters or katakana,
nothing in string is converted.

Return Type and Value: text – The string resulting from the conversion.
[Example:
JISDBCS("ABC") results in ABC
JISDBCS("
") results in
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end example]
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Response 636
Comment ID

FR-0023
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1 Part
Names
Paragraph: page
16, line 14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Since line 12 tells that '%' can be a non-escaped character, the
only possible meaning of '%10' is the character numbered 10
hexa in the (unspecified so far) ASCII table. Proper ways to
enter '%10' would encompass escaping '%', escaping '1' or
escaping '0', or any combination of these. This is
unexpected/complex enough to deserve a mention of that
consequence of '%' being accepted as a non-escaped
character. An alternative would be to command that '%' be
always part of an escape character, the literal '%' then being
only entered as an escape character (like the &amp; of HTML).

Proposed change by the MB
Warn implementors about the
consequences of '%' being a nonescaped character.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 1, §9.1.1, page 16, lines 10–15:
9.1.1 Part Names
An Office Open XML part name shall contain only ASCII characters, in non-escaped or escaped form. The
following ASCII characters are permitted in non-escaped form: "!", "$", "%", "&", "'", "(", ")", "*", "+", ",", "-", ".",
the decimal digits "0"–"9", ":", ";", "=", "@", the Latin alphabetic characters "A"–"Z" and "a"–"z", "_", and "~".
All other ASCII characters are permitted only when escaped as an encoded triplet of the form "%HH", where H is
a hexadecimal digit. “%” is also allowed, but shall only be used as part of the aforementioned escape
mechanism.]
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Response 637
Comment ID

FR-0024

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Extraneous square bracket at the end of the line.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the extraneous square bracket.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1 Part
Names
Paragraph: page
16, line 15

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §9.1.1, page 16, line 15:
All other ASCII characters are permitted only when escaped as an encoded triplet of the form "%HH", where H is
a hexadecimal digit.]
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Response 638
Comment ID

FR-0025

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The beginning of the line is misaligned.

Proposed change by the MB
Align the beginning of the line.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Digital Signature
Origin Pa
Paragraph: page
142, line 4

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §15.2.6, page 142, line 4:
A package is permitted to contain zero or one Digital Signature Origin part in a package and it shall the target
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Response 639
Comment ID

DK-0104
Clause: Part 1
Section 15.2.6
Paragraph: Page
142 Line 4

FR-0026

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence fail to give the definition of the Digital Signature
origin part as it state ― ...it shall the target of a relationship...‖
but the ―traget‖ is missing

Give a proper definition, seems like
some words is missing here or
something else is missing

The 'it shall the target' clause is meaningless.

Define the Digital Signature Origin Part
properly or else remove it from the
OOXML proposal.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.6
Digital Signature
Origin Pa
Paragraph: page
142, line 4

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §15.2.6, page 142, line 4:
A package is permitted to contain zero or one Digital Signature Origin part in a package and it shall be the target
of a relationship from the package-relationship item for a WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, or
PresentationML package.
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Response 640
Comment ID

JP-0077
Clause: Part4
Annex A
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Some definitions are duplicated in more than one schema
modules. (A list of definitions having the same name is
attached.) Such duplications are particularly harmful, when the
duplicated definitions are changed inconsistently in the future.
A good example is the simple type "ST_Guid", which has a
rather complicated pattern facet "\{[0-9A-F]{8}-[0-9A-F]{4}-[09A-F]{4}-[0-9A-F]{4}-[0-9A-F]{12}\}". This simple type is
defined five times by dml-baseTypes.xsd,sharedcustomXmlDataProperties.xsd, sml-baseTypes.xsd, vmlofficeDrawing.xsd, and wml.xsd. They are likely to be
changed inconsistently in the future.

Proposed change by the MB
Reorganize the schemas so that no
definitions are duplicated.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that identical definitions should be avoided within the specification, for the reasons stated in the
comment.
Office Open XML makes full use of XML namespaces (http://www.w3.org/TR/xml-names/). As such, elements,
attributes, complex types, and element groups with similar unqualified names actually define content models in
different namespaces, each of which are specific to the markup language within which they are contained.
However, we agree that the presence of simple types with identical names, which are not affected by XML
namespaces, is a potential for concern and should be avoided. To avoid this condition, the schemas will be
updated as follows:



A new schema – shared.xsd – will be created to hold all shared simple type definitions.
The following simple type definitions will be moved to this schema:
o ST_AlgClass
o ST_AlgType
o ST_CalendarType
o ST_ColorSchemeIndex
o ST_ColorType
o ST_CryptProv
o ST_Guid
o ST_OnOff
o ST_Panose
o ST_RelationshipId
o ST_String
o ST_TextDirection
o ST_TextLanguageID
o ST_TrueFalse
o ST_TrueFalseBlank
o ST_TwipsMeasure
o ST_VerticalAlignment
o ST_VerticalAlignRun
o ST_XAlign
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o ST_Xstring
o ST_YAlign
Existing instances of these simple types in other schemas will be removed.
References to the removed simple types will now point to their shared counterparts.

As well, the following simple types define different value spaces within different markup languages; in these
cases the names of these types will be updated to reflect that these are different and should be allowed to
evolve independently in the maintenance process:











ST_Angle
ST_Direction
ST_EditAs
ST_FillType
ST_HorizontalAlignment
ST_Jc
ST_Orientation
ST_SourceType
ST_Style
ST_TextAlignment

As well, we believe that further consolidation is an important goal which should be part of the maintenance
process for the specification, when the future evolution of each markup language can be taken into account.
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Response 641
Comment ID

JP-0078

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The schema wml.xsd is too large.

Proposed change by the MB
Modularize this schema. In particular,
when different parts have different root
elements, different schemas should be
provided.

Clause: Part4
Annex A
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the schemas provided with the DIS were inconsistent in this regard; in order to resolve the
concerns raised by JP-0075, the schemas have been updated such that the elements, attributes, simple types,
complex types, etc. defined by each namespace are provided in a single XML Schema file; we believe that this
consistency provides the most appropriate format to facilitate the use of these files by implementers of the
specification.
For this reason, we believe that it is most appropriate that wml.xsd remain in its current form.
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Response 642
Comment ID

DK-0133
Clause: Part 4
Section 3
Paragraph: -

FR-0420
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3
SpreadsheetML
Reference
Material
Paragraph: -

FR-0424
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.6.1 c
(Cell)
Paragraph: page
2086, line 5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is significant confusion around the adoption of formula
arrays in OOXML. There is used several different names like
―array formula‖, ―array-entered formula‖ and ―array entered
formula‖
While the problems seems editorial it gives technical confusion
to reading and understanding the specification.

Choose one term for ―array formula‖
and use in consistently.

A single concept should bear the same name across the text,
and the OOXML text should choose between 'array formula',
'array-entered formula' and 'array entered formula' to designate
f elements which t attribute is valued to array. There are many
instances of use of each of these terms across section 3, and a
thourough review is needed.While editorial at first sight, this
comment was promoted to general because of the number of
occurrences of the different terms, and because of the inherent
complexity of the underlying concept. Would the concept have
been simpler, the risk of confusion would have been lower (and
the acceptability of a lax use of similar but different terms for a
single concept slightly higher).
The definition for the the a attribute is self-inconsistent (does
the property denote an array formula or else an array entered
formula?).

Choose one term for 'array formulas' and
apply it consistently throughout the
OOXML text.

Fix the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the terminology is not consistent. The term “array formula” will be used instead in all instances.
The terms we are replacing are:
 Array-entered formula
 Formula entered as an array
 Multi-cell formula
As such we propose the following changes to the specification:

Part 4, §3.3.1.37, page 1,967, line 7
array (Array array Enteredformula)

Part 4, §3.6.1, page 2,086, line 5
Attributes
a (Array)

Description
A Boolean flag indicating whether the cell's formula is an array formula. True if this cell's
formula is an array entered formula, false otherwise.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Part 4, §3.11.1.25, page 2,437
Attributes
array (Array
EnteredFormula)

Description
Flag indicating that the affected formula was is an array-entered formula.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

Part 4, §3.17.2, page 2,508 line 31 to page 2,509 line 20
As ranges of data are fundamental to spreadsheet calculations, many SpreadsheetML functions are able to take
arrays as inputs and to return arrays as outputs. The way in which formula return values are returned into the
worksheet differs based on whether the formula in a given cell was is an array entered formula or not, but
intermediate calculations are always done for the full arrays when they are used as inputs. The differences with
are that for an array-entered formula:
No implicit intersection (§3.17.2) is performed on cell range inputs.
The results of the formula’s calculation can be returned across multiple cells in the sheet.
When a range of cell references is used in an array formula that is array-entered in which covers spans an area
larger than that range, the excess cells take on a value of #N/A.
[Example: Here are some formulas taking array constants and ranges:
(B2:B4*C2:C4)+10.5 performs three calculations: (B2*C2)+10.5, (B3*C3)+10.5, and
(B4*C4)+10.5.
SQRT({1,2,3,4}) returns 1 when entered normally.
SQRT({1,2,3,4}) returns 1 when used in an array-entered into formula in a single cell, but if it’s the
array-entered in formula covers spans four or more cells in a contiguous row, it will return 1, 1.41, 1.73,
and 2 in the first four cells, respectively, and #N/A in any additional cells in the horizontal range for
which it was array-enteredspanned by the array formula. (For display purposes, the values returned
have been truncated to two decimal places.)
SUM(SQRT({1,2,3,4})) returns 6.14 when entered normally; when used in an array formula, the
intermediate calculation (in this instance performed by the SQRT function) is performed upon each
element of the array, since array calculations are always performed by the SQRT function, and the array
output is understood as a valid input by the SUM function.
With A1:A4 holding the values 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively:
SQRT(A1:A4) entered normally will do implicit intersection if it is in any of the rows 1–4, and return the
SQRT of the number in the same row.
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SQRT(A1:A4) returns 1 when used in an array-entered formula into a single cell, since it does not do
implicit intersection in this case. If it’s array-entered it is used in an array formula covering spanning in
multiple cells in a contiguous column, it will return 1, 1.41, 1.73, 2, #N/A, …, respectively, in the cells in
its vertical output range. end example]

Part 4, §3.17.2.3, page 2,514, line 37
3-D references shall not be used in multi-cell array formulas.

Part 4, §3.17.2.7, page 2,520–2,521

Single-Cell and Multi-CellArray Formulas
A formula may either be a single-cell formula, or an array formula.
A single-cell formula is applied to a single cell while a multi-celln array formula is applied to a range of cells as a
group.
When a single-cell formula results in a single value, the designated cell takes on that value. [Example: When
cell A10 contains SIN(0.3), the result stored in that cell is 0.295520207. end example]
When a single-cell formula results in multiple values, the designated cell takes on the first of those values.
[Example: When cell A10 contains SIN({0.3,0.4,0.5}), the result stored in that cell is 0.295520207
(SIN(0.3)). end example]
Array formulas are an extension of the formula paradigm. They allow for the both combining of several formula
operations into one and the returning of multiple results. Array formulas span one or more cells. There are three
primary functions which array formulas perform:
1. Returning multiple results from one single function call [Example: the function LINEST returns an array
of several results, and therefore ought to be spanned across several cells as an array formula in order to
display those results end example]
2. Executing one formula several times to generate an array of results [Example: the array formula
SIN(A1:A3) will return an array with three elements, those being the sines of A1, A2 and A3 end
example]
3. Returning one single result from an operation which incorporated arrays as an intermediate step
[Example: the array formula SUM(SIN(A1:A3)) will return a single result, that being the SUM of the sines
of A1, A2 and A3 end example]
When a multi-cell n array formula results in a single value, each of the designated all of the cells spanned by the
array formula takes on that value. [Example: When the group of cells A10:A12 contains SIN(0.3), the result
stored in each of those cells is 0.295520207. end example]
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When a single-cell formula results in multiple values, the designated cell takes on the first of those values.
[Example: When cell A10 contains SIN({0.3,0.4,0.5}), the result stored in that cell is 0.295520207
(SIN(0.3)). end example]
When a multi-cell n array formula results in multiple values (such as when the multi-cell formula is arrayentered), the designated cells take on corresponding values, according to the shape of the cell group and the
values. Specifically,
If the cell group and values have the same shape (i.e., the same number of rows and columns), each cell
takes on the value corresponding to its relative position.
If the cell group has fewer columns than the values, the left-most columns of the values are stored in the
cells.
If the cell group has fewer rows than the values, the top-most rows of the values are stored in the cells.
If the cell group has more columns than the values, each cell takes on the value corresponding to its relative
position, except that
For a cell group 1xN array or a two-dimensional array, the excess right-most cells take on an unspecified
value.
For a cell group Nx1 array, the excess columns are clones of the first column.
If the cell group has more rows than the values, each cell takes on the value corresponding to its relative
position, except that:
For a cell group Nx1 array or a two-dimensional array, the excess bottom-most cells take on an
unspecified value.
For a cell group 1xN array, the excess rows are clones of the first row.
[Example: Case 1: The 1x3 group of cells A20:C20 has applied to it the array formula SIN({0.3,0.4,0.5}).
The number of rows and columns in the group exactly matches the number of rows and columns in the result.
Those cells then contain 0.295520207, 0.389418342, and 0.479425539, which correspond to SIN(0.3),
SIN(0.4), and SIN(0.5), respectively.
Case 2: The 1x2 group of cells A20:B20 has applied to it the array formula SIN({0.3,0.4,0.5}). The number
of columns in the group is less than the number of columns in the result. (The number of rows is the same in
each.) Those cells then contain 0.295520207 and 0.389418342, which correspond to SIN(0.3) and SIN(0.4),
respectively, the left-most part of the set of values.
Case 3: The 1x4 group of cells A20:D20 has applied to it the array formula SIN({0.3,0.4,0.5}). The number
of columns in the group is greater than the number of columns in the result. (The number of rows is the same in
each.) Those cells then contain 0.295520207, 0.389418342, 0.479425539, and an unspecified value, which
correspond to SIN(0.3), SIN(0.4), and SIN(0.5), respectively, with the fourth value being unspecified.
Case 4: The 2x2 group of cells A30:B31 has applied to it the array formula SIN({0.1,0.2,0.3}). The number
of columns in the group is less than the number of columns in the result. As a result, the cells in row 30 contain
0.295520207 and 0.389418342, which correspond to SIN(0.3) and SIN(0.4), respectively. The number of
rows in the group is greater than the number of rows in the result, so the cells in 31 are a copy of the cells in
row 30. The left-most part of the set of values is propagated into the cells.
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Case 5: The 2x2 group of cells A40:B41 has applied to it the array formula SIN({0.1,0.2,0.3;
0.4,0.5,0.6; 0.7,0.8,0.9}). The number of columns in the group is less than the number of columns in
the result. As a result, the left-most column values are stored. The number of rows in the group is less than the
number of rows in the result. As a result, the top-most column values are stored. example]

Part 4, §3.17.6.3, page 2,527, line 13
An array-entered formula shall be represented in XML just like other formulas, except that the array-entered
formula’s f element shall contain an attribute t, whose value shall be array.

Part 4, §3.17.6.3, page 2,528, line 1
For an multi-cell array formula spanning multiple cells, the r attribute of the top-left cell of the range of cells to
which that formula applies shall designate the range of cells to which that formula applies. The c elements for all
cells except the top-left cell in that range shall not have an f element; however, they shall each have a
v element. [Example: Consider the array formula A1:A3*B1:B3, which is applied to the cell range C1:C3. The
corresponding XML might be as follows:

Part 4, §3.17.6.3, page 2,528, line 40
As this formula is an array multi-cell formula spanning multiple cells, the r attribute of cell C1 contains the name
of that cell range, C1:C3, and cells C2 and C3 do not have an f element. end example]

Part 4, §3.17.7.39, page 2,566, line 9
Name

Type

Description

Index

number

An index into argument-list, truncated to an integer. The
value of index shall be in the position range 1–n, where
argument-1 is position 1, argument-2 is position 2, and so
on up to argument-n. If index is an array, the value or
every element in that array is evaluated, and if the
formula wasis an array-entered formula, the result is an
array of chosen values.

argument-list

any

The arguments in any given argument-list need not all
have the same type.

Part 4, §3.17.7.39, page 2,567, line 5
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If B9:B11 contain 1, 3, and 3, respectively, and CHOOSE(B9:B11,10,20,30) is array-entered an array formula
into spanning 3 cells, the values of those 3 cells is 10, 30, and 30, respectively.
end example]

Part 4, §3.17.7.126, page 2,642, line 16
Description: Calculates how often values occur within a range of values. A call to FREQUENCY shall be entered as
an array formula.

Part 4, §3.17.7.137, page 2,652, line 6 and page 2,653, line 1
When GROWTH(A2:B4,A6:B8) is an array-entered into formula spanning cells C2:C7, those cells take on the
results shown.
When GROWTH(A2:B4,A6:B8,A9:A10) is an array-entered into formula spanning cells B9:B10, those cells
take on the results shown.
end example]

Part 4, §3.17.7.197, page 2,700, line 7
When LOGEST(B2:B7,A2:A7,TRUE,FALSE) is an array-entered into formula spanning cells A9:B9, those
cells take on the results shown.
end example]

Part 4, §3.18.7, page 2,839, line 2
Enumeration Value
array (Array EnteredFormula)

Description
Formula is an array entered formula.
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Response 643
Comment ID

FR-0421
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.37 f
(Formula)
Paragraph: page
1967, lines 6-25

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition of the t attribute of the f element is tautological.
The definition of its type (ST_CellFormulaType) does not help.
While an (inconsistent) attempt is made to describe its
dataTable value, nothing tangible is said for the array, normal
and shared values.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for the t
attribute, either in extenso or by
reference.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the definition of formula types is not very clear. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.37,
page 1,967, lines 6–27:
The possible values for the t attribute have type ST_CellFormulaType, and are as follows:
Value

Description

Array (Array
formula)

Array formula. An array formula is a single formula, applied across a range of one or more
cells. An array formula may return multiple results from one single calculation, the results
spanning the cells in which it is contained (§3.17.2.7).

dataTable (Table
formula)

Data table. A data table is a range of cells that shows how changing certain values in one
or more formulas affects the results of those formulas. A data table provides a shortcut
for calculating multiple versions in one operation, and a way to include the results of all
of the different variations in a sheet.
Both one- and two-input variable data tables can be created (see attribute dt2D).
[Example: A one-input variable data table might be used to calculate how different
interest rates affect a monthly mortgage payment, while a two-input variable data table
might be used to calculate how different interest rates and loan terms will affect the
mortgage payment. end example]
In a one-input variable data table, values are listed either down a column (columnoriented) or across a row (row-oriented) (see attribute dtr).
Formulas that are used in a one-input variable data table shall refer to an input cell (see
attribute r1), the cell in which each input value from a data table is substituted. Any cell
on a worksheet can be the input cell. Although the input cell does not need to be part of
the data table, the formulas in data tables shall refer to that input cell.
Two-input variable data tables use only one formula with two lists of input values. The
formula shall refer to two input cells (see attributes r1 and r2).
The top-left cell in the data table is called the master cell.

Normal (Normal
formula)

Normal cell formula (§3.17.2).

Shared (Shared
formula)

Shared formula. If a cell contains the same formula as another cell, the
“shared” value can be used for the t attribute and the si attribute can
be used to refer to the cell containing the formula. Two formulas are
considered to be the same when their respective representations in R1C1reference notation, are the same.
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array (Array Entered)
dataTable (Table Formula, see below)
normal (Normal)
shared (Shared Formula)

A data table is a range of cells that shows how changing certain values in one or more formulas affects the
results of those formulas. A data table provides a shortcut for calculating multiple versions in one operation, and
a way to view and compare the results of all of the different variations together on a worksheet.
Both one- and two-input variable data tables can be created (see attribute dt2D). [Example: A one-input variable
data table might be used to see how different interest rates affect a monthly mortgage payment, while a twoinput variable data table might be used to show how different interest rates and loan terms will affect the
mortgage payment. end example]
Data tables shall be recalculated whenever a worksheet is recalculated.
In a one-input variable data table, values are listed either down a column (column-oriented) or across a row
(row-oriented) (see attribute dtr).
Formulas that are used in a one-input variable data table shall refer to an input cell (see attribute r1), the cell in
which each input value from a data table is substituted. Any cell on a worksheet can be the input cell. Although
the input cell does not need to be part of the data table, the formulas in data tables shall refer to that input cell.
Two-input variable data tables use only one formula with two lists of input values. The formula shall refer to two
input cells (see attributes r1 and r2).
The top-left cell in the data table is called the master cell.
Parent Elements
c (§3.3.1.3); nc (§3.11.1.3); oc (§3.11.1.5)
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Response 644
Comment ID

FR-0423
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.37 f
(Formula)
Paragraph: page
1967, line 27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition for the aca attribute states that 'true indicates that Clarify the definition of the f element.
this formula is an array formula and...' which indicates a
dependency between the aca and the t attributes, dependency
that is not further clarified. What would be the semantics of an
element which opening tag would be '<f aca=‖true‖
t=‖normal‖>'? Would it be conformant or not? What about '<f
aca=‖false‖ t=‖normal‖>'?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the attribute is poorly defined. The attribute does indeed only apply to arrays; as such, we will change
Part 4, §3.3.1.37 page 1,967, line 27, as follows:
Attributes
aca (Always
Calculate Array)

Description
Only applies to array formulas. true indicates that this formula is an array formula and
the entire array shall be calculated in full. If false the individual cells of the array shall be
calculated as needed. The aca value shall be ignored unless the value of the
corresponding t attribute is array.
[Note: The primary case where an array formula shall be calculated in part instead of in
full is when some cells in the array depend on other cells that are semi-calculated, e.g.,
contains the function =RAND(). end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Response 645
Comment ID

FR-0425
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.6.1 c
(Cell)
Paragraph: page
2086, line 5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition for the a attribute fails to specify what happens if Provide a proper definition for the a
the formula of the cell referenced by the c element is not of type attribute or else remove it from the
array. The possible choices are c/a overrides f/whatever,
OOXML text.
f/whatever overrides c/a, or a conflict occurs and the document
is not conformant. Moreover, the other combinations should be
described as well. Unless this is specified, the definition of the a
attribute of the c element is broken. It may turn out that the a
attribute is not needed.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the specification is inconsistent in this regard. The formula itself overrides any options in the calc chain,
and so we propose changing the text in Part 4, §3.6.1 page 2,086, line 5 to read:
Attributes
a (Array)

Description
A Boolean flag indicating whether the cell's formula is an array formula. True if this cell's
formula is an array entered formula, false otherwise. If there is a conflict between this
attribute and the t attribute of the f element (§3.3.1.37), the t attribute takes
precedence.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Response 646
Comment ID

DK-0070
Clause: Part 1
Section 4
Paragraph: Page
7 line 1-3

FR-0007
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
Office Open XML
Document

GB-0032
Clause: Part 1, 4
[p7, 1]
Paragraph: -

KE-0077
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
Paragraph:
Office Open XML
Document

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition seem to try and deliver two definition of the
same thing, which is confusing, It both try and define Office
Open XML as a special way to package files, and rendition,
which imply behaviour.

Need clarification of definition

This definition doesn't hold together. Are these two different
definitions? Or two clause of which either will define the term?
Or both together define the term?

Clarify the definition

(Office Open XML Document) This definition doesn't hold
together. Are these two different definitions? Or two clause of
which either will define the term? Or both together define the
term?

Proposed change: Clarify the
definition

This definition doesn't hold together. Are these two different
definitions? Or two clause of which either will define the term?
Or both together define the term?

Clarify the definition

PT-0025
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
Office Open XML
Document

US-0260
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
―Definitions‖
Paragraph:
Office Open XML
Document

This definition doesn't hold together. Are these two different
definitions? Or two clause of which either will define the term?
Or both together define the term?
This definition doesn't hold together. Are these two different
definitions? Or two clause of which either will define the term?
Or both together define the term?

Clarify the definition
Clarify the definition

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will change the definition to read as follows:
Office Open XML document — A package containing ZIP items as required by, and satisfying Parts 1 and 4 of,
this Standard. A rendition of a data stream formatted using the wordprocessing, spreadsheet, or presentation
ML and its related MLs as described in Parts 1 and 4 of this Standard. Such a document is represented as a
package as described in Part 2 of this Standard.
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Response 647
Comment ID

GB-0316
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.50
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The appearance of shapes for ST_PresetMaterialType values
should be defined verbally using the vocabulary of computer
3D rendering (e.g. specular highlight values).

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §5.1.12.50, pages 3,757–3,762:
Part 5, §5.1.12.50, page 3,757, line 19
Describes surface appearance of a shape. The material type combines with lighting characteristics to create the
final look and feel of a shape. The set of material properties which can be combined together to create the
presets below consist of the following characteristics:










Specular color – This defines the color of the highlight associated with the material.
Specular power – This defines the size and how intense the highlight is. Smaller values provide a larger,
but less intense highlight, while larger values provide a smaller, but more intense highlight.
Diffuse color – This defines the perceived color of the material where an object is directly illuminated by
a light source. Generally speaking, the default color here would be based on the shape fill color.
Ambient color – This defines the perceived color of the material where an object is not directly
illuminated by a light source. Generally speaking, the default color here would be based on the shape
fill color.
Emissive color – This defines the color of a light which is perceived to be given off by an object.
Diffuse Fresnel effect – This is an effect that either darkens (approaches black) or lightens (approaches
white) the diffuse color of the material type at glancing angles. Positive values will cause the material to
become brighter, negative values will cause the material to become darker.
Alpha Fresnel effect – This is an effect that either makes the material more opaque or more transparent
at glancing angles. Positive values will cause the material to become more opaque, negative values will
cause the material to become more transparent.

In the following examples, the exact values given for certain properties should be understood to be relative
values in order to provide a reference. These values could be different depending upon technologies used to
render the material types. The following properties were used to define the shape used in the image examples
below:

Part 5, §5.1.12.50, page 3,757–3,762
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description
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clear (Clear)

Description
The clear material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: light gray
 Diffuse Color: shape fill color with 90% alpha
 Ambient Color: shape fill color with 90% alpha
 Emissive Color: black
 Diffuse Fresnel value: -8
 Alpha Fresnel value: 1
[Example: Consider the following example of the
clear material type:

end example]
dkEdge (Dark Edge)

The dkEdge material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: white
 Specular Power value: 35
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
 Diffuse Fresnel value: -2
[Example: Consider the following example of the
dkEdge material type:
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Description
end example]

flat (Flat)

The flat material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: very light gray
 Specular Power value: 50
 Diffuse Color: black
 Ambient Color: black
 Emissive Color: shape fill color
 Diffuse Fresnel value: -4
[Example: Consider the following example of the flat
material type:

end example]
legacyMatte (Legacy Matte)

The legacyMatte material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: black
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
 Diffuse Fresnel value: -4
[Example: Consider the following example of the
legacyMatte material type:
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Description

end example]
legacyMetal (Legacy Metal)

The legacyMetal material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: shape fill color
 Specular Power value: 32
 Diffuse Color: shape fill color darkened by
adding black
 Ambient Color: shape fill color darkened by
adding black
 Emissive Color: black
[Example: Consider the following example of the
legacyMetal material type:

end example]
legacyPlastic (Legacy Plastic)

The legacyPlastic material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: white
 Specular Power value: 32
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
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Description
[Example: Consider the following example of the
legacyPlastic material type:

end example]
legacyWireframe (Legacy Wireframe)

The legacyWireframe material type has none of the
associated material properties and is based on a
wireframe interpretation of the shape.
[Example: Consider the following example of the
legacyWireframe material type:

end example]
matte (Matte)

The matte material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: black
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
[Example: Consider the following example of the
matte material type:
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Description

end example]
metal (Metal)

The metal material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: shape fill color plus white,
which is brightened by 1.5 times the normal
value
 Specular Power value: 12
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
 Diffuse Fresnel value: 4
[Example: Consider the following example of the
warmMatte material type:

end example]
plastic (Plastic)

The plastic material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: light gray
 Specular Power value: 12
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
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Description
[Example: Consider the following example of the
warmMatte material type:

end example]
powder (Powder)

The powder material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: dark gray
 Specular Power value: 10
 Diffuse Color: gray
 Ambient Color: gray
 Emissive Color: black
 Diffuse Fresnel value: 2
[Example: Consider the following example of the
warmMatte material type:

end example]
softEdge (Soft Edge)

The softEdge material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: white
 Specular Power value: 35
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
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Description




Emissive Color: black
Diffuse Fresnel value: 4
Alpha Fresnel value: -10

[Example: Consider the following example of the
warmMatte material type:

end example]
softmetal (Soft Metal)

The softMetal material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: shape fill color lightened with
white by 50%
 Specular Power value: 8
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
[Example: Consider the following example of the
softmetal material type:

end example]
translucentPowder (Translucent Powder)

The translucentPowder material type has the
following characteristics:
 Specular Color: dark gray
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Specular Power value: 10
Diffuse Color: shape fill color with 30%
transparency
Ambient Color: shape fill color with 30%
transparency
Emissive Color: black
Diffuse Fresnel value: 2
Alpha Fresnel value: -1

[Example: Consider the following example of the
warmMatte material type:

end example]
warmMatte (Warm Matte)

The warmMatte material type has the following
characteristics:
 Specular Color: dark gray
 Specular Power value: 8
 Ambient Color: shape fill color
 Emissive Color: black
[Example: Consider the following example of the
warmMatte material type:

end example]
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Description
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Response 648
Comment ID

GB-0318

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"each view can specifies":

Proposed change by the MB
change to "...can specify"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.1 [2]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.1, page 1,875, lines 2–3:
This element specifies the collection of workbook views. Each view can specifiesy a window position, filter
options, and other configurations. There is no limit on the number of views that can be defined for a workbook.
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Response 649
Comment ID

GB-0319

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
When you use open a workbook":

Proposed change by the MB
delete "use" or "open" as appropriate.

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.2 p.1876,
row 2, col 2 [3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.2, page 1,876, row 2, column 2, line 3:
When you use open a workbook that was created in an earlier version of the application, all the formulas in the
workbook— those that depend on cells that have changed and those that do not— are recalculated.
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Response 650
Comment ID

GB-0320

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"recalculation of workbook":

Proposed change by the MB
change to "...the workbook"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.2 p.1877,
row
"forceFullCalc",
col
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.2, page 1877, row "forceFullCalc":
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the application will perform a full recalculation of the workbook.
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Response 651
Comment ID

GB-0321

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"when the workbook.":

Proposed change by the MB
supply omitted closing text

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.2 p.1877,
row
"forceFullCalc",
col
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.2, page 1877, row "forceFullCalc":
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the application will not perform a full recalculation when of the workbook.
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Response 652
Comment ID

GB-0322

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"this options":

Proposed change by the MB
change to "...option"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.2 p.1879,
row "refMode",
col 2 [2]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.2, page 1879, row "refMode":
Instead of using letters for columns and numbers for rows ("A1"), this options enables using numbers for both
rows and columns. Cells are then referred to in this format: R1C1.
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Response 653
Comment ID

GB-0323

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"Correpsonds":

Proposed change by the MB
change to "Corresponds"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.3 p.1880,
row
"activeSheetId",
col
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1880, row "activeSheetId":
Specifies the sheetId of a sheet in the workbook that is the active sheet in this book view. Correpsonds
Corresponds to a sheetId of a sheet in the sheets collection.
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Response 654
Comment ID

GB-0324

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
change "Specified" to "Specifies"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.3 p.1884,
row "tabRatio",
col 2 [1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1884, row "tabRatio":
Specifiesd the ratio between the workbook tabs bar and the horizontal scroll bar. tabRatio is assumed to be out
of 1000 of the horizontal window width.
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Response 655
Comment ID

GB-0325

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
change "Specified" to "Specifies"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.5 p.1889,
row
"vbProcedure",
col 2
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.5, page 1889, row "vbProcedure":
Specifiesd a boolean value that indicates whether the defined name is related to an external function,
command, or other executable code.
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Response 656
Comment ID

GB-0326

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
change "/false." to "false"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.11
p.1894, row
"autoRecover",
col
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.11, page 1894, row "autoRecover":
The default value for this attribute is /false.
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Response 657
Comment ID

GB-0327

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"This element tracks file sharing File sharing settings":

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.12 p.1895
[9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
delete second occurrence of "File
sharing"

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.12, page 1895, lines 9:
This element tracks file sharing File sharing settings for the workbook.
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Response 658
Comment ID

GB-0328

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
change "...indicates does not..." to
"...indicates the application does not..."

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.24
p.1905, row
"allowPng", col 2:
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.24, page 1905, row "allowPng":
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the application does not support PNG.
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Response 659
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

GB-0329

Proposed change by the MB
change "A code is table..." to "A code
page is a table..."

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.24
p.1905, row
"codePage", col
2:
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.24, page 1905, row "codePage":
A code page is a table that relates the binary character codes used by a program to keys on the keyboard or to
the appearance of characters on the display.
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Response 660
Comment ID

GB-0330

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"...represent descriptive that...":

Proposed change by the MB
supply omitted text after "descriptive"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.27 [20]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
The following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.27, page 1908, line 20:
Names: represent descriptiveWords or strings of characters that represent cells, ranges of cells, formulas, or
constant values.
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Response 661
Comment ID

GB-0331

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
change "will refresh query table" to "will
refresh query tables"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.28
p.1911, row
"allowRefreshQu
ery"
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.28, page 1911, row "allowRefreshQuery":
Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the application will refresh query tables in this workbook.
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Response 662
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

GB-0332

Proposed change by the MB
"application has been inspected the
workbook": remove "been"

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.28
p.1912, row
"filterPrivacy", co
Paragraph: -

"the user performs do an action": delete
"do"
"comment might inserts": change to
"insert"

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.28, page 1912, row "filterPrivacy":
Specifies a boolean value that indicates whether the application has been inspected the workbook for personally
identifying information (PII). If this flag is set, the application warns the user any time the user performs do an
action that will insert PII into the document. For example, inserting a comment might inserts the user's name.
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Response 663
Comment ID

GB-0333
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3 [p.1926,
22-23]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―Sheets often have Workbooks usually contain more than one
sheet.‖

Change to:‖Sheets often have
Workbooks which usually contain more
than one sheet.‖

Proposed Disposition
The following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3, page 1926, lines 22–23:
Sheets often have Workbooks usually contain more than one sheet.
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Response 664
Comment ID

GB-0334

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―applicaiton‖ Change to‖application‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.17
[p.1945, 26]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.17, page 1945, line 26:
A Conditional Format is a format, such as cell shading or font color, that a spreadsheet applicaiton application
can automatically apply to cells if a specified condition is true.
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Response 665
Comment ID

GB-0335

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―specify constaints‖ change to‖specify
constraints‖.

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.31
[p.1960, 24]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.31, page 1960, line 24:
Data validation is used to specify constaints constraints on the type of data that can be entered into a cell.
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Response 666
Comment ID

GB-0336

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―not subsequent formula's‖ change
to‖not subsequent formulas‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.37
[p.1968, final row
]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.37, page 1968, final row:
Only written on the master formula, not subsequent formulas's belonging to the same shared group, array, or
data table.
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Response 667
Comment ID

GB-0337

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―It used as a bounds‖ change to‖It is
used as a bounds‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.41
[p.1971, line 3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.41, page 1971, line 3:
The first formula in the DataValidation dropdown. It is used as a bounds for 'between' and 'notBetween'
relational …
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Response 668
Comment ID

GB-0338

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―It used as a bounds‖ change to‖It is
used as a bounds‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.41
[p.1971, 8]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.41, page 1971, line 8:
It is used as a bounds for 'between' and 'notBetween' relational operators only.
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Response 669
Comment ID

GB-0339

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―Note that this simply a guess‖ change
to‖Note that this is simply a guess‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.47
[p.1976, 6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.47, page 1976, line 6:
Note that this is simply a guess by the implementing application, and a recommendation to the user.
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Response 670
Comment ID

GB-0340

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―may be ignored by applications who
choose not to support this functionality‖
change to‖may be ignored by
applications which choose not to
support this functionality‖??

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.69
[p.2003, 17]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.69, page 2003, line 17:
This protection is optional and may be ignored by applications whothat choose not to support this functionality.
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Response 671
Comment ID

GB-0341

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―sheet. containing‖ change to‖sheet
containing‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.3.83
[p.2025, 10]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.3.83, page 2025, line 10:
When more than one1 sheet view is defined in the file, it means that when opening the workbook, each sheet
view corresponds to a separate window within the spreadsheet application, where each window is showing the
particular sheet. containing the same workbookViewId value, the last sheetView definition is loaded, and the
others are discarded.
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Response 672
Comment ID

GB-0342

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―Note:When‖ add space to change
to‖Note: When‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.1.95
[p.2040, 14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.1.95, page 2040, line 14:
Note: When one of these objects is selected to be published, just the object is published to HTML, not the entire
workbook contents.
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Response 673
Comment ID

GB-0343

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
change‖fitler‖ to‖filter‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.2.5
[p.2047, 15]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.2.5, page 2047, line 15:
For any cells whose values do not meet the specified criteria, the corresponding rows shall be hidden from view
when the fitler filter is applied.
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Response 674
Comment ID

GB-0344

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―repsectively‖ change to‖respectively‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.3.2.10
[p.2052, 6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.3.2.10, page 2052, line 6:
In this example, there are 6 cells in the range, containing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 repsectively respectively.
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Response 675
Comment ID

GB-0345

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―a tremendous savings‖ change to‖a
tremendous saving‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.4 [p.2053,
9]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.4, page 2053, lines 8–10:
In many cases, the repetition is extensive, and a tremendous significant savings areis realized by making use of a
shared string table when saving the workbook.
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Response 676
Comment ID

GB-0346

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―… so it shall should only be used‖ –
delete‖shall‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.5.1.3
[p.2074, final row]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.5.1.3, page 2074, final row:
This string is used to bind the column to a field in an data table, so it shall should only be used when this table's
tableType is queryTable or xml.
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Response 677
Comment ID

GB-0347

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―Styles define set of formatting
properties‖ change to‖Styles define a
set of formatting properties‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.5.1.5
[p.2076, 11]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.5.1.5, page 2076, line 11:
Styles define a set of formatting properties that may be easily referenced by cells or other objects in the
spreadsheet application.
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Response 678
Comment ID

GB-0348

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―Cell's are calculated‖ change to‖Cells
are calculated‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.6.1 [p.2086,
3]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.6.1, page 2086, line 3:
Cells's are calculated in the same order as c attribute is listed in the xml, starting from the top.the c elements
appear in the SpreadsheetML Calculation Chain part.
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Response 679
Comment ID

GB-0349

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―attached to & associated‖ change
to‖attached to and associated‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.7 [p.2087,
21]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.7 page 2087, line 21:
A comment is a rich text note that is attached to, and & associated with, a cell, separate from other cell content.
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Response 680
Comment ID

GB-0350

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―This element represents a single user
entered comment..‖ delete additional
fullstop

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.7.3 [p.2089,
15]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.7.3 page 2089, line 15:
This element represents a single user-entered comment.. Each comment shall have an author and can
optionally contain richly formatted text.
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Response 681
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
\ -‖Display the next character in the
format.‖ Change to‖Displays the next
character in the format.‖

GB-0351
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.8.31
[p.2136,
Description and
Result
Paragraph: -



-‖Repeat the
next character‖
change
to‖Repeats the
next character‖

(underline) –‖Skip the width of the next
character‖ change to‖Skips the width of
the next character‖
―text‖ –‖Display whatever text‖ change
to‖Displays whatever text‖

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.8.31 page 2136:
Format
symbol

Description and result

\

Displays the next character in the format. The application shall not display the backslash.
For example, if the number format is 0\!, and the value 3 is in the cell, the value 3! is
displayed.

*

Repeats the next character in the format enough times to fill the column to its current
width. There shall not be more than one asterisk in one section of the format. If more
than one asterisk appears in one section of the format, all but the last asterisk shall be
ignored. For example, if the number format is 0*x, and the value 3 is in the cell, the value
3xxxxxx is displayed. The number of x characters that are displayed in the cell varies
based on the width of the column.

_
(underline)

Skips the width of the next character. This is useful for lining up negative and positive
values in different cells of the same column. For example, the number format
_(0.0_);(0.0) aligns the numbers 2.3 and -4.5 in the column even though the negative
number is enclosed by parentheses.

"text"

Displays whatever text is inside the quotation marks. For example, the format 0.00
"dollars" displays 1.23 dollars when the value 1.23 is in the cell.
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Response 682
Comment ID

GB-0352

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―body & paragraph‖ change to‖body
and paragraph‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.8.36
[p.2146, 12]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.8.36 page 2146, line 12:
Usually major fonts are used for styles like headings, and minor fonts are used for body & and paragraph text.
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Response 683
Comment ID

GB-0353

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―row & column axes‖ change to‖row
and column axes‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.10 [p.2232,
10]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.10 page 2232, line 10:
Hundreds or thousands of pieces of underlying information can be aggregated on row & and column axes,
revealing the meanings behind the data.
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Response 684
Comment ID

GB-0354

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―that‘s derived from‖ change to‖that is
derived from‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.10.1.22
[p.2267, 15]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.10.1.22 page 2267, line 15:
A data field represents data that's is derived from a field in the source list or database.
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Response 685
Comment ID

GB-0355

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―that's labeled‖ change to‖that is
labeled‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.10.1.22
[p.2267,16]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.10.1.22 page 2267, line 16:
The Sport field, for example, might come from a column in the source list that's is labeled Sport and contains the
names of various sports (Golf, Tennis) for which the source list has sales figures.
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Response 686
Comment ID

GB-0356

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―Therefore f you‖ change to‖Therefore if
you‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.10.1.46 [p.
2300, 4]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.10.1.46 page 2300, line 4:
Therefore, if you added "Customer Name" to the row axis, "Adam L Flores" would be the first row item listed.
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Response 687
Comment ID

GB-0357

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―additional information that's‖ change
to‖additional information that is‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.1.10.59
[p.2315, 6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.1.10.59 page 2315, line 6:
Member properties contain additional information that's is available about the items in an OLAP dimension
field.
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Response 688
Comment ID

GB-0358

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
―update it's own state‖ change
to‖update its own state‖

-

Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.11 [p. 2400,
14]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.11 page 2400, line 14:
Therefore, the application needs to support the ability to read changes made by another user and update its's
own state of the same workbook with those changes, even when those changes are made concurrently with
other changes made by other users.
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Response 689
Comment ID

GB-0365
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.4.2 [2425]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The use of decimal values to represent time within a day that
require incrementing by 1/864 for each 1/100th of a second
makes it difficult to convert SpreadsheetML times to ISO 8601
format datetimes accurately.

Proposed change by the MB
Use a more naturally-processable
mechanism..

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; when dates are already represented using ISO 8601, it may be ideal to store them in that format rather
than the current serialized format. Because of this we will allow for dates to be stored in ISO 8601 removing the
need for conversion. This is further described in the responses to the following national body comments: CA0046, CH-0009 (and others).
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Response 690
Comment ID

GB-0367
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 13.17.6.7 [4]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The date1904 attribute should be shown with the boolean
value of "true" rather than its numeric representation 1 to avoid
any ambiguity.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
We agree that while there is no functional difference between the date1904 attribute being used in an example
with a value of “1” or “true” that using it with a value of “true” would improve readability of the specification.
We propose the following change to Part 4, §3.17.6.7, page 2,530, line 4, but also note that the attribute values
are of the XML Boolean data type so an implementing application may not necessarily output what is shown in
the example:
1900: <workbookPr showObjects="all"/>
1904: <workbookPr date1904="1true" showObjects="all"/>
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Response 691
Comment ID

DK-0053
Clause: Part 1
Section 2
Paragraph: page
2, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The section states‖ unless documented otherwise, any feature
shall be implemented as specified in the Nominative text
describing that feature in this Standard‖
We have indicated above, that this can be overruled by
annexes without any precise description in the ECMA-376
specification. See e.g. Part 2, Annex D, p 81 line 5-6. ―If
discrepancies exist between the electronic version of a
schema and its corresponding representation as published in
this part, Part 2, the electronic version is the definitive version.‖
These seems to also include the possible changes, which can
be introduced using the mechanism described in Part 5
―Markup Compatibility and Extensibility‖ Se part 5 p. 9 line 2526 ―Markup consumers shall ignore elements and attributes
from namespaces that are both non-understood and ignorable,
and shall not treat their presence as errors‖
As the behaviour for compatibility don't require ―markupconsumers‖ to include e.g namespaces which is ―nonunderstood‖ this could lead to compatibility confusion.
In the event, that all future version of the specification is
implemented using ―Markup Compatibility and Extensibility‖
features as described in Part 5, and modification to unknown
annexes. This would lead to significant marked confusion
around the version-handling‖ of the specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Delete Part 2, Annex D, p 81 line 5-6.
――If discrepancies exist between the
electronic version of a schema and its
corresponding representation as
published in this part, Part 2, the
electronic version is the definitive
version‖.

Proposed Disposition
Disagreed. The only place that the complete WC3 schemas exist is in the annexes that are currently supplied as
ZIP files. Normative fragments of those schemas are also shown at various places throughout the Parts. Those
fragments are intended to be the same as the corresponding information in the zip file. However, if they are not,
the ZIP file versions should be considered the definitive versions. And that is achieved by the text in Part 2,
Annex D, page 81, lines 5–6. Basically, the whole schemas and the normative fragments are both normative. If
they disagree with each other, we need a way to say which one is the definitive one; hence those lines in Annex
D.
The ZIP files are normative parts of the standard, and are included with it; they are not intended as any sort of
extension mechanism. As such, there is no connection between the normative status of these ZIP files and
Part 5, “Markup Compatibility and Extensibility”.
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Response 692
Comment ID

DK-0064
Clause: Part 1
Section 2.3
Paragraph: Page
3 line 14-15

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description get confusing because of the additional
editorial note. The word ―whenever‖ is confusion, because
there is no clear way to decide, ―whenever‖ this is the rule

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify if this means, that all syntax
constrains is nominative

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the referenced note has been removed as part of the responses to DE-0121, GB-0023, KE-0010, PT-0017
and US-0254. The proposed disposition to those comments states:
We propose the following clarifying change to Part 1, §2.3, page 3, lines 14–15:
Additional syntax constraints in written form, wherever these constraints cannot feasibly be expressed
15 in the schema language. [Note: These constraints are described in written form because they could
not feasibly be expressed in the schema language. end note]
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Response 693
Comment ID

DK-0081
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This section include several definition of field, according to part
1 section 5 all new term is expressed in Italics. It seems that
there is a mixed between capital letters and italic capital letters
in the definitions section 2.16

As this section indicates it is the
definitions-section it should either have
all field definitions in italic capital
letters, or otherwise adhere to the
convention described in part 1 section 5

Proposed Disposition
When the Danish NB was asked to clarify this comment, DK-0081, its (edited) response was as follows:
Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 3–4 state: "the first occurrence of a new term is written in italics". In part 4, §2.16,
"italic" and capital letters are used for describing syntax; hence not in accordance with part 1, §5. The use of
capital letters are not mentioned in Part 1, §5; the use of capital letters in syntax has a certain meaning
("terminal"), this could be explained. Examples include the following:
a) Part 4, section 2.6.1, page 1488-1489 the syntax for "field" is all written in "italics"/capital letters
b) The sentence in part 4, section 2.6.1, page 1489, line 19 "If the text in a field-argument...". Here the "italics"
isn't used to define a new term, but to reference syntax elements
c) The sentence in Part 4, section 2.16.3.5 page 1496, (around line 30) we find the text "(tableBookmarkName
cellReference)". These terms at not defined in Part 4 of the specification
d) Part 4, 3.17.7.2 ACCRINT. Syntax is described with "italic" and capital letters as follows "ACCRINT ( issue , firstinterest , settlement , rate , [ par ] , frequency [ , [ basis ] ] )"
e) Part 4, 3.17.7.2 ACCRINT. Description of arguments are listed in table in "italic"
We agree that some of these things might be confusing. Here is our response:
53. The grammars for WordprocessingML fields and SpreadsheetML formulas have been completely
rewritten using the notation defined by ISO/IEC 14977:1996, “Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”.
So the explanation of the notation for these grammars can be found in that standard. (See the
dispositions for comments AU-0011 (et al) and DE-0052 (et al) for the new grammars.)
54. Italics are used for a number of unrelated purposes: the first use of a new term, for emphasis, and for
grammar production names in narrative, among others. However, as to which use is being made in each
case should be clear based on the context. In the case of WordprocessingML fields and SpreadsheetML
formulas, there is no statement saying that production names are set in italics when they are used in
narrative. We will add such a statement.
55. As Denmark correctly points out, the tokens spelled with uppercase letters are, indeed, terminals, and
that has been made clear in the revised grammars. The narrative in the grammar revisions contain
forward pointers to the individual field/formula descriptions for “bottom level” syntax of each
field/formula, as well as a detailed explanation of the syntax used at that level.
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56. Regarding the use of italicized argument/parameter names in fields, the grammar revisions make the
following change:

Part 4, §2.16.5, page 1,509, before line 1, insert the following:
Each of the subclauses below this subclause describes a separate field, and each description contains a section
marked Syntax. That section contains pieces of the field grammar as they pertain to that specific field. These
pieces are presented in a slightly simpler form to aid in the understanding of the description. In those sections,
the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end of an option, as used in ISO/IEC
14977. However, the field-name, the open-parenthesis and the close-parenthesis designate actual literal text, as
does each comma. [Note: Therefore, in a strict presentation according to ISO/IEC 14977, each would appear
with double-quotes surrounding each instance. end note]
57. Regarding the use of italicized argument/parameter names in formulas, the grammar revisions make the
following change:
3.17.7 Predefined Function Definitions
Each of the subclauses below this subclause describes a separate function, and each description contains a
section marked Syntax. That section contains pieces of the function grammar as they pertain to that specific
function. These pieces are presented in a slightly simpler form to aid in the understanding of the description. In
those sections, the left-square-bracket and right-square-bracket designate the start and end of an option, as
used in ISO/IEC 14977. However, the function-name, the open-parenthesis and the close-parenthesis designate
actual literal text, as does each comma. [Note: Therefore, in a strict presentation according to ISO/IEC 14977,
each would appear with double-quotes surrounding each instance. end note]
The Syntax entry section for each function defined in this subclause corresponds to a call to that function.
Except for argument-list, Tthe names in any Syntax entry section typeset as in number and string-1, are
parameter names for that function, and are local to that function definition's description. argument-list is the
name of a production in the grammar, and, as defined in §3.17.2.4, permits a comma-separated list of
arguments.

Finally, we note that through an error in the document’s production, some of the field-specific syntax definitions
were incorrectly typeset in italics. To correct this, the Syntax description of the following fields will be corrected:









COMPARE: Part 4, §2.16.5.15, page 1,520
CREATEDATE: Part 4, §2.16.5.16, page 1,521
DATABASE: Part 4, §2.16.5.17, page 1,522
DATE: Part 4, §2.16.5.18, page 1,523
DOCPROPERTY: Part 4, §2.16.5.19, page 1,524
DOCVARIABLE: Part 4, §2.16.5.20, page 1,526
EDITTIME: Part 4, §2.16.5.21, page 1,527
EQ: Part 4, §2.16.5.22, page 1,527
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FORMCHECKBOX: Part 4, §2.16.5.26, page 1,533
FORMDROPDOWN: Part 4, §2.16.5.27, page 1,533
FORMTEXT: Part 4, §2.16.5.28, page 1,533
MERGEREC: Part 4, §2.16.5.43, page 1,546
MERGESEQ: Part 4, §2.16.5.44, page 1,547
NEXT: Part 4, §2.16.5.45, page 1,547

As an illustration, the typesetting for the COMPARE field will be corrected as follows:
2.16.5.15 COMPARE
Syntax:
COMPARE Expression-1 Operator Expression-2

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
COMPARE Expression-1 Operator Expression-2

Expression-1:
expression
Expression-2:
expression
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Response 694
Comment ID

DK-0086
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.2.3
Paragraph: Page
Line 19

FR-0397
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1879, line 19

FR-0398
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1879, line 20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The sentence ―You can create more than one view of the
same workbook without saving separate copies of the
workbook‖ is a reference to dynamic behaviour, which as
stated in Part 1, section 2.3 is outside the scope of the
specification

Remove the Sentence

The 'You can create more than one view of the same workbook
without saving separate copies of the workbook' sentence
brings no value at all to the text. Given the multiplicity of
customWorkbookView into customWorkbookView, it is an
euphemism. Moreover, it makes reference to a dynamic
behavioral model ('save') that is not defined by the OOXML
text.

Remove that sentence.

The 'Custom workbook views are created by the end-user via
Provide a proper definition of custom
tools in the application user interface.' is plain wrong. What
workbook view.
would prevent a user to create a custom workbook view by
means of editing an OOXML document's customWorkbookView
elements contents with a simple, non OOXML aware editor, to
generate such contents with a conformant batch OOXML
producer, etc.? This attempts to define customWorkbookView
by use of an unspecified behavioral model, arbitrarily and
implicitly singled out from the set of potential conformant
applications' behaviors, and falls short of a proper definition by
far.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1,879, lines 19–21:
This element specifies a single custom workbook view. A custom workbook view consists of a set of display and
print settings that you can name and apply to a workbook. You can create more than one view of the same
workbook without saving separate copies of the workbook. Custom workbook views are created by the end-user
via tools in the application user interface.
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Response 695
Comment ID

DK-0134
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.2
Paragraph: Page
1874 line 38-29

FR-0388
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, line 23

FR-0392
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, line 38

FR-0393
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, line 39

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The reference to ―Sheet1‖ is confusing on the background of
the above attempt to define the meaning of ―sheet‖ using
concepts like surface ( is this the screen), The reference to
―discussion in a later section should be more precise as the
which section is implied

Proposed change by the MB
Give the correct and specific number of
the section where ―Sheet1‖ will be
explained.

'The sheets are the central working surface for a spreadsheet
Clarify the definition of sheet provided
application' cannot work as a definition for sheet, for several
here.
reasons: a) it refers to a specific kind of application, whereas
the definition of the OOXML storage format should be
completed in the context of XML files; b) it further refers to the
presentation of specific renderings of documents, whereas the
OOXML text explicitly declines to address behavioral aspects of
the use of OOXML artifacts (Part 1 Sections 2.4 and 2.5); c) it
cannot be a part of an XML file. While we understand that
making clear what 'sheet' and 'sheets' are in the context of
OOXML may call for a behavioral model and explanations that
leverage the said behavioral model, we contend that this
behavioral model is not appropriately described in the OOXML
text, and that the relationships of the OOXML artifacts being
defined by the text to the artifacts that pertain to the said
behavioral model are not elicited in appropriate levels of clarity
and details.
'Sheet1 itself' would refer to the peculiar instance of sheet
Rephase.
within a peculiar instance of workbook. We'd expect the desired
meaning to be more along 'The sheet element specification is
given in...'

The 'will be discussed in a separate section' lacks a proper
reference.

Provide a proper reference to the section
that defines the sheet element (or else to
the explanation that is specifically
introduced by that sentence). Use the
present time ('is' instead of 'will').

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the text in this subclause is not as clear as it could be. We will make the following changes to
clarify the description of sheets, and to remove the suggestion that Sheet1 is discussed elsewhere (as Sheet1 is
an instance of a sheet, and, as such, is not discussed elsewhere):
Part 4, §3.2 page 1,874, line 24
A workbook is composed of book-level properties and a collection of 1 or more sheets. The sheets are the
central working surface for a spreadsheet application structure within a workbook, and can contain cells, which,
in turn, can contain the text, numbers, dates, formulas, and other constructs of a workbook.
Part 4, §3.2 page 1,874, line 38
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Note that this workbook has a single sheet, named Sheet1. An Id for the sheet is required, and a relationship Id
pointing to the location of the sheet definition is also required. Sheet1 itself will be discussed in a separate
section.
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Response 696
Comment ID

DK-0094
Clause: Part 4
Section 6.1.2.1
Paragraph: Page
4352

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The attribute dmglayout is stated as not to be meaningfully for
the ―arc‖ element, as they only apply to organization chart.
It is confusing that the definitions is placed in this context as it
fail to connect toi the meaning of the section. To define a
segment of an arc.

Proposed change by the MB
Most like we would recommend
removing the explanation, as it do no
help to description

The provided drawing in explanation doesn't reveal any
additional context

FR-0365
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.1
arc (Arc
Segment)
Paragraph: page
4352, line 0

FR-0366
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.1.2.1
arc (Arc
Segment)
Paragraph: page
4352, line 0

According to the text itself, 'dgmlayout' attributes are not
meaningful for 'arc' elements. If this is the case (which is
common sense), then the 'dgmlayout' attribute should never be
used for 'arc' elements.

Forbid the use of 'dgmlayout' attributes
for 'arc' elements.

According to the text itself, 'dgmlayout' attributes are not
meaningful for 'arc' elements, but it is still described by
heavyweight drawings and text.

Suppress unneeded clutter from the
example.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the text in the description of the dgmlayout attribute can be made clearer. The attribute is
relevant to the arc element, but only if the shape is part of an organization chart diagram. The same unclear
wording appears in the dgmlayoutmru attribute. This applies for each occurrence of the two attributes:












§6.1.2.1 arc (pages 4,352–4,354)
§6.1.2.3 curve (pages 4,384–4,386)
§6.1.2.7 group (pages 4,428–4,430)
§6.1.2.10 image (pages 4,460–4,462)
§6.1.2.12 line (pages 4,497–4,499)
§6.1.2.13 oval (pages 4,525–4,527)
§6.1.2.15 polyline (pages 4,561–4,563)
§6.1.2.16 rect (pages 4,589–4,590)
§6.1.2.17 roundrect (pages 4,616–4,618)
§6.1.2.19 shape (pages 4,651–4,653)
§6.1.2.20 shapetype (pages 4,681–4,683)

We propose the following change to the dgmlayout attribute:
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dgmlayout
(Diagram Node
Layout Identifier)
Namespace:
urn:schemasmicrosoftcom:office:office

Specifies the type of automatic layout to apply to the diagram node. This is only
meaningful if the shape is a node in an for organization charts, which is denoted by the
orgchart value of the editas attribute of the group element. Valid values for
organization charts are:
Value

Description

0

Top-down, centered layout.

1

Hanging, both sides layout.

2

Hanging, right side layout.

3

Hanging, left side layout.

[Example:
<v:shape ... dgmlayout="1">
</v:shape>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema integer datatype.

We propose the following change to the dgmlayoutmru attribute:
dgmlayoutmru
(Diagram Node
Recent Layout
Identifier)
Namespace:
urn:schemasmicrosoft-

Specifies the type of automatic layout most recently used on the child elements of the
diagram node. This is only meaningful if the shape is a node in an for organization charts,
which is denoted by the orgchart value of the editas attribute of the group element.
Valid values for organization charts are:
Value

Description
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com:office:office

0

Top-down, centered layout.

1

Hanging, both sides layout.

2

Hanging, right side layout.

3

Hanging, left side layout.

[Example:
<v:shape ... dgmlayout="1">
</v:shape>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema integer datatype.
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Response 697
Comment ID

DK-0130
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.24
Paragraph: Page
1602

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The attribute tgtFrame offer a _blank value, which is intended
to ―Open hyperlink target in a new window‖
What kind of ―window‖ is refer in this context

Proposed change by the MB
Suggest clarification of the term ―new
window‖.

there could be several options and intepretation which would
make it impossible to accomplish the goal of providing a
specification which provide interoperability across office
productivity applications

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 4, §2.16.24, page 1,602 for the tgtFrame attribute:
Value

Description

_top

Open hyperlink target in the full region of the current
window.

_self

Open hyperlink target in the same frame as the
hyperlink appears.

_parent

Open hyperlink target in the parent of the current
frame, or the current frame if this frame has no
parent.

_blank

Open hyperlink target in a new web browser window.

all other values

Open hyperlink target in the frame with the specified
name. If no frame exists with this name, open in the
current frame.
If this string does not begin with an alphabetic
character, it shall be ignored.
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Response 698
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

DK-0131
Clause: Part 4
section 2.18.2
Paragraph: Page
1629 line 27-28

As it appear in the current version of the ECMA-376 Office
Open XML specification this accept any value, but assign no
directions. This could lead to significant interoperability and
upgrade nightmares, since there is no way to ensure, that
would-be implementers is using the same notation and
interpretation. If every application developer describe this as
―myHashAlgoritm‖ then there will be a potential break of the
interoperability goal of the specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Suggest (if a list exists) list of possible
known types and possibility for
extension.

It also open up for the suggested future expansion of the
definition could be in direct conflict with existing
implementation, and in this way break the goal of backwards
compatibility

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there is a requirement for a normative set of interoperable hash algorithms for the assurance of
interoperability. To meet this goal, the specification contains a list of interoperable formats in the
cryptAlgorithmSid attribute on pages 1,166–1,167:
Value

Algorithm

1

MD2

2

MD4

3

MD5

4

SHA-1

5

MAC

6

RIPEMD

7

RIPEMD-160

8

Undefined. Shall not be used.

9

HMAC

10

Undefined. Shall not be used.

11

Undefined. Shall not be used.

12

SHA-256

13

SHA-384

14

SHA-512

Any other
value

Undefined. Shall not be used.

As well, it should be noted that based on multiple national body comments, the current hashing mechanism and
all of its attributes will be deprecated in favor of a new mechanism which utilizes only well-accepted hashing
algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove the existing mechanisms from their current location in the specification
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(Part 4, §2.18.2, pages 1,630-1,631 and Part 4, §4.8.2, pages 3,166-3,167), and place them into a new annex for
deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
Within the deprecated hashing mechanism, the language in Part 4, §2.18.2 appears to (inappropriately) allow
any value. To clarify this, the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.18.2, page 1,630, line 11:
Enumeration Value
typeAny (Any Predefined Type)

Description
Specifies that any one of the predefined type of
cryptographic algorithms, specified by the parent
element’s cryptAlgorithmSid attribute, generated the
hash valuetype may be used.
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Response 699
Comment ID

ECMA-0020
Clause:
Schemas
Paragraph: -

JP-0011
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Since W3C XML Schema is merely one of the XML schema
languages, always write "W3C XML Schema" when this
particular schema language is meant. "Schema" and "XML
schema" refer to any schema language such as RELAX NG.
Do not use the word "valid" when it does not mention validity
against some schema. When it does mention validity, always
make clear which schema is in question. (For example, what
does "valid" in the third para of 2.5.2.6 of Part 4 mean?)

Make the requested changes.

"Schema" and "XML schema" are ambiguous, since W3C XML
Schema is merely one of the several XML schema languages.

Always write "W3C XML Schema"
when this particular schema language
is meant. "Schema" and "XML
schema" refer to any schema language
such as RELAX NG.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the cases where XML schema is mentioned are often general (meaning they apply to all schema
languages, like RELAX NG; W3C schema; NVDL; etc.) as was clarified by the responses to ECMA-0016, JP-0005,
and JP-0074.
However, there are particular cases where a specific type of schema is implied. The following changes will be
made to make this clear:
Part 1, §2.3, page 3, lines 11 and 13
58. W3C XML Schemas and an associated validation procedure for validating document syntax against those
schemas. (The validation procedure includes un-zipping, locating files, processing the extensibility
elements and attributes, and W3C XML Schema validation.)
Part 1, §2.4, page 3, line 20


A conforming document shall conform to the W3C XML sSchema (Item 1) and any additional syntax
constraints (Item 2).

Part 2, §3, page 5, after line 26, the following definition will be added
XSD – W3C XML schema
Part 2, §8.3.3, page 16, line 25
The W3C XML schema for relationships is described in Annex D, "Schemas - W3C XML Schema".
Part 2, §Annex D, page 81, lines 1–2

Annex D.

Schemas – W3C XML Schema

This Open Packaging Conventions specification includes a family of schemas defined using the W3C XML Schema
1.0 syntax.
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Part 4, throughout
Each instance of the following production will be amended:
This [element/attribute/simple type] is a restriction of the W3C XML Schema [type] datatype.
Part 4, §Annex A, page 5,203, lines 1–2

Annex A. Office Schemas – W3C XML Schema
This Office Open XML specification includes a family of schemas defined using the W3C XML Schema 1.0 syntax.
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Response 700
Comment ID

ECMA-0022
Clause: Part 4,
2.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Should two tables having the same properties, where one
immediately follows the other, be merged?

Proposed change by the MB
Explain the intent is that these tables
shall be merged

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this will be clarified in Part 4, §2.4.36, page 404 by inserting the following paragraph immediately prior
to line 17:
When two tbl elements having the same style (§2.4.59) are present within the document content, without any
intervening p elements, the corresponding tables shall be treated as a single table.
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Response 701
Comment ID

ECMA-0023
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.2.28
Paragraph: -

IL-0004
Clause: Section
2.3.2.28
Paragraph: "rtl
(Right To Left
Text)" , page
213 .

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The rtl element should provide additional clarification w.r.t. its
effects on bidirectional text.

Provide such clarification (e.g.,
something similar to the Unicode Bidi
algorithm at
http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr9/).

The first sentence says: "This element specifies that the
alignment and reading order for this run shall be right to left."
It is not clear how alignment can apply to a run, which may be
just a part of a line. Alignment applies to a line or a group of
lines (paragraph)?

Clean up the text a bit to be more clear
specifying what is the main use of the
RTL tag and how RTL and LTR text are
being treated.
Also, make clear definition what the
term alignment means. Something like
―This element specifies the linguistic
rules which shall be applied when the
contents of this run are displayed.‖

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the current description is confusing and misleading; the following updated description will replace the
version currently in Part 4, §2.3.2.28, page 213, lines 6–15 and page 214, lines 1–7:
This element specifies whether the contents of this run shall have right-to-left characteristics. Specifically, the
following behaviors are applied when this element’s val attribute is true (or an equivalent):
1. Formatting – When the contents of this run are displayed, all characters shall be treated as complex
script characters. This means that the values of the bCs element (§2.3.2.2) and the iCs element
(§2.3.2.15) shall be use to determine bold and italic formatting, that the cs/cstheme attributes on the
rFonts element (§2.3.2.24) shall be used to determine the font face, and the szCs element (§2.3.2.37)
shall be used to determine the font size.
2. Character Directionality Override – When the contents of this run are displayed, this property acts as a
right-to-left override for characters which are classified as follows (using the Unicode Character
Database):
 Weak types except European Number, European Number Terminator, Common Number
Separator, Arabic Number and (for Hebrew text) European Number Separator
 Neutral types
[Rationale: This override allows applications to store and utilize higher-level information beyond that
implicitly derived from the Unicode Bidirectional algorithm. For example, if the string “first second”
appears in a right-to-left paragraph inside a document, the Unicode algorithm would always result in
“first second” at display time (since the neutral character is surrounded by strongly classified
characters). However, if the whitespace was entered using a right-to-left input method (e.g. a Hebrew
keyboard), then that character could be classified as RTL using this property, allowing the display of
“second first” in a right-to-left paragraph, since the user explicitly asked for the space in a right-to-left
context. end rationale]
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This element provides information used to resolve the (Unicode) classifications of individual characters
as either L, R, AN or EN. Once this is determined, the line should be displayed subject to the
recommendation of the Unicode BiDi algorithm in reordering resolved levels.
This property shall not be used with strongly left-to-right text. Any behavior under that condition is unspecified.
If this element is not present, the default value is to leave the formatting applied at previous level in the style
hierarchy. If this element is never applied in the style hierarchy, then right to left characteristics shall not be
applied to the contents of this run.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML content: “first second, ” أولىثاني. This content might
appear as follows within its parent paragraph:
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">first second, </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t><أولى/w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t xml:space="preserve"> </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl/>
</w:rPr>
<w:t><ثاني/w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
The presence of the rtl element on the second, third, and fourth runs specifies that:



The formatting on those runs is specified using the complex-script property variants.
The whitespace character is treated as right-to-left.

end example]
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Response 702
Comment ID

IL-0005
Clause: Section
2.3.2.28
Paragraph: "rtl
(Right To Left
Text)" , page
213 .

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The following text says: "This setting determines the way in
which the run contents are presented in the document when
punctuation characters are part of the run's contents. When
this property is specified, each part of the run between a
punctuation mark shall be laid out right to left on the line."
Then appears an example of English text "This is a list: one,
two, three." which will be presented as follows when "rtl" is
specified: ".three ,two ,one :This is a list"
a) The example does not implement the description: it shows
how the parts are ordered relative to one another, and not that
"each part is laid out right to left".
b) It is not clear what is considered punctuation. In particular,
are signs like full stop, comma, hyphen-minus, solidus
considered as punctuation when appearing within numbers?
c) If to judge by the example, this definition of run direction has
no practical value. It is hard to find a real-life use case where
such an implementation of "rtl" would be useful.
d) The run is not well defined as relative to direction:
- can a run contain both LTR and RTL text?
- can a run contain RTL text together with numbers?
e) What specifies the base direction of the run if it contains
both LTR and RTL text?
f) What specifies how successive runs with different directions
are laid out relative to one another?
g) The specification does not seem to support directionality at
more than 2 levels. How can it handle a Hebrew sentence
containing some Latin words quoted inside a LTR paragraph?

Proposed change by the MB


Suggested change to
the text to say ―how
each phrase is laid
out, where a phrase
is any text between
two punctuation
characters‖



Provide a list of
possible punctuations



Provide a real life
scenario and
examples. Consult
with NB in Israel to
provide the
examples.



The handling of
directionality has to
be explained much
more clearly.



There is a need to
specify the text base
direction at a level
above runs (i.e.
paragraph), because
a piece of text
typically contains
several runs. The
"bidi" property cannot
be use for that
purpose, since it
explicitly states that it
"shall not affect the
layout of text within
the contents of this
paragraph."

Proposed Disposition
Based on the response to comment IL-0004, we agree that the current text for the rtl element needs to be
replaced. As our intent is that based on those changes, these issues are resolved.
Overall, it is noted that the Unicode BiDi algorithm is intended for use by consumers of OOXML (with the
addition of the higher-level logic specified in the rtl element’s updated description).
Responding to the specific questions:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Agreed; a new, clearer example replaces it.
Agreed; the text now clearly specifies when the override applies.
Agreed; hopefully, the new text makes the use of this property clearer.
No (only RTL and neutral characters, clarified); Yes (which are processed as described by that element)
This is based on the bidi element on the parent paragraph (which defines the base paragraph direction).
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f) This is as defined in the Unicode algorithm (with the character override applied).
g) Use of bidi and rtl would accomplish this – set bidi to set the paragraph direction to RTL, then apply the
rtl element to runs with Hebrew text, and rtl = false to the runs with the English text.
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Response 703
Comment ID

ECMA-0075
Clause: Part 4,
2.3.1
Paragraph: -

IL-0001
Clause: Section
2.3.1.18
Paragraph:
"mirrorIndents
(Use Left/Right
Indents as
Inside/O

IL-0024
Clause: Section
2.3.1.6
Paragraph: bidi
(Right to Left
Paragraph
Layout), page 51

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is some ambiguity as to which paragraph properties are,
and are not affected, by the bidi element within the pPr
element.

Specify explicitly which properties are,
and are not, affected by this setting.

It is not clear how this interacts with the bidi paragraph
property and its effect on the ind property (see 2.3.1.12).

While it can reasonably be implied that
mirrorindents functions identically for
right-to-left and left-to-right documents,
the explanatory text should be clear.
Change the second sentence as
follows:
"When this element is present, the lead
indent shall become the inside indent
and the trail indent shall become the
outside indent."

The text of the section says: "his property only affects the set
of paragraph-level properties, and shall not affect the layout of
text within the contents of this paragraph."
This leaves room to interpretation.

To avoid ambiguity, the text should give
a complete list of the properties which
are affected.
Conversely, the description of each
such property should specify that it is
affected by the orientation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there was unnecessary ambiguity in the intent of some of these properties. The following changes will
be made to ensure the intent is explicit:
Part 4, §2.3.1.6, page 51–52, lines 14–15:
This element specifies that this paragraph shall be presented usingdisplayed from a right to left direction. This
property only affects the following set of paragraph-level properties:





ind (§2.3.1.12)
jc (§2.3.1.13)
tab (§2.3.1.37)
textDirection (§2.3.1.41)

, and shall not This setting alone does not affect the layout ordering of text within the contents of this paragraph
– see the rtl element (§2.3.2.28) for a detailed description.
Part 4, §2.3.1.13, page 81, the val attribute:
Attributes
val (Alignment
Type)

Description
Specifies the justification which should be applied to the parent object within a
document.
The possible values (see below) for this attribute are always specified with left
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Attributes

Description
specifying justificiation relative to the leading edge of the paragraphpage, and do
nottherefore change semantic from right-to-left and left-to-right documents.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment for a paragraph in a
document:
<w:pPr>
<w:jc w:val="right" />
</w:pPr>
This paragraph is now right justified on the page, regardless of the paragraph or section
settings. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Jc simple type (§2.18.50).

Part 4, §2.3.1.17, page 87, line 11:
This element specifies the border which shall be displayed on the left side of the page around the specified
paragraph. This shall not change based on the paragraph direction.
Part 4, §2.3.1.28, page 112, line 7:
This element specifies the border which shall be displayed on the right side of the page around the specified
paragraph. This shall not change based on the paragraph direction.
Part 4, §2.3.1.37, page 141, lines 15–16:
This element specifies a single custom tab stop within a set of custom tab stops applied as part of a set of
customizeddefined within a set of paragraph properties in a document. A tab stop location shall always be
measured relative to the leading edge of the paragraph in which it is used (that is, the left edge for a left-to-right
paragraph, and the right edge for a right-to-left paragraph).
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Response 704
Comment ID

FI-0005
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

NZ-0013
Clause: Part 1
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The proposed standard was designed from the start to be
capable of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of
word-processing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets
that are encoded in binary formats defined by Microsoft
Corporation. However, the proposed standard does not fully
describe these binary formats. The referencing of unexplained
backward compatibility modes poses problems for third party
implementers

Describe the binary formats or move
the references to the informative parts
of the standard.

Legacy data – binary data formats to be
brought into the Standard.

The standard should include the binary
data formats to ensure support for
legacy data.

Proposed Disposition
Documenting the Microsoft Office “binary” file formats (i.e., .doc, .xls, and .ppt) (the “Binary Formats”) is not the
intention or in the scope of DIS 29500.
However, Ecma International discussed this subject with Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft indicated that the
documentation of the Binary Formats has been available royalty-free under RAND-Z to anyone who requests it
by sending an email to officeff@microsoft.com, as described at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/840817/enus. Microsoft indicated that many companies and public institutions have asked for and received the Binary
Formats since Microsoft started providing access to this documentation.
Nevertheless, in response to requests for even easier access to the Binary Formats, Microsoft has agreed to
remove any intermediate steps necessary to get the documentation, and will post it and make it directly
available for a direct download on the Microsoft web site. Microsoft will also make the Binary Formats subject
to its Open Specification Promise (see www.microsoft.com/interop/osp) by February 15, 2008.
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Response 705
Comment ID

FI-0010
Clause: Part 4:
2.18.27
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The proposed standard defines a non-standard unit for
measurement in Part 4: 'eight of a point' (2.18.27). Also the
proposed standard should use SI units instead of e.g. inches
where applicable.

Proposed change by the MB
All used units should be standard or
widely used units.

Proposed Disposition
Although various units of measurement are used throughout the specification, we believe the units chosen are
correct given the goals of the standard. An examination of the granularity allowed in the legacy binary
documents was taken into account, and this formed the basis for each unit of measurement specified. As well,
the decision to choose a specific unit of measure took into consideration the specific context in which it is used.
In some cases a very granular unit of measurement is needed to properly preserve user data, while in other
cases, that level of granularity may not be necessary. For example, fonts are typically specified in points or half
points, so any level of granularity beyond half-point measures is unnecessary.
We could provide implementers further control over the units of measurement, but we believe that has the
possibility of adding additional complexity As an example of how further control over the unit of measure could
be implemented, consider the following possible extension to the font-size element (Part 4, §2.3.2.6):
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:unit="points" w:val="32" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
As another example, consider the following possible extension to the page-size element (Part 4, §2.6.13):
<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:unit="inches" w:w="8.5" w:h="11" />
…
</w:sectPr>
These could also be accomplished as follows:
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<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:sz w:val="32pt" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>Sample text.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>

<w:sectPr>
<w:pgSz w:w="8.5in" w:h="11in" />
…
</w:sectPr>
Each of these approaches has merits and disadvantages. As such, we believe that the suggestion to add an
additional attribute for specifying the units of measurement must be very carefully considered, as the wrong
approach could add complexity for both producers and consumers. For this reason, we do not believe this
should occur in the current version of the standard. A proper study of this would be undertaken as a
maintenance activity, where the proper amount of time and discussion could be devoted to this subject – for
example, the issues regarding defaults, supported units, and other details can be appropriately researched and
decided.
We also note that units such as inches are only ever used in examples; these could be augmented/replaced with
the corresponding SI units, if desired.
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Response 706
Comment ID

GB-0488
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.2.6
[p4926]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The text says, ―This element specifies whether the object's
size is formatted automatically by the application. If this
element is specified without a value, it is assumed to be true.
This is a general-use element for objects that use an image
representation, such as OLE objects, Embedded controls,
cameras, and signature lines.‖

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Define the
applicable objects for this element
according to the ST_ObjectType type.

The objects listed after the words "such as ..." must be
interpreted as an exhaustive or partial list ? What
ST_ObjectType's object types (6.4.3.2) correspond to "OLE
objects", "Embedded controls" or "signature lines"?

US-0238
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.6
Paragraph:
AutoPict

The text says, ―This element specifies whether the object's
size is formatted automatically by the application. If this
element is specified without a value, it is assumed to be true.
This is a general-use element for objects that use an image
representation, such as OLE objects, Embedded controls,
cameras and signature lines.‖

Define the applicable objects for this
element according to the
ST_ObjectType type.

The objects listed after the words "such as ..." must be
interpreted as an exhaustive or partial list ? What
ST_ObjectType's object types (6.4.3.2) correspond to "OLE
objects", "Embedded controls" or "signature lines"?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §6.4.2.6, page 4,926, lines 2–4
This element specifies whether the object's size is formatted automatically aspect ratio is locked when rendered
in different views by the application. If this element is specified without a value, it is assumed to be true. This is a
general-use element for objects that use an image representation, denoted by the Pict value of ST_ObjectType.
These objects are: such as OLE objects, Embedded controls, cameras and signature lines.
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Response 707
Comment ID

GB-0489
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.2.7
[p4926,
AutoScale]
Paragraph: -

US-0239
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.2.7
Paragraph:
AutoScale

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text reads, ―This element specifies whether the object's
font is automatically scaled by the application when the object
is resized. If this element is specified without a value, it is
assumed to be true. This element is used for attached text.‖
―attached text‖ is not one of the allowed values of the
ST_ObjectType type.

Proposed change: Define the
applicable objects for this element
according to the ST_ObjectType type.

The text reads, ―This element specifies whether the object's
font is automatically scaled by the application when the object
is resized. If this element is specified without a value, it is
assumed to be true. This element is used for attached text.‖

Define the applicable objects for this
element according to the
ST_ObjectType type.

―attached text‖ is not one of the allowed values of the
ST_ObjectType type.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §6.4.2.7, page 4,926, line 14:
This element is used for attached text. Attached text refers to a class of objects that have text associated with
them. The following values defined by the ST_ObjectType simple type are attached text objects: Button,
Checkbox, Dialog, Edit, GBox, Label, Note and Radio.
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Response 708
Comment ID

GB-0492
Clause: Part 4,
§6, 6.4.27
[p4938,
FmlaMacro ]
Paragraph: -

US-0240
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6.4.27
Paragraph:
FmlaMacro

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text reads, ―This element specifies the custom function
associated with the object‖ But no objects are listed for this
element.

Proposed change: List what
ST_ObjectType objects this element
can be applied to.

The text reads, “This element specifies the custom function
associated with the object” But no objects are listed for this
element.

List what ST_ObjectType objects this
element can be applied to.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §6.4.2.27, page 4,938, line 24:
This element specifies the custom function associated with the object. [Example: A macro script, add-in function,
and so on. end example]
This element applies to objects defined by all values of the ST_ObjectType simple type, except: LineA, Note,
RectA.
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Response 709
Comment ID

FR-0054
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The color value can be superseded, according to 'this value is
superseded by the theme color value'. The use of superseded
values in a given document instance should be discouraged, or
even forbidden, since these only introduce clutter and
ambiguity.

Proposed change by the MB
Define color and themeColor attributes
as mutually exclusive.

Proposed Disposition
It is agreed that the use superseded values should be discouraged; the following text will be added to the table
in Part 4, §2.2.1, on page 28 to clarify this:
Attributes
color (Background
Color)

Description
Specifies the color for the background of the document.
This color may either be presented as a hex value (in RRGGBB format), or auto to allow a
consumer to automatically determine the background color as appropriate.
If the background specifies the use of a theme color via the themeColor attribute, this
value is superseded by the theme color valueignored. [Note: Applications are discouraged
from specifying both the color and themeColor attributes on the same parent element.
end note]
[Example: Consider a border color with value 2C34FF, as follows:
<w:background … w:color="2C34FF"/>
The background color shall therefore be the color with an RGB value of 44,52,255 (the
decimal decoding of the hex value above). end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_HexColor simple type
(§2.18.43).
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Response 710
Comment ID

FR-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.2.1
background
(Document
Backgro
Paragraph: page
28, line 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The themeShade attribute can be specified and will be ignored Subordinate the use of themeShade to
when the themeColor attribute is not specified. The use of
the use of themeColor.
useless optional values in a given document instance should be
discouraged, or even forbidden, since these only introduce
clutter and ambiguity.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.2.1:
1. Page 28, themeShade attribute row, Description column:
Specifies the shade value applied to the supplied theme color (if any) for this background. If the themeColor
attribute is not specified, this attribute shall not be specified.
2. Page 30, themeTint attribute row, Description column, first line:
Specifies the tint value applied to the supplied theme color (if any) for this background. If the themeColor
attribute is not specified, this attribute shall not be specified.
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Response 711
Comment ID

FR-0076
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.2
XML
representation
Paragraph: page
1490, lines 20,
23, 25

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The prescribed use of fldChar elements with fldCharType
attributes values as begin, separate and end, introduces an
unneeded level of indirection to provide a structure that could
and should leverage native XML constructs.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace the prescribed use of generic
elements by the proper definition of an
XML schema for fields.

Proposed Disposition
In this case, we do not believe that the XML structure used for field anchor characters within WordprocessingML
should be redesigned to make use of unique elements versus attributes (which are utilized together in the
design used by the specification).
However, this is a very common philosophical debate within the XML community (one need only to search for
“elements vs. attributes” in a web browser to see examples of the heated discussion over when the use of either
elements or attributes is appropriate), so some discussion of the reasoning behind this decision is both
reasonable and valid; however, we do not believe a change is warranted here.
(As a single example of how debated this topic is, the ANSI ASC X12C Communications and Controls
Subcommittee attempted to develop such a set of philosophical guidelines as a Technical Report
(http://www.x12.org/x12org/comments/X12Reference_Model_For_XML_Design.pdf), and was able to identify
numerous reasons why each approach is valid and beneficial. Their resulting recommendation was as follows:
“Recommendation: Use elements for data that will be produced or consumed by a business application, and
attributes for metadata.”)
Specific to this instance, the reasoning for this design was that we did not want to imply that field characters
were required to occur in a strict one start, then one separator, then one end character sequence, as this is a
limiting and incorrect restriction on the field syntax implemented by WordprocessingML. Fields may be
arbitrarily nested (as long as the net result is correct), so it is perfectly valid to have multiple field
start/separate/end characters nested within one another.
It should also be noted that in this case, having unique element names would not enable these constructs to be
validated at only a syntactic level, as was suggested by the comment – since fields can span multiple paragraphs
and be arbitrarily nested, the relationship between a field’s start, separator, and end characters must be
enforced via a logical hierarchy above and beyond the WordprocessingML schema.
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Response 712
Comment ID

IL-0002
Clause: Section
2.3.1.45
Paragraph:
"wordWrap (Allow
Line Breaking At
Character Level)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Text in this section says in its first sentence that this element
applies only to Latin text.

Proposed change by the MB
This element should also apply to RTL
scripts (Arabic or Hebrew).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.3.1.45, page 158, lines 6–12:
This element specifies whether a consumer shall break Latin text which exceeds the text extents of a line by
breaking the word across two lines (breaking on the character level) or by moving the word to the following line
(breaking on the word level). [Note: Applications are discouraged from breaking text when it would change the
semantics or appearance of the content. end note]
If this element is omitted on a given paragraph, its value is determined by the setting previously set at any level
of the style hierarchy (i.e. that previous setting remains unchanged). If this setting is never specified in the style
hierarchy, then this paragraph shall break Latin words in space-delimited languages at the word level, not the
character level when it is displayed.
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Response 713
Comment ID

IL-0003
Clause: Section
2.3.2.18
Paragraph: "lang
(Languages for
Run Content)" ,
page 191.

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The examples for East Asian Language and Latin language
use wrong keywords.

Proposed change by the MB
The correct keywords should be
respectively "w:eastAsia" and "w:val"
(and not "w:bidi" as appearing in the
examples).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to the attribute examples in Part 4, §2.3.2.18, page 193:
For eastAsia:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:lang w:bidieastAsia="ko-KR" />
</w:rPr>
</w:r>
For val:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:lang w:bidival="en-CA" />
</w:rPr>
</w:r>
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Response 714
Comment ID

IL-0006
Clause: Section
2.3.2.29
Paragraph:
"shadow
(Shadow)" , page
214

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It say : "This element specifies that the contents of this run
shall be displayed as if each character has a shadow,
displayed beneath the text and to its right."

Proposed change by the MB
For RTL text, the shadow should be
displayed beneath the text and to its
left.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.3.2.29, page 214, lines 14–15:
This element specifies that the contents of this run shall be displayed as if each character has a shadow. For leftto-right text, the shadow is displayed beneath the text and to its right; for right-to-left text, the shadow is
beneath the text and to its left.
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Response 715
Comment ID

IL-0007
Clause: 13)
Section 2.3.2.33
Paragraph:
spacing
(Character
Spacing
Adjustment) ,
page 22

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for the val attribute says: "Specifies a value
whose contents shall contain a positive whole number, whose
contents consist of a positive or negative measurement in
twentieths of a point..."

Proposed change by the MB
Correct the mistake in the description.

Question: how a positive whole number can have contents
consisting of a negative measurement?
see also the example on page 227 which mentions an attribute
value of -720.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there is an editorial (read: copy/paste) error here. The text in the val attribute definition for Part 4,
§2.3.2.33, page 226 will be changed as follows:
Specifies a value whose contents shall contain a positive whole number, whose contents consist of a positive or
negative measurement in twentieths of a point (equivalent to 1/1440th of an inch).
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Response 716
Comment ID

IL-0008
Clause: Section
2.4.24
Paragraph: "left
(Table Cell Left
Border)" , page
347

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text should clarify if the meaning of "left" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.
If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281, in
particular of the example appearing there.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "lead".

Provide more information on the border
property definitions to make this
clearer.
Change the name of the property to
"lead" as appropriate.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, this was not made clear; the following insertion will be made in Part 4, §2.4.24, page 347, below line 11.
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this border is applied to the right edge of the
cell.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “start” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the left element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.24 pages 347–353), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 717
Comment ID

IL-0009
Clause: Section
2.4.25
Paragraph: "left
(Table Cell Left
Margin
Exception)" ,
page

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The explanatory text mixes mentions of left margins and
bottom margin. We believe that this is an error and all referred
margins should be left margins.

Correct the use of "bottom‖ and replace
with "left". Make it more clearly on how
this works in RTL tables.

The text should clarify if the meaning of "left" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.
If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "lead".

Change the name as appropriate

Proposed Disposition
The use of “bottom” in this text is indeed an error; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.4.25, page
353, lines 14–16:
This element specifies the amount of space which shall be left between the left extent of the current cell
contents and the left border of a specific individual table cell within a table. This setting shall override the table
cell bottom left margin definition specified by the left element contained within the table properties (§2.4.26).
As well, to resolve the second concern, the following text will be added to Part 4, §2.4.25, page 353, below line
16:
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this cell margin shall be applied to the right side
of the cell.
Finally, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “start” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the left element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.25, pages 353–355), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 718
Comment ID

IL-0010
Clause: Section
2.4.26
Paragraph: "left
(Table Cell Left
Margin Default)"
, page 3

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The explanatory text mixes mentions of left margins and
bottom margin. This not understood and might be an error, so
that all referred margins should be left margins.
The text should clarify if the meaning of "left" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.

Correct the use of "bottom‖ and replace
with "left". Make it more clearly on how
this works in RTL tables.
Change the name as appropriate.

If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "lead".

Proposed Disposition
The use of “bottom” in this text is indeed an error; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.4.26, page
355, lines 7–10:
This element specifies the amount of space which shall be left between the left extent of the cell contents and
the left border of all table cells within the parent table (or table row). This setting may be overridden by the
table cell bottom left margin definition specified by the left element contained within the table cell's properties
(§2.4.262.4.25).
As well, to resolve the second concern, the following text will be added to Part 4, §2.4.26, page 355, below line
10:
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this cell margin is applied to the right side of the
cell.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “start” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the left element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.26, pages 355–356), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 719
Comment ID

IL-0011
Clause: Section
2.4.27
Paragraph: left
(Table Left
Border) , page
357

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

the text should clarify if the meaning of "left" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element. If not, this is a
contradiction to the second paragraph of section 2.4.1
"bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281, in
particular of the example appearing there.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "lead".

Provide more information on the border
property definitions to make this
clearer.
Change name as appropriate.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, this was not made clear; the following insertion will be made in Part 4, §2.4.27, page 357, below line 5.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “start”.
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this border shall be applied to the right edge of
the table.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “start” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the left element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.27 pages 357–363), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 720
Comment ID

IL-0012
Clause: Section
2.4.29
Paragraph: "right
(Table Cell Right
Margin Default)"
, page

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The explanatory text mixes mentions of right margins and
bottom margin. This not understood and might be an error, so
that all referred margins should be right margins.

Correct the use of "bottom‖ and replace
with "right". Make it more clearly on
how this works in RTL tables.

The text should clarify if the meaning of "right" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.
If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "trail".

Change the name as appropriate.

Proposed Disposition
The use of “bottom” in this text is indeed an error; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.4.29,
page 365, lines 2-5:
This element specifies the amount of space which shall be present between the right extent of the cell contents
and the right border of all table cells within the parent table (or table row). This setting may be overridden by
the table cell bottom right margin definition specified by the right element contained within the table cell's
properties (§2.4.31).
As well, to resolve the second concern, the following text will be added to Part 4, §2.4.29, page 365, below
line 5:
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this cell margin is applied to the left side of the
cell.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “end” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the right element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.29, pages 365–366), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 721
Comment ID

IL-0013
Clause: Section
2.4.30
Paragraph: right
"(Table Cell Right
Border)" , page
366

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

the text should clarify if the meaning of "right" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.
If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281, in
particular of the example appearing there.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "trail".

Provide more information on the border
property definitions to make this
clearer.
Change the name as appropriate.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, this was not made clear; the following insertion will be made in Part 4, §2.4.30, page 366, below line 12.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “end”.
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this border is applied to the left edge of the cell.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “end” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the right element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.30, pages 366–373), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 722
Comment ID

IL-0014
Clause: Section
2.4.31 "
Paragraph: right
(Table Cell Right
Margin
Exception)" , pag

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The explanatory text mixes mentions of left margins and
bottom margin. I believe that this is an error and all referred
margins should be right margins.

Correct the use of "bottom‖ and replace
with "right". Make it more clearly on
how this works in RTL tables.

The text should clarify if the meaning of "right" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.
If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "trail".

Change the name as appropriate.

Proposed Disposition
The use of “bottom” in this text is indeed an error; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.4.31,
page 373, lines 14–17:
This element specifies the amount of space which shall be present between the right extent of the current cell's
text contents and the right border of a specific individual table cell within a table. This setting shall override the
table cell bottom right margin definition specified by the right element contained within the table properties
(§2.4.29).
As well, to resolve the second concern, the following text will be added to Part 4, §2.4.31, page 373, below
line 17:
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this cell margin is applied to the left side of the
cell.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “end” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the right element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.30, pages 373–374), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 723
Comment ID

IL-0015
Clause: Section
2.4.32
Paragraph: "right
(Table Right
Border)" , page
375

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

the text should clarify if the meaning of "right" is affected by
possible specification of the bidiVisual element.
If not, this is a contradiction to the second paragraph of section
2.4.1 "bidiVisual (Visually Right to Left Table)" on page 281, in
particular of the example appearing there.
If yes, the name of this element should be changed to "trail".

Provide more information on the border
property definitions to make this
clearer.
Change the name as appropriate.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, this was not made clear; the following insertion will be made in Part 4, §2.4.32, page 375, below line 5.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “end”.
For tables which have the bidiVisual property (§2.4.1) applied, this border is applied to the left edge of the
table.
As well, use of the current element will be deprecated and replaced with a new directionally-neutral element
named “end” with the same semantics. Accordingly, we will remove the right element from its current location
in the specification (Part 4, §2.4.32, pages 375–381), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 724
Comment ID

IL-0016
Clause: Section
2.4.46
Paragraph:
"tblHeader
(Repeat Table
Row on Every
New Page)"

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not understood why the explanatory text (second
paragraph) mentions inheriting the "table cell spacing". This
element is neither about cells nor about spacing.

Proposed change by the MB
Correct the bug in the spec.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there is an editorial error here. The paragraph in Part 4, §2.4.46 page 421, lines 27–28 will be changed
as follows (note that several instances of this error were correctly identified; since each is its own comment,
they will be addressed individually):
If this element is omitted, then the table shall inherit the table cell spacing from the associated table style. If
table cell spacing is never specified in the style hierarchy, then this table row shall not be repeated on each new
page on which the table is displayed. As well, if this row is not contiguously connected with the first row of the
table (that is, if this table row is not either the first row, or all rows between this row and the first row are not
marked as header rows) then this property shall be ignored.
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Response 725
Comment ID

IL-0018
Clause: Section
2.18.5
Paragraph:
"ST_BrClear
(Line Break Text
Wrapping Restart
Loca

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for value "left" says: "If this is the leftmost
region of text flow on this line, advance the text to the next
position on the line. Otherwise, treat this as a text wrapping
break of type all... If the parent paragraph is right to left, then
these behaviours are reversed."
We don't think this is correct for leftmost region of the line in
RTL paragraphs.

Proposed change by the MB
The phrasing should be: "If the parent
paragraph is right to left and this is the
leftmost region of text flow on this line,
advance the text to the next position on
the next line."
Put in a clearer description here of what
happens in an RTL paragraph.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this text needs to be clarified for RTL cases; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.18.5,
page 1,687, in the table row for the enumeration value “left”:
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left (Restart In Next Text Region Left to RightWhen In
Leftmost Position)

Specifies that the text wrapping break shall behave as
follows when this line intersects a floating object:
If the parent paragraph is left-to-right:
If this line is broken into multiple regions (a floating
object in the center of the page has text wrapping on
both sides:
 If this is the leftmost region of text flow
currently on this line,
o If a floating object occurs to the left of
the break, treat this as a break of type
all.
o Otherwise, advance the text to the
next position on the line where text
can be displayed
 Otherwise, treat this as a text wrapping break
of type allnone.
If this line is not broken into multiple, then treat this
break as a text wrapping break of type none.
If the parent paragraph is right to left, then these
behaviors are also reversed.:
 If the object occurs to the left of the break,
treat this as a break of type all.
 Otherwise, treat this as a text wrapping break
of type none.
In either case, if this line does not intersect a floating
object, then treat this break as a text wrapping break
of type none.
[Note: This break type is used to control the text
wrapping on the left side of a floating image without
preventing text from appearing on the opposite side.
end note]
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Response 726
Comment ID

IL-0019
Clause: Section
2.18.5
Paragraph:
"ST_BrClear
(Line Break Text
Wrapping Restart
Loca

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The description for value "right" says: "If this is the rightmost
region of text flow on this line, advance the text to the next
position on the next line. Otherwise, treat this as a text
wrapping break of type all... If the parent paragraph is right to
left, then these behaviours are reversed."
We don't think this is correct for rightmost region of the line in
RTL paragraphs.

The phrasing should be: "If the parent
paragraph is right to left and this is the
rightmost region of text flow on this line,
advance the text to the next position on
the line."
Put in a clearer description here of what
happens in an RTL paragraph.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this text needs to be clarified for RTL cases; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.18.5,
page 1,688, in the table row for the enumeration value “right”:
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right (Restart In Next Text Region When In Rightmost
Position)

Specifies that the text wrapping break shall behave as
follows when this line intersects a floating object:
If the parent paragraph is left-to-right:
 If the object occurs to the right of the break,
treat this as a break of type all.
 Otherwise, treat this as a text wrapping break
of type none.
If this line is broken into multiple regions (a floating
object in the center of the page has text wrapping on
both sides:
 If this is the rightmost region of text flow on
this line, advance the text to the next position
on the next line
 Otherwise, treat this as a text wrapping break
of type all.
If this line is not broken into multiple regions, then
treat this break as a text wrapping break of type none.
If the parent paragraph is right to left:, thenthese
behaviors are also reversed.
 If this is the rightmost region of text flow
currently on this line,
o If a floating object occurs to the right
of the break, treat this as a break of
type all.
o Otherwise, advance the text to the
next position on the line where text
can be displayed
 Otherwise, treat this as a text wrapping break
of type none.
In either case, if this line does not intersect a floating
object, then treat this break as a text wrapping break
of type none.
[Note: This break type is used to control the text
wrapping on the right side of a floating image without
preventing text from appearing on the opposite side.
end note]
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Response 727
Comment ID

IL-0020

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It seems that the description of value "tbRl" is wrong

Clause: Section
2.18.100
Paragraph:
"ST_TextDirectio
n (Text Flow
Direction)" , page

Proposed change by the MB
Correct description to be: "Specifies
that text in the parent object shall flow
from top to bottom vertically, then right
to left horizontally on the page."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in Part 4, §2.18.100, page 1,830, the description of the tbRl enumeration value will be changed as
follows:
tbRl (Top to Bottom, Right to Left)

Specifies that text in the parent object shall flow from
right to left horizontally, then top to bottom vertically
on the page vertically on the page, then right to left
horizontally on the page, as if the text were rotated 90
degrees.
This means that horizontal vertical lines are filled
before the text expands vertically horizontally.
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Response 728
Comment ID

IL-0021
Clause: Section
2.18.100
Paragraph:
"ST_TextDirectio
n (Text Flow
Direction)" , page

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
There is no value for text flowing Right to Left, Top to Bottom,
which leaves scripts like Arabic and Hebrew without proper
description.

Proposed change by the MB
Add proper description also for text
flowing from Right to Left (Arabic and
Hebrew).

Proposed Disposition
Text flowing Right to Left, Top to Bottom is provided by the combination of lrTb (left-to-right, top-to-bottom)
and the application of the bidi element to the paragraphs contained within the object. However, that fact is not
readily apparent from the descriptions in Part 4, §2.18.100.
The following changes will be made:



These values, which inappropriately imply the directionality of the text as left-to-right, will be
deprecated and replaced with direction-neutral values. This is fully described in the response to IL-0026.
The deprecated values will be updated to correctly identify that they are also neutral.

Within the deprecated values, the following changes will be made to the enumeration value descriptions in Part
4, §2.18.100, pages 1,830–1,831 to be agnostic to the directionality within paragraphs:
Enumeration Value
btLr (Bottom to Top,Lines Flow From Left to Right)

Description
Specifies that text in the parent object shall be
oriented flow from bottom to top vertically, then
flowing from left to right horizontally on the page.
This means that vertical lines are filled before the text
expands horizontally.

lrTb (Left to Right, Lines Flow From Top to Bottom)

Specifies that text in the parent object shall be
oriented flow from left to right horizontally, then
flowing from top to bottom vertically on the page.
The text direction can be set to right-to-left using the
bidi element (§2.3.1.6) within individual paragraphs.
This means that horizontal lines are filled before the
text expands vertically.

lrTbV (Left to Right, Lines Flow From Top to Bottom
Rotated)

Specifies that text in the parent object shall be
oriented flow from left to right horizontally, then
flowing from top to bottom vertically on the page.
This means that horizontal lines are filled before the
text expands vertically.
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Enumeration Value

Description
This flow is also rotated such that any characters from
an East Asian text script shall be rotated 270 degrees
clockwise when displayed on a page.

tbLrV (Top to Bottom, Lines Flow From Left to Right
Rotated)

Specifies that text in the parent object shall be
oriented flow from top to bottom vertically, then
flowing from left to right horizontally on the page.
This means that vertical lines are filled before the text
expands horizontally.
This flow is also rotated such that all text which is not
in an East Asian script is rotated 90 degrees clockwise
when displayed on a page.

tbRl (Top to Bottom, Lines Flow From Right to Left)

Specifies that text in the parent object shall be
oriented flow from right to left horizontallyvertically,
then flowing from right to left top to bottom vertically
horizontally on the page.
This means that horizontal vertical lines are filled
before the text expands vertically horizontally.

tbRlV (Top to Bottom, Lines Flow From Right to Left
Rotated)

Specifies that text in the parent object shall be
oriented flow from top to bottom vertically, then
flowing from right to left horizontally on the page.
This means that vertical lines are filled before the text
expands horizontally.
This flow is also rotated such that all text which is in an
East Asian script is rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise when displayed on a page.
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Response 729
Comment ID

IL-0023
Clause: The
whole spec
Paragraph: The
whole spec

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Unicode directional formatting codes (e.g. RLM and LRM) and
other invisible or ambiguous characters should be converted to
character entities and those entities should be defined by the
OOXML standard. Currently, XML 1.1 doesn't specify
character entities for directional formatting code, but it does
allow custom entities to be defined by the author/vendor. As a
side note, the current OOXML implementation by Microsoft
Office 2007 doesn't convert directional formatting codes to
entities; they remain invisible in the text.

Proposed change by the MB
Unicode directional formatting codes
and other invisible or ambiguous
characters should be converted to
visible characters.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it should be possible to convert any Unicode string (including strings which contain directional
formatting codes) to XML markup which conforms to the guidelines published by in “Unicode in XML and other
Markup Languages” (http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr20/).
Accordingly, we will make the following changes:




The specification will be updated to ensure that characters which are defined as “discouraged” in •3.1 of
the report can be represented using markup.
An Annex will be added to the specification which describes bidirectional support within the
specification, to ensure that there is a single clear resource on this topic
An explicit reference will be made to the Unicode Standard Annex #9: “The Bidirectional Algorithm”
(http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr9/)

To accomplish this, the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.3.1.22, page 99, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.3.3.23, page 267, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.3.3.26, page 271, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.5.1.5, page 523, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.5.1.9, page 531, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.5.2.35, page 582, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.13.5.12, page 944, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.13.5.20, page 965, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.13.5.21, page 968, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.13.5.26, page 988, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.16.21, page 1,592, table Child Elements:
Part 4, §2.16.24, page 1,599, table Child Elements:
bdo (Bidirectional Override)

§2.3.2.2a

dir (Bidirectional Embedding Level)

§2.3.2.6a
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Part 4, as a new subclause in §2.3.2:
2.3.2.2.a
bdo (Bidirectional Override)
This element specifies a directional override, which shall be applied as described by the Bidirectional Algorithm
(cf. Unicode Technical Report #9). [Note: The presence of this markup is functionally equivalent to the presence
of a LRO/RLO character at the location of the start element, and a corresponding PDF character at the location
of the end element in a string of Unicode text. end note]
[Example: The right-to-left override can be used to force a product part number made of mixed English, digits,
and Hebrew text written from right-to-left, as follows. (Assume lower-case text is English and the upper-case
text is Arabic or Hebrew):
<w:r>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">part number: </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:bdo w:val=”rtl”>
<w:r>
<w:t>ad-326D-FG</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:bdo>
This generates the following text layout:
part number: GF-D623-da.
The bidirectional override forces all characters to be displayed right-to-left, regardless of their classification. end
example]
Parent Elements
bdo (§2.3.2.2a); customXml (§2.5.1.5); del (§2.13.5.12); dir (§2.3.2.6a); fldSimple (§2.16.21); hyperlink
(§2.16.24); ins (§2.13.5.20); moveFrom (§2.13.5.21); moveTo (§2.13.5.26); p (§2.3.1.22); rt (§2.3.3.23);
rubyBase (§2.3.3.26); sdtContent (§2.5.2.35); smartTag (§2.5.1.9)

Child Elements

Subclause

annotationRef (Comment Information Block)

§2.13.4.1

bdo (Bidirectional Override)

§2.3.2.2a

br (Break)

§2.3.3.1

commentReference (Comment Content Reference Mark)

§2.13.4.5

continuationSeparator (Continuation Separator Mark)

§2.11.1

cr (Carriage Return)

§2.3.3.4

dayLong (Date Block - Long Day Format)

§2.3.3.5

dayShort (Date Block - Short Day Format)

§2.3.3.6
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Child Elements

Subclause

delInstrText (Deleted Field Code)

§2.16.13

delText (Deleted Text)

§2.3.3.7

dir (Bidirectional Embedding Level)

§2.3.2.6a

drawing (DrawingML Object)

§2.3.3.9

endnoteRef (Endnote Reference Mark)

§2.11.6

endnoteReference (Endnote Reference)

§2.11.7

fldChar (Complex Field Character)

§2.16.18

footnoteRef (Footnote Reference Mark)

§2.11.13

footnoteReference (Footnote Reference)

§2.11.14

instrText (Field Code)

§2.16.25

lastRenderedPageBreak (Position of Last Calculated Page Break)

§2.3.3.13

monthLong (Date Block - Long Month Format)

§2.3.3.15

monthShort (Date Block - Short Month Format)

§2.3.3.16

noBreakHyphen (Non Breaking Hyphen Character)

§2.3.3.18

object (Inline Embedded Object)

§2.3.3.19

pgNum (Page Number Block)

§2.3.3.20

pict (VML Object)

§2.3.3.21

ptab (Absolute Position Tab Character)

§2.3.3.22

rPr (Run Properties)

§2.3.2.25

ruby (Phonetic Guide)

§2.3.3.24

separator (Footnote/Endnote Separator Mark)

§2.11.23

softHyphen (Optional Hyphen Character)

§2.3.3.28

sym (Symbol Character)

§2.3.3.29

t (Text)

§2.3.3.30

tab (Tab Character)

§2.3.3.31

yearLong (Date Block - Long Year Format)

§2.3.3.32

yearShort (Date Block - Short Year Format)

§2.3.3.33

Attributes
val (Direction of
Override)

Description
Specifies the direction of the override being applied.
If this attribute is omitted, the override shall be assumed to be ltr.
[Example: For example, consider the following bidirectional override:
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Attributes

Description
<w:bdo w:val="rtl">
...
</w:bdo>
The val attribute explicitly declares that the override is applied right to left. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Direction simple type
(§2.18.16a).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_Bdo">
<sequence>
<group ref="EG_RunInnerContent" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="val" type="ST_Direction"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, to a new subclause in §2.3.2:
2.3.2.6.a
dir (Bidirectional Embedding Level)
This element specifies that the embedding level of its contents shall be increased, as described by the
Bidirectional Algorithm (cf. Unicode Technical Report #9). Unlike the rtl element (§2.3.2.28), this element can be
nested and will cause the embedding level to increase appropriately. Within this element, the semantics for the
rtl element shall continue apply, specifying a high-level override of the character classification applied at the
appropriate embedding level. [Note: The presence of this markup is functionally equivalent to the presence of a
LRE/RLE character at the location of the start element, and a corresponding PDF character at the location of the
end element in a string of Unicode text. end note]
[Example: Consider a left-to-right paragraph that has a quote in a right-to-left language, but the quote itself
includes left-to-right text. In this case, the text layout within the quote should be read from right-to-left. Adding
this element around the quote will increase the embedding level and result in the desired layout. (Assume the
lower-case text is English and the upper-case text is Arabic or Hebrew):
<w:r>
<w:t>he said: “</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:dir w:val=”rtl”>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>I LEAVE FOR </w:t>
</w:r>
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<w:r>
<w:t>united states</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t xml:space="preserve"> TOMORROW</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:dir>
<w:r>
<w:t>”.</w:t>
</w:r>
The alternating RTL and LTR elements help in resolving the classification of characters within this run as follows:
he said: “I LEAVE FOR united states TOMORROW”.
LLLLLLLLLLRRRRRRRRRRRRLLLLLLLLLLLLLRRRRRRRRRLL
But the fact that the quote is enclosed in an RTL embedding; the following embedding levels will be generated:
he said: “I LEAVE FOR united states TOMORROW”.
0000000000111111111111222222222222211111111100
This generates the following text layout:
he said: “WORROMOT united states ROF EVAEL I”.
end example]
Parent Elements
bdo (§2.3.2.2a); customXml (§2.5.1.5); del (§2.13.5.12); dir (§2.3.2.6a); fldSimple (§2.16.21); hyperlink
(§2.16.24); ins (§2.13.5.20); moveFrom (§2.13.5.21); moveTo (§2.13.5.26); p (§2.3.1.22); rt (§2.3.3.23);
rubyBase (§2.3.3.26); sdtContent (§2.5.2.35); smartTag (§2.5.1.9)

Child Elements

Subclause

annotationRef (Comment Information Block)

§2.13.4.1

bdo (Bidirectional Override)

§2.3.2.2a

br (Break)

§2.3.3.1

commentReference (Comment Content Reference Mark)

§2.13.4.5

continuationSeparator (Continuation Separator Mark)

§2.11.1

cr (Carriage Return)

§2.3.3.4

dayLong (Date Block - Long Day Format)

§2.3.3.5
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Child Elements

Subclause

dayShort (Date Block - Short Day Format)

§2.3.3.6

delInstrText (Deleted Field Code)

§2.16.13

delText (Deleted Text)

§2.3.3.7

dir (Bidirectional Embedding Level)

§2.3.2.6a

drawing (DrawingML Object)

§2.3.3.9

endnoteRef (Endnote Reference Mark)

§2.11.6

endnoteReference (Endnote Reference)

§2.11.7

fldChar (Complex Field Character)

§2.16.18

footnoteRef (Footnote Reference Mark)

§2.11.13

footnoteReference (Footnote Reference)

§2.11.14

instrText (Field Code)

§2.16.25

lastRenderedPageBreak (Position of Last Calculated Page Break)

§2.3.3.13

monthLong (Date Block - Long Month Format)

§2.3.3.15

monthShort (Date Block - Short Month Format)

§2.3.3.16

noBreakHyphen (Non Breaking Hyphen Character)

§2.3.3.18

object (Inline Embedded Object)

§2.3.3.19

pgNum (Page Number Block)

§2.3.3.20

pict (VML Object)

§2.3.3.21

ptab (Absolute Position Tab Character)

§2.3.3.22

rPr (Run Properties)

§2.3.2.25

ruby (Phonetic Guide)

§2.3.3.24

separator (Footnote/Endnote Separator Mark)

§2.11.23

softHyphen (Optional Hyphen Character)

§2.3.3.28

sym (Symbol Character)

§2.3.3.29

t (Text)

§2.3.3.30

tab (Tab Character)

§2.3.3.31

yearLong (Date Block - Long Year Format)

§2.3.3.32

yearShort (Date Block - Short Year Format)

§2.3.3.33

Attributes
val (Direction of
Embedding)

Description
Specifies the direction of the embedding being applied.
If this attribute is omitted, the embedding shall be assumed to be ltr.
[Example: For example, consider the following bidirectional embedding:
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Attributes

Description
<w:bdo w:val="rtl">
...
</w:bdo>
The val attribute explicitly declares that the embedding is applied right to left. end
example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Direction simple type
(§2.18.16a).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_Dir">
<sequence>
<group ref="EG_RunInnerContent" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="val" type="ST_Direction"/>
</complexType>

As a new subclause in §2.18:
2.18.16a
ST_Direction (Bidirectional Direction Types)
This simple type specifies the possible values for bidirectional settings within a WordprocessingML document.
[Example: Consider the following bidirectional setting; in this case, a bidirectional override:
<w:bdo w:val="rtl">
...
</w:bdo>
The val attribute explicitly declares that the override is applied right to left via the val attribute value of rtl. end
example]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

ltr (Left to Right)

Specifies a left-to-right direction for the property
defined by the parent XML element.

rtl (Right to Left)

Specifies a right-to-left direction for the property
defined by the parent XML element.
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Referenced By
bdo@val (§2.3.2.2a); dir@val (§2.3.2.6a)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_Direction">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="ltr"/>
<enumeration value="rtl"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

As a new Annex in Part 4:

Annex x

Bidirectional Support

This Annex is informative.

x.1

Introduction

Office Open XML was designed to work with multilingual documents. It is capable of fully representing the
information needed for different languages and scripts, including bidirectional (bidi) scripts (such as Arabic or
Hebrew). Those scripts are written from right-to-left (RTL), while numbers and segments of text in other scripts
are embedded from left-to-right (LTR). The Office Open XML standard allows users to explicitly apply and define
the bidirectional characteristics of objects and text properties.
This document describes the syntax used to define these properties, going from the highest level to the most
specific—that is from the document to the character (i.e., a run) level. Note that there are no bidirectional
settings which affect the whole document. To accomplish this, styles can be used to allow these settings to be
changed in a single location, and used throughout the content.

x.2

WordprocessingML

At the section level in WordprocessingML, the bidi element (see §2.6.1) specifies that the section is right-to-left.
This affects the orientation of section level properties; the layout of the content within the section is directly
controlled as described below. For example, if the section has multiple columns, the flow of text within those
columns is right-to-left.
The section also specifies the rtlGutter element (see §2.6.16), which places the page gutter margin on the right
side of a group of pages; this ensure that if bound, the booklet can be read from right-to-left.
At the table level, the bidiVisual element (see §2.4.1) specifies the order in which the cells in the table are
processed; either left-to-right or right-to-left (the syntactic model of tables stores the cells logically in the
WordprocessingML, irrespective of the desired display order). This does not affect the direction of the text
within the cells, but the visual order in which the cells are displayed. Individual table cell properties (e.g. the
start and end border are applied based on the display order set by this element.
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At the paragraph level, the bidi element (see §2.3.1.6) specifies whether the base direction of the text within
the paragraph is left-to-right or right-to-left. This element overrides the paragraph level; rules P2 and P3 of the
“Bidirectional Unicode Algorithm” (see HL1 in the Unicode Standard Annex #9).
At the run level, the following properties are used to control direction:
Element

Section

Description

dir

2.3.2.6a

Specifies an increase in the embedding level as described by the Bidirectional Unicode
Algorithm (See Unicode Technical Report #9). This element can be nested and will cause
the bidi levels to increase following the direction of the embedding. The rtl element
within the embedding continues to provide classification resolution, but at the level
reached by the dir embedding.
Example: A left-to-right paragraph that has a quote in a right-to-left language, but the
quote itself includes left-to-right text. In this case, the text layout within the quote
should be read from right-to-left. Adding the “dir” element around the quote will result
in the desired layout. (Assume the lower-case text is English and the upper-case text is
Arabic or Hebrew.)
<w:r>
<w:t>he said: “</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:dir w:val=”rtl”>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>I LEAVE FOR </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>united states</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t xml:space="preserve"> TOMORROW</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:dir>
<w:r>
<w:t>”.</w:t>
</w:r>
The alternating RTL and LTR elements help in resolving the classification of characters
within this run as follows:
he said: “I LEAVE FOR united states TOMORROW”.
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Element

Section

Description
LLLLLLLLLLRRRRRRRRRRRRLLLLLLLLLLLLLRRRRRRRRRLL
But the fact that the quote is enclosed in an RTL embedding; the following bidi levels will
be generated:
he said: “I LEAVE FOR united states TOMORROW”.
0000000000111111111111222222222222211111111100
This generates the following text layout:
he said: “WORROMOT united states ROF EVAEL I”.

bdo

2.3.2.2a

This element forces a direction override for the enclosed text as described by the
Bidirectional Algorithm (see Unicode Technical Report #9). For example, the right-to-left
override can be used to force a product part number made of mixed English, digits, and
Hebrew text written from right-to-left. (Assume the lower-case text is English and the
upper-case text is Arabic or Hebrew.)
<w:r>
<w:t>part number: “</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:bdo w:val=”rtl”>
<w:r>
<w:t>ad-326D-FG</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:bdo>
This generates the following text layout:
part number: GF-D623-da

bCs

2.3.2.2

Specifies the bold property for a complex script run of characters, this is applied when
the “rtl” element is specified on a run. It is forced when the “cs” element is specified
(see the “cs” element later in this table).

iCs

2.3.2.15

Specifies the italic property for a complex script run of characters, this is applied when
the “rtl” element is specified on a run. It is forced when the “cs” element is specified
(see the “cs” element later in this table).

szCs

2.3.2.37

Specifies the font size property for a complex script run of characters, this is applied
when the “rtl” element is specified on a run. It is forced when the “cs” element is
specified (see the “cs” element later in this table).

rFonts

2.3.2.24

Specifies the font to be used for a run of characters. The complex script font is used to
render runs with strong bidirectional characters or weak and neutrals marked with the
rtl element.

cs

2.3.2.6

Treats the run as complex script run regardless of the content of the run.
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Element

Section

rtl

2.3.2.28

Description
Specifies the reading order of the character run to be right-to-left, this controls the
visual layout of the run. It is important to note the following:


This element should not be used with strong LTR characters. The behavior
resulting from using this element with a strong LTR character is unspecified.



Unlike Unicode’s embedding control characters, this element cannot be nested,
instead it behaves as a toggle between LTR and RTL character runs. Therefore, it
doesn’t increase the embedding level of the character runs beyond 0 or 1. The
only exception is when numerals exist within a RTL character run in a LTR
paragraph then these numerals will implicitly be embedding level 2.



This element is particularly useful when applications need to support the
common scenario of users toggling the method of text entry from LTR to RTL.
For example, typing characters using the English keyboard, then switching to
Arabic or Hebrew and typing additional characters. Since many directionalneutral characters are common between these languages, this tag helps to
disambiguate the reading order of these neutral characters using the direction of
the keyboard language rather than of the surrounding characters.



This element provides information used to resolve the classifications of
individual characters. Characters in RTL runs will be resolved as strong right-toleft characters or as numerals, while characters in LTR runs will be resolved as
strong left-to-right characters or as numerals. Once this is determined, the line is
displayed subject to the recommendation of the “Bidirectional Unicode
Algorithm” (see HL1 in the Unicode Standard Annex #9) in reordering the
resolved levels.

For example, to control the layout of a quote in the middle of a left-to-right paragraph
(assume the lower-case text is English and the upper-case text is Arabic or Hebrew).
<w:r>
<w:t>he said: “</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>IT COSTS 12.95 LIRAS</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>”.</w:t>
</w:r>
The RTL and LTR elements resolves the classification of this run as follows:
he said: “IT COSTS 12.95 LIRAS”.
LLLLLLLLLLRRRRRRRRREEEEERRRRRRLL
NNNNN
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Element

Section

Description
Which generates the following levels:
he said: “IT COSTS 12.95 LIRAS”.
00000000001111111112222211111100
Which generates the following text layout:
he said: “SARIL 12.95 STSOC TI”.

lang

2.3.2.18

Since Arabic and Hebrew require different behavior for equation layout, the “lang”
attribute is used to determine the resolution of the following neutral characters: the plus
sign (+), the minus sign (-), and the solidus (/).
For Arabic, these characters behave just as any other neutral character and can be
impacted by the RTL property. Whereas for Hebrew, these characters are treated as
numeral separators. Therefore, they will be resolved as EN (Eurpoean Number) when
surrounded by numerals.
For example:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:hint="cs" />
<w:rtl />
<w:lang w:bidi="he-IL" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>25-12-2007 25.12.2007 425-123-4567</w:t>
</w:r>
This shall generate the following layout:
425-123-4567 25.12.2007 25-12-2007
If lang is set to ar-SA, the text would layout as:
4567-123-425 25.12.2007 2007-12-25

x.3

SpreadsheetML

At the sheet view level in SpreadsheetML, the rightToLeft attribute (see §3.3.1.83) sets the sheet direction, i.e/
whether the columns progress from left-to-right, where column A is to the far left of the worksheet, or right-toleft, where column A is to the far right of the worksheet. This attribute does not affect the direction of the cells
within the sheet (covered below). In addition, the location of objects within the sheet will be mirrored, but their
content will not.
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A
1

B

C

C

B

LTR cell

A
LTR cell

2

RTL cell

1

RTL cell

object

2

object

3

3

<... rightToLeft = “0” …>

<... rightToLeft = “1” …>

Left-to-right spreadsheet

Right-to-left spreadsheet

Note:



Objects location in the sheet were mirrored
Cell direction and alignment are not affected by this element

At the cell level in SpreadsheetML, the readingOrder attribute (see §3.8.1) indicates the baseline direction of all
the paragraphs within the cell, which can be set to left-to-right, right-to-left, or context dependent. The latter
will scan the text for the first non-whitespace character, and if it is a strong right-to-left character it sets a rightto-left direction for the cell; otherwise, the cell direction is set as left-to-right.

x.4

PresentationML

At the presentation level in PresentationML, the rtl attribute (see §4.3.1.24) specifies the orientation of the
editing and slide show views of the user interface, either left-to-right or right-to-left. If this attribute is omitted,
the user interface is automatically left-to-right. This attribute does not affect any other object within the
presentation.
The following example shows the effect of the RTL attribute in the normal view:

Side
Content
Region

Slide Region

Slide Region

Bottom Content Region

Bottom Content Region

<... rtl = “0” />
Left-to-right view

x.5

Side
Content
Region

<... rtl = “1” />
Right-to-left view

DrawingML

At the body level in DrawingML, the rtlCol element (see §5.1.5.1.1) is used to indicate the order of text flwo
within multiple columns (either left-to-right or right-to-left). This setting does not affect the layout of paragraphs
or text runs within the body (described below).
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At the table level, the rtl attribute on the tblPr element (see §5.1.6.13) specifies the same logical display
semantics as the WordprocessingML bidiVisual element described in §x.1 above.
At the paragraph level, the rtl element (see §5.1.5.2.7) specifies whether the base direction of the text within
the paragraph is left-to-right or right-to-left. This element overrides the paragraph level; rules P2 and P3 of the
“Bidirectional Unicode Algorithm” (see HL1 in the Unicode Standard Annex #9).
At the run level, the following properties are used to control layout and formatting:
Element

Section

Description

cs

5.1.5.3.1

Treats the run as complex script run regardless of the content of the run.

lang

5.1.5.3.9

Since Arabic and Hebrew require different behavior for equation layout, the “lang”
attribute is used to determine the resolution of the following neutral characters: the plus
sign (+), the minus sign (-), and the solidus (/).
For Arabic, these characters behave just as any other neutral character and can be
impacted by the RTL property. Whereas for Hebrew, these characters are treated as
numeral separators. Therefore, they will be resolved as EN when surrounded by
numerals.
This attribute is also used to derive the flow direction for weak or neutral characters.
For example:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rFonts w:hint="cs" />
<w:rtl />
<w:lang w:bidi="he-IL" />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>25-12-2007 25.12.2007 425-123-4567</w:t>
</w:r>
This shall generate the following layout:
425-123-4567 25.12.2007 25-12-2007
If lang is set to ar-SA, the text would layout as:
4567-123-425 25.12.2007 2007-12-25

x.6

The Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm and Office Open XML

Office Open XML provides explicit markup to specify the classification of character runs, as well as to apply
embedding and override settings to text. Therefore, it is important to understand how to represent the Unicode
Bidirectional Algorithm in Open XML.
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Before displaying text contained within WordprocessingML documents, a consumer must resolve the
classification of characters in each line using the Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm
(http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr9/). Specifically, the sections that detail resolving weak types and resolving
neutral types must be followed. After applying this algorithm, the higher-level protocol specified by the rtl
element is used to set the directionality of all characters that are resolved as R, AN and EN. Note that AN and EN
that remain after applying W7 in that document will be in the right-to-left context.
This table lists the recommended way to interpret Unicode control characters in Office Open XML:
Unicode

Equivalent markup

Comment

RLO (U+202E)

<w:bdo w:val="rtl">

LRO (U+202D)

<w:bdo w:val="ltr">

RLE (U+202B)

<w:dir w:val="rtl">

LRE (U+202A)

<w:bdo w:val="ltr">

These Unicode characters have equivalent should be represented
by the equivalent markup within Office Open XML documents.
The behavior resulting from directly embedding these
discouraged characters within Office Open XML text is
unspecified.

PDF (U+202C)

</w:bdo> or
</w:dir>

RLM (U+200F)
and LRM
(U+200E)

None

These characters affect resolving the surrounding neutral and
weak types while classifying text as described above. Once the
characters are resolved, R runs should be tagged with <w:rtl
w:val=”1”/>. It is up to the implementer to preserve these
control characters in the text.

ZWJ (U+200D)
and ZWNJ
(U+200C)

None

These characters should be preserved as they impact the shaping
process at text rendering time.

Example #1:
The following text fragment:

he said:“RLEI LEAVE FOR united states TOMORROWPDF”.
would be represented using the following Office Open XML markup:
<w:r>
<w:t>he said: “</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:dir w:val="rtl">
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t xml:space="preserve">I LEAVE FOR </w:t>
</w:r>
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<w:r>
<w:t>united states</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t xml:space="preserve"> TOMORROW</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:dir>
<w:r>
<w:t>”.</w:t>
</w:r>
Example #2:
The following text fragment:
product number:

RLOGF-D623-daPDF

would be represented using the following Office Open XML markup:
<w:r>
<w:t>product number: “</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:bdo w:val=”rtl”>
<w:r>
<w:t>ad-326D-FG</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:bdo>
Example #3:
The following text fragment:
FIRSTLRM,SECONDLRM,THIRD
would be represented using the following Office Open XML markup:
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>FIRST</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
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<w:t>,</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>SECOND</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:t>,</w:t>
</w:r>
<w:r>
<w:rPr>
<w:rtl />
</w:rPr>
<w:t>THIRD</w:t>
</w:r>
End informative Annex.
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Response 730
Comment ID

IL-0025
Clause: Section
2.3.1.12
Paragraph: ind
(Paragraph
Indentation),
page 78-80

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Since properties "left", "leftChars", "right", "rightChars" are
affected by paragraph direction, their names are misleading.

Proposed change by the MB
Rename these properties respectively
to "lead", "leadChars", "trail",
"trailChars".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the current attribute names imply an inappropriate directionality bias. Accordingly, we will remove
them from their current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.3.1.12, pages 78–80), and place them into a new
annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
New direction-neutral attributes will replace them as follows:





left  start
leftChars  startChars
right  end
rightChars  endChars

The following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.3.1.12, pages 78–80:
Attributes

Description

left start (Left Start
Indentation)

Specifies the indentation which shall be placed at the start of this paragraph – between
the left text margin for this paragraph and the left edge of that paragraph's content in a
left to right paragraph, and the right text margin and the right edge of that paragraph's
text in a right to left paragraph. If the mirrorIndents property (§2.3.1.18) is specified for
this paragraph, then this indent is used for the inside page edge - the right page edge for
odd numbered pages and the left page edge for even numbered pages.
If this attribute is omitted, its value shall be assumed to be zero.
All other values for this element are relative to the text margin, Negative values are
defined such that the text is moved past the text margin, positive values move the text
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Attributes

Description
inside the text margin. This value may be superseded for the first line only via use of the
firstLine or hanging attributes. As well, if the leftChars startChars attribute is specified,
then this value is ignored.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pPr>
<w:ind w:leftstart="720" w:rightend="2880" />
</w:pPr>
This set of paragraph indentations specifies that this paragraph's text should be indented
720 twentieths of a point (one half inch) from the left text margin in this document,
assuming this is a left to right paragraph. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_SignedTwipsMeasure
simple type (§2.18.88).

leftstartChars (Left
Start Indentation in
Character Units)

Specifies the indentation which shall be placed at the start of this paragraph – between
the left text margin for this paragraph and the left edge of that paragraph's content in a
left to right paragraph, and the right text margin and the right edge of that paragraph's
text in a right to left paragraph. If the mirrorIndents property (§2.3.1.18) is specified for
this paragraph, then this indent is used for the inside page edge - the right page edge for
odd numbered pages and the left page edge for even numbered pages.
This value is specified in hundredths of a character unit.
If this attribute is omitted, its value shall be assumed to be zero.
All other values for this element are relative to the text margin, Negative values are
defined such that the text is moved past the text margin, positive values move the text
inside the text margin. This value may be superseded for the first line only via use of the
firstLine or hanging attributes. As well, if the left start attribute is specified, then its
value is ignored, and is superseded by this value.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pPr>
<w:ind w:leftstartChars="250" />
</w:pPr>
This set of paragraph indentations specifies that this paragraph's text should be indented
two and a half character units from the left text margin in this document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).

rightend (RightEnd
Indentation)

Specifies the indentation which shall be placed at the end of this paragraph – between
the right text margin for this paragraph and the right edge of that paragraph's content in
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Attributes

Description
a left to right paragraph, and the left text margin and the left edge of that paragraph's
text in a right to left paragraph. If the mirrorIndents property (§2.3.1.18) is specified for
this paragraph, then this indent is used for the outside page edge - the left page edge for
odd numbered pages and the right page edge for even numbered pages.
If this attribute is omitted, its value shall be assumed to be zero.
All other values for this element are relative to the text margin, Negative values are
defined such that the text is moved past the text margin, positive values move the text
inside the text margin. As well, if the rightendChars attribute is specified, then this value
is ignored.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pPr>
<w:ind w:leftstart="720" w:rightend="-1440" />
</w:pPr>
This set of paragraph indentations specifies that this paragraph's text should be indented
1440 twentieths of a point (one inch) into the right text margin in this document,
assuming this is a left to right paragraph. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_SignedTwipsMeasure
simple type (§2.18.88).

rightendChars
(RightEnd
Indentation in
Character Units)

Specifies the indentation which shall be placed at the end of this paragraph – between
the right text margin for this paragraph and the right edge of that paragraph's content in
a left to right paragraph, and the left text margin and the left edge of that paragraph's
text in a right to left paragraph. If the mirrorIndents property (§2.3.1.18) is specified for
this paragraph, then this indent is used for the outside page edge - the left page edge for
odd numbered pages and the right page edge for even numbered pages.
This value is specified in hundredths of a character unit.
If this attribute is omitted, its value shall be assumed to be zero.
All other values for this element are relative to the right text margin, Negative values are
defined such that the text is moved past the text margin, positive values move the text
inside the text margin. As well, if the rightend attribute is specified, then its value is
ignored, and is superseded by this value.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pPr>
<w:ind w:rightendChars="250" />
</w:pPr>
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Attributes

Description
This set of paragraph indentations specifies that this paragraph's text should be indented
two and a half character units from the right text margin in this document, assuming this
is a left to right paragraph. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DecimalNumber simple
type (§2.18.16).
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Response 731
Comment ID

IL-0026
Clause: The
whole spec
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Similar to the previous comment on section 2.3.1.12, wherever
the meaning of "left" and "right" their derivatives may be
inversed due to right-to-left direction of the concerned element,
the names should be changed.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "left" by "lead" and "right" by
"trail".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; along with the previous issue which raised this for a specific element, we will deprecate and replace
existing elements and attributes which expose this directionality bias, specifically:
To the following elements and attributes:








2.3.1.12
o ind@left  ind@start
o ind@leftChars  ind@startChars
o ind@right  ind@end
o ind@rightChars  ind@endChars
2.4.24, 2.4.25, 2.4.26, 2.4.27
o left  start
2.4.29, 2.4.30, 2.4.31, 2.4.32
o right  end
3.3.1.27
o dataConsolidate@leftLabels  dataConsolidate@startLabels
3.8.27
o left  start
3.8.35
o right  end

As well, to the following enumeration values:






2.18.50
o ”left” ”start”
o ”right” ”end”
2.18.91
o “left”  “before”
o “right”  “after”
2.18.100 (removing any assumptions about directionality within a single line)
o btLr  lr
o lrTb  tb
o lrTbV  tbV
o tbLrV  lrV
o tbRl  rl
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o tbRlV  rlV
3.18.60
o “topRight”  “topEnd”
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Response 732
Comment ID

IL-0027
Clause: Section
2.3.1.18
Paragraph:
mirrorIndents
(Use Left/Right
Indents as
Inside/Ou

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It seems that the example is wrong. It says that the inside
border is on the right on an odd numbered page. It should be
the contrary.

Proposed change by the MB
Correct the example if needed.

Proposed Disposition
The example provided is correct – the inside border does occur on the right side of odd pages (which do not
necessarily display an odd page number value – this refers to its ordinal position in the paginated document,
included unnumbered cover matter, etc).
Consider a document where the contents are used to generate signatures for binding – in this scenario, each
physical piece of paper displays two pages, like this:

The first page

The second page

The third page

The fourth page

When these pages are stacked and bound, odd-numbered pages occur on the left, even-numbered pages on the
right, like this:
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Odd pages

Even pages

With this presentation, it is appropriate for the “inside” indent to appear on the bound edge – the right edge for
odd numbered pages, the left edge for even numbered pages.
To clarify this, the following text will be added in Part 4, §2.3.1.18, page 94, at the end of line 19:
[Note: This mirroring is typically used when the contents of the document are used to generate signatures –
combinations of pages which are then placed in a binding. When signatures are printed, the first, third, etc.
pages are printed on the left, and the second, fourth, etc. are printed on the right, then bound and folded. end
note]
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Response 733
Comment ID

IL-0028
Clause: Section
2.3.1.37
Paragraph: tab
(Custom Tab
Stop), page 141

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text says: "This element specifies a single custom tab
stop within a set of custom tab stops applied as part of a set of
customized paragraph properties in a document."
This seems to imply that those tabs apply at paragraph level.
However, on page 142, we find in the description of the "pos"
attribute: "Specifies the position of the current custom tab stop
with respect to the current page margins."
In the case of a RTL paragraph within a LTR page, it is not
clear if the pos (tab stop position) value is measured starting
from the left (page margins) or from the right (paragraph
properties).

The tab position should start from the
right margin in RTL paragraphs. Make
this clear in the text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.3.1.37, page 141, line 15 through page 142, line 2:
This element specifies a single custom tab stop within a set of custom tab stops applied as part of a set of
customizeddefined within a set of paragraph properties in a document. A tab stop location shall always be
measured relative to the leading edge of the paragraph in which it is used (that is, the left edge for a left-to-right
paragraph, and the right edge for a right-to-left paragraph).
[Example: Consider a custom tab stops at 1.5" in a WordprocessingML document. This tab stop would be
contained within a tab element defining the tab stop as follows:
<w:tab w:val="left" w:pos="2160" />
The tab element specifies all of the properties for the customized tab stop for the current paragraph property
set. end example]
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Response 734
Comment ID

IL-0029
Clause: Section
2.4.22
Paragraph: jc
(Table Row
Alignment), on
page 344

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The text says: "The interpretation of property is reversed if the
parent table is right to left using the bidiVisual element."
Then in the formal description of the "val" attribute on page
345, we find: "The possible values for this attribute are always
specified relative to the page, and do not change semantic
from right-to-left and left-to-right documents."
This looks as a contradiction, or at least mightily confusing.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the meaning.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the use of a single-alignment simple type created unintentional confusion in Part 4, §2.4.22 (and other
places). The following changes will be made (note that this disposition overlaps with the concerns around
naming of directionally-dependent values):
1. Part 4, §2.4.21, page 344, attribute table:
Part 4, §2.4.22, page 345, attribute table:
Part 4, §2.4.23, page 346, attribute table:
Attributes
val (Alignment
Type)

Description
Specifies the justification which should be applied to the parent table object within a
document.
The possible values (see below) for this attribute are always specified relative to the
page, and do not change semantic from right-to-left and left-to-right documents.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment for a paragraph table in a
document:
<w:pPrtblPr>
<w:jc w:val="rightcenter" />
</w:pPrtblPr>
This paragraph table is now right justifiedcentered on the page, regardless of the
paragraph or section settings. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_JcTable simple type
(§2.18.50a).

2. Part 4, §2.18, add a new simple type definition:
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ST_JcTable (Table Alignment Type)
This simple type specifies all types of alignment that are available to be applied to tables in a WordprocessingML
document.
[Example: Consider a table row that is right aligned. This requirement would be specified as follows in the
WordprocessingML markup:
<w:trPr>
<w:jc w:val="end" />
</w:trPr>
The val attribute's value of end specifies that the table will be right-aligned on the page (assuming the table is
aligned left-to-right. end example]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

center (Align Center)

Specifies that the table shall be centered on the line
between both of the text margins in the document.
(See §2.4.1)

end (Align to Trailing Edge)

Specifies that the table shall be aligned to the trailing
edge of the text flow – the right text margin (for a leftto-right table); or the left text margin (for a right-toleft table) in the document. (See §2.4.1)

start (Align To Starting Edge)

Specifies that the table shall be aligned to the leading
edge of the text flow – the left text margin (for a leftto-right table); or the right text margin (for a right-toleft table) in the document. (See §2.4.1)

Referenced By
jc@val (§2.4.21); jc@val (§2.4.22); jc@val (§2.4.23)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_JcTable">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="center"/>
<enumeration value="end"/>
<enumeration value="left"/>
<enumeration value="right"/>
<enumeration value="start"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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3. To wml.xsd, the following changes will be made:
A new simple type (ST_JcTable):
<simpleType name="ST_JcTable">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="center"/>
<enumeration value="end"/>
<enumeration value="left"/>
<enumeration value="right"/>
<enumeration value="start"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

A new complex type (CT_JcTable):
<complexType name="CT_JcTable">
<attribute name="val" type="ST_JcTable" use="required">
<annotation>
<documentation>Table Alignment Type</xsd:documentation>
</annotation>
</attribute>
</complexType>

To CT_TrPrBase, CT_TblPr, CT_TrPrExBase:
<xsd:element name="jc" type="CT_JcTable" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>

In addition, we will remove the directionally biased enumeration values from their current location in the
specification (Part 4, §2.18.50, pages 1,744–1,746), and place them into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
Additional Enumeration Values for ST_JcTable (Table Alignment Type)
The following deprecated values can also be used within the context of the ST_JcTable simple type:
Enumeration Value
left (Align Left)

Description
Specifies that the table shall be aligned on the left text
margin (for a left-to-right table); or the right text
margin (for a right-to-left table) in the document. (See
§2.4.1)
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Enumeration Value
right (Align Right)

Description
Specifies that the table shall be aligned on the right
text margin (for a left-to-right table); or the left text
margin (for a right-to-left table) in the document. (See
§2.4.1)
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Response 735
Comment ID

IL-0030
Clause: Section
3.8.1, on page
2092
Paragraph:
Alignment

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description of attribute "readingOrder" list 3 possible
values but does not specify what is the effect of each value.

Proposed change by the MB
Define the meaning of the different
values of this attribute, add some
examples.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; description of readingOrder does not specify the effect of the three values on text alignment in cells.
We propose an update to the specification as shown below, and note that context dependent reading order is
necessarily different than Unicode, in order to support formulas in SpreadsheetML. Because formulas begin
with non-strong characters and must be written left-to-right, SpreadsheetML determines the reading order
based on the first non-whitespace character.
The following change will be made to the table in Part 4, §3.8.1, pages 2092–2093:
Attributes
readingOrder
(Reading Order)

Description
An integer value indicating whether the reading order (bidirectionality) of the cell is leftto-right, right-to-left, or context dependent.
0 - Context Dependent - reading order is determined by scanning the text for the first
non-whitespace character: if it is a strong right-to-left character reading order it set to
right-to-left; otherwise, the reading order is set as left-to-right.
1 - Left-to-Right - reading order should move left-to-right in the cell, as in English.
2 - Right-to-Left - reading order should move right-to-left in the cell, as in Hebrew.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.
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Response 736
Comment ID

IL-0031
Clause:
Presentation
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is allowed to use the "rtl" attribute for text strings in a
presentation. There is no specification of what should be the
effect of this attribute.

Proposed change by the MB
Define the effect of the "rtl" attribute in
presentation, add some examples.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will provide a better example for the descriptions of the RTL properties within each of attribute
descriptions of the ‘rtl’ property. The change below should be made to the following parts:












§5.1.5.2.2, page 3,383
§5.1.5.2.7, page 3,401
§5.1.5.4.13, page 3,458
§5.1.5.4.14, page 3,466
§5.1.5.4.15, page 3,475
§5.1.5.4.16, page 3,483
§5.1.5.4.17, page 3,492
§5.1.5.4.18, page 3,500
§5.1.5.4.19, page 3,509
§5.1.5.4.20, page 3,517
§5.1.5.4.21, page 3,526

Attributes
rtl (Right To Left)

Description
Specifies whether the text is right-to-left or left-to-right in its flow direction. If this
attribute is omitted, then a value of 0, or left-to-right is implied.
[Example: Consider the scenario where the user wanted text to flow from right to left.
That is within the bounding text box the first word would be right aligned with each
additional word being written to the left of the previous while continuing to flow top to
bottom. The DrawingML to describe this might be as follows. Consider the following
example of a text body with two lines of text. In this example, both lines contain English
and Arabic text, however, the second line has the rtl attribute set to true whereas the
first line does not set the rtl attribute.

<p:txBody>
...
<a:p>
<a:r>
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Attributes

Description
<a:t>Test <تجربة/a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
<a:p>
<a:pPr rtl="1"/>
<a:r>
<a:t>Test <تجربة/a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
</p:txBody>
<p:txBody>
…
<a:p>
<a:pPr rtl="1" …/>
…
<a:t>Sample text…</a:t>
…
</a:p>
</p:txBody>
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Response 737
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

"test" is written instead of "text" (twice for each location)

IL-0032
Clause: Page
4367, 4398,
4439, 4476,
4512, 4539,
4576, 460
Paragraph:
direction

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §6.1.2.{1, 3, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23} and
6.2.2.26. The below text sequence appears throughout the aforementioned sections.



ltr - TestText is displayed left-to-right.
rtl - TestText is displayed right-to-left.
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Response 738
Comment ID

GR-0012
Clause: Part 1,
Section 15.2.14
Paragraph: -

NO-0008
Clause: [Part 1]
15.2.14 [Part 4]
2.3.1.6, 2.4.51,
2.4.52
Paragraph: -

NZ-0050
Clause: Paragraph: -

NZ-0052
Clause: 2.8.2.16
Paragraph: -

NZ-0053
Clause: 2.8.2.16
Paragraph: -

VE-0002
Clause: All the
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Security hole. OOXML allows the inclusion of arbitrary
binary blobs of data in ways that could be abused my
malicious document authors. For example: Part 1, Section
15.2.14 recommends that print settings be stored in the binary
DEVMODE format used by Windows printer drivers. However,
if someone were to change this DEVMODE binary data it
would be loaded into the printer driver the next time a user
tried to print. Since a printer driver operates at a higher level
of privilege than a user, this may allow a hacker to take control
of a user's machine by crafting a specific document.

The current procedure could be a
good approach to keep interoperability
with past legacy tools, but an ISO
standard must provide a clear
specification for future implementations
which does not perpetuate a security
hole.

Summary:
The specification should not include binary notations.
Justification:
Unspecified (or underspecified) binary notations, especially
those with operating system dependencies, inhibit
interoperability and do not belong in an ISO standard. Even
well-specified binary notations, such as bitmasks used to
encode multiple boolean values, are inappropriate in an XMLbased interchange format. Non-standard text-based encodings
of control characters, such as 'bstr' (basic string) are also
inappropriate.

All references to platform specific
and/or binary notations, such as
DEVMODE for printer settings and
bitmasks for boolean values, should be
removed and, where possible, replaced
by open, XML-based standards, more
explicit XML vocabulary, or base64
encoding.

The specification does not disclose full interoperability
information but relies in many instances on binary code that is
not disclosed.

All necessary interoperability
information needs to be disclosed.
Further, all issues relating to IP, patents
and access shall be examined in depth
and irrevocable agreement obtained
from Microsoft that all required access
to information will be provided without
monetary consideration, potential treat
of legal action or issues relating to
copyright..

The Specification continues to use binary code although a
significant advantage of XML is that it is generally text based
and therefore humanly readable. It contains extensive
undocumented binary sections, referring to values instead of
words, thereby removing the possibilities to understand the
Specification without further explanation. This means that
without a specific import/export filter, the content rendered will
be unreadable.

Remove binary code and anything else
which inhibits understanding of the
Secification

Many of the binary sections refer back to Windows
architecture which is unknown to software engineers outside
Microsoft, and would require analytic and engineering work.
Examples are found in font definition, conditional formatting for
paragraph, table cell, table row, and table style settings.

Remove binary code and anything else
which inhibits understanding of the
Specification

Security issue: OOXML allows the inclusion of arbitrary
binary blobs of data in ways that could be abused my
malicious document authors.

Avoid such a practice

Ensure content rendered is readable
without need for a specific
import/export filiter

Proposed Disposition
We agree that underspecified features inhibit interoperability, and instances of this should be corrected.
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We note that independently of DIS 29500, many types of non-XML content are allowed in office document
formats, such as ISO/IEC 26300 (ODF) for the benefit of the users, including image and media formats or Object
Linking and Embedding (see ODF standard (§9.3.3) which defines the <draw:object-ole> element).
Regarding “Security issue: OOXML allows the inclusion of arbitrary binary blobs of data in ways that could be
abused my malicious document authors”
Binary content is used in existing ISO standard document formats, including ISO26300 and all versions of PDF
which are ratified ISO standards. All file formats of all kinds are subject to tampering challenges, including binary
and XML document formats. Binary and other objects embedded within DIS29500 documents require each
content type to have a full declaration, allowing any implementer to manage that content using the identifying
information. The parsing of document formats within applications should be regarded as an important part of
working with that document format. This includes properly and safely utilizing embedded binary content, as well
as discarding inappropriately defined or malformed binary content.
Regarding DEVMODE for printer settings:
As indicated in our response to CL-0044, CL-0049, CO-0005, CO-0147, CO-0148, DE-0010, DE-0153, DK-0106, DK0152, DK-0160, FR-0019, GB-0047, GR-0012, IN-0053, IN-0079, IR-0006, KR-0003, NZ-0014, US-0037 , it is
recommended that a Printer Settings Part contain well documented XML content for improved interoperability;
Regarding the use of bitmasks in the specification
Bitmasks are non-binary information that are fully specified in DIS 29500. Examples of XSLT transformation that
can handle bitmasks are included in our response to DE-0102, FR-0185, GB-0182, US-0123, VE-0068 and other
comments.
Regarding Custom Property Part:
As indicated in our response to CA-0009, CL-0042, DE-0007, DK-0102, FR-0015, GB-0042, PR-0010, US-0034 a
change has been made to include information specifying that it is recommended that a Custom Property Part
contain XML content for improved interoperability.
Regarding the use of “bstr”:
As indicated in our response to CA-0065, CO-0231, CZ-0038, FR-0377, GB-0592, GR-0093, KE-0065, PT-0114, US0162, VE-0069, we propose a way of escaping characters in bstr constructs.
Regarding Intellectual Property
For detailed information about IPR in DIS 29500, please refer to the proposed disposition of comments AU-0002,
BG-0002, CH-0004, CH-0019, GR-0001, GR-0015, IN-0006, IN-0070, IR-0057, KE-0074, KE-0075, NZ-0010, NZ0054, PT-0001, PT-0003, PT-0004, US-0003, and ZA-0008.
Finally, it is important to note that the initial draft received considerable contributions through the work of Ecma
TC 45, and, as a result, grew from approximately 2,000 to 6,000 pages, which constitutes the current DIS 29500.
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We believe that a great deal of due diligence was performed to ensure that the contents of the spec were
specified completely.
In response to the comments we received from National Bodies, we have made many corrections, clarifications
and improvements to the specification. One important area addressed was the specification of features that
needed additional documentation and we believe that all necessary interoperability information have been
disclosed, as listed in the response to comment BR-0001, CA-0020, and NO-0009, among others. It is important
to note that DIS 29500, with the modifications proposed by Ecma, do not depends on any particular platform
such as Windows or others.
A growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those released by Apple
(Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office
2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager),
Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm
OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server),
Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007)
and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire,
Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the
Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile).
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Response 739
Comment ID

FR-0115
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1504, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example for the HINDICARDTEXT switch argument
includes damaged graphical characters (in the PDF file).

Proposed change by the MB
Fix the damaged characters.

Proposed Disposition
In the table in Part 4, §2.16.4.3 page 1504, the example for the HINDICARDTEXT switch argument includes
damaged graphical characters (in the PDF file).
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Response 740
Comment ID

FR-0522
Clause: Part 4,
Section 4.7 Slide
Synchronization
Data
Paragraph: page
3163, line 4

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

'The sldSyncPr element lives in the slideUpdateInfo directory of
the PowerPoint file container.' cannot properly define any part
of the OOXML specification, in that it refers to a specific
software product, on the one hand, and uses terms that are
alien to the description of the structure of the artefacts being
defined, i. e. XML documents. This is reinforced by the parent
element specification given line 7, which is unrelated to any
acceptable root element for OOXML documents.

Reconsider section 4.7 as a whole.
Either describe in proper ways features
that would be relevant to spreadsheet
documents XML storage, or else remove
it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. The following text will be changed in part 4, §4.7, page 3,163.
It is often desired to allow a user to pull slides from a library of pre-existing content. In order to facilitate
synchronization of this content with a server, the sldSyncPr element exists to store modification/insertion time
properties to enable this synchronization. The sldSyncPr element lives in the slideUpdateInfo directory of the
PowerPoint Presentation file container.
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Response 741
Comment ID

IN-0022
Clause:
Throughout the
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The ―Slide Synchronization Properties‖ feature of DrawingML.
provides the ability for presentation to synchronize slide
content with centrally-stored slides on a server. This is a
feature of Microsoft PowerPoint and SharePoint. However, the
description of this feature in OOXML lacks sufficient details.
What is the communication protocol? What is the data model?
Although standards exist for describing a client-server protocol
of this sort, namely the various Web Services standards,
OOXML gives no information. Independent interoperable
implementations of this function are prevented and the one
implementation that exists will be tied to SharePoint.

Proposed change by the MB
Necessary details to be provided

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the current text implied that a specific data access mechanism was needed to use this functionality,
which was incorrect. The following changes will be made to the specification. With the proposed changes, the
information necessary to implement this functionality is fully defined in DIS29500.

Part 3, section 4.5.1, page 258:

Slide Synchronization
This subclause provides an overview of the Slide Synchronization Data part and its contentsp:SldSyncPr element
in pml-slideSynchronizationData.xsd.
Introduction
It is often the case that slides are repurposed from existing presentations to be used in other presentations. In
such cases, it is often beneficial for there to be an association, or a pairing, between the original slide and all
copied instances of it. In the presence of such a pairing, applications can enable a variety of time-saving
features, including the automatic updates of copied slides when the original slide changes. The Slide
Synchronization Data part is designed to enable such functionality.
Conceptually, there are four components of this pairing:





an external relationship that refers to where the original slide is stored;
a unique identifier for the original slide;
a date/time field that indicates when the slide in the current presentation was last updated; and,
a date/time field that indicates when the original slide was last updated.

The intent behind these components is to provide a method of finding the original slide (i.e., the combination of
the external relationship and the unique identifier) and to provide a trigger that an application can use to detect
that the original slide has changed (i.e., differences between the two date/time fields).
A Slide Library is a library type in SharePoint Server that exclusively contains single-slide presentations. Users
are able to publish and reuse slides to/from these libraries. Furthermore, when a user inserts a slide from the
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library into a presentation, she is able to create an update relationship so that she is notified when the original
slide on the server changes.
It is worth noting that the SlideUpdateInfo part in itself does not define the complete slide update functionality.
That part requires a SharePoint Slide Library or compatible server (e.g., a webdav server that emulates
SharePoint SOAP methods).
Slide Update Info
For each slide in a presentation that is paired with an original slide, there is a corresponding Slide
Synchronization Data parthas an update relationship with its counterpart in a Slide Library, a Slide Update Info
part is created. The diagram below provides an overview of this relationship.

Slide 1

Presentation

SlideUpdateInfo1

URL to original
slide

Slide
UpdateInfo3

URL to original
slide

Slide 2

Slide 3

Each Slide Update Info part is stored under its own folder. For example:
/ppt/slideUpdateInfo/slideUpdateInfo1.xml
/ppt/slideUpdateInfo/slideUpdateInfo3.xml
Each Slide Synchronization Data part is identified by an implicit relationship from the appropriate Slide part The
part is indentified for each slide by a relationship with the following characteristics:
Type: http://…/slideUpdateInfo
TargetMode: Internal
Target= "<Uri of the slideupdateinfo part for the slide>"
The content type of the update info part is application/vnd.openxmlformatsofficedocument.presentationml.slideUpdateInfo+xml.
The Slide Synchronization Data part contains the aforementioned unique identifier and both date/time fields.
These Slide Synchronization Data It contains:



Modified time of the slide on the server when it was inserted (stored in ISO 8061 format).
Time the slide was inserted into the presentation.
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Regular ID of the slide on the server (saved as a string)

These Slide Update Info parts themselves have an external relationship to the Slide Library Url from which the
Slide was inserted.
Type: http://.../slidelibraryUrl
TargetMode: External
Target = “<Url of the Slide Library>”
Every Slide Update Info part should have exactly one occurrence of this relationship.
Samples:
slideupdateinfo1.xml
<p:sldUpdatePr … serverSldId="7991" serverSldModifiedTime="2006-03-08T18:48:33"
clientInsertedTime="2006-03-10T06:02:33.975" />
slideupdateinfo1.xml.rels
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
<Relationships xmlns="http://.../relationships">
<Relationship Id="rId1" Type=http://.../slideUpdateUrl
Target="http://content/slides" TargetMode="External" />
</Relationships>
Part 4, section 4.7, page 3163:

4.7

Slide Synchronization Data

It is often desired to allow a user to pull slides from a library of pre-existing content. In order to facilitate
synchronization of this content with a server, the sldSyncPr element exists to store modification/insertion time
properties to enable this synchronization. The sldSyncPr element lives in the slideUpdateInfo directory of the
PowerPoint file container.
It is often the case that slides are repurposed from existing presentations to be used in other presentations. In
such cases, it is often beneficial for there to be an association, or a pairing, between the original slide and all
copied instances of it. In the presence of such a pairing, applications can enable a variety of time-saving
features, including the automatic updates of copied slides when the original slide changes. The Slide
Synchronization Data part is designed to enable such application-specific functionality.
This information is stored in the Slide Synchronization Data part, which is referenced via an implicit relationship
from the associated Slide part.
4.7.1 sldSyncPr (Slide Synchronization Properties)
This element specifies the properties associated with the slide synchronization specified for the current slide the
information needed to associate the original slide with all copied instances of it.
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Parent Elements
Root element of PresentationML Slide Synchronization Data part

Child Elements

Subclause

extLst (Extension List)

§4.2.5

Attributes
clientInsertedTime
(Client Slide
Insertion date/time)

Description
The date and time that the server-basedoriginal slide was inserted last updated into in
the client current presentation. This field is used purely for informative purposes so that
the user may know when the slide was inserted.
The date/time is stored in ISO 8061 8601 format.
[Note: This value can be used to inform the user of when the last synchronization was, as
well as to determine when to next check for an updated version. end note]
[Example: Notice the use of clientInsertedTime in this UI to provide users information on
when the slide was inserted from the slide library.

End Example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema dateTime datatype.
serverSldId

A string that, when paired with the target of the Slide Synchronization Data part’s
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Attributes
(Server's Slide File
ID)

Description
external relationship, uniquely identifies the original slide.
Identifier of the slide file on the server. This ID is unrelated to the Slide's ID, and is a
unique identifier for the slide in the slide library.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

serverSldModified
Time (Server's Slide
File's modification
date/time)

The date and time that the original slide was last modified in its location as defined by
the target f the Slide Synchronization Data part’s external relationship The last
modification date and time for the slide file that is located on the server. This date, when
compared with the last modification date and time on the server, determines whether an
update of this slide is necessary.
The date and time are stored in ISO 8061 8601 format.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema dateTime datatype.
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Response 742
Comment ID

MY-0007
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.35
―INDEX‖
Paragraph: Page
1540 (1546)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This Section has a direct reference to ST_LangCode (2.18.52)
with no alternate usage of ST_Lang (2.18.51) as advised by
the Ecma Response (2.5.2) on ISO 639 language name
codes:

Proposed change by the MB
Incorporate ISO 639 Language codes
in encoding Indexes instead of the
limited ST_LangCode

―The use of the ISO 639-1 letter code style is the primary use,
and the ST_LangCode model is a fallback alternative if the
producer would rather use the hexadecimal values as defined
in
2.18.52.‖
This limits the utility of this draft standard as only a limited
number of language IDs are codified for INDEXes.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; Part 4, §2.18.52 and its mapping table that begins on page 1,748 will be replaced with a new subclause
in Part 4, §2.16.3.6, and the references to it will be updated. Note that §2.18.52 is being deleted in response to
another comment.
The following changes will be made:
1. Add the following subclause:
2.16.3.6 Legacy language references
Whenever a field requires a language identifier as one of its field-switches, that language identifier should be
provided using the syntax defined by the ST_Lang simple type (§2.18.51). However, there exists a legacy
mechanism by which language identifiers may be stored. The following table lists those language codes and their
corresponding languages [Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with documents containing these
values, and the use of these identifiers is discouraged. end rationale]:
Language Code

Language - Country/Region

1025

Arabic - Saudi Arabia

1026

Bulgarian

1027

Catalan

1028

Chinese - Taiwan

1029

Czech

1030

Danish

1031

German - Germany

1032

Greek

1033

English - United States
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

1034

Spanish - Spain (Traditional Sort)

1035

Finnish

1036

French - France

1037

Hebrew

1038

Hungarian

1039

Icelandic

1040

Italian - Italy

1041

Japanese

1042

Korean

1043

Dutch - Netherlands

1044

Norwegian (Bokmål)

1045

Polish

1046

Portuguese - Brazil

1047

Rhaeto-Romanic

1048

Romanian

1049

Russian

1050

Croatian

1051

Slovak

1052

Albanian - Albania

1053

Swedish

1054

Thai

1055

Turkish

1056

Urdu

1057

Indonesian

1058

Ukrainian

1059

Belarusian

1060

Slovenian

1061

Estonian

1062

Latvian

1063

Lithuanian

1064

Tajik

1065

Farsi

1066

Vietnamese

1067

Armenian - Armenia
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

1068

Azeri (Latin)

1069

Basque

1070

Sorbian

1071

FYRO Macedonian

1072

Sutu

1073

Tsonga

1074

Tswana

1075

Venda

1076

Xhosa

1077

Zulu

1078

Afrikaans - South Africa

1079

Georgian

1080

Faroese

1081

Hindi

1082

Maltese

1083

Sami (Lappish)

1084

Gaelic (Scotland)

1085

Yiddish

1086

Malay - Malaysia

1087

Kazakh

1088

Kyrgyz (Cyrillic)

1089

Swahili

1090

Turkmen

1091

Uzbek (Latin)

1092

Tatar

1093

Bengali (India)

1094

Punjabi

1095

Gujarati

1096

Oriya

1097

Tamil

1098

Telugu

1099

Kannada

1100

Malayalam

1101

Assamese
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

1102

Marathi

1103

Sanskrit

1104

Mongolian (Cyrillic)

1105

Tibetan - People's Republic of China

1106

Welsh

1107

Khmer

1108

Lao

1109

Burmese

1110

Galician

1111

Konkani

1112

Manipuri

1113

Sindhi - India

1114

Syriac

1115

Sinhalese - Sri Lanka

1116

Cherokee - United States

1117

Inuktitut

1118

Amharic - Ethiopia

1119

Tamazight (Arabic)

1120

Kashmiri (Arabic)

1121

Nepali

1122

Frisian - Netherlands

1123

Pashto

1124

Filipino

1125

Divehi

1126

Edo

1127

Fulfulde - Nigeria

1128

Hausa - Nigeria

1129

Ibibio - Nigeria

1130

Yoruba

1131

Quecha - Bolivia

1132

Sepedi

1136

Igbo - Nigeria

1137

Kanuri - Nigeria

1138

Oromo
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

1139

Tigrigna - Ethiopia

1140

Guarani - Paraguay

1141

Hawaiian - United States

1142

Latin

1143

Somali

1144

Yi

1145

Papiamentu

1152

Uighur - China

1153

Maori - New Zealand

1279

HID (Human Interface Device)

2049

Arabic - Iraq

2052

Chinese - People's Republic of China

2055

German - Switzerland

2057

English - United Kingdom

2058

Spanish - Mexico

2060

French - Belgium

2064

Italian - Switzerland

2067

Dutch - Belgium

2068

Norwegian (Nynorsk)

2070

Portuguese - Portugal

2072

Romanian - Moldava

2073

Russian - Moldava

2074

Serbian (Latin)

2077

Swedish - Finland

2080

Urdu - India

2092

Azeri (Cyrillic)

2108

Gaelic (Ireland)

2110

Malay - Brunei Darussalam

2115

Uzbek (Cyrillic)

2117

Bengali (Bangladesh)

2118

Punjabi (Pakistan)

2128

Mongolian (Mongolian)

2129

Tibetan - Bhutan

2137

Sindhi - Pakistan
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

2143

Tamazight (Latin)

2144

Kashmiri

2145

Nepali - India

2155

Quecha - Ecuador

2163

Tigrigna - Eritrea

3073

Arabic - Egypt

3076

Chinese - Hong Kong SAR

3079

German - Austria

3081

English - Australia

3082

Spanish - Spain (Modern Sort)

3084

French - Canada

3098

Serbian (Cyrillic)

3179

Quecha - Peru

4097

Arabic - Libya

4100

Chinese - Singapore

4103

German - Luxembourg

4105

English - Canada

4106

Spanish - Guatemala

4108

French - Switzerland

4122

Croatian (Bosnia/Herzegovina)

5121

Arabic - Algeria

5124

Chinese - Macao SAR

5127

German - Liechtenstein

5129

English - New Zealand

5130

Spanish - Costa Rica

5132

French - Luxembourg

5146

Bosnian (Bosnia/Herzegovina)

6145

Arabic - Morocco

6153

English - Ireland

6154

Spanish - Panama

6156

French - Monaco

7169

Arabic - Tunisia

7177

English - South Africa

7178

Spanish - Dominican Republic
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

7180

French - West Indies

8193

Arabic - Oman

8201

English - Jamaica

8202

Spanish - Venezuela

8204

French - Reunion

9217

Arabic - Yemen

9225

English - Caribbean

9226

Spanish - Colombia

9228

French - Democratic Rep. of Congo

10241

Arabic - Syria

10249

English - Belize

10250

Spanish - Peru

10252

French - Senegal

11265

Arabic - Jordan

11273

English - Trinidad

11274

Spanish - Argentina

11276

French - Cameroon

12289

Arabic - Lebanon

12297

English - Zimbabwe

12298

Spanish - Ecuador

12300

French - Cote d'Ivoire

13313

Arabic - Kuwait

13321

English - Philippines

13322

Spanish - Chile

13324

French - Mali

14337

Arabic - U.A.E.

14345

English - Indonesia

14346

Spanish - Uruguay

14348

French - Morocco

15361

Arabic - Bahrain

15369

English - Hong Kong SAR

15370

Spanish - Paraguay

15372

French - Haiti

16385

Arabic - Qatar
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Language Code

Language - Country/Region

16393

English - India

16394

Spanish - Bolivia

17417

English - Malaysia

17418

Spanish - El Salvador

18441

English - Singapore

18442

Spanish - Honduras

19466

Spanish - Nicaragua

20490

Spanish - Puerto Rico

21514

Spanish - United States

58378

Spanish - Latin America

58380

French - North Africa

Any other value

Undefined. Shall not be used.

2. Part 4, §2.16.5.35, page 1,540, the table row for the \z switch will be updated as follows:
\z fieldargument

The text in this switch's field-argument is specifies the language ID used to generate the
index.as defined in the ST_LangCode (§2.18.52) simple type. This language ID can be
specified in either of the following formats:
 The format defined by ST_Lang (§2.18.51)
 A value from the legacy language identifier table supplied in section §2.16.3.6
[Rationale: This list is maintained for compatibility with documents containing these
values, and the use of this identifier is discouraged. end rationale]
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Response 743
Comment ID

MY-0008
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.52
―ST_LangCode‖
Paragraph: Page
1755 (1761)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The stated Reference to this section is only 2.18.51
―ST_Lang‖. However Section 2.16.5.35 ―INDEX‖ also refers to
this section

Proposed change by the MB
Add ―INDEX (§2.16.5.35)‖ In the
Reference box

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, to fix another issue (comment MY-0007), this simple type definition (Part 4, §2.18.52) will be
removed from the specification, so this reference list will no longer be present.
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Response 744
Comment ID

MY-0013
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.48
―ST_PresetColor
Val‖
Paragraph: Page
3748 (3754)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The Definition of 140 colours are remarkably close to the W3C
definition of colours, which include the names and the colour
values.

ST_PresetColorVal should leverage on
existing and mature colour palettes as
defined by W3C SVG colours.

HYPERLINK
"http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/types.html#ColorKeywords"
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/types.html#ColorKeywords
However there are a handful of discrepancies, in that ―dark‖ is
renamed as ―dk‖ and certain values of the colours are
different. This is probably to avoid conflicts with colours from
ST_HighlightColor (2.18.46).
Redefinition of an already mature standard is unnecessary

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §5.1.12.48, pages 3,748–3,752, within the enumeration
table:
Enumeration Value

Description

aliceBlue (Alice Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (240,248,255)

antiqueWhite (Antique White Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (250,235,215)

aqua (Aqua Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,255,255)

aquamarine (Aquamarine Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (127,255,212)

azure (Azure Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (240,255,255)

beige (Beige Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (245,245,220)

bisque (Bisque Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,228,196)

black (Black Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,0)

blanchedAlmond (Blanched Almond Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,235,205)

blue (Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,255)

blueViolet (Blue Violet Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (138,43,226)

brown (Brown Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (165,42,42)

burlyWood (Burly Wood Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (222,184,135)

cadetBlue (Cadet Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (95,158,160)

chartreuse (Chartreuse Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (127,255,0)

chocolate (Chocolate Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (210,105,30)

coral (Coral Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,127,80)
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cornflowerBlue (Cornflower Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (100,149,237)

cornsilk (Cornsilk Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,248,220)

crimson (Crimson Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (220,20,60)

cyan (Cyan Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,255,255)

darkBlue (Dark Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,139)

darkCyan (Dark Cyan Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,139,139)

darkGoldenrod (Dark Goldenrod Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (184,134,11)

darkGray (Dark Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (169,169,169)

darkGrey (Dark Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (169,169,169)

darkGreen (Dark Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,100,0)

darkKhaki (Dark Khaki Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (189,183,107)

darkMagenta (Dark Magenta Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (139,0,139)

darkOliveGreen (Dark Olive Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (85,107,47)

darkOrange (Dark Orange Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,140,0)

darkOrchid (Dark Orchid Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (153,50,204)

darkRed (Dark Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (139,0,0)

darkSalmon (Dark Salmon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (233,150,122)

darkSeaGreen (Dark Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (143,188,143)

darkSlateBlue (Dark Slate Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (72,61,139)

darkSlateGray (Dark Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (47,79,79)

darkSlateGrey (Dark Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (47,79,79)

darkTurquoise (Dark Turquoise Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,206,209)

darkViolet (Dark Violet Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (148,0,211)

deepPink (Deep Pink Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,20,147)

deepSkyBlue (Deep Sky Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,191,255)

dimGray (Dim Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (105,105,105)

dimGrey (Dim Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (105,105,105)

dkBlue (Dark Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,139)

dkCyan (Dark Cyan Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,139,139)

dkGoldenrod (Dark Goldenrod Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (184,134,11)

dkGray (Dark Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (169,169,169)

dkGrey (Dark Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (169,169,169)

dkGreen (Dark Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,100,0)

dkKhaki (Dark Khaki Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (189,183,107)
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dkMagenta (Dark Magenta Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (139,0,139)

dkOliveGreen (Dark Olive Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (85,107,47)

dkOrange (Dark Orange Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,140,0)

dkOrchid (Dark Orchid Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (153,50,204)

dkRed (Dark Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (139,0,0)

dkSalmon (Dark Salmon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (233,150,122)

dkSeaGreen (Dark Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (143,188,139143)

dkSlateBlue (Dark Slate Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (72,61,139)

dkSlateGray (Dark Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (47,79,79)

dkSlateGrey (Dark Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (47,79,79)

dkTurquoise (Dark Turquoise Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,206,209)

dkViolet (Dark Violet Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (148,0,211)

dodgerBlue (Dodger Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (30,144,255)

firebrick (Firebrick Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (178,34,34)

floralWhite (Floral White Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,250,240)

forestGreen (Forest Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (34,139,34)

fuchsia (Fuchsia Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,0,255)

gainsboro (Gainsboro Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (220,220,220)

ghostWhite (Ghost White Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (248,248,255)

gold (Gold Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,215,0)

goldenrod (Goldenrod Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (218,165,32)

gray (Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (128,128,128)

grey (Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (128,128,128)

green (Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,128,0)

greenYellow (Green Yellow Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (173,255,47)

honeydew (Honeydew Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (240,255,240)

hotPink (Hot Pink Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,105,180)

indianRed (Indian Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (205,92,92)

indigo (Indigo Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (75,0,130)

ivory (Ivory Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,255,240)

khaki (Khaki Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (240,230,140)

lavender (Lavender Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (230,230,250)

lavenderBlush (Lavender Blush Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,240,245)

lawnGreen (Lawn Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (124,252,0)
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lemonChiffon (Lemon Chiffon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,250,205)

lightBlue (Light Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (173,216,230)

lightCoral (Light Coral Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (240,128,128)

lightCyan (Light Cyan Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (224,255,255)

lightGoldenrodYellow (Light Goldenrod Yellow Preset
Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (250,250,210)

lightGray (Light Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (211,211,211)

lightGrey (Light Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (211,211,211)

lightGreen (Light Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (144,238,144)

lightPink (Light Pink Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,182,193)

lightSalmon (Light Salmon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,160,122)

lightSeaGreen (Light Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (32,178,170)

lightSkyBlue (Light Sky Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (135,206,250)

lightSlateGray (Light Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (119,136,153)

lightSlateGrey (Light Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (119,136,153)

lightSteelBlue (Light Steel Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (176,196,222)

lightYellow (Light Yellow Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,255,224)

lime (Lime Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,255,0)

limeGreen (Lime Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (50,205,50)

linen (Linen Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (250,240,230)

ltBlue (Light Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (173,216,230)

ltCoral (Light Coral Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (240,128,128)

ltCyan (Light Cyan Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (224,255,255)

ltGoldenrodYellow (Light Goldenrod Yellow Preset
Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (250,250,120210)

ltGray (Light Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (211,211,211)

ltGrey (Light Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (211,211,211)

ltGreen (Light Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (144,238,144)

ltPink (Light Pink Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,182,193)

ltSalmon (Light Salmon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,160,122)

ltSeaGreen (Light Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (32,178,170)

ltSkyBlue (Light Sky Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (135,206,250)

ltSlateGray (Light Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (119,136,153)

ltSlateGrey (Light Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (119,136,153)

ltSteelBlue (Light Steel Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (176,196,222)
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ltYellow (Light Yellow Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,255,224)

magenta (Magenta Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,0,255)

maroon (Maroon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (128,0,0)

medAquamarine (Medium Aquamarine Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (102,205,170)

medBlue (Medium Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,205)

medOrchid (Medium Orchid Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (186,85,211)

medPurple (Medium Purple Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (147,112,219)

medSeaGreen (Medium Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (60,179,113)

medSlateBlue (Medium Slate Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (123,104,238)

medSpringGreen (Medium Spring Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,250,154)

medTurquoise (Medium Turquoise Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (72,209,204)

medVioletRed (Medium Violet Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (199,21,133)

mediumAquamarine (Medium Aquamarine Preset
Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (102,205,170)

mediumBlue (Medium Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,205)

mediumOrchid (Medium Orchid Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (186,85,211)

mediumPurple (Medium Purple Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (147,112,219)

mediumSeaGreen (Medium Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (60,179,113)

mediumSlateBlue (Medium Slate Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (123,104,238)

mediumSpringGreen (Medium Spring Green Preset
Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,250,154)

mediumTurquoise (Medium Turquoise Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (72,209,204)

mediumVioletRed (Medium Violet Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (199,21,133)

midnightBlue (Midnight Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (25,25,112)

mintCream (Mint Cream Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (245,255,250)

mistyRose (Misty Rose Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,228,225)

moccasin (Moccasin Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,228,181)

navajoWhite (Navajo White Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,222,173)

navy (Navy Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,0,128)

oldLace (Old Lace Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (253,245,230)

olive (Olive Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (128,128,0)

oliveDrab (Olive Drab Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (107,142,35)

orange (Orange Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,165,0)

orangeRed (Orange Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,69,0)

orchid (Orchid Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (218,112,214)
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paleGoldenrod (Pale Goldenrod Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (238,232,170)

paleGreen (Pale Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (152,251,152)

paleTurquoise (Pale Turquoise Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (175,238,238)

paleVioletRed (Pale Violet Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (219,112,147)

papayaWhip (Papaya Whip Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,239,213)

peachPuff (Peach Puff Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,218,185)

peru (Peru Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (205,133,63)

pink (Pink Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,192,203)

plum (Plum Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (221,160,221)

powderBlue (Powder Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (176,224,230)

purple (Purple Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (128,0,128)

red (Red Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,0,0)

rosyBrown (Rosy Brown Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (188,143,143)

royalBlue (Royal Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (65,105,225)

saddleBrown (Saddle Brown Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (139,69,19)

salmon (Salmon Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (250,128,114)

sandyBrown (Sandy Brown Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (244,164,96)

seaGreen (Sea Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (46,139,87)

seaShell (Sea Shell Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,245,238)

sienna (Sienna Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (160,82,45)

silver (Silver Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (192,192,192)

skyBlue (Sky Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (135,206,235)

slateBlue (Slate Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (106,90,205)

slateGray (Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (112,128,144)

slateGrey (Slate Gray Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (112,128,144)

snow (Snow Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,250,250)

springGreen (Spring Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,255,127)

steelBlue (Steel Blue Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (70,130,180)

tan (Tan Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (210,180,140)

teal (Teal Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (0,128,128)

thistle (Thistle Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (216,191,216)

tomato (Tomato Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,99,71)

turquoise (Turquoise Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (64,224,208)

violet (Violet Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (238,130,238)
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wheat (Wheat Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (245,222,179)

white (White Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,255,255)

whiteSmoke (White Smoke Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (245,245,245)

yellow (Yellow Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (255,255,0)

yellowGreen (Yellow Green Preset Color)

Specifies a color with RGB value (154,205,50)
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Response 745
Comment ID

NO-0004
Clause: [Part 4]
2-7
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Summary:
The information model is unnecessarily complex.
Justification:
The XML information model described is unnecessarily
complex. Given the example in the Overview at page 13 (§5.6)

Simplify the information model and
document structure, in order to ease
implementation, interoperability and the
processing of the OOXML documents.
Where possible use notations in
conformance with ODF.

<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>Hello, world.</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
Could - and should - be represented as:
<p>Hello, world.</p>

Proposed Disposition
Although we acknowledge the submitter’s concern that the document model defined by WordprocessingML is
complex, we fundamentally disagree with this assertion. The WordprocessingML document model was
designed for accurate representation of a large corpus of existing documents that include annotations, revision
marks, comments, custom XML markup and other information that may occur at specific locations within
paragraphs. The existing <w:p><w:r><w:t> structure provides mechanisms for high-fidelity translation and
representation of this information, and the proposed elimination of the <w:r> and <w:t> elements would
necessitate some other non-XML mechanism for representing this information.
The proposed change to “notations in conformance with ODF” would not be consistent with the goal of
maximizing compatibility with the large corpus of existing binary documents.
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Response 746
Comment ID

IN-0025
Clause: 11.3.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The "compatibility with legacy formats" can only be
implemented by Microsoft As indicated, Ecma 376 requires
implementors to emulate the behaviour of previous Microsoft
products. As the
behaviour is not specified, and the products are proprietary,
only Microsoft can implement those portions of the
specification.
=== Ecma 376 requires implementors to support Windows
Metafiles instead of ISO 8632. As Windows Metafiles are a
proprietary technology, only Microsoft can implement this
portion of the specification reliably.

Proposed change by the MB
Such reference should be removed

=== Ecma 376 section 11.3.1 "Alternative Format Import Part"
allows implementations to insert content in alternate file
formats such as RTF. RTF is a Microsoft proprietary format.
Microsoft can support old binary documents simply by
embedding the RTF content. But other implementers cannot
reliably support those
documents because the specification for RTF is not included in
Ecma 376.

Proposed Disposition
Ecma 376 does not require implementers to support Windows Metafiles.
As to the specific issue of emulating behavior of existing products, we note that all such references have been
replaced with complete information about implementation of the expected behavior, so this is no longer an
issue. For example, see the proposed disposition of comments IN-0035, IN-0036 and IN-0037.
Regarding the concern about Alternative Format Import Part, it is common for document format standards to
allow for embedding of graphic formats or other formats which are not included in the standard itself.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 747
Comment ID

NZ-0051
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The Specification contains the commands for every single
feature that any Office version ever had, but does not tell the
user which version.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide version information for the
developer

Proposed Disposition
DIS 29500 defines a set of XML vocabularies for representing word-processing documents, spreadsheets and
presentations. The goal of this standard is to be capable of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of
word-processing documents, spreadsheets and presentations that had been produced by the Microsoft Office
applications including Office 97, Office 2000, Office 2003 and the 2007 Microsoft Office System.
However, it is not possible to create a simple one-to-one mapping between specific Office Open XML
functionalities and specific versions of Microsoft Office applications because the features have evolved over
time with each version of each application.
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Response 748
Comment ID

JP-0010
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The phrase "element type" is used differently from W3C XML
1.0. Here is an example of confusion caused by the abuse of
this phrase: in Clause 8 of Part 1, an element type is a local
name rather than a qualified name, and is thus different from
element types in XML 1.0.

Proposed change by the MB
Do not use the phrase "element type",
which is a string in XML 1.0.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; because this term has a well-accepted definition, it should not be used to mean anything else within the
context of the DIS. The following changes will be made:
Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 12–13:
Part 2, §4.1, page 6, lines 13–14:
Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 12–13:
59. An XML element typeThe qualified or unqualified name of a simple type, complex type, or base datatype
is written using a Type style. [Example: … as values of the xsd:anyURI data type. end example]
Part 1, §8.3, page 11, lines 22–23:
This subclause introduces the overall form of a WordprocessingML package, and identifies some of its main
element typescomponents. (See Part 3 for a more detailed introduction.)
Part 1, §8.3, page 11, lines 27–30:
A WordprocessingML package’s main part starts with a word processing root element. That element contains a
body, which, in turn, contains one or more paragraphs (as well as tables, pictures, and the like). A paragraph
contains one or more runs, where a run is a container for one or more pieces of text having the same set of
properties. Like many collection elements that define a logical piece of a word processing document types, each
run and paragraph can have associated with it a set of properties. For example, a run might have the property
bold, which indicates that run's text is to be displayed in a bold typeface.
Part 1, §8.4, page 12, lines 28–29:
This subclause introduces the overall form of a SpreadsheetML package, and identifies some of its main element
typescomponents. (See Part 3 for a more detailed introduction.)
Part 1, §8.5, page 13, lines 18–19:
This subclause introduces the overall form of a PresentationML package, and identifies some of its main element
typescomponents. (See Part 3 for a more detailed introduction.)
Part 3, §5.15.3.1.1, page 378, lines 11–23 and and page 379, lines 1–3:
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5.15.3.1.1
Type of Structural Element Type
There is a single simple type, ST_PtType, used to define a type of element; this is defined later. Element
Structural elements types hold the data associated with a diagram and are defined in relation to one-another
through relationship types. Seven different types of elements are available to the user:








doc – A document element. The document element is the root element within a diagram and can be
thought of as the canvas which the diagram is drawn on.
node – A model element. This is the basic type of an element type which is used and can be used to hold
text for example.
asst – This is used in hierarchy diagrams and represents an assistant element.
pres – A presentation element. This element defines the visual aspects associated with a node, or rather
the presentation aspects of an element.
parTrans – A parent transition element. This element holds the data for a parent-child relationship
between two elements of type node.
sibTrans – A sibling transition element. This element holds the data for the relationship defined
between two elements of type node whom are peers of one another.
unknown – An type of element type that is used to maintain backward compatibility.

Part 3, §5.15.6.1.7, page 393, line 29–36:
5.15.6.1.7
Element Type of Element
The simple type ST_ElementType defines the type of element, or point which get created and how they are
created from the data at hand. The different ways to pull from the data to create points are as follows:






all – use all of the data points, nodes and transitions
doc – use the document level, or root data point
node – use only data nodes input by the user
norm – in place for extensibility and behaves exactly opposite of the asst element type
nonNorm – in place for extensibility and behaves exactly opposite of the nonAsst element type

Part 4, §4.8.35, page 3,192, enumeration value table:
Enumeration Value

Description

category (Chart Build Element Type Enum ( Category
)Category Axis)

Category

gridLegend (Chart Build Element Type Enum ( Grid
Legend )Grid Legend)

Background Element (Grid and Legend)

ptInCategory (Chart Build Element Type Enum ( Point
in Cat )Single Point in Category)

Category Element

ptInSeries (Chart Build Element Type Enum ( Point in
Series )Single Point in Data Series)

Series Element

series (Chart Build Element Type Enum ( Series )Data
Series)

Series
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Part 4, §5.9.7.25, page 4,310, line 23:
5.9.7.25
ST_ElementType (Element Data Point Types)
Part 4, §5.9.7.26, page 4,311, lines 17–18:
5.9.7.26
ST_ElementTypes (Element Diagram Layout Node Type List)
A list of element diagram layout node types.
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Response 749
Comment ID

JP-0012

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"name of an XML element" is not defined.

Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Use "the tag name of an XML element".
The phrase "tag name" has been used
since W3C DOM Level 1.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; all such instances will be updated as suggested.
Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 6–7:
Part 2, §4.1, page 6, lines 7–8:
Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 6–7:
60. The tag name of an XML element is written using an Element style. [Example: The root element is
document. end example]
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Response 750
Comment ID

JP-0013

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"XML element attribute value" is not defined.

Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Use "XML attribute value" or "attribute
value".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; instances of this term throughout the document (listed below) will be changed:
Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 10–11:
Part 2, §4.1, page 6, lines 11–12:
Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 10–11:
61. An XML element attribute value is written using a constant-width style. [Example: … value of
CommentReference. end example]
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Response 751
Comment ID

JP-0014

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"XML element attribute" is not defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Use "XML attribute" or "attribute".

Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this term has no well-defined meaning and should not have been used. The following changes will be
made:
Part 1 §5, page 8, lines 8–11:
Part 2, §4.1, page 6, lines 9–12:
Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 8–11:
62. The name of an XML element attribute is written using an Attribute style. [Example: … an id attribute.
end example]
63. The value of Aan XML element attribute value is written using a constant-width style. [Example: … value
of CommentReference. end example]
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Response 752
Comment ID

JP-0015
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

"XML element type name" is extremely confusing. Those who
have carefully read the W3C XML 1.0 specification will think
that an "XML element type name" is a tag name.

If this phrase references to the name of
a simple datatype, use "datatype name
of an XML element".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this phrase should not be been used. The following changes will be made:
Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 12–13:
Part 2, §4.1, page 6, lines 13–14:
Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 12–13:
64. An XML element typeThe qualified or unqualified name of a simple type, complex type, or base datatype
is written using a Type style. [Example: … as values of the xsd:anyURI data type. end example]
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Response 753
Comment ID

JP-0016
Clause: All parts
(e.g., Page 5 of
Part 1)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"valid" is used in an ambiguous manner. For example what
does "valid" in the third paragraph of 2.5.2.6 of Part 4 mean?

Proposed change by the MB
Do not use the word "valid" when it
does not mention validity against some
schema. When it does mention validity,
always make clear which schema is in
question.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; use of the word “valid” should be carefully considered throughout the specification, especially in light of
its typical semantics within the domain of an XML-based format. We will review and update all uses of the word
as follows:



If “valid” is used in description of syntactic requirements of a schema, that schema will be mentioned.
If “valid” is used in description of anything else (e.g. logical correctness), it will be revised to another
term or removed.

The following examples (not exhaustive) illustrate how this rule will be applied:
Part 1, §9.1.6, page 17, lines 3—6:
9.1.6 Unknown Parts
With the exception of relationship parts, all other parts in an Office Open XML document that are not the target
of an implicit or explicit valid relationship are considered unknown parts. Unknown parts shall be ignored on
document consumption and can, but need not, be discarded on production.
Part 1, §10.1.2, page 23, lines 19—24:
10.1.2 Office Open XML Native Extensibility Constructs
Clause 12 of Part 5 specifies the ability for a markup language to define additional constructs for extensibility of
a specific markup language. Within the context of Office Open XML documents, the extLst element(s) defined in
individual markup languages shall allow the round-tripping of all unknown content regardless of the state of the
PreserveElements and PreserveAttributes elements. See Part 4 for additional information on the valid use of
XML elements which allow the use of the extLst construct.
Part 4, §2.2.1, page 27, lines 6—7:
For solid color fill backgrounds, however, the attributes on this element allow for the specification of use of any
valid RGB or theme color value (the latter a reference to the document's themes part).
Part 4, §2.3.3.18, page 260, lines 6—9:
This element specifies that a non breaking hyphen character shall be placed at the current location in the run
content. A non breaking hyphen is the equivalent of Unicode character 002D (the hyphen-minus), however it
shall not be used as a valid line breaking character for the current line of text when displaying this
WordprocessingML content.
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Part 4, §2.4.75, page 491, lines 16—19:
A tr element has one formatting child element, trPr (§2.4.78), which defines the properties for the row. Each
unique property on the table row is specified by a child element of this element. As well, a table row can contain
any valid row-level content, as defined by the WordprocessingML schema, which allows for the use of table
cells.
Part 4, §2.5.2.6, page 541, lines 15—20:
If this element is present and the parent structured document tag is not of a rich text type, then the current
value of the structured document tag shall be determined by finding the XML element (if any) which is
determined by the attributes on this element. If this information does not result in an valid XML element, then
the application may use any algorithm desired to find the closest available match. If this information does result
in an valid XML element, then the contents of that element shall be used to replace the current run content
within the document.
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Response 754
Comment ID

JP-0017

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The phrase "tag type" is undefined.

Proposed change by the MB
Do not use "tag type".

Clause: All parts
such as Page 18
of Part 1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the phrase “tag type” is inappropriate for use in the DIS. The instances of this term in Part 1, §9.2, page
18, lines 3–10 will be updated as follows:
For an explicit relationship, a resource is referenced from a source part’s XML using the Id attribute of a
Relationship tag. [Example: A document part can have a relationship to a hyperlink only if that hyperlink's
Relationship element’s Id attribute value is referenced explicitly by the document part’s XML. end example]
[Note: Because this mechanism is used generically across multiple tag typesXML elements, explicit relationships
can be extracted from an Office Open XML document without prior knowledge of tag semantics. end note].
Certain relationships shall be explicit.. All other relationships are implicit [Note: The syntax for specifying an
implicit relationship varies among tag typesbased on the content model of the XML element which is the source
of the relationship. end note]. Relationships that are required or permitted, and restrictions on those
relationships are described in §10–15 of this Part.
All other instances reviewed in Part 4 involved a compound word (e.g. “smart tag type”). Those instances are
appropriate.
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Response 755
Comment ID

FR-0141
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1507, line 1&2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example fails to make clear how the seconds get
underlined. The sole acceptable explanation we found was
something along 'gets underline by the application' (with or
without an interactive session with a human being). Since the
reminder of the explanation makes explicit references to field
updating, which is a different mechanism, the explanation
should make clearer how the seconds get underlined.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the explanation using relevant
terms.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.4.3, page 1,506, line 38 through page 1,507, line 4:
[Example: Consider the following field:
TIME \@ "HH:mm:ss" \* MERGEFORMAT
When it is updated, the result might be 12:22:27, for example. If the seconds part of the displayed field result
iwas underlined by the use of direct formatting within the original WordprocessingML, as in 12:22:27, when
that field is next updated, the seconds underlining is preserved. If MERGEFORMAT is omitted, the rPr element on
the run that contains the most recently updated field result is ignored.
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Response 756
Comment ID

FR-0142
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.4.3
General
formatting
Paragraph: page
1507, line 3

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The sentence 'the run that contains the most recently updated
field result' makes reference to dynamic behaviors that have no
specified meaning in the context of the storage of documents in
XML - which are inherently static.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the explanation using relevant
terms.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, note that this text is inside an (informative) note. The following change will be made to Part 4,
§2.16.4.3, page 1507, lines 2–4:
If MERGEFORMAT is omitted, the rPr element on the run that contains the most recently updated field result is
ignored.
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Response 757
Comment ID

FR-0143
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1507, line 30

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for 'Document Automation' implies that all
document automation fields send codes to printers, which is
probably untrue.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the description of the document
automation category.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, § 2.16.5, page 1,507:
Document Automation

Provides functionality for
automated document
processing. Compares values
and takes action based on
outcome, run macros, and
sends a code to a printer.
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COMPARE (§2.16.5.15), DOCVARIABLE
(§2.16.5.20), GOTOBUTTON (§2.16.5.29), IF
(§2.16.5.32), MACROBUTTON (§2.16.5.41),
PRINT (§2.16.5.53)
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Response 758
Comment ID

FR-0146
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1508, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The description for 'Links and References' makes reference to
Clarify the description of 'Links and
AutoText, which has no generally accepted meaning, and which References'.
is not defined in the OOXML text either.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, this reference is superfluous; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5, page 1,508:
Links and References

Inserts information from
another place in the same
document, or from a
different document or file, or
from an AutoText entry.
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AUTOTEXT (§2.16.5.8), AUTOTEXTLIST
(§2.16.5.9), BIBLIOGRAPHY (§2.16.5.11),
CITATION (§2.16.5.13) HYPERLINK
(§2.16.5.31), INCLUDEPICTURE
(§2.16.5.33), INCLUDETEXT (§2.16.5.34),
LINK (§2.16.5.39), NOTEREF (§2.16.5.47),
PAGEREF (§2.16.5.52), QUOTE (§2.16.5.56),
REF (§2.16.5.58), STYLEREF (§2.16.5.66)
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Response 759
Comment ID

FR-0147
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1508, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The second part of the description of 'Numbering' makes no
sense.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the description of 'Numbering'.

Proposed Disposition
In the Numbering row of the table in Part 4, §2.16.5 page 1508, the second part of the description of
'Numbering' makes no sense.
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Response 760
Comment ID

FR-0148
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5
Field definitions
Paragraph: page
1508, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description for 'Index and Tables' implies that all index and
tables fields generate multiple tables, which is probably untrue.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the description of the index and
tables category.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to the Index and Tables row of the table in Part 4, §2.16.5, page
1,508:
Index and Tables

Defines entries for, and
builds, a table of contents,
table of figures, and or table
of authorities.
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INDEX (§2.16.5.35), RD (§2.16.5.57), TA
(§2.16.5.69), TC (§2.16.5.70), TOA
(§2.16.5.74), TOC (§2.16.5.75), XE
(§2.16.5.79)
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Response 761
Comment ID

FR-0218
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.13
CITATION
Paragraph: page
1519, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The use of a singular in 'The following field-specific-switch'
suggests that at most one of the switches provided by the table
be used, which would be consistent with the rule given line 1.
However, the wording of the switches descriptions suggests
that more than one switch could be used for the same
CITATION field.

Proposed change by the MB
Resolve the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.13, page 1,519, lines 1 and 6:
2.16.5.13 CITATION
Syntax:
CITATION field-argument [ switches ]

…
Switches: One or more of Tthe following field-specific-switches.
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Response 762
Comment ID

FR-0225
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: page
1523, line 10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'By default, ... the date-and-time-formatting-switch used is
implementation-defined.' clause makes no sense in English.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the 'DATE' field from the
OOXML text or else provide a proper
definition for it.

Proposed Disposition
The following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.18, page 1,523, lines 10–11:
Description: Retrieves the current date and time. If no calendar is specified via a field-specific-switch or dateand-time-formatting-switch, By default, the Gregorian calendar is used., As specified in Date and Time
Formatting (§2.16.4.1), if no and the date-and-time-formatting-switch used is present, a date or time result is
formatted in an implementation-defined manner.
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Response 763
Comment ID

FR-0227
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: page
1524, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description provided for the '\l' switch makes reference to a
concept that is not defined in the context of a storage format,
and that cannot be defined without making reference to a
dynamic model of applications behaviors, which the OOXML
text explicitly declines to do. Accordingly, the definition of '\l' is
broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the '\l' switch or else provide a
proper definition for it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.18, page 1,524, lines 2–3 to explicitly acknowledge
that this flag applies only during a field update:
Switches: Zero or one date-and-time-formatting-switch and zero or one of the following field-specific-switches.
\h

Use the Hijri/Lunar calendar.

\l

When a field update is performed, Iif no date-and-time-formatting-switch is used, this
switch is an instruction specifying that the date field shall use the date format date-andtime-formatting-switch last used by the hosting application when inserting a new DATE
field. If there is no last-used date format available, then the date-and-time-formattingswitch used is implementation-defined.

\s

Use the Saka Era calendar.
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Response 764
Comment ID

FR-0228
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.18
DATE
Paragraph: page
1524, line 10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example fails to recognize that the result given line 10 for
the field given line 6 is application dependent, as specified by
the definition of DATE (not only locale dependent).

Proposed change by the MB
Fix the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.18, page 1,524, lines 4–15:
[Example: Consider the case in which the following fields are updated in a US-English context by an application
with a default date-and-time-formatting-switch of M/d/yyyy on the given date and time 2006-0105T19:09:01:
DATE
DATE \@ "dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy HH:mm:ss"
DATE \@ "dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy HH:mm:ss" \h
DATE \@ "dddd, MMMM dd, yyyy HH:mm:ss" \s
the results are:
1/5/2006
Thursday, January 05, 2006 19:09:01
AlKhamis, Thoul Hijjah 05, 1426 19:09:01
Bruhaspathivara, Pausa 15, 1927 19:09:01
end example]
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Response 765
Comment ID

FR-0236
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.24
FILESIZE
Paragraph: page
1531, line 26&27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

According to Part 1, page 7, line 1, an OOXML document is
(either a stream or) a ZIP file. ZIP files are assumed to be
smaller than the files they compress, especially when the latter
contain text. The very meaning of FILESIZE in this context
remains unclear. (Flatly: how does FILESIZE cope with
compression?)

Define 'FILESIZE' unambiguously or
else remove all references to it from the
OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
In Part 4, §2.16.5.24, pages 1,531–1,532, the intent of the FILESIZE field is to specify the size of the
WordprocessingML document on the host storage system, ignoring the way in which this Standard defines its
contents. To clarify this, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.24, page 1,531, line 26:

2.16.5.24 FILESIZE
Description: Retrieves tThe size of the current document WordprocessingML package in bytes.
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Response 766
Comment ID

FR-0237
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.24
FILESIZE
Paragraph: page
1531, line 27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This line contradicts the provisions taken in Part 1, page 7, line
2 for streams, in that it explicitly, and only, refers to file
systems. The very meaning of FILESIZE in case of a document
coming from a data stream remains unclear.

Proposed change by the MB
Resolve the contradiction. Define
'FILESIZE' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
The intent of this field is to specify the size of the WordprocessingML package, agnostic of the underlying access
mechanism. To clarify this, the following changes will be made in Part 4, section 2.16.5.24, page 1531, line 26:

2.16.5.24 FILESIZE
Description: Retrieves tThe size of the current document WordprocessingML package in bytes.
Field Value: The size of the current document WordprocessingML package in bytes, or the empty string if the
size of the package cannot be determined when a field update is performed. [Example: If the package is being
streamed, and its size is not yet known by the application reading that stream. end example]
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Response 767
Comment ID

FR-0260
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.36
INFO
Paragraph: page
1541, line 12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
According to 'A field of this kind is treated as if INFO was
omitted and info-category was a field-type name.', this field
brings no value to the proposal (its being present or not bears
no influence on the document semantics, presentation or any
other use of it).

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the 'INFO' field.

Proposed Disposition
It is correct that the INFO field adds no additional functionality above the fields that it references; however, this
field is documented for the purposes of compatibility with legacy Office documents and therefore must be
included to ensure documents containing INFO fields are interoperable. However, since its functionality is
available by other means, we will remove it from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.36,
page 1,541), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
As well, to clarify this point, the text currently in Part 4, §2.16.5.36, page 1,541, line 12 will be updated as
follows when it is added to the Annex:
A field of this kind is treated as if INFO was omitted and info-category was a field-type name. The INFO field is
documented for purposes of backwards compatibility. Each permitted value for info-category is also permitted
as a field-type. Instances of the INFO field shall be treated as an instance of the field-type with the same value
as info-category, that is, as if the INFO token was not present.
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Response 768
Comment ID

FR-0269
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.43
MERGEREC
Paragraph: page
1546, line 16

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'MERGEREC' word is printed in italics, whereas most other Apply a consistent font style.
field names in syntax sections are not.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.43, page 1,546, line 16:

2.16.5.43 MERGEREC
Syntax:
MERGERECMERGEREC
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Response 769
Comment ID

FR-0270
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.43
MERGEREC
Paragraph: page
1546, line 17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'Description: Results in «MERGEREC».' sentence is
meaningless or tautological in this context.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the description of 'MERGEREC'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §2.16.5, page 1,508:

2.16.5 Field definitions
Mail Merge

Defines information that is to
be used in a mail merge. A
mail merge is an operation by
which an application replaces
certain fields with the data in
each record from a
corresponding data source
(see §2.14 for additional
information).

ADDRESSBLOCK (§2.16.5.1), ASK
(§2.16.5.3), COMPARE (§2.16.5.15),
DATABASE (§2.16.5.17), FILLIN
(§2.16.5.25), GREETINGLINE (§2.16.5.30),
IF (§2.16.5.32), MERGEFIELD (§2.16.5.42),
MERGEREC (§2.16.5.43), MERGESEQ
(§2.16.5.44), NEXT (§2.16.5.45), NEXTIF
(§2.16.5.46), SET (§2.16.5.64), SKIPIF
(§2.16.5.65)

2. Part 4, §2.16.5.43, page 1,546, lines 17–18:

2.16.5.43 MERGEREC
Description: Results in «MERGEREC». Use thisWhen an application uses the contents of this document to
perform in a mail merge, this field is an instruction that the field result to print display the number of the
corresponding merged data record in each resulting in the merged document.
3. Part 4, §2.16.5.43, page 1,546, line 25:

2.16.5.43 MERGEREC
Field Value: The literal text «MERGEREC» unless a mail merge is being performed, in which case, the number of
the data record being merged.
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Response 770
Comment ID

FR-0306
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.71
TEMPLATE
Paragraph: page
1565, line 4

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'the disk file name of the template used by the current
Define 'TEMPLATE' properly or else
document' sentence makes no sense in the context of the
remove all references to it from the
OOXML text. The resulting definition for 'TEMPLATE' is broken. OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.71, page 1,565, lines 4–5:

2.16.5.71 TEMPLATE
Description: Retrieves the disk file name of the template used by the current document.
Field Value: The diskfile name of the template used by the current document, as specified by the target of the
relationship specified by the id attribute of the attachedTemplate element (§2.15.1.6), or the empty string if no
such element exists.
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Response 771
Comment ID

FR-0310
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.72
TIME
Paragraph: page
1565, line 18&19

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'By default, the date-and-time-formatting-switch used is
implementation-defined.' makes no sense in English.

Proposed change by the MB
Define 'TIME' properly or else remove all
references to it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.72, page 1,565, lines 18–19:

2.16.5.72 TIME
Description: Retrieves the current date and time. The Gregorian calendar is always used. By default the As
specified in Date and Time Formatting (§2.16.4.1), if no date-and-time-formatting-switch used is present, a date
or time result is formatted in an implementation-defined manner.
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Response 772
Comment ID

GB-0241

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Incorrect capitalization and typo in example

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.3
[p1581]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Substitute "fldChar" for "fldchar" in
example. Substitute "separate" for
"seperate" in example.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.13, page 1581, lines 24 and 26:
[Example: Consider a complex field within a WordprocessingML document which was changed from a text box
form field to a checkbox form field with revision tracking enabled. This field would therefore be represented as
follows:
<w:fldCchar w:type="begin" />
<w:ins>
<w:r>
<w:instrText>FORMCHECKBOX</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:del>
<w:r>
<w:delInstrText>FORMFIELDTEXT</w:delInstrText>
</w:r>
</w:del>
<w:fldChar w:type="sepearate" />
…
<w:fldChar w:type="end" />
The deleted field code is contained in a delInstrText node, while the inserted (and current) field code is
contained in an instrText node. end example]
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Response 773
Comment ID

GB-0242
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.4 [p
1497, day names
in different
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The instruction ddd "Formats the day of the week or month in
its abbreviated form according to the language specified by
the lang element (§2.3.2.18) on the run containing the field
instructions." There is a similar instruction for month names.
There is no list of these names referenced in the specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Provide a
normative reference to the day and
month names used to be used.

Proposed Disposition
Although we agree that these are not present, we believe that a normative definition of the words that are used
in each language to describe days of the week and months of the calendar is inappropriate for this specification.
The specification details provided here are similar to those provided in ISO/IEC 26300, which provides the same
functionality with a similar level of detail in •14.7.4, “Textual Representation Attribute”:

Also, we believe that the requested information is sufficiently available and widely accepted, and that there is
little to no chance that retrieving this information will present a barrier to any potential implementation. If this
information should be standardized, such a standard should be independently proposed and, if accepted,
normatively referenced by both ISO/IEC 26300 and this specification.
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Response 774
Comment ID

GB-0245
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.3 [p
1511, missing
default for
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The switch \d specifies a default response. "If no default
response is specified, the most recent response is used". No
behaviour is specified if there is no prior response.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Document the
behaviour if there is no default
specified, and no prior response.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.3, page 1,511, line 1:
Switches: Zero or more of the following field-specific-switches.
\d field-argument

The text in this switch's field-argument specifies a default response
if one is not entered. If no default response is specified, the most
recent response is usedfield result remains unchanged. To specify a
blank entry as the default, field-argument shall be "".
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Response 775
Comment ID

GB-0247
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.6
[p1513]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
AUTONUMLGL is deprecated - see the comments on
AUTONUM.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this field should be marked as deprecated. Accordingly, we will remove it from its current location in the
specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.5, page 1,513), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 776
Comment ID

GB-0248
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.7
[p1514]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
AUTONUMOUT is deprecated - see the comments on
AUTONUM.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this field should be marked as deprecated. Accordingly, we will remove it from its current location in the
specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.7, page 1,514), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 777
Comment ID

GB-0249
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.8
[p1515]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
AUTOTEXT "Inserts the AutoText entry whose name is
specified by text in field-argument. Regarding XML generation,
the field result is the value of the autotext.". What does this
mean? Does it mean that it is possible to use AUTOTEXT to
generate OOXML elements that should be parsed? What is
the behaviour if that generated OOXML contains further
AUTOTEXT elements? How can a document containing the
AUTOTEXT element be validated if it can self-modify?

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Clarify this text.
Add an example of XML generation.
Describe the behaviour if AUTOTEXT
is present recursively. Describe the
implications for validation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text is confusing. The intent is that the field itself is only a reference–when a field update is
performed the reference entry is retrieved. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.8 page 1,515,
lines 10–13:
Description: Inserts theReferences the AutoText entry (§2.12.5) that meets the following conditions:



The val attribute of the gallery element (§2.12.9) has a value of autoTxt.
whose The val attribute of the name element (§2.12.13) is has the value specified by text in fieldargument.

Regarding XML generationWhen a field update is performed, the field result is the value WordprocessingML
contents of the autotextAutoText entry. [Note: This can be arbitrarily complex and involve VML end note]
Field Value: The WordprocessingML content of the specified AutoText entry.
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Response 778
Comment ID

GB-0250
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.8
[p1515]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The AUTOTEXT entry "can be arbitrarily complex and involve
VML". VML is deprecated elsewhere in the specification. Nondeprecated components should not depend on deprecated
components.

Proposed change: Either deprecate
AUTOTEXT, or replace the use of VML
within it with the use of DrawingML.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the reference to VML is unnecessary. It will already be removed as a result of the response to comment
GB-0249.
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Response 779
Comment ID

GB-0252
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.12
[p1518]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
BIDIOUTLINE replicates the AUTONUMOUT command,
except for differences in Arabic/Hebrew numbering.
AUTONUMOUT is deprecated. BIDIOUTLINE should likewise
be deprecated if it replicates a deprecated command.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Deprecate
BIDIOUTLINE in normative text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the BIDIOUTLINE field should be marked as deprecated. Accordingly, we will remove it from its current
location in the specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.12, page 1,518), and place it into a new annex for deprecated
features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 780
Comment ID

GB-0254
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.18
[p1524]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The \l switch specifies "If no date-and-time-formatting-switch is
used, the date shall use the date format last used by the
hosting application when inserting a new DATE field". There is
no behaviour specified when a date format has not previously
been used.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Specify the
behaviour when \l is used and there is
no previous date format.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.18 page 1,524, line 2:
Switches: Zero or one date-and-time-formatting-switch and zero or one of the following field-specific-switches.
\h

Use the Hijri/Lunar calendar.

\l

When a field update is performed, Iif no date-and-time-formatting-switch is used, the date
shall use the date format last used by the hosting application when inserting a new DATE
field. If there is no last-used date format available, then the date format used is
implementation-defined.

\s

Use the Saka Era calendar.
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Response 781
Comment ID

GB-0255
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.22
[p1527]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The EQ command allows equations to be inserted. This is
using a different mechanism from the one specified in the
Math section of the SharedML. There should not be multiple
non-deprecated methods for defining equations defined within
the specification.

Proposed change: Deprecate the EQ
command in favour of the Math markup
language.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the EQ field should be marked as deprecated. Accordingly, we will remove it from its current location in
the specification (Part 4, §2.16.5.22, page 1,527), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 782
Comment ID

GB-0256
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.24
[p1532]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
FILESIZE can "round to the nearest kilobyte". The example
specifies a file with 4660736 bytes and gives the result of
rounding to the nearest kb as 4661 - this is incorrect. It should
be 4552, since there are 1024 bytes in a kilobyte.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Correct the
example to match the specification.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed there is a mismatch, but rather than change the example, the table after Part 4, §2.16.5.24, page 1,532,
line 2 will be changed as follows:
\k

Round to the nearest kilothousand bytes.

\m

Round to the nearest megamillion bytes.

[Example: Consider the case in which the document’s size is 4,660,736 bytes and the following fields are
updated:
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Response 783
Comment ID

GB-0263
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.35
[p1539]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
"The text in this switch's field-argument is specifies the
language ID"

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Remove "is"

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.35, page 1,540, last row of table:
\z fieldargument

The text in this switch's field-argument is specifies the language ID used to generate the index
as defined in the ST_LangCode (§2.18.52) simple type.
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Response 784
Comment ID

GB-0266
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.53
[p1552]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The PRINT field specifies PostScript strings to be sent to the
printer. Presumably this is only on printing of the document,
but the specification does not make this explicit.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Make it explicit that
PostScript within a PRINT field should
only be sent to the printer when the
document is printed..

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.53 page 1552, line 3:
Description: An instruction to send Sends the printer-specific control code characters specified by text in fieldargument to the selected printer when the document is printed.
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Response 785
Comment ID

GB-0268

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.19
[p1591]
Paragraph: -

Apparently the fldData element contains custom data which
must be preserved, but the contents of which are undefined. In
other words, this is a place where the legacy format is not
being specified.. It should be deleted or explained. Similarly
2.16.20.

The proposer must clarify the purpose
of this construct.

GB-0269

Same comment as 2.16.19.

Revise the text to address this
comment

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.20
[p1591/2]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Although the fldData element mechanism reads as though it stores unspecified legacy file format data, its use is
solely for compatibility with the ability to store arbitrary third-party application or user-specified information,
the contents of which are entirely opaque to Office (and likely any other application other than the creator of
that binary data).
The following changes to Part 4, §2.16.19, page 1,590, lines 13–17 and Part 4, §2.16.20, page 1,591, line 21
through page 1,592, line 2 clarify this:
This element specifies custom field data which shall be associated with the parent field. No information or
semantics are applied to the contents of this data by this Office Open XML Standard, and therefore this field
may be used as desired to store additional user-specified and/or application-specific data with the field.
However, applications should not lose the contents of this custom data if they do not understand or utilize it (i.e.
the information should continue to be saved with the file). [Rationale: This element exists solely for
compatibility with existing user solutions that take advantage of this legacy functionality. It is recommended
that applications use the custom XML mechanisms of this Standard to accomplish this data storage requirement.
end rationale]
We will also remove this from its current location (Part 4, §2.16.19, page 1,590; Part 4, §2.16.20, page 1,591)
and place it in a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 786
Comment ID

GB-0270

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Incorrect capitalization and typo in example

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.25
[p1604]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Substitute "fldChar" for "fldchar" in
example. Substitute "separate" for
"seperate" in example.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.25 page 1604, lines 11 and 13:
[Example: Consider a complex checkbox field within a WordprocessingML. This field would be represented as
follows:
<w:fldCchar w:type="begin" />
<w:r>
<w:instrText>FORMCHECKBOX</w:instrText>
</w:r>
<w:fldChar w:type="sepearate" />
…
<w:fldChar w:type="end" />
The field code is contained in a instrText node which occurs within the field codes portion of the complex field
(i.e. before the separator character). end example]
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Response 787
Comment ID

JP-0053
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.16.4.3
Paragraph:
THAILETTER on
page 1505

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example shown for THAILETTER is not consistent with
the thaiLetters example shown on page 1777.

Change the example in 2.16.4.3 as
shown in the example on page 1777.

Proposed Disposition
There is no error here. However, it was easy to miss the fact that one example was using the integer value 123
while the other was using the three separate values, 1, 2, and 3. As a result, we will make the following changes:
Part 4, §2.16.4.3, page 1,505, fourth table entry:
THAILETTER

Formats a numeric result using Thai letters. [Example: 12330 \* THAILETTER
results in ฮฮฮม. end example]
Corresponds to an ST_NumberFormat enumeration value of thaiLetters.
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Response 788
Comment ID

GB-0204
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.7.3.17 [6 on
p690]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It appears that the child w:priority of w:style has been changed
to w:uiPriority in the schema and in the tables in the Language
Reference but has not been changed in any of the examples
throughout the documents I've seen so far.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not changed when the schema was updated. The following changes will be made to
example in Part 4, §2.7.3.17, page 690, lines 1–10:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="Heading1">
<w:name w:val="Heading 1"/>
<w:basedOn w:val="Normal"/>
<w:next w:val="Normal"/>
<w:link w:val="Heading1Char"/>
<w:uiPpriority w:val="1"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="00F303CE"/>
…
</w:style>
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Response 789
Comment ID

GB-0205

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
See 2.7.3.17 [6 on p690] above.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.7.3.17 [27
on p690]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this example was not changed when the schema was updated. The following changes will be made to
example in Part 4, §2.7.3.17, page 690, lines, lines 22–31:
<w:style w:type="paragraph" w:styleId="Heading1">
<w:name w:val="heading 1"/>
<w:basedOn w:val="Normal"/>
<w:next w:val="Normal"/>
<w:link w:val="Heading1Char"/>
<w:uiPpriority w:val="1"/>
<w:qformat/>
<w:rsid w:val="00F303CE"/>
…
</w:style>
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Response 790
Comment ID

MX-0002
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph:
Entire part

NO-0010
Clause: [Part 4]
2.18.4, 2.18.66,
3.17.7.224,
6.4.3.1, etc
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no clear definition for locale settings, causing poor
language and regional translations. The locale configuration
will depend on application, document specifications and / or
the operating system involved during the interpretation
process.

Include ISO‘s codification and
international character representation,
as well as ISO‘s date and time
notations.

Summary:
Option sets should be extensible and should avoid cultural
bias.
Justification:
Options to features such as border styles, enumeration styles,
list styles, the function NETWORKDAYS(), Clipboard Format
Type, etc. should not exhibit cultural bias or be unduly
restrictive, since this will inhibit adoption internationally.

All such features should be made
extensible wherever possible and
defined options should be specified in
full in order to enable uniform
implementation.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that extensibility and lack of cultural bias are important concepts in international standards. In
support of these goals, we have proposed adding many extensibility options in the responses to other
comments, including:





New extensibility options for page borders, as described in the response to AU-0021, CA-0028, CL-0127,
CZ-0030 and DE-0095, among others.
New extensibility options for numbering formats, as described in the response to BR-0033, CL-0136, CO0132 and DE-0080, among others.
New extensibility options for the NETWORKDAYS function (in a new NETWORKDAYS.INTL function), as
described in the response to DK-0138, FR-0521, IL-0022, and IN-0023.
Regarding clipboard formats, there was a mistake in the inclusion of this element, and we have
corrected this as explained in the proposed resolution to CO-0227, GB-0491, and IN-0008, among
others.
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Response 791
Comment ID

US-0234
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17
Formula and
following
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

FormulaString: String is not defined in such a way as to enable
a meaningful definition of formulas. Part 4, Section 3.17.2.6
reads in part: ―A text value or constant represents arbitrary
text, and can have any value defined for string-constant
(§3.17.2.1).
The term "string" is used as a generic name for any
expression of type text.‖ But Part 4, Section 3.17.2.1 says (in
part):
string-constant:
" [ string-chars ] "
string-chars
string-char
string-chars string-char
string-char
""
any character except "
Defining string operations in the absence of a definition of
string is meaningless.

―String‖ should be defined for use in the
definition of formulas and once defined,
the formulas specified that rely upon
that definition must be reviewed.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the term “string” is not well-defined. In response to comments AU-0011, CA-0043, FR-0436, GB-0361,
and US-0245, the SpreadsheetML formulas grammar has been rewritten using the notation defined by ISO/IEC
14977:1996, “Syntactic metalanguage -- Extended BNF”.
As a result of that rewrite, what used to be in Part 4, §3.17.2.1, page 2,510, lines 13–20:
string-constant:
" [ string-chars ] "
string-chars
string-char
string-chars string-char
string-char
""

any character except "
has been changed to the following:
string-constant=
double-quote, [string-chars], double-quote ;
double-quote=
' " ' ; (* one double-quote character*)
string-chars=
string-char, {string-char} ;
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string-char=
' "" ' | (* consecutive double-quotes, with no space between them *)
character - double-quote ; (* any character except double-quote *)

character=
as defined by the production Char in the XML 1.0 specification, §2.2.
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Response 792
Comment ID

FR-0413
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.295
STANDARDIZE
Paragraph: page
2782, line 26

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The provided mathematical formula uses arguments that are
not specified, breaking the definition for the STANDARDIZE
function.

Proposed change by the MB
Document the match between the
mathematical formula arguments and
the function arguments. The same for
the results.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.295, page 2,783, line 1:
Name

Type

Description

x

number

The number whose value is to be normalized.
Represented by X in the mathematical formula
presented.

mean

number

The the arithmetic mean of the distribution.
Represented by mu (µ) in the mathematical formula
presented.

standard-dev

number

The standard deviation of the distribution. Represented
by sigma (σ) in the mathematical formula presented.
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Response 793
Comment ID

FR-0428
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.1
Introduction
Paragraph: page
2507, line 12

FR-0429
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.1
Introduction
Paragraph: page
2507, lines 12 &
14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'equation that performs a calculation' proposition is nonsense. (Equations do not perform calculations.) The resulting
definition for formulas is broken.

Fix the definition of formulas.

The definition for formulas is self-contradicting. Line 12 says
they are equations, whereas line 14 says they are expressions.
These terms refer to markedly different mathematical concepts,
and the text should be clear about which of those applies.

Fix the definition of formulas.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.1, page 2,507, lines 12–13:
A SpreadsheetML formula is an equation that performs a calculation that typically involves the values of one or
more cells in one or more worksheets.is the syntactic representation of a series of calculations that is parsed or
interpreted by the spreadsheet application into a function that calculates a value or array of values based upon
zero-to-many inputs.
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Response 794
Comment ID

FR-0430
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.1
Introduction
Paragraph: page
2507, line 17

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The provided example contradicts the definition given for PI()
(page 2745 line 15).

Proposed change by the MB
Fix the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the example in Part 4, §3.17.1 contradicts the precision stated in the predefined function definition for
PI in §3.17.7.249. Precision is discussed at a higher level in §3.17.5, and, therefore, no reference to it should
appear in the definition for PI(). The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.249, page 2, 745, lines 11–
15:

3.17.7.249 PI
Syntax:
PI ( )

Description: Computes the value π to at least 15 significant figures.
Arguments: None.
Return Type and Value: number – The value π accurate to at least 15 significant digits.
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Response 795
Comment ID

FR-0433
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2
Syntax
Paragraph: page
2508, line 32

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'The way in which formula return values are returned into
Define a proper dynamic behavioral
the worksheet' proposition rely upon a dynamic behavioral
model for formulas. Define formulas in
model to define formulas. However, the OOXML text refuses to the context of the said behavioral model.
provide such a model. Accordingly, the definition of formulas is
broken.
This sentence is only one of the symptoms of the issue. Like for
fields, the OOXML text fails to describe how and when
computations that are central to the semantics of the things it
attempts to define are performed.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.2, page 2,508, line 31 through page 2,509, line 4:
As ranges of data are fundamental to spreadsheet calculations, many SpreadsheetML functions are able to take
arrays as inputs and to return arrays as outputs. Based on whether the formula was The way in which formula
return values are returned into the worksheet differs based on whether the formula in a given cell was an array
entered formula or not, the way in which input ranges are interpreted and output values are understood to
relate to cells sharing the formula may mean one of two things.
For but intermediate calculations are always done for the full arrays when they are used as inputs. The
differences with an array-entered formula are: No implicit intersection is performed on cell range inputsAll
range arguments are interpreted to be their full range. If The the results of the formula’s calculation is an array,
can be the values of the array are meant to be returned across multiple all of the cells in the sheet sharing the
formula. (When the size of the a range of cell references is used in for an array formula that is array-entered in
an area larger than that rangeexceeds in either dimension the size of the returned array, the excess cells take on
a value of #N/A.)
For a normal (non-array) formula:
 Implicit intersection is performed on all arguments to functions except for those that allow a range.
 If the formula results in an array, only the first value from the array is returned to the cell.
Implicit intersection is determined as follows: When a range is passed to a function which expects only a single
cell, a test is made to discover whether the calling cell intersects that range at any point horizontally or
vertically. If it does, the cell at the point of intersection is passed to the function. [Example: The formula
ABS(B1:B3) is entered into A2. Because the ABS function does not expect a range, implicit intersection is
performed. A2 intersects B1:B3 horizontally on row 2, and so the value in B2 is passed into the function. end
example]
The list of function arguments that allow a range is as follows:
 AND - all arguments
 AREAS – reference argument
 AVEDEV - all arguments
 AVERAGE - all arguments
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AVERAGEA - all arguments
AVERAGEIF - all arguments except for criteria
AVERAGEIFS - all arguments except for criteria1, criteria2, etc.
CELL - reference argument
CHITEST - all arguments
COLUMN - all arguments
COLUMNS - all arguments
CORREL - all arguments
COUNT - all arguments
COUNTA - all arguments
COUNTBLANK - all arguments
COUNTIF - all arguments except criteria
COUNTIFS - all arguments except for criteria1, criteria2, etc.
COVAR - all arguments
DAVERAGE - all arguments
DCOUNT - all arguments
DCOUNTA - all arguments
DEVSQ - all arguments
DGET - all arguments
DMAX - all arguments
DMIN - all arguments
DPRODUCT - all arguments
DSTDEV - all arguments
DSTDEVP - all arguments
DSUM - all arguments
DVAR - all arguments
DVARP - all arguments
FORECAST - all arguments except for x
FREQUENCY - all arguments
FTEST - all arguments
FVSCHEDULE - schedule argument
GCD - all arguments
GEOMEAN - all arguments
GROWTH - all arguments
HARMEAN - all arguments
HLOOKUP - table_array argument
IMPRODUCT - all arguments
IMSUM - all arguments
INDEX - array or reference argument
INTERCEPT - all arguments
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LARGE - array argument
LCM - all arguments
LINEST - known_x’s and known_y’s arguments
LOGEST - known_x’s and known_y’s arguments
LOOKUP - all arguments except lookup_value
MATCH - lookup_array argument
MAX - all arguments
MAXA - all arguments
MDETERM – array argument
MEDIAN - all arguments
MIN - all arguments
MINA - all arguments
MINVERSE - all arguments
MIRR - values argument
MMULT - all arguments
MODE - all arguments
MULTINOMIAL - all arguments
NETWORKDAYS - holidays argument
NPV - all arguments except rate
OFFSET - reference argument
OR - all arguments
PEARSON - all arguments
PERCENTILE - array argument
PERCENTRANK - array argument
PROB - x_range and prob_range arguments
PRODUCT - all arguments
QUARTILE – array argument
RANK - ref argument
ROW – reference argument
ROWS – array argument
RSQ - all arguments
SKEW - all arguments
SLOPE - all arguments
SMALL - array argument
STDEV - all arguments
STDEVA - all arguments
STDEVP - all arguments
STDEVPA - all arguments
STEYX - all arguments
SUBTOTAL - all arguments except function_num
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SUM - all arguments
SUMIF - all arguments except criteria
SUMIFS - all arguments except criteria1, criteria2, etc.
SUMPRODUCT - all arguments
SUMSQ - all arguments
SUMX2MY2 - all arguments
SUMX2PY2 - all arguments
SUMXMY2 - all arguments
TRANSPOSE – all arguments
TREND – all arguments except const-flag
TRIMMEAN – array argument
TRUNC – x argument
TTEST – array-1 and array-2 arguments
TYPE – all arguments
VALUE – all arguments
VAR – all arguments
VARA – all arguments
VARP – all arguments
VARPA – all arguments
VLOOKUP – table-array argument
WORKDAY – holidays argument
XIRR – all arguments except guess
XNPV – all arguments except rate
ZTEST – array argument

[Example: Here are some formulas taking array constants and ranges:
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Response 796
Comment ID

FR-0434
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2
Syntax
Paragraph: page
2509, line 19

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'multiple cells in a contiguous column' is meaningless. Most
probable interpretation is 'multiple contiguous cells in a single
column', but could also be 'multiple cells in contiguous
columns'.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.2, page 2,509, lines 9 and 19:
[Example: Here are some formulas taking array constants and ranges:






(B2:B4*C2:C4)+10.5 performs three calculations: (B2*C2)+10.5, (B3*C3)+10.5, and
(B4*C4)+10.5.
SQRT({1,2,3,4}) returns 1 when entered normally.
SQRT({1,2,3,4}) returns 1 when array-entered into a single cell, but if it’s array-entered in four or
more contiguous cells in a contiguous row, it will return 1, 1.41, 1.73, and 2 in the first four cells,
respectively, and #N/A in any additional cells in the horizontal range for which it was array-entered. (For
display purposes, the values returned have been truncated to two decimal places.)
SUM(SQRT({1,2,3,4})) returns 6.14 when entered normally, since array calculations are always
performed by the SQRT function, and the array output is understood as a valid input by the SUM
function.

With A1:A4 holding the values 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively:



SQRT(A1:A4) entered normally will do implicit intersection if it is in any of the rows 1–4, and return
the SQRT of the number in the same row.
SQRT(A1:A4) returns 1 when array-entered into a single cell, since it does not do implicit intersection
in this case. If it’s array-entered in multiple contiguous cells in a contiguous column, it will return 1,
1.41, 1.73, 2, #N/A, …, respectively, in the cells in its vertical output range. end example]
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Response 797
Comment ID

FR-0435
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2.1
Constants
Paragraph: page
2509, line 22

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'a predefined value that is not calculated, and, therefore,
does not change' proposition makes no sense in the context of
the OOXML text. A user could edit any OOXML compliant file
with a text editor and change any constant value. As a result,
what constants are in the context of the OOXML text is not
properly defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for constants
as constitutive parts of the formulas
syntax in the context of the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.2.1, page 2,509, line 22; and page 2,510, line 21:
A constant is a predefined value that is not calculated, and, therefore, does not change. represents a fixed value
that may be used in the calculation of a formula. A constant has the following form:
…
[Example: =$A$1/3 divides the value in A1 by the constant value three; =$A$1&"a" appends the constant string
"a" to the string representation of the contents of cell A1. end example]
To include a double-quote character (") in string-chars, precede it with another double-quote character.
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Response 798
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

FR-0437
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.2.2
Operators
Paragraph: page
2512, line 0

The 'COUNT((B1:C1) (C1:D1)), which results in a reference to
C1' example contradicts the definition of the COUNT function
(see page 2578 line 20), which is supposed to return a number.

Proposed change by the MB
Fix the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.17.2.2 page 2512:
space

Binary intersection operator, which takes two cell reference (§3.17.2.3)
operands, and results in one reference to those, possibly non-contiguous,
cells that are common. If the intersection is empty, the result is #NULL!.
[Example: COUNT((B1:C1) (C1:D1)), which results in a reference
to C1, while COUNT((B1:D1) (B1,D1)) results in a single reference to
B1 and D1.
end example]
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Response 799
Comment ID

FR-0442
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.9
AND
Paragraph: page
2541, line 15

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This 'if no logical values are found, the return value is
unspecified.' proposition contradicts page 2513, lines 7&8 that
stipulate that 'An expression with value 0 tests logically false
while one with any non-zero value tests true.'

Proposed change by the MB
Resolve the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the statements contradict. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.17.7.9, page 2,541, line 15
However, if no logical values are found, the #VALUE! is return value is unspecifiedreturned.
Part 4, §3.17.2.2, page 2,513, line 8
The comparison operators yield TRUE for true and FALSE for false. An expression with value 0 tests logically
false while one with any non-zero numeric value tests true.
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Response 800
Comment ID

FR-0449
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.5
Limits and
Precision
Paragraph:
pages 2524-2525

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The proposed number definition is close to but different from
the XML Schema double datatype (contrast page 2525 line 35
with XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition Section
3.2.5 for one of the differences: not the same rule for the
determination of the correct representation in the value space
of a value that is too precise). This deliberate departure,
apparently not supported by compelling reasons, is due to bring
confusion.

Use the double datatype as defined by
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second
Edition instead of a custom number
definition.

Proposed Disposition
Although the definition of a number in this specification is similar to the XML schema datatype definition, they
are not identical. Some areas in which they differ are:





Treatment of numbers outside the value space
Existence of infinity and negative infinity
Adjustment of numbers outside lexical precision
Treatment of leading zeros in the lexical space

Neither definition can be altered without breaking compatibility with an existing corpus of binary documents.
Therefore, this comment must be rejected.
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Response 801
Comment ID

FR-0450
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.5.2
Precision
Paragraph: page
2525, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'shall be loaded' proposition makes explicit reference to a
dynamic behavioral model that the OOXML text deliberately
declines to define. As such, the explanation it is meant to
support is broken, and the proposed number definition is
broken as well.

Proposed change by the MB
Define the needed behavioral model or
else explain the number definition
without using behavioral concepts.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; however, the sentence containing “loaded” (in Part 4, •3.17.5.2, page 2,525, lines 4–7) will be deleted
by the response to comment FR-0451.
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Response 802
Comment ID

FR-0451
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.5.2
Precision
Paragraph: page
2525, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'numbers of higher precision than available in the value
space, and numbers that lie outside the range representable in
the value space shall be loaded as numbers in the value space
or otherwise handled according to the prescription in §3.17.5.4'
proposition is ambiguous. It can be read as 'numbers of higher
precision than available in the value space, and numbers that
lie outside the range representable in the value space shall be
loaded as numbers in the value space, or otherwise handled
according to the prescription in §3.17.5.4' or as 'numbers of
higher precision than available in the value space, and numbers
that lie outside the range representable in the value space shall
be loaded as numbers in the value space or otherwise handled,
according to the prescription in §3.17.5.4'. From the contents of
the referenced section, it finally appears that the desired
meaning would be that numbers that do not fit be treated as
prescribed by the referenced section; the said section
prescribes that numbers of higher precision than available be
projected onto the value space according to rules the section
specifies, and that numbers that are outside the representable
range be treated as the #NUM! error value - that is, the second
proposition, which is the least natural reading of the sentence in
English.

Replace with a non-ambiguous
formulation, that could be 'numbers of
higher precision than available in the
value space, and numbers that lie
outside the range representable in the
value space shall be loaded as numbers
in the value space or otherwise handled,
according to the prescription in
§3.17.5.4' or even better 'numbers of
higher precision than available in the
value space, and numbers that lie
outside the range representable in the
value space shall be handled as
prescribed in §3.17.5.4'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this statement is not as clear as it should be. In order to clarify the desired behaviour with numbers of
higher precision, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §3.17.5.2, page 2,525, lines 4–7:
Regardless of the specific value space in use, values shall have a lexical representation as described in §3.17.5.3.
Any numerical expression conforming to this lexical description is valid. However, numbers of higher precision
than available in the value space, and numbers that lie outside the range representable in the value space shall
be loaded as numbers in the value space or otherwise handled according to the prescription handled as
prescribed in §3.17.5.4.
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Response 803
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In many function definitions, the relationship of the provided
mathematical formula symbols to the function parameters and
return value calls for quite a bit of guessing. While what is
needed in some of these cases is of editorial nature, some
cases are really challenging. Moreover, the repetition of such
mismatches in such volumes is unacceptable.

FR-0453
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7
Predefined
Function Definit
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Review all provided mathematical
formulas to better link them to the
functions they are meant to define.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this would be a useful addition to the formula specification. Each formula in Part 4, §3.17.7 will be
updated with this information; for brevity’s sake, three illustrative examples are provided:
Part 4, §3.17.7.134, pages 2,648–2,649:
3.17.7.134
Syntax:

GEOMEAN

GEOMEAN ( argument-list )

Description: Computes the geometric mean of an array or range of positive data.
Mathematical Formula:
𝐺𝑀𝑦 =

𝑛

𝑦1 𝑦2 𝑦3 … 𝑦𝑛

Where:



n = the number of elements in argument-list.
y1, y2, y3,…yn = the value of the n-th element in argument-list.

Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

argument-list

logical, number,
name, array, or
reference to
number.

The arguments in argument-list designate the values to be
averaged. Logical values and text representations of
numbers that entered directly into the list of arguments
are included. If an array or reference argument contains
text, logical values, or empty cells, those values are
ignored; however, cells with the value 0 are included.

Return Type and Value: number – The geometric mean of an array or range of positive data.
However, if the value of any data point ≤ 0, #NUM! is returned.
[Example:
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GEOMEAN(10.5,5.3,2.9) results in 5.444454702
GEOMEAN(10.5,{5.3,2.9},"12") results in 6.633780588
end example]
Part 4, §3.17.7.186, pages 2,690–2,691:
3.17.7.186
Syntax:

KURT

KURT ( argument-list )

Description: Computes the kurtosis of a data set. Kurtosis characterizes the relative peakedness or flatness of a
distribution compared with the normal distribution. Positive kurtosis indicates a relatively peaked distribution.
Negative kurtosis indicates a relatively flat distribution.
Mathematical Formula:
Kurtosis is defined as:

Where:





n = the number of elements in argument-list.
xj = the value of the j-th element in argument-list.
𝑥 = the mean of the values in argument-list.
s = the standard deviation of the values in argument-list.

Arguments:
Name
argument-list

Type
array reference
to an array,
number, name,
or reference to
number.

Description
The arguments in argument-list are the values for which
kurtosis is to be calculated. Any argument in argument-list
can be an array or a reference to an array. Logical values
and text representations of numbers that are directly
entered into the list of arguments are included. If an
array or reference argument contains text, logical values,
or empty cells, those values are ignored; however, cells
with the value 0 are included.

Return Type and Value: number – The kurtosis of a data set.
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However, if
There are fewer than four data points, the return value is unspecified.
The standard deviation of the sample equals zero, the return value is unspecified.
[Example:
KURT(10.5,12.4,19.4,23.2) results in -3.644621343
KURT(10.5,{12.4,19.4},23.2) results in -3.644621343
end example]
Part 4, §3.17.7.233, pages 2,728–2,729:
3.17.7.233
Syntax:

NPV

NPV ( rate , argument-list )

Description: Calculates the net present value of an investment by using a discount rate and a series of future
payments and income.
The NPV investment begins one period before the date of the first argument cash flow and ends with the last
cash flow in the list. The calculation is based on future cash flows. If the first cash flow occurs at the beginning of
the first period, the first value shall be added to the NPV result, not included in argument-list.
Mathematical Formula:
If n is the number of cash flows in the list of values:

Where:




n = the number of elements in argument-list.
valuesj = the value of the j-th element in argument-list.
rate = the rate argument.

Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

rate

number

The rate of discount over the length of one period.

argument-list

number

The arguments in argument-list designate the series of
future payments (negative values) and income (positive
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Name

Type

Description
values). arguments shall be equally spaced in time and
occur at the end of each period. The order of arguments
is significant. arguments that are numbers, empty cells,
logical values, or text representations of numbers are
included; arguments that are error values or text that
cannot be translated into numbers are ignored. If an
argument is an array or reference, only numbers in that
array or reference are included. Empty cells, logical
values, text, or error values in the array or reference are
ignored.

Return Type and Value: number – Net present value of an investment by using a discount rate and a series of
future payments and income.
[Example:
NPV(0.1,-10000,3000,4200,6800) results in 1188.44
end example]
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Response 804
Comment ID

FR-0456
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.116
FALSE
Paragraph: page
2635, line 10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The added value of that function is dubious at best. Since we
already have a notation for the very same thing (FALSE), that
function is unneeded, and only clutters the specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove all references to the FALSE()
function from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
The FALSE function (Part 4, §3.17.7.116) exists in SpreadsheetML in order to maintain compatibility with existing
binary documents. This function will be left in the specification.
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Response 805
Comment ID

FR-0489
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.312 T
Paragraph: page
2797, line 13

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition for the T function is not self-consistent. The 'The
value to be encoded in text.' says that the value will be
encoded, which would yield to T(1) returning 1 (typed as text),
whereas line 15 explicitly states that T(1) returns the empty
string ―‖.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for T or
remove it from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.312, page 2,797, lines 8–14, and lines 20–21:

3.17.7.312 T
Syntax:
T ( value )

Description: Retrieves the text represented referenced by value.
Arguments:
Name
value

Type
any

Description
The value to be encoded in text tested for text. No
conversion to text shall take place on an argument
passed to this function.

LEN(T(123)) results in 0an empty string
LEN(T(TRUE123)) results in 0
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Response 806
Comment ID

FR-0497
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.348
YEARFRAC
Paragraph: page
2826, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition for function YEARFRAC is not self-consistent.
The parameters table lists one more parameter than the
function syntax line 3.

Proposed change by the MB
Fix the contradiction.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.348, page 2,826, line 7:
Name

Type

Description

start-date

number

The period's starting date. start-date can be earlier than,
the same as, or later than end-date.

end-date

number

The period's ending date.

day-countbasis

number

The security's issue date.

basis

number

The truncated integer type of day count basis to use, as
follows:
Value

Day Count Basis

0 or omitted

US (NASD) 30/360

1

Actual/actual

2

Actual/360

3

Actual/365

4

European 30/360
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Response 807
Comment ID

FR-0513
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.77
DAVERAGE
Paragraph: page
2604, line 0

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
From the provided definition for criteria, it results that there
would be no easy means to select '=XX', '=XX1', '=XX12',
'=XX234' etc. (that is all strings starting with '=XX') without also
selecting 'XXX'. More generally, the full consequences of the
consideration of logical operators as overriding the more
general mechanism of leading part matching are not exposed.
Looking further to those consequences, while admitting that the
convention could be a convenient shortcut in a user-interface,
we contend that it brings unneeded confusion where clearer
conventions (aka using an escape sequence for literal '=' etc. or
conversely using an explicit notation for comparison operators)
would provide a more robust storage format.

Proposed change by the MB
Expand the explanation of the
consequences of the design choice
further, or (preferred) come up with a
cleaner design.

Proposed Disposition
A future version of this specification could allow for escaping of the “=”operator in the same way as the other
operators can be currently. However, we view that a feature request. In order to maintain compatibility with
existing binary documents no change will be made to this version in this regard.
We agree that it’s unclear as to how the logical operators interact with leading part matching. Consequently,
Part 4, §3.17.7.77, page 2,603, line 26 through page 2,605, line 1 will be changed as follows:

3.17.7.77 DAVERAGE
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

database

reference

The range of cells that makes up the list or database,
which shall be a list of related data in which rows of
related information are records, and columns of data are
fields. The first row of the list shall contain labels for each
column.

field

text, number

Indicates the column to which criteria shall be applied. It
can either be a string containing the column's label, or
the column's position number, where columns are
numbered starting at 1. [Example: If column 3's label is
"Age" then either 3 or "Age" can be used. end example]

criteria

reference

The range of cells that contains the specified conditions.
Each cell in that range that contains a condition shall
have a value that is the form of a number, an expression,
a cell reference, or text that defines which cells will be
selected. In the case of text, criteria can include one or
more wildcard characters, question mark (?) and
asterisk (*). A question mark matches any single
character; an asterisk matches any sequence of
characters. To search for a question mark, asterisk, or
tilde character, prefix that character with a tilde (~). a A
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Name

Type

Description
text condition criteria can also consist of any comparison
operator followed by the operand against which each
cell's value is to be compared. If the text form is used and
the text does not begin with a comparison operator, the
criteria matches any string starting with that text, as
though the criteria were suffixed by an asterisk (*).
[Example: A criteria of "Pea" can result in Pea, Pear, and
Peach's being matched, whereas a criteria of "=Pea" will
only match Pea. end example]
Comparison operators do not require a prefix if used in
the string, however it is not possible to specifically search
for a string which begins with a comparison operator.
criteria can include one or more wildcard characters,
question mark (?) and asterisk (*). A question mark
matches any single character; an asterisk matches any
sequence of characters. To search for a question mark,
asterisk, or tilde character, prefix that character with a
tilde (~).
The range shall include at least one column label and at
least one cell below the column label in which a condition
for the column is specified. [Example: If the range G1:G2
contains the column label Income in G1 and the amount
10,000 in G2, one could define the range as
MatchIncome and use that name as criteria. end
example] The value of criteria shall not overlap the range
specified by database.
To find rows that meet multiple criteria for a single
column, all of the criteria shall be specified directly below
one another in separate rows of the criteria range.
To find rows that meet multiple criteria for multiple
columns, all of the criteria shall be specified in the same
row of the criteria range.
To find rows that meet multiple criteria for multiple
columns, where any criteria can be true, each of the
criteria shall be specified in a different row of the criteria
range.
To find rows that meet multiple sets of criteria, where
each set includes criteria for multiple columns, each set
of criteria shall be specified in a separate row of the
criteria range.
To find rows that meet multiple sets of criteria, where
each set includes criteria for one column, multiple
columns with the same column heading shall be included
in the criteria range.
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Response 808
Comment ID

FR-0517
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.94
DOLLAR
Paragraph: page
2618, line 27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Cannot see how the format could be both locale-specific, and
looking like '$...'. The format referred to here is not anything that
would look like the proposed string, but implicitly refers to a
specific codification of how strings may represent numbers that
is not properly defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition of what
format is in this context, either by
reference or in extenso, or else define
DOLLAR by other means, or else
remove the DOLLAR function from the
OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the specification for the formatting used for the DOLLAR function is not clear and should be updated to
remove the specific format string, which is application specific. The following changes will be made to Part 4,
§3.17.7.94, page 2,618, line 23 through page 2,619, line 24:
DOLLAR
Syntax:
DOLLAR ( number [ , num-decimal ] )

Description: Produces a string containing number rounded to num-decimal decimal places. The formatting
applied to the string for the thousands separator, radix point, and currency symbol are localeimplementationspecific. The format used is $#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)
Arguments:
Name

Type

Description

number

number

The number that is to be formatted.

num-decimal

number

Designate the number of decimal places to be used in the
resulting string; it is truncated to an integer. If numdecimal is negative, number is rounded to the left of the
decimal point. If omitted, a value of 2 shall be assumed.

Return Type and Value: text – The string containing number rounded to num-decimal decimal places, and have a
currency symbol and thousands separators.
[Example: In a US-English context When the spreadsheet application defines the currency symbol to be “$”, the
thousands separator to be “,” and the radix to be “.”:
DOLLAR(1234.567) results in $1,234.57
DOLLAR(1234.567,-2) results in $1,200
DOLLAR(-1234.567,4) results in ($1,234.5670)
In a France-French contextWhen the spreadsheet application defines the currency symbol to be “€”, the
thousands separator to be “ “ and the radix to be “,”:
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DOLLAR(1234.567) results in 1 234,57 €
DOLLAR(1234.567,-2) results in 1 200 €
DOLLAR(-1234.567,4) results in -1 234,5670 €
In a Swiss-French context When the spreadsheet application defines the currency symbol to be “SFr.”, the
thousands separator to be “’” and the radix to be “.”:
DOLLAR(1234.567) results in SFr. 1'234.57
DOLLAR(1234.567,-2) results in SFr. 1'200
DOLLAR(-1234.567,4) results in SFr. -1'234.5670
In a Norway-Norwegian (Nynorsk) context When the spreadsheet application defines the currency symbol to be
“kr”, the thousands separator to be “ ” and the radix to be “,”:
DOLLAR(1234.567) results in kr 1 234,57
DOLLAR(1234.567,-2) results in kr 1 200
DOLLAR(-1234.567,4) results in kr -1 234,5670
end example]
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Response 809
Comment ID

FR-0518
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.94
DOLLAR
Paragraph: page
2619, line 12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
At the current exchange rate, $ 1234.567 is approximately
worth 916,667 €. Not 1234,567 €. The name of the function is
much confusing, since it presents in the current locale an
amount that is specified in the current locale, but is named
DOLLAR, which is a peculiar currency.

Proposed change by the MB
Rename the function or remove it.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the name of the DOLLAR function is unfortunate. However, in order to maintain compatibility
with the existing corpus of binary spreadsheets, this function needs to be retained as is to prevent disruptions to
the calculations in existing spreadsheets. We do recommend that a future version of the specification add an
additional function (named CURRENCY, perhaps) and deprecates the use of the DOLLAR function.
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Response 810
Comment ID

FR-0520
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.7.96
DOLLARFR
Paragraph: page
2620, line 20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This function is ambiguously defined. Specifically, what would
DOLLARFR(1.5,3) return? There is no number d that could
satisfy d/3 = 0.5? Also, 1 + 2/16 = 1+ 02/16 = 1 + 002/16 =
1.125. The provided definition does not say why 1.02 gets
selected over 1.2, 1.002.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify how this function works

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.17.7.96, page 2,620, lines 20–21:
Return Type and Value: number – The dollar price expressed as a fractional number. [Example: A result of m.n
means m + n/fraction dollars. end example] The fractional part of the return value is scaled to have the same
number of digits after the decimal point, as there are digits in fraction. [Example: DOLLARFR(1.125, 16) has a
two-digit fraction value and so returns the two-digit fractional number 1.02 end example] If an exact numerator
cannot be found, the function returns the lowest numerator that could be used with fraction, multiplied by a
power of ten. [Example: DOLLARFR(1.5,3) returns 1.15, as there is no exact fraction which satisfies n/3 = 0.5, and
15/30 represents the lowest power of ten fraction can be multiplied by to obtain an exact value. end example]
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Response 811
Comment ID

JP-0020
Clause: Part 1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The phrase "Application Conformance" is misleading, since
people will think that behaviours of applications are
standardized.

Proposed change by the MB
Use "Application Syntactical
Conformance" instead.

Proposed Disposition
As described in the response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029, application conformance involves both syntax and
semantics. Here is the proposed change to the first sentence of Part 1, §2.5:
Application conformance incorporates both syntax and semantics; itis purely syntactic; it also involves
itemsonly items- 1,and 2, and 3 in §2.3 above.
Consequently, we feel existing title of “Application Conformance” is appropriate.
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Response 812
Comment ID

JP-0021
Clause: Part 1
Clause 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Document conformance as defined in Part 1 looks too general
and has nothing specific to WordprocessingML. However, for
a document to conform to WordprocessingML, it has to satisfy
requirements stated in Part1 Clause 11, Part 2, and Part 4
Clause 2, at the very least. It is not clear whether
requirements stated in other places also have to be satisfied.

Define document conformance for
Word-Processing in the part defining
WordprocessingML. The same change
request applies to document
conformance for SpreadsheetML and
PresentationML.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there is a need for separate conformance classes for WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML, and
PresentationML, since these are commonly implemented independently or in various combinations.
The proposed disposition for JP-0027/JP-0028/JP-0029 describes how these conformance classes will be added
to DIS 29500.
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Response 813
Comment ID

JP-0026
Clause: Part 1
Clause 4 and
Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
SGML and XML already define ―document type‖, but OOXML
defines it differently.

Proposed change by the MB
Do not use this phrase.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; since this term has a well-defined meaning, a different term should be used in this specification. The
following changes will be made:
Part 1, §2.5, page 3, lines 28–29:


A conforming consumer shall not reject any conforming documents of the document type category (§4)
expected by that application.

Part 1, §4, page 6, lines 16–17:
document type category — One of the three types categories of Office Open XML documents: Wordprocessing,
Spreadsheet, and Presentation, defined as follows:
Part 1, §4, page 6, lines 25–26:
An Office Open XML document can contain one or more embedded Office Open XML packages (§15.2.10) with
each embedded package having any of the three document categoriestypes. However, the presence of these
embedded packages does not change the type of the document.
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Response 814
Comment ID

JP-0033
Clause: Part 1
Clause 9.2
Paragraph: Line
8 on page 18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The line says, ―Certain relationships shall be explicit..‖ A
period has been duplicated.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §9.2, page 18, line 8:
Certain relationships shall be explicit..
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Response 815
Comment ID

JP-0036
Clause: Part 1
Clause 11.9
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

XSLT transformation is applied only on save ("an XSL
Transformation which might be applied on" in 11.9 of Part 1).
Why is it not applied on read?

Proposed Disposition
Each part within a WordprocessingML document cannot be calculated in isolation from any knowledge of the
other parts within the same package, as that part will often need to reference the relationship ID values of one
or more relationships in its relationship part item (for example, an explicit reference to the location of an Image
part referenced by the content). For this reason, any XSLT applied to the package would need to be MIMO
(multiple input; multiple output) in order to be useful in any practical application.
As currently defined, the XSLT specification does not support the ability to run MIMO transformations or to
construct the ZIP container format as the result of an XSL transformation, so the transformation is only applied
when an application saves the document as a single XML file (for example, when extracting solely the custom
markup contained in the document as its own file).
If a future version of XSLT provides the necessary support, we definitely agree that this would be a welcome
improvement for a future version of the specification.

However, we agree that the current wording is unclear in this regard; the following changes will be made in Part
1, §11.9, page 58, lines 13–15:
A document can store information about an XSL Transformation which might be applied on save when the
document is output as a single file (e.g., as XML or HTML). , by containing That information is stored in a
Document Settings part (§11.3.3) whose part relationship item contains an explicit relationship to the file
location of the XSL Transformation using this relationship.
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Response 816
Comment ID

JP-0051
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.15.1.28
Paragraph:
cryptAlgorithmSid
in the table on
page 1167

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The example says, ―The cryptAlgorithmSid attribute value of 1
specifies that the SHA-1 hashing algorithm shall be used to
generate a hash from the user-defined password.‖ However,
the attribute value of 1 means MD2 and 4 means SHA-1 in the
table above the example.

Proposed change by the MB
Change the attribute value from 1 to 4.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.15.1.28, page 1,171, in the Attributes table:
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with the following information stored in one of its
protection elements:
<w:… w:cryptAlgorithmClass="hash"
w:cryptAlgorithmType="typeAny"
w:cryptAlgorithmSid="14"
w:hash="9oN7nWkCAyEZib1RomSJTjmPpCY=" />
The cryptAlgorithmSid attribute value of 14 specifies that the SHA-1 hashing algorithm must be used to
generate a hash from the user-defined password. end example]
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Response 817
Comment ID

JP-0061
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.66
Paragraph:
aiueo in the table
on page 1771

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example shows half-width katakana characters while the
description says hiragana characters that must be
distinguished from half-width katakana.

Replace the half-width katakana
characters with hiragana characters.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the description and the example are mismatched. The following changes will be made to Part 4,
§2.18.66, page 1,771 in the table of enumeration values:
Enumeration Value
aiueo (AIUEO Order HiraganaHalf-Width Katakana)

Description
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of hiragana
half-width katakana characters in the traditional a-i-ue-o order.
[Example: ｱ, ｲ, ｳ. end example]
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Response 818
Comment ID

JP-0062
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.18.66
Paragraph:
aiueoFullWidth in
the table on page
1771

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example shows full-width katakana characters while the
description says full-width hiragana characters.

Replace the full-width katakana
characters with full-width hiragana
characters.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,771 in the table of enumeration values:
Enumeration Value
aiueoFullWidth (Full-Width AIUEO Order Full-Width
HiraganaKatakana)

Description
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of full-width
hiragana katakana characters in the traditional a-i-u-eo order.
[Example: ア, イ, ウ. end example]
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Response 819
Comment ID

JP-0069
Clause: Part 4
Annex A
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Validation against the VML schemas cannot be separated
from that against the rest of OOXML. In other words, a
WordprocessingML document cannot be validated without
performing validation against the VML schemas.

Proposed change by the MB
Specify "skip" as the value of
"processContents" attribute.

Proposed Disposition
We completely agree that we need to have the capacity to validate Open XML documents against the Open XML
schemas excluding the VML schemas. If a particular Open XML consumer does not support VML, that consumer
should be able to validate its document without using or requiring the VML schemas in any way.
In addition, if a particular Open XML consumer chose to support VML, then that consumer should be able to
validate using the VML schemas.
In two locations in the WordprocessingML schema, the processContents attribute of the xsd:any element is set
to lax. If the processContents attribute of the xsd:any element is set to "lax", then the schema processor will
validate elements for which it can find declarations, as described in §3.10.2 of the XML Schema specification
(http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/), which reads:
lax
If the item has a uniquely determined declaration available, it must be ·valid· with respect to that
definition, that is, ·validate· if you can, don't worry if you can't.
The schema wml.xsd imports the VML namespace, and has a schemaLocation attribute set to "vml-main.xsd".
Per the W3C XSD standard, the schemaLocation attribute is just a hint; the processor is not required to resolve
it. Therefore, it is valid to simply remove the VML schemas, and the VML contained at these locations should not
be validated.
To ensure this use of processContents was supported cross-platform, the schemas were tested with Xerces-J,
version 2.9.1, and observed the following:
1) If the VML schemas are present, and the document contains valid VML markup, then the document
validates.
2) If the VML schemas are present, and the document contains invalid VML markup, then the document
fails to validate, as expected.
3) If the VML schemas are not present, then regardless of whether the VML markup is valid or not, the
document validates.
We also tested with Microsoft's schema validator, and observed the same behaviour, which matches the XSD
standard.
If we were to change from lax to skip, then it would not be possible to validate the VML elements by a
consumer who chose to support VML.
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Therefore, we propose to not change the processContents attribute of the xsd:any element to skip, but to
leave it as lax.
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Response 820
Comment ID

JP-0075
Clause: Part 4
Clause 5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The import and include relationships among the DrawingML
schemas are extremely complicated. (See http://www.asahinet.or.jp/~eb2m-mrt/ooxml/dependencies.html.)

Proposed change by the MB
To make the relationships more
understandable, it might make sense to
divide DrawingML into sublanguages or
introduce some text and diagrams on
the relationships of DrawingML
schemas.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the relationships among the DrawingML schemas are complex. As a simplification, many of the
schemas will be combined, as follows:
1. The following DrawingML schema files will be combined to form one schema file, dml-main.xsd:



























dml-audioVideo.xsd
dml-baseStylesheet.xsd
dml-baseTypes.xsd
dml-documentProperties.xsd
dml-graphicalObject.xsd
dml-graphicalObjectAnimation.xsd
dml-graphicalObjectFormat.xsd
dml-gvml.xsd
dml-shape3DCamera.xsd
dml-shape3DLighting.xsd
dml-shape3DScene.xsd
dml-shape3DScenePlane.xsd
dml-shape3DStyles.xsd
dml-shapeEffects.xsd
dml-shapeGeometry.xsd
dml-shapeLineProperties.xsd
dml-shapeMiscellaneous.xsd
dml-shapeStyle.xsd
dml-styleDefaults.xsd
dml-table.xsd
dml-tableStyle.xsd
dml-text.xsd
dml-textBullet.xsd
dml-textCharacter.xsd
dml-textParagraph.xsd
dml-textRun.xsd

2. The following DrawingML schema files will be combined to form one schema file, dml-diagram.xsd:
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dml-diagramColorTransform.xsd
dml-diagramDataModel.xsd
dml-diagramDefinition.xsd
dml-diagramElementPropertySet.xsd
dml-diagramLayoutVariables.xsd
dml-diagramStyleDefinition.xsd
dml-diagramTypes.xsd

3. Part 4, Annex F, page 5,208, lines 1–6, will be changed as follows:
This clause is informative.
This clause provides the location of each part's root element (as identified in §1) within the set of normative
XML Schema files provided in Annex A, based on both its part name and its XML Schema:

F.1

Grouped by Part Name
Part

Schema

Element Name

DrawingML Chart

dml-chart.xsd

chartSpace

DrawingML Chart Drawing

dml-chart.xsd

userShapes

DrawingML Diagram Colors

dml-diagramdiagramColorTransform.xsd

colorsDef

DrawingML Diagram Data

dml-diagramdiagramDefinition.xsd

dataModel

DrawingML Diagram Layout Definition

dml-diagramdiagramDefinition.xsd

layoutDef

DrawingML Diagram Style

dml-diagramdiagramStyleDefinition.xsd

styleDef

DrawingML Table Styles

dml-tableStylemain.xsd

tblStyleLst

DrawingML Theme

dml-mainstylesheet.xsd

theme

DrawingML Theme Override

dml-mainstylesheet.xsd

themeOverride
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Response 821
Comment ID

JP-0076
Clause: Part 4
Clause 8.2.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The semantics of the attribute "manifestLocation" of the
element "w:schema" is unclear. What is a resource file?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the term “resource files” is not defined within the context of the specification and should not have been
used, since no implication on its content should have been implied by its naming. The following changes will be
made in Part 4, §8.2.1, page 5,200, attribute manifestLocation:
Attributes
manifestLocation
(Resource
Supplementary XML
File Location)

Description
Specifies the location of a resource supplementary XML file which should can be
downloaded and parsed when this document is loaded in order to provide additional
application-defined capabilities. The format and contents of this resource file are
application-defined.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document which contains custom XML markup
in the http://www.contoso.com namespace, which is associated with a resource file
located at http://www.contoso.com/resource.xml. The following content would be
displayed in the document's schema library data:
<w:schemaLibrary>
<w:schema w:uri="http://www.contoso.com" w:manifestLocation=
"http://www.contoso.com/resource.xml" />
</w:schemaLibrary>
The manifestLocation attribute contains http://www.contoso.com/manifest.xml
which is the location of a resource file that may be downloaded for use when this
namespace is used. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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Response 822
Comment ID

FR-0532
Clause: Part 5,
Section 1 Scope
Paragraph: page
1, line 3

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'that facilitate future enhancement and extension of Office
Open XML' proposition is a judgment call (in other words, an
unsupported assertion). It may be that the intent of the OOXML
text be to deliver on that promise, but that promise is
fundamentally, by its having measurable results in future time
only, not delivered yet.

Rephase in accordance with the general
proposal to split the present int two parts
and the future revision of ODF

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §1, page 1, lines 3–4:
This Part (the Markup Compatibility and Extensibility specification) describes a set of conventions that are used
by Office Open XML documents that facilitate future enhancement andto clearly mark elements and attributes
introduced by future versions or extensions of Office Open XML documents, while providing a method by which
consumers can obtain a baseline version of the Office Open XML document (a version without extensions) for
interoperability.
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Response 823
Comment ID

FR-0533
Clause: Part 5,
Section 3
Definitions
Paragraph: page
3, line 4

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The note brings no value here, since it fails to tell which terms
are defined in Part 2 that must be understood as defined in Part
2 within Part 5. Contrast this with the precautions taken above
to clearly explain how Part 5 defines terms (that is in extenso in
section 3 or else as they are met in italics in the text), and how
these terms must be interpreted. Depending on the further
contents of Part 5, the writer might prefer to drop the note if
each needed term borrowed from Part 2 is defined in Part 5 by
writing it in italics and referring to Part 2, or else promote the
note to normative text and complete it with the extensive list of
terms that stand in Part 5 for the semantics defined for them in
Part 2.

Proposed change by the MB
Refine the contents of the note and
promote them to normative text or else
delete it altogether, depending on the
remainder of Part 5 text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §3, page 3, lines 4–5:

For the purposes of this specification, the following definitions apply. Other terms are defined where they
appear in italics type. Terms explicitly defined in this specification are not to be presumed to refer implicitly to
similar terms defined elsewhere. [Note: This part uses OPC-related terms, which are defined in Part 2: "Open
Packaging Conventions". end note]
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Response 824
Comment ID

FR-0534
Clause: Part 5,
Section 3
Definitions
Paragraph: page
3, lines 9-11 &
lines 17-18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definitions of 'alternate content' and 'markup consumer' do Provide proper definitions for 'alternate
not hold together. If a markup consumer is defined as 'a tool
content' and 'markup consumer'.
that can read and parse a markup document and further
conforms to the requirements of a markup specification' then
the total contents of a submitted markup document must
conform to the markup specification that the said markup
consumer has to understand, the alternate content in such a
document cannot have any meta-status that would contrast it
from the other contents of the said document, the markup
consumer has to read and parse it - implying it processes it at
least as needed for the parsing, and the constraint on the said
markup consumer to apply specific processing to the alternate
content, be it a choice or whatever other processing, is a further
specialization of the said markup consumer.
Moreover, the said constraint is ill-defined, in that the markup
consumer has to understand the markup specification of
alternate content, which may imply a specific namespace, and
fails to define the expected behavior of markup consumers that
would understand many namespaces but should still, per the
definition of alternate content, select at most one alternative.
Moreover, there exists no concept of markup alternative in XML
specification. If the definition for 'alternate content' attempts to
draw from common sense to define itself, it should still clarify
the relationship of markup here to the definition of markup by
the XML specification (especially, it would follow from the use of
the XML specification definition of markup that character data is
unaffected by the required choice of a single alternative
amongst several, which is unlikely).
It follows from this that the definition for alternate content is
broken, and that the definition for markup specification may be
broken as well (in that it could contradict a fixed definition of
altenate content, depending on the degree of similarity of the
fixed definition to the current, broken definition).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it was not clear that the term “markup” was also intended to convey markup and character data. The
changes shown below will be made.
A markup consumer must be able to process a markup document according to the rules specified in Part 5 and
also in the markup specification; that is, the other Parts of the Office Open XML specification. This Part specifies
the rules regarding which portions of the markup and character data may be ignored by various consumers,
while the markup specification provides the definition of the namespaces that are understood and the syntax of
recognized elements and attributes of a particular conforming markup consumer. We believe this is clear from
the (now revised below) transitive closure of the definitions of markup consumer, markup document, and
markup specification.
This Part, in its entirety, describes the relationship of markup compatibility elements and attributes and the
underlying XML specification.
Part 5, §3, page 3, lines 9–11
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alternate content — A set of markup alternatives of XML markup and character data, of which no more than
one shall be processed by a markup consumer. A markup consumer chooses from among the alternatives based
upon its set of understood namespaces.
Part 5, §3, page 3, lines 20–21
markup editor — A tool that acts as a markup consumer in reading a markup document, makes changes to that
markup and character data, and acts as the producer of the modified markup and character data.
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Response 825
Comment ID

FR-0535

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Extraneous trailing full stop at the end of the line.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove the extraneous full stop.

Clause: Part 5,
Section 3
Definitions
Paragraph: page
3, line 25

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §3, page 3, lines 22–25.
markup preprocessor — A software module, designed for use in the implementation of markup consumers, that
follows the rules of this Markup Compatibility and Extensibility specification to remove or replace all elements
and attributes from the Markup Compatibility namespace, all elements and attributes from ignorable nonunderstood namespaces, and all elements and attributes from subsumed namespaces..
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Response 826
Comment ID

FR-0536

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition for 'markup specification' is tautological.

Clause: Part 5,
Section 3
Definitions
Paragraph: page
3, line 27

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for 'markup
specification'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §3, page 3, lines 27–28:
markup specification — An XML-based markup format specification definition that incorporates all of the
namespaces, elements, attributes, and requirements of specified in this Part.
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Response 827
Comment ID

FR-0537

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'all of the requirement' lacks the plural.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace with 'all of the requirements'.

Clause: Part 5,
Section 3
Definitions
Paragraph: page
3, line 27

Proposed Disposition
Agreed: the following changes will be made to Part 5, §3, page 3, lines 27–28:
markup specification — An XML-based markup format specification that incorporates all of the requirements of
this Part.
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Response 828
Comment ID

FR-0538
Clause: Part 5,
Section 3
Definitions
Paragraph: page
4, line 3

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition for 'recognize' draws upon parts of the OOXML
Clarify.
text that are deemed as irrelevant to conformance
determination (specifically, 'have the knowledge of' is in the
realm of semantics, which is not considered for conformance
determination, according to Part 1, Section 2). If that knowledge
was to be limited to the one needed to fulfill the requirements
set in Part 1, Section 2.3, page 3, lines 11-13, then the
definition of 'namespace, understood', page 4, line 1 would
encompass the namespace elements and attributes needed for
Part 5 only (in other terms, exclude all WordprocessingML, etc.
elements and attributes), which seems unlikely, and the
definition of 'namespace, ignorable', page 3 line 29 would be
broken.
The net result is that several key terms defined in section 3
have no bearing on the conformance of OOXML documents
and applications, or else that their definition is broken.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the term “recognize” is used to describe a characteristic of markup consumers and producers, not
documents, as suggested by Part 1, §2.3. The definition of “namespace, understood” encompasses all elements
defined in the markup specification, namely all Parts of the OOXML specification, inclusive of Part 5. The text will
be changed as follows to make the intent more clear.
Part5, §3, page 4, lines 3–4
recognize — To identify thathave knowledge of the correct interpretation of an XML element, XML attribute, or
attribute-value, as is defined in a this specification or in the markup specification against which the containing
XML document purports to be conformant.
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Response 829
Comment ID

FR-0539
Clause: Part 5,
Section 4
Notational
Conventions
Paragraph: page
5, line 5

FR-0541
Clause: Part 5,
Section 4
Notational
Conventions
Paragraph: page
5, line 8

FR-0542
Clause: Part 5,
Section 4
Notational
Conventions
Paragraph: page
5, line 12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 4 is not marked as informative, hence it is normative.
However, the 'The name of an XML element is written using an
Element style.' sentence fails to give the reader any real
information about what distinguishes XML element names from
the surrounding text. (Note that according to Part 1 Section 7
page 10 line 18 the text enclosed between [Example: and ] is
informative.)

Provide a proper description of the style
used for XML element names.

Section 4 is not marked as informative, hence it is normative.
Provide a proper description of the style
However, the 'The name of an XML element attribute is written used for XML element attribute names.
using an Attribute style.' sentence fails to give the reader any
real information about what distinguishes XML element attribute
names from the surrounding text. (Note that according to Part 1
Section 7 page 10 line 18 the text enclosed between [Example:
and ] is informative.)
Section 4 is not marked as informative, hence it is normative.
However, the 'An XML element type name is written using a
Type style.' sentence fails to give the reader any real
information about what distinguishes XML element type names
from the surrounding text. (Note that according to Part 1
Section 7 page 10 line 18 the text enclosed between [Example:
and ] is informative.)

Provide a proper description of the style
used for XML element type names.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the distinguishing typography is shown only in the informative text, and needs to be in the normative
text.
Part 5, §4, page 5, lines 2–13 will be changed, as follows:
The following typographical conventions are used in this Standard:
65. The first occurrence of a new term is written in italics, as in “normative”. [Example: … is considered
normative. end example]
66. A term defined as a basic definition is written in bold, as in “behavior”. [Example: behavior — External …
end example]
67. The name of an XML element is written using an Element style, as in “document”. [Example: The root
element is document. end example]
68. The name of an XML element attribute is written using an Attribute style, as in “id”. [Example: … an id
attribute. end example]
69. An XML element attribute value is written using a constant-width style, as in “CommentReference”.
[Example: … value of CommentReference. end example]
70. An XML element type name is written using a Type style, as in “xsd:anyURI”. [Example: … as values of
the xsd:anyURI data type. end example]

Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 2–13, and Part 2, §4.1, page 6, lines 3–14 will also be changed in the same way.
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Response 830
Comment ID

FR-0540
Clause: Part 5,
Section 4
Notational
Conventions
Paragraph: page
5, line 5

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'A term defined as a basic definition' expression makes no
sense in English.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify or remove.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §4, page 5, line 5 and Part 1, §5, page 8, line 5:
2.
A term defined as a basic definition In each definition of a term in §3 (Definitions), the term is written in
bold. [Example: behavior — External … end example]
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Response 831
Comment ID

FR-0543
Clause: Part 5,
Section 6
General
Description
Paragraph: page
7, line 8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Part 5 has no section 13. There seems to be another mismatch
line 7 in that section 7 is named Overview (not section 8). The
reference pointed to by line 20 does not explain how
informative text is embedded into normative text...
Section 6, which is meant to be normative according to line 13,
defines normative parts of the document based upon flawed
section numbers and relies upon broken references. This must
be fixed, or else there is no means to assert which subparts of
Part 5 are normative and which are informative.

Fix Section 6, or else put in place other
means to mark normative and
informative parts, or else declare the
whole of Part 5 as normative, or else
declare the whole of Part 5 as
informative, or else suppress Part 5 from
the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §6, page 7, lines 6–8:
This specification is divided into the following subdivisions:
71.
72.
73.
74.

Front matter (clauses 1–76);
Overview and introductory material (clause 87);
Main body (clauses 98–1312);
Annexes

As well, lines 19–20 will be replaced with the following text:
Except for whole clauses or annexes that are identified as being informative, informative text that is contained
within normative text is indicated in the following ways:
75.
76.
77.
78.

[Example: code fragment, possibly with some narrative … end example]
[Note: narrative … end note]
[Rationale: narrative … end rationale]
[Guidance: narrative … end guidance]
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Response 832
Comment ID

FR-0544
Clause: Part 5,
Section 7
Overview
Paragraph: page
8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Section 7 makes a series of judgment calls (like 'enable
producers to explicitly guide consumers') and presents them as
objective properties of the contents of Part 5. We contend that
these are unsupported assertions, and that the text should
make clear that the properties described, and rightfully deemed
desirable, were amongst the design objectives of the OOXML
text writers, instead of claiming that those objectives have been
reached.
Since section 7 is informative, we refrained from analyzing
further its contents flaws (for example, the fragment cited above
makes reference to an undefined behavioral model), and we
tagged this comment as editorial.

Rewrite section 7 in such a way that the
authors' intents and objectives are not
presented as achievements, or else fully
demonstrate that these objectives are
fulfilled by Part 5.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §7, page 8, lines 3–6:
This Part describes a set of XML elements and attributes that whose purpose is to collectively enable producers
to explicitly guide consumers in their handling of any XML elements and attributes not understood by the
consumer.
These elements and attributes are intended to enable the creation of future versions of and extensions to this
Standard, while enabling these desirable compatibility characteristicsgoals:
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Response 833
Comment ID

FR-0545
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

We have strong and pervasive reservations on the contents of
section 8.1. We have submitted several technical comments
that illustrate some of the most salient issues with the current
state of the text in that section, but these only illustrate the
more general fact that section 8.1 fails to define properly the
terms it aims to define. Moreover, it does not properly links the
said concepts to the underlying XML specification, or even to
other parts of the OOXML text.
The net result is that section 8.1 makes a failed attempt to
conceptualize the subject, purpose and contents of Part 5.
Interestingly enough, this might be of no essential consequence
on the relevance of the remainder of Part 5. It may be that the
desired structure of the OOXML storage format, and the
desired semantics attached to it, could be explained without
building a full-blown theory over and beyond the conceptual
stage provided by the XML and XML Namespaces
specifications and other parts of the OOXML text that precede
Part 5, and that section 3 could be radically simplified, only
defining a few extra terms that would much less stretch the
common-sense or XML semantics of their own defining terms.

Rebuild a sound conceptualization of the
matters covered by Part 5 and rebuild
section 8.1 based upon it, or else
(preferred) prefer the systematic use of
the concepts defined by the relevant
XML-related specifications (including
other parts of the OOXML text) and limit
the list of needed extra terms (and
therefore needed definitions) to a much
smaller shorter one, comprising of
simpler terms with proper definitions.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we believe that the specific comments raised, which have been addressed elsewhere, have improved
the clarity and intent of the text in this clause. Due to the confusion over those other comments, the digestibility
of the text was hampered. It is recognized that for a full and deep understanding of the concepts introduced in
this Part, a thorough and intrinsic understanding of the XML and XML Namespaces spec is required, but it is
beyond the scope of this specification to provide a more academic-focused discussion of the subtleties of these
specifications and how they shaped this Part significantly.
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Response 834
Comment ID

FR-0546
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Section 8.1 and section 3 overlap significantly in purpose and
contents.

Proposed change by the MB
Reorganize the text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; §8.1 has been renamed Core Concepts and the text that simply repeats the terms has been deleted. The
remainder of the text is explanatory in nature and provides correlation between terms defined in §3, and
therefore has been retained. The following changes have been made to Part 5, §8.1, page 9, lines 2–11:

8.1 TerminologyCore Concepts
Any XML-based document specification can use the markup language described in this Part as the basis of its
compatibility with previous and future specification revisions and to enable the creation of independent
extensions of its specification. In this specification, the term markup specification is used to refer to a
specification that relies on this Office Open XML Markup Compatibility and Extensibility Part and defines a set of
XML namespaces, the elements and attributes within those namespaces, and any processing requirements for
those namespaces, elements, and attributes. Markup document refers to an XML document that conforms to a
markup specification. A markup producer is a software application or component that generates a markup
document. A markup consumer is a software application or component that can process a markup document
according to the processing requirements of the markup specification.
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Response 835
Comment ID

FR-0547
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 3

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'Any XML-based document specification' is way too
imprecise. Is that a document specification provided in an XML
format (could be ODF or OOXML for example)? Or a
specification of an XML-based format for documents? Contrast
this with Part 1, Section 1: 'This Standard defines Office Open
XML's vocabularies and document representation and
packaging.', which uses precise terms.

Proposed change by the MB
Use more precise and relevant terms.
See also our general comments about
the failed conceptualization in Part 5.

Proposed Disposition
The principles, elements, and attributes are generically applicable to any XML-based document format. These
principles, elements, and attributes, as defined in this Part, have been specifically incorporated into the design
of the Office Open XML formats, but they can equally be adopted and applied as desired by any other XMLbased format; nothing in this Part of the specification is intrinsically or inextricably tied to the specific Office
Open XML formats. This Part is, however, a foundational component of the Office Open XML specification
without which the format specifications would be incomplete. No changes will be made.
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Response 836
Comment ID

FR-0548
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 10

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'markup consumer' is pleonastic, and redundant with
'consumer' as defined in Part 1, Section 8.2. The introduction of
an unneeded layer of (ill-defined) concepts over XML and other
parts of OOXML must be avoided.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove unneeded terms. See also our
general comments about the failed
conceptualization in Part 5.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following clarification will be added to the definition of markup consumer in Part 5, §3, page 5, line
18
markup consumer — A tool that can read and parse a markup document and further conforms to the
requirements of a markup specification. [Note: Because a markup consumer might be implemented as a markup
pre-processor, this term is not coalesced with the definition for a consumer, which would process the XML
document output by the markup pre-processor. end note]
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Response 837
Comment ID

FR-0549
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

'recognize' is assimilated here to 'process', whereas the reading
and parsing of the text contents *is* a processing of the such
text contents. Therefore, all concepts in Part 5 that rely upon
the 'recognize' concept are ill-defined, the way lines 15-17
place a requirement on concepts which definitions lines 13-15
is void and broken, whereas the contents of the said constraints
might have provided the basis of acceptable definitions, the
reference to 'an unrecognized element or attribute from the
Markup Compatibility namespace' on line 19 whereas
recognized - hence unrecognized - elements are not defined on
the Markup Compatibility namespace unless this namespace
would explicitly be required to be an understood namespace for
all conformant consumers, etc.

Provide a proper definition for 'recognize'
or else remove all references to it from
Part 5 of the OOXML text. See also our
general comments about the failed
conceptualization in Part 5.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §8.1, page 9, lines 13–17:
A characteristic of a markup consumer is that it can recognize or process the elements and attributes within
understood namespaces, including those containing elements and attributes defined in the markup
specification. Markup consumers shall process treat all recognized elements and attributes of any understood
namespace according to the requirements of the markup specifications defining those elements or attributes.
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Response 838
Comment ID

FR-0550
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 15

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Lines 15-17 place a requirement on concepts which definitions
as provided by lines 13-15 are void and broken, whereas the
contents of the said constraints might have provided the basis
of acceptable definitions, the reference to 'an unrecognized
element or attribute from the Markup Compatibility namespace'
on line 19 whereas recognized - hence unrecognized elements are not defined on the Markup Compatibility
namespace unless this namespace would explicitly be required
to be an understood namespace for all conformant consumers,
etc.

Provide proper definitions for 'recognize'
and 'understood namespaces' or else
remove all references to them from Part
5 of the OOXML text. See also our
general comments about the failed
conceptualization in Part 5.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; as addressed in the response to comment FR-0553, §8.1 is not intended to provide the definition of
these terms, which are instead addressed in §3, as modified by the response to comment FR-0538. It is intended
that the elements, attributes, and attribute values defined in Part 5 must be understood by a conformant
consumer. Through the combination of these changes we believe this comment has been addressed by
incorporation of the changes in the cited comments.
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Response 839
Comment ID

FR-0551
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 19

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The reference to 'an unrecognized element or attribute from the Reconsider the whole sentence. See
Markup Compatibility namespace' is meaningless since
also our general comments about the
recognized - hence unrecognized - elements are not defined on failed conceptualization in Part 5.
the Markup Compatibility namespace. (Their being defined
would - at least - demand that the Markup Compatibility
namespace be explicitly required to be an understood
namespace for all conformant consumers - which is not the
case.)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the term “recognize” in §3 lacked the full definition which was inclusive of the elements, attributes, and
attribute values defined in this Part 5. That has been updated and addressed by the response to comment FR0538.
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Response 840
Comment ID

FR-0552
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, lines 20-23

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The chosen default behavior - error on unrecognized parts
unless these are explicitly marked as ignorable - is due to
maximize the number of compatibility errors raised, hence
forfeits the interoperability objectives of the markup
compatibility part of the OOXML specification, hence adversely
impacts the general interoperability objectives of the OOXML
specification as a whole.

Proposed change by the MB
Retain the opposite default and treat
elements and attributes of nonunderstood namespaces as ignored
unless otherwise stated. (That
recommandation may prove simplistic.
However, the 'error by default' is
problematic because of the exposed
griefs. More precisely, the text might
consider degrees of validation - in the
XML sense of validation - and other
refinements here.)

Proposed Disposition
It seems that this comment proposes that a conformant DIS 29500 processor should skip unknown elements and
attributes. Ecma disagrees with this comment. The interoperability objectives of DIS 29500 are not intended to
include documents that contain elements and attributes that are not defined in the DIS 29500 specification and
do not use strict extensibility guidelines as described in Part 5. Such non-standard content within documents
could limit interoperability, and it is the goal of Part 5, §8.1 to maximize interoperability by preventing the use of
documents containing unrecognized content, unless that content is explicitly identified as ignorable.
An illustrative example of two different and historical perspectives on this topic can be found in comparisons
between common usage of HTML and XML. Web browsers tend to be extremely tolerant of errors in HTML
syntax, in part because many existing HTML documents were created by processes that allowed unrecognized or
syntactically incorrect content. A browser that may encounter manually tagged HTML content needs to
gracefully accept common typographical errors and omissions.
However, in the case of the XML standard, it was decided that when applications validate content against
schemas, unrecognized content should be commonly seen as an error condition and not skipped by processors.
With XML, expectations of interoperability and conformance are much higher.
DIS 29500 strives to achieve maximum interoperability, and Part 5, §8.1 supports that objective by ensuring that
document content is clearly identified.
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Response 841
Comment ID

FR-0553
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, lines 26-27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

According to section 3, the fact that 'ignore' is in italics means
that it is defined in the surrounding text. However, the
remainder of the sentence does not explain what ignore would
mean. (The second part of the sentence adds a constraint on
conformant consumers, it does not define the ignore term; if it
were to be considered to define the ignore term, then the
meaning of the ignore term would literaly be 'do not raise errors
upon', which makes no sense.)

Define ignore properly, or rewrite the
whole explanation. See also our general
comments about the failed
conceptualization in Part 5.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the comment applies to other instances in this clause as well. The following edits have been made:
Part 5, §8.1, page 9, line 14
A characteristic of a markup consumer is that it can recognizerecognize or process the elements and attributes
within understood namespacesunderstood namespaces, including those containing elements and attributes
defined in the markup specification
Part 5, §8.1, page 9, lines 25–26
Within a markup document, a markup producer might use Markup Compatibility attributes to identify ignorable
namespacesignorable namespaces. Markup consumers shall ignoreignore elements and attributes from
namespaces that are both non-understood and ignorable, and shall not treat their presence as errors.
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Response 842
Comment ID

FR-0554
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 28

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
According to 'the content should be processed as if it were the
content of the ignored element‘s parent', assuming that ns1 be
an ignorable namespace and that consumers that do not
understand it are told to process the contents of its elements as
if they were the contents of the ignored elements parents, the
following fragment:
<a>
<ns1:ign>
ignorable text
</ns1:ign>
<b>
important text
</b>
</a>
would have to be interpreted as:
<a>
ignorable text
</a>
We believe that this is highly undesirable.
Moreover, it is confusing, and therefore, if this is the intended
semantics, the OOXML text should explain it more thoroughly.
Else, the text should be fixed to reflect the real intents of the
OOXML specification.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the comment suggests an assumption that the ignored text’s content should replace the entire content
of the parent element; this was not the intent. In the example given in the comment the expected resultant text
would be:
<a> ignorable text <b> important text </b></a>
The following changes will be made to help others from making a similar assumption.
Part 5, §8.1, page 9, lines 28–29
A markup producer can indicate to the markup consumer whether the content of an ignored element shall be
disregarded together with the ignored element, or if the content should be processed as if it were was the
content of the ignored element’s parent, located in the same contextual position as the ignored element.
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Response 843
Comment ID

FR-0556
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
9, line 32

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'The markup editor can attempt to persist these ignored
elements and attributes when a saving markup document,
despite the editor‘s inability to recognize the purpose of these
ignored elements and attributes.' requirement is dangerously
too lax. It paves the way to information erasure from documents
by some conformant applications, giving little chances, and no
warranty at all, to users of two different conformant editors E1
and E2 to safely round-trip their documents. As such, it is a
major setback for the interoperability objectives of the OOXML
specification.We understand that some classes of conformant
applications, and especially of consumers that are not
producers, must be relaxed on many constraints on their output
(the first of which being to produce OOXML documents).
However, as far as 'editor' in the OOXML text refers to what is
generally understood to be an editor (note that no explicit
definition has been provided), editors should not be authorized
to erase any part of the underlying documents, beyond the
erasures (and other modifications) that could be directly traced
to a user edition.

Put more constraints on compliant
editors, so as to fulfill the announced
objectives of first-class interoperability.
Specifically in this case, do not allow
conformant editors to erase information
from OOXML documents, even from
parts of the said documents that the said
editors are not able to interpret, unless
this can be traced to an explicit user
edition action.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this comment has been addressed as a side-effect of resolving comment JP-0081, which adds a
Conformance clause to Part 5.
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Response 844
Comment ID

FR-0557
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
10, line 9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'A new understood namespace subsumes a previouslyunderstood namespace if it includes all of the elements,
attributes, and attribute values of the previously-understood
namespace.' definition for 'subsumes' has a significant
drawback: it introduces a subsuming relationship between any
two namespaces that are only related by an inclusion
relationship. This is damageable to the clarity of the
specification (unless this implication is wanted - but that would
need further explanation). This will damage interoperability
whenever two alternative namespaces meant to extend the
specification will happen to be bound by an inclusion
relationship. This is difficult to check as stated (without an
indication by the specification that one namespace is 'included'
into the other, the verification of the property is tedious at best).
This fails to convey the intent of the specification authors to
explicitly replace such or such part of the understood
namespaces by others. This fails to define what 'includes all of
the elements, attribures, and attribute values of [a] namespace'
may be (the XML-based first-level answer, that would be that
elements and attributes of the same local names exist, is
obviously not enough).
All in all, the 'subsume' concept is not properly defined by the
OOXML text, and at least of its possible interpretations conveys
undesireable semantics.

Provide a proper and acceptable (in
terms of semantics) definition for what it
means for a namespace to subsume
another one, or else drop it from the
OOXML text. Any acceptable definition
would, in our opininion, tolerate that a
namespace that is 'included' (term to be
further defined by the spec) into another
namespace not be subsumed by the
said namespace.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the definition of “subsume” will be clarified to include both the relationship between namespaces and
the retained semantic processing behaviour of the markup consumer, as follows.
Clause §8.1, lines 9-11:
A new understood namespace subsumes a previously-understood namespace if it includes all of the elements,
attributes, and attribute values of the previously-understood namespace and uses identically the element local
names, prefixed and unprefixed attribute names, attribute values, and element contents.
Clause §10.1, lines 3-12:
A markup specification defines whether its usage of a namespace subsumes another namespace. The markup
specification that defines a subsuming namespace shall require that the subsuming namespace if it includes all
of the elements, attributes, and attribute values of the subsumed namespace and
.
A markup specification that defines a subsuming namespace shall further require that any instance of the
following constructs that would be recognized in the subsumed namespace shall also be recognized and
interpreted identically by consumers and producers in the subsuming namespace.



Element local names
Unprefixed attribute names of elements
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Prefixed attribute names of elements
Attribute values
Element contents
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Response 845
Comment ID

FR-0558
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.1
Terminology
Paragraph: page
10, line 15

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

'This specification can be implemented using a pipelined,
preprocessing architecture in the form of a software module
called a markup preprocessor. A markup preprocessor can use
the Markup Compatibility elements and attributes to produce
output that is free of all ignorable non-understood content, all
Markup Compatibility elements and attributes, and all elements
and attributes in subsumed namespaces.' No. Bluntly untrue.
While some consumers may be implemented using that
technique, a conformant consumer/producer which is asked to
store the contents it does not understand won't be able to do so
if the preprocessor handles it data that is free of nonunderstood content. Note the 'pipelined' word above, which
precludes the use of the preprocessor on a derived data-flow.
We understand that the preprocessing analogy will make it
easier for some readers to grasp the intents of the specification,
and that it may help some implementors to develop peculiar
conformant consumers. However, the formulation in the text is
logically broken, must therefore be refined or removed, and is
due, unless improved, to bring much confusion.

If the preprocessor is an analogy to help
understand the concepts, clearly say so
in the text, and acknowledge that, while
mapping the said analogy into an
implementation can deliver a conforming
application provided some conditions are
met, it is not able to account for the
totality of the specification without
changes (namely, the pipeline design is
critical).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this comment is affected by the resolution to JP-0081 which provides for the removal of preservation
behaviour. Given that removal, conformant consumers are no longer required to preserve unknown content.
Additionally, the following edit has been made
Part 5, §8.1, page 10, line 15
This specification can be implemented using a pipelined, preprocessing architecture in the form of a software
module called a markup preprocessor.
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Response 846
Comment ID

FR-0561
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.2
Markup
Compatibility
Namespace
Paragraph: page
10, line 21

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Per Namespaces in XML 1.0 (Second Edition) W3C
Recommendation 16 August 2006,
'http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markup-compatibility/2006'
is not a namespace, but a namespace name, which is far from
being enough to describe a namespace at the needed level for
an XML format specification. The 'The following is the Markup
Compatibility namespace:' expression of the OOXML text still
pretends that 'http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markupcompatibility/2006' is the Markup Compatibility namespace.
This is at best bad writing. This may come from the facts that
the authors included a (broken) link to a web page - this is not
recognizable on a printed page, but the PDF file of the package
submitted to our examination - and that will make reference for
our vote - has it. This might lead to the observation that the
intent of the author was in fact to define the namespace by the
contents of a remote web page, which is not acceptable. (And
is the reason why we insist that this comment be of technical
nature).

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. It is important to note that the namespace name “http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markupcompatibility/2006” is not a web page URI. The fact that this text appears to be a hyperlink to a web page is the
results of a feature in PDF to auto-detect any URI (including a namespace name) that appears in text and
interpret it as a hyperlink and to provide navigability to that URI, which is clearly inappropriate in this
circumstance.
The following changes will be made to Part 5, §8.2, page 10, lines 21 and 23:
The following is the Markup Compatibility namespace name:
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markup-compatibility/2006
The Markup Compatibility namespace includes XML elements and attributes that markup producers can use to
express to markup consumers how they shall respond to markup in non-understood namespaces. The elements
and attributes described in this specification are contained in the Markup Compatibility namespace.
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Response 847
Comment ID

FR-0562
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.2
Markup
Compatibility
Namespace
Paragraph: page
10, line 24

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'The elements and attributes described in this specification
are contained in the Markup Compatibility namespace.'
sentence is far too lax a formulation in the context of a
specification. defined should be preferred to described, and the
formulation suggests that the namespace may include other
elements and attributes that Part 5 would not define, which is
probably not the intent of the writer.

Proposed change by the MB
State squarely that the elements and
attributes defined by Part 5 of the
OOXML text are (exactly) those of the
Markup Compatibility namespace.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §8.2, page 10, line 25:
The elements and attributes described defined in this specification are contained in the Markup Compatibility
namespace. This namespace contains only those elements and attributes defined in this specification.
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Response 848
Comment ID

FR-0563
Clause: Part 5,
Section 8.2
Markup
Compatibility
Namespace
Paragraph: page
10, line 24

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Does 'markup in non-understood namespaces' refer to markup
definitions in namespaces met while validating parsers read
namespace definitions, or else to markup which elements,
attributes, entities, etc. are defined by specific namespaces,
deemed as 'non-understood' by the specification?

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text “markup in non-understood namespaces” refers to elements and attributes drawn from nonunderstood namespaces. The following clarification will be made to Part 5, §8.2, page 10, line 24:
The namespace includes XML elements and attributes that markup producers can use to express to markup
consumers how they shall respond to markup elements and attributes encountered that belong toin nonunderstood namespaces.
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Response 849
Comment ID

FR-0564
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9 Markup
Compatibility
Attributes
Paragraph: page
11, line 8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'Whitespace characters' in the normative text is left undefined
by the non-normative note of lines 4-7.

Proposed change by the MB
Integrate the content of the note into the
normative text.

Proposed Disposition
The note in Part 5, §9, page 11, line 4, states, “Whitespace characters …, as defined in the XML specification, …”
That is, a normative definition of whitespace characters exists in the XML Standard, to which the Office Open
XML specification has a normative reference. The informative note is included in Part 5 as a convenience to the
reader.
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Response 850
Comment ID

FR-0565
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9 Markup
Compatibility
Attributes
Paragraph: page
11, line 8

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'shall be normalized by markup consumers before
processing' proposition is non-sensical, since normalization is a
processing.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following clarification has been added to Part 5, §9, page 11, lines 8–9:
Whitespace characters that appear in values of attributes defined in this specification shall be normalized by
markup consumers before processing markup compatibility elements and attributes, as follows:
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Response 851
Comment ID

FR-0566
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9 Markup
Compatibility
Attributes
Paragraph: page
11, line 14

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The current formulation states that tables 9.1 and 9.2 'are
further described in the sub-clauses that follow', whereas what
is most probably meant is that the attributes and elements are
further described in the said sub-clauses.

Proposed change by the MB
Reword.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §9, page 11, line 14:
[Note: The following table, and Table 9–3, summarize the Markup Compatibility attributes and elements,
respectively, and which are further described in the sub-clauses that follow.
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Response 852
Comment ID

FR-0569
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.2
ProcessContent
Attribute
Paragraph: page
15, line 16

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Missing of in 'that the content all elements in the namespace
shall be processed'.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace with 'that the content of all
elements in the namespace shall be
processed'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the following change will be made to Part 5, §9.1.2, page 15, lines 13–16:
The ProcessContent attribute value contains a whitespace-delimited list of element-qualified names identifying
the expanded names of elements whose content shall be processed, even if the elements themselves are
ignored. In any qualified name in the list, the wildcard character “*” can replace the local name to indicate that
the content of all elements in the namespace shall be processed.
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Response 853
Comment ID

FR-0570
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.2
ProcessContent
Attribute
Paragraph: page
15, lines 17-20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'A markup consumer that encounters an ignored element
whose expanded name matches the expanded name of an
element identified in the ProcessContent attribute value, the
markup consumer shall consider that element to be a
processed element, regardless of whether or not the element‘s
qualified name matches the qualified name specified in the
ProcessContent attribute value.' sentence is non-sensical. The
definition for the ProcessContent attribute is consequently
broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for the
ProcessContent attribute.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in addition to the grammatical error, this is quite complex and therefore somewhat confusing. The
following changes will be made:
1. Part 5, §9.1.2, page 15, lines 17–20:
A markup consumer that, when encounters encountering an ignored element whose expanded name matches
the expanded name of an element identified in the ProcessContent attribute value, the markup consumer shall
consider that element to be a processed element, regardless of whether or not the element’s qualified name
matches the qualified name specified in the ProcessContent attribute value. [Note: See example 9–4 for further
explanation of expanded name matching. end note]
2. The following text is inserted on Part 5, §9.1.2, page 16, after line 25:
[Example: Example 9–4. ProcessContent and expanded names
In the following example, <extB:Blink> is ignorable and is identified by the ProcessContent attribute, because
extA and extB share the same namespace name and therefore the expanded names match.
<Circles
xmlns="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/Circles/v1"
xmlns:mc="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markupcompatibility/2006"
xmlns:extA="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/Circles/extension"
xmlns:extB="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/Circles/extension"
mc:Ignorable="extB"
mc:ProcessContent="extA:Blink" >
<extB:Blink>
<Circle Center="0,0" Radius="20" Color="Blue" />
<Circle Center="25,0" Radius="20" Color="Black" />
<Circle Center="50,0" Radius="20" Color="Red" />
</extB:Blink>
</Circles>
end example]
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Response 854
Comment ID

FR-0571
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.2
ProcessContent
Attribute
Paragraph: page
15, line 25

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Empty ProcessContent attributes only add clutter in conformant
documents (since there processing is neutral). They should be
precluded by the specification, or at least discouraged
(canonicity).

Forbid (preferred) or discourage the use
of empty ProcessContent attributes.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 5, §9.1.2, page 15, lines 25–26:
The value of the ProcessContent attribute can be an empty or blank string, although such values should be
avoided. When a markup consumer encounters such a value, it shall proceed as if the ProcessContent attribute
was not provided.
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Response 855
Comment ID

FR-0572
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.2
ProcessContent
Attribute
Paragraph: page
15, lines 27-31

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The refinement consisting in allowing conforming consumers to
stay silent (at their will) in front of documents produced by nonconforming producers (that would violate the rule that no
element should be identified by a ProcessContent attribute and
have an xml:lang or xml:space attribute) only complexifies the
specification, for dubious (and undocumented) benefits.
It would be much clearer and simpler to state that conformant
documents should not include elements that are identified by a
ProcessContent attribute and have an xml:lang or xml:space
attribute.

Replace by a clear statement about
conformant documents, or else provide a
rationale for the unneeded sophistication
introduced here.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the text should not place limitations on non-conformant input; the following change will be made to
Part 5, §9.1.2, page 15, lines 27–31:
Markup producers shall not generate an element that has an xml:lang or xml:space attribute if that element is
identified by a ProcessContent attribute value. Markup consumers that ignore an element that has an xml:lang
or xml:space attribute and is also identified by a ProcessContent attribute value shall generate an error.
Markup consumers that encounter a non-ignored element that has an xml:lang or xml:space attribute and is
also identified by a ProcessContent attribute value might generate an error.
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Response 856
Comment ID

FR-0574
Clause: Part 5,
Section 9.1.4
MustUnderstand
Attribute
Paragraph: page
18, line 22

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Those two lines seem to provide, under the disguise of a
contraint, the true formal definition of what an understood
namespace is meant to be in the text. They show that the
notion of understood workspace is to be defined for each
conformant consumer, and that the way a consumer defines
which namespaces it understands is by not raising any kind of
'non-understood' error on MustUnderstand attributes that
reference the said namespaces. Contrast this with the fuzzy,
unacceptable way understood namespaces are defined page 4,
line 1. The latter draws upon ill-undefined, lax terms like
'recognize', whereas the former, while still lacking the proper
behavioral model several comments ask for, makes a clear
formal, measurable and unambiguous statement of what a
consumer should do when presented given contents.

Rework the formal definition of
understood namespaces from the
information given here as a constraint.
(Would start by defining non-understood
namespaces, then define understood
namespaces by difference with the set of
currently available namespaces.)
Leverage the resulting definition
consistently throughout the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the definition of the term “recognize” has been improved as a result of the response to comment FR0538. This line is one of many formal constraints placed on an understood namespace. It is the role of §3,
“Definitions”, to specify the terminology in use in this Part, and the role of the subsequent parts to formalize the
requirements and describe conformance behaviour. We believe that, with the above-cited revision, this
comment has been addressed.
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Response 857
Comment ID

MX-0003
Clause: Part 3
Paragraph:
Clauses 5 and 7

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
DrawingML and SharedMLs have different text representations
compared with word processing, spreadsheets and
presentations definitions. This will cause wrong data formats
and data loss if an application describes content based either
first or second description.

Proposed change by the MB
Avoid the use of DrawingML and
SharedMLs due they are not XML
compliant specifications and have
limited backward compatibility for text
representations within proposed
standard.

Proposed Disposition
DIS 29500 does indeed use similar text models for each of the three document types. The common architecture
includes an outer paragraph element (or string instance, in the case of SpreadsheetML), nested run elements,
run properties, and text nodes inside the runs. There is a need though for the three models to diverge in certain
areas. The use of rich text within a word-processing document is quite different from that within a spreadsheet.
Text within a presentation might have animations applied to it, while text within a word-processing document
deals with functionality like page number fields or section breaks.
Throughout the specification, we have allowed for future innovation and evolution within each of the three
document types through the use of type-specific models that are not constrained by limitations or requirements
of other document types.
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Response 858
Comment ID

MX-0007
Clause: Part 3.
7.2
Paragraph:
Entire sub clause

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Metadata definitions are very limited to work in proprietary
implementations. There is no clear definition for customized
metadata needed in data search and recovery operations,
such as search engines or multivendor DBMS serving over the
Internet.

Proposed change by the MB
Include a more specific definition for
metadata components. Also a
procedure for customized metadata
creation and retrieval.

Proposed Disposition
We absolutely agree that a location where customized metadata can be stored is an essential piece of the
specification, as many domain-specific mechanisms exist to serve specific uses.
Accordingly, Part 3, •7.3 “Custom XML Data” describes just such a mechanism – within an Office Open XML
document, any number of Custom XML Data parts can be stored within the package, as described in Part 3, §7.3,
page 440:
“Within an Office Open XML document, it is sometimes desirable or necessary to store custom XML data (that is,
data in a format not defined by this Office Open XML specification) within the contents of the package. To
accommodate this need, Office Open XML allows the storage of any arbitrary XML within a package as the target
of the http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/customXml relationship
(valid source parts are listed within Part 1 of the Standard).
The following examples illustrate potential uses of this mechanism:





A document which collects and displays information from a backend data source might want to store
the original form of that backend data, so it can be manipulated and uploaded to the original data
source at a later date.
A document author may wish to store additional metadata in an XML format not defined by this Office
Open XML specification's existing metadata schemas.
A document management system may wish to store data tracking the workflow status, retention
policies, and so on for this document along with the document.”
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Response 859
Comment ID

MY-0006
Clause: Part 4,
Section
2.15.1.95,
2.18.97,
5.1.12.41, 2
Paragraph:
Ecma Response
Page 13 (17) Line
26-29

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
―the percentage values allowed have been limited to integers
to permit efficient parsing and processing. (Use of the %
symbol and allowing non-integer decimal values would
introduce parsing complexity.)‖
The complexity in parsing has been overstated. Parsing 1
million non-integers with % symbols only takes less than 1
second of processing time

Proposed change by the MB
Use well known units and symbols for
human readability for Percentages.
e.g. tableWidth=‖80%‖
zoomFactor=‖250.5%‖
coverage=‖63.5%‖

Proposed Disposition
The question of how to implement units of measure is a common design challenge in markup languages. In this
case, we decided that the simplest way of doing percentage values was to keep the data type restricted to
integer and floating-point values. If it’s decided that a string datatype is desired in some cases (to handle a
percentage expressed as “10%”, for example), this would be an appropriate topic for consideration during future
maintenance of the specification.
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Comment ID

FR-0022
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4.
Definitions
Paragraph: page
6, lines 2-4

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This paragraph does not account for many tokens of the fields
and formulas grammars, and explicitly rejects that these be
defined by implicit references to well-known entities borrowed
from outside of the OOXML text. This has the probably
unwanted effect to rule out most fields and formulas from the
standard proposal, notwithstanding other parts that may need
to leverage similar constructs.

Proposed change by the MB
Improve the section contents so as to
enable the description of fields and
formulas or else remove fields and
formulas from the OOXML text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this text should be expanded to cover those grammars. The following changes will be made in Part 1,
§4, page 6, lines 2–5:
For the purposes of this Standard, the following definitions apply. Other terms are defined where they appear in
italic type or, on the left side of a syntax rule, or within subclauses of language-specific grammars (Part 4, §2.16
and Part 4, §3.17). Terms explicitly defined in this Standard are not to be presumed to refer implicitly to similar
terms defined elsewhere. [Note: This part uses OPC-related terms, which are defined in Part 2: "Open Packaging
Conventions". end note]
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Comment ID

FR-0027
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.4
Document
Conformance
Paragraph: page
3, line 20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

What does 'the schema' refer to? Examining the definition of
OOXML document conformance from the viewpoint of the
extensibility mechanism, the topic proves totally confused in the
text, mixing references to 'the schema', that would induce that
OOXML defines an overarching schema that all documents
should conform to, and 'Schemas' (line 11), that emphasizes
the existence of main subparts as WordprocessingML,
relegating the schema parts dedicated to extensibility to the
validation procedure (line 12), and even confusing the topic
further with 'Any XML element or attribute not explicitly included
in this Standard shall use the extensibility mechanisms
described by Parts 4 and 5 of this Standard', which, beyond
using a formulation that is inappropriate when describing the
structural properties of a storage format, is presented as a
separate constraint upon conformant documents whereas the
very same constraint is already expressed line 20.

Clarify the respective contributions of
OOXML schemas (including the
extensibility one) and of extra schemas
(the extending one) to the schema that is
referred to in the definition of conformant
documents.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the definition of conformant documents will be clarified in Part 1, §2.4, through the use of conformance
classes as described in the response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029.
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Response 862
Comment ID

FR-0356
Clause: Part 4,
Section 4.6.3
animEffect
(Animate Effect)
Paragraph: page
3075, line 6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The description of 'transition' makes an inconsistent use of
double-quotes for values ('in' vs '‖in‖', 'out' vs '‖out‖').

Proposed change by the MB
Elect and apply a consistent rule for the
use of double-quotes for values.

Proposed Disposition
In Part 4, §4.6.3 page 3075, line 6, the description of 'transition' makes an inconsistent use of double-quotes for
values ('in' vs '”in”', 'out' vs '”out”').
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Comment ID

CL-0056
Clause: Part 4,
Annex C.
Additional Syntax
Constraints
Paragraph: page
5205, line 5&6

FR-0384
Clause: Part 4,
Annex C.
Additional Syntax
Constraints
Paragraph: page
5205, line 5&6

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'These additional constraints can be deduced from the
normative content of this Part' proposition falls short of what is
expected from a standard. Either the OOXML text defines the
constraints and they can be read from it, or else the OOXML
text does not define the constraints (and the reader has to
'deduce' them from the text, which would be unacceptable).
Requring decuction is a good way to guarantee interoperability
problems. The text of this section suggests that the constraints
that bear upon what the OOXML text would consider as valid
XML documents are defined by the OOXML text, which they
are not.

Note that the standard regularly
confuses informative and normative
content, with "shall" used in clauses
labeled informative, and "must"
incorrectly used in normative content.
So requiring the reader to "deduce"
what was intended is not acceptable.
The standard must make conformance
requirements clear and unambiguous.

The 'These additional constraints can be deduced from the
normative content of this Part' proposition falls short of what is
expected from a standard. Either the OOXML text defines the
constraints and they can be read from it, or else the OOXML
text does not define the constraints (and the reader has to
'deduce' them from the text, which would be unacceptable). The
verbiage of this section touts that the constraints that bear upon
what the OOXML text would consider as valid XML documents
are defined by the OOXML text, which they are not.

Define properly, in extenso or by
reference to a standard, the constraints
that must be applied to an XML
document to determine whether or not it
is compliant with the proposed OOXML
standard.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the additional constraints are indeed already included in the normative content of the standard. In
order to clarify, we propose the following change to Part 4, Annex C. “Additional Syntax Constraints”:
These additional constraints can be deduced from are included in the normative content of this Part, and are
included in the requirements for document conformance.
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Comment ID

FR-0387
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, line 22

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
What is the meaning of 'This subclause describes the elements
and simple types that comprise the workbook main definition'?

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the sentence or remove it.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this sentence does not add value to the specification—it is obvious from the name “Workbook” what
the subclause will cover. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2, page 1,874, lines 21–22:

3.2 Workbook
This subclause describes the elements and simple types that comprise the workbook main definition.
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Comment ID

FR-0389
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, lines 23-39

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The terminology is inconsistent across that definition. Amongst
other issues, 'book-level' vs 'workbook-level', 'sheet' vs
'worksheet', etc. The relationship of the concepts exposed to
XML elements being unclear, this needs clarification beyond
editorial work.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the definition of workbooks
provided here.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. Note that substantial edits (which are not shown here) have been made to subclauses to 3.2, 3.2.1,
3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4 as a result of responding to a number of comments, including DK-0134, FR-0388, FR-0389, FR0390, FR-0392, and FR-0393. The following editorial changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2, Page 1,874, lines 23–
28:
A workbook is composed of workbook-level properties and a collection of 1 or more sheets. The sheets are the
central working surface for a spreadsheet application. The workbook part and corresponding properties
comprise data used to set application and workbook-level operational state. The workbook also serves to bind
all the sheets and child objects into an organized single file. The workbook properties include information about
what application last saved the file, where and how the windows of the workbook were positioned, and an
enumeration of the worksheets in the workbook.
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Comment ID

FR-0390
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, line 26

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Does 'child objects' refer to anything but XML elements? If not,
the text should use 'child elements' instead. If yes, this would
call for clarification of what 'workbook' stands for in the
sentence (since it could not be an XML element, and could
hardly be an OOXML defined concept).

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify the definition of workbooks.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2, Page 1,874, lines 23–28:
A workbook is composed of book-level properties and a collection of 1 or more sheets. The sheets are the
central working surface for a spreadsheet application. The workbook part and corresponding properties
comprise data used to set application and workbook-level operational state. The workbook also serves to bind
all the sheets and child objects elements into an organized single file. The workbook properties include
information about what application last saved the file, where and how the windows of the workbook were
positioned, and an enumeration of the worksheets in the workbook.
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Comment ID

FR-0391
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2
Workbook
Paragraph: page
1874, lines 29-32

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The explanation here uses imprecise terms ('workbook
properties', 'data points') where unambiguous terms could be
used to express clear constraints on conformant documents.

Proposed change by the MB
Use XML wording to express the
constraints, i.e. 'A workbook element
comprises one or more...'.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2, Page 1,874, lines 23–31:
A workbook is composed of book-level properties and a collection of 1 or more sheets. The sheets are the
central working surface for a spreadsheet application. The workbook part and corresponding properties
comprise data used to set application and workbook-level operational state. The workbook also serves to bind
all the sheets and child objects into an organized single file. The workbook properties XML attributes and
elements include information about what application last saved the file, where and how the windows of the
workbook were positioned, and an enumeration of the worksheets in the workbook.
It is important for the sake of simplicity to minimize the required set of workbook properties XML attributes and
elements that must be present to compose a valid workbook. Therefore these are the required data points this
is the XML for the smallest possible (blank) workbook:
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Comment ID

FR-0394
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.1
bookViews
(Workbook
Views)
Paragraph: page
1875, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'Each view can specifies a window position' is not proper
English.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace with 'Each view specifies' or
'Each view can specify' depending on
the considered sub-features being
compulsory or not.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.1, page 1875, line 2:
Each view can specifiesspecify a window position, filter options, and other configurations.
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Comment ID

FR-0395
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.1
bookViews
(Workbook
Views)
Paragraph: page
1875, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'the collection of workbook views' in meaningless in the current
context. Must be related to a workbook, hence 'the collection of
workbook views of the enclosing workbook' might do. Better,
use XML terms to define the element, even if this could/should
be completed by an explanation of what workbook views mean
in various rendering contexts.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the description of Workbook Views should be clarified, as the current definition does not provide
context of where a bookView element would exist within the XML document. The following changes will be
made to Part 4, §3.2.1, page 1,875, lines 2-3:
This element specifies the collection of workbook views of the enclosing workbook. Each view can specifyies a
window position, filter options, and other configurations. There is no limit on the number of workbook views
that can be defined for a workbook.
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Response 870
Comment ID

FR-0396
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition of customWorkbookView, both at the semantic
level and for many of its attributes, has problems. A sample of
those is provided in extenso here, but there are others to be
found that are not detailed (more specifically, we did not
contribute comments beyond the guid attribute, and we
refrained from contributing all the problems found with the
definition of the element in the text). We consequently contend
that the proposed definition for the customWorkbookView
element is broken and should be rewritten.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition of the
customWorkbookView element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1,879, lines 18–21:
This element specifies a single custom workbook view. A custom workbook view consists of a set of display and
print settings that you can name and apply to a workbook. You can create more than one view of the same
workbook without saving separate copies of the workbook. Custom workbook views are created by the end-user
via tools in the application user interface.
custom workbook view of the same workbook. Custom Workbook Views are not required in order to construct
a valid SpreadsheetML document, and are not necessary if the document will never be displayed by a
spreadsheet application, or if the spreadsheet application has a fixed display for workbooks. However, if a
spreadsheet application chooses to implement configurable display modes, the customWorkbookView element
should be used to persist the settings for those display modes. The settings fall into the following categories,
and individual settings are detailed in the table following:


Window settings - these include size and positioning of the spreadsheet window as well as
which window features should be displayed (scrollbars, sheet tabs, etc.).



Workbook content display and print settings - specifies whether features in the workbook
should be included or ignored by a spreadsheet application when a custom workbook view is
displayed or printed. [Example: whether comments in the workbook should be displayed and
how objects such as images should be displayed can be controlled by a Custom Workbook View.
end example]



Persistence settings - these include settings that describe how a spreadsheet application should
update persisted SpreadsheetML content if multiple spreadsheet applications are accessing a
common instance of the SpreadsheetML document at the same time.

When a Custom Workbook View is present, there should also be corresponding customSheetView (§3.3.1.23)
elements for each sheet (§3.2.19) in the workbook. The guid attribute of these customSheetView elements
associates the customSheetView with the appropriate customWorkbookView. Attributes on the
customWorkbookView element should be used to determine which settings within the Custom Sheet View
should be respected by a spreadsheet application if the Custom Workbook View is displayed.
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Response 871
Comment ID

FR-0399
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'shared workbook' concept is not defined here, and non
trivial. Unless a definition is given for it, the definition of the
'autoUpdate' attribute is broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a definition of what a shared
workbook is, either in extenso or by
reference, or else provide a proper
definition of the autoUpdate attribute by
other means, or else remove the
autoUpdate attribute from the OOXML
text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; shared workbooks are not defined here. The specification should reference the subclause where shared
workbooks are defined. The following changes will be made in Part 4, §3.2.3, pages 1,880–2, to the table of
attributes and their descriptions:
Attributes
autoUpdate (Auto
Update)

Description
Specifies a boolean value that indicates that this application will automatically update
changes at the interval specified by the mergeInterval attribute. This is only
applicable for shared workbooks (§3.11).
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the application will update changes at the interval
specified in the mergeInterval attribute.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the application will update changes whenever the
workbook is saved by the user.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.

changesSavedWin
(Changes Saved Win)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates that when conflicts are found, the changes
being saved always take precedence. This is only applicable for shared workbooks in
automatic refresh update mode.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates that changes being saved take precedence when
conflicts in data are found in a shared workbook.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates that changes being saved do not take precedence
over other changes if conflicts are found in a shared workbook.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.

mergeInterval (Merge
Interval)

Automatic update interval (in minutes). Only applicable for shared workbooks in
automatic refresh update mode.
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

onlySync (Only Synch)

Specifies a boolean value that indicates, during automatic refreshupdate, the current
user's changes will not be saved. The workbook will only be updated with other users'
changes. Only applicable for shared workbooks in automatic refresh update mode.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates the current user's changes will not be saved during
automatic refreshupdate.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates the current user's will be saved during automatic
refreshupdate.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean
datatype.
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Response 872
Comment ID

FR-0401
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'when conflicts are found, the changes being
Provide a proper definition for the
saved always take precedence.' proposition in the definition for changesSavedWin attribute or else
the changesSavedWin attribute makes no sense in the context remove it from the OOXML text.
of an XML document storage format. It draws upon a behavioral
model that is not properly defined in the text. Accordingly, that
definition is broken.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1,880, line 2, table entry for the
changesSavedWin attribute:
Attributes
changesSavedWin
(Changes Saved
Win)

Description
Specifies a boolean value that instructs a spreadsheet application to overwrite the
persisted version of the document with the updated version being persisted. indicates
that when conflicts are found, the changes being saved always take precedence. This is
only applicable for shared workbooks in automatic refresh mode.
A value of on, 1, or true indicates instructs a spreadsheet application to overwrite
changes in the persisted version of a shared workbook that changes being saved take
precedence when conflicts in data are found in a shared workbook.
A value of off, 0, or false indicates instructs a spreadsheet application to not
overwritethat changes in the persisted version of a shared workbook being saved do not
take precedence over other changes if when conflicts are found in a shared workbook.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Response 873
Comment ID

FR-0403

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
'Correpsonds' is not English.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace with 'Corresponds'.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1880, row "activeSheetId":
Specifies the sheetId of a sheet in the workbook that is the active sheet in this book view.
CorrepsondsCorresponds to a sheetId of a sheet in the sheets collection.
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Response 874
Comment ID

FR-0404
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'activeSheetId [:]Specifies the sheetId of a sheet in the
workbook that is the active sheet in this book view.' proposed
definition is a tautology. Moreover, the 'active' word suggests a
time related context that cannot be accepted without further
elaboration in the context of the OOXML text which focuses on
a storage format, hence something static.

Provide a proper definition of the
activeSheetId attribute or else remove it
from the OOXML text altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; Part 4, §3.2.3 suggests a time-related context rather than a static storage format described by OOXML.
The description was meant to convey that the sheet specified by activeSheetId was that sheet that should be
displayed by a spreadsheet application, if the document were ever loaded by a spreadsheet application. The
following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1,880, line 2, table entry for the activeSheetId attribute:
Attributes
activeSheetId
(Active Sheet in
Book View)

Description
Specifies the sheetID of a sheet in the workbook that identifies to a consuming
application the default sheet to display.Specifies the sheetId of a sheet in the workbook
that is the active sheet in this book view. Correpsponds to a sheetId of a sheet in the
sheets collection.
This attribute is required.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.
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Response 875
Comment ID

FR-0405
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.3
customWorkbook
View (Custom W
Paragraph: page
1880, line 2

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'Specifies a boolean value that indicates that this
application will automatically update
changes at the interval specified by the mergeInterval attribute.'
is meaningless in the context of an XML storage format
specification. What does 'this application' stand for?

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition of the
autoUpdate attribute or else remove it
from the OOXML text altogether.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be Part 4, §3.2.3, page 1,880:
Attributes
autoUpdate (Auto
Update)

Description
Specifies a boolean value that is an instructionindicates that this application if the
workbook is loaded by a spreadsheet application, that spreadsheet application should
will automatically update changes at the interval specified by the mergeInterval
attribute. This is only applicable for shared workbooks.
A value of on, 1, or true is an instruction toindicates the spreadsheet application will to
update changes at the interval specified in the mergeInterval attribute.
A value of off, 0, or false is an instruction toindicates the spreadsheet application
willshould update changes whenever the workbook spreadsheet application generates
SpreadsheetML representing the workbook.is saved by the user.
The default value for this attribute is false.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.
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Response 876
Comment ID

FR-0406
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.4
customWorkbook
Views (Custom
Paragraph: page
1885, lines 32-35

FR-0407
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.4
customWorkbook
Views (Custom
Paragraph: page
1885, lines 33-35

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The contrast between customWorkbookViews and bookViews
(Section 3.2.1) is insufficiently explained. Moreover, the 'Users
create custom views when there is more than one way of
viewing the workbook.' seems to assign a secondary role to
bookViews, which may not be the text authors intent.

Clarify the relative positioning of
bookViews and workbookCustomViews,
either in extenso or by reference to an
explanation provided elsewhere in the
text.

The 'Users create custom views when there is more than
one way of viewing the workbook.' and 'enables the user to
switch between the views easily' proposition define custom
views in the context of a behavioral model that the OOXML
does not define.

Provide a proper definition of
customWorkbookViews.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the difference between customWorkbookViews and bookViews is not explained fully. The following
changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2.4, page 1,885, lines 32–35:
This element defines the collection of custom workbook views that are defined for this workbook. A
customWorkbookView is similar in concept to a workbookView (§3.2.30) in that its attributes contain settings
related to the way that the workbook should be displayed on a screen by a spreadsheet application.
[Note: Whilst a workbookView is intended to store the way the workbook window should be displayed by a
spreadsheet application, customWorkbookView elements are intended to allow the user to switch between a
selection of customWorkbookView items defining window and content display options. end note]
A customWorkbookView contains a greater number of settings (e.g., the presence of a formula bar; visibility of
hidden data; whether or not to show comments) and is named.
[Example: A workbook which is used by two different departments might contain two customWorkbookView
elements – one where the comments and hidden data are not shown, and one where they are. Users may
switch between the customWorkbookView items according to the department in which they work. end
example]
There is no limit on the number of customWorkbookView elements that a user can create be contained within a
SpreadsheetML instance. Users create custom views when there is more than one way of viewing the workbook.
Each view on the workbook data might be complex and time consuming to set up. Naming and persisting view
settings enables the user to switch between the views easily.
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Response 877
Comment ID

FR-0408
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.27
workbook
(Workbook)
Paragraph: page
1908, line 11

FR-0410
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.27
workbook
(Workbook)
Paragraph: page
1908, line 12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

'This element is the root part of the workbook in
SpreadsheetML' mixes XML and non-XML concepts into
something that does not sum up to a proper definition of the
workbook element. Should define the workbook element
properly, and complete this as needed with an explanation of
semantics relating to selected rendering contexts or to a proper
behavioral model of conformant applications.

Use XML proper terms and concepts to
define the workbook element.

'document' in 'The worksheet is the primary document that you
use to store and work with data' does not match the definition
for an OOXML document. Since OOXML explicitely precludes
the association of other meanings to terms it defines than the
definition it gives for them, the definition for worksheet provided
here is broken.

Provide a proper definition of worksheet.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.2.27, page 1,908, lines 11–20:
This element is the root part of the workbook in SpreadsheetMLThe workbook element is the top level element.
It defines contains elements and attributes that encompass the data content the structure of the workbook:







Sheets: represents the collection of worksheets in the workbook. The sheets are the central structure
within a workbook, and contain the text, numbers, dates, formulas, and other elements of a
workbook.The worksheet is the primary document that you use to store and work with data.
Views: SpreadsheetML defines a collection of Workbook views that define basic window dimensions and
position of the workbook if it is ever displayed by a spreadsheet application. It also defines a collection
of Custom Workbook Views that allows SpreadsheetML to describe one or more views of the data
within a workbook.the end-user to define a series of rich views on their workbook data. Users can create
more than one view of the same workbook without saving separate copies of the workbook.
Properties: the workbook has several property collections that store basic workbook settings, such as
the date system to use, file protection settings, calculation settings, and smart tag behaviors.
Names: represent descriptive strings that represent cells, ranges of cells, formulas, or constant values.
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Response 878
Comment ID

FR-0409
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.27
workbook
(Workbook)
Paragraph: page
1908, lines 11-20

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definition proposed for the workbook structure does not
match at all the detailed contents specified by the schema
extract provided page 1910 lines 2-25. If the provided definition
is only an explanation meant to illustrate some aspects of the
workbook element, this should be made explicit in the text. At
face value, this constitutes a self-contradicting definition for the
workbook element.

Resolve the contradiction and provide a
proper definition for the workbook
element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the definition proposed for the workbook structure does not encompass the entire set of elements and
attributes that can be included in a workbook. The specification should make it clear that the items discussed in
the text are a subset of the valid elements/attributes and that the reader should refer to the schema fragment
on page 1,910 lines 2-25 for the entire list of elements that make up a workbook. The following changes will be
made to Part 4, §3.2.27, page 1,908, line 11:
This element is the root part of the workbook in SpreadsheetML. It defines the structure of the workbook:. The
workbook's child elements each have their own subclause references, and these are shown in the child elements
table below. A partial list of the workbook's structures that these elements represent are:
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Response 879
Comment ID

FR-0411
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.27
workbook
(Workbook)
Paragraph: page
1910, lines 8 &
15

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The 'bookViews' and 'customWorkbookViews' are used as
Rename 'bookViews', 'CT_BookViews',
sibling elements into the 'workbook' element, with the same
etc. to resp. 'workbookViews',
cardinalities. This reinforces the view that, for nomenclature
'CT_WorkbookViews', etc.
consistency, except if there is specific meanings in OOXML that
would drive a need for singling out 'bookViews', this one should
be called 'workbookViews' instead. The same stand for the
associated types. This is reinforced by the fact that the included
element is called 'workbookView' (as opposed to 'bookView').

Proposed Disposition
The naming of bookViews and customWorkbookViews - and their associated types - CT_BookViews and
CT_CustomWorkbookViews - does not affect the functionality of SpreadsheetML. As such no change will be
made.
In addition, through separate dispositions (see the list below), we’ve clarified the usage and differences of the
bookViews and customWorkbookViews elements in order to make their usage easier to understand. The
responses to the following NB comments contain these clarifications: DK-0086, FR-0395, FR-0396, FR-0397, FR0398, FR-0406, and FR-0407.
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Response 880
Comment ID

FR-0422
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.3.1.37 f
(Formula)
Paragraph: page
1967, line 18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The 'Data tables shall be recalculated whenever a worksheet is
recalculated.' sentence defines the f element in the context of a
dynamic behavioral model, whereas the OOXML text refuses to
define any. Consequently, the definition of the f element is
broken.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide a proper definition for the f
element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the dynamic behavior referenced here is inappropriate. As such, the sentence will be removed from
Part 4, §3.3.1.37, page 1,967, line 18:
Data tables shall be recalculated whenever a worksheet is recalculated.
and be replaced with the following:
[Guidance: It is recommended that Spreadsheet applications recalculate data tables whenever a worksheet is
recalculated. end guidance]
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Response 881
Comment ID

FR-0523
Clause: Part 4,
Section 4.7.1
sldSyncPr (Slide
Synchroniza
Paragraph: page
3163, line 9

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definitions of the clientInsertedTime and
serverSldModifiedTime attributes pretend that their values 'are
stored in ISO 8061 format' and 'are defined by the XML
Schema dateTime datatype'. However, XML Schema Part 2:
Datatypes Second EditionW3C Recommendation 28 October
2004, which we believe is the appropriate version of XML
Schema Datatypes to consider at the time of writing, goes at
lengths to explain the nuances between ISO 8061 and the
dateTime datatype. The reference to ISO 8061 in the OOXML
text is therefore confusing at best, and inconsistent with the
prescribed datatype.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove references to ISO 8061, or
else, assuming that the said attributes
really have dateTime datatype, explain
the real relationships between their type
and ISO 8061.

Proposed Disposition
The reference to the more restrictive ISO 8601 date format is deliberate; although the value space of the
dateTime format is larger, the spec intentionally restricts it to values allowed the appropriate ISO standard for
dates.
We note that the current text contains an editorial error in its reference; accordingly, the following changes will
be made:
Part 4, §4.7.1, page 3,163–3,164
Attributes
clientInsertedTime
(Client Slide
Insertion date/time)

Description
The date and time that the server-based slide was inserted into the client presentation.
This field is used purely for informative purposes so that the user may know when the
slide was inserted.
The date/time is stored in ISO 8061 8601 format.
[Example: Notice the use of clientInsertedTime in this UI to provide users information on
when the slide was inserted from the slide library.
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Attributes

Description

End Example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema dateTime
datatype.

Part 4, §4.7.1, page 3,164
Attributes

Description

serverSldModifiedTime
(Server's Slide File's
modification
date/time)

The last modification date and time for the slide file that is located on the server. This
date, when compared with the last modification date and time on the server,
determines whether an update of this slide is necessary.
The date and time are stored in ISO 8061 8601 format.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema dateTime
datatype.
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Response 882
Comment ID

GB-0002
Clause:
Overview,
Throughout
Paragraph: -

US-0042
Clause: Part 1,
Sections 2.3, 2.4
and 2.5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The UK considers it critical that the text makes clear
statements on conformance.
The text must make clear throughout that purely syntactic
conformance is not enough for a implementation to claim it is
conformant. The text must describe conformance in terms of
semantics which have to be observed (though not necessarily
replicated) by conformant applications.

Proposed change: What is required,
and what is optional, for conformance
must be clearly distinguished within the
text.

Syntactic Conformance: DIS 29500 only constrains syntactic
conformance to the proposal. As a practical matter, this will
result in applications that claim conformance to the proposal
but which have in fact re-defined the semantics as defined in
the proposal. This will lead to a lack of interoperability due to
non-disclosed modification of the semantics as defined in DIS
29500.

That Part 1, Section 2.3 be amended to
include conformance to the semantics
as defined by DIS 29500 to claim
conformance to DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the semantic aspects of conformance will be clarified by the following proposed changes:
1. In response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029, the following change to Part 1, §2.5, page 3, line 27, has been
proposed:
Application conformance incorporates both syntax and semantics; is purely syntactic;
2. In response to GB-0228 and others, the addition of the complete definition of the semantics for
autoSpaceLikeWord95 and similar settings has been proposed.
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Response 883
Comment ID

GB-0003
Clause:
Overview,
Throughout
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It must be possible to process data within office documents
using standard tools for processing XML files, including tools
that can process XML Schema Datatypes. In many cases the
same sort of data is recorded in different ways in the various
sections of the DIS. Obvious examples are the way in which
dates are recorded in word processing documents and
spreadsheets, and the way binary data is identified.
It must be possible to identify and record an XSL processable
form of every datatype represented in an OOXML document.
For example, every element recording a date should be
qualified with an attribute whose value is a processable
xsd:date (or xsd:dateTime) representation of the recorded
date. All integer, real and currency datatypes that are
referenced in spreadsheet formulas should also be
appropriately datatyped. Similarly every element containing
binary data, or extensions that need to be processed using a
non-XML processor, should have an attribute that records the
MIME type of the data to be processed.
This suggestion does not imply that all data that is processed
as strings should need to be datatyped (as it is in languages
such as the Web Ontology Language – OWL).

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change All atomic values in
the XML which have the same type
should use the same typing scheme
(e.g. dates should all conform to ISO
8601). Where possible this scheme
should be an ISO or W3C XML
scheme, and identified as such.
All mechanisms that allow referral to
external and/or non XML resources
should provide a means of identifying
those resources‘ media types using the
MIME scheme.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this is an important goal for any XML-based specification to ensure that its contents can be processed
using the widest variety of standard XML tools.
This was an important design consideration throughout the development of the Office Open XML formats, as
evidenced, for example, by the requirement that every binary part included an OPC package must declare its
format by writing its MIME type into the content type part item. This ensures that no consumer is required to
process the contents of an embedded binary part in order to determine the format of that binary data. This is
also shown by the of the XML Schema dateTime datatype to store date information at many places throughout
the XML content of the specification – for example, Part 4, cellDel@date (§2.13.5.1), cellIns@date (§2.13.5.2),
cellMerge@date (§2.13.5.3), comment@date (§2.13.4.2), customXmlDelRangeStart@date (§2.13.5.5),
customXmlInsRangeStart@date (§2.13.5.7), customXmlMoveFromRangeStart@date (§2.13.5.9),
customXmlMoveToRangeStart@date (§2.13.5.11), date@fullDate (§2.5.2.7), del@date (§2.13.5.12), del@date
(§2.13.5.13), del@date (§2.13.5.14), del@date (§2.13.5.15), ins@date (§2.13.5.16), ins@date (§2.13.5.17),
ins@date (§2.13.5.18), ins@date (§2.13.5.19), ins@date (§2.13.5.20), moveFrom@date (§2.13.5.21),
moveFrom@date (§2.13.5.22), moveFromRangeStart@date (§2.13.5.24), moveTo@date (§2.13.5.25),
moveTo@date (§2.13.5.26), moveToRangeStart@date (§2.13.5.28), numberingChange@date (§2.13.5.29),
numberingChange@date (§2.13.5.30), pPrChange@date (§2.13.5.31), rPrChange@date (§2.13.5.32),
rPrChange@date (§2.13.5.33), sectPrChange@date (§2.13.5.34), tblPrChange@date (§2.13.5.36),
tblPrExChange@date (§2.13.5.37), tcPrChange@date (§2.13.5.38), trPrChange@date (§2.13.5.39), cm@dt
(§4.5.1), sldSyncPr@clientInsertedTime (§4.7.1), sldSyncPr@serverSldModifiedTime (§4.7.1), date (§7.4.28),
and fileTime (§7.4.2.12).
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However, we acknowledge that there were places where this goal was not fully met in the submission, and we
have corrected these, for example:








Within SpreadsheetML, we proposed changes that enable dates to be stored in the widely accepted ISO
8601 format. This change is fully described in the dispositions to comments AU-0017, CA-0046, CH-0009,
CL-0014, CL-0145, CO-0157, DE-0028, DK-0166, FI-0012, FR-0176, GB-0368, GR-0023, IE-0003, IN-0074,
KR-0019, MT-0002, MX-0004, MY-0002, MY-0003, MY-0004, and MY-0005.
We added additional information describing exactly how bitfields in the specification can be handled
using standard XSLT 1.0 functions. This change is fully described in the dispositions to comments GB0182, GB-0197, GB-0198, GB-0200, GB-0201, GB-0212, GB-0224, GB-0225, and GB-0482.
Although binary resources inside the package specify a MIME type, this information was not specified
for external sources; to correct this, instances of an explicit relationship targeting binary content
external to the package has been modified to include an attribute where the MIME type of the
associated external resource is stored. This is fully described in the dispositions to comments BR-0052,
CO-0219, CO-0221, FR-0357, GB-0308, PT-0104, and US-0150.
Also, there are locations within format where content can be included in one of several different
formats (e.g. the ink element, which allows the use of embedded InkML). To ensure that these
resources can be correctly parsed, the ink element has been modified to include an attribute describing
the format of the embedded content. This is fully described in the dispositions to comments BR-0057,
CL-0209, FR-0373, GB-0485, PT-0111, and US-0157.
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Response 884
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

GB-0012

Namespace prefix mappings
There is no table listing an explicit mapping between the
namespace prefixes used in the rest of the specification and
their namespace URIs. This makes developing an application
that uses these examples significantly more difficult.

Clause: Part 1,
General
Paragraph: -

GB-0134

Prefixed element names are used throughout without
indication whether these prefixes are bound to XML
Namespace URIs.

Clause: Part 4,
§2, General
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy - add a table, listing all the
namespace prefixes and their
associated URIs.
(Not part of the specification, but a
recommendation: ensure that these
URIs also resolve as URLs to web
pages containing documentation about
the namespace and a link to the
schema for it)
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will add a new annex to Parts 1 and 4 as follows.
We also agree with the recommendation that URI-based namespaces should resolve, as URLs, to web pages
containing documentation about the namespace, as described by the "Good Practice" in the W3C's
"Architecture of the World Wide Web, Volume One", located at http://www.w3.org/TR/webarch/#namespacedocument. Such documentation should be derived from DIS 29500.

Annex

x

Namespace Prefix Mapping in Examples

This Annex is informative.
Throughout this specification, XML syntax is provided to illustrate the concepts being documented. These
examples leverage XML namespace prefixes, and, typically, for brevity, do not show the actual namespace
mappings. This Annex lists the namespace prefix mappings that are used within these examples.
Prefix

Namespace

a

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/drawingml/2006/main

b

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/bibliography

cp

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/package/2006/metadata/core-properties

dc

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

dcmitype

http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/

dcterms

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

ds

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/customXml

m

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/math

o

urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office
1900
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Prefix

Namespace

p

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/presentationml/2006/main

r

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships

sl

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/schemaLibrary/2006/main

v

urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml

ve

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markup-compatibility/2006

vt

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/docPropsVTypes

w

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main

w10

urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word

wp

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/drawingml/2006/wordprocessingDrawing

xdr

http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/drawingml/2006/spreadsheetDrawing

xsd

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

xsi

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance

If no namespace prefix is specified, it should be assumed that that element or attribute is contained within the
namespace defined by the parent subclause. For example, unprefixed elements in Part 4, §3 are contained in the
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/spreadsheetml/2006/main namespace.
End informative Annex.
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Response 885
Comment ID

GB-0013
Clause: Part 1,
General
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Definition of "deprecated" and "legacy"
Various parts of the specification are described as "legacy"
and "deprecated", such as the entire VML section, and specific
parts of other sections such as the autoSpaceLikeWord95
element. However, these descriptions are informative, rather
than normative. In addition, there is no mandated behaviour
associated with these deprecated sections. The commonly
accepted meaning of "deprecated", when applied to an
application using OOXML, would be that an application should
be able to read deprecated elements (subject to the limitations
described in 2.6), but would not write them out, except when
they already existed in the source document. No nondeprecated sections of the specification should depend on
deprecated sections.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Deprecated and
legacy parts of the specification should
be marked as deprecated in normative
text. A definition of deprecation and the
associated behaviour should be
included in this document. The
specification should make it clear that
applications conforming to the OOXML
specification should not produce new
instances of deprecated elements or
attributes. Existing non-deprecated
parts of the specification dependent on
deprecated sections should either be
changed to use non-deprecated
sections, or be deprecated themselves
(so the "background" element in
WordProcessingML should be changed
to use DrawingML, for example).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; deprecated features should not be used in newly created Office Open XML documents.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
The creation of this Annex is proposed in the disposition to comments CA-0076, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190,
GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE0013, and ZA-0016.
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Response 886
Comment ID

US-0041
Clause: DIS
29500 in its
entirety
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Interoperability: DIS 29500 as written fails to establish
interoperability between conforming applications that convert
Microsoft Office 97 – 2003 documents to the format defined by
this proposal. There is no defined mapping between Microsoft
Office 97 – 2003 formats and the format defined by DIS
29500. In the absence of such a mapping, conversions to the
defined format will be inconsistent therefore lead to a lack of
interoperability between the resulting conversions. Moreover,
the lack of a defined mapping defeats interoperability between
applications that use the defined format and the existing
installations of applications that use Microsoft Office 97 – 2003
formats, resulting in a lack of interoperability with existing
applications.

Proposed change by the MB
DIS 29500 be amended to include a
reference to a mapping from the
Microsoft Office 97 – 2003 formats, to
OOXML.

Proposed Disposition
We believe that Interoperability between applications conforming to DIS 29500 is established at the Office
Open XML-to- Office Open XML file construct level only.
Prescriptive guidance on, or tools to enable, transformation from Microsoft Office “binary” file formats (i.e.,
.doc., .xls, and .ppt) (the “Binary Formats”) to Office Open XML formatted files is not the intention or in scope
of DIS 29500. As a result this request is outside the bounds of this process.
It is important to note that substantial use is being made of both the Binary Formats and Office Open XML in
the marketplace today. Many products (such as OpenOffice.org) support the Binary Formats. Microsoft has
indicated that many companies and public institutions have received the documentation for the Binary
Formats, and are working with it at this time, and can create mappings between the Binary Formats and Office
Open XML. Translators from the Binary Formats to XML formats such as ODF have already been developed and
are in wide use. For example, the Sun ODF Plug-in for Microsoft Office
(http://sun.systemnews.com/articles/112/3/sw/18208) states that “The plug-in allows users the ability to
seamlessly convert Microsoft Office documents to and from ODF. The ODF plug-in supports Microsoft Word,
Excel and Powerpoint”.
Likewise, there is widespread use of Office Open XML in the marketplace today across platforms and
applications. A few examples include the implementations released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08,
iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X),
Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF
Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac
OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro),
QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under
development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and
others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh,
Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, iPhone, and Windows Mobile).
The widespread use of both Binary Formats and Office Open XML formats indicates that, at this time, 3rd party
can use both formats and build mappings between them.
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Nonetheless, Ecma International discussed this subject with Microsoft Corporation, the author of the Binary
Formats. To make it even easier for third party conversion of Binary Format-to-DIS 29500, Microsoft agreed to:




Initiate a Binary Format-to-ISO/IEC JTC 1 DIS 29500 Translator Project on the open source software
development web site SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/ ) in collaboration with independent
software vendors. The Translator Project will create software tools, plus guidance, showing how a
document written using the Binary Formats can be translated to DIS 29500. The Translator will be
available under the open source Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) license, and anyone can use the
mapping, submit bugs and feedback, or contribute to the Project. The Translator Project will start on
February 15, 2008.
Make it even easier to get access to the Binary Formats documentation by posting it and making it
available for a direct download on the Microsoft web site no later than February 15, 2008. The Binary
Formats have been under a covenant not to sue and Microsoft will also make them available under its
Open Specification Promise (see www.microsoft.com/interop/osp) by the time they are posted.

We will modify DIS 29500 to include an informative reference to the SourceForge project.
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Comment ID

GB-0017
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2 –
Conformance
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The conformance section fails to provide a testable definition,
defining conforming documents tautologically as ―documents
which conform‖. It raises a series of issues, and includes an
―informative‖ guidelines section that indicate loopholes in
conformance, without then closing them off.
The three goals of the standard introduce a broad set of
objectives that contain contradictions. Innovation,
interoperability and preserving investment in existing files have
different requirements.

Proposed change: (as above) what is
required, and what is optional, for
conformance must be clearly
distinguished within the text. Clarify the
meaning of this text






The first implies that consumers not be constrained to
reproduce exactly what the originating producer
created, and that different producers could differ in
some manner with the same raw content.
The second implies that the opposite is true, that
consumers can reproduce exactly what producers
originated.
The third implies that non-conformant documents
produced by applications that know nothing of
OOXML e.g. very old versions of MS Office, can be
converted into conforming OOXML and consumed in
such a way as that they are exactly as originally
intended with no further effort or investment.

Proposed Disposition
We recognize that there is a tension between supporting innovation and interoperability. To address this, the
specification provides an explicit extensibility mechanism to enable innovation while retaining high level of
interoperability.
We do agree, however, that the conformance clause in Part 1, §2 would benefit from a more thorough definition
of possible conforming implementations and documents. To address this need, we have proposed a new
conformance clause in the response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029 that expands the definition of
conformance to include conformance classes for common types of conforming documents and applications.
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Response 888
Comment ID

GB-0018
Clause: Part 1, 2
[p2]
Paragraph: -

US-0076
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The text currently reads, ―Unless documented otherwise, any
feature shall be implemented as specified by the normative
text describing that feature in this Standard.‖ This is openended since it does not say where ―otherwise‖ something may
be documented. Presumably a feature should be implemented
exactly as specified by the normative text, period. Isn‘t that the
reason for having normative text?

Proposed change: Either remove this
sentence or clarify how or where
something ―documented otherwise‖ can
change how something specified in the
normative text.

The text currently reads, ―Unless documented otherwise, any
feature shall be implemented as specified by the normative
text describing that feature in this Standard.‖ This is openended since it does not say where ―otherwise‖ something may
be documented. Presumably a feature should be
implemented exactly as specified by the normative text,
period. Isn‘t that the reason for having normative text?

Either remove this sentence or clarify
how or where something ―documented
otherwise‖ can change how something
specified in the normative text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the sentence will be removed. We propose the following change to Part 1, §2:
The text in this Standard is divided into normative and informative categories. Unless documented otherwise,
any feature shall be implemented as specified by the normative text describing that feature in this Standard.
Text marked informative (using the mechanisms described in §7) is for information purposes only. Unless stated
otherwise, all text is normative.
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Response 889
Comment ID

GB-0022
Clause: Part 1,
2.3 What this
Standard
specifies [p3, 9]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

―this Standard constrains both syntax and semantics,‖ but then
both document and application conformance are stated to be
―purely syntactic‖. Only sub-clause 2.6 Interoperability
Guidelines refers to the use of semantic specifications, and
this section is marked as Guidance so is informative, not
normative. In what sense does the standard constrain
semantics, if they are purely normative, and conformance
does not require semantics to be accounted for?

Proposed change: (as above) what is
required, and what is optional, for
conformance must be clearly
distinguished within the text. Clarify the
meaning of this text

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the application conformance clause has been modified to reference both syntax and semantics. As part
of that proposed change, Part 1, §2.5 now reads “Application conformance incorporates both syntax and
semantics.” See the proposed disposition of JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029 for detailed information about this
change.
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Comment ID

GB-0027
Clause: Part 1,
2.6 [p3-34 to p46]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The ability to allow different applications of OOXML to
implement individually selected sets of optional features, and
to "highlight any behaviors that would, without that
documentation, appear to violate the semantics of document"
means that it will be impossible for OOXML implementations to
interoperate. As this statement is not normative it is not
necessary for implementations to document apparent
violations of semantics, which will make interoperability harder
to achieve.

Proposed change: There should be a
normative definition of what an
application needs to support in order to
conform to this specification. This
definition should define a clear list of
elements and attributes that are
required to be supported by an
implementation in order for it to be
described as conforming to the
specification. This definition should not
include any deprecated elements or
attributes. This definition should be
created with practical interoperability
between OOXML implementations in
mind.

[To expand on this point slightly in less formal language - the
problem is that two independent implementations of the
specification can choose a different subset to implement, and
still be described as conforming to the OOXML specification.
For example, two different wordprocessors can each choose
to implement 90% of the specification, but each will implement
a different 90%. The size and complexity of the specification
means that this is highly likely to happen in practice (and an
inspection of the existing ECMA 376 implementations shows
that this is already starting to occur). Then, interchanging
documents between those two wordprocessors will not work
reliably - and ISO's goal of "compatible technology" will not
have been achieved. The argument could be made that there
are certain base functions that must be implemented by any
wordprocessor (such as headings, paragraphs, text formatting,
etc.), and so these most important functions will be fully
interoperable - but this definition of basic functions should be
embedded in the standard]

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there is a need for further clarity in the definition of conformance subsets. To address this need, we
have proposed the following changes in response to other NB comments:
In response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029, we have proposed a new conformance clause that includes the
concept of conformance classes (profiles) for use by implementers of various subsets of the specification.
In response to CA-0076, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116,
DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013 and ZA-0016, we have proposed removing from
the main specification functionality that is necessary for completeness but is not necessarily appropriate for
documents created in the future and placing them in an Annex for deprecated features.
These changes clarify conformance requirements for DIS 29500.
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Response 891
Comment ID

GB-0033
Clause: Part 1, 5
[p8, 3-13]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Notation conventions 3, 4 and 6 appear to rely upon styles that
are not visually distinguishable in the version of the
specification under review.

Proposed change: If the stylistic
distinction is necessary, the styles
should be made clearly distinct for both
screen-based and paper-based
readers.

Proposed Disposition
Yes, as reported, no style was applied to illustrate notational convention 3. The element style has been applied
to “root” and that was the only change to item 3.
The example for notational convention 4 was short, which made it hard to distinguish visually. The example has
been made longer.
The style used to illustrate notational convention 6 is visually distinguishable from the surrounding text.
The following changes will be made to Part 1, §5, page 8, lines 6–9:
3. The name of an XML element is written using an Element style. [Example: The root element is
document. end example]
4. The name of an XML element attribute is written using an Attribute style. [Example: … an identifiable
attribute. end example]
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Response 892
Comment ID

GB-0034
Clause: Part 1,
8.6.5 [29-30]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Should be revised to read as follows (the problem is that
"Math" is not a tag):

Proposed change by the MB
Math is used, mainly in documents, to
specify the structure and appearance of
equations. The outermost element is
oMath or oMathPara, a paragraph with
one or more equations where each
equation is specified using a single
oMath element.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §8.6.5, page 15, lines 29–30:
Math is used, mainly in documents, to specify the structure and appearance of equations. The outermost root
element can be either oMath or oMathPara, the latter being a math paragraph with one or more equations
where each equation is specified using a single oMath element.Math specifies the structure and appearance of
equations in a document; it is specified with a root element of math.
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Response 893
Comment ID

GB-0043
Clause: Part 1,
14.2.2 [p126 18]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
We believe from the schemas that the root namespace here
may be
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/drawingml/2006/chartDraw
ing, rather than
http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/drawingml/2006/chart.

Proposed change by the MB
Remedy: confirm that this is correct,
and update the namespace
accordingly.

Proposed Disposition
As described in Part 1, §14.2.2 and Part 4, §1.4, the root element for the Chart Drawing part is userShapes,
which is defined in §5.7.2.221 and is part of the http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/drawingml/2006/chart
namespace. However, we note that this is not explicitly defined in §5.7.2.221; to correct this, the following text
will be added to Part 4, §5.7.2.221, page 4,114, in the table after line 19:
Parent Elements
Root element of Chart Drawing part
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Comment ID

GB-0128
Clause: Part 4,
§1, General
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is unclear what the term "interoperability" means within the
proposed standard. The standard needs to differentiate
between issues that affect interoperability between different
implementations of OOXML (i.e. implementations which make
different choices in areas where options are provided, or make
different interpretations of ambiguous text) and interoperability
between applications based on different standards and
specifications (e.g. interoperability between OOXML Maths
and MathML).

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
All references to interoperability within DIS 29500 refer to interoperability between implementations of
DIS 29500. In particular, the use of "interoperability" in the Introduction to Part 4 mentions the goal of
“fostering interoperability across office productivity applications and line-of-business systems,” which is
intended to mean interoperability between applications and systems that implement DIS 29500.
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Response 895
Comment ID

GB-0129
Clause: Part 4,
§1, General
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It should not be necessary to read any informative text to
implement a function defined in a normative section of this
standard. Normative text should describe all requirements and
not rely on informative examples to identify requirements.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it should not be necessary to read any informative text to implement any feature defined in a normative
section of the standard. We believe that all specific shortcomings in this area raised by NBs comments have
been addressed in the responses to those comments.
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Response 896
Comment ID

GB-0171

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

-

Replace "Pansose-1" with "Panose-1"

-

Replace "Pansose-1" with "Panose-1"

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.1 [36 on
p12]
Paragraph: -

GB-0211
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.8.2.13 [5]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.8.2.13, page 756, line 5, which will, in turn, cause the
table of contents in §2.1 to be updated:

2.8.2.13 panose1 (Pansose-1 Typeface Classification Number)
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Response 897
Comment ID

GB-0181
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.1 [28]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
(The same phrase is also used on p4 in 2.4.1 [36] of the
Primer.)

Proposed change by the MB
Replace "... a designating specifying ..."
with "... an attribute specifying ..."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.3.1 page 34, line 28:
It is also notable that since leading and trailing whitespace is not normally significant in XML; some runs require
an attributedesignating specifying that their whitespace is significant via the xml:space element. end example]
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Response 898
Comment ID

GB-0183

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Run properties are not represented by the r element.

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.2 [9 on
p159]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Change the order
or the sentence to more directly relate
the r element to the run. "The next level
of the document hierarchy is the run,
which defines a region of text with a
common set of 9 properties. A run is
represented by an r element, which
allows the producer..."

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.3.2, page 159, line 8:
The next level of the document hierarchy is the run, which defines a region of text with a common set of
properties, represented by the r element (§2.3.2.23). A run is represented by an r element (§2.3.2.23), which An
r element allows the producer to specify a single set of formatting properties, applying the same information to
all the contents of the run.
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Response 899
Comment ID

GB-0184
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.2.36 [13
on p229]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This section should make it clear that it applies only to noncomplex script characters. Compare with "2.3.2.37 1 szCs
(Complex Script Font Size)".

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Change the title to
read "2.3.2.36 sz (Non-Complex Font
Size)"

Proposed Disposition
The following change will be made to the title of Part 4, §2.3.2.36, page 229, line 13:
sz (Non-Complex Script Font Size)
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Response 900
Comment ID

GB-0185
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.2.36 [14
on p229]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This section should make it clear that the font size are
expressed in half-point values.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Change line 14 to
read "This element specifies the font
size, in half-point values, which shall be
applied to all non-complex script
characters in the contents of this run
when displayed."
Why are half-point values needed
anyway? The OOXML binary
constrained need for half-point should
be within the implementation that takes
the standard back to the old binary
format. For future documents and
evolution, the font size should be
specified in a real standard way.
Why are different units of measurement
used elsewhere? There should be a
standard unit of measurement
throughout, or some unit from existing
standards such as in the @font-face
font description of [CSS2] and the
element of [SVG].

Proposed Disposition
This is specified by the first paragraph of the attribute description in Part 4, §2.3.2.36, page 230, 2 nd table:
“Specifies a positive measurement specified in half-points (1/144 of an inch).”
However, in order to improve clarity, the following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §2.3.2.36, page 229, lines 14–15:
This element specifies the font size which shall be applied to all non complex script characters in the contents of
this run when displayed. The font sizes specified by this element’s val attribute are expressed as half-point
values.
2. Part 4, §2.3.2.37, page 231, lines 2–3:
This element specifies the font size which shall be applied to all complex script characters in the contents of this
run when displayed. The font sizes specified by this element’s val attribute are expressed as half-point values.
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Response 901
Comment ID

GB-0186

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Line 16 has confusing structure and use of "value".

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.2.36 [16
on p229]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Change this to "If this element is not
present, the default is to leave the font
size as the value applied at the
previous level in the style hierarchy.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.3.2.36, page 229, line 16:
If this element is not present, the default valueis to leave the font size as the value applied at the previous level
in the style hierarchy.
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Response 902
Comment ID

GB-0187
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.2.36 [16
on p229]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The font size value used ultimately depends on the font being
available. If the font is not available, and font substitution is
turned on, then a different font(and size) may be displayed.
(See 2.15.3.46 subFontBySize (Increase Priority Of Font Size
During Font Substitution))

Change this section and section 2.7.2
Style Hierarchy to clarify effect of
missing fonts and font-substitution on
the text style and font size used. (link to
2.8 Fonts)

Font substitution is the process by which an application
determines which font to use in place of a font that is
referenced by a document, but is not available to the
application trying to display the document.
Typically, applications may perform font substitution using any
mechanism available. This element, when present with a val
attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that finding a
font with a similar font size shall have increased precedence
when doing font substitution for this document.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in order to provide additional information specifying how font substitution affects the resulting
formatting on a run, the following changes will be made:
To Part 4, §2.7.2, page 662, following line 4:
If the value of the rFonts element (§2.3.2.24) references a font which is not available, applications determine a
suitable alternative font via a process called font substitution, which is defined in §2.8.2.
To Part 4, page 738, creating a new §2.8.2:
2.8.2 Font Substitution
The rFonts element (§2.3.2.24) references the font which is applied to each run of text within a
WordprocessingML document. However, based on the availability of these fonts (for example, the use of a
custom font), an application might not be able to locate the specified font. The process of finding a suitable
alternative font is known as font substitution.
The exact algorithm which is used for font substitution is highly dependent on the characteristics which are most
desirable when performing the substitution: similar appearance of each glyph (to maximize visual familiarity),
similar physical characteristics (to minimize changes in line height and breaking), etc. This specification
recommends that applications looking for the closest match to the following pieces of information (in
descending priority) in order to determine a suitable alternative font; however, applications are free to apply
more sophisticated logic in its place:






panose1 (§2.8.2.13)
sig (§2.8.2.16)
charset (§2.8.2.2)
pitch (§2.8.2.14)
family (§2.8.2.9)
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altName (§2.8.2.1)

Part 4, §2.15.3.46, page 1,452, lines 5–20 will be replaced with the following:
2.15.3.46 subFontBySize (Require Exact Size during Font Substitution)
This element specifies whether applications shall accept fonts which cannot be rendered at the size specified by
the sz (§2.3.2.36) and/or szCs (§2.3.2.37) elements on the parent run when performing font substitution.
Typically, applications can perform font substitution as defined in §2.8.2, with no additional restrictions. This
element, when present with a val attribute value of true (or equivalent), specifies that when a potential
substitute font has been located, an application shall check whether that font is capable of displaying characters
at the specified point size. If it is not, that font is not considered a valid substitute font (i.e. it is rejected, and the
next closest match is considered).
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document with a series of characters in an unavailable font. The
default presentation would use any method used by the application to perform that font substitution.
However, if this compatibility setting is turned on:
<w:compat>
<w:subFontBySize />
</w:compat>
For each run, the application determines if the substitute font produced by its font substitution algorithm can be
displayed at the size specified by the run’s sz (§2.3.2.36) and/or szCs (§2.3.2.37) elements. If it cannot, that font
is not used and the next closest match as substitute font is considered. end example]
Finally, since the subFontBySize element is an application compatibility setting, we will remove it from its
current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.3.46, page 1,452), and place it into a new annex for
deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 903
Comment ID

GB-0188
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.6 [26]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is not clear why the day is shown in the example as 12
rather than Wednesday.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

The use of US-style dates in these examples is misleading (do
Canadian's use the US format or the UK format?). Dates
should be printed in the unambiguous ISO 8601 format in
international standards.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.3.3.6, page 249, lines 23–25:
This run specifies that a short day format date block shall be placed after the text string literal This is a
short date: in the document. Assuming that the host application’s primary editing language is English
(Canada) and today’s date is 04/12/2006 (a Wednesday)2006-04-12, this run would be displayed as follows:
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Response 904
Comment ID

GB-0191
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.30 [7 on
p276](continued)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The space name for the attribute implies w:space, which is
confusing with the description of xml:space.

Proposed change: For clarity, the
name should be shown as xml:space.

Proposed Disposition
The subsequent paragraph, which reads: “Namespace: http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace‖, is
intended to resolve this ambiguity. However, in order to avoid confusion around this notation, since xml is a
reserved namespace, the following change will be made in Part 4, §2.3.3.30, page 277, within the second table:
Attributes
xml:space (Content
Contains Significant
Whitespace)

Description
Specifies how white space should be handled for the contents of this element using the
W3C space preservation rules.
[Example: Consider the following run contained within a WordprocessingML document:

Namespace:
http://www.w3.org
/XML/1998/name
space

<w:r>
<w:t>significant whitespace
</w:r>

</w:t>

Although there are three spaces on each side of the text content in the run, that
whitespace has not been specifically marked as significant, therefore it is removed when
this run is added to the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the type in the namespace.
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Response 905
Comment ID

GB-0192
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.30 [7 on
p276](continued)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Does w:t use of xml:space attribute need the xml namespace
to be specified in the ―/[Content_Types].xml‖ or some other
aspect of a WordprocessingML document? If needed, clarify
any extra impact.
The space attribute description does not define what the
default white-space processing mode means for
WordprocessingML.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Qualify that default
white-space processing depends on
application implementing the standard,
and what the default mode is for
OOXML.

Proposed Disposition
Regarding the use of xml:space in Part 4, §2.3.3.30, page 276 line 7, no additional impact is implied or required
by the use of this attribute apart from those required by the XML specification itself (i.e., the namespace prefix
must be declared correctly within the scope of the use of this attribute).
For the second question regarding the impact of default in relation to Part 4, §2.3.3.30, §2.10 of the XML 1.0
specification defines it as following: “The value default signals that applications’ default white-space processing
modes are acceptable for this element ...”.
This is the correct interpretation for its use within WordprocessingML markup – in other words, default
specifies that an application can choose whichever whitespace preservation mechanism it wishes.
As well, we note that the last line in the attribute definition for xml:space has a document production error
which adds to the confusion; the following change will be made in Part 4, §2.3.3.30, page 277 to correct this:
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the type in the namespace §2.10 of the XML 1.0
specification.
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Response 906
Comment ID

GB-0193
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.30 [7 on
p276](continued)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The example states "Although there are three spaces on each
side of the text content in the run,..." In the example, the three
spaces are at the end of the text content.

Proposed change: Change the
example to match description, for most
complete example of removing
preceding and trailing white space.
<w:t> significant whitespace </w:t>

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.3.3.30, page 277, the table at line 2:

Attributes
space (Content
Contains Significant
Whitespace)

Description
Specifies how white space should be handled for the contents of this element using the
W3C space preservation rules.
[Example: Consider the following run contained within a WordprocessingML document:

Namespace:
http://www.w3.or
g/XML/1998/nam
espace

<w:r>
<w:t>
</w:r>

significant whitespace

</w:t>

Although there are three spaces on each side of the text content in the run, that
whitespace has not been specifically marked as significant, therefore it is removed when
this run is added to the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the type in the namespace.
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Response 907
Comment ID

GB-0194
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.30 [7 on
p276](continued)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The default surely depends on the application implementing
the standard. Therefore the example cannot say that the white
space is removed if the space attribute is not specified. (That
may be the default for the MS implementation, but not for other
standard implementations.)

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Qualify example
default white-space processing.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the example in Part 4, §2.3.3.30, page 277, 2nd table will be changed, as follows:
[Example: Consider the following run contained within a WordprocessingML document:
<w:r>
<w:t>
</w:r>

significant whitespace

</w:t>

Although there are three spaces on each side of the text content in the run, that whitespace has not been
specifically marked as significant, therefore it is removed when this run is added to the documentsubject to the
space preservation rules already specified in that run’s scope. end example]
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Response 908
Comment ID

GB-0195
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.3.3.30 [7 on
p276](continued)
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The namespace referenced does not define the possible
values. They are defined in the separate XML 1.0
specification, (currently) linked from the namespace reference.

Proposed change: Include definition of
supported values or provide
dependable link to external definition.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; there appears to have been an omission here. The following change will be made to Part 4, §2.3.3.30,
page 277, within the second table:
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML 1.0 specification type in the namespace.
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Response 909
Comment ID

GB-0196

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
re-word FROM "does this cell ... " TO
"whether this cell continues the
horizontal merge or starts a new
merged group of cells".

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.4.1.16 [7]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.4.16, page 316, line 7:
2.4.16 hMerge (Horizontally Merged Cell)
The val attribute on this element determines how this cell is defined with respect to the previous cell in the
table (i.e., whether does this cell continues the horizontal merge or starts a new merged group of cells).

We also note that the same problem exists in the corresponding place of the vMerge element in Part 4, §2.4.81,
page 507, line 10–12:
2.4.81 vMerge (Vertically Merged Cell)
The val attribute on this element determines how this cell is defined with respect to the previous cell in the
table (i.e., whether does this cell continues the vertical merge or starts a new merged group of cells).
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Response 910
Comment ID

GB-0202
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.5.2.8 [7]
Paragraph: -

GB-0214
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.13.4 [20]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The date in the w:fullDate attribute should be specified in an
ISO 8601 format (yyyy-mm-dd) so that it can be processed by
XML processors as an XSD date.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed Change:: adopt ISO 8601
dates.

This attribute is inconsistent with respect to the w:date
attribute, which requires the use of ISO 8601 format dates.
The w:date attribute is (correctly) shown in ISO 8601 format.
This attribute is, therefore, inconsistent with the w:fullDate
attribute defined in 2.5.2.8. Inconsistent use of value types in
attributes that serve similar purposes will only serve to confuse
developers and will inherently lead to errors in coding of
applications.

Adopt a consistent ISO 8601 date
format for all date representation

Proposed Disposition
Agreed. The same error also occurs in the next subclause, §2.5.2.8.
The following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.5.2.7, page 545, in the attribute table:
Attributes
fullDate (Last
Known Date in XML
Schema DateTime
Format)

Description
Specifies the full date and time last entered into the parent structured document tag
using the standard XML Schema DateTime syntax.
[Note: This cache is used because the date display mask stored on the dateFormat
element (§2.5.2.8) may not contain all of the information about the date, which may be
needed if the date display mask is later changed. end note]
If this attribute is specified, then the current fullDate attribute shall be used to populate
the run content of the parent structured document tag by filtering it through the date
display mask specified in the dateFormat element, if one is present.
If this attribute is omitted, then the current display text shall be maintained when the
document is displayed.
[Example: Consider the following structured document tag properties:
<w:sdtPr>
…
<w:date w:fullDate="01-01-20062006-01-01T05:30:00Z">
…
</w:date>
</w:sdtPr>
The full XML Schema DateTime format for the current structured document tag is
specified via the fullDate attribute value as 01-01-20062006-01-01T05:30:00Z. end
example]
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Attributes

Description
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_DateTime simple type
(§2.18.15).

The following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.5.2.8, page 546, lines 5–14:
[Example: Consider the following structured document tag properties:
<w:sdtPr>
<w:date w:fullDate="01-01-20062006-01-01T06:30:00Z">
<w:dateFormat w:val="MM-YYYY"/>
</w:date>
</w:sdtPr>
The full XML Schema DateTime format for the current structured document tag is specified via the fullDate
attribute value as 01-01-20062006-01-01T06:30:00Z, and the date display mask is MM-YYYY, therefore the
resulting date displayed in the document shall be 01-2006 (the month and long year from the full date value,
respectively). end example]
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Response 911
Comment ID

GB-0203

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

See 2.7.3.17 [6 on p690] below.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.7.3.17 [6 on p690] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.7.3.17 [6 on p690] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

See 2.7.3.17 [6 on p690] above.

Replace "w:priority" with "w:uiPriority"

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.7.3 [16]
Paragraph: -

GB-0206
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.7.5 [4 on
p709]
Paragraph: -

GB-0207
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.7.6 [23]
Paragraph: -

GB-0208
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.7.8 [7 on
p734]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §2.7.3, page 662, line 16:
<w:uiPpriority w:val="1"/>
2. Part 4, §2.7.5, page 709, line 4:
<w:uiPpriority w:val="99"/>
3. Part 4, §2.7.6, page 728, line 23:
<w:uiPpriority w:val="99"/>
4. Part 4, §2.7.8, page 734, line 7:
<w:uiPpriority w:val="99"/>
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Response 912
Comment ID

GB-0213

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
-

Proposed change by the MB
typo: "storied"

Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.11 [6]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.11 page 833, line 6:
Footnotes and endnotes are separate text storiesd used in documents and books to show the source of
borrowed material or to enter explanatory or supplementary information which does not interrupt the normal
reading flow of the document.
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Response 913
Comment ID

GB-0440
Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.2 [29-30]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This section defines complex types that allow the capture of
attribute values as well as elements. In practice it defines no
"elements" as such, only referencing elements defined
elsewhere.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the description of this section was poorly worded and misleading. Rather than modify it, we believe that
Part 4, §4.2 can be removed from the standard, and the elements described in that section can be moved as
follows:


§4.2.1, specifying the element custData, will be moved to §4.4, Slides. This will be moved to §4.4
because this element’s single parent element custDataLst resides within •4.4.



§4.2.2, specifying the element custShow, will be moved to §4.3, Presentation. This will be moved to §4.3
because both this element’s parent elements htmlPubPr and showPr reside within •4.3.



§4.2.3, specifying the element ext, will be moved to §4.3, Presentation. This will be moved to §4.3
because this section contains the first occurrence of a parent element within the specification.



§4.2.4, specifying the element extLst, will be moved to §4.4, Slides. This will be moved to §4.4 because
§4.4 contains the majority of parent elements for this element. This section also contains the first
occurrence of a parent element within the specification.



§4.2.5, specifying the element extLst, will be moved to §4.3, Presentation. This will be moved to §4.3
because §4.3 contains the majority of parent elements for this element. This section also contains the
first occurrence of a parent element within the specification.



§4.2.6, specifying the element sld, will be moved to §4.3, Presentation. This will be moved to §4.3
because this element’s single parent element sldLst resides within •4.3.



§4.2.7, specifying the element sldAll, will be moved to §4.3, Presentation. This will be moved to §4.3
because both this element’s parent elements htmlPubPr and showPr reside within •4.3.



§4.2.8, specifying the element sldRg, will be moved to §4.3, Presentation. This will be moved to §4.3
because both this element’s parent elements htmlPubPr and showPr reside within •4.3.



§4.2.9, specifying the element tags, will be moved to §4.4, Slides. This will be moved to §4.4 because
this element’s single parent element custDataLst resides within •4.4.
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Response 914
Comment ID

GB-0441
Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.3.1.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Is the defined maximum limit of 10 for the clrMru element too
small for some applications? Why is this the only element
constrained with a maxOccurs other than 1 or unbounded?

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §4.3.1.4, page 2,960, lines 17–21:
<complexType name="CT_ColorMRU">
<sequence>
<group ref="EG_ColorChoice" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="10unbounded"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 915
Comment ID

GB-0442
Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.3.1.10 [6]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The definition of the charset attribute contains the sentence
"Specifies the most similar character set to the one being
used." Subjective phrases such as "most similar" are
extremely woolly and should be avoided in standards. The
same phrase is used in the definition of the pitchFamily
attribute.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this is subjective and will be modified. We will make the following changes to the specification:
Part 4, §4.3.1.10, page 2,965, after line 3
Font Substitution Logic:
In the event that the specified font is not available on the system it is being rendered using, then the attributes
of this element are to be utilized in selecting an alternative font. If the specified font is not available on a system
being used for rendered, then the attributes of this element are to be utilized in selecting an alternate font.
Part 4, §4.3.1.10, page 2,965, line 6
Attributes
charset (Similar Character
Set)

Description
Specifies the most similar character set to the one being used. This is useful if the
generating application cannot use the current font and must choose a similar one.

Namespace:
Specifies the character set which is supported by the parent font. This information
.../drawingml/2006/main may be used in font substitution logic to locate an appropriate substitute font
when this font is not available. This information is determined by querying the font
when present and shall not be modified when the font is not available.
The value of this attribute shall be interpreted as follows:
Value

Description

0x00

Specifies the ANSI character set. (IANA name iso-8859-1)

0x01

Specifies the default character set.

0x02

Specifies the Symbol character set. This value specifies that the
characters in the Unicode private use area (U+FF00 to U+FFFF) of
the font should be used to display characters in the range
U+0000 to U+00FF.

0x4D

Specifies a Macintosh (Standard Roman) character set. (IANA
name macintosh)

0x80

Specifies the JIS character set. (IANA name shift_jis)

0x81

Specifies the Hangul character set. (IANA name ks_c_56011987)
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panose (Panose Setting)

0x82

Specifies a Johab character set. (IANA name KS C-5601-1992)

0x86

Specifies the GB-2312 character set. (IANA name GBK)

0x88

Specifies the Chinese Big Five character set. (IANA name Big5)

0xA1

Specifies a Greek character set. (IANA name windows-1253)

0xA2

Specifies a Turkish character set. (IANA name iso-8859-9)

0xA3

Specifies a Vietnamese character set. (IANA name windows1258)

0xB1

Specifies a Hebrew character set. (IANA name windows-1255)

0xB2

Specifies an Arabic character set. (IANA name windows-1256)

0xBA

Specifies a Baltic character set. (IANA name windows-1257)

0xCC

Specifies a Russian character set. (IANA name windows-1251)

0xDE

Specifies a Thai character set. (IANA name windows-874)

0xEE

Specifies an Eastern European character set. (IANA name
windows-1250)

0xFF

Specifies an OEM character set not defined by this Office Open
XML Standard.

Any other
value

Application-defined, may be ignored.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema byte
datatype.
Specifies the panose standard setting that will be used to determine the closest
matching font by any generating application that employs this method.

Namespace:
.../drawingml/2006/main The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Panose simple type
(§5.1.12.37).
pitchFamily (Similar Font
Specifies the most similar font family to the one being used. This is useful if the
Family)
generating application cannot use the current font and must choose a similar one.
Specifies the font pitch as well as the font family for the corresponding font.
Namespace:
Because the value of this attribute is determined by a byte variable this value shall
.../drawingml/2006/main be interpreted as follows:




Two low-order bits of this byte correspond to one of 3 pitch choices:
o DEFAULT_PITCH = 0
o FIXED_PITCH = 1
o VARIABLE_PITCH = 2
Bits 4 to 7 correspond to the family:
o UNKNOWN = these 4 bits comprise 0
o ROMAN = 1<<4 = 16
o SWISS = 2<<4 = 32
o MODERN = 3<<4 = 48
o SCRIPT = 4<<4 = 64
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DECORATIVE = 5<<4 = 80

Value

Description

0x00

DEFAULT PITCH + UNKNOWN FONT FAMILY

0x01

FIXED PITCH + UNKNOWN FONT FAMILY

0x02

VARIABLE PITCH + UNKNOWN FONT FAMILY

0x10

DEFAULT PITCH + ROMAN FONT FAMILY

0x11

FIXED PITCH + ROMAN FONT FAMILY

0x12

VARIABLE PITCH + ROMAN FONT FAMILY

0x20

DEFAULT PITCH + SWISS FONT FAMILY

0x21

FIXED PITCH + SWISS FONT FAMILY

0x22

VARIABLE PITCH + SWISS FONT FAMILY

0x30

DEFAULT PITCH + MODERN FONT FAMILY

0x31

FIXED PITCH + MODERN FONT FAMILY

0x32

VARIABLE PITCH + MODERN FONT FAMILY

0x40

DEFAULT PITCH + SCRIPT FONT FAMILY

0x41

FIXED PITCH + SCRIPT FONT FAMILY

0x42

VARIABLE PITCH + SCRIPT FONT FAMILY

0x50

DEFAULT PITCH + DECORATIVE FONT FAMILY

0x51

FIXED PITCH + DECORATIVE FONT FAMILY

0x52

VARIABLE PITCH + DECORATIVE FONT FAMILY

There are 6x3 = 18 possible values (add one of numbers 0, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80
specifying the family with one of 0, 1, 2 specifying the pitch in order to give the
value of the pitchFamily attribute.
This information is determined by querying the font when present and shall not be
modified when the font is not available. This information may be used in font
substitution logic to locate an appropriate substitute font when this font is not
available.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema byte
datatype.
typeface (Text Typeface)
Specifies the typeface, or name of the font that is to be used for a bullet. The
typeface used here should be selected from the font list of the generating
Namespace:
application.
.../drawingml/2006/main Specifies the typeface, or name of the font that is to be used. The typeface is a
string name of the specific font that should be used in rendering the presentation.
If this font is not available within the font list of the generating application than
font substitution logic should be utilized in order to select an alternate font.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_TextTypeface simple
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type (§5.1.12.81).
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Response 916
Comment ID

GB-0444
Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.6 Animation
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Typo in line 6 ―The schema describes all the animations
effects on that reside on a slide‖

Proposed change by the MB
Correct

Typo in line 10? ―All elements described in this schema are
contained within the slide XML file. More superficially they
are in the...‖ The word ―specifically‖ would make more sense.
Both of these typos are also found in sub-clause 4.4.1 of the
section on PresentationML contained in Part 3 – Primer, (p.
250 lines 1 and 5.)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 3, §4.4.1, page 250, lines 1–5
The schema describes all the animations effects on that reside on a slide; it also describes the animation that
occurs when going from slide to slide (slide transition).
Animations on a slide are inherently time-based and consist of an animation effects on an object or text.
However, slide transitions do not follow this concept and always appear before any animation on a slide.
All elements described in this schema are contained within the slide XML file. SuperficiallyMore specifically, they
are in the transition and the timing element as shown below:

Part 4, §4.6, page 3,071, lines 6–10
The schema describes all the animations effects on that reside on a slide and also the animation that occurs
when going from slide to slide (slide transition).
Animations on a slide are inherently time-based and consists of an animation effects on an object or text.. Slide
transitions however do not follow this concept and always appear before any animation on a slide.
All elements described in this schema are contained within the slide XML file. More superficially specifically they
are in the <transition> and the <timing> element as shown below:
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Response 917
Comment ID

GB-0445
Clause: Part 4,
§4, 4.8.6 [14]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The restricted list of values provided in the list of supportable
browsers, which only includes IE3, IE4 and Netscape3 and
Netscape4, is totally unacceptable for an international
standard. The list must be extensible to allow for updates as
new browsers appear. It must also include all existing
browsers. The phrase "The following are possible enumeration
values for this type:" suggests that these are only some
possible values, but the following sentence states categorically
that "The following XML Schema fragment defines the
contents of this simple type:". Clarify whether or not this list is
extensible and if it is make the example list clearly an example
and more up-to-date and inclusive than its current listings.
Note that for interoperability reasons, allowing each user
community to define its own names may lead to problems: a
registry of commonly accepted browser identifiers should be
set up to aid interoerability and be referenced in this section.

Proposed change by the MB
Revise the text to address this
comment

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this setting will be revised to allow it to store the target browser, allowing for future extensibility and
support for all widely-used browsers. The following changes will be made to the specification:
Part 4, §4.3.1.13, pages 2,967–2,968:
4.3.1.13
htmlPubPr (HTML Publishing Properties)
This element specifies the publishing properties to be used when publishing this presentation document to the
HTML file format. The target browser is identified by the contents of the pubBrowser attribute.
Parent Elements
presentationPr (§4.3.1.25)

Child Elements

Subclause

custShow (Custom Show)

§4.2.2

extLst (Extension List)

§4.2.5

sldAll (All Slides)

§4.2.7

sldRg (Slide Range)

§4.2.8

Attributes

Description

id (Publish Path)

Specifies the path that should be used when publishing.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId simple type
(§7.8.2.1).
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Attributes

Description

/2006/relationship
s
pubBrowser
(Target Browser
Support
TargetEnvironment)

Specifies the web browser or environment which should be targeted by the output of any
web page produced by this documentsupport that this publishing should be optimized
for.
[Note: The following sample values and their targets are listed below:
Value

Target

Firefox 1

Firefox 1.x

Firefox 2

Firefox 2.x

Internet Explorer 6

Internet Explorer 6.x

Internet Explorer 7

Internet Explorer 7.x

Opera 9

Opera 9.x

Safari 2

Safari 2.x

Safari 3

Safari 3.x

W3C XHTML+CSS

W3C XHTML 1.0 + CSS

W3C HTML4+CSS

W3C HTML 4.01 + CSS

end note]
[Example: For example, consider the following set of HTML publishing settings:
<p:htmlPubPr ...
...
</p:htmlPubPr>

pubBrowser="Safari 2">

The pubBrowser attribute explicitly declares that any web page generated from this
document should target the Safari 2 web browser. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string
datatypeST_HtmlPublishWebBrowserSupport simple type (§4.8.6).
showSpeakerNotes
(Show Speaker
Notes)

Specifies whether to show speaker notes when publishing.

title (HTML Output
Title)

Specifies a title for the HTML output file.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema boolean datatype.

The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_HtmlPublishProperties">
<sequence>
<group ref="EG_SlideListChoice" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element name="extLst" type="CT_ExtensionList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
<attribute name="showSpeakerNotes" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="pubBrowser" type="ST_HtmlPublishWebBrowserSupportxsd:string" use="optional"
default="v3v4"/>
<attribute name="title" type="xsd:string" use="optional" default=""/>
<attribute ref="r:id" use="required"/>
</complexType>

Part 4, §4.8.6, page 3,168, the enumeration value table:
This subclause will be deleted.
Finally, these subclauses will be deprecated as follows:
We will remove ST_HtmlPublishWebBrowserSupport from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §4.8.6,
page 3,168), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
We will also remove htmlPubPr from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §4.3.1.13, page 2,967–
2,968), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
We will also remove webPr from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §4.3.1.36, page 2,994–2,995),
and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
We will also remove ST_WebColorType from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §4.8.60, page
3,208–3,209), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
We will also remove ST_WebEncoding from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §4.8.61, page 3,209),
and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
We will also remove ST_WebScreenSize from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §4.8.62, page
3,209–3,210), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 918
Comment ID

GB-0446

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Ambiguous comments that looks like something is missing.

Clause: Part 4,
Page 5.4.2 [23]
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Add missing part of
XML example or remove the
ambiguous comment.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will remove the ambiguous comment from the xml overview and provide a better example of the
structure.
The following change will be made to Part 3, §5.4.2, page 279, lines 17–31:
<p:sld>
<p:cSld>
<p:spTree>
<p:sp>
<p:txBody>
Your text here!
(not really, there are other elements needed within here)
</p:txBody>
</p:sp>
<p:sp>
</p:sp>
…
</p:spTree>
</p:cSld>
</p:sld>
<sld>
<cSld>
<spTree>
<nvGrpSpPr> … </nvGrpSpPr>
<grpSpPr> … </grpSpPr>
<sp>
<nvSpPr> … </nvSpPr>
<spPr> … </spPr>
<style> … </style>
<txBody>
<bodyPr rtlCol="0" anchor="ctr"/>
<lstStyle/>
<p>
<pPr algn="ctr"/>
<r>
<t>Your text here!</t>
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</r>
</p>
</txBody>
</sp>
<sp> … </sp>
</spTree>
</cSld>
</sld>
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Response 919
Comment ID

GB-0449
Clause: Part 4,
Page 8.2.2 [13]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In a description of name spaces a reference is made to
http://www.woodgroveBank.com. This URL yields a security
warning and it is bad form to refer to a company web site
(especially in my view, one that belongs to a bank) in this way.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Replace with a
dummy URL. Contoso is again used
here as well.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §8.2.2, page 5,201, lines 12–16:
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document which contains custom XML markup in two distinct
namespaces: the http://www.examplecontoso.com namespace and the
http://www.example2woodgroveBank.com namespace. If the first namespace is defined by a single XML
schema, and the second is defined by five XML schemas (which are cross-referenced using the appropriate XML
Schema syntax), the following content would be displayed in the document's schema library XML:
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Response 920
Comment ID

GB-0450
Clause: Part 4,
13.3.1 [5]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Namespace for author initials does not allow for more than one
person to share the same initials without combining with the ID
value as a unique key. Mary Anne Smith and Maurice Albert
Stone both have the initials MAS. The ID and colour would
distinguish them but when querying the XML, comments from
both would be aggregated.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Ensure that
duplicates are extended by a numeric
suffix so that the namespace remains
unpolluted.

Proposed Disposition
It is agreed that it is important to have more than just the author’s initials to uniquely identify them and that the
specification should make this clear. Together, the author and initials attributes identify the uniqueness of the
author of the comment. The initials attribute should not be leveraged on its own for identifying the author. It is
up to the application to decide how to present the comments to the end user, but any combination of initials
and author name may be used.
The text for the initials attribute in Part 4, §2.13.4.2, page 902 will be changed, as follows, to make that more
clear:
initials (Initials of
Comment Author)

Specifies the initials of the author of the current comment. [Note: This information may
be used to format and present the associated comment information block (§2.13.4.1), or
in any user interface supported by an application. If there is more than one author with
the same initials, it might be more useful to display the author name. end note]
If this attribute is omitted, then no author shall be associated with the current comment
in the document.
[Example: Consider a comment represented using the following WordprocessingML
fragment:
<w:comment w:id="1" w:initials="KB">
…
</w:comment>
The intials attribute specifies that the initials of the author of the current comment are
KB, which may be used as desired. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type (§2.18.89).
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Response 921
Comment ID

GB-0470
Clause: Part 4,
Page 1302 [8]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Typographic styling of this reference is different to other URL
references.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Decide on a
typographic style model and stick to it.
Check throughout the entire standard to
ensure styling is consistent

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.15.2.14, page 1,302, lines 7–8:
The set of encodings supported by this element shall be derived from the standard set of character set
definitions provided at http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
During the final editorial pass, we’ll make sure that the style used for URLs is consistent.
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Response 922
Comment ID

GB-0471
Clause: Part 4,
Page 1536 [3]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

DO NOT refer to real target web sites in URLs unless they are
meaningfully related to the standard. This is most definitely not
related to the standard.

Proposed change: Here is yet another
inconsistent example URL quoted.
Replace with http://www.example.com/

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 4, §2.16.5.31, page 1,536, line 3:
HYPERLINK http://www.cnu.edu/www.example.com/
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Response 923
Comment ID

GB-0472

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
http://example.com/ inconsistent usage.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Replace with
http://www.example.com/

Clause: Part 4,
Page 1601
[Middle column in
table]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made to Part 4, §2.16.24, page 1,601–1,602:
Attributes
history (Add To
Viewed Hyperlinks)

Description
Specifies whether the target of the parent hyperlink (as specified via the r:id attribute)
shall be added to a list of viewed hyperlinks when it is invoked.
If this attribute is omitted, then its value shall be assumed to be false.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment for a hyperlink:
<w:hyperlink r:id="rId9" w:history="true">
<w:r>
<w:t>http://www.example.com</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:hyperlink>
The history attribute value of true specifies that the target of the current hyperlink shall
be added to a list of visited hyperlinks when invoked within the document. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_OnOff simple type
(§2.18.67).

id (Hyperlink
Target)

Specifies the ID of the relationship whose target shall be used as the target for this
hyperlink.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument
/2006/relationship
s

If this attribute is omitted, then there shall be no external hyperlink target for the current
hyperlink - a location in the current document may still be target via the anchor
attribute. If this attribute exists, it shall supersede the value in the anchor attribute.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment for a hyperlink:
<w:hyperlink r:id="rId9">
<w:r>
<w:t>http://www.example.com</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:hyperlink>
…
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Response 924
Comment ID

GB-0473
Clause: Part 4,
Pages 1905,
1916, 1917
[Codepage]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This refers to a very Windows Specific Unicode page without
making it clear that if you walk further up the tree there are
code page mapping for other platforms and environments.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Add a reference to
and description of
(http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPIN
GS/).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the codepage isn’t Windows-specific and there should not be a link to a list of Windows-supported
codepages. Additionally, the listing of specific codepages is misleading because any codepage would be usable.
In the response to this and other national body comments (e.g. BR-0044 and CZ-0040), we agree that a better
mechanism (to improve interoperability with other document interchange standards) would be to use IANA
names instead of codepage values, and, therefore, the modifications also reflect this improvement.
Before providing the proposed disposition, it should be noted that based on multiple national body comments,
the current hashing mechanism and all of its attributes will be deprecated in favour of a new mechanism which
utilizes only well-accepted hashing algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove this and other legacy hashing
mechanisms from their current location in the specification, and place them into a new annex for deprecated
features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
However, even though this legacy hashing mechanism is deprecated, we agree that it should be platformneutral and well-defined; accordingly, the following changes will be made:
1. To Part 4, §3.2.24, page 1,904, line 26 through page 1,906, line 11:
Attributes
characterSet
(Character Set)

Description
Name of the character set the application will use when a Web page is saved. Valid values
are names and aliases listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
If this attribute is not present then the codePage attribute is used.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.
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Attributes
codePage (Code
Page)

Description
This attribute is used only for compatibility with the existing corpus of binary documents,
and is ignored if the characterSet attribute is present. Specifies the encoding the
application will use when a Web page is saved. A code is table that relates the binary
character codes used by a program to keys on the keyboard or to the appearance of
characters on the display. Code pages are a means of providing support for the languages
used in different countries.
[Note: There are a number of code page technologies. One example of potential values
can be found at:
http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS/VENDORS/MICSFT/WindowsBestFit/ end
note]
The default value for this attribute is the workbook's encoding.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema unsignedInt
datatype.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_WebPublishing">
<attribute name="css" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="thicket" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="longFileNames" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="true"/>
<attribute name="vml" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="allowPng" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="targetScreenSize" type="ST_TargetScreenSize" use="optional" default="800x600"/>
<attribute name="dpi" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional" default="96"/>
<attribute name="codePage" type="xsd:unsignedInt" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="characterSet" type="xsd:string" use="optional">
</complexType>

Part 4, §3.2.29, pages 1,916–1,922, attribute revisionsPassword:
revisionsPassword
(Legacy Revisions
Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The
hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic.
For SpreadsheetML password hash purposes, Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an “ansi” single or double byte code page character set. from the following
list:
874
windows-874
ANSI/OEM Thai (same as 28605, ISO 8859-15); Thai
(Windows)
932
shift_jis
ANSI/OEM Japanese; Japanese (Shift-JIS)
936
gb2312
ANSI/OEM Simplified Chinese (PRC, Singapore); Chinese
Simplified (GB2312)
949
ks_c_5601-1987 ANSI/OEM Korean (Unified Hangul Code)
950
big5
ANSI/OEM Traditional Chinese (Taiwan; Hong Kong SAR,
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1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258

windows-1250
windows-1251
windows-1252
windows-1253
windows-1254
windows-1255
windows-1256
windows-1257
windows-1258

PRC); Chinese Traditional (Big5)
ANSI Central European; Central European (Windows)
ANSI Cyrillic; Cyrillic (Windows)
ANSI Latin 1; Western European (Windows)
ANSI Greek; Greek (Windows)
ANSI Turkish; Turkish (Windows)
ANSI Hebrew; Hebrew (Windows)
ANSI Arabic; Arabic (Windows)
ANSI Baltic; Baltic (Windows)
ANSI/OEM Vietnamese; Vietnamese (Windows)

Code points with no representation in the target code page character set are replaced
with Unicode character 0x3f (?).
Valid values are names and aliases listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
The necessary mapping tables can be found at the following location:
http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS/VENDORS/MICSFT/WindowsBestFit/ .
Code pages 932, 936, 949, and 950 are “Double Byte” code pages. The remainder of the
“ANSI” code pages supported by windows are “Single Byte” code pages.
For single byte code pagescharacter sets, each Unicode code point is replaced by a single
byte or 0x3f if an appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code pagecharacter set.
For double byte code pagescharacter sets, each Unicode code point is replaced by either
a single byte, or a two byte sequence, depending on the input character, or 0x3f if an
appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code pagecharacter set. In our tables the
target is a single byte sequence if the most significant byte is 0x00, otherwise it is a
double byte sequence, with the lead byte being the most significant byte.
To convert, first check if conversion is being done to a single or double byte code
pagecharacter set and load the appropriate WCTABLE byte code pagecharacter set table.
For each input WCHARcharacter, look up the code point in the WCTABLE. There are 3
possibilities: Not found, single byte, or double byte.
 If the input WCHARcharacter is not found, append 0x3f and continue to the next
WCHARcharacter.
 If the result is a single byte, check to make sure the entry in the MBTABLE
matches the input. If it matches, append the single byte to the output. If it does
not match, append 0x3f to the output.
 If the result is a double byte, check to make sure the entry in the DBCSENTRY
table for the appropriate lead byte matches the input WCHARcharacter. If it
matches, append the lead byte and trail byte to the output. If it does not match,
append 0x3f to the output.
The following pueudocodepseudocode describes how this conversion should be done:
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int WideCharToMultiByte(WCHARwchar_t* wszInput, byte* szOutput)
{
// Remember output start so we can return length
byte* szOutputStart = szOutput;
// Ask the system for the current ANSI code page, which
// on windows is a system setting.
int iCodePage = GetCurrentAnsiCodePage();
// Load Code Page Character Set Tables and determine
// double/single byte nature.
// This will depend on how the code pages character sets
are represented on
// the target machine. TABLECLASS represents some abstract
// representation of this structure here.
TABLECLASS pTables =
LoadCodePageTablesLoadCharacterSetTables(iCodePage);
bool bDoubleByte = IsCharacterSetDoubleByte();
bool bDoubleByte = false;
if (iCodePage == 932 ||
iCodePage == 936 ||
iCodePage == 949 ||
iCodePage == 950)
bDoubleByte = true;
while (*wszInput != 0)
{
if (bDoubleByte)
szOutput = AppendDoubleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
else
szOutput = AppendSingleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
// Read next input WCHARwchar_t
wszInput++;
}
// Null terminate the output
*szOutput = 0;
// Return output length
return szOutput – szOutputStart;
}
byte* AppendSingleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wchar_t wcIn,
byte* szOutput)
{
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// Look up byte that we want to append.
byte bOut = pTables->LookUpSingleByte(wcIn);
// Make sure that bOut matches the input, otherwise use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bOut))
bOut = 0x3f;
*szOutput = bOut;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
byte* AppendDoubleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wchar_t wcIn,
byte* szOutput)
{
// Look up bytes that we want to append.
UINT16 bytesOut = pTables->LookUpDoubleByte(wcIn);
// See if it is a single or double byte sequence
if (bytesOut & 0xFF00)
{
// It is a double byte sequence
// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut))
{
// Use ?, it will be added below
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
else
{
// It matched, use the lead byte we found
// trail byte will be added below
*szOutput = bytesOut >> 8;
szOutput++;
}
else
{
// It is a single byte sequence
// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut & 0xFF))
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
// Add the single or trail byte
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*szOutput = bytesOut & 0xFF;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
class pTables
{
// Construction depends on how you choose to store & load
the
// table files
byte LookUpSingleByte(WCHAR wchar_t wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the byte value from the second
column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x3f;
}
UINT16 LookUpDoubleByte(WCHAR wchar_t wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the double byte value from the
second column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from single byte code
points.
WCHAR wchar_t LookUpWideChar(byte bIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in MBTABLE where the first column
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matches bIn,
// and then return the WCHAR wchar_t value from the
second column.
if (exists MBTABLE{bIn})
return MBTABLE{bIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from double byte code
points
WCHAR wchar_t LookUpWideChar(UINT16 bytesIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// First find the DBCSTABLE where the LeadByte matches
// the lead (most significant) input byte.
if (exists DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8))
{
DbcsTable = DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8);
// Look up the line in DbcsTable where the first
column
// matches the input trail (least significant)
byte,
// and then return the WCHAR wchar_t value from the
second column.
if (exists DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF})
return DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF}.SecondColumn;
}
// Either the lead byte table or specific trail byte
// doesn’t exist in the table, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
}
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the resulting single-byte user input into the value
stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
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const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).
revisionsPassword
CharacterSet
(Revisions Password
Character Set)

Name of the character set associated with the legacy revisionsPassword hash. Valid
values are names and aliases listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,923, lines 1–6:
workbookPasswor
dCharacterSet
(Workbook
Password Character
Set)

Name of the character set associated with the workbookPassword hash. Valid values
are names and aliases listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_WorkbookProtection">
<attribute name="revisionsPassword" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="revisionsPasswordCharacterSet" type="xsd:string">
<attribute name="workbookPassword" type="ST_UnsignedShortHex" use="optional"/>
<attribute name="workbookPasswordCharacterSet" type="xsd:string">
<attribute name="lockStructure" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="lockWindows" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
<attribute name="lockRevision" type="xsd:boolean" use="optional" default="false"/>
</complexType>
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Response 925
Comment ID

NO-0001
Clause: [Part 1] 1
and other parts.
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Summary:
The Scope clause in Part 1 is inappropriate for an ISO
standard.
Justification:
The Scope clause is self-referential, does not convey any
useful information, and does not conform to JTC1 and ISO
Directives for the scope of a standard or NP (ref. JTC1
Directives, 6.2.1.6; ISO Directives, Part 2, 6.2.1 Scope). In the
absence of an appropriate Scope clause it is not possible to
resolve a number of issues arising from the current text.

The Scope clause should be rewritten
to give a succinct overview of the
contents of the standard without selfreference, for example:
"This International Standard specifies a
set of XML vocabularies for
representing legacy documents
produced by MS Office applications. It
covers word processing, spreadsheet,
presentation and graphics documents
produced by the following versions of
MS Office applications:
[list supported versions]
It does not cover documents produced
by other office applications."
The exact form of the Scope clause will
depend on what decisions are taken
regarding the final structure of the
standard (e.g. as a multi-part standard).

US-0046
Clause: Part 1, 1.
Scope
Paragraph: -

Scope: The scope statement of DIS 29500 has caused much
confusion due to its lack of specificity. Moreover, a clearer
scope statement could demonstrate that DIS 29500 is not
concerned with the same activities as ISO/IEC 26300. As
stated, the scope statement is inaccurate and misleading.

Break DIS 29500 up into a true multipart standard, in which case, each part
has its own scope, definitions,
conformance, and so on. For example,
there might be separate parts for OPC,
WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML,
PresentationML, DrawingML, and so
on. (See Directives Part 2, §5.1.1.)
During the process of refactoring into
parts, please also consider
conformance at the subpart level.
See Weir #2-002. If the multi-part
approach is not used, have the OPC
spec contain a note that
WordprocessingML, SpreadsheetML,
and PresentationML place constraints
on OPC usage.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; in the response to AU-0005, CL-0039, CZ-0002, DE-0120, DK-0059, DK-0060, DK-0061, DK-0062, DK0063, ECMA-0037, FI-0003, IN-0052, IN-0054, JP-0039, JP-0079, KE-0003, NO-0002, NO-0007, PT-0008, PT-0033,
US-0021, US-0253 and ZA-0006, we have proposed restructuring DIS 29500 as a multi-part standard, which will
result in a new scope clause for each part.
In addition, we propose changing the scope clause in Part 1 to read as follows:
This International Standard defines a set of XML vocabularies for representing word-processing documents,
spreadsheets and presentations. The goal of this standard is to be capable of faithfully representing the preexisting corpus of word-processing documents, spreadsheets and presentations that had been produced by the
Microsoft Office applications at the date of the creation of this standard. It also specifies requirements for
consumers and producers of Office Open XML.
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Response 926
Comment ID

NO-0003
Clause: [ALL]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Summary:
Rework into a much more concise standard.
Justification:
The text of DIS 29500 is too voluminous to be reliably
reviewed by National Body experts, or for implementations to
be assessed for compatibility. It appears to be unnecessarily
long, combining normative text with copious examples and
containing a lot of redundancy.

Proposed change by the MB
The text should be shortened
considerably, through the removal of
non-normative text (into annexes), the
avoidance of redundancy and other
means.

Proposed Disposition
We agree with the goal of maximizing the readability of DIS 29500, and in response to various NB comments we
have proposed dispositions that would aid readability. For example, in the response to NO-0002 we have
proposed division of DIS 29500 into three parts, allowing implementers to study and use each part on its own.
We have also proposed moving many topics (such as VML and application compatibility settings) to an Annex for
deprecated features. These changes effectively reduce the size of the specification for many implementers.
The size of DIS 29500 is a consequence of the goal of compatibility with a large corpus of existing documents,
which requires that the specification address a large number of topics. Many topics are documented in great
detail as an aid to implementers, which further increases the size of the DIS. Ecma actively solicited feedback
from the community in the development of ECMA-376, and much of the detail was provided in response to
specific requests for additional information and clarification. We therefore believe that preserving this level of
detail is in the best interest of the community.
The number of examples in DIS 29500 is based on our assessment of how to best help implementers learn and
use the standard. Numerous examples are included, and we have heard many comments asking for additional
examples of specific topics.
We believe that all information in DIS 29500 is provided as an aid to implementers. Without specific suggestions
as to which information could be moved where, or removed completely, and the rationale with regard to the
benefits and tradeoffs of doing so, we are unable to make specific changes based on this comment.
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Response 927
Comment ID

NO-0006
Clause: [Part 1]
8.6.1 [Part 4] 5
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Summary:
DrawingML should be a separate standard
Justification:
DrawingML has general applicability as an XML vocabulary for
vector graphics. It should therefore be a standard in its own
right that can be referenced in isolation by other ISO
standards, such as ISO 26300.

Proposed change by the MB
Remove DrawingML from 29500 and
propose it as a separate standard, or
commit to doing so at a later stage.

Proposed Disposition
This an interesting suggestion, and would be an appropriate topic for consideration in future maintenance of the
specification. We note that it was not a goal of DIS 29500 to define a general-purpose vector graphics format.
DrawingML is the vector graphics markup language necessary for DIS 29500, in the same way that the “drawing”
namespace have been defined in ISO/IEC 26300 (ODF) to represent drawings necessary for the ODF document
format (as stated in response to US-0093). However, during maintenance, the possibility of proposing
DrawingML as a separate standard could be considered.
However, as stated in the response to CZ-0002, we agree that DIS 29500 has parts “that lend themselves to use
by other standards.” The response to that comment describes a proposed division of DIS 29500 that addresses
the two most commonly noted opportunities for reuse of portions of DIS 29500: the Open Packaging
Conventions, and Markup Compatibility and Extensibility. The question of whether further division of the
standard is useful, and how such work should proceed, is typically a maintenance activity.
Another possibility would be to have a future maintenance activity create a conformance class for DrawingML.
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Response 928
Comment ID

US-0022
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Unable to associate (multi-level) table cells with their headers.
In tables that contain multiple levels of row and column
headers, there is no way to associate a table cell with the
specific column and row headers that apply to it. As such
tables are very complex to navigate in a serialized manner
(e.g., auditorily through a screen reader) given, for example,
natural limits on human short-term memory, allowing a person
with a visual impairment to be able to keep track of where they
are in such a table is essential.
This is also necessary to assist users with short-term memory
impairments. Other visual impairments, while not requiring the
use of a screen reader, make
it difficult to visually track across a row or column in a multilevel table from a cell to its header label and back, to look this
up. It must always be possible to retrieve the column and row
labels that denote a designated position in a table.
This is a requirement for Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act
and can be found in the standards at CFR1194.22(h).

Proposed change by the MB
Implement similar functionality to the
<id> attribute of the <th> tag and
<headers> attribute of the <td> tag
from HTML 4.01.

http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/struct/gl
obal.html#adef-id
Refer to 7.5.2 Element identifiers: the id
and class attributes.

http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/struct/ta
bles.html#edef-TH

Refer to 11.2.6 Table cells: The TH
and TD elements

(http://atrc.utoronto.ca/index.php?option=com_content&sectio
nid=14&task=view&hidemainmenu=1&id=371
Refer to Section 4.3.)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; a mechanism should be provided for screen readers to associate data cells with header cells in order to
meet accessibility guidelines. The suggested attributes will be incorporated in any circumstances where multilevel row or column headers exist and context cannot be currently derived from source data. The following
changes will be made:
1. In Part 4, §2.4, add the following new subclause, which becomes the new §2.4.14:
header (Header Cell Reference)
This element specifies a reference, using a unique identifier, to a table header cell that is associated with the
current table cell. The identifier representing the reference shall be stored on this element’s val attribute and is
used to reference the unique identifier value of a table header cell. The contents of the table header cell
designated by a specific unique identifier shall be used as the table header information associated with the table
cell that references that specific unique identifier.
If this element is omitted or the value of the header cell identifier cannot be resolved, no header cell shall be
associated with the current table cell.
[Example: Consider the following 3 x 3 table with four header cells with values A, B, C, and D and four data cells
with values x1, x2, y1, and y2:
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A
B
C
x1
x2
D
y1
y2
Each of the data cells is associated with two header cells and can be represented in WordprocessingML as
follows:
<w:tbl>
...
<w:tr>
...
<w:tc >
...
</w:tc>
<w:tc w:id="HeaderA">
...
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>A</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
...
</w:tr>
<w:tr>
...
<w:tc w:id="HeaderC">
...
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>C</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
...
<w:headers>
<w:header w:val="HeaderA" />
<w:header w:val="HeaderC" />
</w:headers>
...
</w:tcPr>
<w:p>
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<w:r>
<w:t>x1</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
...
</w:tr>
</w:tbl>
The headers element specifies the list of header cells associated with the table cell that has a value of x1. In this
example the table cell with the content value of x1 is associated with headers that have an id of HeaderA and
HeaderC. end example]
Parent Elements
headers (§2.4.15)

Attributes
val (String Value)

Description
Specifies that its contents will contain a string.
The contents of this string are interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pPr>
<w:pStyle w:val="heading1" />
</w:pPr>
The value of the val attribute is the ID of the associated paragraph style's styleId.
However, consider the following fragment:
<w:sdtPr>
<w:alias w:val="SDT Title Example" />
...
</w:sdtPr>
In this case, the decimal number in the val attribute is the caption of the parent
structured document tag. In each case, the value is interpreted in the context of the
parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).
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2. In Part 4, §2.4, add the following new subclause, which becomes the new §2.4.15:
headers (Header Cells Associated With Table Cell)
This element specifies the list of header cells, as specified by children header elements, that provide header
information associated with the current table cell. Each header cell shall specify a unique identifier, as specified
by the use of the attribute id on the header cell tc element. This element is typically used to gather header
information about data and sub header cells.
If this element is omitted or no children header element exists, no header cell shall be associated with the given
table cell.
[Example: Consider the following 3 x 3 table with four header cells with values A, B, C, and D and four data cells
with values x1, x2, y1, and y2:
A
B
C
x1
x2
D
y1
y2
Each of the data cells is associated with two header cells and can be represented in WordProcessingML as
follows:
<w:tbl>
...
<w:tr>
...
<w:tc >
...
</w:tc>
<w:tc w:id="HeaderA">
...
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>A</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
...
</w:tr>
<w:tr>
...
<w:tc w:id="HeaderC">
...
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>C</w:t>
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</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
<w:tc>
<w:tcPr>
...
<w:headers>
<w:header w:val="HeaderA" />
<w:header w:val="HeaderC" />
</w:headers>
...
</w:tcPr>
<w:p>
<w:r>
<w:t>x1</w:t>
</w:r>
</w:p>
</w:tc>
...
</w:tr>
</w:tbl>
The headers element specifies the list of header cells associated with the table cell that has a value of x1. In this
example x1 is associated with headers that have an id of HeaderA and HeaderC. end example]
Parent Elements
tcPr (§2.4.66); tcPr (§2.4.67)

Child Elements
header (Table Cell Header Reference)

Subclause
§2.4.14

3. In Part 4, §2.4.67, page 465, one more child element will be included in the Child Elements table
Child Elements

Subclause

cellDel (Table Cell Deletion)

§2.13.5.1

cellIns (Table Cell Insertion)

§2.13.5.2

cellMerge (Vertically Merged/Split Table Cells)

§2.13.5.3

cnfStyle (Table Cell Conditional Formatting)

§2.4.7

gridSpan (Grid Columns Spanned by Current Table Cell)

§2.4.13

headers (Header Cells Associated With Table Cell)

§2.4.15
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Child Elements

Subclause

hideMark (Ignore End Of Cell Marker In Row Height Calculation)

§2.4.15

hMerge (Horizontally Merged Cell)

§2.4.16

noWrap (Don't Wrap Cell Content)

§2.4.28

shd (Table Cell Shading)

§2.4.33

tcBorders (Table Cell Borders)

§2.4.63

tcFitText (Fit Text Within Cell)

§2.4.64

tcMar (Single Table Cell Margins)

§2.4.65

tcPrChange (Revision Information for Table Cell Properties)

§2.13.5.38

tcW (Preferred Table Cell Width)

§2.4.68

textDirection (Table Cell Text Flow Direction)

§2.4.69

vAlign (Table Cell Vertical Alignment)

§2.4.80

vMerge (Vertically Merged Cell)

§2.4.81

4. In wml.xsd:
The headers element will be added to CT_TcPr content model.

5. In Part 4, §5.1.6, add the following new subclause, which becomes the new §5.1.6.3:
header (Header Cell Reference)
This element specifies a reference, using a unique identifier, to a table header cell that is associated with the
current table cell. The identifier representing the reference shall be stored on this element’s val attribute and is
used to reference the unique identifier value of a table header cell. The contents of the table header cell
designated by a specific unique identifier shall be used as the table header information associated with the table
cell that references that specific unique identifier.
If this element is omitted or the value of the header cell identifier cannot be resolved, no header cell shall be
associated with the current table cell.
[Example: Consider the following 3 x 3 table with four header cells with values A, B, C, and D and four data cells
with values x1, x2, y1, and y2:
A
B
C
x1
x2
D
y1
y2
Each of the data cells is associated with two header cells and can be represented in DrawingML as follows:
<a:tbl>
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...
<a:tr>
...
<a:tc >
...
</a:tc>
<a:tc id="HeaderA">
...
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:t>A</a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
</a:tc>
...
</a:tr>
<a:tr>
...
<a:tc id="HeaderC">
...
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:t>C</a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
</a:tc>
<a:tc>
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:t>x1</a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
<a:tcPr>
...
<a:headers>
<a:header val="HeaderA" />
<a:header val="HeaderC" />
</a:headers>
...
</a:tcPr>
</a:tc>
...
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</a:tr>
</a:tbl>
The headers element specifies the list of header cells associated with the table cell that has a value of x1. In this
example the table cell with the content value of x1 is associated with headers that have an id of HeaderA and
HeaderC. end example]
Parent Elements
headers (§5.1.6.4)

Attributes
val (String Value)

Description
Specifies that its contents will contain a string.
The contents of this string are interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.
[Example: Consider the following DrawingML fragment:
<a:headers>
<a:header val="HeaderA" />
</a:headers>
The value of the val attribute is the table header cell associated with the current table
cell.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the XML Schema string datatype.

6. In Part 4, §5.1.6, add the following new subclause, which becomes the new §5.1.6.4:
headers (Header Cells Associated With Table Cell)
This element specifies the list of header cells, as specified by children header elements, that provide header
information associated with the current table cell. Each header cell shall specify a unique identifier, as specified
by the use of the attribute id on the header cell tc element. This element is typically used to gather header
information about data and sub header cells.
If this element is omitted or there exists no children header element, no header cell shall be associated with the
given table cell.
[Example: Consider the following 3 x 3 table with four header cells with values A, B, C, and D and four data cells
with values x1, x2, y1, and y2:

C
D

A
x1
y1

B
x2
y2
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Each of the data cells is associated with two header cells and can be represented in DrawingML as follows:
<a:tbl>
...
<a:tr>
...
<a:tc >
...
</a:tc>
<a:tc id="HeaderA">
...
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:t>A</a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
</a:tc>
...
</a:tr>
<a:tr>
...
<a:tc id="HeaderC">
...
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:t>C</a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
</a:tc>
<a:tc>
<a:p>
<a:r>
<a:t>x1</a:t>
</a:r>
</a:p>
<a:tcPr>
...
<a:headers>
<a:header val="HeaderA" />
<a:header val="HeaderC" />
</a:headers>
...
</a:tcPr>
</a:tc>
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...
</a:tr>
</a:tbl>
The headers element specifies the list of header cells associated with the table cell that has a value of x1. In this
example x1 is associated with headers that have an id of HeaderA and HeaderC. end example]
Parent Elements
tcPr (§5.1.6.15);

Child Elements
header (Table Cell Header Reference)

Subclause
§5.1.6.3

7. In Part 4, §5.1.6.15, page 3,552, one more child element will be included in the Child Elements table
Child Elements

Subclause

blipFill (Picture Fill)

§5.1.10.14

cell3D (Cell 3-D)

§5.1.6.1

extLst (Extension List)

§5.1.2.1.15

gradFill (Gradient Fill)

§5.1.10.33

grpFill (Group Fill)

§5.1.10.35

headers (Header Cells Associated With Table Cell)

§5.1.6.4

lnB (Bottom Border Line Properties)

§5.1.6.3

lnBlToTr (Bottom-Left to Top-Right Border Line Properties)

§5.1.6.4

lnL (Left Border Line Properties)

§5.1.6.5

lnR (Right Border Line Properties)

§5.1.6.6

lnT (Top Border Line Properties)

§5.1.6.7

lnTlToBr (Top-Left to Bottom-Right Border Line Properties)

§5.1.6.8

noFill (No Fill)

§5.1.10.44

pattFill (Pattern Fill)

§5.1.10.47

solidFill (Solid Fill)

§5.1.10.54

8. In dml-main.xsd:
The headers element will be added to the CT_TableCellProperties content model.
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Response 929
Comment ID

US-0025
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
No context and orientation for frames.
In many documents, non-textual content is put into special
regions enclosed by their own ―frames‖. As the format of the
content in these regions tends to be ―special‖, it tends to be
less accessible . Thus, it is important to be able to provide
alternative text descriptions for frames as well as information
as to how the frame fits into the document context and relates
to other frames (including the main text frame) in terms of
navigation order and other semantic relationships. OOXML
does not support any of this.
This is a requirement for Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act
and can be found in the standards at CFR1194.22(i)

Proposed change by the MB
Implement similar functionality of the
<title> attribute of the <frameset> tag
per HTML 4.01.
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/struct/gl
obal.html#adef-title
Refer to 7.4.3 The TITLE attribute.
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/pre
sent/frames.html#edef-FRAMESET
Refer to 16.2.1 The FRAMESET
element.

(http://atrc.utoronto.ca/index.php?option=com_content&sectio
nid=14&task=view&hidemainmenu=1&id=371
Refer to Section 4.8.)

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; a mechanism should be provided for accessibility information to be associated with frames and
framesets. The following changes will be made:
1. In Part 4, §2.15.2, page 1,358, add a new subclause, as follows:
title (Frame or Frameset Title)
This element specifies advisory information about a single frame or frameset. The title information shall be
stored in this element’s val attribute. This property is analogous to the title attribute on the frame or frameset
element in HTML.
If this element is omitted, then no title shall be associated with the given frame or frameset.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document that serves as the frameset container for a frameset
consisting of the following three frames:
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The frameset properties for this document are specified by the following WordprocessingML within the web
page settings:
<w:frameset>
<w:title w:val="Our library of documents" />
<w:frame>
<w:name w:val="Frame 1" />
<w:title w:val="Menu bar" />
</w:frame>
<w:frameset>
<w:title w:val="Navigation and document collection" />
…
<w:frame>
<w:name w:val="Frame 2" />
<w:title w:val="Navigation bar" />
</w:frame>
<w:frame>
<w:name w:val="Frame 3" />
<w:title w:val="Documents" />
</w:frame>
</w:frameset>
</w:frameset>
The title element specifies supplementary information for each frame and frameset. In this case, the frames
have titles of “Menu bar”, “Navigation bar”, and “Documents”, respectively, while the framesets have titles of
“Our library of documents”, and “Navigation and document collection”, respectively. end example]
Attributes

Description
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Attributes
val (String Value)

Description
Specifies that its contents will contain a string.
The contents of this string are interpreted based on the context of the parent XML
element.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:pPr>
<w:pStyle w:val="heading1" />
</w:pPr>
The value of the val attribute is the ID of the associated paragraph style's styleId.
However, consider the following fragment:
<w:sdtPr>
<w:alias w:val="SDT Title Example" />
...
</w:sdtPr>
In this case, the string in the val attribute is the caption of the parent structured
document tag. In each case, the value is interpreted in the context of the parent element.
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

2. In Part 4, §2.15.2, page 1,322, add a new subclause, as follows:
longDesc (Frame Long Description)
This element specifies an explicit relationship whose target is the long description of the frame. This description
should supplement the short description provided by the title element. This property is analogous to the
longdesc attribute on the frame element in HTML.
If this element is omitted, then no long description shall be associated with the given frame.
[Example: Consider a WordprocessingML document which serves as the frameset container for a frameset
consisting of the following three frames:
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The frameset properties for this document are specified by the following WordprocessingML within the web
page settings:
<w:frameset>
...
<w:frame>
<w:name w:val="Frame 1" />
<w:title w:val="Menu bar" />
<w:longDesc r:id="rIdMenuBar" />
</w:frame>
<w:frameset>
<w:title w:val="Navigation and document collection" />
…
<w:frame>
<w:name w:val="Frame 2" />
<w:title w:val="Navigation bar" />
<w:longDesc r:id="rIdNavBar" />
</w:frame>
<w:frame>
<w:name w:val="Frame 3" />
<w:title w:val="Documents" />
<w:longDesc r:id="rIdDocs" />
</w:frame>
</w:frameset>
</w:frameset>
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The longDesc element specifies that the part targeted by the relationship with an id of rIdMenuBar shall be
used for supplementary information for Frame 1. Examining the contents of the corresponding relationship part
item, we can see the targets for that relationship:
<Relationships … >
…
<Relationship Id="rIdMenuBar" TargetMode="External"
Type="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relationships/hyperl
ink" Target="myexample-desc.html#menubar" />
…
</Relationships>
The corresponding relationship part item shows that the long description supplementary information for Frame
1 is located at myexample-desc.html#menubar, where myexample-desc.html describes #menubar as “This
frame provides links to the major sections of the site: Home, Resources, Links, Help.” end example]
Attributes

Description

id (Relationship to Part)

Specifies the relationship ID to a specified part.

Namespace:
.../officeDocument/2006/rel
ationships

The specified relationship shall match the type required by the parent element:
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relation
ships/footer for the footerReference element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relation
ships/header for the headerReference element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relation
ships/font for the embedBold, embedBoldItalic, embedItalic, or
embedRegular elements
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relation
ships/printerSettings for the printerSettings element
 http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/officeDocument/2006/relation
ships/hyperlink for the longDesc or hyperlink element
[Example: Consider an XML element which has the following id attribute:
<… r:id="rId1" />
The markup specifies the associated relationship part with relationship ID rId1
contains the corresponding relationship information for the parent XML
element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_RelationshipId
simple type (§7.8.2.1).

3. In Part 4, §2.15.2.16, page 1,306, line 1, the following two child elements will be added to the Child Elements
table with references to the Subclauses added above:
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title (Frame or Frameset Title)
longDesc (Frame Long Description)

4. In Part 4, §2.15.2.18, page 1,310, line 1, the following child element will be added to the Child Elements table
with reference to the Subclause added above:
title (Frame or Frameset Title)
5. In Part 4, §2.15.2.19, page 1,311, line 19, the following child element will be added to the Child Elements
table with reference to the Subclause added above:
title (Frame or Frameset Title)
6. In wml.xsd, the complex type CT_Frame will be changed as follows:
<complexType name="CT_Frame">
<sequence>
<element name="sz" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="name" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="title" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="longDesc" type="CT_Rel" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="sourceFileName" type="CT_Rel" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="marW" type="CT_PixelsMeasure" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="marH" type="CT_PixelsMeasure" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="scrollbar" type="CT_FrameScrollbar" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="noResizeAllowed" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="linkedToFile" type="CT_OnOff" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>

7. In wml.xsd, the complex type CT_Frameset will be changed as follows:
<complexType name="CT_Frameset">
<sequence>
<element name="sz" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="framesetSplitbar" type="CT_FramesetSplitbar" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="frameLayout" type="CT_FrameLayout" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="title" type="CT_String" minOccurs="0"/>
<choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<element name="frameset" type="CT_Frameset" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="frame" type="CT_Frame" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</choice>
</sequence>
</complexType>
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Response 930
Comment ID

US-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.15.1.87
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This element uses integers to specify style display sorting
parameters. A better practice would be to use self-describing
string values.

Proposed change by the MB
Rewrite this subclause to express the
feature using XML constructs rather
than integers.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
In Part 4, §2.15.1.87, pages 1,253–1,254:
This element specifies a suggested sorting which should be applied to the list of document styles in this
application document if the styles are displayed in a user interface.
The val attribute of this element specifies one of the following sorting options:
Value

Description

0x0000

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by their names.

0x0001

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by their UI priority using the
uiPriority element (§2.7.3.19).

0x0002

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by the default sorting of the host
application.

0x0003

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by the font which they apply.

0x0004

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by the style on which they are
based using the basedOn element (§2.7.3.3).

0x0005

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by their style types (i.e. character,
linked, paragraph).

Any other
value

Undefined. Shall not be used.

If this element is omitted, then styles which are visible should be sorted by the default sorting of the host
application.
[Example: Consider a document with the following value in its document settings:
<w:stylePaneSortMethod w:val="0005type" />
The stylePaneFormatFilter element's val attribute specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted by
their style types (i.e. character, linked, paragraph) via a value of 0005type. end example]
Parent Elements
settings (§2.15.1.78)
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Attributes

Description

val (Two Digit
HexadecimalStyle
Sorting Value)

Specifies a value specified as a two digit hexadecimal number), whose contents are
interpreted based on the context of the parent XML element a sort order which should
be applied to the list of document styles when they are displayed in a user interface.
[Example: Consider the following WordprocessingML fragment:
<w:tblPr>
<w:tblLook w:val="0010" />
</w:tblPr>
The value of 0010 is interpreted in the context of the parent element. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the
ST_ShortHexNumberST_StyleSort simple type (§2.18.902.18.86).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_ShortHexNumberStyleSort">
<attribute name="val" type="ST_ShortHexNumberStyleSort" use="required"/>
</complexType>

In Part 4, §2.18, a new simple type will be added as §2.18.90:
ST_StyleSort (Style Sort Settings)
This simple type specifies the ways in which the list of document styles can be ordered when they are displayed
in a user interface.
[Example: Consider the WordprocessingML below:
<w:stylePaneSortMethod w:val="basedOn" />
The stylePaneSortMethod element has a val attribute value of basedOn, which specifies that styles are sorted
by the value of their basedOn element (§2.7.3.3). end example]
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

basedOn (Sort by Based On Style)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by the style on which they are based using the
basedOn element (§2.7.3.3).

default (Sort by Default Method)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
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Enumeration Value

Description
by the default sorting of the host application.

font (Sort by Font)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by the font which they apply.

name (Sort by Style Name)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by their names.

priority (Sort by Style Priority)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by their UI priority using the uiPriority element
(§2.7.3.19).

type (Sort by Style Type)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by their style types (i.e. character, linked, paragraph).

Referenced By
stylePaneSortMethod@val (§2.15.1.87)
The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_StyleSort">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="name"/>
<enumeration value="priority"/>
<enumeration value="default"/>
<enumeration value="font"/>
<enumeration value="basedOn"/>
<enumeration value="type"/>
<enumeration value="0000"/>
<enumeration value="0001"/>
<enumeration value="0002"/>
<enumeration value="0003"/>
<enumeration value="0004"/>
<enumeration value="0005"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

In wml.xsd:
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<simpleType name="ST_StyleSort">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="name"/>
<enumeration value="priority"/>
<enumeration value="default"/>
<enumeration value="font"/>
<enumeration value="basedOn"/>
<enumeration value="type"/>
<enumeration value="0000"/>
<enumeration value="0001"/>
<enumeration value="0002"/>
<enumeration value="0003"/>
<enumeration value="0004"/>
<enumeration value="0005"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>

<simpleType name="CT_StyleSort">
<attribute name="val" type="ST_StyleSort" use="required"/>
</simpleType>

<element name="stylePaneSortFilter" type="CT_ShortHexNumberStyleSort"/>

As well, we will remove the existing values from their current location in the specification (Part 4, §2.15.1.87,
pages 1,253–1,254), and place them into a new annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
To the Annex of deprecated content:
Additional Enumeration Values for ST_StyleSort (Style Sort Settings)
The following deprecated values can be used within values using this simple type.
Value
0000 (Sort by Name)

Description
Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by their names.
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Value

Description

0001 (Sort by Priority)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by their UI priority using the uiPriority element
(§2.7.3.19).

0002 (Sort by Default Method)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by the default sorting of the host application.

0003 (Sort by Font)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by the font which they apply.

0004 (Sort by Based On Style)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by the style on which they are based using the
basedOn element (§2.7.3.3).

0005 (Sort by Type)

Specifies that styles which are visible should be sorted
by their style types (i.e. character, linked, paragraph).
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Response 931
Comment ID

US-0078
Clause: P1-8.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The term "root element" is used many times throughout the
standard but not defined.

Proposed change by the MB
Define the term "root element".

Proposed Disposition
The term “root element” is a fundamental term from the XML standard, which defines it as follows: [Definition:
There is exactly one element, called the root, or document element, no part of which appears in the content of
any other element.] The XML standard is currently listed in Part 1, Annex A, Bibliography; however, this entry
will be moved to Part 1, •3, “Normative References”. As such, there is no need to define this term in the OOXML
specification
.
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Response 932
Comment ID

US-0079
Clause: P1-9.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is unclear what requirements are implied upon the data with
the statement
For explicit relationships, the id in the source XML links to
a relationship item with a direct explicit reference to the target.
For implicit relationships, the relationship item is implied by the
containing tag (e.g., footnote) and the id in the source XML is
used to locate the correct element within the implied target.
In other words, what does "... links to ..." imply in terms of
requirements?

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify text.

Proposed Disposition
Agree; this needs further clarification. The id in the source XML directly maps to an id in the relationships part.
This method is what allows an element within the source XML to point to a separate part or external resource.
The text in Part 1, §9.2, page 19, line 18 will be modified as follows to make this clearer:
For explicit relationships, the id in the source XML linksmaps directly to the id of a relationship item with a direct
explicit reference to the target. For implicit relationships, the relationship item is implied by the containing tag
(e.g., footnote) and the id in the source XML is used to locate the correct element within the implied target.
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Response 933
Comment ID

US-0080
Clause: P1-10
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
What does "Any requirement not mentioned here is inherited
from the Markup Compatibility and Extensibility specification"
mean in terms of requirements? What does "inherited" mean?
What is the scope of "inheritance", e.g., do all provisions from
Markup Compatibiltiy and Accessibility apply? Regardless, the
wording should be clearer such that readers can precisely
interpret this statement.

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify text.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the wording of this sentence was unnecessarily ambiguous. To clarify its intent, the following changes
will be made in Part 1, §10.1, page 23, lines 7–11:
While the Markup Compatibility and Extensibility specification is designed for and used by Office Open XML
documents, it could also be used to support a much broader range of applications. As a result, the use of some
Markup Compatibility and Extensibility features is restricted within Office Open XML documents. These
additional requirements are discussed in the following subordinate subclauses. Any requirement not mentioned
here is inherited from the Markup Compatibility and Extensibility specification.Unless explicitly specified below,
all normative requirements of the Markup Compatibility and Extensibility specification apply to Office Open XML
documents.
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Response 934
Comment ID

US-0081

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

What does "round-tripped" mean?

It should be defined.

What does "hint" mean?

It should be defined.

Clause: P110.1.1
Paragraph: -

US-0082
Clause: P110.1.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, this term should have been defined properly. However, §10.1.1 has been deleted to resolve JP-0081, so
no updates are necessary.
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Response 935
Comment ID

US-0083
Clause: P1-11
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The terms and definitions are spread throughout the
document.

Proposed change by the MB
Consider moving the glossary to the
Definition clause. Possibly, a thematic
ordering (as specified by ISO 10241)
could be used to organize the
Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
This was something considered, but it was decided that many terms and definitions could be spread throughout
the standard. The rationale behind that decision was, as follows:
Given the large number of terms defined in this standard, it was decided that it would not be useful to have all
those definitions at the beginning of Part 1, or, indeed, to have all definitions from any one part at the start of
that part. One could argue a case that such lists be present as a glossary in an annex. However, we have chosen
to not do that for the first edition, especially because we expect the vast majority of readers of this standard to
read and search it electronically.
Part 1, •4, “Definitions”, contains only those definitions fundamental to getting started with the whole Office
Open XML specification. Certainly, reasonable people might disagree on the set of terms that clause contains.
(Indeed, at least one NB comment proposed adding some terms to that clause.)
Part 1, •11.1, 12.1, 13.1, 14.1, and 15.1, “Glossary of … Terms”, each contains only those definitions
fundamental to the ML introduced in the corresponding subclauses.
The “Definitions” clauses in each of Part 2 and 5 contains only those definitions for that Part.
Other terms are defined in the context of their use with their first use being set in italics, a very common
typographical convention.
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Response 936
Comment ID

US-0084
Clause: P111.3.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The concept of "content type" has not been defined. Without
this definition, it is impossible to understand what these
provisions mean.

Proposed change by the MB
Move/Add to Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §4, page 6, between lines 15 and 16:
content type — Describes the content stored in a part. Content types define a media type, a subtype, and an
optional set of parameters, as defined in RFC 2616 (HTTP).
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Response 937
Comment ID

US-0085
Clause: P111.3.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The concept of "root namespace" has not been defined.
Without this definition, it is impossible to understand what
these provisions mean.

Proposed change by the MB
Move/Add to Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Disagree; the term “root namespace” is well known by, and commonly used in, the XML community.
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Response 938
Comment ID

US-0086
Clause: P111.3.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The concept of "source relationship" has not been defined.
Without this definition, it is impossible to understand what
these provisions mean.

Proposed change by the MB
Move/Add to Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §11.3.2 page 31, lines 10–11:
A Comments part shall be located within the package containing the source relationships part (expressed
syntactically, the TargetMode attribute of the Relationship element shall be Internal).
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Response 939
Comment ID

US-0087
Clause: P111.3.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The concept of "comments" has not been defined.
Presumably, the definition of "comments" is different than the
definition of "comments" in ISO/IEC 2382.

Proposed change by the MB
Move/Add to Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Although we note that the term “comment” is defined in Part 1, §11.1, page 24, line 8 for its use in Part 4,
§11.3.2, page 29, lines 23 (and, as noted in the comment, is different from the definition in ISO/IEC 2382), since
the term is duplicated in §11.1, §12.1 and §13.1, we agree that it would be better located in the Definitions
clause (Part1, §4).
Therefore, the definition will be removed from §11.1, §12.1 and §13.1 and the following definition added to §4:
comment — A note that an author or reviewer attaches to content in a document. Although a consumer may
chose to display comments, they are not considered part of the body of the document. A comment might
include the text of the note, the comment author's name and initials, and date of creation, among other things.
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Response 940
Comment ID

US-0088

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The concept of "real-time data formula" is not defined.

Clause: P112.3.22
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB
Define this term in the appropriate
place.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the concept of real-time data is not defined here. The following changes to Part 1, §12.3.22, page 92,
line 2 both clarify the content of the volatile dependencies part, and reference the locations that take advantage
of this part:
An instance of this part type contains information involving real-time data formulas in a workbook. Real-time
data formulas return values that change over time—often every few seconds—and require connectivity to
programs outside of the workbook to retrieve their data. In cases where those programs are not available, realtime data formulas can use the information stored in the Volatile Dependencies part to calculate results, rather
than generate errors. More information on real-time data functions can be found in Part 4, §3.17.7.281 and
§3.17.7.65 through §3.17.7.71.
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Response 941
Comment ID

US-0089
Clause: P112.3.24
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In the statement "A Worksheet part is permitted to contain
implicit relationships to the following parts defined by this
Standard" it is unclear what "implicit relationship" means.

Proposed change by the MB
Move/Add "implicit relationship" to
Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Disagree; the term “implicit relationship” is already defined as “relationships, implicit” in Part 4, page 7, line 15.
That said, in Part 1, •12.3.24, the term “implicit relationship” refers to the fact that for these parts, there will be
no direct reference within the Worksheet part’s XML markup to a relationship id. Instead, these parts are
referenced only via the relationships themselves, which are present in the Worksheet part’s relationship part.
For a detailed definition of explicit and implicit relationships, see Part 1, §9.2.
The following change will be made to Part 1, §12.3.24, page 96, line 4:
A Worksheet part is permitted to havecontain implicit relationships to the following parts defined by this
Standard:
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Response 942
Comment ID

US-0090
Clause: P112.3.24
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In the statement "A Worksheet part is permitted to contain
explicit relationships to the following parts defined by this
Standard:" it is unclear what "explicit relationship" means.

Proposed change by the MB
Move/Add "explicit relationship" to
Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Disagree; the term “explicit relationship” is already defined as “relationships, explicit” in Part 1, page 7, lines 13–
14.
That said, the term “explicit relationship” in Part 1, •12.3.24 refers to the fact that there is a relationship ID (r:id)
attribute in the source XML that directly maps to, or is an explicit reference to, the target. For a detailed
definition of explicit and implicit relationships, see Part 1, §9.2.
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Response 943
Comment ID

US-0091
Clause: Part 1,
11.3.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Alternative Format Import Part: This section of DIS 29500
requires both consumption and emission of legacy text in
equivalent WordProcessingML format. However, DIS 29500
fails to define a mapping from legacy formats sufficient to
enable either the consumption or emission of such texts in
WordprocessingML format.

Proposed change by the MB
That DIS 29500 be amended to include
the mappings from binary formats
sufficient to enable conformance to the
mandatory requirements of Part 1,
11.3.1.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; some clarification here would be beneficial. The intent was not to imply any relationship to any specific
format by any specific vendor. The following changes will be made in Part 1, §11.3.1:
1. Page 28, Line 1, “Content Type” row:
Content Type:

Any content, support for which is application-defined.
[Note: Some examples of formats which might be supported include:
 Text = application/txt
 RTF = application/rtf
 HTML = application/html
 XML = application/xml
end note]

Page 28, lines 3–5:
An alternative format import part allows content specified in an application-defined alternate format (HTML,
MHTML, RTF, earlier versions of WordprocessingML, or plain text) to be embedded directly in a
WordprocessingML document in order to allow that content to be migrated to the WordprocessingML format.
Page 28, lines 15–17:
A WordprocessingML consumer shall that understands the format of an instance of this part should treat the its
contents of such legacy text files as if they were formatted using equivalent WordprocessingML, and if that
consumer is also a WordprocessingML producer, it shall emit the legacy textcontents of the part in
WordprocessingML format
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Response 944
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

US-0093
Clause: Part 4, 5
DrawingML
Reference
Material (and
other
Paragraph: -

DrawingML: DrawingML is a markup language that is defined
in DIS 29500. As a markup language DrawingML is clearly out
of scope for DIS 29500 which is a representation of a legacy
binary format using XML.

Proposed change by the MB
DrawingML and all references to it
should be stricken from DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
Vector graphics is an important component of modern document formats, and many document formats
recognize the need for a vector graphics markup language specifically created for their needs. For example, in
ISO/IEC 26300 (http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/19274/OpenDocument-v1.0ed2cs1.pdf), a new XML markup language and namespace have been defined to represent drawings necessary for
the ODF document format. The definition of this new drawing namespace can be found in §1.3 page 31 of the
ODF standard, and is used widely in ODF:
Prefix

Description

Namespace

draw

For elements and attributes
that describe graphic content.

urn:oasis:names:tc:opendocument:xmlns:drawing:1.0

In the case of DIS 29500, we have included DrawingML as the vector graphics markup language necessary for DIS
29500 and have documented this markup language within the specification.
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Response 945
Comment ID

US-0235
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.95
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

ST_XmlDataType: ST_XmlDataType reports that the values
listed are restrictions on XML Schema string datatype. That is
incorrect. The datatypes: Boolean, decimal, float, double,
duration, dateTime, time, date, gYearMonth, gYear,
gMonthDay, gDay, gMonth, hexBinary, base64Binary, anyURI,
Qname, and NOTATION, are all primitive datatypes and not
restrictions on XML Schema string.

The text should be amended to indicate
that the values (at least some of them)
are primitive XML Schema datatypes
and to report others (if appropriate) as
restrictions on XML Schema string.
Moreover, all datatypes in DIS 29500
should be evaluated for their
correctness and what affect, if any, that
correcting datatypes will have on
definitions in other parts of DIS 29500.

Proposed Disposition
Changes to be made to Part 4, §3.18.95, page 2,938:
3.18.95 ST_XmlDataType (XML Data Types)
Represents a W3C XML built-in datatype name (http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/)
This simple type's contents are a restriction of the XML Schema string datatype. Valid values are the names of
the simple datatypes defined by the XMLSchema Library, http://www.w3.org/2001/XML-Schema-datatypes.
The following are possible enumeration values for this type:
Enumeration Value

Description

anyType (Any Type)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

anyURI (Any URI)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

base64Binary (Base 64 Encoded Binary)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

boolean (Boolean)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

byte (Byte)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

date (Date)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

dateTime (Date Time)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

decimal (Decimal)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

double (Double)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

duration (Duration)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

ENTITIES (ENTITIES)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

ENTITY (ENTITY)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

float (Float)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

gDay (gDay)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

gMonth (gMonth)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

gMonthDay (gMonthDays)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

gYear (gYear)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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Enumeration Value

Description

gYearMonth (gYearMonth)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

hexBinary (Hex Binary)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

ID (ID)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

IDREF (IDREF)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

IDREFS (IDREFS)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

int (Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

integer (Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

language (Language)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

long (Long)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

Name (Name)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

NCName (NCName)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

negativeInteger (Negative Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

NMTOKEN (NMTOKEN)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

NMTOKENS (NMTOKENS)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

nonNegativeInteger (Non Negative Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

nonPositiveInteger (Non Positive Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

normalizedString (Normalized String)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

NOTATION (Notation)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

positiveInteger (Positive Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

QName (Qname)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

short (Short)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

string (String)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

time (Time)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

token (Token)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

unsignedByte (Unsigned Byte)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

unsignedInt (Unsigned Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

unsignedLong (Unsigned Long)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

unsignedShort (Unsigned Short)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

Referenced By
xmlColumnPr@xmlDataType (§3.5.1.7); xmlPr@xmlDataType (§3.5.2.4)
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The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this simple type:
<simpleType name="ST_XmlDataType">
<restriction base="xsd:string">
<enumeration value="string"/>
<enumeration value="normalizedString"/>
<enumeration value="token"/>
<enumeration value="byte"/>
<enumeration value="unsignedByte"/>
<enumeration value="base64Binary"/>
<enumeration value="hexBinary"/>
<enumeration value="integer"/>
<enumeration value="positiveInteger"/>
<enumeration value="negativeInteger"/>
<enumeration value="nonPositiveInteger"/>
<enumeration value="nonNegativeInteger"/>
<enumeration value="int"/>
<enumeration value="unsignedInt"/>
<enumeration value="long"/>
<enumeration value="unsignedLong"/>
<enumeration value="short"/>
<enumeration value="unsignedShort"/>
<enumeration value="decimal"/>
<enumeration value="float"/>
<enumeration value="double"/>
<enumeration value="boolean"/>
<enumeration value="time"/>
<enumeration value="dateTime"/>
<enumeration value="duration"/>
<enumeration value="date"/>
<enumeration value="gMonth"/>
<enumeration value="gYear"/>
<enumeration value="gYearMonth"/>
<enumeration value="gDay"/>
<enumeration value="gMonthDay"/>
<enumeration value="Name"/>
<enumeration value="QName"/>
<enumeration value="NCName"/>
<enumeration value="anyURI"/>
<enumeration value="language"/>
<enumeration value="ID"/>
<enumeration value="IDREF"/>
<enumeration value="IDREFS"/>
<enumeration value="ENTITY"/>
<enumeration value="ENTITIES"/>
<enumeration value="NOTATION"/>
<enumeration value="NMTOKEN"/>
<enumeration value="NMTOKENS"/>
<enumeration value="anyType"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
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Response 946
Comment ID

US-0236
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.18.95
ST_XmlDataType
(XML Data T
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
XMLDataTypes: The URIs reported for the data types in this
section are incomplete. For example:
http://www.3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyType is the correct
URI for anyType, not http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema.

Proposed change by the MB
The correct URIs for datatypes should
be inserted in this section. Moreover, all
references should be proofed for
correctness and conformance to proper
methods of citation.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed, the specification is incorrect. The following changes will be made to Part 4, §3.18.95, pages 2,939–
2,940:
Enumeration Value

Description

anyType (Any Type)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyType

anyURI (Any URI)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI

base64Binary (Base 64 Encoded Binary)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#base64Binary

boolean (Boolean)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean

byte (Byte)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#byte

date (Date)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date

dateTime (Date Time)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime

decimal (Decimal)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal

double (Double)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#double

duration (Duration)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#duration

ENTITIES (ENTITIES)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#ENTITIES

ENTITY (ENTITY)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#ENTITY

float (Float)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float

gDay (gDay)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gDay

gMonth (gMonth)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gMonth

gMonthDay (gMonthDays)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gMonthDay

gYear (gYear)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gYear

gYearMonth (gYearMonth)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gYearMonth

hexBinary (Hex Binary)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#hexBinary

ID (ID)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#ID

IDREF (IDREF)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#IDREF

IDREFS (IDREFS)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#IDREFS

int (Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int

integer (Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer
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Enumeration Value

Description

language (Language)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#language

long (Long)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#long

Name (Name)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#Name

NCName (NCName)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NCName

negativeInteger (Negative Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#negativeInteger

NMTOKEN (NMTOKEN)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NMTOKEN

NMTOKENS (NMTOKENS)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NMTOKENS

nonNegativeInteger (Non Negative Integer)

See
http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger

nonPositiveInteger (Non Positive Integer)

See
http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonPositiveInteger

normalizedString (Normalized String)

See
http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#normalizedString

NOTATION (Notation)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NOTATION

positiveInteger (Positive Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#positiveInteger

QName (Qname)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#QName

short (Short)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#short

string (String)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string

time (Time)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time

token (Token)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#token

unsignedByte (Unsigned Byte)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedByte

unsignedInt (Unsigned Integer)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedInt

unsignedLong (Unsigned Long)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedLong

unsignedShort (Unsigned Short)

See http//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedShort
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Response 947
Comment ID

US-0249
Clause: P1-1.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In the Scope statement, it says: "This Standard defines ...
vocabularies ...". This is incorrect use of the term
"vocabulary". The proper term is "value domain" (as defined
by ISO/IEC 11179).

Proposed change by the MB
Change "vocabularies" => "value
domain", and take definition of "value
domain" from ISO/IEC 11179.

Proposed Disposition
We believe that “vocabulary” is the right term to use. A quick search for “XML vocabulary” using a popular
search engine lead us to
http://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia_term/0,2542,t=XML+vocabulary&i=55060,00.asp, where “XML
vocabulary” is defined as “A set of XML tags for a particular industry or business function.”
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Response 948
Comment ID

US-0250
Clause: P1-2.6
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This subclause should be re-titled "Interoperability Provisions"
and should clearly state what provisions (shall, should, may)
are implied.

Proposed Disposition
This sub-clause is deliberately marked as informative and should remain as such, as should the subclause
heading
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Response 949
Comment ID

US-0251
Clause: P1-4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The term "extension" only includes XML kinds of extensions
and not other kinds of extensions, such as additional
permissible values (not necessarily an XML issue) and
additional value meanings (e.g., enhancing the meaning of an
existing feature).

Proposed change by the MB
The term extension should be
broadened:
extension: a feature that is specified
outside this International Standard

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the extensibility mechanisms do indeed allow for new relationships and parts as well. The definition will
be changed as follows:
extension — Any XML element, or XML attribute, relationship, or part not explicitly included in this Standard,
but that uses the extensibility mechanisms described by this Standard.
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Response 950
Comment ID

US-0269
Clause: P1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The definitions of "consumer" and "producer" should be moved
to the Definitions clause.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §4, page 6, between lines 15 and 16 (for consumer) and
page 7, between lines 8 and 9 (for producer):
consumer — A piece of software or a device that reads packages through a package implementer. A consumer is
often designed to consume packages only for a specific physical package format.
producer — A piece of software or a device that writes packages through a package implementer. A producer is
often designed to produce packages according to a particular physical package format specification.
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Response 951
Comment ID

US-0286
Clause: general
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The first handful of clauses should be reorganized to match
common ISO standards: 1. Scope, 2. Normative References,
3. Definitions, 4. Conformance.

Proposed change by the MB
OLD => NEW
1. Scope => 1. Scope
2. Conformance => 4. Conformance
3. Normative References => 2.
Normative references
4. Definitions => 3. Definitions
5. Notational conventions => Foreword
(as per ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2,
subclause 6.1.3, item c)
6. Acronyms and Abbreviations => add
to 3. Definitions

Proposed Disposition
The front matter clauses are organized along the same lines as those for other standards Ecma has Fast-Tracked
to ISO/IEC JTC 1 (and which have been accepted) in recent years. We realize that for the second and subsequent
editions, we are obliged to follow the organizational rules set down by the JTC 1 Directives, however, for this
first edition, the current organization is allowed.
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Response 952
Comment ID

US-0288
Clause: general
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

In general, short examples should be footnotes.
Notes should be presented according to ISO/IEC Directives,
Part 2.

Proposed Disposition
In previous standards Fast-Tracked to ISO/IEC JTC 1 (and which have been accepted), we have had broad
acceptance of our notation for notes (as well as examples, guidance, and rationale). As such, we will keep that
for this first edition.
More specifically, this first edition uses a combination of both ISO and Ecma style guides. As the Ecma style
prohibits the use of footnotes, there are none in DIS 29500. However, we realize that for the second and
subsequent editions, we are obliged to follow the organizational rules set down by the JTC 1 Directives.
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Response 953
Comment ID

CH-0018
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Es existiert keine belegte Implementation der
OOXMLSpezifikation. Microsoft Office 2007 unterstützt
lediglich ein Derivat von OOXML, aber kein
Dokumentenformat, welches mit der Spezifikation
übereinstimmt. Dies bedeutet für uns eine Unsicherheit
bezüglich der Interoperabilität mit Microsoft Office 2007 und
anderen Produkten, wel-che die Spezifikation erfüllen.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: There are no proven implementations of the OOXMLspecification. Microsoft Office 2007 supports only a derivative
of OOXML and not the document format that is compliant to
the spec. This causes us uncertainty concerning
interoperability with Microsoft Office 2007 and other products,
which should be complaint.]]
Acknowledged that the current version of MS Office 2007 may
not be 100% compliant with DIS 29500.

Proposed change by the MB
MS aims to be compliant with DIS
29500, and will treat examples of the
contrary as bugs. UK14 members are
encouraged to report such exam-ples
to the following link.

Proposed Disposition
All questions regarding compliance of particular implementations with DIS29500 should be directed to the
respective implementer, as neither ISO/IEC JTC 1 nor the BRM are appropriate places for such discussions.
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Response 954
Comment ID

CH-0012
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Die Norm wäre nicht aus der vereinten Erfahrung und
Expertise aller interessierten Kreise entstanden (z.B.
Produzenten, Verkäufer, Käufer, Nut-zer und Regulatoren),
sondern nur durch Microsoft allein.
[[The following English translation was arranged by the project
editor: The de-facto standard is not built upon the experience
and expertise of all interested parties (such as producers,
vendors, customers, users and regulators); it‘s only done by
Microsoft.]]
Rejected

Proposed Disposition
The development of this standard is within the scope of, and subject to the rules of, Ecma International.
Membership in Ecma Technical Committee 45 (TC45) included producers, vendors, consumers, users and
regulators. During the development of ECMA-376, interim versions of the specification were publicly posted on
the Ecma web site as early as May 2006, and SC34 (which has liaison status with Ecma) was invited to access and
review these drafts. The standardization of Office Open XML in Ecma was performed by a very motivated team
of experts in TC 45, which included representatives from Apple, Barclays Capital, BP, The British Library, Essilor,
Intel, Microsoft, NextPage, Novell, Statoil, Toshiba and the Unites States Library of Congress.
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Response 955
Comment ID

FI-0004
Clause: Part 4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Legacy support features (deprecated features) seem to be
hard to find from the Part 4 document. The interpretation of the
proposed standard could be easier to all parties if these
features were clearly separated

Proposed change by the MB
Separate normative parts clearly from
informative parts.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; all deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in Part 4, and placed it into a new
annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
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Response 956
Comment ID

NZ-0004
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There needs to be clarification around the specification of nonrequired elements.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we have proposed several sets of dispositions that will clarify the specification of non-required
elements:







In responses to CL-0002, CL-0102, CO-0103, CZ-0014, DK-0010, FR-0061, GB-0228, GH-0003, GR-0038,
IN-0035, IR-0025, JP-0052, KR-0013, PH-0007, PT-0052, US-0066 and similar comments, we have added
complete definitions of settings such as autoSpaceLikeWord95, so that implementers can determine
conformance to these settings.
In the response to CA-0076, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087,
IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, ZA-0016 and other
comments, we have proposed removing from the main specification functionality such as VML and
application settings that are necessary for completeness but not necessarily appropriate for documents
created in the future and placing them in an Annex for deprecated features.
In the response to JP-0027, JP-0028 and JP-0029, we have identified a set of conformance classes to aid
developers in implementing defined subsets of the specification.
In the response to AU-0005, CL-0039, CZ-0002, DE-0120, DK-0059, DK-0060, DK-0061, DK-0062, DK0063, ECMA-0037, FI-0003, IN-0052, IN-0054, JP-0039, JP-0079, KE-0003, NO-0002, NO-0007, PT-0008,
PT-0033, US-0021, US-0253 and ZA-0006, we have proposed restructuring DIS29500 as a multi-part
standard with separate parts (and conformance clauses) for OPC (Open Packaging Conventions) and
MCE (Markup Compatibility and Extensibility).
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Response 957
Comment ID

US-0266
Clause:
Throughout DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Confusing Notes and Examples: There appears to be no
consistent editorial principle applied to distinguish between
notes and examples in the text. Text that looks like examples
appear in notes and what are probably notes appear in
examples with no distinguishable principle for the use of one
over the other.

Proposed change by the MB
The document should be amended to
consistently and on the basis of some
principle to distinguish between
examples and notes.
As specified by the ISO/IEC Directives,
Part 2, §6.5.1, note and example
elements shall not contain
requirements or any information
considered indispensable for the use of
the document.‖ That is, there should
not be any normative requirements
specified only in a note or example.

Proposed Disposition
Each note and example has its own set of corresponding delimiters, and each is consistently used. Our editorial
style is that a delimited note should not contain a delimited example, and vice versa. However, occasionally, it is
useful to add “note text” at the start and/or end of what is primarily an example, and to add an example in the
middle or end of a note. We see no problem with this. Given that all notes and examples are informative, we
believe that the concern here is about style, and one that is subjective.
A large and growing number of people are implementing the specification as is, and, apart from this comment,
we have received no feedback from them that our use of notes and examples is confusing. That said, if anyone
can cite specific instances, we’d be happy to review them.
We agree that normative requirements should not occur in notes or examples, and, separately, we have
addressed each NB comment that has pointed out a violation of this principle.
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Response 958
Comment ID

US-0040
Clause: DIS
29500 including
schemas
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Attribute Definitions: The attribute ―val‖ has multiple definitions
within the same schema, for instance, in dmldiagramLayoutVariables.xsd, it is defined with the type
ST_NodeCount and boolean. Or in wml.xsd where it has the
types, ST_Merge, ST_String, and, ST_TwipsMeasure. It has
types defined elsewhere as string and ST_Xstring. Despite
having only seven different types in the schemas, it has ninety
(90) separate and distinct prose definitions in DIS 29500, Part
4. This is only by way of illustration. A survey of the first six
hundred and seventy-seven (677) pages of Part 4 is attached
as Annex B, which demonstrates that multiple distinct
definitions are not uncommon in DIS 29500.

Every attribute should have one and
only one definition. Moreover, in the
prose of the standard, that definition
should be given once and only once.
Even if a definition must be repeated, it
should be the same definition in all
cases.

Proposed Disposition
The specific element names or attributes used within any markup language have always been open to debate
since the creation of SGML or XML standards, with some designers preferring using unique attributes names and
others using attribute names in the context of their parent elements. This is a key part of XML, where the
attribute type is dependent upon its parent element.
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Response 959
Comment ID

CA-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section
02.16.05.34
Paragraph: -

CL-0120
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

CO-0121
Clause: Part 4,
2.16.5.34
Paragraph:
1537(1544)

DE-0107
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

DK-0124
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: Page
1538

DK-0125
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.34

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Canada recommends that this section
should refer to either:
XSLT 1.0:

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here. What versions of XSLT
should an application compliant with OOXML expect to deal
with? For example, does MS Office handle the latest XSLT? If
not, we should specify what versions are allowed in order to
improve interoperability.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT which is allowed
here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT and Xpath
versions which are allowed here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

XSLT version is not defined with "\t"
switch, actually file of type xsl is
defined. The file of type xsl will contain
the XSLT version. So it is application
defined.
But what versions of XSLT should an
application compliant with OOXML
expect to deal with? For example,
does MS Office handle the latest
XSLT? If not, we should specify what
versions are allowed in order to
improve interoperability.
DIS 29500 should provide a list of
normative references as expected , add
the expected reference!

The \n field-specific-switch an XPATH formated namespace
mapping. Since XPATH exist in different version it should be
stated precise, which kind of XSLT is expected

Define the expected version of XPATH

The \t field-specific-switch specifies an XSLT to format the
XML data. Since XSLT exist in different version it should be
stated precise, which kind of XSLT is expected

Define the expected version of XSLT

2018

HYPERLINK
"http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xsl20011015/"http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/
REC-xsl-20011015/
or
XSLT 2.0
HYPERLINK
"http://www.w3.org/TR/2007/RECxslt2020070123/"http://www.w3.org/TR/2007/
REC-xslt20-20070123/
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: Page
1538

DK-0126
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: Page
1538

FR-0255
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
INCLUDETEXT
Paragraph: -

GB-0262
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.34
[p1538]
Paragraph: -

GR-0048
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

KE-0028
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

PT-0062
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

US-0106
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

VE-0025
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.34
Paragraph: -

The \x field-specific-switch an XPATH formated string to be
returned. Since XPATH exist in different version it should be
stated precise, which kind of XSLT is expected

Define the expected version of XPATH

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT which is allowed
here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Proposed change: Provide a proper
external normative reference for the
XSLT which is allowed here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input
XML file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT and Xpath
versions which are allowed here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input
XML file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Text to be clarified

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT which is allowed
here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT and Xpath
versions which are allowed here.

The \t flag will apply a named XSLT transform to the input XML
file and insert the resulting output. However, no proper
reference is given to XSLT, so we do not know what version
XSLT transform is permitted here.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for the XSLT which is allowed
here.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following entries will be added to the Normative References clause for Part 4:
XSLT, Clark, James, "XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium Recommendation.
1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt.
XPATH, Clark, James; DeRose, Steve "XML Path Language (XPath) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium
Recommendation. 1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath.
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Response 960
Comment ID

CA-0035
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.72
Part 4, Section
05.01.
Paragraph: -

DE-0098
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
and 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

FR-0332
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
ST_Panose
(Panose-1
Number
Paragraph: -

FR-0361

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Provide an external normative
reference for this term.

What is the rationale for several different definitions for a
Panose value, both in Word Processing ML as well as Drawing
ML?

Since they are exactly the same they
should be defined once in a shared
schema

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.
Here is missing reference to
http://www.w3.org/Printing/stevahn.html
DIS 29500 should provide a list of
normative references as expected

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose setting of a font‖.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Proposed change: Provide a proper
external normative reference for this
term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose setting of a font‖.

Proposed change: Provide a proper
external normative reference for this
term.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
ST_Panose
(Panose Type)
Paragraph: -

GB-0286
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.18.72
[p1786]
Paragraph: -

GB-0312
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.12.37
[p3719]
Paragraph: -

IR-0036
Clause: Part
4,Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

A reference to a "Panose-1 classification" is mentioned in this
section but such classification is not provided. Also, there is
are no references given.

PT-0075
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose setting of a font‖.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

PT-0100
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

US-0114
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

US-0147

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose setting of a font‖.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose-1 classification‖ of a
font.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

No definition is provided for a ―Panose setting of a font‖.

Provide a proper external normative
reference for this term.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

VE-0049
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.72
Paragraph: -

VE-0065
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.12.37
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the specification does not reference the (now) appropriate ISO standard; the following changes will be
made to rectify this:
1. Part 1, §3, page 5, add the following reference:
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font Format.
2. Part 4, §2.8.2.13, page 756, lines 6–7:
This element specifies the Panose-1 classification number for the current font using the PANOSE Classification
Guide, Version 1.2mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
3. Part 4, §2.8.2.16, page 758, lines 16-17:
This element specifies information identifying the code pages and Unicode subranges for which the parent font
provides glyphs using the mechanism defined in §4.2.7.18 and §4.2.7.28 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007.
4. Part 4, §4.3.1.10, page 2,965, table row “panose”:
panose (Panose Setting)
Namespace:
.../drawingml/2006/main

Specifies the Panose-1 classification number for the current font using the
mechanism defined in §4.2.7.17 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007Specifies the panose
standard setting that will be used to determine the closest matching font by any
generating application that employs this method.
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Panose simple type
(§5.1.12.37).
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5. The schemas will be updated to ensure that ST_Panose is defined the same way in various places
throughout the Standard.
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Response 961
Comment ID

CL-0142
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph: -

CO-0093
Clause: Part 4,
2.8.2.2
Paragraph:
739(746)

FR-0418
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
charset
(Character Set
Sup
Paragraph: page
740, line 2

GB-0210
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.8.2.2 [p740,
2]
Paragraph: -

GR-0101
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph: -

US-0171
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.8.2.2
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The default character set is said to be ―the ANSI character
set‖. But ANSI has standards for many character sets. Do you
mean ANSI 209-1992 ―Matrix Character Set for OCR‖?
Probably not. So a normative reference to a specific standard
is required.

Provide normative reference for ―the
ANSI character set‖.

The default character set is said to be ―the ANSI character
set‖. But ANSI has standards for many character sets. Do you
mean ANSI 209-1992 ―Matrix Character Set for OCR‖?
Probably not. So a normative reference to a specific standard
is required.

Provide normative reference for ―the
ANSI character set‖.

The default character set is said to be ―the ANSI character set‖.
But ANSI has standards for many character sets. Do you mean
ANSI 209-1992 ―Matrix Character Set for OCR‖? Probably not.
So a normative reference to a specific standard is required.

Provide normative reference for ―the
ANSI character set‖.

The default character set is said to be ―the ANSI character
set‖. But ANSI has standards for many character sets. Do you
mean ANSI 209-1992 ―Matrix Character Set for OCR‖?
Probably not. So a normative reference to a specific standard
is required.

Proposed change: Provide normative
reference for ―the ANSI character set‖.

The default character set is said to be ―the ANSI character
set‖. But ANSI has standards for many character sets. Do
you mean ANSI 209-1992 ―Matrix Character Set for OCR‖?
Probably not. So a normative reference to a specific standard
is required.

Provide normative reference for ―the
ANSI character set‖.

The default character set is said to be ―the ANSI character
set‖. But ANSI has standards for many character sets. Do you
mean ANSI 209-1992 ―Matrix Character Set for OCR‖?
Probably not. So a normative reference to a specific standard
is required.

Provide normative reference for ―the
ANSI character set‖.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this text is unnecessarily ambiguous, and could be improved by referenced widely-understood IANA
character set registrations throughout. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §2.8.2.2, page 739, line 11:
Value

Description

0x00

Specifies a Latin the ANSI character set. (IANA name iso-8859-1)

0x01

Specifies the default character set.

0x02

Specifies the Symbol character set. This value specifies that the characters in
the Unicode private use area (U+FF00 to U+FFFF) of the font should be used to
display characters in the range U+0000 to U+00FF.
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Value

Description

0x4D

Specifies a Macintosh (Standard Roman) character set. (IANA name
macintosh)

0x80

Specifies the JIS character set. (IANA name shift_jis)

0x81

Specifies the Hangul character set. (IANA name ks_c_5601-1987)

0x82

Specifies a Johab character set. (IANA name KS C-5601-1992)

0x86

Specifies the GB-2312 character set. (IANA name GBK)

0x88

Specifies the Chinese Big Five character set. (IANA name Big5)

0xA1

Specifies a Greek character set. (IANA name windows-1253)

0xA2

Specifies a Turkish character set. (IANA name iso-8859-9)

0xA3

Specifies a Vietnamese character set. (IANA name windows-1258)

0xB1

Specifies a Hebrew character set. (IANA name windows-1255)

0xB2

Specifies an Arabic character set. (IANA name windows-1256)

0xBA

Specifies a Baltic character set. (IANA name windows-1257)

0xCC

Specifies a Russian character set. (IANA name windows-1251)

0xDE

Specifies a Thai character set. (IANA name windows-874)

0xEE

Specifies an Eastern European character set. (IANA name windows-1250)

0xFF

Specifies an OEM character set not defined by this Office Open XML Standard.

Any other value

Application-defined, may be ignored.

Part 4, §2.8.2.2, page 740, line 2:
If this element is not present, then the character set for this font shall be assumed to be the ANSI ISO/IEC 8859-1
character set.
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Response 962
Comment ID

CL-0112
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.16.5.10
BARCODE
Paragraph: -

GB-0251
Clause: Part 4,
§2, 2.16.5.10
[p1516]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

"POSTNET" and "Facing Identification Mark (FIM)" are
undefined terms in this standard.

Define 'BARCODE' fully, likely by
providing an external normative
reference to the source of the
POSTNET and FIM specifications.

BARCODE produces barcodes in FIM or POSTNET format.
There is no reference to a definition of these formats.

Proposed change: Provide a
reference to FIM and POSTNET
formats.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
1. Part 4, §2.16.5.10, page 1,516, lines 12–15:
Description: Produces a postal bar code is a machine-readable form of address used by the U.S. Postal Service.
The barcode is in the form of either a POSTNET delivery-point bar code (United States Postal Service 2007) or a
Facing Identification Mark (FIM) (United States Postal Service 2007). text in field-argument can be either a postal
address or a bookmark name. In the case of a postal address, all that is needed is a 5-digit or 9-digit ZIP code;
the rest of the address is superfluous.
2. Normative References/Bibliography, add:
United States Postal Service. "Domestic Mail Manual." United States Postal Service. November 8, 2007.
http://pe.usps.com/cpim/ftp/manuals/dmm300/Full/MailingStandards.pdf (accessed November 15, 2007).
3. Note that this field will be deprecated by the response to comments CL-113 and CL-0114.
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Response 963
Comment ID

US-0287
Clause: general
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

References to ISO/IEC 10646-1 should be ISO/IEC
10646:2003.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §2.4, page 3, line 22:
 The document character set shall conform to the Unicode Standard and ISO/IEC 10646:200310646-1,
with either the UTF-8 or UTF-16 encoding form, as required by the XML 1.0 standard.
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Response 964
Comment ID

GB-0448
Clause: Part 4, 7
- Citations [13]
Paragraph: -

GB-0455

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

URL refers to RFC documents at a different location to the rest
of the standard. RFC docs are issued by IETF and not W3C.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rf
c2616.html) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3066.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3339.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3629.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txt)

Ambiguous URL.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://www.rfc-editor.org) with
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txt).

Inconsistent with other documents. Missing URL and reference
needs to be checked for whether it is the latest revision.

Proposed change: Add reference to
correct W3C document.

Many references are made to RFC and W3C documents with
ambiguous or missing URLs. Sometimes the documents are

Proposed change: All bibliographic
references should be rechecked to

Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [8]
Paragraph: -

GB-0456
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [10]
Paragraph: -

GB-0457
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [12]
Paragraph: -

GB-0458
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [14]
Paragraph: -

GB-0459
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [16]
Paragraph: -

GB-0460
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [18]
Paragraph: -

GB-0464
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe B:
Bibliography [12]
Paragraph: -

GB-0466
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe B:
Bibliography
[lines 9,10,14,15
a
Paragraph: -

GB-0468
Clause: Part 4,
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Comment ID
Annexe I:
Bibliography
[general]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
not the latest version.

Proposed change by the MB
ensure they are up to date, relevant to
the standard and have URLs that will
persist permanently (permalinks).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 1, §Annex A, page 161:
RFC 2045, Borenstein, N., and N. Freed. “Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of
Internet Message Bodies.” The Internet Society. 1996. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txthttp://www.rfceditor.org.
RFC 2616, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul. “Hypertext
Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1.” The Internet Society. 1999. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txthttp://www.rfceditor.org.
RFC 3066, Alvestrand, H. “Tags for the Identification of Languages.” The Internet Society. 2001.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3066.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 3339, Klyne, G. and C. Newman “Date and Time on the Internet: Timestamps.” The Internet Society. 2002.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3339.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 3629, Yergeau, F. “UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646.” The Internet Society. 2003.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3629.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 3986, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, and L. Masinter. “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax.” The
Internet Society. 2005. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.

Part 2, §Annex I, page 121:
RFC 2616 Hypertext Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1, The Internet Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J.
Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul, 1999, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 3986 Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax, The Internet Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding,
and L. Masinter, 2005, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 3987 Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs), The Internet Society, Duerst, M. and M. Suignard, 2005,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3987.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 4234 Augmented BNF for Syntax Specifications: ABNF, The Internet Society, Crocker, D., (editor), 2005,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4234.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
Part 5, §Annex B, page 38:
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RFC 3986 Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax, The Internet Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, and
L. Masinter, 2005, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txthttp://www.rfc-editor.org.
RFC 4234 Augmented BNF for Syntax Specifications: ABNF, The Internet Society, Crocker, D., P. Overell, 2005,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4234.txt.
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Response 965
Comment ID

GB-0452
Clause: Part 4,
15.2.14 [4]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Misleading URL
(http://developer.apple.com/documentation/Carbon/Reference/
CarbonPrintingManager_Ref/Reference/refer4 ence.html).
Does not exist and describes deprecated functionality in Mac
OS.

Proposed change: Remove all
references to Carbon implementation
when describing Mac OS functionality
and replace them with the
corresponding descriptions of
contemporary Mac OS X Cocoa
implementations. Carbon is a
compatibility shim, which allows
developers to continue using legacy
Mac OS Classic (System 9 and earlier)
applications source code. It should not
be referred to in a forward looking
standard or specification. This is a
better URL
(http://developer.apple.com/documentat
ion/Printing/index.html) because it
refers to the Carbon, Cocoa and CUPS
printing documentation. Go up a level
to
(http://developer.apple.com/documentat
ion/) for the index to all developer
documentation topics when correcting
other references.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
Part 1, §15.2.14, page 156, lines 4–5
[Example: An Office Open XML producer on Windows might store the DEVMODE structure defined here:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/gdi/prntspol_8nle.asp, while an application
on the Mac OS might choose to store the print record defined here:
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/Printing/index.htmlhttp://developer.apple.com/documentation/Ca
rbon/Reference/CarbonPrintingManager_Ref/Reference/reference.html. end example]
Part 1, §A, page 161, after line 4
Printing Reference from Apple, Inc., defined at http://developer.apple.com/documentation/Printing/index.html
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Response 966
Comment ID

GB-0462
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [23]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
URL does not exist (http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml20040204/xml11-20040204/).

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Replace with a
persistent URL. The reference is to an
out of date third edition. The fourth
edition is at this URL
(http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-xml20060816/).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the bibliographic entry in Part 1, §A, page 161, line 23 will be changed as follows, and moved to the
Normative References clause:
XML, Bray, Tim, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, and François Yergeau (editors). “Extensible
Markup Language (XML) 1.0,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium. 2004.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-xml-20060816/http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml-20040204/xml1120040204/)
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Response 967
Comment ID

JP-0082

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The ISO/IEC number of NVDL is incorrect.

Proposed change by the MB
Replace 197575-4 by 19757-4.

Clause: Part 5
Bibliography
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §Annex B, page 38, line 5:
ISO/IEC 19757-4:2006197575-4, Information technology - Document Schema Definition Languages (DSDL) –
Part 4: Namespace-based Validation Dispatching Language (NVDL).
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Response 968
Comment ID

PE-0005
Clause: Part 4:
Section 2.8.2.16
Paragraph: Page
750 Lines 5 to 9.
Page 68 Lines 29
to 32

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Not all is XML inside the proposed OpenXML. Exists
proprietary content ("binary") inside OpenXML that can be
subject to intellectual proprietary claims of Microsoft. This
applies also to the use of bitmaps in the specification, for
example in the Supported Unicode subranges.
Other example is the use of binaries in the Custom Property
Part as a binary space, where closed binary extensions could
be used.

Proposed change by the MB
Format must be fixed to ensure that all
content is in XML without proprietary
aspects. Also exist XML text in the
specification with errors that must be
fixed.

Proposed Disposition
Regarding Part 4: Section 2.8.2.16 Page 750 Lines 5 to 9
An attribute called “val” is defined with values that could be 0 or 1, or True or False. The text says that this
attribute “Specifies a binary value for the property defined by the parent XML element”. This attribute is fully
specified and is not proprietary content.
Regarding Part 4: Page 68 Lines 29 to 32
We did not find any mention of binary data.
Regarding the use of bitmaps (or bitmasks) in the specification, we will make the following change in Part 4,
§2.8.2.16, page 758, lines 16–17:
This element specifies information identifying the code pages and Unicode subranges for which the parent font
provides glyphs using the mechanism defined in §4.2.7.18 and §4.2.7.28 of ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007. This
attribute is fully specified and is not proprietary content.
Regarding Custom Property Part:
As indicated in our response to CA-0009, CL-0042, DE-0007, DK-0102, FR-0015, GB-0042, PR-0010, US-0034 it is
recommended that a Custom Property Part contain XML content for improved interoperability.
Regarding errors on existing XML text:
Agreed. As indicated in our response to CH-0015, CL-0217, DE-0147, DK-0074, GB-0135, IE-0011, NO-0005, PE0007, PL-0003, US-0267, the examples in the document will be modified so that they are all well-formed XML
trees.
Regarding the comment that ‘Not all is XML inside the proposed OpenXML. Exists proprietary content
("binary") inside OpenXML that can be subject to intellectual proprietary claims of Microsoft’ :
We note that independently of DIS 29500, many types of non-XML content are allowed in office document
formats, such as ISO/IEC 26300 (ODF) for the benefit of the users, including image and media formats.
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For detailed information about IPR in DIS 29500, please refer to the proposed disposition of comments AU-0002,
BG-0002, CH-0004, CH-0019, GR-0001, GR-0015, IN-0006, IN-0070, IR-0057, KE-0074, KE-0075, NZ-0010, NZ0054, PT-0001, PT-0003, PT-0004, US-0003, and ZA-0008.
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Response 969
Comment ID

GB-0465

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Missing URL.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Add
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4234.txt).

Clause: Part 4,
Annexe B:
Bibliography [13]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 5, §Annex B, page 38, line 13:
RFC 4234 Augmented BNF for Syntax Specifications: ABNF, The Internet Society, Crocker, D., P. Overell, 2005,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4234.txt.
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Response 970
Comment ID

BR-0053
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

CA-0057
Clause: Part 4,
Section
05.01.03.04
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

This item should describe the
supported codecs and version of the
Quicktime.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec.
HYPERLINK
"http://developer.apple.com/reference/
QuickTime/"http://developer.apple.com/
reference/QuickTime/

CL-0205
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

CO-0220
Clause: Part 4,
5.1.3.4
Paragraph:
3294(3301)

CZ-0034
Clause: Part
4/5.1.3.4
Paragraph: p.
3294

DE-0110
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

FR-0358
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
quickTimeFile
(QuickTime f
Paragraph: -

GB-0309
Clause: Part 4,
§5, 5.1.3.4
[p3294]

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec. Since Quicktime is
a propietary technology not covered
within this specification, must cause the
docuement to be marked as ―extended‖
(See comment for Part 1, Section 2.6)

The standard is not referencing QuickTime specification.
Moreover need for QuickTime specific element is not justified
as there is already generic element for embedding video data
(videoFile).

Provide better explanation why it is
necessary to have specific QuickTime
element. Add reference to definition of
QuickTime format.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Describing the QuickTime format is out
of scope for the OOXML specification
as QuickTime is widely used file format.
A proper external reference must be
provided. By including an element that
represents a QuickTime attachment,
OOXML explictly has made this within
scope of the standard.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format intended
here as well as an interoperable codec.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Proposed change: Provide an external
reference for the version(s) of
QuickTime format intended here as well
as an interoperable codec.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Paragraph: -

GB-0453
Clause: Part 4,
15.2.16 [Table 1]
Paragraph: -

GR-0086
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

KE-0063
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

PT-0105
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

US-0151
Clause: Part 4,
Section 5.1.3.4
Paragraph: -

Most entries describe references to technical specifications.
The QuickTime entry describes a reference to a trademark
licencing page.

Proposed change: Replace
(http://developer.apple.com/softwarelic
ensing/agreements/quicktime.html) with
(http://developer.apple.com/documentat
ion/QuickTime/index.html) which is a
more useful reference when referring to
technical material on QuickTime.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec.

This describes the attachment of a QuickTime video to a
presentation object. No description of the QuickTime format is
provided. Without specifying a version and supported codecs,
there will be no interoperability.

Provide an external reference for the
version(s) of QuickTime format
intended here as well as an
interoperable codec.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; while it is important to maintain this functionality in order to support the existing corpus of binary
documents, we will update Part 1 and Part 4 of this standard as follows:
Part 1, §15.2.16, page 157, Table 1:
video/quicktime

http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/softwarelicensi
ng/agreements/quicktime.html

Part 4, §5.1.3.4, page 3,294, line 2:
This element specifies the existence of a QuickTime file, as defined in the 2007-09-04 version of the QuickTime
File Format Specification http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/QTFF/qtff.pdf. [Note: For
more information on the QuickTime format: http://developer.apple.com/reference/QuickTime/ end note].
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Response 971
Comment ID

CA-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Section 02.04
Paragraph: Line
22

DE-0001
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.4
Paragraph: line
22

DK-0097
Clause: Part 1
Section 2.4
Paragraph: Page
3 line 22-23

FR-0001
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.4
―Document
Conformance‖
Paragraph: line
22

GB-0025
Clause: Part 1,
2.4 [p3, 22]
Paragraph: -

GB-0461

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This line requires conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖
without specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode
2.0, though the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists
Unicode 4.0.
Specify which is it?

The second bullet of the document
conformance clause should read:
"The document character set shall
conform to the XML 1.0 standard, with
either the UTF-8 or UTF-16 encoding
form."

This line require conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖ without
specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode 2.0, though
the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists Unicode 4.0.
Which is it?

Although Annex A is informative, to be
of any use (i.e. giving valuable
information) it should still be consistent
with the rest of the document.

It is contradicting statements about the versions of Unicode
standard is required. Part 1 Annex A page 161 , line 19-20
refer to version 4, while the XML 1.0 specification uses
Unicode version 2

Provide an explicit Unicode version in
part 1, section 2.4 ―Document
Conformance‖

This line require conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖ without
specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode 2.0, though
the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists Unicode 4.0.
Which is it?

An explicit Unicode version reference
should be made in the Conformance
section.

This line require conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖ without
specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode 2.0, though
the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists Unicode 4.0.
Which is it?

Proposed change: An explicit Unicode
version reference should be made in
the Conformance section.

The Unicode standard is now at revision 5 as of July 2006.

Proposed change: Unless this
standard is specifically only designed to
operate with Unicode 4, you should
check any references to Unicode
technology and ensure they are
compliant with Unicode version 5.

Inconsistent reference to Unicode 3. Other bibliographies refer
to Unicode 4 but Unicode 5 is current.

Proposed change: Bring up to date.

The line specifies conformance to the Unicode standard and
ISO/IEC 10646. There is discrepancy between the Unicode
standards required by XML 1.0 standard and the Unicode
standard version 4.0 specified in Part 1 Annex A.

Follow the generic reference as
described in W3C recommendation
―Referencing the Unicode Standards
and
ISO/IEC
10646‖
(http://www.w3.org/TR/charmod/#secRefUnicode) as the versions do not
have to be restricted in DIS 29500, and
change line 22 as follows: ―The
document character set shall conform
to the Unicode Standard and ISO/IEC
10646, with either the UTF-8 or UTF-16

Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [19]
Paragraph: -

GB-0467
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe I:
Bibliography [7]
Paragraph: -

JP-0023
Clause: Part 1
Clause 2.4
Paragraph: Line
22

Proposed change by the MB
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
encoding form.‖ Please note that ―-1‖
should be removed from ISO/IEC
10646-1 as the part number is no
longer assigned for ISO/IEC 10646,
and that ―as required by the XML 1.0
standard‖ should be removed since the
way that the Unicode Standard is
referred to in XML 1.0 standard does
not follow the W3C recommendation.
Also, change lines 19-20 in Annex A
as follows:
Unicode
The Unicode Consortium, The
Unicode Standard, Version 5, ISBN
0321480910, as updated from time to
time by the publication of new versions.
(See
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/standar
d/versions for the latest version and
additional information on versions of
the standard and of the Unicode
Character Database).
ISO/IEC 10646
ISO/IEC 10646:2003, Information
technology -- Universal Multiple-Octet
Coded Character Set (UCS), as, from
time to time, amended, replaced by a
new edition or expanded by the
addition of new parts. (See
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/ISOOnline.op
enerpage for the latest version.)

KE-0012
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.4
Paragraph: Line
22

This line require conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖
without specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode 2.0,
though the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists
Unicode 4.0. Which is it?

Unicode should be referenced
consistently throughout the document

PT-0019
Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.4
Paragraph: line
22

This line require conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖ without
specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode 2.0, though
the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists Unicode 4.0.
Which is it?

US-0028

This line require conformance with ―Unicode Standard‖ without
specifying a version. XML 1.0 referred to Unicode 2.0, though
the informative Appendix A of OOXML Part 1 lists Unicode 4.0.
Which is it?

Clause: Part 1,
Section 2.4
―Document
Conformance‖
Paragraph: line
22
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Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following entry for Unicode 5.0 will be added to the Normative References clause for each part:
The Unicode Standard, 5th edition, The Unicode Consortium, Addison-Wesley Professional, ISBN 0321480910,
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/standard.
Any entries for Unicode in Bibliography annexes will be deleted.
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Response 972
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are several
national variations.

It is greatly beneficial to all concerned
to specify precisely the reference and
version, which is standard procedure in
ISO

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are several
national variations.

Suggested reference be made to
ISO/IEC 646:1983 or ANSI X3.4-1986

Clause: Part 1
Section 9.1.1
Paragraph: Page
16 line 11

The reference to ASCII characters should include a version
reference, since there exist several version, which could apply.
A precise version reference would eliminate any confusion
from the implementation. It is crucial to the implementability of
the specification that it is precise and thorough when it
reference other standards. The ASCII is not defined in Part 1
Section 4

Include a precise reference to the
actually ASCII version, which is
intended e.g ISO/EIC 646:1983

FR-0008

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are several
national variations.

Suggest reference be made to ISO/IEC
646:1983 or ANSI X3.4-1986

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are several
national variations.

Proposed change: Suggest reference
be made to ISO/IEC 646:1983 or ANSI
X3.4-1986

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are
several national variations.

Suggest reference be made to a
standard e.g. ISO/IEC 646:1983 to
avoid ambiguity

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are several
national variations.

Suggest reference be made to ISO/IEC
646:1983 or ANSI X3.4-1986

ASCII requires a normative reference since there are several
national variations.

Suggest reference be made to ISO/IEC
646:1983 or ANSI X3.4-1986

CA-0006
Clause: Part 1,
Section 09.01.01
Paragraph: -

DE-0003
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1
Paragraph: -

DK-0098

Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1
Paragraph: -

GB-0035
Clause: Part 1,
9.1.1 [p16, 10]
Paragraph: -

KE-0016
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1
Paragraph: -

PT-0026
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1
Paragraph: -

US-0030
Clause: Part 1,
Section 9.1.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 1, §9.1.1, page 16, lines 10–15:
9.1.1 Part Names
An Office Open XML part name shall contain only ASCIIUnicode characters U+0000–U+007F, inclusive, in nonescaped or escaped form. The following ASCII characters are permitted in non-escaped form: "!" (U+0021), "$"
(U+0024), "%" (U+0025), "&" (U+0026), "'" (U+0027), "(" (U+0028), ")" (U+0029), "*" (U+002A), "+" (U+002B), ","
(U+002C), "-" (U+002D), "." (U+002E), the decimal digits "0"–"9" (U+0030–U+0039), ":" (U+003A), ";" (U+003B),
"=" (U+003D), "@" (U+0040), the Latin alphabetic characters "A"–"Z" (U+0041–U+005A) and "a"–"z" (U+0061–
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U+007A), "_" (U+005F), and "~" (U+007E). All other ASCII characters in this range are permitted only when
escaped as an encoded triplet of the form "%HH", where H is a hexadecimal digit.]
As well, any instances of this term in Part 4 will be replaced with a similar definition (the first 128 code points in
ISO/IEC 10646).
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Response 973
Comment ID

CA-0004
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

CH-0005
Clause: Part 2
Paragraph: -

CL-0038
Clause: Part 1,
Annex A
Paragraph: -

CZ-0005
Clause: Part
1/Annex A
Paragraph: p.
162/l. 7

DE-0011
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

DK-0003
Clause: Part 1
Annex A
Paragraph: Page
162 line 7

FR-0021
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

GB-0049
Clause: Part 1,
Annex A [p162 7]
Paragraph: -

GB-0463
Clause: Part 4,
Annexe A:
Bibliography [3
(p.162)]
Paragraph: -

IN-0051
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

KE-0002

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised,

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labelled version.

There are many normative references to ―the ZIP file format
specification‖, but no actual such specification is included and
no explicit reference to any such external document is
provided.
Accepted

Provide a detailed specification for the
―ZIP for-mat‖ or provide a normative
reference to a speci-fication which must
itself be an open standard
Resolve this in the same way as ISO
26300 does.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labeled version.

Reference to ZIP format specification is not pointing to
particular ZIP version.

Include ZIP format version into
reference or state that the latest version
available should be used.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised

pkzip version must be defined

The reference to .ZIP file do not give any precise version
information. This could lead to confusion for the
Implementation.

The specification should reference a
specific version of the .ZIP
specification.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised,

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labeled version.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised,

Proposed change: Reference should
be made to a particular dated and
labeled Zip version.

The reference to the application note has a URL that is
somewhat generalised and requires further searching. It also
lacks a trailing slash character. (http://www.pkware.com)

Proposed change: More specific URL
for this is
(http://www.pkware.com/documents/ca
sestudies/APPNOTE.TXT).

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised,

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labeled version.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a
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Comment ID
Clause: Part 1,
Annex A
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

date or version, though this specification is frequently revised.

particular dated and/or labelled version.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised,

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labeled version of
the Zip format.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised,

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labelled version.

The reference given for the Zip format does not provide a date
or version, though this specification is frequently revised, The
current lack of formal standardisation of the zip format is
something which causes problems for a number of standards
and specifications which are based upon it (eg. jar, scorm, odf
etc).

Reference should be made to a
particular dated and labeled version of
the ZIP format.
Removal of OPC from this specification
and developing it separately, formally
and thoroughly, as indicated above,
would receive considerable support if it
contributed to solving some of the
current problems around the
specification of zip containers.

PT-0007
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

US-0039
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

ZA-0005
Clause: Part 1,
Appendix
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made to Part 1, §A, page 162, line 8:
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc., version 6.2.0 (2004), as specified in
http://www.pkware.com/documents/APPNOTE/APPNOTE_6.2.0.txt.
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Response 974
Comment ID

AU-0003
Clause: Whole
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

In Australia and New Zealand government archival authorities
have responsibility for preserving access to records of
Australian Governments over the very long term, irrespective
of the format of those records. Such archives are preserved
for a wide range of government, social, legal and cultural
purposes. Particular concerns arise with the preservation of
digital formats. These include issues about the intellectual
property constraints on and the technical sustainability of
digital data formats. Failure to adopt effective measures for the
preservation of digital materials poses significant risks to the
national cultural, social and government administration values
of Australian society.
In Australia and New Zealand the archival approach to digital
preservation that is followed by the National and State
government archival authorities is founded on a strategy of
migrating records from their original formats to formats based
on open standards that have better prospects for enabling the
records to remain useable over very long periods. Effective
implementation of this digital preservation strategy requires the
adoption of standards that foster the ready and practical
development of rendering tools to ensure that digital records
can be made accessible and useable. The OOXML
specification as currently drafted remains dependent on
proprietary implementations to a significant degree, has IP
licensing arrangements that are not standard and that
apparently impose significant constraints on use, and poses a
considerable degree of implementation complexity. Formats
based on such a standard are not likely to be viable for the
purposes of preserving access to and use of digital records
over the very long term.

The archives and records community is
aware that there has been considerable
international interest in the
development of the draft OOXML
standard. However it is not evident that
the interests of the archives and
records community has been
adequately taken into account in the
resulting draft. We support the
standardization effort in this area and
acknowledges the significant
contribution of Microsoft in making its
specification available to the process.
We believe that further progress in
enabling digital preservation can be
achieved through expanding such
industry collaboration.

Proposed Disposition
Open XML is the product of substantial effort by representatives from many industry and public institutions with
diverse backgrounds and organizational interests. In particular, The British Library and the United States Library
of Congress, both of whom have direct interest in preservation, participated in the work of TC45, the Ecma
Technical Committee that created DIS 29500.
As indicated in the Ecma OFFICE OPEN XML OVERVIEW ( http://www.ecmainternational.org/news/TC45_current_work/OpenXML%20White%20Paper.pdf ), long term preservation of
documents has been at the forefront of the goals of DIS 29500.
“Perhaps the most profound issue is one of long-term preservation. We have learned to create exponentially
increasing amounts of information. Yet we have been encoding that information using digital representations that
are so deeply coupled with the programs that created them that after a decade or two, they routinely become
extremely difficult to read without significant loss. Preserving the financial and intellectual investment in those
documents (both existing and new) has become a pressing priority”

Regarding IPR issues, DIS29500 fully complies with the Ecma and ISO/IEC/ITU IPR policies.
ISO and IEC have received the appropriate IP declarations related to DIS29500 -- these are on file in their
database and ISO/IEC may be queried about them. All IPR matters should be referred to ITTF, as prescribed in
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the JTC 1 Directives for the Fast-Track process. National Bodies are respectfully encouraged to review the
existing ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy, as requests to implement changes or extensions to this IPR Policy
should happen through normal ISO/IEC processes and not through the DIS29500 BRM or vote. As to copyrights,
please see JTC 1 Directives Section 10.2, which assigns DIS copyright to ISO and IEC.
ISO and IEC representatives have repeatedly stated that they believe there are no IPR issues that would cause
concern with the ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy or the adoption of DIS 29500, as explained in item 4.1 of
the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 34 FAQ on DIS 29500 (which is publicly available at
http://www.jtc1sc34.org/repository/0932.htm):
4.1 Will IPR issues be discussed at the BRM?
No. IPR issues in this process are the exclusive preserve of the ITTF. IPR decisions have previously been
delegated by all the ISO and IEC members (NBs) to the CEOs of IEC and ISO, and they in turn have
examined them and found no outstanding problems. NBs seeking reassurance in such matters must
pursue them through other avenues than the BRM.
Ecma has the following comments:







Contributions to Ecma were made under the Ecma Code of Conduct in Patent Matters, which we believe
to be in line with ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy.
As a member of Ecma, Microsoft has made information available to Ecma regarding any essential patent
claims Microsoft may have in connection with ECMA-376, and this declaration was provided to JTC 1
together with the Fast-Track document.
Ecma has been informed by ISO that Microsoft has also submitted to the ISO Central Secretariat a Patent
Declaration Form related to licensing of any of its essential patent claims that are necessary to
implement DIS 29500.
Pursuant to such Patent Declaration Form, Microsoft has provided assurances to ITTF that any such
essential claims vis-à-vis DIS 29500 will be available for full or partial implementations under three
different approaches (from which an implementer can select). These options include Microsoft’s Open
Specification Promise (see http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx), Microsoft’s Covenant
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/products/HA102134631033.aspx) and a royalty-free Reasonable And
Non-Discriminatory (RAND-Z) license.

The OSP enables both open source and commercial software to implement DIS 29500. See
http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx#EZCAC for statements from the open source community.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
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(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
Due to ISO/IEC’s position on IPR issues as they have explained above, no changes to DIS 29500 are proposed.
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Response 975
Comment ID

DK-0002
Clause: DIS
29500
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Preamble
The proposed changes to the DIS 29500 standard by the
Danish NB would increase interoperability, portability and
cultural and linguistic adaptability reflecting the common
strategic characteristics of standardisation in ISO.
These changes do not preempt the concerns of the Danish
NB. These concerns can be summarized beneath
understanding that the process of standardisation of document
formats in ISO will take notice of them.
Open standards
Implementation of an XMLstandard should be schema based
avoiding any ties to the application.
Overlapping standards
It is a serious concern that the current specification of DIS
29500 OO XML does not offer a high and adequate
interoperability with existing ISO document standards,
including ISO 26300.
We strongly recommend that any further development of
Document Formats should be coordinated in the widest
possible way to ensure the goal of one document standard in
ISO (see beneath).
Convergence towards one standard per domain should guide
the standardisation process.
Reuse of existing standards
Developers process of learning to use a new standard would
benefit from making reuse of standards where applicable.
Further, de facto standards should be replaced by de jure
standards.
Legal issues
In the standard, the legal framework for handling proprietary
technologies should not exclude individual developers from
access to technologies that are required for implementing
functionalities in the standard, only allowing corporations
access.
Legacy technology
Technologies deemed necessary to reference in the standard
for reasons of backwards compatibility are not expected to be
continued in the development of the standard. Such
technologies should be phased out (discontinued) in the
foreseen standardisation process.
Esthetics
The DIS 29500 OOXML document contains instances of
layout, terminological and editorial inconsistencies with ISO
guidelines. Examples do not always illustrate the content of
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
the previous paragraph but add new material to the document.
Naming convention in XML schema definitions has been
subject to an intense debate. Best practice guidelines are in
demand in the domain of document formats.
General suggestions
ISO has already established one standard for a document
format, which is ISO/EIC 26300 OpenDocument format (ODF).
This fact needs influence the development of both standards,
which requires collaboration between ECMA and OASIS.
Establishing such a ‖joint-venture‖ should be decided as part
of the future maintenance of the present specification.
Maintenance of these standards would seem to need an active
participation by ISO/JTC1 to conquer severing interoperability
and portability of the standards within the same domain. This
is particularly sensitive for DIS 29500 OOXML since it contains
a substantial amount of informative and optional specifications
that tends to overshadow the normative parts. The balance
between normative and optional part needs be changed
towards the former to increase and assure interoperability and
portability.
Interoperability backwards is the main motivation for DIS
29500 OOXML. We suggest in due course the removal of
items from the specification. Rather than delegate to
proprietary extensions, it might be acceptable to define a new
conformance profile that collects together these legacy and
proprietary features. As such, the current application
conformance point could be divided into two, where basic
application conformance does not require these legacy
features, and the additional conformance profile supports
basic conformance plus the legacy features.
ISO would need to address the question of standard
compliance, particularly in this domain of standards, to counter
steps that would jeopardize interoperability and portability.
The Danish government has decided to conduct
interoperability field tests of applications based on ODF and
OOXML in the period 2007-9. The Danish U-34 committee
expect that results from these tests will be assessed for the
benefit of development of the standards. Compliance testing is
expected to be an integral part of the process.
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Proposed Disposition
Below, we respond to each of the comments in turn:
Open standards
Office Open XML is schema-based today. W3C XML Schema Definitions (XSD) and ISO RelaxNG schemas are
included as annexes.
Overlapping standards
The question of “Harmonization” can be addressed by appropriate changes to a future IS 29500 following the
JTC 1 Directives as discussed in the proposed disposition of comments BE-0001, CH-0013, CL-0001, DE-0119, KR0001, NZ-0003, PE-0010 and ZA-0003.
Reuse of existing standards
DIS 29500 re-uses many existing standards. A list of standards normatively referenced by DIS 29500 can be
found in the proposed disposition of comments BG-0001, CH-0014, IN-0019, KR-0018, NO-0011 and TN-0002.
Additional information about DIS 29500’s use of existing standards can be found in the proposed disposition of
comments AU-0006, DK-0042, ECMA-0035, ECMA-0043, GB-0052, GB-0054, IE-0001, P-0009 and PE-0008.
Legal issues
We know of no provision of the ISO/IEC IPR Policy that would prevent individual implementers from
implementing any ISO/IEC International Standard; further clarification should be directly requested to the
ISO/IEC Secretariat, which handles IPR issues. For detailed information about IPR in DIS 29500, please refer to
the proposed disposition of comments AU-0002, BG-0002, CH-0004, CH-0019, GR-0001, GR-0015, IN-0006, IN0070, IR-0057, KE-0074, KE-0075, NZ-0010, NZ-0054, PT-0001, PT-0003, PT-0004, US-0003 and ZA-0008.
Legacy technology
The JTC 1 Directives maintenance process will determine the evolution of IS 29500, including the deprecation of
referenced technologies. Note that we are proposing to remove from the main specification functionality that
is necessary for completeness but is not necessarily appropriate for documents created in the future. We
proposed to move this functionality to an annex for deprecated features as described in the response to DK0058 and other NB comments.
Aesthetics
We understand the suggestion that best practice guidelines are in demand in the domain of document formats.
This recommendation is best put forward during maintenance in the form of a proposed new activity.
General suggestions
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As these comments concern the relationship between DIS 29500 and ISO/IEC 26300, we refer to the proposed
disposition of comments BE-0001, CH-0013, CL-0001, DE-0119, KR-0001, NZ-0003, PE-0010 and ZA-0003 for
more information.
Maintenance
According to the JTC 1 Directives, the issue of maintenance can only be addressed after DIS 29500 becomes a
standard.
Backwards Compatibility
We are open to suggestions as to how the legacy features and conformance interact in future revisions.
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Response 976
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

NZ-0007

Māori, Multiculturalism

Clause: Paragraph: -

OOXML and ODF support Unicode (ISO/IEC 10646) in order
to render all the letters and characters needed for Māori, many
Polynesian, Asian, Aborigine languages, English, and many
more.

Proposed change by the MB
The draft should allow either arbitrary
images, or arbitrary images plus the
existing fixed list, in order to allow multicultural styles.

So letters themselves are well dealt with but cultural
expressiveness -- in the case of Office suites -- would of
course allow cultural styles, calendar holidays for the Māori
new year, etc.
OOXML contains mostly American and/or Christian symbols
(Christmas Trees, Crosses, etc.) in a fixed and non-extensible
list. This means that we can't add a border style of Matariki
(Māori New Year stars), Koru Borders, Taniwhas, or other
styles.
This fixed list is detailed in sections 2.18.4 (p. 2414, "Border
Styles"), 5.1.12.56 (p. 4557, "Preset Shape Types"), and
5.1.12.76 (p. 4645, "Preset Text Shape Types").

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; it is very important for Open Office XML to go beyond the support of Unicode (ISO/IEC 10646) to also
allow for the cultural expressiveness that would exist in the case of an Office suite. The Open Office XML
standard was designed with this in mind, and we agree that an additional step should be taken to modify Part 4,
§2.18.4. The current fixed list of border styles should be open and allow for custom borders of one’s choosing.
Part 4, §2.18.4 will be modified to allow for a custom border style where images may be embedded in the file to
define any border style one would like. These modifications have been fully defined in the responses to the
following National Body comments: AU-0021; CA-0028; CL-0127; CZ-0030; DE-0095; FI-0006; FR-0320; GB-0272;
GR-0052; IN-0042; IR-0033; KE-0034; US-0109; VE-0032; ZA-0013.
Part 4, §5.1.12.56 and Part 4, §5.1.12.76 are only a list of some predefined shape types and are not a restriction
in any way of the shapes that are allowed. Any shape may be created either by referencing an image (using the
MIME type of one’s choosing), or by defining the shape using the DrawingML markup as defined in Part 4, §5.
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Response 977
Comment ID

NZ-0012
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proprietary Extensions and
Technology
These are some undocumented Microsoft
tech features present in OOXML, such as

Proposed change by the MB
OOXML needs to be clearly defined
and expanded to work on all common
platforms.

* SSPI ("Security Service Provider
Interface") which is a proprietary
Microsoft developed protocol for security
providers.
* OLE ("Object Linking and Embedding")
which is for embedding (eg, taking an
Excel spreadsheet and putting it into a
Word document). This is undefined in
OOXML only available on Microsoft
Windows.
On Windows many non-Microsoft Office
Suites (such as OpenOffice, Word Perfect,
etc.) have reverse engineered SSPI and
OLE but the point is that in OOXML it's
still undefined and it's still Windows-only
tech that doesn't work on other platforms
Proposed Disposition
We agree that neither of these technologies should be referenced normatively within the specification, as we
acknowledge that different technologies achieve these goals on different platforms.
Regarding the references to SSPI, although these only occur in two non-normative examples, we agree that
these should be removed for clarity.
Part 4, §3.13.3, page 2,458, lines 3—17:
[Example:
Data connectivity can use a number of different technologies. The following is one example XML fragment
defining an OLE DB connection and the associated dbPr element:
<connection id="2"
odcFile="C:\My Documents\My Data Sources\Northwind Orders.odc" keepAlive="1"
name="Northwind Orders" description="northwind" type="5" refreshedVersion="3">
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<dbPr connection="Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist
Security Info=True;Initial Catalog=Northwind;Data Source=dataserver1;Use
Procedure for Prepare=1;Auto Translate=True;Packet Size=4096;Workstation
ID=LOCAL_MACHINE_NAME;Use Encryption for Data=False;Tag with column
collation when possible=False"
command="&quot;Northwind&quot;.&quot;dbo&quot;.&quot;Orders&quot;"
commandType="3"/>
</connection>
end example]
Part 4, §3.13.3, page 2,462, lines 1—18:
Data connectivity can use a number of different technologies. The following is an example of a connection to an
OLAP data source:
<connection id="1"
odcFile="C:\My Documents\My Data Sources\Adventure Works DW.odc" keepAlive="1"
name="Adventure Works DW" type="5" refreshedVersion="3" background="1">
<dbPr connection="Provider=MSOLAP.3;Cache Authentication=False;Integrated
Security=SSPI;Persist Security Info=True;Initial Catalog=Adventure Works
DW;Data Source=DATASERVER1;Impersonation
Level=Impersonate;Mode=ReadWrite;Protection Level=Pkt Privacy;Auto Synch
Period=20000;Default Isolation Mode=0;Default MDX Visual Mode=0;MDX
Compatibility=1;MDX Unique Name Style=0;Non Empty
Threshold=0;SQLQueryMode=Calculated;Safety Options=2;Secured Cell
Value=0;SOURCE_DSN_SUFFIX=&quot;Prompt=CompleteRequired;Window
Handle=0x6A903CC;&quot;;SQL Compatibility=0;Compression Level=0;Real Time
Olap=False;Packet Size=4096" command="Adventure Works" commandType="1"/>
<olapPr sendLocale="1" rowDrillCount="1000"/>
</connection>
end example]
Regarding the reference to OLE technology, OLE is referenced within the OpenXML specification, but is intended
to be an example method for embedding objects from external application; there was no intent that OLE be
used as the technology for such embedding. This follows the design of the ISO/IEC 26300:2006, §9.3.3, where
the <draw:object-ole> element is defined.
However, we acknowledge that this was not clear in the proposed standard; this was corrected in the disposition
to comments DK-0032 and ECMA-0045.
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Response 978
Comment ID

JP-0001
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
DIS29500 appears to be competing and incompatible with
OASIS sourced ISO/IEC 26300 "Open Document Format for
Office Applications."

Proposed change by the MB
In order to secure interoperability
between the International Standards,
Japan believes that JTC 1 should play
a leading role in the future in
collaboration with Ecma and OASIS.
Thus Japan would like to confirm Ecma
and its core members' collaborative
stance with JTC 1 for the maintenance
and the future evolution of DIS29500
upon its approval under the JTC 1
process. In particular, JTC1 rather than
Ecma should maintain OOXML.

Proposed Disposition
Regarding the maintenance and future evolution of DIS 29500 upon its approval under the JTC 1 process, Clause
13.13 of the ISO/IEC JTC 1 Directives states, “If the proposed standard is accepted and published, its
maintenance will be handled by JTC 1 and/or a JTC 1 designated maintenance group in accordance with the JTC
1 rules.” Ecma has a long history of submitting Fast-Tracks to JTC 1, and does so with full knowledge of the JTC 1
Directives. As a Category A liaison to JTC 1, Ecma has established close collaboration with JTC 1, including in the
area of procedures. In the specific case of DIS 29500, Ecma TC45 has made a contribution to ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 34
proposing the creation of a “JTC 1 designated maintenance group”; this item is on the agenda for the up-coming
SC 34 plenary in Kyoto, Japan, in December 2007.
Regarding interoperability, it is worth noting that the German national standards body, DIN, has a committee,
NIA-01-34, working on a Technical Report on the translation of documents between the IS 26300 and DIS 29500
formats (see http://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/fokus/fokus/presse/meldungen_fokus/2007/05/DIN-E.pdf ).
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Response 979
Comment ID

AU-0024
Clause: All
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The following individual technical comments illustrate reasons
why a student assessment may not be treated fairly and
equitably as a result of a failure to address technical errors in
ISO/IEC DIS 29500.
While there are many possible examples that could be used,
consider a student submitting a Spreadsheet for an
assessable task that relies on various ISO/IEC DIS 29500
formula functions noted below.
Unless they are corrected by ISO, these errors (or unspecified
elements) could lead to inequity in student assessment.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that the formulas subclause of the SpreadsheetML clause is very important, and we have done our
best to ensure that it is both accurate and complete. Specific inaccuracies that have been found and raised—
such as those listed at the provided URL, http://www.xmlopen.org/ooxmlwiki/index.php/3._SpreadsheetML_Reference_Material—are being addressed.
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Response 980
Comment ID

JP-0050
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.15.1.28
Paragraph: Line
17 on page 1158

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The line says, ―Construct a new NULL-terminated string
consisting of single-byte characters.‖ Do the single-byte
characters mean UTF-8 strings which are equivalent to ASCII?
Does it imply that Japanese passwords are not allowed? If the
restriction exists, it should be clearly documented.

Clarify the meaning of ―single-byte
characters‖ and the implication.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; a change is needed here as this line was not intended to imply any such restriction. This conversion is a
simple legacy algorithm that is described on the following lines, but which does not restrict the size of the
original password string. To correct this, the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.15.1.28, page 1,158,
line 17:


Construct a new NULL-terminated string consisting of single-byte charactersvalues using the algorithm
described by the following bullet. The input to this algorithm should be a series of UTF-16 characters:


Get the single-byte values by iterating through the Unicode characters of the truncated password.
For each character, if the low byte is not equal to 0, take it. Otherwise, take the high byte.

Also, in order to improve the general quality of the hash when used with Unicode characters above the Latin-1
Unicode subrange (characters above U+00FF), this legacy hashing algorithm will be made optional. This change
is covered by the response to CL-0027 (and several other national bodies’ comments).
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Response 981
Comment ID

GB-0495
Clause: Part 4,
§7, 7.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
oMath stands out as being treated differently in the standard
compared to the other topics. It is much lighter–there is less
narrative, fewer examples. Some of the comments on the
Primer also apply in this Part. In the following, usually one
example is given to illustrate each point, but there are others.
Some of the issues stem from the fact that the xml alone is not
sufficient to display a mathematical expression. Use is made
of implicit semantic knowledge of the characters that form an
expression, i.e. which are operators, which are special
characters that need to be handled in specific ways and how
they behave.


In maths, an expression is not always
an equation. If anything, an equation is
a maths expression that includes an
equal sign, for example. It would be
better to use "expression" or
"mathematical expression" throughout.



There is no association between maths
and the xml being used in oMath. For
example, a maths expression is
composed of subexpressions but there
is no description of how to go from the
mathematical structure to the xml (cf
presentation markup in MathML).



There is no description of what an
operator is and how it is displayed
differently to other objects. References
are made to such things as "the
alignment and manual break properties
of operators" but these are not
explained.



Inside text, it appears that each
character is examined to see which
category it belongs to before deciding
how it should be displayed. Some
characters are recognised as operators
or equal signs, for example. Reference
is made to the "usual" ones. These
need to be listed and defined. For
example, "&#8747;" is recognised as
the integral sign, ∫, and so satisfies the
default for the positioning of its limits.
Although "=" is a binary operator, it
behaves differently to other binary
operators.



How are line breaks determined? Is
order of precedence considered when
deciding?
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB


No mention is made of unary operators,
for which conventionally, spacing is
different to that for binary operators.



No mention is made of invisible
operators e.g. Unicode Invisible Times
(x2062) and Function Application
(x2061). How are they handled?



The text mixes the use of "function" and
"object". For example, eqArr (EquationArray Function) "specifies the EquationArray function, an object ..." whereas f
(Fraction Function) "specifies the
fraction object ...". The standard needs
to be consistent. In fact, in both cases,
the xml element is a constructor for an
object comprised of the child elements
e.g. f constructs a fraction from a
numerator and a denominator. Maybe
better names would be "Equation-Array
Constructor" and "Fraction Constructor".



Namespaces were designed to remove
ambiguity and could have been used
effectively for this purpose throughout
this standard. For example, to
distinguish m:r and w:r, m:ST_OnOff
and w:ST_OnOff in lists of parents and
children rather than relying on
recognising that the section number
reference was for a different part of the
standard.



Following from this, types, particularly
simple types could have been defined
the same. m:ST_OnOff is defined as
"on" or "off" whereas w:ST_OnOff also
allows "1", "0", "true", "false". This type
of difference seems to indicate that the
"standard" is simply a specification for
the currently allowed values used within
Office 2007.



Some definitions are given in the Primer
which is not normative, but are not in
the Language Reference which is
normative. These definitions should be
included in the Language Reference.
For example, the definition of column
gap is given in the Primer along with a
diagram which makes it precise. Topics
in the Language Reference other than
Math use diagrams.



Some of the subclauses simply repeat
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
what is in the schema with no other
narrative. For example, the description
of eqArrPr is one sentence repeating its
name and naming two examples of its
children. For the topics of the Language
Reference other than Math, there is at
least one paragraph, an example in the
narrative and an example for each
attribute in the attribute table.


One of the problems that arises from
the structure of this standard, is that
elements are dealt with separately. But
some elements are related and interact,
for example, cGp and cSp which specify
the gap between columns and the
spacing for columns in an array. There
is no infomation on how they should
interact.



In some cases the element names are
badly chosen. For example, chr is
called "Accent Character" whereas it is
also used for specifying the character
used to group items and for specifying
the character used in an n-ary object. A
better name would have been
"Character".



The n-ary Operator Function is not nary, it is ternary. The operator specified
by a character such as an integral sign,
takes three parameters: a subscript, a
superscript and a base expression.



The same description of the val attribute
is copied throughout. This leads to
some inappropriate examples, e.g. the
example for chr shows begChr and
EndChr but not chr. The description and
example should depend on the context.
Similarly for when val is of type
ST_OnOff which usually just says "...
specifies that the property shall be
explicitly applied ...".



The examples are sometimes repeated
for the same element, first in the
narrative and then again in the
attributes table, e.g. for begChr.



Some concepts need defining such as
alignment points, linear form,
professional form, twips, twodimensional output. What is the syntax
for linear form and where can it be
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

used?


Defaults are not always specified.
Whenever something is optional, the
standard should specify what happens
when it is omitted. For example, naryPr
is optional in nary, so it is not necessary
to specify what the operator is. What
happens when it is omitted?



For completeness, an informative table
of the Unicode characters used in the
examples would be very helpful.



The standard says that some
restrictions are left to Office 2007. For
example, trying to have a sum from i=1
to n so that the limits come below and
above the sigma, Σ, is acceptable to
Word 2007 when it is in its own
paragraph, but not when it is inline.
When inline, Word 2007 forces them to
be subscript and superscript, which isn't
what was required. How is it possible to
tell whether this is a bug in Word 2007
or part of the standard?



Sometimes table headings are on their
own at the bottom of a page and then
repeated at the top of the next page.
The headings at the bottom of a page
need to be deleted.



Unicode characters are given
throughout as U+0302, for example.
The character that this represents
should be identified and displayed.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made:
In response to GB-0495, Point 1:
There are situations where “expression” is more appropriate than “equation”, such as when describing “b+c”.
Conversely, there are also situations where “equation” is more appropriate than “expression”, such as when
describing “a=b+c”. An “equation” is not an “expression” and neither is an “expression” an “equation”. This
specification originally chose to use the term “equation” universally throughout the Office Open XML
specification for any mathematical text even if it were an expression. However, to be clearer, the Math primer in
Part 3 now uses the term equation only when appropriate. This is done for Part 3 in the disposition for GB-0113
and CO-0065.
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We will go through Part 4 and ensure “equation” is used only when appropriate. We will also ensure that
“expression”, “formula”, and other mathematical labels are used when they are most appropriate. Here is one
example of the changes we will make to Part 4, §7.1, page 4,961, lines 3–6:
The following documentation describes the XML representation of equations, expressions, formulas, and all
other strings of mathematical text. TFor display equations, the outermost element is oMathPara, a paragraph of
one or more equationsstrings of mathematical text. Each equation, expression, formula, or other string inside
the math paragraph is represented as a single oMath. Inline equations do not use oMathPara elements. They
use oMath as their outermost math element. Inside each oMath is a combination of runs (r) and objects or
functions (such as accents, acc, or fractions, (f).
In response to GB-0495, Point 2:
We will add XML examples throughout the Office Open XML Math elements defined in Part 4, §7.1 in order to
facilitate the understanding of this text, and to better demonstrate the math’s structure. To illustrate, an
example of one such change is as follows, in Part 4, §7.1.2.78, page 5,051, line 8:
This element specifies a math paragraph, one or more display equations within a single paragraph. [Example: A
math paragraph with two equations:
𝑎=𝑏+𝑐
𝑐=𝑑+𝑒
Example XML:
<m:oMathPara>
<m:oMath>
<m:r>
<m:t>a=b+c</m:t>
</m:r>
<m:r>
<w:br />
</m:r>
</m:oMath>
<m:oMath>
<m:r>
<m:t>c=d+e</m:t>
</m:r>
</m:oMath>
</m:oMathPara>

end example]

In response to GB-0495, Points 3, 4, and 5:
Descriptions of alignment points have been added in the dispositions for the following issues:
GB-0113
GB-0545
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Descriptions of line break points have been added in the dispositions for the following issues:
GB-0113
GB-0513
Other descriptions of properties have been added in the dispositions for the following issues:
GB-0113
GB-0583
In addition, the following change will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.15, page 4,979, lines 13–16:

This element specifies whether there is a line break at the start of a run, or at the start of the Box
functionobject, such that the line wraps at the start of the run or functionobject. These user-defined line breaks
occur when the XML tag <m:brk/> is encountered and does not follow a mathematical “order of precedence”. If
this element is omitted, a manual break is not inserted. The line may happen to wrap at this point if the
equation exceeds the column width. OMML does not specify behaviour for any kind of automatic line breaking.
Instead it delegates this functionality to the underlying rendering engine similarly to how it does with the choice
of operator spacing and the determination of whether an operator is unary or binary.
[Example: The following example includes a manual user-defined line break at the operator emulator:
In response to GB-0495, Point 6:
The spacing shown around unary operators is not something that is specified in the Office Math Markup
Language specification. The spacing around unary operators is specific to the individual math renderer that is
rendering the OMML. The definition of spacing around specific operators, unless explicitly specified, is to be
implementation-specific.
In response to GB-0495, Point 7:
OMML does not specify behaviour for the character Unicode Invisible Times (U+2062).
For the Function Application character, the following changes will be made to Part 4, §7.1.2.39, page 5,010, lines
1–3:
7.1.2.39
func (Function Apply FunctionObject)
This element specifies the Function-Apply functionobject, which consists of a function name and an argument
acted upon. It can be applied, in linear format, by inserting the Function Application character (U+2061). This
will build up into a Function Apply Object. [Example: Examples of Function-Apply objects include: sin 𝑥,
2

tan−1 𝑥 2 , and max0≤𝑥≤1 𝑥𝑒 −𝑥 .
In response to GB-0495, Point 8:
The term “function” will replaced by the term “object” throughout section 7.1 of part 4 when appropriate. Three
examples of this change are shown below.
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Part 4, §7.1.2.11, page 4,975, lines 19–20:
borderBox (Border-Box FunctionObject)
This element specifies the Border Box functionobject, consisting of a border drawn around an equation, as in
𝑎2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑐 2 .
Part 4, §7.1.2.13, page 4,977, lines 15–16:
box (Box FunctionObject)
This element specifies the box functionobject, which is used to group components of an equation.
Part 4, §7.1.3.18, page 5,101–5,102:
Enumeration Value

Description

center (Center)

Centers the argument in the containing
functionobject.

left (Left Justification)

Aligns the argument to the left of the containing
functionobject.

right (Right)

Aligns the argument to the right of the containing
functionobject.

In response to GB-0495, Point 9:
We agree that there are editorial improvements which could be made to the parent/child reference format, but
based on the submission of several (sometimes conflicting) national body comments on the use of namespace
prefixes to disambiguate in this manner, it is unclear that this is the best option. We believe that this an
excellent point for discussion and improvement in maintenance, as it does not affect the normative content of
the specification and therefore does not need to be immediately addressed.
In response to GB-0495, Point 10:
Part 4, §7.1 (Math), currently defines the ST_OnOff simple type which is used by a number of attributes. This
simple type only allows for “on” and “off”. To be consistent with the rest of the standard, the ST_OnOff simple
type will be modified to simply reference the xsd:boolean datatype and provide no additional extensions. For a
more detailed description of this change, refer to the disposition for GB-0630.

In response to GB-0495, Point 11:

Any definitions made in the 7.1 Primer of Part 3 that are intended to be normative will be added to a new
Definitions section in Part 4. Any definitions made for the sake of explanation in Part 3, including in the
disposition for comments GB-0113 ad CO-0065, that are not reiterated in the normative text of Part 4, after the
aforementioned changes are made, are not intended to be normative.
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In response to GB-0495, Point 12:
We will add examples throughout 7.1.2 in order to improve the readability of that content. Refer to the
response to Point 2 above for one such example.
In response to GB-0495, Point 13
When elements interact with other elements in specifically defined ways, the descriptions for all elements
involved will be changed to describe their interactions. Here is an example set of changes for cGp and cSp:
cSp is used to set the minimum allowable column width for a matrix. cGpRule and cGp are used to set the
minimum column gap. The following changes will be made to explain their interaction:
Part 4, §7.1.2.18, page 4,982, line 8:
The additional (custom) column gap spacing information; the default is'0'. The cGp gap spacing (also referred to
as “Column Gap” or “Gap Width”) is added to the cSp (Minimum Matrix Column Width) to determine the total
Matrix Column Spacing (distance between the same edges of different columns). The following image depicts
how cGp and cSp work together to define matrix column spacing in a 2x2 matrix:

Part 4, §7.1.2.22, page 4,986, line 5–8:
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cSp (Minimum Matrix Column SpacingWidth)
This element specifies the minimum spacing between the edge of one column and the corresponding edge of
the adjacent columncolumn width of a matrix. The actual column width of a matrix will be the greater of either
the width of the column’s widest argument or cSp. This aAdditional spacing can be added to enhance
appearance. If this element is omitted, the default is column spacing width is '0'. The cGp gap spacing (also
referred to as “Column Gap” or “Gap Width”) is added to the cSp (Minimum Matrix Column Width) to determine
the total Matrix Column Spacing (distance between the same edges of different columns). The following image
depicts how cGp and cSp work together to define matrix column spacing in a 2x2 matrix:

In response to GB-0495, Point 14:
Element names will be changed to make them more appropriate. For chr specifically, the disposition for
comment GB-0522 changes the element name exactly as the commenter has suggested.
In response to GB-0495, Point 15:

N-ary operators are “n-ary” not because of the limits and base, but because n-ary objects involve n terms when
expanded. Specifically the term comes from equations like:
𝑛

𝑎𝑗 ≡ 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛
𝑗 =1
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which has 𝑛 terms. Since the actual number of terms can vary, one simply calls them n-ary. For instance, the
above example uses the Unicode (ISO 10646) summation sign (U+2211) which has the official name “N-ARY
SUMMATION”.
In response to GB-0495, Point 16:
The descriptions for the “val” attributes of elements will be changed to be appropriate and specific to their
parent element. One such change for chr will be made as follows in Part 4, §7.1.2.20, page 4,985, line 2:

Attributes
val (value)

Description
Specifies the character used by the parent element. When it is omitted, the parent uses
its assigned default. [Example: delimiter object Accent character{a}:
<m:accPr>
<m:chr m:val="&#771;"/>
</m:accPr>
<m:dPr>
<m:begChr m:val="{"/>
<m:endChr m:val="}"/>
</m:dPr>
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_Char simple type (§7.1.3.3).

In response to GB-0495, Point 17:
Examples will be changed in Section 7.1 of Part 4 such that they are always unique and informative. Refer to the
response to Point 16 above for one such change.
In response to GB-0495, Point 18:
Definitions and references to definitive documentation for alignment points, linear form, professional form,
twips, and other terms used in Part 4 have been added in multiple dispositions. Alignment points were defined
(both in normative and non-normative context) more in the dispositions for GB-0113 and GB-0545. “Linear
form” and “professional form” were discussed and externally referenced in the disposition for GB-0535. Twips
were defined in the disposition for GB-0534. The syntax for “linear form” is not defined in the OpenXML spec. It
is defined in Unicode Technical Article #28 (http://www.unicode.org/notes/tn28/UTN28-PlainTextMath-v2.pdf).
The spec will be further modified to refer to this article when needed.
In addition, normative definitions will be added to the new Definitions section in Part 4.
In response to GB-0495, Point 19:
The defaults for all elements will be added. See the disposition for GB-0547 for an example of this change.
In response to GB-0495, Points 20 and 23:
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We will add parenthetical labelling to all Unicode characters used in examples which are new to Unicode 5.0.
This labelling will look like:
U+0302 (COMBINING CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT)
This exact labelling can be seen in the disposition for GB-0499.
In response to GB-0495, Point 21:
If “Word 2007” deviates from the behaviours described in Section 7.1 of Part 4 of this standard then “Word
2007” is not implementing that behaviour properly (read: in a valid way). If this was an unintentional deviation
then this would likely be regarded as a bug in that application.
Also, it is an industry standard convention that inline n-ary limits are displayed as subscripts and superscripts.
In response to GB-0495, Point 22:
Lone table headings at the bottom of the page will be removed. One such example is shown in the disposition
for GB-0539.
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Response 982
Comment ID

JP-0048
Clause: Part 4
Clause 2.2.1
Paragraph: Line
8 and line 12 on
page 27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Line 8 says, ―… accent5 theme color‖ while line 12 shows the
attribute value accent3, which is inconsistent. In addition, the
table on page 1835 for accent3 does not include a sample of
accent3 theme color. It cannot be understood what accent3
should be.

Correct the example in 2.2.1 on page
27 and include theme color samples in
the table on page 1835.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the text had an error (in the example) and could be improved by adding more details on how the theme
color enumeration values were mapped to actual color values within the WordprocessingML package. To clarify
this, the following changes will be made:
To Part 4, §2.2.1, page 27, line 8:
[Example: Consider a document which utilizes a gradient fill background moving between black and the
accent53 theme color, as follows:
To Part 4, §2.18.104, page 1,835, in the enumeration table:
Enumeration Value

Description

accent1 (Accent 1 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
accent1 theme color specified by the accent1
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

accent2 (Accent 2 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
accent2 theme color specified by the accent2
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

accent3 (Accent 3 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
accent3 theme color specified by the accent3
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

accent4 (Accent 4 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
accent4 theme color specified by the accent4
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

accent5 (Accent 5 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
accent5 theme color specified by the accent5
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

accent6 (Accent 6 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
accent6 theme color specified by the accent6
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
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Enumeration Value

Description
(§2.15.1.20).

background1 (Background 1 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
background1 theme color specified by the bg1
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

background2 (Background 2 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
background2 theme color specified by the bg2
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

dark1 (Dark 1 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the dark1
theme color specified by the t1 attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).

dark2 (Dark 2 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the dark2
theme color specified by the t2 attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).

followedHyperlink (Followed Hyperlink Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
followedHyperlink theme color specified by the
followedHyperlink attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).

hyperlink (Hyperlink Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the
hyperlink theme color specified by the hyperlink
attribute of the clrSchemeMapping element
(§2.15.1.20).

light1 (Light 1 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the light1
theme color specified by the bg1 attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).

light2 (Light 2 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the light1
theme color specified by the bg2 attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).

none (No Theme Color)

Specifies that no theme color shall be applied to the
current object.

text1 (Text 1 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the text1
theme color specified by the t1 attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).

text2 (Text 2 Theme Color)

Specifies that the color to be used shall be the text2
theme color specified by the t2 attribute of the
clrSchemeMapping element (§2.15.1.20).
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Response 983
Comment ID

CZ-0027
Clause: Part
4/2.16.5.34
Paragraph: p.
1538/l. 1

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There is no parameter for specifying type of included data in
INCLUDETEXT field. It is not always possible to reliably
determine type without explicit content type specification.
Moreover, sometimes user might want to load data in a
different way—for example he or she might want to load XML
document as a plain text to show source code of this XML file.

Add two additional parameters. One for
specifying MIME type of included data
and second for specifying encoding of
included data (to handle situations
when encoding couldn't be determined
from file contents).

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this would improve the definition of this field. The following switches will be added to the table in Part
4, §2.16.5.34, page 1,538, line 10:
\m

Specifies the MIME type (IANA n.d.) of the file referenced by field-argument1, as defined by http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/. If this
argument is omitted, applications should attempt to determine the file type
from its contents if possible.

\e

Specifies the encoding applied to the data within the file referenced by fieldargument-1. If this argument is omitted, applications should attempt to
determine the encoding by reading the file’s contents if possible.

As well, the following will be added to the normative references clause:
IANA. "MIME Media Types." Internet Assigned Numbers Authority. http://www.iana.org/assignments/mediatypes/.
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Response 984
Comment ID

JP-0031
Clause: Part 1
Clause 9.1.1
Paragraph: Line
15 on page 16

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The sentence ―…, where H is hexadecimal digit.]‖ ends with a
closing bracket, but, an opening bracket cannot be found.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 1, §9.1.1, page 16, line 15:
where H is a hexadecimal digit.]
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Response 985
Comment ID

ZA-0013
Clause: Part 4,
Section 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
It is a requirement of an international standard that it is
developed to meet the needs of a broad international user
base. The embedding of culturally specific iconography into
the xml, as for example the ST_BORDER_ART tag is both a
technical deficiency as well as culturally inappropriate. The
reference to a series of styles as 'tribal', 'tribal1', 'tribal2' etc
reflects an ethno-centric, Victorian anthropological
classification of art which has no place in a modern
international standard.

Proposed change by the MB
Provide full normative definitions for all
graphical elements, preferably with
appropriately licenced SVG reference
images. Use such hard-coded
graphical elements minimally to
represent lines, bullets, dashes etc.
Provide a mechanism whereby the
artwork can be supplemented.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the naming for these patterns is inappropriate for an international standard; the following changes will
be made to Part 4, §2.18.4, pages 1,674–1,676:
tribal1triangle1 (Tribal Triangle Art Border One)

Specifies an art border consisting of a repeated image
of a tribal black and white triangle pattern as follows
(showing two repetitions):

As well, this art border shall be rotated such that the
bottom of the image above is always nearest the text
extents.
At any corner where two borders of this type intersect,
the intersection shall use the following image:

tribal2 triangle2 (Tribal Triangle Art Border Two)

Specifies an art border consisting of a repeated image
of a tribal pattern black and white triangles as follows
(showing two repetitions):

As well, this art border shall be rotated such that the
bottom of the image above is always nearest the text
extents.
At any corner where two borders of this type intersect,
the intersection shall use the following image, rotated
appropriately:
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tribal3 triangleCircle1 (Tribal Triangle And Circle Art
Border Three)

Specifies an art border consisting of a repeated image
of a tribal pattern black and white triangles and circles
as follows (showing two repetitions):

As well, this art border shall be rotated such that the
bottom of the image above is always nearest the text
extents.
At any corner where two borders of this type intersect,
the intersection shall use the following image, rotated
appropriately:

tribal4 triangleCircle2 (Tribal Triangle And Circle Art
Border FourTwo)

Specifies an art border consisting of a repeated image
of black and white triangles and circles a tribal pattern
as follows (showing two repetitions):

As well, this art border shall be rotated such that the
bottom of the image above is always nearest the text
extents.
At any corner where two borders of this type intersect,
the intersection shall use the following image, rotated
appropriately:

tribal5 shapes1 (Tribal Black and White Shapes Art
Border Five)

Specifies an art border consisting of a repeating image
of a tribal pattern of black-and-white shapes.
If the border is on the left or right, this image is as
follows (showing two repetitions):

If the border is on the top or bottom, this image is as
follows (showing two repetitions):
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At any corner where two borders of this type intersect,
the intersection shall use the following image:

tribal6 shapes2 (Tribal Black and White Shapes Art
Border Six Two)

Specifies an art border consisting of a repeated image
of a tribal pattern of black-and-white shapes as follows
(showing two repetitions):

At any corner where two borders of this type intersect,
the intersection shall use the following image:

Also, in response to comment CA-0028 and similar comments, support will be added for custom art borders so
that this set will be extensible, allowing users to add their own border art.
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Response 986
Comment ID

CA-0031
Clause: Part 4,
Section 02.18.66
Paragraph:
―Chicago
Counting systems

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The formatting system described here is not comprehensive,
lacking, for example, support for Armenian, Tamil, Greek
alphabetic, Ethiopic and Khmer numerations, all in use today,
as well as the various historical systems still used by scholars.

Proposed change by the MB
Use a more flexible, extensible,
generative approach to numeration,
such as that used by the W3C's XSLT
standard in their xsl:number support

Format is defined in reference to the ―Chicago Manual of
Style‖, but no edition or page reference is provided

Several counting systems are defined to use letters of the
alphabet, but nothing is mentioned about how counting
continues once the letters of the alphabet are exhausted.

Either include the entire definition in the
standard, or provide a proper external
reference including the edition number
as a normative reference.
For example: ―The Chicago Manual of
Style, 15th ed., 2003.‖

It would helpful to clarify the text to
explicitly cover this case.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the numbering mechanism proposed here should be improved as suggested:



The format should be extensible (we agree with the proposal to use the xsl:format mechanism)
The enumerated formats should provide an algorithmic description that covers how each value is
generated, how the set is repeated, etc. and does not reference external sources

Regarding the first issue (providing an extensibility mechanism for numbering formats), we should provide a
mechanism to allow users to specify their own custom defined numbering list. The following changes will be
made:
Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,771, add a new enumeration value to ST_NumberFormat:
Enumeration Value
custom (Custom Defined Number Format)

Description
Specifies a custom number format using the parent
element’s attribute to reference a number format in
the same way as the XSLT format attribute (W3C,
1999).

Part 4, §2.9.18, page 797, replacing line 25:
When a document has a custom number format specified by the format attribute, it shall use the referenced
number format. If the referenced number format cannot be resolved as a number format the consumer shall
use the number format specified by the value of the val attribute. If the corresponding value of the val attribute
is custom, the result is implementation-defined.
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If this element is omitted, the level shall be assumed to be of type decimal.
Part 4, §2.18.66, page 1,778, before line 13:
<enumeration value="chicago"/>

The value custom will also be added to the ST_NumberFormat in wml.xsd.
Part 4, §2.9.18, page 798, add the following attributes to element numFmt:
Attributes
Format (Custom
Defined Number
Format)

Description
Specifies a custom number format using the syntax defined by the XSLT 1.0 format
attribute (W3C, 1999), This format shall be used for all numbering in the parent object.
[Example: A value of &#x30A2; indicates that a consumer shall use Katakana numbering.
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

Part 4, in the Normative References:
W3C. XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0. November 16, 1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-xslt19991116.
Regarding the second and third issues (improving the definition of the existing formats), the following changes
will be made:
Part 4, §2.18.66, enumeration value table:
Enumeration Value
aiueo (AIUEO Order
Hiragana)

Description
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single hiragana characters from the set listed below, in the traditional a-iu-e-o order.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–46 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–46 is
U+FF71–U+FF9C, U+FF66, and U+FF9D, respectively.
For values greater than 46, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (46) from the value until
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the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and the same character is written once and then repeated
the number of times the size of the set was subtracted from the
original value.

aiueoFullWidth (FullWidth AIUEO Order
Hiragana)

[Example: The numbering for these items should be represented by the
following pattern: ｱ,ｲ, ｳ ... ｦ,ﾝ, ｱ,ｲ, ｳ... end example][Example: ｱ, ｲ, ｳ.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single full-width hiragana characters from the set listed below, in the
traditional a-i-u-e-o order.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–46 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–46
isU+30A2, U+30A4, U+30A6, U+30A8, U+30AA, U+30AB, U+30AD,
U+30AF, U+30B1, U+30B3, U+30B5, U+30B7, U+30B9, U+30BB, U+30BD,
U+30BF,U+30C1,U+30C4, U+30C6, U+30C8, U+30CA, U+30CB, U+30CC,
U+30CD, U+30CE, U+30CF, U+30D2, U+30D5, U+30D8, U+30DB, U+30DE,
U+30DF,U+30E0, U+30E1, U+30E2, U+30E4, U+30E6, U+30E8, U+30E9,
U+30EA, U+30EB, U+30EC, U+30ED,U+30EF, U+30F0, U+30F1, U+30F2,
and U+30F3, respectively.
For values greater than 46, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (46) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

arabicAbjad (Arabic
Abjad Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ア, イ, ウ, ... ヲ,ン, ア, イ, ウ, ...end
example][Example: ア, イ, ウ. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single ascending Abjad numerals from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–28 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
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The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–28
isU+0623, U+0628, U+062C, U+062F, U+0647, U+0648, U+0632, U+062D,
U+0637, U+064A, U+0643, U+0644, U+0645, U+0646, U+0633, U+0639,
U+0641, U+0635, U+0642, U+0631, U+0634, U+062A, U+062B,
U+062E,U+0630, U+0636,U+063A, and U+0638, respectively.
For values greater than 28, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (28) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

arabicAlpha (Arabic
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: أ, ب, ج,… ظ, غ, أ أ, ب ب, ج ج,… ظ ظ, غ غ, أ أ أ, ب ب ب, ج
ج ج,… end example][Example: أ, ب, ج. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single characters in the Arabic alphabet from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–28 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–28
isU+0623, U+0628, U+062A, U+062B, U+062C, U+062D, U+062E, U+062F,
U+0630, U+0631, U+0632, U+0633, U+0634, U+0635, U+0636, U+0637,
U+0638, U+0639, U+063A, U+0641, U+0642, U+0643, U+0644, U+0645,
U+0646, U+0647, U+0648, and U+064A, respectively.
For values greater than 28, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (28) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

bullet (Bullet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: أ, ب, ت, … و, ي, أ أ, ب ب, ت ت, … و و, ي ي,أأأ, ب ب ب, ت
ت ت, … end example][Example: أ, ب, ت. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of
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the bullet characters defined by the lvlText element (§2.9.12).
cardinalText (Cardinal
Text)

[Example: ●endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of cardinal text of the run
language.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the textual
representation, in the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18), of a
different unique position in that sequence.

chicago (Chicago
Manual of Style)

[Example: The numbering for the items in Spanish should be represented
by the following pattern: Uno, Dos, Tres, …,Nueve, Diez, Once, ...
Diecineuve, Veinte, Veintiuno, ... end example][Example: one, two, three.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single charactersfrom the set listed belowas defined in the Chicago
Manual of Style.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–4 and then repeats
those same characters using the logic defined below to construct all other
values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–4 is
U+002A,U+2020,U+2021, and U+00A7, respectively.
For values greater than 4, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (4) from the value until the
result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then written once and then repeated the number of times
the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

chineseCounting
(Chinese Counting
System)

[Example: The first nine items in this format are: *, †, ‡, •, **, ††, ‡‡, ••,
***.end example][Example: *, †, ‡. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single ascending numbers from the Chinese counting system, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–10 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values. 〇 represents the number zero.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–10
isU+25CB, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
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U+516B, U+4E5D, and U+5341, respectively.
For values greater than 10, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol that represents the
remainder.
a. If the quotient is less than 10, then write 十 to the left of
the symbol, which represents the remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10, and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing characters.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

chineseCountingTho
usand (Chinese
Counting Thousand
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 九, 十, 十一, 十二.... 十九, 二十, 二十
一, …九十九, 一〇〇,一〇一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, 三, 四.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Chinese counting thousand system,
from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–10, 100, 1,000,
and 10,000, and then repeats those same characters using the logic
defined below to construct all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+96F6, U+4E00,
U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B, U+4E5D,
U+5341, U+767E, U+5343, and U+4E07.
To construct a value that is beyond the set, but less than one hundred
thousand, work from largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
一 (U+4E00)
2
二 (U+4E8C)
3
三 (U+4E09)
4
四 (U+56DB)
5
五 (U+4E94)
6
六 (U+516D)
7
七 (U+4E03)
8
八 (U+516B)
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9
九 (U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand: 万
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of one thousand (千) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five thousand
would be 五千).
a. If the original value was between 10,000 and 100,000 and
If no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of thousand) write the symbol 零 instead (so ten
thousand and five would be 一万零五)
3. Repeat step 1 for groups of one hundred (百) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 五百).
a. If the original value was between 1,000 and 10,000 and if
no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of hundred) write the symbol 零 instead (so one
thousand and five would be 一千零五)
4. Repeat step 1 for groups of ten (十) using the corresponding
symbol to indicate the groups (so fifty would be 五十).
a. If the original value was between 100 and 1000 and If no
groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple of
ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so one hundred and
five would be 一百零五)
5. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand,
but use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups
of one hundred thousand are represented as ten ten thousands (一十万).
An additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

chineseLegalSimplifie
d (Chinese Legal
Simplified Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 二, 三, …,八, 九, 一十, 一十一, 一十二, …一十
九, 二十, 二十一, … 九九, 一百, 一百一, … end example][Example: 一, 二
, …, 九, 一○ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Chinese simplified legal format, from
the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
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specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9and then those
are combined with additional characters to represent the corresponding
power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10
isU+96F6, U+58F9, U+8D30, U+53C1, U+8086, U+4F0D, U+9646, U+67D2,
U+634C, and U+7396, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than one hundred thousand, work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
壹(U+58F9)
2
贰 (U+8D30)
3
叁 (U+53C1)
4
肆(U+8086)
5
伍 (U+4F0D)
6
陆 (U+9646)
7
柒 (U+67D2)
8
捌 (U+634C)
9
玖 (U+7396)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand: 万
2. Repeat step 1 for groups of one thousand (仟) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five thousand
would be 伍仟).
a. If the original value was between 10,000 and 100,000 and
If no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of thousand) write the symbol 零 instead (so ten
thousand and five would be 壹万零伍)
3. Repeat step 1 for groups of one hundred (佰) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 伍佰).
a. If the original value was between 1,000 and 10,000 and if
no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of hundred) write the symbol 零 instead (so one
thousand and five would be 壹仟零伍)
4. Repeat step 1 for groups of ten (拾) using the corresponding
symbol to indicate the groups (so fifty would be 伍拾).
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a. If the original value was between 100 and 1000 and If no
groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple of
ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so one hundred and five
would be 壹佰零伍)
5. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than one hundred thousand but less than one
hundred million, perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand
but use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups
of one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (佰万). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

chosung (Korean
Chosung Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 壹, 贰叁, ..捌, 玖, 壹拾, 壹拾壹, 壹拾贰, …,壹拾
玖, 贰拾, 贰拾壹, …,玖玖, 壹佰, 壹佰零壹, … end example][Example: 壹,
…, 肆, 伍. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Korean Chosung format, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–14 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–14
isU+3131, U+3134, U+3137, U+3139, U+3141, U+3142, U+3145, U+3147,
U+3148, U+314A, U+314B, U+314C, U+314D, and U+314E, respectively.
For values greater than 14, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (14) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that character is written once and then written once
and then repeated the number of times the size of the set was
subtracted from the original value.

decimal (Decimal
Numbers)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ㄱ ,ㄴ ,ㄷ, ... ㅍ, ㅎ,ㄱ ,ㄴ ,ㄷ, ... end example]
[Example: ,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
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specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then
those same characters are combined with each other and 0 (represents
the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9
isU+0030–U+0039, respectively.
Continue the sequence by using the following steps:
1. Increment the rightmost position.
2. Every time the end of the set is reached, for a given position,
increment the position to the immediate left (if there is no
position to the immediate left, create a new position and start
the sequence of the new position at 1) and reset the current
position to 0.

decimalEnclosedCircl
e (Decimal Numbers
Enclosed in a Circle)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 1,2,3,… 8,9, 10, 11, 12, …., 18, 19, 20, 21, … end
example][Example: 1, 2, 3, … , 9, 10, 11. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering enclosed
in a circle, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20
isU+2460–U+2473, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

decimalEnclosedCircl
eChinese (Decimal
Numbers Enclosed in a
Circle)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ①,②,③ … ⑲,⑳, 21, … end example][Example: ①, ②,
③,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering enclosed
in a circle, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20
isU+2460–U+2473, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

decimalEnclosedFulls

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ①,②,③ … ⑲,⑳,21,22, … end example][Example: ①,
②, ③,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering followed
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top (Decimal Numbers
Followed by a Period)

by a period, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character. using the
appropriate character, as described below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20
isU+2488–U+249B, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

decimalEnclosedPare
n (Decimal Numbers
Enclosed in
Parenthesie)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ⒈,⒉,⒊, … ⒚, ⒛,21, … end example][Example: ⒈, ⒉,
⒊,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of decimal numbering enclosed
in parenthesies, using the enclosed alphanumeric glyph character.
appropriate character, as described below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–20.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–20
isU+2474–U+2487, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

decimalFullWidth
(Double Byte Arabic
Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ⑴, ⑵, ⑶, … ⒆, ⒇,21,22,… end example][Example: ⑴,
⑵, ⑶,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of double-byte Arabic
numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then
those same characters are combined with each other and ０(represents
the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+FF10–U+FF19, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
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existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

decimalFullWidth2
(Double Byte Arabic
Numerals Alternate)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: １,２,３,…８,９, １０,１１,１２,… １８,１９,２０,２
１, … end example][Example: １, ２, ３ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of an alternative set of doublebyte Arabic numbering, if one exists in the run font.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ０(represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+FF10–U+FF19, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

decimalHalfWidth
(Single Byte Arabic
Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: １,２,３,…８,９,１０,１１,１２,… １８,１９,２０,２
１, … end example][Example: １, ２, ３ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of single-byte Arabic numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then
those same characters are combined with each other and 0(represents
the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9
isU+0030–U+0039, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
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existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

decimalZero
(InitialZeroArabicNum
erals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 1,2,3,… 8,9, 10, 11, 12, …., 18, 19, 20, 21, … end
example][Example: 1, 2, 3. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of Arabic numbering with a zero
added to numbers one through nine.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of paired characters (zero and an additional symbol) that
represent positions 1–9 and then those same characters are combined
with each other to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+0030–U+0039.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

ganada (Korean
Ganada Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 01,02,03,… 08,09, 10, 11, 12, …., 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, …
98, 99, 100, 101, ... end example][Example: 01, 02, 03, …, 09, 10.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single sequential numbers from the Korean Ganada format, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–14 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–14 is
U+AC00, U+B098, U+B2E4, U+B77C, U+B9C8, U+BC14, U+C0AC, U+C544,
U+C790, U+CC28, U+CE74, U+D0C0, U+D30C, and U+D558, respectively.
For values greater than 14, the text displayed shall be constructed as
follows:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (14) from the value until
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the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The remainder determines which character to use from the set
above, and that sequence of character is repeated the number of
times the size of the set was subtracted from the original value.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 가, 나, 다, ... 파, 하, 가, 나, 다, ... end
hebrew1 (Hebrew
Numerals)

example][Example:
,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hebrew numerals, from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9, each multiple of
ten (less than 100), each multiple of 100 (less than 1000) and then those
are combined with each other to construct the remaining values.
The set of charactersusedbythisnumberingformatisU+05D0–U+05D9,
U+05DB, U+05DC, U+05DE, U+05E0–U+05E2, U+05E4, U+05E6–U+05EA,
U+05E7–U+05E9, U+05EA, U+05DA, U+05DD, U+05DF, U+05E3, and
U+05E5, respectively.
To construct a number that is outside the set, work from largest groups to
smallest (but writing right to left) following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group
a. Write the symbol representing the unit values (see table
below) and appended a single quote to the symbol (for
example, five thousand is represented by )ה׳
Digit

Symbol

1

( אU+05D0)

2

( בU+05D1)

3

( גU+05D2)

4

( דU+05D3)

5

( הU+05D4)

6

( וU+05D5)

7

( זU+05D6)
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8

( חU+05D7)

9

( טU+05D8)

2. Create as many groups as possible that contain nine hundred in
each group.
a. Write the symbol representing nine hundred: ץ. If no groups
are formed, do not write any symbol.
3. Repeat this for groups of eight hundred ()ף, seven hundred ()ן, six
hundred ()ם, five hundred ()ך, four hundred ()ת, three hundred
()ש, two hundred ()ר, one hundred ()ק, ninety ()צ, eighty ()פ,
seventy ()ע, sixty ()ס, fifty ()נ, forty ()מ, thirty ()ל, twenty ()כ, and
finally 10 ( )יusing the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so four-hundred fifty would be )נת
4. Write down the symbol for the remaining number (see table
above)
5. If the number ends in  היor וי, replace those characters with טו
and טז, respectively.
6. Reordering a number group will not change its value. If a number
spells out a Hebrew word with a negative or positive connotation,
the number group can be rearranged.

hebrew2 (Hebrew
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: א, ב, ג, … טז, זי, חי, טי, כ, אכ, …end example]
[Example: א, ב, ג, … , י,יאendexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the Hebrew alphabet.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–22 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–22 is
U+05D0–U+05D9, U+05DB, U+05DC, U+05DE, U+05E0–U+05E2, U+05E4,
and U+05E6–U+05EA, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (22) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. Write the symbol represented by the result value.
3. Then the תsymbol is repeated (to the right of the first symbol)
for each time the size of the set was subtracted from the original
value.
4. Reordering a number group will not change its value. If a number
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spells out a Hebrew word with a negative or positive connotation,
the number group can be rearranged.

hex (Hexadecimal
Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: א, ב, ג, …, את, בת, … end example][Example: א, ב, ג, …
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of hexadecimal numbering.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–15 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 0 (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–15 is
U+0030–U+0039, and U+0041–U+0046, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 16 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 16 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

hindiConsonants
(Hindi Consonants)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 1, 2, 3, … E, F, 10,11, 12, …., 1E, 1F, 20, 21, … end
example][Example: 1, 2, 3, … , 9, A, B. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hindi consonants from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–18 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–18 is
U+0905–U+0914, U+0905 combined with U+0902, and U+0905 combined
with U+0903, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (18) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use, and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.
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[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: अ, आ, इ,...,अं,अ्,अअ, आआ, इइ, ..

hindiCounting (Hindi
Counting System)

अंअ,ं अ्अ्,अअअ,आआआ, इइइ,... end example][Example: अ, आ, इ, .
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Hindi counting system.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the full name, in Hindi,
of the next value in that sequence.
[Example:The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: एक, दो, तीन, चार, पााँच, छ्, सात, आठ, नौ, दस,...

hindiNumbers (Hindi
Numbers)

end example][Example: एक, दो,तीन, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hindi numbers from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ० (U+0966, which
represents the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–9
isU+0967, U+0968, U+0969, U+096A, U+096B, U+096C, U+096D, U+096E,
and U+096F, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: १, २, ३, … ८,९,१०, ११, १२, …., १८, १९, २०, २१, … end
example][Example: १, २, ३, … endexample]

hindiVowels (Hindi
Vowels)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single Hindi vowels from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–37 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
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all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–37 is
U+0915–U+0939, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (37) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use, and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: क, ख, ग, …, स, ह,कक, खख, गग, …, सस, हह,ककक,
ideographDigital
(Ideographs)

खखख, गगग, … end example][Example: क, ख, ग, . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
ideographs enclosed in a circle, using the appropriate character, as
described below.

To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 〇 (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9
isU+3007, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

ideographEnclosedCi
rcle (Ideographs
Enclosed in a Circle)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 八, 九, 一〇, 一一, 一二, ... 一八, 一九,
二〇, 二一, ... end example][Example: 一, 二, 三, 四. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
ideographs enclosed in a circle, using the appropriate character, as
described below.
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To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–10.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+3220–U+3229, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the items fall back to the
decimal format.

ideographLegalTradit
ional (Traditional
Legal Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ㈠, ㈡, ㈢, ... ㈨, ㈩, 11,12, ...end example]
[Example: ㊀, ㊁, ㊂,… endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
traditional legal ideographs.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+58F9, U+8CB3,
U+53C3, U+8086, U+4F0D, U+9678, U+67D2, U+634C, U+7396, U+62FE,
U+4F70, U+4EDF,and U+842C, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than hundred thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
壹 (U+58F9)
2
貳 (U+8CB3)
3
參 (U+53C3)
4
肆 (U+8086)
5
伍 (U+4F0D)
6
陸 (U+9678)
7
柒 (U+67D2)
8
捌 (U+634C)
9
玖 (U+7396)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand (the power of ten represented
by that position): 萬
2. Repeat this for groups of one thousand (仟), one hundred (佰)
and ten (拾) using the corresponding symbol to indicate the
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groups (so five hundred would be 伍佰 and fifty would be 伍拾).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than hundred thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (拾萬). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

ideographTraditional
(Traditional Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 壹, 貳, 參, … 捌, 玖, 壹拾, 壹拾壹, 壹拾貳...壹拾玖,貳
拾, 貳拾壹, … end example][Example: 壹, 貳, 參, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numerical
traditional ideographs.
This system uses a set of characters (elements in the Chinese Sexagenary
cycle) to represent the numbers 1–10. For values greater than the size of
the set, the items fall back to the decimal format.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+7532, U+4E59, U+4E19, U+4E01, U+620A, U+5DF1, U+5E9A, U+8F9B,
U+58EC, and U+7678, respectively.

ideographZodiac
(Zodiac Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 甲 ,乙 ,丙,丁,... 壬, 癸,11, 12, ...end
example][Example: 甲, 乙, 丙, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential zodiac ideographs.
This system uses a set of characters (animals in the Chinese Sexagenary
cycle). to represent the numbers 1–12. For values greater than the size of
the set, the items fall back to the decimal format.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–12 is
U+5B50, U+4E11, U+5BC5, U+536F, U+8FB0, U+5DF3, U+5348, U+672A,
U+7533, U+9149, U+620C, and U+4EA5, respectively.

ideographZodiacTrad
itional (Traditional
Zodiac Ideograph
Format)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 子,丑,寅,... 戌, 亥, 13, 14, …end example][Example: 子,
丑, 寅, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential traditional zodiac
ideographs.
This system uses a set of character pairs (all of the element-animal
combinations of the Chinese sexagenary cycle) to represent the numbers
1–60 and then those same character pairs are repeated to construct the
remaining values.
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The set of character pairs used by this numbering format for values 1–60
isU+7532, U+5B50; U+4E59, U+4E11; U+4E19, U+5BC5; U+4E01, U+536F;
U+620A, U+8FB0; U+5DF1, U+5DF3; U+5E9A, U+5348; U+8F9B, U+672A;
U+58EC, U+7533; U+7678, U+9149; U+7532, U+620D; U+4E59, U+4EA5;
U+4E19, U+5B50; U+4E01, U+4E11; U+620A, U+5BC5; U+5DF1, U+536F;
U+5E9A, U+8FB0; U+8F9B, U+5DF3; U+58EC, U+5348; U+7678, U+672A;
U+7532, U+7533; U+4E59, U+9149; U+4E19, U+620D; U+4E01, U+4EA5;
U+620A, U+5B50; U+5DF1, U+4E11; U+5E9A, U+5BC5; U+8F9B, U+536F;
U+58EC, U+8FB0; U+7678, U+5DF3; U+7532, U+5348; U+4E59, U+672A;
U+4E19, U+7533; U+4E01, U+9149; U+620A, U+620D; U+5DF1, U+4EA5;
U+5E9A, U+5B50; U+8F9B, U+4E11; U+58EC, U+5BC5; U+7678, U+536F;
U+7532, U+8FB0; U+4E59, U+5DF3; U+4E19, U+5348; U+4E01, U+672A;
U+620A, U+7533; U+5DF1, U+9149; U+5E9A, U+620D; U+8F9B, U+4EA5;
U+58EC, U+5B50; U+7678, U+4E11; U+7532, U+5BC5; U+4E59, U+536F;
U+4E19, U+8FB0; U+4E01, U+5DF3; U+620A, U+5348; U+5DF1, U+672A;
U+5E9A, U+7533; U+8F9B, U+9149; U+58EC, U+620D; U+7678, U+4EA5,
respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (60) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character pair to use.

iroha (Iroha Ordered
Katakana)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 甲子,乙丑,丙寅, ...., 壬戌, 癸亥, 甲子,乙丑,丙寅,
....end example][Example: 甲子, 乙丑, 丙寅, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the iroha.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–48 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–48
isU+FF72, U+FF9B, U+FF8A, U+FF86, U+FF8E, U+FF8D, U+FF84, U+FF81,
U+FF98, U+FF87, U+FF99,U+FF66, U+FF9C, U+FF76, U+FF96, U+FF80,
U+FF9A, U+FF7F, U+FF82, U+FF88, U+FF85, U+FF97, U+FF91, U+FF73,
U+30F0, U+FF89, U+FF75, U+FF78, U+FF94, U+FF8F, U+FF79, U+FF8C,
U+FF7A, U+FF74, U+FF83, U+FF71, U+FF7B, U+FF77, U+FF95, U+FF92,
U+FF90, U+FF7C, U+30F1, U+FF8B, U+FF93, U+FF7E, U+FF7D, and
U+FF9D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
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1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (48) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use.

irohaFullWidth (FullWidth Iroha Ordered
Katakana)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ｲ, ﾛ, ﾊ, ..., ｽ, ﾝ, ｲ, ﾛ, ﾊ, ... end example][Example: ｲ, ﾛ, ﾊ
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the full-width forms of the
iroha.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–48 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–48
isU+30A4, U+30ED, U+30CF, U+30CB, U+30DB, U+30D8, U+30C8, U+30C1,
U+30EA, U+30CC, U+30EB, U+30F2, U+30EF, U+30AB, U+30E8, U+30BF,
U+30EC, U+30BD, U+30C4, U+30CD, U+30CA, U+30E9, U+30E0, U+30A6,
U+30F0, U+30CE, U+30AA, U+30AF, U+30E4, U+30DE, U+30B1, U+30D5,
U+30B3, U+30A8, U+30C6, U+30A2, U+30B5, U+30AD, U+30E6, U+30E1,
U+30DF, U+30B7, U+30F1, U+30D2, U+30E2, U+30BB, U+30B9, and
U+30F3, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (48) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use.

japaneseCounting
(Japanese Counting
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: イ, ロ, ハ, ..., ス, ン, イ, ロ, ハ, ... end example]
[Example: イ, ロ, ハ, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Japanese counting system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is
U+3007, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, U+4E5D, U+5341, U+5343, and U+767E, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than ten thousand, you work from
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largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
一 (U+4E00)
2
二 (U+4E8C)
3
三 (U+4E09)
4
四 (U+56DB)
5
五 (U+4E94)
6
六 (U+516D)
7
七 (U+4E03)
8
八 (U+516B)
9
九 (U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing one thousand (the power of ten
represented by that position): 千
2. Repeat this for groups of one hundred (百) and ten (十) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 五百 and fifty would be 五十).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than ten thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (百万). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

japaneseDigitalTenT
housand (Japanese
Digital Ten Thousand
Counting System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, …八, 九, 十,十一, 十二, ... 十八, 十九, 二
十, 二十一, ... end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 十, 十一.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Japanese digital ten thousand counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 〇 (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+3007, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94 U+516D, U+4E03,
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U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

japaneseLegal
(Japanese Legal
Numbering)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 八, 九, 一〇, 一一, 一二, ... 一八, 一九,
二〇, 二一, ... end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 一〇. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Japanese legal counting system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values is U+58F1,
U+5F10, U+53C2, U+56DB, U+4F0D, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B, U+4E5D,
U+62FE, U+767E, U+842C, and U+9621, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than hundred thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
壱(U+58F1)
2
弐(U+5F10)
3
参(U+53C2)
4
四(U+56DB)
5
伍(U+4F0D)
6
六(U+516D)
7
七(U+4E03)
8
八(U+516B)
9
九(U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand (the power of ten represented
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by that position): 萬
2. Repeat this for groups of one thousand (阡), one hundred (百)
and ten (拾) using the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so five hundred would be 伍百 and fifty would be 伍拾).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than hundred thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (拾萬). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

koreanCounting
(Korean Counting
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 壱, 弐, 参, …, 八, 九, 壱拾, 壱拾壱, 壱拾弐, … , 壱拾
八, 壱拾九, 弐拾, 弐拾壱, … end example][Example: 壱, 弐, 参, ….
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean counting system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters to represent the
corresponding power of ten.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is
U+C77C, U+C774, U+C0BC, U+C0AC, U+C624, U+C721, U+CE60, U+D314,
U+AD6C, U+C2ED, U+B9CC, U+CC9C, and U+BC31, respectively.
To construct a number that is less than hundred thousand, you work from
largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
일 (U+C77C)
2
이 (U+C774)
3
삼 (U+C0BC)
4
사 (U+C0AC)
5
오 (U+C624)
6
육 (U+C721)
7
칠 (U+CE60)
8
팔 (U+D314)
9
구 (U+AD6C)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.
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b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand (the power of ten represented
by that position): 만
2. Repeat this for groups of one thousand (천), one hundred (백)
and ten (십) using the corresponding symbol to indicate the
groups (so five hundred would be 오백 and fifty would be 오십).
3. Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
If the number is larger than hundred thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands 십일만. An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 일, 이, 삼, ... 팔, 구, 십, 십일, ... end
example][Example:
koreanDigital (Korean
Digital Counting
System)

,

, … endexample]

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean digital counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 영(represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+C601, U+C77C, U+C774, U+C0BC, U+C0AC, U+C624, U+C721, U+CE60,
U+D314, and U+AD6C, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 일, 이, 삼, ... 팔, 구, 일영,일일, ... end example]
[Example:

,

, … endexample]
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koreanDigital2
(Korean Digital
Counting System
Alternate)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean digital counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 零(represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+96F6, U+4E00, U+4E8C, U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 4E00, 二, 三, ... 八, 九,一零,一一,... end

koreanLegal (Korean
Legal Numbering)

example][Example: ,
, … endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Korean legal numbering system.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–9 and
then those are combined with additional characters which represent the
multiples of ten (less than one hundred).
The set of charactersusedbythisnumberingformatisU+D558, U+B098,
U+B458, U+C14B, U+B137, U+B2E4, U+C12F, U+C5EC, U+C12F, U+C77C,
U+ACF1, U+C5EC, U+B35F, U+C544, U+D649, U+C5F4, U+C2A4, U+BB3C,
U+C11C, U+B978, U+B9C8, U+D754, U+C270, U+C608, U+C21C, U+C77C,
U+D754, U+C5EC, U+B4E0, U+C544, and U+D754, respectively.
They are assigned according to the following table:
Digit
1
2
3
4
5

Characters
하나 (U+D558, U+B098)
둘 (U+B458)
셋 (U+C14B)
넷 (U+B137)
다섯 (U+B2E4, U+C12F)
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6
7
8
9

여섯 (U+C5EC, U+C12F)
일곱 (U+C77C, U+ACF1)
여덟 (U+C5EC, U+B35F)
아홉 (U+C544 ,
U+D649)

60
70
80
90

예순 (U+C608, U+C21C)
일흔 (U+C77C, U+D754)
여든 (U+C5EC, U+B4E0)
아흔 (U+C544, U+D754)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 하나 둘 셋 …아홉 열
열하나열둘…스물스물하나…end example][Example:
endexample]
lowerLetter
(Lowercase Latin
Alphabet)

,

,…

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single letter of the Latin alphabet in lower case from the set listed below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1 to the
length of the language of the alphabet and then those same characters
are combined to construct the remaining values.
The characters used by for this numbering format is determined by using
the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18). [Example: For English, The
following Unicode characters are used by this numbering format:
U+0061–U+007A. end example]
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set from the value until the
result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

lowerRoman
(Lowercase Roman
Numerals)

[Example: For English, the numbering for the items should be represented
by the following pattern: a, b, c… y, z, aa, bb, cc…, yy, zz, aaa, bbb, ccc...
end example][Example: a, b, c. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of lowercase roman numerals.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1, 5, 10, 50,
100, 500, and 1000 and then those are combined with each other to
construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is
U+2170–U+217F, respectively.
To construct a number that is outside the set, you work from largest
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groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group.
a. The symbol representing one thousand (the power of ten
represented by that position): m is repeated for the
number of groups formed.
If no groups are formed, do not write any symbol.
2. Repeat this for groups of nine hundred (cm), five-hundred (d),
four-hundred (cd), one-hundred (c), ninety (xc), fifty (l), forty (xl),
ten (x), nine (ix), five (v), four (iv) and finally one (i) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so four-hundred
fifty would be cdl and forty-five would be xlv).

none (No Numbering)
numberInDash
(Number With Dashes)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: i, ii, iii, iv, … xviii, xix, xx, xxi, … end example]
[Example: i, ii, iii. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall not display any numbering.
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the Arabic numbering
surrounded by dash characters.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and 0 (U+0030, which
represents the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+002D (-) and,for
values 1–9, U+0031–U+0039, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
4. Place the final number between two dashes.

ordinal (Ordinal)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern:- 1 -,- 2 -, - 3 -,… - 8 -,- 9 -,- 10 -,- 11 -,- 12 -, …., - 18 -, 19 -, - 20 -, - 21 -, … end example][Example: - 1 -, - 2 -, - 3 -. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of ordinals of the run language.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the textual
representation, in the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18), of a
different unique position in that sequence.
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ordinalText (Ordinal
Text)

[Example: The numbering for the items in French should be represented
by the following pattern: 1er, 2e, 3e, …, 9e, 10e, 11e, ... 19e, 20e, 21e, ...
end example][Example: 1st, 2nd, 3rd. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of ordinal text of the run
language.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the textual
representation, in the language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18), of a
different unique position in that sequence.

russianLower
(Lowercase Russian
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items in German should be represented
by the following pattern: Erste, Zweite, Dritte… Neunte, Zehnte, Elfte ...
Neunzehnte, Zwanzigste, Einundzwanzigste, ... end example][Example:
first, second, third. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of the one or more occurrences
of a single letters of the Russian alphabet in lower case, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–29 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–29 is
U+0430–U+0438, U+043A–U+043F, U+0440–U+0449, U+044B, U+044D,
U+044E, and U+044F, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (29) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

russianUpper
(Uppercase Russian
Alphabet)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: а, б, в, … ю, я, аа, бб, вв, … юю, яя, ааа, ббб, ввв, …
end example][Example: а, б, в. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single the letters of the Russian alphabet in upper case, from the set
listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–29 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
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The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–29 is
U+0410–U+0418, U+041A–U+041F, U+0420–U+0429, U+042B, U+042D,
U+042E, and U+042F, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (29) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

taiwaneseCounting
(Taiwanese Counting
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: А,Б,В, … Ю, Я, АА,ББ,ВВ, … ЮЮ, ЯЯ, ААА,БББ,ВВВ, …
end example][Example: А, Б, В. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Taiwanese counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ○ (U+25CB, which
represents the number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–10 is
U+4E00, U+4E8C,U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B,
U+4E5D, and U+5341, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
a. If the quotient is less than 10 then write + to the left of
the symbol, which represents the reminder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing positions.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

taiwaneseCountingT
housand (Taiwanese
Counting Thousand
System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, … 九, 十, 十一, 十二.... 十九, 二十, 二十
一, …九十九, 一○○,一○一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 十.
endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Taiwanese counting thousand system.
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This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1–10 and
then those are combined with additional characters to construct the
remaining characters.
The set of charactersusedbythisnumberingformatisU+4E00, U+4E8C,
U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03, U+516B, U+4E5D, U+842C,
U+5343, U+5341, U+767E, and U+96F6.
To construct a number that is beyond the set but less than hundred
thousand, you work from largest groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain ten thousand in
each group.
a. Write down the symbol representing that value (1–9):
Digit
Character
1
一 (U+4E00)
2
二 (U+4E8C)
3
三 (U+4E09)
4
四 (U+56DB)
5
五 (U+4E94)
6
六 (U+516D)
7
七 (U+4E03)
8
八 (U+516B)
9
九 (U+4E5D)
If no groups are formed, do not write any characters.

2.

3.

4.

5.

b. If groups were formed, write down the symbol
representing ten thousand: 萬
Repeat step 1 this for groups of one thousand (千) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five thousand
would be 五千).
c. If the original value was between 10,000 and 100,000 and
If no groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple
of ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so ten thousand and
five would be 一萬零五)
Repeat step 1 this for groups of one hundred (百) using the
corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so five hundred
would be 五百).
The value 10 uses the symbol 十. For all other groups of ten use
the corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so fifty would
be 五十).
d. If the original value was between 100 and 1000 and If no
groups are formed (and the number is not a multiple of
ten) write the symbol 零 instead (so one hundred and five
would be 一百零五)
Write down the symbol for the remaining number.
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If the number is larger than hundred thousand but less than one hundred
million, you perform the cycle for the numbers above one thousand but
use two characters to represent each group. So, for example, groups of
one million are represented as one hundred ten thousands (十萬). An
additional symbol for counting groups is introduced at one hundred
million (because 10 million is one thousand ten thousands).

taiwaneseDigital
(Taiwanese Digital
Counting System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, 三, …八, 九, 一十, 十一, 十二...十九, 二十, 二
十一, …九九, 一百, 一百零一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 一
○ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Taiwanese digital counting system.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ○ (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+25CB, U+4E00, U+4E8C,U+4E09, U+56DB, U+4E94, U+516D, U+4E03,
U+516B, and U+4E5D, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.

thaiCounting (Thai
Counting System)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: 一, 二, .... 八, 九, 一○,一一, 一二, ... 一八, 一九, 二○,
二一, … end example][Example: 一, 二, …, 九, 一○ . endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of sequential numbers from the
Thai counting system.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the full name, in Thai, of
the next value in that sequence.

thaiLetters (Thai

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: หนึง่ , สอง, สาม, สี,่ ห ้า, หก, เจ็ด, แปด, เก ้า,
สิบ, ...endexample][Example: หนึง่ , สอง, สาม. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
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Letters)

single Thai letters from the set listed below.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–41 and then
repeats those same characters using the logic defined below to construct
all other values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 1–41 is
U+0E01, U+0E02, U+0E04, U+0E07–U+0E23, U+0E25, and U+0E27–
U+0E2E, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set (41) from the value until
the result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

thaiNumbers (Thai
Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ก, ข, ค… อ, ฮ, กก, ขข, คค…, ออ, ฮฮ, กกก, ขขข, คคค... end
example][Example: ก, ข, ค. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of Thai numerals.
To determine the text that is displayed for any value, this sequence
specifies a set of characters that represent positions 1–9 and then those
same characters are combined with each other and ๐ (represents the
number zero) to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format for values 0–9 is
U+0E50, U+0E51, U+0E52, U+0E53, U+0E54, U+0E55, U+0E56, U+0E57,
U+0E58, and U+0E59, respectively.
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Divide the value by 10 and write the symbol which represents the
remainder.
2. Divide the quotient of the previous division by 10 and write the
symbol, which represents the remainder, to the left of the
existing position.
3. Repeat step 2 until the remaining value is equal to zero.
[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: ๑,๒,๓,… ๘,๙, ๑๐, ๑๑, ๑๒,… ๑๘, ๑๙, ๒๐, ๒๑, ๒๒,… ๒๘, ๒๙, …
end example][Example: ๒, ๓, ๔. endexample]
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upperLetter
(Uppercase Latin
Alphabet)

Specifies that the sequence shall consist of one or more occurrences of a
single the letters of the Latin alphabet in upper case, from the set listed
below.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1 to the
length of the language of the alphabet and then those same characters
are combined to construct the remaining values.
The characters used by this numbering format is determined by using the
language of the lang element (§2.3.2.18). [Example: For English, The
following Unicode characters are used by this numbering format:
U+0041–U+005A, respectively. end example]
For values greater than the size of the set, the number is constructed by
following these steps:
1. Repeatedly subtract the size of the set from the value until the
result is equal to or less than the size of the set.
2. The result value determines which character to use, and the same
character is written once and then repeated for each time the
size of the set was subtracted from the original value.

upperRoman
(Uppercase Roman
Numerals)

[Example: For English, the numbering for the items should be represented
by the following pattern: A, B, C… Y, Z, AA, BB, CC…, YY, ZZ, AAA,
BBB,CCC… end example][Example: A, B, C. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of uppercase roman numerals.
This system uses a set of characters to represent the numbers 1, 5, 10, 50,
100, 500, and 1000 and then those characters are combined with each
other to construct the remaining values.
The set of characters used by this numbering format is U+0049, U+0056,
U+0058, U+004C, U+0043, U+0044, U+004D, respectively.
To construct a number that is outside the set, you work from largest
groups to smallest following these steps:
1. Create as many groups as possible that contain one thousand in
each group.
a. The symbol representing one thousand (the power of ten
represented by that position): M is repeated for the
number of groups formed.
If no groups are formed, do not write any symbol.
2. Repeat this for groups of nine hundred (CM), five-hundred (D),
four-hundred (CD), one-hundred (C), ninety (XC), fifty (L), forty
(XL), ten (X), nine (IX), five (V), four (IV) and finally one (I) using
the corresponding symbol to indicate the groups (so fourhundred fifty would be CDL and forty-five would be XLV).
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vietnameseCounting
(Vietnamese
Numerals)

[Example: The numbering for the items should be represented by the
following pattern: I, II, III, IV, … XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, … end
example][Example: I, II, III. endexample]
Specifies that the sequence shall consist of Vietnamese numerals.
This sequence is a set of strings each of which is the full name, in
Vietnamese, of the next value in that sequence.
[Example: một, hai, ba, bốn, năm, sáu, bảy, tám, chín, mười.
endexample][Example: một, hai, ba. endexample]
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Response 987
Comment ID

CO-0095
Clause: Part 4,
2.15
Paragraph:
1104(1111)

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The settings mechanism is designed to accomodate Microsoft
Office's particular settings only. The mechanism is not
extensible.

Proposed change by the MB
Make the settings mechanism
extensible.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the settings mechanism should be extensible. To allow this, a new extensible element allowing the
expression of arbitrary compatibility settings will be added to WordprocessingML. To be consistent with the
national body feedback on the status of compatibility settings, we will place it into a new annex for deprecated
features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
compatSetting (Custom Compatibility Setting)
This element specifies a custom compatibility setting. The semantics for this element are implementationdefined.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper" w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting"
w:val="1"/>
This custom compatibility setting specifies that:




It is defined under the http://www.example.com/exampleSetting namespace.
Its name is cooper.
Its value is 1.

Beyond this, the properties of this setting are implementation-defined by the creator of the
http://www.example.com/exampleSetting namespace. end example]
Parent Elements
compat (§2.15.3.9)
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Attributes
name (Name of Setting)

Description
Specifies the name of a custom compatibility setting.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper"
w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting" w:val="1"/>
The name of this custom compatibility setting is cooper. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

uri (Namespace of Setting)

Specifies the namespace under which the compatibility setting is defined.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper"
w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting" w:val="1"/>
The namespace of this custom compatibility setting is
http://www.example.com/exampleSetting. end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

val (Value of Setting)

Specifies the value of a custom compatibility setting.
[Example: Consider the following markup:
<w:compatSetting w:name="cooper"
w:uri="http://www.example.com/exampleSetting" w:val="1"/>
The value of this custom compatibility setting is 1. This value is interpreted using
the implementation-defined behavior published by the creator of this property.
end example]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_String simple type
(§2.18.89).

The following XML Schema fragment defines the contents of this element:
<complexType name="CT_CompatSetting">
<attribute name="name" type="CT_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="uri" type="CT_String" use="required"/>
<attribute name="value" type="CT_String" use="required"/>
</complexType>
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As well, the corresponding schema files will be updated to include compatSetting as a child element of the
compat element.
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Response 988
Comment ID

IR-0058
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Because a large fraction of the specification is covered with
patents owned by Microsoft, implementation of that by the
independent Iranian software vendors may be impossible. This
is because of unilateral trade sanctions against Iranian
persons and companies by the United States makes such
agreements very hard to achieve, even if Microsoft is
interested in such patent grants.

Microsoft should be required to gives
Open Source and others who
implement the specification the
irrevocable right to implement the
OOXML specification. Also, Microsoft
can publish an implementation of code
with patents, or even their entire
OOXML implementation, under a free
reusable license such as Lesser GPL
(LGPL).

Proposed Disposition
DIS29500 fully complies with the Ecma and ISO/IEC/ITU IPR policies.
ISO and IEC have received the appropriate IP declarations related to DIS29500 -- these are on file in their
database and ISO/IEC may be queried about them. All IPR matters should be referred to ITTF, as prescribed in
the JTC 1 Directives for the Fast-Track process. National Bodies are respectfully encouraged to review the
existing ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy, as requests to implement changes or extensions to this IPR Policy
should happen through normal ISO/IEC processes and not through the DIS29500 BRM or vote. As to copyrights,
please see JTC 1 Directives Section 10.2, which assigns DIS copyright to ISO and IEC.
ISO and IEC representatives have repeatedly stated that they believe there are no IPR issues that would cause
concern with the ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy or the adoption of DIS 29500, as explained in item 4.1 of
the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 34 FAQ on DIS 29500 (which is publicly available at
http://www.jtc1sc34.org/repository/0932.htm):
4.1 Will IPR issues be discussed at the BRM?
No. IPR issues in this process are the exclusive preserve of the ITTF. IPR decisions have previously been
delegated by all the ISO and IEC members (NBs) to the CEOs of IEC and ISO, and they in turn have
examined them and found no outstanding problems. NBs seeking reassurance in such matters must
pursue them through other avenues than the BRM.
Ecma has the following comments:





Contributions to Ecma were made under the Ecma Code of Conduct in Patent Matters, which we believe
to be in line with ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy.
As a member of Ecma, Microsoft has made information available to Ecma regarding any essential patent
claims Microsoft may have in connection with ECMA-376, and this declaration was provided to JTC 1
together with the Fast-Track document.
Ecma has been informed by ISO that Microsoft has also submitted to the ISO Central Secretariat a Patent
Declaration Form related to licensing of any of its essential patent claims that are necessary to
implement DIS 29500.
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Pursuant to such Patent Declaration Form, Microsoft has provided assurances to ITTF that any such
essential claims vis-à-vis DIS 29500 will be available for full or partial implementations under three
different approaches (from which an implementer can select). These options include Microsoft’s Open
Specification Promise (see http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx), Microsoft’s Covenant
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/products/HA102134631033.aspx) and a royalty-free Reasonable And
Non-Discriminatory (RAND-Z) license.

The OSP enables both open source and commercial software to implement DIS 29500. See
http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx#EZCAC for statements from the open source community.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
With respect to enforcement of Microsoft's OSP as it applies to Iranian software vendors, the unilateral and
direct nature of the promise that does not require signatures or other direct interaction between Microsoft and
Iranian nationals means that there is no need to enter into direct agreements.
Due to ISO/IEC’s position on IPR issues as they have explained above, no changes to DIS 29500 are proposed.
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Response 989
Comment ID

FR-0180
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.17.4.1
Date
Representation
Paragraph: page
2522, lines
16&18

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The proposed date system does not cope with dates posterior
to 9999-12-31.

Proposed change by the MB
Propose a better date system.

Proposed Disposition
While we understand the comment, and agree that SpreadsheetML does not cope with dates after the
Gregorian calendar year 9999, we do not plan to make any changes to the specification to support such
years. SpreadsheetML assumes the date range specified by ISO 8601; specifically, the Gregorian calendar years
from 1–9999. However, if ISO 8601 is updated with a standard representation for years beyond 9999, we
recommend that the SpreadsheetML specification be updated to match.
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Response 990
Comment ID

CA-0071
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.341
Paragraph: -

CL-0015
Clause: Part 4,
section
3.17.7.341
Paragraph:
'Weekday'
function

CL-0172
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.341
Paragraph: -

DE-0073
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.341
Paragraph: -

FR-0352
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.341
WEEKDAY
Paragraph: -

GB-0305
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.17.7.341
[p2818-2819]
Paragraph: -

GR-0007
Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.341
Paragraph: -

IN-0062
Clause:
3.17.7.341

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the
well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead
to confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

If needed for legacy reasons with
legacy spreadsheet documents, then
introduce an additional attribute tag
such as treat1900AsLeapYear or
similar. This is the approach
recommended elsewhere in OOXML for
legacy features.

This function calculates week day according to 1900 leap year
bug, described in observations to Part 3, section 3.16.9.1 and
Part 4, section 3.17.4.1. A software error should be corrected,
not documented in a standard.

To adequate function description to a
date representation that conforms to
ISO 8601.

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the
well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.
A standard that requires incorrect date calculations -- verifiable
facts -- is unacceptable.

Remove the text that defines behavior
that results in incorrect date
calculations.

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the
well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead
to confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

Remove the text that defines behavior
that results in incorrect date
calculations.

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the wellestablished Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

Remove the text that defines behavior
that results in incorrect date calculations.

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the
well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

Proposed change: Remove the text
that defines behavior that results in
incorrect date calculations.

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the
well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead
to confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

Remove the text that defines behavior
that results in incorrect date
calculations.

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the

Remove the text that defines behaviour
that results in incorrect date
calculations.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Paragraph: -

well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead
to confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

US-0134

As written this function mandates an incorrect calculation for
day of week for certain dates in the year 1900. An ISO
standard should not be mandating incorrect values for the
well-established Gregorian Calendar. To do so will only lead to
confusion, poor interoperability and perpetuation of errors.

Clause: Part 4,
Section
3.17.7.341
Paragraph: -

Proposed change by the MB

Remove the text that defines behavior
that results in incorrect date
calculations.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; what was formerly the 1900 date base in SpreadsheetML - now called the 1900 backwards compatibility
date base as a response to BR-0046, CH-0006 (and more) - that several functions dealing with dates and
durations would incorrectly calculate those durations across February 28, 1900 and March 1, 1900. While that
calculation bug must be maintained by these functions for compatibility with the existing corpus of binary
documents, we do recognize the importance of fixing this calculation bug. As such, we have created a new date
base as a response to BR-0046, CH-006 (and more) that both fixes the 1900 leap year bug and supports dates
prior to the year 1900. When a SpreadsheetML document uses this new 1900 date base, functions such as
WEEKDAY that deal with dates and durations should no longer display the buggy behaviour. Because the
definitions of these functions already refer to §3.17.4.1 which describes the date base systems in
SpreadsheetML, no update is necessary to §3.17.7.341 for this disposition.
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Response 991
Comment ID

CL-0198
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

CO-0144
Clause: Part 4,
3.2.29
Paragraph:
1916(1923)

DE-0092
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

FR-0342
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
workbookProtecti
on (Workboo
Paragraph: pg.
1916

GB-0293
Clause: Part 4,
§3, 3.2.29
[p1916, input
password
encoding
Paragraph: -

GR-0077
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

IR-0048
Clause: Part
4,Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

PT-0094
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated on
a different machine architecture than the
password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Proposed change: Make the byte
ordering assumptions explicit, both for
the input password and the processing
steps, so as to allow cross-platform
interoperability. Keep in mind that the
hash may be calculated on a different
machine architecture than the
password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

There is not information about the encoding of passwords in
the specification in this section. Although, it is most likely
supposed to be Unicode encoding, but no details are available
about this so for example the byte ordering is not defined.

The exact encoding detail and byte
ordering should be available for
entering the password and calculating
the hash.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of byte-

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
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Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

1916

Comment ID

level manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

US-0139

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM (Byte
Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of bytelevel manipulations which depend on the machine architecture
(big endian versus little endian). So it is necessary that all byte
ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

This algorithm description fails to specify the encoding of the
input password. Presumably it is Unicode, but in what
encoding? UTF-16BE? UTF-16LE? UTF-16 with a BOM
(Byte Ordering Mark)? The described algorithms make use of
byte-level manipulations which depend on the machine
architecture (big endian versus little endian). So it is
necessary that all byte ordering assumptions be made explicit.

Make the byte ordering assumptions
explicit, both for the input password and
the processing steps, so as to allow
cross-platform interoperability. Keep in
mind that the hash may be calculated
on a different machine architecture than
the password was entered with.

Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

VE-0055
Clause: Part 4,
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; any such assumptions should be explicitly stated in the text. The following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,916, revisionsPassword attribute, paragraph 1:
Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The hash is generated from
an 8-bit wide character. The input string shall be in UTF-16 format, and these 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic:
Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,921, revisionsPassword attribute, paragraph 2 (after the first code block):
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below. This step assumes that all words are unsigned,
the word size is two bytes, and that bit-level shift-left/shift-right operations shift in the direction of the highestorder and lowest-order bit, respectively. [Example: 0x61 SHR 1 is 0xC2, as 01100001 shifted one position in
the direction of its highest-order bit is 11000010. end example]
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Response 992
Comment ID

JP-0027

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
WorprocessingML is scattered into Part 1, 3, and 4.

Publish WordProcessingML as a single
part of this standard.

SpreadsheetML is scattered into Part 1, 3, and 4.

Publish SpreadsheetML as a single
part of this standard.

PresentationML is scattered into Part 1, 3, and 4.

Publish PresentationML as a single part
of this standard.

Clause: Part 1
Clause 8.3 and
Clause 11,Part 3
Clause 2, a
Paragraph: -

JP-0028
Clause: Part 1
Clause 8.4 and
Clause 12, Part 3
Clause 3,a
Paragraph: -

JP-0029

Proposed change by the MB

Clause: Part 1
Clause 8.5 and
Clause 13, Part 3
Clause 4,
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Some National Bodies expressed a need to identify more clearly how developers can implement only those
features of the specification that were important to them; for example, many implementers only want to
implement word processing documents, and do not wish to implement spreadsheets or presentations. The
following changes allow developers to build a conforming implementation that supports some subset of the
features of DIS 29500:
Modify Part 1, §2.4 and §2.5, as follows:

2.4. Document Conformance
Document conformance is purely syntactic; it involves only Items 1 and 2 in §2.3 above.





A conforming document shall conform to the schema (Item 1 above) and any additional syntax
constraints (Item 2).
The document shall be of type Wordprocessing, Spreadsheet, or Presentation.
The document character set shall conform to the Unicode Standard and ISO/IEC 10646, with either the
UTF-8 or UTF-16 encoding form, as required by the XML 1.0 standard.
Any XML element or attribute not explicitly included in this Standard shall use the extensibility
mechanisms described by Parts 4 and 5 of this Standard.

Each Part of this multi-part standard has its own conformance clause. The term conformance class is used to
disambiguate conformance within different Parts of this multi-part standard. This Part defines the following
document conformance classes:
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WML, if the document is a conforming document of type Wordprocessing.
SML, if the document is a conforming document of type Spreadsheet.
PML, if the document is a conforming document of type Presentation.

Document types Wordprocessing, Spreadsheet and Presentation are defined in Part 1, §4.
[Note: Other document conformance classes could be defined in the future. end note]

2.5. Application Conformance
Application conformance incorporates both syntax and semantics; itis purely syntactic; it also involves itemsonly
items- 1,and 2, and 3 in §2.3 above.






A conforming consumer shall not reject any conforming documents of at least one document
conformance class. the document type (§4) expected by that application.
A conforming producer shall be able to produce conforming documents of at least one document
conformance class.
A conforming application shall treat the information in Office Open XML documents in a manner
consistent with the semantic definitions given in this Specification. An application's intended behavior
need not require that application to process all of the information in an Office Open XML document.
However, the information that it does process shall be processed in a manner that is consistent with the
semantic definitions given in this Specification.
A conforming producer should not use the deprecated features contained in Annex X, “Selected
Transitional Migration Features,” except when migrating existing binary documents into the Office Open
XML file formats.

[Note: This note illustrates the third bullet above. Conforming applications might serve various functions.
Examples include a viewer, an editor, and a back-end processor. Here is an illustration of how the third bullet
applies to each of those examples:





If a conforming viewer supports a given feature, then when it displays information using that feature, it
respects the semantics of that feature as described in the Specification.
If a conforming editor supports a given feature, then when it provides its user with an interface for
manipulating information using that feature, it respects the semantics of that feature as described in the
Specification.
If a conforming back-end processor supports a given feature, then it when it transforms or assembles
information involving that feature, it respects the semantics of that feature as described in the
Specification.

end note]
This Part defines the following application conformance classes:


WML, if the application is a conforming application that is a consumer or producer of documents having
conformance class WML.
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SML, if the application is a conforming application that is a consumer or producer of documents having
conformance class SML.
PML, if the application is a conforming application that is a consumer or producer of documents having
conformance class PML.

Append the following paragraph to Part 2, §6, “General Description”:
Each Part of this multi-part standard has its own conformance clause. The term conformance class is used to
disambiguate conformance within different Parts of this multi-part standard. This Part has only one
conformance class, OPC (that is, Open Packaging Conventions).
An application implementing this Specification is defined to be of conformance class OPC if it satisfies all the
conformance conditions listed in this specification.
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Response 993
Comment ID

NO-0009
Clause: [Part 4]
2.15.2.32,
2.15.3.6,
2.15.3.26,
2.15.3.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Summary:
The specification should not contain underspecified features.
Justification:
Underspecified features and settings, such as
"autoSpaceLikeWord95", "footnoteLayoutLikeWW8",
"lineWrapLikeWord6", "mwSmallCaps", "optimizeForBrowser",
"shapeLayoutLikeWW8", "supressTopSpacingWP",
"truncateFontHeightsLikeWP6",
"useWord2002TableStyleRules",
"useWord97LineBreakRules", "useWord97LineBreakRules",
"wpJustification", "wpSpaceWidth", "sldSyncPr",
"securityDescriptor", and "revisionsPassword" preclude
uniform implementation and thus inhibit interoperability.

All features should be specified in
enough detail to enable uniform
interpretation by multiple
implementations. Those that cannot be
specified in sufficient detail should be
removed.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that underspecified features inhibit interoperability, and instances of this should be corrected.
It is important to note that the initial draft received considerable contributions through the work of Ecma TC 45,
and, as a result, grew from approximately 2,000 to 6,000 pages, which constitutes the current DIS 29500. We
believe that a great deal of due diligence was performed to ensure that the contents of the spec were specified
completely.
Regarding the specific information requested, those details have been provided, including the following:
Compatibility Settings (such as autoSpaceLikeWord95)
We agree that these should have been thoroughly documented; this information is provided in the
disposition to BR-0001, BR-0064, CA-0020, CA-0079, CH-0016, DE-0036, DK-0041, DK-0149, DK-0154, IE0010, IN-0005, IN-0017, IN-0076, KR-0006, MY-0019, PT-0043, PT-0044, SG-0001, US-0002, UY-0001, VE0008, and VE-0009.
Security Descriptor
We agree that the format of the security descriptor was not well defined; a complete description is
provided in the disposition to BR-0043, CA-0041, CL-0201, CO-0150, DE-0091, FR-0346, GB-0299, GR0081, KE-0060, PT-0097, US-0143, and VE-0059.
Slide Sync Properties
We agree that this is needed; a complete description of this mechanism is provided in the disposition to
IN-0022.
Passwords
We agree that the password-hashing mechanism was not well defined; a complete description is
provided in the disposition to BR-0042, CA-0039, CL-0199, CL-0200, CO-0142, CO-0149, DE-0090, FR0339, FR-0344, GB-0295, GB-0297, GR-0075, GR-0080, IN-0065, IR-0046, KE-0059, PT-0092, US-0137,
and US-0142.
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As well, during the ballot resolution phase, other National Bodies requested additional information about
specific issues, which was also provided, as follows:
Numbering Formats
A full normative description of each numbering format was added in response to BR-0030, BR-0031, CA0032, CL-0006, CL-0007, CL-0131, CL-0134, CO-0133, CO-0136, DE-0074, DE-0078, DK-0026, DK-0145,
ECMA-0042, FR-0326, FR-0330, GB-0280, GB-0284, GR-0057, GR-0060, IN-0018, IN-0042, JP-0064, KE0039, KE-0042, PT-0073, US-0075, US-0113, VE-0043, and VE-0047.
Calendar Formats
Normative definitions of each calendar supported by the DIS were provided in response to GB-0253 and
US-0045.
Page Borders
Improved descriptions of page borders, including normative graphics in ISO 15948 format were provided
in response to BR-0026, CA-0027, CL-0126, CO-0126, CZ-0029, DE-0094, DK-0023, DK-0141, ECMA-0041,
FR-0321, GB-0271, IR-0032, KE-0033, PT-0066, US-0048, US-0072, VE-0030, and VE-0031.
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Response 994
Comment ID

CL-0025
Clause: Part 1,
section 8.6.2
Paragraph: Note
about VML
standard

CL-0206
Clause: Part 4,
Section 6. VML
Reference
Material
Paragraph:
pages 4343-4960

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Note included in this paragraph says explicitly that VML is an
obsolete and deprecated standard introduced by Office 2000,
and included just for legacy reasons.
Deprecated standards should not be accepted in a standard.
Deprecated features should be avoided in standards, not
included.

We propose to replace completely all
references to VML in OOXML for an
W3C accepted standard (SVG), or an
ISO standard (ISO 8632).

VML is a deprecated markup language for vector graphics that
was rejected by the W3C almost a decade ago. The W3C's
Scalable Vector Graphics markup is the pre-existing and more
widely used standard in this area.
We acknowledge that Microsoft may wish to use VML for
legacy purposes, but this needs to be balanced by the desire
of others to use the more recognized SVG format.

Allow SVG for graphics wherever VML
is allowed.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; deprecated markup should not be required in the specification. At each location where VML is currently
required, the use of VML will be deprecated and replaced with an alternative using DrawingML. This is
addressed in detail within the disposition of the following comments: CA-0076, CL-0025, CL-0206, CO-0076, CO0223, CZ-0004, CZ-0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0150, DK-0155,
FI-0008, GB-0177, GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US0092, US-0152, UY-0002, VE-0013, and ZA-0016.
Regarding the issue of using SVG in Office Open XML documents:
This is addressed in the disposition of the following comments: FI-0007, KR-0023, ZA-0015.
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Response 995
Comment ID

DK-0150
Clause: Part 4
6.1.2.196.2.2.142
.7.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Ecma 376 often relies on "application-defined" behaviors to
support important functionality that should be documented or
supported via existing standards. The reliance upon
application-defined formats inhibits the goal of interoperability
and prevents the exchange of valuable information contained
within a document.
Examples include:
* Section 6.1.2.19 defines the "equationxml" attribute of
"shape" elements, "used to rehydrate an equation using the
Office Open XML Math syntax". This information is apparently
intended to allow mathematical equations in drawings to be
edited and interpreted based on their underlying mathematical
structure rather than as simple graphical objects, a critically
important feature for users of equations in illustrations and
presentations. However, the "actual format of the contents of
this attribute are application-defined", which makes them
impossible to exchange between applications. (Even though
"they shall contain Office Open XML Math", this could be
arbitrarily and unnecessarily obfuscated by the presence of
other application-specific information, application-specific
encodings, and so on.)
* "gfxdata" attribute for the "shape" elements, which "contains
DrawingML content" that is "base-64 encoded". However, the
"contents of this package are application-defined", so even
though they "shall use the Parts defined by this Standard
whenever possible" there is not sufficient information for an
independent implementation to read this data or display the
"DrawingML content" contained therein. (The stated rationale
for this attribute is to allow "VML to represent graphical content
while still persisting DrawingML for consuming applications
that support DrawingML" — but this only highlights the
duplicative nature of Ecma 376, which defines two new vectorgraphics XML formats, VML and DrawingML, instead of using
a single standard one such as W3C SVG.)
* Section 6.2.2.14 defines an "ink" element which stores "ink
annotations in an application-defined format." This is
apparently intended to store Microsoft Ink annotations, used
with tablet input devices to add hand-written annotations to
documents. These annotations are often a vital part of
documents and their specification is undefined in Ecma 376.
Moreover, the use of unspecified formats is entirely
unnecessary, as the W3C PNG specification could be used for
transparent raster image data and the W3C SVG specification
could be used for vector or mixed vector/raster data. Microsoft,
in contrast, reports that it uses one of two proprietary formats
for Ink content: an Ink Serialized Format (ISF) encoding the
user's pen-stroke information as well as other metadata (using
an undocumented compressed format), as well as a "fortified"
GIF format including ISF meta-data.
* Numerous elements are not required by the standard, but if
omitted lead to "application-defined" default behaviors—a
completely unnecessary barrier to interchange between
applications (causing the same document with "default" styles
to appear completely different in two conforming programs), as
opposed to simply defining the defaults in the standard. For
example, sections 2.7.4 defines elements to specify default
paragraph and run properties (docDefaults, pPr, pPrDefault,

VML should be maintained in the
specification solely for backwards
compatibility reasons and it should be
maintained that the usage of VML is
―deprecated‖. We strongly suggest that
future versions of DrawingML should be
extended to become a full superset of
VML and subsequently no distinct parts
of the specification should rely on VML,
but instead utilize this extended
DrawingML.
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

rPr, and rPrDefault); if these are omitted "the defaults are
therefore application-defined".

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the use of application-defined content inhibits interoperability. This will be corrected as follows:
Regarding the equationxml attribute:
This is handled by the disposition of comments BR-0055, CA-0059, CL-0207, CO-0225, CZ-0035, DE-0111, FR0371, GB-0483, GR-0014, MY-0020, PT-0110, and US-0154.
Regarding the gfxdata attribute:
This is handled by the disposition of comments BR-0056, CL-0009, CL-0208, CO-0226, CZ-0036, DE-0112, FR0372, GB-0484, GR-0088, and US-0155.
Regarding the deprecated nature of VML:
This is handled by the disposition of comments CA-0076, CL-0025, CL-0206, CO-0076, CO-0223, CZ-0004, CZ0011, DE-0018, DE-0020, DE-0021, DE-0115, DE-0116, DK-0058, DK-0095, DK-0150, DK-0155, FI-0008, GB-0177,
GB-0190, GB-0476, GB-0477, GR-0087, IE-0009, JP-0030, KE-0047, KE-0064, MX-0006, US-0092, US-0152, UY0002, VE-0013, and ZA-0016.
Regarding the ink element:
This is handled by the disposition of comments BR-0057, CL-0209, FR-0373, GB-0485, PT-0111, and US-0157.
Regarding WordprocessingML defaults:
This is handled by the disposition of comment VE-0016.
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Response 996
Comment ID

CA-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Canada Disapproves 29500 for the reasons contained in the
comments given below and will consider changing its position
if the Canadian comments are addressed.
Further, Canada makes the following recommendations:
1.Convert this standard to a multi part standard, which would
mean the reversion of DIS 29500 to an acceptable level of
review within the ISO/IEC JTC 1 development process,
2.If a revision is undertaken, address harmonization, insofar as
possible, with other ISO/IEC standards, or where ISO/IEC
standards do not exist other referencable specifications.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that there is value in restructuring DIS 29500 as a multi-part standard, and we have proposed such a
change in response to AU-005, CL-0039, CZ-0002, DE-0120, DK-0059, DK-0060, DK-0061, DK-0062, DK-0063,
ECMA-0037, FI-0003, IN-0052, IN-0054, JP-0039, JP-0079, KE-0003, NO-0002, NO-0007, PT-0008, PT-0033, US0021, US-0253 and ZA-0006.
Regarding harmonization with other ISO/IEC standards, we have addressed this concept in the response to DE0119, KR-0001, NZ-0003, PE-0010, ZA-0003 as follows:
There are currently several XML-based document formats in use, each designed to address a different set of
goals or requirements. These include ISO/IEC IS 26300 (ODF), China’s UOF, and ECMA-376 (DIS 29500 – Open
XML). All these formats have numerous implementations in multiple tools and multiple platforms (Linux,
Windows, Mac OS, hand-held devices).
The Ecma Response Document from the Fast Track 30-Day contradiction phase for DIS29500 addressed the
question of harmonization by explaining the differences between the ODF and Open XML formats as follows:
“... one must recognize that creating a single “merged” format to address the user requirements of both
ODF and OpenXML is a much more difficult goal—one that is hindered by fundamental obstacles
comparable to what one might encounter while merging HTML and ODF or HTML and PDF. This is
because of sheer difference of scope, feature and architecture. Ecma believes that one format cannot
simultaneously meet the requirements that would come from the merge of the two formats and the
stringent requirements of backward compatibility that drive the design of OpenXML.
First, while both formats share the high-level goal, to represent documents, presentations, and
spreadsheets in XML, their low-level goals differ fundamentally. OpenXML is designed to represent the
existing corpus of documents faithfully, even if that means preserving idiosyncrasies that one might not
choose given the luxury of starting from a clean slate. In the ODF design, compatibility with and
preservation of existing Office documents were not goals. Each set of goals is valuable; sacrificing either
at the expense of the other may not be in the best interest of users.
Second, the resulting differences are not merely variances in scope that could be resolved by adding
capabilities to one or the other. They are structural and architectural in nature. Where functionality
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overlaps, the corresponding elements nonetheless differ in precise meaning, usage, capabilities, options,
and interaction with other elements. Even more importantly, the corresponding elements do not exist
in isolation, but are components of whole document models, with different rules and constraints for
such things as page/slide layout, flow, style inheritance, event processing, relative positioning,
calculation order, formula dependencies, chart construction, graphic templates, animations, and so on.
The resulting variations are not merely cosmetic. They compound to create qualitative disparities that,
although perfectly acceptable for much of the user base, can be significant for organizations that require
high fidelity in layout, content, or editability. Differences between the implicit page style model of ODF
and the explicit page style model of OpenXML, differences in the models for splitting table cells,
differences in the style information associated with spreadsheet cells, and differences in the full formula
specification used in spreadsheets are only small examples of the hundreds of explicit design decisions
that ensure the information included in the existing formats is represented faithfully in the OpenXML
format.”
There are many translation tools already in existence that enable interoperability between different formats by
providing useful translation capabilities between ODF, Open XML and UOF.
We note that the German national standards body, DIN, has a committee, NIA-01-34 (see
http://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/fokus/fokus/presse/meldungen_fokus/2007/05/DIN-E.pdf), that is preparing a
Technical Report on the translation of documents between the IS 26300 and DIS 29500 formats. The members
of NIA-01-34 include format experts from a number of countries, working together to define the numerous
differences between these formats.
Ecma strongly supports any harmonization effort that enables better sharing of information and allows better
translation between the formats in the following way: Ecma believes that the work of the DIN (NIA-01-34)
committee is essential to any harmonization effort. The work of DIN (NIA-01-34) will enable the industry at large
to understand the detailed differences between the formats. Based on this detailed understanding, the ODF and
Open XML formats could be extended in the future in order to enable better sharing of information and allow
future translations tools to provide even better translation and interoperability between the formats.
Harmonization would require functional changes to two International Standards and would fall under the JTC 1
procedures for new work within SC 34 and could be done in the future. Such work should not be done in this
Fast-Track process and should not impede the adoption of DIS 29500.
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Response 997
Comment ID

BR-0041
Clause: Part 4
Section 3.2.29
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese.
No normative description of the password hashing algorithm is
provided, so interoperability of this feature cannot be
assumed. In an informative section, 5-pages of C-language
source code is provided as ―an example‖, and this appears to
involve machine-dependent bit manipulations.

Proposed change by the MB
This item should define the encoding,
and has to describe how to deal with
scripts from different languages such
as (but not limited to) Korean or
Armenian.
This description should be more well
explained, and the example should be
done in a different way – with
independence of machine or OS.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; this comment correctly points out a limitation of the legacy hashing mechanism (the mapping to a single
code page results in characters being effectively lost by being converted to 0x3F). As well, we agree that the
source code provided is machine dependent, and the hashing algorithm requires a normative textual
description. To ensure that each instance is identical, we will create one normative definition of this algorithm
and reference it throughout the text.
To resolve this issue, the following changes will be made to the specification:




For the first issue (the loss of fidelity when mapping to a single code page):
o The specification will be updated (see below) to explicitly note the effects of the legacy hashing
algorithm when dealing with input strings which use characters from multiple scripts.
o As well, the legacy hashing mechanism will be deprecated and replaced with a new mechanism
which uses the full UTF-16 encoded password in conjunction with a set of well-known
cryptographic algorithms (e.g. those algorithms defined in ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004). This change is
fully detailed in the response to the following comments: CA-0037, CL-0027, CL-0028, CL-0055,
CL-0197, CL-0202, CO-0096, CO-0143, CO-0146, DK-0030, DK-0114, DK-0139, FR-0338, FR-0341,
FR-0345, GB-0219, GB-0291, GB-0292, GB-0298, GH-0008, GR-0021, GR-0022, GR-0076, IN-0010,
IN-0026, IN-0063, IN-0064, IN-0077, IR-0012, IR-0047, JP-0068, KR-0024, MY-0017, PT-0090, PT0091, PT-0093, US-0051, US-0138, US-0144, US-0252, VE-0001, VE-0017, VE-0054, and ZA-0009.
o Finally, as detailed in GB-0473, the legacy hashing algorithm will be updated to store the
character set to which the string is converted, in order to improve its portability and improve
interoperability with other document interchange standards.
For the second issue (providing a normative description of the legacy algorithm), text will be added to
describe this in unambiguous platform-neutral language.

Specific to the first issue, we agree that the deprecated algorithm should still be completely defined to ensure
that legacy files with this hash value are handled appropriately by all implementations of the specification;
accordingly, the following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,916, attribute revisionsPassword, between paragraphs 1 and 2:
Attributes

Description
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revisionsPassword
(Revisions
Password)

Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The
hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic:
[Note: This legacy conversion attempts to fit UTF-16 encoded characters into a singlebyte character set. As such, if the input string uses characters from multiple character
sets, many characters will be unmapped in the destination character set and take on the
default value, 0x3F. For this reason, it is recommended that applications choose a
character set which maps the maximum number of characters from the input string and
explicitly declare the character set used in the revisionsCharacterSet attribute. Not
doing so will inhibit interoperability. end note]
For SpreadsheetML password hash purposes, Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an “ansi” single or double byte code page from the following list:
874
windows-874
ANSI/OEM Thai (same as 28605, ISO 8859-15); Thai
(Windows)
932
shift_jis
ANSI/OEM Japanese; Japanese (Shift-JIS)
936
gb2312
ANSI/OEM Simplified Chinese (PRC, Singapore); Chinese
Simplified (GB2312)
949
ks_c_5601-1987 ANSI/OEM Korean (Unified Hangul Code)
950
big5
ANSI/OEM Traditional Chinese (Taiwan; Hong Kong SAR,
PRC); Chinese Traditional (Big5)
1250
windows-1250
ANSI Central European; Central European (Windows)
1251
windows-1251
ANSI Cyrillic; Cyrillic (Windows)
1252
windows-1252
ANSI Latin 1; Western European (Windows)
1253
windows-1253
ANSI Greek; Greek (Windows)
1254
windows-1254
ANSI Turkish; Turkish (Windows)
1255
windows-1255
ANSI Hebrew; Hebrew (Windows)
1256
windows-1256
ANSI Arabic; Arabic (Windows)
1257
windows-1257
ANSI Baltic; Baltic (Windows)
1258
windows-1258
ANSI/OEM Vietnamese; Vietnamese (Windows)

Before providing the proposed disposition for the second issue, it should be noted that based on multiple
national body comments, the current hashing mechanism and all of its attributes will be deprecated in favour of
a new mechanism which utilizes only well-accepted hashing algorithms. Accordingly, we will remove this and
other legacy hashing mechanisms from their current location in the specification, and place them into a new
annex for deprecated features.
Following the precedent set by other ISO standards (such as SQL's ISO 9075:2003 Part 1 and C++'s ISO/IEC
14882:1998), we will make use of a new Annex that contains normative descriptions of all deprecated features.
The intent of this Annex is to enable a transitional period during which existing binary documents being
migrated to DIS 29500 can make use of those deprecated features to preserve their fidelity, while noting that
new documents should not use them. Accordingly, the Conformance clause will also be changed to state that
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newly created documents (those not created by migrating existing binary documents) should not use
deprecated features. All deprecated features will be removed from their current locations in the standard, but
will be fully defined in this new Annex.
However, even though this legacy hashing mechanism is deprecated, we agree that it should be normatively
defined (as some national bodies pointed out, the algorithm is already defined in §2.15.1.28); accordingly, the
following changes will be made:
Part 4, §3.2.12, page 1,896, attribute reservationPassword:
reservationPasswo
rd (Write
Reservation
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this workbook. This hash is
optional and may be ignored. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit
Unicode characters must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed,
The hash is generated using the logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of the
workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
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type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.2.29, pages 1,921–1,922, attribute revisionPassword:
revisionsPassword
(Legacy Revisions
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this
workbook. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters
must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic.
For SpreadsheetML password hash purposes, Unicode UTF-16 input code points are
converted to an “ansi” single or double byte code pagecharacter set. from the following
list:
874
windows-874
ANSI/OEM Thai (same as 28605, ISO 8859-15); Thai
(Windows)
932
shift_jis
ANSI/OEM Japanese; Japanese (Shift-JIS)
936
gb2312
ANSI/OEM Simplified Chinese (PRC, Singapore); Chinese
Simplified (GB2312)
949
ks_c_5601-1987 ANSI/OEM Korean (Unified Hangul Code)
950
big5
ANSI/OEM Traditional Chinese (Taiwan; Hong Kong SAR,
PRC); Chinese Traditional (Big5)
1250
windows-1250
ANSI Central European; Central European (Windows)
1251
windows-1251
ANSI Cyrillic; Cyrillic (Windows)
1252
windows-1252
ANSI Latin 1; Western European (Windows)
1253
windows-1253
ANSI Greek; Greek (Windows)
1254
windows-1254
ANSI Turkish; Turkish (Windows)
1255
windows-1255
ANSI Hebrew; Hebrew (Windows)
1256
windows-1256
ANSI Arabic; Arabic (Windows)
1257
windows-1257
ANSI Baltic; Baltic (Windows)
1258
windows-1258
ANSI/OEM Vietnamese; Vietnamese (Windows)
Code points with no representation in the target code page character set are replaced
with Unicode character 0x3f (?).
Valid values are names and aliases listed in the IANA CHARACTER SETS listing found at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
The necessary mapping tables can be found at the following location:
http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS/VENDORS/MICSFT/WindowsBestFit/ .
Code pages 932, 936, 949, and 950 are “Double Byte” code pages. The remainder of the
“ANSI” code pages supported by windows are “Single Byte” code pages.
For single byte code pagescharacter sets, each Unicode code point is replaced by a single
byte or 0x3f if an appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code pagecharacter set.
For double byte code pagescharacter sets, each Unicode code point is replaced by either
a single byte, or a two byte sequence, depending on the input character, or 0x3f if an
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appropriate character doesn’t exist in the code pagecharacter set. In our tables the
target is a single byte sequence if the most significant byte is 0x00, otherwise it is a
double byte sequence, with the lead byte being the most significant byte.
To convert, first check if conversion is being done to a single or double byte code
pagecharacter set and load the appropriate WCTABLE code page table.
For each input WCHARcharacter, look up the code point in the WCTABLE. There are 3
possibilities: Not found, single byte, or double byte.
 If the input WCHARcharacter is not found, append 0x3f and continue to the next
WCHARcharacter.
 If the result is a single byte, check to make sure the entry in the MBTABLE
matches the input. If it matches, append the single byte to the output. If it does
not match, append 0x3f to the output.
 If the result is a double byte, check to make sure the entry in the DBCSENTRY
table for the appropriate lead byte matches the input WCHARcharacter. If it
matches, append the lead byte and trail byte to the output. If it does not match,
append 0x3f to the output.
The following pueudocodepseudocode describes how this conversion should be done:
int WideCharToMultiByte(WCHARwchar_t* wszInput, byte* szOutput)
{
// Remember output start so we can return length
byte* szOutputStart = szOutput;
// Ask the system for the current ANSI code page, which
// on windows is a system setting.
int iCodePage = GetCurrentAnsiCodePage();
// Load Code Page Character Set Tables and determine
// double/single byte nature.
// This will depend on how the code pages character sets
are represented on
// the target machine. TABLECLASS represents some abstract
// representation of this structure here.
TABLECLASS pTables =
LoadCodePageTablesLoadCharacterSetTables(iCodePage);
bool bDoubleByte = IsCharacterSetDoubleByte();
bool bDoubleByte = false;
if (iCodePage == 932 ||
iCodePage == 936 ||
iCodePage == 949 ||
iCodePage == 950)
bDoubleByte = true;
while (*wszInput != 0)
{
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if (bDoubleByte)
szOutput = AppendDoubleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
else
szOutput = AppendSingleByte(pTables, *wszInput,
szOutput);
// Read next input WCHARwchar_t
wszInput++;
}
// Null terminate the output
*szOutput = 0;
// Return output length
return szOutput – szOutputStart;
}
byte* AppendSingleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wchar_t wcIn,
byte* szOutput)
{
// Look up byte that we want to append.
byte bOut = pTables->LookUpSingleByte(wcIn);
// Make sure that bOut matches the input, otherwise use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bOut))
bOut = 0x3f;
*szOutput = bOut;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
byte* AppendDoubleByte(TABLECLASS pTables, WCHAR wchar_t wcIn,
byte* szOutput)
{
// Look up bytes that we want to append.
UINT16 bytesOut = pTables->LookUpDoubleByte(wcIn);
// See if it is a single or double byte sequence
if (bytesOut & 0xFF00)
{
// It is a double byte sequence
// Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
use ?
// (ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
if (wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut))
{
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// Use ?, it will be added below
bytesOut = 0x003f;
}
else
{
// It matched, use the lead byte we found
// trail byte will be added below
*szOutput = bytesOut >> 8;
szOutput++;
}
else
{
//
//
use ?
//
if

It is a single byte sequence
Make sure that bytesOut matches the input, otherwise
(ie: no best fit behavior allowed)
(wcIn != pTables->LookUpWideChar(bytesOut & 0xFF))
bytesOut = 0x003f;

}
// Add the single or trail byte
*szOutput = bytesOut & 0xFF;
szOutput++;
return szOutput;
}
class pTables
{
// Construction depends on how you choose to store & load
the
// table files
byte LookUpSingleByte(WCHAR wchar_t wcIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the byte value from the second
column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x3f;
}
UINT16 LookUpDoubleByte(WCHAR wchar_t wcIn)
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{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in WCTABLE where the first column
matches wcIn,
// and then return the double byte value from the
second column.
if (exists WCTABLE{wcIn})
return WCTABLE{wcIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from single byte code
points.
WCHAR wchar_t LookUpWideChar(byte bIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// Look up the line in MBTABLE where the first column
matches bIn,
// and then return the WCHAR wchar_t value from the
second column.
if (exists MBTABLE{bIn})
return MBTABLE{bIn}.SecondColumn;
// If it doesn’t exist, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
// Overload that looks up wide chars from double byte code
points
WCHAR wchar_t LookUpWideChar(UINT16 bytesIn)
{
// How you access the table depends on your storage
mechanism.
// First find the DBCSTABLE where the LeadByte matches
// the lead (most significant) input byte.
if (exists DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8))
{
DbcsTable = DBCSTABLE{bytesIn >> 8);
// Look up the line in DbcsTable where the first
column
// matches the input trail (least significant)
byte,
// and then return the WCHAR wchar_t value from the
second column.
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if (exists DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF})
return DbcsTable{bytesIn & 0xFF}.SecondColumn;
}
// Either the lead byte table or specific trail byte
// doesn’t exist in the table, return ?
return 0x003f;
}
}
The resulting value is hashed using the low-order word algorithm defined in
§2.15.1.28below.
[Example: [Note: An example This algorithm to hash the resulting single-byte user input
into the value stored is as followscan be represented by the following code:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD unsigned short GetPasswordHash(const CHAR char
*szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD unsigned short wPasswordHash;
const CHAR char *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) & 0x01) |
((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= cchPassword;
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end noteexample]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).
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Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,922, attribute workbookPassword:
workbookPasswor
d (Legacy Workbook
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this
workbook. The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters
must be converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed,
The hash is generated using the logic defined in the revisionsPassword attribute of the
workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.3.1.69, page 2,004, attribute password:
password (Legacy
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this range.
The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
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converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the
revisionsPassword attribute of the workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.3.1.81, page 2,022, attribute password:
password (Legacy
Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this worksheet. This
protection is optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality.
The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the
revisionsPassword attribute of the workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The resulting value is hashed using the algorithm defined below.
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[Note: An example algorithm to hash the user input into the value stored is as follows:
// Function Input:
//
szPassword: NULL terminated C-Style string
//
cchPassword: The number of characters in szPassword (not
including the NULL terminator)
WORD GetPasswordHash(const CHAR *szPassword, int cchPassword) {
WORD wPasswordHash;
const CHAR *pch;
wPasswordHash = 0;
if (cchPassword > 0)
{
pch = &szPassword[cchPassword];
while (pch-- != szPassword)
{
wPasswordHash = ((wPasswordHash >> 14) &
0x01) | ((wPasswordHash << 1) & 0x7fff);
wPasswordHash ^= *pch;
}
wPasswordHash ^= (0x8000 | ('N' << 8) | 'K');
}
return(wPasswordHash);
}
end note]
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).

Part 4, §3.3.1.82, pages 2,024–2,025, attribute password:
password
(Password)

Specifies the legacy hash of the password required for editing this chart sheet. This
protection is optional and may be ignored by applications that choose not to support this
functionality.
The hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the logic defined in the
revisionsPassword attribute of the workbookProtection element (§3.2.29).
The possible values for this attribute are defined by the ST_UnsignedShortHex simple
type (§3.18.87).
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Response 998
Comment ID

CA-0038
Clause: Part 4,
Section 03.02.29
Paragraph: pg.
1916

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This seems to imply that if a password is entered in a script
like Armenian or Ethiopic then the characters will be replaced
all by a single character 0x3F, making the protection feature
useless. This is unacceptable

Proposed change by the MB
Canada requests that a statement be
inserted within this text area which
would explicitly clarify the restriction
especially with the use of passwords.

The conversion from input password to single byte string is
ambiguous. Certainly the input password could contain
characters from more than one script, say some Korean, some
Chinese. Do we process via multiple DBCS code pages? Or
just one and then replace the unmapped characters with
0x3F? If only one DBCS code page is used, how is that
determined in this case?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; as detailed in CA-0037, we will replace the existing mechanism with a new version which does not
inherit its limitations and deficiencies.
Within the deprecated legacy mechanism, we agree that this comment correctly points out a limitation which
should be noted (the mapping to a single code page results in characters being effectively lost by being
converted to 0x3F). We also agree that the deprecated algorithm should still be completely defined to ensure
that legacy files with this hash value are handled appropriately by all implementations of the specification;
accordingly, the following changes will be made:



The specification will be updated (see below) to explicitly note the effects of the legacy hashing
algorithm when dealing with input strings which use characters from multiple scripts.
Closely related to this, to resolve GB-0473, the legacy hashing algorithm will be updated to store the
character set to which the string is converted, in order to improve its portability and improve
interoperability with other document interchange standards.

Part 4, §3.2.29, page 1,916, attribute revisionsPassword, between paragraphs 1 and 2:
Attributes
revisionsPassword
(Revisions
Password)

Description
Specifies the hash of the password required for unlocking revisions in this workbook. The
hash is generated from an 8-bit wide character. 16-bit Unicode characters must be
converted down to 8 bits before the hash is computed, using the following logic:
[Note: This legacy conversion attempts to fit UTF-16 encoded characters into a singlebyte character set. As such, if the input string uses characters from multiple character
sets, many characters will be unmapped in the destination character set and take on the
default value, 0x3F. For this reason, it is recommended that applications choose a
character set which maps the maximum number of characters from the input string. end
note]
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Response 999
Comment ID

DE-0146
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

To date, the standard has not been implemented by its vendor
or the competition. It is clear that the Microsoft product will
switch to their "open" standard in a certain time; does this
mean competition in the field of standards?

Proposed Disposition
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (wordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 1000
Comment ID

CH-0003
Clause: Entire
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Microsoft's ―Open Specification Promise‖ is explicitly restricted to only ―the required portions of the Covered
Specification‖ (emphasis added). While this promise may be
valuable with regard to specifications that de-clare all of the
important functionality as required and only unimportant
additions as optional, in DIS 29500 sections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6
clearly (and in fact appropri-ately) describe most of the
functionality provided by DIS 29500 as optional rather than
required for a conforming implementation.
Established: MS is offering at least RAND conditions.
Rejected: The claim that MS failed to provide the patent
information was rejected.

Proposed change by the MB
Microsoft should publish a stronger
―open specifi-cation promise‖ which is
not limited to only the ―required‖
portions of covered specifications.

Proposed Disposition
Microsoft's Open Specification Promise is not “explicitly restricted” to only "the required portions of the
Covered Specification".
The language of that promise applies its terms not only to the required portions of the specification which must
be implemented, but also to the required elements of the optional portions of the specification. See the
Microsoft OSP at http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp where the relevant text relating to optional portions
is contained under the following bold heading:

Covered Specifications (the promise applies individually to each of these
specifications)
This promise applies to the identified version of the following specifications. New versions of previously covered
specifications will be separately considered for addition to the list. In connection with the specifications listed below,
this Promise also applies to the required elements of optional portions of such specifications.
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Response 1001
Comment ID

IR-0056
Clause:
Throughout
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
As it is expected for standards to be as such, the specification
was not the result of a consensus achieving process of the
knowledge and experiences of producers, consumers, and
regulators. It is based on the single idea of one entity which is
Microsoft.

Proposed change by the MB
The standard should be redrafted as a
public hearing model.

Proposed Disposition
The development of this standard was within the scope of and subject to the rules of Ecma International.
Membership on this committee included producers, vendors, consumers, users and regulators. During the
development of ECMA-376, interim versions of the specification were publicly posted on the Ecma web site as
early as May 2006, and SC34 (which has liaison status with Ecma) was invited to access and review these drafts.
The standardization of OpenXML in Ecma was performed by a very motivated team of experts in TC 45, which
included representatives from Apple, Barclays Capital, BP, The British Library, Essilor, Intel, Microsoft, NextPage,
Novell, Statoil, Toshiba and the Unites States Library of Congress.
The JTC 1 Directives model focuses on active work by P-Members, and its work is not subject to general public
review other than as provided by its members (O and P Members) through their National Body processes. The
fact that there were so many comments received from so many National Bodies is in itself testimony to
widespread review.
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Response 1002
Comment ID

PE-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

There certainly is a need for an open XML standard. We
consider that the proposal is very valuable and interesting.
However, the size of the document makes an appropriate
evaluation in the short time available very difficult. A number of
errors, incompatibilities, voids and access and intellectual
property restrictions that could be verified point to the need of
a more detailed revision of the document in order to be a good
international standard. The technical committee encourage
ECMA members to present their proposal through the normal
ISO standard development process, in order to enable an
open discussion, an appropriate revision of all requirements
and an adequate correction of all issues.

Proposed Disposition
Regarding concerns about accuracy and completeness of DIS29500, we note that there have been over 3,500
comments submitted by National Bodies, and the proposed dispositions to these comments include a large
number of changes clarifying specific concerns raised by National Bodies.
Regarding intellectual property concerns, DIS29500 fully complies with the Ecma and ISO/IEC/ITU IPR policies.
ISO and IEC have received the appropriate IP declarations related to DIS29500 -- these are on file in their
database and ISO/IEC may be queried about them. All IPR matters should be referred to ITTF, as prescribed in
the JTC 1 Directives for the Fast-Track process. National Bodies are respectfully encouraged to review the
existing ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy, as requests to implement changes or extensions to this IPR Policy
should happen through normal ISO/IEC processes and not through the DIS29500 BRM or vote. As to copyrights,
please see JTC 1 Directives Section 10.2, which assigns DIS copyright to ISO and IEC.
ISO and IEC representatives have repeatedly stated that they believe there are no IPR issues that would cause
concern with the ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy or the adoption of DIS 29500, as explained in item 4.1 of
the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 34 FAQ on DIS 29500 (which is publicly available at
http://www.jtc1sc34.org/repository/0932.htm):
4.1 Will IPR issues be discussed at the BRM?
No. IPR issues in this process are the exclusive preserve of the ITTF. IPR decisions have previously been
delegated by all the ISO and IEC members (NBs) to the CEOs of IEC and ISO, and they in turn have
examined them and found no outstanding problems. NBs seeking reassurance in such matters must
pursue them through other avenues than the BRM.
Ecma has the following comments:


Contributions to Ecma were made under the Ecma Code of Conduct in Patent Matters, which we believe
to be in line with ISO/IEC/ITU Common Patent Policy.
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As a member of Ecma, Microsoft has made information available to Ecma regarding any essential patent
claims Microsoft may have in connection with ECMA-376, and this declaration was provided to JTC 1
together with the Fast-Track document.
Ecma has been informed by ISO that Microsoft has also submitted to the ISO Central Secretariat a Patent
Declaration Form related to licensing of any of its essential patent claims that are necessary to
implement DIS 29500.
Pursuant to such Patent Declaration Form, Microsoft has provided assurances to ITTF that any such
essential claims vis-à-vis DIS 29500 will be available for full or partial implementations under three
different approaches (from which an implementer can select). These options include Microsoft’s Open
Specification Promise (see http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx), Microsoft’s Covenant
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/products/HA102134631033.aspx) and a royalty-free Reasonable And
Non-Discriminatory (RAND-Z) license.

The OSP enables both open source and commercial software to implement DIS 29500. See
http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp/default.mspx#EZCAC for statements from the open source community.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
Fast-Track Processing is provided for in the JTC 1 directives as a normal means of processing externally
developed standards, submitted by either a National Body or a Category A Liaison organization. Prior to the
Ballot Resolution Meeting , the Project Editor will address all comments raised during the DIS 29500 DIS Ballot
Period.
During the development of ECMA-376, interim versions of the specification were publicly posted on the Ecma
web site as early as May 2006, and SC34 (which has liaison status with Ecma) was invited to access and review
these drafts.
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Response 1003
Comment ID

PE-0009
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The proposal is too large to review in 5-months. 6,000 pages
is not appropriate for a Fast Track proposal

Proposed change by the MB
Remove OpenXML from Fast Track
process and refer it to an SC34
Working Group for further technical
review and consensus building

Proposed Disposition
Fast-Track processing is governed by the ISO/IEC JTC 1 Directives, which states in clause §13.3: "The period for
combined DIS (or DAM) voting shall be six months. This shall consist of a 30-day JTC 1 National Body review
period followed by a five-month ballot." Further, this processing time is consistent with ISO/IEC Fast-Track
processing. As such, neither the Project Editor nor the Ballot Resolution Meeting has the ability to extend the
ballot period, nor to terminate Fast-Track processing and send the document for “normal processing” in SC34.
During the development of ECMA-376, interim versions of the specification were publicly posted on the Ecma
web site as early as May 2006, and SC34 (which has liaison status with Ecma) was invited to access and review
these drafts.
Please note other standards following similar processes, such as the PDF format, a specification of over 1300
pages, that was submitted to ISO in June 2007 and ratified as ISO 32000 in December 2007.
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Response 1004
Comment ID

DE-0124
Clause: Part 1,
Section 4
Paragraph:
behavior,
unspecified Office
Open XML
Document

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
This definition doesn't work, since the Standard, in defining
compliance in Section 2, says that ―compliance is purely
syntactic‖. So no behaviors are required. Therefore, by this
definition, all behaviors are unspecified? Surely this is not
what is meant.
Are these two different definitions? Or two clause of which
either will define the term? Or both together define the term?

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify this definition. Perhaps it is
meant to say, ―Behavior for which this
Standard does not make a
recommendation‖?

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will update the two definitions as follows:
Office Open XML document — A package containing ZIP items as required by, and satisfying Parts 1 and 4 of,
this Standard. A rendition of a data stream formatted using the wordprocessing, spreadsheet, or presentation
ML and its related MLs as described in Parts 1 and 4 of this Standard. Such a document is represented as a
package as described in Part 2 of this Standard.
...
behavior, unspecified —Behavior where this Standard imposes no requirements makes no recommendations.
[Note: To add an extension, an implementer must use the extensibility mechanisms described by this Standard
rather than trying to do so by giving meaning to otherwise unspecified behavior. end note]
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Response 1005
Comment ID

CN-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

China National Body have been paid special attention to the
ISO/IEC DIS 29500 ballot. Great work have been done and
during the process we found it is a very complex technology
which needs further more time to establish testing environment
for thoroughly and deeply evaluation. We think the fast-track
procedure is not suitable for this DIS.
We requested an extension to the ballot period for the
DIS29500 for another 6 months in the letter to ISO/IEC JTC1
secretariat as well as ITTF. We still keep to our position that
more time is necessary and essential to conduct a credible
and responsible evaluation.

Proposed Disposition
Fast-Track processing is governed by the ISO/IEC JTC 1 Directives, which state in §13.3: "The period for
combined DIS (or DAM) voting shall be six months. This shall consist of a 30-day JTC 1 National Body review
period followed by a five-month ballot." Further, this 6-month processing time is consistent with ISO/IEC FastTrack processing. As such, neither the Project Editor nor the Ballot Resolution Meeting has the ability to extend
the ballot period.
DIS 29500 is indeed a large specification. However, there is precedent for ISO/IEC specifications totalling
thousands of pages. Examples include:







ISO Standards for the Exchange of Product model data (STEP):
o ISO 10303-210:2001 – 4,515 pages
o ISO 10303-214:2003 – 3,529 pages
o ISO 10303-212:2001 – 2,808 pages
o ISO 10303-218:2004 – 1,837 pages
MPEG 2 Standard (ISO/IEC 13818) – 1,558 pages
MPEG 4 Standard (ISO/IEC 14496) – 4,415 pages
ODA – 1,244 pages
POSIX (ISO/IEC 9945) – 3,549 pages

Please note other standards following similar processes, such as the PDF format, a specification of over 1300
pages, which was submitted to ISO in June 2007 and ratified as ISO 32000 in December 2007.
We note that China did not provide any comments in a 30 day JTC1 national bodies review period of DIS 29500
in the Jan. 5- Feb. 5, 2007 contradiction period before the actual 5 months ballot.
In consideration of the size of the specification, interim draft versions of the specification were publicly posted
on the Ecma web site during development of ECMA-376 as early as May 2006. SC 34 (which has liaison status
with Ecma) was invited to access and review these drafts, which led to contributions from Relax NG and NVDL
experts in SC 34. (See http://www.ecma-international.org/news/TC45_current_work/TC45-200650_06Sept28.htm.)
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The size of DIS 29500 is a consequence of the goal of compatibility with a large corpus of existing documents,
which requires that the specification address a large number of topics. Many topics are documented in great
detail as an aid to implementers, which further increases the size of the DIS. Ecma actively solicited feedback
from the community in the development of ECMA-376, and much of the detail was provided in response to
specific requests for additional information and clarification. We therefore believe that preserving this level of
detail is in the best interest of the community.
Nonetheless, Ecma has sought to make the specification as easy to review as possible, by providing a high-level
overview of the fundamentals as Part 1 (173 pages) and a thorough primer in Part 3 (472 pages). A careful
review of these sections provides the reader with the context to review the details of part 4 as efficiently as
possible.
The JTC 1 Special Working Group/Directives meets regularly to review the Directives and discuss proposed
amendments for JTC 1 approval. The Project Editor suggests that National Bodies share their concerns with
SWG/Directives or directly with JTC 1 as a National Body Contribution.
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Response 1006
Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

CL-0125
Clause: Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
The tool used for assigning individual numbers to each NB comment erroneously generated this comment. The
comment is blank as there was actually no original comment to map to. We apologize for the confusion.
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Response 1007
Comment ID

AR-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

ES-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Regarding the balloting of the ISO/IEC /DIS 29500 and taking
into account that IRAM is not a member of this subcommittee,
we want to express that because of the importance of this
study, we are following the development of it very closely, in
order to participate in the future, according to our possibilities
There is no possible to get the necessary consensus in the
mirrow comitte to support either of the other positions

Proposed Disposition
Your comment is appreciated - thank you for your participation in the standardization process for DIS 29500. We
have made every effort to address all National Body comments received throughout this process, and we hope
that you find our proposed resolutions acceptable.
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Response 1008
Comment ID

DE-0145
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

From the beginning, office suite applications by Microsoft were
benefiting from their proprietary standards, where other parties
were unable to implement such standard and make their
products compatible. Microsoft decided to ignore the existing
open standards, and as we have seen in the past, they are
trying to bring upon a new "open" proprietary standard that can
be fully integrated only by Microsoft itself. There have been
Open Standards for document exchange out there for a longer
time, Microsoft had pledged only one step for its
implementation, but in the end it turns out to be a third party
plug-in which was made by another developer (Sun
Microsystems).
No standard can be backwards compatible; this is an
application feature, which can support different versions of one
standard.
Additional Comment: Novell, OpenOffice.org, Corel and
Microsoft have already announced support for Open XML
Formats in their products. Novell and Microsoft have already
introduced support, OpenOffice.org and Corel will provide
Open XML support later this year. Assertions that only
Microsoft is capable of supporting the Open XML formats are
clearly false.

Proposed Disposition
We thank Germany for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
Regarding “There have been Open Standards for document exchange out there for a longer time …”, we draw
your attention to the following excerpt from ‘Response Document –– National Body Comments from 30-Day
Review of the Fast Track Ballot for ISO/IEC DIS 29500 (ECMA-376) “Office Open XML File Formats”’

2.1.2 OpenXML Addresses Distinct User Requirements
The OpenXML format standardization effort represent a very focused effort to write down in a
standardized way the sum of information used in the already proven domain of existing binary
formats while preparing for future enhancements and evolution.
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Although OpenXML and ODF are both intended to describe office documents, each is designed
to satisfy different user requirements. OpenXML has been designed to be capable of faithfully
representing the majority of existing office documents in form and functionality. It is designed
to replace existing binary document formats with easily accessible, open formats to meet a wide
variety of user needs, formats which capture identical information yet are extensively
documented, and can be implemented on a wide variety of operating systems and devices.
Meeting this objective, while also satisfying many other goals, imposes stringent requirements
on the overall design and architecture of the format.
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Response 1009
Comment ID

EC-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The document should be revised in order to clarify some
technical questioning about dates, capture of historical
documents, use of patents, limitations for other use of
softwares, etc.

Proposed Disposition
We thank Ecuador for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process.
In response to the comments we received from National Bodies, we have made many corrections, clarifications
and improvements to the specification. One important area addressed was the handling of dates. Specifically,
we
1.
2.
3.
4.

Added support for dates prior to 1900.
Addressed the issue of 1900 being treated as a leap year.
Provided support for ISO 8601, the ISO Standard for dates.
Provided detailed information and normative references for numerous calendar-related comments.

For detailed information about IPR in DIS 29500, please refer to the proposed disposition of comments AU-0002,
BG-0002, CH-0004, CH-0019, GR-0001, GR-0015, IN-0006, IN-0070, IR-0057, KE-0074, KE-0075, NZ-0010, NZ0054, PT-0001, PT-0003, PT-0004, US-0003 and ZA-0008.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric),
Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many platforms,
including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile).
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Response 1010
Comment ID

FI-0002
Clause: All parts
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

However, Finland is concerned about the general quality and
immatureness of the present state of the proposed standard.
There are several issues where further development would be
appreciated for the proposed standard to meet the ISO
standards document criteria defined in ISO/IEC Directives Part
2. The following comments were especially raised during the
Finland's ISO/IEC DIS 29500 ballot process.

Proposed Disposition
We thank Finland for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process.
In response to the comments we received from National Bodies, we have made many corrections, clarifications
and improvements to the specification. There is no doubt that the feedback we have received during the
Standardization process has improved significantly the quality of our specification.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 1011
Comment ID

JO-0001
Clause: All
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Reference to the submission of the ISO/DIS 29500
"Information technology — Office Open XML file formats"
under the Fast Track Procedure, Kindly note that Jordan
represented by the Information Technology Association of
Jordan (INTAJ) and its members in addition to other large
national IT companies greatly support the publication of the
ECMA International's Open XML Standard as ISO/IEC
Standard (as shown in attachment 1 below). This resolution
has been reached after studying ISO/DIS 29500 carefully and
ensuring that such standard doesn't represent any
contradiction with other ISO/IEC standards such as the Open
Documents Format (ODF).
Actually INTAJ is an ICT industry-support association that
embraces Jordan's ICT businesses, with a mission to promote
their advancement on a local and International level, and
enhance their capacity and performance. This goes in parallel
with improving the dynamics of Jordan's ICT market and
catalyzing all Jordan's ICT related activities.
In light of this issue, let us also emphasize the importance of
this vote as Open XML represents an important advance in
document standards that offers benefits to technology users,
IT industry, consumers, business and government worldwide.
Its publication benefits organizations that intend to implement
applications capable of using the format, commercial and
governmental entities that procure such software, and
educators or authors who teach the format. Ultimately, all
users enjoy the benefits of an XML standard for their
documents, including stability, preservation, interoperability,
and ongoing evolution. Consequently, the approval of ECMA
International's Open XML Standard as ISO/IEC Standard will
enhance marketplace adoption, broaden choice, and is fully
consistent with what has been done in other areas of
technology (e.g., image formats, such as JPEG, TIFF; digital
video formats, such as MPEG-2 and H.264; and document
formats, such as HTML, ODF, and PDF/A), where overlapping
standards (including multiple ISO/IEC standards) that address
distinct user needs have been approved and have
substantially benefited customers.
It is well known that Open XML is a new open standard
document file format that is being used by many vendors and
users, including open source developers (as shown in
attachment 2 below) for the reason that the Open XML
Formats specification is optimized for the level of precision and
detail required to carry forward billions of existing files,
including a complete specification for spreadsheet. The Open
XML Formats also offer the unique capability of hosting
custom-defined data languages within the document format.
This capability is a key innovation for developers seeking to
incorporate real-time business information into their
documents, or those who seek to ―tag‖ documents with their
own categorization system.
The Open XML format standardization effort represent a very
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

focused effort to write down in a standardized way the sum of
information used in the already proven domain of existing
binary formats while preparing for future enhancements and
evolution.
Although Open XML and ODF are both intended to describe
office documents, each is designed to satisfy different user
requirements. Open XML has been designed to be capable of
faithfully representing the majority of existing office documents
in form and functionality. It is designed to replace existing
binary document formats with easily accessible, open formats
to meet a wide variety of user needs, formats which capture
identical information yet are extensively documented, and can
be implemented on a wide variety of operating systems and
devices. Meeting this objective, while also satisfying many
other goals, imposes stringent requirements on the overall
design and architecture of the format. Among the other goals
for Open XML are:
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Open and XML-conformant independence from
proprietary formats and features
Internationalization capabilities
Compact file size (compared to the binary formats)
Modularity
Integration with business data
Extensibility mechanisms
Versioning capabilities that allow for forward
compatibility
Provision of accessibility features

Further, standardizing the format specification and maintaining
it over time ensure that multiple parties can safely rely on it,
confident that further evolution will enjoy the checks and
balances afforded by an open standards process. The
compelling need exists for an open document-format standard
that is capable of preserving the billions of documents that
have been created in the preexisting binary formats, and the
billions that continue to be created each year. Technological
advances in hardware, networking, and a standards-based
software infrastructure make it possible. The explosive
diversification in market demand – including significant existing
investments in mission critical business systems – makes it
essential.
Thank you for your support for Open XML.
Jordan Institution for Standards and Metrology (JISM)

Proposed Disposition
We thank Jordan for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process, and we appreciate very much
Jordan’s vote of confidence in our efforts, and the marketplace relevance of our specification.
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We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 1012
Comment ID

NZ-0002
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This DIS standard requires clarification – the lack of clarity
may lead to ambiguity and inconsistent application.

Proposed Disposition
We agree that underspecified features inhibit interoperability, and instances of this should be corrected.
It is important to note that the initial draft received considerable contributions through the work of Ecma TC 45,
and, as a result, grew from approximately 2,000 to 6,000 pages, which constitutes the current DIS 29500. We
believe that a great deal of due diligence was performed to ensure that the contents of the spec were specified
completely.
As well, during the ballot resolution phase, other National Bodies requested additional information about
specific issues, which was also provided. Several illustrative examples follow:
Compatibility Settings
We agree that these should have been thoroughly documented; this information is provided in the
disposition to BR-0001, BR-0064, CA-0020, CA-0079, CH-0016, DE-0036, DK-0041, DK-0149, DK-0154, IE0010, IN-0005, IN-0017, IN-0076, KR-0006, MY-0019, PT-0043, PT-0044, SG-0001, US-0002, UY-0001, VE0008, and VE-0009.
Security Descriptor
We agree that the format of the security descriptor was not well defined; a complete description is
provided in the disposition to BR-0043, CA-0041, CL-0201, CO-0150, DE-0091, FR-0346, GB-0299, GR0081, KE-0060, PT-0097, US-0143, and VE-0059.
Passwords
We agree that the password-hashing mechanism was not well defined; a complete description is
provided in the disposition to BR-0042, CA-0039, CL-0199, CL-0200, CO-0142, CO-0149, DE-0090, FR0339, FR-0344, GB-0295, GB-0297, GR-0075, GR-0080, IN-0065, IR-0046, KE-0059, PT-0092, US-0137,
and US-0142.
Numbering Formats
A full normative description of each numbering format was added in response to BR-0030, BR-0031, CA0032, CL-0006, CL-0007, CL-0131, CL-0134, CO-0133, CO-0136, DE-0074, DE-0078, DK-0026, DK-0145,
ECMA-0042, FR-0326, FR-0330, GB-0280, GB-0284, GR-0057, GR-0060, IN-0018, IN-0042, JP-0064, KE0039, KE-0042, PT-0073, US-0075, US-0113, VE-0043, and VE-0047.
Calendar Formats
Normative definitions of each calendar supported by the DIS were provided in response to GB-0253 and
US-0045.
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Page Borders
Improved descriptions of page borders, including normative graphics in ISO 15948 format were provided
in response to BR-0026, CA-0027, CL-0126, CO-0126, CZ-0029, DE-0094, DK-0023, DK-0141, ECMA-0041,
FR-0321, GB-0271, IR-0032, KE-0033, PT-0066, US-0048, US-0072, VE-0030, and VE-0031.
We thank New Zealand for its participation in the review process for DIS 29500 and acknowledge the
improvements which have taken place as a result of the feedback received.
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Response 1013
Comment ID

NZ-0005
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

This DIS standard includes proprietary and undocumented
behaviours/features.

Proposed Disposition
In response to the comments we received from National Bodies, we have made many corrections, clarifications
and improvements to the specification. One important area addressed was the specification of features that
needed additional documentation. Refer to our proposed disposition for comment NO-0009 for details.
DIS 29500 re-uses many existing standards and due to feedback during the standardization process, we have
increased significantly our reliance on existing standards. A list of existing standards referenced by DIS 29500
can be found in the proposed disposition of comments BG-0001, CH-0014, IN-0019, KR-0018, NO-0011 and TN0002. Additional information about DIS 29500’s use of existing standards can be found in the proposed
disposition of comments AU-0006, DK-0042, ECMA-0035, ECMA-0043, GB-0052, GB-0054, IE-0001, P-0009 and
PE-0008.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 1014
Comment ID

PL-0001
Clause: Whole
document
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
In order to get complete and trustworthy opinion on the DIS
29500 from various interested parties in Poland Polish NB
conducted wide and open public consultancies. Several
questions we asked as a part of these consultancies are
based on ISO/IEC Directives and constitute MINIMAL
REQUIREMENTS for ISO/IEC standards. They include:
79. Possible IPR infringes
80. Completeness, consistency and clarity of the Draft

Proposed change by the MB
No specific change proposed

81. State of art compliance (being not based on obsolete
technical assumptions)
82. Room for development of the standard
83. User friendliness for experts not being involved in the
Draft preparation (resulting in stable and various
implementations)
84. Co-existence with other ISO standards in one application
(whether the implementation of this particular standard
would make impossible to implement at least one
another ISO standard)
Polish NB considered carefully all PRO‘S and CON‘S
comments submitted during the consultancy period. In the
conclusion, we have not identified ANY obvious noncompliance of the standard with MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS.
Therefore, taking into account specific One-Step-Approval
‗Fast Track‘ procedure, Polish NB is in favour to say ‗yes‘ to
DIS 29500 submitting only general and few editorial
comments.

Proposed Disposition
We thank Poland for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process, and for its support in our efforts.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 1015
Comment ID

TH-0001
Clause: Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

We disapprove the draft ISO/IEC 29500 for the reason that the
time given by the fast-track processing is not enough for
consideration of this important draft.

Proposed Disposition
We thank Thailand for its recognition that DIS 29500 is an important document.
Fast-Track processing is governed by the ISO/IEC JTC 1 Directives, which states in clause §13.3: "The period for
combined DIS (or DAM) voting shall be six months. This shall consist of a 30-day JTC 1 National Body review
period followed by a five-month ballot." Further, this processing time is consistent with ISO/IEC Fast-Track
processing. As such, neither the Project Editor nor the Ballot Resolution Meeting has the ability to extend the
ballot period, nor to terminate Fast-Track processing and send the document for “normal processing” in SC34.
During the development of ECMA-376, interim versions of the specification were publicly posted on the Ecma
web site as early as May 2006, and SC34 (which has liaison status with Ecma) was invited to access and review
these drafts.
Please note other standards following similar processes, such as the PDF format, a specification of over 1300
pages, that was submitted to ISO in June 2007 and ratified as ISO 32000 in December 2007.
The JTC 1 Special Working Group/Directives meets regularly to review the Directives and discuss proposed
amendments for JTC 1 approval. We suggest that Thailand share its concerns with SWG/Directives or directly
with JTC 1 as a National Body Contribution.
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Response 1016
Comment ID

TR-0001
Clause: All
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
After our research and work, the following results have been
reached in addition to the above mentioned issues [[project
editor: which have been omitted here]].


Open XML addresses different requirements than
ODF does.



Since their purposes are the same but their targets
are different, both ODF and Open may exist as two
different standards. This is even a necessity.



In the context of e-Government Works, the ODF by
itself is not a solution for a large group of documents
that are required to be converted. Although any loss
of data is not expected in a direct way, the losses that
may happen in formatting process may cause some
data to be lost indirectly.



Due to their design that makes interoperability
possible in a flexible structure, Open XML and the
other standards of similar kind, are thought to be
necessary to provide full integrity of organisations in
the e-Government Works of our country. For this
reason, the direct contribution of our country to the
development of Open XML and similar standards is
considered to be important. Our participation to the
voting process of ISO/IEC DIS 29500 is also
evaluated to be a requirement.



Due to Open XML related criticisms that have started
to be discussed in a non-technical manner in time, as
well as the discussions within the commercial and
political framework; the support of our country to
these standards is considerably important.

In addition to the technical issues above, considering the
following non-technical issues of:


the faster development rate in Computer Technology
in comparison with the other areas, in spite of almost
the same rate of consensus achieved; the clues
which have been observed that the assesments of
ODF and Open XML which have already turned to be
a political way of discussions rather than technical
ways and the possibility of continuation of these
assesments in a deepening war";



with the existence of ISO/IEC 26300, the
expectations for ISO/IEC DIS 29500 to be a
Standard, which make the parties closer than
expected, prior to the long standing consensus
expected to be realised in the years ahead;



the conditions that the parties may move away from
each other in case negative voting of OOXML for any
reason

the ISO/IEC DIS 29500 is evaluated as POSITIVE to be
accepted as a Standard and a positive country vote is
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

recommended.

Proposed Disposition
We thank Turkey for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process, and we appreciate very much
Turkey’s vote of confidence in our efforts, and the marketplace relevance of our specification.
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Response 1017
Comment ID

ZA-0001
Clause: General
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The overwhelming majority view of the South African
committee is that the scope of the overlap between the
proposed standard and the existing ISO/IEC 26300 standard
is significant. A significant majority view is that South Africa
sees no benefit in adopting another standard for document
formats in this area. Notwithstanding this view, and noting the
limited time available to adequately study a specification of this
length, the South African committee has detailed a number of
technical defects in DIS 29500 which has informed its decision
to not support its continued progress through the fast-track
process. Given the extensive public interest that has been
shown in this process, the South African committee has noted
the extensive comments contributed by IBM and others that
have become available in the public domain. We have studied
these and concluded that, whilst we consider many of these to
raise significant concerns, there is no extra value to be gained
by repeating, via our comments to JTC 1, such concerns with
which they will already be familiar. Whereas the comments
submitted by South Africa are selected to highlight specific
concerns, they are not exhaustive.
Even for a highly technical document the proposed standard is
extraordinarily convoluted, idiosyncratic and lengthy, making
any attempt at compliance difficult. Failure to comply by a
developer may however expose the developer to an
intellectual property infringement claim.

Proposed Disposition
We thank South Africa for its feedback and frankness, and we especially appreciate your decision to not submit
known duplicates of comments submitted by other National Bodies.
Regarding the overlap of DIS 29500 and IS 26300, we draw your attention to the following excerpt from
‘Response Document –– National Body Comments from 30-Day Review of the Fast Track Ballot for ISO/IEC DIS
29500 (ECMA-376) “Office Open XML File Formats”’

2.1.2 OpenXML Addresses Distinct User Requirements
The OpenXML format standardization effort represent a very focused effort to write down in a standardized way
the sum of information used in the already proven domain of existing binary formats while preparing for future
enhancements and evolution.
Although OpenXML and ODF are both intended to describe office documents, each is designed to satisfy
different user requirements. OpenXML has been designed to be capable of faithfully representing the majority of
existing office documents in form and functionality. It is designed to replace existing binary document formats
with easily accessible, open formats to meet a wide variety of user needs, formats which capture identical
information yet are extensively documented, and can be implemented on a wide variety of operating systems and
devices. Meeting this objective, while also satisfying many other goals, imposes stringent requirements on the
overall design and architecture of the format.
Yes, our specification is long, but then it covers a very large area of functionality. (Note that while the
specification for SpreadsheetML formulas alone required 325 pages, it is hard to imagine it taking any less.)
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However, an implementation need not conform to the entire specification as described in the response to JP0027 with the definition of conformance classes. And despite some NBs’ concerns about the specification’s
length, many other NBs’ comments have requested the addition of more text.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric),
Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many platforms,
including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile).
For detailed information about IPR in DIS 29500, please refer to the proposed disposition of comments AU-0002,
BG-0002, CH-0004, CH-0019, GR-0001, GR-0015, IN-0006, IN-0070, IR-0057, KE-0074, KE-0075, NZ-0010, NZ0054, PT-0001, PT-0003, PT-0004, US-0003 and ZA-0008.
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Response 1018
Comment ID

FI-0007
Clause: Part 4:
2.2.1 2.5.2.23 5 6
6.4.3.1
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

ISO/IEC 8632 is the ISO standard for 2-dimensional computer
graphics metafiles. SVG is the W3C Recommendation for
describing two-dimensional vector and mixed vector/raster
graphics in XML. Instead of using ISO/IEC 8632 or W3C SVG,
the proposed standard refers to Windows Metafiles, Enhanced
Metafiles, DrawingML, and VML. Even though the use of
ISO/IEC 8632 or W3C SVG is possible, conforming
implementation must support also all defined proprietary
graphic formats.

Remove all references to proprietary
formats from normative parts and use
ISO/IEC 8632 and/or other state of the
art graphic formats where applicable.

Proposed Disposition
Below, we address each of your concerns:
Vector graphics is an important component of modern document formats, and many document formats
recognize the need for a vector graphics markup language specifically created for their needs. For example, in
ISO/IEC 26300 (http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/19274/OpenDocument-v1.0ed2cs1.pdf), a new XML markup language and namespace have been defined to represent drawings necessary for
the ODF document format. The definition of this new drawing namespace can be found in §1.3 page 31 of the
ODF standard, and is used widely in ODF:
Prefix

Description

Namespace

draw

For elements and attributes
that describe graphic content.

urn:oasis:names:tc:opendocument:xmlns:drawing:1.0

In the DIS 29500, we have included DrawingML as the vector graphics markup language necessary for DIS 29500
and have documented this markup language within the specification. DrawingML allows DIS 29500 to achieve its
goals of faithfully representing the graphics in the existing corpus of binary documents.
In regards to Windows Metafiles and Enhanced Metafiles, there are no requirements on these formats for
implementers of DIS 29500. This is covered in more detail in the responses to the following National Body
comments: BR-0058; CA-0063; CA-0074; CL-0210; CL-0211; CO-0227; CO-0228; CZ-0037; DE-0081; DE-0082 ; DK0036; DK-0038; DK-0148; DK-0157; ECMA-0044; FR-0374; FR-0375; GB-0491; GB-0493; GR-0090; GR-0091; IN0008; IN-0016; IN-0020; IR-0051; IR-0052; KR-0005; KR-0021; KR-0022; PE-0006; PT-0112; PT-0113; US-0158; US0159; UY-0005.
In regards to VML, we will remove VML from its current location in the specification (Part 4, §6, pages 4,3434,960), and place it into a new annex for deprecated features. Deprecated features should not be used in newly
created Office Open XML documents. This is covered in more detail in the responses to the following National
Body comment: CA-0076; CO-0076; CO-0223; CZ-0004; CZ-0011; DE-0018; DE-0020; DE-0021; DE-0115; DE-0116;
DK-0058; DK-0095; DK-0155; FI-0008; GB-0177; GB-0190; GB-0476; GB-0477; GR-0087; IE-0009; JP-0030; KE0047; KE-0064; MX-0006; US-0092; US-0152; UY-0002; VE-0013; ZA-0016.
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Response 1019
Comment ID

DK-0128
Clause: Part 4
Section 2.16.5.39
Paragraph: Page
1542 line 27

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The description of the LINK state, that it uses OLE to link to
the original source file. Since OLE ( Meaning Object Linking
and Embedding) is a Microsoft specific technology, which isn't
available on all platform, the requirement to use OLE to the
original source file indicate, that the specification can't be
adopted to all platforms
Since OLE technology is protected by Microsoft patent and
IPR rights is also suggest, that there is potential patent
constrains involved in adoption of the ECMA-376 specification.
Since

Suggest delete the phrase ―using OLE‖
(line 27) .

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following change will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.39, page 1,542, lines 26–30:
Description: For information copied from another application, this field links that information to its original
source file using OLE. The application type of the link information is specified by field-argument-1. The name and
location of the source file is specified by field-argument-2. field-argument-3 specifies the portion of the source
file that's being linked. [Example: If the source file is a SpreadsheetML document, the reference might be to a
cell reference or a named range. For a WordprocessingML document, it might be a bookmark. end example]
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Response 1020
Comment ID

DK-0168
Clause: Part 4
3.3
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
OOXML is violating ISO 8632 (Graphics Metafile) by referring
to windows metafiles/ enhanced metafiles instead of ISO
8632.

Proposed change by the MB
The support for available Object linking
technologies should be expanded to
support Object linking technologies
from Linux platform, This should
include support for KParts and Bonobo
technologies as know from KDE
desktop environment and GNOME linux
graphical user interfaces.
Eg. expanding the complexType
CT_ExternalLink with:


kparts (KParts Link)



bonobo (Bonobo Link)

Relevant additional enumeration
values should be added to SF_CF e.g.
TIFF, PNG, HTML, JPG or others wellestablished formats.

Proposed Disposition
We believe that your comment addresses two distinct concerns, both of which have been resolved as follows:
Regarding the concerns around the references to metafiles/Windows metafiles and ST_CF:
We agree that these references were inappropriate; this is handled in the disposition to DK-0036, DK-0038, DK0148, and DK-0157.
Regarding the desire to allow for KParts and Bonobo as linking technologies:
We agree; this is handled in the disposition to DK-0031.
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Response 1021
Comment ID

GB-0016
Clause: Part 1,
Introduction [xii]
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
Claims that this text will enable implementation "in a way that
is fully compatible with the large existing investments in
Microsoft Office documents". Yet there is no mapping provided
between DIS 29500 and existing (legacy) Office document
formats.

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Provide such a
mapping or remove this claim.

Proposed Disposition
Prescriptive guidance on, or tools to enable, transformation from Microsoft Office “binary” file formats (i.e.,
.doc., .xls, and .ppt) (the “Binary Formats”) to Office Open XML formatted files is not the intention or in scope
of DIS 29500. As a result this request is outside the bounds of this process.
It is important to note that substantial use is being made of both the Binary Formats and Office Open XML in
the marketplace today. Many products (such as OpenOffice.org) support the Binary Formats. Microsoft has
indicated that many companies and public institutions have received the documentation for the Binary
Formats, and are working with it at this time, and can create mappings between the Binary Formats and Office
Open XML. Translators from the Binary Formats to XML formats such as ODF have already been developed and
are in wide use. For example, the Sun ODF Plug-in for Microsoft Office
(http://sun.systemnews.com/articles/112/3/sw/18208) states that “The plug-in allows users the ability to
seamlessly convert Microsoft Office documents to and from ODF. The ODF plug-in supports Microsoft Word,
Excel and Powerpoint”.
Likewise, there is widespread use of Office Open XML in the marketplace today across platforms and
applications. A few examples include the implementations released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08,
iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X),
Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF
Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac
OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro),
QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under
development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and
others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh,
Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, iPhone, and Windows Mobile).
The widespread use of both Binary Formats and Office Open XML formats indicates that, at this time, 3rd party
can use both formats and build mappings between them.
Nonetheless, Ecma International discussed this subject with Microsoft Corporation, the author of the Binary
Formats. To make it even easier for third party conversion of Binary Format-to-DIS 29500, Microsoft agreed to:


Initiate a Binary Format-to-ISO/IEC JTC 1 DIS 29500 Translator Project on the open source software
development web site SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/ ) in collaboration with independent
software vendors. The Translator Project will create software tools, plus guidance, showing how a
document written using the Binary Formats can be translated to DIS 29500. The Translator will be
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available under the open source Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) license, and anyone can use the
mapping, submit bugs and feedback, or contribute to the Project. The Translator Project will start on
February 15, 2008.
Make it even easier to get access to the Binary Formats documentation by posting it and making it
available for a direct download on the Microsoft web site no later than February 15, 2008. The Binary
Formats have been under a covenant not to sue and Microsoft will also make them available under its
Open Specification Promise (see www.microsoft.com/interop/osp) by the time they are posted.

We will modify DIS 29500 to include an informative reference to the SourceForge project.
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Response 1022
Comment ID

CH-0002
Clause: Part 1,
intro-duction
(page xii) and
entire docume
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

It is not acceptable for an international standard to be
designed primarily around the goal of compatibility with a
particular company's products.
Justified by JTC1 Directives section 1.2 Interoperability, Annex
I Interoperability Policy.
Established: DIS 2950 is related to MS file formats.
Established: It is common JTC1 practice to issue stan-dards of
imperfect interoperability, such as JPEG1, JPEG2000.
Established: Major Swiss users accept OOXML for its
improved interoperability.
Rejected: Based on the preceding claims established, it was
rejected that it should not be acceptable of OOXML to be
primarily targeting MS file formats.
The comment is not admissible by JTC1 Directives sec-tion
13.4, as clearly being a contradiction to be ad-dressed during
the review period, no longer applicable during the 5-month
ballot.
This is particularly inappropriate where, as in the pre-sent
case, compatibility with an existing international standard is
neglected in favor of the one-sided goal of maximal
compatibility with document file formats intro-duced by one
company, and where the proposed stan-dard does not provide
equal opportunities for compatibil-ity to that company's present
and future competitors.
Rejcted, as not justified by JTC1 Directives and practice.
Unless this shortcoming of DIS 29500 is fixed, accepting this
specification as a national or international standard would be a
violation of Swiss and international law.
DIS29500, which is related to Microsoft file formats, does not
explain the mapping to ODF.

Change the goal from being „fully
compatible― with „existing investments
in Microsoft Office documents― to
seeking at attain the same high level of
compatibility not only with Microsoft's
formats, but also with the international
norm ISO/IEC 26300 (OpenDocument).
Review the entire draft standard and
modify it corresponding to this revised
goal.
Add to introduction: "Attention is drawn
to DIN document (MS to provide
reference) regarding mapping between
OXML and ISO 26300 – 2006."

Proposed Disposition
We thank Switzerland for its participation in the DIS 29500 Standardization process.
In response to the issue around the goal of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of word-processing
documents, presentations, and spreadsheets that are encoded in binary formats defined by Microsoft
Corporation
As noted in the Ecma whitepaper “Office Open XML Overview” at http://www.ecmainternational.org/news/TC45_current_work/OpenXML%20White%20Paper.pdf), under “Purposes for the
Standard”:
OpenXML was designed from the start to be capable of faithfully representing the pre-existing corpus of
word-processing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets that are encoded in binary formats
defined by Microsoft Corporation. The standardization process consisted of mirroring in XML the
capabilities required to represent the existing corpus, extending them, providing detailed
documentation, and enabling interoperability. At the time of writing, more than 400 million users
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generate documents in the binary formats, with estimates exceeding 40 billion documents and billions
more being created each year.
The original binary formats for these files were created in an era when space was precious and parsing
time severely impacted user experience. They were based on direct serialization of in-memory data
structures used by Microsoft® Office® applications. Modern hardware, network, and standards
infrastructure (especially XML) permit a new design that favors implementation by multiple vendors on
multiple platforms and allows for evolution.
The scope of DIS 29500 is consistent with these goals. We also note that many organizations have requested
that such a standard be created. For example, at its meeting of 25 May 2004, the European Union specifically
recommended that “Microsoft should consider the merits of submitting XML formats to an international
standards body of their choice.” (http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/en/document/2592/5588)
In response to the request to merge with the ODF standard
There are currently several XML-based document formats in use, each designed to address a different set of
goals or requirements. These include ISO/IEC IS 26300 (ODF), China’s UOF, and ECMA-376 (DIS 29500 – Open
XML). All these formats have numerous implementations in multiple tools and multiple platforms (Linux,
Windows, Mac OS, hand-held devices). In all cases there are features that exist in one of the formats but not the
others.
It may be a goal for future groups to work on harmonization of two or more of these formats, but that is not
within the scope for the first version of DIS 29500. The Ecma Response Document from the Fast Track 30-Day
contradiction phase for DIS29500 addressed the question of harmonization by explaining the differences
between the ODF and Open XML formats as follows:
“... one must recognize that creating a single “merged” format to address the user requirements of both
ODF and OpenXML is a much more difficult goal—one that is hindered by fundamental obstacles
comparable to what one might encounter while merging HTML and ODF or HTML and PDF. This is
because of sheer difference of scope, feature and architecture. Ecma believes that one format cannot
simultaneously meet the requirements that would come from the merge of the two formats and the
stringent requirements of backward compatibility that drive the design of OpenXML.
First, while both formats share the high-level goal, to represent documents, presentations, and
spreadsheets in XML, their low-level goals differ fundamentally. OpenXML is designed to represent the
existing corpus of documents faithfully, even if that means preserving idiosyncrasies that one might not
choose given the luxury of starting from a clean slate. In the ODF design, compatibility with and
preservation of existing Office documents were not goals. Each set of goals is valuable; sacrificing either
at the expense of the other may not be in the best interest of users.
Second, the resulting differences are not merely variances in scope that could be resolved by adding
capabilities to one or the other. They are structural and architectural in nature. Where functionality
overlaps, the corresponding elements nonetheless differ in precise meaning, usage, capabilities, options,
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and interaction with other elements. Even more importantly, the corresponding elements do not exist
in isolation, but are components of whole document models, with different rules and constraints for
such things as page/slide layout, flow, style inheritance, event processing, relative positioning,
calculation order, formula dependencies, chart construction, graphic templates, animations, and so on.
The resulting variations are not merely cosmetic. They compound to create qualitative disparities that,
although perfectly acceptable for much of the user base, can be significant for organizations that require
high fidelity in layout, content, or editability. Differences between the implicit page style model of ODF
and the explicit page style model of OpenXML, differences in the models for splitting table cells,
differences in the style information associated with spreadsheet cells, and differences in the full formula
specification used in spreadsheets are only small examples of the hundreds of explicit design decisions
that ensure the information included in the existing formats is represented faithfully in the OpenXML
format.”
There are many translation tools already in existence that enable interoperability between different formats by
providing useful translation capabilities between ODF, Open XML and UOF.
As has been noted in the suggested changes the German national standards body, DIN, has a committee, NIA01-34 (see http://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/fokus/fokus/presse/meldungen_fokus/2007/05/DIN-E.pdf), that is
preparing a Technical Report on the translation of documents between the IS 26300 and DIS 29500 formats. The
members of NIA-01-34 include format experts from a number of countries, working together to define the
numerous differences between these formats.
Ecma strongly supports any harmonization effort that enables better sharing of information and allows better
translation between the formats in the following way: Ecma believes that the work of the DIN (NIA-01-34)
committee is essential to any harmonization effort. The work of DIN (NIA-01-34) will enable the industry at large
to understand the detailed differences between the formats. Based on this detailed understanding, the ODF and
Open XML formats could be extended in the future in order to enable better sharing of information and allow
future translations tools to provide even better translation and interoperability between the formats.
Harmonization would require functional changes to two International Standards and would fall under the JTC 1
procedures for new work within SC 34 and could be done in the future. Such work should not be done in this
Fast-Track process and should not impede the adoption of DIS 29500.
We note that a growing number of implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those
released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard, iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003,
Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008 Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet
(MindManager), Intergen, OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz
(DocumentsToGo on Palm OS, MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML
Content Server), Datawatch (Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft
(XML2PDF Server 2007) and those under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome
(GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and others. These implementations are now available on many
platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows, and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows
Mobile).
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Response 1023
Comment ID

DK-0121
Clause: Part 4
section 2.16.5.23
Paragraph: Page
1531 line 12

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The FILENAME field assumes, that all file are stored at disk,
and the /p extension assumes that this disk is a permanently
attached disk.
While this would have been the expected behaviour in the
past, the current technology offer a wide variety of ways to
store file, using other means that a physical disk-systems. This
specification doesn't account for the possibility to store
information in CMS solutions, different kind of container
applications or dynamic storage content management
systems.
Evolving and future requirements like ―internet-storage‖ or
close proximity is not possible with the limited definitions as
described here
This feature seems to mimic old-days storage of files, and
doesn't offer support for any future directions. What about the
suggest part like
https://getmyownfiles.org/fetch_bestfile(test.docx)

Proposed change by the MB
Clarify path is inherited from the
location of the file.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following changes will be made in Part 4, §2.16.5.23, page 1,531, lines 9–22:
2.16.5.23
Syntax:

FILENAME

FILENAME [ switch ]

Description: Retrieves the name of the current document as stored on disk from its storage location.
Field Value: The name of the current document.
Switches: One of the following general-formatting-switches: \* Caps, \* FirstCap, \* Lower, or
\* Upper, and zero or one of the following field-specific-switches.
\p

Include the full file path name.
[Example: Consider the case in which the following fields are updated:
FILENAME \* Upper
FILENAME \p
the results might be:
FIELD DEMO SUITE.DOCX
E:\Std\OOXML\Fields\Field Demo Suite.docx
http://example.com/files/myFile.docx
end example]
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Response 1024
Comment ID

IE-0001
Clause: Various.
See Proposed
Change for detail.
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

The DIS refers to a large number of additional technical
specifications which are not explicitly listed as Normative
References. Under JTC1 directives, any normative references
that are not International standards must either come from an
Approved Referencing Organization (ARO), or must be
accompanied by a Referencing Explanatory Report (RER).
Note that as of January 2007, W3C is an ARO.

The following references (taken from
each part of the specification's
bibliography) should be defined in the
relevant section‘s list of Normative
References. Should the specification
change to no longer require specific
normative references then they shall be
removed from this list.
All ISO references and W3C and
Unicode Consortium references can be
directly moved - the latter two coming
from Approved Referencing
Organisations (ARO).
In addition, RER descriptions should be
prepared for specifications originated
by IANA, IETF and Dublin Core and
they should be moved to Normative
References. Similarly, specifications
such as PANOSE by Hewlett Packard,
ZIP format by PKWARE, Inc are one of
the few vendor-dependant
specifications.
Note:
Tags of Dublin Core are used in Core
Properties (See " 10.1 Core Properties
Part " in "Part 2: Open Packaging
Conventions"). PANOSE can be
specified as Font Substitution Data of
WordprocessingML (eg. <w:panose1
w:val="020B0A04020102020204" />).
(See "2.8.2. 13panose1 (Pansose-1
Typeface Classification Number) " in "
Part 4: Markup Language Reference").
ZIP format in OOXML specification is
explained in "physical mapping to a ZIP
archive" and used in Office products.
(See "9.2 Mapping to a ZIP Archive" in
" Part 2: Open Packaging Conventions
"). ZIP may be satisfactorily addressed
by reference to the relevant URL.
<< Part 1: Fundamentals >>
Annex A. Bibliography
[IANA]
- Character Sets from IANA, as
specified at
http://www.iana.org/assignments/chara
cter-sets
[IETF]
- RFC 2119, Bradner, Scott, 1997: "Key
words for use in RFCs to Indicate
Requirement Levels."
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt.
- RFC 2045, Borenstein, N., and N.
Freed. "Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of
Internet Message Bodies.
" The Internet Society. 1996.
http://www.rfc-editor.org
- RFC 2616, Berners-Lee, T., R.
Fielding, H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P.
Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul.
"Hypertext Transfer ProtocolHTTP/1.1." The Internet Society. 1999.
http://www.rfc-editor.org
- RFC 3066, Alvestrand, H. "Tags for
the Identification of Languages." The
Internet Society. 2001.http://www.rfceditor.org
- RFC 3339, Klyne, G. and C. Newman
"Date and Time on the Internet:
Timestamps." The Internet Society.
2002. http://www.rfc-editor.org
- RFC 3629, Yergeau, F. "UTF-8, a
transformation format of ISO 10646."
The Internet Society. 2003.
http://www.rfc-editor.org
- RFC 3986, Berners-Lee, T., R.
Fielding, and L. Masinter. "Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI): Generic
Syntax." The Internet Society. 2005.
http://www.rfc-editor.org
[Unicode Consortium]
- The Unicode Consortium. The
Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined
by: The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0
(Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006.
ISBN 0-321-48091-0).
[W3C]
- XML, Bray, Tim, Eve Maler, Jean
Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, and
Fran?ois Yergeau (editors). "Extensible
Markup Language (XML) 1.0," Third
Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
2004.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml20040204/xml11-20040204/)
- XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. "XML
Base." World Wide Web Consortium.
2001.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/RECxmlbase-20010627/
- XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave
Hollander, Andrew Layman, and
Richard Tobin (editors). "Namespaces
in XML 1.1." World Wide Web
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
Consortium. 2004.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlnames11-20040204/
- XML Path Language Specification,
Version 1.0, W3C Recommendation 16
November 1999
http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
- XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second
Edition, W3C R 1 ecommendation 28
October 2004
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/
- XML Schema Part 1: Structures
Second Edition, W3C Recommendation
28 October 2004
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/
- XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes
Second Edition, W3C Recommendation
28 October 2004
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/
[Vender Specification]
- PANOSE Classification Guide,
Version 1.2, Hewlett Packard Co.,
1992. (Hewlett Packard)
- ZIP File Format Specification from
PKWARE, Inc., as specified in appnote,
the Application Note on the Zip file
format, at
http://www.pkware.com.(PKWARE, Inc)
<< Part 2: Open Packaging
Conventions >>
Annex I. Bibliography
[ISO]
- ISO/IEC Directives Part 2, Rules for
the structure and drafting of
International Standards, Fourth edition,
2001, ISBN 92-67-01070-0.
[Unicode Consortium]
- The Unicode Consortium. The
Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined
by: The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0
(Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006.
ISBN 0-321-48091-0)
[Dublin Core]
- Dublin Core Element Set v1.1.
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
- Dublin Core Terms Namespace.
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
[W3C ]
- Extensible Markup Language (XML)
1.0 (Third Edition), W3C
Recommendation, 04 February 2004.
- Namespaces in XML 1.1, W3C
Recommendation, 4 February 2004.
- W3C NOTE 19980827, Date and
Time Formats, Wicksteed, Charles, and
Misha Wolf, 1997,
http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/NOTEdatetime-19980827.
- XML Base, W3C Recommendation,
27 June 2001.
- XML Path Language (XPath), Version
1.0, W3C Recommendation, 16
November 1999.
- XML Schema Part 1: Structures, W3C
Recommendation, 28 October 2004.
- XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes, W3C
Recommendation, 28 October 2004.
- XML-Signature Syntax and
Processing, W3C Recommendation, 12
February 2002.
[IETF]
- RFC 2616 Hypertext Transfer
Protocol-HTTP/1.1, The Internet
Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding,
H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P.Leach, L.
Masinter, and J. Mogul, 1999,
http://www.rfc-editor.org.
- RFC 3986 Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI): Generic Syntax, The Internet
Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding,
and L. Masinter, 2005, http://www.rfceditor.org.
- RFC 3987 Internationalized Resource
Identifiers (IRIs), The Internet Society,
Duerst, M. and M. Suignard, 2005,
http://www.rfc-editor.org.
- RFC 4234 Augmented BNF for Syntax
Specifications: ABNF, The Internet
Society, Crocker, D., (editor), 2005, 21
http://www.rfc-editor.org.
[Vender Specification]
- ZIP File Format Specification, Version
6.2.1, PKWARE Inc., 2005. (PKWARE,
Inc)
<< Part 3: Primer >>
Bibliography N/A
<< Part 4: Markup Language Reference
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Comment ID

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB
>>
Bibliography N/A
<< Part 5: Markup Compatibility and
Extensibility >>
Annex B. Bibliography
[ISO]
- ISO/IEC 197575-4, Information
technology - Document Schema
Definition Languages (DSDL) - Part 4:
Namespace-based Validation
Dispatching Language (NVDL).
- ISO/IEC Directives Part 2, Rules for
the structure and drafting of
International Standards, Fourth edition,
2001, ISBN 92-67-01070-0.
[W3C]
- Extensible Markup Language (XML)
1.0 (Fourth Edition), W3C
Recommendation, 16 August 2006.
- Namespaces in XML 1.0 (Second
Edition), W3C Recommendation, 16
August 2006.
- XML Base, W3C Recommendation,
27 June 2001.
- XML Schema Part 1: Structures
Second Edition, W3C
Recommendation, 28 October 2004.
- XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes
Second Edition, W3C
Recommendation, 28 October 2004.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the Normative References clauses for part 1, 2, 3 and 5 will be replaced with the following:
Part 1:
ANSI X3.4-1986, “American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)”
IANA, “Character Sets from IANA”, as specified at http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets
Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, CNS 7648: Data Elements
and Interchange Formats -- Information Interchange -- Representation of Dates and Times
Calendar Reform Committee, Indian Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. 1957
Stokes, M., M. Anderson, S. Chandrasekar, and R. Motta. A Standard Default color Space for the Internet. Vers.
1.10. November 5, 1996. http://www.w3.org/Graphics/Color/sRGB
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Har'El, Zvi, Gauss Formula for the Julian Date of Passover. Deptartment of Mathematics, Technion, Israel Institue
of Technology, Haifa 32000, Isreal, 2005, 6
Duerst, M, and M Suignard. "Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs)." IETF. January 2005.
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3987
ISO/IEC 2382.1:1993, “Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms”
ISO 8601:2004, “Data elements and interchange formats — Information interchange — Representation of dates
and times”
ISO/IEC 8859-1:1998, “Information technology – 8-bit single-byte coded graphic character sets – Part 1: Latin
alphabet No. 1” (referred to in this standard as the ANSI character set)
ISO/IEC 9075-1:2003, “Information technology - Database languages - SQL - Part 1: Framework
(SQL/Framework)”
ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Hash-functions -- Part 3: Dedicated
hash-functions. 2004
ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (all parts), Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set (UCS).
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, “Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font Format”
Japanese Industrial Standard, JIS X 0301: Data elements and interchange formats -- Information interchange -Representation of dates and times. Japan, 2002.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da‘wah and Guidance.
Korean Law Enactment No. 4, 1961.
Maimon, Rabbi Moshe ben, Complete Restatement of the Oral Law (Mishneh Torah).
Ausbrooks, Ron, et al. Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) Version 2.0 (Second Edition). October 21,
2003. http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML/.
Kaliski, B. The MD2 Message-Digest Algorithm. April 1992. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1319.txt
Rivest, R. The MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm. April 1992. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1320.txt
The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm. April 1992. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1321.txt.
MDX specification, Microsoft: http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms145506.aspx
IANA. "MIME Media Types." Internet Assigned Numbers Authority. http://www.iana.org/assignments/mediatypes/
"NIST Guide to SI Units”, http://physics.nist.gov/Pubs/SP811/appenB9.html
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PANOSE Classification Metrics Guide, Hewlett Packard Co., 1997,
http://www.panose.com/ProductsServices/pan1.aspx
QuickTime File Format Specification (2007-09-04 version)
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/QTFF/qtff.pdf
RFC 2045, Borenstein, N., and N. Freed. “Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of
Internet Message Bodies.” The Internet Society. 1996. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txt
RFC 2119, Bradner, Scott, 1997: “Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels.”
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt
RFC 2616, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul. “Hypertext
Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1.” The Internet Society. 1999. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt
RFC 3066, Alvestrand, H. “Tags for the Identification of Languages.” The Internet Society. 2001.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3066.txt
RFC 3339, Klyne, G. and C. Newman “Date and Time on the Internet: Timestamps.” The Internet Society. 2002.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3339.txt
RFC 3629, Yergeau, F. “UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646.” The Internet Society. 2003.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3629.txt
RFC 3986, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, and L. Masinter. “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax.” The
Internet Society. 2005. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txt
SMIL, Bulterman, D., Grassel, G., Jansen, J., Koivisto, A., Layaïda, N., Michel, T., et al. (2005, December 13).
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL 2.1). Retrieved from W3C: http://www.w3.org/TR/SMIL/
SVG, Andersson, O., Armstrong, P., Axelsson, H., Berjon, R., Bézaire, B., Bowler, J., et al. (2003, January 14).
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) 1.1 Specification. Retrieved from W3C - World Wide Web Consortium:
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/
The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined by: The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0
(Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006. ISBN 0-321-48091-0)
Unicode Technical Report #25, http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr25/
Sargent, Murray. UTN #28: Nearly Plain-Text Encoding of Mathematics. August 29, 2006.
http://www.unicode.org/notes/tn28/tn28-2.html
United States Postal Service. "Domestic Mail Manual." United States Postal Service. November 8, 2007.
http://pe.usps.com/cpim/ftp/manuals/dmm300/Full/MailingStandards.pdf
Universal Postal Union. POST*CODE: Postal addressing systems. Berne: UPU Publications, 2006, ISBN 92-9502537-7, ISSN 1020-6019
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XSLT, Clark, James, "XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium Recommendation.
1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
XML, Tim Bray, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, John Cowan, and François Yergeau (editors).
“Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.1,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
2004.http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml11-20040204/
XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. “XML Base.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2001.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlbase-20010627/
XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave Hollander, Andrew Layman, and Richard Tobin (editors). “Namespaces in XML
1.1.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2004. http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml-names11-20040204/
XML Path Language Specification, Version 1.0, W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999
http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/
XML Schema Part 1: Structures Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc., version 6.2.0 (2004), as specified in
http://www.pkware.com/documents/APPNOTE/APPNOTE_6.2.0.txt
Part 2:
ANSI X3.4-1986, “American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)”
Dublin Core Element Set v1.1, http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
Dublin Core Terms Namespace, http://purl.org/dc/terms/
ISO 8601:2004, “Data elements and interchange formats — Information interchange — Representation of dates
and times”
ISO/IEC 9594-8:2001, “Public-key and attribute certificate frameworks (x.509 Certificate)”
ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (all parts), “Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set (UCS)”
ISO/IEC Directives Part 2, “Rules for the structure and drafting of International Standards”, Fourth edition, 2001,
ISBN 92-67-01070-0
RFC 2616 Hypertext Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1, The Internet Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J.
Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul, 1999, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt
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RFC 3986 Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax, The Internet Society, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding,
and L. Masinter, 2005, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txt
RFC 3987 Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs), The Internet Society, Duerst, M. and M. Suignard, 2005,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3987.txt
RFC 4234 Augmented BNF for Syntax Specifications: ABNF, The Internet Society, Crocker, D., (editor), 2005,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4234.txt
The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined by: The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0
(Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006. ISBN 0-321-48091-0).The latest version can be found at the Unicode
Consortium's web site, www.unicode.org, at this writing.
W3C NOTE 19980827, Date and Time Formats, Wicksteed, Charles, and Misha Wolf, 1997,
http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/NOTE-datetime-19980827
XSLT, Clark, James, "XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium Recommendation.
1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
XML, Tim Bray, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, John Cowan, and François Yergeau (editors).
“Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.1,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
2004.http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml11-20040204/
XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. “XML Base.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2001.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlbase-20010627/
XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave Hollander, Andrew Layman, and Richard Tobin (editors). “Namespaces in XML
1.1.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2004. http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml-names11-20040204/
XML Path Language Specification, Version 1.0, W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999
http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/
XML Schema Part 1: Structures Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/
XML Signature Syntax and Processing, W3C Recommendation, 12 February 2002,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmldsig-core/
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc., version 6.2.0 (2004), as specified in
http://www.pkware.com/documents/APPNOTE/APPNOTE_6.2.0.txt
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Part 3:
ANSI X3.4-1986, “American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)”
ISO/IEC 2382.1:1993, “Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms”
ISO 8601:2004, “Data elements and interchange formats — Information interchange — Representation of dates
and times”
ISO/IEC 8859-1:1998, “Information technology – 8-bit single-byte coded graphic character sets – Part 1: Latin
alphabet No. 1” (referred to in this standard as the ANSI character set)
ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (all parts), Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set (UCS)
ISO/IEC 14496-22:2007, “Information technology – Coding of audio-visual objects – Part 22: Open Font Format”
"NIST Guide to SI Units”, http://physics.nist.gov/Pubs/SP811/appenB9.html
PANOSE Classification Metrics Guide, Hewlett Packard Co., 1997,
http://www.panose.com/ProductsServices/pan1.aspx
QuickTime File Format Specification (2007-09-04 version)
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/QTFF/qtff.pdf
RFC 2045, Borenstein, N., and N. Freed. “Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of
Internet Message Bodies.” The Internet Society. 1996. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txt
RFC 2119, Bradner, Scott, 1997: “Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels.”
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt
RFC 2616, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, H. Frystyk, J. Gettys, P. Leach, L. Masinter, and J. Mogul. “Hypertext
Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1.” The Internet Society. 1999. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt
RFC 3066, Alvestrand, H. “Tags for the Identification of Languages.” The Internet Society. 2001.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3066.txt
RFC 3339, Klyne, G. and C. Newman “Date and Time on the Internet: Timestamps.” The Internet Society. 2002.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3339.txt
RFC 3629, Yergeau, F. “UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646.” The Internet Society. 2003.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3629.txt
RFC 3986, Berners-Lee, T., R. Fielding, and L. Masinter. “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax.” The
Internet Society. 2005. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txt
The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0, defined by: The Unicode Standard, Version 5.0
(Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 2006. ISBN 0-321-48091-0)
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XSLT, Clark, James, "XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0," World Wide Web Consortium Recommendation.
1999. http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
XML, Tim Bray, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, John Cowan, and François Yergeau (editors).
“Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.1,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
2004.http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml11-20040204/
XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. “XML Base.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2001.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlbase-20010627/
XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave Hollander, Andrew Layman, and Richard Tobin (editors). “Namespaces in XML
1.1.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2004. http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml-names11-20040204/
XML Path Language Specification, Version 1.0, W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999
http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/
XML Schema Part 1: Structures Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc., version 6.2.0 (2004), as specified in
http://www.pkware.com/documents/APPNOTE/APPNOTE_6.2.0.txt
Part 5:
ISO/IEC 2382.1:1993, “Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms”
ISO/IEC 10646:2003 (all parts), “Information technology — Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set (UCS)”
ISO/IEC 19757-4, “Information technology - Document Schema Definition Languages (DSDL) - Part 4:
Namespace-based Validation Dispatching Language (NVDL)”
ISO/IEC Directives Part 2, Rules for the structure and drafting of International Standards, Fourth edition, 2001,
ISBN 92-67-01070-0
XML, Tim Bray, Eve Maler, Jean Paoli, C. M. Sperberg-McQueen, John Cowan, and François Yergeau (editors).
“Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.1,” Third Edition. World Wide Web Consortium.
2004.http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml11-20040204/
XML Base, Marsh, Jonathan. “XML Base.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2001.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlbase-20010627/
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XML Namespaces, Bray, Tim, Dave Hollander, Andrew Layman, and Richard Tobin (editors). “Namespaces in XML
1.1.” World Wide Web Consortium. 2004. http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xml-names11-20040204/
XML Schema Part 0: Primer Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/
XML Schema Part 1: Structures Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004 ,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes Second Edition, W3C Recommendation 28 October 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/
.ZIP File Format Specification from PKWARE, Inc., version 6.2.0 (2004), as specified in
http://www.pkware.com/documents/APPNOTE/APPNOTE_6.2.0.txt
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Response 1025
Comment ID

NZ-0006

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Remove references to proprietary MS technology.

Clause: Part 1,
Section 11.3.1
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; regarding the subclause mentioned in the comment (Part 1, §11.3.1), we agree that these references
are inappropriate. The following changes will be made in Part 1, §11.3.1:
Page 28, Line 1, “Content Type” row
Content Type:

Any content, support for which is application-defined.
[Note: Some examples of formats which might be supported include:
 Text = application/txt
 RTF = application/rtf
 HTML = application/html
 XML = application/xml
end note]

Page 28, lines 3–5
An alternative format import part allows content specified in an application-defined alternate format
(HTML, MHTML, RTF, earlier versions of WordprocessingML, or plain text) to be embedded directly in a
WordprocessingML document in order to allow that content to be migrated to the WordprocessingML
format.
Page 28, lines 15–17
A WordprocessingML consumer shall who understands the format of an instance of this part should
treat the its contents of such legacy text files as if they were formatted using equivalent
WordprocessingML, and if that consumer is also a WordprocessingML producer, it shall emit the legacy
textcontents of the part in WordprocessingML format.
After further follow-up with the New Zealand national body, we understand that this comment was not meant
to be specifically about the alternative format import part, but instead about the general issue around the need
for Open XML to be vendor neutral. We agree that the proposed standard should be platform independent.
The development of this standard was within the scope of and subject to the rules of Ecma International.
Membership on this committee included producers, vendors, consumers, users and regulators. The
standardization of Office Open XML in Ecma was performed by a very motivated team of experts in TC 45, which
included representatives from Apple, Barclays Capital, BP, The British Library, Essilor, Intel, Microsoft, NextPage,
Novell, Statoil, Toshiba and the Unites States Library of Congress.
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While Microsoft made a significant contribution to the development of ECMA-376, it is important to note that
the initial draft received considerable contributions through the work of Ecma TC 45 and as a result grew from
approximately 2,000 to 6,000 pages, which constitutes the current DIS 29500.
As empirical evidence of the standard’s platform independence, we note that a growing number of
implementations of ECMA-376 are becoming available, including those released by Apple (Mac OS X Leopard,
iWork 08, iPhone), Adobe (InDesign), Microsoft (Office 2007, Office 2003, Office XP, Office 2000, Office 2008
Mac OS X), Novell (Suse Open Office), Google (Search / Preview), Mindjet (MindManager), Intergen,
OpenXML/ODF Translator (Open Source project on Sourceforge), Dataviz (DocumentsToGo on Palm OS,
MacLinkPlus on Mac OS X Leopard), NeoOffice, Altova (XMLSpy), MarkLogic (XML Content Server), Datawatch
(Monarch Pro), QuickOffice (QuickOffice Premier 5.0 on Symbian), Altsoft (XML2PDF Server 2007) and those
under development by Corel (WordPerfect), AbiWord, Gnome (GNumeric), Xandros, Linspire, Turbolinux and
others. These implementations are now available on many platforms, including Linux, the Macintosh, Windows,
and handheld devices (PalmOS, Symbian, Windows Mobile).
Based on feedback from national bodies, we’ve made further changes in this area. In response to NZ-0012 we
removed references to SSPI, and clarified that the use of OLE was platform independent and could be mixed
with other similar technologies. For the ink storage format, we changed over to a model that encouraged this
use of existing standards as a result of comments BR-0057; CL-0209; FR-0373; GB-0485; PT-0111; and US-0157.
The use of smart tags was also clarified in response to CO-0206 and GB-0443.
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Response 1026
Comment ID

GB-0451

Comment (justification for change) by the MB
The URL describing the audio/x-me-wax does not exist.

Clause: Part 4,
15.2.2 [Table 1]
Paragraph: -

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; we will remove this example from Part 1, §15.2.2, page 138.

2200

Proposed change by the MB
Proposed change: Replace
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/enus/wmplay10/mmp_sdk/asx_elementsi
ntro.asp with a static URL that is
guaranteed to always exist.
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Response 1027
Comment ID

PH-0001
Clause: 2.18.4
Paragraph: -

Comment (justification for change) by the MB

Proposed change by the MB

Borders styles specifies several different styles such as
apples, balloons, fish and earth. None of these styles are
completely specified in a repeatable and well documented
manner (for example how thin is a ―thin‖ line). Furthermore, the
art style for ―earth‖ only shows North and South America,
Europe and Africa. The Asian continent, much less the
Philippines, appears nowhere.

Proposed Disposition
Agreed; the following built-in format will be added in Part 4, §2.18.4, page 1,650 to ensure the built-in art
includes Asia:
Enumeration Value

Description

earth3 (Earth Art Border)

Specifies an art border using the following images:

All sides/corners:

Normative versions of this graphic will also be included in the Annex created for the general comment on the
quality of border art.
Additionally, in order to specify the borders styles in a repeatable and well documented manner, the following
text will be added to Part 4, §2.18.4, page 1,631, below line 19:
For art borders, each border definition is specified by the combination of eight images, as follows:
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For the edge borders (top, bottom, left, and right), the border image is repeated as necessary to span the
distance between the two intersecting corners. Electronic definitions of each piece of border art are included in
Annex G.
Each border in Part 4, §2.18.4 will be rewritten in the following consistent style (using two examples to
illustrate):
Enumeration Value
apples (Apples Art Border)

Description
Specifies an art border using the following images:
All Sides:

…
moons (Moon Art Border)

Specifies an art border using the following images:
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Top:
Bottom:

Left:

Right:
Top Left:
Top Right:
Bottom Left:
Bottom Right:

A new Annex will be added to Part 4, which provides electronic copies of each component of each border in
ISO 15948 (PNG) format.
Some national bodies raised additional concerns over the extensibility of this functionality. This concern is
addressed in the response to a set of comments that include AU-0021, CA-0028, and CL-0127.
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